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Editors' Preface to Volume XV

'A Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament is a bold venture any time it is un-

dertaken." As the editors wrote this in the mid-1970s, they had in mind not so much

the mechanical aspects of the project, but rather the ever daunting field of theologi-
cal scholarship. The substantial developments that they envisioned at that time
turned out to be even more rapid and more controversial than one could have ex-

pected. What had been projected as a task to be completed in a maximum of l0 years

turned into an epic venture spanning more than a quarter century. Almost from the

outset the original conception of the Dictionary required continuous modification,
attested in an ever expanding number of terms and concepts addressed, with a grand

total of approximately 1150 key words now included. New insights regarding gram-

mar and linguistics constantly had to be considered, as well as advances in the study

of epigraphy and unanticipated proliferation in publication of the Qumran texts. The

rise of a full spectrum of new methodologies further necessitated setting new stan-

dards. The greatest challenge, however, remained the ongoing dialogue encompass-

ing divergent theories and approaches to the biblical texts. Collaboration between the

editors and authors sought to address prudently this situation of seemingly constant

change so as not to attach hastily to new currents of thought but rather to present re-

sponsible opinions. In the process consensus also had to be reached on fundamental

matters of lexicography sg as not to become bogged down in the perplexities of in-
terpretation. A Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament can provide a great deal,

but not everything.
Volumes I-XV of The Theological Dictionary of the Old Testamenl, covering the

Hebrew terms, are now completed. Only one volume on Aramaic terms follows (Vol-

ume XVI), under the editorship of Professor Dr. Ingo Kottsieper of Gdttingen (see

ZAHB [1995] 80-81). The series will conclude with Volume XVII, which will enhance

access to the Dictionary by means of a general index and which will also provide sup-

plementary bibliography updating entries throughout the set.

To all of our contributors, a hearty word of thanks for your many yqlrs of service.

Of foremost importance are the authors of the individual articles, who have with great

competence and preparation addressed their topics and offered insights reflecting
scholarship of the highest order. A number of these contributors have also provided

skillful translations, and many articles were extensively rewritten. The editorial teams

in both Bonn and Uppsala have made substantial contributions. For Bonn, sincere

thanks to H. Lamberty-Zielinski, H. Baranske, G. Barteldrees, A. Doecker, E' Ha-

macher, M. Rapp-Pokorny, M.Riehmen, and N. van Meeteren, as well as E. Ballhorn,
U. Dahmen, C. Rtittgen-Burtscheidt, J. Schnocks, and M. Seufert. For Uppsala, special

appreciation to G. Andr6. Quite applicable for the members of these teams has occa-

xl



xll Editors' Prefoce

sionally been the lament of the Preacher in Eccl. 12:12: "of making many books there
is no end, and much study is a weariness of the flesh."

Particular gratitude is expressed to Headmaster F. st6hr, emeritus, of Heinsberg,
who with great precision verified the biblical citations and reviewed critically the LXX
sections of individual articles. In addition, many of the corrections incorporated into
the English edition stem from his work.

Finally, we reiterate our appreciation to technical advisors Jan Bergman (Egypto-
logy), OswaldLoretz (Ugaritic), and Wolfram Freiherr von Soden (Akkadian).

In the course of our work we have encountered the death of Founding Editor
Gerhard Johannes Botterweck as well as of several authors: Sverre Aalen, Peter R.
Ackroyd, G6sta W. Ahlstr6m, Luis Alonso-Schdkel, Christoph Barrh, Jan Bergman,
Herrmann Eising, otto Eissfeldt, Alfred Haldar, vinzen Hamp, Gerhard F. Hasel, Al-
fred Jepsen, Arvid S. Kapelrud, Dieter Kellermann, walter Kornfeld, Hans Kosmala,
Tryggve Kronholm, Daniel Levy, Paul Maiberger, Martin J. Mulder, Horst-Dietrich
Preuss, Joseph Reindl, Josef Scharbert, otto Schilling, wolfram von Soden, Siegfried
Wagner, and Hans-JiirgenZobel. To all of them belong our gratitude and our respectful
remembrances.

The well-known saying, "quem dii oderunt, lexicographum fecerunt [those whom
the gods wish to destroy, they make into dictionary editorsl" may at times have accu-
rately characterized the disposition of the editors, but the countless experiences of
fruitful collegial collaboration, out of which grew numerous friendships, overshad-
owed those aspects of the process. And it is particularly befitting for the editors, that
our editor at w. Kohlhammer GmbH, Jiirgen Schneider, has always been "in unserem
Bund der Dritte (the third in our Federation)."

H e inz-Jo s ef Fabry/Helme r Rin ggre n

I
i
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DMOA Documenta et monumenta orientis antiqui, Leiden
DN divine name
Dtn Deuteronomic (source)
Dtr Deuteronomistic (source)
DtrH Deuteronomistic History/historian
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DtrN
DtrP
E
EA
ed.
EdF
Egvp.
EH
EMiqr
emph.
EncBib

EncJud
EnEl
Eng.
ERE

ErfthSt
Erg.
Erlsr
ESE

esp.
EstBib
Etn
Eth.
ETL
ETR
EU
Even-Shoshan
EvQ
EvT
ExpT
FAT
fem.
fig(s).
FO
fr(s).
FRIA.NT

FS
FThSt
FUF
FzB
G, Gtn
GaG

Ger.
GesB

GesTh

Gilg.

nomistic Deuteronomistic source

prophetic Deuteronomistic redactor

Elohistic source
Tell el-Amarna tablets
edition, editor
Ertrcige der Forschung, Darmstadt

Egyptian
Eiipaische Hochschulschriften, Frankfill, q"T
i"itit"praya miqra'it ( Encyctopedia B iblica)' Jerusalem' I95G-

emphatic
f"liit"poraio Biblica, ed. T. K' Cheyne,4 vols' London' 1800-1903' repr'

1958
Onriitiporai, judaica. 16 vols' Jerusalem, New York' l97l-72

Enuma Elish
English
in'Ofiryrtopedia of Religion and Ethics, ed' J' Hastings' 13 vols' New York'

1913-2'l
Erfurter theolo gische Studien, Leipzig
Eiganzungshefl Erganzungsreihe, Ergdnzungsband

Eretz-I srael, Jerusalem
U-iiOrUa.rtl , Ephemeris fiir semitische Epigraphik' 3 vols' Giessen' 1900-

1915
especially
Estudios biblicos, Madrid
Etudes bibliques, Paris

Ethiopic
Ephemerides theologicae lovanienses, Louvain

itude s thlologique s et religieuse s, Montpellier

Bintr"itstiUe.tJtzung der Ueltlge Schrift' Stuttgart' 197 4-80

A. Even-Shoshan, New Concirdance of the aible' Jerusalem' 41983

Evangelical QuarterlY
Evangelische The ologie, Munich
Expository Tizes, Edinburgh
Forschungen zum Alten Testament, Tiibingen

feminine
figure(s)
Foli a orientalia, Krak6w
fragment(s)
iiTiinirsr" zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments'

Gcittingen
Festschrift
Freiburger theologische r Studien

Forschungen und Fortschritre, Berlin
Forschung zur Bibel, Wiirzburg
basic (Grund) stem, reflexive stem

W. von Sodert, Grundrists der akkadischen Grammatik' AnOr 33' 1952' 21969

(with Erg., AnOr 47)

German
W. Gesenius and F. Buhl' Hebriiisches und aramiiisches Handwbrterbuch

ilber das AI Berlin, 171921,181987-

WGesenius'Thesaurusphilologicuscriticuslinguaehebraecaeetchaldaeae
Veteris Testamenti. 3 vols' Leipzig, 1829-58

Gilgamesh ePic
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xvlll Abbreviations

Gk. Greek
GK W. Gesenius and E. Kautsch, Hebriiische Grammatik. Halle, 281909

(= Kautsch and A. E. Cowley, Gesenius'Hebrew Grammar [Eng. tr., Ox-
ford, 219101)

GMA Gottinger Miszellen Agypten
GSAT Gesammelte Studien zum AT
GTA Gdttinger theologische Arbeiten
GTTOT J. J. Simons, Geographical and Topographical Texts of the OT. Leiden, 1959
Guillaume A. Guillaume, Hebrew and Aramaic l,exicography (repr. Leiden, 1965)
H Holiness Code
Habil. Habilitationschrift
HAL L. Koehler, W. Baumgartner, et al., Hebrew and Aramaic l*xicon of the OT.

2 vols. Eng. tr., Leiden, 2001 (repr. of 5 vols. plus Sup, with same pagi-
nation)

HAR Hebrew Annual Review Columbus, Ohio
HAT Handbuch zum AT ser. l, ed. O. Eissfeldt. Tiibingen
HAW Handbuch der altertumswissenschaft, Munich
HBT Horizons in Biblical Theology, Pittsburgh
Heb. Hebrew
Hen Henoch
Herm Hermeneia, Philadelphia, Minneapolis
Hitt. Hittite
HKAT Handkommentar zum AT ed. W. Nowack. Grittingen
HO Handbuch der Orientalistik, l*iden
HP E. Jenni, Das hebriiische Pi'el. Zurich, 1968
HPT M. Noth, History of Pentateuchal Traditions. Eng. tr., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,

1972
HS Hebrew Studies, Madison
HSAT Die Heilige Schrift des ATs, ed. E. Kautsch and A. Bertholet. 4 vols.

Tiibingen, 41922-23

HSM Harvard Semitic Monographs, Cambridge
HSS Harvard Semitic Studies, Cambridge; Missoula, Mont.; Chico, Calif.; Atlanta
HTR Harvard Theological Review Cambridge
HTS Harvard Theological Studies, Cambridge
HUCA Hebrew Union College Annual, Cincinnati
rcC International Critical Commentary, Edinburgh
IDB Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, ed. G. A. Buttrick. 4 vols. Nashville,

19621. Sup, ed. K. Crim. Nashville, 1976
IEJ Israel Exploration Joumal, Jerusalem
ILC J. Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and Culture.4 vols. in 2. Er,g. tr., Oxford, 1926-

40, s1963

ill(s). illustration(s)
impf. imperfect(ive)
impv. imperative
inf. infinitive
in loc. on this passage
Int Interpretation, Richmond
intrans. intransitive
Intro(s). Introduction(s) (to the)
IPN M. Noth, Die israelitischen Personennamen im Rahmen der

gemeinsemitischen Namengebung. BWANT 46 (IIV10). 1928, repr. 1980
J Yahwist source (Jl, earliest Yahwist source; Js, secondary Yahwist source)
JA Journal asiatique, Paris
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JANES lournal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society of Columbia University, Nevt
York

JAOS Journal of the American Oriental Society, Baltimore, Boston, New Haven

Jastrow M. Jastrow, Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi,

andthe Midrashic Literature. 1903; repr' 2 vols. in l. Brooklyn' 1975

JBL Journal of Biblical Literature, Philadelphia; Missoula, Mont.; Chico, Calif.;
Atlanta

JBLMS Journal of Biblical Literature Monograph Series

JBT Jahrbuch fiir Theologie, Neukirchen
JCS Journal of Cuneifurm Studies, New Haven, Cambridge, Philadelphia, Balti-

more
JE Yahwist-Elohist source

JE The Jewish Encyclopedia, ed. I. Singer, 12 vols' New York, 1916

IEOL Jaarbericht van het Vooraziatisch-Egyptisch Genootschap "Ex Oriente Lux,"
Leiden

Jer. Jerusalem (Palestinian) Talmud
IESHO Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, London

"LIS Journal of Jewish Studies, London
JM P. Joiion and T. Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew. Subsidia biblica

I4fl-II. Eng. tr., Rome, 1991, repr. 1996

JNES Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Chicago
,INSL Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages, Stellenbosch
Jos. Asen. Joseph and Aseneth
JPOS Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society, Jerusalem
JPS Jewish Publication Society
JQR Jewish Quarterly Review Philadelphia

"/MS Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London
.ISHRZ JiidischeSchrifienaushellenistisch-riimischerZeit,Gitersloh
JSJ Journal for the Study of Judaism
JSOT Joumal for the Study of the OT, Sheffield
JSOTSup Journal for the Study of the OT, Supplement, Sheffield
.ISS Journal of Semitic Studies, Manchester
JTS Journal ofTheological Studies, Oxford
Jud Jud.aica, Zuich
K Ketib
KAI H. Donner and W. FrdLlig, Kanaaniiische und aramciische Inschriften.3 vols.

wiesbaden, 2 1966-69, 3 197 | -7 6

KAR Keilschrifitexte aus Assur religidsen Inhalts. Leipzig, 1923

KAT Kommentar zum AT, ed. E. Sellin and J. Herrmann. Leipzig, Gtitersloh

KAV Keilschrifitexte aus Assur verschiedenen Inhalts
KBL L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, I*xicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros.

Leiden, t1953, 21958, 31967-96

KD C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Commentary on the OZ l0 vols. Eng. tr., repr'
Grand Rapids, 1954

KEHAT Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum AT, ed. O' F. Fridelin. Leipzig,
t812-96

KHC Kurzer Hand-Commentar zum AT, ed. K. Marti. Freiburg/LeipziglTtibingen
Klschr Kleine schrifiez (A. Alt [Munich, 1953-59,3t964); O. Eissfeldt [Ttibingen,

1962-791; K. Elliger lThB 32 (1966)l; E. Kutsch IBZAW 168 (1986)l;
E. Meyer [Halle, l9l0-24])

K<inig E. Kcinig, Hebriiisches und aramiiisches Wrirterbuch zum AT. Leipzig, l9l0;
7 1936



xx Abbreviations

KTU

KUB
KUD
Kuhn

l(D.
L
L.A.E.
Lane
LAPO
Lat.
LD
Leslau,

Contributions
Lei
LexAg
l*xHebAram

LexLingAeth
LexSyr
Lisowsky
I it.
Lohse
LOT

LUA
LXX

MAD
Mand.
Mandelkern
MAOG
MARI
MarThSt
masc.
MdD
MDOG
Meyer
mg.
MGWJ
Michel

Midr.
MIO
Mish.
MPL

Moab.
MRS
ms(s).
MT

Die keilalphabetischen Texte aus Ugarit, l, ed. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and
J. Sanmartin. AOAT 24. 1976

Keilschrifturkunden aus Boghazkdi
Kerygma und Dogma, Giittingen
K. G. Kuhn, Konkordanz zu den Qumrantexten. Gdttingen, 1960; Nachtriige,

RevQ 4 (1963-64) 163-234
line(s)
Lay source
Life of Adam and Eve
E. W. Lane, An Arabic-English l*xicon.8 vols. London, 1863-93, repr. 1968
Littdrature s ancienne s du P roche -Orient, Paris
Latin
Lectio divina, Pais
W. Leslau, Ethiopic and South Arabic Contributions to the Hebrew l,exicon.

UCP 20. Los Angeles, 1958
Leiondnu, Jerusalem
W. Helck and E. Otto, eds.. Lexikon der Agyprologie. Wiesbaden, 1975-
F. Zorell, Lexicon hebraicum et aramaicum Veteris Testamerlri. Rome, 1958,

repr. 1968
A. Dillmann, Lexicon linguae aethiopicae. Leipzig, 1865
C. Brockelmann, Lexicon syriacum. Halle, 1928, 21968

G. Lisowsky, Konkordanz zum hebrciischer AI Stuttgart, 1958, 21966

literally
E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran. Munich, 21971

Z. Ben flayyim, The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic
Amongst the Samaritans. Jerusalem, 1957

Lunds IJ niv e rs ite ts A rs skrift
Septuagint (LXXA, Codex Alexandrinus; LXXB, Codex Vaticanus; LXXL,

Lucianic recensionl LXXo', Origen; LXXR, Codex Veronensis; LXXstl'2I,
Codex Sinaiticus, correctors 1,2, etc.; LXXvn, Aldine ed.)

Materials for the Assyrian Dictionary. Chicago, 1952-57
Mandaic
S. Mandelkern, Veteris Testamenti Concordantiae. Tel Aviv, l97l
M itteilungen der Altorientalischen Gesellschaft, Leipzig
Mari, annale s de re che rche s inte rdisc iplinaire s

Marburger theologische Studien, Marburg
masculine
E. S. Drower and R. Macuch, Mandaic Dictionary. Oxford, 1963
M itteilungen der deutschen O rient-Ge sellschafi , Berlin
R. Meyer, H ebriiische Grammatik. 4 vols. Berlin, 3 1966-'7 2

margin
Monatsschrift filr Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judenturzs, Breslau
D. Michel, Grundlegung einer hebrciischen Syntax, I. Neukirchen-Vluyn,

1977
Midrash
Mitteilungen des Instituts fiir Orienforschung, Berlin
Mishnah
J. P. Migne, Patrologia latina,22l vols. (Paris, 184l-1864); sup, 5 vols.

(19s8-r970)
Moabite
Mission de Ras Shamra, Pais
manuscript(s)
Masoretic Text



Abbreviations

MTS Mtinchener theologische Studien, Munich
Mur Wadi Murabba'at text(s)
Mus Musdon, Louvain
MUSJ Mdlanges de I'Universitd St.-Joseph, Beirut
MVAG MitteilungenderVorderasiatisch-AgyptischenGesellschalr(Berlin),Leipzig
n(n). note(s)
N, Ntn passive, reflexive stem

Nabat. Nabatean
NBL Neues Bibel-Lexikon, ed. M. Gtirg. Zurrich, l99l
NBSS T. N<ildeke, Neue Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschafi. Strassburg,

19 10

NCBC New Century Bible Commentary, Grand Rapids and London
NEB New English Bible
NEB Die Neue Echter-Bibel, Wiirzburg
NedTT Nederlands theologisch Tijdschrift, Wageningen
NGTT Nederduitse gereformeerde teologiese tydskrif' Capetown

NICOT New International Commentary on the OT, Grand Rapids

no(s). number(s)
NRSV New Revised Standard Version. New York, 1989

NSS J. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen.21894, repr.

Hildesheim, 1967

NT New Testament, Neues Testament, etc.

NTOA Novum Testamentum et Orbis Antiquus, Fribourg, etc.

NfS NT Studies, Cambridge
obj. object
OBO Orbis biblicus et orientalis, Fribourg, Gdttingen

OnS Osterreichische biblische Studien, Klosterneuberg
obv. obverse of a papyrus or tablet
OIP Oriental Institute Publications, Chicago
OL Old Latin (OLs, Fragmenta Sangallensia Prophetarum)

OI-4 Orientalia lovaniensia analecta, Louvain
OLP Orientalia lovaniensia periodica, Louvain
OLZ Orientalistische Literaturzeitung, Leipzig, Berlin
Or Orientalia, Rome
OrAnt Oriens antiquus, Rome
OSA Old South Arabic
OT Old Testament, Oude Testament, etc.

OTL Old Testament Library, Philadelphia, Louisville
OTS Oudtestamentische Studi4n, Leiden
OTWSA Ou testamentiese werkgemeenskap in Suid-Afrika, Pretoria

p(p). page(s)
i-' i'riestty source (PG, Priestly Grundschrift ["basic material"]; Ps, secondary

PriestlY source)
Palmyr. Palmyrene
par. parallel/and parallel passages

pass. passlve
qCRHP Publications du Centre de Recherches d'histoire et de philologie. Hautes

dtudes orientales, Geneva

PEQ Palestine Exploration Quarterly, London
PEFQS Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement, London
Pesh. Peshitta
pf. perfect(ive)
PFES Publications of the Finnish Exegetical Society, Helsinki

xxi



Abbreviations

Phil.-hist.Kl. Philosophische-historischeKlasse
Phoen. Phoenician
PJ Paliistinajahrbuch, Berlin
pl(s). plate(s)
pl. plural
PLO Porta linguarum orientalium, Wiesbaden
PN personal name
PN H. Ranke, Die altiigyptischen Personennamen. 1935-52
PNPI J. K. Stark, Personal Names in Palmyrene Inscriptions. Oxford, 1971

PNU F. Grondiihl, Die Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit. StPohl l. 1967

POT De Prediking van het OI Nijkerk
prep(s). preposition(s)
PRU l,e PaLais royal d'Ugarir, ed. C. F.-A. Schaeffer and J. Nougayrol. MRS
ptcp. participle
PTMS Pittsburgh Theological Monograph Series
Pun. Punic
PW A. Pauly and G. Wissowa, Real-Encyclopiidie der classischen

Altertumswissenschafi. 6 vols. Stuttgart, 1839-52; Sup, l l vols., 1903-56;
ser. 2, l0 vols., l9l4-48

Pyr K. Sethe, Die altiigyptischen Pyramidentexte. 4 vols. Leipzig, l9O8-22

a Qumran scroll (preceded by arabic numeral designating cave)

O Qere
Qad Qadmoniot, Jerusalem

QD Quaestiones disputatae, Florence
r. reverse (side of a tablet, coin, etc.)
R Redactor (RD, Deuteronomistic; Rl Priestly; Rr, Yahwist; RH, Holiness

Code)
RA Revue d'assyriologie et d'archiologie orientale, Paris
Rab. Rabbah (midrashic commentary)
RAI Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale, Paris
nln H. Bonnet, Reallexilon der iigyptischen Religionsgeschichte. Berlin, 1952,

21971

RB Revue biblique, Paris
RE Real-Encyklopiidie fiir protestantische Theologie und Kirche, ed. A. Hauck.

24 vols. Leipzig, 31896-1913

REJ Revue des itudes iuives, Pais
repr. reprint, reprinted
RES Ripertoire d'ipigraphie sdmitique. Paris, 1900- (with number of text)
rev. revised, revision
RevQ Revue de Qumrdn, Paris
RGG Die Religion in Geschichte und GegenwarT, ed. H. Gunkel and

L. Zscharnack. 5 vols. Ttibingen, 21927-31; ed. K. Galling, 6 vols', 31957-

65
RHB A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur Hebriiischen Bibel. kipzig, 1908ff.
RHJ Rechtshistorisches Journal
RHPR Revue d'histoire et de philosophie religieuses, Strasbourg, Paris

RIIR Revue de l'histoire des religions
RivB Rivista biblica, Rome, Brescia, etc.
RIA Reallexikon der Assyriologie, ed. E. Ebeling and B. Meissner. Berlin, 1932-
RM Die Religion der Menschheir, Stuttgart
ro. recto
RS Ras Shamra text
RSF Revista di studifenici
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RSO
RSP

Rivista degli studi orientali, Rome
Ras Shamra Parallels: The Texts from Ugarit and the Hebrew Bible' ed.

L. R. Fisher et al. I, AnOr 49,1972;tl, AnOr 50,1975; trL AnOr 51,
1981

Recherches de science religieuse, Pais
Revue thiologique de Louvain, Louvain
superscription (to Psalms)
A. Falkenstein and W. von Soden, Sumerische und akkadische Hymnen und

Gebeten. Zuich, 1953
Samaritan
Sources from the Ancient Near East, Malibu
Studien zum Alten und Neuen Testament, Munich
Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, Chicago
Die Schriften des ATs in Auswahl, ed. H. Gunkel and H. Gressmann, 7 vols.

Gottingen, 21920-22

Stuttgarter biblische Aufsatzbiinde
Sitzung sbe richte der bay e rischen Akademie der Wis senschafi en, Munich
Stuttgarter biblische Beitriige
Studii biblici franciscani liber annus, Jerusalem
Society of Biblical Literature
SBL Dissertation Series, Missoula, Mont.; Chico, Calif.; Atlanta
SBL Monograph Series, Missoula, Mont.; Chico, Calif.; Atlanta
SBL Sources for Biblical Sru.dy, Missoula, Mont.; Chico, Calif.; Atlanta
SBL Writings from the Ancient World, Atlanlta
Stutt garte r B ibe l- Studien
Studies in Biblical Theology, London, Naperville, IL
Sources for Biblical and Theological Study, Winona Lake, IN
Sc ripta hie ro solymitana, Jerusalem
Sitzungsberichte der Deutschen Akademie der Wissenschnfien zu Berlin
Svensk exegetisk Arsbok, Lund
Studi epigraphici e linguistici, Rome, Verona
Semitic
Semitica, Paris
singular
Sammlung gemeiwerstiindlicher VortrciSe und Schrifien, Tiibingen
Studies in Judaism in l,ate Antiquity, Leiden
Scandinavian Journal for the Old Testament, khus
Society for New Testament Studies Monograph Series, Cambridge
Supplement to Numen, Lriden
Soqolri
Society for OT Studies Monograph Series, Cambridge
Samaritan Pentateuch
Studie s in Reli gionl Science s re li gie uses, Toronto
Studia semitica neerland.ica, Assen
status, state
Studia theologica, Lund, Arhus, Riga
H. L. Strack and P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum NT aus Talmud und

Midrasch,6 vols. Munich, 1922-61
Studia biblica. Leiden
Studia biblica et theologica, Pasadena, New Haven
Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah, t eiden, Grand Rapids
Studia Francisci Scholten, Leiden
Studia o rientalia, Helsinki

RSR
RTL
S

SAHG

Sam.
SANE
SAN'T
SAOC
SAT

SBAB
SBAW
sBa
SBFIA
SBL
SBLDS
SBWS
saLsas
SBLWAW
sBs
SBT
sBrs
ScrHier
SDAW
SEA
SEL
Sem.
Sem
sg.
sGv
S"IL"A

SJOT
srvrsMs
SNumen
soq.
SOTSMS
SP
SR
ssN
st.
sr
sr.-B.

StBib
StBTh
STDJ
Srr'S
StOr
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StPohl
STT
subj.
subst.
suf.
Sum.
SUNT
Sup
s.v.
SW
Symm.
Synt
Syr.
syr
T.
TAJ
TCL
TDNT

TDOT

Tg(s).

TGI
ThArb
ThAT
ThB
Theod.
ThS
Tigr.
TigrWb
TLOT

Tos.
TP
TQ
tr.
trans.
TRE

TRev
TRU
7SS1

TTK
TTZ

studia Pohl, Rome
O. R. Gurney et al., Sultantepe Tablets. London, 1957
subject
substantive, substantival
suffrx
Sumerian
Studien zur Umwelt des NT Gcittingen
Supplement(s) (to)
sub voce (vocibus), under the word(s)
Supplements to VT, Leiden
Symmachus
C. Brockelmann, H ebrriische Syntax. Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1956

Syriac
Syria. Revue d'art oriental et d'archdologie, Paris
Testament
Tel Aviv Journal
Textes Cundifurmes du l,ouvre
Theological Dictionary of the NT ed. G. Kittel and G. Friedrich, 9 vols' plus

index vol. Eng. tr., Grand Rapids, 19@-76
Theological Dictionary of the OT, ed. G. J. Botterweck, H. Ringgren, and H.-

J. Fabry. Eng. tr., Grand Rapids, 197+-
Targum(s); Frag. Tg., Fragmentary Targum; Pal. Tg., Palestinian Targum; Tg.

Jon., Targum Jonathan from Codex Reuchlinianus; Tg. Neof., Targum
Neofiti; Tg. Onq., Targum Onqelos; Tg. Ps.-J., Targum Pseudo-Jonathan

K. Galling, Textbuch zur Geschichte Israels. Ttibingen, 1950,21968,31979
Theologische Arbeiten, Berlin
Theologie des ATs
Theologische Bilcherei, Munich
Theodotion
The olo g i s che Studie n, Ztrich
Tigrifra
E. Littmann and M. Hijfner, Wrirterbuch der Tigre-Sprache. 1962
Theological Lexicon of the OT ed. E. Jenni and C. Westermann, 3 vols. Eng.

tr., Peabody, Mass., 1997
Theolo gische Literaturzeitung, Leipzig, Berlin
Tell Mardikh-Ebla tablets
A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdne\ Textes ougaritiques. I. Mythes et

ligendes. IA.PO.2 vols. 1974-89
R. S. Tomback, A Comparative l*xicon of the Phoenician and Punic ktn-

guages. SBLDS 32. 1978
Tosephta
Theologie und Philosophie, Freiburg im Breisgau
Theologische Quartalschrift, Ttibingen
translation, translated by
transitive
Theologische Realenzyklopiidie, ed. G. Krause, G. Miiller, and H. R. Balz,22

vols. Berlin, 1977-92
The o lo g is che Revue, Miinster
The olo gis che Runds chau, Ttibingen
J. C. L. Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, 3 vols. Oxford,

1975-82
Tidsskrift for reologi og kirke, Oslo
Trie re r the olo g i s che Ze it s ch rifi

TLZ
TM
TO

Tomback
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TU Texte und (Jntersuchungen, Leipzig, Berlin
TIJAT Texte aus der Umweit des ATs, Giitersloh
TW Theologische Wissenschaft, Stuttgart, etc.

TynB Tyndale Bulletin, London
TZ Theologische Zeitschrift, Basel
UBL Ugaritisch-biblische Literatu4 Miinster
UCOP University of Cambridge Oriental Publications
UCP University of Califumia Publications
IJF lJgarit-Forschurgen, Neukirchen-Vluyn
Ugar. Ugaritic
Univ. University
Urk. Urkunden des cigyptischen Altertums, ed. G. Steindorff. Leipzig, Berlin,

l 903-
UT C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook. AnOr 38. 1965,21967

UUA Uppsala universitets drsskrift
v(v). verse(s)
VAB Vorderasiatische Bibliothek, T vols. Leipzig, 1907-16
yAS Vorasiatische Schriftdenkmiiler Betlin
vb(s). verb(s)
VD Verbum domini, Rome
VG C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen

Sprachen,2 vols. 1908-13, repr. Hildesheim' 1961

Vg. Vulgate
vo. verso
VT Vetus Testamentum, Leiden
Wagner M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen und grammatikalischen Aramaismen im

alttestamentlichen Hebrriisch. BZAW 96- 1966
WbAS A. Erman and H. Grapow, Wdrterbuch der rigyptischen Sprache, 6 vols.

Leipzig, 1926-31, rePr. 1963

WBC Word Biblical Commentary, Waco, Dallas' Nashville
WbMyth Wiirrerbuch der Mythologie, ed.H. W. Haussig' Stuttgart' 1965-
WBTh Wiener Beitrcige zur Theologie, Vienna
WbTigr E. Littmann and M. H<ifner, Wiirterbuch der Tigre Sprache. Wiesbaden, 1962

WdF Wege der Forschung, Darmstadt
Wehr H. Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, ed. J. M' Cowan. Ithaca,

1961,31911,41979
Whitaker R. E. WhitakeL A Concordance of the Ugaritic Language. Cambridge, Mass.,

19'.72

WMANT Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament,

Neukirchen-VluYn
WO Die Welt des Orients, Gdttingen
WTM J. Levy, Wt)rterbuch ilber die Talmudim und Midraschim, 4 vols. Leipzig,

21924, rcV. 1963
WuD Wort und Dienst, Bielefeld
WUS J. Aistleitner, Wdrterbuch der ugaritischen Sprache. Berichte iiber die

Verhandlungen der Stichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu ltipzig,
Phil.-hist. Kl. 106/3. 1963,41974

WVDOG Wissenschaftliche Verdffentlichungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft,
Leipzig, Berlin

YNER Yale Near Eastem Researches, New Haven
YOS Yale Oriental Series, Babylonian Texts

ZA Zeitschrift filr Assyriologie, Leipzig, Berlin
ZAH Zeitschrift fiir Althebrriistik
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ZAS Zeitschifi fiir rigyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde, Leipz|g, Berlin
7AW Zeitschrift fiir die alttestamentliche Wissensc&a/, Giessen, Berlin
ZB Ziircher Bibel
ZBK Ziircher Bibellcommentare, Zu;ich, Stuttgart
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I. Etymology; Occurrences. II. Lexical Field. III. Archaeological Evidence. IV. Secular

Usage. V. Theological Usage. VI. LXX. VIL Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology; Occurrences. The root ikr (verb: "become intoxicated"; noun: "in-

toxicating drink, [strong] beer") is Common Semitic and its meaning is constant. It ap-

pears in Ah,k. iakdru, "become intoxicated,"t and iikaru, "beer"; Ugar. ikr;z Aram. iftr
"intoxicating drink, beer";3 Arab. sakira, "be intoxicated," and sakar "intoxicating

drink, wine";a and Syr. iaf;ra, "intoxicating drink."s The root even entered Greek as a

loanword via the LXX: sikera, "strong drink, beer."6

The root.ikr occurs 58 times in the OT, with significant concentrations in Isaiah (16

times), Jeremiah (7), and Proverbs (4). The other occurrences are scattered: 2 in Gene-

sis; I in Leviticus; 3 each in Numbers, Deuteronomy, and Judges; 2 each in I Kings

and Ezekiel; I each in Joel, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Haggai; 2 in the Psalms;

and I each in Job, Song of Songs, and Lamentations'

II. Lexical Field. The Hebrew lexical field "drink" (the most neutral expression

is -+ ill'll? ith) can differentiate the manner of drinking (gm', "swallow"; lqq, "lap
up"; /", "swallow"; msh, "drain"), the quantity drunk (-l i11'1 rwh, "drink one's fill";
-+;'lPl, iqh, "give drink to, irrigate"), and the consequences (sD', "carouse"). The

root iftr sometimes has pejorative overtones, emphasizing the consequences of (ex-

ia[ar. M. Broshi, "wine in Ancient Palestine," Israel Museum Journal 3 (1984) 2l-40;
E. Busse, Der Wein im Kult des AT (Freiburg, 1922); G. Dalman, AuS, IV (1935)' esp.29l-413;
J. Dciller, "Der Wein in Bibel und Talmud," Bibl 4 (1923) 143-67 , 267 -99; W. Dommershausen,
"Der Wein im Urteil und Bild des AI," TTZ 84 (1975) 253-60; K. Galling, "Wein und

Weinbereitung: BRL2, 362-63; G. Hagenow, Aus dem Weingarten der Antike (Mainz/Rhein,

1982); W Helck, Das Bier im alten Agypt (Berlin, l97l); W. Herrmann, "G<itterspeise und

Gdttertrank in Ugarit und Israel," ZAW 72 (1960) 205-16; Y. Hirschfeld, 'Ancient Wine Presses

in the Park of Aijalon," IEJ 33 (1983) 20'1-18; Huber, "Bier und Bierbereitung in Babylonien,"
RLA, ll, 25-28; D. Kellermann, "Bier," NBL, l, 294; G. Limbacher, Weinbau in der Bibel
(pressburg, 1931); Y. Magen, "Kalandia, a vineyard Farm and winery of Second Temple

Times," Qad l7 (1984) 6l-71; B. Meissner, BuA, | (1920), esp. 239-43, 4l'7-20; M' Poo, "The

offering of wine in Ancienr Egypt" (diss., Johns Hopkins, 1983); F. Rainey, "wine from the

Royal vineyards," BASOR 245 (1982) 57-62; W. Rdllig, Das Bier im alten Mesopotamien
(Berlin, 1970); L. Rost, "Noah der Weinbauerl' Das kleine Credo und andere Studien zum AT
(1965), 44-53; C. Seltman, Wine in the Ancient World (Lor,don, 1957).

l. CAD, XVU1, 157:' AHw,III, I139.
2. KTU r.ll4,4,16,
3. DISO,300; S. Segert, Altaramriische Grammatik (1975), 553.

4.Wetu,417.
5. LexSyn 111.
6. BDAG,923.
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cessive) consumption of alcohol, and hence means "become inebriated, intoxicated,
drunk."

III. Archaeological Evidence. Textual and iconographic evidence from Egypt and

Mesopotamia documents the production of wine and beer since ca. 2800 s.c.B., but the

practice is probably prehistoric. Alcohol enjoyed great popularity and was widely con-

sumed among the Israelites and their neighbors, as a wealth of excavated production

sites for alcoholic beverages attests.T Many recipes for the manufacture of (strong) beer

have been preserved. From Egypt we have clay models of breweries and pictures of
brewers carved on tombs and temple walls. The love goddess Hathor, with her orgiastic

drinking feasts, enjoyed great popularity.8
In Babylonia beer was an everyday beverage, providing both nourishment and plea-

sure. "No meal without beer - in the palace, in the middle-class house, and in the

shelter of the poor."e Wineries and special wine jars (some bearing seals), along with

shops selling alcoholic beverages (mostly operated by women),10 were normal features

of cities; special drinking vessels were among the furnishings of better households.

During the Hellenistic era in Israel, the wealthy farm at Kalandia attests that produc-

tion of wine could yield substantial profits.ll A goblet from the Jerusalem temple is de-

picted on the Arch of Titus.l2 The jar stamps demonstrate the existence of an interna-

tional wine trade that included Palestine, Lebanon (cf. Hos. 14:8[Eng. 7]), Rhodes, and

Greece.l3

IV. Secular Usage. The regular consumption of alcohol by men and women appeius

to have been part of normal everyday life in Israel and was not socially suspect. As in

Mesopotamia and Egypt, beer in particular was probably an everyday beverage, a kind

of liquid bread. Wine, too, was not served just with better meals and banquets; it is
mentioned frequently along with bread as a basic foodstuff (Gen. 14:18; I S. 16:20;

25:18). That alcohol was copiously available every day is clear from the sapiential

warnings against intemperance as well as the nazirite oath,l4 which included abstention

from alcohol (Nu. 6:1-21), a practice clearly considered unusual. The angel's com-

mand to Manoah's wife, the mother of Samson, to abstain from alcohol during her

pregnancy (Jgs. l3:4,7,14) is particularly illuminating: on the one hand, it sets Samson

apart as a nazirite even before birth; on the other hand, it demonstrates indirectly that

pregnant women normally drank beer and wine.

7. Broshi, Galling, Hirschfeld.
8. For the whole topic see Helck.
9. Huber, 28; on the whole topic see R<illig.
10. Meissner, 239,419-20 "beer pubs, taverns."
I l. Magen.
12. See, e.g., O. Keel, Symbolism of the Biblical World (Eng. tt. 1978, repr. Winona Lake,

1997),343 and frg. 460.
13. Hagenau, Limbacher, Seltman.
14. --> '1ll nzti W,306-11, esp. 309-10.
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The normal opinion of alcohol both as a foodstuff and as a luxury was positive.
"Wine gladdens the human heart" (Ps. 104:15), "gladdens life" (Eccl. 10:19), and
"cheers gods and mortals" (Jgs.9:13). "Having a drink" was part of pleasant social
gatherings, enjoyed by Joseph and his brothers (Gen.43:34) and even by the tither in
fellowship with God (Dt. 14:26). The very etymology of the name Noah, the "discov-

erer" of wine, proclaims the function of drinking: "It will bring us relief from our work
and from the toil of our hands" (Gen. 5:29). Speaking metaphorically, Cant. 5: I com-
mands: "Drink . . . and be drunk with love."l5 Even (occasional) drunkenness is clearly
commended as a source of comfort that lets the poor forget their poverty and the dis-
tressed their pain (Prov. 31:6-7).

But the society of ancient Israel, like modern society, also confronted the problem

of chronic alcohol abuse. Wisdom teachers warn the higher officials and the king espe-

cially that drunkenness will hamper them in the performance of their duties (Prov.

3l 4-5 cf .20:l;26:9). Echoes of this experience may be heard in the narratives of the

DtrH: drunken Nabal loses his life by acting rashly toward David (1 S. 25:36), drunken
King Elah is murdered by Zimn (1 K. 16:9-10), drunken Ben-hadad loses the battle
(l K.20:16-21). Drunkenness makes the drinker reel and stagger (Ps. 107:27; Job

12:25), causes nausea and vomiting (e.9., Isa. 28:7-8; Jer. 48:.26), encourages people to
gossip carelessly about others (Ps.69:13[12]), leads to loss ofone's faculties (as Eli
suspects of Hannah: I S. 1:13-15). A person who is totally drunk serves as a symbol of
the helpless, disoriented fool,lost in his own wisdom (e.g., Job 12:25:lsa.19:13-14;
Nah.3:ll).

Three passages, difficult to interpret, associate drinking with nudity. In Gen. 9:21-
22 many exegetes conjecture a sexual offense on the part of Ham against drunken Noah
or Noah's wife,l6 although the text says nothing explicit of such an offense. In a bitterly
ironic passage calling on Edom to rejoice (actually a threat), Lam. 4:21 promises a

drinking bout that will lead to self-exposure. "Possibly the notion goes back to archaic
forms of ordeal."lT Hab. 2:15, which is textually uncertain, may be an attack on the lux-
urious banquets of Alexander the Great, in which nudity played a role.l8 The common
element linking these three passages is probably disgrace due to overindulgence in al-
cohol.

Alcohol loosens moral restraints. David depends on this effect when he cunningly
makes Uriah drunk so as to steer him to Bathsheba's bed (2 S. 1 l:13) - but to no avail.
Addiction to wine and beer is a mark of false priests and prophets (Isa. 28:7; Mic. 2:1 I )
as well as of comrpt and worthless civil servants, who arraign themselves with their
own drinking song: "Let us fill ourselves with beer . . ." (Isa. 56:12).

These groups of "topers" are attacked by the prophetic woe oracles over those "who
rise early in the morning in pursuit of strong drink," who are "heroes in drinking wine"
(Isa.5:11,22).

15. See esp. O. Keel, Song of Songs. CC (Eng. tt. 1994), 16'1.

16. C. Westermann, Genesis l-l 1. CC (Eng. tr. 1984), 487-88.
17. H. J. Boecker, Klagelieder. ZBK 2l (1985), 85.
18. W. Nowack, Die kleinen Propheten. HKAT lll/4 (1922),274-'75
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V. Theological Usage. Sobriety is demanded of those who would approach
Yahweh; the priests in particular are forbidden on pain of death to drink when they are
performing their duties (Lev. l0:9; cf. also Eli's reprimand of Hannah in I S. l:13-14).
Therefore Israel came to know Yahweh in the wilderness, where there was no strong
drink (Dt. 29:516)).

A critical attitude toward alcohol is reflected in two institutions that explicitly dis-
dain intoxicating beverages: the nazirites (Nu. 6: l-20) abjure all alcohol (among other
things) during the period of their vows;le the Rechabites (see esp. Jer. 35) eschew all
marks of civilization: they do not build houses, engage in agriculture, or own land, but
live in tents and abstain totally from alcohol. It may well be asked whether these insti-
tutions trace their ancestry to the nomadic prehistory of Israel. Since, however, the
rule of the Rechabites is credited explicitly to Jonadab (Jer. 35:6), who lived in the 9th
century (2 K. l0: I 5) and was a supporter of the Jehu revolution, it is more probable
that it should be taken as an articulation of an anti-Canaanite protest movement. Such
a movement, possibly in the context of the "Yahweh alone" movement, would deny
the values of Canaanite religion, which was ecstatic in nature and heavily involved
with such marks of civilization as wine. The goal of the Rechabites was to publicize
and live the nomadic way of life as an ideal, but they were by no means of nomadic
origin.20

Similarly, the first clear evidence for the Nazirites is of exilic or postexilic date (Nu.
6:l1ff.: P); Am. 2:ll-I2 is Dtr;21 and the date of the Samson story is uncertain, espe-
cially since abstention from alcohol is reported only for the pregnancy of his mother,
not for Samson himself, whose status as anaziite means only that he is forbidden to
cut his hair (Jgs. 16:171. cf. the "unpruned vines" in Lev. 25:5,11). The common theory
of an origin in the premonarchic institution of the holy war is dubious.22 Is naziriteship
possibly a confessional ritual comparable to Sabbath observance and circumcision,
which did not come into practice until the exile and then experienced a steep rise?23

In contrast to these clear instances of cultic avoidance of alcohol, there is the prac-
tice of the drink offering (Nu. 28:7), which may have in its background the archaic no-
tion of a "drink of the gods" (cf. also Jgs. 9:ll).2+

The overwhelming majority of the passages use "getting/making drunk" as a meta-
phor in the context of God's judgment. when God is hidden, people stagger like drunk-
ards (Job 12:25). God's promise of disaster and a sense of the abuses that abound in Is-
rael make the true prophet look like a trembling drunkard (Jer. 23:9). In the time of
God's anger (at delayed rebuilding of the temple), people may drink, but there is not
enough to make them drunk (Hag. l:6). When God's judgment comes, there is no wine
left (Joel l:5) and the singing of the drunkards is stilled (Isa.24:9).Insread 

- and now

19. + IX, 309-10.
20. R. de Yatx, Anclsti I, 14-15.
21. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. tr. l9'l'7), 170-71.
22. Cf. Anclsr 11,466-67.
23. Cf . Mish. Nazir
24. Herrmann.

t__
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each image is more horrible than the last - God's arrows are drunk with blood (Dt.

32:42), God turns Israel into a helpless victim, stupefied with drink (Isa. 29:9), which

he himself destroys without mercy (Jer. 13: 13-14); the enemy will be drunk on Israel's

blood, or else Israel's enemies will be drunk on their own blood (Isa. 19:.14:,28:1,3;

49:26; Jer. 48:26; 5 1 :7) and drop into perpetual sleep (Jer. 5l:39,57); animals will be

drunk on the blood of those slaughtered by God (Ezk. 39:19). In the apocalyptic sce-

nario of the eschaton, the earth will be drunk on the blood of those trampled and

crushed by God (Isa. 63:6), the earth will stagger (lsa. 24:20). God forces people to

drink the cup of his wrath (Jer. 25:27-28), the cup of horror and desolation (Ezk.

23:33).zs
In the preaching of Deutero-Isaiah, the same image is used to summarize the end

and reversal of God's judgment: "Therefore hear this, you poor, who are drunk, but not

with wine. . . . See, I have taken from your hand the cup of staggering; you shall drink

no more from the bowl of my wrath " (lsa.5l:21-22).

VL LXX. The most important Greek counterpart to ikr is mithE,26 which is identi-

cal in meaning. Fourteen times ,itr is "translated" with sikera, which the LXX probably

turned into a Semitic loanword. Rarely is i&r translatedby o{nos, "wine" (Prov. 3l:4),

or kraipaldn, "intoxicate" (Isa. 24:2O; 29:9).

VII. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb does not appear in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Its ab-

sence, however, is eloquent: there is no "drunkenness" in the community, with its

priestly value system (cf. Lev. l0:9). The noun appears once, in the regulations govern-

ing the vintage festival (1lQT 2l:lO). The text is clearly based on Nu. 28:7,27 and

i€kdr is explicated by yayin baddi.

Oeming

25. -+ O'l! k6s.

26. H. Preisker, "p60q," TDNT [Y,545-48.
27. See III above.
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I. l. Etymology and Meaning; 2. Occurrences; 3. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls. II. l. Snow as a

Meteorological Phenomenon; 2. Yahweh and Snow; 3. Figurative Usage.

l. L Etymology and Meaning. The segholate ieleg is a primary noun derived from

the basic form *ialg (cf. Akk. ialgu[m)). The vb. idlag, which appears in the OT only

in the hiphil, is a denominative.r
The root,i/g with the basic meaning "snow" is Common Semitic. The noun is at-

tested in Akkadian (ialsulm)), Arabic (talil, Egyptian (irk, a Semitic loanword), Ara-

m3ac (flag/talgd'), Middle Hebrew, and Modern Hebrew; the verb is found in Arabic

Qalafia), Syriac ('aleg,"become white"), Aramaic (t"lag, "become white as snow"),

Middle Hebrew,2 and Modern Hebrew.3

lJgar. gl1 (6 occurrences to date as verb and noun) is probably a metathesized variant

of .flg.a In each case the context suggests the meaning "snow."

On the basis of Job 9:30, a homonymous root ieleg ll, "soapwort," related to Akk.

aitdku(m),s "washerman," has been proposed;6 this suggestion is unnecessary, however,

since the Ketib (b"m6-ieleg) uses an image found also in Isa. 1: l8 and Ps. 5l:9(Eng. 7).7

2. Occurrences. The noun ieleg occurs 20 times in the OT and twice in the Hebrew

text of Sirach. Its frequent occurrence in wisdom literature (3 times in Proverbs, 5

times in Job), Isaiah (bis), and the Psalms (3 times) is striking. The denominative idlag

occurs only in Ps. 68:15(14).

3. LXX; Dead sea scrolls. The LXX translates ieleg 18 times with chi6n/

chionofisthai, once (Prov. 26:l) with dr6sos, "dew" (incorrectly simplifying the text),

and twice (lob24:19; Prov. 31:21) not at all, diverging markedly from the MT. The

Tgs. always translate ieleg with talgd' (tilgd').

ieleg. K. Aartun, "Beitriige zum ugaritischen Lexikon," wo 4 (1967168)278-99, esp. 280-81;

G. Dalfian, AzS, Vl (1928),;sp.229-38;M. C. A. Korpel, 'A Rift in the Clouds," UBLB (1990)

560-61, 594-610; B. Lang, "Vorliiufer von Speiseeis in Bibel und Orient," in A. Caquot and

M. Delcor, eds., M1langi bibliques et orientaux. FS H. Cazelles. AOAT 212 (1981),219-32:'

M. Noth, OTWorld (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1966), esp. 3l; H. Graf Reventlow, "Schnee," BHHW

III, 1709-10; B. van de Walle, "Schnee," lzxAg, Y,672-73-

t. HAL, II, 1502.
2. WTM, ry 557.
3. For additional citations see HAL, II, 1502-3.

4. CML2,144; Aartun, 280-81. On the phenomenon of metathesis see VG, I' $98'
5. AHw,1,81.
6. K8L2,972.
7. F. Horst, Hiob l-19. BK XVUI e]-974), 152; contra G. Fohrer, Hiob. I(AT XVI (1963),

t99,2ll-12.
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There are two possible occurrences of the root in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Decipher-
ment of 4Q38I 14 2 is difflrcult, but .ilg is appropriate in a series that includes 'nn, 'b,

andbrd (cf. the same series in Sir.43:6-11).8 Decipherment of 4Q186 22:3 is hardly
possible; the context is totally unreadable.e

II. Snow as a Meteorological Phenomenon. Although snow is rare in Israel and

the surrounding region, it is well known as a meteorological phenomenon. The snow

season (with one to three days of snowfall each year on the average) extends from the

end of November to the beginning of April. The accumulation is usually only a few
inches, but on rare occasions may exceed twenty inches. Snow is exceptional in the

valleys; statistically, even the hill country goes without snow one year in three.l0 "Per-

petual" snow - or at least snow that remains visible well beyond winter - is found
only on Mt. Hermon and the Lebanon (Jer. 18:14).tt

Snow is an unusual and striking phenomenon. OT usage reflects its exceptional na-

ture: it appears primarily in similes and metaphors. Only two passages speak of snow

as an historical event.
Ps. 68:15(14) incorporates an untraceable - and therefore probably historically re-

liable - tradition: "When iadday scattered kings in it lthe nahoh. v. l0(9)? cf. bA,

v. 1l(10)1, snow fell [taildgt2] on Zalmon[?]." The location of Zalmon (near Shechem?

cf. Jgs. 9:48) remains as uncertain as the reconstruction of the event. Nevertheless, the

difficult text should not be emended or interpreted in the light of v. 14(13), which is

even more difficult.l3 Are we dealing with a fragment of tradition that defies interpreta-
tion because it has left no other literary traces - unlike vv. 13,l4a(l2,l3aXcf. Jgs. 5X
In any case the snowfall appears to have been understood as a concomitant of a the-

ophany (cf. vv. 5,8-9,1014,7-8,91; Job 38:22-231.tt
The anecdote in 2 S. 23:20 (lll Ch. ll:22) records an extraordinary event: it was

Benaiah, one of David's thirty mighty men, "who went down and killed the lion in the

cistern on the day of snowfall lbl6m haiialeg);' Naturally news of such a deed soon
got around (note the definite articles).

A heavy snowfall can also pose a danger to human life.ls But the capable wife "is
not afraid for her house[hold] when it snows, for all her house is clothed in crimson"
(Prov. 3l:21). Here it is probably the color of the bright crimson (idnim) clothing that
stands in poetic contrast to the white snow (cf. Isa. 1:18).

Prov. 25: l 3 provides evidence that snow could be a kind of "ice cream": 16 "Like the

8. E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran. HSS 28 (1986),92-93.
9. J. M. Allegro, DJD, V (1968), 91.
10. For details see AuS, Ul,22l-34.
I L On the derivation of "Lebanon" from lbn -+ ]llf ) l"ldn1n.
12. HAL, il,1502-3.
13. E. Lipiriski, W 23 (1973) 365-68.
14. See also II.2 below.
15. AuS, Ut,232-33.
16. Lang.
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cold snow in time of harvest, so is the faithful messenger to the one who sent him; he

satisfies the craving of his master." Snow in harvest time (from the Lebanon? cf. Jer
l8: 14) can hardly have been available to anyone who wanted it, but most likely only to
upper-class epicures. A snowfall is ruled out on meteorological grounds (cf. Prov.
26:l), and form-critical considerations rule out an unfulfillable craving.

2. Yahweh and Snow. When wisdom ponders the multiplicity of phenomena and
comes to snow, following the model of Egyptian lists,tz it also envisions its creator:
"Fire and hail, snow and smoke[!]" glorify Yahweh (Ps. 148:8); for it is Yahweh who
"gives snow like wool" (147:.16) and "says to the snow, 'Fall on the earth"'(Job 37:6).
The significance of such statements is especially clear against the background of
Ugaritic mythology, where snow - like rainl8 - is the gift of Baal: "The time of his
rain (mtrh), Baal appoints the time, the time of wandering[?] in the snow (bglr/."re Fire
(iit), on the contrary, is personified as an enemy of Baal.2o Thus words like those in Ps.

148 reveal a characteristic feature of the OT: the exclusivity of its faith, which sees the
work of the one God even in the conflicting phenomena of nature (fire/hail; snow/
smoke).

Job 38:22 incorporates the notion - already familiar at Ugarit - that the snow is
kept in storehouses ('6;"161 ieleg; Ugar. isr).21 According to v. 23, Yahweh reserves
snow and hail in these storehouses "for the time of trouble, for the day of battle and

war" (cf. Ps. 68: l5tl4l).

3. Figurative Usage. Usually ieleg appears in similes and metaphors. It is character-
istic that 9 of its 2l occurrences are formulated explicitly as comparisons, using the ex-
pression kaiieleg, "as snow," or milieleg, "than snow" In this usage ieleg has no in-
herent positive or negative connotations. Sapiential similes drawn from nature appear
in Prov. 26: I ("Like snow in summer or rain in harvest, so honor is not fitting for a

fool"); 25:.13;zz Job 24:19 ("Drought and heat snatch away the snow waters, as does

Sheol those who have sinned"); and - in a similar vein - Job 6: 16.

Here, too, probably belong the prophetic texts Isa. l:18; Jer. 18:14; Isa. 55:10, which
respond to the objections of their hearers and cite natural phenomena in an appeal to un-
derstanding. In a rhetorical question Isa. l: I 8 points out the impossibility of repentance
and return: "If your sins are like scarlet, can they become white as snow?"23 This image

17. See the Onomasticon of Amenemope and its discussion by G. von Rad, "Job XXXVII
and Ancient Egyptian Wisdom," Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essays (Eng. tr. New
York, 1966),281-91.

18. ) ]'9n matur.
19. KTU 1.4,Y,6-'7; cf. Korpel, 594-610.
20. KTU I.3, III,45.
21. See the reconstruction of KTU 1.4, VII, 59-60, by J. C. de Moor and K. Spronk, A Carei-

form Anthology of Religious Texts from Ugarit. Semitic Study Series VI (1987),28.127; also
Korpel. 302.

22. See ILI above.
23. W. H. Schmidt, Zukunfstgewissheit und Gegenwartskritik. BSt 64 (1973),44-45.
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is taken up in Job 9:30; Lam. 4..'7; and - as a petition - in Ps. 5 1 :9(7). One searches in

vain for a parallel in nature to Israel's "forgetting" of Yahweh; or "does . . . the snow of
Lebanon vanish away?" (Jer. 18:14).2a Not so the word of Yahweh: it accomplishes its

purpose and affects Israel "as the rain and snow come down from heaven" (Isa. 55:l0;
cf. Ps. 147:15-16).

Three texts use the expression kaiieleg to describe a severe skin disorder: Moses'

hand (Ex. 4:6), Miriam (Nu. 12:10), and Elisha's servant Gehazi (2 K. 5:27) become

mes6ra'(-a'a!) kaiidleg, "leprous as snow." The formula suggests a squamous or (more

likely) white skin anomaly.25

24. See II.l above.
25. -, nY''!I $dra'a!.
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I. Cognates. II. Occurrences: L Hebrew; 2. Aramaic. III. Meaning. IV. Secular Usage.

V. Theological Usage. VI. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Cognates. An Akkadian verb, ielfi IY "be(come) negligent' neglect," may derive

from Aram. i"lt/A.l From this verb is derived the noun iilfitu/iilltu II, "negligence."2 In

Aramaic we find Old Aram, .ily, "be quiet,"3 appearing in the third Sefire inscription in

the expression ilw 'l 'irkm, "remain quietly in your place."c There is also Imperial

Aram. ilyh, "ease," which appears in Ahiqar in the expression "allow yourself no

ease."s The root also occurs in Syriac, Samaritan, Arabic, and various later dialects. In

Ugaritic the root i/w is found in the Krt Epic, in the expression'ilw bsp 'nh, "thatl may

find rest in the brightness of her eyes."6

l. AHw, III, 121 l; cf. 1237.
2. AHw,lll, 1237.
3. DrSO.302.
4. KAr 224.5.
5. Ahiqar 56, I, 5; see I. Kottsieper, Die Sprache der Ahiqarspriiche. BZAW l9a 0990),235;

cf.159.
6. KTU 1.14, III, 45; see E. Verreet, UF 16 (1984) 313-14 cf . WUS, no.2609; CML2,86.
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II.Occurrences.
l. Hebrew. The qal of .i/ft occurs in Jer. 12:l; Ps. 122:6; Job 3:26; 12:6; andLam.

I :5. (In Job 27:8 MT y.i/ is probably incorrect, even if it is related to a root ^ilft II, "draw
[out1"'z the correct reading is probably y.f', "when God takes away his 1i1"."8) The
niphal of the verb occurs in 2 Ch. 29:ll, the hiphil in 2 K. 4:28.

The commonest derivatives are the noun ialwA, found in Jer.22:21; Ezk. l6:49; Ps.
122:7;Prov.l:32; l7:l;Job2O:20;t Dnl. 8:25; ll:21,24; Sir. 47:13 gtmy ilwh), and the
adj. idlEw, found in Jer. 49:31; Zec. 7:7; Ps. 73:12; Job l6:12; 2l:23; L Ch. 4:40.

Ezk.23:42 is problematic. The MT reads w"qdl hdmdn idldw bd, "and the noise of a
carefree multitude is in her"; but the LXX translation, "with voices in unison they be-
gan to sing," presupposes a verb, e.g., idrfr. Some prefer to emend the text;I0 NRSV re-
tains the MT. In Job 20:20 ialwd should be read, since the adjective makes no sense in
the context.

In addition, a noun *.ialfi occurs in Ps. 30:7(Eng. 6)ll and a noun i"li in 2 S. 3:27.
Whether iilyd, "afterbirth," in Dl 28:57 is connected with the root ilh is question-
able.tz Neh. 3:15 contains the PN iallfrn, unless the reading iailAm, found in many
manuscripts, is correct.

2. Aramaic. In the Aramaic portions of the OT, the noun ieldwd (or ielewA't3) occurs
in Dnl. 4:24(27), the adj. ielEh in Dnl. 4:l(4), and the noun ialA in Dnl. 3:29(Q);
6:5(4); Ezr.4:22;6:9.

III. Meaning. The meaning of the original tertiae waw roott4 revolves around the
concept of "rest, ease" (cf. the par. nwl.t and its lexical fieldls). In the qal the verb
means "be at ease"; the adjective means "quiet, calm, carefree." The two nouns have
the basic meaning "rest, tranquility, ease." The expression b"ialwd in Dnl. 8:25;
ll:21,24 should be translated "unexpectedly, without warning."l6 In the Aramaic OT
the adj. iel€h means "at ease" and the noun ielewd "peace and quiet"; the four occur-
rences of idlfi mean "laxity, carelessness" (or even "transgression").

IV. Secular Usage. The earliest instance of secular usage of the root is in2 5.3:27:
when Abner returns to Hebron, Joab takes him aside in the gateway to speak with him
biilt, "quietlyl'i.e., "in private" 

- and then avenges his brother. Also secular are the
passages where Aram. .ialfi means "negligence." In Dnl. 6:5(4) the high offrcials are

7. GesB, 829.
8. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XYI (1963), 386.
9. See below.
10. E.g., W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979), 478.
ll. Even-Shoshan, 2131, 2144: ielew.
12. HAI.l, t524.
13. GesB, 927.
14. Meyer, II, $52.4a, etc.
15. -s [X,278.
16. Most modern comms., following l(}, Daniel, 318,451-52.
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looking for grounds for complaint against Daniel, but cannot find any negligence. In
Ezr.4:22 Artaxerxes orders Rehum the royal deputy and Shimshai the scribe to prevent

the rebuilding of Jerusalem's walls and not to be negligent in doing so. The point of 6:9

is that the regime is to provide everything needed for the sacrificial cult without ne-

glect. The connotation of negligence may also be present in Jer.49:31, where

Nebuchadrezzar calls the Arabian tribes "a nation at ease, that lives secure . . . , that has

no gates or bars, that lives alone." A nation so unprotected is naturally easy prey, not-

withstanding the fact that the mutually interpretive terms bdd, bth, and idlew appeat at

f,rrst glance to have positive connotations (cf. Nu. 23:9 and above all Jgs. l8:7, albeit

without idl€w).|1
Dnl.3:29 is ambiguous: does the text refer to negligence toward the God of the men

in the fiery furnace or to deliberate blasphemy?
Also secular is the usage of ilw in Dnl. 8:25; ll:21,24, where b"ialwd means "with-

out warning." Here the vision and its interpretation refer to the manner in which
Antiochus IV seizes power, bringing destruction on the land and on many of its inhab-

itants.

V. Theological Usage. The remaining occurrences of the root may be termed theo-

logical in the broadest sense. The first major group to emerge involves sapiential usage,

aboveallinProverbs,Job,andPs.73:12.TheearliestsuchtextisProv. l7:1,where"a
dry morsel with quiet" is preferred to "a house full of sacrificial flesh [NRSV: feasting]

with strife." This text is not critical of the cult in a general sense, but focuses on the atti-
tude of the worshiper vis-i-vis the cult: what good is sacrifice if one's own private life
is in disarray? This view also appears to be articulated in Job 20:20. Because the

wicked have no inner quiet, all their costly possessions cannot save them and give them

true stability; they must perish in the end. Quiet is characterized here as a desirable

blessing. It appears in the same light in 3:26, where Job bitterly laments the absence of
the ease he longs for. In 16:12, too, Job notes the terrible discrepancy between his for-
mer ease and his present situation: God has seized him, dashed him to pieces, and set

him up as a target (cf. also Sir. 41:1: how bitter is the thought of death to one who is liv-
ing at ease). But Job's complaint goes further. It is not enough that, though just and

blameless, he finds no ease; on the contrary, the tents of robbers are at peace and those

who provoke God are secure (Job 12:6). This observation is a clear sign ofthe crisis of
sapiential thought, which must concede that the order of the world no longer holds.

The agonized prophet asks a similar question in Jer. 12: l: "Why does the way of the

guilty prosper, why do all who are treacherous thrive?" "The riddle of the felicity of the

wicked . . . surfaces here in Jer. 12 for the first time in the literature of the OT,"l8 if in
fact the prophet's confession dates from the end of the 6th century. The question is

made even more acute by v.2, which ascribes the prosperity of Jeremiah's opponents

to Yahweh by describing them as having been planted by Yahweh. Finally, a similar

17. H.-J. Zobel, -+ I, 475-76.
18. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT lll2 e1968), 85, citing Cornill.
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idea appears inPs.73:12: "Such are the ways of the wicked: always at ease, they in-
crease in riches." This statement concludes the section of this sapiential psalm that
deals with the felicity of the wicked; it is finally annulled by the notion of translation to
God's presence (v. 24).

In Prov. l:32 ease in the sense of complacency receives a critical assessment: the
complacency of fools destroys them. Here complacency clearly refers to inattentive-
ness toward wisdom teachers; for whoever listens to them is secure and at ease (bdtab,
ia'%an), without dread of disaster. This critical undertone in the treatment of "uncon-
cern" appears in a number of other texts. In Jer.22:21 (the core of which is an authentic
oracle of Jeremiah), Yahweh accuses King Jehoiachin of having refused to listen to
him in the days when Jehoiachin had no cares. Similarly, Ezk. 16:49 (secondary)
charges Jerusalem's sister Sodom with having neglected the socially disadvantaged in
her pride, excess of food, and prosperous ease (ialwa! haiq4!;.iq, also appears with
idl4w/ilh in Job 3:26; I Ch. 4:40).

Ps. 30:7(6) speaks in a somewhat different vein: "I said in my unconcern [NRSV:
prosperityl, I shall never be moved." Here we are not dealing with a specihc type of
wickedness, but with "a form of self-glorification that will not acknowledge the glory
bestowed by Yahweh as the foundation of existence."le The same idea is present in
2 Ch. 29:. I l. Here Hezekiah admonishes the priests and Levites not to be overly care-
free in carrying out their ministry and rest on their laurels because they have been
chosen20 by Yahweh. "That the warning is not superfluous is shown by v. 34 and by
303,15;'21

In speaking with Elisha, the Shunammite woman guards against a false sense of se-
curity or hope (,f/ft hiphil) with respect to the gift of a son (2 K. 4:28). She had not
asked for a child; if the child is now taken from her, Elisha's credibility will be gorre.z2

Finally, we must consider whether the notion of ease might be an element of
Jerusalemite theology. Ps. 122:6-7 andZec. T:7 suggest this possibility; Lam. l:5; Jer.
22:21; and 2 Ch. 29:l l , as well as Sir. 47: 13, could point in the same direction. In ps.

122:6-7 ease (in v. 6 the verb, unless the noun is to be read with LXX; in v. 7 the noun)
parallels idl6m, "salvation, peace": "Wish Jerusalem idl6m, may they be at ease who
love you; idldmbe within your walls, ease in your residence towers." Here the blessing
formula of this pilgrimage song plays on the words idl6m and ialwd,23 although they
are etymologically unrelated. In Zec.7:7 the early postexilic prophet speaks of a time
in the past when Jerusalem was still inhabited and at ease. The oracle describes this
time - the time of the great prophets 

- as a time of salvation and prosperity (cf. the
description of the land of the Simeonites in I Ch. 4:40 as quiet and peaceful). This time
is clearly past when Lam. l:5 laments that it is now the enemies of Jerusalem who are
at ease, and there can be no doubt that Yahweh brought this disaster upon his city for

19. H. Spieckermarn, Heilsgegenwart. FRLANT 148 (1989), 259.
20. -->'111) bdhar
21. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT ll2l (1955),295.
22. E. Wiirthwein, Kbnige II: I Kdn. l7-2 Kcin. 25. ATD XV2 (1984),293
23. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 6U150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 435.
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her transgressions. Can this passage be thinking ofJehoiachin's carefree refusal to lis-
ten (Jer. 22:21)? Finally, Sir. 47:13, describing the reign of Solomon, connects the city
of Jerusalem with the motif of ease.

VI. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX usually uses either euthenefn and its deriva-
tives or eir4nertein and its derivatives to translate words based on the root *.f/w.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls the noun ialwd appears in 1QH l2:2 as an equivalent to
ieqet and in 4Q503 69 I as nomen regens in a construct phrase with ieqet. The verb ap-
pears in llQPsu 21l.17 in a Hebrew version of Sir. 5l:20, diverging from LXX.
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I. The Word.
| . Etymology. The noun idl6m occtrs 237 times in the Hebrew OT.l The root ,i/m is

attested since the earliest times in all branches of Semitic,2 in a wealth of forms with a

broad range of meanings. "The semantic range of ilm, which exhibits remarkably con-
stant elements in various times and languages, suggests that it involves an elemental
aspect of human life whose linguistic designation may not be further derived."3 The at-

tempt of Torczyner to trace an etymological connection between ilm and ilh, "be at

ease, be calm," should therefore be met with caution.a
Whether the root.i/rz in Hebrew is based on a nominal or verbal concept is disputed.

Earlier scholarship treated ial6m as an underivable primary noun of the qaydl type;s

Eisenbeis, too, sees in idl6m a primary noun, from which the adjective idlZm is proba-

G. Rinaldi, "ial6m," BiOr ll (1969) 108; 23 (1981) 166;L. Rost, "Erwiigungen zum Begriff
idl6ml'in K. H. Bernhardt, ed., Schalom. FS A. Jepsen. AzT1146 (1971) 4l-44; E. Ruprecht,
"Das Nilpferd im Hiobbuch," VT2l (1971)209-31,esp.224-26; E. Salonen, "Gruss," RI^A, lll,
668-70; idem, Die Gruss- und Hdflichkeitsformeln in babylonisch-assyrischen Briefen. StOr 38
(1967); J. Scharbert, "SLfra m AT," in H. Gross and F. Mussner, eds., Lex tua veritas. FS
H. Junker (Trier, 1961), 209-29 = K. Koch, ed., Um das Prinzip der Vergeltung in Religion und
Recht des AT. WdF 125 (1972),300-324; H. H. Schmid, "Frieden II, AT," TRE, XL605-10;
idem, Frieden ohne lllusion (Zurich, 1971); idem, ial6m "Frieden" im alten Orient und im AT.

SBS 5l (1971); H. P. Schmidt, Frieden. Themen der Theologie 3 (1969); idem, "Schalom," in
H. E. Bahr, ed.,lileltfrieden und Revolution (Reinbek, 1968), 185-235; H.-H. Schrey, "Friede,"
RGG3, II, I133-35; F. L. Shuts, 't)u an0 DDtl in Biblical Hebrew" (diss., Austin, TX, 1974);
R. H. Smith, 'Abram and Melchizedekl' ZAW 77 (1965) 129-53; T. Sorg, "Die Bibel zum
Thema Frieden," Theologische Beitriige 12 (1981) 254-67; J. J. Stamm, "Friedenfiirst," BHHW
I,500-501; idem, "Hebriiische Ersatznamen," in E. Jenni and M. A. Klopfenstein, eds.,
Beitriige zur hebrciische und altorientalische Namenkunde. FS J. J. Stamm. OBO 30 ( 1980), 59-
79; idem, "Der Name des Kdnigs Salomo," TZ 16 (1960) 285-971' idem and H. Bietenhard, Der
Weltfriede im Licht der Bibel (Zut',ch, 1959); O. H. Steck, Friedensvorstellungen im alten Jeru-
salem. ThS lll (1972); F. J. Stendebach, "'Ganzheit'oder'Geniige'? Vorarbeiten zum Artikel
ial6m im TLWAT' in J. Zmijewski, ed., Die alttestamentliche Botschaft als Wegweisung. FS
H. Reinelt (Stuttgart, 1990),329-44; F. Stolz, Strukturen und Figuren im Kult von Jerusalem.
BZAW ll8 (1970); W. Thiel, 'Aspekte des Friedens im AT," in K.-W. Triiger, ed, Nachfolge
und Friedensdiel,sf (Berlin, 1983), 12-23; W. Thiessen, "Frieden III, Judentum," TRE, XL610-
13; H. E. Tddt, "Biblische Botschaft und moderne Friedenskonzepte," in G. Liedke, ed.,
Eschatologie und Frieden, II (1978), 333-92: W. Towner, "Tribulation and Peace," HBT 612

(1984) l-26; J. P. Weinberg, "Krieg und Frieden im Weltbild des Chronisteil' OLP 16 (1985)
116-21: M. Weinfeld, "The Covenant of Grant in the OT and in the Ancient Near East," ,/AOS
90 (1970) 184-203; C. Westermann, "Frieden," in idem, ed., Theologie: VI x l2 Hauptbegriffe
(1967),58-63; idem, "Der Frieden (shalom) im AT," Forschung am AT, II. ThB 55 (1974), 196-
229 (repr. from G. Picht and H. E. Tddt, eds., Studien zur Friedensforschung, I t1969l, 144-'17):
idem, "Shalom l' Quatember 1966167, l-7; D. J. Wiseman, "'Is It Peace?'" W 32 ( 1982) 3l l-
26;P. B. Yoder, Shalom, the Bible's Word for Salvation, Justice, and Peace (Newton, 1987).

t. HAL,II, 1506.
2. G. Bergstriisse\ Intro. to the Semitic languages (Eng. tr. Winona Lake, 1983), 220-21.
3. Gerleman, TLOT lll, ll37-38.
4. H. Torczyner, Die Entstehung des semitischen Sprachtypus, I (Vienna, 1916),243.
5. BIz,560c.
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bly derived.0 Jenni, however, understands ial6m as a verbal noun related to the stative

vb. ilm, "be complete,"T more precisely "an abstract noun . . . , i.e., semantically a
predicative utterance compressed into a noun, a qualitative abstract noun that conveys

an . . . adjectival predication ('being idldm');'a
In Ugaritic we find |lml,"be intact, whole," D and S stems "keep intact, requite";

ilm ll, "peace"; ilm lII, pl. ilmm, "peace offerings"; ilm lY, "sacrifice"; and ilm Y,

"paid, settled."e The root may also occur in Amorite.t0
In Akkadian we find salamum I, "friendliness" (Old Babylonian); salamu(m) ll,

Neo-Bab. selEmu (s/rn being a secondary form of the root ilm), "be(come) friendly,
peaceful" (also Bab. and Middle Assyr. ialamu, salamu with the same meaning), D
stem "make friendly, reconcile."ll Other forms are sahmii, "in peace"; saltmu(m),
"peace, friendship";t2 ialdmu I, "prosperity, peace"; ialdmu(m) II, "be(come) intact,
whole, well, succeed, return whole, be(come) complete, perfect, survive, be satisfied
with, receive complete, be(come) favorable (of an omen)"; D stem "keep intact,
complete, pay in full, tend, administer, make whole, bring safely, hand over com-
plete, fill up, replace, restore, finish, completely, make ready, settle, fill a period of
time";t: also iulmdnii "in peace"; iulmanu, "greeting, (official) gift, bribe";
iulmu(m), "intactness, wholeness, health, well-being, welfare, greeting, ruin, bubble
(air bubble in oil, etc.)";t4 sulumma'u(m), "gesfire of reconciliation, peace treaty, al-
liance."ls

In Phoenician/Punic we find,i/m, 16 which also serves as an element of personal

names.lT
In Aramaic the noun is i"ldm. In the peal the verb .i/m means "be whole, intact," in

the pael "make whole, complete, settle, make reparation, pay,"l8 in the haphel "return,

surrender."le The lexeme first appears in an Aramaic letter from Ashur,20 then in the

Aramaic ideograms in Middle Persian,2l and finally in Egyptian Aramaic,22 Naba-

6. Pp. 52, 55.
7. Cf. HAL,II, 1507.
8. Jenni,42-43.
9. WUS, nos. 2614-16; UT no.2424.
10. APNM, 247.
ll. AHw,II, l0l3-14.
12. AHw,II, 1015-16.
13. AHw, lll, ll43-45.
14. AHw,III, 1268-69.
15. AHw,II, 1057.
16. Drso,303-5.
17. Benz,418.
18. Eisenbeis,46-48.
19. Lisowsky, 1574.
20. M. Lidzbarski, WVDOG 38 (21970) 8 (1. 1); A. Dupont-Sommer, Syr 24 (1944145\ 24-

61.
21. H. F. J. Junker, ed.,The Frahang i Pahlavik(Leipzig, l9l2):8. Ebeling, MAOG l4ll

(1941).
22. G. R. Driver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century r.c. (Oxford, 1957), lO4.
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lean,z3 Palmyrene, Jewish Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic, Samaritan, and

Mandaic.2a We may also cite Arab. salaman, the name of a tree.zs

In Syriac the root appears in the lexemes ialmttla', "completeness, perfection, har-
mony, consummation (sex act)"; ielama', "peace, intactness, health, welfare";
iAlAmtld', "concord"; ialmdnfild', "completeness, perfection"; iulmana', "complete-
ness, fulfillment"; ialmd', "whole, intact"; iulama', "completeness, fullness";
i'laml"mfr1a', "intactness, wholeness, perfection."2o

Old South Arabic has slm, "peace."zt In Ethiopic we find salAm, "intactness, health,
well-being, greeting, agreement, peace, ease, security, welfare"; saldmdwu, "peaceful,

making peace"; salama, "be whole, intact, well"; tasalama, "make peace, maintain
peace, exchange loud greetings"; 'astusAlama, "make peace, reconcile, restore, make

reparations, restore friendship, decide."28 In Tigre we find saldm, salilmat, "greet-

ing;'zo
Arabic has salm/silm,30 "peace, reconciliation, submission, subjection" (cf. the term

"Islam"), "a person who lives in harmony with others";31 also salam, "intactness,
wholeness, welfare, peace, security."32 We may also note the PN sulaiman.33

In Egyptian a Semitic loanword.imr is found, with the meaning "welfare."34
A survey of the palette of meanings conveyed by the root .i/rn makes one skeptical of

Eisenbeis's attempt to identify a basic notion of "wholeness" behind all the individual
meanings. He claims that "wholeness" denotes a situation "in which the entity, situa-
tion, or person appears to manifest itself in its own particular uniqueness," a static
norm (except in Arabic), "a formal given accessible to detached observation," but in
Arabic something dynamic, "based on participation in reality by virtue of empirical
knowledge."35 This wholeness is to be understood as "a formal structure that can be

imbued with a variety of content," a "normative or relational concept."36 One may ask

whether such a definition can do justice to the multiplicity of particular contexts or, on

the contrary, the concrete individual meanings are being forcibly constrained to fit
within a single concept.

Taking as a starting point the piel of the vb. ilm, which can be translated "give back,

23. J. Cantineau, Le Nabatden, II (Paris, 1932), 150-51.
24.M.Lidzbarski, Das Johannesbuch der Mandiie\ I (Giessen, 1905); il (1915), 46,'14;

KBL2, tt3t.
25. KBL2,98t.
26. Eisenbeis, 44-46.
27. ContiRossini, 196; Beeston, 126.
28. Eisenbeis, 49-50.
29. TigrWb, 168.
30. Lane, U4, 1414; Wehr, 425.
31. Eisenbeis, 35.
32. Lane, U4, l4l5; Wehr, 425.
33. Wehr, 426.
34. WbAS, rV s28.
35. Eisenbeis,50-51.
36. Ibid., 353, 355.
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pay, settle, pay the penalty, replace, requite, pay back," some have sought to define the

noun ial6m as denoting a state of equilibrium and contentment that often corresponds

to our terms "peace" or "well-being."37 Arguing on this basis, Gerleman comes to un-

derstand idl6m as "satisfaction, sufficiency," a term denoting the situation in which one

has enough as well as whatever is sufhcient or satisfactory; it is characteristic that

ial6m "transcends the merely adequate, denoting rather plenitude, a 'sufficiency' mea-

sured by a full or copious measure."38 If satisfaction is viewed as a process, the empha-

sis can rest on the act, the nature of the satisfaction offered. Then idl6m means "com-
pact, agreement." If, on the contrary, the state established by the act of restitution is

emphasized, the meaning of idl6m shifts in the direction of "peace," a state brought

about by mutual contributions.3e This analysis should be greeted with caution; the ar-

gument seems to me to rest on too n€urow a base, and is therefore too forced.

Eisenbeis explicitly rejects the derivation of the noun idl6m from the piel of ilm.N
The understanding of idl6n as meaning "wholeness" was espoused long before and

independently of Eisenbeis; he merely pushed this conception to its ultimate conclu-

sion. To Pedersen, for example, ial6m means social harmony, free and unhampered

growth, and the full manifestation of the soul; when souls are united, thentheir idl6m
consists in their shared work on behalf of the common good. The noun denotes factual

wholeness and one who is whole. It covers all kinds of felicity and free expansion, but

its core is communion with others, the basis of life. Life, strength, arrd idl6m go to-
gether.al Pedersen's dependence here on a certain conception of "souls" that emerges

from the study of comparative religion is all too clear.

Von Rad follows in Pedersen's footsteps. According to him, the basic meaning of
idl6mis "welfare," with a clear bias to the material side: bodily health, prosperity, con-

tentment. When idl6m is associated with a collective, it approximates the sense of
"peace." It is important to observe that in a great number of passages idl6m implies
less a state than a relationship (e.g., I K. 5:26[EnC.lz]).In these cases idl6m is clearly
a social concept, as its association with ;"ddqi and related lexemes also shows.a2 The

noun ial6m means "the unimpairedness, the wholeness, of a relationship of commu-

nion, and so a state of harmonious equilibrium, the balancing of all claims and needs

between two parties."a3 Among these intelpretations, von Rad's position seems to me

to do most justice to the meaning of idl6m. Above all - unlike Eisenbeis and

Gerleman - he does not fix his gaze rigidly on a basic concept from which all
instantiations and nuances are derived.

Westermann, who supports a derivation of the noun from the piel of ilm, defines

idl6m as "completeness, wholeness, intactness," especially of a social group. In the

37. Scharbert, 212-13, 226.
38. Gerleman, "Wurzel," 8.

39. Gerleman, "Wurzel," 8-9; TLOT, lll, 1343-44.
40. Pp.356-57.
41. ILC, r-IJ., 263, 287, 3t1, 318.
42.Yon Rad, IDN4 ll,402-3,406.
43. G. von Rad, OT Theology, I (Eng. tr. New York, 1962), 130.
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largest group of texts, idl6m means "prosperity, welfare" in a broad sense. It is correct
to say that idl6min the sense of "peace" in contrast to war represents a secondary se-

mantic development. This change of meaning is due to the experience, over the course

of history, that war interferes with the well-being of society, which was not true in the

beginning.4
In this connection Albertz argues further that, in the course of the prophetic attack

on those who claimed God's sanction for the wars of the monarchy, from the Sth cen-

tury into the exilic period God was increasingly separated from war and associated

with peace.as This development finally led to the conception of peace as a universal es-

chatological gift of God. Since idl6m at core denotes the welfare of the small social
groups defined by families and villages, originally and generally it was not thought of
as the opposite of war.a6

Steck examines the connection between idl6m and the god idldm, and reaches the

following conclusion: ial6m means "a universal state of unimpaired well-being, above

all within the political ambit of Jerusalem"; fertility and deliverance from the threat of
foreign nations "were integral elements of the state of idl6m guaranteed and main-
tained by this deity."+z Thus idl6m is "the ordered stability of the world, which benefits
and promotes life."a8

In the light of this survey, we can hardly evade the conclusion that ial6m has a se-

mantic breadth that cannot be conveyed adequately by any single English word.

"Wholeness" and "sufficiency" mark points on a continuum between which the mean-

ingof idl6m flickers; it cannot be fixed at one point or the other. To put it another way:

idl6m is a comprehensive expression denoting all that the people of ancient Near East

wish for as the substance of blessing. "It is a state of being unimpaired and unthreat-

ened, of ease and security, of felicity and wholeness in the broadest sense."4e

In this context we should cite the suggestion of Noth that Heb. idl6m encompasses

not only Akk. ialdmu, "well-being," but also the salimum of the Mari texts, "reconcili-
ation, agreement."50 This theory could help explain the breadth of meaning of idl6m.

For the present we may conclude that idl6m is a profoundly positive concept associ-

ated with the notions of intactness, wholeness, and well-being, of the world and of hu-
manity. It must be satisfied and restored when it is compromised or violated. Perhaps,

44. Westermann, Forschung am AT, 55, 199-200,202-3,215.
45. "Schalom," 18, with n. 8.

46. Ibid., p.20; cf. also NBL, I, 706-8.
47.W.26,29.
48. On the interpretation of ial6m as "wholeness, well-being," see also Schrey, ll33;Fitzer,

500; H. Ringgren, Israelite Religion (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1966), 143; G. Fohrer, History of Is-
raelite Religion (Eng. tr. Nashville, 1972), 194; G. Quell, TDNT 1,235;ll, 116, 179; Gross,
"Friede," 436-37; L. Kdhler, OTTheology (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1957),203; A. R. Johnson, Sa-

cral Kingship in Ancient Israel (Card1ff,21967),4; idem, The Vitality of the Individual in the

Thought of Ancient Israel (Cardrff,l9@), lO4-5; H. H. Schmid, Gerechtigkeit als Weltordnung.
BHT 40 (1968), 68; Reiterer, 96; Durham, 276-77.

49. Hempel, 58-59.
50. Noth, 113.
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with all due caution - and without venturing a fixed conceptual definition - we can

say that ial6m de\otes a supremely positive quality of being, which can be instantiated
in the most various ways in various contexts. Thus Schmid rightly concludes that the

OT concept of peace denotes "a state of the world that can be called unconditionally
positive; it can refer not only to the political and military realm but also to the realms of
law, the cult, social order, and even fertility. A stable order within these individual
realms and also between these various realms makes life possible. Only when this or-
der is in place can one speak of ial6m,'peace."'5l

2. lXX. The LXX uses eirdn€ to translate almost all occurrenc es of ial6m, and only
for this purpose. Thus the Greek word, which refers primarily to a state of quiet and

calm, takes on the substance of idl6m.s2 On the other hand, the danger of a semantic

constriction of the Hebrew concept is unmistakable.53 In Gen.26:31 and28:,21, idl6m
is representedby sdtdria, and in Gen. 4l:16 by sotirion; in Gen. 29:6;37:14; Josh.

lO:21, we find hygiafnein or hygi6s; the interrogative greeting in Gen. 43l.7 is pds

ichete: in Ex. 18:7 ld'al l"idl6m is translated aspdzesthai - to note only a few diver-
gences. In other words, all that is constant is the use of eirdnd to denote the idl6mbe-
stowed on human beings by God. Aq., Symm., and Theod. also generally :use eirdn? to
represent idl6m.sa

The LXX translates the adj. idldm with tdleios (l K. 8:61; ll:4; 15:3,14; I Ch.

28:9),ss pllrZs (Ruth 2:12; 2 K.2O:3; I Ch.29:9;2 Ch. 15 17; 16:9; l9:9;25;2),so
eir€nik6s (Gen.34:21; I Ch. 12:39), aldthinds (Dt. 25:15; Isa. 38:3), holdkldros (Dt.
27 :6), akrdtomos (l K. 6:7), dtkaios (Prov. I l:l), agath6s ( I Ch. 29: l9), and f,tnally by
a verb (Gen. 15:16 2 Ch. 8:16).

3. lexical Field. The lexical field of idl6m incfudes: iillum/iillAm, "recompense"
(Hos. 9;7; Isa. 34:8; Mic. 7:3); idlam, "be intact, be completed, keep peace," piel "re-
store, recompense, reward, pay," hiphil "complete, deliver, make peace"; the sacrificial
term -+ O)V felem, pl. l"ldmtm; idl€m, "intact, complete, peaceful; idlum, "peace-

able" (2 S. 20:19[8]); tilldm, "recompense" (Dt.32:35); iillumd, "recompense" (Ps.

9l:8); ialmdntm, "gifts" (Isa. l:23); tbb, "good"; nhah, "rest;'sl

II. Ancient Near East.
l. Mesopotamia. In Mesopotamia equivalents to idl6m appear in a variety of con-

texts. For the mythological accounts of prehistory, it is fundamentally true that already
in the Sumerian view "the fundamental, primordial state of the world was one of uni-

51. TRE, XI, 605.
52. Foerster, 406.
53. Gerleman, TLOT, lll, 1348.
54. Foerster, 408; A. Schmitt, 7AW 86 (1974) l4O.
55. G. Delling, TDNT YllI,72.
56. Idem, TDNT, Y[,284.
57. -+ IX, 278 see M. Metzger, UF 2 (1970) 157-58.
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versal peace, including at least the entire human and animal world"58 - 
a divine order

transcending all human possibilities.se Texts referring to the kingship maintain that

during the reign of a sovereign what was promised to him on the occasion of his en-

thronement is realized effectually. When the king strives to achieve peace and order,

what is at stake is the peace and order of the entire world.60 The temple hymns, too,

speak of divine peace in which the world is to share; the ritual expresses and thus "ef-

fects" an intact world.6l
This Sumerian usage lived on in Akkadian texts.62 In the Neo-Babylonian period'

when the kings had largely lost their divine quality, statements concerning peace are

increasingly rare in indicative promises or hymns, becoming more frequent in prayers,

for example, in the prayers concluding building inscriptions.63

We may cite certain stock expressions such as saltma iakanu, "make peace, grant

reconciliation" (Old Bab. sahma epdium) and b1l saltma, "(political) friend."e Noth65

has pointed out a Mari text that reads: [s]c-lj-mr-am bi-ri-t fia-na^" tt i-da-ma-ra-az

ai-ku-luln, "an agreement between the Hana people and Idamaraz I brought about."66

In a letter to Zimrilim,6T we find the commandi ba-a-ra-am ia sa-li-mi-im qil-tu-ul-ma,

"kill an ass of the agreement." The expression saltmam birit . . . fi may be compared to

Heb. idl6m bAn . . . filAn Qgs. 4:17; I S. 7:14; I K. 5:26ll2f), saltmam''' aikun to

Heb.'di6 idl6m (losh.9:15; Isa. 27:5).The letter to Zimri-Lim may be compared to

Heb. kdral b"ri1 idl6m (Ezk. 34:25; 37 :261.a The phrase tubtu u sulummu is a technical

term for peace procured by treaty.6e According to Wiseman,To the meanin g of idl6m as

the "settlement" of a dispute was incorporated into a late type of legal document called

egirtu ia iulmu, "document of reconciliation."
The commonest salutation formula was /u iulmu, e.g., Middle Bab. ana kdia lfr

iulmu, lfr iulmu ana bCltya, "Hail [lit. 'well-being'] to you, hail to my lord." In later Old

Babylonian letters we often find: lu ialmata, "May you be well." In later times the

sender would write: iulmu ydii (ana blt belrya), "It is well with me (with the house of
my lord)." Referring to the addressee, the writer may say: iulumka mafrar iamai u

marduk lil dari, "May your well-being endure in the presence of Shamash and Marduk."

58. Schmid, ial6m,30
59. Gross, Idee, 17'27; ANET 37-41.
60. Schmid, ial6m, 36; SAHG, 87-90, l}t-2, lO2-5, 105-9, 109- 19 , 120-23, 123-26, 126'30;

ANET 159-6t.
61. Schmid, ial6m,37-39; SAHG, 132, 134-35.
62. AOT,380-83; ANET 163-65; KB, lllJt, 130-31; llUz,38-39' 43-59.

63. Schmid, ial6m,42'43; SAHG,282-85, 285-86' 286-87,287-88, 288-90, 291-92'

64. AHw,II, 1015-16.
65. Noth, 108-9.
66. 11.37, ll. 13-14; ARM, rl, 82-83'
67. G. Dossin, Syr 19 (1938) 109.

68. Noth, l13.
69. Johag, 5; L H<iver-Johag, -r Y 301.

70. pp. {ZS-Z1; Wiseman ciies an Assyrian-Aramaic example published by S. A. Kaufman,

'An Assyro-Aramaic egirtu ia iulmul'in M. de Jong Ellis, ed., Essays on the Ancient Near East

in Memory of J. J. Finkelsreln (Hamden ' 1977), ll9-27 .
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In late letters the salutation might run: bdl il nabfr iulmu tub libbi tab irre u araku ume ia
b€liya liqbfr, "May Bel and Nabu ordain well-being, excellence of heart, excellence of
body, and length of days for my lord."7l The significant point of this formula is the asso-
ciation of life, excellence, and length of days with iulmu - probably explicatively.

In Akkadian we also find divine names based on the root itm, e.g., SulmAn/
S6)alamanu.72 These are comparable to some names of Assyrian kirigs: ialim-abum,
"Shalim is a brother," iulmanu-aiarEdu (Shalmaneser), "shulman is first."73 There is
also the goddess Shulmanitu, who was Lady of URU-SILIM-MA, a place identified by
Albright with the netherworld. But he also mentions the possibility that this cuneiform
name was applied to Jerusalem by scribes of the 2d millennium.Ta In any event we may
observe a close relationship between Shulman, Shulmanitu, and gods of the nether-
world in lists of Assyrian deities.Ts

In the Annals of Ashurnasirpal Itze we find the name lulmanuka-lar-ildni,
"Shulmanuka is king of the gods."77 This name represents the Hurrian adaptation of the
god.78

The Mari texts contain numerous personal names containing the element s/ialim,
which probably represents the west Semitic DN ialim.Te A tablet in Aramaic from
Ashur contains the PN silim-aiiu4 "Be peaceful, AshuL"80 We also find a woman
named Salimatum, "reconciliation," whose name signifies that to the parents a child
preserved from death (after a sickness or death in the family) was a sign that the gods
were appeased.Sl The name abum-ialim, "the father is uninjured," may be understood
as an example of a substitute name.82 The verb ialamu or iullumu can be an element of
names embodying a wish or prayer: li-ii-lim-ki-nu-um, "may the true one be unin-
jured," denlil-iallim-apla, "Enlil, keep the heir uninjured."83

Finally, we note the inscription on the statue of King Idrimi of Alalakh, in which
l. 54 contains the word iulmtya, "my salutation, my gift of recognition."s4

2. Egypt and Satti. The situation in Egypt is similar to that in Mesopotamia. Here
too we find a notion corresponding to sem. ilm, above all in three contexts. The en-

71. Salonen, "Gruss."
72. HAL, rr, 1540.
73. Stolz, 199; Pope, 307.
74. See III.6 below.
75. Albright, 164-67.
76. L.78.
77. See also C. Virolleaud, Syr lO (1929), pl. lxxvi, no. 2, Il. 6,16.
78. W. Spiegelberg, ZA 13 (1898) 120.
79. APNM, 247; Stamm, "Hebriiische Ersatznamen," 67 n. 401' for the Ktiltepe texts see

Nyberg, 352.
80. KAI 236.1; for additional names conraining the element salam, see ApN, l9O-91.
81. See also Alr', 248.
82. Stamm, "Name," 294-96; AN,294.
83. AN,152-53,176.
84. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 13 (1981) 219.
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thronement ritual and hymns praising the king speak repeatedly of the enthronement

as "the dawn of an age of peace and well-being encompassing everything, both

heaven and earth."85 This is nothing other than the divine order of the universe, Maat.

"It is in the context of Maat . . . that talk about 'peace' has its locus"'86 here "peace"

includes the subjugation of foreign nations.8T In descriptions of the primordial age'

the world is described "as it is actually intended, as it actually is and actually should

be."ss In individual "historical" texts it is also clear that peace implies the subjugation

of the enemy. The order of the world is the order of the Egyptian world; the enemy is

on the side of chaos.se In summary, we may say that in Egypt one can speak of
"peace" only with respect to a comprehensive sense of order, which in addition to re-

spite from enemies includes the domain of justice and injustice, and even extends to

the order of the cosmos.eo

As to the more limited conceptuality, Helck states: "For the Egyptian, political
peace was largely a domestic state; the two verbal expressions employed are htp and

hrw. . .. In foreign relations we do find the saying that 'peace (hrt) is more profitable

than battle'; but this statement is place in the mouth of the Hittite king and implies sub-

mission. . . . The problem of a state of international peace appears to have played a mi-

nor role in comparison to the longing for domestic peace. The 'endless years of peace'

given to kings by the gods refer to domestic tranquility."el This view of peace accords

with the words that begin the final section of Merneptah's victory hymn: "The princes

are prostrate and say llml'ez The Canaanite word in Egyptian transcription is undoubt-

edly an expression of submission. In an inscription in the mortuary temple of Ramses

III, similarly, the subjugated people say to the Pharaoh, "We seek peace" or "We sur-

render."93

When we turn to salutations, we find a stereotyped formula from the time of the

Pyramid Texts down to the Greco-Roman period: ind-brk, "Hail to you." Its literal

meaning is uncertain - 
possibly "may your countenance be preserved" or "I greet

your countenance." This salutation was used to address gods and kings, and sometimes

indeterminate objects of sacral nature or a sacred festival. In the Pyramid Texts we find

the imperative expression iyy m lttp and my m htp, "come in peace."e4 The former was

replaced in the Middle Kingdom by iy-*y m htp, which in the New Kingdom gave way

to iy.ty m btp - simply syntactic variants with the same meaning. Also contmon was

the formula m btp, "in peace," as well as inb 'n[, "health and life." The salutation in a

85. Schmid, tal6m, 15.
86. rbid., 15-16.
87. J. Assmann, Agyptische Hymnen und Gebete (1975), 268-73,473-80,496-99: AOT 12-

15,25; ANET, 365-67.
88. Schmid, ial6m, l7;S. Morenz, Egyptian Religion (Eng. tr. 1973), ll4; Assmann, 293-99'

89. Schmid, ial6m,20 see alsoAoz 20-25;TG13,39-40;ANET 199'203' 255-58' 376-78.

90. Schmid, ial6m, 26-27.
91. P. 331.
92. AOT,24.
93. Smith, 145-46.
94. WbAS, r,37.
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letter could be very brief, e.g., m'n[ w{g Snb, "in life, prosperity, and health." In the

New Kingdom, letters concluded with the formula nfr inb.k, "may your health be

good."e5

For the Hittite region we cite only a daily prayer of the king to the god Telipinush, in
which he calls blessings down upon his house and his land: "May the god grant long

life, health, strength, joy, offspring, rain and favorable winds, fertility of fields and cat-

tle, and victory over enemies, and from the land of flatti avert severe feveq plague,

hunger, and misery."e6

3. Syria. In the region of Syria we turn first to the occurrences of the root .i/m in the

Ugaritic texts. They appear primarily in salutation formulas. Quite frequent is the ex-

pression t{rk tilmk, "May they [the gods] protect you and keep you uninjured."ez In ad-

dition to the complex formula yilm lk ilm t{rk tilmk, "May well-being be yours, may

the gods protect you and keep you uninjured,"e8 we also find the short formula yilm
/t.ee These formulas also appear in the Akkadian letters from Ugarit,l00 where the long
formula reads: lu iulmu ana mufufiika ildnu*"'ana iulmani lissurilka, "May well-being
be yours, may the gods protect you for your well-being." The impersonal use of the

verb at the beginning of the Ugaritic formula - where Akkadian has the nqun - h3s

no parallel in f{sbrs'w.lol
There is a mythological 1sx1l02 in which Baal commands Anat to pour.f/m into the

inner parts of the earth; here ilm means "well-being."lo:
Another text describes the deities Shachar and Shalim as "gracious and kindly."to+

Shatim is the god of sunset and the evening star, and therefore probably a hypostasis of
Athtart as Venus. This identification establishes a relationship with the netherworld,
for ilm also means "completion" in the sense of death (cf. Akk. ialdm iamii, "sunset,"

and ialamtu, "corpse"). Thus Shalim is a numen of the netherworld and as such is re-

lated to the fertility of the land.l05 The name of the city of Jerusalemlo6 attests to the

worship of this god in the Canaanite region as early as the 19th century B.c.E.l07 Shalim

95. Caminos,9l5-16; Grapow, 105, 114-15, ll8-19.
96. ANET 397; Gross, "ldee," 45.
9'1 . KTU2.ll,8-9;2.1,1-2;2.13,'7-8:2.14,4-5;5.9,I,2-3;Hartmann, 102; A. F. Rainey, UF

3 (1971) ls7-58.
98.2.13,7-8.
99. 2.4, 4; 2.6, 4: 2.10, 4.
100. Loewenstamm,362; in PRU, lll,6, 12; IY 180, 196,219; RS 15.77, 4-6: 11.730,4-6;

17.286,4-5; 17.78, 4-5; 17.424, C,6-7.
l0l. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies, 433.
102. KTU 1.3, III, 13.

l03.SeeJ.Gray, Legacyof Canaan. SlrI 5(21965),46n. l;cf.Gross,"Idee,"whounder-
stands .i/rz as meaning "peace."

to4. KTU t.23.
105. sto12,202,209,216,218-19; N. Wyau, UF9 (1977) 381; idem, Ur 18 (1985) 386;

idem, {/F 19 (1987) 382; M. H. Pope, FS C. F. A. Schaeffer UF ll (1979)'703-8.
106. See III.6 below.
107. Egyptian Execration texts of the 12th Dynasty; Pope, 306; Gray, Legacy, 14 n.2.
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appears also in a list of gods108 and in personal nameslOe down to the 5th or 4th century

B.c.E. r r0 The DN ial-ma-ya-a-ti I ll is probably also derived from Shalim, as well as the

name of the Phoenician god Eshmun.l12

As already suggested, there are also personal names incorporating the element iln,
e.g., sdqilm, ilmym, ililm, and 6'1i1*.rr3

The affinity of Hebrew literature to Ugaritic literature is revealed in several stylistic

similarities. For example, the Ugaritic parallelism ilm//'zz echoes the parallelism'dz//

ial6m i1Ps. 29:ll (cf. also Ps.62:12-13[ll-12]).tt4 A repetition of ial6m as irt

Ugaritic appears in Gen. 37 14;2 S. 1l:7; lsa. 27:5; 57 19;65:6; Prov. 7:14; Eccl'

5'3.rrs The Ugaritic parallelism ilm//n[ appears also in lsa.5'7'.2,1t6 and Ugar. kll + ilm
appears in Jer. l3: l9.l l7 Above all, the ugaritic pair mlhmt - ilrn appears in Ps. 120:7;

2 S. 8:10; ll:7; I K.2:5;20:18; I Ch. 18:10; lsa.27:4-5; Mic. 3:5; Zec.9:lol'Eccl'
3'8.r18 In this last group of passages - with the exception of 2 S. ll:7 - milhdmd

finds in idtbmits most complete semantic antithesis.lle

From Ugarit, finally, we have a text wishing peace to the royal family and the city,

beginning with repeated ilm: "Peace upon peace to 'mr@i) and peace to his house!

Peace to 1ry\, peace to her house! Peace to Ugarit, peace to its gatesl"tzo There are

many other occurrences of the root ilm.tzt
In the Amarna letters we find the salutation formula: "May it be well with you (ana

kaia tu iulmu), your house, my sister and your other wives, your children, your chari-

ots, your horses, your army, your land, and all your possessions, may you have well-

being in abundant, abundant 6s45g1gt"l22 This formula is preceded by ana idii iulum,

"It is well with me"; this usage is exceptional, since Ugaritic letters and the Akkadian

letters from Ugarit place a similar formula after the 5altl131is1.l23

Loewenstamml24 cites the salutation ilanu iulumka iulum bltika lii'al, "May the de-

lO8. KTU 1.47, 12; on the Akkadian version of the list see E. Weidner, AfO 18 (1957/58)

170.
109. See below.
1 10. N. Glueck , BASOR 82 (1941) 1-9; Gray, "Desert God," 74; Z. S. Hanis, Grammar of the

Phoenician l.anguage. AOS 8 (1936), 150.

I I l. EA 155.8,15,22,26,29,42,50,62; see Fohrer, TDNT Vll, 298.
112. Albright, 168-69.
rt3. PNU, 193; APNM, 246-47.
I14. M. J. Dahood, RSP,1,352.
ll5. rbid., 353.

16. Idem, RS8 II, 32.
17. Idem, RSn \ 228.
t8. tbid.,262.
19. H. D. Preuss, -+ Ylll,342.

l2o. KTU 1.161,31-34; M. Dietrich and o. Loretz, uF 15 (1983)22; W. T. Pitard, BASOR

232 (1978) 72.
12l. For example, KTU 2.5, 3; 2.11, 12, 16; 2.12' 13; 2.13, l0' 12.

122. EA 19:5-8.
123. Kristensen, 152.
I 24. Loewenstamm, C omparative Studie s, 437 -38.
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ity see to your welfare (and) the welfare of your house,"l2s and a similar formula in a
letter from Taanach: ildnu lii'alil iulumka iulum bitika mdrtka, "May the gods see to
your welfare, the welfare of your house and of your sons," as well as analogous formu-
las in the letters from Aradl26 and Elephantine,tzT and in Late Babylonian and Assyrian
letters. He hypothesizes that this style of salutation developed in ancient Canaan and
made its way into late Akkadian via Aramaic.

In a bilingual inscription (Phoenician and Hieroglyphic Hittite) from Karatepe,
Azitawada says: "I sat upon the throne of my father and established ilm with every
king."r2s The same inscription includes the wish: 'And may Baal-krntryi bless 'ztwd

with life an.d ilm"t2e In the Sefire inscriptions,l30 we find the following words: "Now
as to all the kings in my vicinity or anyone who is my friend, when I send my messen-
ger to him lilm . . . , then the road shall be open for 1ng."l3l

In an Old Aramaic political letter from Assyria, i"lam appears in the introductory
formula in l. I and a PN Nabu-Shallim is found h l. 14.132 An Aramaic inscription
from Hatra mentions a certain ilmn, son of gmn'.tzz

Finally, we may cite word pairs that occur in both Phoenician and Hebrew: ilm -'2134 as in Ps. 29:l l, hym - ilmt35 as in Mal. 2:5; Prov. 3:2; lQH 7'15.136
In the Lachish ostraca, too, ilm appears in a salutation: "May Yahweh let my lord

hear news of ilmr137 In an ostracon from Elephantine that concerns a dream and its in-
terpretation, an apparition greets the dreamer with i?m. 138

III. OT.
l. Tetrateuch. In the Tetrateuch idl6m appears primarily with prepositions. The ex-

pression b"idl6m should be translated not "in peace" but "in good condition, safe and
sound." For example, Abraham goes to his ancestors b'idl6m, i.e., at a great age, his
life fulfilled (Gen. l5: 1 5; cf . 26:29,31; 28:21; Ex. 18:23).

125. EA 96:4-6.
126.D. Pardee, Ur l0 (1978) 315.
127 . G. R. Driver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifi h Century n.c. (1954), 10-14, 17, 35-36; AP

17.l;21.2;30.1; 34.7; 37.1; 38.2: 39.1-3; 40.1; 4l.l-2; 42.1; 54.10;57.1,8. For other occur-
rences of .i/rz see 35.2t 37.2; 41.8; 56.1: 57.4;58.1-2; 65.4, l-2; 66.9, l; 67.11,2: 68.1,2;8,2:
69, C, l;70.1:77.1; Ahiqar ll0, 120.

t28. KAr 26A.t, tt-12.
129. KAI 26{.lll, 2-3; cf . 26c.lll, l6-18; see also 46.3-5; 50.2-3; 142.7;233.1.
130. III, 8.
l3l. J. A. Fitzmyer, Aramaic Inscriptions of Sefire. BietOr 19 (1967), 96-97; on Sefire

1.8.24, see ibid., l6-17; DISO, 303-5.
132.M. Lidzbarski, Wissenschaftliche Verdffentlichungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschafi

38 C1970), 8; A. Dupont-Sommer, Syr 24 (1944145) 32-33.
133. A. Caquot, Syr 4l (1964)257, no. 130. See also I1AL, IL 1540; Pope, 307; Gray, "Desert

134. KAI 26A.lIl.3-4;26C.III.l8; cf . KTU 5.9, 3-4.
135. KAI 26A.II[.3; 26C.I[. 17-18.
136. Y. Avishur, UF 7 (1975) 25,30.
137. KAI 192.1-3:' 193.2-3; 197.1-2: cf . 195.1-2: 196.1-2.
138. KAt 270A.7.
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The expression l"ial6m belongs in the context of salutations and greetings. Joseph's

brothers could no longer speak to himl3e "toward ial6m;'ra0 i.e., they could no longer

address a friendly greeting to him (Gen. 37:4). "Thus is expression given to the rupture

of fellowship between the brothers and Joseph," for "It is the greeting of welcome and

farewell, the inquiry after one's health, that maintains intact the DllU of the commu-

nity."l4l Therefore when Gerleman interprets dibber l"idl6m as "to speak to someone's

liking," he fails to do justice to the depth of meaning of idl6m in the situation of Gen.

37.4.142

Joseph inquires (i'l) after his brothers' idl6m (Gen.43:27), a question that should be

understood simply as a salutation formula, "the familiar manner of greeting."l43 Then

the greeting expands to include an inquiry into the idl6m of their father, to which the

brothers reply: "Your servant has idl6m. . . , he is still alive" (vv.21-28). The parallel-

ism shows that ial6m refers to the state of being alive, of well-being. Gerleman trans-

lates the expression i'l l"idl6m as "inquire about someone's (external and internal) state

of satisfactio[";1'1+ 1r"t" too his translation fails to do justice to the meaning of idl6m
(cf .29:6; Ex. l8:7). Wiseman, too, when he speaks of a technical or diplomatic usage

of the phrase i'l l"idl6m in this context, hardly does justice to the situation portrayed.la5

T\e idl6m greeting can be expanded by addition of the formula "do not be afraid"
(Gen.43:23): the brothers need not fear for their well-being. As in the cultic assurance

of well-being, the formula is grounded in what God has already done (perfective

verb).146

The leave-taking formula is "Go l"idl6m - safe and sound" (Ex.4:18; cf' Gen.

44:17).It is noteworthy that the leave-taking formula "is used exclusively by a person

of higher status speaking to someone of lower 5131u5."147

Gerleman interprets idl6m in combination with the preps. D'and /'as inner satisfac-

tion and maintains that the two expressions are synonymous.l48 Neither claim is accu-

rate. Jenni comes to the following - somewhat overstated - conclusion: "Ief, l"ial6m

means a departure in expectation of well-being, peace, and happiness, without going

into the actual circumstances at the moment the words are spoken; lZk b"idl6m, by con-

trast, says that the departure takes place explicitly under presently obtaining peaceful,

safe, and secure circumstances, the contrary circumstances being implicitly ruled

su1."149

The meaning of idl6m as "well-being" is clear in Gen. 37:14, where Israel tells Jo-

139. See BIIS.
140. HAL,1,508.
l4l. C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50. CC (Eng. tr. 1986),37.
142. TLOT rfi, 1343-44.
143. Westermann, Genesis 37-50, 125.
144. TLOT, lll, 1344.
145. P. 322.
146. Westermann, Genesis 37-50, 124.
147. Lande, 8.

t48.TLOT, III,1343.
149. P. 43.
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seph to check up on the idl6m of his brothers and the ial6m of the flock. "The animals
are also included in the prospefty 1nt)Uf ; of the community; it is on their well-being
that that of the people depends."l5o

In the passages discussed ial6mhas no specifically religious or theological conno-
tations - even in Gen. 28:21, where it appears in the context of an oath formula. This
situation changes as soon as God is named explicitly as the giver of idl6m, as in Gen.
41:16.In Nu.25:12 (P) Yahweh grants Phinehas ab"fi1idl6m.r5r Since this text speaks

of a one-sided pledge made by Yahweh, b'r[ should not be translated as "covenant"; it
should be understood as a personal commitment on the part of Yahweh.l52 Syntac-
tically, idl6m should be treated "either as an appositive or as an accusative."ls3 I p1sfg1

to interpret it as an appositive: "my b"rt1, namely idl6ml' We are dealing with an assur-
ance of well-being, which implies "divine protection. security. prosperity," or "good-
will, favor" in the political sense.ls4 Gerleman claims that in every occurrence of b"rt1
idl6m the phrase reflects a specific covenant concept, "not based primarily on future
obligations but which should be understood as the adjustment of a past process."tss fls
believes that it means "covenant of requital, obligation to make restitution" - an inter-
pretation that fails to convince. The same is true of Durham's proposal to understand
b"ri1 idl6m as "covenant of completion or fulfillmsn1."156

In Lev. 26:6 idl6m appears in the context of a promised blessing: "I will grant ial6m
in the land." When the context is taken into account, it is noteworthy that idl6m appears
in a setting that describes an all-embracing state of well-being, which includes the fer-
tility of the land and the absence of dangerous animals. Furthermore, idl6m means
peace in contrast to war, although the text does not necessarily presuppose that this
peace implies subjugation of the enemy.l5z

The priestly blessing in Nu. 6:24-26 concludes with the wish: "May Yahweh lift up
his countenance upon you and ordain (itm) iAl6m for you." Here idl6m denotes the
substance and result of Yahweh's favor, hence well-being in a comprehensive sense.l58

On the basis of this passage, Durham argues that idl6m is a cultic term with special ref-
erence to the "presence" theology of the OT.l5e This theory seems to me to lack sup-
porting evidence. To this point the most concentrated theological employment of idl6m
thus belongs to a P context, although this setting does not rule out the possibility that
individual elements of the formula may be eal'lier.160

150. Westermann, Genesis 37-50, 39.
l5l. On the text see BHS.
152. E. Kutsch, TLOT, l, 262.
153. Eisenbeis,94.
154. Eisenbeis,95-96.
155. TLOT rrr, 1344.
156. P.279.
157. Schmid, ial6m, 57-58.
158. Horst, 194-95.
159. Pp. 284,289.
160. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. tr. 1968), 57-58.
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2. Deuteronomy, Dtr Literature, and Chr Literature. In Deuteronomy the meaning

of ial6m shifts to the political realm. In 2:26 the dibrA iabm are to be interpreted as

"words of an agreement." The use of idl6m in the rules of warfare is characteristic:
"When you draw near to a town to fight against it, call out to it l"ial6m. If it replies
('nh) idl6m to you and surrenders to you, then all the people in it shall serve you at

forced labor" (20:10-11). But if it refuses idl6m (ilm hiphil), the consequence is siege,

extermination of the male population, and enslavement of the women, children, and el-

derly (vv. 12-14). Here it is clear that ial6m does not mean "peace" in the sense of non-

violent resolution of a conflict. The expression qara' l"ial6m means proclamation of
the right order for Israel, Israel's well-being, pax israelitica, tobe established by mili-
tary force if necessary.l6l

Dt. 23:7(6) forbids Israel to promote the idl6m and tbpd of the Ammonites and

Moabites. Al,k. tabtu u sulummfi, which is "a term for peace resulting from a treaty:'162

suggests that the expression probably refers to a treaty offriendship.163 p1. 29:18(19)

tses ial6m in the context of a "counter-blessing" to ward off a threatened curse; it
means well-being and security in contrast to disaster: idl6m is postulated where there

is no ial6m.
In DtrH we find the prepositional constructions discussed above. In Josh. l0:21 the

military contingent returns b"idl6m, "safe and sound"; cf. Jgs. 8:9; ll:31; | 5.29:7;
2 S. 3:21-23: 15:9,27; 19:25,31 I K. 2:6; 22:17,27,28 (= 2 Ch. 18:16,26,27); 2 K.
22:20 (= 2 Ch. 34:28);2 Ch. 19:1. Eisenbeis finds in 2 K. 22:20 = 2 Ch. 34:28 ("I will
gather ['sp hiphil] you to your ancestors, and you shall be gathered ['sp niphal] to your
grave in peace fb"idl6ml") a statement that is essentially theological: "From the per-

spective of the phenomenology of religion, 'gather' means that the individual . . . enters

into the origin and ground from which he emerged."te Natural death is thus a kind of
initiation d1s.l6s It is questionable, however, whether this view can be sustained in light
of the total desacralization of death in the OT.

Even though I S. 29 :7 ; 2 S. 15:9,27 ; I K. 22:17 ; and 2 Ch. 1 8: I 6 stand in the context

of a dismissal, the accent - in contrast to the construction with /'- is probably on

"sending away safe and sound," since there is a conflict involved in each in314nss.166

The prepositional construction l"ial6m also occurs in the context of greetings. The

expression i'l l"idl6m appears in Jgs. 18:15; 1 S. l0:4; 17:22;25:5: 3O:21;2 S. 8: l0//
1 Ch. 18:10 Q. The last passage may involve an act of homage as a token of submis-

sion.167 This usage would represent a borrowing from Akkadian, where ia'al iulmi is

161. Schmid, ial6m,60.
162. I. Hciver-Johag, -+ Y 301.
163. Contra Wiseman, 313-14.
164. P.115.
165. M. Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane (Eng. tr. New York, 1959), 184; ILC, l-11,328,

495-96; III-IY 478.
166. On the difference between b" and 1", see Eisenbeis, 128-29; Brockelmann, Synt,

$ l06c-d.
167. Eisenbeis, 103; Wiseman, 318-19.
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an obligation of the Assyrian vassal.l68 The expression pqd l"idl6m, "inquire after
someone's welfare," appears in I S. 17:18. For dismissals see Jgs. 18:6; I S. l:17;
2O:13,42; 25:25; 2 K. 5: 19.

Of greetings, it is fundamentally true that "when a greeting of peace is offered, the
stranger is received into the sphere of ial6m. . . , which otherwise embraces only the
family or the clan."l6e A farewell involves an utterance of power, intended to convey a
blessing.lTo

A greeting also stands in the background of 2 K. 10: 13: the royal princes of Judah
are going to Jezreel "liil6m of the sons of the king and the sons of the queen mother."
Here liildm stands for the fuller i'l leiAldm.tTl

Greetings and coming with peaceful intentions are closely related. This relationship
is clear in I S. 16:4-5, where Samuel is asked, "Does your coming mear, ial6m?" and
he responds, " ial6m" (cf. I K. 2:13; 2 K. 5:21-22).In the account of Jehu's revolution,
idl6m plays the role of a catchword, varying in meaning between "well-being" and
"peace, peaceful intentions." When the prophet's disciple leaves, the off,rcers ask,l72
"hoial6m, Is everything all right?" (2 K. 9:11).tz: *n", Jehu approaches Jezreel,
Joram sends messengers with the question "hoidl6m, Are your intentions peaceful?"
(2K.9:17-18,191'17+ cf. vv.22,31). Jehu answers, "What have you to do with idl6m?"
i.e., "What do you care whether my intentions are peaceful?" (vv. 18-19). Jehu asks
Joram, "md haiidldm, What do you mean, ial6m2 What do you mean, 'peaceful inten-
tions'?" (v.22; cf. 2 S. Zo:9).tts

A greeting is also the context of formulas like that in I S. 25:6: w"'attd idl6m
frbC!"kA ial6m w"ldl '"ier-l"ka idl6m, "idl6m to you, idl6m to your house, idl6m to all
that is yours."r76 The short form of greeting is simply idl6m (2 S. 18:28; 2K. 4:23|tt
or idl6m ldl (Jgs. 19:20). Gerleman's translation of the latter expression as "(May
there be) enough for you" can hardly be accurate.lT8 Lande points out the magical set-
ting of the greeting formula: "The spoken word possesses €fficacy."l7e

How little idl6m inherently means "peace" (rather than "well-being") is shown by
2 S. ll:7 , where David asks about the idl6m of Joab, the fighters, and the battle. This

168. Lande, 6.
169. Westermann, Forschung am AT 209.
170. Eisenbeis, I 21 , although his theory that the idiom left leialdm is a cultic blessing formula

is not supported by the evidence.
171. E. Wiirthwein, l.Kijn. l7-2.Kdn. 25. ATD XU2 (1984), 327.
172. See BHS.
173. Eisenbeis, 104, calls the use of .iAl6m here "slang"; according to Y. Minokami, Die Rev-

olution des Jehu. GTA 38 (1989), 125 n. 3, ial6m has the meaning "everything's all right"
throughout 2 K. 9-10.

174. See BHS.
175. See also Wiseman,319-21.
176. Brockelmann, Synr, g7b.

177. Here again Eisenbeis (p. 104) speaks of "slang" that means "Leave me alone," "What
does it matter to you?" "Don't delay me"; cf. Lande, 9.

178. TLOT rrr,1344.
179. P. 3.
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passage makes clear that in the early period of the monarchy war was considered a nor-

mal and necessary phenomenon within the reality of the contemporary world.l8o The

meaning of idl6m as "well-being, wholeness" is likewise clear in I S.2O:7,21;2 S.

17:3: 18:29,32:2 K. 4:26.
Only in a few passages does idldmhave the political meaning of peace in contrast to

war. The action of the tribal league against Benjamin ends with an offer of idl6mtothe
Benjaminites (Jgs. 21:13). Jgs.4:17 notes that there was ialdmbetween Jabin, the king
of Hazor, and the clan of Heber the Kenite. The construction idl6m bAn . . . ApAn indi-
cates that the relationship between two parties is sound, implying peace (l S. 7: l4). In
this context the term b"rt1 also is closely related b ial6m, as in I K. 5:26(12): "There

was idl6m between Hiram and Solomon, and the two of them made a b"rt1, a treaty."

Here the essence of the b"ril is denoted bl idldm;rtr idlimbelongs to the terminology
sf trsa1iss.r82 When 1 K. 5:4(4:24) says that Solomon had idl6m on all sides as a con-

sequence of his dominion over Syria and Palestine,l83 the text is referring to the "paci-

fication" of this region under thepax israelitica. With respect to 1 K. 5:4b-5(4:24b-25),
Braulik says: "Now Israel can not only dwell secure, as in the time of the judges . . . ,

but also enjoy this life in prosperity," showing that even in the political context ial6m
means more than the mere absence of war.l84 The sense of idl6m as "peace" in contrast

to war is also present in 1 K. 2:5;tts 20:18; 2 K. 2O:.l9b (cf. Isa. 39:8); I Ch. 12:18.

Jgs. I I : l3 merits special consideration. There the king of the Ammonites says to the

messengers of Jephthah: "Israel took away my land . . . ; now restore itt86 beial6m" As

in Dt. 20: 10-11, where ial6m refers to the pax israelitica, it refers here to the pax
ammonitica. Jephthah is expected to respect this idl6m and restore the land voluntarily,
without the need for military as1ien.l87 To people who share this ideology, a demand to

renounce war and espouse peace is inconceivable. Indeed, the establishment or preser-

vation of idl6m may necessitate the employment of military forces. To this way of
thinking, war is fundamentally legitimatg.l8t

The context of Josh. 9:15 is also political: "Then Joshua made ('ih) ial6m for them

and concluded a bertl for them, guaranteeing their lives." The repeated lahem, in con-

trast to the construction using b1n . . . ,APAn, shows that the passage is thinking not of a
peace treaty between two equal parties but rather the imposition of the pax israelitica.
Begrich has noted that b"rtl inherently denotes a relationship between two unequal par-

ties determined by one of them; the more powerful undertakes certain obligations to-
ward the less powerful, while no terms are imposed on the recipient - apart from the

180. Westermann, Forschung am AT 215.
18 I . J. Begrich , GSAT. ThB 2l (1964), 60; Y. Avishur, Stylistic Studies of Word Pairs in Bibli-

cal and Semitic Literatures. AOAT 210 (1984), 178.
182. T. N. D. Mettinger, King and Messiah. CBOT 8 (1976),226-27.
183. M. Noth, Konrge I: l-16. BKIX/l (1968),76.
184. P. 34.
185. Noth, Kdnige 1,30.
186. BHS.
187. Eisenbeis, 107.
188. Schmid, tal6m, 58-62.
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debt of loyalty.tar With respect to Josh. 9: 15 and I K.5:26, Weinfeld has observed that
ial6m functions as a synonym of b"rt!; he points out that the terms for "covenant" are
often combined in pairs, a usage characteristic of covenant terminology of all periods
and all gul1u1ss.leo

Ezr. 9:12, "never seek their idl6m and their good (!6bA)," seems to prohibit a treaty
relationship, after the analogy of the Akkadian phrase tubtu u sulummu.tel In other
words, the text forbids not only mixed marriages but also political alliances with for-
eign nations. The suggestion that the expression should be understood eschatologically
(with anti-Samaritan overtones) is incongruous.le2

The term ial6m embodies truly theological content only when it is associated ex-
plicitly with Yahweh. For example, Jgs.6:24 describes Gideon's building of an altar,
which he calls "Yahweh idl6ml'lnv.23 Yahweh had said to Gideon: "idl6m be to you;
do not fear, you shall not die." In this formula the mostly likely meaning of idl6m is
"safety, wholeness." If so, the name "Yahweh idl6m" means "Yahweh is safety." The
extended context suggests that it refers primarily to deliverance from enemies. Behind
Igs. 6:24 may stand an identification of Yahweh with a Baal Shalem.re3

In I K. 2:33 Solomon expresses the wish that "to David and to his descendants and to
his house and to his throne there be ial6m forevermore from Yahweh." Given the
bloodguilt that Joab and his descendants have incurred, idl6m here probably means
"wellness" in the sense of "wholeness." "In 3lb and 33 the idea is expressed that the blood
wrongfully spilled by Joab . . . imposes bloodguilt on the house of David . . . and that, with
the ruthless elimination of Joab, this burden was shifted to the man who was the real guilty
party, so that the Davidic kingship is finally exonerated and restored to a state of 'whole-
ness' (Dl)U)"1e4 

- but all on the initiative of Yahweh. In I Ch. l2:19(18) Amasai cries
out to David: "idl6m, idl6m to you and to the one who helps you, for your God is the one
who helps you." Here, of course, ial6mmeans primarily success in battle; but this success
isascribedexplicitlytoGod-anotioncharacteristicoftheChronicler.lesIn2Ch. l5:5-6,
conversely, the fact that "there wasno ial6m for anyone going or coming" - idllminthis
context meaning political and military security - is also blamed on God (cf. Zec. 8:10).
The close relationship of idl6m to nfiah and ieqet is illustrated by I Ch. 22:9. Again it is
Yahweh who establishes the state of military calm and political peace.le6

3. Prophetic Literature. In the corpus of prophetic literature ial6m makes its first
appearance in Isaiah. One of the throne names of the royal child in Isa. 9:5(6) is iar-

189. Begrich, GSAT 56.
190. -+ ll,259.
191. -+ Y 301.
192. Cf. Eisenbeis, 144-45.
193. Schmid, ial6m, 86 n. 135; O. Eissfeldt, KlSchr X (1963), 146; L. Schmidt,

Menschlicher Erfolg und Jahwes Initiative. WMANT 38 (1970), 33.
194. Noth, Kdnige I, 36.
195. W. Rudolph, Chronikbucher HAT U2l (1955), xix.
196. On iAl6m in Chronicles, see now Gabriel, reviewed by J. Becker, BZ 37 (1993) 93-94.
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idl6m, "Prince of idl6ml' V. 6(7) says of his rule1e7 that there shall be endless ial6m.
The context speaks of miipdt and seQaqd, on which the future king will establish his

rule. Here ial6mmeans the total divine order of the world, which it is the king's duty to

protect by promoting righteousness and justice; implicit are prosperity and blessing,

happiness and well-being.le8 Also implied is "freedom from foreign military pow-

ers."1ee "idl6m is the result of right miipaf'zn Gerleman's interpretationzot of Sar'

ial6m as "Prince of Requital" or "Prince of Tribute" is hard to accept,2o2 as is Alt's
interpretation203 of it as "Welfare Officer."

Although I agree with Wildberger that Isa. 8:23V9:6(1) is Isaianic, elsewhere in the

book of Isaiah idl6m appears only in postexilic additions.2oa Isa.263 says of the righ-
teous nation, "Their mind is steadfast, you maintain idl6m, idl6m, for they trust in
you."20s "Israel has experienced and can confess that Yahweh preserves El)U (peace)

for one who has a 'solid frame of mind"'2ffi - this steadfast mind being defined as

trust in Yahweh, the source of idl6m. Here idl6m clearly means general well-being, as

well as salvation in the theological sense.

lsa. 26 11 suggests that idl6m refers primarily to a state of political and military
peace; but in26:12207 all the overtones of "well-being" and "wholeness" may also be

heard.208 ln 27:2-5 Yahweh says that he will destroy Israel's enemies unless they seek

his protection and make (':{h) idl6m with him. This idl6m "is not really 'made'by those

who seek protection, but is the result of their turning to Yahweh." Hete iAl6m "ex-
presses the all-encompassing salvation at the end sf 1irns."20e

The interpretation of lsa.33:7 is disputed. Kaiser understands the envoys of idl6m
who weep bitterly to be negotiators sent in vain to sue for peace,;zto Wildberger reads

the text as "messengers from Salem" (= Jerusalem).2l1

In Isaiah 38:17 Hezekiah declares in his prayer of thanksgiving: "Behold, bitterness

became idl6m for n1s."2t2 "That bitter experiences ("lD) can serve to bring restoration
(Dl)U) belongs to the experience of faith of the pious in the OT. . . . The present pas-

197. BHS,
198. Wildberger, Jahwe und sein Volk. ThB 66 (1979), 60-61.
199. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. tr. l99l), 405; cf. Stamm, BHHW I' 500-501.
200. E. Kellenberger, Hriscid wii'amtit als Ausdruck einer Glaubensverfahrung. ATANT 69

(1982),88 n.31; cf. G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeichnung alttestamentlicher Rechtssiitze.

WMANT 39 (1971), 66; idem, TLOT rrl, 1393-94; K. Koch, TLOT ll, 1050-51.
201. TLOT III, 1345.
202. Mettinger, King and Messiah,249.
203. A. Alt, KlSchr II (1953), 219.
204. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12, 384-410.
205. On the text see Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997), 542-43.
206. rbid., 547.
207. On the text see ibid., 554.
208. Ibid., 563.
209. Ibid., 586.
210. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. tr. 1974),344-45.
2ll. Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 2002),276-77.
212. On the text see ibid., 441.
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sage shows that the blessing of health is connected with and is not the least important
aspect of what Dl)U (shalom) brings. But yet, this term refers to more than physical
well-being alone. The bitterness that is experienced can make life richer, fuller; experi-
encing restoration to health means more than just going back to the way things were.
Instead, it opens new horizons for a life of blessing, brought about by a communal rela-
tionship with God."213

The occurrences of idl6m in Deutero-Isaiah are of great theological relevance. The
only exception is 41:3, where Cyrus is described as "passing on safely." Here ldl6m is
used adverbially;ztt it means "be intact, tlxive."2ls

In 45:7 Yahweh avows that it is he who "makes ('Sh) idl6m [lQIs": tdbl afi creates
(br') evil (rd'l'What is at issue is the weal and woe that the nations experience.2l6 In a
monotheism first encountered in the OT in Deutero-Isaiah, it is the one God who must
be responsible for the negative as well as the positive in course of world history.ztz

In 48:18 Israel is promised 
- 

provided it keeps Yahweh's commandments - that
iB ial6m will be like a river and its ;"ddqd like the waves of the sea. The parallel terms
idl6m atd;"ddqd probably function almost as synonyms. Both denote the salubrious
state that results from maintenance of the right order. For the wicked, however, there is
no ial6m (v.22; cf . 57:21).

lsa.52:7 introduces the joyous herald "who announces idl6m, proclaims good news
(t6f;), arnounces salvation (y"iA'A), who says toZion,'Your God reigns."' Here, as the
parallel terms show, lal6m refers to an historical event that will benefit Israel: deliver-
ance from exile. But this event is set against the "transcendent background" of the
reign of God, the lord of history (cf. Nah. 2:l[:15]).

Isa. 53:5 is one of the high points of Deutero-Isaiah's theology. The text speaks of
the servant of Yahweh: "The punishment (mfisdr) of our ldl6m was upon him; by his
wounds, healing came to us (rp'niphal)." The phrase mfisar i"ldmdnfr is an objective
genitive: "punishment for salvation," "punishment that won our 361y61i61."218 Here for
the first time we encounter explicit reference to the vicarious suffering of the righteous.
On the basis of v. 5a, the idl6m accomplished by this suffering must include the for-
giveness of sins and the annulment of their consequences. Gerleman's interpretation of
the text as referring to "the correction we deserved as retribution" is hardly tenable in
the light of the par. rp'niphal.zts

In 54:10 Yahweh declares that his steadfast love (hesej) will not depart from Israel
and that the b"ri1 of his idl6m will not be removed. The construct phrase may be ren-
dered as "assurance of my salvation" (cf. Nu.25:12). The point is the "promise of

214. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja I: 40,145,7. BK Xlll (1978), 106; GK, gl l8m, q.
215. Elliger, Deuterojesaja I, l2l.
216. rbid., 500.
217. See also H. Haag, "'Ich mache Heil und erschafte Unheil' (Jes 45,7)," in J. Schreiner,

ed., Word, Lied un"d Gottesspruch. FS J. Ziegler II. FzB 2 (1972), 179-85.
218. Cf. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. tr. 1969),263-64.
2t9.TLOT. III,1345.
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something that is to continue, a new condition of things. . . . idl6m is a term denoting a

condition and belongs to the vocabulary connected with blessing."22o It means general
well-being and salvation as the gift of God - as also in v. 13. BaltzeP2t points out that
b"ri1 idl6m corresponds to the Akkadian phrase i-kil-ta ia-la-ma.zzz

In Isa. 55: 12 the parallelism of iimhd and idl6m shows that joy is an essential ele-
ment of ial6m.223 Thus idl6m means freedom from grief and all that causes grief: Is-
rael's wholeness as the gift of Yahweh.

Fundamentally, the dimensions in which Deutero-Isaiah speaks of the idl6m of
Yahweh transcend the more obvious political vision of pre-Israelite prophecy of idl6m.
The focus is on a new exodus, a fundamental new salvific event described in the cate-
gories of creation. Here ial6m has become an eschatological concept.22a

In its use of idl6m, Trito-Isaiah clearly depends on Deutero-Isaiah. Isa. 57 2 may be
compared to 4l'3.22s Of the wicked, 59:8 says: "The way of idl6m they do not
know. . . . No one who walks in them knows idl6ml'Against the background of the no-
tion of retributive justice, the wicked are warned that their way does not lead to salva-
tion, that their life will not succeed but fail, because there is no justice (miipdt) in their

Paths.22o
In 57:l8c and 19 Yahweh promises: "For their mourners I will create the fruit of

lips, Jdl6m ldl6m to the far and the near." To the Judahites still in exile as well as to
those who have already returned, idl6mis promised as an enduring state, as wholeness,
as salvation (cf . 54:lQ).227 To the wicked, however, 57:21 promises 'An ial6m, "no sal-
vation."

In 60:17 Yahweh addresses Jerusalem: "I will appoint idl6m as your supervision
(p'quddA) and s'/dqA as your taskmasters [ptcp. of ngfl." The overseers and taskmas-
ters of the occupying forces will be replaced by idl6m and ;"QdqA. V. I 8 expands on the
idea: there will no longer be violence (bdmAs) in the land, no further historical catastro-
phes will befall them. Instead, right order G"daqd as "community solidarity"zz8) will
prevail, and with it freedom from war and oppression; "the coming salvation is des-
tined for all alike."22e The language of 60:17 may reflect the fact that Shalem and

$edeq were worshiped as deities in Jebusite Jerusalem.230

Finally, 66: 12 reads: "I extend idl6mto her like a river, and the glory (ka!6y'J of the
nations like an overflowing stream." Here too the idl6m accomplished by Yahweh

220. Westermann, Isaiah 4M6, 275.
221. K. Baltzer, Covenant Formulary (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, l97l), 12-13 n.20; but cf. Batto,

187 n. l.
222.F. B. Knutsen, RSe II, 407.
223. Avishur, Stylistic Studies, 537.
224. Schmid, lal6m,81.
225. On the text see Westermann, Isaiah 4M6,319-20.
226. H. Niehr, Ilerrschen und Richten. FzB 54 (1986), 355.
227. Westermann, Isaiah 4M6, 330.
228. K. Koch, TLOT lll, 1046-62.
229. See Westermann, Isaiah 4046,363.
230. Schmid, ial6m,86 n. 135.
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means general well-being, including the alleviation of material poverty when the
wealth of the nations flows to Jerusalem (cf. 48:18; 60:5). In this salvific act on
Yahweh's part, his motherliness is experienced (v. 13).2:t The ultimate ground and in-
most substance of ial6m is God's loving favor toward his people.

In Micah we encounter for the first time polemic against the prophets who proclaim
ial6m. Mic. 3:5 accuses their representatives of crying idl6m when they have some-
thing to eat, but otherwise declare war (milhdmA).232 *The prophet's words correspond
not to Yahweh's instructions, but to the ability of the hearers at any given time to fulfill
their personal wishes."233 When they promise idl6m, they mean a general well-being
that includes prosperity, happiness, success, health, and respite from enemies; the anti-
thetical milhamA probably indicates personal hostility.z:+

Mic. 5:4(5) says of the promised ruler: "He will be idl6m;'The meaning of the rexr
is ambiguous. Rudolph analyzes zeh idl6m as a genitive phrase, which he translates
"man of ial6m, bringer o1 5o15*"235 Wolff, on the contrary, interprets the introductory
w"hayd as "become real, become effective, effect."236 "Because he will save Israel from
its overpowering enemies, the ruler from Bethlehem will bring about genuine El)Ur."
In the first instance, then, idl6m means deliverance from enemies; in the context of
royal ideology, however, echoes of which are clearly present here (cf. Isa. 9:5-6[6-7]),
the full sense of ial6m as general well-being probably hovers in the background.
Gerleman here interprets idl6m in the sense of "penalty, revenge, vengeance" - an ex-
planation that can hardly fs sqrrss1.237

In the book of Jeremiah polemic against the prophets of idl6m reappears. For exam-
ple,4:10 describes the leadership of Jerusalem, particularly the prophets, as saying:
'Ah, Lord Yahweh, how utterly you have deceived us238 by saying, 'You shall have
ial6m,'even while the sword is at (our) throat." This passage obviously alludes to the
idl6m preaching of the false prophets.23e In this context idl6m means freedom from the
horrors of war. We encounterJeremiah's polemic directly in 6:14 and 8:ll, where he
accuses his opponents of crying "idl6m, idl6m, but there is no idl6ml'

$1ssk2a0 says of this kind of prophecy that it maintains the conception of peace na-
tive to the Jerusalem tradition, which knew only irrefragable political and military suc-
cess for Jerusalem.24l In 14:13, in a context exhibiting signs of Dtr redaction,242 we

231. F. J. Stendebach, Dynamik im Wort. FS Katholisches Bibelwerk in Deutschland
(Stuttgart, 1983), 147 -62.
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hear once again polemic against the prophets who promise Judah i"l6m'"meL%3 true,

secure idl6m. And Jeremiah must reply to Hananiah: 'As to the prophet who prophe-

sies lial6m, when the word of the prophet comes true, then it will be known that

Yahweh has truly sent the prophet" (28:9-10; see also 23:17).

We also find idl6m in the sense of freedom from the horrors of war in 12:12-25:37;

30:5.
In the setting of a lament that may derive from Dtr tradition,24 the people appeal to

Yahweh: "We hope for idl6m, but find no good (t6bl" (14:19; cf. 8:15)' Here again

ial6mmeans primarily freedom from the threat of enemies, but v.21 indicates that

Yahweh's steadfast love, the endurance of Yahweh's covenant, is also implied.

In 16:5 Yahweh says: "I have taken away my idl6m from this people." Because

ial6m parallels "steadfast love" (heseil and "mercy" (rahoruim), here it probably

means "benevolence, ldndliness."24s

Jeremiah's letter in 29:7 contains the command: "Seek the idl6m of the land26 . . .

for in its idl6m you will find your idl6m)' Here idl6m should be translated "welfare,

prosperity. V. I I 1D6z+z) cites an oracle of Yahweh in which he says that he has "plans

io, ian* and not for harm (rd'ili plans to give the deportees "a future with hope."

Here idl1mtakes its meaning not only from its contrast with "harm" but also from the

perspective of future hope (cf. also 38:4).

In the context of a post-Dtr oracle of salvation,2a8 33:6 says: "I am going to bring

thsrn2ae recovery and healing; I will heal them and reveal to them a time of deliver-

ance, of ial6m and of'"me!l'This last phrase should be understood as an hendiadys,

meaning"enduringidllml'zsoidl6monwhichonecanrely'whichwillholdgoodin
the future.2sl From the context idl6m inchfies the concepts mentioned, but vv. 7-8 in-

dicate that it also involves a change of political fortunes and the forgiveness of sin.

Finally, v. 9 says that all the nations will fear and tremble because of all the good

gbbil and all the idl6m that Yahweh will provide. Here idl6m probably means gen-

eral well-being. The parallelism with fiba recalls the terminology of Akkadian

trsntiss.2s2 the essence of idl6m includes the positive relationship of Yahweh to

Jerusalem.
In 34:4b-5a Zedektahis promised that if he capitulates he will not die by the sword

but b"idl6m. This expression indicates a peaceful, natural death, but it also includes

honorable burial (cf. Gen. 15:15). ln Jet. 43:12 b"idl6m means "safely, unmolested."

In l5:5 we find the greeting formula i'l l"idl6m; l2:5 speaks of an'eres idl6m, a

243. But see 8HS.
244. T:hiel, Jeremia 1-25, 192-93.
245. Rudolph, Jeremia, 106, I I l; cf. 9:7(8); 20l.l0:' 38:22; Ob. 7 .
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peaceful land without danger; 13:19 says that Judah will be taken into exile i'l6mtm,
"wholly" (accusative of mode253).

A survey of the occurrences of ial6m in the book of Jeremiah shows that the politi-
cal sense of freedom from the horrors of war and oppression by enemies stands in the
foreground.

In Ezekiel we find once more polemic against the prophets of idl6m. For example,
13:10 says that these prophets have proclaimed idl6m where there is no idl6m (cf.
v. 16;7:25). As in Jeremiah, idl6m here means freedom from the threat of enemies, a
state of political and military security.

ln 34:25 we again find the expression bertl idl6m, an assurance of idl6m (cf. Nu.
25:12;lsa.54:10). The context (vv. 25-30) makes clear that in this passage idl6m in-
cludes protection from wild animals, rain and fertility of the land, deliverance from for-
eign rule, freedom from hunger and humiliation, but ultimately also the covenant be-
tween Yahweh and his people. "The word El)U . . . indicates in the first instance the
reality of which a covenant in any case consists. Covenant means the establishment of
a relationship of well-being between the partners of the covenant. . . . When Yahweh is
the covenant partner, this well-being will extend over the whole sphere of life of the na-
tion and will bring about peace there. . . . In Ezekiel there further emerges in particular
the motif of the removal of anxiety."zs4 (For laleyah, "securely," see Ezk. 28:26;
34:25,27 -28; 3 8 : 8, I l, I 4 ; 39 :26; Lev. 265 -6.)

Theb"filidl6mappearcagaininEzk.3T:26,inparallel withb"rtl'6ldm,"everlasting
covenant." Here idl6m implies the multiplication of Israel in its own land, but above all
God's dwelling in the midst of his people in the reality of the covenant (v.27).

The relatively few occurrences of the phrase b"rt1 idl6m show that it was not a stan-
dard expression.2ss It should also be pointed out that Pedersen translates the phrase
bertl idl6m as "inviolable covenant."256 Batto sees in b"rt1 idl6m a prophetic reshaping
of an earlier motif associated with the "dawn of time," found not only in the OT but
also elsewhere in the ancient \ss1 f,3s1.2s7 The original function of this motif was to
denote the end of the enmity of the gods toward humans after they rebelled against the
gods. The gods ended their attempt to wipe out the human race by binding themselves
by an oath to maintain peace and harmony with the human race and all creation. This
oath - often called "covenant" in the Bible - was guaranteed by some kind of perma-
nent visible sign, a symbol of the everlasting character of this new "peace treaty."
Through the correspondence of the beginning and the end of time, this "covenant of
peace" becomes an eschatological entity in the prophets.2st

If the emendation proposedby Zimmerli is correct, the text of Ezk.34:29 would

253. GK, $ I l8q; Rudolph, Jeremia, 92, 96.
254. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983),220.
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read matta' ial6m, "prosperous plantation," with idl6m refeting to freedom from star-

yn1i91.2s9

In Hab. 2:9 Yahweh says of the rebuilt temple that it is his will to give idl6m in this

place. In this context ial6m means "primarily material welfare . . . , but given the

breadth of the term . . . this expectation is capable of being interpreted in a more pro-

found sense."260 Eisenbeis understands idl6m here as well as in Nah.2:l(l:15) and

Zec. 8:19 as the maintenance of cultic observance, but this interpretation makes no

sense.26l

In Zechariah , too, idl6m is linked with the Second Temple. In 8:10, for instance, we

find the statement that when the work of rebuilding began, "there was to ial6m from

the foe for those who went out or came in," no protection from hostile threats. In v. 12

Yahweh proclaims: "I will sow idl6ml'262 Hete idl6m probably means the fertility of

the land. with reference to the motif of "planting ial6m" (Ezk. 34:29; Zec. 8:12; cf .

Hos. 2:18-25116-231;Lev.26:6), Batto cites an Ugaritic 1s11263 in which Baal orders

Anat, "Sink harmony into the earth, pour peace into the earth's interior, much love into

the interior of the field."26a h il1s mythological context of b"ri1 idl6m, he believes that

this secondary motif signifies an expression of trust in divine mercy to forgive human

transgressions and bring peace and harmony into a world torn by sin and violence.265

lnZec.8: l6 the people are called upon to practice miipdt idl6m. "The intended pur-

pose of law . . . is Oi)p. This means not simply making peace between contending par-

iies, but promoting the prosperity of the people."266 In v. l9 the people are exhorted to
..love truih (,me!) and idl6ml'In parallel with'"me1, ial6m most likely means a social

environment that can be described as "peace and beneficial effects sf 3ll 5e15."267 In

6:13 the phrase 'oqa1 idl6m should probably be translated "peaceable agreement."268

In a "messianic" context 9: l0 declares that the awaited ruler will command ial6m

for the nations. This promise is preceded by the destruction of chariots, war horses, and

battle bows.26e Since Judah possessed no independent military potential at the time

when this passage originated, the text can only mean that the coming king will destroy

the symbols of foreign domination2T0 - i.e., idl6m following a successful war of liber-

259. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 2ll.
260. W. Rudolph, Haggai - sacharja l-8 - sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT Xllu4

(19'16),43.
26r. Pp. 183-84.
262. BHS; Rudolph, Sacharja l-8, 141, speaks of "successful sowing'"
263. KTU 1.3, III, l3-14.
264. Following J. Aistleitner, Die mythologischen und kultischen Texte aus Ras Schamra

(te64),27.
265. Batto, 198, 205, 2ll.
266. Rudolph, Sacharja 1-& 150.

267. Ibid., 151.

268. HAL, I, 867; cf. Weinfeld, -+ ll' 257.

269. On the text see BH.S.

270.K. Elliger, Die Propheten Nahum, Habakuk, Zephanja, Haggai, sacharia, Maleachi.

ATD XXY (7 197 5), 149-50.
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ation! Since, however, this idl6m is for the nations, it must refer not just to freedom
from foreign domination, but to a just order embracing all nations, general well-being.
of course certain elements of the royal ideology live on here, but they are given a new
eschatological interpretation.2T I

Mal. 2:5 defines the covenant of Yahweh with Levi more precisely as life (hawtm)
a;nd idl6m. Here idl6m probably suggests life in all its fullness, an untroubled and un-
impaired existence. Then v. 6 describes Levi as having walked before yahweh
"b"ial6m and uprightness (mti6r.l." Here idl6m means the integrity of the way, of reli-
gious and ethical conduct, grounded in harmony with God.272

A survey of the occurrences of idl6m in the prophetic literature casts doubt on the
conclusion of Eisenbeis that in the majority of cases idlimhas a religious meaning.273
Not every occurrence with Yahweh as logical subject involves per se a specifically reli-
gious or theological statement, e.g., when ldl6m means freedom from affliction at the
hands of enemies or the fertility of the land.

4. Psalms and Wisdom Literature. In the Psalter ldl6m occurs in a wide variety of
contexts. It can mean the security (betaD given by Yahweh (4:918)27a), strength and
power (29:l l), a tranquil relationship with Yahweh (35:2'lzts1, possession of the land
and the opportunity to enjoy its abundance and fertility without hindrance (37:ll),
soundness and health (38:a[3]), freedom from the threat ofenemies (55:19[18]), pros-
perity (73:3), protection from misfortune (l19:165), the quintessence of blessing
(147:14).

In the context of a didactic sapiential poem, 34:15(14) exhorts: "Depart from evil,
and do good; seek idl6m, and pursue it." Against the background of the correlation be-
tween actions and their consequences, this text says that doing what is right brings
about the well-being of the righteous. Since the order of the world "is understood fun-
damentally as a beneficial whole, conduct pursuant to that order . . . results in tdl6m,
well-being."z76 Within a synthetic mode of thought, ldl6m thus implies right conduct.
The thrust of 37:37 is similar.277 Gerleman's interpretation ("the end for a person is re-
guital"zza; is, in my opinion, untenable; note Syr. gabrd dalldmd, ..peaceable man,',
and LXX dnthrdpos eirenikds.2Te

rn 72:3 and 7 idl6m appears in the context of royal ideology. v. 3 asks that the
mountains yield idl6m and the hills s'/dqd.z8o The two terms are probably used synon-
ymously; they both refer to the right order of the world, manifested not least in the fer-

271. Schmid, ial6m, 76-77.
272. Rudolph, Maleachi, 266.
273. P. t59.
274. On the text see H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs l-59. CC (Eng. tr. 1988), 150.
275. Ibid., 394-95.
276. Schmid, ial6m, 54.
277. See BHS.
278.TLOT III,1345.
279. HAL, Ir, 1509.
280. On the text see BI1,S,. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 75.
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tility of the land, an order for which the king is responsible (cf. vv. 1-2). V. 7 asks that
in the days of the king {edeqz8t may flourish and idl6m abound. Here also the two
terms mean the right order of the world, which includes both right conduct and general

well-being.
In Ps. 85 idl6m appeus in two crucial passages. In v. 9(8) a cult prophet speaks;282

"I wish to hear what Yahweh will say. Does he not speak idl6m to his people and to his
faithful?'2s3 'E])U is in the most comprehensive sense the epitome of the successful,

undisturbed, and salvific effectiveness - not a condition but a dynamic execution. . . .

The prophet becomes aware of a salvific gesture of Yahweh toward his people."28a The
last stich of v. 9(8), "they shall not remain without hope,"28s shows that ial6m also em-
bodies a positive perspective on the future. V. 11(10) makes a weighty statement:

"Steadfast love (hesed) and faithfulness (\ne1) meet, righteousness (;edeq) and idl6m
kiss"'286 four terms that are closely related since they are all relational, describing
proper conduct toward others, from which the state of well-being arises. "The percep-

tion of the dynamic element that is inherent in OfI concepts of salvation presses on tG.

ward lifelike depiction" of "salvific powers in the form of living beings."28z Behind the

dyad ;e/eq and tdl6m probably stand ancient names of deities, as it 72'3,7 .288

In 12O:6-7 the psalmist looks back to a time when he had to dwell among people28e

who hate {dl6m. While he spoke for ldl6m and justice (ken2eo), they were for war. The
antithesis shows that here ldl6m means "peace."

In 122:6-8 ldl6m occurs three times. V. 6 reads: "Pray for (i'l) the ial6m of Jerusa-
lem; may those you love you have security (lafuA)."zsr The verb .i7 evokes the situa-
tion of a greeting. The parallel nourl, ialwd shows that in this context idl6m means pri-
marily "security, tranquility" in the political and military sense. The same holds true
for w. 7-8. It is worth noting that the words ial6mand lafuA play on the name "Jerusa-

19111."292

In 125:5 and 128:6 we find the wish "idl6m be upon Israel" - "4 1rylsfi of blessing
for the chosen people of God in which the good fortune of the individual is en-

closed."2e3 Here ldl6m incorporates security and Yahweh's protection, freedom from
foreign domination (in contrast to fate of the wicked), a successful life (cf. 125: l-5a),
productive labor, and offspring (cf .128:2-3) - in short, everything worth striving for.

281. BHS.
282. Kraus, Psalms 6U150, 176-77.
283. On the text see ibid., 173.
284. rbid., 177.
285. On the emendation see ibid., 173.
286. For a different translation see ibid., 172.
287. [bid., r77.
288. See III.6 below; also Pope, 307; Schmid, ial6m,87 n. 138.
289. BHS.
290. BHS.
291. See BIIS.
292. Kraus, Psalms 6U150,435.
293. rbid.,459.
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Some passages :use ial6m in characterizing the wicked. For example, 28:3 speaks of
those who hypocritically speak idl6m to their neighbors. Here lal6m is to be under-
stood adverbiallyzea in the sense of "benevolently, affably." In 35:20 the psalmist's ene-
mies do not speak idl6mbut rather conceive deceitful designs, planning actions that
are not wholesome but harmful. In 41:10(9) (like Jer. 20:10), the psalmist's personal
opponent is described as ii iel6mi, "man of my favor, my friend." The additional quali-
f,rcations "in whom I trusted" and "who ate of my bread" show that ial6m can also be
reflected in trust and table fellowship.2es

ln 55:21(20) ielomayw should be emended to idlem) (act. ptcp. of ilm), "his friend"
(cf . 7:5[411.2s0Ln 69:23(22) i'l6mim should be emended to ialmohem. "rheir sacrificial
fsas15."2e7

Eisenbeis defines idl6m in 4:9(8); 37:11,37; and 55: l9 as "inner peace."2es This in-
terpretation cannot be correct, if only because it is at odds with the ancient Israelite un-
derstanding of the human person, which does not distinguish "inner" from "outer," but
always views the individual as a totality.2ee

In the book of Job the most significant occurrence of idl6m is in 25:2b, where
Bildad affrrms that God "makes ('ih) ial6m in his heights." of the fearsome dominion
of God (v.2a), Fohrer says: "While these words (llke 2l:22) probably now mean that
God rules the hosts of heaven, thus maintaining peace in his 'heights' . . . we still catch
glimpses of the mythological notion of a theomachy engaged in by the deity in the
heights ofheaven . . . until he could make a covenant ofpeace with his subjugated op-
ponents. . . . Thus he maintains order and harmony in heaven by exercising his domin-
ion."3m

ln 5:24 ldl6mis used as an adjective meaning "intact, safe."3ol The same is true in
2l:9. ln 15:21 Eliphaz says that the destroyer comes upon the wicked baiidl\m. He
lives "in constant anticipation that one day the 'destroyer'will invade the peace in
which he outwardly flourishes."3o2

In Prov. 3:2 the wisdom teacher says of his commandments: "Length of days and
years of life and idl6m they will multiply for you." As the context suggests, idl6mhere
encompasses a long and full life, the experience of loyalty (hese{ and faithfulness
("me) (v. 3), and favor (hdn) and good rep\te (iekel-y6!) in the sight of God and of
people (v. 4) - in short, general well-being in both the individual and the social
sphere. In 3: 17 we read that the ways of wisdom are ial6m. The word is used adjecti-

294. GK, gl18a-c.
295. Kraus, Psalms l-59,432.
296. BHS.
297 . BHS; Krats, Psalms 60-150, 58-59.
298. Pp. 195-96.
299.F. I. Stendebach, "Theologische Anthropologie des Jahwisten" (diss., Bonn, lg1-}),248-

80; for a summary discussion of the problems see also Kraus, Theology of the psalms. cc (Eng.
tr. 1986),82-83.

300. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 375.
301. Ibid., 133.
302. Ibid., 274, citing R. Gordis, HUCA 22 (1949) 182-83.
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vally, and probably means not just "safe"303 but also more generally "salubrious."

Whoever follows wisdom will enjoy a successful life. In 12:20 we are told: "Deceit is
in the heart of those who plan evil, but those who counsel idl6m have joy." As the an-

tithesis shows, ial6mhere means what is good and salubrious. The promise of joy to
those who give good counsel indicates that, in the context of synthetic thought, joy is
an aspect of idl6m (cf. Isa. 55:12).

In Eccl. 3:8 idl6m in the sense of "peace" appears as the opposite of war.

In Cant. 8:10 the bride describes herself: "I am a wall, and my breasts are like tow-
ers, but in his eyes I am as one who causes ial6m to go forth." "In her own eyes, the

speaker is a proud and valiant city; but in the eyes of her lover she is like a besieged

city ready to surrender, which 'sends forth peace,'i.e., sues for peace."3oa

As in many of the Psalms, in Lam. 3:17 idl6m means "a thriving, untroubled, and

complete life."305

In Est. 2:ll idl6m clearly means "well-being," but its interpretation in 9:30 is diffi-
cult. There it is said of Esther's Purim letter that copies were sent to all the Jews of the

Persian Empire: "words of idl6m and'"me1)' Gerleman translates the phrase as "pleas-

ing and authoritative words."306 Meinhold translates: "things of peace snd 1m1h."307

Eisenbeis suspects a technical term meaning "legally binding document."308 In the

light of the Esther story, however, it seems reasonable to understand the expression as

"words of welfare and security (for the Jews)" (cf. also l0:3).
The formula in Dnl. 10: 19 recalls Jgs.6:23: "Do not fear. . . . idl6m to you," best

translated "Hail [it. 'well-being'] to you." Eisenbeis understands the greeting formula
as expressing an "actual transference of strength"; the words "be strong, be strong,"

that follow and Daniel's response, "You have strengthened me," support this interpreta-
1ien.309

When we survey all the texts that use idl6m, we may agree with Gerleman that there

is no sharp distinction between a secular and a theological realm of usage of ial6m.3to
This is not because - as Gerleman thinks - the concept of payment and requital in
the context of the correlation between act and consequence is intimately related to faith
in Yahweh, who serves as the real guarantor of this correlation. It is grounded instead

in the simple fact that ancient Israel knows nothing of a secular world, that for Israel all
reality - including idl6min its various manifestations - is sustained by Yahweh. It is
possible, however, to speak of a greater or lesser theological content of the term.

Gerleman is correct in stating - contra Durham - that idl6m is certainly not a cultic
term with specific reference to Yahweh's cultic presence.

303. O. Ploge1 Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 36.
304. O. Keel, Song of Songs. CC (Eng. tr. 1994),279; cf. Dt. 20:10.
305. Kraus, Klagelieder BKxx (31968), 61.
306. G. Gerleman, Esther BK XXI (1973), l4l-42.
307. A. Meinhold, Esther ZBK 13 (1983), 94.
308. Eisenbeis , 2O'7 -8.
309. rbid., 214.
310. TLOT fit, 1346-47.
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5. Aramaic. In the Aramaic portions of the OT i"lam appears in the context of the
greeting formula. In Dnl. 3:31(4:l) atd 6:26 we find the formula i'ldmf;dn yiiga',
"May your well-being be great." Simple i"ldm appears in Ezr. 4:17, i"ldmd'kdllA', *all

well-being," ir 5:7.
It remains to discuss the form biildminEzr.4:7, which is often translated "in agree-

11s11."311 Rudolph sees in bilm a garbling of birfridlEm.'312 Gunneweg correctly sug-
gests a personal name.313 Torrey conjectures a Babylonian name Bel-shallim.3l4

6. Proper Names. The best-known personal name using the root ilm is i"l6moh,
which appears 162 times.:ts According to Noth,3l6 this name is a hypocoristicon, in
which the unnamed deity is the subject and idl6m the predicate, with the hypocoristic
ending -d. Stamm considers the final o a personal sufFrx, so that the name means "his
(David's) peace" or better "his (the dead person's) survival," indicating that the de-
parted (cf. 2 S. 12:18) is alive and well in the newborn.3lT This would make "Solomon"
a cognomen.3lS

The name 'abidl6rn/\biidldm should also be understood as a cognomen: "the/my
father is unimpaired";3le the i may be the remnant of an archaic case ending.32o A com-
parable name apilm appears on a 5th/4th-century ostracon from Ezion-geber,3zt *O
the name abilm appears in the Lihyanic inscriptions from northern Hejaz.tz2 Other
names with the element idl6m are i"ldm61, i"l6mt (on a 7thl6th-century jar from
Hazor),323 ieldmtl, i"l6mam, and i"lfrmt'€..

Gerleman interprets i"lomdh as "his substitute," 'alidl6m/abtiAl6m as "(my) father
is sufficient," and i'lfrmi'el as "my satisfaction is God."324

Other names are formed with the piel of ilm:325 iilldm, iellemyd/iellemydhfr,
m"iullam/m"iullemeT m"iellemyd/m"iellemydhi,326 m"iillem6!/m"iilldmft1. It is uncer-
tain whether the name iallfim should be understood actively ("replacer") or passively
("replaced"); it may be a hypocoristic form of iellemyd/iellemydhi or meiellemyd/

3ll. KBL2,980; H. H. Schaeder, Schriften der Kdnigsberger Gelehrten Gesellschaft,
Geisteswiss. Kl. 6 (1929130), 214-15.

312. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HATUzO (1949),34.
313. A. H. J. Gunneweg, Esra. KAT ){lxll (1985), 83 n. 7c; cf. NRSV.
314. C. C. Toney, Ezra Studies (1910, repr. New York, l9'l0), 172-73.
315. HAL, Ir, 1540.
316. IPN, 165 n. 4.
317. TZ 16:294-96; idem, "Hebriiische Ersatznamenl' 75.
318. See also HAL, II, 1540-41.
319. Stamm, "Hebrlische Ersatznamen," 61 n.40.
320. rPN,35,67-68.
321. Pope,307.
322.D. S. Margoliouth, Relations Between Arabs and Israelites Prior to the Rise of Islam

(London, 1924),13.
323. M. Dothan, 'Atiqot 3 (1961) l8l-83.
324.TLOT, III, 1346; ZAW 85:13.
325. rPN, 174.
326. rPN,31, 145.
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m"Sellemyafti.327 Names using the piel of ilm are attested in the late preexilic period
and the postexilic period (2 K. 2l:19; I Ch. 9:17 ,19 ,21 ,31; 26:l ,2,9 ,141. Ezr. 2:421 lNeh.
7:45;12:25), as well as at Lachish,328 Elephantine (Shellemiah, son of Sanballat, the
governor of Samaria32e), and on seals (e.g., the 7th./6th-century seal of Hoshayahu, son
of ShelemYahu33o).331

The toponym ialdm appears in Gen. 14:18 and Ps.76:3(2), possibly as an alias for
Jerusalem.332 Mackay33: points out, however, that an inscription of Ramses II lists a
Sherem/Shalem among the cities of northern Palestine.33a Gen. 33: I 8 may provide evi-
dence for a ialEm in the vicinity of Shechem.335 If so, the iAlCm of Ps. 76:3(2) should
be identified with the site in northern Palestine rather than Jerusalem. Kraus is proba-
bly correct in concluding that the idl€m of Gen. 14:18 is an ancient term for Jerusa-
lem.336 There is, however, ample evidence for a northern idl4m, incfuding Eusebius,
Epiphanius, Ambrose, and the Madeba Map.3rz gpi1fua:s understands the meleft idl€m
of Gen. 14: 18 adjectivally in the sense of "allied king" - citing the Amarna lg11s1s,33e

where he interprets ial-ma-at as meaning "submissive, subservient," and Arab. salima
IY ('aslama), "submit, surrender." Melchizedek, he argues, is a tributary vassal with
whom Abraham makes a treaty, a "subject king.":ao

The name "Jerusalem" is to be interpreted as "foundation of the god Shalem."3+t
The form uruialim in the Amarna letters is influenced by Akkadian or Sumerian. The
element ydrfr is probably based on the verbal root )ry "found."342 Another possibility
is the root yrhlll, "show, teach, instruct," in which case the name would mean"ialem
gives instruc1ien."3a3 In any case the god idldm has a special relationship with Jeru-
salem, so that the personal names "Solomon" and 'Absalom" may perhaps be

327. Stamm, TZ 16:285-86.
328. KAr t9',1.7.
329. E. Sachau , Aramiiische Papyrus und Ostraka aus einer jiidischen militiir-kolonie zu Ele-

phantine (Leipzig, l9l l), pl. 2; AP 13.20; 19.4,6;22.41,85,88,97,116.
330. A. Reifenberg, PEQ 7O (1938) I 14, no. 3.
331. On the subject see also Stamm, "Hebriiische Ersatznamen," T3-75; M. Dothan, 'Atiqot3

(1961) 184; M. H. Silverman, Religious Values in the Jewish Proper Names at Elephantine.
AOAT 2t7 (1985), 182; M. Weippert, ZDPV 95 (1979) 175 n.7.

332. HAL, rr, 1539.
333. Pp. 122-24.
334. See also J. H. Breasted, ed., Nineteenth Dynasty. ARE 3 (1906), 159; Smith, l4l.
335. For a discussion of this verse see C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. tr. 1985),

528; L. Wiichter, ZDPV 84 (1968) 63-'72.
336. Psalms 6U150, 109.
337. References in Mackay.
338. P. 143.
339. EA 226:7.
340. Smith, 145.
341. De Liagre B<ihl, 382; Nyberg, 352; Porteous, 239;Y.Maag, Scheizerische theologische

Umschau 34 (1964) 19; Gray, "Desert God," 77; Fohrer, TDNT Vll,298-99: H. Ringgren, --> VI,
348.

342.1.t*wy, RHR 110 (1934) 60-61.
343. Stolz, 181-82.
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theophorous.tu If the identification of idl€m with 'attfi45 and mlk is correct, there
would be traces of evidence for his worship in Jerusalem (1 K. 1 l:7:2 K.23:5,10).ue
This would provide evidence for the pre-Israelite period if the city name in EA 290:16
is to be read btt iulmani.341

De Liagre BOhl cites an Assyrian list of deities348 in which an Ishtar Uru-Silimma
appears, with the name iul-ma-ni+1u1.2+s The same name appears in a building inscrip-
tion of Tukulti-Ninuls 1.3s0 This goddess was probably a feminine counterpart to the
god Sha/ulman - probably an epithet of the god Ninurta - and stands in some rela-
tionship to Jerusalem.35l

IV. Derivatives. The adj. -r O)Ui lal4m occurs frequently. The pl. ialm1ntm,
"gifts" (Isa. l:23), derives from the piel of ilm. lt refers to a "repayment for the 'ser-
vice' of a judgs"3s2 (cf. Akk. iulmAnfis3).

V. Deuterocanonical Literature. In deuterocanonical literature ial6m is repre-
sented by Gk. eirdn€.

In Tob.7:12 (LXXS),13 (LXXS); 13:15 (LXXS), rhe word means "well-being,
health"; it appears in a dismissat in Tob. 10:12-13 (LXXS). On Tob. 12:17 cf . Jgs. 6:23
and Dnl. l0: 19; on Tob. 14:2(LXXS) cf. Gen. l5:15. As the opposite of war, eirdn€ ap-
pears in Tob. l4:4.

Jth. 7: 15 says that the inhabitants of Bethulia did not receive Holofernes en eirdne,
probably meaning "with an offer of surrender" (cf. Dt. 20:10-121, Cant. 8:10). When
Jth. I 5:8 describes the leaders of Israel as wanting to speak eiriind with Judith, this ex-
pression ("wish good fortune") corresponds to Heb. dibber idl6m 'im (cf. Ps. 28:3).tse
The dismissal formula appears in Jth. 8:35.

In Ad. Est. l3:2 and 16:8 (LXX Est.3:l3b; 8:l2h) eirdne means political peace.
Wis. 3:3 says of the righteous departed that they are en eirdnc. In context this means

"a happy existence after death"355 - 3 totally new aspect. Wis. 14:22 says that idola-
ters call the great evils into which the pagan cults lead eir6n€, best translated "benefi-
cial, good."

3M. E. Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das AT (Giessen, l9O3),224.
345. See II.3 above.
346. Gray, "Desert God," 78-80.
347. See also the Assyrian list of deities cited by LEwy, 519-20.
348. KAV no. 145, vo.6.
349. De Liagre Bcihl, 380.
35O.CT XXXU,pl. 10, I, l;11, l,2l:12, 1,1,7;cf.KAVno.72,ro. lo,vo. 19; no.42,11,20

(see V. Scheil, M 14 [1897] 17ltr.); no. 78, ro. 12.
351. De Liagre B<ihl, 380-81; Fohrer, TDNT Vll,298-99.
352. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12, 66.
353. Eisenbeis, 351.
354.E.Zenger, "Judith," Historische und legendische Erzcihlungen. JSHRZ y6 (1981),515-

16.

355. A. Schmitt, Das Buch der Weisheit (Wtirzburg, 1986), 57.
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In Sir. 1:18; 38:8 (G = Greek; H = Hebrew differs); 4l:14 (G); 47:16 (G);50:23 (G;
H differs3s6), eiriine may be translated "well-being, health, contentment, happiness." In
Sir. 13:17 (H) = 13:18 (G;,:sz it may be understood as a state of social harmony be-
tween classes:in47 13 it means political peace (cf. I K. 5:4). Sir.26:2 (G; H differs:ss)
and44:4 may be compared to Gen. 15:15, and 45:24to Nu.25:12.

In Bar. 3:13-14; 4:20; 6:2(= Ep. Jer.), eirine means "well-being, happiness, salva-
tion" (also in the sense of "freedom from the threat of enemies"; cf. Bar. 4:18,21). In
Bar. 5:4 Jerusalem is given a new name: eiriine dikaiosfnEs, a reference to the state of
salvation brought about by righteousness.

The prepositional phrase en eirdn€ or met' eirdnes = b"ial6m, usually in combina-
tionwithaverbof motion,appearsin I Mc.5:54;7:35;lO:66;12:4,52;16:10. Peacein
the political sense - in contrast to war - is meant in 1 Mc. 6:49,58;7:13:,9:70:' l0 4:
I l:51; l3:37,40 (cf. Josh. 9;15). When I Mc.8:20,22 speaks of symmachia ka( eiriin?,
"military alliance and peace alliance,"3se the reference is clearly to a pact promising
military assistance. In I Mc. 7:28 met'eiriines probably means "with peaceful intent"
(cf. I K. 20:18).

In I Mc. l4:8 the inhabitants of Judah are described as having been able to till their
land met' eirdn4s. Here eiriine may be translated "well-being, prosperity," which im-
plies respite from enemies (v. 4) and the extension of Judah's own power (vv. 5-7) as

well as the fertility of the land and affluence (vv.9-10; cf. also 12:22). The same mean-
ing is present in v. I l, where the context goes on to speak ofendeavors on behalfofthe
law and the temple (vv. 14-15). All these aspects are comprehended in the concept of
eirilnE (cf. Lev. 26:4ff .; I K. 5:4-5).

In 2 Mc. l:l eirdnE appears in the salutation formula of the first introductory letter.
In the blessing that follows, v. 4 reads: "May he open your heart to his law and his com-
mandments, and may he bring eirilnEl' Here eirdnE probably means in the broadest
sense the salvation vouchsafed by God - an explicitly theological meaning. In 2 Mc.
3: I and 4:6 (cf . also 12:12; l4: 10), eiriin? is to be understood as freedom from external
threats and internal dissension, a state of political peace both foreign and domestic.

Without exception, the adj. eirenikds is associated with nouns or verbs of speaking,
e.9., l6gos (Jth. 3:l; Ad. Est. l5:8 [LXX Est. 5:le]; I Mc. l:30; 5:48;7:10,15,27:
l0:3,47; I l:2). The syntagm l6goi eirdnikol means "peaceful, friendly words." We find
eirEnikds as the object of a verb in Jth.7:24, in the context of a charge made by the
population of Bethulia, accusing the city's leaders of not having sent a deputation to
the Assyrian army to sue for peace. Sir. 4:8 urges answering eirEnikd, "friendly words,"
to the poor.360 In 2 Mc. 5:25 Apollonius reports that in Jerusalem he "pretended to be
peaceably disposed" (t6n eirdnikdn hypokritheis ).

356. G. Sauer, "Jesus Sirach," ISHRZ IIV5 (1981), 633.
357. On the text see Sauer, 538.
358. Sauer, 568-69.
359. K.-D. Schunck, "1. Makkabiierbuch," JSHRZU4 (1980),332.
360. For a different interpretation see Sauer, "Jesus Sirach," 5 14, who interprets the phrase as

a greeting; cf. BDAG, 288; Foerster, TDNT ll,4l8.
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The adv. eirEnikds appears primarily in the context of meeting and greeting (1 Mc.
5 :25 ; 7 :29,33). In 2 Mc. lO:.12 it is reported that Ptolemy Macron tried to settle a matter
e ire nik6 s, "peacefully."

Our survey of the deuterocanonical texts shows that they reflect Hebrew usage al-
most everywhere.36l

VI. Dead Sea Scrolls and Rabbinic Judaism. In the Dead Sea Scrolls ldl6m oc-
curs many times. The lexeme has the meaning "well-being" in lQS 2:4 (cf. Nu.
6:26),9,13 (cf. Dt. 29: 18[19]); 3:15:' 4:7 ; lQM I :9; 1 1 :9; 13: I 3; 17 :1,7 (l lb'rdki; but
cf. 4QM" ll 2:18); lQH 1:17; 7:15;9:11,33; ll:27; 13:5,17-18; 15:16; 18:30; lQSb
3:5 (cf. Nu. 6:26),21; 1Q34 I 1; lQ36 I 2; lQ51 | 4;CD 6:21.

Some occurrences merit special attention. In lQM 3:5 the inscription on the trum-
pets of the camps reads: "ial6m of God in the camps of his holy ones." In 3: I I the in-
scription on the trumpets of the path of return reads: "Exultation of God bimi6! lal6m
['with a successful return']). ln4:14 one of the inscriptions on the banners is ".ldl6rz of
God."

Gerleman362 suggests that in some passages ilwm should be read as iillfim, "re-
quital," e.g., IQM 17:1, in the light of IQM 4'12.363

On I QM l2:3 cf . Nu. 25: 1 2; Isa. 54: l0; Ezk. 34:25; 37 :26; Sir. 45:24. On lQM fr.
3:3 cf. Prov.3:17.

In I QH 2: I 5 the "teacher of righteousness" says that he has become a man of. idl6m
to all true observers. The antithesis to "a man of dissent to those who spread fallacies"
in the previous line shows that here ldl6m means harmony within the community.

The occurrences of idl6m in I IQT 62:6-8 reflect Dt. 20:lO-12.
The adj. idl€m appears in IQH 16:7,17: and CD l:10 in the phrase le! tAl6m (cf.

I K. 8:61; 15:14; etc.).
In conclusion, we may say that in the Dead Sea Scrolls ldl6mis used with the same

meaning as in the OT.
With respect to the occurrences of idl6m in rabbinic literature, we shall note only

that it tends to become a parallel concept to b"rdf;i, "blessing." The beginnings of this
development may be observed already in the OT and the Dead Sea Scrolls. As in the
late strata of the OT, ial6m refers to the well-being and salvation of the eschaton or the
messianic age.3e Bfi idl6m can also denote peace in contrast to conflict between indi-
viduals and nations. "One might almost say that the role which peacemaking assumes
plays among the Rabbis comes nearest to the NT concept of love and takes the place in
later Judaism [slc] which the requirement of love occupies in the NT."365

In addition, idl6m defines the relationship between God and humankind. The desig-
nation "God of peace" (T. Dan 5:2) represents God "not only as the one who gives

361. See I.2 above.
362.TLOT, III,1348.
363. See also Scharbert,226 n.95.
364. Foerster, 409.
365. Foerster, 409; see also Thiessen, 6ll.
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peace but also as the one who makes the entire relationship between God and human-

iind a relationship of peace, if humankind creates the necessary conditions' ' ' ' To cre-

atethesphereofpeace,Godhasappointedan'angelofpeace'as'themediatorbe-
tween God and humankind, for tfre iiace of Israel' (6:2). . ' ' 'Peace' in this sense is to

be understood as the link joining heaven and earth'"3tr

Stendebach

366. Thiessen, 612'
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l. l. Overview of Usages. "In all usages of the verb ilh an obj. is set in motion
away from the actor. If the obj. remains linked to the actor, the meaning can be ren-
dered in Eng. (a) "to extend (one's hand/staff)"; chief meaning "to send, dispatch,"
which implies a complete separation, can differentiate between the dispatch (b) of an
obj. perceived as passive and (c) of a (usually per.) obj. that actively executes a mis-
sion."l

Within this fundamental distinction between ilh yd ("stretch out")2 and .i//r + per-
sonal direct object ("send"),3 each of the individual meanings of the root in the qal
exhibits its own typical semantic and syntagmatic structural pattern. The full triva-
lent realization of the primary meaning ("send") names a subject, a direct object, and
a goal or purpose of the action.a Other constructions express a specialized meaning
by deliberately omitting the direct object, the indirect object (goal or purpose), or
both.

When the direct object is omitted, for example, the meaning becomes "send mes-
sages/messengers"'5 when the goal or purpose is omitted, the meaning (with God as

subject) becomes "send prophets/deliverers";6 when both are omitted, the meaning be-
comes "use all means at one's disposal."T

An essential mark of all occurrences of ialah qal is the telic aspect of the usage of
the root. The sending or stretching out always has a specific goal, a precisely stated
purpose. This aspect distinguishes idlah yd/, for example, from such expressions as

n@A ya8.8 All the more important, therefore, are the instances of .i//r in which the state-
ment of the goal or purpose is omitted. Since this aspect is indispensable for an under-
standing of ilh,e we must assume, except in cases of stylistic ellipsis, that the omission
of the goal is deliberate and signals a specialized meaning. Such a specialized use of
i/lr in the sense of "extend" can be identified only in a very few instances of metaphori-
cal language (Isa. 58:9; Ezk. 8: l7; Joel 4:13[Eng. 3: l3]).r0 In the case of ilh + personal

TRE,lll,43}-35,esp.430-33; A. Rubinstein, "n!u 
-nlp," Lei28(t973) tt-22;J. Scharberr,

"Ehe und Eheschliessung in der Rechtssprache des Pentateuch und beim Chronisten," in
G. Braulik, ed., Studien zum Pentateuch. FS W. Kornfeld (Vienna, 1977),213-26; K. Scholtissek,
Vollmacht im AT und Judentum. Paderborner theologische Studien 24 (1993), esp. 129-38;
H. Schweizer, Elischa in den Kriegen. SANT 37 (1974), esp. 187-92; H. P. StAhli, "'Da schickte
sie ihre Magd . . ; (Ex.2,5)," WuD l7 (1983) 17-54; P. Weimar, Die Berufung des Mose. OBO 32
(1980), esp. 159-60, 368-71,376-77; P. B. Wodecki, ".i/ft dans le livre d'Isaie," W34 (1984)
482-88; A. S. van der Woude, "I Reg 20,34," ZAW 76 (1964) 188-91.

l. Delcor and Jenni, 1331.
2. See II below.
3. See III below.
4. See II.l below.
5. See III.2 below.
6. See III.3 below
7. See III.4 below.
8. See II.l below.
9. See II.l and III.I below.
10. See II.2 below.
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object, the omission of (only) the goal signals the specialized meaning of divine "com-

missioning" of a prophet or deliverer.ll
This analysis has certain consequences for the use of the root .i/ft in the so-called

(pre)prophetic call schema and in the exegesis ofEx. 3:10-15, since the specialized

meaning of divine "commissioning" in the appointment of a prophet or deliverer is at-

tested only in Jgs. 6:14.rz
All the other occurrences of .i/h in the call schema can be translated simply by

"send" (as a messenger or for a particular purpose); it is not necessary to assume ipso

facto behind the use of the root .Yllr a formulaic metaphor expressing God's general and

absolute commissioning of a prophet or deliverer. The theory of a fixed prophetic call

schema that originated in the northern kingdom ca. 800 B.c.E. and was adopted by writ-
ten prophecy cannot claim as evidence the use of a formulaic "commissioning term" in

these documents.13
The same is true for Ex. 3: only in one instance (v. 12) are we presented with the

choice between stylistic ellipsis dependent on the immediate context or a specialized

meaning ("commission") expressed by omission of the goal or purpose. Literary dis-

section of Ex. 3: I 0- I 5 that would bracket all occurrences of .i/ft because the specialized

religious meaning of the root is out of place in this text, which is generally assigned to

E,la is therefore unnecessary. Neither do these occurrences support a general and abso-

lute commissioning,ls Fischer is correct in observing that the occurrences of ilft (vv.

10,12-15) andhdla!("go";vv. 10-11),ys'hiphil("bringout";vv. ll-12)andb6'("go
in"; v. l3) constitute a semantic field characterized by the alternation between "send"

and "bring out," but not by recourse to a preconceived commissioning terminology.16

This semantic field reappears in Jer. l:7.
The situation is different in Jgs. 6: 14; Isa. 6:8; Hag. l:12; Zec. 2:13, where the state-

ment of goal or purpose is omitted and cannot be supplied; the root simply appears unher-

alded. Here this construction of .i[l reclaims a known, assumed concept of commissioning,

and we are dealing with the resricrcd, specialized meaning "commission." Posthumously,

as it were, Ps. 105:26 claims the authority of this divine "commissioning" for Moses.

2. History. The root .I/ft appears 847 times in the OT; 564 of its occurrences tre in
the qal, 267 inthe piel. The remaining 16 occurrences are divided among the pual (10),

the hiphil (5), and the niphal (1). Since an etymological derivation from Akk. ialfr(m),
"throw, hurl," is as fruitless as attempts to associate the root with Arab. saraha II,
"send" ("send cattle out to grazel"'send a woman away" in the sense of "dismiss from

marriage"),tz Jlh must be considered a word unique to Northwest Semitic.

ll. See IIL3 below.
12. See I.3 and III.3 below.
13. Cf. W. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK IVI (1988), 124-25; Richter, 157-58.

14. Weimar, 369-70.
15. Schmidt, Exodus 14, 125.
16. Pp.72-76.
r7. HAL, rI, l51l-12.
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The word iulufitu, "sending," in the Amarna lettersl8 is probably a Canaanite loan-
word based on a separate root.l9

On the other hand, .i/h, "send," is well attested in the Northwest Semitic domain, in
Ugaritigzo as well as in Phoenician, Hebrew, and Aramaic inscriptions.2l The impv.
ielah is notably frequent at Tell Arad.zz

For literary Hebrew, ^ilh virtually monopolizes the huge semantic field of "sending,"
since the root *lk is represented in the OT only by the derivatives ml'k, ml'kh, and
ml'kwt.23

In the OT, therefore, we need to reckon with not only a variety of everyday usages
but also a whole series of specialized meanings together with metaphorical, encoded,
and formulaic usage. From the 8th century on,24 for example, in certain occurrences we
can identify a specialized construction, omitting the indirect object, the statement of
goal or purpose, which uses J/lr in the specialized sense of "sending of prophets/deliv-
erers by God." In its general and absolute import, this construction differs from similar
formulations which, like Ex. 3:lO (I"ftA w"'eildhof;n'el-par'oh, "go, I send you to Pha-
raoh"), display an analogous usage for a telic "sending of messengers" by God, or, like
Ex. 3:16 (l€ft w"'dsaptd . . . we'amarta 4l€hem, "go and assemble . . . and say to them")
express a simple charge.

Starting in the Persian period (ca. 500 B.c.E.), Imperial Aramaic replaced Hebrew as

the official administrative language. The semantic field covered in Hebrew by.i/ft is rep-
resented equally in Aramaic by the roots i"lah and ie/ar. lnterestingly, Biblical Aramaic
totally eschews Aram. i"dat whereas the later Aramaic of the Midrashim and Targums
uses both roots equally; alongside the more common l"/na Syiac still uses .i,/alr.

The LXX translates idltah with ap6stolos;2s only rarely, however, does the
mishnaic tradition see in idltah a mediator of divine power, namely Moses.26 Heb. 3:l
calls Jesus Chist apdstolos, with a clear reference to Moses in 3:2.

In the Syriac translation of the NT, i"lahhas already become a specialized religious
term denoting the "sending" of Christ (Luke l:26-28;4:18) or the aposrles (Acts l3:4)
(cf. Syr. leliha, "apostle"); other types of "sending" are represented by Syr. .i,/ar

The extent to which divine sending, expressed by Syr. i"lah, has become associated
exclusively with the Christian message is shown by Luke 4:18, where Jesus'claim to
having been sentby God is representedby i'lal.t. The Syriac version of Isa.6l:1, the
text being cited, uses a form of i"/ar

18. EA 265:8.
19. HAL,II, 15l l.
20. UT no.2419; WUS, no. 2610; CML2, 158.
21. KAl, lll,24; rSS1, I, 38, 41, 43,45; DISO, 300-302.
22. As noted by HAL, II, 1511: 5:2,llll;6:2;7:l9] l3:4; l4:3; see D. Pardee, Uf'10 (1978)

303-5,309-11.
23. -r VIII, 308-9.
24. See III.3 below.
25. See VtrI.l below.
26. See, e.g., S. Schechter, ed., Aboth de Rabbi Nathan (Vindobonai, 1887), Al,l.24; cf. Ber-

nard, 410-13.
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3. Theological Interest. The theological interest in the root ilh was long dominated
by the LXX useof apostilleinto represent the commonest meaning, "send (someone)."
According to Rengstorf,2T there was scholarly consensus28 that the early Christian term
ap6stolos was not based in any way on the verbal noan ialtah (cf. Syr. i"lthd and Arab.
sallh, "apostle") derived from the root ilh and used by rabbinic literature to denote a
general power of attorney in civil matters.2e It would be wrong, in this view, to trace the
understanding of the apostolate to a specialized religious meaning of the roots .i/ft/
apostdllein in the OT. With respect to apostdllein, "We may thus say that in the LXX
the word is as little given a specifically religious flavour as nlUr in the Heb. OT. Even
in the accounts of the sending of the prophets [Isa. 6:8;Jer. l:1;Ezk.2:3;cf.Hag.l:121'
Zec.2:l5fll}'4:9;MaL 3:2314:41; Ex. 3: l0; Jgs. 6:8,141 we do not have a purely reli-
gious uss."30 The "sending" of prophets by God is thus to be understood as being en-
tirely analogous to the "sending" of everyday messengers by human principals. There
is no need to see behind the roots ilMapostdllein the formulaic metaphor of an estab-
lished prophetic commissioning.

These views of Rengstorf have not gone unchallenged. For example, Bernard cites
several passages in Aramaic Midrashim and Thrgums that bestow the title of God's idltah
exclusively on Moses and Elijah.3l Naturally this usage does not refer to a general power
of attorney exercised by the idltah of a person32 but describes a mediator between God
and God's people.33 With this as a starting point, Bernard faces links to the designation
of Christ as apdstolos in Heb. 3: I and to the participation of the apostles in the telihfil of
Christ.3a Grdsser, however, opposes such a specialized religious meaning, which would
understand the person of the divine idlial.t on the basis of the notion of participation in
and transmission of divine power; he translates Heb. l:3 simply as referring to God's
"messenger" on earth.3s Thus it is still an open question whether a specialized religious
meaning of ilUapostdllein is present in the language of the late literature of the NT.

It is also disputed whether there is a specialized religious meaning of idlah qal in
the literature of the OT, either in the sense of participation in and transmission of divine
power,36 or in the sense of a divine "commissioning" of prophets, a specialized mean-
ing that goes beyond the analogous usage.

On the one hand, Delcor and Jenni3T still quote Rengstorf's words with approval;
and Meyer38 declares: "There is no such thing as a uniform use of i)t? for the commis-

27. P. 418.
28. Von Campenhausen, 97 -104.
29. Mish. Ben 5:5.
30. Rengstorf, 401-2.
3l.Pp.4l0-13.
32. Mish. Ber 5:5: see above.
33. Bernard, 413.
34. rbid., 4t7-19.
35.Pp.296-97.
36. See above.
37. P. 1334.
38. P. 56.
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sioning of a prophet, formally distinct from other uses." For other exegetes, however, in
the OT .i/ft is "the primary catchword for the commissioning of a prophet."3e "Often an

expression suggesting divine instructions (as in 2 S. l2:l and the incorporation of Ex.
3:10 into 3:12-15; also 7:16), the verb It)U, 'send,'later plays a decisive role in the
conflict between true and false prophecy (Jer. 14:14-15; cf. Delcor and Jenni ITLOT
III, 13331). Occasionally it appears to take on a virtually general, absolute meaning
(Ex. 3:12;4:13; Jgs. 6:14; Isa. 6:8;."+o

The reason for these differences of opinion is that there has so far been no success-

ful, convincing identification of formal criteria for a possible specialized religious
meaning of the root ilh. Even Richter notes that "it is not quite certain" that the use of
J/ft in the context ofprophetic call narratives should be classified as a formula. "Its us-
age is nevertheless clear. It is limited to prophetic books and literature concerning
prophets, as well as to texts that classify persons and activities as prophetic. It therefore
belongs to the language of prophecy."ct

The question of an analogous or "virtually general, absolute"42 usage referring to
sending by God is important for the exegesis of Ex. 3:l-22 as well as for discussion of
the so-called quadripartite prophetic call schema: commission, objection, repudiation
of the objection, and sign.+3 Schmidt isolates such schemata in Ex. 3:10-12; Jgs. 6: 14-

16,17-20; I S. 9-10; and Jer. l:5-9, but admits that a perfectly coincident structure of
the sequences, such as a fixed schema would require, cannot be identified.++ All the
more important is the search for set or formulaic vocabulary within these units, in order
effectively to support the hypothesis by this additional argument.

Now.f/ft does in fact appear frequently in the first part of the schema, the commission
(Ex. 3: l0; Jgs. 6: 14; I S. 9:16).+s The verb appears twice in the third part of the schema,
the repudiation of the objection, as a reinforcing confirmation of the commission (Ex.
3:12; J* I :7). Especially in the first part of the schema, the commission, if the use of ,i//r
can be shown to be formulaic (which would then hold true for other prominent instances
of similar constructiona0), then the combination of two arguments, each insuff,rcient by
itself, becomes a kind of circumstantial evidence supporting the schema as a whole.

In assigning Ex. 3:10-14 in particular to the Elohistic section of the text, Schmidt
posits the existence of a set call schema for deliverers and prophets in the northern
kingdom as early as 850 n.c.r,. (assigning of Ex. 3:lO-12 to E, together with an early
dating of Jgs. 6 and I S. 9-10), which was consciously adopted by written prophecy
(Isa.6:8; Jet l:7;Ezk.2:3).+t Conversely, the presence of a set schema in Ex. 3:10-12

39. S. Herrmanrt, Jeremia
40. Schmidt, Exodus 14,
41. P. 158.
42. Schmidt, Exodus 14,
43. 8.g., ibtd., 123-27 .

1, 1-19. BK x.rvt (1986), 64.
125.

t25.

44. tbid. 124.
45. Ibid.
46. Ibid., 125; Richter 156-58.
47.Pp. l2l-35.
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is solid evidence for the literary unity of the text. The same conclusion holds true if ilh,
used formulaically, is understood as a catchword of the literary unit Ex. 3: l0-15 (it oc-

curs in vv. 3,10,12,13,14,15).48
It is precisely this formulaic usage of .illr in Ex. 3: l0-15, however, that Weimar con-

siders possible only in a later period, arguing against the literary unity of the text.ae

Without substantiation,s0 he replaces l"kd with l€k in v. 10 and then brackets 'eildb'kd
out of the original text, assigning it to a late redaction (JE). All the other analogous oc-

currences of i//r in Ex. 3:10-15 come under the verdict "no earlier than JE ' (v. l 3) or
even RP (vv. 12,14,15).st

II. ttExtend."

l. Hand. Unlike .I/ft in the sense of "send," the expression idlah yd/ is not theologi-
cally charged. Of particular importance for understanding the expression is the estab-

lishment of a semantic framework within which it can be distinguished from the simi-
lar expression ndtd ya/.

Keel finds the distinction between the two expressions in the following observation:
"The 'sending' of a hand ('It n)U) is always for a particular purpose, a concrete action;
it is always functional. When the act of extending a hand serves simply as a gesture, we
find'Ir;1P1."52 Inotherwords, nthyd- asinthecommonexpressionyaSn"tftyA-can
be understood as a divine or human gesture that conveys a threat or commands atten-

tion, even without explicit mention of the person to whom it is addressed. By contrast,
ilh yd always denotes a singular, telic act of "grasping" a person or thing. It is essential,

therefore, that "'It n)U is always part of al action, and that the subject of 'Ir ilU and

the subject of the action for which the hand was 'sent' are the same, whereas in the case

of 'Ir ilUl one figure (e.g., the king of Babylon: Ezk. 30:25) may stretch out his hand

and another (e.g., Yahweh: Ezk. 30:26) do something."53
Therefore if the expression idlah yd/ is to be meaningful, the concrete purpose of

"extending one's hand" must be communicated textually or contextually; omission of
the person addressed or the statement of purpose makes the expression incomplete or
even incomprehensible.

If we try to transpose Keel's observations into a semantic framework for the expres-

sion idlalt ydd.- whether we choose as our basis Greimas's actant modelsa or valency
grammar and syntagm structures5 -.i/lr 

proves to be trivalent, in contrast to nrlr, which
was originally bivalent. Besides the subject (first actant) and direct object (second

48. Blum, 23; Fischer, 75.
49. Pp. 159-83.
50. Ibid., 159 n. 53.
51. Pp. 369-70, contra Schmidt, Exodus 14, l2l-35, who leaves vv. 12-14 assigned to E.
52. Keel, 154.
53. rbid., 156.

54. A.-J. Greimas, Structural Semantics (Eng. tr. Lincoln, 1983), esp. 202-5: cf.
H. Schweizer, Metaphorische Grammatik. AfS 15 (1981) 126, 140.

55. W. Richter, Grundlagen der althebrciischen Grammatik, III: Der Satz. ATS 13 (1980) 6.
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actant; here realized exclusively by the Hebrew equivalents of "hand"), there is an
obligatory third actant, an indirect object stating the goal or purpose. If all three pieces
of information are realized in the clause, understanding the expression on the basis of
the text itself poses no problems for the reader. If one element is missing, the commu-
nication process suffers "interference" at that point. The pragmatics of the text must
then help determine whether we are dealing with linguistic carelessness on the part of
the author or a deliberate stylistic device. There is also the possibility that the contem-
porary reader could draw on extratextual reality to supply the missing information. The
association of a particular form with a highly specific Sitz im lcben may make it com-
prehensible even when otherwise constitutive actants are missing. Conversely, the ab-
sence of just these constitutive actants may point to a specialized meaning. Recogni-
tion of such omitted actants therefore provides a possible way for linguistics to make
idiomatic and formulaic usage visible.

Since the number of occurrences of the expression lAlal.t yaj is relatively limited,
for demonstration purposes we shall list all the possibilities for the realization or omis-
sion of actants, describing their significance for the fundamental semantic framework
of the root.

The subject is always a natural, individual person: God (Ex. 3:20;9:15;24:ll;Ezk.
8:3; Ps. 138:7) or a human being.

As direct object, we find ydQ, ydmtn ("right hand," Gen. 48:14), and STnd'l ("left
hand," Jgs. 3:21). A reflexive suffix referring to the subject is often added. There are
occasional ellipses: 2 S. 6:6; Ob. 13. Ps. l8: 17(16)112 5.22:17 and Ps. 57:4(3) are dis-
cussed below.

The indirect object may be realized in several ways: (a) 'el + object, personal (Gen.
22:12;Ex.24:ll1'25.18:12;Ezk.2:9) or impersonal (2 S. 6:6); the meaning is "extend
one's hand toward someone or something" (with friendly or hostile intent). (b) 'al + ob-
ject, personal or impersonal (1 K. 13:4; 1 Ch. 13:10); the meaning is the same as (a).
(c) be + impersonal object (Ex. 22:7,l0l8,lll; OU. 13; Ps. 125:3; Job 28:9; Est.
9:10,15,16; Dnl. I l:42); the meaning is "lay one's hand on something" = "take some-
thing wrongfully." (d) b" + personal object (Gen. 37:22; I 5.22:17;24:7,L116,10);
26:9,11,23; Ps. 55:21[207;Est.2:21;6:2;8:7;9:2); the meaning is "lay hands on some-
one" = "kill someone" (Neh. 13:2 only: "arrest someone"). (e) /, + infinitive construct
of a verb meaning "strike" or "seize" ('hz I Ch. l3:.9; pg', I 5.22:17; tht,2 S. l:14;
24:16 fhere with the addition of the city name yerfiidlayimsil); the meaning is "extend
one's hand to do something."

As Keel rightly notes, the relationship of ilh yd to the following verb is purely func-
tional;s7 but this observation does not automatically mean that the root is emptied of
semantic content.

Instances of omission of the direct object are regularly ellipses (2 S.6:6; Ob. 13)
and do not change the meaning

56. Keel, 154.
57. Ibid.
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When the statement of purpose of goal is omitted, we generally find as a substitute a
following clause beginning with a lral, consecutive or waw copulatve and a finite
form (with the same subject) of a verb meaning "strike," "seizel'or "move in a particu-
lar direction" (lql.t, "take": Get 3:22;8:9;22:lO; Jgs. 3:21; 15:15;2 K. 6:7; Ezk. 8:3;
iig "lay": Gen. 48:14; nkh hiphil, "slay": Ex. 3:20;9:15 [qal]; 'bz ,,grasp,,: Ex. 4:4
[bisl;bzq hiphil, "seize": Dt.25:ll;2 S. 15:5; ng', "touch": Jer. l:9; Job 1:11; 2:5;b6'
hiphil, "bring in": Gen. 8:9; 19:10; hmm piel and p?,5, "scatter": 2 S. 22:l5ltps.
18: l5[l4]; Ps. lz14:6). The verb y,i', "help," in Ps. 57:4(3) and 138:7 is discussed below.

In all these texts, Keel assumes an ellipsis of '9lD) . . . nnU) . . . or the like.,'s8 But
the concept of substituted actants has several advantages: (l) The substituents consti-
tute a formally and semantically coherent group. (2) The semantic trivalency found to
be constitutive for the expression ialah yaQ can be identified in the text itself. (3) The
few texts that simply omit the statement of purpose or goal without the substitution de-
scribed display truly singular usage, possibly idiomatic, that remains to be explained;se
they can thus be isolated on the basis of a verifiable linguistic criterion. (4) No more
than when the statement of purpose is realized by lipgda'or the like is it necessary to
assume that the root .f/ft is emptied of semantic content.

The only exception to this construction is found in ps. 138:7: tiltah yadeka
we!6li'ent y"m?nef;a, "you stretch out your hand and your right hand delivers me,"
where the second clause realizes a change of subject, if only grammatical.oo But this
anomaly we may let pass as a case of poetic license, since God's hand and God's right
hand (text) denote the same logical subject. Furthermore, the combination of these two
predicates (illt/yi') also appears in 57:4(3) (yiilab miiidmayim wJtiit'enfi. This latter
example, however, is hard to categorize: is it an ellipsis of ya/ ("he extends [his hand]
from heaven and helps me") or is it analogous to such texts as Gen.2O:26t (..from
heaven he uses all means at his disposal to help me")? A similar problem appears in ps.
l8:17(16) = 2 5.22:17 (yiilab mimmirdm yiqqdh€nt), where the second clause is at-
tached without waw. lf the absence of the waw is not treated as another example of po-
etic license, then in this isolated case (as in cant. 5:4: d6/t idlab yad6 min-hah64 "my
beloved thrust his hand through the opening" 

- to grasp the bolt from within) the third
actant must be supplied in the form'yfD) . . . nnU) . . . or the like."62

A final difficulty is presented by I K. l3:4: wayyiilalt ydro!'dm 'e1-yd!6 mC.al
hammiTbdalt ld'mdr "and Jeroboam stretched out his hand from the altar and said"; the
text seems to describe a self-sufEcient minatory gesture. But v. I shows that the source
of Jeroboam's vexation is well within his "reach," and v. 4b repeats idlah ydQ with its
full trivalent construction. Therefore v. 4a should be treated as an ellipsis (of'dldyw,
"against him").

58. Ibid.; similarly HAL,ll, l5l2-13.
59. See below.
60. Keel, 156.
61. See IV.4 below.
62. Ker-l, 154.
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2. Other Objects. A similar observation may be made about the extending (ilh) of a

staff (matteh, I s. l4:2't; mii'znd, Jgs. 6:21) and the relationship of these passages to

Ex. 9:23 and l0: 13, where the extending of a staff is formulated with nth. In the latter,

nth may be considered a self-sufircient gesture (with a change of subject in the second

clause, which states the intended action63). In I S. 24:27 and Jgs. 6:21 (ilh), by cor.-

trast, the statement of purpose is replaced by two verbs of grasping or touching (rDl
..dip," and ng' piel, both continuing with the same subject6a); the "tip of the staff'
(qe;dh hammatteh) is named precisely as the instrument used.

In Ps. 1 lO:2, matteh-'uzz"ka yiilah yhwh missiy1n, "may Yahweh extend from Zion

the staff of your might," the statement of purpose is replaced by an asyndetically ap-

pended imperative (r"d\h, "rule"). The change of subject from Yahweh, who "extends"

(v. 2a), to the king, who rules (v. 2b), is already implicit in the formulation "your

might" in v.2a.Iconographically, this passage recalls depictions of the king with his

tutelary deity standing behind him and "lending a hand."6s

The distinction between natd here! (Ezk. 30:25) and ialah here! (Jer. 25:16,27)

works along these familiar lines; the latter refers to a concrete blow Only here does the

statement of purpose use the prep. bAn.

In Ezk. 8:17 w,hinnam i6l"him 'e!-hazzembrd 'el-'appt ("they are sending the stench

up my nose") is an extreme metaphor describing the abomination of alien cults in the

temple (v. 16).

Twice the statement of purpose is omitted without substitution. In Joel 4:13(3:13)

the direct object establishes a firm Sirz im Leben (harvest) for the expression .iil%il

maggdl ("send the sickle"). The purpose need not be stated because it is obvious' In

Isa. 58:9 the same is true for i"lal1 'eqba'("pointing the finger" as an insulting ges-

ture;66 cf. Akk. ubana tarasuoz). In both cases we are dealing with stereotyped ex-

pressions.
In sum, we can characterize the fundamental semantic framework of iAlah ydi as

follows: "set a hand in motion toward a 'goal' (topological or operant)." The expres-

sion appears to be used analogously ofboth God and human beings. It suggests stereo-

typed usage only where the constitutive statement of goal or purpose is omitted without

substitution, in which case the function of the statement is replaced by an extratextual

Sitz im Leben, and the expression can be understood only in the sense of a code. No

specialized meaning is involved.

III. ttSend."

l. Three Actants. Because there are so many occurrences of .i/ft with its primary

meaning "send," the particularities of its construction cannot be listed in detail. Used in

63. Ibid.
64. See above.
65. O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical world (Erg. tr. 1978, repr. Winona Lake,2l997),

264-65.
66. HAL, l,81.
6'1. AHw,lll, 1326:' cf . HAL, Il, 1512.
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this sense, ilft is also trivalent: a subject (divine or human) "sends" a direct object (per-
sonal or impersonal) for a purpose or goal. Identification of the addressee still remains
imperative.

Thus the basic semantic meaning is: "set someone or something in motion toward a
goal (topological or operant)." The following examples remain within the bounds of
what has been shown above under ilh yd and present no problems of semantic con-
struction. Since they cover the overwhelming majority of the occurrences of .i/lr with
the primary meaning "send," we shall begin by assuming that the actant model devel-
oped in the context of ilh yd can be transferred to the primary meaning of .i/i, "send."
The major difference is that in the examples already discussed the direct object re-
mained in bodily contact with the subject throughout the entire action, whereas now it
moves free of the subject.68

The most important ways in which the actants can be realized with the primary
meaning .f//r, "send," are the following:

The subjects doing the sending may be either divine or human, but are almost al-
ways natural individual persons (rarely a group as in Jer. 39:14; cf . Zec. 7:2, where b4y
?J stands for the priests resident there; cf. also 2 K. 10:5).

The direct objects can be natural persons, usually individuals but occasionally
groups (Nu. 22:15; Dt.9:23), or concrete, tangible objects of the natural world (g"/i
hd'izzim, "kid," Gen. 38:20,23): only exceptionally is the object abstract (hesed
weYme!, "steadfast love and faithfulness," Ps. 57:4[3]; ddbdr "a word," Isa. 9:7[8]).

God's "sending" is usually treated analogously to human sending. God, too, sends
objects, individually or in groups (fii;;tm, 2 S. 22:15), as well as persons, singular
and plural (Dt. 9123). Only God sends hesej we'eme! (Ps. 57:4[3]) and ddpdr (lsa.
9:7[8]).

a. The statement of purpose or goal (third actant) can be introduced by various prep-
ositional constructions. The addressee or the topological goal of the action can be spec-
ified not only be 'el (the most common construction when distance is involved, e.g.,
Ex. 3:10,13-15), he locale (2K.2:6), or the name of a city alone (Ai, Josh. 7:2; Jericho,
2 K. 2:4), but also, without any difference in meaning (cf. esp. 2 K.2:2,4,6), by /" (Nu.
3l:4,6); Jer. l6:16 [bis]; Ezk. 23:40), b" (Jer.49:14; Lam. 1:13), 'ad QK.2:2), or'al
(Jer. l:7;29:31;Job 5:10; Neh.6:3). There are also instances of the same construction
that have the connotation of a traditional "ethical dative" (1", Gen45:23; Isa. 19:20;
lammayim, "for water," Jer. 14:3) or an instrumental (idlalt b\ta/, "send by the hand
of . . . ," Prov. 26:6; Est. 8:10).

In contrast to the usage of ilh yd, when J/ft is used with its primary meaning "send,"
third actants realized by prepositional phrases may describe the goal of the action as

movement toward or away from a place or person (referentially). To or from a place:
with min (Gen. 37:14; Nu. 13:3; Dt.9:23; Josh. 2: I ["send scouts from a place"]), with
b"(Ex.9:l9,baiiaQeh,"intheopenfield"; 1S. l5:18,20,baddereft, "ontheway"; 1K.
9:27 , barnt, "aboard the ship"). To or from a person: with lipnO (Gen.24:7;45:5,7;Ex.

68. Delcor and Jenni, 1331.
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23:20,28;33:2;Mio6:4; Ps. 105:17) or millipnA (2K.6:32, "from his presence"), with
liqra'g "to meet" (l 5.25:32;2 S. 10:5), also with 'im (8x.33:12; Neh. 2:9) or'€1(Gen.
24:40; 43:8;2 S. 13:27).

Since there are some 500 occurrences of the primary meaning, it is not surprising
that it is impossible to assign each of the many different constructions to a particular
sphere of usage.

b. To specify purpose, the third actant is often realizedby le plus an infinitive con-
struct. As in the case of idlah yA/, the verbs tend to those signifying grasping (lqh,
"take," Jer. 36:21; nkh hiphil, "take someone's life," Jer. 40:14) intensive communica-
tion (r'h, "see," Nu. 32:8; hlh piel, "entreatl' Zec.7:2; nb'niphal, "prophesy," Jer.
26:121' with God as subj.: ifh, "do," Nu. 16:28 [and v. 29 with ellipsis]; Dt. 34: I l; also
drJ, "inquire : 2 K. l:6; 22:18; dbr piel, "speak with conviction," 2 K. 18,,27; hrp piel,
"mock," 2 K. 19:4,16), or motion (tfiti "explore," Nu. 13:16,17; 14:36; rgl piel, "spy
out," Josh. 6:25; l4:7; with God as subj.: bfrpiel, "bring a message," lsa.6l:.l; hlk
hithpael, "patrol," Zec. l:lO).

In Nu. 13:27;lsa.55:11; and Jer.28:9, this construction is replaced by a relative
clause introduced by 'o.ier

c. Again as in the case of idlah yd{, the statement of purpose or goal can be substi-
tuted by awaw consecutive or waw copulative introducing a verb of grasping or bodily
movement at the beginning of the next clause. In such cases there is usually a change of
subject, so that the persons sent become the subject of the subsequent action (hlk, Gen.
28:5; Josh. 8:9; hlk hithpael, Josh. l8:4; r0r Nu. l3:2 [v.3 with ellipsis]; qfim, Josh.
l8:4:'lh, 2 K. l:l3;.iftr hiphil, 2 S. I l: l; lql.t, Gen. 42:16;Ex.2:5;6e dbr piel,2K. l:6;
ngdhiphil, I K. 20:17; lhm nipha|Isa. 20:1). Without change of subject: I 5.26:4.

When God is the subject, both possibilities are open: an act of sending such that
those sent become the subject of the subsequent action (change of subject; ys'hiphil,
Nu. 20:16; I S. 12:8; pnhpiel, Mal. 3:1; fulh: Ezk. 13:6) or an act of sending such that
the subsequent action is carried out by God the sender (without change of subject; ngp,
Josh. 24:5; n,r/ hiphil, 1 S. l2:11). Comparison of Josh. 24:5 with I S. 12:8,11 rules out
identification of a semantic difference by this criterion alone.

2. Second Actant Omitted. Already in the fully realized normal trivalent construc-
tion of .i/ft there are many instances with the meaning "send a message or messengers":
idlah mal'dSim (e.g., Gen.32:4: when God is the subject, usually the sg. mal'df;, e.g-,
Nu. 20: 16) or idlah strtm (Jer. 49:14), idlah deldrtm (e.g., Prov. 26:6, etc.; with God as

subj.: Isa. 9:7[8]; Zec.7:12) or idlafi fpdfim (e.g., Est. 8: l0). Only a single text substi-
tutes the direct object explicitly from the consecutive clause (2 K. l:2: wayyiilah
mal'd$tm wayyo'mer alchem, "and he sent messengers and said to them, 'Go"'). The
various individual formulations all have the same meaning.T0

Emphasis on the person of the messenger can be signaled by blad (2 S. lO:2;7,ec.

69. See St?ihli.
70. -+ VIII, 308-25.
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7:12;Prov.26:6; Est. 8:10) or by a double object (person and thing) (kol'oier-i"ldhani
'obf;em, "all that he sent me to tell you," Jer. 42:21; cf. 42:5;43:11).

Unique to ilh it the sense of "send a message or messengers" is a very common
construction in which the direct object is omitted without substitution. Here the "send-

ing" (ilh) of a message or messengers is understood as a process of communication
taking place exclusively between the subject and the addressee; both the person of the

messenger and the content of the message are ignored. In the light of the basic seman-

tic meaning of ilh,tt these constructions serve to signal a goal- or result-oriented con-

tact. There is no apparent difference in meaning between constructions with God as

subject and those that assign this role to a human individual.
Thus we have the following construction model, in which the statement of purpose

or goal may be realized in a wide variety of ways: The subject may be God (Jer. l6: 16;

23:38) or a human being (Gen. 38:25; Nu. 22:10,37;Jer.2:lO; Hos. 5:13;etc.); the di-
rect object is omitted without substitution, and the indirect object is introduced by (a)
'el (Gen.38:25; Nu. 22:10; I K. 20:10; Ezk.23:40; with God as subj.: e.g., Jer. 23:38),
(b) /'(Ezk.23:40; with God as subj.: Jer. 16:16), (c) 'al (Jer. 29:31),(d) liqra'tQS.
l0:5), (e) or l" plus infinitive construct (l"haggi{, Gen. 32:6: liqrd', Nu. 16 12;

l'nahom6,2 S. l0:2).
Ex.9:7 (wayyiilah par'6h w"hinn€h, "and Pharaoh sent [. . .] and behold") is a genu-

ine ellipsis of the indirect object without change of meaning. Similarly, the omission of
the indirect object in Nu. 22:15 is a stylistic device to avoid repetition (wayydsep; cf .

vv. 5 and l0). In I K. 2:29; 2 K. 5:22; Jer. 43:2, the third actant can be reconstructed,

although it is realized oddly (ld'mdr). Finally, in Ex.4:13 the construction i"lah-nd'
b\ta/-tiildh may be translated "send (the message) through whomever you wish to
send."72

3. Third Actant Omitted. To this point we have looked at a great variety of construc-
tions and expressions in which .i//r conveys the transmission of messages or the sending

of messengers. This survey has brought out once more the constitutive role of the third
actant but has provided no evidence for a specialized use of the term with God has sub-
ject, nor has it revealed a semantic distinction dependent on whether the direct object is
realized or omitted. The different usages are analogous and random.

For Herrmann,T3 nevertheless, .i/i is "the primary catchword in the OT for the pro-
phetic commission, as may be seen, e.g., in Isa. 6:8. . . . In six passages God uses ste-

reotyped diction, albeit adapted to the particular context, to say that he 'sent (or will
send) his servants the prophets' (ler. 7 :25: 25:4; 26:5; 29:19; 35:15; 44:4); this formula
is also used in 2 K. 17 :13, a text recognized as Dtr. There can be no doubt that this ter-
minology was shaped by the Deuteronomists or at least stands within that tradition. Be-

hind it stands the somewhat didactic notion, influenced by Deuteronomy, that God

71. See III.l above.
72. Schmidt, Exodus 14, 186.
73. Herrmann, Jeremia I,l-19,64.
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sends his prophets to show the people the right way, in order that they may walk in his
Torah (e.g., ler. 26:4-5) ;'

Thus a specific usage of the root .i//r is accorded a specialized meaning, not just de-
finable but also associated with a particular theological school; this association logi-
cally identifies a firm Sitz im Leben for this meaning as well as a terminus a quo: Dtn/
Dtr or later.

Although he dates this specialized meaning earlier,Ta Richter attempts to use lin-
guistic tools to distinguish it from other usages of the root J/ft, as follows: "The object
of the verb is a person (personal suffix) [not a thing like yd/; cf. Gen. 3:22;8:9; l9:lO;
22:10; etc., or ddpda etc.; cf. 2 S. 24:13; 2 K. 5:5; no indirect object with prepositions
such as b; cf. Job 28:9; Gen. 37:22)), who sometimes is sent, with '1 to another person
or, with / + infinitive, to an action. The subject of the verb is Yahweh or Elohim [not a
human person, as in Gen. 20:2 (Abimelech); 27:42 (Rebekah); 28:5 (Isaac); 3l:4;
32:4(3) (Jacob), etc.l (in the mouth of a human speaker) or, as a substitute, 'I' (in the
mouth of God). This definition does not identify an expression that is always formu-
lated in the same way, but it does describe elements that lay a more secure foundation
for further observations than a simple single term would do."75

The "restriction" of the third actant to realization with the prep. 'el or /, plus an in-
finitive construct contributes little: on the one hand, the overwhelming majority of the
six hundred or so occurrences of ialah qal use this construction; on the other, several of
the key occurrences of the prophetic commission are not formed in this way (e.g., Jer.
l:7 with 'al,lsa.6:8 with a totally absent third actant).

Thus we are left with no criterion beyond realization of the subject by Yahweh or
Elohim and the direct object by a person (or pronominal suffix). Finally, therefore,
even Richter concludes that wherever God uses the root.irl, to "single out" human be-
ings, the author or redactor of the text undertakes a conscious placement in the pro-
phetic context.T6

This theory must be challenged, for there are more exceptions than just the two
"quite isolated" cases cited by Richter himself: "the sending of a deliverer in Jgs.
6:14, with its systematizing echo in the DtrH (l S. 12:l l)."221, I5.25:32, e.g., David
says that God "sent" (ilh) ltbigail to him. In Isa.48:16 it is open to discussion
whether Deutero-Isaiah or the victorious Cyrus declares: we'attd 'o{dndy yhwh
i"lahani w"rfrh6, "and now my Lord Yahweh has sent me, (he) and his spirit." Jer.
43:10 is unambiguous: hin'nt iolCah w"laqahti 'e!-ne!frf,dQre'${ar, '\ am going to send
and take Nebuchadnezzar"; Nebuchadnezzar is in fact the direct objectof tqh, but log-
ically must also be viewed as the object of God's sending. In Jer. 25.9 the same is true
of 'e1-kol-miip"ltfu ;apdn, "all the tribes of the norrh." Finally, in Dt. 9:23, where Mo-
ses is speaking, God uses the root J/& expressly (le mdr) to commission the entire peo-

74. See I.3 above.
75. Pp. 156-57, with nn. 52 and,53.
76. rbid., 157-58.
77. Ibid., 158.
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ple. It is true that none of these passages constructs the third actant with 'el or l plus
infinitive construct, but the same argument can be cited against Isa. 6:8 and Jer. l:7."

Richter's criteria are therefore insufficient for formal isolation of a specialized pro-
phetic meaning; furthermore, there is clearly a divine "sending" of a person, expressed

by the root .i/ft, that need not be placed in the prophetic context.Te

On the other hand, a different formal criterion attracts attention: a series of texts

strikingly omits without substitution the constitutive statement of purpose or goal,

which, as has been shown, can never be eliminated without a particular reason. This

group, of quite manageable size, comprises Jgs.6:14; 13:8; 25.24:13 Isa.6:8 (bis);

(42:19);48:16; Jer. 14:14,15;23.21,32;27:15;28:9,15;29:9;HaE. l:12; Zec.2:13(9);
Ps. 105:26; Neh. 6:12. Fundamentally, God is the only subject; the direct object is one

or several natural persons (prophets and deliverers); the statement ofpurpose or goal is

omitted without substitution. None of the passages uses the stylistic device of ellipsis,
as does Nu. 16:29, for example, where the omission of the third actant can be explained

as a way to avoid repeating v. 28, yhwh i"lahani la'oi61, "Yahweh has sent me to
do. . . ." Neither are there contextual reasons for omitting the third actant, as in Ex.

3:12.
Here we agree with Fischer that the occurrences of .i/& in Ex. 3:lO,l2-15, together

with hlk in vv.20-2l,y,t'hiphil in vv. I I - 12, and b6'inv. 13 form a semantic field char-

acterized primarily by the alternation of "send" and "bring out," not by recourse to a
preexisting understanding of sending as commissioning.8o Fischer does speak of a se-

mantic field of "sending," but interprets it in a nonspecific sense. Ex. 3:12 responds to

Moses' concrete objection to being sent to Pharaoh ('el-par'dh, vv. 10-11); v. 12 is to

be read as an assurance of support in this difficult situation. Therefore the phrase 'el-

par'6h, "to Pharaoh," from the preceding context (vv. l0-ll) can be supplied as the

third actant for the occurrence of ill.t in v. 12.
In the group of .f/ft texts listed above, however, no semantic field is developed

around the central concept of "sending." Instead, the root is placed in an explicitly pro-

phetic context by mention in Jgs. 13:8 of the ii hd'"ldhtm, "man of God," and in 2 S.

24:13 by the term ndlt' (v. 1lb) and the "word event" formula (v. l2).In Isa. 6:8, in a
call scene set in heaven, the prophet answers: hin'ni i"lah€ni, "Here I am, send me." In
Jgs. 6:14, similarly, .ilft immediately follows the endowment of the deliverer with di-
vine "might" (performative usage: "Go in this might of yours") and the statement of his

concrete task (v. l4b); it functions as a validation formula (hl6'i"lahtikd, "Have I not

sent you?").
Jeremiah employs this highly unusual construction of ilh to challenge the authority

of his opponents, the "false prophets" (Jer. 27:15;28:.15;29:9), and without any need

to argue his case further. The later occurrences (Isa. 48:16; Hag. l:12; Zec. 2: l3; Neh.

6:12) also use this construction to establish the divine authority of their "sending."

78. See above.
79. See above.
80. Pp. 7l-76.
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The information conveyed by the omitted statement of purpose or goal can be un-
derstood only from a context explicitly characterized as prophetic, in which God de-
clares in almost "general, absolute" terms:81 "I have sent you." The passages cited re-
quire that this construction be treated as a technical term. This understanding
presupposes a well-defined notion of the function and authority of someone "sent" by
God. Ps. 105:26 claims this same authority for Moses. Here we see a significant differ-
ence between these passages and Ex. 3:10-15.

Interestingly, it is the "coming true" of the prophet's word that serves as the crite-
rion determining whether a prophet actually possesses the authority of having been
sent by God in the "general and absolute" sense (Jer.28:9: b"!6' d"lar hanndpi'
yiwwdja' hanndp?' lier ieldhd yhwh). Here again this criterion implies the telic ele-
ment (association with a concrete action) normally expressed by the third actant. This
expectation that the word of someone sent (.i/lr) by God will come true shows that Isa.
42:19 - 

"Who is as blind as my servant and as deaf as my messenger whom I send?"

- is a sarcastic perversion.
In response to Richter, we can state our conclusions more precisely: wherever a text

speaks of God's "sending" (.i/ft) a person while omitting the third actant without substi-
tution (unless the context makes a plausible case for stylistic ellipsis), we are dealing
with formulaic language in the sense of well-defined specialized terminology for the
sending of prophets.

For the exegesis of Ex. 3, it is important to note that only v. 12 allows even the possi-
bility of a "sending" as "commissioning" in the sense described; even here, however,
the omission of the third actant is explained by the structure of vv. 10- 12. V. l0 uses .i/ft
in the everyday sense of "send," in this case to Pharaoh. This usage is continued analo-
gously in v. 11, in Moses'objection to going to Pharaoh; it appears once again in v. 12,

where .l/lr is used in an abbreviated but not stereotyped construction ('dndftt i'lalttif,d
fviz. 'el-par'6hl). Therefore it is unnecessary to bracket the occurrences in vv. l0- 12 on
literary grounds,82 but neither is it necessary to attach a "general, absolute"s3 meaning
to the language used.

In Ex. 3: I 3- l5 examples of the second sense of the semantic field of "sending"8+ 6o
not continue the abbreviated usage of ilh in v. 12; here the construction is trivalent and
begins with a new goal statement of the third actant(aleftem, "to you," i.e., to the people).

Vv. 10-12 associate the root .i//r with being sent to Pharaoh, a meaning that can be
found even in the abbreviated construction of v. 12. But now the reader;s expectations
are abruptly reversed. The term ,f/ft, which the pragmatics of vv. 10-12 has connected
with "being sent to Pharaoh," is redirected to mean "being sent to the people" (vv. l3-
l5). The result ofthis reversal is a degree ofliterary tension between the use of"send"
in vv. 10-12 on the one hand and vv. 13-15 on the other, but no specialized meaning in
the sense of a prophetic commissioning is present in vv. 10-12.

81. Schmidt, Exodus 14, 125.
82. Weimar, 369.
83. Schmidt, Exodus 14, 124-25.
84. Fischer,72-76.
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It is also noteworthy that the specialized meaning of .ilft appears only once (Jgs.

6:14) in the first part of the prophetic call schema, the commission. In the commission
sequences of the other examples of the schema cited by Schmidt,Ss .i//r appears twice
with its ordinary meaning (Ex. 3:10; 1 S.9:16) and once does not appear at all (Jer.

1:5). In the third part of the schema, the repudiation of the objection, .i/lz appears twice,
once in stereotyped usage (Ex. 3:12) and once in analogous usage (Jer. 1:7). In short,
.f/ft with the specialized meaning of a technical term is not constitutive of the quadri-
partite call schema (e.g., I S. 9-10; Jer. 1). Neither is the specialized meaning of a pro-
phetic commissioning limited to occurrences in this schema (e.g., Jgs. 13:8; Isa. 6:8;
42:1986). The specialized meaning does, however, develop in the context of prophetic
commissioning, with the earliest examples being found in Isa. 6:8; Jgs. 6:14; and 2 S.

24:13. Without prejudice to the disputed dating of these texts, esp. Jgs. 6:14b, which
Weimar8T and Becker88 assign to a later Dtr redaction, it is safe to assume a specialized
meaning of ilhin tle sense of prophetic commissioning as early as the Sth century.

There are only a few other isolated omissions of the third actant. For example, 2 S.

l0:7 , wayyiilal.t 'e1-y6'A! we'C! kol-hassdf;d', when compared to I I : l, may be trans-
lated "have the army set out" (for ilb piel cf. l8:2).

The omission of the third actant in 2 K. 16 l I is likewise to be understood as a sim-
ple ellipsis to avoid repetition of material from v. 10, while 2K.2:l6b,l7 can probably
be considered a deliberate stylistic device to imitate the "telegraphic style" of Elisha,
who is very laconic throughout 2 K. 2; the reader has already learned what is at issue

from v. l6a.
In I K. 12:18 the construction wayyiilah. . . r"ha!'am'e1-'a/6ntrdm (emended),

"Rehoboam sent Adoniram [where?]," is unusual, as is kol-'oler l"ldhb y6'd!, "all that
Joab had sent him," in 2 S. I l:22.There is no evidence of a specialized meaning, how-
ever; both passages are example of breviloquence.

The semantics and discrepant (bivalent) syntactic structure of a limited number of
occurrences would lead the reader to expect a piel rather than a qal. In 2 S. 18:29, e.g.,

liildah 'e!:ebed hammelef; must be translated with "send away."
"In the case of I Ch. 8:8 . . . (in?9-10), it is debatable whether the strange form is

meant to be a qal or piel infinitive, or whether the text is comrpt."Se The usual transla-
tion, "dismiss/divorce a wife," presupposes the piel.

4. Second and Third Actants Omitted. Jer. 39: I 3 can be considered an anacolouthon,
as the repetition of the root in v. 14 shows (see the discussion of Ex. 9:7 below). But
there remain a whole series of constructions with .f/ir in which both the direct object
(second actant) and statement of purpose or goal (third actant) are omitted, although
the third actant is substituted in the usual way (addition of a clause with waw consecu-

85. Schmidt, Exodus 14, 124.
86. See above.
87.P.174.
88. U. Becker, Richterzeit und Kdnig,tum. BZAW 192 (1990), 145-51: DtrH.
89. HP, 195.
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tive or waw copulative and a finite form of a verb of grasping or exertion, using the
same subject). These fit the following structural model:

The subject (first actant) is God (Jer.43:10) or one or more human beings (Jer.

39:14); the direct object (second actant) is omitted without substitution; the indirect
object (third actant) is omitted and substituted by a lrar.e consecutive or waw copulative
with a finite verb form having the same subject. The verbs used are: lqh, "take" (Gen.
2O:2;27:45:.Dt.19:12;2 S. 9:5; I K. 7:13; 2K.6:t3; tt:4;23:t6;Jer.25:9:37:17:
38:14; 39:14; 43: l0); qr', "call" (Gen. 27:42; 3l:4; 4l:8,14; Ex. 9:27; I K. 2:36,42;
12:20): Dd'hiphil, "bring in" (Est.5:10); 'sp, "collect" (2 S. ll:2'7;2Ch.34:29);yrd
hiphil, "have brought down" (l K. 1:53);ys'hiphil, "bring out" (2 S. l0:16); dri, "in-
quire" (2 S. I l:3); and ikr "hire" (2 S. 10:6). The context (good examples being Gen.
20:2 and Jer.39:14) rules out a mere sending of messages or messengers, as is the case
when only the second actant is omitted;lo a concrete action is expected. Traditionally,
such constructions have been rendered by giving a causative twist to the second predi-
cate (e.9., Jer 39:14: "they had Jeremiah taken") or by using combinations like "sent
away and brought."

It is proper to object that such a desemanticization, which limits the root .i/ll to the
function ofan auxiliary verb, should be posited only on persuasive evidence or ifabso-
lutely necessary. The second translation supplies an addressee, the third actant ("sent
away"), by assuming a de facto ellipsis of mal'df;tm, "messengers," for the direct ob-
ject, the second actant, without any textual evidence (cf. Ex. 9:7, which involves a real
ellipsis of mal'dftim).

A textually grounded possibility of understanding how the root illt can retain its ba-
sic semantic meaning ("set someone or something in motion toward a goal, topological
or operant") even when the second and third actants are omitted emerges from the ob-
servation that such constructions appear in situations of distress or great emotional agi-
tation. Such a situation demands an immediate and decisive action, which is named in
the verb that follows ilh. Here the function of .i/ll is clearly to indicate that the conse-
quent action must be carried out at all costs. Therefore a translation such as "he/they
used all the means at their disposal and brought . . ." is preferable.

The same probably holds true for the laconic imperative construction in I K. 18: 19:
i"lah qe|os 'dlay 'e1-kol-yiird'dl, "set all the wheels in motion and assemble all Israel
for me."

IV. Piel in Trivalent Constructions. Many of the approximately two hundred oc-
culrences of the piel stay within the syntactic and semantic construction of the qal.
These passages point either to a goal or to a second action yet to be carried out; there is
no plausible semantic distinction from the qal, either in the sense of an "intensifica-
tion" or an "iterative connotation." The constructions in question are trivalent, the indi-
rect object being realized by various prepositional phrases ('el,Isa.66:19; Jer. 27:3;1",
Gen.24:54; I S.6:2;30:26;'al, Jer. l7:8; 'a/,[sa.57:9;lipnA,Ex.23:27;b",Dt.28:48;

90. See IV.2 above.
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Jgs. 19:29; 20:61), he locale (Gen. 28:6; lsa. 43:14), a toponym alone ('eqrbn, I S.

5:lO), l" plus infinitive construct (Gen. 19:13), or by a substitution of the type de-

scribed (Gen.24:56;37:32;Ex. 15:7, usually with a change of subject). Here we may

also include passages that, as in the case ofthe qal, indicate the sending ofmessengers

by omitting the direct object (Isa. 43:14) or by adding bjad 0 S. 11:7).

To these instances of .ilh piel in trivalent construction, with the telic orientation fa-

miliar from the qal, we may add the many passages where the meaning is "let some-

thing loose upon someone or something."el The subject is always God; the indirect ob-
ject is usually realized by b"plus suffix (only in Jer. 9:15[6] and 49:37 do we find the

expression iillah 'e1-haheref; 'ahorA). The direct object is "one of the many available

instruments of punishment": fury (Ex. l5:7; Ezk.7:3; Ps. 78:49; Job2O:23), terror (Ex.

23 :27 ), pesti lence (Lev. 26 :25 ; Ezk. | 4: 19 ; 28 :23 ; Am. 4: 1 0 ; 2 Ch. 7 : I 3), serpents (Nu.

2l:6; Jer. 8: l7), hornets (Dt. 7:20), a curse (Dt. 28:20; MaL 2:2,4 [resolve to curse]),

teerh of beasts (Dt. 32:24),lions (2 K. 17:25,26), roving bands (2 K. 24:2 [bis]), As-
syria (Isa. 10:6), wasting disease (Isa. 10:16; Ps. 106:15 [text?]), the sword (Jer.

9:15[6]; 24:lO 29:17 49:37), (arrows of famine (Ezk. 5:16[bis],17), four punish-

ments (Ezk. 14:21), fire (Ezk. 39:6; Hos. 8:14; Am. l:4,7,10,12;2:2,5), a great army
(Joel2:25), vermin (Ps. 78:45), man against man (Zec.8:10).e2 The linkage of the indi-
rect object may be realized (a)by b" plus suffix (Jer. 8:17; 24:lO;Ezk.7:3) or a noun

naming a person (Isa. 10:6,16) or thing (in the expression iillah'di b", "hurl fire": Hos.

8:14; Am. l:4,7,10,12), or (b) by 'ah'rA in the expression iillal.t hereb 'ahorA ("send the

sword after someone": Jer. 9:15[l6]; 49:.37).

V. Piel in Bivalent Constructions. Unique to the piel, by contrast, are constructions
withmin. Unlike idlahmin(Gen.37:14;Nu. l3:3;Josh.2:l)inthesenseof "sendout
(scouts to investigate the land)," this frequent use of ialah min is limited to designating

spatial motion away from the subject of the action: "send someone or something away,

dismiss"; the purpose and goal of the action are incidental (cf. Gen. 3:23e3).In contrast

to the use of the qal, the piel here does not point beyond itself but expresses its seman-

tic meaning complete in itself; it denotes motion in respect to the subject (dynamic and

referential) that achieves its own goal (resultative). The texts in question are the follow-
ing:

The subject may be God (Gen. 3:23; 19:.19 Lev. 18:24;20:23) or a human being
(Gen. 8:8,10;25.6;26:27; Ex. I l:l; 14:15; Nu. 5:2;Dt.l5:12-13,18); the direct object

may be impersonal (Gen. 8:8,10) or personal (Gen.3:23; 19:.29 25:6;26:27;Ex. ll:l;
12:33); the indirect object may be introduced (a)by min, designating the location of the

subject (Ex. 12:33 min-hd'dre;, "from the land"; Nu. 5:3,4: mihfis lammahoneh, "out'
side the camp"; Dt.24ili mibbAfi, "out of his house") or (b) by mipp%A (Lev. 18:24;

20:23) or mC'E! (Gen.26:27).

9t. HP,196.
92. Ibid.
93. C. Westermann,Genesis l-l 1. CC (Eng. tr. 1984),270.
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In texts where the meaning is "send away, dismiss" (in either a hostile or amicable
sense), the prep. min can be omitted entirely without loss of the separative connotation.
The statement of the indirect object proves ultimately to be facultative; in cases where
the piel can plausibly be claimed to convey a meaning different from that of the qal, J/ft
piel is regularly bivalent. The subject may be God (l 5.20:22), human(s) (Gen. t2:20;
18:16; 32:271261; Dt. 22:7), or natural objects (Jer. 17:8; Ezk. 17:6-7; Ps. 80: l2[l l]);
the direct object may be human(s) (Gen.12:20;21:14;pl.: Gen.24:59), natural objects
(Jer. l7:8; Ezk. 17:6-7), animals (Lev. l4:7,53; 16:10,22,26), inanimate objects or col-
lectives (beirdh, "fire": Ex. 22:4151; resen, "bridle": Job 30:1 1; lehem, "bread": Eccl.
ll:l; haPdltm, "umbilical cords": Job 39:3), or abstracts (rfrah: Ps.l04:30).

In this separative usage the third actant, the topological goal of the "sending away,"
may be expressed facultatively by a prepositional phrase ('el, Lev. l4:53; Nu. 5:3-4;
'al,Lev.l4:7;b",Lev.16:22;helocale, Lev. l6:10,21).Thepresenceofthethirdactant
does not alter the meaning, but this construction is phenomenologically difficult to dis-
tinguish from the formally analogous trivalent constructions of ilh piel.s+

Also facultative but quite common is a second clause with lral, consecutive or waw
copulative and a finite form of hlk, "go" (with change of subject) (Gen.2l:14;26:31;
3O:25;45:24;Ex.18:27; Josh. 2:21; 22:6;Jgs.2:6; I S. 6:6,8;25.3:23-24; l K. 8:66;
ll:21; withys': Gen.8:7;Jer. 15:1; with srrniphal, "be concealed": I S.20:5). This
combination usually appears in the context of a friendly dismissal or leave-taking (the
only exception being Jer. 3:l). But the same meaning can be conveyed without the ad-
dition of hlk, either by the bivalent consrruction without any addition (l K. I l:22 vs.
ll:21; I S. 9:26) or with a facultative idenrification of the place to which people are
dismissed (Josh.22:7 vs.22:6), or by the addition of b"idl6m, "in peace" (Gen. 26:29),
or the like (cf. Gen. 3l:27).

This vacillation between bivalent and trivalent realizations, not atypical of the piel
in general,es does not really ease the task of providing a tolerably succinct survey of the
possible constructions of J/lr piel and their assignment to specific semantic connota-
tions. The linguistic evidence provides little help, for example, in describing the differ-
ence in meaning between Lev. 16:22 and Jgs. 19:29 in terms of morphosyntactic cate-
gories. The two constructions are phenomenologically equivalent (realization of the
third actant with the prep. b); but Jgs. 19:29 expresses movement toward a goal in the
same sense as the qal ("sent into the territory of . . ."), whereas Lev. l6:22describes the
"expulsion" of the scapegoat, for which the words "into the desert" are merely a facul-
tative circumstantial qualifier. For the correct translation, therefore, only a proper as-
sessment of the context can be determinative.

The expressive variety of J/ft piel, "send away, dismiss," is nevertheless impressive:
the subject can be God, human beings, or natural objects (trees that send out their
roots: Jer. 17;8); the direct object can be realized by natural persons, animals (Lev.
l4:'7,53; 16:10,2l-22,26), or concrete objects, as well as by abstracts and collectives.

94. See above.
95. Hn 27s.
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A large proportion of the occurrences with their differing meanings do remain

within the simple bivalent construction, without further facultative additions. Only for
the domain of interpersonal communication does the meaning range from the amicable
"bid someone farewell" (Get. 32:27[26]; I S. 9:26), "release slaves" (Ex. 2l:26-27:
Isa. 45:13; 58:6; Jer. 34:9,10[bis],11,14,16) through the indifferent "divorce one's

wife" (Dt.2l:14;22:19,29;24:4; Isa.50:l; Jer.3:8) to the unfriendly "send away"
(Gen. 31:42) or the hostile "drive away" (2 S. l0:4; cf. Ex. 6:1; I 1:1 1; grJ has a similar
meaninge6).

The majority of the specialized meanings also appear in the bivalent construction,

especially in the case of actants realized by animals, collectives, natural objects, and

inanimate objects. Such usage includes the following: iillah ma'yAntm, "make springs
gush forth" (Ps. 104:10); iillah pera', "let one's hair grow long" (Ezk. 44:20); iillah
resen, "drop the reins" (Job 30:ll); iillah m'flantm, "sow discord" (Prov. 6:14,19;
16:28); iillah bd'ei, "set on fire" (Jgs. 1:8; 20:48; 2 K. 8:12:. Ps. 74:7).ot

In Ex. l4:5 (kt-iillahnfr'e1-yiird'€l), Floss proposes the translation "allow to escape

unnoticed."98
In I K. 20:34 (wa'%t babb'ri1'alall"hef,d wayyi$ro1-16 p"ril way"iall"hchi), van der

Woude proposes the translation "give," finding a parallel to "certain passages in
Ugaritic where ^f/lr appears with the meaning 'give"' (cf . iilluhtm, "dowry," I K. 9:16;
Mic. 1:14).r The king of the Arameans, captured by Ahab, says to the Omride: "'I will
give (them) to you with a solemn pledge.'Thus he promises to return to Ahab the cities

taken by his father and offers to allow the establishment of bazaarc in Damascus."lm

Apart from this text, there is no evidence of a shift of connotation to "hand over, sur-

render."
In Job 39:3 the simplest course is to translate heflAhem t"iqllahnd as: "they [fem. -

the mother animalsl are rid of their [masc. - caused by the newborn] pains of child-
birth."l0l

VI. Summary. We find iillah both in trivalent construction, where its meaning is

equivalent to that of the qal, and in bivalent construction, where its meaning is "send

away, dismiss." In the bivalent construction, where the statement of the purpose or goal

of the action is often added facultatively, it is frequently difficult to distinguish be-

tween the two constructions phenomenologically. In the case of the qal, there have

been critical discussions as to whether a specialized meaning can be associated with
certainty with a particular morphosyntactic form of idlah; such evidence is largely
lacking in the case of iillah. In bivalent constructions, iillah appears able to express

any kind of activity through which an arbitrary first actant sets an equally arbitrary sec-

96. HAL, TL 1514.
97. See HAL, ll, 1514-15.
98. P. 198.

99. P. 189.
100. Ibid., 190.
101. See HAL, \,1514.
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ond actant in separative motion; the action must be complete in itself 
- i.e., it does not

lead to a second, subsequent action (in contrast to the qal).
Metaphorical and stereotyped usage is common, but is rarely definable in terms of

special syntactic features. Generally the meaning of a particular form must be deter-
mined from the context, and therefore theological scholarship has approached iillah
contextually, analyzing its function in the plague cycle (Ex. 4:21-ll:10),102 in the pu-
rity laws of Lev. 14-16, or in the sense of "divorce" in the marriage regulations of Deu-
teronomy (Dt. 2l :14; 22:19,29; 24:1,3,4).t03

vII. Niphal, Pual, Hiphil. The only instance of the niphal (w"niilbah sepdrfm bjaQ
hdrastm 'el . . ., Est.3:13) is a passive variant of the sending of a messenger expressed
actively by idlah (qal) bjaQ,re as in Est. 8:10. The niphal in Est. 3:13 is accounted for
by the peculiarity of Est. 3:12-14, where six niphal predicates and a series of terms be-
longing to Persian administrative vocabulary suggest that the conspiracy involves offi-
cials at the highest level. Why v. 13 uses the infinitive absolute (niil6ah) instead of a fi-
nite verb form is unclear.los

of the 10 occurrences of the pual, 3 denote passively the sending of messengers
(ob. 1; Prov. 17: 1 l; Dnl. 10:l l). Since the corresponding active sense of the piel is fa-
miliar (l S. I l:7; Isa. 43:14),t06 there is no problem here. The same is true for Isa. 50: l,
where ap'pii'aftem iull"hd 'imm"ftem, "because of your sins your mother was divorced,"
follows a synonymous active occurrence of the piel in the same verse. Also straightfor-
ward is Gen.44:3, where guests are "sent on their way" (cf. the active formulation with
the piel in Gen. 12:20).

The metaphorical use of the ptcp. m"iullah, "set loose, scattered," displays great vari-
ety. Isa. 16:2 compares the daughters of Moab to "scattered nestlings" (k"'6p n6Qd/ qen
m"iullah, lit. "like fluttering bird, a scattered nest"). Similarly, a "deserted habitation"
@nweh m"iullah, lsa.27:lo) is a city taken in battle and depopulated; a "truant youth"
(na'ar m"iullah, Prov.29:15) is an unrestrained child who brings disgrace to his mother.

Finally, in 2 occurrences lullah b"raglayw (lit. "be sent on one's feet") means sim-
ply "on foot." In Jgs. 5:15 Barak goes into the valley on foot; Job l8:8 may be trans-
lated "for on foot [or: with his feet] he goes into the net, and his way leads over web-
bing [concealing a pit]."

The 4 instances of the hiphil conespond in meaning and construction to forms of the
piel of the type iillah b", "let something loose upon s6s1se11g."l07 As in the case of the piel,
God is always the subject of such an action; the second actant is some convenient instru-
ment of punishment: wild animals (I*v.26:22; cf. the piel inDt.32:24), enemies (2 K.
15:37; cf . the piel in 2 K. 24:2), fanine (Ezk. 14:13; Am. 8: I I ; cf. the piel in Ezk. 5: 16).

102. Floss, l8l-235.
103. Scharbert, 216, 219-20
104. See IV above.
lo5. HAL,II, 1514.
106. See V above.
107. See IV above.
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VIIL 1. D(X.In the case of the LXX it is possible to say: "dnomEtrtrerv is the Gk.

term for the OT 1)pr."tos Gk. ap1stolos was accordingly used to translate the verbal

noun ialtah, derived from Heb. ilh, which in the Mishnihloe dsnefsg someone with a
general power of attorney (kmwtw ilwhw il 'dm).tto Apart from this, there is nothing

unusual about the translation of ilh by the LXX. The instances where idlal.t has the

specialized sense of prophetic "commissioning" are rendered by both apostAllein (lsa.

6:8;48:16) andexaposttillein(Jgs.6:14).Thecombination idlahydQisgenerallytrans-
lated with ekteinein cheira (Gen. 3:22;8:9; etc.). The piel calls for a greater variety of
translations, but they correspond to the meanings discussed in the text.

Ho s sfe ld-v an de r Ve lden

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls .i//r occurs about 90 times, of which
some 30 percent are in texts not published at the time of writing or will not be consid-

ered because they appear in fragmentary contexts. There are 14 occurrences ofthe ste-

reotyped expression "extend one's hand(s)." The other occurences, which do not differ
significantly from OT usage, may be categorized as follows:

a. A first group incorporates or interprets biblical texts. For example, 4Q252 I l:14-
16 recounts events from the story of the deluge (Gen. 8:8,10) and 3:6-7 from Gen.

Z2:lD.The occurrences in the book of Jubilees (4Q218 22;221 5 7;223 2 l:34;4:31)
refer to the Jacob narratives, and those in 4Q422 2 4-6 probably refer to negotiations

with Pharaoh from Exodus.
Proclamation of the law is involved in llQT 26:12 (the Day of Atonement from

Lev. 16); 65.4;66:ll (Dtn legislation; cf. also 4Q159 2-4lO). A supplement to the Dtn
law concerning the king in 11QT 58:4-10 stipulates the levy of soldiers that each city
must send for a war of the king (between l0 and 50 percent of the men capable of bear-

ing arms); the percentage depends on the severity of the threat and the requirements of
the moment. According to 4Q216 I 2:12 (Jub. l:12), witnesses ('dym) were sent to the

people to encourage obedience to the laws of Moses; these witness were not listened to

but killed. The interpretation of Hos. 2:l0(8) also speaks of "rejection of the law that

God had sent them through his servants the prophets" (4QpHosu 2:4-5).

Samuel's calling of David "from following the flock" (2 S. 7:8; cf. also Am. 7:15) is

described in llQPsa 28:8-10 (Ps. 151).

The p"iartm interpret the OT text as applying to the present and future of the com-

munity. Ps. 37:14-15 refers to "the godless of Ephraim and Manasseh, who sought to

stretch out their hand against the priest and the men of his council," i.e., against the

teacher of righteousness and his disciples (4QpPs" zil7).ttt Ps. 37:32-33 refers to the

wicked priest who sought to kill the just man (4QpPs" 4:8-9); with an assignment of
suffrxes to appropriate antecedents, the expression "the law for the sake of which he

108. Rengstorf, 400.
109. Mish. Ber 5:5.
I 10. Rengstorf, 415-16.
lll. Lohse,298.
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sent to him" could be a reference to 4QMMT. According to the interpretation of Hos.
5:14a, the last (messianic) priest will stretch forth his hand to smite and destroy
Ephraim (4QpHosb 2:3).

b. Another group of occurrences is concentrated in the rules governing the life of the
community, where one use of J/ft is as a technical term for expulsion. Transgressions
leading to permanent expulsion include defamation of the community (leS 7:16//
4QSs 6:2), complaining about the foundation of rhe community (leS 7:17), contact
with someone who has been excluded (7:25), deliberate or accidental transgression of
the law (8:22), failure to observe the internal rules of the community (cD 20:3), and
general insubordination (4Q266 18 5:8). Someone who has been excluded must leave
the community, and no one musr inquire into his fate (4e2661g 5:14-15). The three
occurrences in 4Q266 stand out, because they use the hithpael of .i/ft, otherwise unat-
tested until Middle Hebrew. The various transgressions and punishments are juxta-
posed with all their discrepancies, giving evidence of some historical development.

The priest ranks first in the table hierarchy of the community (les 6:5/l4esd I 2:9;
lQSa 2:18; 4Q271 I 2:4[?)), even before the messiah of Israel (lesa 2:20). other reg-
ulations forbid having a foreigner carry out a member's own wish on the Sabbath (cD
ll:2), sending a sacrifice to the altar by the hand of someone who is impure (cD
ll:l8l/4Q271 3 l:12), or shedding the blood of a Gentile (cD t2:6//4e2'71.3 t:21).
The disparaging gesture of pointing one's finger at someone, mentioned in Isa. 5g:29,
if used by an outsider, is to be answered meekly by a member of the community (les
ll:2).

c. The hymnic literature uses the root in a variety of themes and motifs. The occur-
rences in IQH are limited to the "song of the teacher" in 8:4ff. vv. 5-10 distinguish the
trees of life, which send forth their roots toward the water (= wisdom, t6rd), and the
trees of water, which do not do so - an image reflecting the history of the commu-
nity's origin. ttz L. 34 appears in a series of self-deprecatory statements: ..It was impos-
sible (for me) to move one step forward (ilb p'm)."

Assurance of deliverance and trust in God are voiced in 4e3gl 29 2,4: God ..will
send his angels" and "stretch forth his hand" to bring help. Despite the very fragmen-
tary condition of the text, its similarity to or dependence on ps. lg/12 S. 22 is clear. In
4Q381 33 4-5, toward the end of a psalm, the psalmist even goes so far as to expect that
"you will send out your spirit and give your compassion to the son of your truth."

Confessional insight into the psalmist's own sinfulness is reflected in 4Q504 l-2
3: l3; 6:8' An historical retrospect states that God "sent his servants the prophets to an-
nounce evil at the end of days" (3:12-14).In 6:8 the psalmist is aware that it is God
who "sent our enemies against us."

According to l lQApPsa 3:5-7, a ritual text to ward off demons (?), God will send
(illt) an angel (cf. 4Q381 29 2 above) to do bartle with the "demon" (probably Belial;
cf. 1:4-6) and cast (ilh) him down inro the great abyss and deepest Sheol, destroying
forever his power over the earth.

ll2. G. Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit. SUNT 2 (1963),256-61.
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d. The occurrences in 4Q412-418 and 424 stand well within the tradition of OT wis-
dom. They display no shade of meaning specific to Qumran: "Do not stretch out your
hand toward [. . .], lest you be bumed and your body consumed by fire" (4Q416 2 3:4-
5). General platitudes are cited in 4Q424, e.9., not to send the hard of hearing to inves-

tigate a judgment (3:4), or someone hardhearted to reach an agreement (3:6; see also

l:6;3:3).
e. We find ilhydused as a military term in IQM 17:6 and 4QM" 1:8. According to

lQM 17:13, God will not intervene personally in battle (as in IQM 1:4-5,14-15), but
will "send everlasting help through the power of the glorious angel."lr3

Dahmen

I13. P. von der Osten-Sacken, Gott und Belial. SUNT 6 (1969),95-100; on the motif of the
angel sent by God, see VIII.2.c above.
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U?q iuhdn

I. 1. Etymology;2. Occurrences;3. LXX. II. Ancient Near East: 1. Egypt;2. Mesopotamia;

3. Syro-Palestine. III. OT: l. Basic Meaning; 2. In Homes; 3. King's Table; 4. Table for the Bread

of the Presence; 5. Sacrificial Tables; 6. Prophecy. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. The word iulhdn, "table," is probably an abstract noun formed with
the Common Semitic afformative -dn (like qorban and *'obddn).I The afformative -an,

which usually became -6n in Hebrew, can hardly be explained as an Aramaism or a late

formation;2 more likely, the original vocalization was preserved for reasons of euphony.3

iulfian. H. S. Baker, Furniture in the Ancient World (New York, 1966); T. A. Busink, Der
Tempel von Jerusalem, I-U. StFS 3 (1970-80); G. Dalman, AuS, VII (1942), esp. 218-24; H. G.
Fischer, "Mribel," kxAg, IY, 180-89, esp. 184; V. Fritz, Tempel und Zelt. WMANT 47 (1977);
L. Goppelt, "rp&re(a," TDNT ylll,209-15; R. Heyer, "Ein archiiologischer Beitrag zum Text
KTU 1.4123-43: UF l0 (1978) 93-109; E. Hdhne and B. Reicke, "Tisch," BHHW III, l99l-93;
G. M. A. Richter, Ancient Furniture (Oxford, 1926); A. Salonen, Die Mdbel des Alten
Mesopotamien nach sumerisch-akkndischen Quellen. AnAcScFen B 127 (1963); A. van Selms,
'A Guest-Room for Ilu and Its Furniturel' UF 7 (1975) 469-76; H. Weippert, "Mtibel 3. Tisch,"
8RL2,230-31.

1. Meyer, II, S41.1.
2. BLe, $$14n, 6lb0-n0.
3. NSS, Sl94b.
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The etymology of iulhan is uncertain. The formerly accepted theory of a root J/ft
II, "strip off hide," homonymous with ^i/ft I, "send,"4 is disproved by Ugar. llhn, "ta-
ble."5 This discovery casts doubt on the hypothetical basic meaning "leather dining
mat."6

Ugar. llhn is well attested;7 it appears also as the name of a village northeast of
Ugarit and as a gentilic.8 Therefore a Proto-Semitic root 1lh should be posited,r distinct
from the root ilh (Ugar. .i/&10); in Hebrew the sound shift 1 > ^f made the two roots
homonymous. It is possible, however, that iulhdn (UgN. tlbn) is a primary noun,ll
since no instances of 1lh are known.

A connection with Imperial Aram. ilh (haphel and ithpeel, "strip off skin, take
off') as well as with i"ldhtm in Cant. 4:l3rz is therefore ruled out, especially since
even in Imperial Aramaic the existence of a root .i//r II homonymous with .i/lz I is un-
likely.t: Arab. slh is an Aramaic loanword.la In Middle Hebrew, iulhan is well at-
tested.l5

2. Occuruences. The no:un iulhan occurs 7l times in the OT; 2l of these occurrences
are in the books Exodus-Numbers, 2l in DtrH, 3 in Isaiah, 13 in Ezekiel, 2 in Malachi,
4 in Psalms, I each in Job, Proverbs, and Daniel, and l0 in ChrH. The Hebrew text of
Sirach has 9 occurrences.16

3. LXX. Without exception, the LXX translates iulhdn with trdpeza, "table." In eight
passages it leaves iulhdn untranslated, usually for stylistic reasons. Because trdpeza
also has the transferred meaning "meal, food" (< "dining table"; cf. 1 S. 20:27,29),rt it
also appears as a translation of lehem, "bread," pa!-bag, "food," and ie'er, "flesh." The
Targums generally translate lulhdn with pa1frrd, "table."

II. Ancient Near East. In addition to chairsl8 and beds,le there are numerous an-
cient Near Eastern representations of tables, starting in the Early Bronze Age.

4. GesB, 833; KBL|, 976-77; and many others.
5. J. Blau, W 6 (1956) 243; KBL2 Sup, 190; M. Delcor and E. Jenni, TLOT, lll, 1331.
6. See III.I below.
7. UT ro.268l; WUS, no. 2870; CML2, 160.
8. UT no.268l; WUS, nos.287l-72; M. C. Astour, RSe II, 337.
9. Blau, w 6 (1956) 243.
10. UT no.2419; WUS, nos.2610-ll.
tt. HAL, rr, 1519.
12. K8L2,976.
13. DISO,302; cf . WTM,lv,558; ANII, 424-25.
14. Brockelmann, LexSyti 180.
15. wTM,IV, 560.
16. D. Barthelemy and O. Rickenbacher, Konkordanz zum hebrriischen Sirach (Gtittingen,

1973),403.
17. See III.l-2 below.
18. -+ RD) ftisse'.
19. -s b-tll 'erei.
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l. Egypt. Egyptian illustrations picture mostly dining tables, rarely sacrificial tables

or work tables.2O In the early period we find mostly small round tables of stone sup-
ported by a central pedestal, dividing into three or four legs about halfway down.2l
This form is increasingly displaced by rectangular tables of wood, common since the
Old Kingdom.22 The legs, usually straight, are reinforced by stretchers halfway up; in
the New Kingdom, diagonal braces in the upper section also appear.23 We also find
three-legged tables with their legs splayed or terminating in animal feet,za a common
motif in the ancient Near East.

2. Mesopotamia. In Mesopotamia, too, tables (Sum. ban-iur > Akk. paiiuru )
Aram. pd1frrd) were among the furnishings of aristocratic houses as early as the 3d
millennium. Almost all the types known from Egypt are represented.zs At least as early
as the Sth century - but probably substantially earlier26 - we find folding tables with
crossed legs,27 frequently serving as offering tables.28 As a rule, tables tended to be
small, but a table for seventeen, almost 20 feet long, is also described.2e

3. Syro-Palestine. In the Syro-Palestinian region there is evidence for the use of ta-
bles before the appearance of the Israelites. Forms and materials recall both Egyptian
and Mesopotamian tables. A sarcophagus relief of King A[iram of Gebal (l lth/lOth
century) depicts a four-legged rectangular (square?) table similar to the Mesopotamian
type.3o

Ugaritic texts likewise confirm that tall tables on legs were widespread (cf. such ex-
pressions as tht llbnt, "under the tables"3l). A "dining table" is also mentioned.32 Be-
sides chairs (/<s ) and stools (hdm), Anat's palace contains at least two tables,33 and per-
haps more.3a A table is also part of the furniture of the room that Athirat prepares for
E1.35 A bowl probably rested on this table (cf. 8x.25:29; Nu. 4:7), apparently for the
offering of animal sacrifice. Does this single table combine functions that the OT di-
vides between table and altar?36 The dimensions and form of the table are not stated.

20. ANEP, no. 133.
21. Baker, ills. 18ff.; Weippert, 230.
22. Btt see Baker, ill. 172.
23. See the illustrations in Fischer, 185; and Baker, ills. 231-45.
24. Baker, ills. 105a-c, and passim.
25. Salonen, pls. 30-34; Baker, ills. 253-54,303ff.
26. Htihne, l99l-92; Baker, ill. 267 (l).
27. Salonen, pls. 32.1, 57; Baker, ills. 289-90, 338:' ANEE nos. 451, 637.
28. ANEP, nos. 630-33; cf. 623-26.
29. Salonen, 269; on the variety of materials used see also 213-61.
30. BHHW III, pl. 52c.; ANEP nos. 456-58.
31. KTU l.l14, 5-9; see also HAL, ll, l5l9-20.
32. KTU 1.4, rY 35-36.
33. KTU 1.3,II,30.
34. See 11.36-37.
35. KTU 1.4, I, 38.
36. Van Selms,475.
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Archaeological evidence from Ugarit shows that the round Egyptian-style table
with a divided central pedestal was also known.37 A largely intact round tabletop mea-
sures 43.3 inches in diameter. Ivory inlays commonly make use of animal motifs.38

III. OT.
| . Basic Meaning. The connection with Ugar. llhn as well as the evidence of tall ta-

bles made of stone, wood, or metal (overlays), standing on from one to four legs, in Is-
rael's milieu make it unlikely that Heb. iulhdn has a basic meaning other than "table."
Lacking tables and chairs, ordinary people, especially in rural areas, may well have
spread out a leather dining mat on the ground for their food;3e but no text suggests that
such a mat would have been called a iulhan.4o Would there have been a special word
for it? There is no evidence. Texts that reflect a nomadic or seminomadic way of life
generally do not mention placing food on anything, but speak simply of "sitting and
eating" and "drinking" (Gen. l8:8; 24:33; 25:34; 37 :25 : Ex. 24:11 ; etc. ; also cf. an As-
syrian illustration with Gen. 3l:4641).

It would be reckless to draw conclusions about the form of table from the petition in
Ps. 69:23(EnC. 22) "let their table be a trap for them" (y"hi-lulhanam lipnAhem
Fpan1.+z First, this passage clearly :uses pah in the metaphorical sense of "ruin" (cf. Ps.

9l:3; Josh. 23:13; etc.); second, iulhdndm in parallel with YalmAhem (the usual emen-
dation, following Tg.) probably refers to the joyous (sacrificial) feast of the psalmist's
enemies:43 May God bring to (well-deserved) ruin those who now - obviously within
the temple precincts 

- are taking part in sacrificial celebrations and are sure of their
ground.4

The point of Isa. 2l:5 - a difficult text - appears to be similar: the Babylonian
commanders, now feasting in security at their festively laid table, will suddenly be
summoned to devastating battle - 

"Rise up, commanders, oil the shield!"as
Does the expression 'rk iulhdn (Isa. 21:5; 65:11; Ezk.23:41; Ps. 23:5;78:19; Prov.

9:2) - in contrast to 'rk 'al (iulhdn) inEx. 40:22-23 - suggest a "spread out" table,
originally a piece of leather?46 The context of these texts, all of which are probably
late, makes it more likely that 'rk iulhdn refers to "laying a table" or - by extension -preparation of a meal.47 The Israelites test God by asking, "Can God lay a table in the
wilderness?" (Ps. 78:19). The question is continued in v. 20: "Can he also give bread
(lehem) or provide meat (ie'?r) for his people?" Here iulhdn parallels i"'Er and lehem;

37. See the illustration of a stele in BRI], ill. 83; Heyer, 105, ilI. 23.
38. Heyer, 104-6, with ill. 22.
39. GesB, 833; AuS, Yll,218-20.
40. HAL,l, 1520.
41. B. Meissner, BuA, I, 418, ill. 135.
42. GesB, 833; Reicke, 1992; D. Kellermann, + XI, 514.
43. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKAT luz (1926),296,299.
44. HAL,II, 1520.
45. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997),319-21.
46. -+ XI, 355.
47. AuS, YIl,2l9.
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elsewhere it parallels 'of,el, "food" (Ps. 78:18; cf. Isa. 2l:5), msk yayin, "mixed wine"
(Prov. 9:2), and ith, "drink" (Isa. 21:5; cf. Prov. 9:51.+s

2. In Homes. The table, an "achievement" of civilization,ae was probably a familiar
item in Israel from at least the period of the monarchy, but it can hardly have been

among the regular furnishings of an Israelite house.
The OT says nothing about the form, material, or dimensions of ordinary dining ta-

bles; this information must be extracted from comparative evidence50 and descriptions
of the cultic table.sl We should probably picture rectangular (?) wooden tables, usually
small.

Tables are mentioned in the rooms of the wealthy (2 K.4:10; Job 36:16[?]; Ps.

128:3), a prophet (l K. l3:20;cf. Isa. 28:7-8[?]), and people holding high political of-
fice (l K. l3:20, Babylonian commanders; I K. l8:19, Jezebel;Neh.5:17, Nehemiah).
A table was also part of the standard furnishings of the king's house. The king's table

accounts for 13 of the roughly 22 occurrences of iulhan outside cultic contexts.

A bed or table can betoken wealth, comfort, or even luxury (Am. 3:12;6:4; Isa.

2l:5;Ezk.23:41;Ps.128:3; Job 36:16; Prov. 7:16: cf . Prov. 9:2). Thus the furnishings
of the room that the Shunammite offers Elisha for his frequent visits are out of the ordi-
nary. A walled (!) roof chamber with bed, table, chair, and lampsz is something special
(2 K. 4: l0). She is a "wealthy" or "aristocratic" woman ('iiid g"Qbh, v. 8; cf. 5: l); the

room is a token of her wealth as well as of her respect for the man of God.

There was probably also a table in the house of the old prophet who lived in Bethel
(l K. l3:20;cf.Isa.28:7-81?l). The expressionhemydi"ltm'el-haiiulhdn shows that
he and the man of God from Judah were "facing the table,"s3 which was "in front of'
them (lipn€; cf. Ezk. 23:41; Ps. 23:5). But the meaning shifts easily to the extended

sense of iulhdn; here "sitting at the table" simply means "eating" (cf. 1 K. 13:19,22,

and passim; I 5.20:24,27,29).
Ps. 128:3 commends the man who fears God: "your sons are like olive shoots

around your table." Similarly, the crowd around Solomon's table and the (fine) food
upon it (l K. lO:5/12 Ch.9:4; cf. I K. 5:7[4:27)) are not a matter of course: they are the

consequence of Yahweh's blessing and his love for Israel. The dazzled queen of Sheba

acknowledges as much and praises Yahweh (l K. l0:9 [Dtr?1;s+ Ps. 128:5-6).

3. King's Table. The "king's table" is primarily the (great) table in the royal dining
room ( I S. 2O:29,34) around which - especially on feast days ( 1 S. 2o:18,24ff .: hdiei,
"new moon") - the members of the king's inner circle assemble at meal time. The par-

48. See III.2 below.
49. Fitz, l4O.
50. See II above.
51. See III.4-5 below.
52. --> Yilt,402.
53. M. Noth, Kdnige I: 1-16. BK lxll (1968), 291.
54. Ibid., 208,226.
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ticipants and their places are clearly defined (1 S. 20:25;s5 1 K. l0:5). When Saul "sits
at table" (tib 'el-hallebem lQl, I 5.20:24; bw' 'el-iulhdn hammelef;, v. 29) on the day
of the new moon, he is disturbed by the absence of David, whose "place" remains
empty (v. 25: cf . 16: l1).

The phrase iulhdn hammelef; is not normally used in this literal sense. The single
possible exception is 2 S. 9:7ff. For the sake of Jonathan and in fulfillment of his oath,
David restores to Mephibosheth (Merib-baal) and his family the land of his grandfather
Saul (vv. 7,12) and also personally grants him access to his table: "and you yourself
shall eat at my table daily" (we'atfi t1k|al lehem 'al-iulhdnt tdmtd, v. 7; cf. vv.
10, I I, I 3; 19:29). But this expression does not necessarily mean eating at the personal
table of the king; more likely it has the extended sense of recruitment into David's
court (cf. v. 10aa).s6

The other occulTences are clearly meant to be understood in the sense of recruitment
into the royal court and maintenance "at public expense." For example, in I K. 2:7 Da-
vid counsels Solomon to let the sons of Barzillai (his progeny) "be among those who
eat at your table" (w'hdyi b"'dkrc iuhdnelfd; cf. 2 S. 19:341331: w"kilknltt 'ofkA
Immdji birttialdyim). It is also clear in I K. 5:7(4:27) (pre-Dtr?sz) that "all who have
access to the table of King Solomon" does not refer to his table companions in the nar-
row sense but to those maintained at the king's expense (cf. vv. 2-31.st The same is true
of the 150 Judahite officials along with foreigners whom Nehemiah magnanimously
maintains at his own expense ('al-iulhdni, Neh.5:17), out of concern forthe already
impoverished people.se

When I K. 18:19 says that the 450 prophets of Baal (and the 400 prophets of
Asherah) "eat at Jezebel's table" 1'5y12 iulhdn Tzd.bel), i.e., are in her service and are
supported by her, the statement is probably meant as an implied criticism of Ahab (cf.
l6:31 [Dtr]).

In Jgs. l:7, when Adoni-bezek says, "Seventy kings with their thumbs and big toes
cut off used to pick up scraps under my table," he hardly means this literally. In his own
fate he experiences God's just vengeance. Is he turning his own "boast" (cf. Gen.
4:15,24) into a confession of sin?

4. Table for the Bread of the Presence. a. Temple of solomon.In the Solomonic tem-
ple, according to I K. 7:48, a golden table for the bread of the Presence stood before
the deltr (haiiulhdn 'aier 'alayw lehem happdntm zdhdU. No further information is
given, but we may presume a wooden table overlaid with gold (cf.6:20-21), probably
rectangular (like the "wheeled basin stands," 7:27-39) and standing on four legs.60

Although the existence of such a table in the First Temple can hardly be doubted,

H. J. Stoebe, Erste Samuelis. I(AT VIIVI (1973), 388.
W. Hertzberg, I & II Samuel. OTL(Eng. rr. l9g), 301.
Noth, Kdnige 1,62.
rbid., 78.
A. H. J. Gunneweg, Nehemia. KAT XlW2 (1987),92-93.
See also III.5 below.

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
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7:48 is often viewed as a secondary addition based on P.6l But the formulation of
v. 48bp fits the context well (cf. vv.23,27,49, etc.); and the anarthrous acc. zahaf; de-

noting the material ("made of gold") is hardly an addition stuck on in an inappropriate
place,62 as the similar formulation in v. 16 shows. Only v. 48bc conflicts with 6:20-21,
if we do not identify the cedar altar (mizboah 'arez, 6:20) with the table from the

outset63 or assume that the incense burner stood on the table, so that the table for the

bread of the Presence served as an incense altar.&
The bread of the Presence as a form of alimentary offering was apparently already a

feature of Israelite sanctuaries in the premonarchic period (1 S. 2l:7[6]), but the dis-
play of loaves of bread on a table is first attested for Israel as an innovation of the

Solomonic period, and is hence a borrowing from Canaanite cultic practice.65

The statements in Chronicles about the table for the bread of the Presence are incon-

sistent. The text of 2 Ch. 13: I I (cf. 29:18) mentions a single table in the First Temple;
this passage thus also reflects its existence in the Second Temple (cf. 1 Mc. l:22).The
formulation za'oreftellehem'al-haiiulltdn or more briefly iulhdn hamma''ref,e1, "table
of the rows (of bread)" (e.g., 29: 18), is typical of the Chronicler. It is probably based on

Lev.24:6-7 (Ps; cf. Ex. 40:4,23).66

On the other hand, the mention of ten tables in the Chronicler's account of the build-
ing of the temple (2 Ch. 4:8) has no parallel in 1 K. 6-7. Their purpose is also unclear.

Did they serve as bases for the lampstands (v. 7)oz or, more likely, for the hundred
golden basins (v. 8b)? The text of 2 Ch. 4:19 (par. I K. 7:48) speaks of "the tables on

which the bread of the Presence (lay)," probably conflating the prototype I K. 7:48
with 2 Ch. 4:8, but in any case erroneously identifying the "ten tables" as "tables for
the bread of the Presence."

In 1 Ch. 28:14-18 we have an interpolation.68 Only here are "silver tables" (iulh%6t
hakkfrsep, v. 16) mentioned alongside the golden tables (iulh%r61hamma'oreke!); their
function is not stated.

b. Tabernacle. Corresponding to the presence of a table for the bread of the Presence

in the Solomonic temple, the priestly instructions for the tabernacle contain a descrip-
tion ofan analogous table (Ex. 25:23-30; cf. 37:10-16 Ps). The instructions are very de-

tailed: the table, made of acacia wood overlaid with gold, is to be two cubits long, one

cubit wide, and a cubit and a half high - approximately 36 in. x 18 in. x 27 in. (v.23).
It is to have a golden molding (2011 - apparently around its top - as well as a misgerel
a handbreadth wide, likewise with a golden molding around it.

The meaning and function of the misgere! are disputed. Highly unlikely is the

61. 8.g., Noth, Kdnige I, 166.
62.Fitz, l4l n. l19.
63. Noth, Kdnige I, 121-22.
64. Busink, I, 288-93.
65. Fritz, 141ff.; --) tr117 tehem.
66. --+ YlI, 526.
67. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT Uzl (1955),209.
68. rbid., 185.
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much-discussed definition of it as a "rim" or "frame" above or beneath the tabletop.6e
It is more likely that the misgere! is an underframing connecting the legs about halfway
down.7o There are two reasons for this interpretation: first, the possible derivation of
the noun from sgr I, which suggests a bracing structure "enclosing" the legs; second,
the need for such "bracing" of the legs for stability, especially if the table was to be
lifted by its legs, as shown in a representation from Khorsabad.Tl

lf the misgerel is an underframing in the middle of the legs, this also explains the at-
tachment of four golden rings, one at each leg, "close to the underframing" (Ex.
25:27), i.e., at its height. With the aid of two poles (baddim) of acacia wood overlaid
with gold, which can be run through the rings, the table can be lifted effortlessly some
four inches above the ground. The representation ofthis table on the Arch ofTitusT2 is
difficult to interpret, but here too one can recognize remnants of the underframing half-
way up the legs, apparently knocked our (cf. 2 K. t6:t71.tz

Consonant with its position in the Solomonic temple, the table is to be set "outside
the curtain" (Ex. 26;35), according to Ps on the north side of the tabernacle (40:22;
26:35b Ps 1t1;.za It serves for the continual Gamtil display of the bread of the Presence
(lehem fhap)pdntm, 25:30: 35:l3i 39:36):ts twelve loaves, as subsequently stated by Ps
(Lev.24:6). Later, "vessels" (k€ltm) are also placed on it (Ex. 37:16 Ps; Nu.4:7) -possibly a reflection of the postexilic cult. Ex.25:29 is a secondary addition "intended
to secure the manufacture of the cultic vessels."z6 The absence of this additional infor-
mation shows that P is not (or not primarily) interested in the performance of cultic cer-
emonies; the perpetual display of the bread of the Presence instead expresses the ex-
pectation of Yahweh's coming or of his kdl6/ (Lev.9:6).

c. Ezekiel. Ezk. 4l:2lb-22 speaks of a table that looked like "something resembling
an altar" (kemar'?h hammizbdah [cj.]), presupposing the distinction between table and
altar.11 Its altar-like appearance is reflected in its square shape (two cubits by two); its
"corners" (miqsd'61), corresponding to the "horns" of the altar (cf. 43:15); and its
"walls" (qir6!; cf., e.g., Ex. 30:3). Clearly this passage refers to the table for the bread
of the Presence: (a) it stands within the hAful in front of the "holy place" (Ezk. 4l:21);
(b) it is "of wood"; and (c) it is called "the table that stands before Yahweh," probably
an allusion to Ex. 35:30 (l'pdnay).18 Although Ezk. 41:15b-26 is secondary,le w.Zlb

69. For a summary see Fritz, 139-40; cf. already Rashi in loc.
70. See II above; Fritz,140.
71. ANEP, no.623.
72. AOB, no. 509.
73. See also Busink, Il, 1172, with ills. 250,252.
74. Fitz, 120.
75. -+ VII, 525-26.
76. Fritz, I l8; others disagree, e.9., J. I. Durham, Exodus, WBC 3 (1987),361-62, arbitrarily

harmonizes the difficult verse.
'7'l . -+ ialD miab4afi.
78. See the reconstruction in Busink, II, ill. 190.
79. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), 386-87.
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and 22 do not reflect the postexilic temple.8o Does not this observation also suggest
that the vision is "genuine," or at least can hardly be postexilic?

5. Sacrificial Tables. Ezk.40:38-43 - also secondary,8l but surely not of a piece -speaks of eight tables on which sacrifices were to be slaughtered, standing within the
northern (?) gate structure: two each to the right and left in its vestibule and two each
outside its vestibule (vv. 39-40).82 According to v. 39, this is where the burnt offering,83
the sin offering,sa and the guilt offering85 were to be slaughtered. V. 42, however,
speaks only of the 'dld and the sacrifice.86 V. 43b, probably "tertiary,"87 calls the offer-
ings collectively b"iar haqqorban, "the flesh of the offering."88 Only the tables for the
burnt offering, inside the vestibule, are described. Made of hewn stone ('abn4 gdzt!),
they are a cubit and a half long, a cubit and a half wide, and a cubit high (v. 42a).
Busink offers a reconstruction of the gate area.8e

6. Prophecy. No prophetic denunciation could express the lack of religious and
moral knowledge on the part of priests and prophets more drastically than Isa. 28:8:
'All tables are covered with vomit, with hlth, so that no space is left" (cf. l:10-17).
What tables are meant? The passage suggests tables set up in the temple precincts for a
communal sacrificial feast. This intelpretation is also suggested by Ps. 69:23(22) (ct.
Isa. 2l:5)ro and the complementary text Ps. 23:5. Beyerlinel has argued convincingly
that the latter refers to a sacrificial feast ("t6y'd ceremony") during which the psalmist,
having experienced deliverance, gives thanks to Yahweh: "You lay the table before -in the face of - my enemies."e2

Malachi, too, indicts the disgraceful conduct of the priests, debating the imagined
words of his enemies: "The table of Yahweh, it is worthless" (nibzeh, Mal. l:7) or "pol-
ltted" (meg6'Al, l:12). Only here does iulhan refer to the altar (par. mizbdah, vv. 7,10).
Or may we conclude from the "polluted bread" (lehem m"g1'dl) in v. 7 that in the
prophet's critique altar and table are one?

Isa. 65:l I and Ezk. 23:41 base prophecies of judgment to come on transgression of
the first commandment. Those "who set a table for (the god) Gad [NRSV: Fortune],

80. See III.4.b above.
81. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 365-66.
82. Cf. MT.
83. ) ilry 'alA.

84. +XVn hafi'.
85. -+ Elt N ?.tam.
86. --> l1)l zd[ah.
87. H.-J. Fabry, -+ XIII, 156-57.
88. -+ l:'1i2 qorban.
89. Vol. II, ills. 177, 181.
90. See III.I above.
91. W. Beyerlin, Die Rettung der Bedrcingten in den Feindpsalmen der Einzelnen. FRI-ANT

99 (1970), lll-16.
92. On Ps.78:19 see III.l above; on 128:3 see III.2 above.

8l
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who fill the cup of mixed wine for (the god) Meni [NRSV: Destiny]" are destined for
the sword (Isa. 65:11-12) -in contrast to Yahweh's "servants," who will flourish (vv.

Sff.). Ezk. 23:41 (secondary) also probably alludes to cultic idolatry.e: Israel, embod-
ied in the adulterous sisters Oholah and Oholibah, is described metaphorically: 'And
you sat down on a decked [cj.] couch, and before you [cj.] was a laid table (iulhdn
'drfrU, and on it you placed my incense and oil."

Prov. 1-9 draws on the prophetic critique and prophecies of coming judgment. Wis-
dom "has set her table" (9:2) and summons guests to the feast, as a poetically personi-

fied offer of Yahweh's salvation also summoning them to life (v. 6). The ways of the

"strange woman," however, lead to death(7:27;9:18). Her call to idolatry (7:10-22)

and evil is the call of Folly herself (9:13tr.).
In Ezk. 39:20 iulhdn appears in a prophetic oracle of the future (cf. also Dnl. ll:27).

In his vision of the attack and defeat of Gog, the prophet is commissioned to invite all
the birds and beasts of the field to Yahweh's great sacrificial feast (ze!ah) on the moun-

tains of Israel and to gorge themselves on flesh, fat, and blood. "You shall be filled at

my table, with horses and chariots [?], with warriors and all kinds of soldiers - s1asls

of the Lord Yahweh."

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The word iulhdn occurs seven times in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Three passages refer to the "laid" table of the community (1QS 6:4), called in lQSa
2:17 (bis) (h)ilhn (h)ybd, "table of unity 1?1."r+ In the cultic instructions for the Israel

of the age of salvation, the War Scroll mentions a "table of glory" (iwlhn kbwd), rrot

further defined, at which the priests "refresh themselves perpetually" (lQM 2:5-6) -
apparently a reference to the table for the bread of the Presence. In the draft plan of the

Temple Scroll, the (very fragmentary) description of the area devoted to the altar cult
mentions a table ( I I QT 3: 1). At the wall of the inner courtyard, tables and seats are to
be provided for the priests, for the consumption of certain cultic offerings (37:8-lQ).rs

The context and meaning of the last occurrence, in the fragment 5Q16 2 3, cannot be

determined.

93. W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL (Erg. tr. 1970), 333.
94. --> Yt,47-48.
95. J. Maier, Temple Scroll. JSOTSUp 34 (Eng. tr. 1985), 36.

Ernst
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I. Root. IL Forms and Occurrences: l. Hebrew; 2. Aramaic;3. Lexical Field. III. General

Usage: l. Hebrew; 2. Aramaic. IV. Theological Usage. V. 1. Dead Sea Scrolls; 2.LX){..

I. Root. The root J/t constitutes a word family widely attested in Semitic, appearing
in such lexemes as Arab. salital and Eth. iallala, "have power";2 Akk. ialatu, cr-1s"'3

and Ugar. .i/1, "ruler"+ (also ilyr as an epithet of Leviathan, "the mighty one with seven

heads"s). It appears to be especially common in the domains of Aramaic6 and Syriac,T
as its OT occurrences illustrate;8 it has been claimed that the Hebrew words are "un-
doubtedly Aramaic loanwords."e The meaning of the word family is always associated
with "power"; usually it denotes the possession and especially the exercise of power,
"ruIe." As a personal epithet, it characterizes someone who exercises power of what-
ever kind, usually a "potentate" or "ruler."

The Hebrew noun ielet denotes a kind of weapon. Its precise meaning is uncer-
tain,r0 but it appears several times in parallel with -+ l\D mdgEn, "shield." It probably
does not derive from the root,i/ftt 6u, should be considered a primary noun.l2

lalat. M. J. Dahood, "Canaanite-Phoenician Influence in Qoheleth," Bibl 33 (1952) 30-52,
l9l-221, esp. 205; idem, "The Phoenician Background of Qoheleth," Bibl 47 (1966) 264-82,
esp. 274-75; D. C. Fredericks, Qoheleth's lnnguage. Ancient Near Eastern Texts and Studies 3
(Lewiston, 1988), esp. 240-41; E. Kautzsch, Die Aramaismen im AT I (Halle, 1902), esp. 88-90;
N. Lohfink, "melek, ialltl und mbidl bei Kohelet und die Abfassungszeit des Buchs," Bibl 62
(1981) 535-43, esp. 541-43; K. Scholtissek, Vollmacht im AT und Judentum. Paderborner
theologische Studien 24 (1993); J. A. Soggin, 'rUiD mil to ru1e," TLOT, 11,689-91, esp. 689;
Wagner, esp. I l3-14.

1.Wetu,422.
2. Dillmann, LexLingAeth, 233.
3. AHw,lll, ll47; CAD, XYWI,238-40.
4. WUS, no.2612.
5. KTU 1.3, IIL 42; 1.5,1,3,29-30; see UT no. 2423; Wagner, ll4; HAL, ll, 1524.
6. On Jewish Aramaic see ChW, II, 484-85; Jastrow, l58l-82; on other Aramaic dialects see

DISO,302.
7. Brockelmann, LexSyr 781; see also in general DISO, 302f.; cf. F. Rosenthal, Aramaic

Handbook. PLO X (1967), U2, 7 4; Kautzsch.
8. See II.l below.
9. Bl,e, $2r; cf. Wagner, l14.
10. GesTh, l4l8; HAL, il, 1522-23.
ll. D. N. Freedman and M. P. O'Connor, -+ VIII, 84.
12. Bl.e, $61j'; R. Borger, W 22 (1972) 385-98; A. Guillaume, AbrN 3 (1961/62\ 9; HAL, ll,

1522-23; also Lisowsky, 1445, or BDB, lO2O, where it is derived with a root i/r II. Others dis-
agree: Mandelkern, I179, and Even-Shoshan, 2134-35, assume a single root.ift,' GesB,834:"un-
certain."
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II. Forms and Occurrences. In the OT the word family of .f/1 is more common in
Aramaic (33 times) than in Hebrew (15 times).

l. Hebrew. Of the 15 Hebrew occurrences, 8 are verb forms: 5 in the qal (Eccl. 2:19;

8:9; Est.9:l [bis]; Neh.5:15) and 3 in the hiphil (Ps. 119:133; Eccl.5:18[Eng. 19];

6:2). The 7 nominal occurrences are distributed among three derivatives: 2 occurrences

of iiltbn (Eccl. 8:4,8; cf. also Sir.4:7), I of ialletel @zk. 16:30),13 and finally 4 of
iallit (Gen. 42:6;Eccl.7:19; 8:8; l0:5; cf. also Sir. 9:13). It is striking that of the l5 oc-

currences of Jlr 9 are in Ecclesiastes. The Genesis passage is probably early;la it has

been assigned to both J15 and El6 - unless the words /rfl' haiiallit 'al-ha'ares are "a

later explanatory gloss."l7 All the other occurrences are very late.

2. Aramaic. Of the 33 Aramaic occulrences, all but 2 (Ezr. 4:20; 7:24) are from the

Aramaic sections of Daniel; the word family is not attested at all in the Hebrew sec-

tions. Of the 33 occurrences, T are verb forms: 5 in the peal (Dnl. 2:39;3:27;5:7,16;
6:251241) and 2 in the haphel (2:38,48). The remaining 26 occurrences are distributed

among three nominal forms: 2 occurrences of iiltbn (3:2,3); 14 of ioltdn (3:3314:3);

4:191221,31134; bisl; 6:27126; bisl; 7:6,12,14[3 times],26,27[bis]), not attested in Bib-
lical Hebrew but the commonest word in Aramaic; and 10 of ialltt (2:l0,l5;
4 : t 4,22,23,29 117,25,26,321 ; 5 :2 1,29 ; Ezr. 4 :20 ; 7 :24).

3. Lexical Field. In Hebrew usage the word family exhibits almost no parallel
words. Possible exceptions are Gen. 42:6, if ialltt is not secondary and maibtr "the
one who sells grain," is not a later addition; and Eccl. 8:8, if tiltbn and lalltt can really
count as parallels. In Biblicat Aramaic, however, we find several parallels. In Dnl.
3:2-3 iiltdn appears as a title in a list of high offrcials of the empire; in 2: l0 ialltt par-

allels the adj. ra!, referring to the king. Parallel terms are especially common with
iohdn, which appears frequently with malftfi, "kingship, sovereignty" (3:33[4:3];

4:3ll34l;6:271261;7:14,2'l)), r"!fr, "greatness" (4:l9l22l;7:27), andyeqa4 "dignity"
(7:14).

In these cases we are probably not dealing with synonyms in the strict sense, but sim-
ply with words closely allied to this word family. With respect to the frequently voiced

opinion that iallit is a synonym of the commoner Hebrew noun -+ l)A melef,, "king,"
considerable caution is in order;18 the word is closer to Heb. mbiel, "ntlet."le Neither

13. According to Mandelkern, 1179, a fem. sg. of ialltl; also GesB, 834; Kautzsch,88;
BLe, E6loy; Meyer, II, $38,6. Wagner, 114, suggests "an independent Heb. form"; cf. HAL, ll,
t523-24.

14. Wagner, 114.
15. Kautzsch, 88-89.
16. O. Eissfeldt, Hexateuch-Synopse (1922),86*; H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. tr. 1997),424.
17. Older comms.; also C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50. CC (1986), 106.
18. Lohfink, 542.
19. -, hrD maiatll; with Lohfrnk, 541-43.
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are there any true antonyms; the closest possibilities are Heb. sdkdl, "fool" (Eccl.2:19;
also 10:620), and',!dQim, "servants" (10:7).zr

The verb and the nouns are often constructed with prepositions; the variation in us-

age is somewhat greater in Hebrew than in Aramaic. In Hebrew, b'is most common in
the sense of ruling "over" (verb: Ps. ll9 133;Eccl.2:191,8:9; Est.9:l; noun: Eccl.8:8),
but we also find 'al in the same sense (Gen. 42:6; Neh. 5: l5), as well as a direct per-
sonal object followed by /' plus an infinitive (Eccl. 5:18[ 9); 6:2). Aramaic, however,
uses bl "over," almost exclusively, with all the verbal forms (Dnl. 2:38,39; 3:27;
5:7,16; 6:25[24). An exception is Dnl. 2:48, which uses .a/, "over." Uniquely among
the nouns, ialltt is constructed with b" (4:14,22,29117,25,321; 5:21,29; Ezr. 4:20).lt
also appears with /'plus infinitive inEzr. T:24.

III. General Usage. Not only the number of occurrences of this word family but
also its spectrum of usage is relatively restricted. The latter aspect differentiates further
between Hebrew and Aramaic usage. Hebrew usage is largely determined by Ecclesi-
astes, i.e., by sapiential language, whereas Aramaic usage is determined almost exclu-
sively by Daniel, and hence by eschatological and apocalyptic language.

l. Hebrew. In the case of the Hebrew verb, the qal is associated solely with hu-
man relationships, the hiphil with theological relationships. Some occurrences of
the qal involve individuals (Eccl.2:19;8:9), others involve the people as a whole
(Est. 9: l; Neh. 5: l5). In the case of individual relationships, one text raises the ethi-
cal question of how one person exercises authority over another, possibly to the
other's hurt (Eccl. 8:9); the other text (2:19) concerns control over one's own pos-
sessions, acquired "with toil and wisdom," and in particular with the question of
whether they will be inherited by someone who is wise or by a "fo6l"2z 

- probably
on the assumption that the latter will squander them. This passage leads into the
theological usage of the hiphil; for people's control over the possessions they have
acquired is limited, because God has enabled and empowered them to enjoy these
good things as God's gift, and their control is therefore totally contingent (5: l8[9];
6:2).23

The usage of the nouns can also reflect the element of human limitations: first with
respect to the king, whose word is "powerful" (iilydn), i.e., sovereign, "more powerful"
than that of his subjects (Eccl. 8:4); second, because human beings have no power ('An

. . . ialltfl over the wind, i.e., the forces of nature, nor any power ('An iiltbn) over the
day of their death (8:8). If iiltbn and ialltt in these passages are better taken as adjec-
tives than as nouns,24 then iallete! ("mighty") in Ezk. 16:30 may well have an almost

20. See BHIUBHS;--r ):O stl.
21. -->1)! 'a!ai.
22. See II.3 above.
23. See IV below.
24. HAL,11,1523,7524; contra Lisowsky et al.
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adverbial function, intensifying the term 'iiid zdnd, "whore": "mighty whore," "arch-
harlot."25

Elsewhere ialltt is used as a noun, referring to someone with power; a more precise
definition is hard to find. In Gen. 42:6 "sovereign" or "governor" might be consid
ered,26 although here the sense of a superior "administrator" or "steward" is more
likely, especially because the same meaning may be present in the much-discussed
Eccl. 7:19 - although it is unnecessary to make this meaning dependent on a munici-
pal institution of the Hellenistic period.zz In Eccl. 10:5, however, the word probably
does mean the holder of supreme authority, a "sovereign" responsible for the proper
functioning of an ordered society (vv. 6-71.24

2. Aramaic.In the case of the Aramaic verb, the peal refers to "ruling" in the territo-
rial political sense (Dnl. 2:39) as well as in the personal sense of the exercise of author-
ity by a royal official (5:7,16).In the extended sense it can also denote the "power" of
fire (3:27) and wild animals (6:25[24). The haphel has to do with the besrowal of
power and authority on a person, whether the king (2:38) or a high royal official, as in
the case of Daniel (2:48).

The usage of nouns corresponds to that of iiltdn (3:2,3) and in part that of iatltt
(2:15;5:29), denoting a high administrative or military position in the empire under the
king; but iallit can also denote the great king himself (2:10; also Ezr.4:20). Several
times it is predicated of God or of the "heavens" (iemayy|'1zs as a substitute for God
(Dnl. 4:14,22,23,29117 ,25,26,32);5:21). It is also used once in the auenuated sense of
"lawful" (Ezr. 7:24). The noun iollan, peculiar to the Aramaic of Daniel, generally
means "dominion" (the one occurrence of the plural [Dnl.7:26] means "powers/king-
doms"); its usage is typical of doxological style (3:33[4:3]; 4:3ll34l'6:271261;'l:14)
and has strong eschatological overtones.30

IV. Theological Usage. The theological usage and meaning of the word family,
both Hebrew and Aramaic, largely accords with its general usage.3l

The theological meaning of the word in Hebrew usage is associated in the first in-
stance with the historical fate of the people and the battle against their enemies (Est.
9:l; Neh.5:15; cf. also Gen. 42:6;Ezk.16:30). This usage appears to be dependent
above all on the sapiential thought of Ecclesiastes; this background argues for an asso-
ciation with the theology of an ordered universe (Eccl. 8:8). There may also be a sug-

25. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (1979),328; cf. also Kaurzsch, 89-90; J. C. Greenfield,
Erlsr t6 (1982) 51-56 (Heb.).

26. Westermann, Genesis 37-50, 101,106; also E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB (1964\,318.
27. A.Lauha, Kohelet. BKXIX. (1978), 134; W. Zimmerli, Prediger ATDXVUI (1962),206;'

HAL, Ir, 1524.
28. Lohfrnk, 541-42; on the parallelismmele!//iallty inEccl.4:13-16, see G. S. Ogden, 1rI30

(1980) 309-15, esp. 313.
29. --> drDUi iamayim.
30. See IV below.
31. See III.I-2 above.
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gestion that the power of wisdom is superior to political or (perhaps) military might
(7:19).

These sapientially directed statements are largely couched in individual terms (Eccl.
2: 19; 5:18[9);6:2), but they contain significant references to others. These references
reveal the empirically verifiable power structure of an ordered society with a king at its
head (8:4; l0:5-7), but they also betray a religious and ethical abhorrence of injustice
and oppression (8:9; l0:5; also Neh. 5:15; cf. Ezk. 16:30) as well as a devout and up-

right attitude (Ps. 119:133). All this is based on the theologically fundamental convic-
tion that human beings as God's creatures are ultimately limited, i.e., that God is the ul-
timate ground and giver of power and human authority (Eccl. 5:18[9h 6:2). But when

Qoheleth in 6:2 finally calls the human situation "vanity and a grievous ill," a difficult
problem of the nature of God rises to the surface.32

The particular theological feature of the Aramaic usage of this word family is its pre-

dominantly eschatological and apocalyptic character, as noted already.33 In the usage

both of the verb and of the nouns iiltbn and (in part) iallit, two factors are expressed:
God's compassionate care to protect those who are faithful and righteous (Dnl. 3:27; but
cf.6:25[24]), but above all God's bestowal of power and authority on human beings, so

that it is possible to speak of a divinely appointed governance (2:38,48;3:2,3; 5:7 ,16,29;
also Ezr. 4:20;7:24). But the theological development goes further, especially when the
crucial noun ioltan, "dominion/kingdom," is used. Against the background of the his-
torical collapse of successive kingdoms (Dnl. 2:39),:a the eschatological end becomes
visible: God's "dominion" is manifested in God's "kingdom," in the final apocalyptic
battle with other "powers" (in the framework of 3:314:3414:l-371; cf . 4:14,19,22,23,
29,31117,22,25,26,32,34);also7:6,12,26,211.ts Just as God is "the living God, enduring
forever," so God's "kingdom shall never be destroyed, and his dominion (iol1aneh) will
have no end" (6:271261), and it is glorified doxologically.36 All who live must know that
"the Most High is sovereign over the kingdom of mortals; he gives it to whom he will"
(4: I 4U7 l; cf . 4 :22,29125,3 2l ; also 4:23126); 5 :21 ; 7 :27 ).zt

Y. l. Dead Sea Scrolls. The word family is surprisingly infrequent in the Dead Sea

Scrolls. The noun ielet, "shield," appears in IQM 6:2.In 1lQPsu 19:15 (Plea), the
psalmist prays that neither Satan nor any unclean spirit may gain power over him (7 r.i/t
by Stn wrwh tm'h).ln 4Q252 I I (Patriarchal Blessings; 4QpGen"), the quotation from
Gen. 49: l0 is expanded by the addition qf ialltt (lw' yswr ily! miby yhwdhl.tt

32. Latha, Kohelet, I 14; R. B. Salters, 7AW 9l (1979) 285-89; D. Michel, Untersuchungen
7ur Eigenart des Buches Qohelet. BZAW 183 (1989) 138-40.

33. See III.2 above.
34. O. Pltiger, Daniel. KAf XVIII (1965), 42-57.
35. O. H. Steck, "Weltsgeschehen und Gottesvolk im Buch Daniel," in D. Liihrmann and

G. Strecker, eds., Kirche. FS G. Bornkamn (Ttbingen, 1980), 53-78.
36. See III.2 above.
37. Pltiger, Daniel, 69.
38. J. M. Allegro, JBLT 5 (1956) 174-76; J. C. Greenfield, in G. B. Sarfatti et a1., eds., Studies in

Hebrew and Semitic Innguages. FS E. Y. Kutscher (Ralrtat Gan, 1980), xxxiixxxix; I1A L,11,1524.
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2. lXX. The LXX uses several Greek words to represent the relatively few Hebrew
and Aramaic occulTences, above all the important word families exousidzein, exousia
(36 times;;:r drchein, arch6, drchorz (16 times);ao and lqriefiein, lcyrios (14 times;.+t

Seb0

39. W. Frirster, TDNT ll,564-66.
40. G. Delling, TDNT, l, 481.
41. W. Ftirster, TDNT lll, 1048-56.

l)Vi itt ;11u1 tatag; n)iui saueket

I. Ancient Near East: 1. Occurrences and Meaning;2. Traces in the OT. II. OT:
1. Occurrences;2. General Usage;3. Theological Usage;4. Nouns. III. Dead Sea Scrolls.
ry. LXX.

I. Ancient Near East.
l. Occurrences and Meaning. The root.i//r appears in ancient Near Eastern texts

with a variety of meanings, none of which corresponds to the basic meaning of Heb. J//c

hiphil, "throw."
In l. 4 of the inscription of King Mesha of Moab,l the root J/k appears in a nominal

phrase with negative import, the meaning of which can no longer be determined pre-
cisely.2 In a fragmentary Punic inscription from Carthage, ilk appears to have the
meaning "pay."3

We often find .i/ft as a verbal element in theophorous personal names and
hypocoristicons in the Phoenician and Punic domain,4 less often in analogous Aramaic
personal names from Egypt.s Since the verbal element obviously denotes a salvific act
of the deity, the meaning "throw" is inappropriate. In these contexts .i/k more likely
means "save, deliver, provide for."6

J//c. M. Cogan, 'A Technical Term for Exposure," /NES 27 (1968) 133-35; F. Stolz, *1rU) ilk
hi. to throw," TLOT lll, 1335-37.

t. KAr 181.4.
2. KAI, II, 168, 172;Ill,24: "assailants"; similarly TGI3,52; ANET 3ZO.
3. R. Dussaud, Syr 11 (1930) 202.
4. Benz,73, 98-100, 148, 174-75,181; Greek and Latin transcriptions: 416-17.
5. W. Kornfeld, Onomasrica Aramaica aus Agypten (Vienna, 1978), 59,75.
6. IPN, l8l n. 1; KAI,\,66; III, 24;Benz,416; Tomback,317-18; Kornfeld,59,75.
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2. Traces in the OT. Dahood claims to have detected this meaning in Ps. 22:1l(Eng.
lO);55:23(22); 60:10(8)//108:10(9) and has postulated for these passages the existence
of a Hebrew root ilk II, "nourish, provide, support, rest."7 This theory however, is im-
probable. ln 55:23(22) the structure of the verse is incompatible with the translation of
haila! as "your Provider": as in the surrounding verses, the parallelism is more likely
synthetic than synonymous. In addition, Dahood postulates an original vocalization
haiidlC!, interprets the article as equivalent to a suffix, understands y"hdb"kd as "your
Benefactor" (ydhe!"[d), and reads 'al as the divine epithet "Most High" (counter to the
clearly prepositional use of 'al in22:ll[10] and 7l:6); this reliance on too many hypo-
thetical assumptions argues against his reinterpretation and translation of v.23a(22a)
as "your Provider is the Most High Yahweh, your Benefactor who will sustain you."8 In
22:ll(10) hee translates the expression as "By you have I been nourished from birth."l0
He cites 71:6 as a substantial parallel, but it does not support his argument. Since the
roughly synonymous expression szl< niphal with 'al can hardly mean "support," but
rather "rely on," the analogy favors the common view rather than the new interpreta-
tion. In 60:10(8)//108:10(9) Dahood intelprets .i/t hiphil as "rest, plant," a translation
much too remote from the probable meaning of i//< in the Phoenician, Punic, and Ara-
maic proper names. In all the Psalms passages cited, we may continue to base our inter-
pretation on the basic meaning of Heb. i/& hiphil, "throw."ll

II. OT.
l. Occurrences. In the OT the verb i/k occurs only in the hiphil and hophal. Its basic

meaning "throw" can take on a wide variety of nuances, depending on the context:
"throw away, cast out, discard, toss about, throw out, throw down, throw something
over someone, accuse someone of something," and even "reject, surrender."

The verb .i/t was clearly a common word in everyday language. It appears in both
early and late texts, and in all thematic domains of the OT. It is somewhat less common
in wisdom texts and does not occur in Proverbs. Its absence from I Samuel, Deutero-
Isaiah, Trito-Isaiah, Hosea, Obadiah, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Malachi, Ruth,
Song of Songs, and Esther is probably accidental. In the MT .i/ft occurs I 12 times in the
hiphil and l3 times in the hophal. In Jer. 9: l8( l9) and Am. 4:3 it would be better to read
the hiphil as a hophal, and in Am. 8:3 and Dnl. 8:12 such a revocalization is at least
worth considering. In Job 18:7 the form of .i/k has likely arisen through metathesis; the
original reading was probably welakitlehfr.t2In Job 29:17 the emendation 'eilAp @onfu-
sionof /< andp), althoughnotentirelyconvincing,isworthconsidering.l3 In I K.9:7,on

7. M. Dahood, Psalms II. AB (1968),37-38, 80.
8. P.29.
9. P. 38.
10. Contra Psalms I. AB (1966), 136.
I l. On Job 29:l'7 see II.2.a below.
12. -+ )uh kaial; see II.3.d below.
13. See II.2.b below.
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the other hand,'ailtf; should be read, with the par. 2 Ch. 7:20 as well as the LXX and
other versions.

In most cases .illc is constructed with prepositions and other forms indicating the di-
rection or goal, less often with expressions that denote the starting point of the motion.
In those texts, not entirely rare, where such circumstantial qualifiers are absent, they
can often be supplied from the context. Frequently, however, the absolute sense "throw
away" is intended.

2. General Usage. a. Objects. Battle accounts often mention the throwing of objects.
The weapons thrown are unusual, never nonnal: the millstone with which a woman
shatters Abimelech's head (Jgs. 9:53;2 S. l l:21), the jawbone of a donkey with which
Samson kills the Philistines. As a weapon, however, Samson uses the jawbone as a club
rather than a projectile. The statement that he threw it away after the battle (Jgs. 15: l7)
provides a double etymology. The jawbone (l"hi) explains the toponym leht; by a

wordplay on .i/k and rmh l, the throwing away provides an etiology for the full name
rdmal leht. Thus "Jawbone Hill," apparently so called on account of its topographical
situation, is explained as the "Place Where the Jawbone Was Thrown Away."tl

A garment is thrown over a dying commander to keep the advancing army from
stopping to stare (2 S. 20:12). An invading army lays waste the territory of an enemy
by destroying its cities, stopping up its wells, felling its groves, and covering its fields
with stones (2K.3:25), ruining (k'D hiphil, v. 19) the arable land and preventing its
normal use. Soldiers in hasty flight often throw away garments and weapons, as the
Arameans do in 2 K. 7:15. The panic among the Arameans is ascribed to a hallucina-
tion brought about by Yahweh (vv. 6-7); thus this text has affinities with the traditions
of the wars of Yahweh.

These affinities are even clearer in Josh. l0: I l, which says that Yahweh threw down
huge stones from heaven on the enemies of Israel: here Yahweh is the actual subject
doing the throwing.ls Finally, Ps. 2:3 is also related thematically to the war narratives.

Using poetic language, the psalmist conjures up a revolt of the nations against the sov-

ereign dominion of the king of Jerusalem (vv. I -3). He quotes their statement of the re-
bellion's goal: casting off the bonds of foreign rule (.ilk hiphil par. ntq piel, "burst").
The presumed hegemony of Judah over the nations (cf. v. 8) can hardly correspond to
reality; it reflects the royal ideology of the surrounding world.

The use of .ilk is also common in legal and cultic ordinances. An object hurled at
someone, deliberately or accidentally, can be fatal (Nu. 35:20,22; cf. Jgs.9:53). The
flesh of an animal torn by wild animals and left on the ground must not be eaten (Lev.
7:24: 17:15;22:8)but must be thrown to the dogs (B;x.22:30l3ll). The stones of a
house that bear evidence of "leprosy" (mold, lichen, etc.) are to be taken out under the

supervision of a priest and thrown into an unclean place (Lev. l4:4O). The purpose in
both cases is elimination of uncleanness. Similarly, the crop of a sacrificial bird must

14. See already H. Gressmann, Die Anfange Israels. SAT V2 (1922), 241, 254.
15. See II.3.b below.
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not be bumed on the altar but must be removed and thrown on the refuse heap (Lev.
1:16). On the other hand, priestly tasks also include throwing purifying materials on
the fire in the preparation of water for cleansing (Nu. 19:6) and throwing salt on the of-
ferings (Ezk.43:24).

The throwing of an object plays a special role in miracle stories that appear in the
Moses and Elisha traditions, in addition to other elements that suggest a relationship
between the two traditions.l6 The staff of Moses (in the version of the JE redaction [Ex.
4:31) or of Aaron (in the P version [Ex. 7:9-10,12]) turns into a serpent when thrown on
the ground.lT In the former case, the purpose is to awaken faith, in the latter, to provide
a demonstration of power in Pharaoh's presence. A piece of wood thrown into the wa-
ter makes a bitter spring potable (Ex. 15:25); by the same action, Elisha makes an ax
head that had fallen into the Jordan float (2 K. 6:6). By throwing his mantle over
Elisha, Elijah makes him his servant (l K. 19:19). By throwing in salt, Elisha "heals"
the water of the spring at Jericho (2 K. 2:21); by throwing flour into the pot, he makes a

bitter, inedible dish edible (4:41). Among these miracle stories, the most imposing is
the anecdote describing how a dead man thrown into the grave of Elishal8 is restored to
life by contact with Elisha's bones (13:21).

The vb. i/k occurs several times in the tradition of the golden calf. To make this im-
age, Aaron throws the gold of the Israelites into the fire (8x.32:24; cf. Gideon's manu-
facture of the ephod in Jgs. 8:25, although here the rings taken as booty are thrown
onto a garment). Enraged over the image of the calf, Moses throws the two tablets out
of his hands and they are broken (Ex.32:19; Dt. 9:17). According to Dt. 9:21, Moses
throws the dust of the pulverized image into the stream (a different version is told in
E'x.32:20).

In prophetic texts .il,t in conjunction with objects appears in many contexts. When
Jehoiakim throws the pieces cut off from Jeremiah's scroll into the fire (Jer. 36:23), he

is clearly trying to destroy the baneful power of the prophet's words. Conversely, the
throwing of the scroll into the Euphrates in 5l:63 is intended to seal the effect of the
spoken words and hence the def,rnitive downfall of Babylon. In7:29 the cutting off and
throwing away of hair introduces a lament; in Ezk. 5:4, where the hair is to be thrown
into the fire, it is part of a symbolic action. The flinging away of silver (Ezk. 7: l9) is a
topos of judgment, as is the casting down of dwellings (Jer. 9:18[19]). The people
"who cast hooks in the Nile" are the Egyptian fishermen (Isa. 19:8). In a literary imita-
tion of a prophetic symbolic actions (Zec. ll:.4-14), the prophet throws his wages into
the temple treasury to be melted down (v. 13) as a vivid symbol of the low esteem God
enjoys among his people.

In wisdom contexts the use of .i/k with objects is rare. Job 15:33 compares the fate
of the wicked (rdid') to an olive tree that casts off its blossoms. The subject of 27:22 is
likewise the bad end awaiting the wicked, but here the subject and object of the action

16. L. Perlitt, EvT 3l (1971) 588-608.
17. On the literary analysis of and the relationship between the two versions, see W. H

Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK IVI (1988), 192-97.
18. See IL2.c below.
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are obscure. The meaning may be that the east wind (v. 2l) hurls sand and stones at the
wicked.re In29:.14-17 Job avows that he has been on the side of the poor and the af-
flicted, and torn (ilk) the prey from the teeth of the unrighteous (v. l7). Here the author
may be using .i/ft in poetic hyperbole ("throw" = "tear"). The emendation 'eildp may be

considered, but it would represent a singular usage, since all the textually secure in-
stances of .ilp in the sense of "draw out, draw ofP involve the sword or sandals as the

object. Also singular would be the hypothesis, based on Arabic, of a root .i/k II, "tear
out."20 A philologically satisfactory explanation is not (yet) possible, but the meaning
"tear out, draw out" is assured by the context (and LXX ekspdn).

Finally, Eccl. 3:5 contrasts "a time for throwing away (ilk)" with "a time for keep-

ing (imr)." Only in the account of the apportionment of the land in Josh. 18:1ff. does

ilk appear in the expression "cast lots" (vv. 8,10), an action represented more com-
monly by npl hiphil or ydd (and in 18:6 by yrh). A land survey and distribution is also
the subject of Mic. 2:5 (probably secondary), which appears to envision the casting of a
measuring line (he!el) on a piece of real estate (gdrdl in the sense of "allotment,

Plot";.zt
Finally, J//< is used metaphorically in Jgs. 9:17. The text does not mean that Jotham's

father "threw away" his life in the strict sense, but that he "risked" it.
b. Human Beings. When someone "throws" another living person, it is usually to

cause their death. Both Joseph (Gen. 37:20,22,24) and Jeremiah (Jer. 38:6,9) are to be

gotten rid of by being thrown into a cistern. The same holds true of the newborn males

of the Israelites, whom Pharaoh orders to be thrown into the Nile to stop the increase of
Israel (Ex. l:22). A brutal mass murder by throwing the victims from the top of a rock
is recorded in 2 Ch. 25:12. Ezk. l6:5 is thinking of the exposure of newborn females in
the open field - a practice still found today among Arab bedouin.

The action in Gen. 2l: l5 has a different accent: Hagar throws her son under a bush

because she cannot bear to witness his death. It is here and in Ezk. 16:5 that the mean-
ing "surrendeq expose" is clearest, although these texts provide too narrow a base to
claim a "technical term of exposure."22 Job l8:7 states that "the wicked are overthrown
by their own schemes." The meaning "overthrow" would be unique to this passage,23

but it is probably better to assume that the text is comrpt and read w"lakiildhtt, "cause

to stumble."
c. Corpses. When corpses are cast out, we are dealing in the first instance with an ex-

ceptional form of burial, as in the case of the king of Ai (Josh. 8:29), the five Canaanite

19. A. Weiser, Hiob. ATDXIII (s1988), 193,196; G. Fohrer, Hiob. I(ATXYI (1963), 387-88.
20. G. R. Driver, A"LII 52 (1935136) 163; idem, "Problems in the Hebrew Text of Job," in

M. Noth and D. Winton Thomas, eds., Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East. FS H. H.
Rowley. Syf 3 (1955), 85; Zorell, LexHebAram, 852; see also the meaning of i/ft in the texts
cited in I.l above.

21. On the interpretation of the context see (among others) A. Alt, KlSchr III (1959), 373-81,
assuming the unity of the passage; and H. W. Wolff, Micah. CC (Eng. tr. 1990), 67-80, assuming
the contrary.

22. Cogan.
23. Stolz, L336.
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kings (10:27), and Absalom (2 S. 18:17). Each account speaks of piling large stones

over the burial place. ler.26:23 probably means that the body of the prophet Uriah was

buried hastily and contemptuously in the cemetery of the common people.

In other instances casting out bodies means that they are denied proper burial (cf.

Jer. 4l:9). This is the case in Jeremiah's oracle about the end of Jehoiakim, which ap-
pears in two versions (22:l9ll36:3Ob) that clearly derive from a single original. It is
here foretold that Jehoiakim will not be mourned and buried in the normal way. This
prophecy was not fulfilled (2K.24:6).In both Am. 8:3 and Jer. 14:16, cast-out corpses

vividly symbolize the extent of the coming catastrophe: the number of dead will be so

great that it is no longer possible to bury them. A similar prophecy, this time referring
to all the nations, appears in Isa. 34:3, while 14: l9 (emended) foretells that the "king of
Babylon" will be cast out without burial.

The intention revealed in 1 K. 13:24,25,28 is different. The scenario of the man of
God killed by a lion and thrown in the road, with both the donkey and the lion standing
beside it, highlights the miraculous nature of Yahweh's action. Even more miraculous
is the brief account of dead man thrown into the grave of Elisha, who is restored to life
when he touches the prophet's bones (2 K. 13:21).

In 2 K. 9:25-26 Jehu orders that the body of the slain king Joram be thrown on the
plot of ground belonging to Naboth in order to fulfill a prophetic oracle (v. 26; clearly a
special tradition concerning the events described in 1 K. 2l), even though this oracle
concerned Ahab personally and not his son. In 2 K. 10:25, finally, the bodies of the

slain worshipers of Baal are cast aside. The corrupt text prevents us from understand-

ing the precise nuance of the expression and the exact circumstances. In 2 S. 20:21-22
the head of Sheba is thrown over the wall to Joab to prove that the rebel is dead.

d. Idols. A relatively small number of texts use .i//< in connection with the removal of
idols. Though few, these texts have particular significance, for they are concerned not
only with the suppression of foreign cult symbols but above all with the alteration of
religious practice: dissociation from foreign gods and undivided devotion to Yahweh.

This situation is especially clear in Ezk. 20:7, which recalls God's command that the
generation of Egypt cast away foreign gods 

- a command that they disobey (v. 8). Isa.

2:20 foretells that people will throw away their idols because they have no power to
save but only burden those who are fleeing from the terrible power of Yahweh.

The other occurrences appear in accounts ofcultic reform: Josiah orders the dust of
the destroyed Asherah image thrown upon the graves of the common people (2 K.
23:6; cf . Jer.26:23) and the rubble of the altars on the roofs thrown into the Kidron
(2K.23:12). The content of 2K.23:12is repeated in2Ch.30:14, although here asso-

ciated with the time of Hezekiah. Manasseh, too, is said to have undertaken a cultic re-
form (2 Ch. 33:15- 16), in which the idols and their altars were destroyed and their rem-
nants thrown out of the city (v. 15). Related to these actions is Nehemiah's throwing of
the Ammonite Tobiah and his household goods out of a room in the temple precincts,
which had been desecrated through use by a foreigner (Neh. 13:8).

3. Theological Usage. a. Yahweh and Israel. Used in connection with Yahweh, Jlk
often has a metaphorical sense, with a variety of nuances. Relatively rarely are we told
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that Israel or its representatives "discarded" Yahweh. The Dtr verse I K. l4:9 accuses
Jeroboam of having thrust Yahweh "behind his back," meaning that he has slighted or
even disdained Yahweh and turned to other gods. Ezk. 23:35 accuses Oholibah (= Jeru-
salem) of doing the same. Here the idiom "cast behind one's back" appeaff in conjunc-
tion with ikh, "forget." It appears once more in Neh. 9:26, which confesses that the an-
cestors disobeyed the law, and finally in 4QpHosu 2:4 and (with the opposite
signification) in Isa. 38:17. speaking for God, Ps. 50:17 accuses the wicked of casting
God's words "behind him," i.e., disregarding them. Here we probably have an abbrevi-
ated form of the idiom "throw behind one's back."

Much more frequently we read that Yahweh "casts out" Israel or Judah and Jerusa-
lem. Several texts exhibiting Dtr composition or influence speak of Yahweh as casting
out his people "from his presence" (2 K. 17:20; 24:20llJer. 52:3; Jer.7: 15) or forbear-
ing to do so (2 K. 13:23). All these texts were formulated after 587 s.c.E,. and speak ret-
rospectively. "Casting out" from Yahweh's presence means banishment from the prom-
ised land, deportation. This meaning is clear in Jer. 7:15, which compares the fate of
the inhabitants of Jerusalem of Judah to what befell the northern Israelites (in 722
r.c.r.). The Dtr explanation of God's judgment inDl29i27(28) says explicitly that
Yahweh uprooted (nti) the Israelites (= Judahites) from their land and cast them into
another land, "as is now the case." The first group of texts, which speak of casting out
from Yahweh's presence, explicate the consequences of God's judgment in 587 even
more pointedly: the deportations, here generalized to include the entire people, mean
not just expulsion from their homeland, conveyed to them by God, but also banishment
from Yahweh's presence to the unclean, pagan land of the enemy, where God is far
away.

In Dtr thought deprivation of the land and of Yahweh's presence goes hand in hand
with loss of the temple. In I K. 9:7 (cj.)lll Ch.7:20, for example, Solomon is warned
that Yahweh will "cast out of his presence" the house that he has consecrated for his
name. This Dtr set piece refers to the destruction of the Jerusalem temple.

Two further texts, with a pre-Dtr core, use .i//< as a term for deportation. Although
they do not name Yahweh explicitly as the subject of the verb, they presuppose that he
is the initiator of the action: Am. 4:3 (cj. hophal), which describes the train of prisoners
that includes the upper-class women of Samaria; and Jer. 22:28 (ilk hophal par. lwl
hophal), which alludes to the deportation of Jehoiachin in 597. The events of 597 are
also the subject of Lam. 2: l, which in metaphorical if not outright mythological lan-
guage laments that Yahweh has "thrown down from heaven to earth the splendor of Is-
rael," i.e., Jerusalem-Zion.

b. Yahweh and the Nations. When .i//< with Yahweh as subject has foreign nations or
their representatives as its object, a victory or deliverance of Israel is often involved.
This is the case in the early period when Yahweh throws down stones on the
Canaanites (Josh. l0:ll)24 and also when he pelts Nineveh with filth (Nah.3:6); the
latter act implies the fall of the city, the collapse of the Assyrian Empire, and the libera-

24. See III.2.a above.
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tion of the subject nations. Neh. 9:1 1 refers retrospectively to the deliverance of Israel

at the Sea of Reeds; Ezk.28:17 proleptically laments the fall of the king of Tyre, using

the image of the primal man cast down from the mountain of God, without making any

direct reference to the simultaneous fate of Judah.

Quite different in nature are the words spoken by God in Ps. 60:8-10(6-8)//108:8-

10(7-9). Here Yahweh's declaration that he hurls his shoe on Edom (v. l0t8/91) is prob-

ably based on a ritual used in taking possession of land.25

c. Yahweh and the Individual. Statements using .i/k for actions involving Yahweh

and an individual occur almost exclusively in the Psalter. The verb is always used as a

poetic metaphor. The psalmist's words of trust in Ps.22:11(10), "on you I was cast

[hophal] from the womb," express lifelong dependence and reliance on God. The

words of encouragement in 55:23(22), "cast your burden [the meaning of the hapax

legomenon y"hdb26) on Yahweh," i.e., "entrust it to him, leave it to him," inspire an atti-
tude of trust on the part of the psalmist.2T

The lament that Yahweh has thrown the psalmist aside (Ps. 102:l l[10], J/ft with n.f)
or cast him into the midst of the sea (Jon. 2:4[3]) appears in descriptions of affliction.
Finally, the verb also appears in petitions: "do not cast me away from your saving pres-

ence" (Ps.5l:13[11]), "donotcastmeoffinthetimeof oldage" (71:9,ilkpar.'zb).
d. Yahweh and Sin. The statement that Yahweh "casts away" sin, i.e., disregards

or forgives it, appears in a few texts that employ psalmic language but stand outside

the Psalter. In the so-called Psalm of Hezekiah (Isa. 38:17), the speaker expresses

certain confidence in Yahweh: "You have cast all my sins (h'!d'dy) behind your

back."28 In Mic.7:19, similarly, the congregation expresses its confidence in
Yahweh: "You will cast all our sins (baltd'lenfr) into the depths of the sea." In Ezk.

l8:31, conversely, in an appeal to repentance, Yahweh entreats the Judahites to cast

away their transgression (p"idim). This call to new obedience is to lead to a new

heart and a new spirit.
e. Other Some passages with Yahweh or his representatives as subject use Jlk in the

literal sense. In 2 K. 2:16 the company of prophets think that the spirit-wind (rttah) of
Yahweh has caught up Elijah and thrown him down onto some mountain or into a val-

ley. The verse appears in a secondary addition to the original narrative, which (unlike

the addition) was interested not primarily in the legitimacy of Elisha as Elijah's succes-

sor but in the reality of Elijah's ascension. In one of Zechariah's night visions (Zec.

5:5-11), the interpreting angel thrusts the woman embodying wickedness back into the

basket and throws a leaden weight down on its mouth (v. 8) - an action intended in its

entirety to symbolize the cleansing of the early Jewish community from sin. In a

hymnic glorification of God, Ps. 147:17 ascribes the hail during Palestine's wintry
rainy season to Yahweh and his word.

25. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKATIII2 C1968),257-58; for a different interpretation see I.2
above.

26. HAL, t,393.
27. For a totally different interpretation of Ps. 22: I 1(10); 55:23(22), see I.2 above.

28. For a discussion of this expression see II.3.a above.
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The verb i/t appears several times in Dnl.8:'7 -12, which presents a vision represent-
ing the entanglements of the Jerusalem community in the period from the 4th to the 2d
century s.c.r. The male goat that throws the ram down to the ground and tramples on it
is Alexander the Great, who overthrew the Persian Empire (v. 7). Vv. I l-12 begin to
approach the present: they refer to the suppression of the Jewish religion by the
Seleucid Antiochus IV Epiphanes, who put an end to the daily offering, desecrated the
temple (hophal, v. l1), and "cast truth to the ground" (v. l2), i.e., prohibited the prac-
tice of the Jewish religion.

4. Nouns. The connection of the nouns Ja-la! and iallellel with the root il& is uncer-
tain. The former appears in Lev. I 1:17 and Dt. 14:17 in lists of birds that must not be
eaten. The exact species referred to, however, is unknown (diving pelican? cormorant?
fishing owl?). The theory that the name reflects the way the bird stoops to catch fish2e
may be considered, but is far from certain. This uncertainty is even greater in the case
of ialle[e1, the name of the western gate of the temple in 1 Ch. 26:16.Thatit refers to a
gate "that initially probably opened on an area where ashes, etc., were thrown out"3o is
an improbable guess, since such a gate would compete with the "Dung Gate." In Isa.
6:13, however, ialleSel is undoubtedly connected with the root.i/ft, since this text has to
do with the "throwing down" (= "felling") of trees.

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls .f/k appears only in the hiphil. In
I QM 6: I ; 8:1,12, it refers to the hurling of weapons, in 4QM" 14-15 9 to the throwing
of colpses. To the extent that it is possible to understand the fragmentary context, in
IQH 17:15 the poet (in language that recalls Isa. 38:17) expecrs God to "casr offl'rhe
transgressions of the faithful, i.e., to disregard them (cf. 4Q504 l-2 6:21.2t go -
menting on Hos.2:10(8),4QpHos" accuses the Israelites of having cast God's com-
mandments behind their backs (cf. Neh. 9:26'1.t2

IV. LXX. In the vast majority of cases, the LXX translates .i//< with rhiptein and its
compounds apo-, ek-, epi-, katarriptein, much less frequently with bdllein and its com-
pounds ek- and embdllein. Only once or twice is .i//r translated or paraphrased by
apostrdphein, ekpiptein, ekteinein, ekphdrein, eremoiln, kathi4nai, katakrEmnizein,
katardssein, or sphdllein.

Thiel

29. GesB,835; Kiinig, 505
30. Kiinig, 505.
31. See also II.3.d above.
32. See also II.3.a above.
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I. Ancient Near East. II. l. Etymology; Basic Meaning; 2. Occurrences. III. Verb: l. Qal;

2.Piel;3. Pual;4. Hiphil;5. Hophal. IV. Adjective: l. Intact; 2. Full;3. Whole; Peaceable'

V. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Ancient Near East. The root is Common Semitic. It basic meaning is usually taken

to be "peace," but "wholeness" has also been suggested. In the Ras Shamra texts, the

meanings "be well, have peace, keep, pay" are attested. The noun usually means "peace,"

but it is also used as a sacrificial term (cf . ielem, i"ldmtm).It appears also as a divine

nane (ialim) and as a toponym or anthroponym.l In Akkadian the root exhibits a great

wealth of forms and nuances;2 here the meaning "totality" or "wholeness" is usually as-

sumed for the substantival forms. The verb ialamu has a wide range of usage in Akka-
dian. The basic meaning of the G stem is usually given as "be whole, be in order," with
the D stem meaning "make whole."3 The root also occurs in many forms in extrabiblical

Hebrew, epigraphic Aramaic, the Elephantine papyri, Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic.a

ll. l. Etymology; Basic Meaning. Torczyner's attempt to derive the root from.i/ft,
"be calm, at ease," via idl6m has found little acceptance.s Debate over the so-called ba-

idlem. H. J. Boecker, Redeformen des Rechtslebens im AT. WMANT 14 (1970), esp. 134,

149; W. Caspari, Vorstellung und Wort "Friede" im AT. BFCT l4l4 (1910); W. Eisenbeis, Die
Wurzeld)Vi im AT. BZAW 113 (1969); G. Gerleman, "Die Wurzel ilml' ZAW 85 (1973) l-14;
idem, "Dh, ilm to have enough," TLOT lll, 1337-48; P. Hugger, Jahwe meine Zuflucht.
Miinsterschwarzacher Studien 13 (1971), esp. 2l l-13; K. Koch, "Gibt es ein Vergeltungsdogma
im AT?" ZTK 52 (1955) l-42 = idem, ed., Um das Prinzip der Vergeltung in Religion und Recht
des AT. WdF 125 (1972), 130-80; L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum
Bibelwdrterbuch," VT 8 (1958) 16l-215, esp. 209; G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeichnung
alttestamentlicher Rechtssiitze. WMANT 39 (1971); D. J. Mccarthy, "Ebla, 6pr.ro rtpvel, tb,

ilmi Bibl 60 (1979) 247-53; J. Pedersen, ILC, l-ll, 263-335; L. Prijs, "Ergiinzungen zum
talmudisch-hebrAischen Wdrterbuch," ZDMG l2O (1970) 6-29, esp.27-28:, G. Rinaldi, "ilmhi.l'
BeO 13 (1971) 233; J. Scharbert, "SLtut im AI," in H. Gross and F. Mussner, eds., lzx tua veri'
tas. FS H. Junker (Trier, 1961), 209-29 = K. Koch, ed., Um das Prinzip. WdF 125 (1972),300-
324:F.L. Shuts, 'tllU and ElDl'l in Biblical Hebrew" (diss., Austin, 1974).

l. UT, no. 2424; WUS, no. 2614; Eisenbeis, 8-10.
2. AHw. II, l0l3-14, l0l5-16.
3. Eisenbeis, l3-34.
4. -, El)vi ial6m.
5. H. Torczyner, Die Entstehung des semitischen Sprachtypus, I (Vienna, 1916),243.
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sic meaning continues to this day. Following Caspari and especially Pedersen,6 schol-
ars generally assume that root denotes "totality, wholeness."T Gerleman considers this
theory an unfortunate consequence of taking ial6m rather than the intensive form of
the verb as a starting point.8 In his view the intensive means "pay"; he proposes the
meaning "have enough" for the root.

2. Occurrences. The occurences in the MT are distributed as follows: the verb oc-
curs 8 times in the qal (Mandelkern treats ialem in Gen. 15:16 as a verb;e it is usually
considered an adjective, as here), 89 times in the piel, 5 times in the pual, 13 times in
the hiphil, and once in the hophal; the adjective occurs 28 times. Thus the lemma cov-
ers a total of 144 occurrences.

In Ps.55:21(Eng. 20) the plural form of idl6min the MT can hardly be correct; it
should be emended to the act. ptcp. beiolem6, "against his friend." l0 In Job 4l :3( I I ), in-
stead of the piel we should probably read the qal wayyiildm, "and remain safe."ll If
these emendations are accepted, the occurrences of the qal rise to l0 and those of the
piel drop to 88; the total number of occurrences rises to 145.

III. Verb.
L Qal. The verb appears in the qal with several meanings:
a. In Isa. 60:20it means "be ended": Jerusalem's "days of mourning" are over.
b. In three passages it means "be completed, finished": 1 K. 7:51; 2 Ch. 5:1 (Solo-

mon's work of building the temple);Neh.6:15 (the city wall of Jerusalem).
c. The active participle means "be at peace with, be a friend of'(Job 22:21), in con-

trast to ;6184 "oppressor" (Ps. 7:514)). In the latter text, Eisenbeis sees an emphasis on
the "circumstance of totality" and understands the participle as "being associated with a

member of the covenant people."l2 Others have proposed reading a piel instead of the qal
participle.13 This emendation is unnecessary: the MT may be read quite sraightforwardly
as contrasting "friend" and "foe." The passive participle, "peaceable," describes a city in
2 S.20:19. The qal imperative appears in Job 22:21 with the meaning "be at peace with."

d. The imperfect occurs in Job 9:4 in the sense of "remain safe and sound" or "suc-
ceed." The conjectural substitution of a perfect for the slbst. idl6m in Job 2l:9la does
not appear to be well founded.ls Better grounded is the proposed reading wayyiildm,
"and remain safe," in Job 41 :3( 1 1). to

6. Pp.263-64.
7. Also Eisenbeis, 353.
8. "Wurzel ilml' l-2.
9. Mandelkern, 1180.
10. See, e.g., BHS; H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59. CC (Eng. tr. 1988), 518-19; Eisenbeis, 67.
ll. HAL, IL 1533; G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 527; cf. NRSV.
12. P.298.
13. E.g., KBL2, 979; not repeated in HAL, II, 1533.
14. K8L2,979.
15. Eisenbeis, 68; Fohrer, Hiob, 133,337. Here too HAL, II, 3, 1508, retains rhe MT.
16. Fohrer, Hiob,527; but cf. Eisenbeis,TT-78.
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Gerleman's attempt to find the meaning "have satisfaction, have enough, be satis-

fied," negatively "bear requital (punishment), make olrends,"lT in all occurrences of
the qal seems rather forced.

2. Piel. The occurrences of the piel totally dominate the overall picture of the verb.

We shall distinguish the following meanings: (a) "make restitution," (b) "recompense,"

(c) "pay a vow," (d) "restore," and (e) "finish."r8 Eisenbeis organizes the material on

the basis of the sources.le Gerleman again takes the piel as the starting point for his

study of the root.2o

a. Make Restitution. The Covenant Code uses the piel as a technical term in a series

of legal precepts. These are formulated casuistically, with one or more conditional
clauses followed by an apodosis stating punishment entailed. The ilm forms appear in
the apodosis describing the punishment or the restitution to be made. According to

Daube,2r iillEm originally meant "restitution in kind, not in money." In the Covenant

Code restitution in money stands side by side with restitution in kind, e.g., return of
stolen goods (cf., e.g., Ex. 2l:34, "he shall make restitution giving money," and v. 36,

"ox for ox"). In four instances the imperfect is reinforced by a preceding infinitive ab-

solute (iall4my"iallem, Ex. 3l:36; 22:2,5,1313,6,141); this expression means "he must

make full restitution." Boecker, by contrast, prefers to consider the simple expression

as an "attenuation of the form" (Ex. 2l:34,37;22:4b,6,815b,7,91).22 Liedke proposes

yet a different analysis, viewing simple y"lallEm as an "optative present," standard us-

age in oral jurisprudence,z3 Double restitution is required by Ex. 22:6,8(7,9); cf. the

fourfold restitution in 2 S. 12:6.24

These precepts deal with indemnification; the use the term tilldm in the Covenant

Code is limited to precepts in the realm of property law. As a general rule, the damage

is to be paid in full. Three cases are named in which no restitution need be made (Ex.

22:10,12,1411l,l3,l5l). Precepts dealing with restitution are also found in Lev. 5 and

24.Lev.5:16 deals with indemnification of the temple for errors in sacrificial offerings.

Restitution is to equal the amount of the damage plus a fifth, to be given to the priest. A
similar requirement is stated in 5:24(6:5), in the case of someone who has acquired
property illegally: full restitution plus a fifth. Finally, 24:18 and 21 deal with two cases

in which someone kills an animal belonging to someone else: full restitution is to
made, according to the talion principle.25

In some cases the prep. tal.tay introduces the object for which restitution is made

17. TLOT, lll, l34l-42.
18. Following HAL,ll, 1534-35.
19. Pp. 301-25.
20. "Wurzel ilml' 4-5.
21. D. Daube, Studies in Biblical Law (1947), 134-41.
22. P. 149.
23.P.43.
24. See below.
25. Eisenbeis, 303, 306-8.
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(Ex. 2l:36) or what is "requited" (Gen. 44:4; Ps. 38:21 [20]).26 Once the object "debt"
is expressed by the noun neiel3. A proverb states: "The wicked borrow, and do not pay
back (w"ld'y"iallcm), but the righteous are generous and keep giving" (ps.37:21).

ln 2 S. 12:6 the need for restitution is stated by King David: the rich man, whom Na-
than has described in his story as having taken the little ewe lamb of the poor man, is
condemned to death and must also restore the lamb fourfold. In 2 K. 4:7 the debt of a
woman is repaid with the money she receives from selling the oil miraculously pro-
vided by the prophet Elisha. In Prov. 22:27 the infinitive means "(re)pay"; in prov. 6;31
and Ezk.33:15 the imperfect means "restore, give back" stolen property.

According to Isa.57:18, God repays the afflicted with comfort. In Joel 2:25 God
promises to replace the damage done to the harvest by locusts.

b. Repay. The idea of "repayment" or "retribution" is based on the correspondence
of actions and consequences. Koch does not believe that this idea is present in the OT.
The vb. iilldm, he says, means instead that an action is "completed," so that actions de-
termine their own outcome. 'All OT traditions connect this sin-disaster or good action-
blessing dependency with Yahweh's activity. Yahweh effects these dependencies by
making the action operative on the person of the agent, bringing it back upon him and
completing it (frur;],'IPD, D)u). Yahweh's participation in the good action-blessing
dependency is much more critical than in its opposite."27 Despite this very important
corrective introduced by Koch, in the remainder of this discussion we shall use the
term "repay" in quotation marks, representing both positive reward and negative retri-
bution, to distinguish this use of the piel from that described in (e) below.

In Dt. 7:10 Yahweh himself is called "rhe repayer" (ptcp.), who will not delay in re-
paying those who hate him (cf. 5:9). In 2 s. 3:39 David voices the wish that yahweh
will "repay" the murderers of Abner in accordance with their wickedness. In I 5.24:20
and Ruth 2:l2,the contrary wish is expressed: Yahweh is expected to,,repay,'(NRSV:
reward) Ruth for what she has done. According to the MT of Prov. 13:21, God is the
subject who rewards the righteous. Prov. 19:17 states that God "repays" kindness
shown to the poor; the verse speaks of such an action as a loan to God. Prov. 25:22 says
that someone who shows kindness to enemies, giving them bread and water, "heaps
coals of fire on their heads" - again, God will "repay" the doer.

Can mortals be "repayers" (m"iall"mtm) of God? Joel 4:4(3:4) asks this question
rhetorically with respect to Tyre, Sidon, and Philistia. The notion is immediately re-
jected as nonsense: God will turn their deeds back upon their own heads (here forms
of -+ )nl gamal are juxtaposed with ilm). The perfective form w"iillem in Dt. 32:35
should probably be read as a lst person sg. impf.: 'aiall4m.z8 Here "vengeance" is
equated with "repayment": both belong to God (cf. also v. 41). In Jgs. l:7 a foreign
king expects to be "repaid" by God; in 2 K. 9:26 divine "repayment" of King Ahab for
murdering Naboth is foretold through the mouth of a prophet. Ps.3l:24(23) describes

26. See III.2.b below.
27. P. 3t.
28. HAL,II, 1535; BIIS.
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God as "repaying" the haughty, while 62:13(12) says that God "repays" all according
to their work. This view is shared by Job's friend Elihu (Job 34: l1), whose statement

of the so-called doctrine of retribution is classic: "For according to their deeds [God]
will repay them, and according to their ways he will make it befall them." He then
asks Job whether, in his opinion, God should "pay back" a penitent sinner, because

Job has rejected God's judgment (v. 33). In Job 2l:19,31, the leading speaker ques-

tions whether God or anyone else "repays" the wicked as they deserve - i.e., here

"the concept of actions with built-in consequences was shaken to the foundation, but

this concept was not radically transformed by being replaced by some other basic

construct."29
In late recensions of Isaiah and Jeremiah, the motif of the divine "repayer" appears

several times. Those "repaid" are collectives, not individuals as in wisdom literature.

Jer. 5l:6,24,56 say that Yahweh will "repay" Babylon. According to Isa. 59:18;66:6,
he will "repay" his enemies. In Isa. 65:6 and Jer. 32:l8ff. it is Israel that is "repaid";
here the iniquities of their ancestors are included (cf. Dt. 7:10). In Jer. l6:18 and25:14
Yahweh uses foreign nations to repay Israel for its idolatry. In Jer. 50:29, conversely,

Israel is summoned as God's instrument to "repay" Babylon, which has impugned the

majesty of Yahweh. Ps. 137:8 blesses whoever takes vengeance on Babylon
(iey"iallEm/'e1-g"mfil€f; ieggdmalt). The question of whether one should "repay" is fre-
quently discussed. Prov.20:22 cautions against "repaying" evil: it is better to wait for
God's help. In Ps.4l:11(10), however, the psalmist says: "But you, Yahweh, be gra-

cious to me, and raise me up, that I may repay them."
In Gen. 44:4 Joseph's brothers, who allegedly have stolen Joseph's silver cup, are

asked: "Why have you repaid good with evil?" In Ps. 35:12 and38:21(20), the psalm-

ist's enemies are charged with the same unnatural behavior. In these cases we are deal-

ing with a reversal of the actions-consequences construct.
c. Pay a Vow. The use of iilldm in the sense of "pay a vow" turns it into a technical

term. Only one narrative text (2 S. l5:7) speaks of going to a cultic site to pay a vow.

The temple is the place where vows are paid (Ps.22:261251; 50:14; 56:13U2);61:9[8];
66:13:76:12[l l]; I 16:14,18). The Psalm of Jonah also connects payment vows with
the sacrificial cult (Jon. 2:10[9]). The last speech ofEliphaz to Job treats the sequence

prayer - favorable hearing - 
payment of the vow as almost automatic: "If you pray

to him, he will hear you, and you will pay your vow" (Job 22:27).
Israel must not postpone paying its vow to Yahweh (Dt.23:221211). Qoheleth cau-

tions that it is better not to vow than to make a vow and fail to pay it (Eccl. 5:3-4[4-
5l). In Prov. 7:14 the temptress says, "I had to offer sacrifices, and today I have paid

my vows (iillamti neddrdy)l' which probably involves a play on words (i"ldmim/
iillamti).

In prophetic literature the future is expected to bring payment of vows. In Hos.

143(2) the prophet demands that the people return to Yahweh and pay him "an offer-
ing of our lips," i.e., praise. Isa. 19:21 declares that in the future the Egyptians will

l0l

29. Koch, 36.
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know Yahweh and serve him, i.e., they will bring all offerings before him, including
the payment of vows. Good news is proclaimed to Judah: "Celebrate your festivals, O
Judah, pay your vows" (Nah. 2:l[1:15]).

d. Restore. The meaning "restore" is found in Job 8:6. Bildad says that Job will have
his dwelling place (naweh.) restored (or preserved) by Yahweh if he is "pure and up-
right," i.e., either morally blameless (a gloss explicating v. 5?30) or qualified to partici-
pate in the cult.3l

e. Complete. In I K. 9:25, fnally, the perfective form is used to say that Solomon
"completed the house [the templel."3z

3. Pual. Of the few occurrences of the pual, one is the passive equivalent of the piel
in the sense of "repay."33 Jeremiah asks in sorrow, "Is evil a recompense for good?"
(Jer. 18:20; cf. Gen. 44:4). Prov. ll:31, too, reflecrs the "doctrine of rerriburion":
"Surely the righteous are repaid on earth." The same idea appears in Prov. 13: 13 if the
MT is retained (cf. v. 2l and many other texts). A counterpart to the meaning 6'pay 

a
vow"34 appears in Ps. 65:2(1): praise is due to Yahweh, and to him "vows are paid." Isa.
42:19 is a crux interpretum: the MT is vocalized as kimiulldm, a pual participle. Per-
haps the best suggestion is that of Elliger,:s who proposes reading the qal ptcp.
mdi"lim, "maker of parables" (from the root mil).

4. Hiphil. The hiphil is somewhat commoner. It has three primary meanings:36 (a)
"carry out," (b) "deliver up, abandon," and (c) "make peace," a denominative from -+
ol)ui mmm.

a. Carry Out. The imperfect form yailtm inlsa. 44:26,28 refers to the carrying out
of Yahweh's purpose - once with Yahweh himself as subject, once with his servant
Cyrus. In a negative sense Yahweh carries out what he has appointed for Job (Job
23:14); yailtm huqqt might, however, be an explanatory gloss that actually misses the
meaning of the text.37 Job does not accept the carrying out of God's baneful plan: it en-
rages him (cf. vv. 15-17).

b. Abandon. Uncertainty reigns over the interpretation of the form tailimdnt, which
occurs twice in Isa. 38: l2- 13. One proposed translation is "abandon totally."38 Accord-
ing to de Boer,:r this word is not from ilmbut is a shaphel form of lamfi (ldwfi), "wr-
round," found only in Akkadian. De Boer translates: "Thou makest me besieged, sur-

30. Fohrer, Hiob, 184; but cf. D. J. A. Clines, Job l-20. WBC 17 (1989), 198,204.
31. Eisenbeis,314.
32. See III.l.b above.
33. See III.2.b above.
34. See III.2.c above.
35. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK Xy I ( 1978), 271; for a different explanation see Eisenbeis,

323-24.
36. HAL, II, 1535-36.
37. Fohrer, Hiob,363.
38. Cf. HAL, II, 1535.
39. P. A. H. de Boer, OTS 9 (1951) 180-81.
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rounded, hemmed in." Eisenbeis reaches a similar conclusion: "finish."aO Perhaps the

best explanation is that of Wildberger, who suggests an aramaizing meaning, "give up"
or "abandon," which is also supported by the LXX (pared6th€n).+t

c. Make Peace. The meaning "make peace" occurs in Josh. lO 1,4, where hiilim is

used with the prep. 'e! to refer to the peace concluded between the Israelites and the

Gibeonites. The same verb form, this time with the prep. 'el, is used of the peace con-
cluded between Hadadezer and David in 2 S. 10:19. In Dt.20:12 and I Ch. l9:19, too,
the hiphil with'im has approximately the same meaning, except that Dt. 20:12 speaks

of an agreement reached even before the outbreak of hostilities, while I Ch. 19:19 is
the parallel to 2 S. 10:19. In I K. 22:45(44) we are told that "Jehoshaphat was at peace

with (wayyailEm 'im) the king of Israel"; in other words, this text does not describe a
change from war to peace. We also find yailim with an accusative object in Prov. 16:7:
"When the ways of a man please Yahweh, he causes even his enemies to be at peace

with him ('ittb))'In Prov. l0:10 the readingyailim, "make peace," based on the LXX,a2
would represent an absolute usage; another possibility would be ya'oieh idl6m.a3

5. Hophal. The only instance of the hophal is the form hoil?m6-1"116, "live in peace

with," in Job 5:23, in parallel with'im . . . b"ri1e[d, "you are in league with." This text
may therefore be considered a passive counterpart to the meaning "make peacel'4
more specifically to I K.22:45(44), because it presupposes an existing state rather than

a change.

IV. Adjective. The adjective has the following meanings: (1) intact, (2) full, (3)

whole; peaceable.as Eisenbeis distinguishes two basic meanings: "whole" and "safe."46

l. Intact. In Gen. 33:18 Jacob comes to Shechem on his way to Paddan-aram ialZm,
either "intact, safe(ly),"+z or "with honorable or friendly intentions."a8 If the former,
this would be the only instance of this meaning in connection with a human being
(elsewhere only of stonesae). If the latter, the expression would allude to Gen. 34:21 .s0

A third possibility would be the name of the city Salem (with LXX, Syr., and Vg.):sr
'And Jacob came to Salem, the city of Shechem."

40. P. 331.
41. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 2N2),439.
42. K8L2,980.
43. See BIIS.
44. See III.4.c above.
45. HAL, II, 1538-39.
46. P. 334.
47. K8L2,980.
48. Eisenbeis,335, citing G. von Rad, Genesis. ATDlll47,287 (= Genesis. OTL [Eng. tr.

219721,328).

49. See below.
50. See IV.3 below.
51. HAL, II, 1506, 1539; C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. tr. 1985), 523, 528, with

the syntactic considerations supporting this interpretation.
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Dt. 27:6 says that the altar is to be built of unhewn stones ('alantm i"l4m61). The
prohibition against using hewn stones is found in Ex. 2O:25. The stones that Joshua
uses to build an altar on Mt. Ebal are also tobe i"l€mbg "unhewn, untouched by iron."
The subject of I K. 6:7 is the stones used for the temple: "The temple was built with
stones finished at the quarry ('ePen-iebmA massd')."sz Here the point is not that the
stones are unhewn, but that they must not be shaped at the site of the temple.s3 At the
same time, however, the intent behind the term is clear: to express "the intactness of the
sacred temple'house."'54

2. Full. The meaning "be full, complete" is present in Gen. 15:16, which speaks of
the measure of the Amorites' "guilt" or "sin": "for the iniquity of the Amorites is not
yet complete (ld'-idlEm)." This expression may even play on the preceding "you shall
go to your ancestors in peace (b"idl6m)" (v. l5).

In Dt. 25: 15 the expressions "full and honest weight" and "full and honest measure"
appear in the context of commercial law (cf. Prov. ll:1).

In Ruth 2:l2Boaz expresses the hope that Yahweh will repay Ruth for her solidarity
with the people of her deceased husband.ss The wish is then amplified: "May you have
a full reward." Possibly we have here another instance of a deliberate coupling of two
forms of the same root.

In Am. l:6,9, Gaza and Tyre are charged with "making entire towns captive." Here,
however, another possible meaning is "allied" (as the subordinate partners).s6 The ex-
pression hogldy i'l6mtm in Jer. 13:19 (MT) is often emended (with LXX, Syr., and Vg.)
b gAlfr! i"l€md.sl In 2 Ch. 8: 16 (MT) the expression idldm bA! yhwh means something
like "until the house of Yahweh was finished completely." This passage is often
emended on the basis of the LXX to'aQ-kall61 i"ldm6, "until Solomon had completed
ir."

3. Whole; Peaceable. The meanings "whole, undivided" and "peaceably inclined"
or "well-meaning, upright,"s8 st'll combined by KBLZ, are kept distinct by HAL, a
change that cannot absolutely be assessed as an advance. In Gen. 34:21 the sons ofJa-
cob are characterized as ialem in the sense of "peaceably minded, peaceful"; their atti-
tude is viewed as a prerequisite for an "alliance." In 2 S. 20:19 we find the variant
ialum.se

A series of texts use different combinations of -+ ), lOb, "heart," and ial1m, "pure,
undivided," as either an attributive or a predicate adjective, often in conjunction with
the prep. 'im, "with" or "with respect to" (1 K. 8:61; 1l:4; 15:3,141. Isa. 38:3; I Ch.
12:39[38]; 28:9;29:9,19;2 Ch. 15:17; 16:9; l9:9; 25:2). Eisenbeis sees a difference

52. On the construction see M. Noth, Kdnige I: l-16. BKI){./l (1968),98-99.
53. Eisenbeis, 337.
54. Noth, Kdnige I, 116.
55. See III.2.b above.
56. R. H. Smith, ZAW 77 (1965) 144.
57. W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah l. Herm (1986),408.
58. Eisenbeis, 336.
59. Ct. HAL,II, 1533.
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between the Dtr use of the expression and its use in Chronicles: in the former, we have

"unconditional obedience with one's whole will and being," in the latter, "obedience to

the divine will as fulfillment of specific concrete requirements."6o A third meaning, ac-

cording to Eisenbeis,6l is found in 2 K. 20:3: "with a proper disposition." According to
Baumgdrtel,62 the expression means total devotion; cf. Akk. libbu gamru.63

In Nah. I : I 2 Rudolph renders i"lamim as "at the height of their power."e It parallels

rabbim, "many," and describes the Assyrians in the time of Sennacherib in contrast to

the time of the prophet.

V. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX translates the verb some 55 times with
forms of (antapo-, apo-)did6nai and 27 times with apotinein.

The Dead Sea Scrolls incorporate the broad semantic spectrum of the verb, and in
addition use the hithpael a few times. The piel of ilm is used as a technical term for "re-
payment" in both the positive and the negative sense (lQS 2:6; 10:18; IQM 6:6;
lQpHab l2:2;4QpPs 37 4,9, always with the obj. gmwl). The hithpael has the same

meaning: 4QPsr 8:5//1 lQPs" 22:10 (par. bhn niphal); 4Q385 2 311386 I l:311388 3 3,

"when will their hsdbe repaid?" Here too belongs the personal (brwiw) indemnifica-
tion of IQS 7:7,8. Fulfillment of laws or payment of vows is the subject of IQS 10:6;

4QPsf l0:9; I IQT 53: l l (piel); 39:8 (hiphil). The hiphil is also used to designate the

completion of a period of time (years or days: CD 4:8,10; l0:10; I IQT 45:8). CD 9:20
speaks of final condemnation after a thrice-repeated offense. Finally, Raphael's resto-

ration of the devout (to health) is mentioned in l lQPsAp" 4:3. There are fragmentary
occurrences in 4Q381 38 3;499 1 3; 503 l-6 3:16.

The adjective appears 3 times with the subst. /e?, "with one's whole/perfect heart."

Illman

60. P. 348.
61. P. 339.
62. TDNT III, 607.
63. AHw, 1,279-80.
64. W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - Zephanja. KAT XIIU3 (1975), 158-59.
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2. Constructions; 3. Function and Meaning; 4. LXX Modern Versions. III. Dead Sea Scrolls.
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I. Etymology. According to the masoretic tradition, ielamim is a plural of a noun of
qatl type.r In the MT the sg. ielem ( ialm is attested only in Am. 5:22. (Eisenbeis2 ex-
presses doubts concerning the masoretic assignment of this singular and proposes in-
stead iillum or iillCm;3 Loretz considers the singular a scribal error.a) The interpreta-
tion and function of this plural are disputed. It has been interpreted (a) as an abstract
plural of amplification,5 i.e., an intensification of "being well"; and (b) as an invariable
plural,6 i.e., "sacrificial portions," secondarily extended by synecdoche to denote the
entire sacrificial rite. Rendtorffz expresses doubt that the form is a "genuine plural" in
the light of Ugar. ilmm (although its morphological analysis is far from clears), but ad-
mits that the OT always treats ilmym as a grammatical plural. (Of course it is impossi-
ble to make this claim with full assurance, since ilmym never occurs as the subject of a
verbal clause or qualified by an adjective.)

lelamim. G. A. Anderson, Sacrifices and Offerings in Ancient Israel. HSM 4l (1987), esp. 36-
55; A. Charbel, D'D)U, nlt (1967); idem, "Origine degli i"ldmim in Israele," RivB n (1975)
261-78; idem, "La portata religiosa degli i"ldmiml'RivB 18 (1970) 185-93; idem, "sacrificio di
comunione in Ugarit," BeO 14 (19'72) 133-41; idem, "Sacrificio di comunione presso gli Assiro-
Babilonesi," BeO 13 (1971) 135-40; idem, "Il sacrificio de comunione presso i Cartaginesi,"
BeO 12 (1970) 132-37; idem, "I sacrificio di comunione presso i Greci," BeO 16 (1974) 263-73;
idem, "Il sacrificio di comunione tra gli Arabi," BeO 15 (1973) 129-38; idem, "'shelamim'nei
documenti di Elefantina," BeO 12 (1970) 9l-94; S. Daniel, Recherches sur le vocabulaire du
cuhe dans la Septante. Etudes et commentaires 61 (1966); M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Neue
Studien zu den Ritualtexten aus Ugarit (I)," UF' l3 (1981) 63-100, esp, 77-88; W. Eisenbeis, Die
Wurzet D)0 im AT. BZAW ll4 (1969); G. Gerleman, "o)w ltm to have enough," TLOT, lll,
1337-48, esp. 1345-46; idem, "Die Wurzel llm;' ZAW 85 (1973) 1-14; B. Janowski,
"Erwiigungen zur Vorgeschichte des israelitischen S"lamtm-Opfers," UF 12 (1980) 231-59;
S. t ach, "Le sacrifice zebah ielamim]' FO ll (1969) 187-94; B. A. Levine, In the Presence of the
lord. SJI,A 5 (1974), esp. 3-52; O. Loretz, "Ugaritische und hebr[ische Lexikographie (II)," UF
l3 (1981) 127-35, esp. 127-31; A. Marx, "Heilsopfer," NBL, ll, 108-9; J. Milgrom, "sacrifices
and Offerings, OTI' IDBSup, 763-71, esp.769-70; J. C. de Moor, "The Peace-Offering in Ugarit
and Israel," Schrift en Uitleg. FS W. H. Gispen (Kampen, 1970), I 12-17; K. Myhre,
"'Miltidsofferet'i det gamle testamentel'TTK 52 (1981) 107-20; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur
Geschichte des Opfers im Alten lsrael. WMANT 2a Q967); L. Rost, Studien zum Opfer im Alten
Israel. BWANT I 13 ( 1981); A. Schenker, ed., Studien zu Opfer und Kult im AT. MT 3 (1992)
(with bibliog.); L. H. Schiffman,"Shelamim Sacrifices in the Temple Scroll," FS Y. Yadin. Erlsr
20 (1989) 176*-83*; R. Schmid, Das Bundesopfer in Israel. SANT 9 O960; W. B. Stevenson,
"Hebrew 'Olah and Zebach Sacrifices," FS A. Berthole, (1950), 488-97; R. de Vaux, Anclsr ll,
esp.415-56; idem, Studies in OT Sacrifice (Eng. tr. Cardiff, 1964);1. Willi-Plein, Opfer und Kult
im alttestamentlichen Israel. SBS 153 (1993), esp. 92-95.

l. E. Kcinig, Historisch-kritisches khrgebciude der hebrriischen Sprache, IUl (Leipzig,
1895), $43a.

2. Pp.256-57.
3. See also de Vaux, Anclsr 11,427.
4. P. r29.
5. GK, $124e; so interpreted, e.g., by K. Elligea kviticus. HAT U4 (1966), 5l-52.
6. Gerleman, TLOT lll,1345; also Janowski, 258 n. 182.
7. R. Rendtorff, Leviticus II: 2,1-5,26. BKllu2 (1990), 125.
8. See I.2 below.
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Attempts at a semantic explanation of ilmym on the basis of its etymology are vari-
ous, some starting with the verb, others with the noun or adjective: i"lamim < ilm qal:

offering establishing communion between God and human beings; l ilmpiel: payment,

thank, redemption, or termination offering; 1 idl6m: peace or well-being offering,
communion meal; ( idlem (adj.): perfect or concluding offering (cf. LXX tileios).e
Analysis of the contexts and idioms where i'lamim appears may cast more light on its

function and meaning than do the proposed etymologies.

2. Semitic Parallels. Scholars have also attempted to solve this problem with the

help of occurrences of Sem. ilm/ilmm outside the OT, especially in Ugaritic, Phoeni-
cian, and Punic texts. There are also scattered equivalents in epigraphic Hebrew and

Old South Arabic.
a. Ugaritic. The forms ilm and ilmm occur in Ugariticlo in ritual texts, sacrificial

tariffs, and mythological texts. While the sg. ilm in the sense of "sacrifice" is rare and

disputed,rl being reduced by Janowski12 to two clear instances,t3 ilmm is common.14 It
is, however, both morphologically (plural or enclitic -m?ts) and semantically disputed.

Citing the context of one critical occurrence (qh krt ilmm/ilmm)t6 and also Akk.
iulmanu,tT Levinel8 has proposed recognizing the "basic sense" of "offering of greet-

ing, tribute" for both secular and cultic usage. This proposal has been criticized by

Janowski,re Dietrich andLoretz,zo 1arc17,2t and Andersonz? on contextual grounds:

the term here has nothing to do with sacrifice but belongs to the language of treaties

and means something like "peace overtures." Janowski23 and others also prefer other
possible Akkadian cognates: saltmufm),za salamum I,25 ialamu 1,26 sulummd'ufm),
sulummfi.z7

Janowski urges caution before prematurely assuming that Ugar. ilm(m) and Heb.

9. For the translations proposed by various authors see Eisenbeis, 223-25; also II.4 below. For
criticism of derivation from the noun see Rendtorff, Studien, 133.

10. WUS, no.2614: "a type of sacrifice, an offering."
11. Dietrich and Loretz, 87-88, reject it as a sacrificial term; for texts see Janowski,233 n.6,237.
12. Pp.237-41.
13. KTU 1.23,7,26; Ras Ibn Hani '7'7128:6 (P. Bordreuil and A. Caquot, Syr 56 11979)298).
14. For texts see Janowski, 233 rt. 6.

15. Dietrich andLoretz,82, opt for the plural.
16. KTU t.l4, lll, 26-29.
17. AHw,III, 1268.
18. Pp. 14-20; a similar solution was proposed by de Vaux, Anclsr ll,427.
19. Pp.24l-45.
20. Pp. 82-83.
21. P. 130.
22.Pp.39ff.,44tr.
23. P.245.
24. AHw, II, 1015-16.
25. AHw,II, 1013.
26. AHw, III, I143.
27. AHw,II, 1057.

to7
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ilmym are equivalent, on the grounds that the former (unlike ilmym) appears at the be-
ginning and at the end of sacrificial tariffs, and the context makes no mention of apply-
ing blood or burning fat.28 On the other hand, he does admit that the two terms proba-
bly share a "basic resemblance,"2e since one text3o shows clearly that the Ugar. ilm(m)
offering, like the i"lamtm, involved a communal meal; furthernore, the common
Ugaritic word pair irp wilmm3t seems to correspond to the Hebrew combination ?/d

- i"lamtm.3z
Attempts at a clear terminological definition of Ugar. ilm(m) have not been success-

ful. Loretz defines it as a sacrifice performed by the king.:: Religio-historically,
Janowski34 treats ilmym as being proper to the Anatolian and West Semitic sacrihcial
cult, in contrast to Schmid's hypothesis3s of Minoan-Mycenaean influence on Ugaritic
and hence indirectly on Israel.

b. Phoenician-Punic. Occurrences of ilm/ilmm in Phoenician and Punic have also
been cited in explanation of i"lamtm.:6 The relevant texts are the Phoenician inscrip-
tions KAI 51.5 (ilmm?) and KAI30.3ff. (ilmm!2t1, both very fragmentary; the Punic
inscription (the Marseille sacrificial taiff) KAl69.3,5,7,9,11 (ilmkll); and the Neo-
Punic inscription KAI 120.2 (ilm hrit/n).It has often been suggested that Pun. ilm kll
(also in Ugaritic: ilmm kll38) may be identified with Heb. '6h/kAltl, since in them nei-
ther the priests nor those who offer the sacrifice receive any of the sacrificial flesh; but
this suggestion has been challenged on the grounds that Phoen.-Pun. ilm(m) also oc-
curs without kll and the combination ilm kll3e is syntactically dubious.ao Materially,
there is a better parallel between the Punic sacrificial term sw7l and Heb. zelah
i"ldmtm, since the sacrificial offerings are distributed identically in both.a2 But all these
comparisons are still subject to the limitation stated by de Vaux that the Israelite and
Phoenician-Punic sacrificial systems "developed independently of each other, and their
terminology was not altogether the same."43

c. Hebrew. In the Hebrew epigraphic material, we cite the occurrence of Jlm in l. 8

28. Pp. 232-33,249.
29. P. 258:' cf. de Moor, 116. Loretz, 127 n. 4, and 130, reaches the same conclusion with

more confidence.
30. KTU 1.115.
31. For citations see Janowski, 235.
32. See II.2 and 3 below.
33. P. 130.
34. P. 253.
35. Pp.92-93.
36. DISO,305, on ilm lll.
37. So read by E. Puech, Sem 29 (1979) 19-26.
38. KTU 1.115, 9-10; Janowski, 246-47.
39. KAI69.3,5;1,9,11.
40. Janowski, 255.
41. KAI 69.3-13;74.4-5: CIS, 1,3915.2.
42. Janowskt,256.
43. Anclsr 11,439.
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of the bAt-yhwft ostracon from Arad;a Levineas has claimed that it is equivalent to bib-
lical Heb. ielem/i"lamtm, but his proposal is disputed.a6

d. Old South Arabic. In the domain of Old South Arabic, the cultic term mglmhas
also been cited in this connection; it has been defined as a cult object (altar?) at which
an*slm offering was performed,a1 a sacrificial ritual of primarily social significance.
Ryckmans connects it with Heb. ilm/ilmym.a8

II. OT Usage.
l. Occurrences and Distribution. The majority of the 86 OT occurrences of

i'ldmim/ielez (an exclusively cultic term) are in P (50), Ezekiel (6), and ChrH (8); but
there are enough isolated occurrences in non-P Pentateuch texts (4), DtrH (17), Am.
5;22, and Prov. 7: 14 to show that its function and meaning are not limited to exilic and

postexilic ritual texts:4e it has a broader literary distribution and is used in texts that an-

tedate P. It is true, however, that Priestly redaction is assumed for some occurrences in
DtrH.50

Outside P, i"lamtm (always in conjunction with '616fl are mentioned in several con-
texts: laws governing altar building and their use (Ex. 2O:24;Dt.27:7; Josh.8:3) as

well as accounts of altars and their use for offering sacrifice (Ex. 24:5; 32:6; Josh.

22:23,27; I K.9:25;2 K. 16:13), ritual lamentation during the war with the

Benjaminites (Jgs. 20:26;21:4), the election of Saul as king (l S. l0:8; l1:15), and

Saul's campaign against the Philistines (l S. l3:9). David offers i"lamtm (together with
'616fl after the procession with the ark (2 S. 6:17 -18/ll Ch. 16:2) and after his purchase

of the threshing floor of Araunah (2 5.24:251/l Ch.2l:26). Solomon does the same at

his accession ( l K. 3:15) and at the dedication of the temple (1 K.8:63-64/12 Ch.7:7).
The only occurrence in the prophetic corpus apart from Ezekiel, in Am. 5:22, is also

the only occurrence ofthe singular (ielem); the context is an invective declaring that
God despises all human sacrifice ('6161, minh61, ieleml.sr

The occurrences in Ezekiel's vision of the restored temple are associated with the

building of the altar and its consecration (Ezk. 43:27) and the sacrifices to be offered
by the ndii' (45:l'7; 46:2,12a,12c). The i"lamtm also have an expiatory function
(45: l5).

In Prov. 7:14, the only occurrence in wisdom literature, zilhA i"hmtm parallels
"vows" (n€der).

The special material of the Chronicler recounts Hezekiah's reform of the temple

44. Y. Aharoni, IEJ 16 (1966) 5-7.
45. P. 19 n. 46.
46. For bibliog. see Janowski, 245 n.89.
47. G. Garbini, AION 23 (1973) 3l-46.
48. G. Ryckmans, JEOL 14 (1955/56) 81.
49. Rendtorff, Leviticus II, 123.
50. Rendtorff, Studien, 124-25:' idem, Leviticus II, 122 (on I S. l0:8).
51. For a different interpretation see H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. tr. 1977), 258-

59,263; Loretz, 128.
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sacrifices as well as their abundance (2 Ch. 29:35;30:22; 3ll,2) and also speaks of
Manasseh as a restorer of the sacrificial cult (33:16, in the context of altar building).

The occurrences of i"lamim (usually in the phrase zebah/zibhA i"ldmim) in P culmi-
nate in the sacrificial t6rA irt Lev. 3:1,3,6,9. Here the interest in the sacrifice focuses ex-
clusively on what is given to Yahweh (the burning of the fat portions), not the participa-
tion of the individual who provides the sacrifice.s2 By contrast, the detailed tbrd inLev.
7:ll-36 makes clear the characteristic feature of the ielam?m offering: a sacrihcial meal
in which the sacrificial animal is shared by the person who provides the offering (vv.
14-18) and the priest (vv. 32-34), within the framework of the separate rituals of -+
;lDl"ln frfrmA and -+ i1DlJn fnfipA. Lev. l0: 14 and Ex. 29:28 may be viewed as allu-
sions to this provision for the priests. Other regulations govern the validity of the zepah
i"lamtm (Lev.7:20-21) and its subspecies, the thanksgiving offering and the fire offer-
ing(7:13;7:29-30), The occurrences in Lev. 4:10,26,31,35; 6:5(Eng. 12) are merely al-
lusions to the tbrd in ch. 3.

Lev. 9:4,18,22 include i"lamim with hatta'1 and '6ld as the principal sacrifices of-
fered by Aaron on the eighth day after his investiture.

Several passages in H deal with zeba/zilh0 iehmtm. Lev. l7:5 distinguishes sacri-
fices offered in the open freld (z"bdhtm) from those offered at the sanctuary (zibbi
i"ldmtm); l9:5 regulates the validity of the sacrificial meal analogously to 7:15ff.;
22:21 concerns the fitness of the sacrificial animals. In the calendar of festivals 23:19
requires a zef;ah ielamim during the Feast of Weeks.

The regulations governing the vows taken by nazirites include the offering of
i"ldmtm in conjunction with '6ld and hafa't (Nu. 6:14,17-18). We also find zepah
i"ldmtm in the context of a list of sacrifices in its twelve occurrences in Nu.7:17ff.,
which list the offerings of the twelve tribal leaders. Nu. 10:10 requires that trumpets be
blown during festivals withzilltA iehmtm.In l5:9 and29:39 ielamtm conclude lengthy
lists of various sacrifices.

In summary, our survey reveals a striking association of our term with altar build-
ing, its obligatory inclusion with other sacrihcial terms (zepah, '6h), and its tendency
to be the final element in lists of sacrifices.

2. Constructions. lf there is anything that can be said about the function and mean-
ing of this hitherto unexplained term53 or the nature of the sacrifice it refers to, it is
more likely to emerge from a description of the word's verbal and nominal construc-
tions than from etymological efforts. Total clarity, however, remains out of reach even
by this approach.

a. Verbal Constructions. The verbal constructions with i'lam?m as direct object and a
human subject (priest, people, an individual) are distinguished by the usual verbs denot-
ing cultic actions, which are also constructed with other sacrificial terms: zbb (Ex.
20:24;24:5;Lev.ll:5; l9:5; Dt.27:7;Josh.8:31; I S. 1l:15; 1 K.8:63; 2Ch.30:22

52. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT U4 (1966), 5l-52
53. Gerleman, TLOT lll, 1345-46.

ll0
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lpiell;33:16), ng,f hiphil (8x.32:6; I S. l3:9), qrbhiphil(L,ev.3:3,9;7:13,29,33;22:21;
Nu.6:14; 1Ch. l6:l),'ih(Lev.9:22;Nu.6:17; l5:8; Josh.22:23;1 K.3:15;8:64;Ezk.
43:17; 45:17; 46:2,12a,c;2 Ch.7:7), 7lr hiphil (Jgs.2O:26;21:4;2 S. 6:17-18;24:25;
I K.9:25; I Ch. 16:2;21:26, always with'6161as the first object), also kwl hiphil (l K.
8:64) and nbt hiphll (Am. 5:22, with God as subject).sa This group of verbs does not im-
mediately suggest an exact meaning for i"lamtm, and it confirms once again the gradual

dominance of the leveling influence of P's terminology, which reduces sacrificial rituals
to the pattern of '6ld and hatta'!. Nevertheless, it is possible to discern a differentiation
in such constructions: the action Tft hiphil, "cause to go up," is still preserved in the orig-
inal sense of '61d, whereas other verbs are chosen for the object (zebah) i"ldmtm: zbh
(8x.24:5;Dt.27:6-7; Josh. 8:31; I S. l0:8), ng.f hiphil (8x.32:6), ',ffr (Josh. 22:23;lK.
3:15). In particular, the five occurrences of i"lamtm with zbh demonstrate the associa-

tion (probably obligatory) of the i'lamtm offering with some form of slaughtering.5s

This conclusion is confirmed by instances where the phrase zepah i"lamtm does not lead

to a stylized paronomasia,but zbl.t takes i"lamtm alone as its object (Ex.20:24; Dt.27:7;
Josh. 8:31). The original relative independence of the i"lamim offering, postulated by
Rendtorff, is thus supported by the syntactic evidence of this striking differentiation.

The conclusion that the ieldmim offering was firmly associated with the slaughtering
of an animal is also supported by constructions where the direct object is an animal with
i'lamim in apposition, e.g., il.tt 'e!-haii6r zepah haii"ldmtm (Lev. 9: l8). Similar con-
structions (also using /) are found with lqfu (Lev. 9:4), 'ai6 (Lev. 23:19), and 4rD hiphil
(Nu. 7:17-18);cf. the constructions with partitive mininLev.T:32; lO:14 (ntn niphal);
and7:34 (lqh), which stipulate the apportioning of the sacrificial animal. Lev.4:10 (rwm

hophal) and 4:31,35 (swr [hophal] h€leil pointto elements of the sacrificial procedure.

Further insight into constituent elements of the l"lamim offering is provided by
other constructions: 4tr (hiphil) hebA haii"ldmim (Lev.4:26;6:5), which suggests that
the fat portions were burned for Yahweh; zaraq dam hail'lamtm (Lev. 7:14:' 2 K.
16: I 3), which suggests a libation of blood; and 'dftal b"iar zebah (tdda!) i"lamtm (Lev.
7:15,18,20-21), which illustrates the close association with a sacrificial meal. Of these,

the meal alone may be assumed to have been an element of all i"ldmtm observances,56

since several contexts attest to its association with a meal (Ex. 32:6;Dt.27:7;2 S. 6: 19;

I K. 3: l5). The attempt of RendtorffsT to identify the libation of blood as the original
rite peculiar to the ieldmtm was subsequently given up.s8 Gerleman proposed connect-
ing i"lamtm etymologically with the portions of the animal reserved for Yahweh (fat,

kidneys, etc.), which paid for and ransomed the flesh for the meal; but there is insuffi-
cient textual evidence to support so broad a claim.se

Our description of the verbal constructions of i"lamtm thus allows us to conclude

54. See now HAL, II, 1538.
55. Rendtorff, Studien, l19-68.
56. Also Rendtorff, Leviticus II, 121-22, contra his Studien, 132.
57. Studien, 156-57.
58. kviticus II, 129.
59. TLOT III, 1346.

lll
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that it was associated with some form of slaughtering and ended with a sacrificial meal.
The occurrences of i"lamtm in both Priestly and non-Priestly contexts support this con-
clusion.

b. Nominal Constructions. We have already observed the tendency of ielamtmnotto
appear in isolation but to be linked with other sacrificial terms. When we examine
these nominal constructions, the evidence includes appositional and construct phrases

with i"lamim, but also lists, syndetic series, and clause groups with synonymous predi-
cates (e.g., 'lh and zbh).

(l) The most striking construction, especially outside the P corpus, is the linking of
ielamtm with '6ldfbl61as a double object of the sacrificial verbs 7/r hiphil, zbb, ngi
hiphil, 'ih, and qrb hiphll. This construction appears in the earlier texts Ex. 20:24; lgs.
20:26;21:4;1 S. 13:9; 2 S. 6:17-18 (par.);24:25 (par.); I K.9:25, as well in Ezk.
43:27; 46:2,12; and 2 Ch. 3l:2. The texts using two different verbs (Ex. 24:5: 32:6; Dl
27:6-7; Josh. 8:31; 22:23; I S. l0:8; I K. 3:1560) may also provide further evidence of
the pre-Priestly origin of the bipartite phrase '6hfdb! ielamim. This bipartite expres-
sion does not occur in Leviticus (6:5112l belongs to a different context). These legisla-
tive and narrative texts outside P speak of a double sacrifice offered on important pub-
lic occasions by the people as a whole, the king, or (in Ezekiel) the ndit'.61

Unlike P, these texts say nothing about the precise details of '6161 and i"lamtm, nor
about the similarities and differences between the two kinds of sacrifice. In the context
of this construction it is impossible to call i'lamim a "concluding sacrifice."62 There
was probably a common, established sequence of sacrifices; Janowski has commented
perceptively that this sequence reflects "an antithesis immanent in the ritual, not a jux-
taposition of things essentially different," i.e., "a juxtaposition of two fundamental
types of cultic sacrifice [gift to the deity and community observance]."63

On the basis of these texts, Rendtorff6a defines this "early" i'ldmim as an official
public sacrificial ceremony, in contrast to the isolated --> llll zbb, which must be con-
sidered a private, local, familial observance6s (cf . zelah miipdhd ll S.20:291, zebah
hayyamim I S. 20:6]). Of course this differentiation comes into question when the
construction zebaUzibhA i"hmim, found primarily in P, occurs in the earlier texts
(Josh. 22:23,27; I S. l0:8; I l:15; I K. 8:63). Since these texts can hardly be set apart
by literary analysis,66 we must recognize a close connection between ze\ah and
i"lamtm for the earlier period as well. Rendtorff now speaks of i"lamtm as a "public
counterpart" to ze!ah.67 It is also conceivable that, like the verbal construction zbft

60. See II.2.a above.
6 I . On the sociohistorical classification of these sacrificial observances see Anderson, 49ff.
62. Rendtorff, Studien, 133.
63. Pp. 253,258 n. 182, following W. Burkert, Homo Necans (Eng. tr. 1983), 12.
64. l,eviticus II, l2l-22.
65. rbid., 120.
66. Now ibid., 123, contra his Studien, 150-51.
6T. Leviticus Il, 127, following B. Lang (-+ IV,23) and [,ach.
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i"ldmtm,68 the nominal combination with zelah expresses and emphasizes the semantic

element of "slaughtering, meal" as being specific to the i'lamtm sacrifice.
(2) A systematic listing of the 49 occurrences of the constructiot zepah i"lamtm

may be presented as follows: the singular form has the variants zelah haii"ldmtm (26

times: Leviticus, Numbers, 1 K. 8:63), zebab i"lamtm (bis: Leviticus), zebab i"lamim
ljhwh (4 times: Leviticus, Numbers), zepah i"ldmayw (3 times: Leviticus), zebah
t6la1i"ldmdyw (bis: Leviticus); the plural form has the variants zibbA i"hmtm (5 times;
Joshua, 1 Samuel, Proverbs, Chronicles), zilhA i"hmtm lJthwh (Lev. l7:5), zibhA
ialmdhern/-ftem (4 times: Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers), zibhA iahA b"nA yiird'dl (L,ev.

l0:14), z"bdhAnfr Ai"hmAnfi Qosh.22:27), and z"ldfutm i"lamim l"/lipnA yhwh (bis: Ex-
odus, I Samuel). The construct phrases predominate and exhibit the close relationship
or gradual coalescence of the two sacrificial terms. In the context of P, the combination
of both to denote a single type of sacrifice is probably an accomplished fact.6e The two
occurrences of the appositional phrase z"bdbtm i"lamtm (Ex. 24:5; I S. I I : I 5)zo and the

coordinate construction z"bdhAnfr ,Ai"hmAnfi Qosh.22:27), however, still betray the

original independence of the two terms, which RendtorffTl has rightly demonstrated,

contrary to their earlier complete identification by de Vaux,72 Stevenson,T3 Schmid,
and Rost.Ta

In both constructions ze!ah/2"!dhim remains the primary term, qualified by the ad-

dition of i"lamtm. The phrase zelalt i"ldmim denotes "a specific or special type of
nf t."7s The differentiated morphosyntactic evidence also permits us to ask whether the

relatively frequent contrast between zebab iahA b'nA yiird'Zl/iahAhem/-ftem,
i"hmAnfi/i"lamayw and zelaft i"ldmtm l\,hwh allows a broader semantic spectrum for
ze\ah i"ldmtm, in the sense of bilateral sacrificial portions (for Yahweh and for the in-
dividual offering the sacrifice). According to Lev. 3 and 7, such a shared sacrifice
would be characteristic of the zepall i"lamim as understood by P (contra Gerleman,T6

who maintains that i"lamim denotes only the portions belonging to Yahweh).
More generally, P's specialized usage of the phrase zepalt i"ldmtm must be distin-

guished from its earlier usage. One important passage attesting to the narrowing of the

terminology is Lev. l7:5, which restricts zePah i"lamtm to the central sanctuary.TT It is
noteworthy that Ezekiel does not use the construction zelah l"ldmtm,' this observation
reveals differences in sacrificial terminology within the priestly tradition. It is impossi-

ble to establish a universally applicable meaning for the complex combination zelah
ielamtm and its variants.

68. See II.2.a above.
69. Rendtorff, l*viticus II, ll9.
70. Levine, 22, 28; Rendtorff, Leviticus II, 123.
71. Studien, ll9-20; idem, Leviticus 11, I l8-20.
72. Anclsr Il, 417.
73. P. 492.
74. Pp. 82-92.
75. Rendtorff, Leviticus II, 126.
76.TLOT III,1346.
77. See II.l above.
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(3) Constructions involving more specific sacrificial elements such as fat (hClep,

Lev. 4:26; 6:5e|2e); 1 K. 8:64; 2 Ch.29:35), blood (ddm, Lev.7:14,33;2 K. 16:13),
flesh (baiar Lev.7:15,18,20-21), or the animal (16r 'ayil, Lev. 4:10; 9:18) underline
the public nature of i"lamtm as a sacrifice involving slaughtering and a meal; their in-
terpretation is less problematic.

(4) Combinations associating ieldmtm with other types of sacrifice or sacrificial ru-
brics reveal specific occasions or subclassifications and ritual elements. The occasion
may be a thanksgiving sacrifice (zepall t68a1 i"ldmdyw, Ley.7:13,15,18,20-21;2 Ch.
33:16) or a votive offering (n4!er n"dAbA, Lev. 7:16:,22:21; Nu. 15:8; 29:39; Prov.
1:14).ln Lev. 3:1,6; 7:29, i"lamtm is assigned to the category of qorban offerings; ac-

cording to Elliger, this classification resulted in its being subsumed among the rites of
expiation.Ts Lev. 3:3,9 refer to elements of the lelamim as 'iiieh llhwh. According to
Ex. 29:28 and Lev. 7:32, one part of the i"lamtm is treated as a contribution (terfimd),1e

i.e., it is given to the priest. Here too the shared apportionment rites of the i"lamim are
evident.

(5) Also noteworthy is the tendency of i"lamtm to appear in lists of sacrifices, al-
ways at the end. The following lists are found: '61d, haua'1, l'ldmtm (Nu. 6:14); b/ri,
zebah (nEder), i"lamtm (Nu. 15:8; Josh.22:27);'616, minhd, heQA/ndsef;, dam, i"lamtm
(l K. 8:64b,6c [par.]; 2 K. 16:13). The sequence'6161, minh61, ielemlies behind Am.
5:22; therefore this passage, although it presents both literaryao and syntactic difficul-
ties,Sr cannot be left out of the discussion of ielem/ieldmtm.8z

Ezekiel uses a different set of lists: minhd, '61d, ieldmtm (Ezk. 45:15); ha!fi't, minl.td,
'6h, i"ldmim (45:17); cf. the series in Nu. 7: I 2ff. : minhd, '6h, bafia't, i"lamim. A six-
element list appears in Nu. 29:39: niQrA$em, niy'ldfikem, 'AblAkem, minhdfif,em,
niskAkem, ialmAftem. In 2 Ch. 29:35 '6ld and he@A haii'ldmtm appear together, and
n"sa[tm joins'61d.

All these lists, found mostly in Numbers and Ezekiel, include '6ld in one place or
another and conclude with i"lamim. They probably represent a variable expansion and
extension of the earlier doublet '6h 

- i"lamim\3 to reflect Priestly notions and ideals
(harya? of expiation. For these lists the theory that ieldmtm played a concluding role
and may be translated "concluding sacrifice" appears plausible. It is hardly possible,
however, to generalize this semantic component (cf. the series in Lev. 9:3-4).

(6) It is also possible for ielamim or zelal.t i"lamtm to appear alone ( I S. I I : 15; I K.
8:63;2 Ch. 30:22). Here it functions as an isolated solemn sacrifice in observance of a
special occasion: the designation of a king, the consecration of the altar, the Passover
celebrated by Hezekiah. Cf. also Prov. 7: 14, although here in conjunction with n'{arim.

78. Elligea Leviticus, 5l-52.
79. rbid., 102-3.
80. Loretz, 129.
81. Wolff, Joel and Amos, 258-59.
82. W. Rudolph, Joel - Amos - Obadja - Jona. KATXIIU2 (1971),210-ll1' contra Loretz,

129: and Rendtorff, Leviticus II, 125.
83. See II.2.b.a above.
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(7) Finally, discussion of the nominal constructions must mention the often-
overlooked fact that (zebah) i"lamim not infrequently is expanded by addition of the

dative of interest lJthwh or lipnA yhwh/rlohtm, which underlines the specialized mean-

ing "sacrificial portion" suspected in several passages (Ex. 24:5; 29:28; Lev. 3:3,9;
7:29; 17:5: l9:5;22:21; Nu. 6:17; l5:8; Jgs. 20:26; I S. 11:15; Ezk. 46:12).

3. Function and Meaning. Analysis of the verbal and nominal constructions allows
us to state the following conclusions with respect to the functions of i"lamtm:

a. The term i"lamim denotes a type of sacrifice associated with cultic slaughtering
and a cultic meal; it can involve the burning of fat portions and blood libation.

b. In conjunction with '6ld (in non-Priestly texts), i"lamim is part of a solemn double
sacrifice on public occasions. In this context the expanded form ze\al.t i"lamim under-
lines that a meal in involved and differentiates i"lamtm from '6h (cf . he"ld '6ld/zbl.t

i"ldmtm).
c. In P texts the phrase zeba/zibhA i"hmtm has become a specialized term in

priestly cultic usage. Its function remains unexplained, and we do not know exactly
what differentiates the phrase from i"lamim by itself. It is possible that in several pas-

sages we should recognize the specialized connotation "shared sacrificial portion," on
the evidence of the adnominal construction lJthwh and the pronominal relationship to
benA yiird'dl (cf. NEB: "shared offerings").84 Possible occasions for (zebaD i"lam?m

include votive offerings (nEQer) and thanksgiving sacrifices (t6Qd).

d. Only in the context of lists can i"lamtm in final position function as a "concluding
sacrifice." The expression zelah i"ldmtm can also denote an individual sacrif,ice on

special occasions.

4. D(X; Modern Versions. The complexity of our results rules out proposing a single
equivalent for i"ldmim, such as "thank offering" (Luther), "sacrifice of well-being"
(NRSV), or "peace offering" (AV).

The LXX uses three equivalents, but they correspond to different groups of books

rather than different contexts. In the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, and Chronicles,
i"lamtm is translated uniformly with forms of the nominalized adj. sotdrios (Nu. 6:14,

soteria): thysta saEr{ou for zelah i"lamtm, td saQria for i"lamtm or zibbA/z"bdbtm
i"lamim. In Samuel and Kings (and Prov. 7:14), the adj. eirEnik6s predominates, used

attributively (thysiai eirdnikai) or nominalized (hai eir€nikai for i'lamim; thysiai,
stdata tdn eir€nik6n). The qal of the verb ilm may be translated by sdtilrios, the noun

idl6m by eirenik6s.85 The Vg. uses pacifica throughout, following the practice of the

LXX in Samuel and Kings. The third LXX equivalent uses the root tel- and appears

only in 2 Ch. 29:35, where b"heQA haii"ldmim is translated by the pleonastic en to{s
t a .2

stdasin tds telei6seos toti sdt€riou, and in Jgs. 20:26 (LXX B), where holokaut6seis kai
teleias represents 'd161 fii"ldmtm. This translation suggests the interpretation "conclud-

Milgrom, 169, citirtgTos. Zeb. ll:1.
Contra Daniel, 275, 392-93.
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ing sacrifice," as noted by Kdhle1,a0 although Daniel8T believes that it derives from the
adj. idldm, "entire": "perfect sacrifices."

Modern versions and comms. use other uniform translations:88 "sacrificial meal,"89
"peace offering,"9o "community offering,"et "sacrifice of well-being"g2 or "sacrificial
meal of well-being,"e3 "covenant sacrifice,"ea "well-being offering."es Instead of such
pleonastic compounds, the analysis undertaken above suggests using a variety of trans-
lations, depending on the context and source stratum of each occurrence.e6

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls do not use ilmym alone as a sacrificial
term (zbh takes over its function in lQS 9:4 and lQM 2:5, in conjunction with 'wlwt;
see also CD I l:20). The Temple Scroll, however, contains five occurrences of the com-
bination zbb9) ilmym with a function analogous to that found in the OT: I IQT
37:5,11,12, borrowing from Lev. 10:14, have to do with the determination of cultically
correct sites for the zbl.ty ilmy bny ySr'l in the inner court of the temple. l lQT 52:15,
probably seeking to enforce the directive of Dt. 12:6, orders that pure animals for'wlh
and zbk ilmym be slaughtered within the sanctuary. In 63: 15 a regulation allows a natu-
ralized female prisoner of war to share in eating the zbl.t ilmym only after seven years
have passed (wzbh ilmym wlw' tw'kl 'd y'bwrw ib' inym 'hr tw'kl).

Seidl

86. L. Kiihlea OT Theology (Eng. tr. 1957), 188.
87. Pp. 287-88.
88. HAL, ll, 1537; on the etymologies behind the individual translations see I. I above.
89. Since A. Bertholet, Leviticus. KHC lll (1901).
90. Since B. Baentsch, Exodus - Leviticus - Numeri. HKAT U2 (1903).
91. M. Noth, Exodus, lzviticus, Numei. ATDYIT (1959, 1962, 1966) (obscured in the Eng.

translations available in OTL, which use RSV).
92. G. Beer and K. Galling, Exodus. HAT U3 (1939), in loc.
93. Elliger, kviticus, inloc.
94. Schmid.
95. J. Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16. AB (1991), 202-25,412-39.
96. For an exemplary treatment of U gar. ilm(m), with three different definitions, see D. M. L.

Urie, PEQ 8l (1949) 67tf .
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I. l. Related Words; 2. Occurrences. II. 1. With hereb: 2. Other Usages. III. LXX.

l. l. Related Words. The verb ^ilp appears relatively often with -+ I"!11 here! as its
object; it occurs also in other Semitic languages both in this specialized usage and with
a broader range of meanings. It appears in Akkadian as ialdpu(m), "draw out" (a sword

or other object), "wipe off,"t and in Syriac as ilp, "draw out," and "dry out, make

tired."2 It is probably also related to Arab. salaba, "steal, take away, snatch,": with a

development toward a more intensive meaning. Finally, .i/p appears in Jewish Aramaic

with the meaning "loosen, draw, draw out,"4 and in Pahlavi as an Aramaic ideogram for
"draw."5 In Middle Hebrew there is also a noun ielep, "stubble," what is left after grain

has been "pulled out." In Gen. 10:26 and I Ch. l:20 ielep appears as a proper name,

probably related to the name of a South Arabian tribe mentioned in inscriptions.6 There

also appears to be a b'lilp in the Phoenician-Punic domain.T

In contexts similar to those where .f/p appears, the OT also uses lrls, ys'hiphil, mih,
mlk, nsh, ns', nsl piel and hiphil, p,ir and .f// I, each expressing a particular aspect of the

basic meaning "draw, pull."

2. Occurrences. Apart from various conjectural emendations,S there are 25 occur-
rences of .i/p in the OT: 2 in Numbers, I in Joshua, l0 in Judges, 3 in Samuel, I in
Kings, I in Psalms, I in Job, 2 in Ruth, and 4 in Chronicles. The majority of these are

in preexilic texts; except for 1 Ch. 2l:16, the passages in Chronicles are identical with
the corresponding passages in DtrH.

ll. l. With l.tere!.ln the majority of cases, .i/p is used with l.tere! (dagger or military
sword). The verb denotes the drawing of a sword (from a sheath or belt).e The formula
ii idlap/idlep here! thls becomes a technical term for a warrior able to take part in
combat. It is used to state the number of participants in a battle (Jgs. 8: l0 [Moabites];
2 5.24:9 [with hayil interpolated] par. I Ch. 2l:5 [the mention of Judah here is
secondaryrOl; 2 K. 3:26 [Moabites]). The extremely high numbers are striking and,

given the relatively small population of Palestine, can hardly reflect reality. This obser-

l. CAD, XVIVI, 230-31; AHw,l1l, 1145-46.
2. CSD,582.
3. Wehr,420.
4. Jastrow, 1587.
5. D(SO,305.
6. G. R. Driver, BASOR 90 (1943) 34.
7. Benz, 418.
8. See II.2 below.
9. See already Gilg. IX, 1, 16

10. K. Galling, Chronik, Esra, Nehemia. ATD Xll (1954),61.
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vation is especially important in Jgs. 20, a narrative (probably early) that recounts con-
flicts among the Israelite tribes during the period of the judges, since all the occur-
rences of .i/p here (vv. 2,15,17,25,35,46) belong to a later recension that emphasizes
"all Israel."lt

A less formulaic but nevertheless significant use of .i/p is found in a few passages

that recount killings. "Drawing the sword" immediately precedes the killing. A "killing
by request" is recounted in Jgs. 9:54; 1 S.3l:4lll Ch. 10:4. The background is identi-
cal. Abimelech and Saul ask their armor bearers to kill them so that they may avoid
what they consider an even more ignominious death. The killing of enemies is the sub-
ject of Jgs. 8:20 and I S. 17:51. Here too "ilp precedes the actual killing, so that we may
speak of a single action.

Four additional occurrences of .i/p with here! deserve mention. Nu. 22:23,31; Josh.
5:13; I Ch.2l:16speakof the-+']NlD mal'dftof Yahweh,"withadrawnswordinhis
hand." In Nu. 22:21-35 (J; possibly secondaryr2), the mal'df; is presented as a human
figure, initially visible only to Balaam's donkey. Josh. 5:13 belongs to an episode (vv.
l3-15) interpolated by the editor;13 here the mal'df, introduces himself as the com-
mander of Yahweh's army. The description of the angel with a sword recalls Gen.
3:24. A more developed notion of Yahweh's messenger is found in I Ch. 21:16. This
passage clearly envisions a supernatural being, who stands between earth and heaven

- unlike 2 5.24, where the messenger is not described in detail.la Whether these
texts that mention Yahweh's messenger reflect an Ugaritic background is impossible
to saY.ls

2. Other Usages. Only a few texts use .i/p in the more general sense of "draw out,"
attested elsewhere in the ancient Near East. Jgs. 3:22 stands somewhere between tech-
nical and general usage. With a certain irony, the narrator says that Eglon, the Moabite
king, was so fat that Ehud could not withdraw his dagger from the latter's belly. Ruth
4:7-8 uses .I/p in describing an ancient legal custom. As a sign that he waives his right
to purchase a field, a right based on clan membership (cf. Lev.25:25; Jer.32:6-9), the
"redeemer" (SA'Zl|s has to draw offhis sandallT and give it as "a kind of 'receipt"'I8 to
Boaz, who is willing to make the purchase. The drawing off and handing over of the
sandal thus attest to a legal act.

In two other passages the presence of .i/p has been challenged on text-critical
grounds. In Ps. 129:6 the emendation of ieqqaQmal idlap ydlei b ieqqd/tm tiiddp

I l. M. Noth, Der System das zwdlf Stcimme Israels. BWANT 52 (1930), 162-70; H. Schulz,
Itviten im vorstaatlichen Israel und im Mittleren Osten (Munich, 1987),40; for a different view
see T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFenB 198 (1977),29.

t2. HPT 32.
13. M. Noth, Joshua. HAT U7 C19'71),23.
14. See also T. Willi, Die Chronik als Ausleg,ung,. FRIA,NT 106 (1972), 174-75 n.247.
15. P. D. Miller, Divine Warrior in Early Israel. HSM 5 (1973),28-32, 128-31.
t6. + )ttl g'1.

17. -+ )91 na'al.
18. E. Zenger, Ruth. ZBK 8 (1986), 90; see also E. F. Campbell, Ruth. AB (1975), 149-50.
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has often been proposed,le but is not compelling. The statement that the grass on the

housetops "withers before it is pulled up" is quite in keeping with what follows, stat-

ing the reason for the failure of even a modest harvest.2o In Job 20:25, in Zophar's
description of the fate of the wicked, emendation of idlap wayyesc' miggewd to
ielah yasa' miggdwA has been proposed.2l The text as it stands is supported by v.24,
which speaks of a fleeing man. An arrow strikes him in the back, and the wounded
man draws it out himself (cf. Jgs. 3:22). The emendation presupposes that a javelin
has struck him from the front and exited behind. In this case the waw before baraq
must also be deleted.22 In Job 29:l'7, in Job's final defense, BIIS proposes reading
'eil6p instead of 'ailik.z3 The emendation has much to commend it on semantic
grounds and is orthographically straightforward. The critical question is whether the
hiphil of .ilk can mean "tear out" - a meaning well within the realm of possibility in
a poetic text like the book of Job.2a In addition, terep wolld be unusual as the object
of ilp.

IIII. LXX. In the majority of cases the LXX uses the lexeme spdn to translate .f/p.

Jgs.3:22;1S. l7:51 (onlyAlexandrinusandLucian);andPs. 128:6use ekspdn instead
(appropriately) - a translation that would have been reasonable in other passages as

well. Only in Jgs. 20, with several occurrences, does Codex Vaticanus surprisingly use

hilkein. Should this be seen as evidence - albeit secondary - of the frequently sus-

pected special tradition behind Jgs. 20?
To date, i/p has not been found in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

Mommer

19. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKATW2 C1968),560.
20. Ot ilp in the context of harvest see Jastrow, 1587.
21. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 326;M. H. Pope, Job. AB C1974),153.
22. K. Budde, Hiob. HKAT IVI Cl913), ll8.
23. See also Fohrer, Hiob,403; G. Htilscher, Hiob. HATVIT (1937),72.
24. + 1)Ui itk.

trbp .ialo-.i; DlBrilui i"l6itm;,ui)ui iErff; u)u .vri piel, pual ui,lP tam;
triu2?rl, iiti6m; Et|,?tI, iilleitm

I. Ancient Near East. II. OT Usage: l. Numeral; 2. Verb; 3. Derivatives; 4. Personal Names.

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. IV. LXX.
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I. Ancient Near East. The root .il,f (Aram. rlr) is represented in all Semitic lan-
guages,l primarily as the numeral "three." Many derivatives are found in Akkadian2 in
every period and in Ugaritic.3 It does not seem reasonable to list the evidence for every
language; therefore our examination of OT usage will include examples from cognate
languages that clarify the distribution and usage of the root throughout the whole Se-
mitic domain.

II. OT Usage.
l. Numeral. a. General. According to Mandelkern, there are some 650 occurrences

of the number "three" with its extensions to 30, 300, and 3000 and its compounds such
as 13,23, 33, etc.a The discussion that follows will therefore attempt to assign the mul-
tiplicity of occurrences to useful categories. In addition to denoting a mathematical
quantity, the number three can have symbolic or religious connotations. We shall not
consider the cases in which the use of the number three is determined by the factual
data of the narrative.s

b. Quantity. The OT uses .i/J as a measure of quantity in many contexts. Structures
often have three stories or sections, e.9., the ark (Gen.6:16) and the enclosure sur-
rounding the Solomonic temple (l K. 6:6,8; Ezk. 4l:6-7).6 We read of three courses of
stones (l K. 6:36; 7:12;Ezr.6:4), three window openings (1 K. 7:5), three ledges (Ezk.
4l:16), and three pillars (Ex. 27:14-15 38:14-15). The new Jerusalem has three gates
on each of its four sides (Ezk. 48:32-34; cf. Rev. 2l:13). The lampstand described in

idl6l. M. L. Barr6, "New Light on the Interpretation of Hosea VI 2: W 28 (1978) 129-41;
P. C. Craigie, 'An Egyptian Expression in the Song of the Sea (Exodus XV 4)," W 20 (1970) 83-
86, esp. 84-85; G. Delling, "trefs etc.," TDNT Vlll (Eng. tr. 1972),215-25; H. Donner, "Der
'Freund des Kdnigs,"' ZAW 73 (1961) 269-77, esp. 275-77; K. Elliger, "Die dreissig Helden
Davids," Pl 3l (1935) 29-75 = KlSchr ThB 32 (1966), 72-ll8; M. Fraenkel, "Bemerkungen zum
hebrAischen Wortschatz," HUCA 3l (1960) 55-102, esp. 55-59; M. Grirg, "Dreissig," NBL, l,
448-49; idem, "Dreizahl:' NBL, l, 449; J . Hehn, Siebenzahl und Sabbat bei den Babyloniern und
im AT (Leipzig, 1907 , repr. 1968), esp. 63-75; l. H. Jones, "Musical Instruments in the Bible, I,"
BT 37 (1986) 101-16; O. Margalith, "The Meaning of the Word.ialiJ in the Bible, in the Light of
Ugaritic tltl' BethM 23 (1977178) 69-72, 125-26; idem, 'A Note on ialiiimi W 42 (1992) 266:
B. A. Mastin, "Was the Jalii the Third Man in the Chariot?" in J. A. Emerton, ed., Studies in the
Historical Books of the OT. SW30 (1979), 125-54; R. Mayer, "Die Verwendung der Dreizahl als
Stilmittel im AI" (diss., Freiburg im Breisgau, 1944); N. Na'aman, "The List of David's OfEcers
(ialiiim)i Ii-I38 (1988) 7l-79:F. Ntitscher, "Zur Auferstehung nach drei Tagen," Bibl35(1954)
313-19; D. G. Schley, "The idliitm: Officers or Special Three-Man Squads?" W 40 (1990) 321-
26; H. Seidel, Musik in Altisrael. BEATAJ 12 (1989), esp. 69; A. Sendrey, Music in Ancient Is-
rael (New York, 1969), esp. 381-84; B. Stade, "Die Dreizahl im AI," ZAW 26 (1909 Da-28;
M. Vervenne, "Hebrew idlti - Ugaritic !U: UF 19 (1987) 355-73.

l. Citations in HAL, Il, 1543-44; DISO,305-6.
2. AHw, III, I 146, 1150, 1267, 1269-70, 1339.
3. WUS no. 2878.
4. Mandelkern, I 183-86.
5. Delling,217.
6. T. A. Busink, Der Tempel in Jerusalem. SIFS 3 (1970-80), I, ills. 49,50.
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8x.25:32-33 and 37:18-19 has three branches on each side, each decorated with three
"cups shaped like almond blossoms." The sons of Eli have their servant use a three-
pronged fork to fish the sacrificial meat out of the pot (1 S. 2: 13). We encounter ten

times three in Ezk.41:6: there are thirty side chambers in the outbuilding surrounding
the temple (cf. 40:17).

Many architectural features of the temple complex measure three cubits ('ammd) in
height or length: Solomon's prayer platform in the temple is three cubits high (2 Ch.

6:13;cf. 8x.27:l;38:l); according to Ezk.40:48, the gateways leading to the vestibule
of the temple are three cubits wide. We may compare the words of the inscription de-

scribing the building of the Siloam tunnel: "and while there [were still] three cubits to
be cut through, [there was heard] the voice of each man calling to his fellow."7

A measurement of ten times three cubits is also common: the palace of Solomon
and his House of the Forest of Lebanon are thirty cubits high (l K. 6:2;7:2). The height
of Noah's ark is thirty cubits, its length three hundred cubits (Gen. 6: l5). The curtains
of the tabernacle measure thirty cubits by four cubits (Ex. 26:8; 36:15). The numbers in
I K.7:23 have special significance for the history of mathematics: the "molten sea"

measures ten cubits from brim to brim; a line of thirty cubits could encircle it. The cir-
cumference divided by the diameter approximates the value of n (about 3.14).

The number three (in fractions) plays a variety of roles in sacrificial practice (e.g.,

Lev. 14:10; Nu. 15:6-7,9); Neh. l0:33(Eng. 32) records the obligation to pay annually
"one-third of a shekel for the service of the house of our God."S

Money and weight often involve the value "three." Thirty shekels of silver are the

compensation if an ox gores a male or female slave (Ex. 2l:32); the same sum must be
paid in settlement of a vow made by a woman from twenty to sixty years of age (Lev.

27:4).ln the cryptic allegory inZec.ll:4-17, thirty shekels of silver are the wages of
the prophet for his services as a shepherd (v. l2). Whether this is an allusion to the

value of a slave is uncertain; in any case, it is a small sum. In the NT the high priests

pay Judas Iscariot thirty pieces of silver to betray Jesus (Mt. 26:15; cf .27:3,9; here the

text surprisingly refers to Jeremiah, but more likely it is a mixed citation). King Heze-

kiah pays thirty talents of gold and three hundred talents of silver as tribute to the

Assyrians (2 K. 18:14). Joseph gives his brother Benjamin a gift of three hundred
pieces ofsilver (Gen. 45:22). The bronze spear oflshbi from Nob, a descendant ofthe
giants, weighs three hundred shekels (2 S. 2l:16).

c. Time. The time interval "after three days (months/years)" or "on the third day"
plays so dominant a role in the literature of the OT that we can list only a few examples

to illustrate its various contexts, beginning with the passages where "three days" serves

as a measure of distance. The flocks of Jacob and Laban are three days'journey apart
(Gen. 30:36). The Israelites wish to go a three days' journey into the wilderness to cele-

brate a festival for Yahweh (Ex. 3: l8; 5:3;8:231271). It takes three days to walk across

the great city of Nineveh (Jon. 3:3).

7. KAI189.2-3; II, 186.
8. Cf. KAr 69.9-11.
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A period of three days is also of great importance in cultic and religious practice.
The leftover flesh of a sacrifice must be destroyed on the third day (Lev. 7:16-17; 19:6-
1); any uncleanness must be removed on the third day (Lev. 19:12).

From narrative material we cite the following examples: on the third day Laban dis-
covers that Jacob has fled (Gen.3l:22); Joseph interprets the three vine branches and
the three baskets as three days (Gen. 40:12-13,18-19,20; cf.42:17-18); darkness cov-
ered the land of Egypt for three days (Ex. lO:22); Samson's wedding guests cannot
guess his riddle even after three days (Jgs. 14:14; cf .2 5.20:4; I K. 12:12); Esther calls
for a fast that will last for three days and three nights (Est. 4:16); Jonah was in the belly
of the lrsh three days and three nights (Jon. 2:l|:17)).

Beyse

In Hos. 6:2 "after two days" and "on the third day" denote a short period of time: the
people who return to Yahweh affrrm that he will revive (hyh piel) them after two days
and raise them up (qwmhiphrl) on the third day. Christian exegesis has interpreted this
passage as a reference to the resurrection on the third day, and many modern interpret-
ers have searched for prototypes in the cult of dying and rising gods. But the text says
nothing of death and resurrection; it probably has to do with recovery from a disease
(rdpd' and fudlai, v. lb; the Psalms also use htyd in a similar sense), and the parallels in
other religions are uncertain or late at best (Osiris, in Plutarch; Adonis, according to
Lucian). Barr6 has pointed out a different possibility: Akkadian omen texts dealing
with medical questions use similar expressions to prognosticate a rapid recovery.

Ringgren

A period of three months is less common (Gen. 38:24: Tamar's pregnancy; Ex.
2:3: the time Moses'mother was able to hide him;2 S.6:11: the time the ark re-
mained in the house of Obed-edom). Three years, however, play a more important
role: Absalom stays at Geshur for three years after fleeing from David (2 S. 13:38);
Solomon's fleet needs three years for the voyage to Tarshish and back (1 K. 10:22);
there was peace between Aram and Israel for three years (l K.22:l; cf. also 2 K.
l7:5; l8:10; Isa. 20:3). The intervals three days - three months - three years ap-
pear in 2 5.24:13, where David is asked to choose from three punishments for carry-
ing out the forbidden census: three days of pestilence, three months of flight, or three
yearsof famine; hechoosesthebriefestevil(v. 15).Therearethirtydaysof mourn-
ing for Aaron (Nu. 20:29) and for Moses (Dt. 34:8). King Darius is asked to issue an

edict declaring that for thirty days no one other than King Darius is to be prayed to
(Dnl. 6:8,13[7,12]).

The start of the fourth decade of life (about thirty years) clearly has special signifi-
cance in the life of a man. The "patriarchs after the deluge" beget their first sons at this
age (Gen. ll:12,14,16,18,22); Israel's kings take office at this time of life: David at

thirty (2 S. 5:4), Joram at thirty-two (2 K. 8:17), and Jehoshaphat at thirty-five (l K.
22:42).It is also possible that the Levites begin their service at thirty, since this is the
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age at which they are counted (l Ch. 23:3). Jesus of Nazareth may also belong in this
context, since he began his work when he was thirty (Lk. 3:23).

d. Objects. Triads of objects and things are also common: there are three cities of
refuge east and west of the Jordan (Dt. 4:41; l9:.9); a concubine has a right to three

things (Ex. 2l:10-ll); Joab kills Absalom with three spears (2 S. l8:14; cf. also Dnl.
7:8,20,24: the three horns of the fourth beast represent three kingdoms).

In combination with adjacent numbers, "three" means "a few." An oracle of judg-
ment against Damascus says that only "two or three ripe olives" will be left on the tree
(Isa. l7:6; cf.2K.9:32;Jer.36:23; Am. l:3,6,9; etc.;cf. also the numerical proverbs in
Prov. 30:15,18,21). An Ugaritic text uses the striking sequence "on the first day . . . on

the second. . . on the third. . . on the fourth . . . on the seventh" to indicate a substantial

period of time.e The same passagelo says: "They journeyed a day and a second day, and

after sunrise on the third day they arrived at Athirat's sanctuary."ll
As examples of multiples of three, we note the following: Samson promises his

guests thirty linen garments and thirty festal garments if they can solve his riddle (Jgs.

14:12); three hundred foxes suffer violence at his hands (15:4). To decorate the House

of the Forest of Lebanon, Solomon orders the making of three hundred shields of
beaten gold (l K. 10:17), for which three hundred shekels of gold are used (2 Ch.
9: 16). A mark of wealth is the impressive number of three thousand sheep that Nabal
owns (l 5.25:2); a mark of wisdom is the three thousand proverbs that Solomon com-
posed (l K.5:12[4:32]).r2 Several texts speak of the tactical division of the army into
three companies (ra'iiry,r3 Jgs. 7:16,20:9:43; I S. ll:11; 13:17; cf. also Job l:17).

e. Humans. When the text speaks of human beings, the hundredfold and thousand-

fold multiple of three usually refers to troops (Jgs. 7:6-7,three hundred; Josh. 7:4, three

thousand; I S. I l:8, thirty or three hundred thousand). The numbers three and thirty, by
contrast, are associated with the family: Noah has three sons (Gen. 6:10; cf. I S. 2:21;
2 S. l4:l'7; in a Phoenician inscription a grandmother dedicates a monument with stat-

ues of her three grandsons to their well-beingt+;. The "minor judge" Ibzan has thirty
sons and thirty daughters (Jgs. l2:9); Abdon has thirty grandsons (12:14).

In the social realm we note the following. Three strangers appear to Abraham (Gen.

l8:2). Saul encounters three pilgrims (l S. 10:3). Two or three witnesses are needed in
a criminal trial (Dt. 17:6; 19:15). Job is visited by three friends (Job 2:ll;32:l); he

himself is one of the "three righteous men," together with Noah and David (Ezk.

14:14,16,29: cf. also Dnl.3:l2ff., the "three men in the blazing furnace," and6:3[2),
the three officials appointed over the satraps). The groups of the "three" and the
"thirty" associated with David require separate treatment.15

9. KTU 1.4,tv,24-33.
to. KTU 1.14, rV 31.
11. See also KTU 1.20,11,5-6;1.22,11,24-26; A. Aitken, Ur' 19 (1987) 1-10.
12. -+)wn matal.
13. -+ [rNi rd'i.
t4. KAr 40.3-4.
15. See II.3.a below.
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f . Actions. Threefold repetition of an action is a narrative motif. For example,
Balaam strikes his donkey three times (Nu. 22:28), and Samson gives a deceptive an-
swer three times (Jgs. 16:15). The threefold action clearly has a magical element:
contrary to his charge, Balaam blesses the people of Israel three times (Nu. 24:10);
Elijah stretches himself three times upon the widow's dead child to restore him to
life (l K. 17:21); at Elijah's command Joash strikes the ground rhree times with an
arrow, to signify that he will defeat the Arameans three times (2 K. 13:18-19).
Finally, Israel is to celebrate three great festivals each year (8x.23:14-17;34:23-24),
and Daniel prays three times every day (Dnl. 6:11,14[0,13]). There are also cases in
which an action is performed three times without explicit mention of the number
three.l6

2. Verb. The verb ,f/,f (piel and pual), derived from the word meaning "three," de-
notes a variety of actions (cf. Akk. ialdiu, "do something for the ,n'rd ,rrrr""tz;. Dt.
l9:3 directs that the land be divided into three regions, each of which is to contain a
city of refuge. During the contest on Mt. Carmel, Elijah has water poured three times
on the altar, including the wood and the sacrificial animal, in order to demonstrate con-
vincingly the superiority of Yahweh (l K. l8:34; cf. Sir. 48:3).

The pual participle can mean "three years old" (Gen. 15:9; possible also: "from the
third litter"r8) and "three-storied" or "rising in the three stages" (Ezk.42:6).re A "cord
braided of three strands" (Eccl. 4:12) is a sign of strength: only when people preserve
solidarity and help one another can they prevail.

The meaning of 1 S. 20: 19 is uncertain. The translations offer a choice between "do
something for the third time"2o and "do something on the third day."zr

3. Derivatives. a. idlti. There are three senses of idlti.In Isa.40:12 and Ps. 80:6(5)
a idlti (I) denotes a measure that can hold the "dust of the earth" or a flood of tears. Its
capacity was well known and is therefore not stated,zz but it cannot have been very
great, since Isa. 4O:'12 uses it in parallel with a "hollow of a hand" (id'al), a "span"
(zeret), and a "balance" (mo'zenayim).

Quite uncertain is the nature of the musical instrument called a.ialti (II) in I S. l8:6.
Sendrey rejects the derivation of this noun from .i/.i and proposes instead a kind of
"shaking or rattling instrument," arguing that the word is onomatopoetic.23 Seidel, by
contrast, suggests three possibilities: "1. Three strings: three-stringed lute; 2. Three

16. Delling, 217.
17.AHw,III, 1146.
18. GesB, 838.
19. W. ZimmerllEzekiel 2. Herm(Eng. tr. 1983),394;G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HATlll3 (1955),

236; Busink, Tempel, II, ill. 185.
20.H. J. Stoebe, Erste Samuelis. I(AT VIIV1 (1973), 371,376, citing I K. 18:34.
21. W. Nowack, Richter Ruth und Biicher Samuelis. HKATU4 (1902), 105-6; K. Budde,

Samuel. KHC ylll (1902), 143, citing v. 20.
22. GesB,834; R. de Vaux, Anclsr, l, 199.
23. P. 383.
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sides: triangle; 3. Triangular: harp," and opts for the first.2a This option is supported by
Galling,zs although he also considers a sistrum.26

Another ialrJ (III) clearly denotes some kind of military function or rank; it occurs

both in the plural, referring to an occupational group (Ex. l4:7; 15:4 [ I QM I I : 10]; I K'
9:22112 Ch. 8:9; 2K.l}:25;Ezk.23:15,23), and in the singular, referring to an individual
(e.g.,2 K.7:2); in two cases the individual is named: 2 K. 9:25 (Bidkar); 15:25: Pekah.

The derivation of this word from the numeral suggests that it may denote the third
man of a chariot team27 (in Akkadian the third man in a chariot is called tailliu2s).
Mastin,2e however, cites many texts and arguments that cast doubt on this identification
and even the very association of the iali.i with the chariotry.3o

If we maintain the association of the numeral idl6^i with the military offrce of .idlii
another possibility is that it denotes a rank: after the king3t ur6 his commanders32

comes the "third rank,"33 the idlti, an officer for special assignments, who may serve

as an individual (e.g., as the king's adjutant, 2 K.7 :2;9:25; 15:25) or as part of a group

(Ex. 14:7; l5:4;2 K, 10:25). He enjoys special privileges (l K' 9:22112 Ch. 8:9) and is

credited with an imposing appearance (Ezk.23:15,23).
Other explanations have been proposed by Schley, who sees in the .iAlii a member

of a three-man squad; by Margalith and Vervenne, who derive the word from UgN. 111'

"bronze," in the sense of a "bronzed man, i.e., an armoured knight"; and by Hehn, who

suggests a Babylonian etymology that leads to the meaning "the third man is the

mighty warrior, the hero."3a Still others have attempted to explain .idlii as a loanword

from Hittite or Egyptian.3s
For the narratives of "David's warriors" (2 s.23lll ch. l1), the foregoing discus-

sion (despite significant textual difficutties) suggests the following interpretation: Sub-

ordinate to David's commander-in-chief Joab stands the group of the "Three," "officers
of third rank" (l S. 23:8-12,18-23), clearly distinguished from the group of the

"Thirty," who may reflect an Egyptian model.36 Possibly the Hittite Uriah, listed

among the Thirty (2 5.23:39), was later promoted to idlti: his house is close to the

royal palace (2 S. l1:3-4), and he is entrusted with a militarily demanding task, the

storming of the Ammonite capital (vv. 14-25).

24. P. 69.
25. K. Galling, 8RL2,235-36.
26. For an illustration, see H. Hickmann, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Xll

(1965), 734; see also HAL, Il, 1525.
27. H. Weippert, 8RL2,253; de Yatx, Anclstr l, 122, 223; Donner, 215-77 .

28. AHw,III, 1339.
29. P. t3t.
30. As claimed, e.g., by M. Noth, Kdnige I: l-16. BKlxll (1968),217.
31. -+ 1)D melek.
32. -> ''tr1j iar
33. Mastin, 153-54.
34. P.70.
35. For discussion see Mastin, 143-48.
36. Elliger, 66-67, 109-10.
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In Middle Hebrew, Jdlii is stripped of its military meaning and denotes "a trustee
chosen by two parties to carry out an action for the benefit of one or the other party."
From the noun is derived a hiphil verb meaning "place a matter in the hands of a trustee
(lit. a third party);'3l

The meaning of JdliJ in Prov. 22:20 is disputed. Gesenius considers the translation
"pithy saying"38 but finally favors extensive emendation of the text.3e Today most exe-
getes support the reading i'l6iim, "thirty," referring to the thirty sayings of the collec-
tion in which this verse appears, which collection seems to be based on an Egyptian
model.ao

b. iili6m. The expression iilidm is a contraction of the numeral three (idl6i) arrd

!6m, "day"+r (cf. Akk. ialifrmia2); it is always linked with 'e1mill/fmdl, "yesterday." Its
meaning is ambiguous: it can refer to either a short or a long interval of time.

Laban's change of attitude toward Jacob comes rapidly and unexpectedly (Gen.
3l.,2,5), and the added burden imposed by the Egyptians takes the Israelites who are
doing forced labor by surprise (Ex. 5:7-8,14). After the Israelites cross the Jordan, its
waters return as before (Josh. 4: l8); just a few days before Saul's anointing as king and
subsequent prophetic ecstasy, everyone knew him as the son of a simple farmer (l S.
l0:ll; cf. also l9:7).

On the other hand, Ex. 4:10 refers to a lengthy period of time: Moses had never been
able to speak eloquently, either as a young man or after his call. In Ex.2l:19, similarly,
the owner of an ox has always known that it was accustomed to gore but has failed to
restrain it and therefore is punished for what happens. Political opposition movements
also form over lengthy periods; even when Saul was king, there was widespread sym-
pathy for David within his realm, until finally there was a move to offer him legal sov-
ereignty (2 5.3:17; 5:2).

In combination with la', the expression means "never before." whoever kills some-
one accidentally, although there has never been enmity between them, has the right to
seek asylum (DL4:42; 19:4,6; Josh. 20:5). Israel had never before traveled the route to
the promised land (Josh. 3:4; cf . Ruth 2: I l: Ruth came to a people she had not known
before). The Philistines had never before seen the ark come into the camp of the Israel-
ites (l S. 4:7) and are therefore terrified.

c. iill4itm. The meaning of iillEitm is clearly "the third generation" (LXX trit7
gened). One lexicon obviously counts the children as the first (i.e., next) generation and
therefore translates iillCiim as "great-grandchildren";a3 another translates it as "grand-

37. WTM,IY 568.
38. Cf. A. Meinhold, Spriiche. ZBK 16,2 vols. (1991), 1I,374 n. I l3: "The Qere meats ,elite

warriors'in the figurative sense of'excellent things,' 'pithy sayings."'
39. GesB,834.
40. E.g., O. Eissfeldt, OT: Intro. (Eng. tr. 1965),474-75; B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT

Vl6 (1963),84; Meinhold, Spriiche, ll, 374.
41. HAL, il, 1545-46.
42. AHw,III, 1150.
43. GesB, 1430.
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children."4 Thus the punishment for the parents' transgression of the commandments is

inflicted on the children as the second generation, the grandchildren as the third, and the

great-grandchildren as the fourth generation (Ex. 20:5; 34:7; Nu. 14:18; Dt. 5:9).

In Gen. 50:23 bdn?m must be understood in the general sense of "descendants" ("Jo-

seph saw Ephraim's descendants of the third generation," i.e., grandchildren), since the

parallel in v. 23b speaks of the children of Joseph's grandchild Machir.+s

4. Personal Names.It is unclear whether the two PNs .ie-le.l (l Ch. 7:35) and Jil.id
(7:37) are connected with our root .I/.i. Noth considers the meaning "triplet" or "third
child" (cf. the Babylonian PN i-.ia-li-ii-ilum, "God will give a third son"46), but rejects

it as "less likely," in favor of a derivation from Arab. salis, "obedient, gentle."47

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The use of numerals based on "three" in the Dead Sea

Scrolls follows OT usage.

a. Quantity. Quantities are especially common in the War Scroll, the Temple Scroll,

and the Copper Scroll (e.g., 1QM 9:12,14; llQT 5:3; 3Ql5 l:14; 4:8; etc.).

b. Distance. As in the OT, distances are often stated in terms of days: sacrificial ani-

mals within a three days'walk from the sanctuary must be sacrificed there (llQT
52:13-16). The punishment of exclusion from the community may last for thirty days

or three months: "whoever lies down and goes to sleep in the session of the Many,

thirty days . . . and whoever falls asleep up to three times during a session shall be pun-

ished ten days . . . and the person who spits in the course of a session of the Many shall

be punished thirty days . . . and whoever giggles inanely with a loud voice shall be sen-

tenced to thirty days" (1QS 7:10-15).
Also as in the OT, the thirtieth year of life represents an important turning Point.4a

The priests responsible for administration must be between thirty and sixty years of
age (CD 14:6); the cavalry described in lQM 6:13-14 comprises men hardened in bat-

tle and trained in horsemanship from thirty to forty-five years old, while those who
"despoil the fallen and loot and cleanse the earth, who protect the weapons and prepare

the supplies shall be between twenty-five and thirty years old" (lQM 7:2-3).

c. Objects. We also find .I/,f associated with objects and architectural features in the

Temple Scroll (l IQT 9:4,8: the lampstand?; 40: l1-12: gates; 46: 16-18: "and you shall

make three zones to the east of the city, separate from each other, where lepers, those

who suffer gonorrhea, and those who have had an emission must go").
There is also a triad with religious significance: the "three snares of Belial with

which he catches Israel," namely fornication, wealth, and defilement of the temple (CD

4: l5-18).

44. HAL, IL 1546.
45. C. Westermatn, Genesis 37-50. CC (Eng. tr. 1986), 208; H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. tr.

Macon, 1997\,465.
46. AHw,IIL 1146.
47. IPN, 229 n. l; cf. HAL, II, 1545.
48. See II.l.c above.
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d. Other Division into three companies for bartle ( lQM 6: I ; 8:4; cf. Jgs. 7:16,20,
etc.) is also found. The battle between the "sons of light and sons of darkness" runs its
course in twice three "lots" (gdrdl61= "passages of arms") (lQM l:13). Again, an in-
quiry into a transgression requires two or three witnesses (1lQT 6l:7;64:8; cf. Dt.
17:6; 19:15). The community council consists of twelve men, among whom three
priests are singled out (lQS 8:1).

IV. LXX. In almost every passage with the root.i/.i, the LXX uses a word with rri- to
render the Hebrew word. Some exceptions are Isa. 4Ol2 gAlti I = dnix, "span"), Ps.
80:6(5) (idlti | = mitron, "measure"), 2 Ch. 8:9 GAlti ilI = drchontes kai dynatoi), Ex.
5:8 (iili6m = kath' hekdsten hemdran), I S. 18:6 Galti I = bjmbalon).

The translation of iilidm is trite hemdra; iill4itm is representedby tritc gened. For
idlti I we find tristdt4s or trissos (explained as "third after the king and queen"ae). For
the piel of the verb we find trimer{zein (Dt. l9:3), trissertein (l S. 20:19), trissoin (l K.
18:34); the pual participle is representedby trietizeir (Gen. 15:19), triploils (Ezk.
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I. General. The biradical noun i€m is Common Semitic. The theophoric personal
names from Ebla (ium-ra-bu, "the name/son is great"t), Old Aramaic (imb'l, "name/
scion of Baal"z), and the OT (i"mfi'dl, "name/scion of El," 1 S. 1:203) show that at a

very early date the root had substantial content, being more than just a term used, e.9.,
to differentiate among individuals.

ll. l. Distribution. The noun iem occurs 778 times in the singular and 86 times in
the plural, being found in every book ofthe OT except Obadiah, Jonah, and Haggai.
There are I l3 occurrences in Genesis, 43 in Exodus, 1l in Leviticus, 49 in Numbers,
36 in Deuteronomy, l2 in Joshua, 19 in Judges, 33 in I Samuel, 34 iu-2 Samuel, 46 in
I Kings, 23 in 2 Kings, 54 in Isaiah, 55 in Jeremiah, 28 in Ezekiel, 5 in Hosea, 2 in
Joel, 7 in Amos, 4 in Micah, I in Nahum, 5 in Zephaniah, 7 in Zechariah, l0 in
Malachi, 109 in the Psalms, 7 in Job, 7 in Proverbs, 14 in Ruth, I in the Song of
Songs, 3 in Ecclesiastes, I in Lamentations, 8 in Esther, 6 in Daniel, 4 in Ezra,7 in
Nehemiah, 55 in 1 Chronicles, and 45 in 2 Chronicles, for a total of 864; there are also

33 occurrences in Sirach. A quick survey clearly shows a concentration in Genesis,
Deuteronomy, and DtrH. In the prophets and Psalms.ie-m is often connected with hu-
man beings, but primarily with Yahweh. It is rarely used with things, and only once
with animals.

Scarabs," UF 8 (1976) 353-69; J. P. Weinberg, "Gott im Weltbild des Chronisten," ZAW 100 Sup
(1988) 170-89; H. Weippert, "'Der Ort, den Jahwe erwdhlen wird, um dort seinen Namen
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2. Lexical Field. There are various ways of indicating a name. In the rare instances
when i€m is used in the context of naming, there is a certain emphasis and solemnity in
the announcement of the name. It is therefore easy to understand why iem occurs fre-
quently in etiologies and etymological explanations. In addition, .ie-rz incorporates
those elements that are associated with the particular person or Yahweh. Thus .ie-rn

comes to have semantic overtones of fame, honor, influence, power, etc. Furthermore,
.idze functions as a substitute for the person in question (cf. the use of haii€m in Juda-
ism as a substitute for the name "Yahweh"); this usage takes on particular importance
in the theological domain.

Thus .ie-rn constitutes a reality that guarantees the bearer an existence, however hard
to define, that endures beyond death.a A related theme is defense against the ultimate
annihilation of the iem.s There are a very few instances where iem approaches the
meaning of the word "essence," but the claim that .ie-r?x describes a person's essence is
not supported by the evidence.

The verbs used in clauses with iEm are rarely in the qal, but surprisingly often in the
piel or hiphil. Dtn/Dtr rhetoric makes extensive use of the expressions bdnA bayil
liiemt, lihy6! i"mt idm, iym'e!-i€m, and iakkdn idm;6 it is noteworthy that the expres-
sion.fyz,ie-rn, common in Deuteronomy, is adopted by both DtrH and ChrH, whereas
iakkdn.ie-z is picked up only by the latter (cf. the significance of i"l3fuA in Judaism).
Also striking is the concentration of niqra' iemt/iim"f;d'al in JeremiahT and the restric-
tion of nD'(niphal) b"idm to Jeremiah8 and, tm' i€m to Ezekiel.e With these exceptions,
the distribution of icm is so broad it would be extremely difficult to identify a usage
specific to a particular textual strand.

Also worthy of emphasis is the fusion of idm with peoples and deities.lo

III. Usage.
l. Verbless Clauses. In verbless clauses idm can play the role either of subject or

predicate; the meaning derives from the interplay of the constitutive elements of the
clause.

a. The verbless clause 'Zlleh i"m61 (26 times: Ex. l:1; Nu. 1:5; 3:2-3,18; etc.) always
refers to specific names, but also has the function of presenting a group as the sum of
individuals who bear different names.

b. Verbless clauses with singular pronominal suffixes encompass a broad semantic
field, which ranges from the simple mention of a name in secular or theological texts to
representing Yahweh through the theonym.

(l) The simple mention of a name is found only in the secular domain. Here Gen.

4. See III.6 and 8 below.
5. See III.8 below.
6. See III.7 below.
7. See III.2 below.
8. See III.8 below.
9. See III.8 below.
10. See lll.2-4,6-9 below.
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2:19 is unique: the clause hf i"mb refers to a general naming without mentioning any
personal name. The name is usually stated, e.9., i"mb ld[dn (Gen. 24:29: cf. Gen.
38:1,2;Jgs.13:2;17:l;l S. 1:1;9:1,2;17:4,12,23;218[Erg.7];22:20:'25.4:4;9:12;
l3:3; 16:5; 17:25;20:l; I K.l3:2; Job 1:1; Ruth 2:1; 2Ch.28:9). The majority of oc-
currences are in Dtr passages. Nothing is said about the individual character and fea-
tures of the person named. Only family relationships (cf. Jer. 37:13) and place of resi-
dence are mentioned, albeit rarely - e.9., "a man of the hill country of Ephraim, called
Sheba (iepa' . . . i"md), a son of Bichri" (2 S. 20:21; cf. Est. 2:5). The use of .i'maft plus
a personal name to constitute a clause is a feature of elevated style introducing a name
in a verbless clause (Gen. 16:l;22:24;25:l; 38:6; Josh. 2:1; Jgs. l6:4; 2 S. 3:7; l3:l;
14:27; I Ch.2:26).

(2) The form i"mA appears once in the setting of a secular change of name (Jgs.

l:26). The name (i"mah) Sarah is enjoined by God in Gen. 17:15.
(3) It is common to interpret a name by means of an etymology. For example, Abi-

gail explains the conduct of her husband on the basis of his name (ki i"mb ken-hfi'),
which she interprets with a popular etymology: ndbdl i"m6 frn"bdld 'immd (l 5.25:25).
As a result, personal characteristics may be associated with a name. The question re-
mains, however, whether a name assigned by chance during childhood (nAbAl) can em-
body its bearer's "essential nature," since the interpretation is attributed to an unfore-
seen encounter.

(4) A name often conveys information. When Prov. 2l:24 says Ds i1n6, it means that
the person in question is the embodiment of what the name expresses, a "scoffer." In the
postexilic period ofreconstruction, the high priest Joshua is established as a symbol of
hope and honored with a crown. The statement semah iemb (Zec.6:l21tr interprets his
very person, since under him the people will "branch out" and the temple will be rebuilt.
The i€m points to the function to be performed by the bearer of the name.

That a name may convey significant information about its bearer is shown by vari-
ous encounters with "angels." While wrestling with Jacob, the being asks his name
(Gen. 32:.28127); cf .35:10, with a different focus), which the "angel" then changes on
his own authority. Manoah asks the mal'af; yhwh, "mt i"me&d?" (Jgs. 13:17). When
what the angel has promised comes to pass, he will respond with appropriate honor.
But the angel refuses to tell his name.

The question mah-{em6 asks for further information about the bearer of a name. In
Ex. 3: l3 Moses asks the question he expects the Israelites to ask, mah-i"m6, to which
Yahweh actually replies, "I-am-present," which in the context means that he will aid
and support Moses - as well as the Israelites. In Ex. 34:14 Yahweh's claim to exclu-
sive devotion is stated in absolute form: yhwh qanna'i"mb '31 qanna' lr0'("Yahweh,
Jealous is his name, a jealous God is he"), words that also clearly express the rejection
of all polytheistic manifestation.

(5) Names serve to declare existence: Ps. 83:19(18) attaches great importance to the
existence of Yahweh, expressed in two verbless clauses, kt-'attd and iimlfr yhwh.
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(6) A name signifies that its bearer is well known. In a bitter attack on the priests for
failure to conduct the cult with proper respect and reverence, Yahweh points out that
his name is great (Sddbl i'mi) from the rising of the sun to its setting, i.e., it is promi-
nent among all nations (Mal. l: I 1). Here the prophet is alluding to the fame associated
with the name Yahweh (cf. v. l4).

(7) Yahweh and his name are interchangeable. According to Ex. 3:14, when Moses
asks who is the God with whom he has been speaking, Yahweh answered: 'ehyeh. The
name "Yahweh" is then given in v. 15, without any supporting argument, and finally
the tradition of patriarchal worship is appended: 4ldhC "b6Qkem'"loh| 'aprdhdm'ebhA
yi;hdq wE'lohA ya'aqo-|, followed by the verbless clause zeh-iemi le'olam as a statement
offact, in parallel with a second verbless clause, w"zeh ziftri l"QAr ddr In this theologi-
cal context, in which the subject of Yahweh's concrete activity is of paramount impor-
tance, iem embodies much more than a reference to a pronounceable name. Both idm
and zef,er establish the presence of the one - namely, Yahweh - who enters the
course of human events as liberator.

According to Ex. 23:20, Yahweh will send a mal'dft. The mention of this figure is a
relic from pre-Israelite treaties, which were concluded in the presence of the gods, who
in turn would enforce the treaty through blessings and curses. The mal'df, is effectively
identical with Yahweh. To rebel against the mal'df, is tantamount to revolting against
Yahweh: kt iemt b"qirb6.

Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 42:8) extends Yahweh's declaration that he is working to de-
liver his people from the hand of their overlords. He gives his glory &dbdd) to no orher.
This kd!6Q is used as a divine epithet. It is preceded by two verbless clauses: '%i yhwh
and hf i"mi. ln this case iem and yhwh are identified (v. 8; cf. Jer. 16.21).

(8) A name can state a fact or become an epithet. A verbless construction empha-
sizes the fact, e.9., the presence of God's name in the temple (2 Ch. 2O:9, iim[d
babbayi! haazeh). The presence of zeler and iem demonstrate lasting endurance: yhwh
iimf,d le'6ldm par. yhwh zikr"kd le86r-wdQdr (Ps. 135: l3; cf. Ex. 3: l5). The latter texts
appear to make a clear distinction between Yahweh and zefter/iem. The statementyhwh
'o]onAnfi has its counterpart in m6-'addtr iim"ftd (Ps. 8:2,10[,9]). The majesty as-
cribed to the iEm is the majesty proper to Yahweh. The situation is similar when God's
iEm is tlohim (48:11[0]). "Your name is near" (qdr6! i"mel5a, 75,'2llD points to
Yahweh's presence. The meaning of the statement yhwh i,m6 (Ex. l5:3) does not de-
rive from the clause itself but from the context. It parallels yhwh ii milhdmd, and the
context shows that it is Yahweh who delivers Israel at the sea (cf. Jer. 33:2; Am. 5:8;
9:6).

Extended constructions raise the question whether the form was not chosen in order
to inculcate the substance of the extension: yhwh {"bA'q i"mb (lsa. 48:2; 5l:15; 54:5;
Jer. l0:16; 3l:35:32:18;46:18:.48:15;50:34; 5l:19,57),yhwh'"bhA-s"bd'6!i"mb (Am.
4:13),'"bhA-tba'6! i"m6 (Am. 5:27).The same is true when an attribute of Yahweh is
identified as his name: i"mb qey')i yiSrd'El (lsa.47:4) says that qe86i yiird?-/ is the sub-
stance conveyed by the iem (cf . qdQ6i i"m6, Isa. 57:15; qa86i wenbra' i,m6, Ps. I I I :9).
The parallel verbless clauses 'affA yhwh'dltnfi arrd gO'alenfi mZ'6lam i"mef;d show that
.ie-rn makes a qualitative statement about its bearer: he is Redeemer. The literary equiv-
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alency of 'and yhwh and i"mefta allows us to assume that i€m and yhwh are inter-
changeable (cf. Jer. 10:6).

2. In Combination.Within the broad semantic spectrum of iem, the particular mean-

ing appropriate to a given context is determined by the verb and its valents. The result
of analysis is highly varied and complex, since more than eighty verbs have iem as a

direct object or appear in a clause with iem in a prepositional phrase.

a. Verbs of Speaking. Among verbs of speaking, we note the following:
(1) The only passage where iem is associated contextually with the niphal of rzr is

Gen. 32:29. Jacob will no longer be called Jacob but yi{rd'?l; by popular etymology
the new name signifies that he contended (irh) with 'elahtm and humans, and pre-

vailed. This explanation of the name compounded with 'dl is not compelling.
(2) The verb brk (qal, piel, and pual) appears 17 times with i€m or b"iEm in various

contexts. When brk is in the passive, iEm is the subject. In only one text is a subject
(kol-bdSdr) named in an active clause. The direct object is usually 'am or 'e! + suffix. In
clauses without a direct object, the action itself is the goal; this is true particularly
when we have a series of cultic actions ending with brk, e.g,,'md - irt - brk b"iem. ln
the Psalms a number of parallelisms make the relationship more precise: frldrfift idm
kbddbpar.w\timmalz'kbdd6(Ps.72:19), iirfilJthwhpar.bdrof;fri"m6(96:2),hbdfr-16
par. baff;fi i"mb (l0O:4), bdroki 'e1-yhwh par. 'e!-iem qoQi6 (103:l), '"rbmimka par.

wa'"paroftd iimkd (145:l), fhillal yhwh y"/abber-pt par. wibdrEk . . . iem qo/i6
(145:21).

Dt. 10:8-9 appears somewhat isolated. The passage lists the tasks of the Levites: to
carry the ark of Yahweh, to stand before him, to minister to him, and l"ldr4l bii"m6.
One of the Levites' functions is thus described as l"ldrdft, defined by b"iEm. The ex-

pression b'iEm is also a qualifier, so that b' is to be understood instrumentally: the

blessing is bestowed with the help of the name (= of Yahweh; the name is the vehicle of
divine power) (cf. Dt. 21:5, where the priests [cf. 1 Ch. 23:13] take over this function

liEm here with yhwh as nomen rectum)).
In an earlier period "blessing" was not restricted to the Levites and priests, as 2 S.

6:18 shows (cf. 1 Ch. 16:2). While there is some truth to the observation that David
brought the ark to Jerusalem on his own initiative and without a direct command from
Yahweh, when he offers sacrif,rce he is brought within the domain of the cult and its
structures, so that the meaning of b"i€m yhwh s"!d'61here does not differ fundamen-
tally from its meaning in the texts cited previously. Since David is the grammatical

subject, Brongers's statement that "the name of Yahweh is the subject" is misleading.12

Should he mean that the energy conveyed by the blessing resides in the power of b"iem
yhwh s"bd'6!, not in the words of a king, we may agree. These last two passages also

show that when the direct object ('e!-hd'am) is mentioned explicitly the relations be-

tween Drt piel and b"i€m remain the same (cf. Ps. 118.26 and the addendum in 129:8).

When the verb is passive (bam$ and the subject is Yahweh (Ps.72:18) or iEm

12. Brongers, "Wendung," 8.
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(v. 19a), brk cannot mean "bless." The parallel with yimmdlE' lread yimlAf fte!686 'e1-

kol hd'dres in v. 19b shows that the text refers to celebration or praise. This is true in
the concluding verse (v. 19a), where kn!6d appears as nomen rectum with idm (an al-
ternate term for Yahwehl3). The connection between iEm and Yahweh is even clearer in
113:2, which follows the thrice-repeated hall"lfi of v. l. The pass. ptcp. meldrdft
("praised") is introduced by the hortative y,ht ("be"); the subject is lemyhwh, which
(as in v. lc) represents an expanded form of "Yahweh" (cf. Job l:21 Dnl. 2:2O

['"ldhd1).
In Ps. 96: l-2 bdf'kfr i"mb (v.2b) follows the thrice-repeated ltrfi ljhwh. The name

of Yahweh is to be praised. The name is more than a designation, and also more than
the power and might of its bearer suggested or realized in the name. Thematically, the
substance of the text would be reduced by a degree if the name were not interchange-
able with Yahweh. That this is not the case is shown by the following clause, which re-
fers to God's saving act, thus continuing to speak of Yahweh. The same use of Je-rz is
found in Ps. 100:4 and 145:1. Ps. 103:1 and 145:21 go on to preclude any confusion
with phenomena of the natural world by qualifying ldm with the nomen rectum qo/i6
(in both cases in parallel with Yahweh), a quality sui generis that is proper only to God.

(3) One text (Ps. 89:17[16]) constructs gyl (qal) with b"l€m; rhe suffix of .idrt refers
to Yahweh. The clauses beiimef;a f gtlfin afi, besiSqdlel3d yarfimfr stand in synonymous
parallelism. V. 17(16) extols those whose God is theYing. They walk in God's intimate
presence ("in the light of your countenance"), a presence that other texts say mortals
cannot endure (v. 16[5]). When vv. 17(16) and 18(17) are viewed together, we see that
b"iim"ld describes an experience of God that parallels b";iQqd1"ftd ("through strength
and favor"). Those who belong to God's people y"gtlfin ("exult") because of (b") the
name, i.e., Yahweh himself, who bears the name and is substantially present in it. They
extol (yarilmO) the result, God's salvific work.

(4) The piel of dbr occurs 14 times with b"iem. In 7 cases the verb has a direct ob-
ject. The prepositional phrase beiem plays a different syntactic and semantic role here,
denoting the motivating entity, either named (usually Yahweh) or indicated by a suffrx
(6 times, all referring to Yahweh). The phrase occurs primarily in DtnlDr texts. In Dt.
18:20 Yahweh warns a prophet not to speak in the name of other gods. Since no indi-
vidual names are mentioned and there is no direct object, it is clear that b"idm with the
pielof dbr means "on behalf of." According to Dnl. 9:6 and I Ch. 21:19, no one must
speak a word in "my" (Yahweh's) name unless empowered to do so. According to Dt.
l8:19, a person who does not heed what a prophet says in the name of Yahweh will be
held accountable. But if a prophet presumes to speak in the name of Yahweh, the fail-
ure of the thing to take place is evidence that Yahweh did not speak to him or commis-
sion him (v. 22; cf. Jer. 29:23: Zec. l3:3).

Since Jeremiah's preaching has brought him only scorn and derision, he wants to
stop speaking in Yahweh's name (Jer. 2O:9),i.e., to stop preaching as Yahweh's proph-
et. It is implied that God's speech is uttered only through the prophet (cf. Jer. 44:16).

13. In support of this identification see Gretheq 35.
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King Ahab and the prophet Micaiah live in perpetual conflict. At Jehoshaphat's insti-
gation Ahab asks the prophet for an oracle of Yahweh. Knowing full well that the
prophet does not expect to be taken seriously, he adjures him to speak nothing but the

truthbeiemyhwh (1K.22:16;2 Ch. l8:15). Here we have the simple observation that
the prophet speaks in the name of Yahweh (and not of any other god; cf. Jer. 26:-16;

2 Ch. 33:18).
(5) There are 12 occurrences of h/l (piel, pual, and hithpael) with the dir. obj. iemor

with 'e1 idm, leidm, or b"idm. These occurrences include two hortative forms and three
imperatives. The noun iem may be qualified by a theonym (yhwh, Tldhtm), qo/i6, or
tip'artef,a. Once a subject is indicated ('e!ydn, Ps.74:21). The expression appears in
hymnic passages, and the texts have religious content. There are several parallelisms:
hll (piel) iEm par. Sdl (piel) b"!6dA (69:31[30]), hall"lfi yA par. halllfi 'e!-i€m yhwh
(133:1), h68fr ljhwh par. qir'A bii"m6 (105:1), hall"lft yA par. halllfr 'e!-i€m yhwh
(135:l), '"ldralefn par. '"halPli iim"kd (145.2), y"hall"lfi i"m6 par. yezamm"rtt-16

(r49:3).
After catastrophe (Joel 2:25), Yahweh will see to it that food is available in abun-

dance; then the name of Yahweh will be praised (v.26). The verse goes on to add that
Yahweh has wondrously delivered his people. If the antecedent of '"ier is not the

nomen rectum or the noun in apposition but iEm, the nomen regens, the direct object of
hll, then the verse ascribes this wondrous act to iem, and iEmyhwh seryes as a fuller
form of the divine name. In Ps. 69:31(30), again, the psalmist praises the i€m-Yldhtm
in the midst of affliction, confident of Yahweh's help (cf. 7 4:21).In 148: 13 the impera-
tive to praise ldm yhwh is followed by the motivation: his i€m alone is exalted. Here a
distinction is made between Yahweh and iem. Even before mentioning Yahweh's
mighty acts in history, 105:3 begins with a summons to glory in his holy name (b"iem
qodi6). The prepositional construction, which is closely related rhetorically to
m"laq"iA yhwh (v.4), shows that "in the name" means more than a superficial identifi-
cation by name. At the least, the "name" is seen as the presence of the divine aura.

The ejaculations in 1 l3:1 and 135: I clearly go a step further. The same construction
is used in each: two parallel clauses introduced with the impv. hall"lfi have as their di-
rect objects yd and the parallel 'e!-iem yhwh. In these clauses Yahweh is identified with
iEm. Ps. ll3:3; 145:2; 149:3: 1 Ch. 16: l0-l l are to be understood in the same sense.

This interpretation is confirmed by Ps. 148:5 (the usage in v. 13 differs), with two argu-
ments. In vv. 2-3 Yahweh is the sole direct object of hall"lfi. In v. 5 the summons to
praise is followed by the statement that he (antecedent: iEmyhwh) commanded and the

elements of the cosmos were created (br'niphal). In I Ch. 29:13 idm appeius to stand

in place of Yahweh. Riches and honor come from Yahweh, who combines in himself
all power, might, and sovereignty and bestows them on mortals. Therefore praise and

thanks are due to 4ldhtm and (in parallel) idm, which is associated with tip'ere! as

nomen rectum, also used as an epithet of God.
(6) The verb zkr (qal, niphal, and hiphil) is associated directly with idm or b"iem 8

times. As nomen rectum with i€m we find the theonyms yhwh and rlohtm, as well as

various suffixes. We find zkr iEm ar;.d imr tbrd used in parallel in Ps. 119:55, which
speaks of the name of Yahweh in the narrower sense. The psalmist recalls Yahweh's

t39
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name even at night (i.e., always) and is induced to keep (imr; cf.20:8) Yahweh's in-
struction (firA).

lnBx.20:23-24 the prohibition against making gods of silver or gold is followed by
Yahweh's command to build a technologically primitive altar of earth and sacrifice the
burnt offerings and offerings of well-being on it. In this setting (v.24), Yahweh prom-
ises to come only to the place where he causes his name to be remembered (zkr [hiphil]
'e!-iemt) and to bless it. The name is a reality that can bring about God's presence; it
sets a place apart in such a way that the name itself (in the fullest sense) is effectually
present as God.

In the polemic against Canaanite religion, Yahweh successfully eliminates the
names of the Baals. As a result, no one remembers their names (Hos. 2: l9[17]). In the
context of foreign gods, too, iem represents more than just a formal identifying or dis-
tinguishing element; in fact, no personal name is mentioned. A "name" is linked with
the reality that someone or something - here foreign gods 

- influences the thought
and way of life of a human being (cf. Am. 6:10: beidm yhwh as dir. obj.; Jer. l1:9:
i"md). Therefore the name does not even have to be spoken (Ex. 23: l3). That the line
between a pronounceable name and a real (divine) actuality is fluid is shown by Josh.
23:7: the prohibition against thinking of the gods (beidm tldhtm) is followed by a pro-
hibition against swearing by them (possibly referring to their names). Of course one
does not "serye" ('bd) the name and bow down (hiitah,wd) before it; these verbs
clearly refer to the gods.

(7) In l0 passages .Ye-m (with or without /'; the meaning is the same) is the direct ob-
ject of zmr lI (piel), The frequency of the I st person singular (5 times) is striking. Qual-
ifying iEm we find yhwh 'elybn, 'elybn, and various suffixes. The referent is always
Yahweh. All the texts exhibit a hortative intention. This combination of words is typi-
cal of the language of the Psalms; it does not occur outside the Psalter. There are, nev-
ertheless, a great many parallel formulations with ydh, 'ls, ilm, etc.

The psalmist, delivered from the threat of enemies, feels obligated to sing l"iimftd
(Ps. l8:50[49];2 S. 22:50; cf. Ps. 9:312);66:2). Unlike the wicked, the psalmist wilt
give thanks to Yahweh and sing praises to the name of Yahweh, the Most High (7: l8).
The certainty that Yahweh will hear his prayer causes the psalmist to rejoice (61:9[8];
cf .92:|)) and affrrm that he will pay his vows. Since God looks with favor on the poor
and is a father to the orphan and an advocate for the widow, the congregation should
praise God's name. In 135:3 simply the inner urge to praise finds expression in hll piel
and zmr piel together. Since Yahweh is the direct object of one verb and iem is the di-
rect object of the other, the two words are identified; iEm means Yahweh himself.
Taking a universal perspective, 66:4 sees the whole earth prostrate in worship of God
and praising the idm, i.e., Yahweh. In all the texts that use the piel of zmr with iem, idm
appears in parallel with Yahweh, so that it represents an alternative form of the name
Yahweh itself.

(8) Fourteen texts use iem as the direct object (some unmarked, some with 'e7 l) of
ydh hiphil As a nomen rectum with iem, we find yhwh and qojief,d. Other qualifiers
are the adjective phrase gd86l wenbrd'and the 2d person singular suffix (10 times).
Apart from the Dtr texts and the Chronicler's texts dependent on them, together with
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Ps. 99:3 arrd 122:4 (Zion theology), all the occurrences are set in the language of
prayer. one clause includes a grammatical subject (saddtqim, Ps. 140:14[13]). As par-

allels we find such verbs as rwm, hll, and ihh.
In I K. 8:33 (cf. 2 Ch. 6:24), in the prayer ascribed to Solomon, the arguments ac-

cord with Dtr ideology. The people have been defeated by the enemy because they have

sinned against Yahweh. Then they return, praise the name of Yahweh, and pray to him;

their prayer is heard. In I K. 8:35 (2 Ch. 6:26), too, the praise of Yahweh's name is a to-

ken of the people's confession of Yahweh when they turn from their sin, whereupon

Yahweh sends rain. Unlike the rest of the occurrences, these two texts are in prose and

cite no parallel arguments.
Ps. 99:3 bears the stamp of Zion theology. Because Yahweh is exalted over all the

people, they are to praise his name. Ps. 122:4 reflects the same theme: the tribes go up

to the mighty city of Jerusalem to praise the name of Yahweh.

Yahweh's care for the poor and support for their cause is the prelude to praise. Ps.

140:14(13) treats "they praise your name" and "they live before your face" as equiva-

lent. Since other texts imply that to see the face of God is to risk one's life (see Gen.

32:3ll30l and Ex. 33:23 - both passages in which ie-n also appears in the immediate

context), both name and face must be seen as very intensive forms of God's presence.

In Ps. 142:8(7) the poor psalmist's cry for help and deliverance from his persecutors,

who are too strong for him, leads to an infinitival purpose clause: the goal is to praise
..your name." This statemenr fits wirh the theme of 140:14(13). In Isa.25:Iff., the

highly personal words of the supplicant are intended to constrain God to heed the de-

struction of the city at the beginning of the exile (v. 2) and the speaker's plea for help,

by appealing to the fulfillment of Yahweh's own plans. At the outset, the supplicant

states emphatically: "Yahweh, you are my God." This affirmation is illustrated by the

fact that he does not lament but is engaged (imperfect) in exalting (rfrm polel) Yahweh

and praising (ydft hiphil) his name. In Ps. 54:8(6) "exalt," "praise your name," and

"perform a vow" appear together.

God has saved the worshipers from their foes (Ps. 44:8U)). They therefore boast

continually of their (saving) God and praise "his name," which in this context stands in

synonymous parallelism with'"l6htm (v. 9[8]). Ps. 106:47 pleads (also collectively) to

be saved and gathered from among the nations. The infinitives that follow (l"h6d6! and

l"hiitabb€ah) are to be understood as expressing purpose. The purpose of Yahweh's

salvation is that his holy name be praised and his glory celebrated. Name (i?m) and

glory ft"hitld) are things that affect Yahweh directly (cf. 1 Ch. 16:35). Before saying

that God has special regard for the lowly (Ps. 138:6), the psalmist, prostrating himself

in the direction of the holy temple (the place where the Holy One is present), sings the

praises ofthe name. "I praise your name for your steadfast love (hesed) and your faith-

fulness ("me!)" is equivalent to "I praise you . . .": ilm is a fuller way of referring to

God. Almost all the ydh texts are responses to affliction, threat, or discrimination

against the poor. This setting distinguishes ydh ftom the connotations of (e.9.) hll.
(9) The impv. hd!fr, presumably from the rcot *yhb, occurs twice. In each case the

direct object is a construct phrase with idm as the nomen rectum. The indirect object is

ljhwh. Elements of the much-debated initial verse of Ps. 29 derive from the religious
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language and thought of Canaan (e.g., "children of the gods"; in the cycle kAb6d is
given by El to the gods, who in turn give it back to El). As the text has been integrated
into Yahwism, it now sees in kd!68 and hoQdrd tokens of Yahweh's majesty. As nomen
rectum to each parallel nomen regens we find iem and qdjei. Quite apart from the ori-
gin of the psalm, it is reasonable to understand both idm and qdjei as being linked to
the divine realm. The former denotes the ever-present divine aura, the latter, the
inbreaking aura.

In I ch. 16:29-30 the speaker (David) borrows Ps. 29 almost word for word, but al-
ters it characteristically: the "children of the gods" become the "families of the peo-
ple," who bring offerings to Yahweh, thus defining the concrete way in which hdpA
kp6y' i"mb takes place. since offerings are brought only to Yahweh, it is probably an
understatement to say that these words are an expansion drawing on cultic language:
the author understood giving k"!6Q i"mo as the worship of Yahweh (llhwh) himself.

( l0) The verb knh piel, "give an honorific name," governs iEm in two texts, in the
form of the prepositional phrase b"iEm. rn Isa. 45:Iff., although yahweh is speaking,
the theme is secular. The verb qr'appears in parallel. Yahweh describes what he is do-
ing for Cyrus for the sake of Israel: he calls him and gives him an honorific name
("ftann"f,a biimef,d, v. 4); the actual name is not specified.

In Isa. 44:lff . Yahweh promises salvation to his people; as one element, he will
pour out his spirit and his blessing (v. 3). Some of the consequences are associated
specifically with Yahweh, others with the people (albeit as those Yahweh has saved).
Among the latter, we find y"f;anneh beiEm yiird'€l (v. 5). The context is extremely art-
ful, exhibiting an interesting kind of chiastic structure. To the statement of one (zeh),
lJthwh '%i (a), there corresponds the lettering on the hand of the other: ljhwh (a'). To
the clause yiqra' beiem-ya'oqdb (b) there corresponds bei€m yiird'dl y"f;anneh (b').
Since the clauses b and b'are formulated in the active voice, the verbs govern direct
objects. For knh (piel) b"icm yiird'€\, this means that the speaker pronounces "the
name Israel" as an honorific name, showing that he recognizes the new beginning
God has made with Israel and - by inference from the chiastic words of belonging 

-that he is part of it.
( I I ) Four texts connect n's (qal, piel, hithpoal) syntactically with iEm; in three of

these it is the direct object. Parallelism occurs inJer. 14:21; Ps. 74:10,18. Jer. 14:19-22
is a communal lament, which ends in a statement of trust in Yahweh, creator and deliv-
erer. Within the passage, the supplicants confess their transgressions. There follows
(v. 2l) an appeal to Yahweh for his name's sake not to spurn or dishonor the throne of
his glory (paraphrastic for the place ofhis presence). By reason ofits various connota-
tions, the phrase l"ma'an iimef;d can be understood as "for your own sake."

The argumentation in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 52:3-6) is based on the notion that the Is-
raelites' times as aliens in foreign lands should not be viewed (solely) as the conse-
quence of sin (vv. 3-4). If one starts from the assumption that the historical fate ofthe
people bears witness to their protection by their own God, then the violent exercise of
power by the rulers is an assault on Yahweh himself. It is therefore reasonable to con-
clude that such conduct is an unremitting defamation of Yahweh's name (v. 5). Here
iem may mean the name "Yahweh" in contrast to the names of Babylonian gods, espe-
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cially Marduk; but it is safe to assume that the name is connected organically with
Yahweh, so that to revile the name is to revile Yahweh himself.

Ps. 74 is a communal lament, in which the worshipers say that they have been left
without tokens or prophets for guidance. This statement is followed in v. 10 by a ques-

tion: How long will the oppressor defame God ('"l6him.) and the enemy revile God's

name? The strict parallelism indicates that '"lohtm and iEm are interchangeable coun-

terparts. In v. 18, in a similar context, yhwh and ierz correspond. Thus vv. l0 and 18 il-
lustrate the intrinsic fusion of zlohtm, yhwh, and idm.

(12) There are 9 occurrences of nb'(niphal, hithpael) withb"iEm, all in Jeremiah.

The noun is determined by yhwh as nomen rectum as well as by the lst person singular

suffix (always with Yahweh as antecedent). This association shows that the usage is al-

ways theological. In Jer. ll.21 Yahweh quotes the rebuke leveled at Jeremiah by the

people of Anathoth, persecuting him so that his life is in danger: "Stop speaking as a

prophet in the name of Yahweh (b'idm yhwh)." Since the prophet does not speak on his

own initiative but transmits the words of Yahweh, who sends him, b"i?m encompasses

both the actual name of the God who commissions him and "at Yahweh's behest, on

Yahweh's authority" (cf. v. 9; also 26:20).
The most severe charge against the prophets who prophesy salvation and well-being

instead of the imminent catastrophe is that they "are prophesying lies in my name" (Jer.

14:14;23:25). What this means is that they are only pretending to have received a mes-

sage from Yahweh. This is stated expressly in 27:15, in the same thematic context: "I
truly (ki) have not sent them" - therefore their prophecy is a lie (ieqea 29:9). The con-
sequence of unauthorized appropriation of Yahweh's name (14:14-15) is that the very
prophets who deny the imminent threat of sword and famine will perish by them (cf.

29:21).
( l3) Each of the two occurrences of ngd hiphil with iem as its direct object is in the

context of an "angelic encounter." In Gen. 32:28-31 the question of the iem goes back

and forth in various formulations. While wrestling, the man (ii, v.25) and Jacob ask

each other's name. Here are we not interested in the etiologies but in the different ways

the request is formulated. Using the niphal of 'mr Jacob's opponent declares that Jacob

shall no longer be called "Jacob" but "Israel." With an emphatic imperative, Jacob asks

directly: "Just tell me (haggiQA-nna') your name" (v. 30). Since this request follows
upon a change of Jacob's name and thus an interpretation of his comperence, iem
should be seen as more than a linguistic act of differentiation and individuation or an

instrument facilitating community.la The still unknown figure, by telling his name,

would have told who he really is. Thus .ie-m becomes a vehicle of information about its

bearer.
If one wishes to withhold information about one's name, it is possible to evade the

question by asking a counterquestion. An ii hdaldhtm with the appearance of a mal'aft

hdaldhtm appears to the mother of Samson to foretell his birth (Jgs. 13:3-24). The fear

aroused by the figure's aura probably prevented the woman from asking any questions.
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It would seem only natural to ask a stranger where he has come from; nevertheless, the
ii hdYl1htm does not tell his name (ld'-higgtl, v.6). Since the figure's outward appear-
ance makes quite clear that he is not an ordinary human being, revelation of his name
would have the same effect as in Gen. 32:30.

(14) The verb nqb (qal, niphal) governs i€m in l0 passages (4 times unmarked, 6
times with b).The predominance of the pl. i€m61(6 times) is striking. The usage may
be either secular or religious. In one case yhwh appears as nomen rectum.

When Jerusalem is rebuilt at God's initiative after the exile, its vindication and sal-
vation will shine forth and the nations will see the people's vindication. The city will
be called by a new name (iem bAddi), given by the mouth of Yahweh (lsa. 62:2).

In I Ch. 16:39, in the context of organizing the duties of the priests, David assigns
Zadok to minister before the tabernacle of Yahweh to ensure that the sacrifices are of-
fered correctly. Those assigned to him are mentioned in v. 41, two by their own per-
sonal names, the other bei€m61. The reader still senses the meaning "pierce, designate"
in nqb, because the naming also entails an obligation. The iZm61- individual names
are not listed - stand for the persons so named, since names cannot be assigned a min-
istry. Thus iemplays two roles: it both characterizes the persons in question and marks
them as individuals. Here b"iem61 concretizes "by name" and means "each person"
(the same broad meaning is present in Nu. l:17; Ezl8:20; I Ch. 12:32[31]; 2 Ch.
28:15;31:19).

In Lev. 24:ll,16, we find an extremely negative variant meaning for nqb. Anyone -alien or citizen - who utters (nbqE!) 'el haii4m or beiem yhwh is to be stoned; here the
verb can only be taken as meaning "contemn, mock" (NRSV "blaspheme").

(15) The vb. spr (piel) governs iem 3 times (in parallel with hll in Ps. 22:23122);
102:22[21]). The noun is associated with Yahweh both by the use of yhwh as nomen
rectum and by the lst or 2d person singular suffix. This association makes clear that the
theme is always religious.

Ex. 9: 14-16, usually ascribed to a later redactor, explains why the destruction of the
Egyptians is repeatedly deferred. Time is needed to show the power of Yahweh to all
the earth, that people may tell of (spr piel, v. 16) his name. Here .ie-m denotes the fame
achieved by vastly superior power.

The second section of Ps.22 begins with a hymnic summons. The psalmist wishes
to tell of (spr piel, v. 23122)) Yahweh's name in a liturgical environment (qdhdl), in the
midst of his kindred. The par. 'ohall"lef;a shows that we are dealing with a situation that
calls for praise and glory (cf. v. 241231). Since .ie-m is used as a theonym, we see that it
denotes the glory (name as vehicle) that causes the psalmist to break forth in praise -redactionally after being rescued from affliction.

Ps. lO2:21(20), too, refers - if only formulaically - to affliction, imprisonment,
and death, from which Yahweh sets free. The purpose of this deliverance (final infini-
tive, v. 22l2lD is that the glory of Yahweh (i4m yhwh) may be declared in Zion. This
interpretation is confirmed by the parallel "and his praise (fr1"hilld!6) in Jerusalem."

(16) The vb. 7z is used with iEmonly in Ps. 68:5(4). The syntax of this verse is diffr-
cult. Since "raise up him who rides on the clouds" (v. 5c[4c]) represents a complete
clause, which does not connect with b)d i"m6, the latter words must introduce clause d
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in this verse. The object of the impv. 'il'2fr is biA, expanded interpretively by i"m6. The

locative l"pdndyw points to a cultic setting. But we is prefixed to 'il"zfi, which appears

abruptly in the midst of the clause. Mtiller has shown that such a w" is prefixed for em-

phasis.15 The context is religious.
Vv. 4-5(3-4) employ a wealth of forms denoting the "praise" (cf. the verbs: Smh,

iyi, zmr iyr sll) that the saddiqim are to render. Already the two stichs that begin

v. 5(4) identify "lAhtm and i7m.t6 The first stich of the second pair incorporates a

Canaanite element: "he who rides on the clouds." The parallel appropriates this expres-

sion for Yahwism: praise is to be given b ya, the abbreviated form of the theonym

yhwh. To avoid any misunderstanding, the verse adds that this is his real .ie-m.

(17) In one passage (2K.2:23-24) qll (piel) governs iZm. A short distance from

Bethel some boys jeer at Elisha, calling him "Baldhead," whereupon the prophet ltxes

his gaze on them and curses (qll) them in the name of Yahweh (b"idm yhwh, v.24). The

legendary and exaggerated story (two bears maul forty-two children) shows that pro-

nouncing the name of Yahweh with malicious intent has destructive consequences.

(Brongers finds a second occulrence in I S. 17:43,btt his argument cannot be sus-

tained.lT On the one hand, it proves too much: wherever a name does not appear, one

can be supplied. On the other hand, even if his assumption is granted, there is no hint of
any occurrence of i€m.)

(18) The vb. rnn (piel) occurs once with iEm, in Ps. 89:13(12): 'and berA'lAm pat.

b"iim"l.ca y"rannenfi. In a context devoted to the theme of creation, vv. l 2- 1 3( 1 1- 1 2) list
several outstanding works. Speaking on a cosmic level, vv. l2b(l lb) and 13a(l2a) use

creation terminology; in v. l3b(l2b) the mountains rejoice b'iim'la. ln iem is made

known the one who mightily created the cosmos.
(19) Three texts use id'al in conjunction with idm. In I S. 25:5 David sends ten of

his young men to Nabal. Among other things they are to ask after his well-being, and to

do so biimt, i.e., "on my [David's] behalf."
Identical clauses appear in Gen. 32:30(29) and Jgs. l3:18. In each a human (Jacob,

Manoah) asks a figure from the divine sphere (in Jgs. 13:17 mal'ak yhwh) for his ie-rt,

and the figure refuses the information by asking a counterquestion. Analysis of the

syntactic structure of the clause suggests that the object of J7, introducedby 1", should

be considered a direct object: what is asked is the name. The refusal to answer indi-

cates that this name would convey vital information about its bearer.

(20) The function of the prepositional phrase b"iem with the niphal of .ib'(9 times;

par.tohll in Lev. l9 l2andto zkrin Isa.48:11) can be determined from the single in-

stance ofan antithesis. In Jer. 12:15 the return from exile is foretold. The text presumes

that the Israelites are following the proper way of life, which can be recognized be-

cause they swear correctly - i.e., they implicate God as the ultimate guarantor of the

trustworthiness of their assurances and promises, so that God is the final court of ap-

15. H. P. Miiller, unpublished SBL paper, 1993.
16. See lll.2.a.(1) above for zmr.
17. "Wendung," 9.
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peal binding the one who swears ("Yahweh be between me and you," 1 s. 20:42). con-
cretely, this means swearing b"i€m yhwh and not babba'al (Jer. 12:16). Here .ie-m is an
orally uttered name, in which the particular deity worshiped by the speaker becomes
truly effectual.

The occurrence of niiba'bayhwh in Jgs. 2l:7 shows clearly thatyhwh and. iem are
truly interchangeable. Of course b"iem is more common in this sense than is the men-
tion of a specific theonym (cf. Dt.6:13; 10:20;Isa.48:l fb"idmyhwhl).It is therefore
an especially serious transgression to swear in the name of Yahweh with intent to de-
ceive (Zec.5:4), since to do so is to profane the name of God (Lev. 19:12).

when Yahweh wishes to bind himself absolutely, in contrast to other gods, he can
do so by means of an oath; but since only he can function as the reference point of the
oath, its wording is: "I swear by my great name" (Ier. 44:26).

b. qr'. we treat the verb 4r'separately because there are so many texts (g6) that per-
spicuity requires subdivision. we shall first (l) discuss texts where qr'and iem appear
immediately together in either order. Then (2) we shall take up the texts where an addi-
tional element intervenes between qr'and i1m, and next (3) those where .ie-rz is deter-
mined by the object marker 'e1. Finally (4) we come to occurrences of qr' beiem or
b"i€m qr'.

(l) The simple act of naming expressed by qr' idm appears only in one verse, Ruth
4:17 (bis). Here the naming of Ruth's child is a social event in which women of the
neighborhood participate, a circumstance that shows that the expression represents ele-
vated usage.

Levirate marriage may involve a change of name. when a man who is bound to take
his deceased brother's widow in marriage (Dt. 25:5-10) refuses to do so, the widow
disgraces him publicly by pulling a sandal offhis foot and spitting in his face (vv. g-9).
The people vilify him, calling him "Barefoot" (v. l0). The change of name (or the new
nickname) conveys both the reason for it and its disgraceful context.

No reason is given in Gen. 35: l0 for the change of Jacob's name to Israel; the text
simply states the contextual circumstances (a theophany, with promises made by
tldhtm). The fate of those who forsake Yahweh is contrasted in Isa. 65: 13-15 with that
of Yahweh's servants. The climax is that the latter are called by a different narne (yiqrd'
iEm'ahEr), which implies that they have been brought by God's action into a new form
of existence. The setting of the statement that Daniel had received a revelation notes
that he had been given the name Beltesh azzar by his overlord (Dnl. l0: 1).

A name means recognition: when Boaz redeems Ruth, the people and elders in the
gate wish that he may accumulate wealth in Ephrathah, so that his name may be called
out in Bethlehem (Ruth 4: l1), which can only mean that he enjoys recognition and re-
spect. Because Yahweh has provided a gd?-/ for Naomi and Ruth in the person of Boaz,
his name is to be renowned in Israel.

A name may be pronounced as a token of possession: in the battle to take Rabbah,
Joab succeeds in capturing a vital part ofthe city, whereupon he calls for David tojoin
the battle with reinforcements in order to take the city. In this context the expression
weniqra' i"mi 'dleyhd (2 s. 12:28) means possession of and sovereignty over the city.

In Isa. 4: I being called by a name stands for integration into the postexilic legal sys-
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tem. The stress of the postexilic period and the lack of men cause seven women to take

hold of one man. They promise to provide their own sustenance if only they may have

offspring and be tied into the legal system with the help of the man's name.

In etiological contexts the combination qr'i€m lays the groundwork on which the

explanation is built. The formulaic expression gives the impression that it is meant to

constitute a declaratory act. The subject affected by qr' i€m may be personal or inani-

mate (a town, a city, a cultic site, a well).
The children of Lot's daughters (Gen. 19:37-38) are given names that encode the

fact that they are born from a blood relationship: m6'ap ("from the father") and b/n-
'ammt ("child of my relative"). These two names, which interpret pejoratively the

premonarchic names of Israel's neighbors, do not necessarily imply an incestuous rela-

tionship, as the narrative relates.

By means of ('al-ken) an event, Gen. 25:30 finds a name that establishes the genea-

logical relationship between Esau and Edom: Jacob has prepared a pot of red-colored

food; Esau, retuming hungry and exhausted from hunting, asks Jacob to give him

"some of that red stuff' (min-hd'ddbm) to eat. According to25:25, Esau was born hairy
(iE'dr; cf. Seir, the homeland of the Edomites) and received his name from the color of
his red hair.

Tamar, pregnant by her father-in-law, Judah, bears twins. The ancestor of David
(mentioned also in Ruth 4:12,18) is given the name Perez ("breach") because, although

he was the first to be born, his brother had already put his hand out of the womb,

around which the midwife had bound a crimson thread. This thread is connected some-

how with the name Zerah(zeral.t), the meaning of which is disputed (Gen. 38:29-30).

In the genealogy of Judah, Jabez (also rhe name of a Calebite village in 1 ch.
2:42,55) plays a surprisingly extensive part, although later he plays no role at all. His

mother called him ya'bE; (verbal clause) because she brought him into the world in
pain ('6s€U (1 Ch. 4:9).

"Moses" is a hypocoristic form (found also in Egypt) of a generally longer name

(cf. Thutmose, Ramses) using the Egyptian root miy, "beget, bear." Ex. 2:10 under-

takes to derive the name from the Heb. vb. mih, "draw out," since Pharaoh's daughter

says that she drew the child out of the water. The problems raised by this etymology are

exemplified by the fact that moieh is an active participle, a form that rules out any di-

rect reference to the action or to the person.

In Gen. 4:17 Cain founds an otherwise insignificant city and names it after his son

Enoch. In Ex. 15:23, too, the existing toponym Marah is interpreted to signify that the

arriving Israelites could not drink the bitter (mar) water there. Gen. 26 derives the

names of two wells, Esek (v. 20) and Sitnah (v.21), from quarrels ('|Seq, ^f1n) between

the herders of Gerar and Isaac. A subsequent well is called Rehoboth (v. 22) because in
the interim room had been made (rhb hiphil) peacefully.

According to Gen. 11:9, Babylot (bdbel) was so named because Yahweh confused

(bll) the language of all the earth there. Ishmael's name (yiimd'?l) is derived from

Yahweh's giving heed (im') to Hagar's affliction (Gen. 16:11). In Ex. l7:7 aredactot

has identified the twin sites Massah and Meribah and associated them with a mountain

near Horeb where water was discovered unexpectedly. More widely attested are the
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traditions that speak of two different places (Dt. 33:8; ps. 95:8). Massah alone is men-
tioned in Dt. 6:16 and9:22. According to Nu. 20;Ezk.4'l:19;48:28, Meribah is lo-
cated near Kadesh-barnea; Dt. 32;51 localizes it in the wilderness of Zin. In Nu.
2O:13,24;27:14;Dt.32:51;Ps. 8l:8(7); 106.32, conflicrs between the people and Mo-
ses or Yahweh are associated with the site. The Common Semitic root ryb suggests a
place connected at an early date with legal actions. The people complain about lack of
water (Ex. 11:2-7) and turn against Moses; v. 7 ascribes the naming of the site to this
circumstance.

Many etiologies prove to be arbitrary interpretations that do not really provide ety-
mological explanations of the names. Because Yahweh refrains from destroying Sodom
until Lot has arrived at another city, the refugee calls it Zoar (s6'ar) (Gen. 19:22). The
explanation of the name on the basis of the Hebrew root si "be small," has nothing to do
with the context. An etiological aside in 25:26 says that Esau's brother Jacob, who bears
an ancient Semitic name (cf. Ak*.. yafuqub-ilu, "God protects"), was gripping his twin
brother's heel when he was born, thus connecting his name (a verbal clause) with the
noun'Eqe!, "heel." According to 27:36, the etiology of Jacob's name ('qb,..supplant,')
serves in the mouth of Esau as a negative description of Jacob's conduct.

The naming of Jacob's "sons" by their mothers in Gen. 29-30 is striking. Many of
these names are given an etiological intelpretation with religious content, reflecting the
tension between the wives and the conduct of their husband. Reuben ("Look, a son!"
29:32) is linked with Yahweh's compassion and the anticipated love of Leah's hus-
band. The name Simeon ("hear," v. 33) is interpreted as a reference to yahweh's hear-
ing of Leah's desire for another son. The name Levi (v. 3a) is derived from lwh niphal,
"be joined," expressing Leah's hope for an enduring bond with her husband. According
to v.35, Judah's name derives fromydh hiphil, "praise, thank": Leah thanks yahweh
for her four sons. The name Naphtali (30:8) is traced to ptl niphal and interprets the
competition for sons between the sisters as wrestlings with God (naptfrla ndh?m;
NRSV "mighty wrestlings"). In v. 18 Leah interprets her naming of Issachar as a sign
of God's reward (idftar) for her willingness to give her maid to her husband for the pro-
creation of sons. Rachel's naming of Dan ("he judged," v. 6) sees in yahweh's favor an
act making her the equal of her fecund sister.

The heap of stones marking the boundary between Laban and Jacob is named gal'e/
("heap is/as witness," Gen. 3l:48); it is used in a covenant ceremony with cultic ele-
ments. After the bitter battle with Amalek, Moses builds an altar and calls its name
yhwh nisst, "Yahweh my banner" (Ex. 17:15).t8 The redactor, however, connects the
name etiologically not with the preceding battle but with a permanent state of hostility
(from generation to generation), in which Yahweh is to provide victorious superiority.

Gen.32:3(2) connects the toponym Mahanaim with Jacob's encounter with angels
of God (mal"kA ,bhtml The word mah"neh, "camp," would lead one to expect instead
a reference to some military action; the angels do not explain the dual form. Jacob's
setting out for Succoth and then giving the place the name Succoth (33:17) shows that

18. -+ O) nes.
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the etiology is secondary. This conclusion is reinforced by the observation that the for-
mal naming does not connect with Jacob's own dwelling but with the pens for his cat-

tle. Rebekah's nurse, anonymous in24:59, is referred to as Deborah in 35:8; her tomb,
near Bethel, is named 'all6n babfi!, "oak of tears," probably reflecting the inclusion of
Canaanite elements.

The expansive renaming of Jacob in Gen. 35: l0 (four clauses with iem, two of these

with qr' iEm) and the explanation of why Jacob "is called" (i.e., "is") Israel stand in the

context of a theophany, a sovereign bestowal of a blessing, and a promise of offspring
and possession of the land (vv. 9-13); this is very different from the struggle with the

"man" in 32:25-3I(24-30).
In Ezk. 2O:29 a play on words intended to establish the banality of the Canaanite

cult explains the term bamA, "(cultic) high place" (according to v.28, a sacred grove):

md habbdmA, taken as md ha-ba-m6, "What's the 'what's-it'?" No meaning can be at-

tached to the word.le
According to Gen. 35: 17-18, Rachel suffers complications in childbirth; shortly be-

fore she dies, she names her son ben-'6ni, "son of my pangs." This is followed immedi-
ately and without explanation by the less formal statement (without i€m) that his father
named him Benjamin ("child of good fortune"). Two different traditions are in conflict
here. That the qr' iem line is primary is suggested by the avoidance of the designation

ben-'6ni elsewhere for Benjamin; it cannot therefore be a secondary invention.

Gen. 50: I I traces the toponym 'dpdl mi;rayiiz, "mourning of Egypt," to a funeral
lamentation for Jacob on the part of Joseph and his Egyptian retinue (but cf. also 'dbdl,

"watercourse"). The Canaanites, the early inhabitants (ybidb hd'dre;) of Goren-atad,

gave it this name when they observed the mourning. Both elements suggest that the

redactors are well aware that the material is pre-Israelite; the interpretation, however, is

based on Hebrew usage.

After consulting an oracle (2 S. 5:19), David advances to Baal-perazim, where he

defeats the Philistines (v. 20). The theophoric toponym, pre-Israelite or non-Israelite
(Baal), is stripped of its Canaanite dress since ha'"l6hizz brings the victory, like a flood
bursting a dam (kpereg mayim). Strangely, the text concludes from this ('al-kdn) that
the name with the element "Baal" derives from these words of David. One would ex-

pect a different theonym if the situation were historical.
Often a name has a kerygmatic aspect. When King Ahaz refuses to name a domain

in which God may give a sign ('6!), Yahweh provides one on his own initiative (Isa.

7:ll-12): the'almA will bear a child and call his name 'immanfi'cl, "God with us." This

name means not only that the child was promised by God but also that in him - in
contrast to the reigning king - God will make a new beginning. Another royal off-
spring (9:5[6]) is accorded regnal names in the Egyptian style - such names are not

attested for any king of Israel or Judah. In Egypt five regnal names were given as a

standard element of the king's investiture from the Middle Kingdom onward.
The children of prophets bear names that become part of the message of their fa-

t49
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thers. In Isa. 8:1-2 Isaiah is told to write the words mah€r idldl hdi baz on a tablet; they
will be his son's name: "swift the spoil, speedy the plunder" (v. 3) - foretelling the
victory over Damascus and Samaria. Hosea's first son is given the name yiu$e'l (Hos.
l:4), which is identical with the name of the city where Jehu began the brutal extermi-
nation of his opponents. Now the name foretells the fall of the royal house. The name
of Hosea's daughter lo' ruhamd, "she is no longer loved" (Hos. l:6), signals the with-
drawal of God's love. Just as a woman gives life to her children from her womb
(rehem), loves them, and thus demonstrates her inalienable capacity, so the withdrawal
of this love blocks this essential property of the woman. The name thus shows that
God's actions strike at the very heart of the people. The perfect tense expresses abso-
lute certainty. The child with the name lo''ammt, "not my people," embodies to the ut-
termost the separation between God and God's people.

The name is often an alternative way of referring to Yahweh. In a text describing the
blessing that Yahweh will command upon Israel in all areas of its life (Dt. 28:8), we
read that Yahweh will make the people prosper, on the condition that they keep the
commandments and walk in God's ways (v. 9). Then all the peoples shall see that the
ldm yhwh is proclaimed upon ('al) Israel (v. l0). Thus we see that iem yhwh denotes
Yahweh himself.

Ps. 99:6 lists outstanding and exemplary worshipers of Yahweh: Moses, Aaron, and
Samuel. The last is described as being among the qbr'A i"m6, which means that he
"cried Yahweh" (dir. obj.). This interpretation is confirmed by the following words:
"They cried to Yahweh and he answered them."

In deadly peril the supplicant sees his end approaching. From the pit his voice is
heard: qdrd'1t iim"f,d yhwh (Lam. 3:55). Here yhwh can be construed as a vocative or as

an appositive stating the theonym. In either case iEm, though not identical with
Yahweh, is a path of direct access to God, through which the supplicant hopes to be
heard (v. 56). In I Ch. 13:5 all Israel sets out to bring the ark from Kiriath-jearim. This
ark is described as the ark of Elohim, who is identified with Yahweh, who is enthroned
on the cherubim. Yahweh is concretely present with the ark, \ier-niqrd' idm. The
theonym no longer needs to be stated (but cf. the same scene in 2 S. 6:2), since it is in-
terchangeable with i€m.

In the Song of Moses, Moses' teaching drops like life-giving dew on grass and
greenery, since (ki) he proclaims the i€myhwh (Dt. 32:3). This act may be construed as
praise, since the parallel stich says: "Praise the greatness of our God ('"bhAnfr)." Be-
cause icm yhwft is equated with '"l6htm, it may be viewed as a fuller formulation of the
name of Yahweh: iem merges into the nomen rectum.

The statement niqrd' i"mi'al . . . expresses a special closeness between God and the
object in question, a relationship that can entail legal levels. In Jer. l5:15-16 Jeremiah,
attacked by his enemies, throws himself into Yahweh's arms, pleading for help. He re-
affrrms that Yahweh's words were the delight of his heart - because "I am called by
your name" (niqrd' iim"ftd'dlay). The vocative yhwh ',bhA $"ba'6! (v. 16) embraces
both the association of the theophoric name yirmJtdhfi with yhwh and an allusion to
God's power as zbhA {"bd'6!.

The temple belongs to the domain where Yahweh is present in a special way, be-
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cause it is called by his .Ydzr; in the temple, too, God's expectations stand firm against
human transgression. Its special character is expressed by the stereotyped formula
niqra'-iemt'dldyw; this particular usage is limited to Jeremiah. Jer. 7: l0 denies that the
people come into Yahweh's presence in his house by virtue of its special character,
since they are guilty of theft, murder, adultery swearing falsely, and sacrificing to other
gods (v. 9; cf. v. 30). Instead of following the instruction of Yahweh, they have tumed
away (32:34), turning the house of Yahweh into a den of robbers (7:11). Their false
confidence is worthless, and Yahweh will destroy his house as an ineluctable warning.
Their temporary repentance, followed immediately by renewed apostasy, will result in
their enslavement (34:15-16). Yahweh will unleash devastating destruction in the very
city that should be exemplary, because it is especially close to him on account of his
name (25:29), but this is not the case.

The arguments in Dnl.9:18-19 are precisely the opposite. Citing Jeremiah (9:2),
Daniel launches into a collective confession and prayeq which states that the plea for
restoration of the ruins is not made on the grounds of the people's own good deeds, but
because the city bears God's name, so that there is an especially close relationship be-
tween Jerusalem and God.

The notion that the people are called by Yahweh's name never appears in Jeremiah;
the texts employing this usage are late. In the early preexilic period, Isa. 63: l8 surveys
the dispersion of the people and the profanation of the temple. The speaker sounds al-
most resigned: it feels as though Yahweh had never been ruler over his people, as

though his people had never been called by his name (v. l9). In a theophany Yahweh
promises Solomon that he will help in time of need if the people humble themselves,
pray, seek him, and turn away from their wicked ways. The words niqra'-i"mt alAhem

describing the people are inserted without particular emphasis, almost as an after-
thought (2 Ch.7:14). The motif of the battle with the nations is sounded in Am. 9:11-
12. Israel and the house of David are to be restored, so as to overthrow Edom and all
the nations "who are called by my name." The clause niqrd'-i"mi 'oldhem states
Yahweh's legal claim to the peoples in question.

(2) Gen. 2:20 describes hd'd]dm as giving names to the various animals, without
going into specific details. When Isaac redigs the wells dug in the days of Abraham, he
gives them the names that his father had given them (26:18). Abram gives his son by
Hagar the name Ishmael (16:15).

In the context of the distribution of the land, the Manassite Jair comes into posses-

sion of the territory of the Geshurites and the Maacathites, which he names after him-
self (Dt. 3:14). According to Josh. 19:47, the Danites conquered Leshem after a bloody
battle. Their occupation of the city is linked with its renaming, so that the renaming be-
comes a token of sovereignty. They call it Dan, after their ancestor Dan.

While Absalom was still alive, he set up a memorial pillar because he was childless,
which he named after himself ('al-i"mi) in order to establish the self-reference (2 S.

I 8:1 8).
Joseph's position of special honor in the court of Pharaoh is signaled by the name

Pharaoh gives him: ;apena! pa'ndah, "God speaks and he lives" (Gen. 4l:45). This act
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and Joseph's marriage to the daughter of an Egyptian priest, mentioned in the next
breath, make Joseph a naturalized Egyptian.

A very few passages speak of someone who takes a new name: 4r'niphal 'al-idm
(Ezr. 2:61; Neh. 7:63).

We are told that Adam named his wife Eve ("Life") because she was to be the
mother of all living (Gen. 3:20). Abraham saw a ram, which he offered up as a burnt of-
fering instead of his son (Gen. 22:13). The place he named yhwh yir'eh (v. 14) - an

etiology of a toponym containing the name of Yahweh. The theonym El is associated
with the place that Gen.32:31(30) calls p"nt'€l, "face of God." This etiological element
is based on the statement: "I saw Pldhtm face-to-face (pdntm'el-panim)." Although the
inclusion of pantm is skillful, the difference between the two theonyms is striking. The
whole scene is awkward in a passage already overburdened with etiologies.

When God gives a name, there may be an implicit threat: in Jer.2O:3 it is Yahweh,
not the prophet, who has given Pashhur the name that embodies the peril facing all Is-
rael: magbr missdbtb, "terror on every side."

But naming can also betoken salvation and well-being. Yahweh will so intervene on
behalf of his city Jerusalem (i.e., its people) that God's vindication will be visible (Isa.

62:2).The nations will be witnesses, and God's city will be called by a new name (iem

hddai). But this name will be given by God's mouth, and it will open up for Jerusalem
a new position among the nations. God's action and its universal effect coalesce, mak-
ing possible the new position addressed by idm - which is therefore not an individual
"name."

Although Yahweh's closeness to his people finds expression in the God-given name
"green olive tree offair aspect" (Jer. I l:16), the Lord must foretell the disaster that the
people have brought on themselves.

(3) We find simple naming of a child by the mother in Gen. 30:ll,2l;38:4; Jgs.

13:24;25.12:24, and by the father in Gen. 5:3 (P); 2l:3;38:3;41:51;8x.2:22.In I K.
7:21 (bis) names are given to pillars.

After Bathsheba named her second son Solomon, Yahweh, who loved the child, sent
the prophet Nathan with a message for David (2 S. 12:25). At Yahweh's behest, David
gave Solomon the familiar name (qr' 'e1-iEm) y"didy6, "beloved of Yahweh." Nu. 32:37
states explicitly that the tribal leaders changed existing names: they gave names
(wayyiqre'ft . . . 'e!-iem6!) to the towns they rebuilt. According to 2 K. l4:7, King
Amaziah, despite being a faithful adherent of Yahweh, changed the name of a town
from Sela to Jokthe-el. The reference to El suggests a pre-Israelite name, of obscure
meaning.

Leah's name for her son Asher ("happiness") is derived from 'Jr "call (someone)

happy," since the women will congratulate her on the birth of another son. Ephraim's
sons set out on a cattle raid and are killed by the people of Gath (l Ch. 7:21); their fa-
ther calls his next son b"ri'A. The interpretation of the name is based on the consonants
r', which allow an etymological connection with "in disaster" (b'rd'd).

In a genealogy ascribed to a redactor (Gen. 4:25), Adam's wife gives the name Seth
("set") to her son born after Abel, on the grounds that God has set (idfihim in the place

of his brother, murdered by Cain. Seth calls his son Enosh ("human being," v. 26). The
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comment that people at that time began to invoke the name of Yahweh is in conflict
with Ex. 6:3 (P), which says that Yahweh first made himself known as Yahweh to Mo-
ses, not to the patriarchs. The purpose of Gen. 4:26 is to lay the groundwork for an al-

ternative to the Cain tradition, since Enosh appeals to Yahweh's iem, his empirical as-

pect.

Gen. 5:2 follows up on the creation of humankind in l:27, adding that God called

them both (wayyiqrd' 'e!-iemam) 'dddm. This is not a personal name but a statement

qualifying the nature of humankind: the word 'dQdmindicates enduring placement sub-

ordinate to God, the creator. Gen. 5:29 appears to continue J: Lamech names his son

Noah ("rest") because Noah will bring relief (nhm piel) with his hands instead of labor

and toil. The allusion to Gen.3:17 ameliorates God's curse on the ground.

In the context of the b"r[ established by God, Abram's name is also changed (Gen'

l7:5), to mark the beginning of a new stage of his life. Naming thus influences a per-

son's existential identity. It is dubious whether there is any etymological difference be-

tween'apram and'apraham.2o The name'alram may be categorized as a theophoric

Semitic name (similar to Eblaite names) meaning "the father-god [or: father of the

godsl exalts"; in this context 'af; is a divine appellative. Its polytheistic connotations
are neutralized by making Abram the ancestor of a multitude of nations. The author

heard in the new name hmm, "make a noise, disturb," or hambn, "hubbub, crowd." Also
without stating a reason, God ordains that idrdy be renamed Sdrd (Gen. 17:15). Both

words mean "princess." The point is therefore not the new name but the authority of
God, who gives names and hence destinies. For Sarah, who is barren, this means that

through God's blessing she will be an ancestor to nations (v. l6).
In Gen. 17:19 God commands Abraham - again without stating any reason - to

call his son Isaac ("he laughs").21 In fact, the motive has already appeared in v. 17,

where Abraham prostrates himself before God in response to the promise of a son

(v. 16), but laughs (yi*ad instead of worshiping. Leah names her sixth son Zebulun
(Gen. 30:20); the name probably derives from zbl, which presumably means "dwell"
(cf . z"!ul, "dwetling"), suggesting that (now) her husband will stay with her. But there

are also overtones of the idea that in this scion God has given (zbd) a great gift (zelefl.
In Gen. 30:24 Rachel's name for her son may be interpreted as an active participle or
contracted hiphil of ysp , "addl' since Yahweh has added to her another son. If y6se] is

an active form, it should actually be the son who adds; therefore the causative form is

preferable, although the orthography is unusual and the imperfect form inexplicable,

since Yahweh has already added the child.
The extended formula that changes Jacob's name to Israel in Gen. 35: l0 outdoes the

previous three clauses with i€m. The text is a positive declaration: aldhtm calls his

name ('e!-iem) Israel. Here we are not dealing with an etiology but with an authorita-
tive decree, verbalized by use of the standard phraseology.

Hannah, thought to be barren and mocked by her rival, names her son Samuel (1 S.

20. J. Scharbert, Genesis 12-50. NEB (1986), 144.
21. --> XtY,62-63.
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l:20). This is a name compounded with "E1," which has nothing to do with the inter-
pretation given by the text: for (kt) Hannah had asked (,i7) him of Yahweh (one would
expect a name compounded with "Yahweh").

AccordingtoJgs. 1:lT,thetribesofJudahandSimeondefeatedtheCanaaniteswho
inhabited Zephath and changed its name to Hormah, which is here derived froml.terem,
"total destruction," since they had devoted it to destruction (hrm hiphil). Omri bought
the hill of iomeran from Shemer (l K. 16.24). There he built his royal residence.
Strangely, he did not give the new town a name associated with one of the deities he
worshiped or with himself, but with Shemer, the previous owner. This association is
probably only literary, for the hill had long been called iom"r6n,' what is new is that the
seat of government, which archaeological excavations have revealed to be impressive,
was given this name. After a victory over the Philistines, Samuel set up a stone and
called it 'eQen ha'Ezer, "stone of help" (l S. 7:12), to commemorate the fact that thus
far Yahweh had helped ('zr) them. Since the name makes no reference to Yahweh, the
name of the stone probably antedates Samuel.

A cult etiology of Bethel is associated with a dream of Jacob, in which he had seen a
ladder on which the angels of Elohim were ascending and descending. Early the next
morning, he took a stone, set it up as a sacred pillar, and poured oil on the top ofit. The
place was solemnly given a name: bAy'El, "house of God" (Gen.28:19). The name
probably refers to an existing sanctuary; there is no hint that Jacob built any structure.
Furthermore, the name is connected with El, although the text speaks of Yl1htm and the
angels of rldhtm (mal'ftA llohim, v. l2). The narrative also records that formerly the
site had been called Luz. A different naming of the site of Jacob's vision is recounted
in Gen. 35: 15. After the theophany, Jacob set up a memorial pillar and poured both a
drink offering and oil on it, establishing it as a cultic site. It was solemnly given a
name: b4y'/l. Because the theophoric name compounded with "El" does not refer to
the theophany of Elohim, it is clear that the name was already established before the
association of the scene with Jacob.

In Nu. I l:34 another etiological popular etymology purports to explain the toponym
qi!r61 hatta'awd, "graves of craving." God had sent quails in great numbers, which the
people gathered day and night. Then Yahweh's anger was kindled and the people were
struck with a great plague; hence the name of the site was interpreted as meaning
"graves of craving," and those who had the craving were buried there.

In 2 Ch. 20:22 the Ammonites, Moabites, and Edomites are listed as enemies at-
tacked by Jehoshaphat. After his victory their camps were sacked for three days
(v. 25). On the fourth day the people assembled and blessed (bCr%fi) Yahweh; there-
fore the place is called '€meq berdf,A, "valley of blessing" (v. 26).

(4) Ex. 31:2 says that Moses, at Yahweh's behest, calls Bezalel by name, because
God has endowed him with outstanding talents ("spirit") for the manufacture of cultic
paraphernalia. To name cities or lands as one pleases (biim1tdm) is to claim authority
over them (Ps. 49:12[11]; cf. Nu. 32:38 [text?]). Yahweh calls by name all the stars cre-
ated in the heavens (Isa. 40:26). The expression b"iEm has a specialized meaning in Isa.
44:5, where the prepositional phrase is used as a watchword. The text speaks of how in-
dividuals confess their association with Yahweh and the people he has delivered: one
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says llhwh'ani, another b"iem-ya'oqo!. Only someone who is summoned by name
(niqf'A b"idm) may come into the king's presence (Est. 2:14). Yahweh demands that
the enemy release those who are called by his name (Isa. 43:7). In the postexilic period

God still laments that people do not call on his name (Isa. 65: l) so that he can respond,
"Here I am."

When Yahweh calls someone by name, it means that the person addressed (e.g., ex-

iled Israel) belongs to him. Furthermore, it is proof of Yahweh's absolute supremacy

that only he is truly able to call someone by name effectually - including the calling
of Cyrus (Isa. 45:3).

Gen. 4:26 says that in the days of Enosh people began to invoke Yahweh (b"i4m
yhwh). According to Gen. 2l:33, Abraham planted tamarisks at Beer-sheba and there

called on the name of Yahweh, with'El '6ldm added in apposition. The establishment of
a sacred grove and the reference to El point to a Canaanite tradition. Since the text has

to do with invocation of the deity, b"idm cannot mean "in the name of," since there is
nothing about the intended object of the calling or for what reason or purpose the name

was called on. Thus qara' beiem yhwh can refer only to invocation as such; the goal of
the calling is named explicitly as Yahweh himself. Exactly the same situation obtains
in those passages where Abraham builds an altar and calls b"iem yhwh (Gen. l2:8;
L3:2; 26:25). None of these texts adds anything about Abraham's purpose beyond the

invocation of Yahweh himself.
Upon Moses' request to be allowed to see the glory of Yahweh, Yahweh says that he

will make all his goodness pass before Moses'face. He also says that he will proclaim
his name - i.e., "Yahweh." This act is equivalent to a self-revelation (Ex. 33:19; cf.
similarly 34:5). In his contest with the prophets of Baal, Elijah proposes that his pro-
phetic opponents first call on the name of their god (b"idm '"bhAf;em, I K. 18:24; cf.
v. 25). V. 26 is almost unique in associating the standard phrase qr' b"iem with Baal

rather than Yahweh. Next, Elijah calls on (b"idm) Yahweh. The deity who sets the sac-

rifice afire will prove to be God indeed. Naaman is disappointed that Elisha simply
sends word that he should wash in the Jordan seven times. He had expected a theatrical
gesture, in which Elisha would call on the name of Yahweh (2 K. 5:ll). In a cata-

strophic disaster described in cosmic terms, only those will escape who call on the

name of Yahweh (Joel 3:5[2:32]; cf. Ps. 116:4,13,17).
Rebuking the "gods," Yahweh declares that Cyrus, who tramples on rulers like clay,

calls on "my name/me" (biimt, Isa.4l:25) and not the gods. If Yahweh answers the

people's prayer for help and protection, giving them life, they will call on him ("your
name," Ps. 80: l9[8]). It is a mark of recognition of Yahweh to make his deeds known
among the nations and to call on him (biim6,lsa.l2:4; Ps. 105:1; I Ch. 16:8). Con-
trariwise, it is an offense against Yahweh for no one to call on him (biim6, lsa.
64:6171).If only a small fraction of the people survive, God will refine them as gold

and silver are refined (Zec. l3:9). The positive result is that they will call on his name.

3. Verbs of Perception Among verbs of perception, we note the following:
a. In one text (Mal. 3: 16) the qal of hib takes iem as its object, with a pronominal

suffix referring to Yahweh. The expression yr' yhwh is followed immediately by l.tib
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i"m6. People claim that it is vain to serve God, since it is the evildoers who prosper.
Hearing this, God has a book prepared as a pregnant memorial (zikkArbn), in which are
recorded those who revere Yahweh (yir'A yhwh) and think on his name (hoi"!A i"mb),
that they may be God's special possession on the day. The parallelism indicates that
there is no qualitative distinction between yhwh and iem.

b. In I I texts yd'govems i€m (qal, niphal, hiphil), usually as direct object. The sub-
stantive is always determined by a suffix. When yd'is linked syntactically with b"i4m,
the meaning differs fromyd'with idm as direct object. Our understanding of the usage
is helped by the parallelisms inEx. 33:12,17; Isa. 64:l(2); Ps. 9:11(10); 9l:14.

In the context of a declaration that the end of Moab is at hand, those who know
Moab's (proper) name $to{"'A i'm6, Jer. 48:.17) are told to mourn. The text may imply
that people identified Moab as a respectable political reality with a certain iEm
("fame").

In the revelation of Yahweh's name in Ex. 6:3, it is stated that Yahweh appeared to
the patriarchs as El Shaddai, but did not make his name (i"mi) yhwh known to them.
Here iEm means the proper name of God.

In Ex. 33: l2-13 Moses in his uncertainty tries to elicit from Yahweh the identity of
the leader who is to accompany Moses and the people on their journey. First he cleverly
points out that God knows him by name (b"iem) and that he has found favor (mAsd'ld
h€n) in God's sight - and is therefore sure that he will receive an answer. The point
here is not Moses' banal personal name but his personal identity; Moses humbly indi-
cates that he is worried, as the ensuring dialogue shows (cf. vv. 13, 15-16).

Deutero-Isaiah interprets the various historical deportations of Israel as abduction at
the hands of the "nations," discrediting God's i€m. But on the day when God's deliver-
ance comes, the people will know God's name, when God says hinnent, "Here am L"
Here too the point is not the name itself, but the substance of what Yahweh wishes to de-
clare. Yahweh is and always has been on the side of the oppressed. Here ie-rn corresponds
to what we mean by "essence" or "nature"; Biblical Hebrew has no other word for this
concept. While Yahweh turns against Israel's external enemies, he makes his holy name
known in Israel. All nations know that Yahweh is indeed Yahweh, the Holy One (Ezk.
39:7). The .ie-z means literally the proper name, but this proper name stands for the one
who bears it, his power and his governance. Those who truly know Yahweh (yd' i4m) put
their trust in him, for he never forsakes those who seek him (Ps. 9:1 1[10]; cf. 9l:14).

Foreigners, too, when they learn of his great might ('e1-iim"ftd haggd/61), will come
to the temple of Yahweh (l K. 8:42). God, who dwells in all fullness in heaven, will
hear their prayers there. Thus all the peoples will know "your name," because "your
name" has been invoked on the house of Yahweh (8;43). Since the temple cannot con-
tain Yahweh in all his divine fullness, God is present in the iem: the name is the "lim-
ited" but real presence of Yahweh in a form accessible to mortals without peril. The
prayer for God to come down as a devouring fire on the adversaries in order to make
his i€m known (Isa. 64:1[2]) shows that it is God's mighty power that is at issue here.

c. In 3 passages ikh (qal, hiphil) governs iZm as direct object. In a polemic against
false prophets, Yahweh accuses them of deliberately undermining his worship. By their
dreams they plan to make the people forget his name, just as their ancestors forgot
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God's name - i.e., the elements of faith and experience associated with the name -and worshiped Baal instead (Ier.23:21).Ps. M:21(20) gives the impression of knowing
Jer.23:27 and drawing on its language.

4. Verbs of Emotion. Among the verbs expressing emotions. we note the following:
a. In 4 occurrences of 'hb (qal, inf. [instead of noun] in Isa. 56:6; cf. Dt. ll:13,22;

Josh. 22:5; etc.), the verb governs iEm as a direct object, determined by yhwh or a pro-
nominal suffix. Constructions with poetic equivalents include the triad of infinitives in
Isa. 56:6 ('hb - irt - hyh), the chiasmus in Ps. 5:12(11), and the parallelism in Ps.

69:37(36). Yahweh brings to his holy mountain the foreigners who have joined them-
selves to him by ministering to him, by loving the name of Yahweh, and by being his
servants (Isa. 56:6). In the midst of the Dtr phraseology stands .ie-m yhwh. The alterna-
tion of terms shows clearly that this expression refers to Yahweh himself and is to be
understood as a fuller form embodying the same meaning.

Ps. 5: l2(l l) distinguishes the worshipers of Yahweh from other groups by describ-
ing them as those who trust in him and love his name. "Trust" and "love" are related to
each other in the same way as the suffix that refers to Yahweh and iem. Nevertheless,
there is an enhancement: while a suffix per se cannot represent Yahweh vicariously,
iEm, connected unmistakably with Yahweh by the suffix, is quite able to represent the
person of God (cf. in a different context 69:37136); ll9:132).

b. There is only on instance of hml with.ie-m. Ezk.36:16-21 expounds the reason for
the catastrophe of the exile and speaks of the deliverance that God is about to take in
hand. Israel defiled the land and was scattered among the nations; but "wherever they
came, they profaned my [God's] holy name" - an allusion to the fact that the God who
bears this very name (Yahweh) could not prevent the deportation (v. 20). "Therefore I
had compassion on my holy name ('al-iem qodit)l'which means that Yahweh's pur-
pose is Israel's return. Rehabilitation of the idm qdSei causes Yahweh to intervene.
The sphere of divinity finds expression in qdQei. Accordingly, 'al-iam qojit means
"for the sake of my own holiness."

c. There is also just one instance of /rr niphal with lEm (par. yr). In Mal. 2:2 the
prophet bitterly attacks the priests for not taking God seriously (la!e! kabbd lil"mt);
therefore God will transform what had been a blessing into a curse and take action
against them. God had established a covenant of life and well-being and had tried to
prevent apostasy by instilling fear. Therefore the priests should take Yahweh seriously

Qtrd'ent) and at the very least stand in awe of his name (v. 5). The ,ie-z is identical with
Yahweh, as we see from God's reaction when "the name" is not feared.

d. In 12 texts yr'(qal, niphal) is used with idm (par. kabdd in Isa. 59:19 and Ps.

102:16). The phrase yir'A i€m periphrastically denotes those who have a particularly
close relationship with Yahweh. According to Mal. 3:20(4:2), the sun of righteousness
rises for them. Ps. 6l:5-6(4-5) describes them as enjoying God's hospitality; they can
find refuge under his wings, and they receive their heritage from God.

Even when iem refers to Yahweh, it can be understood in the sense of "fame," on ac-

count of the great and terrible things he has done in redeeming his people from Egypt
(t Ch. t7:21).
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The name of God carries with it an aura of closeness to God. In Ps. 86: I I the psalm-
ist asks Yahweh to direct his heart to fear God's name (cf. Neh. l: I 1): then he can sing
with a whole heart and glorify the name.

The terrible consequences of the curse (Dt. 28:.15-57) take effect if Yahweh's in-
struction is not heeded and observed, "so that you fear this glorious and awesome

name, Yahweh, your God" (v. 58). The parallelism of haiiEm (introduced as obj. by 'e1)

and yhwh '"lohey(a and the qualification of haiiEm by hannilbd/ w'hannbra' both
show that the text identifies i?m and Yahweh. In Mal. 1: 14 we find the additional motif
of Yahweh's kingship. Because of what Yahweh does, the name (iEm) of Yahweh is

reverenced among the nations and his glory feared. Here we are dealing with the forms
in which people experience Yahweh's presence (cf. Ps. 102:16[15]). It is understand-

able that his great and awesome name should be praised, for he is also seen to be holy
(99:3). This is a category that in its absolute sense can be predicated only of Yahweh
(cf. ll1:9).

5. Verbs of Trusting. Among the verbs signifying trust, we note the following:
a. The combination of b"idm with bth (qal) occurs twice. The noun is determined in

one case by yhwh as nomen rectum, in the other by qo/i6. Both occurrences are in po-
etic texts, in which bth appears in parallel with .fh (Isa. 50:10) and iml.t (Ps. 33:21). Isa.

50: l0 encourages those who walk in darkness and have no light - presumably a refer-
ence to life in exile - to put their trust in the name of Yahweh. The counterpart to
b"iem yhwh is b?'l6hdyw, so that even the parallelism suggests that, although iZrn does

refer to the actual name, this name is so charged that it can be equated with God.

In Ps. 33 the worshipers rely on Yahweh, who is their help (v. 20). The clause that
follows, introduced by ki, expresses the gladness produced by this reliance; then a fur-
ther motivation is added, also introduced by ki; "for we trust in his holy (qodi6) name."

The addition of qoQi)brings iem into the sphere of Yahweh, with whom it is in fact as-

sociated by the chiastic structure.
b. Only once does hasd appear in conjunction with iEm. ln Zeph. 3:8 Yahweh ap-

pears as judge of the world. His purpose is not to destroy but to change all lips to pure

lips, that all may call on the name of Yahweh and serve him with one accord. The Lord
also forgives Israel's abominations and leaves in their midst a humble people that will
seek refuge in him (b'idm yhwh, v. l2).

c. The verb qwh also governs iem once. Ps. 52 contrasts a person who relies on cun-
ning and riches (vv. 3-9tl-7)) with the psalmist, who clings to Yahweh (vv. 10-11[8-
9l). In the concluding verse the psalmist says: "I hope in your name." That iEm at the
very least establishes an intensive form of relationship with the one who bears it is
shown by '6/"[d, with its direct reference to Yahweh, in the poetically corresponding
position (v. I la[9a]). The poem ends with this reference to trust in the one who is pres-

ent in the name.

6. Verbs of Motion. Among the verbs of motion, we note the following:
a. Ten texts connect bw'(qal, hiphil) syntactically with iem; the actual constructions

vary greatly. First, i€m may function as the subject of the verb. It can also be goal of the
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movement, in which case it is introduced by 'el, 1", or 'al. ln still other instances, it can
be the purpose or errand, introduced by b" or l'ma'an. The qualifiers of iem are yhwh
rlohtm, yhwh s"!a'61, yhwh, and haggaQbl. The majority of occurrences have religious
connotations.

Inthecontextof Simeon'sgenealogy, lCh.4:34-37 listsaseriesof personalnames.
V.38 says that those just named ("coming" [text?]22 b"i€m6!; cf. v.41: hakklft|im
b'idmdfi were leaders in their clans. The mention of "the names" without actually cit-
ing them serves here to identify a specific group of persons.

In Solomon's prayer of dedication, the author speaks of a foreigner who comes from
a distant land "because of your [Yahweh's] name" (l K. 8:41), having heard of
Yahweh's great name and invincible might (v. 42; cf . 2 Ch. 6:32). Here.fe-m means

Yahweh's personal name, with the honorable connotations associated with its bearer
and his deeds. The language ofJosh. 9:8-9 is closely related to that ofthese texts: pur-
suing their stratagem, the Gibeonites pretend to have come because of Yahweh's name
(l"i€m yhwh, v. 9). The pilgrimage to Yahweh's name recalls the demand to worship
God in the full sense of the word (Deuteronomy refers to sacrifice) only in the place

that God chooses. Here the Gibeonites single out the deliverance from Egypt and the
victory over the Amorite kings during the occupation of Canaan to explain why they
are coming to "this your God."

The contest between David and Goliath is skillfully described, using analogous lan-
guage but with a twist. The Philistine comes to David with sword and spear and jave-

lin; with the weapons, the prep. b'conveys instrumentality. David comes b"iEm yhwh

$"ba'6! (l S. 17:45). As an individual, he retreats totally into the shadow of the one in
whose name or at whose behest he comes (cf. Ps. 118:26, in a different context).

Isa. 60 develops the theme of the pilgrimage of the nations to Jerusalem. The most
important goal is to return to l"iemyhwh, in parallel with liq86i yiird'€l (v. 9). That
"the Holy One" is interchangeable with "Yahweh" is clear; but iem also comes close to
being so: formally, at least, it stands on the same literary level as qddbi. The cosmos,

too, is included when Yahweh assembles his dispersed people. The iZm-yhwft comes

from far away (Isa. 3Ol27). Here the name is viewed as the actual presence of Yahweh,

setting forth to deliver his people. The expression idm-yhwh is, in the strict sense, in-
terchangeable with iEm; iem takes on the features that the texts dealing with the on-
slaught of the nations associate only with Yahweh. Since yhwh is the nomen rectum in
v. 27, the statements that follow can refer to him alone.

b. There is one occurrence of bfis, "tread down," in conjunction with idm. Ps. M is a
communal lament; using archaic language, the worshipers say: "Through you we push

down our foes [the image of an angry bill), b"iim"ka we tread down our assailants"
(v. 6[5]). Herc iEm serves as a variant of "God": it is introducedby b", and the suffrx es-

tablishes a direct reference to God in the parallel stich.
c. Four passages, all late, link hlk (qal, hithpael) syntactically with iEm. Once .izrz is

the subject of the verb: 2 Ch. 26:8 says that King Azariah/U zzrah received tribute from
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the Ammonites and his iEm spread even to the border of Egypt - clearly not just
"fame" but also political influence.

Elsewhere iem appears in a prepositional phrase. After citing several traditional pa-

rade examples of deliverance (at the sea, from Egypt, from Assyria),Zec. l0:12 fore-
tells a new act ofdeliverance and restoration. At the end ofthe oracle, God declares: "I
will make them strong in Yahweh," and in parallel: "and they shall walk in his name."
Here ftlt hithpael b"iem refers to the conduct of life, i.e., "they shall live their lives" ac-

cording to his Je-ra. The deliberately emphasized reference to the name points in turn to
the one who bears it and its implications. Mic.4:5 uses ft/k b"iemin the same sense.

With an unusual openness, and without criticism or impugnment, the text states: "all
the peoples walk (hlk qal), each in the name of its own God." The factor that distin-
guishes the nations is thus the i?m (probably to be understood collectively), the divine
names, in which the gods who bear them are effectually present. The speakers differ
only in specifying that they will walk in the name of Yahweh and define themselves by
him alone.

d. In its 3 occurrences with ys'qal, lEm is always the subject; in its single occur-
rence with ys'hiphil, it is the direct object. The indirect object is introduced by 'al or 1".

The noun is determined more precisely in various ways. As God had commanded, Da-
vid struck down the Philistines; therefore his name (iem-ddwtfl went out into all lands.
The military context by itself is enough to show that idm does not mean "fame" but the
influence gained by force of arms, David's (military) power. According to 2 Ch.26:15,
AzaiahUzziah rearmed Judah; therefore his name spread far - i.e., Azariah was

known by name. This statement should not be understood as referring to his fame, but
as the following statement (kt-hdzdq) implies, his (new) authority.

Dt.22il3-21 deals with the case of a man who wishes to divorce his wife and there-

fore brings on her a bad name (idm rd', v. l4), i.e., a malicious imputation.
Jerusalem's faithlessness toward Yahweh is the primary theme of Ezk. 16. The

city's magnificence is described in vv. 10-14. This theme is summarized in v. 14: "Your
.ie-m spread among the nations on account of your beauty." In this context .ie-m refers to
the esteem and fame enjoyed by the city, described metaphorically as an especially at-

tractive woman.
e. The unique pual of ng,f refers to sacrifice. In Mal. 1:1-10 Yahweh polemicizes

against disrespectful offering of sacrifice and demands that the temple doors be shut.
The motivation is provided by v. I l, in which i"mi is the catchword. The verse is made
up exclusively of verbless clauses, two of which (gd86l ihnt) embrace the central
clause like brackets: "Everywhere, among all nations, my name is great; everywhere
incense offerings and pure gifts are offered to my name" - but not in Jerusalem. Since
legitimate sacrifice can be offered only to Yahweh, in this passage idm is clearly inter-
changeable with yhwh. The statement that the nations present offerings to Yahweh is
unusual, and therefore the author surrounds it with the repeated verbless clause gdQbl

,f"rni, surpassing human imagination.
f. In 3 of the 4 passages where sDb (hiphil, hophal) governs iem, 'e! introduces .izrz

as the direct object, with a reflexive suffix. In the one passive clause .ie-m is the subject.

In 2 K. 23:34112 Ch.36:4, on the occasion of Pharaoh Neco's installation of Eliakim as
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king, the stereotyped idiom sbb hiphll'e1-i"m6 describes the change of Eliakim's name

to Jehoiakim. In 2 K. 24:17 the king of Babylon makes Mattaniah king and changes his
name to Zedekrah. Primarily, the expression sbb iem provides information about the

change of name; secondarily, however, the context shows that it is a sign of the foreign
king's power that he gives a new name, probably more than just a formal regnal name.

The person renamed is subject to the one who gives the name. Sovereignty and power
are also implicit in Nu. 32:38, where the Reubenites change the names of several towns
that they rebuilt.

g. In one text (Hos. 2:l9ll'7)) the hiphil of swr governs the dir. obj. i"m61.In parallel
with hostrilt 'e!-iem6! we find li'-yiudf;rfi ?g/. Yahweh woos his faithless people,

seeking a new beginning in the wilderness, in the hope that they will then be faithful to
him willingly, that they will then address him as "Husband" rather than with the am-

biguous "BaaL/Master." Then Yahweh will make the names of the Baals vanish (hesir).

The phrase !"m61 habb"'dlim refers to all foreign deities, and should not be limited to
Baal alone. In iEm - now in a polytheistic context - the author sees the deities them-
selves affected. They are present in the iem. It is therefore consistent that when the

names vanish no one will think at all of the other deities (biimam).
h. The verb qwm (qal, hiphil) occurs 4 times with i€m as its object. Once'al is used

as an object marker. Dt. 25:5-10 deals with levirate marriage. When a man dies, his
brother is to beget children by the widow of the deceased; the firstborn son raises up
(ydqfrm) the name ('al-iem) of the deceased brother once more (v. 6). The prepositional
phrase 'al-i€m is also used elsewhere when one person assumes the name of another.

Here this usage implies that by receiving this new name the name bearer enters
(ydqfim) into the genealogical line of his deceased uncle (cf. Ruth 4:5,10). The person

is present in the name: the deceased is incorporated once more, in a new and more in-
tensive way, into the existential continuum of the living rather than being blotted out
( ld'-yimmdhe h i"rnd mty i i rd'd I ).

Ezk.34:29 stands in the midst of an oracle of deliverance, which promises that the
yoke of the oppressor will be broken and that those who are saved will live in peace and

security. Yahweh will provide for them a plantation leiEm, "per name, for each person."
The tradent probably understood the (com.rpt?) text in this sense, rather than emending
l"iem to the possible original reading idl6m (LXX. Tg., Syr.), as the context suggests.

Of course ma!!A' idl6m is every bit as singular as matta' l"iem. There are internal rea-

sons why the text was preserved in its present form, even if the original reading was

idl6m.

7 . Verbs of Building, Setting, Resting. Among verbs that denote building, setting, or
resting, we note the following:

a. The verb bnh (qal, niphal) refers to the building of a bayil (26 times) or miqddi
(once, 2 Ch. 20:8) for (1") the iEm Sthwh, yhwh'"ldhdyw, yhwh'"bhA yiird'dl, qoiiefta,
and often with a suffix referring to God). A single secular text (1 K. 16:.24) speaks of
building a city 'al iem, "after the name," i.e., bearing the name of someone. (The only
analogous formulation is significant: hfi' yipneh-bayi1 lii"mt pat w"f;dnanti 'e1-kissE'

mamlaf;ti [2 S. 7:13].) After consolidating his power, Omri builds a capital; the hill on
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which it was built he had bought from a man named Shemer. So he builds the city of
Samaria 'al iem-iemer, "after the name of Shemer." The noun Je-z is employed to ex-
plain the name of the city.

In the ancient Near East, every influential deity was obviously entitled to a temple
(see, e.g., the disputes in Ugaritic texts between Yam and Baal over the building of a
palace). For the building of this temple, Dtr theology uses phraseology with bnh bayil
leidm at its core. The name is present in the temple (cf. the verbless clause iim"f;a
babbayil haueh in 2 Ch. 20:9; also I K. 8: 16-17,20). The first passage to mention Da-
vid's intention to build a temple (2 5.7:2, "for the ark"; v. 5 [spoken by Yahweh], "for
me") states that God will establish a dynasty (house) for David, while David's succes-
sor will build a house /i.imi (v. 13; cf. I K. 8:19;2 Ch. 6:9). There is no detectible dif-
ference in meaning between tilneh . . . bayil (v. 5) and yilneh-bayi1 (v. 13). The one for
whom the house is built is identified in the former by 11 in the latter by lilmt, so that
.ie-m is equated with Yahweh as the one to whom the temple is dedicated (cf. I K. 8:16
and 2 Ch. 6:5: lihy61 l"mi iam).In his name Yahweh is present in his house.

This notion can be clarified by I K. 3:2, which states that the people were sacrific-
ing like the Canaanites on the high place because no house had yet been built for the
name of Yahweh (l"idm yhwh). According to the Dtr line of argument, the house of
Yahweh is that place in which the sacrifices are offered. Of course they are offered not
to the name but to Yahweh himself; in no text is zbh or 'lh (or any other sacrificial term)
associated directly with idm, so that sacrifice is offered to the name. This observation
suggests that a distinction must be maintained between iem and Yahweh in many areas

where the intensity of Yahweh's presence is critical.
The DtrH and parallel passages in ChrH often speak of David's intention ( I K. 8:17;

I Ch. 28:3; 2 Ch. 6:7 -8) and his desire to bring the holy vessels into the house built for
the name of Yahweh (1 Ch. 22:19). At the same time, building "the house for the
name" is a sign that recognizes God's omnipotence (l Ch. 29:16). According to Solo-
mon, adverse external circumstances prevented David from building a house /',idn
yhwh (l K.5:17[3]; Solomon will now carry out David's purpose (v. l9[5]; 2 Ch.
l:18[2:l]; 2:3141). This house of God will also be available to foreigners, who can pray
toward it (l K. 8:42;2Ch.6:32; cf. praying for Israel's deliverance from captivity, I K.
8:48; 2 Ch. 6:38) and God will hear them.

In 2 Ch. 20:7-8 we find the annexation tradition that God drove out the inhabitants
of the land before the people of Israel in order to give the land to the descendants of
Abraham. After the Israelites settled, they immediately built a sanctuary (miqddi) for
the name (v. 8). More than bayi1, miqddi emphasizes that the building belongs to
Yahweh, not to the people.

b. In 19 passages iEm or idm6! is the subject of hyh (qal). The range of usage is
broad. In Ps. I l3:2 and Job l:21, the short jussive form of hyh is syntactically neces-
sary to establish the connection between the subject and the predicative pual participle.
We are told in 1 S. 8:2 that the name (idm) of the older was (hyh as auxiliary verb) Joel,
the name (idm) of the younger Abijah. A special form of this construction is used when
the text says that a name is adopted (hyh'al iem; cf . also qr' 'al-iEm and bnh'al-iEm).
The stones attached to the breastpiece of the priest, which is artfully adorned with pre-
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cious stones, are inscribed with the names of the twelve tribes (Ex. 28:21: 'al-idrn/

i"m6!13 timesl). Besides the much commoner verbless clause'Elleh i"m61, "these (are)
the names," we also fnd hyh used as an auxiliary verb: wayyihytr-'?lleh . . . biimdldm
(Nu. 3:17), followed in each case by the list of names.

In Gen. 17:5, in the context of the change of Abram's name to Abraham, hdyd (per-
fect tense stating a fact) plays the role of an auxiliary verb. Herc iem means the actual

name as spoken. The expressionyihyeh i"mef;a fulfills the same function in the change

of Jacob's name to Israel (Gen. 35:10; cf. I K. 18:31).

By Yahweh's own admission, he prevented David from building him a house on ac-

count of David's wars and bloodshed; but David before his death once more charges

his son Solomon with the task of building the temple (l Ch.22:5-6). Solomon will be
"a man of peace," because Yahweh will establish peace on his behalf. Therefore his
name will be (yihyeh,i'rn6) Solomon (i"l6mbh). derived from idl6m at;,d ieqel ("peace

and quiet," v. 9).
Descriptions of Solomon's qualities particularly emphasize his wisdom. It sur-

passed that of several non-Israelites, otherwise unidentified but presumably well
known in Israel, whose names are recorded as Ethan, Heman, Calcol, and Darda (l K.
5:1 I [4:31]). In the same verse we are told that "his name was (i"mb way"hi) throughout
all the surrounding nations." Here iEm denotes an individual name, like those just
listed. Since incomparable wisdom was also associated with him, there are also over-
tones of "fame."

Ezk.23:lO also has to do with fame, but in the sense of "obloquy." The chapter de-

scribes Israel and Judah as sisters who offered themselves to every suitor who came

their way. Therefore Yahweh delivered them into the hands of their lovers, who were

unmasked as bloodthirsty men of violence (a reference to the Neo-Assyrians). They
raped and murdered the sisters, who became a byword among the women (watteht-idm
lannditm), i.e., other imperiled nations.

The royal descendant in whom Ps.72 places great hope is never named, but the
psalm describes the astonishing results of his fabulous reign, affecting all creation.
V. 17 expresses the wish that his name (i"mi) may endure (y"ht) effectually forever, and

flourish in the sight of the sun - possibly an ancient topos from the time when the sun

was worshiped as a deity. In this case the name stands for its bearer; .ie-m denotes his es-

sential nature.
In the address to the assembly of Israel in which Solomon states his reasons for

building the temple (1 K. 8:14ff.), he cites an oracle given to David, which says that
until then God had not chosen a city in which to build a house. The house is to be built
so that the name of Yahweh may be there (lihy61, v. I 6; cf. v. 29; 2 K. 23:17 ; 2 Ch. 6:5).
Here hyh does not serve to link two nominal elements: it declares that the name will be

present there. The infinitive introduces the element of facticity associated with a verb-
less clause. Yahweh's iem is so precious to him that he takes a long time to find a
proper place for it, and he chooses this place explicitly. In 2 Ch. 6:6 and 33:4, Jerusa-

lem is referredto expressis verbis as the place chosen.

In most passages the connotations associated with i€m in this context are relatively
meager; they are abundant, however, in 2 Ch. 7:16. Not eo ipso but because Yahweh
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has chosen this house, set it apart, and consecrated it, it is a fit place for the .iZm, as well
as Yahweh's eyes and heart, to be forever. Since the author places the eyes and heart on
the same plane as i€m, the latter also means the concrete "name." But just as eyes and
heart as "organs" of God must be understood figuratively, so too must iZm. lt clearly
refers to the personal presence of God, unlimited but intimate and attentive. Neverthe-
less, human idiom preserves the difference between the actual presence of God and the
side of God available to human experience.

c. There are 2l occwences of Sym (qal) with idm as its direct object, often with a
pronominal suffix referring to Yahweh. When Sym has a locative meaning, even in an
extended sense, it is constructed with 'al; the indirect object is marked by /1 Dtn/Dtr
diction makes frequent use of the expression bSAm ('eil iem idm. The idiom iym 'e1

.ie-ra means refers to naming. For example, Gideon "sets" the name Abimelech for the
son of his concubine, probably just a normal act of naming (Jgs. 8:31). The Chaldean
king (according to Dnl. 1:7, a high court official) "ser" for Daniel the name (idm-
ilneh) Belteshazzar, a common name for a "Babylonian," but for Daniel a change of
his former appellation. Neh. 9:7 refers to the election of Abraham (bdhartd b"'dbrdm),
evidenced by God's bringing him out of Ur of the Chaldeans and giving him the name
(weiamta i"mb) Abraham. The latter argument is meaningless unless one knows that
'Abram" is changed to 'Abraham" in Gen. l7:5.

In 2 S. 7:22 the pen of a later author has David utter a prayer praising the greatness
and incomparability of Yahweh. Yahweh's people are also called a unique nation (gdy
'ehnil 

- a description probably targeted for criticism. This nation is singled out by the
fact that God went to redeem (pdh) it and to make a name for it (ldifrm 16 ied -which means that Yahweh made it famous. This fame, however, rests not on the great
deeds done by Israel but on the mighty acts performed by Yahweh (v. 23; cf. I Ch.
17:21).

ln Zeph. 3: I 8- 19 Yahweh foretells the end of the disaster that has befallen Israel. In-
stead of shame (bdieil, Yahweh will "set" his people as praise (lithiilA) and renown
(Piem). This formulation has the following implications: the "setting" is a sign of
Yahweh's effectual intervention; it affects the nations, which will enjoy respect and re-
nown in the eyes of the other nations.

The summary of the Aaronic blessing says that those who perform the rite set
(Sdmfr) Yahweh's name on the Israelites (Nu. 6:27); the perfect tense stands within the
description of the rite and emphasizes the factitious aspect of what is done. The name
is accordingly a reality that an authorized cultic official, with divine guidance, can ap-
ply to others. It does not replace Yahweh, for it is Yahweh who blesses, not his idm. lt
remains true, of course, that the words of Nu. 6:24-2'1 substantiate a particularly close
relationship with God, summarized by the expression "my name."

According to Dt. 12:4-5, the place that Yahweh chooses replaces the cultic sites of
the other religions. This place is qualified as the place where Yahweh puts (ifim) his
name, that it may dwell there (leiif;nb). The addition of ikn underlines the reification of
the name, which remains as a resident presence. It is no longer statues and the like that
represent Yahweh's presence but rather his name. This mode of God's presence sets
Yahwism apart from the crude notion that sees God's presence in tangible idols or
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groves (cf. the polemic against Manasseh in 2 K. 2l:4,7 ; 2 Ch. 33:7). It is not clear that

this language is aiming at an abstract theological statement.23 It is significant that sacri-

fices and cultic offerings are (Dt. 12:5; tithes, 14:24) or should be (12:21) brought to

the place Yahweh has chosen "to put his name there" (ldifim'e!-ietnd idm: 12:5,21;

14,24;l K.9:3; 11:36;14:21;2Ch.6:20;12:13; similarly2K.2l:7;2Ch.33:7;re-
stricted to Jerusalem: 2 K. 21:4:2 Ch.33:7), but they are never offered to the name it-
self. This observation points to a distinction between iem and Yahweh, but does not

rule out a particularly intensive form of God's presence (1 K. 9:3). The ChrH sees this
presence very clearly. We hear Solomon's prayer that Yahweh will watch day and night
over the place where his name is present, that he may (speedily) hear the prayers of the

people (2 Ch.6:20). The expression is included in 1 K. 11:36 as a theological argument

to guarantee Solomon's succession in the Davidic dynasty (cf. 1 K. 14:21; 2 Ch.

12:13).
d. In 10 passages ikn (qal, piel) governs iem as direct object (in one case the word

itself is not used but appears in the form of a pronominal suffix attached to the infini-
tive). It is noteworthy that almost every instance is an independent infinitive clause.

Most of the occurrences (7) read Piakk€n iEm iam. There are 7 occurrences in Deuter-

onomy, 1 in Jeremiah , and2 in ChrH. The name in question is always that of Yahweh.

When the people enter into the heritage allotted by God and enjoy rest from their
enemies (Dt. 12:10), the law takes effect that requires all sacrifices and offerings to
Yahweh to be brought (only) to the place that Yahweh chooses as a dwelling for his

i€m (v. ll; cf . 26:2). We are told that the iEm dwells (perpetually) in the temple (cf.

l25 - 
qal, in contrast to all other occurrences) and does not simply become present

ad hoc in a theophany. The possibility of this presence is so important that no sacrifice

should be offered elsewhere: there is thus a clear difference between the idm and

Yahweh himself (cf . 14:23). This requirement holds true particularly for the animals

sacrificed at the Passover festival (16:2,6). Nothing is said about what is to be done in
remote areas - or was Passover celebrated only in Jerusalem, as 16:6-7 requires? The

tension between 16:6-7 and 14:24 cannot be ignored.
This highly specific presence of Yahweh in his .Ie-rt has marked social conse-

quences. At the Festival of Weeks there is to be great rejoicing among the celebrants -
the cultic congregation comprises all Israel, the entire population: full citizens, their
children, and above all the socially disadvantaged - slaves, Levites (their presence in
the list appears to presuppose their impoverishment), strangers, orphans, and widows
(Dt. 16:ll).

The author of Jer.7 :9-15 had the stock expression "the place where I made my name

dwell" ready to hand, but used it in the context of a horrible example. To the initial
triad of offenses (stealing, murder, adultery) is joined a second, which draws on Dtr
themes: swearing falsely, making offerings to Baal, going after other gods. There fol-
lows the charge that the people nevertheless count on Yahweh's help without any sense

of guilt, presuming on Yahweh's presence in the temple, which is called by his name

23. As claimed, e.g., by Grether and von Rad.
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(vv. 9-10). Speaking for Yahweh, the prophet cites the horrible example of Shiloh,
"where I first made my name to dwell." It is this misjudgment that leads to catastrophe:
although the iem of Yahweh is indeed still present, those who live under its shadow pay
it no heed.

This stock formula is little used in ChrH, and then only in a different context. This
change is all the more striking in that the Dtn/Dtr expression (im iem is incorporated
regularly throughout. According to Ezr. 6:l-12, Darius reinstated the edict of King
Cyrus ordering the rebuilding of the temple. As a theological argument, it is stated that
the God who has established his name there will overthrow any king or people who
contravenes the edict (v. l2). According to Neh. 1:9, when the people return to
Yahweh, he will gather them from the ends of the earth and bring them to the place at
which he has chosen to make his name present. Here what had formerly been a preg-
nant interpolation serves as a pompous circumlocution for the city name "Jerusalem."

e. In Isa. 65:15 nwh governs l?m as a direct object. In a context describing the terri-
ble things that will befall those who worship other gods, v. l5a leads up to the climax.
In contrast to the servants of Yahweh, who will sing with gladness, those who worship
other gods will wail in anguish (v. l4). Then they must be prepared to leave (nwh
hiphil) their iem to be used as a curse by the chosen. The name identifies in a single
word the entire life experienced by a human and represents it symbolically. It is also
implicit that annihilation of the name signals the destruction of the final phase of hu-
man existence.

8. Verbs of Destruction. Among the verbs denoting destructive action, we note the
following:

a. Twice 'bd (qal, piel) is associated with iEm. The meaning of the expression'bd
i€m is illustrated by Ps. 41:6(5). The psalmist begs Yahweh to be gracious and con-
fesses having sinned. His enemies have turned on him and wonder when he will finally
die (ydmfi!) and when his name will perish ('dla/ i'm6). The speakers cannot count on
the destruction of the psalmist's name as in simply being forgotten. They themselves
would bear witness to the opposite. At the same time the use of the active voice rules
out the notion of a damnatio memoriae.Za "Die" and "name perish" can therefore be
equated. In this context "name" stands for the actual person and is therefore an anthro-
pological term.

ln Dt. 12:2-3 the demand to demolish the cultic sites of the nations, break down
their altars, smash their pillars, burn their sacred poles, and hew down the idols of their
gods means total destruction, formulated as "blotting out their name from this place"
(v. 3). It is interesting that idm is in the singular, whereas the suffix refers to a multi-
plicity of gods. The iEm thus stands for the divine individuality, analogous to the indi-
viduality of the human person.

b. The verb bzh appears twice with iem as its object. Since bzh denotes an action,
not a verbal utterance, it is not classed with the verbs of speaking. According to Mal.

24. F.-L. Hossfeld and E. Zenger, Psalmen I. NEB (1993), 263.
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I :6, the priests are despisers of Yahweh's name (bOzA i"mt), because they offer polluted

food on the altar (v. 7). Since the sacrifices are dedicated directly to Yahweh, iemhere
stands in the place of Yahweh.

c. One text (Nah. l: 14) uses zr' with .ie-rn. Yahweh advances on the Assyrian capital

to destroy it utterly: its name shall be sown no longer (ld'-yizzdra' miiiim"ftd). This ex-

pression should be understood as "you will beget no offspring," since here .ie-z refers

not to a personal name but to the figure bearing the name, which lives on in descen-

dants.
d. Twelve texts link hll (piel, pual, hiphil) syntactically with iEm. The noun is usu-

ally the direct object; in one instance i"mefta appeals as nomen rectum with miikan, the

direct object of hll piel (Ps.74:7). The coupling of idm with qo/it (7 times) or '"l6him

(3 times; never Yahweh) as nomen rectum is sfikingly frequent. Most occurrences are

in Leviticus and Ezekiel. In Ezk. 20:9,14,22;36:22,23, i€m appears in the independent

clause, but is not repeated (with hll as verb) in the dependent clause, where we may

speak of a suppressed object.
In Am. 2:7 the holy name is profaned by ethically reprehensible conduct: father and

son have sexual intercourse with the same woman.
In Ezk. 39:7 the argument is couched in political terms: Yahweh takes the field

against his opponents and makes his holy name known in his people Israel - i.e., his

support is to be made public. Like other nations, Israel associates its historical experi-

ence with the name of its own God (Ezk. 36:20). The statement "I will no longer let my

holy name be profaned (fr// hiphil)," with the result that the nations will know that

Yahweh is "holy" (different and unique) in Israel, includes monotheistic elements.

What is meant by idm-qd/ei is more than the divine name: it is Yahweh's uniquely

manifested essence, which he henceforth refuses to see profaned'

That the actual theonym "Yahweh" as used in the cult is implicit in the expression

Itll piel,Iem is clear from Lev. 19:12, where .ib'niphal b"idm parallels /rll piel {dm. To

the prohibition against swearing falsely "in my name" is added immediately (consec.

pf. with w): "and (thus) profane the name of your God." The stylistic nature of the con-

struction shows that an appended clause introduced by w" can express a consequence.25

The authoritative motivating clause "ni yhwh, added asyndetically, appears in Lev.

18:21 in the law prohibiting the sacrifice of one's offspring to Molech. The text contin-

ues: ". . . and thus profane fw"la' t"hall€l, 'lest you profane'l the name of your God" (cf'
2O:3).It is obvious that actions which might be undelstood as cultic elements of other

religions (e.g., shaving a bald spot or gashing one's flesh) would occasion profanation

of God's name (21:6; cf. Ezk. 20:39). Here, as in many other passages, iem stands vi-
cariously for the person in question: it is Yahweh who is disavowed by forms of wor-

ship associated with other gods (cf. Lev. 22:2,32 with respect to the handling of sacrifi-
cial offerings by the priests).

In Ps. 74:7 .ie-m means more than the theonym "Yahweh" as a divine, effectual actu-

ality. The name had been in the destroyed sanctuary, in its dwelling place. Only one

t67

25. GK, $ll2m.
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who can make use of a dwelling needs the dwelling. Thus .ie-m refers to Yahweh, pres-
ent in the sanctuary - or, to put it another way, Yahweh is present in his .ie-m in the
sanctuary. Its destruction, as during the exile, is equivalent to a profanation.

e. In 3 passages lm'(qal, piel) governs idm (for parallel expressions cf.l*v. 19:12
and Ps. 74:7).When Jerusalem had defiled herself by shedding blood and worshiping
idols, God wanted to make the city a disgrace before the nations (Ezk. 22:4) because
she had defiled the name (yame'1haiidm, v. 5). "The name" (with article and without
suffix) that Jerusalem defiled refers to Yahweh himself; he is the very antithesis to the
gods, and Jerusalem has sullied him.

In Ezk. 43:7-9, in the description of the new order of salvation and God's presence,
represented by the temple, there is an intelpolation in which the expression tm'piel idm
occurs twice. After the assurance that this is the place where God's throne stands and
where God's feet rest, we hear unexpectedly that neither the house of Israel nor its
kings shall defile the holy name (iem qoQit). The interpolator equates Yahweh with
idm qoy'it, at the same time emphasizing the need to accept the new order, which rules
out the association of temple and palace. The propinquity of the palace breeds abomi-
nations that have defiled God's holiness (perfect tense, stating a fact).

f. The verb kr, occurs 4 times with iEm. A (relatively) fulfilled life is associated with
the use of a name. This is clear in Ruth 4:10, which speaks of maintaining a name
(l"hdqim iEm) in order that it not be cut off (krr niphal). One of the reasons Boaz mar-
ries Ruth is to keep the name of her departed husband represented among his kindred
and the local citizenry, so that it may continue to have legal standing. As long as the
possibility exists that a wife may bear offspring for her departed husband through a rel-
ative, the dead man is not totally cut off from the living.

ln lsa. 14:4-23 a late poet envisions Yahweh executing paradigmatic judgment on
Babylon. The vivid imagery of the onslaught of the nations concludes with an oracle of
Yahweh: "I will cut off from Babylon name (idm) and remnant, offspring and poster-
ity." When this happens, not simply physical death but total annihilation is ordained.

During the occupation of Canaan, Joshua fears that the Amorites, Canaanites, and
other inhabitants of the land will destroy the people and cut off (krt hiphil) their name
(Josh. 7:10). Just as the names'Amorites" and "Canaanites" refer to concrete people,
so they will exterminate concrete people: "cut off the iem" is a Hebraism meaning
"wipe out."

g. The verb mhh (qal, niphal) governs iem 4 times as direct object. In one instance
Yahweh is the subject. Pronominal suffixes specify the referent. Religious elements al-
ways appear in the context. The phrase mittaltal haiidmayim is a Dtn/Dtr feature.
Complaining that the people are being stubborn (Dt. 9: l3), Yahweh considers destroy-
ing Israel and starting over again with Moses. According to v. 14, he will destroy them
and blot out (mhh) their name forever. Obliteration of the name is an intensifying ele-
ment, as the expression "from under heaven" shows, conveying the totality of the re-
sult. The word iCm refers to all the people, each of whom has a particular name. But the
focus is on the fact that .ie-m embodies an aspect of the person that can be reactivated
even beyond the boundary of death. When God does undertake to destroy, destruction
is final, so that a new beginning is necessary.
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If the people turn to other gods (Dt.29:16tr.), Yahweh will be so enraged that he

will be unwilling to pardon them. Instead, Yahweh will blot out "their name," i.e.,

make them vanish utterly. In the context of Dtr argumentation, Yahweh sees Israel's af-

fliction after apostasy and sends someone to help, since he does not intend the total de-

struction of Israel (limhdt 'e!-iem yiird'El, 2 K. 14:27).

In an expression ofutter despair, the beleaguered speaker ofPs. 109 wishes various

forms of disaster on his enemy. The physical afflictions culminate in v. 13, in the wish

that the enemy's posterity be cut off and, going even a step further, that his name

(emending the suffix -dmto -6) be blotted out in the very next generation. In contrast to

Ps. 109, the enemy in Ps. 9 is collective: the nations. Yahweh acts as judge by holding
them in check or destroying them (v. 6[5]). In parallel stands the blotting out of their
name forever and ever. The perfect tense bespeaks facticity and the position (second el-

ement of the parallelism) suggests a climax. The result is declared in v. 7(6): the ene-

mies have vanished.
h. The piel participle of ndh is used with the phrase l"ma'an i"rni in Isa. 66:5. In the

postexilic period the Israelites have been going their own way and worshiping foreign

deities (vv. l-4). Therefore Yahweh will take action: he knows those who tremble at his

word and are hated and rejected by their fellow Israelites "on account of my name"
(lma'an i"mi, v.5). In this context those who hate them are cultic officials, who are at-

tacked on account of their worship (which Yahweh rejects).
i. There is only one occurrence of nr.f with i€m. Although the people have turned

against Yahweh by wishing for a king, Yahweh - when they have repented - will not

cast them away "for the sake of his great name" (l S. 12:22).In idm coalesce the sense

of "for his own sake" and the predisposition toward deliverance expressed in the name.
j. There is also only a single occurrence of rqb with iem. In strict parallelism Prov.

10:7 contrasts zef,er and iEm, saddiq and r"idim, lilrAlA and yirqdp. While zEf;er and

iEm can denote ordinary names, they can also be used figuratively, as here. The point is

the potential that the bearer of the name realizes and the resulting consequences. In the

case of the reiaim, their personal identity rots away.

k. Twice imd (niphal, hiphil) occurs with idm.In I S. 24:22(21) Jonathan makes

David promise not to slay his descendants, i.e., we are dealing here with physical

death. This is probably also the sense of the par. tqimid 'e1-iemi mibbA! 'dbt. Isa. 48: 18

pictures the results that obedience to the law would have had: prosperity, success like a
flood of refreshing water, and a multitude of descendants. Israel's name would never be

cut off (krt) or destroyed (imd). T\e expressions krt and imd iEm denote the physical

destruction of a person, but the state of those held captive in exile may be described as

a living death.

9. Other Verbs. Several verbs resist categorization.
a. bqi. Ps.83:14-16(13-15) prays that Yahweh will make the enemy blow away like

dust and chaff - not to destroy them, but so that, with their faces filled with shame,

they seek Yahweh's name (v. 17116l). They are to know that his name is Yahweh.

Yahweh and icm are interchangeable.

b. g 7. In the postexilic period of unrest, the people pray that Yahweh will once again
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grant them love and compassion. Their prayer is based on two central themes: 'attd
yhwh'dltnfr and mE'6lam i"mef,a g1'alenfr (Isa. 63:16). The words yhwh and iEm, 'a!
and gd'€l stand in synonymous parallelism. We are to understand i€m as being inter-
changeable with the divine name, not simply structurally but also substantially.

c. gdl. ln the promise to Abraham, Yahweh vows to make of him a great nation, to
bless him, and to make his name great (Gen. l2:2). Fame and esteem are implicit in
iEm; these are associated with Abraham's imputed genealogical status, for with him Is-
rael comes into being. David prays that God will do as promised, that God's name may
be magnified (2 S. 7 :26; cf. I Ch. 11 :24). The passage, admittedly highly anthropomor-
phic, focuses on the esteem in Yahweh should be held.

At the beginning of Ps. 138:2, joy guides the psalmist, who gives thanks ro the name
for Yahweh's steadfast love and faithfulness, because Yahweh has made great his name
and word ('imr6; the term indicates a late date for the psalm). Just as heseQ ar,d',me1
come from Yahweh himself (so that izm may be equated with him), so name and word
constitute a special mode of God's presence, which nevertheless preserves a difference
between the divine plenitude and human experience.

d. dgl.In Ps. 20 a prayer that God will help and support the king is followed by re-
joicing over the king's victory. With equal enthusiasm the speakers raise their banners
in the name of God (v. 6[5]). As described here, God functions tike a spring driving
someone who hopes to gain victory in God's name.

e. znh. Ezekiel's description of faithless Jerusalem uses the image of a prostitute for
Jerusalem. The unique expression "you played the whore" (tizni) 'al-iemCft (Ezk.
16:15) means that she gave her real name freely, whereas one would at least expect her
to camouflage her identity under a false name. That absolute self-exposure is meant is
clear from the statement that follows: the city devotes herself totally to her whoring.

f. yrb. David is told that Solomon, the new king, has been greeted by his servants
with the acclamation "May God make the name of Solomon better than yours [sc. Da-
vid'sl" (l K. l:47). Here, as the context shows, the text has less to do with fame than
with power and influence.

g. yqr ln the wars with the Philistines, David registered more success than other fol-
lowers of Saul. Thus (lit.) "his name became precious" (1 S. 18:30) - meaning his
(military) esteem and associated fame became greater.

h. y.f'(hiphil). Ps. 54:3(1) begins immediately with a cry for help: "Save me by your
name, vindicate me by your might." The name itself does not save, but a reality that
goes hand in hand with a "name." As the context (victory over enemies) shows, .fe-rt
does not mean an appellative but a position of power. This interpretation is supported
by the par. 9"!A16. The prep. b" that introduces both nouns denotes both motivation and
means. This understanding finds further support in Ps. 106:8, which states that Yahweh
saved Israel's ancestors in Egypt l"ma'an.i"m6, thus making his mighty power known.

i. kbd. In Ps. 86 the poor and needy psalmist's cry for help refers in its argumenta-
tion to foreign gods and nations. The latter come to the Lord because he is their creator.
They glorify his name (v. 9) because he - God - does wondrous things. The name,
which is the object of worship, is exalted because it signifies or establishes the pres-
ences of its bearer. The same holds true for the psalmist, to whom God teaches the right

I
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way, so as to fear God's name only. The psalmist gives thanks to God by glorifying
God's name (v. l2); i.e., this verse equates .ie-rn with God.

j. kpr ln Ps. 79 a prayer for forgiveness of sins (v. 8) is followed by a cry for help
(v. 9), which employs assonance, concluding the second and fourth hemistichs (v. 9b,d)
with the same word (l"me[d): "Help us for the glory of your name, forgive (weftappEr)

our sins for the sake of your name." The undertones of deliverance in the name

"Yahweh" may stand in the background.
k. ktb. According to 1 K. 21:8, Jezebel wrote the letter that was to cost Naboth his

life in the name (b'iem) of her husband. Here b"iem refers to the authority implicit in
the citation of the personal name (cf. in a different context Est. 3:12; 8:8[bis],10). Nu.
17:16tr.(lff.) describes how Aaron was incorporated into the genealogical tradition of
the tribes: Moses is instructed to write Aaron's name on the staff of Levi (v. l8[3]).
Here {em denotes the personal name (cf. v. l7l2); in a different context, Ezk. 24:2).

l. mwUmyl. The stereotyped expression b"iem yhwh kt '%ntlam (Ps. 118:10-12)
seems to be a secondary addendum to v. 12, inserted to maintain the triadic structure.

The precise meaning of the much-discussed verb '%nil, "fend off' (?), is not given by
the context in vv. l0- I I . It clearly denotes some kind of action against encroaching na-

tions. The psalmist, strengthened by reliance on God (b"iEm yhwh), turns to face the

enemy.
m. nwn. In a description of a "righteous king's" reign, which influences the whole

fertile earth (Ps.72:16-17), we find a prayer wishing him well: "May his name (i"mi)
endure forever." There are cosmic dimensions: "May his name (i'mb) spread abroad
(yinndn) before the sun." The point is not that a king's name will endure for a long time
or thrive like a luxuriant plant. Here i€m stands for the king himself. The generalized
formulation allows the text to be applied to different kings.

n. nhl. ln describing the distribution of the land, Nu. 26:55 states that the land is to
be apportioned by lot, according to the individual names (liim60 of the ancestors, and

distributed in hereditary portions. The iEm61 are associated with entitlements pos-

sessed by their original bearers.
o. n.f'. The names of the twelve tribes of Israel are engraved on gems; Aaron bears

these names before Yahweh (Ex.28:.12,19). The psalmist praises Yahweh with enthusi-
asm: "I will lift up my hands and call on your name" (Ps. 63:5[4]). Another psalmist
will associate only with those who believe in Yahweh. He sees the suffering of those

worship other gods. He will not make offerings to them, and above all refuses to take

their names on his lips (16:4). The deities themselves are present in their names - not
least in the proximity established by offerings, which keep the gods alive.

The expressior, ni' 'e1-ldm yhwh/i"m6 laiiaw' occnrs twice in both Ex.20:.7 and Dt.
5: I 1 ; they have been, and still are, the subject of much debate. The word .iaw ' provides
the interpretive key: the name of God is used deceptively.26 The iZm points to Yahweh,

26. See F. V. Reiterer, "Die Bedeutsamkeit von 54, Stil und Paralleltermini zur Erfassung des

Inhaltes von .law," in Reiterer, ed., Liebe zum Wort. FS L. Bernhard (Salzburg, 1993),173-213.
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who is present in his name. Using his name laiiaw'strips it of its divine potency. All
that is left is a trivial, worthless, unreliable name.

p. ntn.To the eunuchs who keep the Sabbath and observe the t6rd, Yahweh will give
ya-ql ("influence") and iZm ("importance") in society, more than children would give
(as representatives in the legal community) (Isa. 56:5a). The words that follow, "I will
give them a idm'6ldm" (v. 5b), appqu to convey a different nuance, referring to the
fame deriving from the influence and importance just mentioned. Zeph. 3:19 also re-
fers to people with physical handicaps (the lame). Yahweh will bring them back home
and make them renown (leicm) - as the par. lilhilld, "into praise," indicates - among
all the peoples of the earth. When God threatens reprisals against the priests who fail to
give glory to his name, we see that in the i4m it is actually God who is at issue (Mal.
2:2). Turning the priests' blessings into curses makes vividly clear the drama of such
misconduct (cf. the positive variant in Ps. l15:l).

q. 'ih. It was Yahweh himself, not a messenger or angel, who saved his people (Isa.
63:8-9). After they rebelled, they remembered how Yahweh had led Moses into order
tomake (laai6!) areputation (iEm)for himself (v.12). Thisisevenclearerinv. 14,
where tip'arel is added to lem as nomen rectum.

After the people agree to keep Yahweh's commandments, we hear Moses' desire
that Yahweh will therefore make Israel the highest of all the nations he has made in
praise and fame (l"idm) and honor. In the sense of "fame," i€m frts seamlessly into the
list (Dt. 26:19). with the mighty deliverance of Israel from Egypt, yahweh made for
himself a name that lasts to this day (Neh. 9:15). These late words speak of the fame
that God gained (cf. Jer. 32:20 and Dnl. 9:15).

The people's resolve to build a tower is based on the wish "to make a name for
themselves" (Gen. I 1:4). The focus is not so much on esteem as on power, for it can be
blocked by the scattering of the people.

Facing the danger of destruction by the canaanites, Joshua turns to yahweh. The
name of the Israelites is in grave danger, and therefore also that of the God who sup-
ports them. Hence Joshua's question: "What will you do for your great name?" The
"great name" probably refers also to the esteem Yahweh came to enjoy for his mighty
acts of deliverance, but above all to the potency evinced in these acts, the power of
Yahweh.

In Nathan's prophecy Yahweh says that he took David from the pasture and has
been with him ever since, cutting off all his enemies. David is also told (in the perfect
tense, referring to a completed action) that Yahweh made him a idm gdQ6l like that of
the great nations (l S. 7:9; I ch. l7:8). It is the power of these nations that distin-
guished them and made them famous. The same is granted to David. This meaning is
clearly expressed by the lapidary formulation of 2 S. 8:13: wayya'as ddwiQ idm. The
usual reflexive translation ("David made a name for himself'; cf. NRSV) has no gram-
matical basis in the text: "David made a idml' How is this ie-ru realized? The context
speaks of conquered nations and plunder, including articles of precious metal, which
David dedicated to Yahweh. David made power (iefu, he expanded power.

The people, living under constant threat, realize that they have gone astray; they
cannot simply assume that God will intervene to protect the innocent. So the author ar-
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gues a different motivation: 'Act, O Yahweh, for your name's sake" (Jer. l4:7). This
expression functions as a circumlocution for a reflexive: 'Act for your own sn[s" -with the implication that Yahweh himself is present "in the name."

This coalescence of the spoken name and the presence of God is illustrated by the
passages where Yahweh acts in his own name to prevent the iEm from being profaned
in the sight of the nations. This is why Yahweh delivered Israel from Egypt (Ezk.
2O:14; cf . vv. 9,22). When Yahweh saves his people in spite of their reprehensible
deeds, he does so for the sake of his name, so that the people will know: '"nt yhwh
(v. 44; cf. Ps. lO9:21). The self-presentation formula is placed substantially on the
same plane as "acting for the sake of his own name."

r. qdi. Ezekiel sees the profanation of the holy name (Ezk. 36:21). For his own sake
(v. 22), Yahweh takes action, sanctifying the great name (v. 23; the perfect tense ex-
presses certainty). If idm and Yahweh are not totally identical, iEmis at least a possible
variant term.

A description of the age of well-being, associated redactionally with Isaiah (Isa.
29:11-24), cites arguments for Yahweh's deliverance. Just as Yahweh redeemed Abra-
ham in the past, so he will redeem Jacob in the present. When the people see these acts,
they will "sanctify my name" (yaqdtifi i"mt). That i"mt actually refers to God is shown
by what follows: they will sanctify the Holy One of Israel and stand in awe of the God
of Israel. Every argument turns on the knowledge of God.

s. qn'. In Yahweh's promise to restore Israel's fortunes,2T two grounds are cited:
Yahweh has mercy on Israel, and he was very jealo\s (qinne'!i) for his holy name (Ezk.
39:25). The holy name is contrasted antithetically with the house of Israel. In Ezekiel's
usage Yahweh delivers Israel for the sake of his own holiness; .ie-rn serves here as a
variant of the divine name or as another term for the Holy One.

t. r'h. The gloss w"1filtyd yir'eh i%nekA in Mic. 6:9 is extremely intrusive. Syntac-
tically, tfiityd is probably a verbless clause of a single element ("deliverance [is at
handl"); it is followed by a verbal clause: "if one sees my name." Following v. 9,
Yahweh demands attention and makes several accusations, primarily having to do with
the economic system. The gloss, influenced by v. 8, points out the way to escape the in-
eluctable consequences. If the people will look on "your name" (iemeftd), viz. "on you,
on God," deliverance will dawn.

l. igb. Isa. 12, a late text, speaks of giving thanks for the coming of salvation: on
that day people will be summoned to thank Yahweh, to call on his name, etc. In short;
"His name [= God] is exalted (niigd!)" (v.4; cf. Ps. 148:13). In Ps. 20:2(1) God's an-
swer in the day of trouble is possible because the name of the God of Jacob "protects
yon (y"iagge!"f;d\'

v.,illr. Despite the constraints of the acrostic form, Ps. 25 is structured. V. 11, with
the central petition of the psalm, serves as the midpoint.28 The worshipers are aware of
their guilt (v. l1b), but are certain that Yahweh will pardon them for his name's sake.

27. + nlaui ybfr!.
28. Hossfeld a;nd Zenger, Psalmen I, 165.
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The point is the content implicit in the name: with Yahweh are associated salvation and
deliverance. Also appropriate to the context is the meaning in which.ie-rn refers to its
bearer - "fs1 his own sake."

w. .irzz'. The queen of Sheba had heard of Solomon's fame (1 K. 10: l); the text awk-
wardly adds leiEm yhwh. The LXX and Syr. change / to w, solving the syntactic prob-
lem. The subject matter remains the same: in what follows, the focus is exclusively on
Solomon. The addition is probably a gloss indicating that Solomon's fame also brings
fame (leidm) to Yahweh. In 1 K. 8:41 foreigners come from distant lands to worship
Yahweh in the temple, because they hear (yiime'fin) of the great power demonstrated in
the deliverance of Israel by Yahweh's mighty hand and outstretched arm.

Reiterer

10. With l"ma'an. The prepositional phrase lema'an idm (always referring to
Yahweh) is polysemic. When Ezk.20:9 says that God acted ('diA) for the sake of his
name to deliver his people, it means restoring the holiness of that name, which was be-
ing profaned (ft// hiphil) among the nations; but overtones of "reputation, esteem" are
also present (as in vv. 14 and 22).We may compare Nu. l4:23ff., which argues simi-
larly and is clearly concerned with God's reputation - although here the phrase
l"ma'an.ie-ra does not occur. God's reputation appears also to be at issue when Jeremiah
prays (Jer. 14:21) that Yahweh will not spurn (n's,)2e his people for his name's sake, lest
the throne of his glory be dishonored. In a similar vein Ps. 106:8 says that Yahweh
saved Israel for his name's sake, in order to make known (yd'hiphil) his mighty power
(g"!firA). Ps. 79:9 points in the same direction. Here the worshipers pray for forgive-
ness and help "for your name's sake" (in parallel with'al-d"!ar iEm); the verse refers to
the kA!6Q of the name, and the following verse declares that the nations should not ask
sarcastically, "Where is their God?"

In other cases .ie-z is associated with the nature and attributes of God. In Ps. 143: I I
the psalmist prays that Yahweh will help him "for his name's sake," in parallel with
"for the sake of your righteousness" - i.e., Yahweh's actions should be true to his na-
ture and his promises. It is also possible to take iem as "representing the personality"3o
and paraphrase: "because you are who you are." Similarly, Ps. 109:21 prays for help
"for your name's sake" with reference to Yahweh's hese/. Ps.23:3 probably also falls
into this category: the divine shepherd leads in right paths "for his name's sake." Ac-
cording to I S. 12:22, Yahweh will not cast away (nr"I) his people "for his great name's
sake" (here ba'opttr), because he has made them his own people: he has, as it were,
placed himself under an obligation that he must fulfill. When Jer. l4:7 prays for for-
giveness "for your name's sake," the motivation appears to be an appeal to God's
mercy and compassion.

A totally different intention appears in 1 K. 8:41 and Isa. 66:5. In the first passage

See III.2.a.(l 1) above.
Van der Woude, 1351.

29.
30.
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foreign nations come to Jerusalem "on account of your name," i.e., in order to worship
Yahweh; in the latter, the Israelites addressed are rejected by their own people because

they have confessed their faith in Yahweh ("on account of my name").

Ringgren

lV. l.lXX. The usual word used by the LXX to translate iemis 6noma. We also find
kaletn (Prov.2l:24), kailchema (Dt. 26: l9), kil€ma (Ezk.23:10), onomast6s (Gen. 6:4;
Nu. 16:2; Dt. 26:19; 2 S. 7:9; 1 K. 4:31; I Ch. 5:24; ll:20; 12:31; Ezk. 22:5; Zeph.
3:19-20), onomasti (Est. 2:14), and did (Est. 3:12; 8:10).

Reiterer

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The noun .ie-m occurs some 225 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Its distribution is broad, as is its semantic range. There are nevertheless significant con-
centrations in IQM (41 occurrences, includinC 4QM), llQT (21), CD (19, including
4Q), IQH (16, includinC 4Q), and 4QDibHam (8, including 4Q504). Familiar OT ex-

pressions and meanings appear everywhere, but the themes addressed by particular
scrolls give rise to certain preferences, as in lQM, lQH, 4QShirShab, and I lQT. The
details are discussed below.

We find .ie-ru almost exclusively in theological contexts. A more technical usage

may be present in the inscriptions on the banners and shields described in the War
Scroll: they bear the name of Israel (lQM 3:13; 5:l), the names of the twelve tribes
(3: l4; 5:1), the name(s) of the prince(s) or commanders (3:15-16; 5: l), or even the en-

tire list of their names (kwl prwi imwtm, 4:6-13). Since this list parallels the 'eme!,

sedeq, kdb6d, etc., of God, it probably represents a variant form of homage to God.

Similar is the common expression'ani4 haii4m, "famous, respected men" (lQM
2:6;3:4; lQSa 2:2,8,11,13; 4QMr[496)7:4), the precise meaning of which depends on
the particular context: heads of families, the community council, those summoned to
the assembly. Here we have one of the many self-designations used by members of the

community; their rank in the hierarchy is defined more precisely in 1QSa.

This usage accords with the theology of divine calling associated with iEm, primar-
ily in CD: the community calls itself "those called by name by God" (CD 2:11), who
has established their names precisely (2:13); they are "called by name" (4:4), enlisted
by name (14:3), and inscribed by their names (14:4-5). There is a detailed list of their
names (4:5; cf. lQM 12:2). Such a list is also mentioned in 4Q117(Catena") 3:11
(= 4QMidrEschatb l0:11), which speaks of the number of the names (mspr imwt) and

of those who are set apart by their names. According to lQM l2:2 there is a "book of
the names" (spr inmwt); in the fragmentary context it may parallel "the elect of the

people." CD 20:20 speaks of a "book of remembrance" in which are entered all who
think on God's name.

Because the community knows that it has been chosen by God, it blesses the name

of God, who established the covenant "for their name" with their ancestors (lQM
13:7).
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According to 4QDibHam'(504), God has placed his name on the elect and pro-
nounced it over them (4Q504 t-2 2:lz; 4:,4; cf.4eM,t491l l9:4). Undoubtedly we
have here a transposition of the motif of God's name dwelling inZion and Jerusalem,
common in Dtn/Dtr theology (see esp. lleT 3:4; 29:4;45:12;47:4,11:52:16,20;
53:10; 56:5; 60:14; and the apocryphal psalm 4e380 I l:5). Such a pronouncement of
a name as a token of election was addressed to the wicked priest, who had been called
"by the name of truth" (bim rza l QpHab 8:9) but proved to be unworthy of this call.

The uttered name of God is salvarion (4e3g l 24 7); it is God, rock, fortress, deliv-
erer, Yahweh. The community accordingly pronounces this name at the break of day
(lQS l0:13), thinks on it, praises it, extols it, loves ir, exalts it, acclaims it, celebrates
it, blesses it, invokes it, and brings offerings to it (leM l4;a,g,l2; lg:6; leH l:30;
2:30; 3:23; l l:6,25; l2:3; 17 :20; I QH 4 l7; leSb 4:28; te34 3 t:6; 4e491 8_9 l : l0;
4Q502 8 5; 502 9 2;502 98 4; 4Q504 t-2 3:4;4:9:6:t5;4e508 t 2;4e5fi 35 6;
4Q512 2:l; CD 20:20; llQPs"lg[plea] 6). This motif is especially common in the
benedictions (4Q503 8:9; 15-16 3;142): it led to the developmenr of the disrinctive
blessing formula brwk imkh'l yir'l (with minor variations), ',Blessed be your name, o
God of Israel" (lQM l8:6; 4Q4918-9 l:6;4e503 142;662;4e5044 l6;4e5il 63
4:2; 4Q512 7:5). The holiness of the divine name is emphasized (lepHab 2:4; leSb
5:28; I QM I I :3 ; 4Q503 1 5- 1 6 3; 4t 4; 4e504 I -2 6:15; 4 16; CD 20:34).whoever for-
sakes the community dishonors the holiness of the name (lepHab 2:4) and,profanes it
(cD l5:3). conversely, whoever shows reverence to the holy is blessed (4e503 14 4).

with the name of God are associated also the aspects of eternity (leM ll:14;
4Q504 l-24:4;5 l:3;4Q508 I 2), greatness (leM ll:2;4e505 129 t;cf.8e5 I l),
splendor (lQH 9:38; 4Q4918-9 t:10;4e5ll 2 t:8), and joy (leM l4:4;4e491 8_9
1: l; 4Q502 9 2; 4Q512 24-25 3). The commandment of exclusivity (Ex. 20:5; 34:14;
Dt.4:24:5:9; 6:15) is also addressed in I ler 2:12: yhwh qn' imw, "yahweh, the Jeal-
ous One is his name." His name must not be misused (leS 6:27).

whoever calls on the name of God is heard (lleps" 19:6) and finds security in it
(19:12). David's trust in God's great name paradigmatically called forth God's help
against the Philistines (lQM ll:2-3; cf.4e508 I 2); such trust in God,s name also
brings deliverance to the present-day community (4e3g1 15 9). Just as the prophet
proclaimsthewordinGod'sname(ller6l:3;cf.Dt. 1g:20ff.),sothepriestblissisin
God's name (l lQT 60: I l). This latter usage becomes stereotyped in the Songs of the
Sabbath Sacrifice, with a wealth of construct phrases. Here the individual angelic
princes bless in the name of God's glory (4e403 I l:10,29;MasshirShab 2:24),God,s
majesty (4Q403 I l:17,19:4Q405 3 2:6), God's might (4e403 I t:21) and the might of
the divine beings (4Q404 2 l;4Q405 13 5), God's wonders (4e405 l3 3), and God's
holiness (4Q403 I l:23).

Fabry
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I. The Word: l. Occurrences; 2. Distribution; 3. LXX; 4. Semantics; 5. Late Hebrew;

6. Cognate Languages. II. Contexts: l. "Secular" and "Theological" Usage; 2. The "Sacral" in

Secular Usage; 3. Actions and Consequences; 4. Cursing; 5. Banishment; 6. Dynastic

Extermination; 7. Oracles against the Nations; 8. Deuteronomy and Dtr Literature; 9. bdm6!;

10. Apocalyptic; ll. Esther.

I. The Word.
l. Occurrences. The vb. imd is attested 90 times in the Hebrew MT and once in the

Aramaic MT. It occurs only in the hiphil (69 times) and - as passive equivalent - in
the niphal (21 times). In Gen. 34:30 and Dt.4:25, instead of the MT niphal, SP has a

niphal II (= nithpael). The Aramaic occulrence in Dnl. 7:26 is a haphel. The PN
*ieme/in I Ch. 8:12 is textually dubious: the LXX and several mss. suggest thataresh
has been misread as a dalet. The distribution of the occurrences between niphal and

hiphil in the MT may be a product of Proto-Masoretic or Masoretic standardization in
Deuteronomy. If so, an earlier stage of the text would have exhibited 76 occurrences of
the hiphil and 14 of the niphal.

Several passages present textual problems. The reading w'Sygm in Ps. 18:38(Eng.
37) is probably original, rather than w'imydminZS.22:38, since n.fg is more appropri-
ate to the enumerative series of verbs. The text in Samuel has possibly been "deuter-
onomized" - albeit at a very late date, for David swore an oath not to inflict imd on
thefamilyof hisarchenemySaul (15.24:22-23[2]-22]). Theabsenceof anequivalent
to wyimd in the LXX text of I K. 16:14 is due to an extensive homoioteleuton.

In Ezk. 34:16 the MT and Tg. (imd) are at odds with all other textual witnesses

(imr). The conflict probably arises from a confusion between resh and dalet in the He-
brew text; the question is, which was the original reading? There is a contextual rela-
tionship with an LXX variant in v. 4. MT imd is probably the original reading; at the

end ofthe section promising salvation (vv. ll-16), this sudden alarm leads to the sec-

tion threatening judgment (vv. 17-22).1
In Ps. 37:28 scholars (following Cappellus, who suspected that a stich had been left

imd. M. L. Barr6,'Amos l:ll Reconsidered," CBQ 47 (1985) 420-27; A. F. Campbell, O/
Prophets and Kings. CBQMS 17 (1986); W. Dietrich, Prophetie und Geschichte. FRLANT 108
(1972); W. T. Koopmans, Joshua 24 as Poetic Narrative. JSOTSUp 93 (1990); N. Lohfink,
"Kerygmata des deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerks," in J. Jeremias and L. Perlitt, eds., Die
Botschafi und die Boten. FS H. W. Wolff(Neukirchen-Vluyn, l98l), 87-100; idem, Studien zum
Deuteronomium und zur deuteronomistischen Literatur SBAB 12 (1991), 125-42; idem, "Die
Stimmen in Dtn 2," BZ 37 (1993) 209-35; D. Vetter, 'lDUi imd hi. to exterminatei TLOT, lll,
1367-68.

l. For bibliog. see esp. P. Rembry, "Le thEme du berser dans I'oeuvre de Ez6chiel," SBFI^A ll
(1960/61) ll3-44l. D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT III. OBO 5013 (1992),280-82.
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out) have conjecturally emended the 'ayin strophe by restoring *'awwaltm after
|tostdayw.z This emendation is based on a double translation in the LXX and the possi-
ble comrption of * wlym to I wlm, or a haplography of the two very similar words. If
we then assume that niimarfi represents a dalet-resh misreading of *niimd{fi, the re-
sult is a smooth beginning of the 'ayin strophe, comparable to v. 38: 'awwdltm l"'6lam
niimd/a. According to Allegro,3 4QpPsu 4: I even reads the lemma as nimdw. The fol-
lowing commentary ("they are the violent ones") may support this reading, even
though the length of the line makes unlikely Allegro's proposed restoration of wlym
(based on LXX) to fill the lacuna.a This emendation is not included in the statistical
summary above.

There is no reason to suspect the occurrences of imd in Est. 8:1 1, since the versions
of the book of Esther that lack an equivalent represent independent recensions.

As to niphaVhiphil variation,5 the SP and in many cases the LXX have readings that
suggest an original hiphil in DL7:23; 12:30;28:20,24,45,51,61, where the MT has a
niphal. Textual criticism faces a difficult question here. On the one hand, the LXX dis-
plays a late tendency to specify the logical subjects of actions left'unspecified by the
niphal. On the other hand, except in passages where the consonantal text does not per-
mit the change, the MT appears to have eliminated the unusual formhaimt/ (hiphil inf.
const.) by vocalizing it as a niphal. The combination of 'aQ + hiiidmel"la- (which looks
like a stereotyped formula) appears originally to have been less firmly associated with
the niphal than it seems, especially on the basis of Dt. 28 (MT); cf. the MT of Dt. 7:24:
28:48; Josh. ll:4;23:15; I K. 15:29; 2K. 10:17. This operation was limited to Deuter-
onomy.

In Josh. I l:20 the LXX has a passive instead of the hiphil of rhe MT; this is proba-
bly an example of free translation, as in the case of the preceding hhrymm, translated
by the same word, because the context does not make clear whether Yahweh or Israel is
the logical subject of the actions. In 2 s. 21:5, too, we are probably dealing with free
translation.

2. Distribution. The occurrences of imd are concentrated in Deuteronomy, where it
appears 29 times, so that 5Vo ofthe OT corpus accounts for32Vo ofthe occurrences of
the root. The niphal appears 9 times in Deuteronomy (43Vo of all occurrences of the
niphal) and the hiphil 20 times (29Vo of all occurrences of the hiphil). For the hiphil
this concentration extends to the entire DtrH: it appears 37 times in Deuteronomy 

-2 Kings (54Vo of all occurrences of the hiphil). The 5 occurrences of the hiphil in Es-
ther are also noteworthy: this book, which amounts to about l%o of the biblical text, ac-
counts for 7Vo of all occurrences of the hiphil. Thus the occurences of the root are even
more concentrated in Esther than in Deuteronomy.

2. See BI1S.
3. Contra M. P. Horgan, Pesharim. CBQMS 8 (1979),220.
4. J. Strugnell , RevQ 7 (196917 l) 216; D. Pardee, RevQ 8 (197217 5) ts1- .

5. See esp. C. Steuernagel, Deuteronomium. HKAT Il3.l (21923), in loc.
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3.lXX. Before we examine the usage and meaning of the word, it is worth looking
at the LXX. It understood the word as meaning "destroy," but was unable to find a sin-

gle exclusive Greek equivalent. Most frequently (34 times) it uses exolethrefiein, "an-

nihilate," but this word more often translates krt, ltrm, and yr,i. Next come apollfnai
(together with ap6leia), "destroy," which serves primarily to translate 'bd, aphanizein
(together with aphanism6s), "cause to vanish," most often used to translate imm, and

exaiprein, "remove, scatter, eradicate," which more often translates ns'and yrJ. Only
ektribein/syntribein, "rub out, exterminate," selected 10 times, is used primarily to

translate .imd. This observation suggests the possibility that the core meaning of lmd
does not have a lexemic equivalent in Greek.

At first, the translator of Deuteronomy usually adopted the translation used for the

first occurrence of imd in the Pentateuch (Gen. 34:30: ektribein),but from Dt. 6: l5 on

it made almost exclusive use of exolethrertein. The latter is also the usual translation in
the Psalter. The book oflsaiah and the oracles against the nations prefer apollynai, so

that it becomes the commonest translation in the prophetic books.

4. Semantics. Clearly .imd almost always denotes an act of destruction; the dictio-
naries therefore give its meaning as "destroy, annihilate." Certain observations, how-

ever, support a more abstract meaning, which need not necessarily imply "annihila-
11e1" - something more like "remove." This meaning might also have been linked to a

specific concrete complex of ideas, the family - ancestors - inheritance nexus. If so,

the root .izd would originally have denoted what happens when this nexus is broken.

Naturally the meaning could be flattened to the less specific "kill, destroy" in many
passages (e.g., in Jgs.2l:16, where only women are the victims of the action). At the

same time, the word can easily convey overtones of the Dtr destruction of non-

Israelites. In the book of Esther we note the stereotyped series of verbs referring to the

planned pogrom against the Jews (imd - hrg - 
'db, Est.3:13; 7:4; 8:11).

a. Lexical Field. The various contexts, as well as parallel and antithetical statements,

clearly place imd in the lexical field of killing and destruction.
The root appears in the Dtr context of annihilating the indigenous nations during Is-

rael's occupation of Canaan, but it also appears in Deuteronomy, even more frequently
in the curses threatened upon Israel. In the books of Kings it also stands for the eradica-

tion of dynasties. In the prophetic oracles against the nations it is used in statements

about the destruction of cities and populations.
The sapiential Ps. 37 uses the niphal of.finlin v. 38; shortly before, v. 36 says ofthe

wicked: wayya'alor w"hinn4h'Anennfi wd4laqiEhfi welo' nimsa'. This is almost a defi-
nition: when the action denotedby imd has taken place, nothing is left. This can even

apply to a "name," as another quasi-definition shows: 'emheh 'e!-iemam mittaha!
haiiamayim (Dt.9:14;cf. 2 S. l4:7 andIsa.14:22,where iEm stands alongside i"'dri1
and i"'ar).

Although ,imd does not occur in Dt. 2-3, the narrative of the destruction of the king-
doms of Sihon and Og, its occurences in 3l:4 summarizes the events. When imd ap-

pears in a series of verbs having the same object, it usually comes last (27 instances),

thus denoting the bitter end of the whole chain of events or summarizing it. The con-
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cluding expression 'ad + infrfitive of imd is typical (12 times: Dt. 7:23,24;
28:2O,24,45,48,5 1,6 1 ; Josh. l l : 1 4; 23 : 1 5 ; l K. l 5 :29 ; 2 K. lO:17 ; cf . lQ22 1 : 1 1 ). If the
bdm61 'awen ar,d their altars overgrown with thorns and thistles are the subjects quoted
in Hos. 10:8b,6 then having been struck by imd, they can only utter the wish to sink
back into the formless void of the cosmos: "They say to the mountains, Cover us, and
to the hills, Fall on us."

It does not follow automatically, however, that imd is strictly synonymous with the
other words meaning "destroy." The verbs that appear with it in these series could also
express sequential acts.

Most likely to be interchangeable with imd is /crr.. Lev. 26:30; Dt. 12:30; I S.
24:22(21); I K. 15:29 (cf. 14:10,14); Isa. 10:7; 14:23 (cf. v.22);48:19;Ezk. t49;
25:7;Mic.5:13 (cf. vv.9-12); Ps. 37:28,38 - l2 texts in all; the sequence of the two
verbs is not fixed. In Dt. 4:3 and Ezk. l4:9, the comms. find transformations of the krt
formula used in sacral law by P and H.7 This category may also include the 8 passages
where lm"d is the consequence of sin, identified by the root ht' (Dt. 9:19; Josh. 7:12;
I K. 13:34; 15:29; 16:12;2K. lO:17 [cf. I K. 2l:21]; Isa. l3:9; Hos. l0:8; Am. 9:8; cf.
2K. 10:28-29). The root /<'s also belongs here; it appears in several of these passages, 4
times in parallel with imd (DL4:26;9:19; I K.15:29; 16:12).

Most frequently, however, imd occurs together with the root 'bd: Nu. 33:52; Dt.
4:26;7:23 (cf. v.20); 7:24;9:3;28:20,24(cf.v.22),45(LXX),51,63;Josh.23:15; Isa.
26:14;Jer.48:8,42 (cf. v.46); Ezk.25:7;32:12 Mic.5:13 (cf. v.9); Ps.92:8(7) (cf.
v. 10); Est. 3:13; 4:8;7:4;8:11; Dnl. 7;26 (Aramaic) 

- a toral of 23 times. In 8 cases
yrJ is found nearby: Dt. 2:12,21,22;7:23,24;9:3; Josh. 24:8; Am. 2:9 - possibly all
Dtr. The context mentions "wrath" ('ap) 8 times: Dt. 6:15;7:4;9:19; Josh. 23:15; Isa.
l3:9; Mic. 5:13; Lam. 3:66). Six times the text says that the last "remnant" has been
destroyed or that no "remnant" was left: Josh. I l:14;2 S. 14:7; I K. 15:29 16:ll-12;
2K.lO:17;Isa.14:22-23. There are 5 occurrences of hrg (Gen.34:30;2 S. l4:7; Est.
3:13;7:4;8:ll)and of hrm (Josh.7:12; ll:14,20;Dnl.ll:44;2Ch.2O:23 

-surpris-ingly, none in Deuteronomy), 4 of nkh (1 K. 15:29; 16:12; 2 K. l0:17,28) and of jhr
(Dt.9:25-26;2 S. 14:11;Ps. 106:23;2Ch.20:23),t and 3 of nthydQ (Isa.23:ll; Ezk.
l4:9; 25:7), of npl (2 S. 22:38; Ezk. 32:12; Ps. 106:23), of ntn bjaQ (Dt. l:27;
7:23,24), and of rdp (Dt.28:45;2 5.22:38; Lam. 3:66).e The other words, occurring
only once or twice in the company of imd, also belong to the vocabulary of destruction,
often with nuances of military or curse terminology: 'sp niphal 'al, 'sr 'Ei, gri, hwm,
hpk, hrs, l.tbl, yrd, khd, klh, kll, kn', lkd, mhh, mhs, mwt, ngp, nhg, nil, ntn l"baz(ci), ntn
hpnA, n6, nti, swti 'kr pw;, pqd, prd, iwm lem6sa'61(Q)/l"mahord'6! (K), iwm l"iammd,
irp, idd, ilb yad, and tpi. Dt.28:24,48,51,61 may show what precedes imd and what
its results are.

Antithetical statements point in the same direction: Gen. 35:5 (following 34:30),ld'

6. See RIIB, Y, 197.
7. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979),302-4; Vetter, 1368.
8. See Barr6, 426.
9. See Barr6, 423-24.
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rdd?fr 'aharA benA yaaqdb; Dt.4:4, hayytm kull"ftem hayybm; 4:26,1o'-1a'ort$fin ydmtm
'al lhd'dres);7:24, ldryiOa;p€! ii b"pdneyftA (cf. also 2 S. 2l:5);28:47 (with v. 48),

serve Yahweh your God b"iimhd frb"tfib lcbdb; 28:63, Yahweh takes delight PhAti!
'e1f;em frleharbbt'elbem (numerous offspring: see also Isa. 48:19); Josh. 9:24, saving

life (nepei); 11:20, receiving mercy (fhinnd).
According to lsa.26:14, the resurrection of the dead to new life is inconceivable

when God has carried ott imd. In Ezk. 34:.16 imd appears to represent the opposite of
all the care a shepherd lavishes on his flock. The antithesis to the destruction ofthe na-

tions that come against Jerusalem (Zec. l2:9) is the outpouring of the spirit of compas-

sion and supplication in the city (v. l0). The opposite of the transgressor whom .izd
awaits (Ps. 37:38) is the upright, who is promised 'ahor?1(posterity?), salvation, refuge,

and help (vv.37-40; cf. also vv.27-29, as well as Ps. 145:20limr) and Prov. 14:11

tprd). Ps. 92:8(7) focuses its attention initially on the flourishing prosperity of the

wicked; then comes the reversal that leads to imd. In many of these passages imdbe-
longs to the associational domain of cursing, while its opposite belongs to the domain

of blessing. The sequence associated with the curse is stated in Dt. 28:20:.irnd is the fi-
nal phase of hamm"'erd, hamm"himd, and hammig'ere1.

In Isa. 10:6 God commands Assyria liilal idldl wela!62 baz,APifrmd lQ) mirmds

k homer hA;6!. The statement with imd that follows in v. 7 is not antithetical but cli-
mactic. This passage, too, illustrates once again the radically negative element con-

veyed by imd.
b. Vctims. When we turn to the objects of the vb. imd, we find that they are more re-

stricted than in the case of other words that mean "destroy." In English, "destruction" is
not limited specifically to human beings. The victims of imd, however, are almost al-

ways human beings - not animals, plants, or physical objects. Animals and plants ap-

pear only as metaphors for humans (sheep, Ezk. 34:16; a tree, Am. 2:9: in both cases

the verb is probably not part of the metaphor). In 2 K. 10:28 the god Baal is likewise
viewed metaphorically as an inhabitant of Samaria, if not its ruler. In Jer. 48:8

hammiidr stands for its inhabitants; the "house" in Prov. 14:11 means primarily the

family. The "name" in I S. 24:22(2 I ); Isa. 14:23; 48:19 is a personal reality in the con-

text of society.
There remain only these marginal examples: (l) three passages with bdm6! (Lev.

26:30; Nu.33:52; Hos. l0:S); (2) the fortresses of Isa.23:11 (readingmd'uueyhi)to
and the clearly fortified cities of Mic. 5:13(14) (par. to ''iAreykd); and (3) the obscure

lldzeq maml"f,6lhaggbyim of Hag. 2:22.Inlsa.23:11 and Mic. 5:13(14) the fortresses

and cities may be personified; the bamfi are discussed elsewhere.ll Thus .irzd appmrs

to denote an action that can be carried out only against human beings, even if it is not

limited to the physical body.
In Josh. 7:12 the object of ,izd hiphil is herem. The parallel clause in v. 13 has swr

hiphil + l.terem. Does herem here refer to the booty misappropriated by Achan, which

10. See most recently S. Talmon, Textus 4 (1969) 124.
I l. See II.9 below.
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undoubtedly belonged to the hErem from Jericho (cf . 6:17 -19;7:l,ll)? This interpreta-
tion is not entirely certain, if only because the account in 7:24-25 of how God's com-
mand in 7:l2was carried out, although it says that the misappropriated items were
brought to the Valley of Achor, goes on to describe the stoning of Achan and his fam-
ily. Whether the herem booty was burned and buried with Achan under the heap of
stones or found its way into the treasury of Yahweh (cf. the original instructions in
6: 19) remains an open question. Furthermore, the preceding extensive oracle scene fo-
cuses all its attention on discovering the guilty party, not on the misappropriated arti-
cles. Even before 7:12b, the referent of the word herem is reversed in 7:ll,l}a: "fThe
Israelitesl . . . have taken some of the l.terem. . . . They have become hOreml'The real
object of imd in7:12 is thus the persons, not the items they misappropriated.

c. Abstract Sense. Concretely, the action denotedby imd is almost always physical
destruction. Some exceptions, however, suggest a more abstract sense, which admits
still other possibilities.

In 8 passages a statement using Jnd is joined by a statement about a "remnant." In
this series statements about a final "remnanf' that falls victim to imd are of no seman-
tic interest (2 S. l4:7; 2 K. 10:17; lsa. 14:22-23). Statements that no remnant was left
after the action of imd are semantically ambiguous: they might represent either synon-
ymous or synthetic parallelism (Josh. I l:14; 2 S. l4:7; I K. 15 :29; 16:ll-12). Dt. 4:26-
27 and 28:61-63 (cf. also vv. 64-68), on the other hand, speak of the fate of the remnant
left after imd. ln both texts the reference is to the Israelites taken into exile. In the pre-
ceding statement using imd, if we do not posit the rhetorical figure of hyperbole, the
meaning of imd is so abstract that it can include not just destruction but also disposses-
sion and banishment.

In Isa. l0:22-23 a"remnant" of Israel continues to play an historical role even after
Assyria has carried out its intention to imd "nations not a few" (v. 7) - certainly in-
cluding Israel. If we interpret this use of imd in the light of vv. 8 and l3-14, it refers to
replacement of the indigenous monarchy with Assyrian officials, redrawing of borders,
plundering of wealth, and possibly deportation of populations. Nothing is said about a
total eradication of the nations in question; such an interpretation would also be histori-
cally improbable.

It is inappropriate to cite Am. 9:8 in this context. This notion might arise if one as-
sumes that mamldftd hahattd'd and bAlya'oqd] are identical. But then the global threat
of imd would be corrected by the following emphatically negated statement, also using
imd, which limits the destruction to the sinners (cf. the metaphor of the sieve in the
next verse). But the presumed identity of the two terms is probably questionable.l2

In the fictive story - to be discussed in more detail laterl3 - that the wise woman
of Tekoa tells David in 2 S. 14 at the behest of Joab, the family clearly seeks the death
of the fratricide, but certainly not that of his mother (vv. 7, I I ). In v. I 6, nevertheless, at
the rhetorical climax of the dialogue, the mother stresses that the avenger of blood in-

12. See I.4.d below.
13. See I.4.d below.
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tends l"haimtd 'd!i w"'e!-b"ni yahaQ minnaltolal'l6htm. For the son this means death,

but for his widowed mother it clearly means only exclusion from the nexus of family
and inheritance that will result from the death of her only surviving son. Here imd de-

notes the legally unimpeachable removal of a person from this nexus. Its meaning must

be sufficiently abstract to admit this possibility.
In 2 S. 2l:5 the Gibeonites describe Saul as the man who planned that his actof imd

inflicted on them would be so extreme that mdhiEaq;Ep b"f,ol-g"lul yiird'€L, "we

should have no place in all the territory of Israel." Clearly this passage does not envi-

sion total annihilation. That possibility could have been stated more directly. There

were still Gibeonites at the time recounted - indeed, there still are Gibeonites, and

they are talking to David. The text must therefore refer to something other than total,

irreversible slaughter. This also suggests a more abstract sense of irn4 which appears

to be connected with the relationship of a population group to the land.

ktDt. 33:27 we find the parallelism gr.i. . . imd. The subject of grJ is God; the sub-
ject of lmd is Israel. The parallelism may nevertheless be synonymous. If so, the sense

of imd would again have to be sufficiently abstract to include the meaning of gri as a

possibility.
d. The Family-Ancestors-Inheritance Nexus. The conclusion that imd has a more

abstract meaning than simply "destroy" remains unsatisfactory until we can also point
to a more concrete semantic core. In the discussion that follows, therefore, we shall

present a new hypothesis concerning the original meaning of imd, taking2 S. 14 as our
point of departure.

The fictive story of the wise woman of Tekoa is clearly pre-Dtr. It derives its rhetori-
cal impact from the profound belief, shared by all those involved (including David), in
a reality that concerns the intimate relationship of family (bA!'ab, v. 9), inheritance
(nahald), ancestors venerated by funerary monuments and in the cult of the dead

(divinized in v. 16 as naholal 'eldhtmra), sons to inherit (v. 7), and the future of the

"name" (v. 7) (the "family-ancestors-inheritance nexus"). In the story of the wise

woman, the continuity of this nexus is endangered by the threatened killing of its only
surviving personal representative. The same effect can be achieved in other circum-
stances by killing the entire family or banishing it from its hereditary home. The

family-ancestors-inheritance nexus constantly threatens to break up, and this is where

we find the root imd. Of cowse this basic meaning can be extended to include an entire

clan (milpdhd) or even a whole nation. A particularly clear case is the extermination of
a royal dynasty. When the act is extended to a people or nation, its continued existence

as an entity is threatened (Jer.48:42: w"niima/ m6'd! m€'dm, "Moab shall cease to be a

people").
This hypothesis explains not only the "abstract" sense required by certain texts, in

contrast to the commonly assumed meaning "destroy," but also a series of individual
observations that would otherwise be considered accidental.

The root often concerns not individuals but families, e.g., as the contexts show, in
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Gen. 34;30 (stated twice:'%tt m"tA mispa4 4ni frbAtD: Josh.7:12 (the house of Achan);
25.21:5 (the Gibeonites);Ps. 37:28,38 (cf. the parallel verse); Prov. 14:ll ("house").
This holds true for the stereotyped appearance of imd when royal houses are extermi-
nated in the northern kingdom: 1 K. 13:34 and 15:29 (the house of Jeroboam); 1612
(the house of Baasha); 2K.lO:17 (the house of Ahab; cf. the anticipatory oracle in I K.
2l:21-22).If the mamldfti hahatta'A in Am. 9:8 (not to be identified with rhe "house of
Jacob") refers to the royal dynasty (the house ofJehu), this passage should also be in-
cluded. The metaphor of Am. 2:9 also suggests the family with its several generations
as a kind of intermediate metaphor: a tree with fruit above and roots beneath.

In I K. 13:34 imd hiphil parallels kftl hiphil. It is generally assumed that the latter
word, whose primary meaning is "hide," also has a second, unrelated meaning "de-
stroy." Possibly, however, in the passages in question it simply means entrance into the
realm of invisible obscurity that results when the family-ancestors-inheritance nexus is
dissolved.

In 1 K. 15:29 the suffix on 'aQ-hiimi86 probably refers to Jeroboam as a collective
personality (= the house of Jeroboam).

The dissolution of ties with hereditary land (minnahalal 'eloh?m, 2 S. 14: 16) that is
one aspect of imd is expressed by the frequent addition of me'al pen€ hd\QdmA (Dt.
6:15;28:63; I K. 13:34; Am. 9:8; cf. also Dt. 4:26 [exile]; Josh. 23: l5 lmE'al hdtddmd
hatt6!6 hau6'!l;2 S.2l:5 lmdhiEassd! b"f,ol-g"lul yiird'€ll; Isa. l3:9 fhd'dres . . .

mimmennil; IQS 5:19 [mtbl]:4Q381 69 3 [m'lyh = from the land]).
The ethnographic comments of the narrator in Dt. 2:12,21,22,231s state formu-

laically that the new group inflicted imd on the former inhabitants $aieQtt . . . l"pdntm)
and tlren settled in their place (wayydi"!fi tahtam), thus establishing firm ties with the
territory.

A further element of the family-ancestors-inheritance nexus is the preservation of
name and memory by offspring who continue to dwell on the ancestral portion. On
"name" see Dt. 7:23-24;9:14:. I 5.24:22(21);2 S. l4:7;Isa. 14:22-23; 48:19; on
"seed" see I S.24:22(21); Isa.48:19; on "memory" seelsa.26:14.

5. l,ate Hebrew. The Hebrew portions of Sirach have only one instance of imd
hiphil: 47:22 (B; fragmentary in this passage) states thar, despite Solomon's stupidi-
ties, God did not put an end to his dynasty. The passage fits with other statements about
the extermination of dynasties and presents itself as a reflection on the books of Kings.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls .irnd occurs 15 times in the nonbiblical mss. published to
date (and 4 additional occurrences in texts unpublished at the time of writing); 4QpPs"
4:18 should be excluded from these, because it is a lemma from Ps. 37:38. In propor-
tion to the extent of the material, this is not much. Most occurrences, furthermore, in-
volve allusions to or midrashic trearments of biblical texts: 4Q371 | 2; 4Q372 I 6,22
(cf. Dt. 6);4Q38t 69 3 (cf. Dt. 2 and 9);4QDibHamu l-22:8 (cf. Dt. 9):1Q221 I I (cf.
Dt. 28); 5Q14 I 4 (cf. Dt. 28); 4QPs. 3:t2 (cf. Ps. 37); 1QM 1:4 (cf. Dnl. l l). We may

15. Lohfink, "Stimmen."
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also mention 4Q219 2 l:3 (cf . Jub.22:22) in this context. on the basis of Daniel, imd
appears to have become an apocalyptic term (cf. also lQM 9:5; 13:15). And in this

context we find an instance of semantic development: in lQH 14:16; lQS 4:19;5:19,
,izd hiphil has practically become a term for the long-awaited eschatological destruc-

tion of all evil (or all the wicked) by God. The word marks the finality inherent in the

separation of light from darkness. But such a meaning can also be found in Ps. 145:20.

In Middle Hebrew (and Jewish Aramaic) new stems make their appearance: piel,
pual, and hithpael. An additional semantic element also enters the picture: defection

from the law and from Judaism. If this represents a new development, a bridge may

have been provided by the usage found in Ezekiel (e.g., Ezk. 14:9) or the semantic de-

velopment reflected in Esther and the Dead Sea Scrolls. With regard to the latter, the

eschatological separation of the people of God from all evil could have served - 
pos-

sibly in a deliberately evaluative and pejorative usage - to describe those who de-

fected from the community.

6. Cognate l-anguages. Among the other Semitic languages, the root is attested only
in Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, Mandaic, and possibly Nabatean. None of these provides

any help for determining the meaning of the root in Biblical Hebrew. There is nothing

to say about etymology.

II. Contexts.
l. "Secular" and "Theological" Usage. It is not always possible to determine

whether the action of imd is carried out by humans or by God. Determination of the

grammatical subject is helpful only in part. In the case of the niphal, only the context can

decide. But the context is not always clear, even in the case of many hiphil passages.

Therefore many of the subjects listed in Lisowsky and the lexicons are open to debate.

Nevertheless, several textual domains exhibit a clear profile with respect to "secu-

lar" and "theological" usage. If we turn to DtrH - apart from Joshua, which in this

context is associated more closely with Deuteronomy - there are at least I I occur-

rences in Judges-2 Kings where the subject is human, versus at most 2 with God as

subject (2K.21:9; possibly also I K. 13:34). The situation is similar in Esther. In nar-

rative, therefore, the subject of imd is generally human. In prayer the situation is re-

versed, as we see in the Psalter, where the only occurrence with a human subject is in
Ps. 106:34.

In the prophetic books the situation is more complex, but usage can be categorized

on the basis of literary form. The occurrences of imd in the oracles against the nations

always imply God's act of judgment, but the immediate agents of the action are

creaturely, even in Isa. 13:9.t6 All other occulrences of imd in the prophetic corpus are

statements about God's action.
From our perspective Deuteronomy presents a mixed picture. Theological usage

predominates (21 times to 5, with 3 ambiguous texts). But only the destruction of Israel
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after the apostasy at Horeb, intended by God but averted by Moses, is associated exclu-
sively with God (5 times). The imd occurrences both in curses and in texts describing
the destruction of earlier inhabitants of the land can involve both acts of God and hu-
man actions. This ambiguity continues to hold true for the destruction of the indige-
nous population in Joshua.Dt.T:23-24 appears deliberately to combine the two as-
pects. The same is probably true of the narrative interpolations in 2:10-12,20-23. rn
Deuteronomy, therefore, we find a perspective that is fundamentally theological, while
clearly drawing attention to the creaturely instruments employed when God acts. The
oracles against the nations share this perspective with Deuteronomy; but in Deuteron-
omy the emphasis is on God, whereas in the oracles against the nations it is on the
creaturely agents.

InIsa. 13:9itisanopenquestionwhetherYahwehhimself orthesomewhatpersoni-
fied "day of Yahweh" is the grammatical subject. The concrete agents of destruction,
however, are the maml'f;61 gbyim associated with the "day of yahweh" in v. 4, who
come from a distant land (v. 5).

This survey suggests that the theological usage of irud is secondary to its "secular"
usage. It does not follow, however, that the root underwent an evolutionary develop-
ment leading to increasing dominance of theological discourse: the secular usage ob-
served in the books of Kings vanishes in Chronicles, but in the same late period we find
the totally nontheological usage of imd in Esther.

2. The "sacral" in secular usage. If the hypothesis outlined above concerning the
original meaning of imd is true, the root was never totally "secular." In particular, if we
reckon with a sacral dimension of the ancestor cult (nahala! vldhtm,2 s. 14: 16), the ac-
tion denoted by imd always includes a religious dimension. Something sacred, some-
thing divine, is destroyed when a family is wiped out and its inheritance placed at the
disposal of others.

The sacral depths displayed in the fear of suffering imd may account (at least in the
narrative logic of the redactor) for Jacob's sudden departure from Shechem to go to
Bethel following his words to Simeon and Levi in Gen. 34:30; the pericope includes re-
nunciation of foreign gods, protective terror sent by God, and the building of an altar
for the God of Bethel (Gen. 35:1-7). In Josh. 7:12 the action of imd is forced by the
negative sacrality of the hcrem. Behind Jgs. 2l:16 stands the problem that one of the
twelve tribes faces the threat of being eliminated from the sacral entity of Israel (v. l7).
In the history of the northern kingdom, at least at the level of the Dtr redaction, no dy-
nasty is exterminated without prophetic approval: the destruction accords with God's
governance of history. Even the appearance of imd in the linguistic register of cursing
is probably due to the fact that its semantic core borders directly on the sphere of the
divine.

3. Actions and Consequences. Despite the paucity of occurrences (probably late) of
imd in statements concerning the association of actions and consequences or the prin-
ciple of divine justice based on the law of talion, this usage may reflect an ancient
topos (Prov. 14: l l; Ps. 37 :28,38; 92:8U); 145:20).
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4. Cursing. The same is true for the use of the word in the language of cursing, as il-
lustrated by the presumptive early stratum in Dt. 28 as well as Lam. 3:66.

5. Banishmenf. Less certain, I believe, is the antiquity of the use of the word to de-

scribe the banishment of an individual or a family from Israel. Here imd in the lan-

guage of Ezekiel may be a secondary intrusion upon a function normally playedby krt
(Ezk. l4:9;34:16).It is true, however, that the word appears in this context as early as

the story of Achan (Josh.7:12). Since Ezk. l4:9 deals exclusively with God's action

rather than human action, this usage may pave the way for the meaning of the intensive

stems of the root, not attested until Middle Hebrew.

6. Dynastic Exterminatio,rz. In the northern kingdom of Israel, in contrast to Judah,

there was a succession of royal houses. In each case the last representative of a dynasty

was killed by his successor. From the end of the Jehu dynasty on, the books of Kings

describe only this event (l K. 15:10,14,25,30 - so also in the earlier case of Zimri

I K. 16:18-19]). For the three changes ofdynasty from Jeroboam I to Jehu, however,

the narrative recounts the extermination of the whole royal family, each time using the

word imd: I K. 15:29 (Baasha kills the house of Jeroboam), I K. 16:12 (Zimn kills the

house of Baasha), 2 K. 10:17 (Jehu kills the house of Ahab [= the house of Omri])'
Since the topos does not pervade the entire DtrH, the literary allocation of the texts is

disputed. NothlT assigns them to various hands, Dietrichl8 ascribes them to his doubly

secondary DtrP instead of the exilic DtrH, Campbellle sees in all but I K. 16:12 texts

belonging to his pre-Dtr "prophetic record." Presumably this series also includes 2 K.
10:28, which says that Jehu wiped out Baal from Israel - for Campbell20 the final sen-

tence of his original "prophetic record."
The three texts that described the extermination of royal houses, although always

naming human agents, are doubly theologized. First, each text states that the event was

foretold by a prophet. All the prophecies appear in the immediately preceding text:

I K. 14:10-l l: 163-4;21:21-22 (all without Jmdl. Second, in I K. 13:34 the narrator

introduces a proleptic comment (using imd) concerning Jeroboam, the first instance

and in a sense exemplary. This assignment of this text is also disputed. The parallelism

with khd in v. 34 and the sin of appointing priests indiscriminately in the associated

v. 33 are not Dtr stereotypes. It is therefore at least not out of the question that the

theologization of the extermination texts is pre-Dtr, and indeed that these texts never

existed without a reference to an advance warning given by God.

In 1 K. 13:34; 15:30; 16:13;21:22;2K.10:29, the root ftt'appears in immediate

conjunction with imd or with reference to a statement using it; in 1 K. 15:30; 16:13;

2|22, we also find the root k's. Since all these texts have to do with calf worship, there

is an obvious terminological connection with the account of Israel's sin at Horeb in Dt.
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9, where the three roots imd, l.t1', and /c's also appear together. The final canonical text
presents a coherent discourse structure, but whether the diachronic priority is to be
found in Dt. 9 or in this series of texts is hard to determine.

Two prophetic instances of imd appear also to be associated with these extermina-
tion texts. Am. 9:8 has a series of elements in common with 1 K. 13:34, above all sin as
motivation for the act of imd. If the expression mamlal-cd hahattd'd refers to the reign-
ing royal house of the northern kingdom,2l we have here a prophet foretelling the ex-
termination ofthe Jehu dynasty. It is even possible to suspect that one ofthe passages is
dependent on the other, although the direction of the dependency can hardly be deter-
mined.

The prophetic oracle in Ezk. 34:16 uses the image of fat and strong sheep to de-
scribe not a dynasty but the group in power within the people of God, exploiting the
others. Here, in contrast to all the other texts of this nature, God is the direct agent of
the imd act.

7. Oracles against the Nations. In oracles against the nations, .imd occurs in the
following passages: Isa. 10:7 (Assyria against many nations); 13:9 (many unspeci-
fied nations against Babylon); 14:23 (Yahweh's "broom of destruction" against Bab-
ylon);23:11 (oracle concerning Tlre: command to unspecified agents to destroy
"Canaan's fortresses"); Jer. 48:8 ("the destroyer," probably Nebuchadnezzar, against
the mti6r of Moab); 48:42 (probably Nebuchadnezzar, "like an eagle" against
Moab); Ezk.25:7 (probably Nebuchadnezzar, against Ammon); 32:12 (the gibbirtm
of the king of Babylon, probably Nebuchadnezzar, against the hambn, "army" [or:
"pide"zzl of Egypt).

When Assyria set forth to imd, it overstepped the charge it had from God (Isa.
l0:7). If we ignore the disputed oracle concerning Tlre in Isa. 23, imd as an action in-
tended by God in the prophetic oracles against the nations always involves
Nebuchadnezzar (Jeremiah and Ezekiel) and then the nations that are to destroy Baby-
lon (Isa. l3:9: I 4:23). Does it follow that imd w as not part of the original lexemic stock
of these oracles but gained a foothold in the wake of Judah's experience with
Nebuchadnezzar? But imd is not used to describe the fall of Jerusalem under the Neo-
Babylonians. If the nucleus of the oracle concerning Tyre in Isa. 23 is connected with
the conquest of Tyre by Esarhaddon in 671 8.c.8.,23 the observed concentration of the
word is simply an accident of textual tradition. If so, the use of imd in the oracles
against the nations could have promoted the Dtr use of imd for the destruction of indig-
enous nations by Israel during its entrance into Canaan.

8. Deuteronomy and Dtr Literature. All the uses of Jmd discussed to this point could
antedate Deuteronomy. In any case they account for the three most important contexts

21. As argued, e.9., by H. W Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. tr. 1977),348.
22. Ct. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), l6l.
23. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997),418-19.
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in which imd appears in Deuteronomy: curse texts, Israel's sin at Horeb, and the de-

struction of indigenous nations during the occupation.
a. Curse Texts. InDt.28 imd occurs 7 times, naturally only in the imprecatory sec-

tions: 6 instances of the infinitive following 'ad (vv.20,24,45,48,51,61) and once the

finite verb with Yahweh as subject (v. 63).
In the MT a relatively late refinement of the text may have been undertaken to em-

phasize the word imd. This "refinement" is quite extensive and is distinct from a differ-
ent ref,rnement in the LXX tradition. In Dt. 28 MT l0 constructions use 'a4l followed by
an infinitive: 6 with imd, 3 with 'bd, I with klh. Dt. 28 contains in all 12 occurrences of
these verbs of total destruction, clearly felt to be interchangeable. In the LXX there is
no equivalentto imd in v.51 orto'bd in v.63; inv.24 the Hebrew prototype of the

LXX may have had 'bd instead of imd, and v. 45 presupposes an additional hql

ha'"!i{"[d. This yields lO hdds constructions, 5 with 'bd, 4 with imd, and I with klh.

Here the SP follows the MT. It is therefore not certain that the LXX reflects an earlier
form of the text than the MT. If it does, in a late period imd became more important for
the proto-MT tradition in Dt. 28. If it does not, the regular patterns observed suggest a

late "refinement" of the text in the LXX as well, resulting in an evocative distribution
of the verbs.

According to 2 K. 22-23, Josiah's law book included imprecatory texts; we must
therefore envision a pre-Dtr textual stratum in Dt. 28. Its extent is disputed, but it may
have included the instances of imd in vv. 20 and 24, as well as (less likely) that in v. 45.

Dl28:20-24 must be viewed as a unit. V. 20 marks a new beginning, following a se-

ries of 'arttr constructions in vv. 16-19. Now Yahweh is the subject: actions of Yahweh

are described verbally - he brings on illnesses and life-threatening natural phenom-
ena. V. 25 introduces a new theme: enemies. In the relatively short unit so defined (vv.

20-24), the construction 'aj + infinitive occurs 5 times but nowhere else in vv. 16-44.
The verbs are arranged palindromically: the titular clause in v. 20 has imd and'bd; klh
appears in v. 2l (with the extension m€'al hd'oQdmd'aier-'afiA bd'-idmmd l"riitah; cf .

Ex.32:12). Then the order is reversed: v.22has 'bd and v.24 imd. The rhetorical fig-
ure shows that the three verbs are synonymous in this text. The extension of the central
statement probably relates to all five: in each case the vital ties that bind Israel to its
Iand are broken. The appearance of typically Dtr motifs and expressions in the exten-
sion raises the question whether the whole system of five statements may not be Dtr in
origin. In each case the textual tradition of the SP and the LXX suggests that not
Yahweh but the particular affliction may have been the original agent - although in
the main clauses Yahweh clearly acts as agent. Here, where the inhnitive construction
serves to emphasize the radical nature of Yahweh's actions, he acts not as the God of
political history but as the controller of forces of nature that may be either beneficent or
deadly, as he wills. From v. 25 on, where "enemies" appear, this inf,rnitive construction
is not used.

The two other clusters of these three words denoting destruction in Dt. 28 are ac-

counted for most easily - at least from the synchronic perspective 
- as allusions to

the rhetorical system of vv.20-24.In v. 45, which echoes the language of the framing
yy.2 and 15 (bw"al and n.fg, which do not appear subsequently in the chapter), the
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threat of destruction is expressed by the infinitive constructiot (imd; also 'bd in LXX;
within ch. 28, only v. 45 incorporates the vb. rdp from v. 22). This verse summarizes
not only the threats of illness and natural disaster, but all the curses listed invv. 16-44
(kol-haqqelaldl ha'clleh). This is reinterpretarion. Thar the primary purpose is ro em-
phasize that the enemy are also involved in driving the curse to its radical outcome is
shown by the continuation of the text in vv. 47-48, which speak explicitly of the "ene-
mies" sent by Yahweh. This statement ends in v. 48 with another instance of the infini-
tive construction, this time with imd. lt nevertheless continues on, and concludes once
more (and more clearly) with a double infinitive construction (imd and'bd) inv.5l.lf
we are willing to grant that in v. 45 the longer text of the LXX might be original, then a
palindromic net also embraces the rhetorical structure of vv. 45-51.

Inclusion of the enemy in Yahweh's definitive act of destruction threatened in the
curses is thus assured. Following a n:urative intermezzo (vv.52-57) that describes the
terrors of a siege, the two lexemes of total destruction, imd and 'bd, appear once more
at the end of Dt. 28. Again they serve the purpose of a reinterpretation, which begins in
v. 58. v. 61 draws on the content and language ofv. 20 (cf. the vb. dbq, which occurs
within Dt. 28 only in vv. 2l and 60, and the allusion to nkh in v. 22 by makkd in vv. 59
and 6l); repeating the infinitive construction with imd, it extends the threat from the
explicit curses to additional curses that are conceivable but not stated explicitly, again
radicalizing the message.

But this analysis is misleading. This passage is only the springboard to a restriction.
Vv. 61ff. describe the effects of what has been foretold, and the description contains a
surprise: there are survivors, albeit in a different land, in exile. Here too the intended
reinterpretation is signaled by an echo: md'al hd,Sdmd 'ier-'attd bd'-idmma priitdh
(v. 63) repeats the center of the palindrome in v. 21 (in Dt. 28 this formula appears only
in these two verses; the change of number in v. 63 may point directly to the presence of
a quotation). Life in exile will be bitter. But this text does not end with an infinitive
construction conveying the totality of the destruction. Instead, in v. 63 the two vbs. imd
and'bd appear in finite form as a kind of new title, which the following verses develop
as they depict life in exile. The semantics of imd must have been open to this explica-
tion.2a But these curses used it earlier in a different sense, and so we have here a genu-
ine reinterpretation of earlier language. It is generally assumed that a Dtr hand, exilic at
the earliest, has been at work at the end of Dt. 28. Since it was important to these Dtr
redactors to verify the fulfillment of earlier prophecies, it is remarkable that we find no
statement of such fulfillment, using the word, imd, at the end of DtrH, as strongly as Dt.
28 would lead us to expect it. There is not even any language reinterpreting the final
occurrences of imdinDt.28. The reinterpretation within Deuteronomy was clearly dif-
ficult enough. This reinterpretation made it possible, when the foretold history came to
pass, to avoid using the word again.

The occurrences of imd inDt. 4:26;6:15;7:4 anticipate its use in Dt. 28. All three
texts appear in parenetic exposition of the first commandment, which already alludes

24. See I.3.c above.
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in certain places to the blessings and curses of Dt. 28. The same reinterpretation as at
the end of Dt. 28 appears in4:26-28, but the amelioration goes a step further: return
from exile is already envisioned. The occurrence in Josh. 23:15 is even earlier and is
clearly inspired by Dt. 6:15; for DtrN, the presumed author of Josh. 23, also worked on
Dt. 6:18-19.25

In Dt. 7:4 imd has attracted the circumstantial qualifier mahEr, probably associated
originally with the parallel word 'bd in 4:26;9:3;28:20. The reason may be that this
passage places limits on imd as an effect of God's anger. This anger is kindled in 7:4
against a plural "you" (baftem), but the quick destruction strikes only a singular
(w"hiimtdkd). From 7:3 on, the singular "you" being addressed may have shifted from
personified Israel to the head of each Israelite family. God's anger would then be in-
flicted only on him, as the responsible representative of the family. This would fit with
the reinterpretation of the Decalog that follows immediately in 7:9-10, where we find
the expression 'el-panayw, equivalent to maher

The occurrence of imd in Isa. 48:19 is probably a distant echo of its usage in the Dtr
blessings and curses. This is shown by the appearance of the root itself together with
the logic of vv. 17-19, which cannot be explained on the basis of either Ps. 8l or the
Decalog: God's self-introduction - obedience to the law - blessings and curses, de-
pending on conduct. Naturally the text also incorporates other biblical motifs. Pri-
marily noteworthy, however, is the couching of the whole passage in the counterfactual
mode.26 The protasis in v. l 8a is a past counterfactual condition: "If you had paid atten-
tion to my commandments. . . ." It is followed by two past counterfactual apodoses:
". . then your peace would have been like a river, and your righteousness like the
waves of the sea; then your seed would have been like the sand, the fruit of your loins
like its grains." Now, however, the tense changes, and there follows a future potential:
"Never would be cut off (yikkarefi, never would be extirpated (yiiidmefl their name
from my presence." Israel's disobedience to the commandments has thus made con-
ceivable the extirpation of its name. But this has not yet taken place. And this pericope
is embedded in Deutero-Isaiah's great prophecy of salvation. As in DtrH, the text
avoids presenting the imd of the Dtr curses as an accomplished fact.

There is another special aspect ofIsa.48:19: the imd event would not dissolve Is-
rael's ties with the land, but rather Israel's access to God's presence. It is worth noting,
however, that in Jon. 1:3,10 the expression millipnA yhw& describes Jonah's flight from
the land.

The late exilic text Dt. 4:3 conceals a restriction of the imd threatening all Israel to
just those within Israel who have sinned. This restriction is legitimized by such narra-
tives as Josh. 7 and the dynastic extermination texts in the books of Kings; it is also
clothed in a highly interpretive reminiscence of the sin involving Baal of Peor (Nu.
25:l-9), the context of which uses the vb. klh (25:-ll- cf. Dt. 28:21).

b. Sin at Horeb. According to Deuteronomy, the threatof imd hung over Israel from

25. Lohfink, "Kerygmata," 98.
26. F. Delitzsch, Isaiah II. KD,254-55.
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the beginning of its history from its sin at Horeb. The word "Horeb" is a leitmotif per-
vading the Dtr account in Dt. 9-10 (9:8,14,19,20,25), along with the root ht'
(9:16,18,21,27; cf. the dynastic extermination texts in Kings), the motif of Yahweh's
anger (9:7,8,19,20,22; cf. also the extermination texts), and the root iht (9:12,26;
l0: l0). These linguistic elements clearly serve to express a systematic interpretation of
earlier traditions. Only in Deuteronomy do the roots imd and ht'occur together. The
same is true of imd and J/rr within the entire Pentateuch. The parallel account in Exo-
dus does not use imd, not even in portions often considered Dtr (F,x.32:9-14). The root
.irad is thus specific to the book of Deuteronomy as a means of interpreting the tradition
of Israel's sin at Horeb. Both texts, however, do use the root bt'(Ex.32:21,30-34 - al-
beit 3 times in the phrase fuyd'd g"!dld, which does not appear in Dt. 9), the motif of
Yahweh's anger (Ex. 32:lO-12, though with different terminology), and the root .i/rr
(Ex. 32:1). In Dt. 9 the consequence of Yahweh's anger is imd, where Ex. 32:10 has 'kl

and 32:l2has hrg and klh mZ'al penA hd'a{dmd. Probably a prior terminology has been
superseded here by imd, bonowed from the curse texts of Dt. 28 in order to establish a
theological context.

This context has a double significance. On the one hand, the threat of destruction
has been hanging over Israel since Horeb. On the other, ever since Horeb there has al-
ways been the possibility that despite even the most terrible of all sins the curse might
be arrested by intercession and divine forgiveness. The foregrounded word .irn{ com-
mon to both texts, makes Dt. 9 and 28 mutually interpretive. These texts have been
shaped to make a single theological statement. It is unlikely that Ex. 32:9-14, or even
the entire text of 8x.32, knows them and in a sense reduces them once more to some-
thing less theological or to a narrative with only a diffuse or occasional theological in-
terpretation.

Ultimately, the sin at Horeb is stylized to reflect the bull cult introduced by Jero-
boam L According to the books of Kings, the "sin of Jeroboam" leads to the extermina-
tion of royal houses in the northern kingdom, but not to the imd of Israel. This fact,
probably given in the sources of DtrH, is also explained by Dt. 9-10.

In Dt. 9:14, a crucial text, the statement of God's intent to destroy ('aimtddm) is ex-
panded by the addition of 'emheh'e!-i"mam mittahal haiiamayim. This association of
the latter expression with imd is unique. The verb may have been inspired by Ex.
32:32-33. In the context of Deuteronomy, however, the clause as a whole draws an ex-
plosive parallel between Israel and Amalek: cf. Ex. l7:14 and Dt. 25:19. Perhaps the
text is meant to prepare the way for DtrH's statement of God's judgment in 2K. 14:27 .

Dt.29il9(20) then uses the same expression to declare the punishment of an individual
Israelite who harbors secret reservations while swearing to accept God's covenant.

Ps. 106: 19-23 summarizes the story of the sin at Horeb. Since v. 23 uses imd inpar-
allel with ifut, the Dtr version is presupposed.

c. Destruction of Indigenous Nations. In Deuteronomy the theme of the destruction
of indigenous nations during Israel's entry into Canaan is a Dtr addition, as is the use of
imd to express this theme. The relevant texts are: Dt. 2:l2b; 7:23-24; 9:3; 12:30; 3l:3-
4; Josh. 9:24; ll 14,20;24:8;2 K.2l:9 (= 2 Ch. 33:9). Related texts influenced by this
theme include: Dt. l:27;2:l2a,2l-23;33:2'7: Am.2:9; Ps.83:11(10); 106:34; I Ch.
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5:25;2 Ch.2O:10,23. The theme uses .irud along with several other verbs, but it is not

the most common: in Deuteronomy and Joshua, where it appears 12 times in the con-

text of the destruction of indigenous people, the same context uses nkh 36 times, yrJ
hiphil 23 times, and hrm20 times. In these passages imd appears primarily in summary

statements. It can therefore be used by late biblical texts as a term for the entire pro-

cess, as well as other historical events similar in nature. This usage is already found in
Deuteronom y (2: 12,21,22,23).

What distinguishes the use of .imd for the destruction of these nations from its use in
the curses on Israel and the Horeb narrative is primarily the absence of a focus on some

previous offense, in this case on the part of the destroyed nations (contrast, e.g., Gen.

l5:13-16). In particular, the vb. ht'never appears. There are, ofcourse, hints as to why
Yahweh had problems with the seven nations, so that Israel could not live side by side

with them. For example, Dt. 12:31 (with imd in v. 30) states that these nations had

done all kinds of abhorrent things hated by Yahweh in the worship of their gods (cf.

also 18:12). If they are not destroyed - in fact, even after they are destroyed - they

can be a snare to Israel, should it decide to imitate them (v. 30; cf .7:2-4: Josh.23:12-
l3). But the text is never concerned to make the imd statement itself more plausible by

citing a moral or ethical motivation. Here the highly moralistic book of Deuteronomy
displays a sphere that is premoralistic or transcends morality, a sphere that assumes dif-
ferent forms in the various strata.

The fundamental stratum is the Dtr stratum, probably Josianic, that extends from
Dt. I through Josh. 22 ("Dtr Landeroberungserzahlung" - DtrL).zl The comments of
the narrator interpolated in Dt. 2:10- 12,20-23 probably belong to this stratum and are

not late interpolations, as is usually thought.28 Here imd occurs four times in the space

of a few verses and is inflicted on several nations.

The vb. imd makes its first appearance in this stratum after the return of the spies to

Kadesh-barnea. The people's lack of faith expresses itself in their fear that Yahweh

wants to destroy Israel by handing it over to the Amorites (Dt. l:27). Here, at the very

beginning of the narrative, imd appears as a danger coming from Yahweh that hovers

over the history of a nation without any justification traceable to its moral conduct.

This amoral perspective is even more evident in the movements of Israel in the

Transjordan (Dt. 2). Yahweh himself in his instructions to Israel and the narrator of the

book in interpretive interruptions develop an historical geography of the territory both

west and east ofthe Jordan. By Yahweh's sovereign decree, certain indigenous nations

throughout the entire region, identified by name and characteristics, are dispossessed

by invading nations. The initial situation is that these nations formerly dwelt in the re-

gion in question: l'pantm ydi"f;fi bdh (2tl}). The process itself is described with the aid

of two expressions: imd hiphll mipp"nA X and yib tahal X. Sometimes we also find
lexemes using the root yr-i. According to 2:12, Israel's occupation of the land follows
this pattern. The only case in which the geographical origin of other invading nations is

27. Lohfink, "Kery gmatal' 92-96
28. Lohfink, "Stimmen."
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given even suggests a parallel to the exodus of Israel from Egypt: the Philistines in
Gaza are the kaptdfim hayyOs"im mikkaptbr (2:23; cf . Am. 9:7). The grammatical sub-
jects of the imd action alternate according to rhe schema A-B-B -A (Dt. 2: 12,21,22,23).
As we would expect, they are always Yahweh and the invader in question. This follows
from the structure of the narrative interpolations, which are obviously governed by the
rules of mutual rhetorical supplementation based on the logic of parallelism.ze

The claim that the Edomites are the grammatical subject of imd hiphil in 2;l2are-
quires text-critical discussion. In the MT (and LXX) the situation is clear. In the SP,

however, Yahweh is the subject. The consonantal text of both textual traditions can be
explained by an original wyimdm (cf. the absence of matres lectionis in 2:21,23),
which developed into MT wayyaimiQfrm and SP wyimdm yhwh. The change in SP is
probably accounted for by the following mippenAhem. In Deuteronomy and Joshua the
verbs used for the destruction of nations (7 times imd) are followed in 24 instances by
mipp"nO X. Except in Dt. 2:12, Yahweh is always the subject of the verb. Indeed, it is
clearly the intention of these expressions to characterize the process of destruction as

an act of Yahweh using human instrumentalities. To eliminate the exceptional2:l2,the
SP assimilated it to 2:21 (thus creating the "theologically" superior text3o). In order to
guarantee the proper continuation of the clause, a yirdihm also had to be added from
2:21 . lndeed. the unique constellation of 2:12 was possible only because 2:22 wed the
normal language to describe the destruction at the hands of the same Edomites, im-
proving the "untheological" initial statement in 2:12.

In the story of the wars of destruction against Sihon and Og in Dt. 2-3, imd does not
occur. In DtrL it describes these events only in the retrospective summary in 3l:4,
which follows the prospective promise in v. 3 of the destruction (also imA of the na-
tions west of the Jordan. Here too no motivation is stated. Instead of the expected
mippdneyf,d, v. 3 has mill"pAneyf;d (found otherwise only in 9:4 and Josh. 23:5 - late
strata), echoing the preceding statement that Yahweh himself will cross the Jordan
l"pAneyftd. Almost by accident, this passage makes philologically clear that the usual
expression mippdneyfta in these contexts cannot possibly be translated colorlessly as

"on your account." The pdnim of Israel is Israel's appearance headed by the ark and
ready to do battle. It is better understood as: "when you charge."

We find the word imd once more in DtrL when the Gibeonites tell what they have
heard about Yahweh's command to conquer the land (Josh. 9:24). It should be noted
that Yahweh's haimtQ . . . mipp"nAf;en echoes the previous inhabitants' wannird'm"'oQ
lenapiofinfi mipp"nAf;em. We find imd again only in the summary of the campaign west
of the Jordan in Josh. ll:12-20, for the first time in this stratum linked closely with the
vb. hrm hiphil (vv. 14,20). As the immediate cause of the destruction, v. 20 names the
will of the nations to resist Israel - but it was Yahweh who instilled this will in them.
Here the story of Sihon (Dt. 2:30) and the law governing war (Dt. 20:10) stand instruc-

29. For a more detailed discussion see Lohfink, "Stimmen."
30. L. Perlitt, Deuteronomium. BKYII (1990), 142.
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tively in the background. The destruction of the nations is occasioned by the conduct of
those who are destroyed. But this motivation is itself created by Yahweh.

The root imd appears as a shorthand term summarizing the conquest in texts from
the hand of a Dtr exilic redactor: Dt. 12:30 and 2 K. 2l:9 (= 2 Ch. 33:9).tt

A late perspective appears inDt.7:23,24 and 9:3. There is no consensus concerning
the stratum to which these texts belong. The analysis that follows presupposes that the
primary redaction of the present text of Dt. 7:l-9:8,22-24 was accomplished by a late

exilic hand that revised and expanded the Dtn parenesis of the first commandment -"Dtr Uberarbeiter" (DtrU).32 In this revision DtrU responds to the commentaries of
"DtrN" in Deuteronomy, Joshua, and Judges on the question of the destruction of na-

tions and the conquest.33 The primary theses of DtrU are: (1) it is far from true that Is-
rael destroyed all the nations and conquered the entire land; (2) this is because Yahweh
made his help in this task conditional on perfect observance of the law - which Israel
failed to do. The primary text of DtrN is Josh. 23, but it also includes the textual expan-

sion in Dt. 6:18-19, which DtrU picks up on starting in Dt. 7.
In reworking DtrL, DtrN introduced a new lexeme into the conquest topos (ftdp, Dt.

6:19; Josh. 23:5 - used and reinterpreted by DtrU in 9:4). DtrU in turn expands the

vocabulary by four additional verbs, which are found only here in this context within
Deuteronomy and Joshua: n.i/ (Dt. 7:1,22),'kl (7:16; cf. 9:3), 'bd (7:20,24;8:20; 9:3),
andkn' (9:3). By using 'bd which is completely parallel to imd in Dt.28, DtrU estab-
lishes an analogy to the covenant curses (see esp. 8:20). In the case of the other newly
introduced verbs, one may ask whether DtrU may not be seeking to mitigate the harsh

sense of imd by varying the terminology.
The first appearance of imd is in the context of 7:20-24. Here DtrU, drawing con-

stantly on the material in Ex. 23:27-30, responds to the first, historical thesis of DtrN.3a
But the key word inBx.23 was still grJ, "drive out," rather than imd, which the exisr
ing text of Deuteronomy made obligatory for DtrU. DtrU insists that Yahweh carries

out his promise to destroy all the nations of the promised land. The historical facts that
conflict with this view (hannii'drtm,7:20; cf. Josh. 23:4,7 ,12) he ascribes - following
Ex.23 - to God's intent that the process proceed slowly, so that the wild animals do
notgaintheupperhand(7:22).After7:23 hasused imdof thenations, T:24goesonto
use it only of their kings. ls DtrU thinking only of texts like Josh. 10-12, so that the

verse simply elaborates v. 23 by adding a concrete detail? Or is v. 24 to be understood
as a restrictive commentary on v. 23 , so that the word imd is accotnted for sufficiently
by the elimination of the indigenous royal families (malftAhem and i"mam: v. 24)? Pos-

sibly the term imd also has an attenuated sense in 9:3, where DtrU uses it once more,
this time in parallel with kn'hiphil, which means something like "humble, humiliate"

- that is more innocuous.

31. On the assignment of texts to different strata see Lohfink, "Kerygmatal' 91 .

32. Lohfink, "Kerygmata," 99-100.
33. rbid., 98f.
34. On the relation of this text to Ex.23, see M. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient

Israel (Oxford, 1985), 201-3.
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DtrU responds to the second, theological thesis of DtrN in Dt. 9:1-6. Of course he

must tie his interpretation to the word imd, which is already present in the text. He
therefore uses it in 9:3 (in part an expanded version of 31:3), but does not insist on it.
Now he finally bases the destruction of indigenous nations on a moralistic principle.
V. 5 concedes that Yahweh destroys (yr.f hiphil) these nations because of their wicked-
ness (b"rii'a1 haggbyim hd'Clleh). But the moralistic perspective is immediately tran-
scended: Israel itself is not righteous and upright (lA' b"pidqatkd fi!\tAier l"bab"ka).
The description of the sin at Horeb that follows will prove the contrary. Yahweh's de-
struction of the nations on behalf of Israel is motivated solely by his oath to the patri-
archs. The DtrU returns once more to a higher plane, with a nonmoralistic view of the
destruction of the nations. He reclaims the mystery of God's freedom. The promise of
the land to the patriarchs had already dominated the picture in DtrL.

As to the prehistory of imd in the context of the conquest: it appears with /rnz hiphil
and yri hiphil where Ex. 23:23 uses kftd hiphil and 34: I I uses gri. DtrU is also familiar
with Ex. 23:28,29,30,31, all of which have gri. Two passages tse imd in parallel with
thetwoearlierwords: khdir.lK. 13:23 andgr.iir,Dt.33i2T.Thepresenttextof Josh.
24:2-24 uses .irad (v. 8) and gr"f (vv. 12, l8) interchangeably. In the Blessing of Moses
and Josh. 24, if both texts are pre-Dtr, the highly abstract basic meaning of .irzd dis-
cussed above provides a kind of legitimation for turning grJ, "drive out," from Ex.
34: I I into Dtr imd, "destroy.":s In Dtr usage .imd understood in this sense and used as a

summary term joined the vbs. hrm hiphil and yr.f hiphil, already used by the ancient
war narratives to describe the conquest. The crucial fact, ofcourse, was that at least the
primary Dtr stratum really wanted to speak of destroying the indigenous nations.
Whether Am.2:9 can also be associated with the prehistory of the Dtr theologoumenon
of the destruction of the nations or whether it belongs to a later stage of development
depends on the diachronic analysis of the book of Amos, which we cannot go into here.
The concrete imagery of Am. 2:9 does not exactly suggest a borrowing of the abstract
Dtr clich6.

9. bam61. We have noted that the victims of imd are human beings. In Hos. l0:8,
however, it is the bam61 'awenthat will be destroyed, so that instead of the sacrifices
that rise up ('lh) on the altars, thorns and thistles will grow up ('lh) there. The reason is
given in an appositive phrase: the bdm61 'dwen are the hatta'lyiird'?l. There is presum-
ably a connection with the appearance of the root ht' in texts concerning the "sin of Je-
roboam" and the sin of Israel at Horeb. Was it possible to use .irad here because the
bam61 are also associated with the cult of the dead? The unusual usage remains ob-
scure.

But we find the same object used with imd inLev.26:30 and Nu. 33:,52.|n the curse
text from H, Yahweh says that he will destroy the bdm61. The whole verse appears to
be a free imitation of Ezk. 6:3-5, capitalizing on the interchangeable use of imd and 'bd

in Dt. 28 to substitute imd for 'bd. But why? Following a statement about tearing down

35. On the age of Josh. 24 see Koopmans, 1-95; on v. 8 specifically see p.329 n.345.
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the incense altars, an expansion of the Ezekiel text says: wenalattt 'e1-pigrAf;em'al-

pigrA gilmlAf,em. The latter might refer to memorial pillars for the departed.36 Again,

the connection with the cult of the dead may have made it possible to use imd.
Nu. 33:50-56 contains a command, belonging to a very late stratum, to take posses-

sion of the land. On the basis of Dtr texts, it presupposes the interchangeability of the

various verbs for the conquest, used in the same verse; the object of imd is bdm61.

One may ask whether the LXX has anything to contribute to the discussion of these

three passages with bdm61. Its standard translation of bAmd in the Pentatetchis st6le;

Lev.26:30 is the first occurrence. Does this translation reflect a different meaning of
bamd in the late period? This possibility could also lead in the direction of the cult of
the dead, with which the fundamental meaning of imd postulated above has points of
contact.

lO. Apocalypric. We find imd used occasionally in a looser sense in late apocalyptic
contexts: lsa.26:14; Mic. 5:13(14); Hag. 2:22:Zec.l2:9;Dnl.7:26; ll:44. The usage

in the last-named passage may be compared to that in Esther.

ll.Esther Thehiphil of imd appearsinEstherin3:6,13; 4:8:7:4;8:ll.Thetriad
l"haimtj lahdrog fiI"'abbAd occurs 3 times (3:13;7:4;8:11). In the royal decree issued

at Haman's instigation, it defines the action planned against the Jews. Its third occur-

rence is in the new royal decree, this time supportive of the Jews, now describing the

action that the Jews are allowed to take against their enemies. The two decrees are

based on the principle of talion. But this observation touches only on the background
before which something totally different lexemically is taking place. To see it, we need

to examine all three verbs of the triad.
The verb used in every case, which appears a total of 10 times, is the piel of 'bd (the

root appears l5 times). It can denote the intentions of Haman as well as the actions of
the Jews, but also the fears of Esther. It dominates the atmosphere of the book. The vb.

imd, on the other hand, occurs only 5 times. It appears for the first time in 3:6, where

Haman conceives his plan. In this context it clearly refers to genocide, the total exter-
mination of the Jews throughout the entire empire. In 3:13 the word appears in the

royal decree. In 4:8 it summarizes this decree at the moment when Mordecai arranges

for Esther to receive a copy. It appears once more in 7:4, when Esther quotes the decree

to the king. Finally, it appears in the second decree, which is patterned after the first.
But a place where it does not appear is also relevant: Est. 9, which describes the actions

taken by the Jews against their opponents, does not mention imd. Despite the plenary

powers granted them, the Jews make no use of imd.
Instead of imd, the root ftrg is now foregrounded. Elsewhere in the OT, ftrg occurs

only once in conjunction with imd (2 S. l4:7), and there not in strict parallelism. In
Esther irg occurs a total of 10 times, including 7 times in ch. 9. Previously it appeared

only in the triad within the decree. This word, then, characterizes the Jewish counter-
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action. The Jews act only against the specific individuals who turned against them.
Beyond that, they do not even make use of the authority they have been granted to
plunder.

The wordplay involving the three verbs of the triad in the royal decree thus displays
the enormous difference between the intended pogrom and the Jewish response. The
Dtr usage of imd in the context of the occupation of the land extends its meaning to
"genocide"; here it helps make the statement that the Jews do not allow themselves to
be a party to such an action, even if they were its intended victims.

l,ohfink

UDP iamat; iltg|Ui Ymi$a

I. Cognates. IL Occurrences and Meaning: l. OT; 2. Ancient Versions and Dead Sea Scrolls.

lll. i"mitt6: l. OT;2. Postbiblical Period.

I. Cognates. The root imt, which in Hebrew may have the basic meaning "let loose,
detach, pull off" is found also in many other Semitic languages,l although (later?) lin-
guistic development exhibits various shades of meaning: Akk. lamdtu, "pull off';z
Arab. samata, "scald, pour hot water over, suspend";3 Amhar. iemettela;a Aram.
iema!;s Syr. iemat (in the Syriac Bible, often for "drawing" a sword: Ex. l5:9; Lev.

idmat. A. Cohen, "'Leaving the Land Fallow,'" BethM 24 (1978) 45-49 (Heb.); W. Dietrich,
"'. . . den Armen das Evangelium verktinden,"'TZ4l (1985) 3l-43, esp. 36-41;C. H. Gordon,
"Paralldles Nouziens aux lois et coutumes de le I'AI," RB 44 (1935) 35-41, esp. 38-41; F. Horst,
Gottes Recht. ThB 12 (1961), esp. 79-103, 212-15, 279; N. P. Lemche, 'Andurdrum and
miSarum," "/NES 38 (1979) ll-22; J. Lewy, "The Biblical Institution of d"rdr in the Light of
Accadian Documents," Erlsr 5 (1958) 2l-31; R. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomische Gesetz.
BBB 3l (1969), esp. 106-15; R. North, "YAd in the Shemitta-Lawl' W 4 (1954) 196-99; N. M.
Sarna, "Zedekiah's Emancipation of Slaves and the Sabbatical Year," in H. Hoffner, ed., Orient
and Occident. FS C. H. Gordon. AOAT 22 (1973), 143-49; R. K. Sikkema, De lening in het OT
(Hague, 1957), esp. 85-88; B. Uffenheimer, "Sabbath- i"miftAh-y6bct," BethM 3O (1984/85)
28-40; H. M. Weil, "Gage et cautionnement dans la Blblel' Archives d'histoire du droit oriental
2 (1938) l7l-241, esp. 186-94; R. Westbook, "i]DDu," EMiqr YIll (1982),112-19; C. J. H.
Wright, "What Happened Every Seven Years in Israel?" EvQ 56 (1984) 129-38, 193-201.

t. HAL,l, 1537.
2. AHw,III, 1155.
3. Wehr, 430; cf. Lare, U4, 1426-27.
4. Leslau, Contributions, 54.
5. DISO, 308; Mur 248:14; C:12; E:9 (DJD, ll tl96ll, 125, 128, l3l); WTM, IY 573; J. A.

Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts. BietOr 34 (1978),39.7
(= Mur l8:7); A50.5; 51.5;52.5.
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26:33; Nu. 22:23,31; etc.);6 Mand. im1.t lt is possible that imt may be a so-called
shaphel form of the root mfit, "tottsv."8

II. Occurrences and Meaning.
l. OT.In the OT the verb ,y,??, occurs 7 times in the qal (8x.23:11; Dt. 15:2; 2 S. 6:6;

2K.9:33 [bis]; Jer. 17:4; I Ch. 13:9); the niphal occurs only in Ps. 141:6 and the hiphil
only in Dt. 15:3. The noun i"mittA occurs 5 times, all in Deuteronomy: 15:1,2(bis),9;
3l:10.

It is clear from 2 K. 9:33 that the basic meaning of imt in secular usage is "throw
out"e or "throw down," because Jehu's accomplices in Jezreel throw queen Jezebel out
of a window (reading iimtfrhd tpl). The verb also occurs with this meaning in Ps.

141:6, although interpretation of the text presents serious problems. The beginning of
the verse means literally: "Thrown down to the power of [or: alongside] the rock their
judges." Many scholars find these words "totally meaningless."lO Gunkel emends the

consonantal text of this line so that it can be read as: 'And the pernicious prattle of their
lips would have led me astray."ll Dahood, on the contrary, believes that the line as re-
corded in the MT actually has meaning, and translates: "Let their judges drop into the

clutches of the Crag" (in contrast to "the clutches of the snare" in v. 9;.tz In this case

"the Crag" refers to Yahweh.
The precise meaning of imy in 2 S.6:6 (par. I Ch. l3:9) is also difficult to deter-

mine. The passage describes the transfer of the ark to Jerusalem, in the course of which
Uzzah was struck by Yahweh near "the threshing floor of Nacon" (l Ch. l3:9:
Chidon), because he had reached out his hand and taken hold of it. He did this because,

the text says, the oxen iam'tfi. Various translations have been suggested: they "slipped"
(Buber-Rosenzweig), "stumbled" (NEB), "tried to overturn ir" (ZB), "broke loose"
(EU), "shook it" (NRSV). Here (and in I Ch. l3:9) the LXX translates: "for the young
ox [cf. I Ch. l3:9 Yg.: bos quippe lasciviens) made it [the ark orthe cart] veer." In
other words, it reads imlw as iemd16 (also cited by BI/S as an emendation in I Ch. l3:9;
the Syr. interprets the Hebrew in 2 S. 6:6 as "[the oxen] slipped their reins" and in I Ch.

l3:9 as "they ran to the threshing floor"). There is probably no clear evidence in Bibli-
cal Hebrew for an intransitive meaning of the verb in the qal.t3 The text means that the

oxen tried to "throw over" the cart (or the ark).

6. kxSyr 785.
7. MdD, 469-70.
8. -+ VIII, 152-53; on the problem of shaphel forms in Hebrew see VG, l, 522, 525; G. l.

Thierry, OTS 7 (1950) 143-45;9 (1951) 4-5; F. Rundgren. IJbe, Bildungen mit (3)- und n-t-
Demonstrativen im Semitischen (Uppsala, 1955), l23ff.; C. J. Labuschagne, OTWSA l0 (1971)
5r-6/..

9. Westbrook, l12.
10. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKATIU2 C1968),598.
ll. See also H.-J. Krats, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 525-26,528; O. Loretz,

Psalmen II: 90-150. AOAT 20712 (1979),352.
12. M. Dahood, Psalms,lll, AB (1970), 308, 312-13.
13. P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB (1984), 164.
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Thetextof Jer. l7:4 isalsodifficult: tt!"ftahardly makessenseinthiscontext;the
reading in Dt. l5:3 (cf. also LXX [Origen], although the other [major] mss. lack Jer.

17:l-4; also Vg.) suggests the emendationyajef,a.ta The basic meaning of the verb here
is nevertheless clear: "You shall loose your hand from your heritage, which I gave you."

In Ex.23:11 and Dt. 15:3, finally, iamathas the specialized meaning associated
with the now iemittd in Dt. 15 and 3 I .t5 The legislation of the Covenant Code (Ex.
23:ll) deals with the regulation of the rhythm of labor and rest, culminating in the in-
stitution of the Sabbatical Year. For six years the land may be sown and its yield gath-

ered, but "the seventh year you shall let it lie fallow and not cultivate it" (cf. EU). Here
imt has the meaning "leave fallow," while the immediately following verb, nti, "let be,

relinquish,"t6 adds interpretive nuance. In the seventh year not just the f,relds but also
the vineyards and olive orchards are to be "thrown out," i.e., left to themselves, so that
the poor of the people and even the animals of the field may live freely from the yield
of the land. This leaves open the question whether the seventh year is "absolute" or
"relative."l7

Dt. l5:3 deals with the remission - also in the seventh year 
- of a claim held by a

creditor against a neighbor who is a member of the community. Only here, in defining
the iemittd, is the verb used in the hiphilta withydj as its object: the Israelite creditor is
to "throw out" (EU "leave fallow") the debt "of his brother," while being allowed to
collect it from a foreigner.le

2. Ancient Versions and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX always translates i"mittA with
dphesis (in combination with poiein in Ex.23:ll and Dt. l5:3, using aphfuininDt.
15:2). Especially in Lev.25 and27, this word is frequently used to translate Biblical
Heb. y6!€l; it is also used to translate d"rbr2o In 2 S. 6:6 we f:rl,d perispdn used for .irat,'

in the par. I Ch. l3:9 we find ekklinein.In Ps. 140(MT 141):6 we find katapothein, and
in 2 K. 9:33, lcyliein. (There is no LXX version of Jer. l7:3 in the major mss.2l ) Clearly
the LXX does not translate the Hebrew vb. imt uniformly. The approach of the Vg. is
analogous: it always translates i"mi11d with remissio, but treats the verbal forms vari-
ously, as is immediately clear from the translations in 2 S. 6:6 and I Ch. l3:9:
(quoniam) calcitrabant (boves) (2 S. 6:6), (bos quippe lasciviens) paululum inclina-
verat eam (l Ch. l3:9).

Although the Syr. version has a vb. .irnt used in a different sense,22 only ifilqdnd is

14. This emendation is accepted by B. Duhm, Jeremia. KHC Xl (1901), 143; W. Rudolph,
Jeremia. HATll12 (31968), ll4; A. Weiser, Jeremia. ATDX){ (61969), 148; W. McKane, Jere-
miah L ICC (1986),386-87; Westbrook, ll3: HAL, II, 1557.

15. See III.l below.
16. --> IX, 407-12.
17. See IILl below.
18. Although Horst, 90, and others read the qal here.
19. See III.l below.
20. -+ III, 265-69, esp. 267; R. Bultmann, TDNT l, 510.
21. See II.l above.
22. See I above.
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found for i"mittA.In the other instances, the Syr., like LXX and Vg., employs quite dif-
ferent translations, above all in the parallel texts 2 S. 6:6 ("the oxen slipped their
reins") and I Ch. l3:9 ("because the oxen ran to the threshing floor"). Generally the

Tg. follows the usage of the MT, although it does \se mrg in 2 S. 6:6lll Ch. 13:9 but

mgr in 2 K. 9:33 . (Some exegetes have proposed emending the former verses on the ba-

sis of the latter.)
In the Dead Sea Scrolls i"mixA occurs in IQM 2:6,8 (/l4QMr7:3);4Q513 l8 3;

4Q260(4QSb) I 6:7(bis),9 ,10,12,1323 and the vb. imt in lQ22 3:4-5.24 The noun imth is

also found in the mss. from the Murabba'at caves (Mur l8:7; 248:14:' C:12; E:9).

These texts together with the Aramaic funerary inscriptions from Palestine show that

the year of a i"mittd had substantial importance for everyday chronology in the

postbiblical period (until approximately the 5th century c.p.; cf. Neh. l0:32).zs

lll. {mittA.
l.OT.Only inDeuteronomy(15:l-2,9;31:10)isthenoun i"mittd usedasatermfor

the general "release" (or "remission") proclaimed according to 3 1: l0 every seven years

at the Festival of Booths; this release took on particular significance in the later period.

Dt. l5:l still speaks ofa general release (or "letting Bo"zo;' from vv. 2-3 this release re-

fers explicitly to a creditor's renunciation of claims against a Hebrew debtor ("your
brother" [NRSV "a member of the community"]), while the claims may be exacted

(nSPl) from a foreigner.28 According to von Rad, Merendino, and others, the introduc-

tory formula - 
"every seventh year you shall grant a i"mittd" ( 15: I ) - in this form in-

dicates a sacral institution (cf. Ex. 12:48;34:22; Dt. 16:1,10,13; also l5:2: l"yhwfu).zt

This requirement has often been associated with the requirement in Ex. 23: I I that the

land be allowed to lie fallow, especially since the verb imt plays a role in both contexts.

In the "legal interpretation" that follows, Dt. l5:2 extends the "fallow year" institu-
tion to debts secured by guarantee of personal liability. "In the year of release, the cred-

itor is deprived of his claim against the debtor, i.e., the right of personal exaction."3o

What does the expression ba'al maiidh ya16 mean here? According to Horst,3t maiieh
is a "construct masculine singular hiphil participle," denoting a creditor relationship
with a man who "has given his hand as security." The verb n.i' (or n.ih) denotes not just
the loan transaction itself (like lwh)bul a "legal transaction." As long as the debtor has

no guarantor, he is personally, even corporally, liable. But by "striking" the hand ofthe
creditor, the guarantor takes from it the hand of the debtor. By this hand ritual the

23. J. T. Milik, Books of Enoch (Oxford, 1976), 62-64.
24. DJD, r (1955), 94-95.
25.Fitzmyer and Harrington, Manual, A50.5; 51.5;52.5. See also B. Z. Wacholder, HUCA

44 (19'13) 153-96; Dietrich, 40.
26. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. tr. 1966), 105.

27. --> tX,214.
28. Horst, 79.
29. Von Rad, Deuteronomy, lO5; Merendino, 107.

30. Horst, 214.
31. rbid., 82-83.
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debtor (or guarantor) expressly gives the creditor the right to attach his own person if
the debt is not paid.:z

According to Weil,33 however, the debtor and the pledge (maiiA/maiid) are always
different persons. The pledge is never an abstract liability but a subordinate person 

-the debtor's slave or son (or own self?). After seven years the ba'al (the creditor) must
release (= imiia) the pledge that is in his power (= in his hand). Weil claims that the
proclamation preceding this release of the maiiA/maiid' is what is meant by the idiom
qr'iemittd.

Others insert maiieh '21 after ba'al, i.e., "everyone who possesses a pledge must
release the pledge of his hand."3s In this interpretation the "hand" refers to the credi-
tor, a possibility that finds some support in Neh. 1O:32.36 In the year of ilnittd, a cred-
itor loses the right to take legal action (ngi) against the debtor.37 It remains an open
question whether the i"mittd law refers to a "remission of debts," in which the Sabbat-
ical Year cancels the liability of the debtor, or a "moratorium" that temporarily sus-
pends coercive measures. Both views have their supporters.38 Horst has pointed out
correctly that, considering the short term of most loans, a one-year suspension of lia-
bility without the possibility of a novation is tantamount to cancellation.3e Further-
more, we should by no means equate the notion of a "loan" with our "notions of loans
based on the whole capitalistic social structure."4o Nevertheless, Dt. l5:9 appears to
comport better with a total remission of debts (as in rabbinic literature) than with a
moratorium.4l

The Sabbatical Year legislation in Lev. 25 is often connected with the ihniyyd ordi-
nance in Dt. 15, as is the emancipation of voluntarily enslaved Hebrews in Dt. 15:12-
l8 (cf. the implications of such a regulation in Jer. 34:8-1642). But it would be wrong to
identify these latter institutions directly with the festal observance of a "sabbatical
Year," which is probably later. Wellhausen already emphasized correctly that Ex.
23:10-ll does not yet speak of a Sabbatical Year, because there is no indication of an
"absolute" seventh learat Like the emancipation of a Hebrew slave six years after pur-
chase (Ex. 2l:2-6), the time set for the "release" of the produce of a field is "relative."
In Dt. 15: I -6, however, we find that the seventh year no longer applies just to the debts

32. Ibid., 86-87.
33. Pp. 187tr.
34. See also North, 199.
35. E.g., BIIS and Merendino, 108-9.
36. --> X, 57.
37. Von Rad, Deuteronomy, 106.
38. Horst, 88 n. 189, 190; cf. W. A. van Es, De eigendom in den Pentateuch (1909), 249-50;

Sikkema, 85ff.
39. P. 88.
40. A. Bertholet, Deuteronomium. KHC V (1899), 47; cf. von Rad, Deuteronomy, lO5-6.
41. Dietrich, 37.
42. Sarna.
43. J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel (Eng. tr. repr. Atlanta, 1994),

116-17; now also Dietrich, 38.
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of an individual but is the same for all Hebrews. Here, according to Wellhausen, we al-
ready have an "absolute" date. In Lev. 25:l-7, finally, the relative seventh year of Ex.
23:lO-11 has become fixed - 

"not differing from field to field, but a common date for
the whole land, a Sabbatical Year after the model of the Sabbath day."

Horst sees the ancient i"mi11A ordinance as being based on "ancient cultic institu-
tions," which were adapted to a new situation and given a "charitable definition of pur-
pose."44 But the possibly ancient cultic significance had been forgotten early on, as we
see in the Covenant Code (Ex. 23:ll), where a "socio-ethical purpose has been added
to the requirement."

In this context we shall mention briefly the Old Babylonian miiarum edicts and the
so-called Edicts of Ammisaduqa and Samsuiluna.as At least for the First Dynasty of
Babylon, these decrees regularly constituted the first significant official acts in the
reign of a new king: just order was created (miiaram iakdnum), tablets recording debts
were broken, a decree was issued (;imdatam iakinum), taxes and tributes were remit-
ted, enslaved debtors were freed.a6 To free lands and cities of the burden of tributes and
taxes, furthernore, in other periods the custom arose of decreeing a cancellation of
payments (andurdram iakdnumaT), especially in Assyria.+8 Gordon, Lemche, and oth-
ers emphasize not only that Heb. drbr is cognate with Akk. andurarum but also that
the laws governing the Sabbatical and Jubilee Years - including the i"mittd - are
connected with the Mesopotamian world.ae (Lewy stresses Amorite influence during
the 2d millennium on the OT laws governing the Jubilee Year in Lev. 25:10ff.50) Al-
though the i"rnittd may have its roots in ancient Near Eastern law, its actual observance
is mentioned only implicitly in the OT (e.g., Neh. l0:32).

2. Postbiblical Period. We see in 1 Mc. 6:49,5351that at least in the intertestamental
period the Sabbatical Year was observed regularly. Josephus, too, mentions such years

in several passages.s2 Even Tacitus mentions this Jewish custom, albeit contemptu-
ously: "dein [sc. after the Sabbath] blandiente inertia septimum quoque annum
ignaviae datum" ("the charm of indolence beguiled them into giving up the seventh
year also to inaction").53 We also know of i"mittd years and chronologies from the
postbiblical period.s+ The unfortunate consequence that "you might entertain a mean
thought, thinking, 'The seventh year, the year of remission, is near,' and therefore view
your needy neighbor with hostility and give nothing" (Dt. 15:9), is reported to have in-

44. W. 213,279.
45. For a survey with bibliog. see H. Petschow, RIA,, l\,269-79.
46. -+ IY 181.
47. AHw, l, 50.
48. Lemche, 15-21.
49. Gordon, 39; Lemche, 22.
50. P.29.
51. Cf. Josephts, Ant. 12.378.
52. Ant. 13.234:. 14.201,4'15; etc.
53. Hist. 5.4,6.
54. See II.2 above.
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stigated Hillel to eliminate the problem by introducing the so-called prosbul
()t:nf5;,ss a document signed by witnesses or judges allowing a creditor to make the

following statement before the court: "I X declare before you, the judges in such-and-

such a place, that I may recover any debt owed to me at any time I shall desire."s6 Here

iemittA is virtually identical with "Sabbatical Year."

Mulderf

55. D. Sperber, Dictionary of Greek and lntin Legal Terms in Rabbinic Literature (Jerusa-

lem, 1984), 154ff.
56. Sheb. 10:3-7, esp. 4; Git.4:3; see also E. Schtirer, History of the Jewish People in the Age

of Jesus Christ, ll (Eng. tr., rev. ed. Edinburgh, 1979),366-6'7; St'-B., 1,717-18.
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30 (1993); H.-J. Kraus, "The Heavenly World," Theology of the Psalms. CC (Eng. tr. 1986)' 46-
49; W. G. Lambert, "Himmel," RlA, lV, 4ll-12; B. Lang and C. McDannell, Der Himmel
(1990); E. Levine, "Distinguishing 'Air' from 'Heaven' in the Bible," ZAW 88 (1976) 97-99;
M. Metzger, "Himmlische und irdische Wohnstatt Jahwes," UF 2 (1970) 139-58; J. Nelis, "God
and Heaven in the OT," in B. van Iersel and E. Schillebeeckx, eds., Heaven (Eng. tr. 1979),22-
33; G. von Rad, "o0pqv6c. B. OT," TDNT Y,502-9; R. Rendtorff, "E1, Ba'al und Jahwe," ZAW78
(1966) 277-92 = GSAT. ThB 57 (1975), l'72-87; K. Seybold, "Cosmology," Introducing the

Psalms (Eng. tr. Edinburgh, l99O), 177-90; U. E. Simon, Heaven in the Christian Tradition
(New York, 1958); J. A. Soggin, "O').DV iamdyim heaven," TLOT lll, 1369-72; L. I. J.

Stadelmann, The Hebrew Conception of the World. AnBibl 39 (1970), esp.37-61; H. Traub,
"o0pav6q. C. The Septuagint and Judaism," TDNT, V, 509-12; J. P. Weinberg, "Die Natur im
Weltbild des Chronisten: W 3l (1981) 324-45.
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I. General.
l. Etymology and Meaning. The Hebrew primary noun iamayim (Biblical Aram.

*i"mayin or i'mayya) is based on a Common Semitic nominal root *iama(y/w/').t ln
the OT, as in all Northwest Semitic dialects and usually in East Semitic, it appears as a

plurale tantum.2 The unusual vocalization, which at ltrst glance suggests a dual, is due

to the addition of the (here) unaccented plural ending -im to the root *iamay.3 Even in
passages that speak of "the heavens of heavens" (Dt. l0: 14; I K. 8:21; Ps. 148:4; Neh'

9:6;2Ch.2:5[Eng. 6]; 6:18), the OT thinks in terms of a single heaven, not a multiplic-
ity of heavens (like later texts such as Apoc. Mos. 35, 37;3Bar. [Greek] Zff.;2En.
8:22:T.Levi2:7ff.;3:2 Cor. l2:2,4a). The double idiom is to be understood as a super-

lative or (more precisely) an elative,5 meaning "the entire enormous expanse of
heaven" - contra Michel,6 who sees in it a "relic of Babylonian ideas" (now theologi-

cally meaningless), "according to which several heavens, one above the other. . . were

the dwelling places of various deities." The universal use of the plural represents the

semantic phenomenon of a "plural of spatial extension."T

The basic meaning of the Common Semitic root - 
"heaven" (as both a cosmologi-

cal and a religious term) - survived in practically all Semitic languages; it remains to

the present day the primary meaning of the lexemes derived from this base. The occa-

sional instances of figurative usage (e.g., "canopy" in Akkadian8) or pragmatic usage

(e.g., "rain" in Akkadian and Arabice), far from calling this meaning into question, in
fact confirm it. A11 other (secondary) meanings can easily be derived from this basic

meaning: the word for "heaven," the vault above the earth, the locus of stars, clouds,

tightning, etc., but also the dwelling place of the gods, naturally can stand elliptically
for the individual phenomena or figuratively for structurally similar phenomena (cf.

the use of the term "heavens" for the canopy over the stage in Elizabethan theaters).

A different etymology, proposed in older works,l0 derives the noun from the relative
pronoun ia- + mayim, "water," explaining the Hebrew lexeme as meaning "the place of
water" or even - treating .ia- as a causative prefix - 

"the source of rain."ll This ety-

mology has proved to be linguistically untenable,tz not least because these explana-

l. G. Bergstr5sser, Intro. to the Semitic Languages (Eng. tr. Winona Lake, 1983), 214-15;
P. Fronzaroli, AANLRVllllz0 (1965), 136, 140, 149: HAL,II, 1559.

2. GK $88d; vG, r,479.
3. JM, g91f; but see Meyer, Ip, $58.18, who postulates a segholate formation. The vocaliza-

tion of the Masoretes is also supported by the Hexapla: see E. Brdnno, Abhandlungenfiir die
Kundes des Morgenlandes 23 (1943) 183.

4. St.-B., III, 531-33.
5. GK, $133i; JM, $1411.
6. D. Michel, BHHW lll,2162.
7. VG, 11,61; Michel, Syntax, 87-88; see also G(, $ 124b.

8. AHw,III, I160.
9. Ibid.; GaG, $6lh; F. Schwally, TLZ24 (1899) 357.
lO. BLe, $78v; GesB, 842; K8L2,986.
I l. F. Hommel, Siid-Arabische Chrestomathie (1893), 19; T. K. Cheyne, Sacred Books of the

OX X (Baltimore, 1899), 157.
12. Von Rad,502; Soggin, 1369.
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tions are based primarily on the Hebrew evidence, ignoring the phonological data of
the other Semitic languages. In the postbiblical period, popular etiologies and etymolo-
gies based on such passages as Gen. 1:lff. and I K. 8:35 could interpret the lexeme in
this sense. But this fact, like the notion of multiple heavens association with the use of
the plural,t3 belongs to the realm of effective history: to use these phenomena for pur-
poses of linguistic etymology is to misunderstand their nature.

Outside the OT and the Dead Sea Scrolls, the word occurs in almost all Semitic lan-
guages: AY,k. iamfi/iama'A, at,so iamamfr./iamiwfi;r+ g1O Aram. and Imperial Aram.
imyn;ts Old Can. ia-mu-ma/ia-r/te-ma;16 Arab. sama';l7 OSA smy;t8 Eth. samay;re
Heb. imym;z0 Jewish Aram. imyn/lmy'/imyh;zt Mand. iumia;2z Neo-Aram. imaiyd/
Jzo- (Ma'lula)limdyo (Turoyo);23 Phoen. and Pun. imm;24 Sam. lumayya,'2s Syr. i1nin/
i"mayyd' ;zo Tigre s ama'd ;27 U Ear. lmm./imyn.z8

2. Distibution. ln the Hebrew portion of the OT (omitting Eccl. 1:13, where
haiidmayim is usually emended to haiieme9e), idmayim occurs 420 times; in the Ara-
maic portion, iemayya'occurs 38 times. "Heaven" (counting both ldmayim and
lemayya) is among the 120 most frequent words in the OT. If we consider only the sub-
stantive (ignoring the PNs), the 458 occurrences of "heaven" place it 40th in the fre-
quency list. It accounts for some 0.157o of all the words in the OT (omitting the pre-
fixed particles). It is clearly one of the terms that play a major role in the world of the
oT.

When we turn to the distribution of occurrences in the books of the OT, we note im-
mediately, despite the noun's great statistical importance summarized above, that it
does not occur at all in six books: Numbers, Obadiah, Micah, Ruth, Song of Songs, and
Esther. In the case of Obadiah, the brevity of the book probably accounts for the noun's
absence. In the case of Ruth, Song of Songs, and Esther, its absence is probably due to

13. Cf. the rabbinic interpretation of I K. 8:27 in Midr. Ps. ll4, $2.
14.AHw, III, l160; GaG, $61h.
15. DISO,308: ATDA, 173,193-95.
16. EA 2ll:17:'264:16.
17. Wehr, 432.
18. Conti-Rossini, 197; Beeston, 128: cf. ibid., the rheonym d-SMWy.
19. l*xLingAeth, 341.
20. J. T. Milik, RB 60 (1953) 277.
21. Drso,308.
22. MdD,455.
23. F. Rosenthal, An Aramaic Handbook. PLO l0;2 vols. in 4 parts (1967),1U2,94, ll8.
24. DISO, 308; KAI 4.3; 1451.4 (?); 147.2 (?); Tomback, 322.
25. HAI- II, 1559.
26. lzxSyr 785-86.
27. WbTisa 174.
28. The latter form only in KTU 1.19,1Y,24,30; see J. BIau and S. E. Loewenstamm, UF2

(1970) 29; M. J. Dahood, RS4 I, 357, no. 556d; CMLZ, 158; PNU, 194-95; UT no. 2427: W(15,
no. 2627; also ia-mu-ma, Ugaritica V (1968) 247, 13.

29. See BHS.
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their secular subject matter as well as their brevity; and in the case of Numbers, to the
secular perspective of the book.

The book of Micah, however, has a marked theological agenda and is closely related
to Isaiah, where iamayiz occurs 10 times. The total absence of the word from Micah
might be due to the theological pulpose of the prophet: Micah of Moresheth, a native of
Judah, looks upon Yahweh as a god who (re)acts directly in this world. Micah is con-
cerned with Yahweh's imminent judgment and the secular transgressions of Samaria,
Jerusalem, and Judah; for him, what takes place in heaven is irrelevant. The description
of Yahweh as "God on high" (Mic. 6:6) does nothing to alter this observation.3o

To all appearances, later redactors had no desire to question this tendency toward a

secular theology: even in Mic. l:3, where a kind of theophany has been interpolated
that describes Yahweh as coming "out of his place" (which the reader schooled in form
criticism will naturally locate in heaven3l), the term "heaven" itself is avoided. Only
Yahweh's holy temple (palace) is mentioned explicitly as his "place," and in Micah's
time this temple stood on Mt. Zion.

A similar observation can be made with respect to the usage of the book of Amos -there is good reason for considering Amos, even more than Micah, a major exponent of
a theology that focuses primarily on God's justice. The book of Amos does not eschew
the word "heaven" entirely, and the redactors have assimilated the original message to
the views of later periods more clearly than in the case of Micah. It is nevertheless sur-
prising that in the nine chapters of the book there are only two mentions of ldmayim:
just one in a text generally ascribed to Amos himself (Am.9:2) and one in a hymnic ad-
dendum from the time of Josiah (9:6).tz Furthermore, the prophet does not use the
word positively or in theological speculation, but rather :uses ldmayim in parallel with
le'61 to describe the utmost limits of Yahweh's power and the ineluctability of
Yahweh's judgment. It was a later redaction, already fully under the influence of Dtr
theology, that amplified description of limits to locate Yahweh's dwelling place in
heaven.

Exactly the opposite situation obtains in the book of Daniel, in which - especially
in the Aramaic portions - "[s6ysn" is mentioned with surprising frequency. The 33

occurrences of the term here (5 of ldmayim, 28 of i"mayyd) are proportionally the
highest of any biblical book, making it roughly four times as frequent as the average
for the other books of the OT. The texts of Joel and Haggai (3 times each), Zephaniah
(2), and Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Malachi (l each) are too short for the fre-
quency of idmayim to be statistically significant. If we ignore these short books, the
Psalter, whose text is three times as long as that of Daniel, comes second, with only 74
occurrences (ca. O.4Vo of the text), and this despite the frequent appearance of the
"hymn" genre that would lead one to expect frequent use of idmayim. In third place

30. See I.3.a below.
31. T. H. Robinson, Die Zwdlf Kleinen Propheten. HAT lll4 C1964), 131; H. W. Wolff, Mi-

cah. CC (Eng. tr. 1990), 56.
32. H. W. Wolff, loel and Amos. Herm (Eng. t. 1977), lO7,ll2.
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comes the book of Deuteronomy, with 44 occurrences (ca. 0.3Vo of the text); here the
term is only about half as frequent as in Daniel.

If we do not limit ourselyes to the demarcations of the canon but treat Isa. 4G{6 as a

distinct book, its 23 occurrences (ca.0.37o of the text) place it before Deuteronomy. If we
follow such scholars as Duhm in treating Isa. 4G-55 alone as a separate unit, then Deutero-
Isaiah (18 times;O.4Vo of the text) comes second in the list, even before the Psalter.

Although the Psalter can hardly be dated since it probably comprises texts originat-
ing in very different periods, the purely statistical distribution of the term "heaven" al-
lows us llace a kind of development in its usage, especially since the next places in the
frequency list are all occupied by postexilic documents of the OT. Job uses idmayim 23
times, Ezra l.lses iamayim twice and iemayya'8 times, Nehemiah uses iamayim 14

times, and 2 Chronicles uses iamayim 29 times (Soggin erroneously counts only 2833).
Next comes Genesis, with 4l occurrences, a substantial portion of which belong to P
and should therefore be dated in the exilic or postexilic period.

The conclusion is clear: in the early period heaven clearly played only a minor role
in the thought of Israel. Only with Deuteronomy and the literature of the exilic period
(Deutero-Isaiah) did heaven become an important object of theological interest. In the
last book of the OT canon, it became virtually the focus of theological thought, where
it has remained to the present century - reinforced in Christian circles by Mt. 6:9.
Stade34 had triggered a debate over whether Israel viewed Yahweh from the beginning
as a god dwelling in heaven.35 Von Rad's concluding generalization "that heaven could
not be of central interest for the faith of Israel" in a sense brought this debate to an end
at a higher level of abstraction.36 His conclusion, however, must be qualified within the
framework of an evolutionary model.

3. Semantic Field. Hebrew (like most other Semitic languages) has no terms directly
synonymous with idmayim/i"mayya'. It does, however, have a wealth of terms used in
combination with "heaven," often in stereotyped expressions. We may distinguish
three major groups: (a) expressions used figuratively as a substitute for or in parallel
with "heaven," implicitly describing in greater detail the Israelites' understanding of
"heaven"; (b) expressions appearing in construct phrases with "heaven," describing
natural, cosmological, or religious phenomena or entities associated with heaven by
the Israelites; and (c) antonyms of "heaven," used together with "heaven" to denote the
cosmos as a whole or its utmost limits.37

a. Poetic texts in particular (2 5.22:l4,l7ltPs. 18:14,17113,16l; Jer. 5l:53; Ps. 73:8-
9;102:2Oll9):144:.5,7;148:l; Job 16:19) often use marbm, "heightls;,"e4 instead of

33. P. 1369.
34. B. Stade, Geschichte des Volkes Israels, I (Berlin, 1,88'7), 446.
35. See Eichrodt, 186-87; Fliigge.
36. P. 509.
37. J. Kra5ovec, Der Merismus im Biblisch-hebriiischen und Nordwestsemitischen. BietOr33

(t977), I t -25 and 25-26.
38. -+ Elll rfim "be high," with additional references.
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iamayim; cf. also Isa.24:18, where the phrase "windows of the heights" appears in-
stead of the usual "windows of heaven" (cf. Gen. '7:ll:' 8:2; 2 K. 1:2,19:, Mal. 3: l0).
This usage makes clear that Israel, too, located heaven high above the earth. Despite

the frequent luse of mar6m by itself in the sense of "heaven," it should not be called a

"synonym";3e this is clear from its use in many (other) passages where it refers to
earthly "heights." In other words, in concrete language it is used as a genuine abstract

noun, as its formation would also indicate; we are therefore not dealing with a "mean-

ing" in the lexical sense but with the rhetorical figure of "abstract for concrete."4o

Used relatively often in direct parallel with iamayim we find the cosmological term
-, ytP'l raqta', "firmament" - 9 times in P's creation account (Gen. l:6-20) and once

(in synonymous parallelism) in Ps. l9:2(l). The term "heaven" is probably also im-
plicit in Ps. 150: I and Dnl. 12:3, which speak of the raqta', but not in the case of Ezk.

l:22-26 and l0:1, which speak of an "expanse" over Yahweh's chariot throne.alThe
verbal root rq'qal, "stamp," from which the noun derives, is never used directly with
reference to "heaven." It is used instead inlsa.42:5;44:24; Ps. 136:6 with reference to

Yahweh's work in creating the earth; the parallel verbs used with reference to iamayim
are bara', nafi, and'aSA.

The third term deserving mention in this context is '"gttQd, a word that occurs only 4

times in the entire OT (the noun is derived from *'gd, "bind together"; its basic mean-

ing is "bundle"). Uniquely in Am. 9:6, as the context suggests, it means "vault (of
heaven),"42 the sense of interest here. (The LXX read 'aggaQd and translated accord-

ingly: epangelfa in the sense of "religious instruction," as though Amos had suddenly

shifted into Aramaic.) If the proposed meaning "vault" is correct and the use of the

word in Ex. 12:22 is also taken into account, we may conclude that the Israelites could
imagine the vault of heaven not only as a solid expanse (rdqta') but also as a kind of
thatched roof made of reeds covering the earth, after the manner of Sumerian houses

with their characteristic barrel-shaped roofs.
b. The most important words appearing in stereotyped phrases with "heaven" are

iemei, yareah, afi kbkdb (mazzal instead in 2 K. 23:5), i.e., the technical terms for
the sun, moon, and stars (or constellations of the zodiac) - cosmological phenomena

that most civilizations associate with the realm of heaven. Especially common (10

times) is the combination k6\!A haiiamayim. Except for this particular phrase, which
always refers to the natural phenomenon of the starry heavens, it is remarkable how

fluid is the OT transition from "cosmology" to "religion," domains that our modern
sensibility keeps strictly separate. Although P makes every effort to depotentiate sun,

moon, and stars to the status of m"'6ro!, "lights," Dtn/Dtr texts such as Dt. 4: 19; l7:3:
2K.17:16;21:3 (par.2Ch.33:3),5;23:4,5; Jer. 8:2; 19:13:'33:22, as well as Isa.34:4
(bis); 45:12; Zeph. l:5; Dnl. 8:10; Neh. 9:6 (bis), and even P itself (Gen. 2:l) speak

quite easily of these heavenly bodies as the sepa' haiiamayim, "host of heaven," or

39. Ct. HAL, r,633.
40. W. A. van der Weiden, VD 44 (1966) 43-52.
41. Contra Soggin, 1369.
42. HAL, r, 10.
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sePa' hammardm, "host of the heights" (Isa. 24:21), treating them as beings rather
than physical objects.

This conclusion is reinforced by the use of s"f;a' haiidmayim in 1 K. 22:19 (par.
2 Ch. 18:18), where the phrase clearly denotes beings that belong to Yahweh's heav-
enly court, as well as by Neh. 9:6, which speaks of the worship offered Yahweh by the
host of heaven, by the stereotyped Dtn/Dtr criticism of cultic worship of the s"pa'
haiiamayim, and indirectly by Jgs. 5:20, where "the stars from heaven" fight against
Sisera.

Other natural phenomena that the OT commonly speaks of in immediate conjunc-
tion with iamayim are spatially somewhat "lower." These includethe'd!tm,'gmntm
(usually singular), and i"hdqtm, "clouds," as well as their accompanying meteorologi-
cal phenomena: geiem and malar "rain"; r"ltptm, "showers"; ieleg, "snow"; tal,
"dew"; kpda "hoafirost"; bdrdQ, "hail"; bdrdq, "lightning"; and rfiah, "wind."

The birds that fly through the air are also associated stereotypically with "heaven."
The phrase '6p haiidmayirz occurs 38 times, '6p i"mayyd'once, sipp6r lamayim once,
and sippbr iemayya'twice. In short, more than half the occurrences of the Hebrew
lexeme for our word "bird" (.6p occurs 71 times in Hebrew and twice in Aramaic) and
three additional occurrences ofthe onomatopoetic noun ;ippbr add the word "heaven"
to describe the habitat of this genus.

Both these phenomena show that the term "heaven" in the OT can denote not only a
theological and cosmological region but also a region that is spatially nearer - in the
case of birds, the air above land and sea, for which Hebrew does not have a specific
lexeme. Not until Middle Hebrew do we find the Greek loanword'lil.N.43

c. The most important word used as an antonym to "heaven" is the noun 'eres

(Aram. 'arqa'or 'ar'd). We might limit our attention to the "pure" merism "heaven and
earth" or "earth and heaven," determined or anarthrous, or also include passages where
the lexemes "heaven" and "earth" are contrasted (e.g., I K.8:27) and qualified by other
nouns, but nevertheless have a clear semantic relationship (e.g., "the God of heaven
and the God of earth" [Gen. 24:3]; "a new heaven and a new earth" [Isa. 65: l7]), or ap-
pear separated for stylistic reasons by verbs or other elements in a parallel structure
(e.g., Prov. 3: l9), or even add "other" semantic combinations of the two terms, such as

sequences like "heaven - earth - water under the earth" (e.g., Ex.20:4/lDt.5:8) and
"heaven - earth - ssa" (e.g., Ex. 20:.ll), or go so far as to include semantic combina-
tions that are not clearly marked on the discourse level, such as the passages in the
plague narrative where Moses stretches out his hand or staff toward heaven, after
which something takes place on the earth (in Egypt) (Ex. 9:8,22,23; lO:21,22). De-
pending on our decision, there are between 34 and 180 explicit instances of this con-
trast between heaven and earth. In other words, in some 4O7o of all cases, the OT au-
thors are not content to use the simple lexeme, but - intentionally or not - clarify
their meaning by adding the antonymic term "earth" (always 'eres, rreyer aSdmA).

There are two other antonyms to iamayim: tehbm, "deep" (Gen. 49:25; Dt. 33:13;

43. T. W. Rosmarin, IBL 5l (1932) 7l-72.
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Ps. lO7:26; cf. Gen. 7:ll;8:2; Prov. 8:27), and i"6l (Am.9:2; Ps. 139:8; Job 1l:8; cf.
Isa. 14: I l-12,13-15). The terms idjeh and yam$ appears only in extended sequences

like "birds of heaven - animals of the f,reld" or "birds of heaven - fish of the sea" and

may be ignored in this context; the usage of the combinations in which they occur will
be discussed later in this article.

II. OT.
l. Cosmology. Taking as our starting point the terms discussed in I.3 above, we can

characterize the cosmology of the OT, or more precisely the role of heaven in the cos-

mology of ancient Israel, with relative ease. It must be noted, however, that the OT it-
self, apart from P's primal history and - within limits - Job 38-39, never attempts to
summarize such a "cosmology" systematically. All we can attempt is a modern system-

atization based on the observed conceptuality.
The antonyms and parallels cited above demonstrate in the first instance that the

cosmological notions of ancient Israel differed little from what we know of the cosmol-
ogy of other ancient Near Eastern civilizations. The cosmos, in this view, consists of
the distinct domains, one above the other: heaven, earth, and netherworld. The concrete

instantiation of this three-story universe - at its simplest - involves at least two al-
most irreconcilable variants. Elements of both, however, occasionally appear in combi-
nation, most clearly in the (late?) postexilic Ps. 14845 and the Chronicler.a6 In this
sense, the oft-repeated warning against a final reconstruction of "the" OT cosmos - as

developed by Pedersen,4T is more than justified.a8

a. The "classic" cosmology, originating in its fundamentals in Mesopotamia,4e is

summarized formulaically inBx.2O:4llDt. 5:8 and took on quasi-canonical authority
through the influence of Gen. l In it, heaven is a solid vault (Ps. l9:2|D, which keeps

the waters of chaos above and beside it from invading the cosmos (Gen. l:6-8; Ps.

148:4). To it are attached as lights the sun, moon, and stars (Gen. 1:14-17).It has open-

ings through which the waters of chaos can once more invade the world during the de-

luge (Gen.7:ll;8:2; cf. Isa.24:18, which speaks of "openings of the heights"; 2 K.
7:2,1191, which Hertzberg erroneously mentions in the same breath,so has to do with
hatches that Yahweh could make in heaven: there is no mention of any cloudburst). Ac-
cording to 2 S. 22:8 and Job 26:ll, this enormous bell-shaped firmament rests on a
foundation (pillars, analogous to the i.iid.iamE of the Babylonians), as do the earth (Ps.

75:4131;104:5; Job 9:6 [cf. 2 5.22:8; Jer.3l:37: Job 38:6]) and the mountains (Ps.

18:8[7]).

44. M. l. Dahood, RSn 1,356-57, no. 555.
45. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6U150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 563.
46. Weinberg, 221, who nevertheless finds a clear predominance of the "dwelling place"

model.
47. Pedersen, ILC, l-il,453-96.
48. L. Ktjhler, OT Theology (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1957), 152.
49. See the Babylonian world map in Seybold, 178.
50. H. W. Hertzberg, RGG3, VI, 1615.
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Since in this view heaven defines the outermost limit of the cosmos, some texts use
the phrase q'sZh haiiamayim, "end(s) of heaven," instead of "end(s) of the earth"
(which is also found: Dt. 28:64; Jer. 10:13 = 5l: l6; Ps. 135:7; lob 28:24) when they
want to describe the outermost limits of human habitation. For example, Dt. 30:4 and
Neh. l:9 declare that Yahweh will gather Israel even if the people are scattered to the
end of heaven. In Dt. 4:32 repetition of the phrase emphasizes the extent of creation; in
Isa. l3:5 it is used to describe the homeland of the most distant nations that Yahweh
summons to punish Babylon. Drawing on general knowledge of the earth's geography,
other texts speak of the four ends (NRSV "quarters") of heaven 

- equivalent to the
four winds or the points of the compass - to describe the extent of the inhabited world
(Jer. 49:36). In similar contexrs Zec.2;10(6); Dnl. 7:2;8:8; l1:4 speak of the four
"winds of heaven," which even appear personihed in the form of chariots inZec.6:5.

According to Job 26:13, the primary function of the wind -the rAah of Gen. l:2 -was to sweep heaven clean during the act of creation, in strict analogy to the Babylo-
nian myth. The course of the sun, too, is delimited by the ends of heaven (Ps. l9:7[6]

- here also plural). Therefore the sun moves through the midst of heaven, where it
even stood still during the battle at Gibeon (Josh. l0:13). The same cosmology is also
presupposed in Dt. 4:1 l, during the revelation at Horeb, where flames blaze up to the
"heart" (= center) ofheaven; inJob22:14, where God walks along the edge ofheaven;
and finally in Jer. 3l:37, in a simile contesting the ability of anyone to measure heaven
above or explore the foundations of the earth.

In the midst of this three-story cosmos, according to this cosmology, stands the
earth - i.e., the dry land and the sea, that portion of the waters of chaos "tamed"
within the cosmos to play a positive role for the creatures inhabiting it (Gen. l:9-10).
Beneath the earth lies the t'h6m, the primal ocean (v. 7), which also surrounds every-
thing (vv. 9ff.), so that the cosmos is represented as neither more nor less than a "water-
tight chamber" amid the waters of chaos, delimited by heaven and earth. This under-
standing implies the notion that the meteorological phenomenon of rain is also
associated closely with the primal ocean, as well as springs on the surface of the earth:
the openings in heaven and these springs link the cosmos with the primal ocean (cf.
Gen. 8:2, where the fountains ofthe deep and the openings ofheaven are closed, bring-
ing an end of the rain from above and the incursion of water from below).

Thus the waters of chaos outside the cosmos can have a positive function, if only
they do not invade the cosmos in an uncontrolled flood. This positive role is illustrated
by Mal. 3:10, the only passage that speaks of the openings built into heaven in a posi-
tive sense, as well as by such passages as Gen. 49:25 and Dt. 33:l3.sl The latter texts,
from the Blessing of Jacob and the Blessing of Moses, speak of the blessings/gifts of
the heaven above the tehbm "that lies beneath," presumably the growth of vegetation
promoted by rain and springs.

If a desire for systematization should lead one to include i"'61 in this picture, it
would be located beneath the earth but probably above the primal ocean, not in or be-

51. See BHS,
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neath the waters of chaos, as some assume, without citing specific evidence but proba-

bly utilizing Job 26:5-6, which is anything but clear.s2 The systematic presentations in
Gen. 1 and Job 38-39 do not mention i"'61; "its position in the structure of the universe

and in relation to the other parts of the world is unclear."s3

Clearly the ancient Israelites themselves never defined the relationshipbetween t"hbm

and i"61, not did they attempt to reconcile the different cosmologies in which these two

terms originate.Ezk.3l:15, the only passage where both even appear in the same context,

does not reflect on their spatial relationship. Job 38: l6- 17 does speak of t"h6m alongside

the "gates of death" (which might be a substitute for "gates of i"61"), but without locating

either precisely. Hertzberg cites Am. 9:2-3 along with Jon. 2:3-4(2'3) (where i"'61 is

probably used figuratively) as evidence that ie'61 is associated with "the depths of the

sea"'54 but here .I"61 is used antonymically to "heaven," while "the bottom of the sea" -
only the bottom of the "tamed" portion of the primal ocean, not the unlimited t"h6mitself

- appears in antithetical parallelism with the top of Carmel, together illustrating the

scope of Yahweh's sway. In short, Am. 9:2-3 deals first with the cosmos as a whole, here

defined by its extreme limits, iamayim and i"'61; then it focuses on the earth as the por-

tion of the cosmos set aside for human life, with its ultimate height and depth symbolized

by the expressions "top of Carmel" and "bottom of the sea."5s

Michel thinks instead of a highly specialized "duality" within what is ultimately the

same tripartite cosmos.56 According to him, the waters of chaos and i''61 simply repre-

sent two different "approaches" to one and the same phenomenon, the "netherworld."
What determines the choice of one term or the other is whether the approach is "cos-

mogonic" or "functional": if the former, the passage \ses tehbm, the "primal ocean"; if
the latter, ie'61, the "dwelling place of the dead." An analogous relationship links the

apparently irreconcilable notions of "heaven" as both firmament and the dwelling
place of God: depending on whether the argument of the text is cosmogonic or func-

tional, heaven appears as raqta' or as a three-dimensional "world above." According to
Michel, the same cosmology lies behind both. How his thesis might be reconciled with
the functional role of raqia'in Gen. I Michel does not explain 

-'tss5rnsg6nic" 
and

"functional" are not true antonyms. Neither does he discuss Am. 9:6, where the notion

that Yahweh has built his "upper chambers" in heaven stands side by side with the

statement that he has grounded the vault of heaven upon the earth.57

b. In all likelihood most texts that view heaven as the dwelling place of the deity or

speak of i"'61 rather than t"h6m reflect a different cosmology (earlier? originally
Canaanite?), which can be reconstructed from texts such as Isa. 14 12-15;38: 10-20;

Ezk.32:17-32;Ps. 1397-10; Job ll:7-10. In it (as in Gen. 2),the idea of a primal

52.8.g., G. Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion (Eng. tr. Nashville, 1972), l8O: Land and

McDannell, 19.

53. Seybold, 184.

54.Hertzberg, RGG3, VI, 1616.
55.O.Keel, SymbolismoftheBiblicalWorld(Eng.tr. l978,repr.WinonaLake, 1997),23.
56. D. Michel, BHHW lll,2162.
57. See I.3.a above.
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ocean plays no role. Here iamayim and ie'61represent the outermost limits of the uni-
verse (as also in Job 1l:8). In other words, all that is found beneath the earth is the
realm of the dead, which can be thought of as analogous to a great city (e.g., Isa.

38:10). Heaven, above the earth, is not a solid vault holding back the waters ofchaos,
but an extensive space (insofar as it is not conceived purely abstractly in the late period
as the sphere of God's sway, virtually identical with Yahweh). According to the
Canaanite myth incorporated into Isa. 14:13, it is actually nothing other than the moun-
tain of God in the far north. As Yahweh's dwelling place or the site of his palace (Ps.

I 1:4), heaven is normally inaccessible to mortals; in the case of Elijah, however, it can
be reached with a chariot of fte (2 K.2:1,11). These texts rule out any possibility of
envisioning the heavenly palace of the deity as being surrounded by water. Most of the
other comparable texts also lack any allusion to such a situation.

Two texts (Ps. 29 and 104) presuppose a close relationship between the dwelling
place of Yahweh and the primal ocean. By scholarly consensus they both, at least at the
core, characteristically originate outside Israel and thus represent a secondary aggrega-
tion of traditional elements (the same is true of the singular statement in Am. 9:6;
there, however, the original text spoke only of the "upper chambers" built in heaven by
Yahweh, and the mention of the sea is a secondary addition based on 5:8bs8). Ps. 29 is
generally thought to be a hymn to Baal modified to refer to Yahweh, into which ele-
ments of the El tradition have also been incorporated.se Ps. 104, however, is usually
connected traditio-historically with the Sun Hymn of Akhenaton, with the possibility
of Canaanite hymns as intermediaries.6o Ultimately only v. 3 is clearly relevant: it
speaks of Yahweh's "chambers" above the waters, in parallel with "heaven."

Ps. 29:10, by contrast, is linguistically much too difficult to be used as evidence for
the cosmology of the psalmist, as is often done. The last word has not been spoken con-
cerning the use of /" before mabbfil: the argument of Begrich cited by many more re-
cent scholars in support ofthe translation "Yahweh sits enthroned over the flood" is not
convincing, for the parallels he cites would have Yahweh sitting upon the flood (a

meaning also suggested by the frequently cited Ugaritic instances of yib \er Further-
more, it is methodologically dubious to base far-reaching hypotheses on a hapax
legomenon, which mabbitl is in the sense of "flood." Finally, Ps. 29 contains no explicit
reference to heaven. Possibly Yahweh's dwelling place is located there analogously to
that of El (not Baal)02 at the site of "the two rivers";63 but it can hardly be identified
with the dwelling place of the Mesopotamian god Ea.s

58. Wolff, Joel and Amos, 334-43; see also I.3.a above.
59. E.g., J. Jeremias, Der Kdnigtum Gottes in den Psalmen. FRI-A.NT l4l (1987),29-41.
60. 8.g., Krats, Psalms 6U150,298-99.
61. J. Begrich, GSAT. ThB 2l (1964),49.
62. E. Otto, lrl 30 (1980) 327; contra J. Jeremias.
63. KTU 1.3,y, 5-7.
64. As claimed by H. Gese, in Gese, M. Htifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionem Altsyriens,

Altarabiens und der Mandtier RM lol2 (1970), 98-99; see the survey in O. Loretz, Ugarit und
die Bibel (Darmstadt, l99O), 66-67.
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In any case, the generalization of K6hler (accepted by many others) that the OT lo-
cated heaven "above the earth but beneath the firmament" is incorrect with respect to
the combination of the two variant cosmologies.6s It is also contradicted by Ezk. l:22-
23, should it be true that the raqia' there involves an allusion to the heavenly firma-
ment.66 Whoever thinks it possible or necessary to systematize all the OT statements

about heaven must locate heaven as Yahweh's dwelling place above the primal ocean,

with the firmament of heaven beneath it, and beneath that heaven as the air above the

earth.
In this variant of the three-story universe, heaven as a rule is simply the realm of the

deity, just as the earth is the realm of the living and i"'61 the realm of the dead. There
are thus many texts that simply speak of heaven as the "dwelling place" of Yahweh,
without any reference to the primal ocean. They call heaven them"qbm (l K.8:30//
2 Ch.6:21) or m"ft6n (l K.8:39,43,49/12 Ch.6:30,33,39; Ps. 33:13-14) of Yahweh's
dwelling, or the me'6n of his holiness (Dt. 26: 15; 2 Ch. 3O:27), from which he hears the
prayers of the Israelites or sees those who dwell on earth (Ps. 33:13-14) and from
which he blesses Israel (Dt. 26:15). The same notion can also be articulated in concrete

imagery, as when Ps. 11:4 and 103:19 say that Yahweh has (established) his throne in
heaven (cf. also Ps. 33: l3 and Job 26:5-14, the latter a difficult text in which the notion
of God's heavenly dwelling place appears in combination with the Mesopotamian cos-

mology). In the case of Ps. 103, we also find the notion that heaven is infinitely high
above the earth (v. 11, in the context of a simile).

In the late period heaven as a whole can be looked upon as Yahweh's throne and the

earth as his footstool (Isa.66:l). We also find the almost naive idea that Yahweh's
heavenly palace has storerooms holding rain (Dt. 28:12), snow and hail (Job 38:22),
and wind (Jer. l0:13 = 51:16; cf. Ps. 33:7; 135:7).In the latter instances, the notion of a
storehouse is more figurative and is integrated into a more extensive description of me-

teorological phenomena from the perspective of the "classic" cosmology. Another
combination of the dwelling place idea with the "classical" cosmology is found inZec.
6: 1, where it is usually assumed that the two mountains represent the gate of heaven,

although the word "heaven" is not present.6T

Somewhat ambiguous are certain texts in Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the

temple (l K.8:32,34,36,45; passed over above) in which "heaven" follows the stereo-

typed petition "may you hear" without the normal prepositional or appositional qualifi-
cation. This construction is grammatically possible, but appears odd in light of the

theological weight of the text. That there is a problem here is shown by the text of
Chronicles, which inserts a min in each case.68 Possibly the Dtr author identified
Yahweh with his dwelling place, so that alongside passages that refer to heaven as the

dwelling place of Yahweh he consciously placed others that in a sense use "heaven" as

65. Kt hler, OT Theology, 152.
66. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979), 122; but see I.3.a above.
67. Von Rad, 508; W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharja l-8 - Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT

xilu4 (1976), r23.
68. See below.
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a term of address for Yahweh - a substitution that later became general practice, after
the Jews shifted from Hebrew to Aramaic (Dnl.4:2312616e) and in rabbinic Judaism.To

In the late period, therefore, it is not surprising to find Yahweh called the "King" or
"Lord" of heaven (Dnl. 4:34[37); 5:23). The latter title would hardly have been imagin-
able in the early period: the expression ba'al iamayim would have brought to mind im-
mediately the Baalshamem of the Canaanites.Tl But (earlier?) poetic texts can also
state simply that Yahweh dwells in heaven (Ps.2:4: 123:l) or that our God (Ps. 115:3)
is Yahweh (Job 16:19) or (a) God (Ps.73:25; Eccl.5:1[2]; Lam.3:41; Dnl.2:28) in
heaven - language understood as referring to his absolute ascendancy (Ps. 115:3;
even more clearly in Isa. 55:9, where the distance of the earth from heaven symbolizes
the distance of humans from God). No mortal can ascend so high (Prov. 30:4). On the
other hand, Yahweh can "bow" heaven, i.e., bring his heavenly power to the aid of mor-
tals, and come down from heaven (2 S. 22:lO = Ps. 18:10[9]; Ps. 144:5; cf. Gen.
I l:5,7). Ps. I 15:l6 therefore argues that "heaven is Yahweh's heaven, but the earth he
has given to human beings."

Yahweh therefore acts in heaven: he thunders (from) there (1 S. 2:10; 25.22:l4llPs.
18:14[3]), there (and on earth) he works signs and wonders (Joel3:312:301; Dnl.
6:28[27D, there he rides (upon the clouds, from time immemorial) (Dt. 33:26; Ps.

68:34[33]; cf. Ps. 104:3b - leaving aside the question whether the expression "ancient
heaven" in Ps. 68:34[33] is identical in meaning with "eternal heaven"72). Other activi-
ties of Yahweh or his angels, as when he calls from heaven, tacitly presuppose that he

dwells in heaven (Gen.2l:17 22:ll,15; cf. Dnl.4:28[31]). The same is true when
Yahweh or God speaks from heaven (Ex.2O:22: Neh. 9:13), answers (Ps. 20:7[6]; with
f,rre in I Ch.2l:26; cf. I K. l8:38), looks down (Isa.63:15;Ps.l4:2:33:13; 53:3[2];
80:15[14]; lo2:2Oll9l; Lam. 3:50), hears (Neh. 9:27,28;2 Ch. 6:23,25,27,7230,35;
7:14), makes his voice heard (Dt.4:36; Ps. 76:9[8]), or makes his word go forth (Isa.

55:10-ll).
Therefore human beings turn toward heaven (Dt. 4:19; I K.8:22,54112 Ch.6:13;

32:20) or look up to heaven (Dnl. 4:31[34]) when they want to reach the deity, although
they can never reach God by their own power (Job 35:5). In I S. 5: 12 and 2 Ch. 28:9,
human cries rise up to heaven almost automatically. In a similar vein Deutero-Isaiah
calls on his hearers to lift up their eyes to heaven (Isa. 5l:6) - albeit what they are to
see includes both positively the salvation and deliverance without end that comes from
Yahweh above and negatively the passing away ofheaven and earth, so that they are to

69. J. A. Montgomery Daniel. ICC (1927),242.
70. Jastrow, 1595.
71. W. F. Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan (Garden City, 1968), 198-203:' H. w. w.

Drijvers, Ba'al Shamtn, De Heer van de Hemel (Assen, l97l); Gese, Religionem, 182-89 and
passim; W. R<illig, WbMyth,Ul,273; Eissfeldt; KAI 4.3;264.III.18. Cf. also the Old South
Arabic tribal god of the 'amir {u-samawr probably related to Baalshamem; see M. Hrifner,
Religionem, 250-54, 300-301, 376.

72. As assumedby HAL, II, 1561.
73. See 8115.
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look at the earth as well. Not basically different are Ex. 9:22,23; lO:21,22;Dnl. l2:7,
where Moses and the man clothed in linen lift their hands to heaven. This gesture

makes immediate contact with the deity, whether God acts on earth through the agency

of the extended hand or the hand lifted to swear an oath symbolically represents the im-
mediate contact of the speaker with God. The latter notion is realized almost

hypertrophically in Dt. 32:40,where Yahweh himself lifts his hand to heaven to swear.

Attributes of Yahweh are also localized in heaven or act from heaven. Yahweh's

sword has drunk its fill in heaven (Isa. 34:5), his ddldr is firmly fixed in heaven (Ps.

l19:89), his hesej is in heaven (Ps. 36:6[5]), his righteousness looks down from
heaven (Ps. 85: l2[11]). Fire comes down from heaven (2 Ch. 7:l) and a voice comes

from heaven (Dnl. 4:28[31]); the psalmist prays that God will send from heaven (Ps.

57.4t3)) his steadfast love and faithfulness, which are established there (Ps. 89:3[2]).
Remarkably in this context, the splendor of Israel (as God's own people?) is also local-

ized in heaven, whence Yahweh has thrown it down to earth in anger (Lam. 2:l), al-

though this language is probably figurative.
It is therefore almost reminiscent of NT incarnation theology when, in contrast to all

these statements, Dt. 30:12 car, say of Yahweh's commandment (miswA) that what

characterizes it is the fact that it is not in heaven: Israel does not need to ask, "Who will
go up to heaven for us, and get it for us so that we may hear it and observe it?"

In conjunction with the notion of heaven as Yahweh's dwelling place, we must also

examine Jgs. 13:20, where the mal'ak-yhwh ascends to heaven in the flame of
Manoah's burnt offering, and Gen.28:12,17, where Jacob sees a ladder going up to
heaven on which angels of God are ascending and descending; seeing this ladder, he

realizes that he must have spent the night before the gate of heaven (i.e., the gate of the

heavenly palace). Ps.78:23 probably belongs here as well; it says that Yahweh opened

the doors of heaven and rained manna down from the clouds, language that implies the

notion of a building. Probably also relevant is Jgs. 5:4//Ps. 68:9(8), which says in the

context of a theophany that the earth quaked and heaven poured down water when

Yahweh went forth.
In the story of the tower of Babel, however, it is not immediately clear whether the

people build their tower to storm Yahweh's heaven (or heavenly palace) or merely seek

to extend their power to the utmost limit of the cosmos (Gen. 1 l:4). Yahweh's reaction

makes the latter assumption more likely. A similar image lies behind Job 20:6 (al-

though here the action is limited to the wicked), Dt. 1:28 and 9: l, which speak of cities
"fortified up to heaven," and Dnl. 4:8,17,19(l1,20,22), where Nebuchadnezzar sees the

tree that represents him growing until its top reaches heaven. Jer. 5l:53 uses similar
language of Babylon in a contrary-to-fact mode - 

probably in deliberate contrast to

the statement in v. 9 that Babylon's judgment has reached up to heaven, even to the

clouds (cf.Ezr.9:6, which describes Israel's iniquities in the same terms). The same

image occurs again in Ps. 73:9, which describes verbal attacks of the wicked against

heaven (= God?).
The Song of Deborah says rather naively (using figurative language) that the stars of

heaven fought against Sisera (Jgs. 5:20); but it is not just early texts that betray an

awareness that heaven is not reserved to Yahweh alone: for example, Jeremiah
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polemicizes repeatedly against the cult of the "queen of heaven" (Jer. 7:18;
44:17,18,19,25'S.t+ 6 whole series of texts speak of the countless (Jer.33:22) "host of
heaven," which attend Yahweh (l K.22:l9ll2 Ch. 18:18; Neh. 9:6) or praise him from
heaven (Ps. 148:1-2 - the subsequent text [w. 3-4] makes clear that this "host" in-
cludes sun, moon, and stars, and indeed the "heavens of heaven"); they were created by
God/Yahweh (Gen. 2:l; Isa.45:'12; Ps. 33:6; Neh. 9:6) and therefore can also pass
away ([sa. 34:4). The heavenly host have their own independent existence but are not
Yahweh's equals (cf. Job 15:15, where the pregnant expression "heaven" refers not to
God but to the heavenly beingsTs): he can do what he wills with the host of heaven
(Dnl. 4:32[35]).

That Israel retained such polytheistic notions well into the late period is shown by
the stereotyped Dtn/Dtr and prophetic attacks on the cult of the host of heaven (Dt.
4:19;17:3 [= 11QT 55:18]; 2K. 17:16:'21:3,5/12 Ch. 33:3,5; 2K.23:5; Jer. 8:2; 19: 13;
Zeph. l:5). They spare only Josiah, who commanded that the vessels for the cult of the
host of heaven, including Baal and Asherah, be burned (2K.23:4; cf. Ex. 20.4ltDt.5iB,
where not only images of the astral gods but also images of creatures on or under the
earth appear as a potential threat to the monolatry demanded by YahwehT6). The de-
mand in Jer. l0:2 not to be dismayed at the "signs" of heaven as the giyim are clearly
recalls the astral gods of the Babylonians.

One text even describes an earthly ruler - the "horn" of Dnl. 8:10-l l - as growing
high as the host of heaven and defeating some of this host: the easy transition to ideas
from Greek mythology is obvious.TT

Finally, Isa. 14:12-15 must also be viewed against this background. Here the king of
Babylon is likened to Helel ben Shachaf8 of Canaanite mythology,Te fallen from
heaven. He sought to achieve divine power by setting up his throne in heaven above the
stars of El, thus making himself the equal of (El) Elyon - but was instead brought
down to.ie'6l.

The dream of Nebuchadnezzar (Dnl.4:10,20t13,231), by contrast, speaks positively
of a watcher, a single member of the host of heaven, who is commissioned by Yahweh to
descend from heaven to cut down the enormous tree that symbolizes King Nebuchad-
nezzar in his dream. This watcher and the "son of man" figure coming with the clouds of
heaven (7: 13) - however disputed the interpretation of the latter still may be80 - are in
any case among the positively qualified figures of the heavenly sphere.

Once Israel had localized the actual domain of its God more upon the earth, the no-
tion that Yahweh dwells in heaven came to appear in combination with this earlier

74.l.T.Mllik, Bibl48 (1967) 557-64; M. Weinfeld, UF 4 (1972) 133-54.
75. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KATXYI(1963),271.
76. See I.3.b above.
77. R. Bartelmts, Heroentum in Israel und seiner Ilmwelt. ATANT 65 (1979).
78. --s aF.Ei iahar
79. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997),62-68.
80. See von Rad,508-9; O. Pkiger, Daniel. KAf XVm (1965), l2l-22; R. Marlow, CBQ28

(1966) 20-30.
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theologoumenon in the formulaic expression "in heaven and on earth," which undoubt-
edly represents an OT precursor of the later doctrine of divine omnipresence - the
merism stands, as it were, for "everywhere." It is expanded in Dt. 4:39 and Josh. 2:11:
"Yahweh (your God) is God in heaven above and on earth below," and again in I K.
8:23112 Ch. 6: 14, here clothed in the form of a negative existential proposition: "There
is no God like you, in heaven or on earth," and as an abbreviated question inD|3:24
(cf. Ps. 113:6). According to Ps. 148:13, it is God's glory that is above earth and
heaven. Once each we also find - anticipating the doctrine of omnipotence - the par-
allelism "Are you not God in heaven and ruler over all the kingdoms of the nations?"
(2 Ch.20:6), the statement that everything in heaven and on earth belongs to Yahweh
(l Ch. 29:ll), and the predication "Whatever he pleases he does, in heaven and on
earth, in the seas and all deeps" (Ps. 135:6), almost pedantically including the entire
cosmos.

Ps. 139:8 goes even further: the psalmist starts from the assumption that Yahweh's
sway extends from heaven to l"'61. The same idea is expressed in such ejaculations as

"Be exalted, O God, above heaven, let your glory be over all the earth" (57:.6,1215,111:

108:6[5]) - further heightened in both psalms by the association of God's attributes
"steadfast love and faithfulness" with heaven and the clouds (57:11[10]; 108:5[4]:
"higher than"; cf. also 1 13:4 with respect to Yahweh's kabbfi. In the light of such lan-
guage, it is theologically consistent for 89: I 2( I I ) to take the further step and declare,
"Heaven is yours, the earth also is yours," and for Dt. 10:14 to say, "Heaven and the
heaven of heavens, the earth with all that is in it, belong to Yahweh, your God." Note
also how the dwelling-place language in Solomon's prayer of dedication cited above
(l K. 8) is relativized in advance by the statement "The heaven of heavens cannot con-
tain you" (v.27112 Ch. 6:18; cf. also 2 Ch. 2:5[6]).et

The idea that Yahweh dwells in heaven probably made it easy for Israel to borrow
the Aramaic formula zlah i"mayyd'("God of heaven"), which reflects the religious
background of the Persian Empire, as a substitute for the divine name (Dnl.
2:18,19,37,44;Ezr. 5:12;6:9,10; 7:12,21,2J;ez Hebrew: Neh. 1:4; 2:4,20; once [Ezr.
5:11] in the expanded form "God of heaven and earth"). This change was also helped
by the fact that some passages (Ps. 115:16; Lam. 3:66) had previously treated heaven
as Yahweh's proper domain (Ps. I 15:16; Lam. 3:66).43 To guarantee that the phrase re-
fers to no other god than Yahweh, at the beginning of the books of Ezra (l:2) and
Nehemiah (1:5) and at the end of Chronicles (2 Ch. 36:23), it is placed (in Hebrew
translation) in explicit apposition to the name of the Jewish God. It appears similarly in
Ps. 136:26 at the end of a thanksgiving liturgy praising Yahweh's acts of deliverance
and, probably with apologetic intent, in Jon. 1:9. It also occurs in Gen. 24:7 and - in
the expanded form "Yahweh, the God of heaven and earth" - in Gen. 24:3, i.e., in a
narrative relatively earlier than the other texts.

81. On the elative formation see I.l above.
82. See also AP 30.2, etc.
83. Eissfeldt,27-31.
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Mention of this last passage in conjunction with Jon. l:9 also signals a transition to
the second great thematic complex in which the term "heaven" appears to be redun-
dant, namely, the creation texts. In his words to the sailors, Jonah not only confesses
Yahweh as the "God of heaven" but also describes him (alluding to Gen. I ?) as the one
"who made the sea and the dry land."

2. Heaven and Creation The reference to Jon. 1:9 confronts us with a critical
religio-historical problem. Observant Jews and Christians familiar with Gen. I and the
first article of the Creed usually do not see its seriousness immediately. The verse in Jo-
nah describes Yahweh as creator of the earth, but not of heaven. In the background
probably stands the fact that the Canaanite religion knew Baal as the "lord" of heaven,
but did not speak of a creator of heaven or of the cosmos.S4 Rendtorff has discussed this
situation in detail in his analysis of the summary title '€l 'elydn qdn€h iamayim
wa ares.o)

The early stages of Yahwism borrowed features of the Canaanite high god El as well
as of Baal, albeit not simultaneously nor in equal measure.86 The religion of El was
probably the source ofthe notion that Yahweh created the earth, as can be shown from
the widely attested title'l qn(h) 7,s87 and the name Elkunirsha, already known to the
Hittites.ss From the Baal cult came the view of Yahweh as the "lord of heaven," al-
though the actual title was eschewed initially.8e The idea that heaven was created as a

firmament above the earth to contain the waters of chaos and that one and the same

God created heaven and earth, i.e., the cosmos, most likely did not carry the day until
Israel became more deeply knowledgeable about Mesopotamian cosmogony - proba-
bly not until the exilic period.

The influence of Egyptian ideas concerning the creation of the world (e.g., a myth
recorded in Ramesside papyri in which Re refers to himself as creator of heaven and
eartheO) may be assessed as relatively minor, for texts that contain more than formulaic
expressions like "creator of heaven and earth" always enshrine the Mesopotamian cos-
mology. It is not out of the question, howeveq that Canaanite and Egyptian ideas co-
alesced, at least in clearly composite formulas like Gen. 14:19,22, the more so since
ancient Jerusalem cult traditions may lie behind Gen. l4.el In the early period, further-
more, Jerusalem lay well within the Egyptian sphere of influence. As a consequence,
formulas that speak ofthe creation ofheaven and earth, etc., are helpful for dating texts
only when the cosmology behind them is recognizable.

84. Contra J. C. de Moor, "El, the Creator," in G. Rendsburg et al., eds., Bible World. FS C. H.
Gordon (New York, 1980), 171-87; idem, Nisaba l6 (1987) 15 n. 81.

85. Rendtorff, GSAT 172-87, disputing F. M. Cross, HTR 55 (1962) 225-59.
86. For a summary of recent discussion, see Loretz, Ugarit und die Bibel, 152-59.
87. E.g., KAI 26A.lll.18-19.
88. H. Ouen, MIO,I (1953), 125-50.
89. See II.l above.
90. H. Brunner, in W. Beyerlin, ed., Near Eastern Religious Texts Relating to the OT. OTL

(Eng. tr. 1978),5-6.
91. E. Blum, Die Komposition der Vritergeschichte. WMANT 57 (1984), 461-64 n. 5.
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A thorough survey of the passages in which heaven appears as the object of God's
creative act largely confirms this thesis. It is noteworthy that a simple statement of the
type "Yahweh,/God created heaven" appears only 3 times (actually only twice, since
one instance involves identical texts): Ps. 96:5 = 1Ch. 16:26 and Ps. 33:6 (in the latter
expanded by the addition of the "host of heaven") - i.e., in late texts.e2 In Ps. 96:5 =
I Ch. 16:26, furthermore, the statement clearly has a polemical and apologetic pur-
pose: "The other gods are ciphers, but Yahweh made heaven."

In all other texts having to do with the creation process, "heaven" appears in parallel
with other (logical) objects, most frequently "earth." Sometimes the text uses the
"pure" merism "heaven and earth" (16 times) or "earth and heaven" (once, in Gen.
2:4b, introducing the "Yahwistic" [?] creation story in which only the earth plays a
role - 

"heaven" seems to have been added here only to make v. 4b parallel with v. 4a).
other texts construct the two objects with different verbs (14 times), use alongside
"heaven" an object other than "earth" (3 times), or expand the sequence by adding fur-
ther elements for the sake of completeness ( I I times). In the first two cases and in the
sequences aiming at completeness, we have already noted that the focus is usually not
on the specific individual elements such as "heaven" and "earth": the merism or se-
quence stands for "everything," the totality of the cosmos.

We may note in this context that such sequences meant to comprehend "everything"
never mention i"'61 - evidence supporting the assumption that, as a rule, creation texts
and formulas presuppose "classical" Mesopotamian cosmology. In the latter, teh6m
certainly appears (cf. Gen. l:2), albeit never as something created, but always as some-
thing already present at the act of creation. Only once, moreover, does heaven as
Yahweh's dwelling place appear in the sequence of works of creation (Ps. 104:2 -clearly a hybrid of different traditionse3) 

- further evidence that creation accounts are
associated primarily with the concrete heaven of "classical" Mesopotamian cosmol-
ogy. The OT authors clearly had some sense that ultimately the heaven in which
Yahweh/God dwells, heaven as the sphere of divine power virtually identical with the
deity, must by its very nature be as agdnnEtos as the deity.

The verbal roots (including their derivatives) referring to the creation of heaven are:
-+ N"lf bdrd', "create" (Gen. l:l;2:4a;lsa. 42:5:45: l8; 65:17), + nDU tupah, "spread
our"(Isa.48:13),-+'IDrydsaQ, "establish"(Ps.89:12ull),-+l]: kfinpoletandhiphil,
"make firm" (Prov. 3:19; 8:27), -+ ir): kdld, "finish" (Gen. 2:t), -+ ilEJ ndtd, "spread
out" (Isa. 40:22:42:5;44:24;45:12;51:13,16sa ler. lO:12 = 51:15; Zec. l2:l;Ps.
104:2;Job 9:8), -+ i'Uy 'dfla (Aram.1)9 '"!a{\, "make" (Gen.2:4b;8x.20:11,31:17:
2 K. 19:15 = Isa. 37:16; Usa.44:24);Isa.66:22; Jer. 10:ll;32:17; Ps. 8:4[3]; 33:6;
102:26[25); I l5:15; l2l:2; 124:8; 134:3; 136:4; 146:6;2 Ch.2:11), -+ ;i]i2 qand, "cre-
ate" (Gen. 14:19,22), and -+ l)n mlan piel, "mark off' (Isa. 40:12). About half of all
these texts involve 'dSA Ql times)lala{ (once); almost all - the only exceptions being

92. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59. CC (Eng. tr. 1988), 375; idem, Psalms 60-150, 251-52.
93. See II.l above.
94. See BI1S.
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in Gen. l:l-2:4 and Job 9:8 - have or presuppose Yahweh as the logical subject. Jer.

10:11 is only apparently an exception: there we find the statement, "The gods who did
not make heaven and earth must perish from the earth and from under heaven"; but it is
negative and stands in contrast to the positive statement inv. 12, where Yahweh is the

subject.
It is also noteworthy that the active participle of the verb selected appears in a dis-

proportionately large number of these passages (20), in mosf cases in apposition with
Yahweh, who is thus qualified formulaically as "maker" or "creator" of heaven and

earth or "extender" of heaven (also "establisher/shaper/maker" of the earth, etc.). In
addition, most verbal clauses that mention the creation of "heaven and earth," etc., are

of formulaic brevity. This language can hardly be interpreted otherwise than as sum-

marizing the belief learned from Deutero-Isaiah and P's creation account: the most ex-

tensive arguments and narratives dealing with creation appear in these two sources,

while those formulaic summaries that can be dated with some assurance (Ex. 20:11;
3l:17; Zec. 12:1 ; Neh. 9:6; 2 Ch. 2:ll) are later. This observation permits us to draw
conclusions concerning the remaining formulaic constructions (including Ps. 115:15;

l2l:2; 124:8; 134:3; 136:5; also Ps. 8:4[3] and 102:26125)).os Only in the case of Gen.

14:19,22;Ps. 104l-2; Job 9:8; Prov. 8:27 is it not impossible that earlier traditions, pos-

sibly reflecting Egyptian ideas, may have been incorporated. Otherwise all the state-

ments that Yahweh/God made or created "heaven and earth" point to the exilic or
postexilic period and presuppose the Mesopotamian idea of heaven - except for Gen.

l:l-2:4, where the formula that God created (bArd' qal) heaven and earth (= every-
thing) and the statement that heaven and earth were created (bdrd'niphal) bracket the

text. The Mesopotamian cosmology is especially clear in Deutero-Isaiah's use of natd:
the heaven that can be stretched out like a curtain over the earth (Isa. 40:22), the firma-
ment to which the sun, moon, and stars are attached as lights (Gen. l:15,17) - these

are not the heaven where Yahweh dwells.
The latter, furthermore, is not a heaven brought into being by an act of generation,

as one might expect at first glance from the tdl"d6! formula at the end of P's creation
account (Gen.2:4a). The placement of this formula after the account of God's creative
words and acts - in Hebrew texts what has already been said always constrains what
follows - it is clear that P deliberately wanted to exclude this idea, current among Is-
rael's neighbors. In addition, of course, the formula establishes a link with the subse-

quent genealogies in Genesis.
Finally, both major sources containing universal statements about creation share

(among other things) a clear polemical and apologetic purpose for saying that
Yahweh/God made heaven and earth. This statement attacks the claims of the reli-
gion of the Babylonian conquerors. Although the Babylonians have won a political
victory, it is Yahweh - not Marduk - who made everything; Yahweh alone, there-
fore, is responsible for the present and future fate of his people, indeed of the whole

95. See W. Richter, in L. Scheffcyzk et al., eds., Wahrheit und Verkundigung. FS M. Schmaus,
I (Paderborn, 1967), l7 5-212, for a thorough discussion of the problem of formulaic summaries.
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world. It is he who has set his glory in heaven in the form of sun, moon, and stars
(Ps. 8:2,4[1,3]).

In the other texts where heaven is the object of Yahweh's action (or the subject in
passive constructions), it is not always clear what notion of heaven is presupposed; fre-
quently, though, it is the Mesopotamian cosmology or a combination of the two
cosmologies already discussed.e6 The former is certainly the case in Lev. 26:19, where
Yahweh threatens to make heaven like iron over Israel and the earth like copper (cf. Dt.
28:23) if Israel departs from his ways. The same is true in passages like Isa. 13:13;
Hag. 2:6,21 (cf. also Joel 2:10; 4:1613: 16l), which speak of the shaking of heaven and
earth on the day of Yahweh - to which is added in Isa. 13 and Joel the notion that the
heavenly bodies will lose their light (Isa. l3: l0; Joel 2: l0; 4: l5[3: l5]). It is particularly
true for Jer. 4:23, where the prophet sees the earth waste and void and the heavens
darkened, which means nothing less than a reversal of the act of creation in Gen. l. It is
almost equally true in Isa.51:6 and34:4: the former says that heaven and earth will
pass away, along with those who live in them; the latter says that the host of heaven
will vanish and heaven will be rolled up like a scroll. In Ezk. 32:7-8 the prophet an-
nounces that, after the death of Pharaoh, Yahweh will cover heaven, make its stars

dark, cover the sun with a cloud, and prevent the moon from giving its light. In Isa.

50:3 Yahweh declares that as a sign of his power he will clothe heaven with blackness
and shroud it in mourning. These two passages probably also belong here.

Clearly most of these passages 
- above all Jer. 4:23 - reflect the idea that the

created world is temporally finite. It therefore makes sense to find in Dt. ll:21;Ps.
89:30(29); Job l4:12e7 statements that express the duration of the present age in
terms of the "days" or "duration" of heaven (cf. "days of the earth" in Gen. 8:22).
This language leads easily to the idea that Yahweh will one day create a new heaven
and a new earth (Isa. 65:17;66:22). That Dt. 11:21 and Ps. 89:30(29) speak of
heaven as "the essence of [relative] durability" is not a contradiction.es The contexts
concern finite situations that are normally impermanent: the speakers wish that the
people of Israel and the Davidic line may endure as long as the days of heaven. It is
therefore clear that Gen. 9:1 l, which is often misunderstood as guaranteeing the un-
altered continuance of this cosmos for all time under the Noachian covenant, is to be
taken - at least in the framework of a biblical theology, and probably already in the
framework of P - only in its literal sense: another deluge is precluded, but not an
end of this world. The text was also understood in this sense in later Judaism
(Mekilta on Ex. 2o:2).oo

We have postulated a fundamental difference between "heaven" as a created entity,
as in the Mesopotamian cosmology, and "heaven" as the dwelling place or domain of
the deity. The historical evidence not only suggests but requires this distinction, even
though the texts themselves are not always totally consistent in maintaining it. Here we

96. See II.l above.
97. Cf . KAI 266.3.
98. Soggin, 1371.
99. H. S. Horovitz and I. A. R.abin, Mechilta d'Rabbi Ismael (Jerusalem, 1960),221
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disagree completely with Westermann,loo who disputes this very point: for the OT, the
notion that heaven is "simply something created" is a petitio principii that generalizes

the theology of P.

The situation is less clear with respect to the background cosmology in the texts that
speak of Yahweh's shutting or opening of heaven in order to withhold or send rain (Dt.
ll:17; 28:12; 1 K. 8:35 = 2 Ch. 6:26; 2 Ch. 7:13 - expanded apologetically in Jer.

14:22). At least Dt. 28i12 (cf. Ps. 78:23) presupposes the notion of a heavenly store-
house rather than openings in heaven (or should the text be understood against the
background of Ps. 33:7, where the storehouse contains the t"hdm6!?). That the opening
or even rending of heaven refers primarily to heaven as God's dwelling place is shown
by Ezk. l:1 and Isa. 63:19(64:l), even though it is not impossible that the latter text al-
ludes to the raqta'conception.l0l And when prophets say that Yahweh or his praise fills
heaven and earth, they probably are thinking of his dwelling place.

Quite peculiar (albeit not unparalleled), however, is the notion of heaven and earth
as personally acting subjects. In Ps. 50:4, for example, Yahweh summons heaven and
earth to judgment upon his people 

- obviously because (as is articulated more clearly
inDt.4:26i 30:19; 3l:28) they are to appear as witnesses against Israel.r02 Similar lan-
guage, with other verbs, is used in Isa. l:2 and Job 20:27 with reference to the wicked,
while in Dt.32:l it is Moses who calls on heaven and earth to hear - in this case a pos-

itive message. The same idea is presupposed in Jer. 2:12, where heaven is called upon
to be appalled at the sin of Israel; in Jer. 4:28, where earth and heaven mourn Yahweh's
punitive judgment; and in Hos. 2:23-24(21-22), where the prophet even establishes an
"information chain": "On that day I will answer, says Yahweh, I will answer heaven,
and it [LXX heaven] shall answer the earth, and the earth shall answer grain, wine, and
oil, and they shall answer Jezreel." Certainly the series in Hosea is meant figuratively.
But behind it lie ancient polytheistic notions, as we see from an Aramaic inscription
from Sefire (ca. 750 n.c.r.) that lists a lengthy series of witness, beginning with El and
Elyan, followed by heaven and earth, then the depths of the sea, springs, day, and
night.l03 This notion probably goes back to the invocation of gods in ancient Near East-
ern treaties (esp. Hittite).to+

Heaven also appears as an active subject in several of the Psalms, Deutero-Isaiah,
and Jeremiah. In the Psalter "the heavens" declare God's glory Gs. 19:2[]) or righ-
teousness (50:6; 97:6); heaven (and earth) are to praise Yahweh (89:6[5]; [69:35]; cf.
148:4) or rejoice (96: I llll Ch. 16:31). In Deutero-Isaiah they are called on to sing with
joy to celebrate the mighty acts of Yahweh (lsa. 44:23;49:13) and are commanded,
"Shower, O heavens, from above, and let the skies rain down righteousness; let the

100. C. Westermann, Genesis l-l 1. CC (Eng. tr. 1984), I19, in disagreement with G. Gloege,
RGG3,ilt,332.

101. Soggin, 1370, citing F. Lentzen-Deis, Bibl 50 (1969) 301-27.
102. J. A. Fitzmyer, Aramaic Inscriptions of Seftre. BietOr 19 (1967), 13-14, 38.
lO3. KAI 222A.11,16; 2228.7 ; Recue il d' archiologie orientale, 203-4.
lGl. G. E. Mendenhall, Law and Covenant in Israel and the Ancient Near East (Pittsburgh,

1955),34; H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. tr. l99l), 9-10.
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earth open and bring forth salvation, and let it cause righteousness to sprout up also"
(45:8). Jeremiah even says that heaven and earth will shout forjoy over the destruction
of Babylon (Jer. 51 :48). It is impossible in each instance to determine whether and to
what extent heaven and earth are conceived as real persons, or whether we are dealing
with figurative usage, a further development of the polytheistic tendencies previously

ns1sd.10s

In a context similar to Isa. 45:8, heaven appears as a gralrlmatical object in Ps.

147:8, which says that Yahweh covers heaven with clouds and prepares rain for the

earth. This passage also provides a kind of bridge to the use of the term in something
like the modern sense of "sky."

3. The Heavens. This heaven is as "clear" as a sapphire (Ex. 24:10).It seems un-
likety that this text refers to cultic purity;1ffi it likens heaven to a gemstone rather than

treating it as the dwelling place of God. That sun, moon, and stars stand or shine in the

"heavens" or "sky" is a common image from the time of the OT down to the present

(cf. Dt.4:19). Here idmayim is simply synonymous with what lies above when per-

ceived from the perspective of the earth. This is quite clear from the stereotyped ex-

pression "the stars of heaven,"l07 used - without any reference to a particular cosmol-

ogy - to suggest inconceivably large numbers. It appears in the Pentateuch's promises

of increase (Gen. l5:5; 22:17;26:4; Ex. 32:13) as well as in texts that cite the fulf,tll-
ment of these promises (Dt. l:10; 10:22; Neh. 9:23; I Ch. 27:23) or (potentially) re-

scind them (Dt.28:62). Other texts such as Nah. 3:16, however, also use this simile, in
one case (ler. 33:22) substituting "the host of heaven."l08

Those who gaze atthe stars - astrologers - divide the heavens into specific zones
(Isa. 47:13).r@ To observe heavenly phenomena, one must look iamaymd, "heaven-

ward, up." In Job 22:12 this activity helps the viewer perceive the greatness of God; but
the ordinances of the heavens (astronomical laws) are ultimately concealed from mor-
tals (Job 38:33); cf. Jer. 33:25-26, where the ordinances governing the course of the

heavenly bodies parallel the promises concerning Jacob and David.
The expression "heavenward, into the air" without mention of specific phenomena

appears in Ex.9:8,10; Josh. 8:20;Jgs. 20:40; Ps.lO7:26;Job2:12, where it is largely
desemanticized, meaning simply "up(ward)." Whether Moses and Aaron throw the

soot into the air to bring it closer to Yahweh is not stated by Ex. 9:8,10; neither is it
clear in lob 2:12 whether the ritual of throwing dust on one's head has anything to do

with God. Elsewhere such a theological implication is largely out of the question; for
smoke (Josh. 8:20) and flames (Jgs. 20:40) rise "heavenward" in accordance with the

105. See ILl.b above.
106. Soggin, 1371.
107. See I.3.b above.
108. See II.l above.
109. HAL, 1,237, contra HAL, II, 156l; J. Blau, W 7 (1957) 183-84; H.-P. Miiller,

"Mantische Weisheit und Apokalyptlki' Congress Volume: Uppsala 1971. SW 22 (1972),273,
who translate hbr as "worship."
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laws of physics, and Ps. 107:26 uses the expression in figurative hyperbole to describe
the waves of the sea. In Prov. 25:3 the "heavens" simply suggest height; the merism
"the heavens and the earth" describes the uttermost limits of human perception.

That the use of idmayim in conjunction with meteorological phenomena generally
presupposes this last understanding of the word is obvious, whether the text speaks of
the "dew of heaven" (Gen. 27:28,39; Dt. 33:13,28:' Zec. 8:12; Dnl. 4:12,20,22,30
115,23,25,331;5:21; negated: Hag. l:10), rain and snow (Isa. 55;10), or rain (clouds)
(Dt. ll:11; 2 S. 2l:lo; I K. 18;45; Jer. 10:13 = 5l:16; Ps.78:23; 147:8; Job 38:37),
frost (Job 38:29), or wind (Ps. 78:26). Of course this meaning does nor rule out the pos-
sibility that God is the author of these natural phenomena, as is suggested by the obser-
vation that the active subject or (indirect) addressee is usually Yahweh. The latter ob-
servation is true particularly in those cases where objects "rain" (i.e., fall) from heaven
that are not usually present there, e.g., "bread from heaven" or manna (and flesh) (Ex.
l6:4; Ps. 78:24-28; Neh. 9: l5; similarly Ps. 105:40), sulfur and fire (Gen. 19:24),pow-
der and dust (Dt. 28:24), stones (Josh. 10: I 1), fire (2 K. l:lo,l2,l4; Job l: l6), or even
righteousness (Isa. 45:8). The statement that Yahweh makes the thunder - his voice

- resound under the whole heaven (Job 37:3) completes our catalog of texts referring
to meteorological and related phenomena.

This brings us to the common idiom (mit)tahalhaiidmayim (Aram. teh61 iemayyd),
"under heaven," in which the catchword "heaven" usually refers to the region above the
earth. Apart from the P texts, it is usually impossible to determine whether the texts in
question think of heaven as rdqta'or as the dwelling place of God. When the waters
under heaven are gathered together in one place, when the flood is to destroy all flesh
from under the heavens, and when all the high mountains under the whole heaven are
covered with water (Gen. I :9; 6:17; 7:19), the author is clearly drawing on the raqta'
idea. The situation is different, however, when Yahweh announces that the remem-
brance of Amalek will be utterly blotted out from under heaven (Ex. l7 :14; Dt. 25 19),
when the names of foreign kings and nations, and Israelite renegades as well, will be
blotted out from under heaven (Dt.7:24;9:14;29:19), whereas the name of Israel will
be preserved (2 K. 14:27), and when foreign gods or Israel's enemies are to be de-
stroyed (Josh. l0: I l; Lam. 3:66) or dread and fear of Israel come upon all the peoples
under heaven (Dt. 2:25): here "under heaven" means simply the whole earth. This is
true especially when ftol is inserted between the preposition and the noun, as when the
text speaks of all peoples or kingdoms everywhere under heaven (Dt. 4: 19; Dnl.7:27)
or something that has never before been done under the whole heaven (Dnl. 9:12), or
when the construction appears in conjunction with the notion of God's omniscience or
claim to sole authority (Job 28:24;41:3). Qoheleth employs the idiom in the same way
(but without kdl) when speaking of human life or purposes (Eccl. 2:3; 3:l; possibly
also l:13, if the text is not emendedll0).

On the other hand, the merism "in heaven above and on the earth beneath" stands
for the entire cosmos, as we see from its use in Dt. 4:39; Josh. 2:11; I K. 8:23 - al-

ll0. See 81Ll,' see I.2 above.
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ways in conjunction with Yahweh's claim to omnipotence - and its expanded form
(with "in the water under the earth") in the prohibition of images, where we recognize

once more the "classic" cosmology (Ex.Zo:4llDt. 5:8).
The atmosphere, the region between heaven and earth (in the narrower sense), is re-

ferred to in constructions where the prep. bAn, "between," appears in conjunction with
heaven and earth. Natural or supernatural phenomena may be involved. Absalom is left
hanging "in the air" with his hair caught in a tree; in this predicament he is easily "dis-

posed ofl' by Joab (2 S. l8:9). Angels, however, have ready access to this domain,

where they can move freely or even stand without incurring harm (Zec.5:9; I Ch.

2l:16). When seized by such an angel or by the rfrah, a mortal like the prophet Ezekiel

can also experience the sensation of flight without danger (Ezk. 8:3), a form of move-

ment otherwise restricted to the "birds of the air" (Gen. l:20; cf. Prov. 23:5, where

riches are compared to a flying eagle).

The "birds of the air" appear frequently in onomastica associated with creation ac-

counts, where they generally stand in opposition to such expressions as the "beasts of
the field," the "creatures of earth," and "cattle," or "fish in the sea," "creeping things,"

or even "human beings." The most comprehensive list of this sort occurs characteristi-

cally in the introduction to P's "dominion command" and in the command itself (Gen.

l:26,28). Shorter series appear in Gen. l:30 (P) and2:19,20 (commonly assigned to J),

as well as in Ps. 8:9(8) and lO4 12. Here too belong the corresponding series when cre-

ation is threatened by the flood (Gen. 6:7; 7:23) and delivered from the flood (Gen.

7 :2-3; 9:2), as well as the passages where the existence of the natural world is imper-

iled by God's punitive judgment (Jer. 4:25:9:9[ l0]; Ezk.38:20; Hos. 4:3; Zeph. l:3) or

Yahweh makes a new covenant with his creatures following such judgment (Hos.

2:20[ l8]).
Striking in its length is the series in the prohibition of images in Dt.4:16-18. The

content of this series is quite similar to the creation account in Gen. I (man 
- woman

- animals upon the earth - birds that fly in the air - things that creep on the ground

- fish in the water under the earth; note, however, that this text substitutes sippdr for
'6p and a relative clause for the construct phrase). It is reasonable to assume that this

text represents as complete as possible a catalog of the living beings created by God, so

that the concerns reflected in the apologetic polemic of Gen. 1 are restated here in the

form of a commandment. Also closely related to the theology of creation are the series

in the book of Job where this expression occurs (Job 12:7-8; 28:21;35 l l). What Gen.

1-2 presents in narrative dress and Dt. 4: 16- l8 clothes in the form of a commandment

is here used argumentatively in connection with the problem of theodicy.
Also related, if only distantly, is the merism "beasts of the field" and "birds of the

air" in Dnl. 2:38; the point of the text is that Nebuchadnezzar has been granted power

over all created beings by the hand of the king of heaven.

In the context of wisdom argumentation, individual species of birds are cited

paradigmatically, e.g., the eagle and the heron in the sky. In the numerical proverb

Prov. 30:19, the way of the eagle in the sky is joined with the way of the snake on the

rock, the way of a ship on the high seas, and the way of a man with a girl: all represent

the incomprehensible. In Jer. 8:7 the innate behavior of various species of birds is con-
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trasted with the perverse behavior of Israel in turning aside from Yahweh. The eagle in
the heavens appears again in Lam. 4:19 as a proverbially swift creature.

The meaning of Eccl. 10:20 is obscure: the birds of the air appear here as a kind of
"secret service" informing the powerful. Possibly the text represents a sarcastic allu-
sion to the mantic practice of augury; it is unnecessary to think immediately of the
cranes of Ibycus. The image of Yahweh as a fowler in Hos. 7:12 is less sapiential than
visual; it is not impossible, however, that the text is likening the EphraimitesAsraelites
to airborne birds: their hubris has robbed them of the firm ground of reality under their
feet.

The last and largest group of texts using the phrase "birds of the air" comprises
those that speak of being left as prey for the birds of the air (and the animals or beasts

of the field). This usage presumably reflects the general experience in the Near East
that colpses ofthe slain are devoured as carrion (cf. 2 S. 2l:10). Only once does this
topos appear in a communal lament describing something that has already taken place
(Ps.79:2). All other occurrences are in threats or predictions, mostly of Dtr origin.

Several subgroups can be distinguished. In I K. l4:ll; 16:4; 2l:24, the prophet's
threat culminates in the statement that the members of Jeroboam's/Baasha's/Ahab's
family who die in the city will be eaten by dogs, while those who die in the open coun-
try will be eaten by the birds of the air. The other Dtr passages simply make the general

statement that the corpses of the Israelites will be food for every bird of the air and
beast of the field (Dt. 28:26llJer. 7 :33; Jer. l5.3; 16:4; l9:7 ; 34:20). Contrariwise, Ezk.
29:5 uses the topos in an oracle against Egypt. Its original setting, however, was proba-
bly the verbal abuse preceding a fight between champions, as illustrated by the words
exchanged by David and Goliath (l S. 17:44,4S;.ttt

An attenuated form of this topos, finally, may be incorporated into the image of the
gigantic trees to which Pharaoh is likened in Ezk. 3l and Nebuchadnezzar in Dnl. 4. As
a kind of intermediate stage, the immediate context in Ezekiel also uses the image of a
crocodile thrown on the ground, on which the birds of the air will settle and with which
the beasts of the field will gorge themselves (Ezk.32:4). The destructive connotations
of the topos are still clear in 3l:13, whereas in 3l:6 and Dnl. 4:9,18(12,21) the birds of
the air and beasts of the field simply make use of the tree, to which they pose no threat.

Ofcourse this traditio-historical reconstruction ofhow the topos developed belongs
to the realm of speculation, but the purely secular usage of "heavens/sky" in all these
passages is beyond question.

III. Usage Outside the OT.
l. lXX. In translating idmayim/i"mayyd', the LXX consistently uses ourands or oc-

casionally, in psalms and hymns outside the Psalter as well as in late writings without
an equivalent in the MT, the plural of the same lexeme, previously rare in Greek. Ac-
cording to Traub, the use of the plural in the former case does not represent a slavishly
precise imitation of the Semitic plurale tantum iamayim/i"mayyd', blut is due to the

I I l. Bartelmus, Heroentum, 134.
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"plerophory of hymnic and doxological style." Its appearance in the late texts, he be-

lieves, can be traced to "the notion of a plurality of heavens which came from the Ori-
ent, along with the associated speculations."ll2

When one compares the LXX with the MT (using the Theod. text of Daniel), in only
9 passages is iamayim/i"mayya' not represented by the corresponding Greek term
ouran6s: Dt. 7:24; Jer. 33(40):22,25; 5l(28):48; Job 2:12; 22:12; Prov. 23:5; 30:19;
Eccl.2;3;DnL 4:23(26) (which uses the semantically equivalent adj. fep-)ourdnios in-
stead of the noun). (This list does not take into account other ms. variants such as

ourdnios in Dt. 28: 12 LXXA.) Even if the so-called LXX text of the book of Daniel is
used, the additional variation from the MT is slight (Dnl. 2:18,19; 6:28; also Dnl. zt-5,

where the LXX displays a relatively independent text, in which the term "heaven" oc-

curs more often than in the MT [20 times instead of 16]).

If we observe that in the case of the Jeremiah passages the LXX text is shorter than

the MT (in Jer. 33[40], vv. 14-26 of the MT are lacking, and in ch. 5l [28], vv. 45-48),
and that in Job 22:12 and Dnl. 6:28 the LXX has a different text, we can say that the

LXX clearly considered iamayim/i"mayya' and ouran6s (ouranot) to be identical
terms. Three (or five) of the remaining five (or eight) variants represent rationalizing
"paraphrases" (Dt.1:24; Prov. 23:5; 30: l9; Dnl. 2:18,19), which do not challenge the

identity of the two terms. In Eccl.2:3 the translator appears to have inserted (by mis-
take?) the phrase "under the sun," which in this context is redundant and almost seman-

tically equivalent.l 13 The variation in Job 2:12 may be due to ignorance on the part of
the Greek-speaking community concerning the ancient Near Eastern practice of throw-
ing dust into the air (and thus upon one's head) as a sign of sympathetic grief.

But this survey is far from including all the instances of ourands in the LXX. In no
fewer than 46 passages (again taking the Theod. text of Daniel), the LXX has intro-
duced the term "heaven" into the existing Hebrew text; in addition, there are 18 pas-

sages where other terms than iamayim/iemayyd' are represented by ouran6s, and one

where a different term is represented by epourdnios. In examining the distribution of
iamayim/i"mayyA',114 we have already observed the tendency of heaven to play an in-
creasingly central role in the course of Israel's religious history. The evidence of the

LXX clearly confirms this observation.
The observation that other terms than iamayim./i"ma1,ya'can be represented by

ourands (epourdnios) does not contradict our earlier conclusion that we may assume

the semantic identity of the two terms. Indeed, it confirms what we have already noted
concerning the lexical fieldl15 and usagel16 of "heaven" in the biblicaltext: ouran6s
represents marbm in Isa. 24:18,21, raqta'in Dnl. l2:3, and iahaq in Ps. 89:38(88:37).
In this context we must also take into account such expressions as hehd hyp(6)
ouran6n (ourandn), for which the groundwork is already laid in the MT by Eccl. l:13;

12. P. 510-ll.
13. See I.2 above; also BIIS on Eccl. l:13.
14. See I.2 above.
15. See I.3 above.
16. See II.l.b and II.3 above.
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2:3;3:l; lob 28:24;37:3;41:3(ll). They can now be employed redundantly as syn-
onyms for 'eres (Job 2:2; 9:6; l8:4; 38:18,24,33; 42:15; plus 4 instances in interpola-
tions: Est. 4:17 c; Job l:6,7; 9:13), hfts61 Qob 5tl0), Ebel (Job 34:13; Prov. 8:26), or
t"hbm (Prov.8:28; cf. Job 9:13, indicating the dwelling place of the sea monster).
Finally, in Isa. 14:13 and Job 22:26 ouran6s represents '?l/'"l6ah, and in Ps.

68:15(67:14); 91(90):1, iadday is translated ho epourdnios/ho the6s toi ouranoil.
Traub asserts that in this last variant and in the additions to the MT we see mani-

fested "the OT belief that God, as Creator of heaven and Ruler of heaven, is linked with
heaven."llT This claim is plausible with respect to God as sovereign, but is unlikely
with respect to God as creator. In any case the identification of 'El/'"l6ah and ouran6s
clearly accords with the personal usage of "heaven" in Dnl. 4123(26))ts it precludes
any association with heaven as pafi of God's creation. The same is true of similar pas-
sages in the LXX books that do not appear in the MT: heaven is called "lawgiver"
(2 Mc. 3: l5), Heliodorus is told that he has been flogged by heaven (3:34), the third of
the seven brothers to be martyred thanks heaven for giving him his bodily parts (7:11),
the eldest of the brothers calls Antiochus IV "the enemy of heavenly righteousness"
(4 Mc. 9: l5), and the fifth brother foretells "the vengeance of heavenly righteousness"
upon Antiochus (11:3). Finally, the Jews avow that their ancestors "sinned against the
Lord of Israel, the heavenly one" ( I Esd. 6: 14; the parallel text in 2 Esd. 5: I 2 reads in-
stead the6s toti ouranoil).

In addition, I Maccabees uses "heaven" almost as a synonym for "God": 3:19 de-
clares that strength comes from heaven; in 3:50; 4:lO,4O; 5:31;9:46 (3 Mc. 6: l7), the
oppressed Jews cry aloud to heaven; in 3:60 Judas Maccabeus appeals to the will in
heaven; in 4:24,55 (2 Mc. 15:34) heaven is praised for showing mercy and bestowing
prosperity; according to 12:15; 16:3 (2 Mc. 8:20; l5:8; cf. also 3 Mc. 4:21 5:50;6:30),
help comes from heaven alone. In 2 Maccabees, finally, we read that the seven mar-
tyred brothers are children of heaven (7:34: cf . 4 Mc. l7:5, where they are likened to
the stars of heaven and promised a dwelling place in heaven together with their mother;
3 Mc. 6:28, where all Jews are called children of heaven). We also read that the judg-
ment of heaven hovers over Antiochus (9:4), who for his part places his hope (vainly)
in heaven (9:20); the Jews can advance fearlessly against Lysias because they have "an
ally from heaven" (11:10).

Behind most of the other texts in the books of Maccabees where ourands (ourdnios)
appears, we may recognize the notion of heaven as God's dwelling place in its original
form, before it underwent further theological development;2Mc.3:39 and 3 NIc.2:15
refer to heaven explicitly as God's dwelling place. In the latter passage, we even find
the elative ourands turt ouranoil, modeled after such texts as Dt. 10:14: this locus of
God is inaccessible to mortals. In 3 Mc. 6:18 the gates of heaven are opened so that two
angels sent by God can come to the aid of the Jews. People raise their arms heavenward
to address God or God's heavenly host in prayer (2Mc.3:20: 14:34 15:21;3 Mc. 5:25;

l17. P.510.
I18. See the discussion of I K. 8:32,34,36,45 in II.l.b above.
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4 Mc. 4:11), but prayers rise up to heaven almost of themselves (3 Mc. 5:9). Similarly,
Eleazar looks heavenward at his martyrdom (4 Mc. 6:6). It is common knowledge that

Elijah was taken up into heaven (to God) (1 Mc. 2:58) and that Yahweh rained fire
down from heaven (2Mc.2:lO cf .Lev.9:24 [without the word "heaven"]; 2 Ch.7:l).
The author of 2 Maccabees remembers the appearances from heaven that came to those

who fought faithfully on behalf of Judaism (2 Mc. 2:21: cf . DnL 6:28[27]) and relates

how five figures on horseback appeared from heaven to the enemies of the Jews (2 Mc.
10:29).Insofar as 2 Mc.9:10 alludes to Isa. 14:13-15, it conveys the notion that the

heavenly realm is the realm of God.

On the other hand, only a single text in the books of Maccabees says that God made

heaven (and earth) (2Mc.7:28).The merism and the context suggest that the author is

thinking less of heaven in the sense of the Mesopotamian cosmology than of God's

having made everything (including human beings) out of nothing; the subsequent

words of the mother of the seven martyr brothers to her youngest son suggest as much.

Finalty, there is one instance of the expression "under heaven" as a synonym of "earth"
(2 Mc.2: l8) and one of the turn of phrase that calls on heaven and earth as witnesses

(l N{.c.2:37).
The books of the LXX have 46 passages, also represented in the MT, where ourands

appears without a Hebrew equivalent. Most of these texts are consonant with our previ-

ous observations.l le Only rarely is there a mention of heaven as something created, in
the sense of the Mesopotamian cosmology incorporated into such texts as Gen. 1 and

Deutero-Isaiah. We frnd ouran6s in contexts that speak of phenomena traditionally as-

sociatedwithheavenortheheavens-birds(Gen.40:17,19; Isa. l8:6;Ezk.34:5; Hos.

2:l4ll2); Ps.50[49]:11; cf.3 Kgdms. 12:24,where the LXX has inserted the text of
I K. 14:ll), clouds (Job 7:9), winds (Ezk.37:9),or the sun (3 Kgdms.8:53a;relying
on idiosyncratic translations and emendations, Albright interprets this text as an apolo-

getic reflex of Phoenician notions: the worshiper expresses the conviction that Yahweh

is to be placed above Baal Shamem and Baal Zaphon).tz0
Appropriate expressions :using ouran6s are also inserted when smoke or f,tre rises up

(Josh. 8:21; Dt. 9:15), when Moses lifts his hand or staff (Ex. 9:29; l0:13), when Elijah
calls on Yahweh (1 K. 18:36) or a supplicant's eyes look up to Yahweh (Isa. 38:14),

when God calls down (Ex. l9:3 LXXB; in MT and LXXA'R, Yahweh calls from the

mountain - a mitigation of the more extreme anthropomorphism of the original), or

when fire comes down (1 K. 18:38). It is noteworthy that the ground is prepared for
most of these additions by the appearance of an appropriate verb or by the mention of
heaven in the immediate context; i.e., generally the LXX merely expands the text for
the sake for clarity.

This observation holds true also and especially for the additions in Gen. l:9; Dt.

30:4; Jgs. 13:20; Isa. 13:10; Ezk.32:7 (LXX^);Hos.2:23(21); Ps. 19(18):6(5); Dnl.
8:10 (Theod.); Neh. 1:9, which only repeat explicitly or develop further something al-

1 19. See II.1.b and II.3 above.
120. W. F. Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan (Garden City, 1968), 201.
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ready said. It probably holds true also for 2 Ch. 6:23 (LXXB) and Ps. 115:3 (l 13: I l;
LXXS), where the repetition of ouran6s could well be a copyist's eror occasioned by
vv. 18 and 16(24) respectively but is quite in accord with the text. In Dnl. 9:3-4
GXXA), too, the expansion "God 'of heaven"' probably represents assimilation to the
context, despite the fact that the passage is relatively distant from2:18-44, the original
locus of the expression. The same is true of the addition in 3:17, which probably de-
rives from 2:28, as well as for Dt. 8:19, where the invocation of heaven and earth as
witnesses (instead of Moses [MT]) probably represents an interpolation from Dt.4:26;
30:19:31:28.

The situation differs in the case of Hos. l3:4, which the translator clearly took as a
quotation from Ex. 2O:2-3 (probably the reverse of the historical situationr2l) and
therefore expanded in the sense of Ex. 20: l1 by borrowing from Deutero-Isaiah (Isa.
45:12;48:13) and Neh. 9:6: Yahweh not only brought Israel out ofEgypt, bur also cre-
ated heaven and earth and all the host of heaven. The situation is probably similar in
Isa. 5:30 and 8:21, where the expansion of the earthly perspective of the MT to include
heaven is probably due to the translator's intelpretation of the affliction as the day of
Yahweh and accordingly expanded the text with appropriate topoi from Isa. 13:10; Jer.
4:23; etc.In 5:30 the addition was probably also occasioned by the l"md'h of the MT.
In Dt. 5: 14 (LXXB) and32:43, too, we are dealing with quotations from formally com-
parable texts that expand the message of the text: the translator or copyist has added
material from the Decalog in Ex. 20: I I to the first passage and from Ps. 96: I I = I Ch.
l6:31 to the second.

The situation is just the opposite in the Prayer of Mordecai, which the LXX inserts
following Est.4:17 (a total of 24 verses). Here, in a list of Yahweh's mighty acts, v. l7c
refers to the creation ofheaven and earth and every wonderful thing under heaven. In
comparison to the MT, where there is no instance of iamayim (ouran6s) in Esthel,l2z
the theological profile of this short book has shifted considerably.

Finally, besides these additions to books of the Hebrew canon, we must discuss at
least briefly the occurrences of ouran1s in the additional extracanonical material found
in the LXX. Except for the books of Maccabees, we have mentioned these documents
only in passing. They contain I 15 (additions to Daniel according to Theod.) or I 14 (ad-
ditions to Daniel according to the "LXX") instances of the noun, together with 10 of
theadj. (ep-)ourdniosandoneof theadv. ouran6then("fromheaven":4Mc.4:l0).All
told, the LXX uses ourands 626 or 625 times; if we include the derivatives, there are
637 (636) occurrences, with 49 of the plural. (Traub finds 667 occurrences, including
5l of the plural, clearly counting both the Theod. and "LXX" occurrences instead of
treating them as parallel traditions.;t2:

This (relatively) large number of occurrences of "heaven" in the LXX documents of
early Judaism confirms our earlier religio-historical conclusion,l24 based on the minor

121. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXlyll (1983), 163.
122. See I.2 above.
123. Pp.509-10.
124. See I.2 above.
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additions to the documents in the MT of the Hebrew canon: heaven plays an increas-

ingly central role in Jewish theological thought in the late OT period and in the

intertestamental period.
The most extensive corpus of documents from this period, 1-4 Maccabees, contains

roughly half of all the occulrences of "heaven" (47 of ouran6s, lO of lep-)ourdnios/
ouran6then). We have already discussed this material, concluding that in these books

heaven is usually viewed as the dwelling place of the deity, in accordance with

Canaanite cosmology,l25 and is then often identified with the deity. The other texts of
the so-called Apocrypha do nothing to challenge this picture, although in them heaven

does appear somewhat more often as a secular entity than in Maccabees. References to

heaven as something created by God, on the other hand, are quite rare, and always ap-

pearinrhemerism"heavenandearth"(1 Esd.6:12;Jth. 13:18; Bel 5),whichismorea
way of saying "everything" than an allusion to the cosmology of Gen. l. Apart from

Sirach, the only specific reference to Gen. I is in the Song of the Three Young Men,

which speaks explicitly of the firmament and the waters above the heavens (Dnl.

3:56,60; cf. also I Esd. 4:34).
Although "heaven" is rare in secular contexts, when it does appear its usage does

not diverge essentially from that in the MT: birds as flying creatures are called "birds

of the air" (Jth. ll:7; Bar.3:17; Dnl. 3:80) or are situated between heaven and earth

(Ep. Jer. 53, in a polemic against idols that compares the gods of the Gentiles to crows).

We also read of the "stars of heaven" (Dnl. 3:36). With cosmological overtones associ-

ated with the permanence of heaven, Bar. l: I I cites Dt. ll:21 almost word for word.

Finally, Bar.2:2 and 5:3 employ the expression "under heaven" in the sense of "earth,"

as commonly in Ecclesiastes and Job.

Viewed from a theological perspective, the number of genitive phrases and attribu-

tive or prepositional constructions associating "heaven" with God in these documents

is noteworthy. Genitive phrases with ouran6s include practically all the important

terms for the deity: the6s, "God" (Tob.BA l0:ll; Tob.s 7:13; 8:15; Jth.5:8; 6:19 lin
combination with the vocative blriell; ll 171 I Mc. 3:18); basilerts, "King" (l Esd.

4:46,58; Tob.BA 13:9,13; Tob.s l:18; 13:17;3 Mc.2:2 [again in combination with the

vocative lcirie!)); lcjrios, "Lord" (Tob.BA l0:13; Tob.s 6:18;7:12,17 [in Tob.BA 7:17 in

an expanded merism analogous to Gen. 24:31; lo:.ll,l4): dyruistes, "Sovereign" (2 Mc.

15:23); despfltes, "Lord" (Jth. 9:12 [here as in Tob.BA 7:17 in an expanded form analo-

gous ro Gen.24:31). An expression appearing only peripherally in the MT ("King/Lord

of heaven" in Dnl. 4:341371 and 5:23) is now used redundantly and with a variety of
nuances. The only traditional expression is "God of heaven," although it too gained

currency only thanks to political conditions in the Persian Empire.

Furthermore, attributive constructions with epouninios and the prepositional con-

structions with en ouran( are not limited to the lexeme the6s (as in 3 Mc. 7:6 and Tob.

5:17; with the addition of oik6n in TobitA): in 3 Mc. 6:28 we find huioi tori

pantokrdtoros epouraniou theort z6ntos, and in 2 Mc. 15:4, lcirios z6n aut6s en ouran(.

125. See II.l.b above.
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Finally, we also find dyndst4s in a prepositional construction with en ouran{ (2 Mc.
l5:3).

otherwise, the theological usage of "heaven" largely conforms to that observed in
Maccabees and the MT. The only new features are the expression "light of heaven,'
(Tob.s 5:10) and the situation of wisdom in heaven (wis.9:10). From heaven, good
may be expected (Tob.s 7:12; similarly 9:6), as the manna episode shows (wis. l6:20;
cf. Ex. 16:4); therefore one lifts up one's face to heaven in prayer (1 Esd. 4:5g; sus. 35;
negated: Sus. 9). But from heaven the all-powerful word of God can also bring punish-
ment in the form of a warrior reaching from earth to heaven (wis. I 8: I 5- 16). Misdeeds
mount up to heaven (l Esd. 8;72), which mortals can neither fathom (wis. 9:16) nor
reach (Bar. 3:29). Heaven (and earth) can appear as witnesses (Jth. 7 :28); they also sing
the praises of truth (l Esd. 4:36) and God (Tob. 8:5 [here "creation" replaces ..earth"];

Dnl. 3:59); the stars may play the same role (Dnl. 3:63). Nevertheless, they are wrong
who consider the luminaries of heaven to be gods (wis. l3:2); these so-called gods
cannot even show the Gentiles signs in the heavens (Ep. Jer. 66).

2. Sirach. The situation is totally different in the book of Sirach, with its l4 (LXX)
or l0 (Hebrew) occurrences of "heaven": it bears the clear stamp of Gen. I and the as-
sociated cosmology (see, e.g., Sir. 16:25-17:4). we find the elative "heaven of heav-
ens" in l6:16 (Heb.; l6:18 LXX) in a lisr of the works of creation (cf. Neh.9:6), along
with the abyss (t"hbmhibyssos) and the earth. All three 

- as well as the mountains and
the foundations of the earth, mentioned immediately afterward - are described as
quaking when Yahweh visits or looks upon them (a motif borrowed from theophanies).

Sir. 24:5, where Wisdom says that she compassed the vault of heaven and traversed
the depths of the abyss, probably presupposes the Mesopotamian cosmology (cf. also
43:l2h , which borrows the terminology of Job 22:14 thfrgh LXX eglrdsen ouranfin en
lqkl6sei d6xEs). This cosmology is also presupposed irisir. l:3, which speaks of the
impossibility of searching out the height of heaven, the breadth of the earth, and the
depths of the sea, as well as in 43; I ,8(LXx),9. All four texts echo the raqia' concept of
Gen. l.

When Sir. 45: 15 and 50:24h speak of the "days of heaven,,, as in Dt. I l:21 and ps.
89:30(29), again we hear the notion of heaven as a created entity that can pass away,
even if only in the distant future. Sir. l7:32 is quite similar: the statement that God mar-
shals the heavens recalls such texts as Gen. l:4,31. Gen. I is probably also behind the
useoftheexpression"underheaven"asasubstitutefor"earth"insir. 16:15-incon-
trast to its less specific meaning elsewhere.

Even two of the three occurrences of "heaven" in the hymn honoring ancestors -the great retrospective survey of sacred history that concludes the book - appear to
presuppose the Mesopotamian cosmology or at least to admit it in the background (Sir.
48:3,20: cf. I K. 17:l; 18:l and Dt. ll:11;28:12; also 2 K.l9:14-34/fisa. 37:14-35).
only in Sir.46:17, which draws on I S.7:10 (in combination with 2 s.Zz:l4ltps.
18:14[3]), can we perceive an allusion to the notion of heaven as God's dwelling
place.

With respect to the notion of heaven, Sirach constitutes an exception within the so-
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called Apocrypha. Sirach is the only clear dissenting voice countering the tendency of
early Judaism - displayed most clearly in the books of Maccabees - to magnify the

theological importance of heaven. But even Sirach could not halt the development of
the stereotyped (theological) use of "heaven" as a synonym for the domain of God or

for the very person of God.

3. Dead Sea Scrolls. The evidence of the Dead Sea Scrolls fits almost seamlessly

within the picture drawn by the LXX. We will deal first with the more peripheral texts.

References to statements that treat heaven as a created entity are few and highly formu-

laic: they appear in hymns like lQH l:9 and I lQPsu 26:14, which mention the spread-

ing out of the heavens, or 4Q381 I 3, a free quotation of Neh. 9:6. There is also

4QpNah l-2 2, which interprets Nah. l:3 as meaning that whirlwind and storm refer to

nothing other than the raqia' of heaven and the earth; and 4Q504 l-2 7:6-8, where we

find a unique hybrid combining the notions of dwelling place and rdqta' (cf . also

4Q503 l-6 3:l and 4Q511 30 2).

Another group out of step with the trend during the intertestamental period com-

prises the sections of the book of Enoch that deal specifically with astronomical phe-

nomena (4QEnAstrb 23:l-8;4QEne | 4:23-24 [the replacement of the first heaven by a

new heavenl; 4QEn" 1 1 : 18 [identifying the "work" of heaven with the courses of the

heavenly bodiesl).t20 Finally, there are biblical quotations like llQtgJob l3:2 (= Job

28:21), where the ideas of the text being translated are naturally reflected (cf. also

1 lQtgJob l0:[2]; 31:[6]).
Elsewhere, "heaven" appears almost exclusively as a synonym for God or God's do-

main. Of course this general statement must be qualified by the observation that a great

many of the texts usually cited cannot be classified, either because the context or the

reading of the text itself is not clear (lQH fr. 58:6; lQ30 3 3; lQ34 3 l:4;3Q12 I 3;

3Q 14 3 3 ; 4Q38 1 7 6-77 t6; 4Q482 2 2; 4Q482 6 I ; 4Q497 28 2; 4Q502 9 6: 4Q503 27

2;4Q5045 1:6;4Q51137;4Q5lr r223;4Q5ll 1352;5Q25 2 l;6Q8 321;6Q837 3:

8Q5 14; llQPsAp" l:10;3:3). We shall also omit from our discussion the passages

where the editors have totally reconstructed the text (e.g', 4QEn" I 4:6; 4QEnu 16 2:10;

4QEnb I 3:7; 4QEn" | 6:4;4Q379 129;4Q381 33 2).

The few texts not fully consistent with our general statement do not represent the

cosmology of Gen. l.ln 1Q22, the "Words of Moses" paraphrasing Deuteronomy,

heaven and earth appear as witnesses (l:5; cf. Dt. 4:26, etc.; also the Bar Kochba letter

Mur 43:3127); the same document says that God can shut up the heavens so that rain

will not fall(2:20; cf. Dt. l1:17, etc.). If we may interpret the latter statement in the

light of lQSb l:4, which speaks of opening the heavens as a kind of spring (cf. also

lQH 8:17 [although the reading "heavens" is disputed] and 1 lQBer 1:7) while drawing

explicitly on rhe dwelling-place concept (cf. 4QM' 1l 1:13;4Q511 10 l2), it does not

constitute an exception but fits in with the general picture.

126. Beyer,714.
127. DJD, TI (1961), 159-61.
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We might also treat lQM 10:8 as a minor exception to the general rule: the rhetori-
cal question "who is like you . . ." continues ". . . in heaven and on earth,,' so that the
earth appears also as belonging to God's domain (cf. I K. 8:z3ll2 Ch.6:14; ps. 113:6;
lQH fr. 13 3 may also belong here). But this text does not really contradict our general
statement, especially since it has a kind of parallel in leH 16:3, where the glory of
God fills heaven and earth (= everything; cf. Ps. 148:13, which represents an initial
stage of the notion of omnipresence). In addition, leM l2:1g even implies that God
can rise above the heavens, a notion that undoubtedly must be taken as a further embel-
lishment of such statements. The vision of Levi (4erlevi ar" t4e2l3l 2:26-2g) is
unique, although it fits this context without difficulty: he sees heaven opened and is
raised to the gates of heaven by the mountain on which he is standing (cf. 4eEna I
4:10;4QEnb 1 3:10).

Elsewhere in the Dead Sea Scrolls we find basically the same notions as in the
Apocrypha and Daniel. This holds true particularly for lQapGen, where the new theol-
ogy has to some extent replaced the old even in the "quotations" from Gen. 14:19,22
(lQapGen 22:16,21).Instead of the maker of heaven and earth, we now find the ..Lord"
(mrh) of heaven and earth (cf. esp. Tob.BA 7:17;Jth.9:12). The "Lord" of heaven alone
appears also in lQapGen 7:7; 12:17, the "King" of heaven in leapGen 2:14 (cf. al-
ready AP 30.15; Dnl. 5:23; Tob.s 6:18, etc.; I Mc. 15:23;Dnl.4:341371; Tob.s l:lg,
etc.; in 4Q400 23-4 and 4Q401 14l:6, we find the abstract expression.,heaven of his
kingdom"). A similar expression (il1n imy') occurs in 4eEnGiantsb I 2:16.

Therefore the devout member of the Qumran community lifts his eyes to heaven
when he wants to pray (4QTLevi ar' l:8). conversely, he knows that God came down
from heaven at Sinai to instruct Israel (4e381 69 5a; cf. Ex. l9:3 LXXB and Neh.
9:13). God also wages war from heaven on behalf of the community (leM ll:17).
Similar language can be used of the warriors or "host" of heaven (leH 3:35-36; cf.
Jgs. 5:20), whose dwelling place is in heaven, where also dwell the multitude of God's
holy ones (cf. lQl9 2 l?), i.e., God's elect (leM t2: l). other texts speak explicitly of
the "elect of heaven" (lQM l2:5) or the "holy ones of heaven" (4eEnb I 3:lll28).

Finally, that the identification of God and heaven became a theological common-
place at Qumran is shown by the use of b"n€ iamayim/i"min or mal'af;a iamayimfor the
figures called b"nA ftd-)aldhtm in the OT (leS 4:22; il:8; leH 3:22; teH fr. 2 t0:
lQl9 14 2; lQapGen 2:5,[16]:5:[4] and leH l9:2t?l; leH fr. I l). Twice, in an echo
of Dnl. 4:10,20(13,23), they are also called "guardians of heaven" (cD 2;lg;4eEn" I
6:8).

Bartelmus

128' Beyer, 713-14. This last text may allude to the angels who fell from heaven, i.e., the an-
gels formerly belonging to God's heavenly court who had intercourse with human women. See
J. A. Fitzmyer and D. A. Harrington, Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Tbxts. BietOr 34 (lg71),
76-'77.
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.1"0P 
iamtr; i1'1.V) iayi!

I. Etymology and Meaning. II. Usage. III. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Meaning. Heb. idmtr is a primary noun, cognate with Arab.
samu,i which native lexicographers identify as denoting "a particular type of tree with
slender leaves and short thorns and a yellow fruit."t Precise botanical identification of
idmtr is impossible: as is so often the case, Hebrew terminology does not coincide with
our conceptions. Lriw2 identifies it with Christ's-thorn (Paliurus aculeatus); Dalman,
following Saadia,3 suggests the wild carrot (Daucus aureus). It is best, however, to stay
with a general term like "briar bush."

We always frnd idmtr in conjunction with iayig either in parallelism or in the phras6
iamtr waiayrl. Heb. .iayi1 also appears to be a primary noun; a proposed derivation
from the root.i'ft is highly questionable.4 A noun.iyr meaning "thornbush" is attested in
an Aramaic inscription from Sefire, unfortunately in a damaged context.5 Dalman con-
siders Jayil a species of Achillea;e as in the case of iamtr, however, precise identifica-
tion is impossible, and may not be intended by the biblical text.

II. Usage. Each of the two nouns occurs 8 times in the OT. All occurrences are in
the book of Isaiah, in both early and late texts. In every case the combination character-
izes the vegetation of an uncultivated and inhospitable area where only "briars and
thorns" grow; other texts use the phrase q6; w"Sardar in the same way.7 In the Dead
Sea Scrolls the two pairs of words are used together.8 Such areas are the "world of
death," in contrast to the "world of life," land that is cultivated and settled.e The Song
of the Vineyard (Isa. 5:l-7) describes what happens when Yahweh ceases to tend the
vineyard: "I will make it a waste bdlA) .. . . Briars and thorns (idm?r wdiayil will
spring up ('dld) there" (v. 6).

According to Isa. 7:23-25, a time will come when every field where a thousand
vines grow will become iamtr waiayi4 people will hunt there because the land is full
of iamtr wdiayil. People will not venture to go there for fear of briars and thorns. Wil-
derness has replaced cultivated fields. Isa. 9: l7(Eng. l8) alludes to the flammability of
briars: they will be consumed by the fire of wickedness. The same notion appears in

l. HAL, Il, 1562, citing Lane, A4, A25.
2. l. Low, Flora der Juden, lll (Vienna, 1924\, 133.
3. G. Dalman,AuS, II (1932),321.
4. HAL, rr, 1486.
5. KAI 223A.5; DISO, 299.
6. AuS, ll,32l.
7. --> l1l qOs.

8. See III below.
9. See ILC,I-II, 455.
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l0:17: the light of Israel (viz., Yahweh) will become a fire that will consume the briars
and thorns of Assyria.

In the eschatological Song of the Vineyard (lsa. 27 :2-6) that turns the threat of Isa. 5
into a promise, Yahweh promises to battle the briars and thorns that threaten the life of
the vineyard, to burn them with fire, and to tend and irrigate the vineyard once more.
Finally, lsa.32:12-13 exhorts the people to mourn the devastation of the fields, where
now only iamir waiayll grow up.

IIII. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls iamtr occurs only twice. IQH
8:20ff. describes the Qumran community as a plantation tended by the one who laid it
out. If he withdraws his hand, q6s w"Sardar will spring up and the plantation will tum
into idmir wdiayil l. 25). Here the two OT expressions are combined.

The second occurrence (4Q368 l0 2:5) is in an apocryphon on the Pentateuch. Here
iamtr waiay4 appears without qbs w"lardar; the latter in turn appears without iamtr
wdiayil in the sapiential text 4Q423 2:3.

The LXX does not translate iamtr waiayr! consistently. Only in lsa. 7:23-25 is the
pair of words retained and rendered by chdrsos and dkantha. Elsewhere we find para-
phrases, using not only chirsos, "dry," and dknntha, "thorns," but also words like
dgrdstis, a kind of grass; chdrtos, "grass"; kaldmd, "stalk(s)"; and even hjlE, "stt?F'
(Isa. l0:17).

Ringgren

dp{ iamam; dQP iamzm; ;r??P i"mamL; IiDPt|/ iimmambn; itQV-iD m"iamm6;

iIQDV i im"ma; liDtlprni! tll yei im1n/yeitmbn : niDul y"iim61

I. Other Languages and Literatures. II. Distribution. III. Semantics: L Verbal Forms;

2. Adjectives and Nouns; 3. y"iimbn/y"iimOy. lY. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Other Languages and Literatures. Akkadian has a verbal root iamamu with the
meaning "paralyze"; all its occurrences have to do with the crippling of a part of the body.l

idmam. J. V. Kinnier Wilson, "Hebrew and Akkadian Philological Notes," JSS 7 (1962) 173-
83, esp. 178-'79; N. Lohfink, "Enthielten die im AI bezeugten Klageriten eine Phase des
Schweigens?" W 12 (1962) 260-77 ; F. Stotz, 'EDV) imm to lie deserted : TLOT, lll, 1372-7 5 .

l.R.C.Thompson,AssyrianMedicalTexts(Oxford, 1923), nos.77, l:I, l;88, l:11;93,3:12;
SZZ nos. 89:9,14,19,30; 9l:87; R. Labat, Traiti Akkadien de diagnostics et prognostics midi-
caux (Paris, l95l), no. 70.13; F. K<icher, Die babylonsich-assyrische Medizin in Texten und
Untersuchungen (Berlin, 1963), nos. ll9:4; 438:8: 445:12; 449:lii.l4; CT 23 46 i1i 26: KAR
267:14.
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The verb is attested in Babylonian and Assyrian in both the G stem and the D stem.2 Sub-
jects include ilru(m)/idru, "flesh,"3 and qdtu(m), "hand,"a or "skull."5

The verb clearly does not denote a destructive activity; theological usage to describe
a divine act is not attested.

The meaning "paralyze" suggests a relationship with the verbal root in Biblical He-
brew (Ezk. 3:15, hiphil; Ps. 143:4, hithpolel; Ezr.9:3,4, polel).6

In Ugaritic the existence of imm II (?), "be amazed, surpass," cannot be ruled out.7
Of interest both philologically and as a semantic parallel is the conditional curse to

which the parties to the Aramaic treaty from Sefire (mid-Sth century) submit them-
selves.8 L. 32 states the consequence for anyone who breaks the treaty: "His grass shall
be reduced to a wilderness (yimn)."

The only occurrence in Biblical Aramaic is the ithpolel'eitdmam in Dnl. 4: l6(Eng.
l9), "I was petrified with fear," describing the seer's reaction to Nebuchadnezzar's ac-
count of his dream and the demand to interpret it.

The survival of the lexical field beyond the period of the protocanonical biblical
books is attested in the 2dl1st century r.c.r. by Sir. 9:7b and49:6b, as well as by the
Dead Sea Scrolls, with some 20 occurrences.e

II. Distribution. There are more than 200 biblical occurences of a root imm; ap-
proximately half of these are forms of the verb, while the rest are substantives. It is a
matter of dispute whether a separate root yim must be postulated in addition to the
geminate root imm to account for verbal and substantival forms with initial y. The oc-
currences in question do not exhibit any difference in meaning.l0

The occurrences of the root are distributed throughout almost the entire Hebrew Bi-
ble (exceptions: Judges, Obadiah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Haggai, Proverbs, Ruth, Song of
Songs, Esther, Nehemiah, I Chronicles).

III. Semantics. There is no equivalentto imm in any modern language, with a sin-
gle word group covering the semantic spectrum of the lexical field in Biblical Hebrew.
Closest is the notion of "desolation," which can suggest the psychological states as

well as the geographical and physical conditions denoted by forms of imm.

2. AHw,IIL I154; CAD, XYrUt,295.
3. E. Ebeling, Tod und Leben nach den Vortstellungen der Babylonier, I (Berlin, 1931), 139

(no. 30 C, l. l4), 143 (no. 30 D, l. 2l); CT 23 46 iii 26.
4. Labat, no. 42.39; CT 23 41, 15; Kdcher, no. I19.4; Ebeling, 160 (no. 32Il4t93 3, l. I l);

S7Z no. 89:9,14,19,30; 91:18,20.
5. Labat, no. 70.13.
6. See also Stolz, 1372-73; GesB, 843-44; LexHebAram, 860.
7. G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y Leyendas de Canaan (Madrid, l98l), 630, with bibliog.; IVUS,

no. 2631: B. Margalit, A Matter of 'Life' and 'Death.' AOAT 206 (1980),92-93.
8. KAI 2224.
9. See IV.2 below.
tO. Bti, $439p'.
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l. Verbal Forms. a. Qal. The qal of iamam, followed by a subject and without any

additional grammatical element, can be predicated of arable land (Gen. 47:19), cultic
high places and altars (Ezk.6:6; the ancient versions read forms of imm twice or inter-

preted the variant forms of the MT in this sensell), the land and its fullness (19:7), the

princes of the sea (26:16), the mountains of Israel (33:28; also 35:12 O [K. IsraeU), the

inheritance of Israel (35:15), and "all who pass by" (the ruins of the temple: I K. 9:8;

their land: Jer. 18: 16; this city: Jer. 19:8; devastated Edom: Jer.49:17; absolutely: 2 Ch.

7:21).The negative condition as it affects both human beings and topographical or

structural entities can be stated (Ezk. 35:12,15),lamented (Ezk. l9:7), abjured (Gen'

47:19), or threatened (all other instances). The context of Ezk. 36:3 suggests a transi-

tive interpretation of the qal inf. iammbt.tz
In 8 instances a qal form is expanded by a phrase with'al, always with a human sub-

ject (your enemies, Lev.26:32; many, Isa. 52:14; the heavens, Jer.2:12; everyone who
passes by Babylon, Jer. 50: I 3; all the inhabitants of the isles, Ezk. 27 :35: all who know

you among the peoples, Ezk.28:19; all who say to me, 'Aha, Aha!" Ps. 40:16[15]; the

upright, Job 17:8). The motivations introducedby 'al are all highly unspecific.

In Ezk. 12:19 the object is introduced by min: "Of their water they shall drink in dis-

may." This construction is unique, but is supported by the LXXI3 and stands in imme-

diate proximity to another motivating min phrase: "on account of the violence of all its
inhabitants" (cf.32:15).lnl97 wef,tndthemorecommonconstruction,"Thelandand
its fullness was appalled," coupled with miqqdl ia\gd16, "at the sound of his lthe
lion's] roaring."

Transitive and intransitive uses also appear together in texts employing the qal ac-

tive participle: Tamar, raped and rejected by Amnon, "then lived as a desolate woman"
(2 S. 13:20); the barren, widowed, and forsaken daughter of Zion is clearly described

as being desolate (Isa. 54:l).
The state of Jerusalem's children lamented in Lam. 1:16 is best described as "dis-

consolate." The statement in v. 4 that "the roads to Zion mourn" and "all her gates are

i1memtm [destroyed? deserted? lonely?]" shows that descriptions of psychological and

structural or topographical conditions can use the same vocabulary.
In Lam. 1:13 the lst person lament of Jerusalem, pelted with fire from above and

brought low by the hunter's snare, is more suggestive of being "shattered" by Yahweh.

The translation of Lam. 3: l1 must remain uncertain. The uniquely formulated ac-

tions that bring about the problematic state of the speaker do not indicate clearly the

extent to which the metaphors of dangerous wild animals are continued from v. l0 or
where the image of the hunter that dominates the following verses begins.

The heritages of Israel that Deutero-Isaiah assigns to the Servant to apportion are

described as "devastated," without further specification (Isa. 49:8).

Nominalized feminine plural forms mark the starting point for the coming change

ll. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979), 179.
12. See below.
13. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983),228.
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of fortunes: "your waste places" (Isa. 49:19), "desolate wastes" (Ezk. 36:4), "former/
ages-old wastes" (Isa. 6l:4).

The 5 occurrences of the qal in Daniel merit special attention. As we would expect in
the conventional language of prayer, 9:18 moves within the boundaries already identi-
fied (fem. pl. ptcp.: "our waste places"). The MT as it stands14 suggests an active sense

for the qal participle in 8:13; 9:27; 12:11 (see the discussion of Ezk. 36:3 above).ts
b. Niphal. In the use of the niphal, too, we may distinguish two groups of subjects

affected by a state that can be denoted by forms of imm. On the one hand, we find
structures and geographical entities: "your roads" (Lev.26:22), highways (Isa. 33:8),
"your altars" (Ezk. 6:4), the soil of Israel (Ezk. 25:3), Egypt (Ezk. 30:7), storehouses
(Joel 1:17), the high places of Isaac (Am. 7:9), battlements (of the destroyed nations,
Zeph. 3:6), the land (Ezk. 36:34-35; Zec. 7:14), cities (Isa. 54:3; Ezk. 36:35; Am.
9:14), the squares of Jerusalem (Jer. 33:10),lands (Ezk. 29:121.30:7), "the desolation"
(Ezk.36:36), the camp of the psalmist's enemies (Ps. 69:26[25]). On the other hand,
we find human beings: the priests (Jer. 4:9), "one like the other" (Ezk. 4:17), they of
the west (Job l8:20), "those who feasted on delicacies" (Lam. 4:5).

Participial forms qualify the subjects of various verbs: towns will be resettled (Isa.

54:3); the streets of Jerusalem will once more hear the voice of mirth (Jer. 33:10-l l);
on the day when iniquities are cleansed, the land will be tilled again (Ezk. 36:34); the

waste and ruined towns will be fortified and inhabited once more (v. 35); the nations
that are left will know that Yahweh has replanted the desolate fields (v. 36); when
Yahweh restores the fortunes of his people Israel, they will rebuild the cities and in-
habit them (Am. 9:14).

In addition to absolute use, we find again two expressions with min: "the land is
stripped of all that flJ,ls it (mimm"b'A)" (Ezk.32:15), and those scattered by Yahweh's
judgment leave behind a land so desolate "that no one goes to and fro." We also find a

construction using .al in conjunction with a human subject: in Job 18:20 Bildad ex-
presses his belief that the people of the west are "appalled" at the day of judgment ('al-
ybmb) that overtakes the wicked.

The niphal forms in all these passages should probably be interpreted in a passive

sense. We are clearly dealing with the work of a destructive will, which arouses terror
in those affected - to the extent that they are thought of as having emotions.

Only the context, which threatens a drought, indicates that the people who are the
subject of imm niphal in Ezk. 4:17 are "dying of thirst."

c. Hiphil and Hophal. Nu. 2l:30 must be treated as an exception. This poetic lament
already led to various conjectures on the part of those who translated the ancient ver-
sions, without leading to a convincing answer. If we follow the MT in reading lst per-
son plural verbs at the beginning of both lines of v. 30 ("we shot at them" and "we laid
waste"; naiiim), both subject and object are unclear.l6 The EU may be correct in con-

14. See O. Pliiger, Daniel. KAI XVIII (1965), 122, 135, for proposed emendations.
15. On the other occurrences of the qal participle see III.l.e below.
16. But cf. R. Althann, Bibl 66 (1985) 568-71.
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jecturing a toponym Nashim, otherwise unattested (ust like the following nopah, al-

ready rendered as Nophe by Vg.).
We would expect the subject performing the action denoted by the hiphil to be

stated explicitly; in l0 of the 16 occurrences this subject is Yahweh (or "you" [= God]
in Job 16:7; in Mic. 6:13 the context shows that Yahweh functions as the logical sub-
ject ofthe infinitive absolute). The entities affected by the action are "your sanctuaries"

(Lev. 26:31), the land (v. 32), the people of Ashdod (1 S. 5:6), the Israelites (Ezk.

20:26), the land and its fullness (30:12), Pathros (30:14), many peoples (32:10), "her

[Israel's] vines and fig trees" (Hos.2;14[2]), Job's surroundings (Job 16:7).

There are also two texts stating that "the gentile nations have devoured Jacob and

laid waste his pasturage" (Ps.79:1; cf. Jer. l0:25, where the psalm text is quoted in ex-

panded form in the context of a complex composition concerning divine and human

wisdom, comprising elements of diverse provenance).

When used intransitively, the hiphil does not differ markedly in meaning from the

qal (as is also true of 'rk, Pri, '.i4 etc.tz). As subject, we find naweh (Jer.49:20;50:45)
or a personal subject ("I sat stunned," Ezk. 3:15; "be appalled," an imperative ad-

dressed by Job to his friends, Job 2l:5). There is no detectible difference in meaning

from the analogous "invitation" 
- also an oxymoron - addressed to the heavens in

Jer.2:12 (qal).
The 4 occurrences of the hophal appear in threats in H (Lev. 26:34,35,43), where

"days of desolation" (theological passive) are foretold for the land as compensation for
failure to keep Sabbaths, and in 2 Ch.36:21, which borrows the same formula to char-

acteize the fate of the generation of the exile as fulfillment of a prophecy (ostensibly

by Jeremiah).
d. Hithpolel. There are 5 occurrences of the hithpolel; the subjects are the lamenting

psalmist (Ps. 143:4), the seer Daniel (Dnl. 8:27), the wisdom adept addressed by

Qoheleth (Eccl.7:16), and Yahweh (Isa.59:16;63:5). In each case the verb clearly re-

fers to a psychological state. The range of translations in the lexicons ("astonishment,

amazement, dismay, paralysis, horror, self-destruction") and the inconsistency of the

ancient versions compel us to recognize that any interpretation can only be approxi-
mate.

Ps. 143 is a late individual lament; in v. 4 the psalmist describes his psychological

state in the face of the deadly machinations of his enemies. In Dnl. 8:27 the seer de-

scribes his reaction to the vision of the ram and the he-goat. Y.27a clearly concludes

the account; the redactional v.27b serves to keep the chain of events open-ended.
"Classic" reactions to revelatory experiences are probably in the background.

Two closely related late texts in the book of Isaiah (second recension?I8) - one a

lst person statement by God (Isa. 63:5), the other a 3d person description of Yahweh
(59:16) 

- describe how a theophany is elicited: God is forced to observe with horror (?

amazement? anger? terror?) that no one has intervened to halt obvious injustice. In a

17. Bergstriisser, $19d.
18. O. H. Steck, Bereitete Heimkehr SBS 121 (1985), 51.
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clear avoidance of anthropomorphisms, the LXX makes do with a "closer look"
(katen6esen, 59:161, prosendesa, 63:5) - in contrast to Ps. 143:4b (etardchthe hE

kardia mou, "my heart was appalled") and Dnl. 8:27 (exelydm€n epi tf ordmati, "I was

undone by the vision").
In contrast to this stative or passive sense, Eccl. 7:16 appears to use the hithpolel of

immreflexively: "Do not act too wise - why should you destroy yourself (psychologi-

cally)?"re
e. Polel Participle. The two occurrences of the polel participle (Ezr.9:3-4) appear in

a I st person account by Ezra of his reaction to the news that the returnees had not sepa-

rated themselves from the inhabitants of the land and their abominations - concretely,
that they had entered into mixed marriages. The verbs appear at the conclusion of a se-

quence of typical gestures of horror in the face of a heinous offense: "I tore my gar-

ment and my mantle, pulled hair from my head and beard, and sat appalled." This final
action is then restated immediately as a continuing condition, during which there gath-

ered around Ezra all those who were terrified at the (minatory) words of the God of Is-
rael.

The sense is the same as in Ezk. 3:15, in the prophet's lst person account of his call
(which also speaks of other people and a period of time); he uses the hiphil participle
of imm to describe his reaction: "I sat there in their midst, stunned, for seven days."
Revocalization as a polel20 is unnecessary: Job 2l:5 also uses the hiphil of imm intran-
sitively, in this case with the same meaning as the qal (cf. Jer. 2:12).

In Dnl. 9:27 and I I :3 I we find the polel ptcp. meidmem used in a clearly transitive
sense. If the MT of 9:27b is not emended,2l the translation is: "In the middle of the

week, he shall make sacrifice and offering cease; and on the wings of abominations
there will be something that brings desolation, until the end and decree of destruction
are poured upon the desolator." This passage may be interpreted as follows: In the

apocalyptic calculation of the end, the cessation (the hiphil of ibt may represent a sec-

ondary allusion to the person responsible, Antiochus IV) of the temple cult is foretold
for the middle of the week. On the "wing of abominations" ('al-k'nap) (= the odious
construction of an altar to Zeus; or the text may be emended to ba'al knap, an allusion
to a title of the Syrian god of heaven, identified with Zeus Olympios22) will come

something that brings desolation (m'i6mdm) - putting an end to the legitimate cult.
The "end and decree of destruction" (cf. Isa. 10:23l.28:22) poured out on the desolator
(idmdm) are targeted for Antiochus IV (whose alterations in the cult are described in
I Mc. l:41-64 and 2 Mc. 6:l-5).

The different participles thus have different meanings. In view of the presence of
both stative and active forms in several stems, the form i6mEm must be read as a qal
participle rather than an abbreviated polel form.

19. See also F. Piotti, "Osservazioni su alcuni problemi esegetici nel libro dell'Ecclesiaste,"
BeO 22 (1980) 243-53.

20. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l, 95.
21. See also Plciger, Daniel, 135.
22. tbid.
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In the light of this analysis, Dnl. 11:31 may be translated: "They shall set up the
abomination that brings desolation (m"i6mEm)." Dnl. 12:11 may be interpreted as re-
ferring to "the abomination of a desolator (idmCm)l' and 8: 13 similarly: "For how long
is this vision conceming the regular burnt offering and the offense that there is a
desolator (idmCm), who gives over the sanctuary and its service to be trampled?"

In Dnl. 9:18,26, the feminine plural participle has an intransitive sense: "(our) deso-
lations," i.e., that which stands desolate in our midst. On the one hand, these desola-
tions are a motive for intervention, brought to God's attention in Daniel's lament
(9:18); on the other, they are an element of the divine plan revealed and interpreted
apocalyptically by Gabriel ("decreed destruction," 9:27).

2. Adjective and Nouns. a. Adjective. The context of Jer. l2:11 is Yahweh's lament
over the misdeeds of the many shepherds in his vineyard and favorite portion. The den-
sity of verbal and nominal forms of .imn is the result of extensive textual reworking.23
The concentration of expressions denoting destruction in so short a text makes a pow-
erful rhetorical impression, but limits the precise interpretation of the individual words.

In Lam. 5:18 the state of Zion is described by a verbal adjective illustrated by a tell-
ing detail - "fs1ss prowl over it."

Dnl. 9:17 is a typically formulated petition for relief from disaster: Daniel calls on
"our God" to let his face shine (once more) on his desolated sanctuary "for the sake of
Adonai."

b. i"mamd. Of the 55 occurrences of the noun iemamd, only three appear outside
prophetic texts. In the context of the concluding warnings and promises of the Cove-
nant Code (probably the latest stratum), 8x.23:29 explains why God will not drive out
the indigenous inhabitants of the land in a single year. Were this to happen, the land
would become i"mdmd and wild animals would take it over. Here the term appears to
mean "insufficiently populated" or even "devoid of inhabitants," but it takes on this rel-
atively precise sense only from the context; in the light of its many other occurrences,
we must content ourselves with the less vivid meaning "desolate." Lev.26:33 appears
among the curses and threats of H, making the general prediction that the land will be-
come iemAmd and the cities a ruins (horbi).

Josh. 8:28 tells how Joshua, having taken the city of Ai by subterfuge, burned it and
made it "forever a rubbish heap of i"mdmd [cf. Jer. 49:2], as it is to this day."

The occurrences in the prophetic books exhibit a comparatively modest range of
syntactic variation. Isa. 1:7 uses two noun clauses: "your land - a iemam6, and your
cities - burned with fire," finally adding: "like the destruction of Sodom" (MT '1ike
destruction of foreigners"; because all other occurrences of mahpdftal are associated
with Sodom [Dt.29122(23); Isa. l3:19; Jer. 49:18; 50:40; Am. 4:ll], we may conjec-
ture the same simile here and emend zartmto s"Qdm). This text (though reconstructed)
suggests that the destruction of Sodom is archetypal of i"mami-

Joel 2:3 describes the effects of the day of Yahweh: "Before it the land is like the

23. See the reconstruction by K. Seybold, IrI 36 (1986) 93-104.
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garden of Eden, after it a wilderness of i"rndmdl' Isaiah's question concerning the term
of his call to proclaim judgment receives the answer (Isa. 6: I 1b) "until the land is left a

iemamd" (if we accept a common emendation; the MT has the qal of J'14 "lie desolate,"
in v. 11a; a niphal tiiid'eh immediately following seems awkward and is generally
emended to tii'ar).

In Jer. 32:43 the discouraged Judahites call their land a i"mamd; inEzk.35:14 the
gloating Edomites use the same word to describe the land of their neighbors. Accord-
ing to Isa. 62:4, God will abolish this name.

Noun phrases are uncommon.2a The more noteworthy are miQbar i"mamd, "desolate
wilderness" (Jer. 12:10; Joel 2:3), and iemamd'ad:6lam, "everlasting waste" (Jer.

49:33; cf. the pl. iim"m61 '6ldm in Jer. 5l:26,62; Ezk. 35:9).
Besides appearing in noun clauses, i"mamd also functions as a predicate noun with

the vb. hdyd; the subjects are (your) land/the whole land,25 Jerusalem (Isa. 64:9),
Rabbah (Jer.49:2),Hazor (49:33), Chaldea (50:13), Babylon (51:26,62), Egypt (Ezk.
29:12), Mt. Seir (35:4,15), and Moab (Zeph.2:9). Without any detectible difference in
meaning, we find the expression hdyd + le + i"mamri, the subjects being the towns of
Judah (Jer. 44:6),Egypt (Ezk.29:9; Joel 4:19[3:19]), the land (Mic. 7:13), the houses
of Judah (Zeph. l:13), and Ashkelon (2:4).

Similarly, the act. vbs. Stm and nalan (with or without /') with i"mdmd can have as

objects the towns of Judah (Jer. 9:10[ l); lO:22; 34:22), my field (12:ll), all idols
(Mic. l:7), the mountains of Esau (Mal. l:3), the land of the Chaldeans (Jer. 25:12),
Nineveh (Zeph.2:13), my favorite portion (Jer. 12:10), the land (Ezk. 6:14; l5:8;
33:28,29), the land of Egypt (29:lO,l2; 32:15), and Mt. Seir (35:3,9).

In Jer. lO:22 the subject that accomplishes this destruction is a great noise; in
l2:ll it is an impersonal "they"; and in 12:10, the many shepherds. In the vast ma-
jority of cases, however, it is Yahweh who unleashes his destructive power against
idols (Mic. l:7) or the enemies of his people, but also in judgment against his own
people.

Although most of the occurrences of i"mamd are associated with geographical or
structural entities, we must not overlook the use of this noun with animate creatures: in
Ezk.7:27 the prince wraps himself in i7ndm6,' in Mic. 1:7 Yahweh threatens to make
all the idols of Samaria into iemamA.

c. iammd. The noun iammd appears to be largely synonymous with i"mim6,' it also
is used in similar constmctions. All its occurences are in the context of judgment,
threatened or remembered. (In Ps. 73:19 the normally collective term is applied to indi-
vidual evildoers who have enjoyed success and prosperity.)

Of the word's 39 occurrences,24 are in Jeremiah. The single occurrence in Ezekiel
(Ezk. 23:33) is also the only instance of a genitive phrase: k6s iammd fri"mamd, "the
cup of horror and desolation," which Jerusalem must drink.

In verbal clauses iammA appears as the subject of ^i7 (iammd is left in the city, Isa.

24. On sequences see III.2.c above.
25. See above.
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24:12), hdyd (iammA and a horrible thing are abroad in the land: prophets prophesy
falsely, Jer. 5:30-31), and hzq hiphil (iammd has taken hold of me, Jer. 8:21).

As a predicate noun with a double accusative, iammd describes Israel (Dt. 28:-37),

Ephraim (Hos. 5:9), my vines (Joel 1:7), the land of Israel (Jer.2:15;4:7; 18:16:.
25:9,11), Judah and Jerusalem (Jer. 44:22; 2 Ch. 29:8), Jerusalem and its inhabitants
(2 K. 22:19; Jer. l9:8), many houses (Isa. 5;9), Jerusalem (Mic. 6:16), Jerusalem and
the towns of Judah, its kings and officials (Jer. 25:18), those left in Jerusalem after 598
(Jer. 29:18), those who flee to Egypt (Jer. 42:18:44:12), the people of Jerusalem
warned by the prophets before the exile (Zec. 7:14), the wicked (Ps. 73: l9), "your fa-
thers and brothers" (2 Ch. 30:7), Noph/Memphis (Jer. 46:19), the towns of Moab
(48:9), Bozrah (49:13), Edom (49: l7), Babylon (50:23; 5l:37,41), the land of Babylon
(50:3;51:29), the cities of Babylon (51:43), the earth (Isa. 13:9;Jer. 25:38). Here too
we find persons as well as geographical and structural entities. Regions that become
iammA are no longer fit habitation for human beings and domestic animals (but may be

inhabited by wild animals: Jer 5l:37;Zeph.2:15; cf. Ex. 23:29, where i"mamd has the
same meaning). Groups of people so described evoke a reaction of horror.

The active verbs used with iammi are .ii1 qal (Jer. 2:15; 50:3), {tm (Isa. l3:9; Jer.

4:7; 18:16; l9:8:25:9;51:29; Joel l:7), and nalan (Jer.25:18:.29:18; Mic. 6:16).
In these cases and when used with hdyd, iammA is always constructed with /" (only

in Jer. 5l:37 is the particle not repeated in a series). Usually the word appears as one el-
ement of a pair of words or of a stereotyped series, which emphasize the subjective ele-
ments of horror, accompanied by apotropaic hissing or whistling (i"r€qd, 8 times in
Jeremiah [plus l8:16 cj.?]; 2 Ch.29:8), dread (ia'orftrA, Jer.5:30), aversive mockery
(i"nind and probably also mdidl, Dt. 28:37), cursing (q"ldld, 2 K. 22:19: Jer. 25: I 8;

44:12,22: 49:13: 'dld, Jer. 29:18; 42:18; 44:12), repugnance (herpd, Jer. 29:18; 42:18;
44:12), or trembling (za''wd, 2 Ch.29:8 cj.), or else the objective element of physical
destruction (horbbt, Jer. 25:9; horbd, Jer. 25:ll,l8; 44:22; hdre!, Jer. 49:13; 'eres

siwwd wa'orapA, Jer. 5l:43).
The agent who produces iammd is usually Yahweh, named more or less directly. As

immediate agents, we also find "a nation (from the north)" that makes Babylon (Jer.

50:3) or "my vines" (Joel l:7) iammd and the prophet who bears the cup of staggering
that brings desblation (Jer.25:9). In Jer. 2:15 young lions are named as the agent and in
4:7 "alion, a destroyer of nations" - but this lion is then identified as Yahweh (25:38).
Finally, as a kind of theological quintessence, the introduction to the third strophe of
Ps. 46 calls on people to behold "the works of Yahweh," identified as iamm61(the only
instance of the plural).

d. Other There are some 50 occurrences of our word family in the book of Ezekiel,
almost a quarter of the total. Half are verbal forms, half substantives. Among the latter
are some nouns not found elsewhere.

In Ezk. 4:16 and 12:18-19 the prophet is commanded as a symbolic act to eat and
drink with quaking, trembling, and fearfulness. The associated interpretation foretells
that the inhabitants of Jerusalem (ch. 4) and the exiles (ch. 12), too, will eat their bread
with fearfulness and drink their water with iimmamdn; in view of the parallelism, the
latter noun can only mean "terror" or "dismay."
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In the striking word pair l"iim"m0 fii"mami (Ezk. 35:7), the hapax legomenon
iim"md should probably be considered the result of an attempt to differentiate a garbled
i"mamA frm'iammd (cf . 6:14; 33:28,29;35:7) through vocalization.26 (In 35:7, unlike
the other texts, the LXX uses two words formed from the same root; but the Greek
translation of i"mdmd fim"iammd does not display much consistency.)

The 5 passages in which m"iammA appeius are similar in content: in each instance
Yahweh threatens to make a territory uninhabitable and impassable. In Ezk. 6:14 it is
the land of Israel, here described uniquely from south to north as extending from the

steppe (Judah) to Riblah (on the Orontes, where Nebuchadnezzar in 586 had those re-
sponsible for the rebellion against Babylon executed 12 K. 25:1,21l). In 33:28-29 it is
the land of those left behind, and in 35:3,7, Mt. Seir, the land of the Edomites.

3. y'iimdn/y"iim61. The 13 occurrences of (hay)y"iimbn have received astonish-
ingly varied treatment at the hands of ancient and modern translators. The anarthrous
occurrences in surveys of sacred history in the Psalms were rendered by the LXX as

en t{ er6mQ (68t671:8t71), en si anldrQ 08[77]:40), or en anjdrQ (106[05]:14;
107[06]:a). (The latter translation is also used in Dt.32:10; similarly in the promise
of water in Isa. 43:19-20: en t{ anjdrQ; here the Vg., however, has in invio.) The Vg.
continued this tradition with in inaquoso or in deserto (68:8t71). ln the Psalterium
iuxta hebraeos, Jerome uses i/, solitudine or per desertum (63:St7l). The EU varies

the translation: "desert," "steppe," "wilderness," "wasteland"; Luther uses "desert,"
"wilderness" (bis), and "trackless (desert)." The NRSV has "wilderness" (3 times)
and "desert wastes."

These texts undoubtedly involve topographically vague allusions to Israel's wander-
ing in the wilderness recounted in the pentateuchal traditions. In the Pentateuch the
word itself occurs only twice (Nu. 2l:20; 23:28, with article; possibly also Dt. 32:10,
where the text is problematic), in contrast to the synonymous par. miQbdr (with article)
in Ps. 78:40; 106: 14; 107:4.In the two occurrences in Numbers, the word is used to de-

scribe the top of PisgaMPeor: 'al-p"nA hayy"itmon, "overlooking the wilderness." It is
hardly possible simply to identify Pisgah and Peor on the evidence of Nu. 23:14 and
23:28,27 but we may think of neighboring sites with views of the same region, either it-
self called Jeshimon or associated with an unidentified site bearing this name. (Luther
simply says "the Jordan valley"; Vg. has contra desertum in 2l:10 and solitudinem in
23:28.)

The 4 occurrences of y'Jlmdl (Nu. 33:49; Josh. l2:3; 13:20;Ezk. 25:9) point to the
same region (if not the same actual location). There is also Ps. 55:16( 15) (K); HALhere
abandons the divided reading yaiit'mdwe1, supported by Q, many mss., Aq., Symm.,
and modern comms. and translations, preferring instead the reading y"iim61, "desola-
tion," on the basis of Nu. 33:49.28 But all these passages concern Beth-jeshimoth, a 1o-

26. With Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2,225.
27. Cf. HAL, r, 447.
28. rbid.
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cality in the Ghor that belonged initially to the territory of King Sihon, then to Reuben,

and finally to Moab2e (note also the confusion of Iesimon and lesimut in parts of the

Vg. textual tradition in I S. 23:24).
All 4 occurrences of y"iimbn with the article in 1 S. 23:19,24;26:1,3 probably refer

to a locality named Jeshimon (LXX lessaimoun; Yg. ad dexteram deserti and ex

adverso solitudinis). South of it are found the "strongholds of Horesh, on the hill of
Hachilah" (23:19) and the "wilderness of Maon, in the Arabah" (23:24), first used as a

hiding place by David and his followers, later the site of Saul's camp.30

IV. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls.
l. LXX. The LXX most often uses forms of two word families to translate the texts

in question: Lremos/eremoiln/erdmosis (more rarely exerEmofin) in some 3OVo of the
cases, aphanismds/aphan{zein in some 407o. The latter word family - in sharp con-
trast to the former - 

is never used to represent hrb and its derivatives. Its also exhibits
a surprising distribution: it is used exclusively in the Book of the Twelve and Lamenta-
tions, and is the preferred translation in Jeremiah and Ezekiel (appearing in about 407o

of the relevant texts in each). Otherwise it appears only in 2 K. 22:19 and 2 Ch. 29:8, as

well as in a portion of the textual tradition of Dnl. 9:18,26-27.
Instances of translation with dbatos are limited to Jeremiah. Among the various

other translations, the 8 instances of exisuinai/dksfcsis deserve mention.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. Members of the word family appear some 20 times in the Dead

Sea Scrolls; occurrences of the verb predominate. The range of meanings coincides by
and large with usage in Biblical Hebrew. The texts speak of dismaying or scattering
people (by God: CD 2:l;4Q179 12-13 l:8; 4Q3721 11) and horrifying the human
heart (lQH 7:3:,18:20; cf. 4Q510 I 6). God is called on to remember the "desolate sons

of his covenant" (4Q501 I 2; cf . the same idiom in 4Q508 4 l). The destruction or dev-

astation of structural and geographical entities can be expressed by either the verb (CD
5:21; 4Ql7 4 I 5; 4Q179 I I : l0) or a noun (4Q179 2 5: 4Q504 I -2 5:4). In IQH 12: I 7

(fragmentary), we read of "times of devastation." In I IQT 59:5 (uniquely imm b1, the
Dtn law of kingship is expanded with curses and threats of punishment (cf. Lev. 26:31-
32; Jer.25:9-10).

Meyer

29. For the location see HAL, I, 127.
30. On the (questionable) attempts to locate the site in the vicinity of Ziph, see O. Keel,

M. Kiichler, and C. Uehlinger, Orte und lnndschaften der Bibel,II (Gtittingen, 1982),747-48.
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l[si tr*"";!Dp iamen;lQ$ idman

I. Ancient Near East: 1. Etymology; 2. Ugaritic; 3. Akkadian; 4. Hebrew Ostraca. II. Usage:

l. Occurrences; 2. General; 3. Cultic Use. III. 'Es iemen. lY. l. idmdn; 2. iamdn. V. Verb.

VI. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Ancient Near East.
l. Etymology. Heb. iemen, "oil," is probably a primary noun, with etymological

equivalents in most Semitic languages: Ak}.. iamnu(m), "oil, fat";t gtut imn, "oil,
fat";z 5n. imn (in the combination zbb imn, "oil offering";;: Jewish Aram. i"man (in
Tg. often for Heb. bem'ay+ Christian Palestinian Ararn. iwmn',' Mand. iumna;s Syr.
iumna', "fattiness";6 Arab. samn, "butter." There are no examples in Biblical Aramaic
or Old Aramaic. The verb meaning "be(come) fat," found in several Semitic languages,

would then be denominative; but the opposite possibility - that the noun is derived
from a verbal stem - cannot be ruled out.7

2. Ugaritic. In Ugaritic, imn is used occasionally in conjunction with fertility and

rain.8 One passage reads: imm imn tmtrn nfilm tlk nbtm, "the heavens rained fat, the

wadis ran with honey" (after Baal was restored to life);l another speaks of tl imm imn,
"the dew of the heavens, the fat of the earth."to In addition, the combination ysq imn 'r;
appears twice in fragmentary contexts,ll possibly with the same figurative meaning.

Finally, imn appears occasionally with ti.ir as the name of a tree (cf. Isa. 4l:19, where
'E; iemen occurs together with 1*aiifrr1.rz

3. Akkadian. ALk. iamnu(m) denotes both alimentary oil and anointing oil - in
Babylonia usually sesame oil, in Assyria sometimes olive oil.l3 It also served ritual

iemen. G. Dalman, AuS, IV (1935), esp. 153-281; H. Frehen, "6t: Otz, 1258; O. Keel,
M. Kiichler, and C. Uehlinger, Orte und landschafien der Bibel,I (Gtittingen, 1984), esp..78-80;
E. Kellenberger, "Heil und VerstockunE|' 77 48 (1992) 268-75; D. Kellermann, "Ol und
Olbereitung," BRL2, n8-40.

l. AHw,III, I157-58.
2. WUS, no.2637.
3. KAI 69.12;74.9; DISO, 309.
4. Jastrow, 1597.
5. MdD,455.
6. LexSyr 407.
7. HAL, rr, 1567.
8. H.-J. Zobel, ZAW 82 (1970) 209-16.
9. KTU 1.6IJ.t, 5-6, 12-13.
10. KTU l.3,II, 39; IY 43.
ll. KTU 1.3, II,31-35; 1.16, III, l-4.
12. See III below.
13. AHw, IIL 1157.
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functions (oil poured on the head of a released slave, "pure oil" used in exorcisms) and
was used for oleomancy.14

4. Hebrew Ostraca. Outside the Bible iemen appears on ostraca - 7 times on Arad
ostraca that deal with consignments of oil (along with wine: 5:l-2; I l:3-4; bread: 7:5;
flour: I 3: 1 ; by itself: 8:8; l4:2; l5:3; 17 :4,8-9). Ostraca from Samaria mention imn rl.t;
several times.15 Here the term "wash" refers to the process of manufacture and purifi-
cation, which results in a product of superior quality, used for cosmetic or alimentary
purposes.l6

II. Usage.
l. Occurrences. The noun iemen occurs 87 times in the OT, with 6 additional occur-

rences of 'es iemen. The verb occurs 3 times in the qal and twice in the hiphil, the adj.
iaman twice, and iamdn 10 times.

2. General. In the OT oil is called either iemen or --r ''li'll' yishdr With the possible
exception of Est. 2:12 ("oil of myrrh"), these words always refer to olive oil, which was
produced by grinding olives in a mortar (iemen kd1t1, Ex.27:20;29:40; Lev. 24:2; Nu.
28:5; I K. 5:25) or else by treading or pressing them (ddraf;, Mic. 6:15; possibly al-
luded to in Dt. 33:24).

Oil is mentioned as one of the necessities of life. Flour and oil were the only food-
stuffs of the widow inZarephath (l K. l7: 12; cf . vv. 14,16); in a similar situation 2 K.
4:2 mentions only oil. As the regulations governing offerings show, flour (sdlefi was
mixed (bll) with oil to bake bread, or flatbread was spread with oil (e.9., Lev. 2:4).
Thus Yahweh feeds the foundling Jerusalem with choice flour, oil, and honey (Ezk.
16:13,19);accordingtoNu. 11:8,thelsraelitesusedmannatomakeflatcakesofbread,
which tasted like cakes baked in o1l (l"ia/ haiiemen). Stores of wine, fruit, and oil, or
wheat, barley, oil, and honey, are mentioned in Jer.40:10 and 41:8; according to I Ch.
l2:41, flour, fig cakes and raisin cakes, wine, oil, oxen, and sheep were brought to Da-
vid at Hebron.

Consequently oil is one of the most important products of the soil, which attests to
God's blessing: "He fed them with produce of the field, he nursed them with wine from
the crags, with oil from flinty rock" (Dt. 32:13; cf . v. 14: curds, milk, fat, flour; also Dt.
8:8). Oil was thus among the mostly highly prized gifts of God (cf. Hos.2:10[Eng.8],
using yislra-r).

Oil was also used to anoint the body and hair. "Oil to make the face shine" is one of
the gifts of the Creator (Ps. 104:15, along with wine and bread). One result of the curse
is that people will not be able to anoint themselves (sfrf;) even though they have olive
trees (Dt. 28:40; cf . the punishment threatened in Mic. 6:15). The foundling Jerusalem

14. AHw, III, 1157-58.
15. KAI 186.3; 187.2-3; DISO, 278.
16. V. Sasson, JSS 26 (1981) l-5; L. E. Stager,./SS 28 (1983) 241-45.
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is washed and anointed with oil (Ezk. 16:9). According to Ps. 23:5, God is like an inn-
keeper who anoints the head of a guest. Conversely, it is a sign of mourning that the

widow from Tekoa does not anoint herself with oil (2 S. l4:2).Cant. l:3 and 4:10

speak of the fragrance (rEal.t) of oil, undoubtedly a reference to perfumed oil. The same

is probably true in the case of the re'it1 i"mantm at the banquets of the Samaritan

women in Am. 6:6, and possibly in Ezk. 23:41, which speaks of incense and oil in con-
junction with a spread table. The imn rl.t; mentioned on ostracalT probably also be-

longs here, as does the "fresh (ra'ondn) oil" (probably "newly pressed") of Ps.

92:11b(l0b).r8Metaphoricaluseinlsa. l:6atteststotheemploymentof iemenasa
medicament: the nation's wounds have not been softened (rkk) with oil, i.e., the people

have experienced no easing of their affliction.
Oil was also used as a fuel for lamps, particularly the lamp in the tent of meeting

(Ex.27:20; cf.25:6;35:8,14; 39:37; Nu. 4:16; Zec. 4:2,12), and to dress shields
(2 S. 1:21).te Trading in oil is mentioned in Ezk.27:17;1K.5:25(ll); Hos.

l2:2(t).

3. Cultic Use. Oil is used in two ways in the cult: as a component of offerings, and in
the anointing of kings and priests.

a. Offerings. The grain offering consists either of choice flour on which oil is poured

(Lev.2:2; similarly for the offering of firstfruits,2:15) or bread (rings or flat cakes)

prepared with oil (2:4-7; for other instances of minhd see Lev, 6:8[15];7:10; 9:3; Nu.

I 5 :4,6,9 ; Ezk. 45 :24-25 ; 46: 14- I 5).2o

b. Anointing. When a king was anointed, oil was poured2l on his head (l S. l0:l;
2K.9:3; aflaskorhorn of oil is mentioned in I S. 16:1,13; I K. l:39;2 K.9:l). Ps.

45:8(7) ("he has anointed you with the oil of gladness") probably refers to this act.22

Texts dealing with the anointing of priests (or the high priest) often associate

mdiak with qdi piel, "consecrate": the anointed individual is transposed into the di-
vine sphere of holiness,23 and the otl is iemen qaQei, "oil of holiness, holy oil" (Nu.

35:25). Usually, however, it is called iemen miihd, "anointing oil" (Ex. 29l-7,21;

Lev. 8:2,12,30; 2l:10). For the high priest we may also cite Ezk. 29:7 and Lev.
8:10,12; for priests in general, Ex. 28:41;30:30; 40:15 (witho$ iemen); Lev.7:16;
10:7. Both the ark and the tent of meeting are also anointed with oil (Ex. 30:25,31;

40:9).ze
c. Leprosy. Finally, we note that oil was used in the offerings purifying those who

had been healed of leprosy (Lev. 14:10,12,15-18,21,26,29).

17. See I.4 above.
18. On the latter see S. E. Loewenstamm, UF l3 (1981) 302.
19. A. R. Millard, BASOR 230 (1978) 70.
20. --> illllD minh6.
2l . --> fl' ydgaq.
22. For the theological significance of this anointing -+ llllD maiah.
23.)w1P qdi.
24.For further discussion -r lllDD maiah.
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IIII. 'cs {emen. The compound, 'es iemen denotes a species of tree (Isa. 4l:19; Neh.
8:13; Sir. 50:10) or the wood obtained from it (l K.6:23,31-33). Ir may be identified
either with the oleaster (Eleagnus hortensis) or a resinous conifer.25

lY. l. idmdn In Isaac's blessing on Jacob, he prays that God may give him of the
dew of heaven and of the iemanna ha'ares (Ger 27:28), which may mean either fat
(fertile) land ("fat of the earth")26 or land watered by rain and therefore fertile.zT

2. iamdn. The adj. iamen means "fat" or "fertile." Fat animals are strong and can drive
out the weak (Ezk. 34:16, metaphorically distinguishing different groups among the peo-
ple, which will experience God as a good shepherd; cf. v. 3, where bart'is used with the
same meaning). The word can describe a fertile land (Nu. 13:20; Neh. 9:25,35) or good,
rich pasturage (Ezk. 34:14; I Ch.4:40); it can also describe bread as the produce ofthe
ground (Isa. 30:23 with ddien; cf. Gen. 49:20 in the blessing of Asher), a portion of the
spoil (Hab. l:16), and Moab's well-fed, able-bodied men (Jgs. 3:29, Ti hAyit).

v. verb. The verb appears in the qal in the Song of Moses, describing the well-fed
and therefore arrogant people ("Jeshurun") (Dt. 32:15: "you grew fat, bloated l'AbAL
and gorged lkasal").It is used similarly in Jer. 5:27-28 with reference to Israel ("they
have become greatlgdll and rich Ibr hiphil], fat and sleek [',ir]"). The hiphil appears in
the inaugural vision of Isaiah: "Make the heart of this people fat [= '6316"n it'], stop
[kbd hiphil,lit. 'make heavy'] their ears, and shut (J" hiphil) rheir eyes," so that they
will be unable to accept the prophet's message (Isa. 6: l0; cf. Kellenberger, who consid-
ers this obduracy to be positive). In Nehemiah's penitential prayer, we find simply "be-
come fat": "They ate and were filled and became fat, and lived well; nevertheless they
were disobedient and rebelled against you [God]" (Neh. 9:25-26). Thus "become fat"
tends to take on a sense of self-satisfaction, arrogance, and apostasy (cf. mdrahiphil
and mara| in Neh. 9:26).

Vl. l. lXX. The LXX normally uses 4laion to translate iemen (l4l times); it uses
mfron 7 times, and occasionally other words. The verb is rendered by esthiein,
lipainein, or pachlnein, depending on the context.For iamanwefindpi6t€s; for iam€n
p i on and I i p ar6 sfl ip ain e in (tw ice untranslated).

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Temple Scroll from Qumran has more than 20 occurrences
of iemen. Some have to do with the festival of oil (l IQT 2l:12-23:9), others with the
use of oil at other festivals (18:6; 20:l-3), still others with its use in offerings. The festi-
val of oil, which may also be mentioned in 4Q327 I 2:7 and 4Q327 2 2:8 (mw'd himn),
is described in the Temple Scroll as a ritual of firstfruits, during which the new oil is

25. E. l. Low, Flora der Juden, I (Vienna, 1926), 590; ltt (1924), 46; M. Noth, Kdnige I : I -
16. BK IX/l (1968), l0l; K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja I: 40,145,7. BKXtlt (1978),167.

26. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. rr. 1985),441.
27. H.-1. Zobel, ZAW 82 (1970) 209-16. See I.2 above.
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consecrated 1tishdr llQT 2l:16; 22:16:. iemen,2l:14-15;22:15; cf. also 45:10,15).
Oil appears as an element of the grain offering in 15:10; l8:lo;24:5;34:13. The purity
of oil is mentioned in 47:6 (cf. the association of oil with holiness in 47:12; 49 12).

The War Scroll stipulates that the priests must not allow themselves to be defiled by
the blood of the slain and must not "desecrate the oil of their anointing, since they are

holy" (lQM 9:8; cf. similarly 4QM" l:5). The oil used to anoint priests is also men-

tioned in 4Q375 1 1:9. The enthronement of the king is alluded to in llQPs" 28:ll
(Samuel's anointing of David) and 4Q458 2 2:6 ("anointed with the oil of kingship").
In describing the promised land,4Q378 ll 6 follows Dt.8:7-9.

Ringgren

YDg iama': \Q\i i?ma':;lYlDP' i"mfr'd

I. Etymology. II. Meaning and Construction: l. With Accusative Object;2. With 'el; 3. With

b"; 4. With 1". III. Figurative Usage. IV. Juridical Usage. V. Imperatives. VI. The Law of Yahweh:

l. t6rd; 2. mi;wA. VII. Deuteronomy. VIIL Wisdom. IX. Niphal. X. Hiphil. XI. Piel.

XII. Nominal Derivatives. XI[. LXX. XIV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

idma'. J . Arambarri, "Hriren," NBL, ll (1992), 17 5-7 6; idem, Der Wortstamm " hdren" im AT.

SBB 20 (1990); H. Brunner, Altrigyptische Erziehung (Wiesbaden, 1957), esp. l3l-34; idem,
"Das hrirende Herzl'TLZ'19 (1954)697-700= Das hiirende Herz. OBO 80 (1988),3-5; J.-L.
Cunchillos, "Gendse 17,20 et KTU 2.10:5-7:' RB 92 (1985) 375-82; M. Delcor, "Les attaches
litt6raires, I'origine et la signification de I'expression biblique 'Prendre i t6moin le ciel et la
terre,"' W 16 (1966) 8-25; A. K. Fenz, Auf Jahwes Stimme hdren. WBTh 6 (1964); M. Gdrg,
Gott-Kbnig-Reden in Israel und Agypren. BWANT 105 (1975), esp. 82-99; J. Halbe, "'Gemein-
schaft, die Welt unterbricht,"' in N. Lohfink, ed., Deuteronomium. BETL 68 (1985) 55-75;
Y. Hoffmann, "Ttvo Opening Formulae in Biblical Style:' Tarbiz 46 (19'76177) 157-80;
P. Kanyamachumbi, "Ecouter Yahweh i fin de r6ussir" (diss., Rome, 1964); B. Kedar-Kopfstein,
"syniisthesien im biblischen Althebriiisch in Ubersetzung und Auslegung," ZAH I (1988) 147-
58, esp. l5l-52; M. C. A. Korpel, Rift in the Clouds. UBLB (1990), esp. 140-41;H.-J. Kraus,
"Hdren und Sehen in der althebriiischen Tradition," Studium Generale 19 (1966) ll5-23 =
Biblisch-theologische Aufscitze (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1972), 84-l0l; P. Kuhn, Offenbarungs-
stimmen im Antiken Judentum. Texte und Studien zum antiken Judentum 20 (Tilbingen, 1989);
I. Lande, Formelhafte Wendungen der Umgangssprache im AI (Leiden, 1949), esp. 13-14,53-
54; S. E. Loewenstamm, "The Address 'Listen' in the Ugaritic Epic and the Bible," in
G. Rendsburg et al., eds., Bible World. FS C. H. Gordon (New York, 1980), 123-31; W. R.
Mayer, "'Ich rufe dich von ferne, hcire mich von nahel"'in R. Albertz et al., eds., Werden und
Wirken des ATs. FS C. Westermanre (Grittingen, 1980), 302-17; F. K. Mayr, "Hciren," RAC XV
(1991), 1023-1111, esp. 1034-35, 1063-74: E. Mprstad, Wenn du der Stimme des Herrn, deines
Gottes gehorchen wirst (Oslo, 1960); P. K. D. Newman, Hiirt das Wort Jahwiis. Schrifien der
Stiftung Europa-Kolleg 30 (Hamburg, 1975); M. Rothenberg, " iim'fi 'ammtm kullam," BethM 24
(1978179) 266-68; R. Schlichting, "Hciren," LexAg, ll, 1232-35; J. Schreiner, "Hciren auf Gott
und sein Wort in der Sicht des Deuteronomiums," Erffhst 12 (1962),27-47; H. Schult, "9DlD
.iz'to hear," TLOT lll, 1375-80.
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I. Etymology. The root iz'is also found in Hebrew outside the OT. It appears in the
Lachish ostracal in the expression y.irz' yhwh 't 'dny im1 ilm (or im\ yb or im't ilm
w!b),"May Yahweh cause my lord to hear tidings of well-being" (or "tidings of good"
or "tidings of well-being and good"), usually with the addition of 't lcym, "rhis very
day."z 11rit salutation formula differs from that in the Arad ostraca.3 In the ostracon of
Yavneh-yam,a the petitioner uses .irn 'to request a hearing. An idiom common in OT
Hebrew appears in a papyrus from Wadi Murabba'at (ca. 700 n.c.r. [?]; 'l tim'lk[l dbr]
'irydbr'lyk.sThe verb is also found in Middle Hebrew and in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

The G stem of Akk. iemfi(m) means "hear, learn, give a hearing (also in legal us-
age), follow, obey (with ana or a direct object), understand language"; with a deity it
can also mean "hear (a prayer) favorably."6 The derivative iame'anu, "earwitness," is
rare.7

In Mesopotamian literature we find phenomena that recall the structural use of the vb.
iama'in the literary forms of the or.8 In a fragment of an old Babylonian epic, for exam-
ple,e the author addresses his public directly with the words: "I will sing a song of Belet-
ilr - friends, attend! Warriors, hearken! (qfi-ra-du ii-me-a1."roThe initial stich has a for-
mal parallel in an Ugaritic text: 'ir nkl wib, "Let me sing of Nikkalu-and-Ibbu,"ll which
also recalls the beginning of the lliad: mdnin deide thed Pdtdidded Achiliios.

An appeal to hear also appears in the introduction to a speech in the Babylonian
Theodicy;12 the afflicted speaker begins: "My friend, your mind is a river whose spring
never fails, / The accumulated mass of the sea, which knows no decrease. / I will ask
you a question; listen to what I say. / Pay attention for a moment; hear my words (.ii-me
qa-ba-a-q1."rz

Such an appeal for attention appears also in conversations among the gods, as in the
Erra Epic: "Ishum opened his mouth and spoke, / he said to the hero Ena, I 'Hero, be
attentive, hear my words (ii-me qa-ba-a-a)."'la A similar appeal may also appear in
Neo-Assyrian prophecy. I 5

l. KAI 192.1; 193.2; 194.1; 195.1; 197.1.
2. H.-P. Miiller, UF 2 (1970) 234-35 n. 62.
3. M. Weippert, W 25 (1975) 202-12.
4. KAr 200.r.
5. D. Pardee etal., HandbookofAncient Hebrew Leuers. SBaSBS 15 (1982), 120, no. 3.36,2.
6. AHw,lll, l2ll-13.
7. AHw, III, I156.
8. K. Hecker, Untersuchungen zur akkadischen Epik. AOATSondeneihe 8 (1974), 177-78.
9. CT t5 | i t-2.
10. C. Wilcke, ZA 6'1 (1977) 153-216.
ll. KTU 1.24, l; J. C. de Moor, Anthology of Religious Texts from Ilgarit. Nisaba l6 (Leiden,

t987), 142.
12. BWL,63-91.
13.Ll.23-26,pp.72-'73: cf. W. von Soden,TUAT,lll, 147-48. Cf. the similar appeal, though

without iemfr, in ll. 265-66.
14. Y, 16-17; cf. ll. 4-5; L. Cagni, The Poem of Erra. SANE, U3 (1977), 58.
15. M. Nissinen, Prophetie, Redaktion und Fortschreibung im Lichte von Hosea 4 und ll.

AOAT 251 (1991), 137.
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The exhortations to hear in Deuteronomy and Dtr literature are rooted in covenant

theology, against the legal background ofcontracts and treaties. Ofinterest in this con-
text is the appearance of iemfi(m) in international treaties. K. Watanabe, the new editor

ofthe treaties ofEsarhaddon, has found nine further occurrences ofthe verb;16 none of
the passages uses iemfi(m) to enjoin observance of the treaty obligations.

Watanabe interprets ll. 188-97, cited by Fenz,tt differently than does Wiseman,l8 on
whom Fenz depends. The text threatens what will happen if words of the successor to
the throne are not heeded; cf. also l. 12 of the treaty between Esarhaddon and Baal of
Tyre.re The Code of Hammurabi uses iemfi to enjoin observance of the legal code.2o

Form-critical comparison of Dt. 28 with ancient Near Eastern treaties leads M0rstad
to conclude: iama'b" in Dt. 28:1 corresponds "functionally to Hitt. pa[s-, Al,k.

nasaru; ld' im' b . . . to Hitt. iarr-, Akk. ld- nasdru. In other words: im' b = 'observe

punctiliously, obey' (legal diction, not parenetic 'hear willingly')."21 But one may well
ask whether the parallel to the formulas in the treaties is not found instead in imr and

ifft in Dt. 28:1.
The Ugaritic vb..ila'has the meaning "hear" and the secondary sense "obey."2zThe

evidence shows that the Ugaritic gods hear the prayers of mortals.23 To the juridical do-
main probably belongs the office of "auditor (of legal matters)," Ugar. im' rgm.24

Loewenstamm points out that appeals to hear are also found in Ugaritic myths and

epics, e.g., im' I ngr il illfl ngr bt b'l w '!tk ngrt ilht, "Listen, O Ilishu, herald of Ilu; /
Ilishu, herald of the house of Ba'lu, / and (let listen) your wife, the heraldess of the god-

desses."2s It is particularly noteworthy that the exhortation stands at the beginning ofa
rhetorical unit.

The verb is also attested in Phoenician and Punic.26 In one text im' ql is used for the

hearing of a prayer;27 these words appear frequently in Phoenician and Punic inscrip-
tions, often alongside a reference to a blessing. The expression.iru'bdbrhas parallels

in OT usage.28

In the Old Aramaic Sefire inscription2e the verb occurs in the sense of "obey"; the

context shows that it refers to observing the conditions of an international treaty.30 There

16. K. Watanabe, Baghdader Mitteilungen, Beiheft 3 (1987); for a comparison with texts in
Deuteronomy see R. Frankena, OTS 14 (1965) 122-54.

17. Pp.71-78.
18. D. J. Wiseman, Iraq 20 (1958) 43-44.
19. R. Borger, TUAT, l,158-59.
20. CH, XLVII, 3ff.; cf. Fenz,75; Borger, TUAT 1,76-77.
21. P. 13.
22. UT no.2441.
23. KTU l.ll9 34; 1.93 5; cf. Korpel, 140.
24. M. Dietrich and O. Lorctz, TUAT, 1,218.
25. KTU l.16 IY l0-12; de Moor, Anthology,2lS.
26. DISO,309-10.
27. KAr 10.3,8.
28. KAr 14.6.
29. KAI 2228.21 -22: 2238.2,2',3 -4.
30. See II.3.b below.
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is a parallel to Hebrew usage in another text,3l where the hearing of sounds is expressed

by the words w'l ytim'ql knr "and the sound of the lyre is heard no more." The hearing
of a prayer is described by the expres sion wlmim' tslwth, "for the hearing of his prayer,"
in l. 9 of the Aramaic Fekheriye inscription.32 The Akkadian equivalent is ikibiya ana

ieme.33 In Aramaic the person heard appears as the direct object3a or is introduced by
/".3s An exhortation to hear (a .im'imperative clause, to use Neumann's terminology) oc-
curs in the Deir'Alla inscription.36 Although the text is uncertain, it is noteworthy that
this form appears in a prophetic text outside the OT.

Arab. sami'a means 6'hear'" (with a broad spectrum of meanings). The same is true
of Eth. sam'a.31 Nominal derivatives have the meaning "testimony," a sense that Barth
and Driver claim is shared by the Hebrew root.38 The OSA vb. sm 'means "hear, obey,"

and in juristic contexts "bear witness"; the noun sm ', "witness, evidence."3e Modern
South Arabic (Jibbali) sn'also means "hear, obey."ao

Naturally the verb is found in Jewish Aramaic;al it appears also in Syriac (i"ma',
"hear, understand, obey").42 A relationship with Egyp. iQma3 and Copt. sAt(e)m are
judged to be extremely uncertain.a

Despite Vycichl's negative conclusions, the notions associated with the concept of
"hearing" in Egyptian are of interest in the context of OT anthropology.a5 "Hearing
plays an essential role in the educational process that transforms an individual, a

learner, into a person 'truly silent' (sgr m3') and thus into an important member of
Egyptian society, in both the social and private domain."a6 This is clear, for example, in
the Instruction of Ptah-hotep: "Hearing is profitable for a son who hears, / for hearing
penetrates into the hearer, / making the hearer obedient. . . . / One whom God loves can

hear, I but one whom God rejects cannot hear. It is the heart that makes its possessor

one who hears or one who does not hear. . . . / As to the fool who refuses to hear, / for
him nothing is done. . . . I He lives on what brings death, I and his food is perverse

speech. / His character is well known to the ministers, / and they say daily, 'a dead man

3r. KA|222A.29.
32. A. Abou-Assaf, P. Bordreuil, and A. P. Millard, ln statue de Tell Fekherye et son inscrip-

tion bilingue assyro-aramdenne. Etudes assyriologiques (Paris, 1982), 23.
33. Additional citations in AHw, 1,370.
34. Ahiqar 59 (AP,214).
35. B. Porten and A. Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic Documents from Ancient Egypr, I (Jerusa-

lem, 1986), A.6.8, 3.
36. l, 12; see the new translation by J. Hoftijzer, TUAT II, 138-48.
37. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987), 501-2.
38. See IV below.
39. Beeston, 128.
40. T. M. Johnstone, Jibbali Lexicon (Oxford, l98l),262.
41. Data concerning construction with an object in Beyer, 114.
42. Data on construction in LexSyr 786-87.
$. wbAs, rv 384.
,14. W. Vycichl, Dictionnaire itymologique de la langue Copte (Lowain, 1983), 199.
45. See the foundational works of Brunner.
46. Schlichting,1232.
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in a living body.' / His afflictions are ignored on account of the great misfortune that
befalls him every day;'nt

The ideas illustrated by this example suggest a connection with the OT concept of
ldb idmda'("a hearing heart" [NRSV "an understanding mind"], I K. 3:9); the equiva-
lent expression is actually found in Egyptian.a8 The motto "it is good for people to
hear" appears frequently in ancient Egyptian literature.4e The significance of hearing in
Egypt goes beyond education and character formation: hearing as a vehicle for under-
standing is a precondition for civilization. The intemrption of communication is asso-

ciated with chaos. Thus the verses of the second strophe of the Dispute of a Man with
His Ba all begin with the question, "To whom shall I speak today?" The strophe as a

whole describes the breakdown of society.5o

Religious language also describes the gods as hearing human petitions. For exam-
ple, Horus has the attribute l9n m i/m, "mighty in hearing." The concept can also be

hypostatized. The hearing of petitions also appears in the administrative realm, as a
function of the vizier.5l

II. Meaning and Construction. Social interaction takes place primarily in the form
of linguistic communication; without language, speech, and hearing, the constitution
of human society is inconceivable.s2 This explains why suspension of hearing or re-
fusal to hear is associated with chaos. Besides the Egyptian example,s3 for the OT we
may cite Gen. I l:7: Yahweh dissolves the human society that is attempting to build the
tower of Babel by making communication impossible: the people can no longer under-
stand one another (idma'; the verb also has this meaning elsewhere, e.g., Gen. 42:23:
Dt. 28:49; 2 K. l8:26ltlsa. 36:1 l; Jer. 5: 15; Ezk. 3:6).

Dt.2l:18-21 decrees the death penalty for someone who refused to listen to his par-
ents (idma', twice in v. l8); the pitiless harshness of the sentence points to the antiso-
cial nature of the offense, which endangers society. The same conduct is also denoted
by mrfu5t and srr55 From the positive perspective, wisdom elevates hearing to an
ideal.so

47. H. Brunner, Alttigyptische Weisheit (Zurich, 1988), 129-30.
48. Brunner, Hdrende Herz,4-5.
49. Shipwrecked Sailor, 182 (M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, I [Berkeley, 1973],

225); Dispute of a Man with His Ba, 67-68 (ibid., 165).
50. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, I, 166-68; J. Assmann, "Krinigsdogma und

Heilserwartung," in D. Hellholm, ed., Apocalypticism in the Mediterranean World and the Near
East (Tiibingen, 1983), 345-77, esp. 356-57; extensive presentation in idem, Ma'at (1990),69-
85.

51. Schlichting, 1234.
52. For further discussion from the perspective of the sociology of knowledge, see P. L.

Berger and T. Luckman, Social Construction of Reality (1966, repr. New York, 1980), 33-43.
53. See I above.
54. --> tX,7.
55. -r X, 355.
56. See VIII below.
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Hearing is critical for the interaction between God and human beings; the medium
through which God makes his will known among his people (in commandments or me-
diated by the prophets) is the audible word. Intemrption of this communication has

consequences: Israel's refusal to hear served as grounds for the punishment of the ex-
ile.s7 Conversely, Dt. 4:28 and Ps. 1 15:4-7 heap scorn on a god who cannot hear human
beings. To exaggerate the point: one who cannot hear does not exist; one who can no
longer hear, no longer communicate, is doomed (Ps. 38:14-15[Eng. l3-14]).

The vb. iama' appears frequently in OT Hebrew; the count varies between 1,159
occurrences58 and 1,157.se Statistics of occurrences in the individual books may be
found elsewhere.60 As a verb of perception, iama' appears occasionally alongside
ra'd.61 The vb. 'zn is a synonym.

The way in which the (trans.) vb. iama'is constructed with its object in particular
contexts is highly significant for its meaning.62

Schult speaks of "the great variety of constructions with .irn ', whose fine distinctions
are not always clear."63 Arambarri, by contrast, makes a serious attempt to detail the
differences among the various prepositional constructions.

When constructed with a preposition, iama' usually means "hear'" in the sense of
"hear favorably, accede." This type of figurative usage is found not only among the Se-

mitic languagese but also among the Indo-European languages. It appears to be an ex-
ample of a widespread anthropological phenomenon, in which "see" can be used meta-
phorically in the sense of "understand," whereas verbs of hearing can be used in the
sense of "hearken, obey."

When iama'is constructed with a nonprepositional object (about a third of the
time6s), it serves to denote sensory perception, the perception of an audible signal. The
meaning is somewhat different when the object of idma'is dd|dr: then "hearing be-
comes not the perception of sounds but the recognition of words and their meaning;
this recognition engenders a correct relation to the words."66

In view of the wealth of occurrences of iama', it is not surprising that attempts to dif-
ferentiate the word's various uses do not totally achieve their goal. For example, the ex-
pression idma"el-d"f;ar yhwh in I K. 12:24112 Ch. l 1:4 means "hearken to Yahweh's
word" with the connotation of obedience.6T We also note the use of the same expression

57. See VII below.
58. BDB, 1033; Even-Shoshan, 2186-96; Schult, 1375; Aramabari,Wortstamm, ll-12; HAL,

tr, 1570-74.
59. KBL2,99O-91: cited by Fenz,22.
60. Schult, 1375; also Fenz,25-39; Arambarri, Wortstamm, passim.
61. -+ XIII, 213.
62. For detailed analysis see BDB, lO33-34; Arambarri, Wortstamm, passim.
63. P. 1377.
64. See I above.
65. Arambarri, Wortstamm, 180.
66. Ibid., 230.
67. O. Eissfeldt, HSAT l, 523; J. Gray, I and II Kings. OTL (1970),309; W. Rudolph,

Chronikbiicher HATU2I (1955), 230. Arambani,Wortstamm,223,246,tnderstands it differently.
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with mswt as object in Jgs. 2:17; 3:4; Jer.35:14. The connotation of obedience may be

present not only when people heed Yahweh but also when the object is another human

being, as in Josh. 1:18,68 where Joshua functions as the mediator of divine commands.
Although in the prepositional construction of iama'the prevalent meaning is clearly

"heed, obey," there is no rule without its exception in the use of this verb. In 2 S.

l9:36(35) idma'b"qdl iartmmeans "listen to the voice of the singers"; Arambarri sug-
gests an intensified sensory perception with overtones of "enjoy," but this is still quite
different from "obey."69

l. With Accusative Object. a. General. The meaning "here" (in the sense of auditory
perception) is present when the object specifies what is heard. For example, idma' ('e1)

qdl (54 timesT0) means "hear a sound/noise/voice." In this expression 46l almost never

stands alone; it is usually associated with an enclitic personal pronoun or a construct
phrase in which the nomen rectum identifies the source of the sound or describes it
more closely (Gen. 3:8,10;4:13; Ex. 32:17-18; Lev.5:1; I S.4:6,14; 15 14;2 S.5:24;
I K. l:45; 14:6;Jer.9:9[10]; Ezk.3:12; qbl i6pdr: Josh. 6:5; 2 S. 15;10; I K. l:41; Jer.

4:19,21; 42:14; Ezk. 33:4-5; Neh. 4: l4).
This usage of q6lleaves the impression that it functions as a neutral expletive: cf.

idma'qbl dibrA (Dt.l:34;4:12;5:28; Dnl. l0:9; see also 1 S. 15:l; Ps. 103:20) with
idma' dibrA (Gen.27:34l. 1 S. l7: I l; etc. [ca. 90 timesTr]) and idma' q6l 'dh (Lev.5il)
with idma' 'dld (Prov.29.,24). Clearly the same is true when we compare Job 33: I with
33:8.

This last example shows that iama' + object refers to auditory perception without
any necessary implication of approval or acceptance of what is heard on the part of the
hearer. In v. 8 Elihu states that he has indeed heard the sound of Job's discourse; in
v. 12, however, after quoting Job's own words in vv. 9-11, he rejects what Job has said.

Like q6l, ddldr can also function grammatically as a neutral expletive, at least

across a substantial range of usage.72 "The speaker can be perceived only through his
or her words. The actual person is not an object of perception, but only the word or
words."73 The expression iama"e!-dilrA + person appears in Gen. 24:30;27:34; 3l:l;
39:19; Jgs. 9:30; I S. 8:21; l'7:ll;24:lO(9); I K. 5:21(7);2K. 19:16.That ddldr can
serve grarnmatically as a kind of neutral expletive is clear from the appeals to be heard

that have only an enclitic pronoun as object: "Hear us, my lord" (Gen. 23:6,8,11,13,15;
I Ch. 28:2; 2 Ch. l 5:2: 20:2; 28:l l ; 29 :5). "These expressions function like'Please' in
modern discourse."74 This type of construction appears primarily in late texts.75

68. But cf. BIIS.
69. Pp. 35-36.
70. Arambarri, Wortstamm, 183-92.
71. Ibid., 197-203.
72. Ibid., 198.

73. rbid., 200.
74. rbid.,228.
75. Ibid., 228-29.
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The object of iama'calalso be dibrA 6cper) hattbrd(2K.22:lll12Ch.34:19; Neh.

8:9). These texts refer to the auditory perception of the tbrd recitation.

The object of iAma'can also be a subordinate clause, introduced by ki or 'oier.

"t) yDl, expresses a unique deictic cognizance of a report or message. A list, an entire

message, oia universally acknowledged act or truth is expressed by "llDN yDw."76

There is a subrle point in I s.25:24;26:19;2 S.20:17, where the imperative or

jussive of .im'appeals to someone else to hear. When a person of lower rank addresses

someone of higher rank, linguistic usage is conditioned by the situation: in accordance

with the rules of etiquette, one can ask a king or high official only to be heard acousti-

cally, not directly to be heard favorably, not to mention obeyed. There is evidenceTT

that this usage was the norm in official communication.T8

b. God Hears Humans. This principle is also at work in the Psalter when Yahweh is

called on to hear or thanked for a favorable hearing. The vb. idma'(by itself or with an ac-

cusative object) appears primarily in those genres where an individual addresses Yahweh.

There are parallels to this usage in Mesopotamian prayers, e.g., in prayers belong-

ing to the series Lifting of the Hand.ze Prayer 50:21 reads: "The raising of my hand ac-

cept! Hearken to my prayer!"so The similarity to Ps. 28.2 is noteworthy: "Hear the

sound of my supplication, as I cry to you, as I lift up (ni') my hands toward your most

holy sanctuary."
Two groups of texts emerge clearly. God is asked to hear when the psalm speaks of

God's help in the morning. According to McKay,8l the "Israelite association of dawn

with the saving epiphany of God"82 is displayed by Ps. 5, l7 , 27 , 30, 57,59, 63, and

143.8r In 5:4(3); l7:l;27:7;30: l1(10); 143 1, idma' is used to ask God for a hearing. It
is also worth considering whether 4:2,4(1,3);6:9-10(8-9); 18:7(6)(cf. v'29128U125'

22:':.);54:4(2) also belong in this category. A crucial element is the expression of confi-

dence in being heard (4:2,411,31 5:3-412-3);6:7,9-10[6,8-9]; 17:1,3,6; l8:7,2916,281;

30:6,1 l-12[5,10-l 1]). The analysis ofJanowski8a probably cuts the ground from under

earlier interpretations of these psalms, which situate them solely and entirely within

the context of the cult (investigative detention in the temple, asylum in the sanctuary,

God as judge)85 (but cf. Ps. 5).

76. tbid.,255.
77. KAI 200.1.
78. See IV below.
79. See the examples in L. W. King, Babytonian Magic and Sorcery, being "The Prayers of

the Lifting of the Hind" (1896, repr. York Beach, 2000), 177; w. Mayer, untersuchunSen zur

For*intJrolhe der babylonischen "Gebetsbeschdrungen." StPohl. Series maior 5 (1976),216-

17; Mayer, "Ich rufe," 302ff.
80. King.
81. J. w. McKay, ZAW 9l (1979) 229-47.
82. P. 229.
83. On the religio-historical background of this notion see B. Janowski, Rettungsgewissheit

und Epiphanie des Heils. WMANT 59 (1989).

84. Pp. 180-91.
85. Still maintained by Arambarri, Wortstamm,212-14.
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The psalms of the other group, which usually speak of the psalmist's having been

heard by God (22:251241; 6l:2ll);66:18-19; 116:1), involve the payment of vows.

Both perspectives are present in Ps.65. The same language appears also in 10:17;

3l:23(22); 34:7,18(6,17); 3913(12); 4O:2(l): 64:2(t); 84:9(8); lO2:2(t); 106:44;
119:149; 145:19; Lam. 3:56; Sir. 36:22; 51:ll.

Although in communication with God the construction of iama'with the accusative

is commonest, the prepositional construction also occurs, with b" (Ps. 103:2), /"
(61 :6[s]), and'et (6934831).

The vb. iama' is also used with nonprepositional objects outside the Psalter when
Yahweh hears an individual or an appeal, as in Ex. 3:7 (J) (with s"'dqd);86 a similar for-
mulation appears inEx.22:22(23) (cf. v.26127)), an early redaction of the Covenant

Code.87In Nu.20:16 (E?) we find iama'qbl;88 inEx.2:24 and 6:5 (P) the object is
n"'aqd. According to Ex. 16:7-9 ,12 (P), God heard the complaining (t"lunn61) of the Is-

raelites, with positive results; in this context, too, "hear" has the sense of "hear favor-
ably." Nu. l4l'27b, where God threatens punishment upon hearing Israel complaining,
is secondary.Sg

Dtr in origin are I K. 8:45,49 and 9:3 (the perfect forms in 9:3 should probably be

understood as coincidenteo); cf, also 8:38-39, where Yahweh hears (with favor) prayer

and plea (t\ilh and t"hinnd). In the preceding vv. 28-30, by contrast, iama' is con-

structed with 'el.

Arambarri's attempt to explain this change from idma' 'el to iama' 'e1 seems artifi-
cial: "This change of preposition is due to a shift from a favorable hearing to sensory

perception; prayers are no longer spoken in the temple but toward the temple, in places

of prayer outside Jerusalem. . . . In other words, even if a prayer is spoken far away,

God will hear it."el Here we must note I K. 9:3, a verse that refers back to 8:22-
26,28:ez in v. 28 Yahweh's hearing of Solomon's prayer and plea is constructed with
'el. In short, the change from a prepositional to a nonprepositional object with ldma'
can be due to stylistic variation with a possible diachronic aspect: 8:44-51 is a later ex-

pansion, distinct from its context.
The expression iama' ('e0 t?illd for a favorable hearing of prayer appears also in

2 K. 20:5 and Prov. 15:29; in Jon. 2:3(2) we find the construction with q6l; cf . also
Neh.9:9 and 2 Ch.33:13. In Gen. 17:20:Jer.7:16; Ezk.8:18; Mic.7:7;Job22:27,
iama' ('e!) with a pronominal suffix is used for the favorable hearing of an individual's
prayer.

86. See the analysis by W. H. Schmidt, Exodus I: 14. BKIUI (1988), 100-l10, 120, 159-64.
87. J. Halbe, Das Privilegrecht Jahwes. FRIA,NT ll4 (1975), 426-44, 451-59; E. Otto,

Wandel der Rechtsbegriindigungen in der Gesellschaftsgeschichte des antiken Israel. StBib 3

(1988),38-42;L. Schwienhorst-Schrinberger, Das Bundesbuch. BZAW 188 (1990),331-59.
88. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. tr. 1968), 149-50.
89. Ibid., lt0.
90. G. H. Jones, 1 and 2 Kings, l. NCBC (1984), 210.
91. Pp. 147-48.
92. E. Wtirthwein, Kdnige II: l.Kdn. l7-2.Kctn. 25. ATD XVI (1984), 105.
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In imperatives, too, the construction of iam.a'with the accusative can have obser-
vance as the intended result.e3

2. With'el. a. General. Although iama'can also mean "hear" in the sense of "hear
favorably" when constructed with the so-called accusative object (a construction
evolved from the way one addresses a person of higher status), this meaning is present
more clearly in the construction formulated with 'el.

Arambarri summarizes the construction with 'el as follows: 'Assent, consent, accep-
tance, agreement, approval, rejection - these are some of the concepts that can be
used to render )X ynU. If the assent is made binding by social religious ties, the trans-
lation 'obey' is appropriate. But if it is God who assents, the meaning is 'hear favor-
ably, gran1."'94

Many of the 105 instances of this construction have a personal object. The noun
miswd figures among the impersonal objects; but construction of the expression else-
where with /' (Neh. 9:29), 'el (Dt. ll:13,27-28; 28:13; Neh. 9:16), and an accusative
object (Jgs. 2:17;3:4; Jer. 35: l4;ss shows how little effect the use of different preposi-
tions has on meaning.e6

b. God Hears Humans. In Gen. 16:ll; 2l:17 ; 30:17 ,22; Dl 3:26; 9: l9; 10: 10; Jgs.
9:7 : I K. 8:52;st 2 K. l3:4; Jer. I 1 : I I ; 14:12; 29:12; Ps. 69 :34(33); Dnl. 9: I 7; Neh. I :6,
Yahweh's (favorable) hearing of a person or a person's prayer is constructed with
iama' 'el. The various texts differ widely in literary context and date. This expression
does not, however, appear to be the normal way of expressing a favorable hearing on
the part of God, probably because it has connotations of compliance.

c. Humans Heed God. It is therefore natural, conversely, to use this construction
when humans are to hear Yahweh.

It occurs frequently in Deutero-Isaiah. "The expression )X ynU gsa. 46:3,12;
48:12;49:l;51:1,7;55:2) is always followed by a reference to the speaker's action or
nature, so that t)N lyDt virtually means 'agree with me, believe me,'or the like."ss

d. iama' 'el yhwh ys. iama' b"qOl yhwh. The appearance of idma' 'el yhwh in the
book of Ezekiel is interesting (Ezk. 3:7:20:8,39), since the otherwise common formula
for hearing (= heeding) Yahweh, idma' b"q6l yhwh, does not appear there.ee For
Ezekiel, such expressions as "the voice (qbl) of God" apparently conveyed overtones
that ruled out their use. Peculiarities in the use (and avoidance) of the expres sion iama'
b"q6l yhwh are probably dependent on the semantics of qbl.

In the case of Ezk. l:28 (wd'eima' q6l m"QabbEr), we may cite Zimmerli: "That
Yahweh's name is not mentioned in this, although 'the voice of someone speaking' is

93. See V below.
94. P. 154.
95. Arambarri, Wortstamm, l5O.
96. Ibid., 156-57.
97. See above.
98. Arambarri, Wortstamm, 142.
99. See the summary in Fenz, 38-39.
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referred to cautiously, helps to preserve the mystery of the deity, hidden in the manifes-
tation of his glory."too The identity of Yahweh's voice is clearer in 9:1. Ezk. l0:5,
which speaks of the voice of Shaddai, must be considered secondary;l0l the same ex-

pression in l:24 is a gloss from 10'5.102 The q6l of Yahweh in the sense of "sound" is
also a concomitant of Yahweh's theophany (43:2; cf. l:24; 3:12). In the book of
Ezekiel the "voice of Yahweh" appears to be imbued with such dignity that it does not

appear often in the common clich€ iama' b"qbl yhwh.

On the other hand, the book of Ezekiel frequently mentions the word (dAbdr) of
Yahweh, in conjunction with idma' in 3:17; 6:3; l3:2; 16:35; 2l:3(20:47); 25:3;

34:7,9:36:1,4: 37:4.
P similarly eschews the expression iama' b"q6l yhwh.t03 "The voice of God" is not

mentioned in PG; Nu. 1:89 (wayyiima''e!-haqqdl middabbdr'4ldyw) is secondary.ru
This restraint fits with the tendency of P to avoid anthropomorphisms and

anthropopathisms.lOs True, verbs of sensory perception are used with God 
-'([s1ry 

s4n

such expressions, colorless to boot, be avoided if one is to speak of God and ascribe to
him an active role in the world and its history?"1O0 - but an explicit emphasis on this
feature, as by referring to God's qbl, appears to be avoided.

The terminological peculiarities of Ezekiel and PG may explain why certain pas-

sages in the book of Jeremiah used the expression iama' 'el for heeding Yahweh
(7:26; 16:12; 17:24,27; 25:7; 26:4; 34:14,17; 35:14'16), while many others used

idma' b"q6l lhwh.tot This usage can reflect a different understanding of the expres-

sion qbl yhwft, which is reserved for the "voice of revelation" and is therefore avoided
in these passages. The expression q\l yhwh exhibits remarkable variety in the book of
Jeremiah: it is used as an expression of the prophetic message;I08 it parallels r6rd
(9:l2ll3l;32:23;44.23;ru finally, it is suggestive of a theophany (10:13; 25:30:
5 l:1 6).

Arambarri offers an original solution to the problem: "The construction )t7: VAU
is associated closely with original texts in the book of Jeremiah. Even when the con-
struction is clearly redactional, it appears in texts where the original words are vividly
effective. . . . The situation differs in the case of t)X ynU. This construction appears in
texts that are completely or almost completely the products of redaction."l l0 Thiel,l I I

on whom Arambarri otherwise relies, considers Jer. 32:23 (idma'b"qbl) ard its context

100. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979), l3l.
101. Ibid., 232-33, 254.
102. rbid., 8.
103. Arambarri, Wortstamm, l3l.
104. Noth, Numbers,65.
105. H. Holzingeq Einleitung in den Hexateuch (1896).
106. rbid., 380.
107. See below.
108. See II.3.b below
109. See VI.l below.
ll0. P. 332.
1l l. W'fhiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktionvon Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (1981),32.
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Dtr, without any older nucleus.ll2 According to Thiel, Jer. 44:23 also belongs to a
redactional P1. r"g1ien.l 13

e. bal qbl. Nu. 7:89 and Ezk. t:28 
- along with Dt. 4:12,33; 5:23-31 lg:16; I K.

19:12-13; Isa.40:3,6; Iob 4:12-16;Dnl.4:28-29(31-32);8:16 
- are among the bibli-

cal precursors of the early Jewish idea of the ba1 q6l)u
Kuhn characterizes the ba1 qbl as follows: "The phenomenon of a revelatory voice

without a visible speaker is particularly consonant with Judaism, a religion of verbal
revelation that issues from an invisible God. The beginnings of this phenomenon are
already present in scripture."l15 But the problem still remains of accounting forthis
striking feature, which appears, e.g., in Ezk. l:28. "The simplest explanation may be
that the voice was experienced as it is described: not associated immediately with
God as speaker. In comparison with Isa. 6, God has grown more alien and more re-
mote in Ezekiel; the appropriate reaction is an aversion to lessening this remoteness
in the narrative and in the audition itself, in which it is only the message spoken by
the revelatory voice that shows that it is the voice of God."l16 "Not least, with this re-
moteness of God from the world, Ezekiel lays the groundwork for apocalyptic. was
the remoteness of God possibly characterized ultimately by the loss of the earthly
temple as the dwelling place of the deity, a loss that so affected Ezekiel the priest and
much of apocalyptic?"1 l7

The revelatory voice is not limited to or texts that speak of a q6l. For example, in
Ps. 8l:6(5) we read: "I hear an unfamiliar voice (idpfl."l18 pslle's7ing the hymn in vv.
2-6a(l-5a), v. 6b introduces the discourse of God that follows; the "I" of the verse is
the speaker of God's word. r re Here idpd stands elliptically for the voice (of God) (cf.
Ps. l7:4; Job 23:12). The LXX version of Isa. 5:9 may also belong in this contexr.

The development leading to the bay 46l is prefigured within the Dtr tradition in Dt.
5:22-31 r20 and the other passages cited above, except that here the expression idma''e!
qbl yhwh probably has in mind auditory perception (in contrast to the formulation with
bet2t).

within the tradition of Judaism, the concept of the ba1 q6l reduced the importance
of prophecy.l22 This change is clearly stated in the Tosefta:123 "From the time when the

I12. For a more differentiated analysis see C. l-nvin, Der Verheissung des Neuen Bundes in
ihrem theologiegeschichtlichen Zusammenhang ausgelegt. FRLLNT 137 (1985), l7z.

ll3. Pp.74-75.
I 14. Kuhn, 6-8,27-45.
l15. P.343.
116. Kuhn,13-14.
I17. Ibid., 14 n.23.
I18. F. Hitzig, Psalmen, II C1865), 185-86; for textual criticism see c. A. and E. A. Briggs,

Psalms. lCC, 2 vols. (1906-7), lI,2ll-12.
ll9. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKATlV25,356-57.
120. For an analysis see F.-L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. OBO 45 (1982),226-40.
l2l. See II.3.b below.
122. R. Meyer, TDN\ VI,812-28.
123. Tos. Sota l3:2.
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last prophets - Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi - died, the holy spirit vanished from
Israel; but it continued to be heard through the bt qwl!'rza That the use of the expression
idma' b"qbl yhwh is controlled by the understanding of the qbl yhwh is clear in Isa. l-
39. The (audible) voice of Yahweh appears in 6:8 and 30;30-31. Here qdl is not synon-
ymous with "law." Therefore we do not frnd idma' b"qbl yhwh in this part of the book
of Isaiah; instead we find diprA-sEper and tbral yhwh as the objects of iama' (29:18;
30:9).

f . Heeding Prophets. The prophet who is to be heard as mediator of the divine will
represents a special case,l25 as in Dt. 18:15: '€layw tiima'fin, "him [the prophet] you
shall heed." To this ordinance, belonging to the earlier stratum of Deuteronomy,l26 the
Dtr supplement in v. 19 adds a commination: 'Anyone who does not heed my words
. . . I will hold accountable."

This commination furnishes the basis for the theology of the Dtr school (and their
successors) in the book of Jeremiah, in which the punishment of the exile is ascribed to
the people's refusal to hear and heed Yahweh. The allusion to Dt. 18: 19 is quite clear in
Jer. 29:19: "Because they did not heed my words, says Yahweh, when I persistently
sent to you my servants the prophets, but they would not listen, says Yahweh" (cf.
35: l3). The passage in vv. l6-20 is an interpolation into Jeremiah's letter to the exiles.
"In a purported address to the remnant left behind in 597, the audience ofthe exilic pe-
riod is addressed."l2T

Jer. ll:10; 13:10; 19:15; 25:8 also draw on Dt. l8:19, but these texts use 'elrather
than 'el. Again we see that the two constructions are interchangeable.

The term ddldr is to be understood as used by Dtr theology. In it the distinction be-
tween the prophetic word and the proclamation of the law is erased. As in the Dtr law
governing prophecy, the term covers 666.t28

3. With b". a. General. Far and away the commonest use of iama'with the prep. b" is
in the expression iama' b"qbl, "heed someone's voice" (Gen. 2l:12;27:8,13,43; Ex.
4: l; 18: l9; 23:21-22; Dt. 2l:18,20; Josh. 22:2: Jgs.2:2;20:13; I S. 8:7,9,19,22; l2:l:
15:24; 19:6;25:35;28:21-22;25.12:18; 13:14; Isa.50:10;Jer. 35:8;Prov.5:13). This
expression, which occurs 97 times, Arambarri describes as: "the proper conduct of Is-
rael toward God (65 occurrences, the majority), of children toward their parents, of a
disciple toward the (wisdom) instructor, of people of equal status toward each other
(brother and sister, husband and wife), of God toward human beings or Israel, of a su-
perior toward ru6o.4inu1ss."129

124. Kuhn, 304.
125. See II.3.b below.
126. U. Rtitersworden,Von der politischen Gemeinschaft zur Gemeinde. BBB 65 (1987),78-88.
127. Thiel, Jeremia 2645, 18.
128. Rtitersworden, Politischen Gemeinschaft, 86; -+ III, ll7-18; K. Koch, "Das

Profetenschweigen des deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerks," in J. Jeremias and L. Perlitt,
eds., Die Botschaft und die Boten. FS H. W. Wolff(Neukirchen-Vluyn, l98l), 125-26.

129. P.33.
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b. Heeding Yahweh. The threat of punishment for prophesying in the name of for-
eign gods in Dt. 13:2-6(l-5) makes a clear terminological distinction: "heed the
prophet" is formulated with iama' 'el, "heed Yahweh" with iama' b'qbl yhwh.tto This
distinction is characteristic of Deuteronomy throughout: iama' b"q6l yhwh occurs in
4:30; 8:20; 9:23; 13:19(18); 15:5; 26:14,17; 27:10; 28:l-2,15,45,62; 32:2,8,10,20;
iama' 'el refers to heeding Yahweh's commandments in 4:1; ll:13,27-28;28'l3,t3t
heeding persons in authority, such as the priest in 17:12 and the prophet in 18:15, but
also heeding mantics in l8:14. The expression "heed Yahweh's voice" functions for the
most part as a cipher for obeying his commandments;I32 it is found primarily "in the
conditional clauses of blessing and curse formularies and related 1s11s."133

A similar formula is found in the Sefire inscriptions:l3a 'And (ifl Matiel does not
heed [. . .] and all the kings who shall reign in Arpad [. . .] to heaven, then you have

broken your oath to all the gods of the treaty named in this inscription."l3s
This distinction is also found in the Dtr portions of the book of Jeremiah: iama' 'el

is used for heeding the prophets, both genuine and false (Jer.'7:27;27:9,14,16-17: cf .

29:8,19; M:16),while idma'b"qbl yhwh appears in the mostly Dtrl36 passages 3:13,25;
7:23,28;9:12(13); ll:4,7; l8:l0;22:21;26:13;32:23:38:20; 40:3: 42:6,13,21; 43:4,7;
44'23-137 The same expression appears also in exhortations to obey Yahweh (e.9.,7:23;
26:13;38:20). In the book of Jeremiah hearing, heeding, and obeying may refer to a
particular command or to the commandments as a body; q6l covers [s1h s3sss.l38

The passages in the Pentateuch (apart from Deuteronomy) where we frnd iama'
b"qbl yhwh give the impression of being late (Dtr at the earliest): Gen. 22:18 and 26:5

belong to the final redaction of the Pentateuch.l3e Ex. 5:2 is a special case. Schmidt as-

signs this passage 1e J.lao Here, however, qblis not synonymous with God's command-
ments, but stands for a single directive (cf. Gen. 27:8,13).

It remains controversial whether there are pre-Dtr examples of the expression iama'
b"q6lyhwh. Thiel assumes as much for Ex. 5:2; I S. 15:19,20,22;28:18; I K. 20:36;
Jer. 3:25;22:21;38'20.14r It is characteristic of most of these texts that qAl refers to a
single directive given by Yahweh and not to the law as a whole. This usage, however, is

130. R. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomistische Gesetz. BBB 3I (1969),63-66, 81.
l3l. G. Seitz, Redaktionsgeschichtliche Studien zum Deuteronomium. BWANT 93 (19'll),

260-61.
132. -+ XII, 587-88; Levin, Verheissung, 108 n. 136.
133. N. Lohfink, Das Hauptgebot. AnBibl 20 (1963),65.
134. KAI 2228.21 -23; cf . 2238.2,2',3,4.
135. O. R<issler, TUAT l, 183.
136. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-24. WMANT 4l (1973),86-8'l .

137. On the use of idma"e/ in the book of Jeremiah, see above.
138. -+ XII, 587-88.
139. P. Weimar, Untersuchungen zur Redaktionsgeschichte des Pentateuch. BZAW 146

(1977),49-50 n. 145,84; A. Dillmann, Genesis. KEHAT ll (61892), 291,323; on Ex. l9:5 see

L.Perlitt, BundestheologieimAT.WMANT36 (1969), 167-81;onNu. 14:22seeNoth, Numbers,
108-9.

140. Schmidt, Exodus I,247-50.
141. Thiel, Jeremia l-24, 86.
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also found h Dl 9i23. Veijola assigns the texts cited by Thiel to the period of the
Deuteronomisls.laz 'Ihe presence of Dtr influence in I S. 15 is unclear.l43 The expres-
sion occurs also in Josh. 5:6; 24:24; Jgs. 6: l0; I S. 12:14-15; 2 K. 18:12: Zeph. 3:2;
Hag. l:12; Zec. 6:15; Ps. 95:7; lO3:2O; 106:25; Dnl. 9:10-11,14.

c. Yahweh Heeds. We also find the expression iama' b"qbl when Yahweh heeds (or
is asked to heed) human beings (Gen. 30:6; Nu. 21:3; Dt. l:45;Josh. l0:14; Jgs. 13:9;
I K. 17:22; Ps. 130:2). The nuance resides in the intensity of the prayer to be heard or
the special nature of God's intervention as a result of hearing.la

4. With 1". a. GeneraL The construction of iama'with le can hardly be distinguished
in meaning from its use with other prepositions.l4s As to iama'l'q6l: "ln its basic
meaning, the notion of assent stands in the foreground; this assent may be occasioned
by persuasion, enticement, recommendation, or (occasionally) necessity. The notion of
obedience is not present as a primary element. . . . Desirability rather than necessity is
implicit. )lp) UnU can also point to a new situation, but without suggesting the radi-
cal response and change conveyed Uy )t7: gDll/. We are dealing here with acceptance
of an offer."146

The construction is attested from the time of J (Gen. 3: I 7) to the language of the Da-
mascus Document (CD 3:7-8; 20:28).

b. Hearing the qbl of Yahweh. We find this usage with Yahweh as its object in Lev.
26:14,18,21,27;Hos.9:17;Ps.81:9,14(8,13). Neh.9:29 refers to Yahweh's command-
ments. It is Yahweh's ordinance (qdl) that is followed in Ex. l5:25-26: Jgs.2:2O; I S.

l5:l; Ps. 8l:12(l l). Despite Jgs.2:20 (assigned by Smend to DtrNraT), this construc-
tion does not appear to be characteristic of Dtn/Dtr circles.

Ex. 15:26 presents a problem. Wellhausen analyzed the text thus: "In 15:.22-27 , too,
the Jehovist (Deuteronomist?) appears freely to have added v.26l. the verse expands on
the obscure final clause of v. 25."148 There has been a visible shift toward assigning the
verse to the Deuteronomists;l4e the careful analysis of the language of vv. 25b and 26
by Lohfink led him to suggest a post-Dtr interpolation.l50 Textual problems complicate
the assignment of the verse: a fragment from the Cairo Genizah contains the standard

142. T. Veijola, Das Kdnigtum in der Beurteilung der deuteronomistischen Historographie.
AnAcScFen B 198 (1977),88-89.

143. H. J. Stoebe, Erste Samuelis. KATVIIUI (19'13),2'19.
144. Arambarri, Wortstamm, 40-46.
145. Ibid., t't0-'71.
146. Ibid., l2l.
147. R. Smend, "The Law and the Nations," in G. N. Knoppers and J. G. McConville, eds.,

Reconsidering Israel and Judah. SBTS 8 (Eng. tr. 2000), 105-7.
148. J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateuchs und der historischen Biicher des AT

(Berlin, 41963),79.

149. H. Holzinger, Exodus. KHC,II (1900),53; W. H. Schmidt, Exodus, Sinai und Mose. EdF
l9l (1983),96.

150. N. Lohfink, "I Am Yahweh, Your Physici anl' Theology of the Pentateuch (Eng. tr. Min-
neapolis, 1994), 56-63.
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Dtr formulation with b'qbl, as do a number of SP mss. (not cited in BIIO; in one (w), b
has been corrected to /. There is a masoretic list that supports the text as it stands,15l but
there is no corresponding reference in the marginal masorah of Codex Petropolitanus
(Leningradensis) on Ex. 15 (the note in BF/S is a late addition by G. E. Weil).

According to Ex. 4:8, a sign will legitimize Moses' call; recognition of the sign is
described by the expression ^iaza' l"qbl ha'6! - surprising language, since the sign is
only visible, not audible. To resolve this problem, some have suggested that qblhasthe
sense of "witness"ls2 or is used "idiomatically."ts:

III. Figurative Usage. Figurative usage is present when the subject of iama'is nei-
ther God nor a human person. For example, the ear as a sensory organ is said to hear
(Prov. l5:31; 20:12;25:12; Job 13:l;29:ll; Eccl. l:8); in Isa.6:10 the people listen
wirh (b") their ears.

In I K. 3:9 Solomon prays that Yahweh will give him a "hearing heart" (leb idmea')
(NRSV "understanding mind").154 This expression has long been viewed against the

background of Egyptian notions.l55 GOrg, however, points out a difference: "This dif-
ference manifests itself in the objective of 9Dl?. The Egyptian element of s/m can be

conveyed with the aid ofcategories that, although they have a religious aspect, are pri-
marily concerned with individual ethics. The prayer for a gDtD I), however, reveals a

sense of responsibility for the people of Yahweh. The king does not desire to be a
'hearer' for the sake of his own justification; in his role as judge (UDlr), he undertakes

before God an obligation that involves not just himself but the people. Although the

Ptah-hotep text exhibits a precocious stage of reflection, the literature of the Middle
Kingdom, New Kingdom, and the later period maintains an interpretation of the func-
tion of b that is primarily introverted and subjective. This remains true even when the

almost radical dependence of b on God is acknowledged."ls6 The social aspect of
"hearing"l5z is all the stronger if we follow the more recent scholars on the books of
Kings in interpreting .ipf as "govern."

Animals are also said to hear (Ps. 58:6[5]; Job 39:7).
Figurative usage is present when inanimate objects are said to hear. Some of these

texts draw on forensic usage (Josh. 24:27;lsa. 1:2; Mic. 6:l-21.tst After Joshua has

bound the people to a covenant obligation (Josh. 24:25),lse *1s act is attested by a

stone, "because it has heard all the words of Yahweh that he spoke to us" (kt-ht' iame'd

151. Ibid., 97 n. 68.
152.C. J. Labuschagne,TLOT III, ll34; Schmidt, Exodus I 185-86.
153. -+ XII, 579.
154. -+ Y11,422.
l-55. See I above.
156. P. 87.
157. S. Herrmann, "The Royal Novella in Egypt and Israel," in G. N. Knoppers and J. G.

McConville, eds., Reconsidering Israel and Judah. SBTS 8 (2000),502-5.
158. Delcor, l9-25.
159. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT,239-84.
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'e!kol-'imrA yhwh, v.27). Masseboth are known to have served such functions.160 The
Sefire stelae show that such monuments could also bear the text of a treaty.

Mic.6:2 is Dtr; the preceding v. I is a later redactional bridge.tot The appeal, "Hear,
O mountains, Yahweh's lawsuit, give ear, foundations of the earth! For Yahweh holds a
lawsuit with his people, he contends with Israel,"l62 uses a metaphor from the legal do-
main. "That the party in Yahweh's lawsuit is called 'my people' already at the outset

suggests that the proceedings are not to be a dispute between enemies but a disagree-

ment among allies."l63 This relationship is clear from the apostrophe to the mountains:
they serve as guarantors of international treaties.

For example, l. 30 in the Egyptian version of the treaty between Ramses II and
Hattushili I[ lists among the deities witnessing the oath "[the] mountains (and) rivers
of the land of Cheta . . . lthe mountains (and) and rivers] of the land of Kizzuwatna . . .

the mountains (and) rivers of the land of Egypt, heaven, earth, the great sea, the wind,
(and) the storm clouds."l64 The Sefire treaty (8th century) is recorded "in the presence

of heave[n and earth and the sea] depths and the springs and day and night: the wit-
nesses are all the g[ods of KTK and the gods of Arpad]."tos The admonition to regard

the text is couched as an appeal not to hear but to look: "Open your eyes to see the

terms" (1. l3).
A Hittite treaty in Akkadian calls on gods to bear witness to the agreement, using

the vb. iemfr: "May they come forward, may they hear (li-el-te-mu-u) and (be) wir
nesses . . . mountains and rivers, the go[ds of heaven and the gods] of earth, may they
come forward on behalf of the words of this treaty, may they hear (li-el-te-mu-u) and
may they (be) witness."l66 Even outside of treaties there appears to have been a wide-
spread notion that the earth (along with the stars) can hear.167

Heaven and earth are addressed in Dt. 4:26: 30: 19; 3 I :28 ; in 32:l they are called on

to hear. The language of Isa. l:2 is similar.l68 An appeal to the earth to hear is also

found in the prediction of punishment in Jer.6;19 (cf. 22:29).
Inanimate objects are called on to hear in a different way in Jer. 20:16 (day), Ezk.

6:3 (mountains of Israel),2l:3 (forest), 36:1,4 (mountains of Israel), 37:4 (bones).

Here they are the recipients of prophecy.

IV. Juridical Usage. The vb. iama' and its derivatives also appear in juridical con-
texts, where bearing witness or the conduct ofjudicial proceedings may be involved.

160. -+ VIII,490.
161. H. W. Wolff, Micah. CC (Eng. tr. 1990), 169-"12; L Willi-Plein, Verformen der

Schriftexegese innerhalb des AT. BZAW 123 (1971), 97-100.
162. After Wolff , Micah, 164.
163. Ibid., 174.
164. E. EdeI, TUAT r, l5l.
165. KAr 222A.ll-13.
166. Vo. 39, 58-59: E. F. Weidner, Boghazkdi-Studien I (Leipzig, 1923),29,33; see also

Delcor, passim.
167. Korpel,560-61, citing the Ugaritic text KTU l.3,l[l,2l-26.
168. D. R. Daniels, ZAW 99 (1987) 354-60.
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According to Barth,l6e there is a single instance of the meaning "testimony"lT0 for
iCma': "It occurs only once, inEx.23:1, in the combination lo' tisia' idma' idw'(in
parallel with'ZQ hdmas). Although the root is.ira', 'hear,'it is worth noting that Hebrew
has here developed the same singular meaning often exhibited by Eth. sdmd', 'testi-
mony.' " Against a similar etymological background, Driver interpreted the ii i6m€a'
as "witness."l7l The contexts, however, admit other interpretations, and so these pro-
posals remain uncertain.

Much clearer, however, is the appeal to Yahweh as an earwitness (idm€a') in Jgs.
ll'10.172 The purpose is to reinforce an agreement, thus establishing thejuridical set-
ting from which the figurative usage already describedlT3 derives.

The ostracon from Yavneh-yam represents an administrative appeal.lTa The begin-
ning of the document (yim' 'dny hir 't dbr 'bdh) reflects the normative usage of iAma'
in communications addressed to someone of higher status.lT5 It is uncertain whether
the plea for a hearing marks the beginning of formal judicial proceedings, in which the
ofhcial addressed (fr) would function as judge.tz6 Whether the site where the ostracon
was discovered (a small fort) requires a judicial role on the part of the officer stationed
there remains uncertain, especially since the text itself does not make clear that the
functionary addressed must have been an officer.lTT It is an open question whether the
official duties of the irym required them to function as judges.lTs Therefore it is uncer-
tain whether the communication is intended to initiate judicial proceedings or - in the
form of a petition 

- seeks the restoration of the status quo ante.
The vb. iama'has a technical sense in juridical settings. In Dt. l:16-18 the lay

judges "hear" during judicial proceedings. The context indicates that this "hearing" is
an element of a trial involving two human parties, preceding the action of .ipt ("that re-
stores the disturbed order of a flegal] community"lTe).

The precise details ofthe "hearing" are unclear. Dt. l:16-18 sounds like an echo of
the Roman maxim audiatur et altera pars, "let the other sides also be heard." But the
question of what the object of iama'can be in a trial leads to a different nuance: the

169. J. Barth, Wurzeluntersuchungen zum hebriiischen und aramiiischen Lexicon (Leipzig,
t9o2),49.

170. See also III above.
l7l. G. R. Driver, ZAW 50 (1932) 144-45.
172. G. F. Moore, Judges. ICC (1898),288; R. G. Boling, Judges. AB (191.5),198.
173. See III above.
174. KAr 200.
175. See II.1.a above.
176. A. Lemaire, Inscriptions hdbrciiques. LAPO 9 (197'7),261-68, citing Ex. l8:13-26 as

background; but the military officers in Ex. 18 are probably secondary (cf. M. Rose,
Deuteronomisr und Jahwist. ATANT 67 |981),247).

177.V.Sasson,BASOR232(1978)60-61;D.Pardee, BASOR239(1980)47-48; criticallyre-
viewed by M. Weippert, Die Hebrriische Bibel und ihre zweifuche Nachgeschichte. FS
R. Rendtorff (Neukirchen-V1uyn, 1990), 459-60 n. 25.

178. U. Ri.iterswcirden, Die Beamten der israelitischen Kr)nigszeit. BWANT I 17 (1985), 112-
13.

179. G. Liedke, TLOT lll, 1393.
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point seems to be the admission of a complaint or grievance. Thus Yahweh hears the

s"'aqi of widows and orphans and those of low social status (Ex. 22:23[241; cf .

v. 26127)). "Yahweh hears the cry of the socially powerless and provides a legal rem-
edy, playing a role that the ancient Near East generally assigns to the king."t80 The no-
tion that Yahweh hearkens to the cry ofthe afflictedlsl appears also in Ps. 9:13(12) and

Job 34:28.That;"'aqd is not an inarticulate scream but a clearly formulated accusation

or grievance is shown by Neh. 5:l-13. The hearing is followed by Nehemiah's reform
program. Sir. 32(35):16 speaks of hearing the prayer (thnwn) of one who is
wronged.l82

TheprocedureisdescribeddifferentlyinDt. l3:13-19(12-18) andll:2-1, wherethe
issue is apostasy from Yahweh. Here iama' refers to public knowledge of the crime;
the inquiry is denoted by dri. No .ip1 action is mentioned in this case: punishment fol-
lows directly upon determination that the offense has occurred.

In 2 S. l5:3 the concern is a hearing at court, whether in the administrative or judi-
cial sense. Absalom insinuates that an injustice is done when there is no one at court to
hear (idma') a person's claim, which Absalom describes as being good and right. He
imputes a procedure forbidden by Dt. l:17. The view that a hearing leads to a favorable
outcome in legal proceedings lies behind Rachel's statement in Gen. 30:6.

V. Imperatives. A call for the public to hear, formulated with iama', appears as a

prophetic form since the time of Amos.l83 The imperative of iama' can stand by itself
or take an object stating what is to be heard. In most cases this is an accusative object;
in Deutero-Isaiah we also find '?lay, "listen 1s rns."l84 The imperative followed by
b"q1l? in Jer.7:23 and ll:4,7 is a special case: the imperative does not introduce a pro-
phetic oracle; instead, Yahweh himself demands that his voice be heard (cf. Nu. l2:6).
The imperative appears occasionally along with the messenger formula, e.g., in Jer.

2:4-5;7:2-3;22:2-3. The texts using the hiphil imperative do not exhibit a uniform
structure.

The texts where the "word (of Yahweh)" is the object are a matter of controversy.
Neumannl85 believes that they are late and considers the construction with zo'! as ob-
ject 

- as in Am. 8:4 - to be earlier.186 ps1 the book of Amos, Fleischer takes the

opposite position.l8T Among the arguments for denying Amos's authorship of 8:4-7,

180. Otto, Wandel,40; see II.l.b above. Cf. Sir. 4:6.
181. H. J. Boecker, Law and the Adminisrration of Justice in the OT and Ancient East (Eng. tr.

Minneapolis, l98O),49-52: "hue and cry, cry for help, outcry"; but see G. F. Hasel, -->IY,l2O-21.
182. On a "hearing" as an element of judicial proceedings in Egypt, see J. Assmann, Ma'at

(Munich, 1990),73-74; also L. Perlitt, Deuteronomium I. BK Yll (1990),74-'75.
183. -+ III, 110-11; see also C. Hardmeier, Texttheorie und biblischen Exegese. BEvT 79

(1978), 302-16; identification of those addressed: 3l l-16.
184. See II.2.c above.
185. P.278.
186. Pp. 204-12.
187. G. Fleischer, Von Menschenverkiiufern, Baschankiihen und Rechtsverkehrern. BBB -14

(1989), r83.
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he notes that the expression iim'fi-26'! does not appear elsewhere in the book of
6*6s.188

In some of the prophetic books, clauses using the imperative of im' are structurally
significant; Neumann has demonstrated this for the books of Amosl8e and Jeremiah,le0
as has Hagstromlel for the book of Micah. This organization of the material originated
with the compositors of the prophetic books.

The fiction that has the author of a written document appeal to be heard is nothing
unusual. For example, one of the Amarna letters contains the statement; "I have heard
(ii-te-me) the words of my lord the king, which he wrote (.ia ii-pu-ur) to his ser-
y4n1."le2 Such language may reflect the practice of reading aloud.

Neumann finds the origin of this form of prophetic speech in the practice of convey-
ing messages, as described in the OT in 2 K. 18:,28-29. "The commander-in-chief
Rabshakeh conveys a message from the great king of Assyria to the people of Jerusa-
lem: '. . . Hear the word of the great king, the king of Assyria! Thus says the king. . . .'
The surprising thing about this passage is that vv. 28bp and 29aa employ the very same

combination of formulas used by the prophets and the compositors of the prophetic
books since the time of Jeremiah: a ,irz'imperative clause followed by the kh'mr yhwh
formula. Prophetic usage differs from that cited only in specifying the divine author of
the message."le3

Such an origin may explain why the prophetic appeals to hear are normally not con-
structed with a prepositional object, even though they clearly aim to influence behav-
ior. The construction of lama'with the accusative normally denotes simple auditory
hearing. Its use in the prophetic context, often with ddbdr would constitute another ex-
ception. The demand for attention when a secular message is to be conveyed asks to be
heard simply in a purely auditory sense, since the content can just as well be informa-
tion as exhortation.

VI. The Law of Yahweh. Just as the prophetic appeals to be heard are followed by
specific oracles of Yahweh, so there is a normative construction calling on Israel to
heed Yahweh's misw61 and firi. Our analysis will include not only the expression
"heed Yahweh's commandments" but also the related terminological field.

l. tdrd. Gen.26:5 explicates Abraham's hearing of Yahweh's voice by stating that
he kept (imr) the law, represented by the four terms miimere!, misw61, huqq67 and
tdr6!- found together only here. The passage is post-Dtr.tea Here heeding Yahweh's
voice means heeding his law (cf. Jer. 9:12[13]; 26:4: 32:23; 44:23; Dnl. 9: l0).

188. But cf. Neumann, 207-12.
189. Pp. 250-54.
190. Pp. 397-99,407-8.
l9l. D. G. Hagstrom, The Coherence of the Book of Micah. SBLDS 89 (1988).
192. EA 294:6-8.
193. Neumann, 509.
194. See II.3.b above.
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The negative 16' idm"'tt is used absolutely in 2 K. 17:14; the substance of what
should have been heard precedes in v. 13: the message ofthe prophets, namely, exhor-
tation to keep the commandments. The formulation of 2 K. 2l:8-9 is similar.

Parallel to heeding the word of Yahweh, Isa. I : 10 speaks of listening to ('zn hiphil)
God's t6rA @f . Zec. 7:12). The expression "heed the tbr6" appears in Isa. 30:9; 42:24;
Prov. 28:9.re5 In Prov. 1:8 and 4:l-2,however, the meaning is "instruction."

2. miswd. Another term denoting the law that must be heeded is miswi.te6 ln Ex.
15:26 heeding Yahweh's voice parallels listening to ('zn hiphil) his commandments (cf.
Lev. 26:14; I K. I l:38).

The construction "heed Yahweh's misw6!'appears in Jgs. 2:17 and Neh. 9:16,29.
"Heed someone's migwd" (Jer. 35:14,18) may be an everyday expression.

VII. Deuteronomy. In the prophetic books the transition from hearing the particular
prophetic word of God to heeding the commandments is mediated by views found in
Deuteronomy. The starting point is Dt. 6:4, the verse with which - scholars com-
monly believe - the earlier form of Deuteronomy began. Together with v. 5, it repre-
sents a form whose features have been identified by Halbe:

Ia Interjection im'yfr'l
Ib Declaration yhwh'lhynw yhwh'hd
II Exhortation w'hbt't yhwh'lhyflet

"We have here a f,rxed syntactic schema that . . . appears so commonly in the OT as well
as in the languages of the ancient Near East that it strikes us at first simply as a basic
mode of expression available whenever someone addresses a command (a suggestion,
a request) to someone else. In the first element, the speaker names the presupposition
behind the action or behavior that he requires of the addressee in the second element -be this presupposition the material object affected by the action; the circumstance that
suggests, enables, or requires the action; or the speaker's own behavior to which the ac-
tion corresponds."l98

It is noteworthy that Dt. 6:4, unlike other examples of this form, begins not with
"see" but with "hear." According to Halbe, this observation reflects the Dtn under-
standing of law. 'And truly (Dt. 5, in its highly fundamental hermeneutical function,
reflects the reasons): there is nothing to 'see,' not in the 'today' of Moses' words. What
determines this 'today,' indeed what allows this 'today'to come into being: indepen-
dently of the passage of time - is the presence of Yahweh in the word, in the word of
his 'Moses'! A presence that intemrpts the world - therefore in words; a presence that

195. W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),623.
196. -+ VIII,509-11; Koch, "Profetenschweigen," in FS Woffi 125-26.
197. P. 57.
198. Halbe, Privilegrecht Jahwes,98-99; examples: 98-107; see originally N. Lohfink, BiDl

4l (1960) t24-25.
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intemrpts time - therefore 'today': summoning each from his constraints - to
'homological existence' (G. Ebeling): to live and to act 'ex auditu'; conformably to the

word; conformably to Yahweh, so that nothing is left out: 'with all your heart and all
your soul and all your might' (6:5;."tsr

This "hearing" is what distinguishes the Dtn foundations of the law from others.
"Clothing the Dtn law in the form of a discourse spoken by Moses forestalls as though
by design the metaphor of legitimation that association with the kingship would offer:
an origin in the mythic primal age of creation. What matters is not the law's antiquity!
But such antiquity is at least suggested when this law is compared with the law codes

of related civilizations. For holiness and antiquity symbolize what undergirds them: the
notion that there is no conceivable alternative to a legal order, that it is not contingent,
that - in the mythology of creation - its force undergirds the world. There is none of
that here: not 'in those days'but 'today'; not 'from time immemorial'but 'hearing'

right now; not a creating word in the beginning, but Yahweh in the word now present

- these are what support the law's claims, and enable its fulfillment."200
The understanding of the law that finds expression in Dt. 6:4-5 is well described by

Perlitt: "The law has its basis, but also its rationale, in the fact that 'our God' has

opened the door to life. For this very reason, the great commandment of Dt. 6:5 logi-
cally follows 6:4: just as Yahweh is all in all for Israel, so Israel's love must belong en-

tirely to him. Love given and returned - that is the Dtn hermeneutic of the law. The
juxtaposition of Dt. 6:4 and 5 therefore points to what the authors had thought through
theologically: the fact that the law cannot be put into practice - and therefore actually
'kills' - without the emotional connection of love given and 1g1g1nsd."20l

The recitation of the Shema (i"ma') twice a day in Judaism is based on the interpre-
tation of D,1. $"l .zoz The prominence given the letters ll and 'I in 6:4 is probably in-
tended as an attention-getting device to ensure proper reading of the verse.2o3 The sig-
nificance of the i"ma'is further emphasized by mezuzahs2@ and tefillin.

Appeals to hear are also found in Dt. 4:l; 5:1; 9:l (cf . 20:3; 21 :9).
The expression {ama' b'qbl yhwh (or b"q6l6) is common in Deuteronomy.205 Dt.

4:29-35 and 30: l-10 constitute a frame; embedded within the other framing passages

4:l-4,9-14 + 29:lb-14(2b-lS;* and 4:15-l6a*,19-28 + 29:15-27(16-2S;*, they repre-
sent the latest, postexilic composition, which already presupposes the Dtr redaction of
the book of Jeremiah.2o6 According to Knapp, it is safe to assume "that for the author
of these verses, the expressions (i11i1' )x) :tur, ;1'l;1" )'lPf 9DtD, and the correspond-

199. Halbe, "Gemeinschaft: 57-58.
200. rbid., 62-63.
201. L. Perlitt in T. Veijola, ed., The Law in the Bible and in lts Environment. PFES 5l

(1990), 28.
202. Mish. Ber l:l-3:, see O. Holtzmann, Die Mischna I,l: Berakot (1912), 1-10; L. Jacobs,

EncJud, XlY, 1370-74.
203. I. Yeivin,lntro. to the Tiberian Massorah. Masoretic Studies 5 (1980) 48.
204. --> vtil,226-27.
205. See II.3.b above.
206. D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4. GTA 35 (1987), 16l-62.
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ing expressions denoting obedience to the law ,re synonymous. This allows us to con-
clude that in 4:30, too, returning to Yahweh and heeding his voice refer ultimately to
the (Dtn) law and heeding;'l$1 ;'l'llni "100."207 That heeding Yahweh's voice is sub-
stantially the same as keeping the tbrA is shown by 30: l0 and 3 I : 12. Frequently .iam a'
b"qdl yhwh is further qualified by references to obeying the commandmsn1s.2o8 The in-
stances are concentrated at the conclusion of Deuteronomy, e.9., in Dt. 28;zoe most of
them do not give the impression of pre-Dtr authorship.2l0

As the speaker of Deuteronomy, Moses uses the expression qbl yhwh; this is how
God communicates. The words of Moses are thus characterized (substantially, not for-
mally) as the words of God. It is therefore clear how the same expression can also be
placed in the mouth of the prophets: in the Dtr view they are the incumbents of the Mo-
saic prophetic office. Therefore they are authorized to speak in the fashion.

In addition to heeding the voice of Yahweh, Deuteronomy also speaks of heeding
the various terms referring to the law (e.g., Dt.4:l; 5:l:7:12; ll:13,27,28; 12:28;
28:13).ztt In the earlier stage of Deuteronomy, this "hearing" or "heeding" should be
seen in the context of its own grounding of the law, which - in contrast to others -proposes an alternative design. Later textual development places more emphasis on
hearing Yahweh's commandments. In postexilic texts, this hearing guarantees Israel's
new beginning. "If Israel returns, i.e., heeds the law once more, then Yahweh will
prove to be merciful."2l2 Through its law governing prophets, Deuteronomy influenced
the book of Jeremiah: the prophet becomes a warning voice on behalf of the firA; b
heed Yahweh means to observe his laws (cf. Dt. 28:1,45).

This holds true despite the statements that the people did not heed Yahweh and his
prophets (Jer.3:13,25;7:13,24,26;9:l2ll3l:11:8; l3:l l; 17:23; 18:10;25:3,4; etc.).2r3

These passages embody reflections on the causes of the exile. This notion is even more
evident when iama'is conjoined with verbs of volition to express the people's refusal
to hear (ld"d!6: Isa. 30:9; Ezk.3:7;20:8; m'n piel: Jer. l1:10; 13:10; Neh. 9:17). In
Isa. 6:10, however, the order to make the people stubborn blames their failure to hear
not on their free will but on the will of Yahweh.2l4

V[I. Wisdom. Appeals to hear appear in Ps. 49:2(1): 50:7: Prov. 1:8; 4:1,10;5:7;
'l:24;8:6,32,33; 19:20;22:17;23:19,22; Sir. 16:24;30:27 (= 33:19); 34(31):22: 51:28;
etc. At the beginning of the book of Proverbs ( I :8) we find: "Hear, my son, the disci-

207. P.95.
208. See the tabulation in Lohfink, Hauptgebot,299-302.
209. On identification of the different strata see Seirz,254ff.
210. On 26:l7bp, see Perlitt, Bundestheologie imAT lO2-15.
2ll. On their different nuances see G. Braulik, Bibl 5l (1970) 39-66 = Studien zur Theologie

des Deuteronomiums. SBAB 2 (1988), l1-38.
212. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4, 156, speaking of Dt. 30:1-10.
213. O. H. Steck, Israel und das gewaltsame Geschick der Propheten. WMANT 23 (1967),

60-80.
214. --> Yll, 427 -28; O. Kaiser, Isaiah I -l 2. OTL (Eng. ff. 21983), 120-21; C. Hardmeier,

"Jesajas Verkiindigungsabsicht und Jahwes Verstockingsauftrag in Jes 6," in FS Woffi 235-51.
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pline (mfrsdr) of your father, and do not reject the instruction (tbrA) of yonr mother; for
they are a fair garland for your head, and pendants for your neck." "This verse is quite
in accord with the prologue in 1:l-7, markedly programmatic in nature, which explic-
itly thematizes 'hearing': 'Let the wise hear (yim') .. .'(v.5).This hearing is, as it
were, the fundamental prerequisite for acquiring wisdom, for by it one learns 'to un-
derstand proverb and figure, the words of the wise and their riddles' (v. 6). By the inter-
nal logic of the prologue, therefore, it is only consistent that wisdom instruction proper
should begin with an exhortation to 'hear' in just this way."2ls

The Teaching of Amenemope begins similarly with an exhortation to hear: "Lend
your ears, hear what is said; / give your heart to understand it. / It is useful to put it in
your heart, / but woe to whoever despises it. / Let it rest in the casket of your belly, /
and it will be a peg in your heart. lThen if a whirlwind of words arises, / it will be a
mooring post for your tongue. / If you spend your life with this in your heart, / then you
will find that it brings success. / You will find my words a treasury for life, / and your
body will be whole upon earth."2l6 This kind of material appears also in the book of
Proverbs, e.9., in 8:32-36. The goal of sapiential listening is "to be useful to the hearer;
it has an effect, it opens the future, ultimately it yields a long, happy, and successful
life.'217

The object of such hearing is often mfisar "discipline, instruction."2l8 This expres-
sion describes the constitutional capacity to lead a successful life. "Hearing" such dis-
cipline means that iama"'must involve, over and above purely auditory perception, the
aspect of obedience. Not, of course, in the sense of subjection to an alien norm,
whether or not it benefits the learner. This obedience presupposes insightful compre-
hension, discerning openness; it functions as a kind of perpetual internalization pro-
cess."2l9

Neumann distinguishes the sapiential-didactic use of appeals to hear in the book of
Proverbs from the sapiential-discursive usage found in the book of Job, where it serves
to call for attention at the beginning of a unit of discourse.22o

IX. Niphal. In the niphal iama' means "be heard," usually in the sense of acoustic
perception. As in the case of the qal, what is heard is often a q6l (sound, noise, voice);
qbl can also function as a neutral expletive:22| Isa.65:19; Jer.9:18(19);33:10-ll;
49:21: Ezk. l0:5; 26:13; Nah. 2:14(13); Cant. 2:12.

In 2 Ch. 30:27 we find the construction wayyiiiama' b"qdldm, analogous to the us-
age of the qal. This expression is used to indicate that Yahweh heard (and ratified) the

215. Neumann,116-17.
216.LL.47-59; Brunner, Altrigyptische Weisheit,238-39; for a comparison with Prov.22:l'l-

2l see D. Riimheld, Wege derWeisheit. BZAW 184 (1989), 18-27.
217. Neumann, 137.
218. --> Vt, t3t-32.
219. Neumann, 140.
220. Pp. 163-64.
221. See II. I .a above.
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prayer of blessing spoken by the priests and Levites. Willi finds a similar passive when
God is the logical subject in 2 Ch. 26:15 and28'5b.222 Some scholars have suggested
reading 2 Ch. 30:27 as a qal.223 In Dnl. l0:12, too, the passive is used to say that Dan-
iel's words have been favorably heard.

A nuance of "pay attention to" is present in Eccl. 9:16-17, and the notion of active
response in 2 S. 22:45/lPs. 18:45(44).

X. Hiphil. In the hiphil iama'has such meanings as "cause to hear, cause to resound,
make music, proclaim," as well as the specialized military sense "call up, muster."224

According to Neumann, the hiphil imperative of iama'in Isa. 48:20; Jer 4:5,16;5:20;
3l:7;46:14;50:2; Am. 3:9 marks the instructions given to a herald (cf. Isa. 52:7).zzs

Deutero-Isaiah frequently uses the hiphrl of ng&26 in conjunction with the hiphil of
idma' (lsa. 4l:22,26:. 42:9; 43:9,12:. 44:7 ,8; 45:21; 48:3,5,20). (The combination is not
limited to Deutero-Isaiah: it appears also in Jer.4:15 and46:14.) In the classification
used by Elliger and Hermisson,227 th's expression appears in two rhetorical forms (not
always clearly identifiable): forensic discourse (41:21-29;43:8-13;44:6-8:45:20-21)
and disputation (42:5-91?l; 48:l-l 1). The content of the message can be "new things"
(h'dAi6!,Isa. 42:9;48:6) or "former prophecies" @3:9). Adverbial qualifiers like m€'dz
(44:8; 48:5) and miqqejem indicate that ancient prophecies are now being fulfilled.

The action denoted by idma'hiphil can be instigated by Yahweh (Dt. 4:10,36; Jgs.

13:23; 2 K. 7:6; Isa. 30:30; 62:ll; Jer. l8:2; 49:2; Ezk. 36:15; Ps. 5l: l0[8]; 76:9[8];
143:8; Sir. 45:5) or by a human agent making Yahweh's praise heard (t6dd, Ps.26:7;
qbl fhilld16, Ps. 66:8; cf . 106:2).

XI. Piel. The two instances of the piel (l S. l5:4; 23:8) have the specialized military
sense of "muster." This meaning is clear from the context (par. to pqd in 15:4; with
lammilhdmd in 23:8) and the versions (LXX parangdllein, "call [to arms]"; Vg.
praecepti).?28 Vocalization as a hiphil might be worth consideringizze in I K. 15:22;
Jer. 50:29;51:.27 ,LXX parangdllein represents idma'hiphil in the sense of "muster."

XII. Nominal Derivatives. Of the nominal derivatives of im', iema' and iEmtt'd oc-
cur with some frequency.

The noun idma', "hearing, report," appears together with idma'in Gen. 29: l3; Nu.
14:15; Dt. 2:25; I K. l0:1; Jer. 37:5; 50:43; Nah. 3: 19; 2 Ch. 9:1.

222. T. Willi, Die Chronik als Auslegung. FRLANT 106 (19'12), 125 n. 67.
223. J. W. Rothstein, "Chronik," HSAT ll (1923),665; Rudolph, Chronikbiicher 303; BHS

- but not BFIK.
224. Arambari, Wortstamm, 303-18.
225.Pp.443-61.
226. --> IX, l8l-82.
227. Deuterojesaja I-IL BKXUI-2 (1978,2003).
228. See the comments by Jenni, HP, 220.
229.K. Budde, Samuel. KHCylll(1902),108; H. P. Smith, Samuel. ICC (1899),134; BHK.
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This is also true of iEmA'A in 1 S. 4:19; 2 K. l9:7 ; Isa. 37:7; Jer. 5l.46. Ob. l//Jer.
49: 14 speaks of hearing a i€mfr'd from Yahweh. As a term for prophetic revelation, the
word appears already in Isaiah (Isa. 28;Q;z:o cf.28:19;Ezk.2l:1217)).

A number of names include the root .im'. "Hearing is extraordinarily common in
the OT in the sense of hearing favorably or granting (a prayer). In the specialized
sense of granting the prayer of a childless woman, which we have associated with the
use of 9DU in personal names, the verb appears in Gen. 16:11 in the explanation of
the name Ishmael and in Gen. 29:33 in the explanation of the name Simeon, as well as
in Gen. 3O'6.f231 Names of this type were widespread throughout the Semitic
world.232

X[I. LXX. When the LXX translates iama'with the vb. akoilein and its com-
pounds, the Greek reader faces the unaccustomed idea that religious content is revealed
primarily through speech, not through vision.233 But visual perception also has its
place 

- sometimes underestimated - in the OT.234

When Yahweh hears and grants human prayers, the LXX often uses eisaktilein.
That the deity hears human prayers is a common mode of expression for the Greek
readler.z3s "Hear" can also mean "obey": "His people obeyed (dkouen) him as though
he were God."236

The LXX translates "heed Yahweh's voice" with akodtein (or a compound) ry's

phdnds lcyriou. This idiom is good Greek; it denotes auditory perception in such pas-
sages as Herodotus 2.70; 4.129; 8.65; Pausanias 7 .22; Acts 9:7; ll:7 ,22; Rev. I I : l2;
14:13; 16:l;21:3.

XIV. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls the vb. iama' (qal, niphal, and
hiphil) usually denotes auditory perception on the part of both humans and animals
(lQM 6:13). The Damascus Document begins with an appeal to hear (CD l:l). Such
appeals are addressed to kl ywd'y sdq (l:l), kl b'y bryt (2:2), bnym (2:14), kl ywd'y sdq
w|wih) twrlh] (4Q270 92'19237)' cf. the appeal im w hkmym wihy d't in IQH l:34-35.
An appeal (im'h yir'l) modeled on Dt. 20:3 appears in IQM 10:3. That Yahweh hears
someone who calls (.im'with accusative) is attested in IQH 5:12. An appeal to God
(im' 'lhy) in the context of a prayer is found in 4Q381 31 4.

The hiphil of im'is fairly common, especially in the group of texts 4Q400-407
(Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice). Here the meaning appears to have expanded some-

230. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. tr. 1974),244-45.
231. IPN, 185; on Ishmael see E. A. Knatf , Ismael. ADPV (1985), esp. l-16, I13.
232. AN, 166-67, 189; Benz, 419,421.
233. G. Kittet, TDNT t,2t7-19.
234. -+ XllI,216; Kraus, Aufsritze, 89-94.
235. Cf. Iliad 1.381: 16.531.
236. Odyssey 8.71.
237. B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, eds., Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead

Sea Scrolls. The Hebrew and Aramaic Tbxts from Cave Four, I (Washington, l99l), 41.
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what in the direction of "make known,"238 as in 4Q401 14 2:7: himy w nstrwt, "they
made known hidden matters." An announcement is made in the midst of stillness
(bdmmt) in 4Q401 16 2 and 402 9 3.23e One occurrence of the niphal says that the

sound of blessing (qwl hbrk) is heard (4Q403 2:12). A parallel expression, probably

synonymous with .ira'hiphil, is spr pieVpual (lQS l:21-22; 1QH 1:23).

Noteworthy are certain specialized meanings and constructions, e.g., im ' niphal,
"obey" (lQS 5:23; 6:2).240 In the Dead Sea Scrolls the notion of heeding someone can

be expressed by .inz'with a pronominal suffix (lQH 4:24; cf . 18:7); the text suggests an

active response. Comparable constructions in the OT are probably la1g.zat We also hnd
constructions with 7 (CD 2:2) and / (CD 2:14; 4Q270 9 2:19; with lqwl, 20:28). The ex-

pression im'bqwl alsoappears (4Q499 73);theformulationof 4Q5041-25:13 follows
Dt. 30:2. The failure of a witness to speak out after hearing (im') the public adjuration to
testify concerning a transgression, an offense described in Lev. 5: I and Wov.29:24,242 is

also mentioned in CD 9:8-23. A lament declares that the sound of joy (imbh) is no lon-
ger heard (.im 'niphal, 4Q179 1:13); the same topos appears in Ezk. 26:13 (niphal).243

The expression ky hi)mym wh'rs yim'w lmlyhw (4Q521 2 2:l),zu "for heaven and

earth heed his [? pl.] messiah," recalls the figurative usage of .irn zas as well as Mark 9:7

and parallels.
Riiterswc)rden

238.C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS27 (1985), 138.

239. tbid., t4t.
240. See IX above.
241. See II. I .a above.
242. See II. l.a above.
243. See also KAl 222A.19 (ethpaal).
244. E. Puech, RevQ 15 (1991192) 485.
245. See III above.
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I. Ancient Near East. The root ^irur is found in most Semitic languages.l

l. Akkadian. There are two homonymous roots in Akkadian.2 The meaning of
iamaru(m) I is "rage, storm."3 For example, a ritual text against Libartu on a small
tablet (Seleucid period) from Warka reads: ezzet iamrat, "she [the daughter of Anu]
is angry, she is enraged."4 The meaning of iamaru(m.) II is "praise (God)."s A hymn
to Shamash describes his worship in the following terms: ii-na-ma pal-fia-ka li)i-
tam-ma-ra zi-kir-kfal, "but they are afraid and offer worship to your name."6 A
hymn to Nabu repeats the formula lii-tam-mar ilu-ut-ka, "that he may worship your
divinity."z

Although as a rule the OT uses the vb. imr with the meaning "watch, keep," none of
the meanings of Akk. iamdru(m) lies totally outside the semantic spectrum of the bib-
lical texts. It has been claimed that both Akkadian verbs are homonymous with Heb.
.irnr8 For example, in Jer. 3:5a imr is used as a synonym for ntr with the meaning
6'rage": h)intdr l"'6ldm 'im-yiimor lAnesah, "Will he be angry forever, will he rage to
the end?" (cf. also Am. l:11).e In the Psalm of Jonah (Jon. 2:9lBng.8l), on the other
hand, the piel of .imr appears with the meaning "worship, praise." The translations of

Aussagen im griechischen AT: Gottesnamen," ZNW 69 (1978) 239-46, esp. 245; idem,
"Sutrdooto," TDNT, lX, 236-44; H. Dahan, "Reflexivity," Lel 44 (1980) 219-23:' W. Dietrich,
Prophetie und Geschichte. FRI,ANT 108 (1972); D. A. Diewert,"JobT:12," JBL 106 (1987)203-
15; F. Garc(a L6pez, "Analyse litt6raire de Deut6ronome V-XI," RB 84 (1977) 481-522: 85
(1978) 5-49; idem, "Deut. VI et la tradition-r6daction du Deut6ronome," RB 85 (1978) 16l-200;
86 (1979) 59-91; M. Held, "Studies in Biblical Homonyms in the Light of Accadian," JANES 3
(197017 l) 47 -55; K. Jeppesen, "Micah V I 3 in the Light of a Recent Archaeological Discovery,"
W 34 (1984) 462-66: L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwrirterbuch,"
W 9 (1959) 247-87, esp. 278-80; F. Langlamet, "IsraEl et 'l'habitant du pays,"' RB 76 (1969)
321-50,481-507, esp. 327-29; N. Lohfink, Das Hauptgebot. AnBibl 20 (1963), esp. 68-70;
J. Milgrom, Studies in Levitical Terminology, I: The Encroacher and the Levite. UCP Near East-
ern Studies 14 (Berkeley, 1970); N. Negretti, Il settimo giorno. AnBibl 55 (1973); J. du Preez,
"Oor die identiteit van 'wagte'en 'herinneraars'in Jes 62:6-'7 1' NGTT 29 (1988) 390-95;
G. Sauer, '|,DVi imr to watch, guard, keep," TLOT, lll, 1380-84; R. Smend, "The Law and the
Nations: A Contribution to Deuteronomistic Tradition History," Reconsidering Israel and Ju-
dah: Recent Studies in Deuteronomistic History. SBIS 8 @ng. tr.2000),95-ll0; W. M. Soll,
"The Question of Psalm ll9:91' JBL 106 (1987) 687-88; J. R. Spencer, "The Tasks of the Le-
vites: izr and sb'," ZAW 96 (1984) 267-71.

t. HAL, l58t-82.
2. CAD, XVIVI, 296-98,lists three.
3. AHw, III, I 154; CAD, XYlVl, 296-97.
4. F. Thureau-Dangin, nA 18 (1921) 166 l. 13, 170 1. 13.
5. AHw,III, I154; CAD, XYIUI,297-98.
6. W. von Soden, SAI/G, 246; cf . BWL, 137.
7. W. von Soden,ZA 61 (1971) 6011.213,215. For additional texts, mostly religious in con-

tent, see C. J. M. Weir, l,exicon of Accadian Prayers in the Rituals of Expiation (Oxford, 1934),
323; AHw, III, I154.

8. HAL,II, l58l; see also W von Soden, UF 13 (1981) 164, with respectto iamaru(m)lI.
9. Held, 47-48.
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this verse include "the worshipers of vain idols,"1O "those who worship unfounded
Nothingness/worthless idols,"ll and "those who worship vain idols" (NRSV). Allen
cites Akk. iummrru to illuminate the meaning of the verse.l2

2. Ugaritic. In Ugaritic the term imrm occurs in the both the absolute and con-
struct.13 Beside a list of 21 proper names, we find imrm p'p bn byy 'irt.ta The text refers
to watchmen or sentries (imrm) sent to p's the son of byy that each may receive ten she-
kels of silver for his work.15

The root imr is an element of many proper names,l6 among which "Samaria" stands
out. According to 1 K. 16:24, Omri bought the hill of Samaria (iomerbn) from Shemer
(iemer), fortified it, and then named the city after the former owner of the hill of Sa-
maria. According to Sanda, l7 both the name of the owner and the name of the city ( imr/
imrwn) derive from the Arab./OS A root lmr "bear fruit, have an abundance of," which
cannot be distinguished in Hebrew from imr; the name means roughly "abundant
yield."ts This root also appears in Akkadian, Amorite, and Arabic names.le

While Weippert,20 calling Samaria a "pre-Omride settlement of the Semer clan," ac-
cepts the derivation of imrwn given in I K. 16:24, according to Noth,2l "the figure of
'10t, . . . is a secondary construction to 'explain' the name ]l'lDlr." Another proposed
etymology connects the toponym with the vb. imr so that it would mean something
like "watchtower."22

3. Phoenician. When we turn to the Phoenician and Punic languages, we must note
above all two inscriptions discovered in the necropolis of Dermesh, near Carthage, in
which we read: nsr wimr hlsb'l bn 'ritb'l and imr wnsr hlsb'l bn 'iy, "hlsb'l son of
'ritb'U'iy guarded and watched."23 These have been described as talismans, amulets
with magical formulas.24 Of particular interest in the light of the OT is the use of .inr in
parallel with nsr2s

10. W. Rudolph, Joel - Amos - Obadja - Jona. KAT XllU2 (1971),346.
11. H. W. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah. CC (Eng. tr. 1986), 126-27.
12. L. C. Allen, Joel, Obadiah, Jonah and Micah. NICOT (1976),215, with n. 6.
13. UT no.2443; WUS, no.2642.
14. KTU 4.170,24-25.
15. C. Virolleatd, PRU,II (1957), 75, no. 47; O. Eissfeldt, JSS 5 (1960) 14 = KlSchr ll

(1963),38s.
t6. HAL, II, 1585-89.
17. A. Sanda, Ki)nige. EHAT lVl (1911), 404-5.
18. See M. C. Astour, "Place Names," RSe II, 337-38, no. 113, where Ugaritic toponyms are

cited.
19. APNM, 8t-82,267.
20. H. Weippeft, 8RL2,265.
21. M. Noth, Kdnige I: 1-16. BK IXJI (1968), 353; also HAL, I, 1587.
22. BRLI,438; also E. Wiirthwein, Kdnige I: l.Kbn. l-16. ATD XUI (1977), 199; Sauer,

l38l; HAL, II, 1587.
23. Tomback, 325; cf. DISO, 310.
24. ESE, r (1902), 171-74.
25. See II.2.a below.
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A Punic inscription from Malta,26 dating between the 4th and2d centuries n.c.e.,

uses the active participle of imr as a noun, denoting the office of an inspector or guard-
ian imr mhsb, "qtarry inspector."zz This use of the participle in conjunction with an-

other term to describe an office is very common in Biblical Hebrew.28

Finally, it is worth mentioning the series of Phoenician and Punic names containing
the element imr, e.g., imrb'\, b'limr 'imnimn and'bdimr.ze

4. Extrabiblical Hebrew. In extrabiblical Hebrew .imr occurs twice in 9th-century
inscriptions from Kuntillet'Ajrud, once as a toponym in the blessing formula brkt lkm
lyhwh imrn wl'irth,3o "I bless you by Yahweh [?] of Samaria and by his Asherah," and
once as a verb in the wish ybrk wyimrk,:t "may he bless you and keep you."32

We also find imr on two ostraca from Lachish, once in the qal3: and once in the
niphal.:+ In a letter from Lachish (ostracon 4), a subordinate assures his superior that
he has acted in accordance with the instructions he has received. These included sev-

eral signals that served as a communication system among the three major fortresses of
the kingdom of Judah (Jerusalem, Lachish, and Azekah) during the time of the Babylo-
nian invasion. Ll. l0-11 must be read against this background: wyd' lq 'l miI lki nhnw
imrm kll h\t 'ir ntn, "and let [my lord] know that we are watching for the signals of
Lachish,35 following all the instructions given by my lord."36

Ostracon 3 is even more significant, since it contains the longest Hebrew text so far
discovered dating from the period of the Israelite monarchy. It casts vivid light on the
political alliance between Judah and Egypt toward the end of the monarchy. L. 20 men-
tions a prophet - possibly Jeremiah - who opposes the pro-Egyptian policies of the

Judahite regime.37 Besides its association with the book of Jeremiah, the text of this
ostracon contains a number of echoes of biblical names and expressions. Particularly
important in our context is l. 2l: himr ilhh'btd)k'l'dny, "Beware! Your servant has

sent [this warning] to my lord."38 The expression "Beware!" characterizes the message

of theprophetElishatothekingof Israel (2K.6:9) andtheoracleof theprophetlsaiah
to King Ahaz (Isa. 7:4).The ostracon also has to do with the message of a prophet,

26. KAr 62.7.
27. KAr,l,79.
28. See IV.1-2.
29. Benz,42l.
30. Pithos l.
31. Pithos 2.
32. Z. Meshel, BAR 5 (1979) 24-36; J. A. Emerton , ZAW 94 (1982) l-20; D. Conrad, TUAT

II, 561-64; J. M. Hadley, W 37 (1987) 180-213; H.-P. Miiller, ZAH 5 (1992) l5-51, esp. 26.
33. No. 4, 1. 1l = KAI l94.ll.
34. No. 32, 1.21 = KAI 193.21.
35. Cf. A. Lemaire, Inscriptions hibrai'ques I: I*s ostaca. L4PO 9 (197'l), 100: "for it is the

signal of Lachish that we are observing."
36. KAr, tr, 194.
37. D. Winton Thomas, "The Prophet" in the lnchish Ostaca (1946); H. Michaud, JA 239

(1951) 78; for a different view see W. F. Albright, BASOR 105 (1947) 15.

38. KAr, tr, t92.
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whose role as counselor and adviser finds expression in the use of the formula "Be-
ware!"39

5. Aramaic. In Aramaic the vb. .izr occurs only in the story of Ahiqar, in three prov-
erbs.aO In the first two, it is in the imperative: pmk'itmr lft, "Watch your mouth!";'itmr
/t, "Watch out for yourself!"4l In the reconstruction by Lindenberger,a2 Ahiqar 160

reads: fhn I'ylitmr 'yi 'm 'lhn wmh ytnt 7, "tlfl someone does [not] enjoy the protec-
tion of the gods, how should he protect himself from his inner sin?"43 Formally, we
note the parallelism of the verbs imr and nsr found also in a whole series of biblical
texts.4 According to Lindenberger, the proverb may be a "confession of human inabil-
ity to achieve goodness without divine help . . . a rare glimpse into the Aramean ethical
consciousness."45

II. Occurrences.
l. Distribution. The 373 occurrences of imr in the qal are distributed as follows:

Tetrateuch 63 (Genesis 12, Exodus 20, Leviticus 16, Numbers l5), Deuteronomy 58,
DtrH 66 (Joshua 10, Judges 3, I Samuel 12, 2 Samuel 8, I Kings 23, 2 Kings l0),
Prophets 42 (Isaiah 7, Jeremiah 6,Ezekiel 16, Hosea 3, Amos 2, Micah l,Zechaiah 3,

Malachi 4), Psalms 62 (21in Ps. 119), Wisdom 50 (Job 11, Proverbs 31, Ecclesiastes
8), ChrH 3l (Ezra l, Nehemiah 9, I Chronicles 8,2 Chronicles 13), Daniel l.

In addition to these occurrences, in 54 passages the nominalized ptcp. i6mZr ap-

pears: Numbers 4, Deuteronomy 2, Judges 2, I Samuel 2,2Kings 6, Isaiah 4, Jeremiah
5, Ezekiel 4, Psalms 7, Ecclesiastes l, Esther 6, Song of Songs 3, Daniel l, Nehemiah
3, I Chronicles 2, 2 Chronicles 2.

The niphal of imr occurs 37 times: Tetrateuch 8 (Genesis 3, Exodus 5), Deuteron-
omy 13, DtrH 8 (Joshua 1, Judges 2, I Samuel 2, 2 Samuel 1, 2 Kings 2), Prophets 6
(Isaiah 1, Jeremiah 2, Hosea l, Malachi 2), Psalms l, Job l.

The piel of imr occurs only in Jon.2:9(8); the hithpael occurs in 2 S.22:24,Mic.
6:16, and Ps. l8:24(23).

All told, the vb. .izr occurs 468 times in the OT. If we analyze its distribution among
the individual books, Deuteronomy (73 times) and the Psalms (71 times) stand out.
Among the larger units, DtrH leads, with 85 occurrences. This number should be in-
creased substantially, since many texts in Deuteronomy are indebted to the Dtr move-

39. Lemaire, Inscriptions hdbrai'ques I, lO6.
40. Ahiqar 97,101,160; for a discussion of this work see J. M. Lindenberger,The Aramaic

Proverbs of Ahiqar (1983); I. Kottsieper, Die Sprache der Ahiqarspriiche. BZAW 194 (1990).
41. Ll. 97,l0l; translation after Lindenberger, Ahiqar, 73, 8l; in both instances, Kottsieper

(Sprache,20) has a different division and translation.
42.P. 16l, following A.Ungnad, Aramiiische Papyrus aus Elephantine (l9ll); for a different

reading see AB 218,244; Kottsieper, Sprache, lO.
43. Similarly E. Martinez Borobio, in A. Diez Macho, ed., Ap6crifus del AT III (Madrid,

1982), 186.
44. Lindenberger, Ahiqari 24; see II.2.a below.
45. Ahiqaa 16l.
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ment, and many passages from the Minor Prophets and the Psalms emanate from this
movement or at least exhibit its influence. After DtrH, ,irnr occurs most frequently in
the Priestly material and related texts such as Ezekiel. This distribution is even clearer
if we concentrate on religious usage. A survey of the individual occurrences reveals
that imr in its religious and theological range of meanings is characteristic of late texts.

The nouns derived from imr are less common: 'aimfrrd./'aimdrel (7 times: Ex.
14:24;Jgs.7:19;l S. 11:11;Ps.63:7[6];90:4;119:148;Lam.2:19),miimar(22times:
Genesis 6; Leviticus, Numbers, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Job, and Proverbs I each;
Nehemiah 8; I Chronicles 2), miimer"fo (78 times), iemer (5 times: Isa. 25:6 [bis];
Jer. 48:ll; Zeph. l:12; Ps. 75:9[8]), i"murd (once: Ps. 77:5[4)), iomrA (once: Ps.
l4l:3), iimmurtm (twice: Ex. 12:42).

2. Parallelisms and Combinations. Among the verbs used with imr in parallelisms,
nsr and zkr stand out. We find the sequences imr - nsr (Dt.33:9; Ps. 12:817},25:20-
2l; 105:45: 119:144-145 Prov. 2:l l; 4:6; 5:2; 28:4,7) and nsr - imr (Ps. 78:7,10;
ll9:34: Prov. 2:8; 27:18 cf. also the close linking of the two verbs in Prov. l3:3 and
16:11). The vb. zkr can take on the same semantic value as imr, even when the two are

not parallel (Nu. l5:39-40; Ps. 103:18; I l9:55), butzkr (like.imr) is followed by an in-
hnitive of purpose, denoting a specific action (E,x.20:8;Ps. 103:18; 109:16) oq finally,
when zkr (as indicated by the context) has the same function as imr (Josh. l:13; Mal.
3:221.tt

The relationships between imr n$r and, zkr are fundamentally deeper than would
appear at first glance, as a comparison with the terminology used in certain ancient
Near Eastern treaties shows. The OT frequently speaks of "observing/keeping the cov-
enant" (imr b"rt1). In Akkadian keeping a covenant is sometimes expressed by means
of the verbs nasaru ar,d fuasasu, which correspond to the Hebrew vbs. nsr and imr/
zkras ln the OT we find both zdlar b"rt1(Lev.26:45) and iamar b"rt1(Gen. 17:9,10;
Ex. l9:5; Dt.7:9,12;29:8[9]; I K.8:23; ll:ll;Ezk. l7:14;Ps.78:10; 103:18; 132:12;
Dnl.9:4; Neh. l:5; 9:32;2 Ch. 6:14). And with the term hese{, which often accompa-
nies b"rt1, nsr (Ex. 34:7), imr (l K. 3:6), and zkr (Jer. 2:2) are all used. It is clear that
nsr usually appears in poetic texts, while imr is found primarily in narrative texts,
where it has largely displaced nsr As Baltzer has shown, imr is a constitutive element
of the "statement of substance" or "general clause" of the so-called covenant formu-
lary.oe

The vb. imr is often used in combination with another verb, either as a coordinate in
the same form or as a qualifying infinitive with /1 The most commonly used verb is
'aid: imr la"i61(Gen. l8:19; Ex. 3l:16; Dt. 5:1,32:6:3,25;7:11; 8:l; ll22,32:. l2:l;
l3:l12:32); l5:5; 17: 10, I 9; l9:9: 24:8; 28:1,15,58; 3l:12; 32:46; Josh. l:7,8: 22:5;
2 K. 17:37; 2l:8; Ezk. l8:9;20:21:' I Ch. 22:13;2 Ch. 33:8; 34:21,31), imr w"la'oi61

46. -+ LX,72-78.
47. F.-L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. OBO 45 (1982), 41.
48. M. Weinfeld, JAOS 93 (1973) 190-99.
49. Pp. 44-47.
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(Dt.24:8;28:13; Josh. 23:6; Neh. 10:30[29]; I Ch.29:19), imr w"'aiA (Lev. 19:37:

20:8,22; 22:31l' 25:18; 26:3; Dt. 4:6" 7:12; 16:12; 23:24[23]; 26:16: 29:819); Isa. 56: I ;

Ezk. ll:20:20:19;36:27;37:24 lcf . 43:1ll; Neh. l:9;2 Ch. l9:7).
Almost half of the passages cited come from Deuteronomy, and a major portion of

the rest appear in the sphere of influence of that book. Here the combination of 'dSd

and iamar is a stereotyped expression; although it appears also outside the Dtn/Dtr tra-

dition, it is a characteristic element of Dtn parenesis.s0

Among the other verbs that accompany imr hdlak deserves special mention: ,inr
ldlekel (Lev. 18.24: Dt. 8:6; ll:22; 19:19; Josh. 22:5; Jgs. 2:22; I K. 2:4; 6:12; 8:25;
2 K. l0:31; Ps. 78:10; 2 Ch. 6:16),ldleke! (we)liimdr and the reverse sequence (Dt'

lO12-13;26:17;3016; I K.2:3;8:58,61; 2 K.23:3; Neh. 10:30[29];2 Ch.34:31), as

well as other constructions using the two verbs (Gen. 28:15,20 Lev.2O:22-23;26:3;Dt.
4:2-3; 5:32-33; l3:5[4]; 28:9; Josh. l:7-9;24:17l' I K. 3:6,14; 8:23;9:4,6; ll:10,33-
34,38; l48;2 K. l7:13-15,19; Jer. l6:ll; Ezk. ll:20; 18:17-19; 20:18-19,21:36:2'l;
37:24; Am.2:4;Mic.6:16;Zec.3:7; Mal. 3:14; Eccl. 4:17[5:l]; 2Ch.6:14;7:11).We
occasionally find hdlak in parallel with .imr especially in certain poetic texts.

When we compare the texts of the imr-hdlaf; group with those of the imr-'did
group, it is easy to see how frequently the same formulas recur. We may conclude that

behind these formulations there stands a tripartite formulation imr-hdlaft-'d,fri. This

combination can be supplemented and defined more precisely through additional par-

allels.
Finally, the vb. swlzsl also deserves special mention. This verb appears relatively

frequently in the "promulgation formulas" characteristic of Deuteronomy. When such

formulas are dependent on a main clause, in a significant number of cases the latter has

imras its verb (Dt.4:2,40;6:2"7:ll;8:l,ll; l0:13; l1:8,22;13:lll2:321:19:9;27:l).
In other cases the vb. .imr enters into a more or less close association with.iz', in such a

way that the promulgation formula practically depends on both (Dt.lZ28; 13:19[18];

l5:5; 28:1,15 and 27:10; 30:8).
Most of the expressions made up of .izr and a noun belong to the lexical field of

"law" or "covenant." To it should be added other terms from the domain of the cultic
commandments.52

Other combinations using .imr are less common and are associated with a variety of
contexts. In alphabetical order the terms used with imr are: "muntm (lsa.26:2),'"me!
(Ps. 146:6), 'orh6! (Ps. l7:4; Prov. 2:20; cf . Job 13:27;33: l1), da'a! (]udal. 2:7), haUA

.idw'(Ps. 3li7), haryd'! (Job 14:16; cf. 10:14), haheseQ (Dt.7i9;1 K. 3:6; 8:23; Hos.

12:7161: Ps. 89:29[28]; Dnl. 9:4; Neh. l:5: 9:32; 2 Ch. 6:14), l"i6nb (Prov. 2l:23),
mfisdr (Prov. l0: l7), m"zimm61(Prov. 2: I l;5:2), nepel (Dt.4:9; Ps. 25:20;71:10:'86:2;
97:lO: 119:167; l2l7: Job 2:6; Prov. l3:3; 16:17; 19:16; 2l:23; 22:5), 'ebrd (Am.

50. Lohfink, 68-70.
51. -r i]']I swft.
52. See IV.2 below.
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l:ll), peh (l S. l: l2; Prov. 2l:23; cf. Mic. 7:5; Ps. 39:2[1); Eccl. 8:2), rfiah (Job lO:12;
Eccl. ll:4), i"!u'd (Dr. 7:8; I K.2:43), t6ftalta1@rov. 13:18; l5:5), tam @s. 37:37).

These texts exhibit the variety of the expressions and their particular concentration
in the Psalms and in wisdom literature. At the same time, there is a clear contrast to the
expressions using .imr in relationship to the law in Deuteronomy, DtrH and Chronicles,
aqd priestly material (including Ezekiel).

III. Meaning.
l.Verb. In the qal imrhas the basic meaning "watch, guard, observe, fulfill, keep,

keep watch, spy out." The variations in meaning and the different nuances are funda-
mentally dependent on the various subjects and objects, parallelisms, and contexts.

The most frequent subject of imr is a human individual or collective. Individuals
commonly named are the patriarchs, kings (esp. David and Solomon), and court offi-
cials. The most common collective subject is the people of Israel (Ib"nAl yiird'El), es-
pecially in Deuteronomy. Less frequently, the Aaronides and Levites function as the
subject in Leviticus and Numbers. God or an angel can also be the subject of Jnr In the
Psalter and in Solomon's prayer of dedication (l K.8ll2 Ch. 6), the most common sub-
ject is yhwh or '"lohim.

The object of imr can be anything of value in the material or spiritual world that is
to be guarded, kept, or watched.

The vb. imr is common in everyday language, appearing in a great variety of con-
texts, both secular and religious. As a result, its semantic field extends from the secular
and concrete to the spiritual and religious.

In the niphal the verb usually conveys a reflexive sense and can be translated as
"take heed, take care, be on one's guard against." It is especially common in the im-
perative with the meaning "Watch out! Beware!" In Hos. 12:14(13) it has the pas-
sive sense "be guarded"; it has the same sense in Ps. 37:28 (MT niimdrrr, contra
LXX53).

Of the 3 instances of the hithpael,2 clearly have the meaning "keep oneself (from)":
2 S. 22:24llPs. 18:24(23).In Mic. 6:16, however, the MT is obscure; its difficulty ex-
plains the divergent readings of the early versions.54

In the piel .irzr takes on the meaning "worship," analogously to Akk. iamaru(m).s5

2. Nominal Derivatives. With the exception of iemer, all the nouns derived from .irnr
stay within the same range of meanings as the verb.

The noun 'aimfrrd/'aimore! mear,s "night watch"; the night is divided into three
such watches: the first watch (lerA'i 'aimore!, Lam. 2:19), the middle watch
(hd'aimdrel hattt!6nd, Jgs. 7:19), and the morning watch ('aimorel habbdqe4 Ex.

53. See VI.l below.
54. B. Renaud, l,a formation du livre de Michde. EgiU (tSll),334-35; H. W. Woltr, Micah.

CC (Eng. tr. 1990), 187; D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de l'AT lll. OBO 5013 (1992),768-
69. See also VI.l below.

55. See I.l above.
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14:24; I S. I l:1 1).s0 y/n'r" the last three passages are set in military contexts, the text

in Lamentations involves a nighttime prayer at the beginning of the watches. In a simi-
lar vein the psalmist, seeking communion with God, quiet, and contemplation (Ps.

4:5[4]; 167; ll9:148), finds the "watches of the night" an appropriate time for medita-

tion and prayer (Ps. 63:7[6]; 90:4:119:148).
The noun miimar can have the broad meaning "guard, watch" (Job 7:12; Prov'

4:23),burt as a rule it has a more specif,tc meaning: (l) the place where people are kept

under watch or guard, cell, prison (Gen. 40:3,4,7;41:lO;42:17,19; Lev. 24:12; Nu.

l5:34);(2)themilitaryguardof acity(Jer.5l:12;Neh.4:3,16,1719,22,23);12:25);(3)
thesectionof thetemplekeptseparatebyacurtain(Neh. l2:24; 13:14;l Ch.26:16;cf.
Ezk.38:7).st

Both iomrd and i"murA are hapax legomena. The former refers to the mouth, the lat-

ter to the eyes: "Set a guard over my mouth, O Yahweh" (iomri Pfi, Ps. l4l:3); "You

[God] control my eyelids" (i"mur61 'Andyim, Ps. 77:5[4]) in the sense of "keep awake."

As one would expect, the vb. imr with its basic meaning "observe, watch, etc." stands

in close relationship to the organ of sight; some texts even use it in parallel with verbs

like r'h (Jer. 20:10; Ps. 56:7[6]; Job24:15:39:l; Eccl. I l:4). There is a similarrelation-
ship between imr and peh.s8

The noun iimmurim (only in Ex. 12:42) refers to a vigil, the "night of watching."se

During the night of Passover, Yahweh watched over Israel to guard and protect them

while they left Egypt (v, 42a). This very night is therefore a vigil in honor of Yahweh

for all Israelites throughout all generations (v. 42b). Hyatt interprets this "vigilance" in
honor of Yahweh to mean keeping the Festival of Passover and fulfilling the command-

ments.o The text thus plays on the double meaning of imr "vigilance" and "obser-

vance."
The noun iemer tsed only in its plural form i"martm, refers to the "lees" (of

wine).6t It is used figuratively - in a positive context in Isa. 25:6 and Jer. 48: I l, in a
negative context inZeph. l:12. In Ps. 75:9(8) it refers to God's anger, represented as

poison in a cup that all the wicked must drink on the day of judgment. Isa. 25:6, by

contrast, speaks of the fine wine that God will provide for the nations of the earth at the

end of the ages.

IV. Qal.
l. Concrete and Secular Usage.In concrete and secular usage .imr refers primarily

to physical actions and the persons who carry them out. In the latter case, as a rule, the

ptcp. idmdr is used.

56. GesBr$,l09; G. Dalman, ArS, I (1928), 631-32.
57. HAL,l, @9.
58. See II.2 above.
59. HAL, II, 1588.
60. J. P. Hyatt, Exodus. NCBC (repr. 1983), 140.

61. According to HAL, it may be a primary noun of unknown etymology, unrelated to imr;
Sauer ( 1380, I 383), however, lists iemer among the derivatives of .irt r

I
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a. Primary Uses. In its literal sense ^izr denotes the guarding or watching of per-
sons, animals, or objects. Although the verb is part of everyday language, one can often
recognize in the usage of imr the way of life and specific occupations of a particular
society - in the goods or values that are to be guarded or watched are reflected'the
characteristic interests of every social group.

For example, the patriarchal stories, which preserve memories of a pastoral civiliza-
tion, speak of watching or "feeding" the flock (imr Gen.30:31; cf. Hos. 12:13[12]
with reference to Jacob). The story of Joseph, by contrast, reflects the agricultural civi-
lization of Egypt when instructions are given to "lay up" (imr, Gen.4l:35). The Cove-
nant Code, similarly, which presupposes a settled society living on the produce of its
own land and its flocks, as well as on trade, cites certain circumstances under which
personal property is given to someone for safekeeping (Ex. 22:6,9U,10)); it also cites
cases in which an owner must "restrain" (imr)his ox (Ex. 2l:29,36).

The literature of P uses .irn r to denote functions to be carried out in the context of the
sanctuary.62 It also requires keeping watch over the furnishings of the tent of meeting
(Nu. 3:8).

The books of Samuel and Kings, which concentrate wholly on the problems of the
monarchy and reflect the typical concerns of an urban culture, use .imr primarily to re-
flect these concerns. The palace is looked after or guarded (2 S. 15:16; 16:21;20:3;
2K.ll:5-6; cf. I K. 14:27); the person of the king must be guarded (l S. 19:l l;26:15-
16), as well as his property (1 S. 9:14; 17:22) and other persons more or less closely
connected with the palace (2 S. 18:12; I K. 20:39).

Finally, the Psalms and some of the sapiential books that are interested in spiritual
and intellectual qualities use a series of expressions (in many of which imr has a figu-
rative sense) that bespeak the world and the special interests of certain hagiographers
and the society they address.63

In the wide range of usage of the vb. .im4 consequently, the sociocultural back-
ground of the texts in which it appears represents a unifying principle. Every organized
society ultimately creates a defensive system to protect what it values. This need ac-
counts for the variety of functions and persons charged with such duties in the various
elements of society. Some of these are associated with the nominalized ptcp. idmdr

b. Participle. The ptcp. iomer means "watchman, guardian" in general (Isa.
2l:ll,l2: 62:6; Jer. 51:12; Ps. l2l:3-5; 127:l; 13O:6). Often iomEr is specified as the
watch guarding a field (imr {dQeh, Jer. 4:17), a forest (imr happardEs. Neh. 2:8), a
house (.inr habbayil, Eccl. l2:3), or the harem (imr hannaiim. Est. 2:3,8,15: imr
happilagiim, Est. 2:14). The iomer may be a bodyguard (imr lero'i, I S. 28:2), a gate-
keeper (imr ia'ar Neh. 3:29), or the keeper of the wardrobe (imr habb"gddim, 2 K.
22:14/12 Ch.34:22).

The town guards, the royal guards, and the temple guards deserve special mention.
Many guards were needed to keep watch over a town, since towns were the most im-

62. .+ n'lDU|D miimere!; see IV.2 and IV.5 below.
63. See II.2 above-
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portant targets of enemies. For example, Joab keeps watch over besieged Rabbah (.irur
'el-hait 2S. 11:16),andJoramdefendsRamoth-gileadfromHazael,thekingofAram
(hayd idmdr beramo! Sil'Ad, 2 K. 9:14). Cant. 3:3 and 5:7a speak of the sentinels
(mesa'ftnt haiiomertm) making their rounds and patrolling the walls (idm"rA hahdm61,
5:7b1.u

The kings of Israel had their own guards. At the beginning of the monarchy, in the
reign of Saul, we already hear of Saul's "runners" (rastm, I S. 22:17), who constitute
the escort preceding the king's chariot, a personal royal guard. In 2 K. ll:4,19, they are
mentioned alongside Carite mercenaries. Both groups fill the office of palace guard in
Jerusalem (i6m"rA miimere! bA1 hammelek, 2 K. l1:5). According to I K. 14:27-2811
2 Ch. l2:lO- I I , the "officers of the runners" ( idrA hdrdsim) guard the entrance to the
royal palace (haiidm"rim pelab bA! hammelek). The personnel of the guard were so nu-
merous that they could be organized into divisions of a hundred (2 K. 1l:4-6,11,19),
and they played a significant military role. In 2 K. ll we see the leading role they
played in the deposition of Athaliah and the enthronement of Joash.6s

The expression iomerA miimerel, which denotes the palace guard in 2 K. I l:5, refers
primarily to the officials (priests, Levites) who are charged with duties within the tem-
ple (idm"rA miimere! haqqoSei, Nu. 3:28,32; iom"rA miimere! miikan yhwh, Nu.
3l:30,47; iomerA miimere! habbdyil/hammizb€ah, Ezk.40:45,46;44:8,14). The noun
miimeref6 became a technical term for ministry in the sanctuary, the tent of meeting,
or the temple. The noun miimar too, can refer to persons who watch over the section of
the temple separated by a curtain.6T The expression iomerA hassap, "guardians of the
threshold (of the house of God)," refers to high officials of the temple (2 K. 23:4;
25:18/lJer. 52:24), whom Joash appointed to receive the contributions of the people
(2 K. l2:lO). These guardians of the threshold in the monarchic period must not be
confused with the simple doorkeepers of the postexilic period, as 2 Ch. 34:9 seems to
do by using the same expression i6m"rA hassap. In the view of the Chronicler, the
doorkeepers were clearly Levites.

2. Figurative and Religious Usage. The majority of OT texts use the vb. imr in ab-
stract or religious contexts.The contextual meaning of imr in concrete and secular us-
age has already cast light on the particular concrete or social group in question; simi-
larly, behind the abstract and religious usage of .izr we can also discern the contours of
the people of God and the covenant community. The mutual obligations of the cove-
nant find expression in various formulas in which the vb. .irnr plays an important role,
with the basic meaning "observe, obey."

a. Formulas. The semantic contribution of imr is usually particularized either by a
second verb68 or by a direct object. Most of the nouns used as direct objects belong to

64. See the discussion of miimar and'aimitrdfaimdret in III.2 above.
65. R. de Yatx, Anclst; I, 123,221.
66. -, n'lDUD miimere!.
67. See III.2 above.
68. See II.2 above.
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6:2: 8:ll;
23:3: Ezk.

2:3; 8:58; 9:4; 2 K. 17:37; Ezk. 11:20; l8:9;
10:30(29); I Ch.(cf. v. l0[9]); ll9:106; Neh. 1:7;

Ex. 12:24; Dt. 13:l(12:32); Ps. l19:17,101; 1 Ch. l0:13; 2 Ch.

Ps. 78:10; 103:1 8;

69. Cf. Langlamet, 327 -28.
70. P. E. Dion, "Deuteronomy 13," in B. Halpern and D. W. Hobson, eds., I-aws and ldeology

in Monarchic Israel. JSOTSUp 124 (1991), 152, l7O-72.

(5.s.) imr t6rd: 2 K. 17:37; Jer.

29:18); I Ch.22:12.
16:ll; Ps. 119:34,44,55,136: (Prov. 7:2: 28:4:

(5.0) imr t6r61: Gen. 26:5: Ex. 16:28; Ezk. M:24.
(6.a) imr'c861: Dt.6: l7; Ps. 78:56;99:7; 119:146,167 ,168;132:12 (cf. Ps. I l9:88).
(6.0) imr 'eQfi1: I K. 2:3:2 K. 23:3; I Ch. 29:19;2 Ch. 34:31.

132:12 (cf. 2 Ch. 34:31).
(8) .irzr derek Ohwh): Gen. 18:19; Ps. 37:34; Job 23:11.
(9) imr p'quddd: Ps. 119:4,63,134,168.
(lO) imr 'imrd: Dt.33:9; Ps. I 19:67,158 (cf. Prov. 4:20,21:1:l).
(ll.q.) imr miimere! (yhwh): Gen.26:5; Lev. 8:35; 18:30:22:9; Nu. 9:19,23; Dt.
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11:1; (Josh. 22:3); I K. 2:3; Ezk. 44:8,16; 48:11; Zec. 3:7; Mal. 3:141' (Neh. 12:45);
2 Ch. l3:ll;23:6.

(ll.p) imr miimere!: Nu. 1:53; 3:7,8,28,32,38; 8:26; l8:3,4,5; 3l:30,47;Josh.22:3;
2 K. ll:5,6,7;Ezk. 40:45,46; 44:14,15; Neh. 12:45; I Ch. 23:32.

In the second group, we may distinguish three subgroups:
(1) The passages that speak of keeping a festival and its observances: Ex.

12:17 (bis),24,25; 13:10:' 23:l 5; 34:18; Dt. I 6: 1.

(2) The passages that refer to keeping the Sabbath: Ex. 31:13,14,16; Lev. l9:3,30;
26:2; Dt.5: l2; Isa. 56:2,4,6.

(3) The passages that deal with the priestly offrce (imr khunnA, Nu. 3: l0; l8:7) and
sacrificial offerings (qorbdn, Nu. 28:2).

The third group comprises less homogeneous expressions:. imr '"muntm (lsa.26:2),
imr 'orh61(Ps. l7:4; Prov. 2:20), imr da'a1(Mal. 2:7), imr mfisar (Prov. lO:17), imr
fikebA (Prov. l3:18; l5:5), imr tdm (Ps. 37:37).

In all these groups the subject of imr is human. The direct objects, however, differ
significantly. The analysis that follows will distinguish six textual groups: (b) Deuter-
onomy, (c) DtrH, (d) ChrH; (e) P and Ezekiel; (0 the Psalms; and (g) sapiential works.

b. Deuteronomy. The texts in our first block underscore once again the remarkable
importance of imr in Deuteronomy and its related books. The frequent use of the dyad
imr - 

'ift with various objects in Deuteronomy obviously arises from the need to
stress obedience to the commandments and the obligations of the covenant.Tl There
can be no doubt that we have here one of the primary motifs of Deuteronomy, which
influenced DtrH, where it found its continuation.

In Deuteronomy imr appears primarily in texts of the Dtn recension in the time of
Josiah and the exile.72 Here imr is often an integral part of the parenetic formulas
placed regularly at the beginning and/or end of textual units to introduce and/or empha-
size precepts, blessings, curses, etc. We see here an effective literary technique used to
emphasize and inculcate certain ideas.

In this connection four texts of the Dtn recension may be singled out: Dt. 7:8-12;
8:2-6: lO:12-13; 11:1. In Dt. 7:8b-11,12b, the yb. imr appears 4 times. It is clearly a

thematic term that plays an important role in dehning the structure of the textual unit:
(l) iomdr habb"rtlw"hahese/ (v. 9b0*); (2) l"'dhf;dyw frleiomerA miswdlayw (v. 9b0*);
(2') w"iamarta'e1-hammiswd (v. ll); (l') weiamar . . . 'e1-habb"rt1 w"'e1-hahesej
(v. l2b). The vb. imr in v. 9bp is dependent on v. 9ba, which is itself closely linked to
vv. 8b and 9a: recollection of what Yahweh has done for Israel must lead to recognition
that Yahweh is the faithful God. Other formulas in this textual unit likewise insist on
Yahweh's faithfulness toward Israel and draw the necessary conclusion: Israel's obli-
gation to keep the commandments. Observance or transgression has critical conse-
quences for Israel (vv. 9b-l 1). In this context emphasis on punishment is a pedagogical
technique characteristic of the Dtn redaction.T3

71. See II.2 above.
72. Garcia L6pez, RB 84 (1977) 509-13; 85 (1978) 5-49; 86 (1979) 64-65, 83-91.
73. For further details on Dt. 7 see F. GarciaL6pez, W 32 (1982) 438-63; Achenbach, 225-34.
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In Dt. 8:2-674 the two occurrences of imr (vv. 2b,6) again play a structural role.75

The wilderness is a place of testing: Yahweh made Israel travel the wilderness way in
order that Israel might learn the way of the law. Here the whole semantic spectrum of
.imr is accurately comprehended: Israel is to be led to acknowledge what Yahweh has

done and to keep (imr) his commandments. One does not live by bread alone, but by

everything that comes from the mouth of Yahweh (mbsa' pt-yhwh: v. 3), i.e., by the

commandments (miswd!), the life-giving word of God. The expression imr miswol in
v. 6a is constructed in parallelism with the expression ldleftel bidrdbayw in v. 6b. The

latter in turn constitutes a chiasm with hadderek . . . hdlik%A in v.2a. The network of
relationships in this unit is clear: the way through the wilderness is to lead Israel in the

ways of God; the manna, on which the life of the people in the wilderness depended, is

to lead Israel to recognize that its life now depends on God's word, i.e., observance of
God's commandments.

In 7:8b-ll,l2b and in 8:2-6, we also find the fundamental relationship between

keeping the commandments and Yahweh's love (7:9b-10; 8:6), like the relationship be-

tween keeping the commandments and the blessings that result. Israel's faithfulness to

Yahweh is grounded in Yahweh's love and faithfulness toward Israel, manifested in his

mighty acts in history (7:8b,9-11; 8:2-5). Yahweh proves a thousand times over to be a

merciful God, though not without punishing disobedience. Obedience to Yahweh se-

cures a long life, but disobedience leads to death. This more or less explicit contrast
serves to strengthen Israel's faithfulness, underscored by imn

These motifs recur in a different literary form in 10:12-13 and I l:l as a frame sur-

rounding the vb. imr to emphasize its importance and theological depth. Baltzer's
analysis of the "covenant formulary"T6 shows quite clearly that imr is a constitutive el-
ement of its "general clause" or "statement of substance." At the same time .imr is an

integral part of the "particular provisions." Criticism of Baltzer's thesis notwithstand-
ing,77 several texts in Deuteronomy exhibit a connection between "general clause" and

the "individual provisions." Specifically, the texts of l0:12-13 and I l:1 must be exam-

ined from this perspective.

In l0: l2- l3 the commandments are mentioned after a series of formulas concerning
the great commandment, which represents the formal object of all obedience: Yahweh
requires Israel to walk in all his ways, love him, and serve him by keeping (liimdr) all
his commandments. Analogously, l1:l equates love of God with observance of the

commandments: w"'ahalta 'elyhwh '"loheyf,d weiamarta miimarti (cf. also vv. 13,22).

The great commandment and the individual commandments stand in a relationship
such that the corresponding formulas are interchangeable: obedience to the command-
ments implies fearing, loving, and serving Yahweh; ergo fear, love, and service of
Yahweh must be realized in observance of the commandments. Merely to keep the

commandments without a true inward commitment is not enough: it leads to superfici-

74. Achenbach,312-20.
75. F. Garcfa L6pez, "Yahv6, fuente riltima de vidal' Bibl 62 (1981) 2l-54.
76. Pp. 44-47.
77. D. J. McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant. AnBibl 2lA (1978), 6.
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ality. On the other hand, ostensible obedience to God without obedience to the law

would be a chimera. The texts of Deuteronomy mean to highlight the fact that they are

concerned with fundamental principles for the religious life of Israel.

Sometimes the great commandment stands in parallel with the particular statutes; at

other times it stands in a subordinate construction using /" with the infinitive construct,

e.g., "fear Yahweh, love Yahweh . . . keeping (limr) his commandments," or the re-

verse, "keep (imr) the commandments, fearing, loving (yr', 'hb).. . ." This construction

emphasizes the fundamental importance of the great commandment, which directs the

observance of all particular statutes (weiamarta 'e!-miswo! yhwh '"ldheyka ldleke!

biy'rd$ayw frljir'i'616, 8:6; cf. also 11:13,22; 12:28; l9:9).In the cases of parallelism
(10:12-13; ll:1; cf. also 5:29; 6:2;8:ll; l3:19[18]; 15:5; 16:12l. l7:19; 28:1,15;

30:10,16; 3ll2 - all texts with .irzr), the accent is on the individual statutes as a nec-

essary means of fulfilling the great commandment scrupulously.
In sum we may say that the imr texts of Deuteronomy emphasize the reciprocal re-

lationship between Israel and Yahweh, the relationship between the great command-

ment and the individual statutes, and the connection between obedience/disobedience
and blessing/curse. All these elements, fundamental to Deuteronomy's vision, reappeiu

in one form or another in DtrH.
c. DtrH. In DtrH the vb. .izr plays a crucial role as an expression of obedience and

faithfulness toward Yahweh and his law. Its frequency in focal passages points to a
conscious plan on the part of a redactor.

From the Dtr perspective, the leaders of God's people play a central role as guaran-

tors of the covenant. They safeguard the way of Israel into the promised land. To de-

fend itself from its enemies, Israel had to obey the commandments and trust in
Yahweh. It was the duty of the kings to fulf,ill this mission, like Moses and Joshua be-

fore them.78 The various Dtr texts with .imr must be seen in this setting.
In the very middle of the Dtn "law of the king" (Dt.l7il4-20), two typically Dtr

verse have been interpolated,Te which state that when the king takes the throne, he is to

have a copy of the law written for him and read in it all the days of his life, "that he may

learn to fear Yahweh his God, observing (imr) all the words of this law and these stat-

utes, so as to keep them (la'oi61dm)" (v. l9b). This is clearly a programmatic text

placed by the Dtr redactor at the beginning of his work to serve as a model, a kind of
mirror in which the various kings of Israel may see themselves reflected and judge

themselves by its light. The law of Moses is thus the norm par excellence. Its obser-

vance is set in parallel with the fear of Yahweh. The great commandment here appears

in perfect coordination with the individual statutes.

The second important Dtr occurrence of imr appears in the section that describes

the final instructions of Moses and his death (Dt. 3l-34). Joshua is appointed to suc-

ceed Moses as military commander and leader of the people (31:1-8,14-15,23); the

78. G. E. Gerbrandt, Kingship According to the Deuteronomistic History. SBLDS 87 (1986),

123.
79. F. Garcfa L6pez,"Le roi d'Isra6l," in N. Lohfink,ed., Das Deuteronomium. BETL68

(1985) 277-97.
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written text of the law and a song exhorting the people to fulfill the law are left as medi-
ators ofthe law and ofthe covenant (31:9-13,16-22;32). In 31:9-13, in the conrexr of
the law and covenant, the vb. .izr appears in a solemn summons to assemble all the
people "that they may listen and learn by heart and fear Yahweh your God and dili-
gently observe all the statutes of this instruction" (v. 12b). Clearly we have here the
same programmatic formulas as in 17:18-19.

Finally, after the song has been recited in the presence of the whole assembly
(31:30;32:l-43), "He [Moses] said to them, 'Carefully observe all the starutes. To-
day I adjure you: require of your children that they too observe and keep all the stat-
utes of this instruction" (32:45-46). The repetition of this command almost word for
word in 3l:12 shows that the Song of Moses is associated with the law. Both are es-
teemed as authentic words of life: the law, which outlines how life should be lived,
and the song, which condemns sin. The life of the people depends on fulfillment of
the law; its transgression brings death. This law is presented here in the closest pos-
sible association with the covenant. The written law is the protocol that is kept in a
holy place and recited regularly or on special occasions (3 1 :9- I I ; cf. also 33:9). As a
consequence, this section contains several key terms around which many other texts
of the DtrH orbit.

In the book of Joshua the vb. .irtr appears 3 times in the qal with the meaning "ob-
serve, obey": at the beginning and end of the book, at the beginning and end of
Joshua's career. The first and third passages (Josh. 1:7-8; 23:6) are part of the great
discourses characteristic of DtrH; the second is linked formally and thematically with
the other two. Josh. l: I -9 records the words of God to Joshua, in which the latter is
addressed as both Moses' successor and as a precursor of the kings (cf. I K. 2:l-9).
This discourse includes a parenesis with an exhortation (v. 6a) and a promise (v. 6b),
reinforced by emphasis on fulfilling the commandments given through Moses: "Be
strong and courageous, being careful to act in accordance with all the instruction
(liimdr la'oi61 kf,ol-hattdrA) that my servant Moses commanded you. . . . You shall
speak of this law always and meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful
to act in accordance with all that is written in it" (vv. 7aa,8a). Joshua is the first leader
who is required 

- like a king (cf. Dt. 17: l8-19) - ro keep the law and see that others
keep it.

In Josh. 23 the fundamental requirements for life in the promised land are formu-
lated, beginning with observance of the law (v. 6a). This text clearly recalls l:7-8. For-
mulated as a farewell address of Joshua, 22:l-6 uses the same argumentation to take
stock of the past, in the people's favor (v. 2a; cf . v.3b). At the same time, looking to the
future, Joshua admonishes the people faithfully to follow the law of Moses: "Take
good care to fulfill the commandment and law that Moses the servant of Yahweh com-
manded you: to love Yahweh your God, to walk in all his ways, to keep his command-
ments, to hold fast to him, and to serve him with all your heart and with all your soul"
(v. 5). Once again we have the same concentration of terms, vehemently exhorting
faithfulness to Yahweh and to his laws. The vb. imr is repeated 4 times in this last text
(vv. 2,3,5[bis]); beyond doubt it takes on a unique theological importance.

Of the two texts in the book of Judges that use .imr in the sense of "obey" (Jgs.2:22;
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13:14), only the first belongs to the Dtr redaction (the second is a special case in the

Samson cycle). Jgs. 2:22 stands in one of the programmatic discourses of DtrH;8O it is
connected with ch. 23 in the sense that the people have broken the covenant given

through Joshua (2:ll-12; cf . ch.23). According to Soggin, 2:20-23 contains a series of
additions to vv. l1-19.81 Dietrich assigns them to the nomistic redactor, DtrN.S2 The

transgression of the covenant has provoked the anger of Yahweh (v. 20b), who does not

- as expected - hand over the entire territory of Canaan to Israel, thus punishing Is-

rael for its sins: the alien nations are to "test Israel, whether they will take care to walk
in the way of Yahweh as their fathers did" (v. 22). Here the relationship of 2:20-22 to

the covenant and its association with keeping the law comes to the fore, as was also the

case in Dt.3l:9-13.
In DtrH Moses and David tower over all other figures, no matter how representative.

The vb. imr is not particularly frequent in the story of David, but it appears at points

that are theologically and structurally significant: in the story of David's accession

( I S. 13: 13, l4) and the succession narrative (2 S. 22:22; 23:5; I K. 2:2-4). In DtrH I S.

13:13-14 is a significant text, since it records the first use of ndgiS as a title for David,
giving him and his dynasty divine legitimation. The election of David stands in con-

trast to the rejection of Saul. Samuel declares that Saul's rule is at an end, because he

has not kept the commandment of Yahweh (v. l3bcx*; cf. v. l4bp). Yahweh is pleased

with David, however, because - as 2 5.22:22,24 (llPs. 18:22,24121,24D declares -
he keeps the ways of Yahweh (iamar darf;? yhwh, v.22) and keeps himself from sin
(Jrrr [hithpael) mE'awdn, v. 24). David thus appears as an upright man, totally faithful
and without flaw. His righteousness is not his alone but is shared by all his descen-

dants. From this perspective, the last words of David in2 5.23:l-7 serve as a summary

of the psalm just cited: "Because he has made with me an everlasting covenant, it [my
housel is ordered in all things and secure" (arfiftd lakkal fii"mttrd, v. 5b). Some schol-

ars claim to find here traces of DtrN.83 The association of .irur with law and covenant

supports this identification, although details yet to be analyzed suggest caution. David
and Moses are related in that the "Davidic covenant" continues and particularizes the

"Mosaic covenant."84
David's words to Solomon in 1 K. 2:l-9 are formally very similar to Josh. l:l-9.85

The purpose of the text is to show that the Davidic dynasty is an institution in accord

with God's will. The parenesis (exhortation, v. 2b; dynastic promise, v. 4aa,b) has been

expanded by the addition of a reference to the commandments ("and you shall keep the

law of Yahweh . . . walking in his ways to keep his commandments," v. 3a) and a gener-

alization of the promise (v. 3b). The vb. -irzr is repeated three times in vv. 3-4, where

80. M. Noth, DH,20-24.
81. J. A. Soggin, Judges. OTL(Eng. tr. 1981),42, following W. Richter, Bearbeitungen des

"Retterbuches" in den deuteronomistischen Epoche. BBB 2l (1964),36-38, M.
82. P. 68 n. 6.
83. T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen B 193 (1975), 120-24.
84. D. J. McCarthy, JBL 84 (1965\ 136-37; Gerbrandt, Kingship, 168-69.

85. See above.
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terms associated with the law are also concentrated. Observance of the firA is a neces-
sary condition for fulfillment of the dynastic promise (v. 4).

In the story of Solomon ( I K. 3-l I ), the frequent use of .irnr attracts attention: it ap-
pears 15 times, including 4 with Yahweh as subject. The focal point of this story is in
the chapters devoted to the temple (1 K. 6-8), which are framed by visions on the part
of Solomon (3:4-15;9: l-9). Here and in I K. I I are concentrated all the occurrences of
imr ln 3:14 a long life is promised, provided that the law is kept (liimdr huqqay). The
building of the temple, which marks a new stage in the history of Israel, makes sense
only if it is an expression of obedience toward God. Therefore the text recalls the dy-
nastic promise made to David (2 s . 7 ; I K. 6:12). The building of the temple is a dem-
onstration of God's faithfulness to the promise to David. This promise was made un-
conditionally, but the emphasis on the covenant as an expression of God's faithfulness
presupposes faithfulness on the part ofthe people. In Dtr theology, by contrast, the dy-
nastic promise is linked to conditions. According to 1 K. 8:25, the promise made by
Nathan is dependent on faithful obedience to the law. Yahweh's keeping of his word
(imr v.25a) is dependent on Israel keeping their obligations (.imr v.25b). Faithfulness
is not simply something the people do; it is an act of God, who inclines the hearts of the
people to keep his commandments (liimdr mi;wolAyw, v. 58; cf. v. 61, with similar ter-
minology).

The same theme reappears in I K.9:4,6: an enduring dynasty is assured if the tdrA is
observed. Here too David is the model of obedience and faithfulness toward Yahweh
(v.4). Solomon's heart, however, turned away from Yahweh (11:9) and he became un-
faithful (ld' idmar I 1: l0- I l). Therefore Yahweh takes the kingship from Solomon, albeit
neither totally nor immediately, out of love for his father David (vv. 12-13), who proved
faithful (Tier idmar misw1lay w"huqqolay, v. 34). Here the humbled house of David is
compared with the blessed house of Jeroboam. It is Yahweh's will to make of Jeroboam
an enduring dynasty like that of David, if he obeys in all marters (v. 38). Once again (4 oc-
currences of imr in I K. l1), the importance of obedience to the law is underlined.

The history of the divided kingdom begins in I K. 12 andculminates in 2 K. 17. The
latter chapter represent a highpoint in DtrH:86 here the yb. imr stands out in remarkable
relief. The historian contrasts the figures of David, the symbol of faithfulness, and Jer-
oboam, the symbol of unfaithfulness. In I K. l4:8b Jeroboam is characterized as a kind
of "anti-David." Yahweh had given him the kingship under the condition that he keep
the law like David (11:38; 14:8a); now Yahweh will take it from him, because he no
longer keeps the commandments like his father (14:8b). A similar fate befalls Jehu,
who is not careful to follow the law (2 K. 10:31). Finally, in the eyes of the Deuter-
onomist, the fall of Samaria is the consequence of Israel's sin, its enduring refusal to
heed the admonitions given by Yahweh through the prophets: "TUrn87 from your evil
ways and keep my commandments" (2 K. 17: 13). From this perspective, the role of the
prophets is more to preach the law than to foretell disaster.

86. F. M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambid,ge, Mass., 1973),281.
87. +a1Ui ifrb.
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In 2 K. 17:34-41 the nature of Israel's sin is explored. This textual unit exhibits a

concentric structure: ala': "to this day" (vv. 34aa/4lbp); b/b': former customs (vv.
34a0/40); c/c': covenant (vv. 35aorl38a); d/d': great commandment (vv. 35ayl37b): e:
individual statutes (v. 37a). This passage has a hortatory character, similar in form and
content to the parenetic texts of Deuteronomy. The catchword "covenant" joins the
great commandment and the individual statutes, which occupy the central place in the
exhortation (v. 37). Most striking is the unique combination of religious (awe of the sa-
cred, punctilious performance of the cult) and moral fear (observance of the statutes).

The protagonists in the final section of the books of Kings (2 K. 18-25) are Heze-
kiah, Manasseh, and Josiah. In the descriptions of their reigns, .irzr appears regularly
(18:6; 2l:8; 23:3). Hezekiah was upright and without blemish: he did what was good
and held fast to Yahweh (18:6). The reign of Manasseh, however, was marked by dis-
obedience, since he led the people to turn away from Yahweh (21:8-9). Josiah is pre-
sented as a "new David,"S8 purifying the cult of the abuses introduced by Jeroboam and
Manasseh and renewing the covenant with Yahweh. Like Moses and Joshua in their
own day, Josiah acts as covenant mediator (23:3). Under Josiah, who observed the law
of Moses in all points (23:25), the Mosaic covenant achieves new vitality.

Does the usage of .imr in DtrH actually suggest the concrete plan of a redactor? The
clear concentration of its occurrences in the sections analyzed appears not to be acci-
dental but to reflect a conscious plan. The series of repetitive formulations, the constant
style of argumentation, and the theology behind the imr texts encourage the notion of
an actual redactor whose purpose is to emphasize obedience to the law and faithfulness
to accepted obligations - someone who thinks nomistically. But because we have
been able to examine only a few passages, it would be premature to argue the existence
of a nomistic redactor as postulated by Smend,8e Dietrich,e0 Veijola,el or, most re-
cently, O'Brien.e2 Nevertheless, the results of our analysis point in that direction. Quite
apart from this question, we have observed the enormous literary and theological im-
portance of the vb. .Imr throughout the entire DtrH.

d. ChrH. Both the theology and the terminology of Ezra, Nehemiah, and l-2 Chroni-
cles suggest the presence of a common idea in these books. Here too the vb. .izr is asso-
ciated with set expressions that all reflect a common redaction. These are usually for-
mulas that are inspired either by Deuteronomy or by DtrH (Neh. l:5,7,9:9:32;
10:30[29]; 2 Ch. l9:7) or that repeat (almost) verbatim material found in l-2 Kings
(2 Ch.6:14-16lll K.8:23-25:2 Ch.7:l7lll K.9:4;2 Ch.33:8112 K. 2l:8). In addition, a

third group of texts displays certain significant variations when compared to Deuteron-
omy and DtrH. For example, in 1 Ch. l0: 13 the Chronicler expresses his judgment on
the death of Saul, which he understands as a punishment for Saul's unfaithfulness to-
ward Yahweh and failure to keep the word of Yahweh ('al-de\ar yhwh'oier ld'-idmdr).

88. R. D. Nelson,The Double Redactionof the Deuteronomistic History. JSOTSup l8 (1981),28.
89. P. 98.
90. P. 68 n. 6.
91. Veijola, Ewige Dynastie, 120-24.
92. M. A. O'Brien, The Deuteronomistic History Hypothesis. OBO92 (1989),86-89,280-82.
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In 2 Ch. 34:21 a similar formulation is used in connection with Josiah. The expression

imr dbr yhwh never appears in DtrH (2 K. 22:l3bp, the parallel to 2 Ch. 34:2lbp, uses

.irz'instead of imr and'al dilrA hassEper haueh instead of 'e1-df;ar yhwh); it appears
just once in Dt. l3: I in a different formulation. This stylistic feature may point to a cer-

tain originality on the part of the Chronicler. In 1 Ch. 22:12-13;28:8:29:18-19 (all with-
out parallel in DtrH), similarly, a variety of expressions using imr appear. All of them
emphasize the picture of David drawn by the Deuteronomist, representing the prepara-

tions for building the temple and the organization of the cult as David's last and greatest

work and highlighting David's faithfulness to Yahweh and unblemished observance of
the law. The Chronicler's purpose is thus to accentuate even further the aspects pre-

sented by the Deuteronomist.
e. P and Ezekiel. In texts belonging to P and Ezekiel, .imr usually has as its object

miimere! (17 times in P, 7 in Ezekiel), buqq6! (7 times in P,4 in Ezekiel), or miipattm
(4 times in R 5 in Ezekiel). In 2 P texts irn r appears with b"rtl and in 6 with iabbd!; in 6
others it appears in connection with festivals, rites, priestly ministry, and sacrificial of-
ferings. These observations highlight certain characteristic features of P and Ezekiel,
which distinguish them from the Dtn/Dtr traditions analyzed above.

The frequent use of imr with miimere!, which normally refers to regulations of a
cultic nature, reveals the liturgical background of these texts. The same background is

indicated by the relatively frequent use of .irar with nouns belonging to the domain of
festivals, rites, etc., in P or in connection with the temple in Ezekiel. In contrast to Dtn
usage, -irzr never appears with miswd/misw61 or ddbdr/d'bdrtm in P or in Ezekiel. The
word pair huqq1t and miipatim is characteristic of H and probably represents a further
development of the formula huqqtm and miipdttm in Deuteronomy.e3 These terms, as

well as the other complements used with im6 usually appear with the lst person singu-
lar pronominal suffix, referring to Yahweh. Thus the words of Moses in Deuteronomy
appear as the words of Yahweh in H.

The theology of P revolves around the twin poles of promise (Gen. 9; 17; Ex. 6) and

commandment (Ex. 25-Nu. l9). In the imr texts, God's promise is associated inti-
mately with the commandment given to Abraham and his descendants (Gen. l7): the

commandment (vv. 9-14) is based on the promise (vv. 3b-8). The covenant between
Yahweh and Abraham involves on the part of God the realization of the promise ("this
is my covenant with you," v. 4) and on the part of Abraham and his descendants obedi-
ence to God's commandments ("you shall keep my covenant," v. 9; cf. v. 10). This lan-
guage accentuates the correspondence between what God does for Abraham and his
people and what they are required to do for their God.ea The commandments embody
the obligations of Israel toward its God: buqq6! and miipdtim define the customs of Is-
rael, which differ from those of other nations (cf. Lev. 18:3-5; 20:22-24) and originate
in an explicit commandment of God.

93. R. Hentschke, Satzung und Setzender BWANT 83 (1963), 9l-95; C. Feucht,
UntersuchungenzumHeiligkeitsgesetl.ThArb20(1964),153-57;G.Braulik, Bibl 5l (1970)61-
62 = Studien zur Theologie des Deuteronomiums. SBAB 2 (1988),33-34.

94. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. tr. 1985),254-56.
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The exhortations to keep (imr) the commandments are often framed by the formula
"I am Yahweh your God" or simply "I am Yahweh" (Lev. 18.4-5,26-301' l9:3'l;20:22-
24; cf. also Ezk.2O:18-21). These formulas go back to the Sinai event and in all proba-
bility constituted part of a sacral cultic code. Detached from their original setting, they
serve as a literary means of emphasizing individual precepts or groups of precepts like
those in Lev. 19.e5

Among the precepts, Sabbath observance acquired particular importance in the
exilic period. The formulas referring to the Sabbath bear a remarkable resemblance to
those that refer to the commandments in general: plural noun with a lst person singular
suffix + .irrr This correspondence shows that the precept of Sabbath observance is con-
ceived according to the same criterion as the other laws. The Sabbath precept has a
fixed formulation ('e1-iabb"play tiimdrfr) in Ex. 3l: l3; Lev. 19:3,30 26:2; Isa. 56:4.
Other texts in Ex. 31 and Isa. 56 use a singular formulation (imr haiiabbdg Ex.
3l:14,16: Isa. 56:2,6; cf. also Dt. 5:12), which probably arose substantially later.e6In
Ex. 3l:12-17, at the end of the cultic legislation (chs. 25-3 1), the emphasis lies on the
Sabbath as a sign of the covenant. In Lev. 26:2 the precepts governing Sabbath obser-
vance and reverencing the sanctuary are combined. Sabbath observance and the build-
ing of the sanctuary have a common goal: the holiness of Israel (Ex. 29:43', 3 I : l3).

This holiness is also the goal of the precept in Ezk. 20:20: "And you shall hallow my
sabbaths." In vv. 19 and 2l the Sabbath is mentioned immediately after the word pair

buqq6! and miipdtim and stands on a par with them. This language surely is an expres-
sion of a legislative process that concentrates the entire law in the Sabbath command-
ment.eT In the conception of Ezekiel, fulfillment of the law is the fruit of a new heart and a
new spirit that God will give his people (ll:19-2Oa), thereby making Israel God's people
and Yahweh the God of Israel (l l:20b). In this view the commandments are the provi-
sions of the covenant. Ultimately the theology of P shines through here: God's assistance
through the gift of a new heart and a new spirit makes possible observance of the law.

f . Psalms. After Deuteronomy,e8 the Psalms are the book in which the word Jrur ap-
pears most often. In texts where the verb is accompanied by terms for the domain of the
law or covenant,99 we hear more or less directly an echo of Deuteronomy and DtrH.
Behind Ps. 78, 105, and 106, for example, we can make out the structure of Dtr histori-
ography. In the sense of Deuteronomy, obedience (imr) to the law is the appropriate re-
sponse to God, who intervenes on behalf of his people (105:45; 106:3). Disobedience
(ld' imr) leads Israel to forget God's saving acts (78:10,56). Ps. 89 and 132 reflect the
promise made by Nathan (2 S. 7): Yahweh keeps the promise of his steadfast love and
his covenant with David (1"'6ldm'eimbr[Q)-16 hasdi,89:29[28]), although he punishes
those who do not keep his commandments (89:32[31]). In 132:ll-l2the promise to
David is made conditional on the obedience of David's successors. AIso showing the

95. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT U4 (1966), 236-38.
96. J. Briend, DBS, X, 1159.
97. Negretti, 258.
98. See II.l above.
99. See IV.2.a above.
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influence of Deuteronomy and DtrH, Ps. 119 extols the glory of the law.lm [n each of
the psalm's 22 strophes, eight terms for the law alternate continuously, together with
the corresponding verbs. The most frequently used verb is imr; it is also the only verb

used with all eight terms: imr piqqfiQtm (vv. 4,63,134,168), imr ddbdr (vv.
9,17,57,101), imr t6rd (vv. 34,M,55,136), imr 'cd6! (vv. 88,146,167,168), imr 'imri
(vv. 67,158), imr hoq (vv. 5,8), imr mi;wd (v. 60), imr miipdl (v. 106). Thus .imr used

22 times to express in rich variety the single fundamental idea of obedience and faith-
fulness to the law, is the key word of Ps. 119.

g. Wisdom Literature. One of the characteristic features of wisdom literature con-
sists in the interweaving of ethical and religious values with existential and sapiential
values. Several passages using the vb. imr are to be understood within this coordinate
system. In the view of the book of Proverbs, wisdom has a tutelary function ("under-

standing will guard ltiimOrl you," Prov. 2: I l). When someone is imbued with wisdom,
concomitant qualities come to the fore, so that the person walks in the way of the good

and keeps to the paths of the just (w"'orl.t61 saddtqtm tiimdr 2:20). Wisdom demands a

certain way of life that conforms to the law (28:4;29:18). "One who keeps the com-
mandments will keep his life" (idm€r mi;wd iomer napi6, 19:16). To attain this goal,

strict discipline is necessary. Therefore the sage minds his heart (conscience), from
which springs the crucial moral conduct of life (4:4,20-23). The sage guards his mouth
and his tongue (idm€r ptw frl"i6n6) in order to protect his life from trouble (.Yrur

missdrdl napi6, 2l:23; cf . 13:3). In a word, to turn aside from evil is to preserve one's

soul (16:17; cf.22:5).
In all these passages the vb. .imr displays a semantic element of precautionary de-

fense (cf. also 7:l-5). The interweaving of the existential with the ethical and sapiential
is clear. Herein lies the innovative element of these wisdom texts. Eccl. 8:5 alludes to the

traditional view of life: "Whoever obeys the commandment (imr mi;wd) will meet no

harm." Job presents himself as a model of the wise and upright individual, who has kept
thewayof God (darkbidmartt) withazealbeyondtheusualmeasure (Job23:ll-12).

h. God and Angels as Guardians.In some 50 passages God is the subject of imr; 20

of these are in the Psalms and many others in various prayers (Hannah, I S. 2:9; Solo-
mon, I K.8:23ff.112 Ch.6:14ff.;Nehemiah andEzra,Neh. l:5;9:32;etc.). Thesetexts
present a picture of God under two primary aspects. The first, more didactic in charac-

ter, appears primarily in a series of creedal formulations avowing that Yahweh is the

faithful God who keeps the covenant (i6mEr habb"ri!, Dt.7:9; I K.8:23; Dnl. 9:4; Neh.

l:5; 9:32; 2 Ch. 6:14; cf . Dt. 7:12; Ps. 89:29[28]), keeps faith Gamer '7ne1, Ps. 146:6),

keeps his oath (imr 'e!-haii"!u'A, Dt. 7:8), and keeps steadfast love (imr-16 'e1-

haheseS, I K. 3:6). The second, more existential aspect uses various forms ('e1 or /'
with a person [Ps. 145:20; 146:9; I K.8:24,25112 Ch. 6:15,16]; .imr with a lst person

obj. suf. [Gen. 28:20; Josh.24:17:- Ps. 17:18; 140:5(4); l4l:9); or some other term such

as napii [Ps. 25:20; 86:2]) to declare that God preserves certain persons. Yahweh

100. A. Deissler, Psalm 119 (118) und Seine Theologie. MTS Vll (1955), 2'lO-'12; W. Soll,
Psalm l19. CBQMS 23 (1991).
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watches over all who love him (145:20). He protects them from all evil (121:7). In a
few rare instances, almost all in the book of Job, imr can take on a certain negative and

hostile sense (Job 10:14; 13:27; 14 16;33:11; cf. Jer. 3:5). Except for these, God al-

ways appears as protector and defender of his syyn.l0l He is a "guardian" in the sense

that he keeps his obligations, protecting and watching over all who are faithful to him.

The motif of God as "guardian" is common, especially in the Pentateuch, the prophets,

and the Psalms.
In Gen. 28:15 (cf. v. 2O), "I am with you and will keep you (tti"marttf,d) whetever

you go," God promises to accompany Jacob on his journeys. The experience of God's

protective presence in danger is an outstanding element of personal piety, especially in

the Psalms.r02 God is invoked as protector in both individual laments (Ps.25:20;86:.2;

l4O:5; l4l:9) and psalms of thanksgiving. The devout psalmist addresses a confident

prayer to God: "Protect me (iomrEnt), O God, for I trust in you" (16:l); "Guard me

(iomrEnt) as the apple of your eye" (17:8).

In Gen. 28: 15 we can see the relationship between the "priestly oracle of salvation"

and the individual laments in the Psalms.lo3 Jacob affirms that God answered ('nh)him
in the day of his distress (Gen. 35:3). Here Jacob is alluding to the salvation oracle in

28:13-15; at the same time, the vocabulary accords with that of the psalms of lament.

The correspondence between 'nh and.imr (Gen.35:3;28:15) appears again in Ps.

17:6,8i 86:l-2;91:l1,15. According to Ps. 91:11, God commands his angels to guard

the faithful psalmist in all his ways. Angels are entrusted with the duty of guarding the

way (liimdr 'e1-deref;, Gen. 3:24) or protecting the traveler on the way (liimdr
baddere$, Ex.23:20; liimdr b"kdl-derek, Ps. 9l:11).

In Nu. 6:24 divine protection is connected immediately with blessing: "May
Yahweh bless you and keep you" (y"ldrelld yhwh wliim"rekn). The threefold repeti-

tion of the divine name in vv. 24-26 is intended to emphasize that it is God who be-

stows blessings. The use of .ir?rr implies God's protection against evil, as in Ps. 121:7:

"May Yahweh keep you from all evil" (yhwh yiimorkd mikkol-rd). Nu. 6:24, whose

linguistic affrnity to the Psalms is undeniable,ls contains a single wish, intensified by

the use of the two verbs brk and imr: "May Yahweh bless you and keep you." An iden-

tical formula appears on the amulets from Ketef Hinnom.l05

Jer.3l:10 draws on the conception of God as a guardian and shepherd: "He who

scattered Israel will gather him, and will keep him as a shepherd his flock (fii"marb

kero'eh 'ejr6)." The use of the shepherd metaphor for Yahweh is very common in the

Psalms (Ps.23:1-3; 28:9:80:l-2; etc.).r06 According 1e Qn6ell,t07 the Jeremiah text

l0l. Bertram, 245.
102. Westermant, Genesis 12-36, 456.
103. J. Begrich, ZAw 52 (1934) 8l-92.
104. G. B. Gray, Numbers. ICC (1905),71'73.
105. H. N. Rdsel, BN 35 (1986) 30-36; D. Conrad, TUAT 11,929.
106. G.-J. Botterweck, "Hirt und Herde im AI und im alten Orient," FS J. Kardinal Frings

(1960), 339-52; -; X[I, 544-53.
107. R. P. Canoll, From Chaos to Covenant (New York, 1981), 209-10.
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may reflect the cultic hymns of the exilic period; these hymns use the metaphor of a
flock protected by its shepherd to picture the future of Israel. In vv. I l-34 the notion of
deliverance is associated with that of blessing in such a way that the image of God as
guardian includes the aspects found in Nu. 6:24.

Among the many Psalms that invoke and praise God as guardian and protector, Ps.
l2l stands out; in it the vb. Jmr is repeated 6 times (3 times as a participle [vv. 3,4,5], 3

times in the imperfect [vv. 7(bis),8]) to stress the notion of God's presence. yahweh
keeps watch during the night ('al-ydnfrm iom"riSa, v. 3b); he protects $thwh i1mereftd,
v. 5a) and keeps from all evil Sthwh yiimorftd mikkol-rd', v.7a). The psalmist voices
trust in Yahweh, whose protective presence extends to the worshiper.

v. Niphal. The niphal of imr is used primarily in the sense of "guard oneself, take
care." Formally, the verb appears in calls for attention, in urgent appeals to realize the
importance of doing or not doing a certain thing.

Of the 37 occurrences of the niphal, more than half are in the book of Deuteronomy
or related texts. This is not surprising when one remembers that exhortations and warn-
ings are very much at home in the parenetic style typical of the Dtn movement. one
must not forget, however, that parenesis is often influenced by and derives its mode of
expression from everyday language. For this reason, the niphal of imr transcends
parenetic usage and, like the qal, is employed in highly diverse contexts.

The most common form of the verb is the imperative (24 times), especially in the
formula hiiidmer l'ftd (Gen. 24:6; 3l:24,29; Ex. 10:28; 34 12; Dt. 4:9; 6:12; 8:ll:
12:13,19,30l. l5:9) or hiiiamerti-hkem (Ex. 19:12;Dt. 4:23; I l:16;. tos In this construc-
tion the parenetic tone is clearly heard in the desire to touch the inmost soul of the per-
son addressed. Such expressions as weniimartem lenapiolAkem (Dt.4:15; Josh.
Z3:ll;tw or b"napi6P[em (Jer. l7:21) must be understood in the same sense. The rea-
son for these urgent appeals is that fundamental personal values are at stake. In Dt.
4:9,23; 6:12;8:ll, for example, Moses warns the people not to forget yahweh's the-
ophany and the covenant at Horeb. In Jer. 17:21 the Israelites are exhorted scrupulously
to avoid transgressing the Sabbath commandment (cf. Ex. 23:13).

Elsewhere the niphal of imr is followed by min or b", specifying the person or action
to be avoided. Amasa should have protected himself from the traitor's sword (2 S.
20: l0). The man of God sends a message to the king, urging care while passing a cer-
tain place (2 K. 6:9).In Mal. 2:15,16, men are admonished to look to themselves and
not be faithless to their wives. Jer. 9:3(4) urges the people to beware of their neighbors.

Finally, in some cases, such as Isa. 7:4 (cf. I S. l9:2), it is hard to assign a precise
meaning to the vb. imrThe context suggests that the Isaiah text urges Ahaz to be care-
ful to remain calm and to be on guard against the enemy.

108. Achenbach, 154; G. Braulik, Die Mittel deuteronomischer Rhetorik. AnBibl68 (1978),
88-89; Lohfink, 156.

109. D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4. GTA 35 (1987), 68.
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Vl.l. lXX. As a rule the LXX uses phyldssein (philax, pylakd) and the compounds

dia- and prophykissein (prophjlax, prophylakii) to translate the vb. imr and its deriva-

tives. These Greek words basically cover the same semantic field as imri i.e., "watch,

observe, fulfill, protec1," s1s.ll0 Two other verbs used relatively often (10 times each)

to translate imr are terein and prosdchein, together with their compounds (syn-,

paratZrein; antdchein). The vb. tdrein translates both imr and its par. n,1r When

phyldssein and (dia)tCrefu appear together, the former represents imr and the latter nsr

(Dt. 33:9; Ps. 12:8[7]; Prov. 2:11).
Normally the vb. prosdchein is used to render the niphal of imr especially in the for-

mula prlseche seautQ, which represents hiiiamer l"f,d (Gen. 24:6; Ex. lO:28; 23:21;

34:12; DL 4:9: 6:12; 8:1 1; I l:16; 12:13,19,30; l5:9; 24:8). Only once, in Ex. 34: I l,
does it represent the qal of imr Its use in the latter passage is not surprising when one

notes that the formula i"mor-l'fta in v. I la has a reflexive sense remarkably similar to

"warnings" that use hiiiamerttt
Other verbs occasionally used by the LXX to translate .imr include poiein (Ex.

12:17; I Ch. 29:19), syneinai and ereidein (Josh. l:8; Prov. 3:26), and akoilein (DL

ll:22; l9:9;28:9;31 12;losh.22:2;2Ch.341.21). With regard to akoilein, one must re-

member that several passages in Deuteronomy closely associate im' and imr,rrz a com-

bination that could also explain the use of akoiein to translate 1*rtt3
Finally, several passages must be noted in which the LXX clearly diverges from the

MT. For example, in 2 s.22:44 the LXX reads teflmeni instead of MT tiim"rent. since

the MT of the par. Ps. 18:44(43) also reads fitm€nt, exegetes disagree as to which of
the two forms is original. Dahoodl14 translates and interprets Ps. 18:44 in the light of
the MT of 2 S. 22:2 (tiim"rEni "protected me"), while p1"6r1e1l 15 translates and inter-

prets 2 5.22:44 following LXXL and in the light of Ps. 18:44(43) (fitmcni, "and set

me").
Mic.6:16 is another special case. Instead of the unusual masoretic hithpael

wjiitamm€4 the LXX prefers wattiimor (ephflaxas), which agrees better with the usage

of this verb in many other texts. The MT variant can be understood as a metathesis of t/,i,'

many exegetes, beginning with Wellhausen, have so interpreted it.l 16 In Ps. 37:28, finally,

the LXX translates niimdSfi instead of MT niimdrfr. The majority of modern translators

and comms. prefer the LXX reading on the grounds of parallelism.l 17

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The vb. .irzr appears in many texts in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

The most occurences (19) are in the Damascus Document, followed by the Temple

10. Bertram, TDNT, LX,236-39.
11. Ehrlich, RHB, l, 4ll.
12. See II.2 above.
13. But see A. Klostermann, Der Pentateuch (Leipzig, 1907),211.
14. M. Dahood, Psalms I. AB (1966), 103, 107.

15. P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB (1984),454,461.
16. Wolff, Micah, 187.
17. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59. CC (Eng. tr. 1988), 403.
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Scroll (10), the war Scroll (7), the Thanksgiving Hymns (7), and the Manual of Disci-

pline (6).
Among the various expressions using .im4 the constructions with bry, stand out

(1QS 5:2,9; 1QM 14:4,8; 18:7; 1QH 15:15; CD l9:l;20:L7;1QSa l:3)' Even though

lmi Uryt is a typically biblical expression,ll8 adopted by many Qumran texts, these

texts nevertheless use it with a certain originality. In lQM l4:4, instead of the biblical

formula "keep the covenant and show steadfast love" (Dt. 7:9; Neh. l:5; Dnl. 9:4;2Ch.

6:14), we fiid hlmwr hsd lbrytw, "show steadfast love to his covenant." The formula

imr hbryt itself is used of the Zadokite priests (bny sdqw), who are described as

hh,vhnym iwmry ftbryr (lQS 5:2,9). There can be no doubt that this usage can claim

originality (cf. 2 K. l2: l0[9], which speaks of the priests as guardians of the threshold

of the temple).
Also original when compared to the OT is the conception of these priests in other

Qumran texts. Explicitly citing Ezk.44:15, CD 4:1 says that they maintained the ser-

vice of the temple (imrw 't mimrt mqdiy). Ezekiel contrasts the Zadokite Levitical

priests, who alone are worthy to serve Yahweh' with the other Levitical priests, who

Lad worshiped idols. By slightly modifying the Ezekiel text, however, the Damascus

Document distinguishes three groups, in agreement with the conception or situation of

its own time: the Zadokites, the other priestly families, and the Levites.lle

Another biblical expression that appears relatively often, with some variations, in

the Dead Sea Scrolls is imr m;wwr (lQpHab 5:5; lQH 16:13,17 [reconstructed]; lQSb

1:1; CD 2:18,21;3:2,3; l9.2; I 1QT 55: l3). As in the biblical texts, the expression usu-

ally means keeping the commandments and being faithful to the will of God. The same

sense is also conveyed by the expression limr 'mnym in IQS 10:25, which is inspired

by Isa. 26:2 (cf- also IQS 8:3'.limr'mwnh b'rg), and explicit references to observing

the Sabbath (cD 6:18; l0:14,16-17), which takes on great importance in the texts deal-

ing with the communitY rule.

As in other biblical and extrabiblical literature,l20 *1g Dead Sea Scrolls use the par-

ticiple of .izr to denote various functionaries. The War Scroll speaks of "the guardians

of the weapons" (lQM 7:2), corresponding to the custodes armorum of the Roman

army. They appear already in biblical texts (l S' 17:22;25:13;30:24)'
Among the expressions that are characteristic of the Dead Sea Scrolls but have no

equivalent in biblical texts, we may single out one from the Community Rule' In a se-

ries of personal decisions connected with entrance into the community, the aspirants

promise "not to hold fast to Belial" (the prince of demons) within their hearts (wbly'l

lw"imwr blbby, IQS lO:21).
Of the 10 passages in the Temple Scroll, finally, the majority correspond to stipula-

tions in the great legal codes of the Pentateuch, especially Deuteronomy. l lQT 53:.9'14

combines Dt.l2:26ff. and23:22ff. (cf. esp.l. 13 and Dt.23:24). Similarly, the formula

118. See IV.2 above.
I 19. E. Cothen et, I*s textes de QumrAn taduits et annotis, II (Paris, 1963), 159-60, no. 36'

120. See IV.l-2 above.
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w't mswwty yimwr in l lQT 59: 16 is based on Lev. 26:3-4 and Dt. 28: l. On account of
its great importance for textual criticism, the formula found in 1lQT 54:6 must be sin-
gledout: hwlcymswkh(wtmh)hywmtimwr /'fwt ThisformulagoesbacktoDnl. 13:1.

But while the MT reads timrw, I IQT reads timwr with LXX, Syr., and Vg.

Garcia lipez

ViDVi t"*rt

L The Word: L Original Form; 2. Gender. II. Deity: l. Names; 2. Sun Chariot; 3. Cult
III. Heavenly Body: l. East and West; 2. Time of Day; 3. Daylighl

iemei. C. Bonnet, "Le dieu solaire Shamash dans le monde ph6nico-punique," SEZ 6 (1989)
97-ll5; A. Caquot, "La divinit6 solaire ougaritique," Syr 36 (1959) 90-101; J. H. Charlesworth,
"Les Odes de Salomon et les manuscrits de la Mer Morte," RB 77 (1970) 522-49, esp. 538-40;
F. Cumont, "La th6ologie solaire du paganisme romain," Mdmoires prisentis par divers savants
d l'Acaddmie des Inscriptions et Belles-l,ettes l2/2 (1913) M7-79; M. Dothan, Hammath
Tiberias (Jerusalem, 1983), esp. 39-43:J. Dus, "Gibeon 

- eine Kultstette des SmI und die Stadt
des benjaminitischen Schicksals," Wn l0 (1960) 353-74; H. van Dyke Parunak, "Was Solomon's
Temple Aligned to the Sun?" PEQ ll0 (1978) 29-33; J. D. Eisenstein, "Sun," in JE, Xl (1906),
589-91; R. Eisler, "Jahves Hochzeit mit der Sonne," Orientalische Studien. FS F. Hommel, ll.
MVAG, 22 (1917),21-70;F. M. Fales, 'A Cuneiform Correspondence to Alphabetic U in West
Semitic Names of the I Millennium B.c.," Or47 (1978) 9l-98; T. H. Gaster, Thespis (Garden
City,2196l), esp. 66-67; G. H. Halsberghe,The Cult of Sol Invictus. Etudes prdliminaires aux re-
ligions orientales dans l'empire romain (Leiden, 1972);T. Hartmann, *Wpp2 iemei sunl' TLOT,
lll, 1384-92; J. F. Healey, "The Sun Deity and the Underworld in Mesopotamia and Ugarit," in
B. Alster, ed., Death in Mesopotamia (Copenhagen, 1980), 239-42; F. J. Hollis, The Archaeology
of Herod's Temple (London, 1934), esp. 125,132-33; idem, "The Sun-Cult and the Temple at Je-
rusalem," in S. H. Hooke, ed., Myth and Ritual (Oxford, 1933), 87-l l0; E. Lipifiski, "Le culte du
Soleil chez les S6mites occidentaux du I" millenaire av. J.-C.," OLP 22 (1991) 57-72: J. Maier,
"Die Sonne im religiiisen Denken des antiken Judentums," ANRW, lVlg.l (1979), 346-412;
P. Maser, "Sonne und Mond," Kairos 25 (1983) 4l-67; H. G. May, "The Departure of the Glory
of Yahweh," JBL 56 (1937) 309-21; idem, "Some Aspects of Solar Worship atJerusaleml' ZAW
55 (1937) 269-81; J. W. McKay, "Further Light on the Horses and Chariot of the Sun in the Jeru-
salem Temple (2 Ki 23:ll): PEQ 105 (1973) 167-69 idem, Religion in Judah under the
Assyrians (732-609 B.c.). SBT 2126 (1973); J. Morgenstern, "The Book of the Covenant:' HUCA
5 (1928) l-151, esp. 45-67;idem, "The Cultic Setting of the 'Enthronement Psalms,"' HUCA35
(1964) l-42; idem, "The Gates of Righteousness," HUCA 6 (1929) l-37, esp.34-37; idem, "The
King-God Among the Western Semites and the Meaning of Epiphanes," W l0 (1960) 138-97,
esp. 159-61, 179, 182-89; M. P. Nilsson, "Sonnenkalender und Sonnenreligionl' Archiv fiir
Religionswissenschaft 3O (1933) l4l-73; W. O. E. Oesterley, "Early Hebrew Festival Rituals," in
Hooke, Myth and Ritual, lll-46, esp. 115-16, 133-35; G. Pettinato, "ls 2,7 e il culto del sole in
Giuda nel secolo VIII av.Cr.," OrAnt 4 (1965) l-30; A. Rubens, "Sonl' EncJud, XV 516-18;
H. Seyrig, "Le culte du Soleil en Syrie i l'6poque romaine," Syr 48 (1971) 337-73; M. Smith,
"Helios in Palestine," Erlsr 16 (1982) 199*-214*; N. H. Snaith, The Jewish New Year Festival
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I. The Word.
l. Original Form. The earliest evidence of "Sun" as a theonym in West Semitic is

found in the Ebla texts, where this word is represented by the ideogram duru. Its pro-
nunciation is so far unknown, unless the name of the Sun-deity appears in proper
names as .fi-pi.i or s6-pei. However, these signs are read_ as zr.KrR by most
Assyriologists, who decline to assign the phonetic value peJ to the KrR sign because it
is not attested in Mesopotamia until 2000 s.c.s. The Eblaite writing of this theonym
would agree to some extent with Ugaritic, where the sun goddess is called .ipJ (Akk.
ia-ap-iu),t but Eblaite would provide a different vocalization and still distinguish be-
tween the two sibilants of the word. There is no doubt that the Old South Arabian name
of the sun, s2ms1 (imi), from which Classical Arab. iams derives (.( > .i; .i > s), preserves
the ancient form of the name. It reappears (exceptionally) in Aramaic, where smi'Z can
derive only from .fm.i. Despite their antiquity, the occurrences of ipi > ipi at Ebla (?)

and Ugarit by no means prove that the form withp is primary.They are concentrated in
a relatively niurow range of Semitic dialects, where the phonetic shift ru ) mp ) p is eas-

ily conceivable in the light of similar phenomena in Greek transcriptions (Sampson and
Sampsaifofs).'3 in contact with the sibilant i in iamiu, the n gives rise to an intrusive
stop p (*Sampiu); then the etymological nasal m is elided (iapiu).

2. Gender The gender of the subst. .fmi was originally feminine, as its usage in
Ugaritic and Old South Arabian shows. The Palestinian correspondence from Tell el-
Amarna treats .im.i as feminine,a as do many OT texts (Gen. 15:17; Ex. 22:2lEng. 3l;
Dt.24:15:' Jgs. 19:14;25.2:24;12:ll;2K.3:22; Isa.38:8; Mic.3:6;Nah.3:17;Mal.
3:2014:2);Ps.104:22: Cant. l:6; Eccl.l2:2; Sir. 42:16;50:7; but cf. the masc. exam-
ples in Gen. 1923; Jgs. 5:31; Josh. l0: l2; Ps. 104: l9s), probably Deir 'Alla inscription
I, 6(8) (,i[ru]O, and the Aramaic literature of Palestine.6

In Mesopotamia, where Sumerian influence imposed on the sun of the Semites the
masculine gender of Utu, the sun god of Sumer, Shamash was considered a mascu-
line figure, although in the early period we find a trace of a different conception in
the Old Akk. um-mi-duru, "shamash is my mother."7 This name is also found among
the Amorites of the lSth century B.c.E. as a personal name for women;8 its

(London, 1947), esp. 90-93; H. P. Stahli, Solare Elemente im Jahweglauben des AT. OBO 66
(1985); S. Talmon, "The Calendar Reckoning of the Sect from the Judaean Desert," in C. Rabin
and Y. Yadin, eds., Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls. ScrHier 4 (1958) 162-99 = The World of
Qumran from Within (Jerusalem, 1989), 147-85; J. Tubach, Im Schatten des Sonnengottes
(Wiesbaden, 1986).

l. Ugaritica, V, 249 (no. 138).
2. BMAP 5.9.
3. J. Quaegebeur, Le dieu I gyptien,Shci' (Louvain, 197 5), 23 l.
4. EA 323:22-23.
5. See also (without explanation) Michel, 78.
6. J. T. Milik, The Books of Enoch (Oxford, 1976),282.
7. MAD, 1,225.
8. ARM, XyVt,209.
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ideographic equivalent is probably attested since the pre-Sargonic era: uru.AMA.MU

= iamai-ummt.9
In Syro-Phoenicia and Palestine the sun occasionally acquired the masculine gender

though Assyro-Babylonian influence. Aramaic and Hebrew texts from Qumran (11QT
20:13;45:9; 50:15; 5l:3,5), however, still use.in.i as a feminine noun, and in the He-
brew of the Mishnah we find the fem. pl. i"mdi61.

II. Deity. All Semites considered the sun and moon to be endowed with divine qual-
ities, although sun worship did not achieve any particular importance among the Phoe-
nicians and Arameans of the Iron Age. Sun and moon often appear together in the OT:
Gen. 37:9; Dt. 4:19; l7:3; Josh. 10:12-13:'2 K.23:5; Isa. l3:10; 60 19-20; Jer. 8:2;
3 I :35; Ezk. 32:7 ; Joel 2:10; 3:4(2:31 ); 4: I 5(3: I 5); Hab. 3: I I ; Ps. 7 2:5; 89:37 -38(36-
37); 104:19 12l:6: 136:8-91' 148:3;Eccl. l2:2. The linkage of the two words as a ste-
reotyped dyad does not in itself imply any religious significance.

l. Names. The early Canaanite worship of the sun finds an echo in Palestinian topo-
nyms of the OT period. The names bAl iemei (Josh. 15:10;21:161' etc.),'An iemei
(Josh. l5:7; l8: l7), and ir Jeze.i (Josh. 19:41) recall the existence of sanctuaries dedi-
cated to the sun. The bA1 iemei of Jer. 43:.13, however, refers to the Egyptian sun tem-
ple at Heliopolis. Unlike these toponyms, Hebrew anthroponyms preserve almost no
trace of the sun cult; the name Samson can simply mean "little sun," as the diminutive
suf . -6n/-dn suggests. The Aramaic anthroponym iimiay (Ezr.4:8-9,17,23) is probably
identical with.id.iay (Ezr. 10:40), since the Neo-Assyrian theophorous element iamai
could be represented in Aramaic by ss, as l. 7 of the Tell Fekheriye inscription shows.

2. Sun Chariot. The chariot and horses of fire that bore Elijah into heaven (2 K.
2:ll-12; cf . 6:17; 13:14; Sir. 48:9) recalls the chariots of the sun in 2 K. 23:l l. This
singular mention of the sun chariots in the Jerusalem temple may recall the episode in
the Elijah legend and the vision of the "chariot of Yahweh" in Ezk. l. This evidence in-
dicates that the ancient Israelites were familiar with the image of the divine charioteer
who drives the quadriga of the sun through the heavens. Much later, I Ch. 28: I 8 speaks
of the "model for the throne chariot" in the Jerusalem temple. The liturgy for the Sab-
bath sacrifice in 4Q403 also mentions "the form of the throne chariot." Finally, Sir.
49:8 speaks of "the figures above the throne chariot."

Some rabbinic texts reflect the notion of a sun chariot in early Jewish tradition. Ch.
6 of Pirqe Rabbi Eliezer which must be dated in the first half of the 8th century c.E.,
cites Ps. 19:6(5) and describes the sun riding in its chariot: 'And the sun (w"hammh)
riding in its chariot rises up, crowned like a young bridegroom." Here the sun is called
hammd, as in Isa. 24:23;30:26; Job 30:28; Cant. 6:10; and certain magical texts.l0 This

9. MAD, fil,42.
10. E.g., J. Naveh and S. Shaked,Amulets and Magic Bowls (Jerusalem, 1985), 56-57,60

(amulet 4:20).
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noun is of course feminine. In a commentary on Cant. 3:10, Nu. Rab. 12:4 also de-
scribes the sun (haiiemei) as riding in its chariot to illuminate the universe. When one
considers the biblical precursors of this notion, the theory of Greek or Roman influ-
ences (ideas associated with Helios) appears unnecessary, though possible (cf. the
Byzantine period mosaics at Beth Alpha,ll Naaran,l2 and Hammath-Tiberias,l3 where
the central figure of Helios in his chariot is surrounded by the signs of the zodiac).

The image of a divine chariot probably also lies behind the Aramaic triad from
Zinjirli (8th century n.c.r.); it consists of El, his charioteer and tutelary deity of the dy-
nasty (Rkb 'l), and Shamash. They could be joined by Hadad, the chief god of the
Arameans, and Arqu-Rashap, a fusion of the North Arabian god rQy/w and the North
Syrian god rip.ra The notion of a solar chariot is undoubtedly the product of a wide-
spread belief among the peoples of antiquity, who conceived the solar disk on its daily
course from east to west as a wheel circling in the firmament. This notion is attested
once in Judea by the image of a deity seated on a winged wheel, found on a famous
coin dating from the Persian period.ls There is also a text in the Dead Sea Scrolls (CD
10: 15) that mentions glgl himi, "the sun's wheel," called galgal hammd in rabbinic lit-
erature (Bab. Yoma 2Ob).

3. Cult. Worship of the sun, moon, or stars is condemned in Dt. 17:3 (cf. llQT
55:18). In Job 3l:16-17 Job declares that he has never ventured to pay homage to the
sun or moon; he avoids using the word iemei, using instead '64 "luminary." The danger
presented by the solar cult was not imaginary, as 2 K. 23:5,11 and Ezk. 8:16 show. To
counter this danger, various OT texts stress the creatureliness of the sun. Without using
the word iemei, Gen. l:14-18 emphasizes that God created the sun (cf. Jer. 31:35; Ps.

74:16; lO4:19; 136:8; 148:3-6 - all with iemei). Whatever may have been the original
context of the ancient adjuration in Josh. l0:12b, its present setting invv. 12-14 (cf. Sir.
46:4) presupposes at least indirectly the dependence of the sun and moon on Yahweh.
An analogous situation obtains in Job 9:7 and Isa. 38:7-8 (cf. 2 K. 20:9-ll; Sir. 48:23),
where the course of the sun is held back at the command of a man of God.

A fragment of a hymn to the sun has been incorporated into Ps. l9:5c-7 (comrpt
text). The author of 84:12(ll) does not hesitate to call Yahweh iemei ttmagen, "sun
and shield," an antithetical image expressing both the radiance of light from the sun

and protection from its oppressive heat. The phrase is often translated "battlement and
shield," on the argument that iemei in84:12(ll) has the same meaning as the plural in
lsa.54:12 and 4Q164 1 l. But this translation is controversial, and Yahweh's coming is
already described as the rising of the sun in Dt. 33i2 and Hab. 3:3-4. The glory of
Yahweh also comes from the east in Isa. 59:19; Ezk.43:2,4;44:l-2; and Isa. 60:19 de-
clares that God's light will replace that of the sun when Jerusalem is restored.

11. E. L. Sukenik, The Ancient Synagogue of Beth Alpha (Jerusalem, 1932), pl. X.
12. L. H. Vincent, RB 68 (1961), pl. XXI.
13. Dothan, pls. 13 and 29.
14. KAI 214.2,3,11,18; 215.22.
15. ANEE no.226.
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One may wonder whether mythological connotations lie hidden behind these im-
ages and whether the coming of the glory of the God of Israel through the east gate of
the temple implies features of an actual solar cult or was simply suggested by the fact
that the radiance of the rising sun could penetrate into the sanctuary at the vernal and

autumnal equinoxes.
The appearance of solar symbolism in synagogal iconography ultimately signals the

problem of a certain solar syncretism in Judaism, the origins of which probably go

back to the OT period.16 Morgenstern even claims that Yahweh was worshiped in Jeru-

salem as a sun god. He assumes that until the time of David, the cult of Yahweh was so

extensively agrarian that Yahweh was understood as a nature god who died and rose

with the rhythm of the seasons. The construction of Solomon's temple on the model of
the temple of Melkart at Tyre then led to the transformation of Yahweh into a sun god.

Indeed, according to the Talmud,lT the temple's orientation permitted the rays of the

rising sun to penetrate into the Most Holy Place at the vemal and autumnal equinoxes.

According to Morgenstern, the effort to bring about this phenomenon through the ori-
entation of the temple attests to Solomon's conception of his God as a solar deity.

In both the agrarian and the solar cult, Morgenstern believes, the Mount of Olives
played a central role. Here, supposedly, was the entrance to the netherworld; on its
peak stood a sanctuary of the god of the netherworld. Therefore it marked the site

where the dead or vanished god arose. In Morgenstern's eyes, it did not matter whether
this god was a local form of Tammuz, the defied representative of the annual harvest,

or the new solar deity of Solomon. In both cults the Mount of Olives was the site of the

resurrected deity, who would festively enter his sanctuary to sit on his royal throne. At
some time before or after the building of the temple, the king came to personify in the

cultic ceremonies the agrarian deity who dies and rises again or the solar deity who
vanishes in the west and is reborn in the east.

In the solar cult of both the Solomonic temple and the Second Temple - destroyed,

Morgenstern claims, at the time of a hypothetical national catastrophe ca. 485 B.c.E. -it was the first rays of the rising sun (k!6/ yhwh) that announced the beginning of the

new year and the resurrection of Yahweh, the sun god; at the same time they marked
his triumphal entrance into the sanctuary through its east gate (the "gate of righteous-
ness"), facing the Mount of Olives. The rays of the sun in front of the d\tr of the tem-
ple vividly symbolized the "joyful entry" of Yahweh into his sanctuary.

From the construction of the temple under Solomon until the supposed reform of the

cult under As a ca. 899 B.c.E., a seat of gold would have served as the throne of the king,
who personified Yahweh and took his place in the d"ltr Morgenstern would have re-
ferred here to the "great throne of Shamash" in the Mari textsl8 or to the "throne of the

sun" in the temple at Hierapolis .te Later, until 485 B.c.E., the ancient ark of the cove-

16. See Hollis, Oesterley, May, Gaster, and more recently Stiihli, who cites the symbol of the
"winged sun disk' on the handles of pottery jars from Judah, dating from the monarchy.

17. Jer.'Erub.5;22c.
18. Studia Mariana 56/57, ros. 16-17.
19. Lucian, De Dea Syria 34.
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nant or a copy of it, he believes, took the place of Yahweh's throne. In his opinion, this
throne undoubtedly played an important role during the central liturgies of the eighf
day festival. The high point of the festivities would have consisted in a procession from
the Mount of Olives to the temple, where the king took his seat on the divine throne of
Yahweh and was worshiped as a sun god. According to Morgenstern, these solemnities
are the setting of the enthronement psalms.

These extreme views have hardly any adherents today, but the eastward orientation
of the Jerusalem temple still resists interpretation. Clearly the priests attached great im-
portance to questions concerning the luni-solar calendar, as witness the Aramaic frag-
ments of the 'Astronomical Handbook" of Enoch found at Qumran (4QEnastr =
4Q208-21l). These fragments demonstrate that I En. 72-82 are a section of a text de-
fending the solar calendar of 364 days and attempting to synchronize it with the lunar
year. This same calendar is used by the book of Jubilees and governs the life of the

Qumran community, which understands itself as having been planted "with the plumb
line of the sun" ('l miqlt himi). The Dead Sea Scrolls, especially the Temple Scroll,
4QMMT (= 4Q394-399), and the postscript to I lQPs'(l lQPs" 27:6) refer to it contin-
ually. The morning and evening prayers for each day of the month are contained in
4QpapPrQuot (4Q503); the formulary beginning the morning office reads: bs't himi
lhyr'lh'rs, "when the sun rises to illuminate the earth" (10:l; cf. similarly 4Q33-36
l1:1, l0). This is probably the morning prayer to which Josephus alludes: "They wor-
ship the deity in an extraordinary fashion: before the sun rises, they speak no profane
word, but turning toward the sun recite certain traditional prayers, as though making
supplication for its rising."2o They did not worship the sun, but celebrated Yahweh in a
hymn to the Creator, "who divides the light from the darkness and establishes the dawn
(.iftr) through the wisdom of his heart" (l lQPs" 26:9-15, ll-12). The author of IQH
7:25 also addresses God with the words "You are for me an eternal light (limr'6r
'6ldm)l' a formula that echoes the Odes of Solomon, whose author calls the Lord "my
sun" (15:l-2) and says that he is "like a sun upon the earth" (11:13).

If it is true that the first members of the Qumran community were Sadducees who
rejected any compromise with the Hasmonean high priests, then their practices and
language reflect traditional notions from the period of the Second Temple and possibly
the temple of Solomon. We may therefore assume that the sun (iemei) was indeed a

symbol for Yahweh. Nor is it surprising that the sun is named explicitly in parallel with
the glory of Yahweh in Sir. 42: 16: "The rising sun sheds its light everywhere, the glory
of Yahweh upon all his works" (imi zwrl.tt 'l kl nglth wkbwd yyy 'l kl m'iyw). This idea
reappears in 43:2-5, although here the sun is qualified as God's creation. Another pas-
sage uses the sun as a simile to describe the splendor of the high priest Simon II (ca.

220-195 r.c.e.): during ceremonies in the temple, he appeared "like the sun shining on
the royal palace" (50:7: kimi miqrt'l hykl hmlk).

A similar comparison is applied to David in I lQPs' 27:2: "And David, son of Jesse,

was wise, and a light like the light of the sun (w wr k'wr himi)." The author was proba-

20. B.J. 2.128.
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bly inspired by 2 S. 23.4,bnt the simile was a cortmonplace. According to I En. 106:5,

the eyes of Noah at his birth were "like the rays of the sun"; according to 1Q19 fr. 3 5,

they lit up "the rooms of the house like the rays of the sun (kl.tdwdy himi)." According
to the Book of the Mysteries (1Q27 I l:6-7), which probably describes the last judg-

ment, "righteousness appears like the sun, the foundation of the universe" (hsdq yglh
kimi th,vn tDl). This simile points to the notion of the sun and moon as eternal, change-

less elements of the cosmic order, marking its cyclical phases. This idea is already for-
mulated in Ps. 89:37-38(36-37) and very probably inPs.72:5,17 (cf. LXX);it is taken

up again in Ps. 148:3-6 and Jer. 31:35-36.
In the fragmentary context of a commentary on Isa. 54:.ll-12, we find the simile

"like the sun in all its light" (4Qplsad [4Q164] l:6). The importance of the sun is also

emphasized by Philo of Alexandria,2l but Wis. 7:29-30 stresses the superiority of wis-
dom to the sun, since wisdom is identical with the divine law.

One must admit that popular thought associated the sun with a number of mytholog-
ical ideas, even if these did not always take the concrete form of the sun chariot. To

some extent the sun, moon, and stars are personified in Joseph's dream (Gen. 37:9);
and the Jewish Aramaic magical texts of the talmudic era22 assign an active role to the

sun, called iamAi (imys, i'myi), as in the Babylonian Talmud, whereas the daystar is
called iimid'(iymi').zt In the Palestinian Talmud the "sun of God" (iamii-'El [.im,iy7])
appears as the fifteenth of the fallen angels; it was his task to instruct humankind in
"the signs of the sun," i.e., astrology. He appears also in the earliest section (first half of
the2dcenturyr.c.r.)of I Enoch (7:7;8:3). Heisnamed samsape'elorsimsipi'elinthe
Ethiopic text and Sami4l or Semiiil in the Greek fragments. In Sib. Or. 2:215 (3d cen-

tury c.n.), Samiel plays a role in the last judgment. The sun appears also in Sib. Or.

I 3: 1 50- I 5 I , which contains a prophecy after the event concerning what took place be-

fore the death of Gallienus (253-260 c.e .). Between the death of Aemilianus in 253 and

the accessions of Valerian and Gallienus in the same year, the text speaks of "a priest

sent by the sun (h€li6pemptos)" who will withstand the Persians, while "the city of the

srurn (heliou pdlis) wlll pray for it." Although the author was a Jew or a Jewish Chris-
tian, "sun" here refers to the sun god of Emesa in Syria.

III. Heavenly Body.
l. East and West. The OT generally uses ,ierne.i to denote the time of day or one of

the two cardinal points east and west. For example, mimmizrah (hai)iemei means "in
the region of the rising sun," i.e., "in the east" (Nu. 2l:ll; Jgs. 11:18; 20:43;21:19;lsa.
4l:25;45:6;59:19; Mal. l:11; Ps. 50:l; 113:3); mizr"hd (hai)iemei (Dt. 4:41; Josh.

12:l) and mizrah (hai)iemei (Dt.4:47; Josh. 1:15; 13:14; 19:12,27,34,2 K. 10:33)

clearly mean the same thing or "toward the east." The word mizrab can also be used

without (hai)iemei in the sense of "east."

21. De opificio mundi; Somn. 1.13.76ff.
22.C.D.lsbell, Corpus of the Aramaic Incantation Bowls. SBLDS 17 (1975),nos.38.2;62.2;

Naveh and Shaked, 2OO-203,214 (bowl l3:ll,2l).
23. Naveh and Shaked, 168-69, 172 (bowl 7:7).
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By contrast, the word ma'arap, denoting the west, literally the "entry" of the sun be-
neath the earth, always appears without iemei. Instead, Aramaic consistently tses m'rb
imi,za except in Dnl. 6:15(14), where we find me'ab iimid'. Howeveq Hebrew uses

iemei it the synonymous expression m'!6' (hai)iemei (Dt. 11:30; Josh. l:4;23:4;Zec.
8:7; Mal. 1:11; Ps. 50:1; 104:19; ll3:3).

2. Time of Day. The expressi on zarah or zarefid (hai)iemei,literally "the sun shines
forth" or "the sun rises," indicates the beginning of the day (Gen.32:32[31]; Ex.
22:2131; Jgs. 9 : 33 ; 2 S. 23 :4; 2 K. 3 :22; Jon. 4: 8 ; Nah. 3 : I 7 ; Mal. 3 :2014:21; P s. lO4:22;
Eccl. 1:5). The expression ydsd' (hai)iemei, "the sun goes forth," is used with the same
meaning (Gen.19:23; Jgs. 5:31;Isa. l3:10;4Q503 10 l; cf. Ps.75:7[6]). Sunset is de-
noted by the expression ba'or bd'd (hai)ieme.i, which means literally "the sun goes in"
(Gen. 15:12,17:28ll;Ex.17:12.:,22:251261;Lev.22:7:Dt. 16:6;23:l2lll;24:13,15;
Josh. 8:29; 10:27; Jgs. 19:14;2 S. 2:24;3:35; 1 K. 22:36; Isa. 60:20; Jer. l5:9; Mic.
3:6; Am. 8:9; Eccl. l:5; 2 Ch. l8:34; IQM l8:5; llQT 20:13; 45:9;50:4,15; 5l:3,5).
To express the notion of midday, Hebrew can use the expression ltom haiiemei, "the
heat of the sun" (1 S. ll:9; Neh 7:3).

The time of sunrise or sunset can be legally signif,rcant. The killing of a thief during
the night does not entail the same consequences as the same act committed during the
day (Ex. 22:2[3]); a cloak taken in pawn must be restored before the nightfall (Ex.
22:25126); Dt. 24:13); an employer is obligated to pay a day laborer's wages before
sunset (Dt. 24:15). Sunset is also significant in the ritual sphere: for the purification of
a priest (Lev. 22:7) or warrior (Dt. 23:l2U I l), for the sacrifice of the paschal lamb (Dt.
16:6), for the burial of the dead (Josh. 8:29; 10:27), and for mourning (2 S. 3:35).

The importance of sunset increases over time, so that the Dead Sea Scrolls insist
emphatically that work be stopped on the eve of the Sabbath when the sun's disk is the
distance of its diameter above the horizon (CD 10:14-17). Sacrificial flesh must be

consumed before sunset (llQT 20:12-13), and people must purify themselves until
sunset before entering the sanctuary (llQT 45:9-10). Purification after contact with a

human corpse or the dead body of an animal must take place before sunset (l IQT 50:3-
4,15-16;51:2-5). Finally, so that the enemy may be totally destroyed, the prayer for the
lengthening of the day of battle must be recited until sunset (lQM 18:5).

3. Daylight. Among the common expressions meaning "on earth" one finds the
phrase tahal haiiemei "under the sun," which plays the role of a leitmotif in Ecclesi-
astes (1:3,9,14;2:ll,l7-2O,22;3:16;4:1,3,7,15; 5:l2,l7[13,l8l;6:1,12;8:9,15[bis],
17;9:3,6,91bis1,11,13; l0:5). In Phoenician, tht imi denotes the state of the living in
contrast to that of the dead,2s just like 'l pn imi, "in the sight of the sun."26 "See the
sun" means "be alive" (Eccl. 7: I l). A stillborn child is described as "never having seen
the sun" (Ps. 58:9[8]; Eccl. 6:5). Finally, "seeing the sun" is a delight to the eyes (Eccl.

24. D|SO,162.
25. KAI 13.17-18; 14.12.
26. BAr 1941142,388,1. 5.
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1 1:7); this pleasure can itself be a temptation to sun worship (Dt. 4: l9). The darkening
of the sun, by contrast, is an ill omen, attesting to God's anger (Isa. l3:lO;Ezk.32:7;
Joel2:10; 3:4;4:1513:15l;Hab.4:ll; Eccl. l2:2;cf. Jer. l5:9; Mt.2j:45; Mk. 15:33;
Lk. 23:44). Actions performed "under the eyes of the sun" (2 S. l2:ll) or "in the sight
of the sun" (Nu. 25:4; 2 S. 12:12), i.e., in public, take on special imporrance.

It was considered a terrible disgrace for the mortal remains of human beings to re-
main unburied, exposed to the burning light of the sun (Jer. 8:2; cf.25:33).

The sun "scorches" (Cant. l:6); therefore its heat can be considered undesirable and
dangerous. The sun can "smite" (Isa. 49: l0; Jon. 4:8; Ps. l2l:6), an allusion to sunstroke.

It is interesting that the beneficent role of the sun in the growth of vegetation is men-
tioned only rarely (Dt. 33:14;Job 8:16; cf. lQH3,21-22).

Lipirtski

I. Etymology and Meaning. II. 1. Value; 2.Tltreat;3. Proverbs;4. Figurative Usage; 5. Ivory;
6. Extended Sense. III. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Meaning. The noun.ie1 means "tooth" (of a human being or ani-
mal) and "ivory" (as the tooth or tusk of an elephant); figuratively it can mean "spike,
peak." It is a Common Semitic primary noun:l Alr}.. iinnu(m), no verb;2 lJgar. in,3
sometimes meaning "ivory,"4 vb. inn, "grind one's teeth";s Biblical Aram. .ie7,. Jewish
Aram. iinna;6 Syr. iena';1 Mand. iina;8 Arab. sinn;e Eth-.ien. l0 The noun is unrelated
to the vb. inn.tt lt occurs 55 times in the or.r2 In cant. 7:1O(Eng. 9), despite the well-

idn. A. Cohen, "lEn," BethM'z3 (1977t78) 237-38: E. Dhorme, L'emploi mdtaphorique des
noms de parties du corps en hibreu et en akkadien (Paris, 1923), esp. 87-88; S. Schroer,
"Elfenbein," NBI. 1,513-14; H. Weippert, "Elfenbein," BRL2,67-72; J. A. Wharton, ..Tooth,"

IDB, ty,672.

l. HAL, II, 1593; BLe, g6lb'.
2. AHw,Ill,1243.
3. WUS, no. 2647.
4. KTU 1.19,IV 27 (B. Margalit,The Ugaritic poemof AeHT. BZAW 182 tt989l, 164,447\:

1.108, 5 (ibid., 438); 2.17, 5 (M. Dietrich and o. Loretz, uF t4 tl982l 87).
5. UT no.2453.
6. ChW 498.
7. LexSya 789.
8. MdD,462.
9. Wehr,433.
10. kxLingAeth,3Tl.
I l. Contra KBL2, 995, 998; GesB, 850.
12. Even-Shoshan, 1 186.
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attested variant i"pdlay w"iinnay,tz MT iipfi y"iEntm, "lips of sleepers," should be re-
tained. ra The noun also occurs 3 times in Daniel (7:5,1 ,19) and once in Sirach (40: 15).

ll. l. Value. Since the very earliest times, the teeth have been considered a signifi-
cant element of human appearance, as illustrated by the saying about Judah in the
Blessing of Jacob: "His eyes are darker than wine, and his teeth whiter than milk"
(Gen. 49:12). Further typical examples of the poetic use of the word (found also else-
where in the ancient Near East) appear in the Song of Songs: "Your teeth are like a

flock of ewes coming up from the washing" (Cant. 6:6:4:2; cf. 7:10[9]; Job 19:20).
The high value placed on teeth is illustrated also by their appearance in ancient Near

Eastern law codes in connection with the lex talionis: "If any harm follows, then you
shall give life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot" (Ex.
2l:23-24: likewise Lev. 24:20; Dt. l9:21;.ts The law continues: 'And if the owner
knocks out a tooth of a male or female slave, the slave shall be let go" (Ex. 2l:27). This
astonishing provision demonstrates the high value placed on teeth.

The Code of Hammurabi also mentions teeth in conjunction with the ius talionis:
"If a free man knocks out the teeth of another free man, his equal, then his own teeth
shall be knocked out" ($208). But if he knocks out the teeth of a man who is a depen-
dent, he merely pays one-third of a silver mina.16 The Code of Eshnunna, about a cen-
tury earlier than the Code of Hammurabi, decrees; "If a man bites the nose of another
man and severs it, he shall pay one mina of silver, for an eye one mina, for a tooth a half
mina, for an ear a half mina" ($42). While both the Code of Hammurabi and the OT
laws apply the principle of the ius talionis in minor cases like the loss of a tooth, the
earlier Code of Eshnunna and also the Hittite laws require indemnification instead of
retribution. Nevertheless, the OT law requiring the release of a slave as compensation
for knocking out his tooth is noteworthy (Ex.2l:211.n

2. Threat. Teeth often typify a dangerous beast of prey or a feared enemy. In the
Song of Moses, the nation that has rejected its God is threatened with hunger, plague,
pestilence, and "the teeth of beasts . . . with venom of things crawling in the dust" (Dt.

32l24). The lion often symbolizes hostile powers; its teeth are emphasized as being es-

pecially dangerous: "I lie down among lions that greedily long for human prey. Their
teeth are spears and arrows, their tongues sharp swords" (Ps. 57:5[4]). The psalmist's
prayer is understandable: "Break the teeth in their mouths, O God; tear out the fangs of
the young lions, O Yahweh" (Ps. 58:7[6]; cf. 3:8[7];Job 4:10; 29:17). The wicked are

compared to lions: "The wicked plot against the righteous and gnash their teeth at

13. See BIIS and HAL, ll,1594.
14. G. Gerleman, Ruth - Das Hohelied. BKXYIIJ (1965), 2Ol; O. Keel, Song of Songs. CC

(Eng. tr. 1994),247.
15. For the OT see A. Alt, KlSchr I (1953), 341-44; L. Schwienhorst-Schcinberger, Das

Bundesbuch. BZAW 188 (1990), 79-128.
16. cf. cH $201.
17. H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1974),200.
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them" (Ps. 37:12) - but "Blessed be Yahweh, who has not given us as prey to their
teeth" (124:6; cf. 3:8[7]). The baring ofteeth is also a threatening gesture in Ps. 35:16;
Job 16:9; Lam.2:16; the gnashing of teeth is an expression of frustrated anger in Ps.
ll2:10. Prov. 30:14 describes the wicked as a band whose teeth are swords to devour
the poor and needy. Job 4l:6(14) speaks of the terrifying teeth of the crocodile (Levia-
than), which only Yahweh can tame. Joel l:6 uses the teeth of locusts as an image for
the invasion of "greedy" nations. God has delivered the psalmist from the teeth of the
enemy (Ps. 124:6); Job boasts of having done the like (Job 29:17).

The book of Job contains two obscure passages that mention teeth. "I take my flesh
in my teeth" (13:14) may mean that he ventures his life; "I escape by the skin of my
teeth" (19:20) possibly means that Job barely escaped. But the interpretation of this ex-
pression is still disputed, and the text may be corrupt.l8

3. Proverbs. An ancient ironic proverb speaks of teeth to illuminate the connection
between the sins of the parents and those of their later descendants. This actions-
consequences relationship is denied by the prophets ofthe exilic period: "In those days
they shall no longer say, 'The parents have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth
are set on edge.' But all shall die for their own sins; the teeth of everyone who eats sour
grapes will be set on edge" (Jer. 3l:29-30). Ezekiel makes a similar statement: 'And
the word of Yahweh came to me: What do you mean by repeating this proverb concern-
ing the land of Israel, 'The parents have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are
set on edge'? As I live, says Yahweh, this proverb shall no more be used by you in Is-
rael. . . . It is only the person who sins that shall die" (Ezk. l8:1-4). Eichrodt explains
"setting the teeth on edge" as follows: "When one eats grapes that are not as yet quite
ripe, but whose slightly bitter taste is all the more refreshing, one as a rule experiences
a slightly unpleasant sensation as if a thin coating had come upon one's teeth - as if
they had been 'set on edge."'le The ancient concept of collective retribution was finally
rejected by the prophets as a false theological doctrine.

Other figurative and proverbial uses of the word .ie7 are found in wisdom literature.
In Prov. 10:26 we read: "Like vinegar to the teeth and smoke to the eyes, so are the lazy
to their employers." Prov. 25:19 likens the unreliability of a faithless person in a time
of trouble to bad teeth, no longer capable of chewing.

4. Figurative Usage. The teeth often appear in metaphors illustrating particular situ-
ations. Prophets speak of lack of bread between the teeth (Am. 4:6; Mic. 3:5); Nu.
ll:33 speaks of meat between the teeth. Abominations are taken away from the teeth
(Zec. 9:7). Only Yahweh can deliver from the teeth of rhe enemy (Ps. 124:6; Job
29:17). In Job l3:14 and 19:20 Job's teeth represent his person by synecdoche.

5. Ivory. Elephant tusks and ivory are mentioned frequently. Ezk. l7:15, in a prose
section, says that the people dwelling in the isles paid with qarn61 ien and ebony. The

18. See the comms. and HAL, IL 1594; E. Kutsch, W 32 (1982) 463-84, esp. 473-81.
19. W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL (Eng. t. l97O),234.
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term "tooth horns" for ivory accurately describes the visual impact of an elephant when
it raises its head and tusks, to the accompaniment of its characteristic "trumpeting."20

In the OT ivory is usually a decorative luxury. It was used as wainscoting and also in
the manufacture of precious furnishings, in carvings, and in inlaid work in royal pal-
aces. Solomon's throne was made of ivory overlaid with pure gold (l K. l0:18;2 Ch.
9:17). In this context, as in Ezk. 27:6; Am.3:15:.6:4, Cohen thinks of some kind of
wood, possibly called .ie7 because of its visual resemblance to ivory. King Ahab is said

to have built an ivory house, which earned him an entry in the Book of the Annals of
the Kings of Israel (l K.22:39; cf. Ps. 45:9[8]). According to Am. 3:15, however, such
ivory houses belonging to the king or to others are doomed to perish. Ezk.27 describes
Tyre as a ship with cabin walls made of ivory (v. 6).

The Song of Songs often uses ivory as an image ofbeauty and elegance. Accord-
ing to 5:14, the body ofthe bridegroom is a sheet ofivory encrusted with sapphires;
his neck is like an ivory tower (7:5[a]). The image refers to the color or smoothness
of his skin.2l Possibly, however, .ie7 is here a geographical term alluding to a specific
locale.22

Archaeologists have discovered important ivories at Megiddo (l3th century n.c.r.)
and Samaria (9th century r.c.n.).23

6. Extended Sense. ln an extended sense .ie7 can mean a rocky crag (l S. 7:12

[toponym]; 14:4-5; Job 39:28) or the prongs of a fork (iinnayim, I S. 2:13).

lll. l. IXX. The LXX translates .ie7 with odotis. When the meaning is "ivory," the
adj. elephdntinos is used, e.g., od6ntas elephantinous (Ezk. 27:15), pyrgos ele-
ptuintinos (Cant.7:5141). The three-pronged fork in I S. 2:13 is called kredgra
tri6dous. When the reference is to a rocky crag, the LXX avoids the tooth metaphor,

wing akrotdrion instead (l S. 7:12; 14:4-5). In Sir. 40:15 i€n is represented by
akr6tomos.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. Six occurrences of .ie7 have been found to date in the Dead Sea

Scrolls, in very different contexts. In IQH it is used metaphorically in a lament ("scoff-
ers ground their teeth," 2: I l) and in a description of the enemy (God shut the mouth of
the enemy, described as aggressive young lions with sharp teeth,5:10,14).The lex
talionis from Dt. 19:21 is cited twice in l lQT 6l:12.The Copper Scroll uses ien once
as a geographical term meaning "spur of rock" (bin hslh).

20. On the importance and use of ivory in the ancient Near East in general
Weippert.

21. Gerleman, Hohelied, 198.
22. Cohen; Kee| Song, 236.

Kapelrudf

see Schroer,

23. G. Loud, The Megiddo lvories. OIP 52 (1939); J. W. and G. M. Crowfoot, Early lvories
from Samaria (London, 1938).
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ilJp ra"a (verb)

I. Etymology: l. General;2. ianA\3. ianAl;4. iand III. [. Occurrences andMeaning:
l. ianA\2. ianill; iand III. ilI. Theological Usage: l. idn6l;2. idnAIl;3. idnd III. ry. LXX.
V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology.
l. General. In the case of the vb. ian6, not especially common in OT Hebrew, it ap-

pears necessary to distinguish three different roots,l although many etymological ques-
tions of detail remain unanswered. It is possible to say with assurance that two Proto-
Semitic roots have coalesced in Hebrew: inw/y, "be different, be changed, be refrac-
tory" (= idnhl), and 1ny, "repeat" (= funA II), although we must reckon with the possi-
bility "that the close relationship between the two meanings suggests that one could
have developed from the other, as in Ugaritic, even before the shift of J to i."2 In addi-
tion, Hebrew clearly has a root iAnA lll,3 corresponding to Arab. sana, "shine," and
saniya I, "become exalted in rank."4

2. idn6 L The vb. idnhlis attested in several Semitic languages. In Ugaritic there
was probably still a distinction between.inw,s "r,* out, Ieavs,"6 or even "hasten, run,"7
and .iny,8 "be changed" (cf. Akk. ianfrlm) IYe "be changed, transformed," D stem

idn6. I . Blau, "Uber homonyme und angeblich homonyme Wurzeln ll: W 7 (1957) 98-102,
esp. l0l-2; J. L. Crenshaw, "The Expression mi y6/da'in the Hebrew Bible," I4 36 (1986) 2'14-
88, esp. 279 n. 13; H. Donner, "Ugaritismen in der Psalmenforschung," ZAW 79 (1967) 322-50,
esp.324-27; J. A. Emerton, "The Meaning of icna'in Psalm CXXVII 2:' W 24 (1974) 15-31,
esp.25-26; idem, "The Work of D. Winton Thomas as a Hebrew Scholar," W 4l (1991) 287-
303, esp. 300-301; B. Halpern, "YHWH's Summary Justice in Job XIV 20: W 28 (1978) 4'72-
74; L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwrirterbuch," W 9 (1959) 24'7 -

87, esp. 280-83; B. Margalit, "Lexicographical Notes on the Aqht Epic (Part I; KTU I.17-18),"
Uf 15 (1983) 65-103, esp. 90-91; S. M. Paul, "Unrecognized Biblical Legal Idioms in the Light
of Comparative Akkadian Expressions," RB 86 (1979) 231-39, esp. 233-35; J. Sanmartfn,
"Glossen zum ugaritischen Lexikon ll," UF l0 (1978) 349-56, esp. 354; idem, "Glossen zum
ugaritischen Lexikon lll: UF ll (1979) 723-28, esp.727-28; D. Winton Thomas, "The Root
i'lJlI = sny in Hebrew," ZAW 52 (1934) 236-38.

t. HAL,1,1597-99.
2. Blau, 102.
3. LexHebAram, 868; HAL, ll, 1599.
4. Lane, U4, 1448-50; Wehr, 436; Emerton,25-26.
5. WUS, no.2649; UT ro.2448; CMI], 158.
6. J. C. de Moor, UF I 1 (1979) 647 n.54; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 12 (1980) 383-85.
7. Sanmartin, UF l0 (1978) 354; N. Wyatt, UF 8 (1976) 423, and n.75.
8. KTU l.16,l, 12-13; cf. II, 35. According to WUS, no.2647, and UT no.2453,.iny may be a

denominative from.in "tooth," in the sense of "grind one's teeth"; cf. Sanmart(n, UF ll (1979)
727-28 n.62.

9. AHw, lll, 1166-67;' cf. Sanmartin, UF ll (1979) 727-28 n. 62.
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"change"). In the Deir 'Alla texts,l0 according to Mtiller,l I Jn' (piel impf. with energic

nun) means "change (one's clothing)." In additiot, iand I appears in both Post-Biblical
Hebrew and Post-Biblical Aramaicir2 cf . also Biblical Aram. irrx '.13

3. idnA II. The vb. idnd II is related to Ugar. !ny, "repeat, report,"l4 and Arab. lana
!ny),l "fold," II "double, repeat."r5 In addition, the vb. iani appears in Post-Biblical
Hebrew and t"nd in Post-Biblical Aramaic in the sense of "repeat" (niphal) and "re-

count, proclaim" (intensive).16 The noun miini, "repetition, teaching through repeti-

tion" (cf. miqra', "scripture") derives from this root.

4. idnd III. The occurrence of a third verb inh in Biblical Hebrew is disputed, but it
is normally associated today with Arab. sana I, "glow, shine"; saniya, I "become ex-

alted in rank," II "get out," IV "exalt" (cf. the adj. sand', "of high rank," and the nouns

sanan and sand', both meaning "luster"lT). Also probably related are OSA ,fnw,

"gleam," and Ugar. .inw in KTU 1.96, l, 'Anat went and gleamed" ('nt hlkt winwt),r8
and KTII 16, VI, 57-58, "You will fall from the pinnacle of your exaltation (intky';ts
but these passages also admit other interpretations.2o More probable is the interpreta-

tion of the noun ,inn as deriving from this root,2l with the meaning "height;zz in the at-

tribute of the god El, "king, father of the exalted" or "king, exalted father" (mlk 'b inm),
and in the double name of the deity "bearer and pinnacle" (!km winm).23

II. Occurrences and Meaning.
l. idn6 L In OT Hebrew the vb. .ldrzd I occurs just 6 times in the qal, I I times in the

intensive (piel/pual), and once in the hithpael. The qal means "change [intrans.]" (Mal.

3:6; Ps. 77:lllBng.l0l), "be changed" (Lam. 4:1 [inz+11, "differ from" (with min: EsL

l:7;3:8;Sir.42:24:Prov.24:21-22;ci.v.22);the piel, "change [trans.]" (Jer. 2:36; Ps'

89:35[3a]), "feign madness" (1 S. 2l:14[l3]; Ps. 34:llSl), "change (clothing)" (2 K.
25:39llJer. 52:33), "disfigure" (Job 14:20; Sir. 12:18; 13:25), "pervert (ustice)" (Prov.

31:5); the pual, "be changed" (Eccl. 8:1); the hithpael, "disguise oneself' (1 K. l4:2).

10. [ 10; ATDA, r74,180,232.
I l. H.-P. Miiller, ZAW 94 (1982) 217,234.
12. LOT Y 165, $2.15.5; ANH3,429-30; Jastrow, 1605-6.
13. HAL, II, 1595-96, with discussion and citations.
14. W(15, no. 2898; UT, no. 2705; CML2, 160; cf. Donner, 324-27.
15. Lane, Ut,356-61; Wehr, 107.

16. ANItt,445; Jastrow, 1605-6, l68l-82.
l7 . Lane, U4, 1448-49, 1450; Wehr, 436; Emerton, 25-26.
18. cML2,158.
19. Emerton, 25-26; CML|,47.
20. HAL, II, 1599; -i ;1lt land (notn).
21. WUS, no. 2651; UT no.245l; cf. TO, l, 59-60.
22.M.H. Pope, E/ in the Ugaritic Texts. SWZ (1955),33; cf. Margalit,90-91.
23. H. Gese, in Gese etal., Die Religionem Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandiier RM l0l

2 (1970),97, to3.
24. On the confusion of final h and ' see Meyer, II, $42.5; Wagner, 128, $ 10.
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2. idnd 1L The vb. idnA II occurs just 1 I times in the qal, with the meaning "repeat."
It may be used absolutely (1 K. l8:34 [bis]; Neh. 13:21; Sir. 50:21;Iob29:22; cj. 40:5),
with the preps. b'(Prov. 17:9;26:11) or /" plus personal pronoun ( 1 S. 26:8; 2 S. 20: l0),
or with the accusative (Sir. 7:8,14:33:8;42:l;l4l:23)). There is also one occurrence of
the niphal, "be repeated" (Gen. 4l:32).

3. idnd IIL The disputed vb. idnd III probably occurs just once in the qal in the form
idnim, a plural participle meaning "those of high rank" (Prov. 24:21;zs cj. Prov. 24:22),
and once in the piel, "raise" (Est.2$201.

III. Theological Usage.
l. idnd L In the OT idnA I refers to things and to laws, as well as to theological

statements, particularly those having to do with the immutability of God. This holds
for the 6 occurrences of the qal. Things can "be different" or "change." The precious
metal gold cannot literally "change," but it can "grow dim" (yiine'[many mss. yiineh],
Lam. 4: l), as in Jerusalem in the period between its destruction in 587 and the edict of
Cyrus in 538: the gold grew dim, the fine gold ugly, and the stones of the sanctuary lay
scattered in the streets. The golden goblets at the court of King Artaxerxes had lost
none of their glory; rather, they were all "different" or "unique" in form and ornamen-
tation (wef;€ltm mikk€ltm i6nim, Est. 1:7). Haman, the enemy of the Jews, claimed that
all the laws of the Jews were "different from those of any [other] people" (w"ddlAhem

{ dnd 1 mikko I : dm, 3 :8).27

An oracle informs the postexilic community that the harvest has failed because the
tithes have not been offered in full; this oracle appeals unambiguously to God's immu-
tability: "For I Yahweh do not change (ld'idntlt)" (Mal. 3:6).

The hymnic invocation of Yahweh in Ps.77:ll(10) has been the subject of much
discussion. Kraus translates: "I am indeed sorry about this, that the right hand of the
Most High has changed (i'n61y"min 'elybn)izt which he interprets as a statement con-
cerning "the great deeds of Yahweh."2e But the statement should not be taken as chal-
lenging the foundation of Israelite faith: the mutability of God's actions is due solely to
human offenses, and the mutability of Yahweh's laws is consequently grounded in the
shifting perspective of the sinful observer. Sir.47:22 asserts God's immutability in a

retrospective comment on Israel's history: "The Lord did not turn aside from his mercy
and did not alter his promised work."

Most of the I I occurrences of the intensive stem denote a concrete change, positive
or negative. Positively, a parallel tradition records that Evil-merodach, the king of Bab-
ylon, "changed [NRSV: put aside] the prison clothes" of Jehoiachin, the king of Judah
(welinna' lw"iinnd, Jer. 52:331 'e1 big/A bil'6, 2 K. 25:29). Negatively, texts speak of

25. Thomas; Kopf, 280-83.
26. Thomas, 237; cf . Emerton, 25-28; Crenshaw,279 t. l.
27. H. Bardtke, Esther. KAT XYIU5 (1963), 318-19.
28. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 113.
29. Ibid., l15-16.
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those who "change their ways" (Jer.2:36) or "alter their words" (Ps. 89:35[34]). Peo-
ple can also pervert socialjustice. Kings are proverbially admonished not to drink (too

much) wine, lest they "pervert the rights of all the afflicted" (wiianneh dtn kol-b"nA-
'dnt, Prov.3l:5).

People can also put on a total false front: someone wishing to do injury "dissem-

bles" (yin'pnym), pretending to help, but then stabs the victim in the back (Sir. 12:18;

cf. also 13:25). Similarly, the account of David at the court of King Achish (called
Abimelech in Ps. 34: I [S]), in Philistine Gath, says that he "pretended to be mad" (1 S.

2l:l4ll3l: Ps. 34:1[S]). Ecclesiastes contains a parallel but obscure statement: "Wis-
dom makes one's features shine, but the strength of one's features changes (we'oz

panayw y"iunne')" (Eccl. 8: I ). Instead of the pual y"iunne', some exegetes read the piel
y"ianne'nnfr, "the defiance of his features disfigures him."30

Most importantly, the living God can change the situation of an individual radically
through mercy, but also through affliction, sickness, and death: God overthrows mor-
tals so that they pass away, changes their being (m"ianneh pdndyw), and sends them
away (Job 14:20).zr

There is a single instance of idnd I hithpael in I K. l4:2, comparable to I S.

2l:14(13); Ps.34:l(S); Sir. 12:18; l3:25. King Jeroboam says to his wife: "Go, dis-
guise yourself."

2. iand 1L The I I instances of idnd II qal all mean "do something again." Typical is

the command of the prophet Elijah during the so-called judgment on Mt. Carmel (1 K.
l8:34), ordering people repeatedly to pour fourjars of water on the burnt offering and

on the wood: "'Do it again,'and they did it again" (i"nttwayyiinfi).The connection
with the numeral two (i€nt) is obvious. It is also clear from the continuation: 'And he

said, 'Do it a third time,' and they did it a third time" (iallElfi way"iall€ifr).
In principle, anything can be repeated. The DtrH uses the verb in two passages to

emphasize the power of a single stroke of a spear or sword: it was not necessary to
"strike twice" to kill (1 S. 26:8, Abishai's request to kill Saul; 2 S. 20:10, Joab's mur-
der of Amasa). And Neh. 13:21 has to do with merchants and sellers who spend the

night of the Sabbath outside the walls of Jerusalem and then, infuriating Nehemiah, do
so again.

The verb also plays an important role in wisdom: "Like a dog that eats its vomit, so

is a fool who repeats his folly (kstl i6neh b"'iwwaltb)" (Prov. 26:ll); "One who for-
gives an affront fosters friendship, but one who dwells on [or: repeats] the matter
(w'i6neh b"ddbar) alienates friends" (Prov. 17:19; cf. Sir. 7:8,14;33:8;42:l;50:21;
also 4l:23). And in Job's description of his previous happy state, we read: 'After I
spoke, no one spoke again ('ahorA I'pdrt ld'yiinfr), ar,d my words dropped upon them"
(lob 29:22). Earlier exegetes saw a parallel in Job 40:5, where the MT reads 'aha1

30. A. Allgeier, HSATYII2 (1925),42; K. Galling, Prediger. HATUIS (21969),109; cf. H. W
Hertzberg, Prediger. KAT Xvlll4 (21963), 138, 143-44.

31. Halpern.
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dibbarti welo' 'e'"neh, "I have spoken once, and will not answer;' and proposed the

reading ". . . and will not do so again" (w"lo"eineh.),'32 but this emendation is hardly
justified.33

The only instance of inhll in the niphal functions entirely parallel to its use in the

qal. Interpreting Pharaoh's dreams, Joseph says: "The repetition of Pharaoh's dream
(w"'al hiiidn6! hah'l6m) means that God will bring the thing to pass surely and

swiftly" (Gen.4l:32).

3. ian611L As many Semitic parallels Show,34 the root inhlll has to do with height

and exaltation. As far as we can see, there is only one occulrence of the qal, in Prov.

24:21: "My child, fear Yahweh and the king, and do not associate with those of high
status ('im-,i6ntm 'al-ti1'drdA)."35 Others read'al-i"nAhem ti1'abbdr; still others read

ttpiS i6ntm (MT i"nAhemt\ rni y6/€a'in the following verse. Kopf reads i"nthem, "the
disaster of the high estate."37

One clear occurrence of inhlII in the piel is in the context of Esther's promotion at

the court of King Artaxerxes: she found favor with Hegai, who had charge of the

women, so that he "advanced" her and her maids to the best place in the harem (Est.

2:91.2t A more traditional interpretation of the text, based on .irzlr I, is not totally impos-
sible: Hegai "changed her (way"iannehd) and her maids to the best in the harem," i.e.,
"he gave her portion [immediately, before it was due]."3e

IV. LXX. As one would expect, the LXX varies markedly in translating the Hebrew
vb. inh. A differentiation of among the roots is nevertheless observable, especially be-

tween I and II.
The occurrences of inh I are normally translated verbally by forms of alloioiln,

"change" (e.g., qal: Mal. 3:6; Lam. 4:l; piel: I S. 2l:14[13);2 K.25:29; hithpael: I K.
l4:2;Ps.34:1[S]). The only pual form (Eccl. 8:1) was clearly interpreted by the trans-

lators as deriving from .fn '; misthdsetai, "(a countenance) grows ugly."
The occurrences of inh ll in the qal, together with the single niphal, are usually

translatedby various forms of deuterortn (e.g., qal: I S.26:8;2 S.20:10; I K. 18:34;

Neh. l3:21; Sir.7:14;50:21;niphal: Gen. 4l:32).In several passages we see that the

translators probably read this root, too, as ^fn', "hate," and consequently translated it
with misetn or miset6s (Prov. 17:19;26:-ll). Here too we occasionally find alloioiln
(Sir. 33:8).

The only reasonably certain instance of the disputed root inh lll (ionim, Prov.

32. BHK; G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 531.
33. See BI1S.

34. See I.4 above.
35. Thomas; Kopi 280-83.
36. See BI1S.

37. P.282.
38. Thomas, 237 ; Emerton, 25-2'l ; Crenshaw, 27 9 n. 13.
39. Bardtke, Esther 291,292 n.9.
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24:21) is translated by apeithds(s (cf. Syr. i1y', as in Nu. 5:12).a0 The only occurrence
ofthe intensive (Est. 2:9) is translatedby echriisaro (aorist of chrdn, "give, furnish").

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb.inlz occurs very rarely in the Dead Sea Scrolls, almost
without exception as the piel, hithpael, or niphal of inhl, "change, be changed." The
only clear instance of inhll is in 4Q373 l-2,6.41 Another possibility is 4Q299 8, 8.

The Manual of Discipline speaks of instructing all the sons of light. It emphasizes
that the knowledge of all that is and all that takes place comes from God; before hu-
man beings are born, God has determined their plans: "When they come into being,
they will execute their works according to his glorious plan, and nothing will be al-
tered (w yn lhinwt)" (lQS 3: 16). The War Scroll presents the "rule for changing the
order of the combat battalions" (srk linwt sdr dgly hmlhmh, IQM 9:10). The mean-
ing and translation of another War Scroll text (4Q491 I I l: 16) are difficult to deter-
mine.

The verb occurs 3 times in the Hymns. The author laments the presence of the
wicked: "They have entered my bones to make my spirit stagger and devour strength in
accordance with the mysteries of sin, which alter the works of God by their evil
(minym m'fy 'l b'imtm)" (lQH 5:35-36). In a hymn of praise to Yahweh, we read: 'All
who know you do not alter your words" (wkwl ywd'yk l' yinw dbryk, IQH 14: l5). A lit-
tle later, we find a parallel passage: 'And how could anyone be able to alter your
words?" (w'ykh ywkl kwl lhinwt't dbrykh, IQH 15:14).

The occurrence ofthe verb (inhl't b7dywD in the regulations governing purity and
Sabbath observance in Tohorot A (4Q274 I l:3) probably has to do with changing
clothing. The narrative text 4Q462 I 16 says that the hardness of Jerusalem's face will
be changed to brightness ('z pnyh ytinh bzywh).' the construction has a close parallel in
Eccl. 8: l.a2

Kronholmf

40. Thomas; Kopf, 280-83.
41. E. Schuller, in J. Trebolle Barrera and L.

gress, II. STDJ lll2 (1992),522.
42. M. Smith, RevQ t5 (1991192)73-74.

Vegas Montaner, eds., Madrid Qumran Con-
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ilJtJi ia"a(Noun)

L l . The Word; 2. LXX. II. l. Ancient Near East: l. Mesopotamia; 2. Syria; 3. Egypt. III. OT:

l. Calendar; 2. Modifications; 3. Cultic and Legal Contexts; 4. Anthropological and Theological
Significance. IV. Deuterocanonical Books. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

iand. E. Auerbach, "Das Fest der Lese am Abschluss des Jahres," W 3 (1953) 186-87; idem,
"Neujahrs- und Verscihnungs-Fest in den biblischen Quellen," yf 8 (1958) 33'l-43; idem, "Die
Umschaltung vom judAischen auf den babylonischen Kalender," yf l0 (1960) 69-70; idem, "Der
Wechsel des Jahres-Anfangs in Juda im Lichte der neugefundenen babylonischen Chronik," VI
9(1959) ll3-211' J.M.Baumgarten,"TheCalendarsof theBookof JubileesandtheTemple
Scroll," W 37 (1987) 7l-78; J. von Beckerath, "Kalender," I erAg, lll. 297 -99 J. Begrich, Die
Chronologie der Kdnige von Israel und Juda und die Quellen des Rahmens der Kdnigsbiicher
BHT 3 (1929,21966); H. Cazelles, "Nouvel An IV," DB$ VI, 620-45; D. J. Clines, "The Evi-
dence for an Autumnal New Year in Pre-Exilic Israel Reconsidered," JBL 93 (1974) 22-40;
idem, "Regnal Year Reckoning in the Last Years of the Kingdom of Judah," Australian Journal
of Biblical Archaeology 2 (1972173) 9-34; D. Correns, "Jobeljahr," BHHW II, 868; idem,
"Sabbadahr," BHHW III, 1635-36; P. R. Davies, "Calendrical Change and Qumran Origins,"
CBQ 45 (1983) 80-89; I. Engnell, "New Year Festivals," Critical Essays on the OT (London,
1970), 180-84; J. Finegan, Handbook of Biblical Chronology (Princeton, 1964); S. Gandz, "The
Calendar of Ancient Israel," FS J. M. Millds Vallicroza, I (Barcelona, 1954), 623-46; U. Gless-
mer, "Der 364-Tage-Kalender und die Sabbatstruktur seiner Schaltungen in ihrer Bedeutung fiir
den Kult," in D. R. Daniels et al., eds., Ernten, was man sdr. FS K. Koch (Neukirchen-Vluyn,
199 1), 3 I l-28; J . van Goudoever, Biblical Calendars (Leiden, 21961); W. Helck, "Jahresrispe,"
LexAg, lll,236-37; S. Herrmann, Time and History (Eng. tr. l98l); S. H. Horn and L. H. Wood,
"The Fifth-Century Jewish Calendar at Elephantine," "/NES 13 (1954) l-20; H. Hunger,
"Kalender," Rl-A, Y, 297 -303; A. Jepsen, "Zur Chronologie des Priesterkodex," ZAW 47 (1929)
251-55; A. Jepsen and R. Hanhart, Untersuchungen zur israelitisch-jiidischen Chronologie.
BZAW 88 (1964); A. Jirku, "Das israelitische Jobeljahr," Von Jerusalem nach Ugarit (Graz,
1966),319-29; P. Kaplony, "Jahrestiifelcheil' LexAg, lll,237-38; S. Kreuzer, "430 Jahre, 400
Jahre oder 4 Generationen," ZAW 98 (1966) 199-210; K. G. Kuhn, "Zum essenischen Kalender,"
ZAW 52 (1961) 65-73; E. Kutsch, "'. . . am Ende des Jahres,"' ZAW 83 (1971) 15-21 = KlSchr
64-70; idem, "Chronologie III. Israelitisch-jtidische Chronologie," RGG3,l, l8l2-14;idem, Die
chronologischen Daten des Ezechielbuches. OBO 62 (1985); idem, "Erlassjahrl' RGC1 , n, 568-
69; idem, "Das Jahr der Katastrophel' Bibl 55 (1974) 520-45 = KlSchr 3-28; idem, "Jobeljahr,"
RGG3,ll,799-800; A. Laato, "New Viewpoints on the Chronology of the Kings of Judah and Is-
raell' ZAW 98 (1986) 2lO-21; G. Larsson, "The Chronology of the Pentateuch," JBL 102 (1983)
401-9; N. P. Lemche, "The Manumission of Slaves - The Fallow Year - The Sabbatical Year

- The Jobel Yearl' W26 (1976) 38-59; H. and J. Lewy, "The Origin of the Week and the Oldest
West Asiatic Calendar," HUCA 17 (1942143) l-152c; J. Lewy, Die Chronologie der Kdnige von
Israel und Juda (Giessen, 1927): A. Malamat, "The Last King of Judah and the Fall of Jerusa-
leml'IEJ 18 (1968) 137-56; J. A. Montgomery, "The Year-Eponymate in the Hebrew Monar-
chyl'JBL 49 (1930) 3ll-19; J. Morgenstern, "The Calendarof the Book of Jubilees, Its Origin
and Its Characterl' W 5 (1955) 34-76:' idem, "The Chanukkah Festival and the Calendar of An-
cient Israel, VI: The History of the Calendar in Israel During the Biblical Period," HUCA 2l
(1948)365-496; idem, "The New Year for Kings," Occident and Orient. FS M. Gastler (London,
1936), 439-56; N. M. Nicolskij, "Die Entstehung des Jobeljahres," ZAW 50 (1932) 216;
R. North, "Maccabean Sabbath Years," Bibl 34 (1953) 501-15; idem, Sociology of the Biblical
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l. l. The Word. The lexicons distinguish multiple roots .info, but differ substantially
in their analysis. GesBr recognizes inh I, "do again," and inh II, "change," and associ-

ates the notn iand, "year:' with the latter.2 KBZ2 lists just a single root .inlr,3 from
which it derives the noun, with the meaning "that which succeeds another period of
time," a "renewal of time."a The Aramaic section of KBI?, however, separates.Inft I,
"change," from inh Il = tnh, "do again."s Finally, FIAZ starts with two different roots,
inhl (iny), "change, be different," and inhIl, (1ny), "do again,"e which have coalesced
in Hebrew.T A third root, inh III, should also be posited;a it is related to the Arabic vb.

sana./saniya, "shine, glow; be high, exalted in rank."

Jubilee. AnBibl 4 (1954); H. Otten, "Ein Text zum Neujahrsfest aus Bogazk<iy," OLZ 5l (1956)
l0l-5; L. l.Pap, Das israelitische Neujahrsfest (Kampen, 1933); R. A. Parker, The Calendars of
Ancient Egypt. SAOC 26 (1950); R. A. Parker and W. H. Dubberstein, Babylonian Chronology
626 n.c.-a.o.75. Brown University Studies l9 (Providence,4lg7l): G. Pettinato, "Il calendario
di Ebla al tempo del re lbbi-Sipis sulla base di TM. 75. G.427: AfO 25 (1914177) l-36;
O. Pl<iger, "'Siebzig Jahre,"' in J. Herrmann, ed., FS F. Baumgiirtel. Erlanger Forschungen l0
(1959), 124-30 = Aus der Spritzeit des AT (G6ttingen, l97l), 67-73; R. Rendtorff, "Die
Entwicklung des altisraelitischen Festkalenders," in J. Assmann, ed., Das Fest und das Heilige
(Gtitersloh, l99l), 185-205; W. Rordorf, "Jahrl' BHHW Il, 792-95; N. Sarna, "Zedekiah's
Emancipation of Slaves and the Sabbatical Year," in H. A. Hoffner, ed., Orient and Occident. FS
C. H. Gordon. AOAT 22 (1973), 143-49; G. Sauer, "The chronologischen Angaben in den
Btichern Deut. bis 2. K6n.," TZ24 (1968) l-14; J. Schaumberger, "Die neue Seleukiden-Liste
BM 35603 und die makkabiiische Chronologie," Bibl 36 (1955) 423-35; B. Schmitz,
"Jahresziihlungi' LexAS, lll,238-40; J. B. Segal, "Intercalation and the Hebrew Calendarl' W7
(1957) 250-307; idem, \up )' EMiqrYllI, 197-209; N. H. Snaith, The Jewish New Year Festival
(London, 1947); J. A. Soggin, "Das Erdbeben von Am l,l und die Chronologie der K0nige
Ussia und Jotham von Iuda," ZAW 82 (1970) ll7 -21; S. Talmon, King, Cult and Calendar in An-
cient lsrael (Jerusalem, 1986); idem, "'400 Jahre' oder 'vier Generationen' (Gen 15,13-15)," in
E. Blum et al., eds., Die Hebrriische Bibel und ihre zweifache Nachgeschichte. FS R. Rendtorff
(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1990), 13-25;E. R. Thiele, The Mysterious Numbers of the Hebrew Kings
(Grand Rapids, 21965); idem, "New Evidence on the Chronology of the Last Kings of Judah,"
BASOR 143 (1956) 22-27 ; A. Ungnad, "Datenlisten," RLA, ll, l3l-94; idem, "Eponymenl' Rl,A,
ll,412-57; J. C. VanderKam,"2Maccabees 6,7a and Calendrical Change in Jerusalem," JSJ 12
(1981) 52-74; R. de Yaux, Anclsr,' P. Volz, Das Neujahrsfest Jahwes (Laubhiittenfest)
(Tiibingen, l9l2); B. Z. Wacholdeq "The Calendar of Sabbath Years During the Second Temple
Era," HIICA 54 (1983) 123-33; M. Weippert, "Kalender und Zeitrechnungi' BRLZ, 165-68;
W. Zimmerli, "Das 'Gnadenjahr des Herrn,"'in A. Kuschke and E. Kutsch, eds., Archiiologie
und AT. FS K. Galling (Ttibingen, 1970),321-32 = Studien zur alttestamentlichen Theologie und
Prophetie. ThB 5l (1974),222-34.

-+ ):'f' yobet; nav iabbd!; ''111't d"r6r

l. Pp. 850-51.
2. Cf . VG, I, 334; NSS, 8; J. Barth, ZDMG 41 (1887) 620-21.
3. Pp. 996-97.
4. Finegan, 18.

5. Pp. 1133, 1137.
6. HAL,1l, 1597-99; cf. KBL2, xlii.
7. J. Blau, W 7 (1957) t0t-2.
8. HAL,II, 1599.
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The noun idnd is found in all Semitic languages except Old South Arabic and

Ethiopic. It derives from none of these roots,e but should be considered a primary
noun.lo

The noun.iazd occurs 877 times in the OT.11 In Hebrew inscriptions it appears as .fr,'

it also occurs in Middle Hebrew and in the Dead Sea Scrolls. In Jewish Aramaic the

noun is iatta' or (undetermined) i"nd'. Other forms include Biblical Atam. i"nd,

Phoen./Pun. it (pl. int),12 Moab. Jt,tr Ammon. pl. int,Ugar. int (pl. int, dual.inrru), and

Al,k. iattu.ta

2. lXX. The LXX translates the noun idnd by itos or eniaut6s.t5

II. Ancient Near East.
l. Mesopotamia. The Mesopotamian calendar was based on the lunar month,

twelve of which constitute the year (ca. 354 days). The annual difference of eleven

days between the lunar and solar years was adjusted by the insertion of an intercalary
month, at first randomly, after the 8th century s.c.B. with seven intercalary months

spread over nineteen years.16 To record the date and sequence of certain events, the

Babylonians named the years after outstanding events, while the Assyrians also

employed the names of the highest imperial officials, summarized in lists called

"eponym canons."lT (Analysis of the list of Solomon's officials in I K. 4:2'3 cor,-

vinced Montgomery that the early Israelite monarchy also used eponym years.)I8

Use of the regnal years of kings for dating was introduced in Babylon during the

Kassite period. An enumeration independent of the regnal years of individual rulers

was introduced under the Seleucids; it begins according to Babylonian reckoning on

1 Nisan 31l.ts
In Babylonia the new year began around the time of the vernal equinox. In As-

syria, in the Kiiltepe period (lgth/l8th century) the year began in late fall, insofar as

it was defined by an eponym; in the lst millennium the Babylonian calendar was in-
troduced.20

9. HAL,II, 1600.
10. Bre, $61g.
ll. K8L2,997; according to HAL,II, 1600, 876 times; according to Even-Shoshary22O8-12,

874 times.
12. J. Friedrich and W. Riillig, Phdnizsch-punische Grammatik. AnOr 46 (1970), $240, no.

18; DISO,3l2.
13. DISO,312.
14. KBL2,99'7; HAL,II, 1600; AHw, lll, 1201.
15. Finegan, 18.
16. Parker and Dubberstein, l-3.
17. Ungnad, l3l-34, 412.
18. P. 318.
19. Schaumberger; Parker and Dubbersteit,20-24; on the whole subject see Weippert, 165,

167 -68; S. Parpola, Letters from Assyrian Scholars to the Kings Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal
rr. A0AT st2 (1983),381-410.

20. Hunger, 298-99; on the whole question see Finegan,29-33.
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Assyria observed the practice of a fallow year (karabfuu); fields lay fallow one year
and were cultivated the next.2l

Akkadian also uses compound expressions such as ume u ianati, "days and years,"
and umE tsutim./ianat fruiafufuim, "days of wanUyears of hunger."22

2. Syia. At Ebla the year began in the fall.23 At Ugarit the noun .inr is well at-
tested.2a At the dedication of Baal's palace, yearling calves are sacrificed.2s We then
read that years pass, and in the seventh year Mot comes to Aliyan Baal.26 A period of
seven or eight years is mentioned frequently.2T Anat says to Aqhat: "I will let you count
years with Baal."28

In El's title mlk'b inm,2e the pl. inm derives from inh III, so that the title means "fa-
ther ofthe exalted" or "exalted father,"30 or perhaps "father ofthe high heavenly dwell-
ing,":t not "father of years."3z The proposal of Eissfeldt to associate inm with the root
iny, "change, depart," and interpret 'b inm as "father ofmortals" has not found accep-
tance.33 Lipiriski interprets 'b inm as "father of Shunamilshumaliya," a goddess who
plays a role in Kassite mythology.34 The title, in this reading, indicates the superiority
of El over the Kassite goddess.

In the address of Krt to his son Ysb, tqln bgbl intkzs means "fall from the pinnacle
of your pride."a0 Bt intk can also be understood as .inr, "yearl' so that the meaning
would be "may you fall down at the frontier of your years."37 The double name of the
deity 1km winm38 means "bearer and pinnacle."3e

The blessing of the gods is invoked for "a thousand days, ten thousand years, for-

21. D. Opitz, TA 37 (t927) 104-6.
22. Y. Avishur, UF 7 (1975) 40.
23. Pettinato, 33; Hunger, 299.
24. UT no.2447; WUS, rlo.2646.
25. KTU 1.4, Vt, 43.
26. KTU 1.6, Y 8-9.
27. KTU 1.6, Y 8-9; 1.12,11,44;1.15,111,22;1.19,1,42; IY 15, l7-18; 1.23,66.
28. KTU 1.17,V(,28-29.
29. KTU 1.6, I, 36; etc.; cf. UT, no.2451.
30. M. H. Pope, El in the Ugaritic Texts. SW2 (1955), 33; B. Margalit, IIF 15 (1983) 90-91;

J. Gray, Izgacy of Canaan. SlrI5 C1965), 156; H. Gese, in Gese, M. Htifner, and K. Rudolph,
Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandrier. RM Xl2 (1970), 97-98.

31. WUS, no. 2651.
32. H. Bauer, 7AW 5l (1933) 82; J. C. de Moor, UF I (1969) 179;cf. S. B. Parker, UF2

(t970) 246,248.
33. O. Eissfeldt, El im ugaritischen Pantheon. BSAW 98h (1951), 30-31 n. 4.
34. E. Lipiriski, OLP 2 (1971) 66-67.
35. KTU 1.16, VI,57-58.
36. WUS, no. 2650; CML, 47.
37. HAL, II, 1599; CML2, lO2.
38. UT, no.2676.
39. Gese, Religionen, 102-3; contra O. Eissfeldt, KlSchr II (1963), 529, 539, who - follow-

ing R. Dussaud,, Syr 12 (1931) 67-75; H. Bauer, ZAW 5l (1933) 99 - sees behind the double
name the Kassite deities Shuqamuna and Shumaliya/Shimaliya.
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ever."40 At the end of the Pyrgi inscriptional the stars are described as models of lon-

gevity: "May the years of the deity in her temple be years like the stars of El'"42 We

also find at Ugarit a number of word combinations that appear in the OT as well.a3

The Ugaritic year began in the fall.a
Beyond Ugarit we find many dates identified by regnal years,4s suffetes (in Punic

territory),+o Roman officials,aT incumbent priests,a8 various eras,4e or someone's age.50

The historical datings in the Mesha inscriptionsl deserve special mention, as do the

common blessing: "May the 'Lord of Heaven' and the 'Lady of Byblos' and the assem-

bly of the holy gods of Byblos prolong the days of Ylrmlk and his years over Byblo5,"s2

and the curse: "For seven years the locust shall devour."53 We may also mention an

Ammonite inscription from Tell Siran, which concludes with the words: "may he re-
joice and be glad for many days and long years."sa

Like Ugaritic, Phoenician has several word pairs in common with Hebrew.55

3. Egypt. From the 3d millennium on, Egypt made use of the solar year. Each year, 5

intercalary days were added to the 12 months of 30 days each, to make up the 365 days

of the solar year.s6 Initially, as in Mesopotamia, the years were named after outstanding

events. Dating by the regnal years of the king was introduced during the I lth Dy-

nasty.sT Since the Neolithic period, the beginning of the year coincided with the annual

rising of the Nile toward the end of June. A more precise determination than the often

irregular flooding permitted was provided by the heliacal rising of Sirius, which at that

time coincided roughly with the beginning of the Nile's flooding. For some seasonal

festivals and the temple cult, a lunar calendar continued in use.s8

We may also mention the labels of ivory or wood on stone oil containers of the lst

40. KTU 5.9,t,2-6.
41. KAr 277.9-ll.
42. J. A. Fitzmyeq JAOS 86 (1966) 286-87,294-96; S. B. Parker, UF 2 (19'lO) 247-48.
43. M. J. Dahood, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," RSi 1,203-5,207, 364-65 (nos. 234,

238,241, 5'12-74); J. Khanjian, "Wisdom," RSe II, 397 (no. 43); see also S' Gevirtz, JNES 30

(1971) 89-90; K. T. Aitken, UF 2t (1989) 34.
44. O. Loretz, Ugarit und die Bibel (1990), 122.
45. KAI l4.l; 32.1;33.1; etc.
46. KAI 66.2;77.3; etc.
47. KAr 118.2.
48. KAr 159.5.
49. KAI 18.4-5; 60.1.
50. KAI 134.2; 142.2-3; etc.
51. KAI 181.2, 8.

52. KAI 4.3-6: cf . 6.3:7.5; 10.9; 26A.IIL6;26C.lll.2O.
53. KAI222A.27; cf .223A.5-6.
54. O.Loretz, UF 9 (1977) 169-71; cf. Ps. 6l:7(Eng. 6).
55. Y. Avishur, UF'l (1975) 39-40.
56. Anclsr I, 188-89.
57. Weippert, 165, 167-68; Schmitz, 238-39.
58. Von Beckerath,297,299; on the whole subject see Finegan,2l-29;8. Brunner-Traut,

Friihformen des Erkennens (1990), 137-38.
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Dynasty, which record the year they were written, the name of the king or responsible
official, the tax paid, and the quality and quantity of oil.se

In prehistoric times notches were cut on a palm branch stripped of leaves as an aid
for remembering the number of years a chieftain held office. The hieroglyph for "year"
represents such a branch. A bundle ofsuch branches stands for "annals." The presenta-
tion of several branches by a god represents symbolically the gift of many regnal
years.60

III. OT.
l. Calendar The very first occurrence of iAnA in the OT reflects what is by far the

commonest use of the noun: the heavenly bodies serve as signs to determine times,
days, and years (Gen. l:14 [P]), i.e., to establish the calendar. In most of its occur-
rences iand stands in the context of giving a date or someone's age.

The earliest Semitic form of the year has been found to be the Amorite year, con-
sisting of seven agricultural periods of fifty days each. To fill out the year, fourteen,
fifteen, or sixteen days were intercalated (cf. Lev. 23:15 Dt. l6:19;.et The earliest
example of a calendar in the territory of ancient Israel is the "agricultural calendar"
from Gezer (l0th century),62 which has the year begin with the olive harvest in oc-
tober/November. The OT evidence indicates that a variety of calendrical systems
existed. Originally the year began in the fall (Ex. 23:16; 34:22), while P has the
year begin in the spring (Ex. l2:2). Whether there was ever New Year's Day on the
seventh day of the tenth month63 is dubious.6a In any case there was never a New
Year's Festival called ro-'i haiidni during the OT period. Ezk.4O:l can mean only
"the beginning of the year" in general, more specifically the beginning of the Baby-
lonian vernal year, in the month of Nisan. Lev. 23:27 and 25:9-10 have no connec-
tion with Ezk.40:1. Neither do Ex. l2:2;Lev.23:24-25; Nu.29:l-6; Neh.7:72-
8:12 have any bearing on a New Year's Festival. The festival on the first day of the
seventh month is simply a more solemn new moon festival, which marks the begin-
ning of a festal month and may preserve memories of the ancient beginning of the
year in the fall.6s

The change from fall to spring as the beginning of the year is probably due to
Mesopotamian influence. The dating of this change is disputed, as is the question
whether Israel and Judah had different calendric slstems.66

59. Kaplony,237.
60. Helck.
61. Rordorf,793.
62. KAr 182.
63. Weippert, 165-66; Zimmerli, Studien, 226.
64. RGC;, r, 1812.
65. Anclsr 1I,469-70; H.-J. Kraus, Worship in Israel (Eng. tr. Richmond, 1966), 85; Auer-

bach, W 8:337-41; but cf. Engnell, 181, 183-84; J. C. de Moor, The Seasonal pattern in the
Ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu. AOAT 16 (1971), 58-59.

66. Kutsch, RGG3, III, 943-44; Auerbach, l/I9; idem, W l}l.l2l:Malamau Clines, ..Regnal

Year"; idem, JBL93:40; Morgenstern, HUCA2l.
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The Israelite year had 12 months (l K. 4:7; I Ch.27:l-5), making up approximately

354 days. This lunar year had to be adjusted to the solar year and the natural change of
seasons by the addition of l1 days. How this adjustment took place we do not know.

Perhaps a trace of the process is preserved in Gen. 7: I I and 8:14.67

Like Mesopotamia and Egypt, Israel used major events to designate years (Am'

1:1;6s 1ru. 20:1). For the most part, however, events were dated by the regnal years of
the kings. In the Hellenistic period the Seleucid era was introduced, beginning (by Syr-

ian and Macedonian reckoning) on the first day of Dios (the seventh day of the tenth

month), 312 s.c.n.6e

In accordance with the nature of the Primal History and the premonarchic society it
presumes, texts stating the age of individuals predominate in Genesis; without excep-

tion they belong to P. First comes the genealogy in Gen. 5, in which iand occws 48

times. The noun is associated with extraordinarily high numbers; in the SP and LXX
many of these differ substantially from the MT. Citing the analogous list of antedilu-

vian Sumerian kings, Westermann rightly says: "The numbers in Gen 5 have no con-

nection whatsoever with the political institution of the kingship. They describe the gen-

erations of humankind as they stretch back into remote antiquity. . . . The history of
humankind . . . cannot be measured by the standards of present-da! history."z0 Within

the Primal History, other age statements appear in Gen' 7:6,11;8:l3a;9:28-29; ll:10-
26. In Gen. I l, too, the numbers in the SP and LXX differ from those in the MT' The

fact that the numbers are lower in Gen. 11 than in Gen. 5 signals the transition from
prehistory to history.7l

In P this history begins with Gen. lll.27 . Age statements appear in Gen. ll:32; l2:4;
16:16; l'7:1,17,24-25; 2l:5; 23:l; 257,17,20,26; 26:34; 35:28; 37:2; 4l:46; 47:9,28;

50:22,26 (both secondary); Ex. 6:16,18,20;7:7; Nu. 33:39;Dt.34:7 (ct.3l:2). Accord-

ing to Jepsen,72 the chronology of P in the MT leads up to the year 3149 fot the build-
ing of Solomon's temple. The objective of this calculation is the building of the Second

Temple, if 451 years are allowed for the interim. By this reckoning, the Second Temple

would have been dedicated in the year 3600 of the world.
In DtrH the first age statements are in Josh.24:29 = Jgs. 2:8; I S. 4:15; 2 S.

19:33,36(32,25). In 1 S. 13:l (emended), there begins a chronology that states the age

of a king at his accession and the duration of his reign (see also 2 S. 2:10;5:4-5; cf.

2:ll; I K. 2: I l). For Solomon (1 K. I l:42) andJeroboam I (l K. l4:2O), only the dura-

tion of their reign is given (also 2 K. 10:36; cf . 2 K. 14:17); the full formula resumes

with Rehoboam (1 K. 14:21) and appears in 2 K. 2l:1,19; 22:l; 23:31,361. 24:8,18

67. Begrich, 83,90; Anclsr I, 188-93; Rordorf, 793.
68. Soggin.
69. Schaumberger; Parker and Dubberstein, 20-24; on the whole subject see Weippert;

Finegan, 33-44; Kutsch, RGG3,I, 1813.
70. C. Westermann, Genesis 1-1 l. CC (Eng. tr. 1984), 353; cf . E. 7'enger, Gottes bogen in

denWolken. SBS l12 (1987),144-45.
71. Westermann, Genesis 1-l l, 561.
72. ZAW 47.
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(= Jer' 52:1). In I K. 15:l-2 there begins a synchronistic dating of the kings of Israel
and Judah, maintained until the end of the state of Israel (1 K. 15:9-10,25,2g,33;
l6:8,10,15,23,29; 22:41-42,52; 2 K. 1:17; 3:l; 8:16-17,25-26; 9:29; t2:t-21t:21;
l2:l); 13:1,10; l4:l-2,23; ll:l-2lcf. t4:211,8,13,17,23,27,30,32-33; t6:1-2; t7:t;
l8:l-2; many of these datings involve conflicts that are difficult to resolve). This sys-
tem goes back to DtrH, who may have been able to draw on an already existing
"synchronistic chronicle."73

The institution of kingship makes it possible to date events by regnal years, which
DtrH probably took from the 'Journals" of Solomon and the kings of Israel and Ju-
dah:74 I K. 6:1,37-38 14:25;2K.12:7(6); l7:6; 18:9-10,13 (= 1su. 36:t);22:3:23:23:
25:l-2 (= Jer. 52:4-5). Outside DtrH, such dates appear in Jer. l:2-3;25:1,3;2g:1;ts
32:l; 36:1,9; 39:l-2; 45:l; 46:2; 51:59; Dnl. 1:1. An era based on the exile of
Jehoiachin appears in 2 K. 25:27 (= Jer.52:31);Ezk. l:2;8:l;20:l; 24:t (cf.2K.
25 : l): 26: I ; 29 : l,l7 ; 30 :20; 3 I :l ; 32: 1,17 ; 33 :21 ; 40: I (with a second date based on the
fall of JerusalemT6). Dates based on the regnal years of foreign rulers appear in 2 K.
24:12; 25:8 (= ler. 52:12); Jer. 25:l; 32:l: 52:28-30; Hag. I : I , I 5; 2:tO; Zec. t:t ,7 ; 7 :tl
Est. l:3; 2:16;3:7; Dnl. l:21; 2:l;8:l;9:l-2; l}:t; ll:l;Ezr.l:l;7:7-8;Neh. l:1; 2:l;
5:14; 13:6.

The dates in the books of Chronicles are largely dependent on DtrH (l ch. 3:4;
29:27;2 Ch. 3:2;9:30; 12:2,13; l6:13; 20:3t;21:5,20;22:Z;24t;25:1,25;26:1,3;
27:1,8;28:l;29:l;33:1,21;34:1,8;35:19; 36:2,5,9,fi ). Dates unique to the Chronicler
appear in 1 Ch. 26:31:2 Ch. 15:10,19; t6:1,t2; t7 7;29:3;34:3.Inagreemenr with the
intention of the chronicler, a synchronistic dating appears in 2 ch. l3:l-2 (cf. I K.
l5:l-2). The text of 2 ch. 36:22 is identical with Ezr. I : I , signaling the continuity of
ChrH.zi Ezr. 3:8 uses an era based on "arrival in Jerusalem.',

For the Aramaic sections of the OT, see Dnl. 6: I (5:31); 1:ll;Ezr. 4:24;5:13;6:3,15.
In this context it should be noted that a postdating system was customary in Meso-

potamia, whereas an antedating system was used in Egypt. In the earlier period of the
Israelite and Judahite monarchy, antedating was probably used; in the period of the
later Judahite monarchy, postdating. In the latter, the official count began with the reg-
nal "new year"; the period between a king's accession and the "new year" was not in-
cluded in the total years ofhis reign. It is disputed whether regnal years in Judah were
defined according to the Babylonian Nisan calendar or the Tishri calendar of the
Judahite civil year.2s

Time expressions not associated with any particular system appear in Gen. 14:4-5
(similar in style to royal inscriptions);ts 16:3; 29:18,20,27,30; 3l:3g,41; 4l:1,26-

73. R. Smend, Die Entstehung des AT. TW I (19g9), l2l.
74. Ibid., 138.
75. See BIIS.
76.W.Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1977),9-ll.
77. A.H. J. Gunneweg, Esra. KATXI)VI (1985),40.
78. Malamat, 146-47; Clines, "Regnal Year," 33: Anclsr l, l9Z.
79. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. tr. 1985), 195-96
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27,29-30,34 (spans of seven days, years, etc., are very common);S0 47'28' Ex. 23:29;
Nu. 13:22; Jgs.3:8,14; 4:3;6:l;9:22;lO,2-3,8;ll:26:- l2:7,9,11,14;15:20:16:31; I S.

7 :2; 2 S. 4:4; 13 :23,38; I 4:28; I 5 :7 ; 21 :l ; 24:13 ; I K. 2:39 ; 6:38- 7 :l ; 9 :10; l8:l ; 22:l -

2;2 K.8:1-3; l1:3-4; 17.5;20:6 (cf.Isa. 38:5); 24:l; Isa.7:8; 16:14;20:3;21:16;
23:15,17; Jer. 28:3,11; Ezk. 1:l (secondary? does "thirty" refer to the age of the

prophet? cf. Nu.4:30;;et 29:ll-13 39:9; Job 42:16; Ruth l:4; Dnl. l:5; Neh.5:14;
I Ch.2:21;21:12 (cf .2 5.24:13);2 Ch. 8:l (cf. 1 K. 9:10); 1l:17; l3:23(14:l);22:12;
23:1 (cf.2 K. ll:3-4);24:15;27:5.

Gen. 15:13 poses a special problem, stating that Abraham's offspring will dwell in
an alien land for 400 years. Gen. 15:16 has four generations dwell in Egypt, and Ex.

12:40-41 speaks of 430 years. According to Talmon, the two statements in Gen.

15:13,16 are "'identical' from a literary perspective."82 The "functional" equivalence

of the two statements arises from the circumstance that they are slightly different real-

izationsof the"toppedtriad" (4=3+ 1).Probablythestatementinv. 16isbasedonthe
40-year schema found primarily in the exodus and wilderness tradition; v. 13 presum-

ably reflects a 100-year schema, found also in Isa.65:20 (cf. Gen. 17:17;23l-l) as well

as in the Egyptian Papyrus Insinger, which sets the life span of a generation at 100

years. Ex. l2:4O-41 represents an independent tradition, which appears also in Ezk.

4:4-6 (cf. CD 1:5-6).sl An unconvincing solution to the problem has been proposed by

Kreuzer.84
The 40-year schema just mentioned appears in Ex. 16:35; Nu. 14:33-34;32:13:Dt.

l:3;2:7 (cf.2:14);8:2,4;29:4;Josh.5:6 (cf. l4:7,10); Am.2:10;5:25; Ps.95:10;Neh.

9:21 with reference to Israel's period in the wilderness. The schema, which is probably

ofDtr origin, appears also in Jgs. 3:l 1,30; 5:31; and 8:28 for the period ofrest after de-

liverance from enemy oppression, and in Jgs. 13:l for the period of Philistine hege-

mony (cf. also I S. 4:18;2 S. 5:4; I K.2:ll; ll:42). The span of 40 years probably re-

fers to the time "in which one group of active adult men is completely replaced by the

next."85

Now I K. 6: I gives 480 years as the period from the exodus to the fourth year of
Solomon's reign, when work on the temple was begun. Behind this number stands the

40-year schema (480 = 12 x 40).ee The Dtr redactors considered the exodus the defin-

ing date for Israel's history, leading after 12 generations to the building of the temple.S7

The number 480 is "not a fabrication; it is founded on the copious information about

dates which he found in his sources and used in his works and on a series of dates . . .

which he himself inserted but which sprang from the traditional view of the course of

80. Idem, Genesis 37-50. CC (Eng. tr. 1986), 90-91.
81. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l, 113-14.
82. "400 Years," 18.

83. Ibid., 19-21,24-25; Zimmerli, Ezekiel I,166-68.
84. Pp. 209-10.
85. M. Noth, DH, 37.
86. Sauer,4-6.
87. Herrmann, 130-31.
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history."8a In addition, we also find in P an era dating from the exodus from Egypt (Ex.
4O:17; Nu. l:1; 9:l; 10:11; 33:38).

The 70 years of Babylonian rule mentioned in Jer. 25:ll-12 (cf. Jer. 19:10) also
pose a problem. The same span of time appears inZec.l:121'7:S;Dnl.9:2;2Ch.36:21.
While Jeremiah may be speaking in round numbers, the 70 years in Zechariah can be
taken literally, if we think of the period from 586 to 515, when the postexilic temple
was dedicated. It is important to the Chronicler to include the seventy years recorded in
the Jeremiah tradition. By drawing on Lev. 26:34-35, he can treat this figure as a round
number covering the period to the beginning of Persian rule. The author of Daniel is
dealing with the question whether the anti-Jewish measures imposed under Antiochus
Epiphanes can be included in the period of 70 years set down in Jeremiah, which would
mean that a final restoration of Israel could still be expected. ln 9:24-27 , therefore, he

interprets Jeremiah's words as referring to weeks of years, although the calculation is
not transparent.Se

Very general time expressions appear in Gen. l7:21:26:12;47:17-18; Josh. 5:12;
Jgs. 10:8;e0 I S. l:7; 7:16 (idnA b"idni, "year by year"); 29:3 Qambn/iantm, "for days
and years"); I K.4:7;5:25(ll); lO:14,22 ('aha1l"idl6i idntm, "every three years"),25;
17:l;2 K. 13:20; 17:4 (kidnd !"idnd, "annual tribute"); Isa. 32:10; Jer.28:1,16-17;
5l:46; Ezk. 38:8 (b"'ahoril haiidntm, "at the end of years"); 38:17; Zec. 7:3; 14:16;
Est.9:21,27; Dnl. 1l:6 (l"qds iantm, "after years"),8,13;rt I Ch.27:l;2 Ch.
9:13,21,24: 14:5(6); l8:2; 24:5; Ezr. 5:ll (Aramaic); Neh. 9:30; 10:33,35.

2. Modifications. Numerous expressions specify the nature and significance of the
noun iani. The texts speaks of "good years" (Gen.4l:35), "years of famine" (Gen.

4l:27,30,36,50,54; cf. 45:6,11;2 5.24:13), "years of plenty" (Gen. 4l:29,41-48,e253);
"years in which there will be neither plowing nor harvest" (45:6); "years of sojourn-
ing," which are "few and hard" (47:9); a"year of drought" (Jer. l7:8). An oracle of Isa-
iah to Hezekiah (secondarye3) speaks of a year in which people will eat the "second
growth," a second year in which they will eat the "wild growth," and a third year in
which they will sow, reap, plant vineyards, and eat their fruit (2K. 19:29 = Isa. 37:30).
There are years that the swarming locust has eaten (Joel 2:25).

There are years of someone's death (Isa. 6:l; 14:28), "years of a hired worker/day
laborer" (Isa. 16:14; 2l:16), "years of generation and generation," i.e., untold genera-

tions (Dt. 32:7; Joel2:2ea), "years long past" (Mal. 3:4).
Years may be defined by memorable events (Isa. 20:l; ler.52:31; Am. 1:1). A year

may be called a "year of punishment/affliction" (Jer. ll:23;23:12; 48:44), a "year of

88. Noth, DH,43.
89. Pl<iger.
90. See BI1S.
91. See BHS.
92. See BHS.
93. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 2OO2),416.
94. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. tr. 1977),37.
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vindication" (Isa. 34:8; 63:4es). Ezk. 4:5 speaks of "years of guilt/punishment" (cf.

v. 6).
A year ends (tmm, Gen. 47: 18) and has a beginning (rd'i, Ezk.40:1).ro The festival

of harvest is celebrated "at the end of the year" (besc'! haiidnd, Ex.23:16) or at the

"turn of the year" (t"qfipa1 haiidnd, Ex. 34:22; 2 Ch. 24:3). The eyes of Yahweh are al-
ways on the land of Israel, "from the beginning of the year to the end of the year"
(mdrZ'it1 haiiand w"'a/ 'ahortl idnd, Dt. ll:12e7). The "return of the year" (fifipa1
haiidnd) is the time when kings go out to battle (2 S. I 1 : l; I K. 2O:22,26; 1 Ch. 20: l;
2 Ch.36:10).

The expression sA'!haiidnd almost certainly means the "departure" of the y€tre8
hardly its "coming forth."ee The expression teqfipa! haiidnd denotes the endpoint of
the "cycle" of the year. The expression teiitba! haiidnd means "return of the year."

When the year begins in the fall, this would be "the time when the year was half over,

and beginning to return from winter to summer, . . . our spring equinox."lo0

3. Cultic and Legal Contexts. In the cultic domain idnd is used primarily in contexts

that define the time of festivals and other observances (Ex. l2:2;23:14,16-17; 3010:.
34:22-24; Lev. 16:34; 23:41; Nu. 28: 14; Dt. 15:20; 16:16; Jgs. I l:40;rot I K. 9'25't02
2 Ch. 8:13). Other time statements refer to the age of animals fit for cultic or sacrificial
use (Ex. l2:5; 29:38; Lev. 9:3; 12:6; 14:10; 23:12,18-19; Nu. 6: 12,14; 7 :15,17,21,23,

27,29,33,35,39,41,45,47,5r,53,57,59,63,65,69,71,75,77,81,83,87-88;15:17;28:3,9,1r,
19,27 ; 29 :2,8,13,17,20,23,26,29,32,36; J gs. 6 : 25 ; Ezk. 46: I 3 ; Mic. 6 : 6).

Ex. 23:10-11 requires that after six years ofcultivation, the seventh year is to be a

fallow year. In Lev. 25:3-5 the same institution is called a "sabbath of rest," a "sabbath
for Yahweh," and a "year of complete rest" (iena1 iabbdtbn), the so-called Sabbatical
Year.l03 Lev. 25:8 requires that seven sabbaths (= weeks) of years be counted, seven

times seven years. The fiftieth year (vv. 10- I l; secondary) is called a Jubilee or Jubilee
Year (-+ \ll' yAgeq in vv. l0-13. Vv. l5-16 contain detailed regulations governing the
purchase and sale of real estate; the price must take into account the number of years

since the Jubilee or the number of remaining crop years (i"nA-f bfr'aD.Further details
are spelled out in vv. 20-22,25-34 (with the formula 'a{-tom i"nam mimka4 "until a

year has elapsed since the sale," in v.29),39-43,47-55.1o4

95. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. tr. 1969),383.
96. See W. Beuken, + XIII, 256, for a different interpretation.
97. See BI1S.
98. GesB, 3l l; E. Jenni, TLOT, II, 563; Kutsch, ZAW 83; Auerbach, 1rI 3.

99. K8L2,393;Anclsr I, 190; II, 471;M. Noth, Exodrs. OTL(Eng.tr. 1964), 19l; Kraus,
Worship in Israel, 62.

lOO. Anclsr I, 190; cf. Y. Avishur, Stylistic Studies of Word Pairs in Biblical and Ancient Se-

mitic Literatures. AOAT 2lO (1984), 184, 408-9.
l0l. H. W. Hertzberg, Josua, Richteti Ruth. ATD Ix (41969), 217-18.
102. M. Noth, Kdnige I: l.Kdn. l-16. BK lxll (1968), 220.
103. + fiatcJ iabbal.
104. For a literary analysis of Lev. 25, see K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT U4 (1966), 335-49.
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Lev. 27:16-24 deals with the consecration of real estate to Yahweh and its redemp-
tion, with the Jubilee Year as the reference point.los

The seventh year as a fallow year also appears in Dt. 15:1,9; the context (vv. 1-11)
reinterprets the fallow year as a total remission of debts (i"mifid| Dt. 3l:10-11 pro-
vides for a public reading of the tdrd of Yahweh during this year. Ezk. 46:17 speaks of
the year of liberty (iena! hadderdr.); Neh. 10:32(31) speaks of forgoing the crops and
the exaction of debts every seventh year.106

A number of texts state the age at which people assume certain ritual or legal obliga-
tions (Ex. 30:14;38:26;Lev.27:3-7; Nu. l:3-45; 26:2,4fcf .14:29;32:l1l; I Ch. 27:23;
2 Ch. 25:5). Age limits for service in the sanctuary are given in Nu. 4:3,23,30,35,
39,43,47;8:24-25; I Ch.23:3,24,27;Ezr.3:8. The lists of cultic personnel included
among the priests all males from three years old and upward (2 Ch. 31:16) and among
the Levites those from twenty years old and upward (v. l7).

The slavery law of the Covenant Code decrees that a male Hebrew slave is to serve
for seven years; in the seventh year he is to go out free (Ex. 2l:2; cf. Dt. 15; 12,18; Jer.

34:14 [though according to Sarna Jer.34:14 relates to the Sabbatical Yearl0T]).
Lev. 19:23-25 and Dt. 14:22,28 regulate certain periods of time to be observed be-

fore eating the fruit of a newly planted fruit tree and in setting apart tithes from the har-
vest, for which Dt. 26: 12 uses the term "year of the lilhe" (iena1 hammaiSZr). Dt.24:5
contains a humanitarian law allowing a newly married man to be exempt for a year
from military service and other obligations.

4. Anthropological and Theological Significance. The very first occurrence of. ldnA
in a non-Priestly context is of great anthropological significance. Gen. 6:3 is a J inter-
polation into the mythological fragment 6'l-2,4,108 recording Yahweh's reaction to the
union between the sons of God and the daughters of humans: he limits the human life
span to 120 years. "Behind the union of the sons of God and the daughters of men there
is the instinct to prolong and secure life. And so the . . . divine judgment [has] the same

meaning: a person is thrown back within the bounds that one has overstepped and one's
life-span is limited."l0e This limitation, furthermore, clearly conflicts with the ages re-
corded by P (cf. merely Gen. 25:7,17).

In P contexts we frequently meet the determinative expression i%A hayytm, "years
of life," which qualifies the years of a human life as being "full" (cf. O"n. ,r'3tto):
Gen. 25:7,17; 47:28; Ex. 6:16,18,20; cf . 2 S. l9:35. This expression functions virtu-

105. For a literary analysis see ibid., 380-85.
lO6. BHS: A. H. J. Gunneweg, Nehemia. KATXIXIZ (1987), 134-35; on the whole subject

see Kutsch, RGG3,ll,568-69; III,799-8fi); D. Correns, BHHWl,429=30; II,868; III, 1635-36;
F. Horst, Gesammelte Studien zum Recht im AT- ThB 12 (1961),79-89,213-19; A. Alt, KlSchr I
(1953), 327-28; R. North, -+ l[l,265-69; idem, -+ VI, 1-6; Elligea lwiticus, 349-54.

to7.P.149.
108. Westermann, Genesis 1-I 1, 366,368-69.
109. rbid., 376.
llo. Tnnger, Gottes Bogen, 148.
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ally as a leitmotif in the dialogue between Pharaoh and Jacob (Gen. 47:8 [P1;.rtt 4t 
"tPharaoh asks Jacob about the "days of the years of [his] life," the patriarch responds:

"The days ofthe years ofmy sojourn (icnA migfiray) are 130 years: few and hard have
been the days of the years of my life, and they do not comptue with the days of the
years of life of my fathers." When the years of Jacob's life are described as few and
hard to boot, this means that a lifetime should be expected to be long and good. The
phrase "years of my sojourn" alludes to the fact that Jacob possesses no land of his
own.

That human life consists of a sequence of years is made clear by the imperative in
Isa. 29: l: i"ptt ldn6'al-lan6, "add year to year." The parallel stich, "let the festivals run
their round," shows that an ideal lifetime should be a string of festivals, happy and ful-
filled - a sarcastic statement in the contexl.ll2 { full life is also at the core of Isa.
65:20, in a context that foretells eschatological joy and happiness for Jerusalem: "One
who dies at a hundred years will be considered a youth, and one who falls short of a
hundred will be considered accursed."

In an oracle of judgment against Jerusalem, Ezk.22:4 says that through its guilt the
city has brought on its appointed time, i.e., the end of its years;l13 it has lost its chance
for a full life and faces disaster.

Hab. 3:2 says that in the midst of the years (b"qere! ldntm) Yahweh will give life to
his work, i.e., bring it to pass, revealing himself.l 14 In the light of 2:3, "in the midst of
the years" probably means that Yahweh "will fulfill his work in the years between the
present and the time he has appointed."lt5 The prophet prays that Yahweh will shorten
the waiting period.

In Isa. 6l:2 a prophet says that Yahweh has sent him "to proclaim a year of
Yahweh's f.avor (l7ta1-rd;6n)." Tlte point is the dawning of a new age, which will be
marked, among other things, by the release (d"r6r) of prisoners (v. 1). This promise
probably alludes to the Jubilee Year, which is characterized by the release of Israelite
slaves (Lev. 25:10). Thus Isa. 61:2 proclaims the good news of the release of Israel's
deportees - albeit reinterpreted and spiritualized as a message of comfort and support
for the people in the land during the postexilic period, whom the problems of recon-
struction threaten 16 sygrwhslrn.l16

The noun idni lakes on special anthropological weight in the prayers and
thanksgivings of the individual. Hezekiah laments that he must go down to the nether-
world in the midst of his days, bereft of the rest of his years (Isa. 38: l0). If the emenda-
tion'dQeld in Isa. 38:l5bll7 is ssrrsgl, the verse would read: ". . . I will praise you all

I L Cf. Westermann, Genesis 37-50, 167.
12. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39, 73-7 4.
13. On the text see Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1,452-53.
14. BHS; K. Elliger, Zwolf Kleinen Propheten II. ATD XXV (1975), 49; W Rudolph,

Micha - Nahum - Habakkuk - Zephanja. KAT ){llV3 (1975), 133.
I 15. Rudolph, Habakkuk, 242.
I 16. Zimmerli, Studien, 225-28.
117. Proposed by Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39, 440-41.
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my years." This would characterize the human lifetime in its full temporal extent as the
place where Yahweh's praise resounds.

In Ps. 3l:11(10) the psalmist's years uue spent with sighing. Ps.90:9-10 observes

that our years come to an end like a sigh, that our years are 70 in number, or at most
80rr8 - the consequence of God's anger at human wickedness;lte cf .78:33. And so

90:15 prays that Yahweh may bestow gladness "for as many years as we have seen

evil." Conversely, the speaker of 77:6(5) remembers in the midst of affliction the
"years of long ago" (i'n61 '6ldmtml20), meaning a time in the long distant past, per-
ceived as felicitous. What 90: l5 hopes that the future will bring, 77:6(5) projects into
the distant past.l2l

Also to the category of lament belongs Job's wish (Job 3:6) that the day of his birth
not join the company of the days of the year.r22 "Thus Job would slip the ties of cre-

ation, maneuvering to burst the chains that bind him to his gxis1gnss."l23

A psalm for the king prays: "May his years endure as the dayslza from generation to
generation" (Ps. 6l:7[6]). These words ask not just that the king may live a long life but
also that he may enjoy the presence of Yahweh, "whose omnipresence is without be-
ginning, without extension, and without end."l2s The psalmist confesses to Yahweh:
"Your years endure from generation to generation" (102:25124)), and: "Your years do
not come to an end" (tmm, v.28127)t26). The presence of Yahweh, which transcends all
temporal limits, is well expressed in 90:4: "For a thousand years in your sight are like
yesterday - it is past like a watch in the night."t2z

The text of 90:5 is difficult. A probable reading is: "You seed them [human beings]
year after year; they are like the grass, which grows up afresfu."l28 "God's eternity . . .

and human time are in the final analysis incommensurable." l2e In 65: I 2( I I ), with ref-
erence to the human world, the psalmist says that Yahweh crowns the year with his
bounty (i'na1t6!d1e(d), probably a motif of harvest thanksgiving.

Wisdom, too, is concerned with the phenomenon of time. Job 15:20 speaks of the

number of years laid up for the ruthless. "For all the years that God . . . has appointed
for him to live, he is tormented by fear of the end he sees approaching."t30 Job 32'7
asks, "Let many years teach wisdom." In other words, only those who are advanced in
years possess the gift of wisdom - a traditional view that Elihu nevertheless questions

l18. Cf. BIIS; H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 213-14.
119. Kraus, Psalms 6Ul 50, 216.
120. On the text see ibid., l13.
l2l.M.Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion (Eng. tr. 1958, repr. Lincoln, 1996),392-94.
122. BHS; Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 110.
123. Fohrer, Hiob, ll7.
124. Cf. 81L5,' Kraus, Psalms 60-150,7-8.
125. H. Spieckermann, Heilsgegenwart. FRI,ANT 148 (1989), 213, on Ps. 21:5(4).
126. I. C. de Moor, UF I (1969) 179.
727. See BHS.
128. Cf. BllS,' Kraus, Psalms 60-150,212-13.
129. Kraus, Psalms 6U150, 216.
130. Fohrer, Hiob,273.
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(vv. 8-10). Conventional wisdom is also the source of the statement that those who
serve God complete their years in pleasantness (36:11).trt

In a rhetorical question Job asks of God: "Are your years like the days of a mortal?"

- are you not behaving just like a mortal in seeking out my iniquity? Of himself, Job
is forced to observe that there are only "years of number" (i"n61 mispdr), i.e., a few
years, until he must go the way from which he will not return (16:22). The number of
God's years, on the other hand, is unsearchable (ld'-heqqea 36:26). This amounts to "a

fundamental and universal observation: before God, none was, and after God, none

will be."l32
Eccl. 6:3 puts a critical question to longevity: "If one lives many years and the days

of his years are truly many, but his throat is not filled with life's good things - even if
a grave were not awaiting him - I say that a stillborn child is better off than he" (cf.

6:6; I l:8; 12: l). This critical attitude of Qoheleth stands in contrast to the optimism of
conventional wisdom, which believes that the years of the obedient student will be

abundant (Prov. 4:10; cf.3:2;9:ll), whereas the years of the wicked will be short
(lO:27; cf. 5:9 [which may, however, involve the root Jnh IIII33]) - a result of the de-
pendence of consequences on acts, a notion that largely dominates wisdom thought.

Thus idni points to the temporal dimension of human life - 
positively as abun-

dance, negatively as a boundary. Yahweh, however, is exempt from all temporality,
transcending all time.

IV. Deuterocanonical Books. In the deuterocanonical books the most common
word for "year" is itos. The noun appffIrs in the context of dates, time spans, or ages in
Tob. 1:7-8 (S = Sinaiticus);2:10 (S);5:3 (S); l4:2; 14:11 (A [= Alexandrinus], B

[= Vaticanus]); 14:14 (A, S, R [= Vetus Latina]); Jth. l:1,13; 2:l;8:4;16:23; Est. l:la;
10:31; Sir. Prologue 27; Bar. l:2; 6:2 (= Letter of Jeremiah); 1 Mc. l:7 ,9-10,20,29,54;
2:70; 3:37; 4:52; 6:16,20; 7:l; 9:3,54,57; lO:1,21,41-42,57,67; ll:19; l3:41,51;
l4:1,27;15:10;16:3,14;2Mc.1:7,9,20;ll:3,21,33,38; l3:l; l4:4.Of specialinterest
are I Mc. 6:53 (cf. v.49), which speaks of the seventh year as a fallow year; 13:42,

which describes the introduction of the era of Simon as high priest; and 2Mc.7:27,
which speaks of nursing a child for three years.

Only a few passages are of anthropological importance. Among them, Wis. 4:8
states that an honorable age is not measured in years 

- a common theme in ancient lit-
erature. "It is not the number of one's years that determines the worth of one's life, but
the endeavor to make the best of one's allotted span."l34 Sir. 18:9-10 observes that the

number of days in a human life may make up many years, as many as a hundred, but
this amounts to very few from the perspective of eternity. Sir. 26:2 states that the hus-

band of a loyal wife will complete his years in peace (en eirdnfl.tzs Sir. 41:4 (H = He-

131. Secondary according to ibid.,473.
132.[bid.,478.
133. J. A. Emerton, W 24 (1974) 26.
134. A. Schmitt, Das Buch der Weisheit (Wiirzburg, 1986), 66.
135. But see G. Sauer, "Jesus Sirach," JSHRZ III (1981), 568-69.
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brew) speaks of death as the lot of all mortals: "Whether a thousand years, a hundred,

or ten - in the netherworld there are no questions asked."

The noun eniaut6s appears in Tob. 1:7 (8, A, S); Dnl. l3:5; 1 Mc. 3:28; 4:28,59 (re-

ferring to the annual celebration of Hanukkah)'136 7'49' 8:4,16; 10:40,42; ll:34;
tz:52;2Mc. 10:8 (cf. 1 Mc.4:59). Wis.7:19 speaks of the "cycle of the year" (B, S":

"ofthe years"); Sir. 33:7 observes that the daylight ofthe year comes from the sun. The

noun alloiosis occurs in Sir. 37:17 and 43:8.

The Seleucids introduced an autumnal calendar in Antioch and the Macedonian col-

onies, whereas in Mesopotamia they adopted the vernal calendar used also by the

Jews.l37 The Syro-Macedonian chronology is used by I Maccabees to date events of

general history. For dates immediately affecting the Jewish community it keeps the

M"ropotur1riun chronology, which is also followed by 2 Maccabees' except in the for-

eign documents cited in 2 Mc. 11.138

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls the noun.inft appears primarily in ste-

reotyped idioms such as inh binh, "year after year" (lQpHab 6:7; IQS 2:19; 5:24;

tqu 2:8; 5Ql3 I 12t?l; 5Ql3 4 4); brw',i inym, "at the beginning of the years" (lQS

10:6); mw'dy inym, "the fixed times of the year" (lQS l0:7; cf' 4Q511 2 l:9: mw'dy

inh); kwl ymy hinh, "all the days of the year" ( I QM 2:4); tqwpwt 'inym, "cycle of the

years" (lQM l0: 15; cf. IQH l:24); h,vl iny nsh/'wlm, "all the years of eternity" (lQH

i:19; IQH fr.ll:Z;CD 2:10; cf.4Q504 l-237: inv dwrwt);'d inhtmymh, "up to a full

year,'(CD l5:15). Dates, spans of time, and ages are found in IQM 2:4,6,9-14 (//4QMf

!-o t; tl'l); 6:14;i:t-3;4QM^ 4:2;11QT l4:9-10 (cf. Nu. 29:l-31;rze 15:2:17:8(a5e

limit for celebrating Passover; cf. Jub. 49 17),13;20:2;22:3:25 13;28:lO (the age of

sacrificial animals); 57:3 (cf. (Lev.27:3)',63:15 (more strict than Dt. 2l:10-14); plus

some 25 times in the Murabba'at texts. The year of release (int himyllh) is discussed in

IQM 2:6-9 (cf.lQ22 3:1-8), the Jubilee Year (int hywbl) in llQMelch 2:2, andthe

"year of grace" (int hrswn) in I lQMelch 2:9. The year of Israel's departure from

Egypt appears in lQ22 l:l (cf. also lQ22 4:7,10-ll; 1Q42 3)'

The Manual of Discipline requires "the Many" to keep vigil for a third of all the

nights of the year in order to read the book and study the law (lQS 6:7). Periods of time

inlhe reception of members into the community, membership in the council, expul-

sion, and other punishments are mentioned in lQS 6:17-18,21,25,27;',|:2,4,8,16,19-

21,22-24; 8:10,25 -27 ; 9 : I -2.

The Rule of the Congregation provides for ten years of instruction in the precepts of

the covenant; membership in the community is possible at the age of twenty (lQSa

1:8). The same age is required for sexual intercourse with a woman (lQSa l: l0). Addi-

tional references to years of age appear in lQSa l:12-13,19'

136. W. Dommershausen, l/2 Makkabiier. NEB (1985), 38-39'

137. For a general presentation ofthe Greek and Macedonian calendar, see Finegan,5T-73;

and VanderKam.
138. Anclsr I, 192; Schaumberger,434.
139. J. Maier, Temple Scroll. JSOTSup 34 (Eng. tr. 1985), 77 '
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The beginning of the Damascus Document speaks of 390 years of wrath after God
delivered Israel into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar (CD I :5). Lohse notes that this num-
ber cannot be used to calculate the date when the Essene community was founded -"what we have here is an apocalyptic number (cf. Ezk. 4:5) intended to demonstrate
that the eschaton is at hand."laO The period from the beginning of the community until
the appearance of the Teacher of Righteousness is identified as twenty years (CD 1 : 10-

ll;.t+t 4t" limits for judges, priests, and overseers are in CD 10:6-8 (cf. lQSa 1:12-18
and Lev. 27:7).The duration of certain punitive measures is the subject of CD l2:5 and
14:22 (cf . IQS 6:26-7:25). "Years of existence" (iny m'md) are mentioned in CD 2:9,
"years of their exlle" (iny htgwrm) in CD 4:5 (cf. also CD 4:9-10,12; lQ36 I I 2). The
time from the day when "the teacher of the community was taken away until the de-
struction of all the men of war who turned back with the man of lies" will be forty
years (CD 20:14-15; cf. 4QpPs37 2:7-8).

The Qumran community had its own calendar.l42 The year comprises 52 complete
weeks (364 days); the festivals always fall on the same day of the week (lQS l0:1-8;
cf. 1lQPs"27:6;Jub.6:23-32:lEn.22:7-32;82:10-18).Thechronologicalsystemof
the book of Jubilees, followed by Qumran, is based on the jubilee cycle of 49 years
(Jub. 45:13; IQS l0:8).ta:

Stendebach

140. Lohse, 287.
l4t. Ibid.
142. Finegan, 44-49; Batmgarten; Davies.
143. Kutsch, RGG3, IU, 799-800; Wacholder.

I. Etymology and Meaning. II.
2. Secular Usage; 3. Cultic Usage.

Related Terms. III. Manufacture. IV. l. Range of Meanings:

V. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

idni. A. Brenner, Colour Terms in the OT. JSOTSUp 2l (1982), esp. 143-45; M. Dahood,
"Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (19'13) 351-66, esp. 362; G. Dalman, AuS, V
(1937), esp. 84-85; F. Delitzsch, "Farben in der Bibel," ftE3, V, 755-62, esp. 756-59;
R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. BZAW 83 (1963); J. M. Grintz, "'1Y:' Lei 39 (1974175) 174-78;
H. W. Hiinig, "Die Bekleidung des Hebr?iers" (diss., Zurich, 1957), esp. 129; O. Michel,
"x6rxrvoq," TDNT 1II,812-14; C. L. Wickwire, "Scarlet," IDB, Iy,233-34.
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I. Etymology and Meaning. The etymology and meaning of idnt are uncertain
(= "luster"?),l but there are ancient cognates in Akkadian (iinitu[m) II, "dyed fabric";z
and Ugaritic.3 We also learn from the Nuzi texts that in the 15/14th century B.c.E.

"rouge extracts from worms" were imported from Phoenicia. This information fits with
the statement in 2 Ch. 2:6,13(Eng.7,l4)that Solomon summoned Phoenician artisans

to work with the dye, here called karmtl.a

II. Related Terms. The noun.ianioccurs 43 times in the OT (including Sirach). It is
used absolutely 9 times; otherwise it appears in combination with tbla'a1as tbla'a! iani
or i"ni tbla'a1.s The difference depends on the usage of the word: absolutely, idnt de-

notes scarlet fabrics in secular usage;6 the combination with tbla'al suggests the source

of the dye, which is of special significance in cultic contexts.T

The association of t6la'al with .io-zi may explain the noun tbld', "(cimson) worm
dye" - "crimson,"S which parallels.ia-niin Isa. l:18 and is used absolutely in Lam. 4:5.

The participial formation m"lulldim, "warriors clothed in crimson," appears in Nah.

2:4(3).
In the later period (2 Ch.2:6)3U,141;3: l4), the same color is called karmil, a loan-

word from Sanskrit, which by way of Arab. qirmizi led to the modern word "crimson"

and the botanical term "kermes," as in "kermes oak."9

Besides the deep red dye denoted by this word,l0 the OT speaks of the darker violet
or purple dye obtained from the Murex snail (fkdle!; 'argamdn).tt

III. Manufacture. The dye called (t\la'afi idnt is a pigment derived from the

kermes shield louse (Kermes vermilio and Kermes ilicis; family Kermidae),|2 a scale

insect that lives on the shrubby kermes oak(Quercus cocciftra), native to southern Eu-

rope and the Near East. Adult females, about the shape and size of a pea, each bearing

1800-2600 eggs, were collected at the end of winter, killed with vinegar, and then

dried. In this form ("crimson berries") they were used in dyeing.l:

l. HAL,II, 1603; Gradwohl, 73.
2. AHw,lll,1242.
3. WUS, no. 2894.
4. See II below; cf. F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal and Man in Bible Lands (Leiden 1960), 157;

Gradwohl,74.
5. GesB,873; HAL, II, 1603.
6. See IV.2 below.
7. Dalman, 84-85.
8. HAL,II, 1603.
9. See III below; cf. HAL, l, 498-99; similarly Delitzsch, 757-58.
10. Dalman, 85: "bright, vivid"; Delitzsch,757: "bright red"; Gradwohl, 73: "brilliant."
11. Dalman, 78-84; Gradwohl, 66-73.
12. See also M.-L. Herry, BHHfl III, 1685-86.
13. Delitzsch,757-58; F. N. Hepper, Pflanzenwelt der Bibel (Stuttgart, 1992), 170;

Gradwohl, 73-74; E. Unger, RI.A, tll, 26-27; on the process of dyeing see Dalman, 76-78;
D. Irvin, BRLZ,T-74.
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lY. l. Range of Meanings. Although idnt is primarily a terrn denoting the color
crimson or scarlet (Isa. 1:18: idnt,'dm hiphil, tbld', in contrast to lbnhrphil, ieleg,

semer f"wdyed = white wool"l), it can also denote textiles of this color in both secular

and cultic use, such as clothing (Ex. 28:4-5, etc.; Jer. 4:30; similarly m"lulld'in Nah.

z:aBD, curtains and coverings (Ex. 26:1, etc.; Lam. 4:5), or threads and cords (Gen.

38:28,30; Josh. 2:18-21).
According to Gradwohl,la apotropaic power was frequently ascribed to this color

(Gen. 38:28; Josh. 2:18; Nah. 2:4; Cant.4:3; also Lev. 14:4-9; Nu. l9:6), and perhaps

also a psychological effect (Jer. 4:30: "arouse"; Nah. 2:4131: "frighten"ls;.

2. Secular Usage. The phrase tiqwa! hfrt hatidnt in Josh. 2:18,21 clearly denotes a

cord made of individual crimson fibers (cf. Eccl. 4:12, a threefold cord). For Gen.

38:28,30, the meaning of idnt must be determined from the context: at the birth of
twins, a crimson thread is used to mark the firstborn. Here the color may also be re-

lated to the child's name: zerah recalls the red of sunrise (mizrdb).t6 According to

Gradwohl,lT the original purpose was to avert the influence of demons; the naming is

a later interpretation from a time that no longer understood the magical significance

of the act.
In 2 S. l:24 and Jer. 4:30, idni is the color of expensive women's clothing that is

probably also fashionable and provocative. Cant. 4:3 compares the bride's lips to a
crimson thread.

The reading iantm in Prov. 3l:21 is disputed. The context suggests warm garments

of double thickness (reading i"nayim with LXX and Vg.), which protect the members

of the household in winter. Pltiger combines the two readings into "scarlet (wool)."18

3. Cultic Usage. Together with violet and purple textiles, crimson fabrics play a
large part in the priestly vestments of Aaron and the design of the tabernacle. In Ex.

25:3-4 and 35:5-6 Moses requests an offering of violet, purple, and crimson (already

described in 35:25 as dyed yarn ready for weaving), along with gold, silver, copper,

and byssus. The colors appear again in the description of the curtains and coverings for
the tabernacle (261,31,36; 27:16), and then in the description of the individual ele-

ments of the priestly vestments (28:4-6,8,15,31-33). The account of the making of
these vestments uses the same words (39:1-5,8,24,29), as well as the making of the

coverings for the tabernacle (36:35,37;38:18). According to Nu. 4:8, the table with the

bread of the Presence is also covered with a crimson cloth.le Between the description

and the actual manufacture, the names of the men who made these textiles are given

14. Pp.74-78.
't5. P.76.
16. Dalman, 85.
17. Pp.74-75.
18. O. Pldgea Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 370, 372; similarly A. Meinhold, Die

Spriiche. ZBK 1612 (1991),526.
19. -+ 1\a begeQ.
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(Ex. 35:34-35; 36:8; 38:23). The description of Aaron as high priest and his vestments
in Sir. 45 mentions a crimson sash, the work of a weaver (v. l1). A similar passage in
IQM 7:9-11 describes the vestments of the "seven priests of the sons of Aaron."20

Besides the dyeing of textiles for vestments or curtains and coverings, iant appears
in purification ceremonies (Lev. 14:4,6,49,51-52; Nu. l9:6), clearly because this dye,
like hyssop, was thought to have apotropaic power.2l According to Elliger, this usage

suggests an early origin, possibly Canaanite.zz The dye is clearly a component of the
water of purification,23 "to augment the lustral eff,rcacy of the sacrificial action."2a

Y. l. lXX. The LXX varies considerably in its translation of iani (with or without
tbla'aPs).In some instances we find simply k6kkinos (Gen. 38:28,30; Ex. 35:25; Nu.
4:8; 19:6; Josh.2:18; 2S.l:24; Jer.4:30;Cant.4:3), which accords with the shift of
tblE'd, "worm," to tdld', "crimson."26

Twice we frnd kdkkinos diplois (Ex. 25:4;35:6), a translation that connects .iani
with the numerical i"nayim. Carmine thread that has been woven into cloth is called
kdkkinos keklosminos (Ex. 26:1, etc.), kdkkinos nendsminos/dianenesmdnos (Ex. 36:9,
etc.; 28:8, etc.). In Lev. 14 we find keklosmdnos k6kkinos (vv. 4,49,51) and kl6st6s
kdkkinos (v.6).

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. To date, only two occurrences of idnt have been found in the
Dead Sea Scrolls (lQM 7:ll; 4Q525 2 3:6), each in combination with -+ nyhn
tbla'a1.

Beyse

20. See V.2 below.
21. See IV.1 above.
22. K. Elliger, I*viticus.
23. Ibid.
24. Gradwohl,'17.
25. See II above.
26. See II above.

HATV4 (1966),187
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\)p ta"o"; 1)'1\i i"ntnd

I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences:3. idnan II. II. Usage: l. Verb;2. Noun. III. l. LXX; 2.Dead
Sea Scrolls.

l. I . Etymology. The supposed Akkadian parallel liininu in l. 2l of Taanach letter 2 is
illusory.r The correct reading2 is lim-ni-nu.3 In Arabic we find sanna, "sharpen, whet,
polish," and 'asanna IY "get teeth."a Jewish Aramaics and Syriac6 have the adj. i"ntn,
"sharpened, pointed"; cf. also iehdnd', "blade." It is interesting that for Ethiopic Leslau
cites two lemmata sanana, both of which are taken from native lexicons that list them

without specific citations: sanana I, "sharpen" (possibly a denominative from sdnn,
"tooth"), a;nd sanana II, "get teeth" (denominativefrom sdnn).7 Eth. tasndn, "quarrel," has

related forms in Tigrifla, Argobba, and Gurage. Some lexiconss consider Heb. ianantobe
a possible denominative from -+ lEi ion, "tooth"; otherse consider the verb primary. The
primacy of the verbal form ianan appears to be supported also by the corresponding Mehri
form hn (root hnn), "whet, sharpen,"lo since the sound shift ^i > i argues an early date.ll

2. Occurrences. The vb. ianan qal occurs 7 times in the OT: 4 in the Psalms, plus
Dt.32i4l; Isa.5:28; Prov.25:18. The pass. ptcp. ianttn/i"nfrnim appears 4 times. A
hithpoleltz 'eit6nan in the metaphorical sense of "be indignant" appears in Ps.73:21
("I felt a sharp stab in my kidneys [NRSV: heartl";.t: The derived noun i'ntnd, "taunt,
derision," occurs 4 times (Dt. 28i37 ; I K. 9:7 : Jer. 24:9; 2 Ch. 7 :20); it probably reflects
the metaphor of speaking with a "sharpened" tongue ("barbed words").14 InDt.32:41
some SP mss. read inynh, presumably from the root.(/r', "hate."

3. ianan 1L The pielw"iinnantaminDt.6:7 has been derived from ianan I, with the
meaning "incise, engrave" (by incessant recitation and explanation).ts The LXX

l. GesB, 852.
2. W. F. Albright, BASOR 94 (1944) 18.
3. On inn in AP 15.16 see P. Grelot, RB 78 (1971) 534-36.
4. Wehr, 433.
5. Jastrow, 1607.
6. LexSyr 789.
7. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987),507.
8. BDB, l04l-42; HAL, ll,1606.
9. GesB,852; KBL|,998; Kdnig, 518l. LexHebAram,869.
10. T. M. Johnstone, Mehri l*xicon (London, 1987), 158.
11. Reference from W. W. Mtiller.
12. Bergstriisser, II, $$20d, 28v.
13. See also B. Kedar-Kopfstein, ZAH I (1988\ 157; Y. Avishur, lri 44 (1980) 263-67.
14. See the translation of Dl28:37 by E. Ktinig, Deuteronomium. KATIII(1917), 191;also

Kedar-Kopfstein, 150-5 l.
15. C. Steuernagel, Deuteronomium. HKAT ll3.l (1923),76.
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probibdseis and Vg. narrabis could not divert Luther from the meaning "sharpen"; his
1545 translation reads und solt sie deinen Kindern scheffin ("and sharpen them for
your children") with a lengthy note on scheffin ("practice constantly").

Driver proposes instead to treat iinnen as a by-form of idnd, "do again, repeat."l6
He cites Aquila (deuter6seis) and Syr. rn', as well as Ugar. 1nnth.tl The context of the
latter is not preserved, but its meaning is delimited by 1l1th in the following line;
Driverls translates: "she did it a second time."le Jenni accepts Driver's interpretation
with a modification, claiming that.irzn piel means "constant repetition - not denoting
the concrete performance of successive actions, which are carried out a second time
only figuratively, but summarizing them in a resultative."2o The point is that the impor-
tant theological statement in Dt. 6:4 is to be learned "in the typical manner of the an-
cient Near East: the teacher pronounces the text and the learners repeat it; this goes on
until it is firmly fixed in memory. It is quoted always and everywhere. Thus the youn-
ger generation is socialized by meditating together with their elders on the texts of their
faith."2r

Thisvb. innllpielappearsalsoasavarianttosprintheMasadatextof Sir.42:15:
'And what I have seen, I will constantly repeat" - probably an allusion to Dt. 6:7. An-
other allusion to Dl 6:7 is found in lQH 4:10, where the hymnist speaks of God's law
as being imprinted on his heart ('ir innth blbby).

Kellermannf

II. Usage.
l. Verb. In 4 instances the object of .inn is "arrow(s)."22 Naturally flint or metal ar-

rowheads were sharpened. Isa. 5:28 describes the advancing enemy as being armed
with sharpened arrows and bent bows. In Ps. 45:6(Eng. 5), the sharpened arrows of
the king strike the heart of his enemies.z3 Ps. 120:4, a curse and cry for vengeance,
promises to punish the psalmist's enemy with "a warrior's sharpened arrows and
glowing coals of the broom tree." Since the context speaks of the lying enemy's de-
ceitful tongue, the arrows are probably meant figuratively: the punishment fits the
crime. A sharpened arrow is equated explicitly with deceitful speech in Prov. 25:18:
'A club, a sword, a sharp arrow - so is one who bears false witness against a neigh-
bor." Therefore it seems quite natural when two passages in the Psalms speak of
sharpening tongues. Ps. 64:4(3) describes the psalmist's enemies: "They sharpen their

16. G. R. Driver, in H. Junker and J. Botterweck, eds., Alttestamentlicher Studien. FS
F. Niitscher BBB I (1950),48.

t7. KTU 1.16, Y 8.
18. CML, 44-45; followed by CML2, 99.
19. Similarly WUS, no.2893.
20. Jenni, HP,274.
21. G. Braulik, Deuteronomium I: 1,1-16,7. NEB 15 (1986), 57.
22. --t ln hes.
23. Words transposed following BIIS.
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tongues like swords, they let fly poisonous words like arrows." Ps. 140:4(3) is similar:
"They whet their tongues like snakes, the venom of vipers is under their lips." The im-

ages speak for themselves. Finally, Dt. 32:41 uses ir?r? with "sword" as its object:

"Yahweh whets his flashing sword and takes hold of judgment in his hand." Y. 42

goes on to speak of arrows.

Ringgren

2. Noun. The noun i"ntn6, "cutting remarks, derision," always appears in conjunc-

tion with -+ )UIln mdidl, used in the sense of "taunt song"; this combination deter-

mines its meaning. In the context of curses threatened should people be disobedient,

Dt.28i37 foretells that even in exile Israel will be mocked and scorned by all the peo-

ples: Israel will be a iammL, a mdidl, and a i"ntnd. The same prediction of disaster by a

Dtr pen appears in 1 K. 9:7, in the so-called second theophany to Solomon. In the par-

allel text 2 Ch. 7:20, however, it is no longer Israel but the temple that will be an object

of scorn and mockery among all peoples.

In the interpretation of Jeremiah's vision of the two baskets of figs, Jer. 24:9 cites an

oracle of judgment against Zedekiah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, which foretells

that they will become a byword and a taunt, a horror, a disgrace, and a curse to all the

kingdoms of the earth. The number of expressions in this bombastic verse suggests that

some are secondary additions. According toYolz,za only zw'h is original, the rest being

an intensifying expansion; according to Weippert,2s the pair mdidl and i"nind are asec-

ondary addition.

lll. l. LXX. The LXX translates ianan qal4 times with akondn, "sharpen, whet,"

and once each with paroxynein, "make sharp," oxfs, "sharp," and akiddtds, "pointed."

The Vg. uses acuero or acutus. The LXX interprets the hithpolel in Ps. 73:21 as a form

of idnd: alloiofin, "change, alter" (Vg. commutare). Twice (Dt. 28:37;2 Ch. 7:20) the

LXX translates i"ntnA with the colorless diilgdma, "nzlrrative, story"; once (l K. 9:7) it
uses ldlema, "chatter." ln Jer.24:9 the LXX reads iin'd, "hatred." The Vg. uses fabula
twice, proverbium and exemplum once each.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The vb..irzrc occurs 3 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls.20 In IQM
l7:1 God is described as sharpening the weapons of his people so that they shall not be

blunted. In lQH 5: I 3 the speaker praises God for saving the soul of the poor man in the

lair of lions, which had sharpened their tongues like swords (cf. Ps. 64413); la0:4[3]).
In a similar vein 4Q184 1 I describes the wicked woman as sharpening her words

(dbryh). The noun in I IQT 59:2 reflects Dt. 28i37.

Kellermannf

24. P. Yolz, Jeremia. KAT X (1922),247 n. l.
25. H. Weippert, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches. BZAW 132 (1973),189 n. 365.

26. See I.3 above on IQH 4:10.
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;fPP .iasr2;OPp .iasas; ilpgD m,iiss|

I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. General and Prophetic Usage. III. Dtr Usage. IV. LXX.

l. l. Etymology. There are two variants of the Hebrew verbal root translated "plun-
der, spoil": .iasd and .iss. They probably derive from an original biliteral root *.is with
that meaning.l This root was later expanded to .iss and .islr (,isy), both of which appear
in the OT. From the latter derives the common ptcp. idseh, from the former, the m-
prefix noun m"iissd.z

There are no known cognates in other Semitic languages of the ancient Near East. It
is unlikely that Middle Heb. Ja-sd and Jewish Aram. .f?s4 "hiss, bait,"l are related to
Biblical Heb. Ja-s6. Whether Ugar. tsm,4 found only in the Keret Epic,s derives from
x/s) or *rss and is related to Heb. .is& must remain an open question in the absence of
clear evidence.6

There is, however, a striking parallel in Egypt. Starting in the time of Thutmose II
(1494-1490 B.c.E.), many Egyptian documents mention the Shasu (Egyp. .igsw).7 This
word denotes an ethnic group, bedouin or seminomads, living in Syria, Palestine, and

- especially - southern Transjordan (Seir, Edom). Occasionally, like Proto-Israelite
groups, they are found in Egypt.8 The connection between Heb. *Js and Egyp. .itsw is
undeniable, but their dependence is questionable. Following Mtller,l Giveonl0 favors a
Semitic origin for the verbal root *.is.

Weippert,ll following Albrighttz and Lambdin,l3 concludes otherwise. He derives
.iJsw from Egyp. ,i:,f, "pass through, traverse."la Since Egyptian also exhibits a shift
"from the ethnic to the vocational,"ts ,n"r" is evidence to suggest that the term devel-

.idsd. R. Giveon, Les Bidouins Shosou des documents igyptiens. DMOA 18 (1971); idem,
"Schasu," lzxAg, Y, 533-35.

l. GK, $77a.e.
2. HAL,II, 1608.
3. Jastrow, 1608.
4. UT no.2'157.
5. KTU 1.16,yt,47.
6. HAL,II, 1608.
7. Collected in Giveon, Shosou, T-216.
8. See, e.g., TGI3,40-41.
9. W. M. Miiller, Asien und Europa nach altiigyptischen Denkmiilern (Leipzig, 1893).
10. Giveon, Shosou, 262-@.
11. M. Weippert, in A. Kuschke and E. Kutsch, eds., Archiiologie und AT. FS K. Galling

(Tiibingen, 1970), 266-67 n. 34.
12. W. F. Albright, BASOR 89 (1943) 32.
13. T. O. Lambdin, JAOS 73 (1953) 155.
14. WbAS,Iy2,4l2: also W. Helck, t4l" 15 (1965) 46.
15. Giveon, "Schasu," 534.
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oped in Hebrew during the period of the judges on the basis of contacts between the Is-

raelite tribes and their bedouin neighbors, who ravaged Palestine when the occasion

presented itself (cf. Jgs. 6:3-5).

2. Occurrences. If we count the common participial forms of iasd, there are l7 oc-

currences of lasd and.iasas in the OT: 3 in Judges, 3 in I Samuel, I in2 Kings,4 in Isa-

iah, 2 in Jeremiah, 1 in Hosea, 1 in Zechaiah, and 2 in the Psalms. The noun m"iissd
occurs once in 2 Kings, Jeremiah, Habakkuk, andZnphaniah, and twice in Isa. 42. The

synonyms bzz, kll piel, and.i// [, together with their associated nouns, appear in paral-

lel, especially in prophetic oracles.

II. General and Prophetic Usage. The earliest occurrences of the root *.is go back

to the time of David and Solomon. In the story of David's rise, 1 S. 17:53 tells how Is-

rael plundered the camp of the Philistines after David's victory over Goliath. In I S.

23:t we read of a raid on Keilah, probably carried out historically by a band of Habiru.

Both events were small-scale incidents. The legitimacy of such raids depends on the

viewer's perspective. The militarily superior group - the victors - 
probably had the

right to despoil their enemies of their movable goods. This is particularly clear in many
prophetic oracles, beginning toward the end of the 8th century, that foretell judgment

or (for the most part) deliverance for Israel; they treat spoliation as a punishment for Is-

rael. Israel's enemies can also be the victims of spoliation at Yahweh's hand.

The early passages mentioned above describe small-scale raids. In the prophetic or-

acles, howevel it is clear that such incursions threaten the economic basis of society.

These oracles probably reflect the kind of experiences Israel had in the period of As-

syrian and Babylonian hegemony, as described in the campaign accounts of the Assyr-

ian kings.16
In several prophetic oracles of judgment, it is Assyria and Babylonia that are de-

spoiled, often as a consequence oftheir own transgressions. In a lengthy oracle ofjudg-
ment against Assyria, Isa. l0:13 (emended) describes Assyria's mockery of the ene-

mies it has plundered. Here .isft appears to be a stronger expression than bzz or ill.17

Assyria is also the subject of Hab. 2:7, which confronts the Assyrians with their own

unjust conduct and threatens them with the same fate. In an oracle of judgment against

Babylon, Isa. 13:16 (6th century)l8 presents Yahweh himself as the author of the com-
ingjudgment, which includes the plundering ofhouses. Jer.50:11 (second halfofthe
6th century) is also directed against the Babylonians, described as .idsO naholali.

Tivo additional passages describing the attack of the nations against Zion can be in-
cluded among judgment oracles in the broadest sense. Isa. 17:12-14 (presumably late)

couples Zion theology with the motif of "God's help in the morning."re A final instance

of this group is found h Zech. l4:2. The motif of the attack of the nations also appears

16. ANET, 274-3t7.
17. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. tr. l99l),421.
18. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Eng. tt. 1974), 12.
19. B. Janowsti, Rettungsgewissheit und Epiphanie des Heils. WMANT 59 (1989).
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in this oracle, which borrows from Isa. 13:16. Jerusalem itself is despoiled initially, but
finally experiences deliverance after this act ofjudgment - a clear reminiscence of
past history.

The sufferings of the helpless populace despoiled by the great powers, especially
during the last days of the southern kingdom, are depicted by several laments that de-
scribe these events retrospectively. Whether the prophet Deutero-Isaiah, living in ex-
ile, draws on 2 K. l7 (Dt1;,zo as suggested by Veijola,2l is dubious at best, in view of
the geographical distance between Deutero-Isaiah and the Dtr school. In the context
of a salvation oracle, Isa. 42:22,24 lament the desperate situation of the exiles. The
catastrophe of 589 B.c.E. was so overwhelming that Israel (Jacob) can be called'am-
bazfrz weiastty, "a people robbed and plundered." The prophet asks who is responsible
for this disaster, and then answers immediately in the spirit of Deutero-Isaianic theol-
ogy: Yahweh himself. The description of the people's affliction of Ps. 44: l1(10) also
considers Yahweh to be the ultimate author of the disaster, thus helping surmount the
crisis.

Jer. 30: l6 (emended), in an oracle dating from the prophet's early period, proclaims
salvation for the northern kingdom by way of retribution. Hosea, by contrast, pro-
claims God's judgment upon Ephraim: in 13:15 Shalmaneser V is the agent of this
judgment, despoiling Israel of its economic base.zz Finally, Zeph. l:13 also presents an
oracle against Judah. Plunder goes hand in hand with the threatened devastation ofthe
countryside.

III. Dtr Usage. Drawing in part on prophetic usage, the Dtr school also uses the
root x.is. In Jgs. 2:ll-19 the Deuteronomist lays out a programmatic survey of the pe-
riod of the judges.23 In this schema Yahweh responds to Israel's repeated apostasy by
giving the people over24 to their enemies, referred to as "plunderers." When the people
cry out to Yahweh, he delivers25 his people from these "plunderer."

Whether I S. 14:48 is Dtr is disputed. The wording clearly argues that it is,26 but not
the content.2T Since the collective use of .iosim is probably late, the decision may well
favor a Dtr origin. Why should the Deuteronomist not summarize at least Saul's mili-
tary victories in a positive light?

The Deuteronomist summarizes the history of the northern kingdom in 2 K. 17. Re-
calling the period of the judges, v. 20 says that Yahweh gave Israel into the hand of its
"plunderers." Here too we see the notion that the exile of the northern kingdom in722

20. See III below.
21. T. Veijola, Verheissung in der Krise. AnAcScFenB 220 (1982),104.
22. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXMI (1983), 167.
23. Noth, DH, 19.
24. -+ lli'l ntn.
25. -+ 9lD! yi'.
26. T. Veijola, Der Kdnigtum in der Beurteilung dem deuteronomistischen Historiographie.

AnAcScFen B 198 (1977), 79-82;R. Klein, 1 Samuel. WBC lO (1983), 134, t4t.
27. Noth, DH, 87.
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B.c.E. was brought about by Yahweh. In 1 K. 21:10-15 the Deuteronomist "quotes" the

message of "Yahweh's servants the prophets," who are said to have foretold the doom
of Judah on account of Manasseh's conduct. The southern kingdom - according to
these unnamed prophets who keep appearing in the Deuteronomist's schema - will
experience the same fate that the northern kingdom experienced a good 130 years pre-

viously (v. l4).
Ps. 89 stands apart. Here the Dtr theology of history finds expression in a poetic

work.28 V. 42(41) describes the state of Jerusalem after 589 s.c.B.: it lies defenseless,

exposed to all who pass by and "plunder" whatever is left.2e

IV. LXX. The LXX uses a great variety of translations for iasd/iasas, without any

discernible system. Verbs are sometimes represented by nouns and vice versa. The ac-

tual words used are: diarpdzein/diarpagii, katapatein, kataxerainein, and pronomefiein/
pronom4.

The root has not been found to date in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

Mommer

For a discussion of the whole psalm see Veijola, Verheissung.
rbid., 103-10.

I. 1. Etymology, Meaning, Occurrences;2.L){){ and Dead Sea Scrolls. II. Literal Usage.

III. Theological Usage: l. Divine Attention; 2. Human Regard.

l. l. Etymology, Meaning, Occurrences. The Hebrew root ia'A, with the basic mean-

ing "look, regard," is comparable to Akk. ie'fi(m), "see, seek (esp. help), pay attention
to."l The Ugaritic root/'y, "lookthrough, verify,"2 "collate,"3 has been identified as a

id'A. L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwdrterbuch," IrI 8 (1958)

16l-215, esp.2l0-ll.

l. AHw,lll,1222-24.
2. WUS, no. 2908.
3. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, UF 5 (1973) 116-17.

28.
29.
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cognate of Heb. ia'A,a bu,t the three occurrences citeds are still uncertain.6 Kopf,7 citing
Arab. sa'6, "move rapidly, run, strive toward,"8 identifies the basic meaning of the He-
brew verb as "strive for," which with various prepositions develops into "try hard to ob-
tain something," and withmin takes on the opposite sense, "avoid." Citing lsa.32:3,
Kopf explains the commonly given meaning as an idiom with'ayin ("eye") as subject:
"the eye strives for something."

The vb. .iaZ denotes a concentrated, intense, and sometimes apprehensive act of
looking. The qal occurs l2 times, with the meaning "stare at, pay attention to, take care

of, regard." The single instance of the hiphil (Ps.39:14[Eng. l3]) means "turn one's
gaze (away)"; the 2 occurrences of the hithpael (Isa. 4l:10,23) mean "look about ap-
prehensively" or "be awe-struck."e

2. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX uses several different verbs to translate
id'd; the choice is determined in large measure by the context and, in poetry, by paral-
lelism. Only in Gen. 4:4 (but not v. 5) does the LXX use epidefn.

Whether l.ir'[ in IQH fr. 30 2 is a hithpael of id'6 is uncertain; .i/'is more likely.to

II. Literal Usage. Many of the contexts in which .iaZ appears reflect the social
structure of the ancient Near East: kings, princes, masters, and others in superior posi-
tions "oversee" their subjects, day laborers, slaves, and others of lower rank. The "see-

ing" in such typical situations is usually understood as an attentive watchfulness. Ifthe
relationship is more negative than positive, the "seeing" may manifest itself as inatten-
tion; alternatively, attention may intensify to the point where it becomes oppressive to
those concerned. The reaction echoes the relationship between God and human beings,

in which God stands on high, looked up to by mortals from below. In all such relation-
ships, regardless of social status, those who suffer resent being exposed to the gaze of
others. This situation brings us to the construction id'd min.

In Ex. 5:6-9 Pharaoh orders the supervisors to double the quota demanded of the
Hebrew slaves and to pay no attention to any complaints (v. 9). In Isa. 22:4 the prophet
addresses the simple people who are inappropriately celebrating the withdrawal of an

enemy from Jerusalem (Sennacherib's army, ca. 7Ol n.c.e.ll): "Look away from me"
(i"'fr minnt), so that he may weep bitter tears over the slain. In Isa. 32:3 the word /o'
should be read as an asseverative particle (like Ugar. l): w"ld'1ii'An6'AnA rdTm w"'oznA
iom"im tiqialnd, "the eyes of those who see will behold indeed, the ears of those who
hear will listen." This verse turns the irony of Isa. 6:9-10 and 29:9 on its head.

4. HAL, rr, 1609.
5. KTU 1.4, VI[, 48;1.6, VI,56; 1.16, VI,59.
6. UT no.2715: ANET 135, 149.
7. Pp. 210-ll.
8. Wehr,4l2.
9. Contra HAL, ll, 1610, 1671, which derives the forms from.ir', "fear."
10. HAL,II, 1610.
ll. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. tr. 1974), 139.
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III. Theological Usage.
l. Divine Attention. Divine regard of the sort that brings joy to the individual finds

expression in Gen.4:4: "Yahweh looked (with favor) on Abel and his offering; but on

Cain and his offering God did not look" (v. 5). Cain reacts with anger and "a fallen
face," i.e., despair.12

The other passages where Yahweh is the subject of id'A pray that Yahweh will look
away from those who suffer. Job wishes that Yahweh would look away from him at

least long enough for him to swallow his spittle: kammd lA'-!ii'eh mimmennt lo'-

larpEnt'a/-bili ruqqi (Job 7: l9). Arabic uses the same expression: 'abli'nt riqr, "let me

swallow my spittle," which means "wait a minute, just a moment please."13 Reflecting
more generally on the human individual, whose life is so short and arduous, Job says to

God: "Look away from him, that he may grow fat and enjoy his days like a day la-

borer" (14:6; l.tdl II, "be[come] fat," yields a better sense than hdll,"desist"l4). Here in
the midst of his suffering Job refuses Yahweh's attention, because it is too persistent to

bear. The afflicted psalmist in Ps.39:14(13) expresses precisely this same feeling,

thinking that a brief respite from Yahweh's punitive gaze would give him a moment of
joy before death.

2. Human Regard. When .ia-Z refers to human regard of God or God's covenant, it
conveys the notion of honor and respect. These reactions are considered positive, but

they can have various results: Yahweh may accept them or reject them as unnecessary.

Here the hithpael ("look apprehensively" or "be awe-struck") has the same meaning as

yr', "fear." Humans are expected to "fear" God (Gen. 22:12), even though Yahweh's

first words in a theophany often are "Do not fear" (Gen. 15:l).
In a similar vein, the people are expected to pay attention or respect to Yahweh. For

example, Isaiah attacks "those who go down to Egypt for help . . . , but do not look to
the Holy One of Israel" (Isa. 3l;l). After God's judgment, however, the people will
once more regard their Maker and will have no regard for the altars that are the work of
their own hands (Isa. 17:7-8). Ps. I 19: 17 prays for God's deliverance: "then I will have

regard for your statutes continually." In 2 S. 22:42 the prayers of David's enemies are

in vain: when they look for deliverance, Yahweh will not answer them. In Isa. 4l:23 the
prophet mocks the false gods, calling on them to do good or harm, that the people may

be afraid of them (.i? hithpaell5). In fact, of course, they can do nothing. Yahweh, by

contrast, comforts his people in a theophany: "Do not fear (yr'), for I am with you; do

not be afraid (i'h), for I am your God" (v. l0).

Lundbom

12. M. Gruber, JQR 69 (t978) 89-97.
13. G. B. Gray and S. R. Driver, Job. ICC,2 vols. (1921), 1,74;M. H. Pope, Job. AB C1973),

62.
14. -+ [Y,220.
15. HAL, Il, 167l:.ir', "fear."
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JIll2 .r'n; \\,VD mii'an; nIYgD mii'ene!

I. Etymology. II. Distribution, Lexical Field, Constructions: l. Verb;2. Nouns. III. Usage:

l. Literal Meaning;2. Figurative Meaning. IV. l. LXX;2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. The etymology of the root .ih is unknown. In Northwest Semitic it
appffirs in Middle Hebrew (i'n;t 

^;U'rnrn) 
as well as in Biblical Hebrew.3 There must,

however, have been a verbal root x.r'n in the Semitic of the 2d millennium B.c.E. that
found its way not only into Hebrew but also into Arabic, as is clear from the Safaitic
PNs sh and s'nt,4 as well as the PN sa'na, which appears four times in Classical Arabic
genealogies, which are unlikely to derive etymologically from the Arabic lexicon, but
more probably should be interpreted as "support," as in Hebrew.5

The interpretation of the verb as a (causative) shaphel of -+ illll 'dnd 116 was rightly
rejected by Wlchter, on the grounds that the reconstructed G stem would have to "have
the basic meaning 'support,' and that is something quite different from the piel and
hiphil of i'llll with its basic meaning 'oppress, suppress."'7

II. Distribution, Lexical Field, Constructions. The root.i'n and its derivatives oc-
cur 40 times in the OT.

l. Verb. The verb, which means "support oneself, rely," occurs 22 times, always in
the niphal (5 times each in DtrH, ChrH, and Isaiah; 2 in Job; once each in Genesis,
Numbers, Ezekiel, Micah, and Proverbs). There are 5 additional occurrences in Sirach,
including a hithpael in44:8. The lexical field includes +'lDO sdmal niphal (Jgs. 16:29

[cf . v. 26); cf . 2 K. l8:2llllsa. 36:6 smk with Ezk. 29:7 i'n) and (particularly when .f'n
is used metaphorically) --r nDI bdtah (2 K. 18:21; Isa. 3l:l; 50:10; Prov. 3:5).

Except in Nu. 2l:15, the verb always denotes a human activity. It is constructed 17

times with 'al and once each with b'(lsa. 5o:l0llbth b),'el (Prov.3:5llbth'el), and l"
(Nu. 21:15); twice it is used absolutely (Gen. 18:4; Job24:3). The subject of .fh niphal
may be an individual, such as Samson (Jgs. l6:26) or Saul (2 S. l:6), or a group or col-

,i'n. F. Huber, Jahwe, Juda und die anderen Vdlker beim Propheten Jesaja. BZAW 137 (1976),
esp. 155-56; W. Paschen, Rein und Unrein. SANT 24 (1970), esp. 123-24.

l. Jastro% 16ll.
2. Jastrow, 857; Dalman, ANH3,258.
3. The Ugaritic occurrences in KTU 3.8 12, 14, erroneously listed under.fh by Whitaker, 604,

actually belong under ns'(UT, no. 1663).
4. G.L. Harding, Index and Concordance of Pre-lslamic Arabic Names and Inscriptions (To-

ronto, l97l),321.
5. Communication from E. A. Knauf.
6. Suggested by KBI),1000; cf. HAL, ll, 1612.
7. L. Wiichter, ZAW 83 (1971) 386.
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lective entity, such as the people or house of Israel (Isa. 30:12; 31:1; Ezk. 29:1),the
members of the upper class (Mic. 3:11), or the people of Judah (2 Ch. 13:18). Objects
include a companion's arm('al-yad,2K.5:18;7:2,17), a spear (b%t!,2 S. 1:6), figura-
tively Yahweh (7 times),8 other persons such as the king of Aram (2 Ch. 16:7) or the
king of Egypt (Ezk. 29:7), arrd abstracts such as '6ieq (Isa. 30:12) or one's own insight
(Prov. 3:5).

2. Nouns. The noun mil'ene! "support, staff" occurs 1l times (5 times in DtrH,
once each in Exodus, Numbers, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Zechariah, and Psalms). The noun
mii'an, "support," occurs 4 times (Isa. 3:1 [bis]; 2 5.22:19/lPs. l8: l9[Eng. l8]), with 3

additional occurrences in Sirach. Two forms of the noun mai'en@) occur in Isa. 3: I .e

Equivalents include -, ;lPD matteh (cf. esp. matteh lel.tem in Lev. 26:26, etc., with
mii'an lel.tem in Isa. 3:l), -+ )PD maqqEl, and -+ p)Ui iebet (Ps. 23:4). The noun
mii'ene! appears 3 times as nomen regens in the construct phrase mii'ene1 (haq)qdneh
(2K.l8:21;Isa.36:6;Ezk.29:6); itservesastheobjectof thevbs. bdtah'al, "relyon";
itm, "lay"; and ldqah, "take."

Finally, the toponym 'ei'dn appears in Josh. 15:52,refering to an unidentified town
in Judah in the vicinity of Hebron.l0

III. Usage.
I . Literal Meaning. The vb. Jh and the noun mii'ene! are used in their literal sense

(mii'dn andmai'4nlAl being used only figuratively) primarily in early historical and le-
gal texts. "Supporting oneself' and using a staff may be signs of old age, sickness, or
injury; but they may also be tokens of dignity or high rank. The staff also serves as a
powerful symbol for the idrim and n"/iQA hd'dm (Nu.2l:18), the mal'aft yhwh (Jgs.
6:21), and a prophet (2 K. 4:29,31).

The earliest occurrence is undoubtedly Gen. l8:4: in the pre-J narrative (plural
addressrr), Abraham invites the three men to rest under the tree (taba! hd'€s as a cir-
cumstantial locative), probably next to its trunk, where they would find the most shade.

Ex. 2l:l9a further qualifies the facts of the case stated in v. 18. An introductory tempo-
ral clausel2 defines the point in time when the culprit no longer has to fear blood ven-
geance (v. l2): when the injured party can appear again in public, albeit with the help
of a staff ('al-mii'ant6).

When the Philistine princes send for blind Samson to make fun of him, he asks the

8. See III.2 below.
9. On form and vocalizatiot see Bl*, $$2ll; 6lr(,s(. On the use of masc. and fem. forms to-

gether to denote totality, see GK, $122v.
10. On its location see K. Elliger, ZDPV 57 (1934) 130-31; W. Bor6e, Die alten Ortsnamen

Paliistinas (Leipzig, 1930), 69; a different location is proposed by GTTOT $319.8.3; F.-M.
Abel, Giographie de la Palestine, II (Paris, 1967),320.

I l. F.-L. Hossfeld, in M. Bohnke and H. Heine, eds., Im Gesprach mit dem dreiernen Gott.
FS W. Breuning (Diisseldorf, 1985), 64, with n. 24.

12. L. Schweinhorst-Schrinberger, Das Bundesbuch. BZAW 188 (1990), 53-54.
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attendant guiding him to let him lean against the pillars of the house ('eiid'dn 'obhem,

Jgs. 16:26) instead of holding the attendant's hand. With his restored strength, he

makes the pillars and the house collapse. In 2 S. l:6 Saul has to lean on his staff during
the battle at Gilboa, either because he suffered a fainting spell (v. 9) or because he was

badly wounded (l S. 3l:3).
It must have been a sign of a king's high status to lean on the arm of an attendant.

Naaman the Syrian appears to have played such a role for the king of Aram (2 K. 5: 18);

Joram of Israel also had an adjutant with this function (2 K.7:2,17). Neither passage

mentions any physical defect that would have required such support.
Zec. 8:4, a later text, also uses the literal meaning. Describing the age of salvation

for Jerusalem, the prophet uses the image of an intact population and social structure,
with an increased life expectancy (cf. the opposite in Jer.9:20[21]; Lam. 2:ll-12,21;
4:18): people will once more grow old in peace, resting on their staffs in the squares

and streets of Jerusalem.
Nu. 2 1 : 15 represents a special case. Here the niphal of the verb is used (par. nth) in a

geographical context to describe the border between the territory of the Amorites and
Moab.

2. Figurative Meaning. In many passages where the niphal of .fh is used figuratively
without reference to Yahweh, it conveys negative overtones of danger, futility, or de-
ception, in explicit contrast to trust in Yahweh. Only Yahweh is the proper object of the
reliance denoted by f7 niphal.

a. Prophets. Isaiah was the first to transfer the root .ih, familiar in secular usage, to
the theological realm, especially to describe the relationship between the people and
their God. This shift is clear in Isa. 3: l, where Jerusalem and Judah are denied all sup-
port and help on the part of God. A later redactor explained the double expression
mai'en w"mai'enht3 by introducing the more concrete image of a "bread staf?' (mii'an-
lehem; cf . mattEh lehemta), referring to the provisions for the city, and its metaphorical
parallel "water staf?' (mii'an-mdyim), which here probably denotes the city's drinking
water. The latter expression came also to be used by the Mandeans.ls

Isaiah himself repeatedly attacks the people of Judah and their leaders for their false
reliance on the might of Egypt, with its multitude of horses and chariots, instead of
trusting in Yahweh, the God of Israel. Without such trust, disaster will surely strike
(Isa. 30:12; 3l:l).

The salvation oracle in Isa. 10:20 (a late addition, specifically reversing 9:13[4])
speaks of the tiny remnant that will survive this disaster (identified more precisely as

p"kyal bAyya'oqo! lwaw explicativel). In time to come, they will "lean on Yahweh with
faithful constancy" and no longer rely on political allies, who can provide only strife,
not support. Yahweh will be the support they failed to find in their allies.16 It is proba-

13. See II.2 above.
14. -+ vIII, 242-43; H. Schult, ZDPV 87 (1971) 206-8.
15. MdD,352-53.
16. J. Hausmartn, Israels Rest. BWANT 124 (1987), 149-50.
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bly this remnant that Deutero-Isaiah calls upon in the darkness of exile, where "no light
shines," to venture this trust once more (Isa. 50:10).

Isa. 36:6, which is dependent on 2 K. 18:21 (Dtr), shares with Ezk.29:6-7 the image
of a (hollow and therefore) fragile reed (mii'ene! lhaqlqdneh hdrdsfis), used to dis-
credit Egypt as an unreliable ally (Ezk. 29:7 , i'n 'al). The two passages date "from the
very same year (588)"; in (the primary text) Ezk. 29:6-7, "the image is more self-
contained; this is the image cited polemically by 2K.18."r7 The pro-Egyptian party in
Jerusalem thus seeks to brand Ezekiel's oracle against Egypt as counterproductive en-
emy propaganda, already used by the Assyrians 120 years earlier, in the time of Heze-
kiah.ra

Mic. 3: I I also dates from the late preexilic period, if not later, when people were at-
tempting to assimilate the catastrophe of Jerusalem's fall. It attacks the venality of the
leadership and above all their unshakable trust in Yahweh (w"'al-yhwh yiiid'€nfr -Zion theology!).re

b. ChrH. The Chronicler adopts the figurative meaning of .f.le niphal in Isaiah for his
own theological interpretation of Judahite politics in the time of kings Abijah and Asa.
Turning Isa. 10:20 on its head, the seer Hanani accuses Asa of relying on (.i7 'al) the
king of Aram in his war with the northern kingdom of Israel, even when reliance on
(i'n'al) Yahweh had already brought success against the even larger forces of the Lib-
yans and Cushites.2o If Judah's reliance on Yahweh brought success (2 Ch. l3: l8), this
success can even be appealed for in Asa's prayer to Yahweh (14:10[11]).

c. Wisdom. The metaphorical use of .i7 in large-scale political and social contexts
becomes focused in wisdom literature on individuals and the world they live in. Trust
in Yahweh is paired antithetically with a warning not to rely on one's own insight
(Prov. 3:5). Those who, like the wicked, seek happiness apart from God and rely with a
false sense of security on family and riches will not endure (Job 8: l5). Job declares that
the wicked in their self-confidence believe that they enjoy God's protection and sup-
port, since he watches over them benevolently, not punitively (Job 24:23). Of course
one may detect an element of irony in the wJiqtol verb form; and the use of .i'r, which
conveys the negative side of reliance in the passages just cited, may suggest the hope
that this reliance on the part of the wicked will ultimately prove false.

The psalmist, believing himself lost on account of the multitude and power of his
enemies, found that Yahweh became his support (l"mii'dn, Ps. l8: 19[ l8]). Ps. 23 is a
psalm of trust, probably postexilic. The shepherd motif brings with it the terms "rod"
(i4bet as a weapon of defense, v. 4) and "staff' (mii'enel as an instrument of guidance,
v. 4), which provide comfort.2l But whether the psalm is the prayer of an individual or

17. C. Hardmeier, Prophetie im Streit vor dem Untergang Judas. BZAW 187 (1990), 340.
18. Ibid., 344.
19. G. Miinderlein, Kriterion wahrer und falsche Prophetie. EH XXllU33 (1974), 26-27;

J. Vermeylen, Du prophite Isaite d l'apocalyptique,Il. EtB (1978) , 591-92 J. M. Yincent, ZTK
83 (1986) 169, with n. 14.

20.l. L. Seeligmann, Congress Volume: Gdttingen 1977. SW 29 (1978),277-78.
21. H. Spieckermam, Heilsgegenwart. FRI-ANT 148 (1989), 270-71.
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a description of Israel on the way, it is certainly legitimate to see in mii'ene! a metaphor
representing the tbrd and its guidance, as we also find in the Midrash.22

lV. 1. lXX. The LXX uses a whole series of verbs to translate J'n niphal; the specific
choice depends on the actual context. The commonest are petthein (used 8 times),
epanapartsein (4), and episterizein (twice plus Ezk. 29:'l Symm.). For the nouns, we
frnd rhdbdos (used 6 times), bakteria (4), and iscfty's plus the vb. ischlein (both used
twice in Isa. 3:l).

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb occurs 14 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls, mi'nt 4
times, and mi'n twice. Apart from 4QpHosb 2: 13, which refers to political reliance on
nations that cannot provide help, the occurrences all reflect the figurative meaning and
use of the word, especially as found in OT wisdom literature; they elevate it to a posi-
tion of existential importance for the individual. This is clear already in lQS 5:18, a

programmatic requirement for admission to the community: "No man of holiness may
support himself on any deed of futility"; almost all contact with outsiders, who "do not
know his covenant" (1. l9), is forbidden.23 He knows that his "support is a refuge on
high" (lQH 10:32). God's eternal being (hww' wlm) and might (gbwrh) are "the sup-
port of his right hand" (1QS ll:4-5; cf. the banner named "God's support" in IQM
4:13). The outstanding mark of the enemy is that their support is the void (mi'ntm klw'
hyth, IQM l7:4). The community member does not "place his support" on profit or
possessions (lQH 10:23) but on God's grace (&sd, IQS 4:4; 10:16;1QH 4:36-37; cf.
IQH fr. 413 ltwbD,mercy (rfimym, IQH 7:18; ll:32), and truth (mr, IQH 6:25;
l0:17). He relies confidently on Yahweh's name (.irz, llQApPsa l:g).2+

Dahmen

22. A. Wtinsche, Midrasch Tehillim, I (1892, repr. Hildesheim, 1967),214.
23. Paschen, 123-24.
24. On the reconstruction of the text and the general context, see E. Puech, RevQ 14 (1989t

90) 386-89,392.
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yyp id'a'; Q\p ii"ia'; E'lrEifP iaaifiim

I. I . Occurrences; 2. Etymology. II. Usage: 1. .i" I; 2. .y- U. m. Dead Sea Scrolls. IV. LXX.

l. l. Occurrences. ln both the OT and the Dead Sea Scrolls, .i" has two very dif-
ferent uses. The first root, ,i" I, has the meaning "paste together," usually in contexts

associated with God's judgment. There are three clear occulrences of this verb in
Isaiah: a hiphil in 6:10 and a qal and hithpalpelin29:9, where Hesse appears to be

correct in his assertion that there is no discernible difference in meaning between the

two conjugations.l Two other occurences are questionable: Isa. 32:3 and Ps.

39:14(Eng. l3).
The second root, .f" II, means "delight"; it appears primarily in prayers. Ps. 119 uses

it as a verb 3 times: a pilpel in v. 70, a pilpel passive in vv. 16 and 47. The same psalm

uses the root as a noun invv.24,77,92,143,174. A pilpel also appears in 94:19. There

are 2 occurrences in the book of Isaiah: a pilpel in I l:8 and a pilpel passive in 66:12.

Sir. 13:6 uses the verb in the hiphil; there is also an uncertain occulrence in 4l:21.
Nouns derived from the root are found in Isa. 5:7; ler-31:.20 Prov. 8:30-31. There are

numerous occurrences in the Dead Sea Scrolls.2

2. Etymology. Outside Hebrew, the root .f" appears in Syriac as .ia'and in Mandaic

as IAA II and JUA, both of which mean "be smooth, make smooth."3 Copt. s6i is simi-
lar. Parallel to .f" II, Syriac has a noun ie'yd; Mandaic has a noun iaiata derived from
lae l. tt is clear from the evidence of these parallels that both derivatives of.i" go back

to an analogous notion of "making smooth." The use of the root .i" in the sense of
"smooth" is also illustrated by the translation of Gen. 27:ll,16 in Tg. Neofiti.+ It is
possible that .i" I suggests the "smoothness" of eyes when they are shut, whereas .f" II
may suggest a "smoothing" of emotions. Tigr. sG'G'e, "dance," is rather different.s

II. Usage.
1. .i" /. In Isa. 29:9 we find the imperatives "be pasted together and blinded." The

continuation in v. l0 shows that both the qal and the hithpalpel of .i" in v. 9 should be un-

derstood in the sense of shutting one's eyes.6 The people to whom the imperatives are

addressed are not specified. The context might suggest the inhabitants of Jerusalem;7 the

id'a'. F. Hesse, Das Verstockungsproblem im AT. BZAW 74 (1955), esp. 14-15.

1. P. 15.
2. See III below.
3. MdD,438.
4. See also HAL, ll,1613.
5. For a general treatment see ibid.
6. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. t. 1974),267 n.b.
7. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 2002),82.
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nations mentioned in vv. 7-8 are another possibility.8 By no means is the notion of blind-
ing limited to a physical action; it stands metaphorically for shutting one's eyes to the
will of God.

Isa. 6:10 uses the hiphil imperative of i" similarly, with eyes as its object. The paral-
lel command to make the ears of the people deaf shows clearly that .i" is a command to
make their eyes blind. The LXX says instead that the people have closed their own eyes.

If we follow wildberger in deriving ti ynh in rsa. 32:3 from .f" rarher than .f%, we
have an additional occurrence of .i" I.s Here, however, blind eyes do not appear in the
context of a judgment oracle; on the contrary the text speaks of a coming time when
eyes will no longer be blind. Ps. 39: 14( I 3) should not be included in the list of occur-
rences of .f" I; it is better to accept the proposed emendation of haia'to i"'eh.

2. i* II. Isa. 1 I describes the cosmic peace brought by the messiah; in v. 8 .i3'describes
a nursing child playing over the hole ofthe asp. The verb thus appears in the context ofes-
chatological expectation. Isa. 5:7, where iaaifiim is a positive qualifier of Yahweh's vine-
yard, is closely related. l0 In both texts .i3' describes joyful behavior or a piece of property
that brings joy. The perspective of Isa. 66:12 is also eschatological: it promises that
Yahweh will extend prosperity to Jerusalem, so that small children may be cuddled.

Texts in the Psalms use the root .i" in the context of the benefits received from
Yahweh. In Ps. 94: 19 Yahweh's consolations cheer the psalmist, who knows that God
intervenes on his behalf against the wicked. Ps. I 19: l6 contrasts the upright psalmist,
who delights in Yahweh's statutes and does not forget Yahweh's word, to those who do
not observe the law. v. 47 also stresses the psalmist's joy and delight in yahweh's com-
mandments, which he loves. In v. 70, similarly, the psalmist expresses his delight in
Yahweh's law, in contrast to the insolent (there is no need to emend twrtkto'dwtktt).
Thenominaluseof i"inPs. ll9isanalogous.Vv.24,77,92,143,and174 speakof the
psalmist's delight in Yahweh's law, a delight that sustains him even in affliction.

The notion of joy is also conveyed by the use of the root.f"when persons are the
source of delight. In Jer. 3l:20, in parallel with bzn ydqta Ephraim is the yeleQ
iaaiiim, "son, in whom the father delights."l2 The root is also associated with a per-
sonified entity in Prov. 8:30, where wisdom was Yahweh's daily delight; according to
v.31, wisdom in turn delighted in the human race.

By contrast, Sir. 13:6 cautions that a rich man will bring joy to a poor man only
when he needs him.

III. Dead sea Scrolls. The root i" is quite common in the Dead Sea Scrolls, espe-
cially in 1QH, where it occurs 7 times in the extended sense of "gladden." In leH 7:21
the experience of the "sons of favor/men of portent" is like that of a suckling child at

8. B. Duhm, Jesaia. HKATIIVI (1892),209.
9. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39,231.
10. O. Procksch, Jesaia I. KAT IX (1930), 155.
11. As proposed by F. Baethgen, Psalmen. HKAT lUz e19O4),364
12. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. tr. 1991), 185.
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the breast of its wet nurse (pilpel). Having experienced God's wonders and favor, the

hymnist delights in the abundance of God's mercy (9:8). L. l3 speaks of delight in for-

giveness, and in l. 32 the hymnist declares that God delights him through the holy

spirit. In parallel with.(di, 10:31 says that the hymnist delights in God's covenant and

truth. According to I l:(6),7, the abundance of God's goodness delights the hymnist. In

lQSb 2:23 the speaker (?) prays that God will delight him and be gracious to him.

But J"I also appears in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Like Isa. 6:10, the fragmentary text

4Q504 18 4 uses .i" for Yahweh's shutting of eyes and ears; 4Q509 157 2, which men-

tions only eyes, is similar. In IQH 7:2-3 the hymnist's eyes and ears are shut from see-

ing and hearing so much evil.

V. LXX. The LXX uses a variety of translations for.f". In Isa. 6:10 ituses kammyein

for .i" I; no equivalent is provided in 29:9. For .f" as a noun in Ps. I 19, we find melite.

The verb is represented by agapdn, euphrainein, eneuphrainesthai, meletdn, para-

kalein, entryphdn, and proschairein.
Hausmann

a!-V ra'a,

I. Etymology. II. Semantics: 1. Akkadian; 2. The Lexeme; 3. Deuteronomy. III. Iron Age

Gates. IV. Pre-Hellenistic Jerusalem. V. Functions: l. Defense; 2. Civil Functions. VI. l. LXX;

2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

ia'arP. Albenda, "The Gateway and Portal Stone Reliefs from Arslan Tash," BASOR2'71
(1988) 5-30; M. M. Aranov, "The Biblical Threshing-Floor in the Light of the Ancient Near

Eastern Evidence" (diss., New York University, 1977); A. Badawy, lz dessin architectural chez
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427;idem, "Shallechet Gatel' ABD, Y l153-54; idem, "Valley Gatel'ABD, VI,784-85; R. A. S.

Macalister and J. G. Duncan, Excavations on the Hill of Ophel, Jerusalem 1923-25. Annual of
the Palestine ExplorationFund4(1926); W. H. Mare, "Benjamin Gatel'ABD, 1,673;8.Mazar,
Mountain of the Lord (Eng. tr. Garden City, 1975); B. and E. Mazar, Excavations in the South of
the Temple Mount. Qedem 29 (1989); E. Mazar, "Royal Gateway to Ancient Jerusalem Un-
covered," BAR l5l3 (1989) 38-51; H. G. Mitchell, "The Wall of Jerusalem According to the

Book of Nehemiah," JBL 22 (1903) 85-163; M. Oeming, "Zur Topographie und Archiiologie
Jerusalems," in A. H. J. Gunneweg, Nehemia. KATXW2 (1987), 180-94; E. Otto, Jerusalem
(Stuttgart, 1980); idem, "Jerusalem," RI"A,, Y, 278-81; idem, "Jerusalem," in E. Fahlbusch et al.,
eds., Encyclopedia of Christianity, lll (Eng. tr. Grand Rapids, 2003), 17 -20; L. B. Paton, "The
Meaning of the Expression 'Between the Tlvo Walls,"' .lBL25 (1906) l-13; B. Pixner, D. Chen,
and S. Margalit, "Mount Zion: The 'Gate of the Essenes' Re-excavated," ZDPV 105 (1989) 85-
95; O. Procksch, "Das Jerusalem Jesajas," P.l 26 (1930) 12-40; R. Reich, "Four Notes on Jerusa-
leml' IEI 37 (198'l) 158-67; P. Riessler, "Die Tore und Mauern Jerusalems unter Nehemias," BZ
4 (1906) 347-56; C. Schick, "Nehemia's Mauerbau in Jerusalem," ZDPV 14 (1891) 4l-62; idem,
"Recent Excavations at Shiloah 2: PEFQS 1890, 258-59; idem, "Das Thaltor im alten Jerusa-
leml' ZDPV 13 (1890) 3l-36; H. Shanks, The City of David (Washington, 1973);Y. Shiloh, Ex-
cavations at the City of David I, 1978-1982. Qedem 19 (1984); J. Simons, Jerusalem in the OT
(Leiden, 1952); G. St. Claire, "Nehemiah's Night Ride," PEFQS 1888, 46-48; idem, "Ne-
hemiah's Walli PEFQS 1890,47-50, 212;idem, "The Valley Gate and the Dung Gate:' PEFQS
1897 , 69-70; M. Steiner, 'A Note on the Iron Age Defence Wall on the Ophel Hill of Jerusalem,"
PEQ ll8 (1986) 27-32; A. D. Tushingham, Excavations in Jerusalem 1961-1962 I (Toronto,
1985); idem, "The Western Hill of Jerusalem," Levant 19 (1987) 137-43; D. Ussishkin, "The
Originat Length of the Siloam Tunnel in Jerusalem," Levant 8 (1976) 82-95; L.-H. Vincent,
llrusalem sous terre (London, 1911); idem, "Les murs de J6rusalem d'aprds N6h6mie," RB 13

(1904) 56-74; idem and M.-A. Steve, Jirusalem de l'AT I (Paris, 1954\; E. Vogt, "Das Wach-
stum des alten Stadtgebietes von Jerusalem," Bibl 48 (1967) 337-58; R. Weill, l,a Citd de David,
2 vols. (Paris, 1920-47); R. Wenning and E. 7,enger, "Die verschiedenen Systeme der Wasser-
nutzung im siidlichen Jerusalem und die Bezugnahme darauf in biblischen Textenl' UF 14
(1982) 279-94t P. Welten, "Jerusalem l. Nl: TRE, XVI (1987), 590-609; H. G. M. Williamson,
"Nehemiah's Walls Revisited: PEQ 116 (1984) 8l-88; T. F. Wright, "The Valley Gate and the

Dung Gate," PEFOS 1896, 342; E. M. Yamauchi, "The Archaeological Background of Ezral'
BSac 137 (1980) 195-2ll; idem, "The Archaeological Background of Nehemiah," ibid.,291-
309.

l. Bte,56lk'.
2. WUS, no.2914; Whitaker, Concordance, 646.
3. UT,30.
4. EA 244:15-16.
5. CAD, XVIUI, 100.
6. W. H. von Soldt, Studies in the Akkndian of Ugarit. AOAT 40 (1991),325.
7 . WbAS, lY, 421; cf. W F. Albright, Vocalization of the Egyptian Syllnbic Orthography. AOS

5 (1934),38: ia:a-ra.
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and 4 J7'.8 In Moabite the word appears in the Mesha Stelee in the form .i ryft (pl. with

fem. sg. suf.).10 The shift of , to .i is regular.ll The noun appears in Phoenician and

Punic as .fi12
In Aramaic the S/r metathesis is embodied in the nominal forms (tar"()) tara',l3

emph. tar'a', anarthrous t"ra', attested from Imperial Aramaicla through Biblical Ara-

maic (Dnl. 2:49;3:26) down to Jewish Aramaic;I5 syt. tar'd, "gate, door, courtyard,

palace; chapter, strophe".16 and the Aramaic derivative tdra" "gatekeeper" (Ezt. 7 :24).

bther derivatives of fi4 finally, include oSA I r "gate"'lz Arab. lagr "mouth, harbor";

1u!ra, " opening, cle1."ts
The noun /gr is cognate with the vb. (*fir > lgr >) syr. t"ra" "cleave"; Arab. lagara,

,,break up, destroy"; and Eth. sa'ara/ie'era, "slash, destroy";l9 as well as Akk.

ia'dru(m) II, "conquer, annihilate."2O No nouns corresponding tofir occur in Akkadian

or Ethiopic. Instead, Akkadian uses babu(m) (Arab. bdb), abullu(m), "gate"; and

Ethiopic uses $Ahet,'anqas(d), dEdE, or barr.2r This evidence is insufficient22 to dis-

pror" th" connection between the noun and the vb. 1gr; it does, however,23 call into

question a direct derivation of the appellative from the verb.

A homonymous Hebrew root.f',! "calculate," appears in the OT as a verb in Prov.

23:72a andas a noun meaning "measure" (pl. i"'drtm) in Gen. 26:12.2s (An inscription

on an Iron II.A jar from Kinnereth reads kd hi'r "measuring jar."26) In Middle Hebrew

the vb. .i'r (piel), "distribute, measure, calculate," and the nouns .ic'ar "estimate, mea-

8. WbAS,IV 528.
9. KAI181.22.
lo. KAI,ll, 177;K. P. Jackson, "The Language of the Mesha Inscription," in A. Dearman, ed.,

Studies in the Mesha Inscription and Moab. Archaeology and Biblical Studies 2 (Atlanta' 1989),

ll8:. ia'rAha.
I l. W. R. Gan, Dialect Geography of Syria-Palestine 1000-586 B.C.E (Philadelphia, 1985)'

28-30.
12. Drso,315.
13. ATTM, lO8.
t4. ATTM,728.
15. DISO,335.
16. csD,621.
17. Biella, 548-49.
18. Wehr, 103.

19. LexLingAth,390.
20. AHw, 1118.
21. LexLingAth,606,649,ll28; W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden,

1987), 107.
22. Contra HAL, ll, 1614.
23. With HAL,[, 1614, contra GesBt1,854; KBLI, 1001.

24. J. Gray,I*gacy of Canaan SlrI 5 e1965), 266; HAI- II, 1613-14; for a different view see

K. L. Barker, ,/AlffS-f S (1939) 3-8. On the interpretation of the text see D. Rtimheld, Wegeder

weisheit. BZAW 184 (1989),32-33.
25. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. tr.

Onq. on Gen.26:L2.
26. Fitz, Kinnereth, 116-17.

1985),421-22; Midr. Gen. Rab. and Tg.
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sure, market price"; ii'frr/it'fir "quantity, limit," are widely attested.2T The original
form of the root is represented by lJgar. 1'rII, "measure, affange."28In Jewish Aramaic
we find the vb. J7 (pael), "measure, calculate," and the nouns .ia'ard', "market price";
iifird1it'fird', "quantity, limit,"2e as well as the pl. iaartm (from *ia,ar II), ..inter-

est."30 In Arabic there is a noun sii "price," and a denominative vb. sa'ara II, "set a
price"; the root appears also in the Egyptian loanword ia'r(a), "calculate, speculate"
(but cf. si III), as well as in Demotic and Coptic.3l The line between J'r II and the
allophonic Hebrew root si III (< Heb. .fi; Middle Heb. s7;:z is historicalty fluid.

The derivation of the Jewish Aramaic instances of .fi II as Hebrew loanwords from
.ii I:: is contradicted by the two distinct Ugaritic lexemes 1gr and 1'r, which cannot rea-
sonably be traced to a common root. The historical association of the Hebrew lexemes
from .fi I with Ugar. t(r also contradicts the treatment of these lexemes as shaphel
forms of 'rh (pie\.ta

There is, however, an Akkadian analogy that would support semantic interweaving
of the lexemes from .f'r I and II. Besides the Akkadian lexeme bdbtu(m) I, '.ward (of a
city), family association,"3s there is also babtu@) II, "merchandise (to be delivered),
loss, deficit." whereas AHw36 assigns the semantic spectrum of bdbtu(m) to two
homonymous lemmas, saying that their relationship is unclear, CAD37 enters the whole
spectrum under a single lemma, since Sum. o,q,c.cr4.A represents bdbtu(m) I and IL38
Personal property may include money (kaspum), real assets ([grain in] a silo,
naipakum), and goods awaiting delivery (bdbtum).3e The gate is marketplace, bank,
and bourse, so that babtum can also denote the opposite ofcash and property in hand.a0
Akk. abullu(ra) denotes both the gate and the tax collected there.al Egyp. sfu and ry,
"door, gate,"a2 also mean "possessions."a3 "Gate" and "market price" go together, since

27. Jastrow, 1565, 1612.
28- wus, no. 2913: whitaker, concordance,646. The words 3,[h y1'r minm (root:.irr) appear

in KTU 1.24, 35f .: cf. W. Herrmann, Yari! und Nikkal und der Preis der Kularat-Gdttiinen.
BzAw 106 ( 1968), l9-20;M. Dijkstra and J. c. de Moor, uF 7 (1975) 207;w. G. E. watson, uF
l0 (1978) 401.

29. Jastrow, 1565, 1612.
30. Jastrow, 1613.
31. For all these see A. Murtonen, Hebrew in lts West Semitic Setting, VBb-E (Leiden, 1989),

432 (i'r ll).
32.lbid., 433; HAL, tt, t344.
33. GesBt1,854, citing H. Zimmern.
34. Proposed by C. J. Labuschagne, "original Shaph'el-Forms in Biblical Hebrewl' or

Studies. OTWSA 10 (1971), 59.
35. See II.l below.
36. AHw, I,94-95.
37. CAD, tr, 9-t4.
38. CAD, rr, 14.
39. CT 33,39,2.
40. Walther, 65 n.2.
41. cAD, Nt,87.
42. R. Grieshammer. LexAg, V,223.
43. K<inigsberger, 1.
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the price of merchandise is negotiated at the gate.a Standard measures45 are posted at

the gate. Gates are often built according to fixed measurements (cf. Ezk. 40:5-46).+0

Gates, units of measurement, and market prices are intimately associated; to the an-

cient mind, this association was further underlined by the paretymological homonymy.

II. Semantics.
l. Akkadian. Semantic aspects that Hebrew combines in the lexeme ia'ar (I) are dif-

ferentiated in Akkadian by the lexemes bdbu(m)/(abullulml) and bdbtu(m). Analysis of
these lexemes also sheds light on the semantic spectrum of ia'ar The word bdbu(m)
denotes the entrance (gate) and door of a building or district, especially a temple or pal-

ace, as well as the gate of a city.+z From this usage, it comes to denote a local district
within a city, associated with a gate, as well as the persons who live in that district;48 cf.
ina pan btti u bdbi, "before household and community."ae 16" theophorous city name

Kadingirraki = bdbilu ("Gate of God")so refers not only to the city of Babylon but also

to a district in which four temples were located.5l

From bdbu(m) is derived bdbtu(m), which can also denote an urban ward52 but gen-

erally means "neighborhoo6,"s: placing more emphasis on the community of people

living in the district. Oppenheim finds the meaning of bdbtu(m) grounded in the ad-

ministration of the district, which is located at the gate, where the citizens assemble on

public occasions.sa But babtu(m) refers primarily to an association.ss One text names

17 individuals who belong to a babtum.56 The Old Babylonian 'Amorite List" names

29 Amorites who live in five bdbtu.s1 Each of the bdbtil bears a personal name, sug-

gesting associations of individuals. The Old Babylonian list of families Kish 1056

shows that in Mesopotamian cites of the 2d millennium, the population was organized
as extended families or clans called babtu.ss

These family associations could also have legal functions.se In legal texts bdbtu(m)
can denote a board before which (ina bdbtim) hearings were held, as in the Code of
Hammurabi:60 babta-iu utebber . . . bdbta-iu ubar-iu-ma . . . ana bdbti-iu inaddin, "he

44. M. Streck, VAB 712 (1916), 76,lX, 49.
45. CAD, XUl, 368.
46. R. B. Y. Scou, BA 22 (1959) 26; Milson.
47. AHw, 1,95.
48. CAD, rr,23.
49. Maql0, lY,67; G. Meier, BAfO 2 (1967),31.
50. N. Schneider, Die Gc)tternamen von Ur III. AnOr l9 (1939), I l0; E. Unger, RIA,1,333.
51. Unger, RlA., 1,343.
52. AHw, l,94.
53. CAD,It; lO.
54. A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia (Chicago, 1964), 115-16.

55. K. A. Kamp and N. Yoffee, BASOR237 (1980) 85-104, esp.94.
56. TCL, 1, 189, 19.

57.r. l. Gelb, JAOS 88 (1968) 39-46.
58. V. Donbaz and N. Yoffee, Old Babylonian Texrs from Kislr (Malibu, 1986), 57-69.
59. Locher, 300-303.
60. $126.
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accuses his clan/neighborhood . . . his clan/neighborhood convicts him . . . he shall pay
his clan/neighborhood."6l The pronominal suffixes underline the close association of
the delinquent with his babtum.

The mdril bdbtim in a document from Dilbat should also be interpreted as such an
association of persons.62 The dispute over the boundary of a piece of real estate is to be
decided not in the presence of "gate people,"63 but in the setting of the gentilic associa-
tion. In another document,a similarly, the elders are to assemble with the maru bdbtim,
the men of a gentilic association.

The noun bdbtu(m) is a feminine derivative of babu(m) with a / infix;6s it is a col-
lective noun66 denoting an association of persons, a subdivision of the population of
a city ward (bdbulml), which in 2d-millennium Mesopotamia could still be struc-
tured gentilically. The semantic aspects associated with different lexemes in Akka-
dian are brought together in Hebrew in the term ia'ar; the distinctions must be iden-
tified by contextual analysis, with the presence of a pronominal suffix being an
important indicator.

The use of the gate of the royal palace (bdb ekallim bdb iarri) as an administrative cen-
ter leads in Neo-Babylonian and Late Babylonian to the meaning "court, govemment."67

2. The Lexeme. Heb. la'a4 "gate," denotes in the first instance an entrance to a build-
ing, a conspicuous architectural feature in a facade with a defensive or an esthetic pur-
pose. Such a gate may also appear in the wall surrounding the grounds of a temple, a
palace, or an urban settlement.68 By synecdoche, ia'ar can denote the entirety of a
ward or city. Symbolically, it can take on connotations of strength and power. Used lit-
erully, la'ar is a particularization of the more general lexeme pelab,6e ..entrance.,'

while pelah @a1) can denote the entrance ro an ordinary house (Dt. 22:21) or the pub-
licstructureof atemple(1 K.6:31;Ezk.4l:17,20)orpalace(2S. ll:9; lK.14:21),or
even a city gate (l K. 17:10), ia'ar is not used for the entrance to a domestic building,
which generally is architecturally inconspicuous.To More specifically than pe1ah, it de-
notes the architecturally conspicuous entrance to a public building or the structural
complex marking the entrance to urban wards, towns, and cities.

In Jgs. I 8: 16- I 7 pelah haila'ar denotes the entrance area of the gate to a multiple-
family area inhabited by the extended family, bat mikd (v. l3), living together as nu-

61. For a different interpretation see R. Borger, TUAT u1,58: "council"; but cf. the code of
Eshnunna, S$54,56,58.

62. VAS, VII, 16; cf. M. Schon, VAB, 5 (1913),279.
63. Walther, fl-65.
64. VAS, V[, 56; cf. Walther, 6l-62,66-67.
65. AHw,1,94.
66. GaG, $60.
67. Cf . CT 22, l0l, 14: ia ina bAb iarri, "royal official."
68. -+'1'9 ?r
69. --+ F'nD pagh.
T0.SeethesurveybyF.Braemer, L'architecturedomestiquedulcvantdl'Agedufer(1982),

r30-33.
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clear families in several bafim.1t In Dt. 6:9 and I 1:20 the city gate (ie'areyftd) is distin-
guished from the entrance to an ordinary house (m"zfizq bA&La).

The noun ^ic'ar denotes the gates of the courts of the first and second Jerusalem tem-
ples (2 K. 15:35; Jer. 7:2;20:2;26:10;36: l0; Ezk. 8:3,14;9:2: 10:19; ll:t; 40:20-37l'
44:l-3; I Ch.26:12-16);tz inEzk. 4O:48 it denotes the entrance to rhe temple building
itself. In Ps. 24:7,9, the gates of the outer court of the temple are addressed and sum-
moned to adoration (iefr icdrtm rd'iA[em).

Heb. n.f'ro'J denoting a gesture of attention and rejoicing is paralleled by Ugar. n.f'
rii (iu/tiu ilm r'itkm/-hm;73 n" rii l.tr1m) and Akk. rEia naifila (cf. also rEla iuqqfiTs).
The rd'itm are not parts of the gate76 or watchtowers upon the gates.77 Just as in Old
Babylonian usage a temple can be called upon to lift up its head (bltum lu naii rdiifr,
"let the temple raise its head"78), so in Ps. 24:7 ,9 this summons is addressed to the per-
sonified gates of the temple (cf. Isa. 1431). The gates in their adoration represent by
synecdoche the entire sanctuary.Te

Ps. 15 and 24 preserve petitions asking admittance at the outer gates as places of
prayer.80 These gates separate the outer court of the temple (l K.7:9,12) from an inner
court (l K. 6:36; 7:12;Jer.36:10;at and may be identified with the iavrA seQeq and the
la'ar l\thwh in Ps. 118l.19-20.82 But just as ll8:22 uses the technical architectural term
rd'i pinnd, "cornerstone," metaphorically, so too the ia'orA seQeq as ia'ar ljhwhhave
metaphorical connotations that go beyond the literal meaning: they mark the transition
from affliction to full life, from lament to thanksgiving. Faithful solidarity with the
community (;edeq) is the way to Yahweh, who brings deliverance. A topographical
distinction between the ia'ar4 sejeq andthe ia'ar ljhwh in ll8:19-2083 is otiose.

Reflecting the architecture of the Second Temple in Jerusalem,8a supplements to p
inEx.27:9-l8a and 38:9-20 describe the tabernacle as being surrounded by a court,
with access through a ia'ar hehaser on the east side, decked with curtains like the court
itself (Ex. 27:16; 35:17; 38: l8; 39:40; 40:8,33; Nu. 4:29).as

71. L. E. Stager, BASOR 260 (1985) l8-23.
72. Busink, I, 143-51; II, 713-30; 827-38: I 178-87.
73. KTU 1.2,t,27,29.
74. Gllg XII, 149-50; EA7:17; ll:27.
75. W. G. Lambert, Iraq27 (1965) 5, l,ll,20-21.
76. C. Warren, Excavations at Jerusalem (London, l87l), lll: "cataracta, portcullis"; for

other proposed identifications see H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59. CC (Eng. tr. 1988), 314.
77 . M.l. Gruber, Aspects of Nonverbal Communication in the Ancient Near East. StPohl 12,2

vols. (1980), II, 600-607, citing Akk. reian (dtal), "double battlements," as a morif in royal in-
scriptions.

78. "/RAS Centenary Sup (1924), pI.9, vo. VL,25,27.
79. Kapelrud, 152.
80. See V.2 below.
81. Otto, Jerusalem, 54.
82. Beyerlin, 94-97; see V.2 below.
83. Kraus, ZDPV 7 5:l3l-32.
84. Fritz, Tempel und Zelt, 164-65.
85. The function of the temple gates is discussed in V.2 below.
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In the preexilic period, officials called "keepers of the threshold" (iom"rA hassap)

were associated with the temple gates (2 K. I 2: I 0[Eng . 9); 22:4; 23:4, 25:18; J er. 35 :4:

52:24: I Ch. 9:19; 2Ch.34:9).It was their job to deposit monetary offerings at the en-

trance to rhe temple (2 K. l2:10t91: 22:4; 2 Ch. 34:9). In the postexilic period this of-

fice may have been linked with liturgical functions at the temple 8ates.86 In this period

they and the "doorkeepers" (i6'ortm bassipptm) were among the gatekeepers (iA'ortm)

of the temple.87

The word ia'ar is also used for entrances to palace complexes. lt ler.22:2,4 (iaarA

habbayi!hazzeh), ia'arrefers to the gate ofthe king's palace in Jerusalem (cf. the two-

chamber palace gate on the Ophel in Jerusalem, dating from the Iron II'C period88). In

2K. 1l the text mentions a "runners' gate" (ia'ar harasim, v. 19) and a "horse gate"

(ia'ar sfis, v. 6)8e as entrances to the palace precincts. In 2 Ch. 23:15 and Neh. 3:28 the

latter is called ia'ar hassfrstm. Jer. 3 I :40 mentions a gate with this name as part of the

fortifications on the east side of Jerusalem. Galling distinguishes between the city gate

called the "horse gate" and a temple gate called the "rock gate" (ia'ar;fir 2K. 11:6

[NRSV: the gate Sur]).eo Gunneweg distinguishes the entrance to the palace (2 K. I l:6)

from a "horse gate" on the north side of the temple precincts.el But this view conflicts

with 2 Ch.23:15. A horse gate leading into the temple is hard to imagine. The "horse

gate" should be interpreted as a palace gate that was not incorporated into the

postexilic defenses of Jerusalem ( me' al ia'ar-has sfi sim).ez

In 2 K. 9:31 ia'ar refers to the gate of the palace in Samaria; cf. also the four-

chamber gate 1567 of the court of palace 1723 at Megiddo and the six-chamber gate of

the palace at Lachish (both Iron II.B).
The patace entrances were guarded by bodyguards (ftaJJdmerim pelal.t bA!

hammelik, I K. 14:27), who controlled all forms of access to the palace; their duties

were therefore not limited to the gate. This function links them with the i6mer haiia'ar

of the temple precincts (Neh. 3:29; cf. I ch. 26 l-]!ft and distinguishes them from

theio'?r(2S. 18:26;2K.7:10)of thecitygate.eaTheofhceof "guardianof thethresh-

old" (idmdr hassap), one of the high officials of the royal court (2 K. 25:18; Jer.

52:24), *u, 
"onn"it"d 

with the entrance to the king's throne room (Est. 2:21). In Est.

4:2,6, ia'ar hammelef;refers literally to the entrance to the palace; in2:'19,21;5:9, it re-

fers to the entrance to the official area, distinct from the king's private chambers;es cf.

the distinction in Akkadian between bdbdnu, "part of a gate, public area:'e6 and bttAnu,

86. M. Oeming, Das wahre Israel. BWANT 128 (1990)' 203.
87. J. W. Wright.
88. E. and B. Mazar, Excavations, 13-28, 58-60'
89. E. Wiirthw ein, Kdnige II: l.Kdn. 17-2.Kc)n- 25. ATD XU2 (1984), 344 n' 5'

90. PJ 27:52.
91. Gunneweg, Nehemia, 72.
92. See IV below.
93. J. W. Wright.
94. See also Salonen, 125ff.
95. Loretz.
96. CAD,1,7a.
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"inner quarters."eT In Est. 3:2-3; 5: l3; 6:10, ia'ar hammele| is used hguratively for the
seat of government, as a terrn for the royal household, including both domestic staff
and officials.e8 In Dnl. 2:49 w"Qdniy4'l bilera'malka'means that Daniel belongs to the
royal court. Behind this use of ia'ar hammele!/t"ra' malka'in Est. 3:2-3 and Dnl. 2:49
stands Neo-Bab. and Late Bab. bab iarri, possibly mediated through Persian.

There is also an Egyptian parallel: 'ryr, "watch; gate structure through which one
enters the royal palace,"ee which played a role in the administration of justice and gen-
eral government.lm

Prov. 14:19, illustrating the dependence of consequences on actions, states that the
wicked must bow down at the gates of the righteous (ia'"rA saddtq). The plural suggests
a palasgl0l whose gates metaphorically symbolize strength, power, and impregnability.

The fortifying function of securing the entrance to a building or district is particu-
larly clear in the use of the lexeme ia'ar to denote the gate of a fortress (iaar€ habbird,
Neh. 2:8; cf.7i2).toz

The fortifying function of a gate also comes to the fore in the use of ia'ar to denote
the gate complex of a fortified city or town. In Gen. 23:lo,l81' 34:20,24; Dl 22:24;
Josh. 8:29; 20:4; Jgs.9:35,44:' 16:2,3;2 K.23:8: Jer. 17:24;Ezk. 48:31;2 Ch.32:6,
ia'ar is combined in a construct phrase with -+ 'lt9 ?r to denote a settlement defended
by walls; in Dt. 2l:19 it is combined with -+ ElizD maq6m to express the same mean-
ing. In Gen. 19:l (Sodom); I S. l7:52 (Ekron); Jer. l:15; 17:19,21,24,27;22:19:Mic.
l:12;Lam.4:12; Neh. 7:3; 13:19 (Jerusalem); Ps. 9:15[l4]; 87:2 ([daughter)Zion,re-
ferring to Jerusalem), ia'ar is combined with a city name. In these combinations the
gate, an outstanding feature, stands by synecdoche for the settlement as a whole.

When ia'ar appears in combination with elements of the gate, we meet the semantic
aspect of ia'ar as a gate structure in its poliorcetic complexity.lo3 The phrase 16(
haiia'ar (2 S. 9: I 8) denotes the interior of the structure, which can consist of two to six
chambers;r0a the phrase gag haiia'ar (2 S. l8:24) denotes the roof of the gate.to5 The
phrase 'oltyal haiia'ar (2 S. 19: I I l8:33]) refers to the upper chamber of rhe gare, espe-
cially of a gate tower. (Egyptian and Assyrian representations of Syro-Palestinian gates

97 . CAD, ll, 274-75; cf. also Heinrich, Pakiste, 186-87.
98. See Wehr, who cites Xenophon Cyropedia 7 .5.25: hai pjlai hai toi basileiou and Turk.

bdb-i-'ah, "the high gate"; cf. also Ahiqar 3.44;1.9;2.17 (AP,212-13): tr'hykl/bb hykl'.
99. W Helck, Zur Verwaltung des Mittleren und Neuen Reichs (1958),65.
100. See V.2 below.
101. A. Meinhold, Die Spriiche. ZBK 16,2 vols. (1991),1,238.
102. Otto, Jerusalem, 106, 137-38. On the gates of the Arad fortress see Herzog et al.,

BASOR 254; Y. Aharoni, Arad Inscriptions (Jerusalem, l98l), 7-8, 10; on rhe gates of the for-
tress at Tell el-Kheleifeh see Pratico, 13-14, with ills. l0-ll.

103. For Palestine see Herzog, Stadttor 157-60; for Mesopotamia see Damerji, 259-85, and
passim; for the Hellenistic and Roman period see Lawrence, 246-72; Brands, 49-68.

104. See III below.
105. Biran (IEJ 34:12, fig. 8) reconstructs the roof of the four-chamber gate at Dan, almost 25

feet high, as a flat roof; on the technique of constructing gate roofs, see also Gregoi,92-93;
Naumann, 158-59.
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from withoutlffi depict windows above the lintel; stairs have been found in gates, e.g.,
level IV/III at Timna [Tell el-Batashi].)r07 The phrases pelah (haiia'ar) (Jgs.
9:35,40,44; 16:2;2 S. l0:8; ll:3;2 K.7:3; l0:8; 23:8; Isa. 8:29; 2O:4; etc.) and m"p6'
haiia'ar (2 Ch.23:15) refer to the entranceway and interior of the gate, dal161-haiia'ar
to the leaves set into the gate,l08 which in the Iron Age was always open into the town.
Egyptian representations of Syro-Palestinian gates during the Late Bronze Age always
depict a horizontal lintel;too Assyrian representations from the Iron Age, by contrast,
depict an arch or a straight linlsl.llO The hinges were covered by pilasters or wales in
the outward-facing entranceway, to prevent the leaves and their hinges from being
prised out. That could be accomplished only by smashing the doorposts (m"zftz61

lhaiia'arl, Jgs. 16:3; cf. Ezk. 45:19;46:2).
The leaves of the Iron Age gate at Mizpah (Tell en-Nasbeh) were made of cypress

and pine, those of the gate at Lachish of acacia reinforced with bronze fittings.ttt The
term sap haiia'ar (Ezk. 40:6-7 ; cf . Zeph. 2: 14) denotes the outward-facing horizontal
stone beneath the gate leaves, in which the pivots ('amm61, Isa. 6:4) were set (cf. Akk.
sippufml, "doo{amb,"ll2 also used in the sense of "gate entranceway": ina sippi
bdbdnirt3). Zwickel differentiates between sap and miptan, the former denoting the
outer threshold, the latter the inner threshold. The phrase miptan haiia'ar (Ezk.46:2)
means the threshold of the gate.lla

The terms b"riah (haiia'ar) (Jgs.l6:3; Ps. 147:13:' Neh. 3:3,6,13-15) and man'frb
(haiia'ar) (Neh. 3:3,6,13-15; cf. I Mc. 9:50) refer to the bars and crossbars of the gate.

The bars of a gate might be sliding horizontal beams set in a slot in the wall, as in the
gate at Mizpah (Tell en-Nasbeh); vertical beams thrust into a hole in the threshold, as

in the gates at Dor and Carchemish; or beams propped diagonally against each leaf and
supported by a stone or metal footing in the floor of the entranceway, as in the gates at
Lachish and Tell Halaf.l 15 The bars could be put in place to secure the gate at night.l16
In Isa. 45:l dldlayim and ie'artm are used together pleonastically: "doors and gates"
represent all forms of access to sovereignty.

The phrase dereft haiia'ar (2 S. l5:2;Ezk.9:2; etc.) refers to the road leading to the
gate, often enclosed by walls to impede the approach of enemies (as in the case of the
Iron Age gates at Dan, Megiddo, and Beer-sheba).

106. Naumann, 310-19; see also Porada, 6.
107. Kelm and Mazar, BASOR 248:22,24.
108. Salonen, 15,52ff.; Damerji, l8l-88.
109. Naumann, 3l l-15.
110. Ibid., 315-19.
ll1. D. Ussishkin, TAJ 5 (1978) 61, with pl.20,2.
ll2. AHw,II, 1049; cf. P.-R. Berger, UF 2 (1970) 335 rt.2.
113. S. Langdon,VAB 4 (1912),72,11. 19-22; etc. See W. Baumgartnet "Untersuchungen zu

den akkadischen Bauausdriickerj' ZA 36 (1925) 27.
ll4. Herzog, Stadttor 90-98, 110, etc.; cf. also Naumann,
115. See also Naumann,169-71; Damerji, 242-58.
116. H. Otten, FSE Heinrich. BaghM 3 (1964) 9l-95; Brunner, Symbolon 6 (Egyptian tem-

ple gates).
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The "blueprint" for the new temple in the book of Ezekiel also speaks of n'A
haiia'ar "recesses, chambers," in the gates of the temple court (Ezk.40:10)ttz as well
askelep (haiia'ar), the "wall" or "side" of the gate (40:18,44:46:19). The influence of
the temple's architecture is reflected in the expression 'frlam haiia'ar "vestibule of the

gate" (40:7 -9,1 5,39 -40; 44:3 ; 46:2,$).r tt
The words ddwiQybie! bAn-i"nA haii"'arim in 2 S. 18:24 point to the presence of an

outer gate in addition to the main gate; such a complex is found at Iron Age Dan,

Megiddo, Lachish, Beer-sheba, Gezer, and Timnah (Tell el-Batashi). An interpretation

that has David seated in a gate chamber with front and back doorst le must postulate an

elliptical mode of expression (found, e.g., in Josh. 2:5,7) that shortened dal!6! haiia'ar
to haiia'ar Against this intelpretation stands the fact that Iron Age gates had doors

only on the outside, not on the interior side.

The gate was a prominent architectural feature of the fortifications that made a settle-

ment an 7r rather than a village.t2o By synecdoche, therefore, it can represent the city as

a whole with its inhabitants. In I K. 8:37 and 2 Ch. 6:28, a Dtr list of plagues is ex-

panded to include the enemy that oppresses Israel b"'ere; ie'drayw. While the plagues of
famine, pestilence, etc., affect the entire land, the cities are the primary targets of the en-

emy's oppression. In Mic. l:9, in an exilic Samaria-Jerusalem schema, ia'ar'ammi is

identified with Jerusalem. Ob. l3 also uses ia'ar'ammiinthis sense (cf. Ob. 11,16-17).

In Akkadian the word babfu), "gatel'could have the connotation of a city ward as-

sociated with its own gate. Palestinian cities and towns, being on a smaller scale, gen-

erally had only a single gate; thus ia'ar was used to mean the city as a whole. But just
as Akk. bdbu(m) and bdbtu(m) could also refer to a community of people living in a

ward, organized into gentilic associations, so ia'ar could also have the connotation of
an association of persons. Ruth 4:10 uses Ja'ar m"q6m6 in parallel with'ehdyw. The
emendation of ia'ar m"qbm6 1s 'qmnxfftzt captures the meaning of the MT ia'ar
m"qbm6: the genealogy (idm; cf. Akk. iumulmlt2z) of the deceased is to be carried on

among his brothers and kindred in his dwelling place. In Ruth 3:11 the translation of
ia'ar as "gate" in kol-ia'ar 'ammi makes little sense, so that translations such as "ev-

eryone within these walls"lz3 and "everyone within the gate of my people"t24 have

been proposed. But'ammi refers to the clan (note the suffix)I25 to which the ia'ar llke
the bdbtu(m) (in the sense of "extended family"), belongs. The clan is affected by

Boaz's intention to take Ruth in marriage; the privileged g6'El is a member of this clan,

117. W. von Soden, WO I (1960) 356-61 = Bibel und Alter Orient. B7-qW rc2 (1985), 12-18;

for Iron Ages gate chambers in general see Herzog, Stadttor 125-26,128.
1 I 8. But cf. the derivation of this expression from the esplanade of the city gate by Busink, II,

720.
119. E.g., Frankfort, 286-87.
120. --> xI, 54-55.
l2l. BHS; cf. LXX.
122. AHw,lll,1274-75.
t23.EU.
124. E. Zenger, Ruth. ZBK 8 (1986), 68.
125. --> XI, 169-70.
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and Ruth's worth is well known to it. From this sense of ia'ar as a gentilic association,
Deuteronomy develops a complex system requiring separate treatment.126

Like the palace gate, the city gate can take on metaphorical connotations of strength
and power when a land is represented by its urban centers. The victory formula yri '?!
ia'ar 'oy"!ay)r, "possess the gate of their enemies," in Gen. 22:17 and 24:60 suggests
the might of the enemies to be vanquished.

Theological meaning attaches to ia'ar when it denotes the entrance to the heavenly
realm or the netherworld of the dead. In Isa. 38:10 and Sir. 5l:9 (cf. also wis. 16:13),
ia'arA i"'61 refers to the gates of the netherworld, which is pictured as a city.t27 The mo-
tif of the gates of the netherworld is common throughout the ancient Near East. It ap-
pears in Mesopotamia, for example, in the mythological narratives of Ishtar's descent
into hell (bdb run.Nu.Gla, "the gate of the land of no return")I2g and of Nergal and
Ereshkigal.tze It is also found in Egypt.l30 Similar to the motif of the ia'orA.f"'6l is that
of the ia'"ra mawe! in Ps. 9:14(13) and 107:18 and the ia'"ra ;almawel in Job 38:17.
Both mawe! and salmawel are conceived spatially, as synonyms of ir'61 (Job 30:23;
Prov. 5:5; cf. Mt. l6:18).t:t

In Gen. 28:11 ia'ar haiiamayim (cf. Ps. 78:23) indicates the gate of heaven as the
entrance to a heavenly palace. Ak}.. abulli iam4, "gate of heaven"l32 (with reference to
the god Ashur), is similar; cf. also abullt ia iama rapiuti, "the gates of the broad heav-
ens."r33Thelinkbetweenthemotif of thegateof heavenandthe sullam("ladderto
heaven") in Gen. 28:12 is the Mesopotamian ziggurat, a terraced temple.l3a The story
of Nergal and Ereshkigall3s speaks of a simmiltu ("stairway") with "the gate of Anu,
Enlil, and Ea" at its top.136 There are many other passages referring to cosmic gates, es-
pecially in connection with the sun god Shamash.l3T we also find the expression
KA.DINGIR.RA bdbili, "holy gate."l3a Jacobsen discusses the divinization of the temple
gate and the function of the temple as the gateway of the gods in Mesopotamia.l3e

126. See II.3 below.
127. N. J. Tromp, Primitive conceptions of Death and the Nether world in the or. Bietor 2l

128. CT 15, 45, 12 and passim.
129. STT I, no. 28, 1,20-26:lll,4l-47: cf.EA35'l:67-74; cf. also KAR 32:20 (iamai)
130. l. Zandee, Studies in the History of Religion 5 (1960) ll4-25.
l3l. M. Dahood, Psalms I. AB (1966),38.
132. J. Ctaig, Assyrian and Babylonian Religious Texts. Assyriologische Bibliothek

vols. (Leipzig, 1885-87), 1, 22; ll, 15.
133. Oxford Editions of Cuneifurm Texts, Yl, pl. 12, l. 10.
134. W. von Soden, UF 3 (1971) 253-63 = Bibel und Alter Orient,
135. O. R. Gumey, AnSr l0 (1960) 105-31.
136. STT I, no. 28, lY,26-27; see Millard, 86-87.
137. CT 16,9, 12; KAR32,30; Gilg. IX, II,6 (L. W. King, SevenTablets of Creation, It

tl9021, pl. 49, 13; ct. I ll902l, 126); A. Schollmeyer, Sumerisch-babylonische Hymnen und
Gebete an i:tmai (1912), no. 16, IV, 14; also CAD, I/1,83, 87; II, ZZ;il, SS. For Ugariric see
KTU 1.78 (Sap5u); see also I E,n.72:6ff.

138. E. Unger, RLA,1,366.
139. T. Jacobsen, "/NES 2 (1943) I l8-19.
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In Egyptian cosmology a boundary separates the roof of heaven from the earthly world.
Gates enable the sun god to embark on his daily journey through the heavens in the morn-
ing and to enter the realm of the dead in the evening;14 the same gates enable the departed

to enter and escape from the realm of the dead. Through the double doors of their statue

shrines and the temple gates connecting the heavenly and earthly realms, deities enter the

world in procession.lal According the Book of the Gates (Ramesside period),I42 the

netherworld is divided into twelve regions, with connecting gates (':, rw.t, ibi guarded by
gatekeepers.la3 Through these gates the sun god passes during the night, but the dead

cannot pass. Therefore they get to see the light of the sun for only one hour during the

night.144 The continuation of this life in the next takes place behind a false door.l4s

3. Deuteronomy. a. Pre-Dtn Material. The pre-Dtn occulrences of ia'ar in Dt.
2l:19;22:15,24;25:7 have no suffix; thus they differ from the Dtn and Dtr occurrences

of i"'dreyftd/ia'orAftem, which always have a suffix. The pre-Dtn occurrences are lim-
ited to the corpus of family laws inserted into chs. 12-26* by the Dtn redactor as part

of his reform (21:15-17,18-2la; 22:13-21a,22a,23,24a,25,27-29; 24:l-4a,5; 25:5-
l0;.t+o A consistent conceptual and lexical field is associated with the lexeme ia'ar in
this corpus. In 2l:19: 22:15 25:7, the elders are associated with the gate as a place

where judgment is given.laT

Dt.22:24 is elliptical. Unlike 2l:18-2la:'22:13-2la;25:5-10, the text of 22:22-29*
does not thematize the judicial procedure. A concise schema, found also in cuneiform
law codes,l48 distinguishes the various circumstances surrounding adultery and the dif-
fering legal consequences. The delinquents are brought before a court at the gate

(hbsd'lem . . . 'el-ia'ar). where the differences between adultery and rape laid out in vv.

23-27'N are applied to the case before the execution of one or both (v.24). Y.24 refers
to the very opposite of a lynching: it points to an orderly procedure to consider the dif-
fering circumstances outlined in vv. 22-29*.

140. J. Assmann, LexAg, III, 4; idem, Der Ki)nig als Sonnenpriester. Abhandlungen des

Deutschen Archriologischen Instirurs Agyptologische Reihe 7 (Gltickstadt, l97O) 29-30, 54.
141. Brunner, Symbolon 6:39ff., figs. 5 and 6.

142. Text: C. Maystre and A. Piankoff, l,e livre des portes, I-III (Cairo, 1939-62); trans.:
E. Hornung, Agyptische lJnterweltsbiicher (Zuich,2l984), 197-308; Eng. tr. in E. A. W. Budge,
The Egyptian Heaven and Hell, [ (London, 1905); bibliog.: W. J. Zandee, "The Book of Gates,"
Liber Amicorum. FS C. J. Bleeker (Leiden, 1969),282-324.

143. H. Kees, Totenglauben und Jenseitsvorstellungen der Alten Agypter C1983), 289-90.
144. See also K. Koch, Geschichte der tigyptischen Religion (Stuttgart, 1993), 398-400,403.
145. For a discussion of the meaning and function of this door, see Wiebach, 63ff.
146. E. Ono, "Soziale Verantwortung und Reinheit des Landes," in R. Liwak and S. Wagner,

eds., Prophetie und geschichtliche Wirklichkeit im alten Israel. FS S. Herrmann (Stuttgart,
t99t),290-306.

147. Buchholz,60-75; contrast Gertz,154-200, who considers thejudicial function ofthe el-
ders to be an exilic Dtr interpolation into Dr. 19-25.

148. E.g., $$12-16 of tablet A of the Middle Assyrian Laws; E. Otto, "Die Einschriinkung des

Privatstrafrechts . . . ," in W. Zwickel , ed., Biblische Welten. FS M. Metzger. OBO 123 (1993),
131-66.
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when someone accused of a transgression is brought to the gate to be judged by the
elders, the expression used is ys'(hiphil) 'el-ia'ar when someone goes to the ia'ar to
seek legal redress before the court of elders, the expression used is'lh ia'ar(d) (Dt.
25:7; cf . Ruth 4:1).

Several laws in Dt.2l:18-21't4e 22'13-2la;r50 25'5-l0r5l include procedural stipu-
lations; here the motif of judgment at the .ia'ar is integral and should not be isolated by
literary analysis. In22:22-29x, too, the ia'ar motif is constitutive. All the traditions in
these sections reflect legal reforms benefiting those with diminished social and legal
power. In2l:18-2la the legal function of the paterfamilias with respect to family mem-
bers is transferred to the judges at the gate.lsz ln22:13-2la a married woman is pro-
tected against a false accusation by her husband charging her with adultery as an in-
choative wife.l53 In22:22-29* a wife is protected against rape by a deterrent threat; if
rape should occur, she is protected against the charge of adultery. In 25:5-10 a widow is
protected against the loss ofher portion ifher husband's estate has not been divided.l54

The family law corpus Dt.2l:15-2la;22:13-29x;24:t-5*;25:5-t0 brings together
laws originating in urban practice.ln 2l:19,20;22:li,l8;25:8, the elders are called
ziqnA hdir (iri); in2l:2laand22:21a, the executors are called 'aniA ir6 (ird).ln
22:22-29* the distinction between commission of an offense bair (vv. 23,24) and
baiidieh (vv. 25,27) implies an urban perspective, as does the judgment of the case at
the la'ar hair (v.24). The individual legal traditions included in this family law corpus
derive from urban jurisprudence or describe the urban administration of justice and its
reform from the perspective of legal reflection. The corpus as a whole is a product of
scribal erudition in the cities of preexilic Judah.ls5 The Dtn redactor, interpreting and
reforming the Covenant Code on the hermeneutical principle of cultic centralization,
included this corpus inDt.12-26*, adding to the family law of the covenant code only
the law in Ex. 22:15-16(16- 17).r56

In the perspective of the Dtn and pre-Dtn redaction, the authority exercised by the
elders is limited to deciding cases governed by family law; all other cases are decided
by local courts presided over by judges and scribes ( I 6: I 8). In a case of murder by an
unknown hand, the elders serve as local representatives in the expiation of the
bloodguilt; but they exercise nojudicial authority in legal proceedings. The appearance
of elders and judges side by side in the Dtn and pre-Dtn redaction of Dt. 12-26 is con-
sistent and does not require a late dating of either the judgeslsz or the eldersls8 as a Dtr

149. P. E. Dion, "La proc6dure d'dlimination du fils rebelle," in G. Braulik er al., eds.,
Biblische Theologie und gesellschaftlicher wandel. FS N. lnhfink (Freiberg, 1993), j6.

150. Locher, 67.
151. E. Otto, TLZ tt8 (1993) 509.
152. Dion, "Proc6dure," 73-82; E. Bellefontaine, JSOT 13 (1979) 13-31 .

153. Locher, 373-80.
154. On 24:t-4a see E. Otto, UF 24 (1992) 301-10.
155. E. Otto, "Town and Rural Countryside in Ancienr Israelite Law,",LSOT 57 (1993) 3-22.
156. E. Otto, 7AW tO5 (1993) 153-65.
157. Buchholz, 85-100.
158. Gertz, 154-200.
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addition to Dt. 19-25 during the exile. The phrase ia'ar meqomd in 2l:19 shows that
this family law was not formulated from the perspective of the Dtn contrast between
maq6m and i"'drtm, which is also a given in the Dtr redactions.

b. Dtn Redaction. The lexeme ia'ar is central to the Dtn and pre-Dtn redaction of
Dt. 12-26; the use of the 2d person singular suffix in 12:15,17,18,21; 14:21,27,28,29;
l5:'1,22; 16:5,11,14,18; 11:2,5,8; 18:6;23:17(16); 24:14; 26:12 (21 13 x 7l occur-
rences) distinguishes this usage from the Dtr ia'orekem in 12:12.

The central importance of ia'ar for the late preexilic Dtn redaction of Dt. 12-26* is
a result of the lexeme's function in the complex of motifs associated with centralization
as the hermeneutical key to the Dtn conceptions of how to interpret existing legal tradi-
tions, especially those in the Covenant Code. Drawing on the altar law of the Covenant
Code in Ex.20'24,tse Dt. 12:13 distinguishes offerings b"f;ol-mdqdm. which are forbid-
den, from the required offerings bammdqbm (+ centralization formula). The legitimate
alternative to sacrifice b"lol-mdq6m is noncultic slaughtering b"f,ol-i{dreyf,d (v. 15), so

that we have the following sequence of contrasts: b'f,ol-mdqdm (v. 13) - bammaqbm
(v. 14) - b"ftol-l*areyfid (v. l5).

As a formula contrasting with b"f,ol-mdqbm in v. 13, the phrase b"f;ol-i"'dreyftd ap-
pears only in v. 15 and in the application of the cultic centralization formula to the re-
form ofthejudiciary in 16:18. The invariablepl. i"'dreyld expresses the perspective of
an observer at the central sanctuary surveying the many towns scattered throughout the
land.

In the ancient Near East and in Israel, a gate is a place of transition from a salubri-
ous, sheltered space to a chaotic and perilous outside world;160 the city gate is thus a
transition from the sheltered space of the walled city to the outside world,l6l a transi-
tion that must be made safe by architectural and magical means. The Dtn redaction re-
verses this perspective. The ie'artm open on the central sanctuary, the mdqdm that God
has chosen; from it they receive their beneficence and power to sustain life. The land as

a whole is a world structured around this sanctuary, under God's sovereignty. This per-
spective reflects the administrative hierarchy of Jerusalem, the central city, and the ru-
ral towns of Judah,162 now raised to the cultic plane and interpreted cultically. The in-
troductory motif of blessing bef,ol-tr'dreyftA in 12:15 makes clear that the ie'drim are
not a profane no-man's-land: they are subject to God's sovereign authority and are
viewed in their relationship to the central sanctuary.t6:

The festival calendar in 16:l-17 is framed by wzqatal clauses in the Passover legis-
lation of vv. l-8.164 These clauses set forth the critical innovations combining Passover

159. N. Lohfink, Bibl 65 (1984), 318-19 = Studien zum Deuteronomium und zur deutero-
nomistischen Literatur I. SBAB 12 (1991),168-69; Levinson, 193-207; Reuter, 123-26.

160. Wiebach, 96-109.
161. -+ XI,54-55.
162. --> XI, 57-60; see also H. M. Niemann, Herrschaft, Kdnigtum und Staat. FAT 6 (1993),

246-72.
163. Levinson,23l-32.
164. -+ Xll, 14-17.
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with the Festival of Unleavened Bread, developed in a series of yiqtdl clauses in vv. 3-
5. Yv. 2 and 7 require the Passover sacrifice to be offered at the central sanctuary
bammaqdm (+ centralization formula). This requirement is developed in vv. 4b-6. The
words ki irfl contrast the prohibition forbidding offering the Passover sacrifice b"'ahaQ
i"'dreyftd (+ gift of the land clause) with the commandment to offer it bammaqbmt6s (+
centralization formula). On the assumption that the pre-Dtn Passover was a clan cele-
bration (Ex. l2:21-231,re0 *'o, here (like Akk. bdbtulml) has the genealogical conno-
tations of the clan. In the celebration of the three great annual festivals at the central
sanctuary, the community of Israel is constituted cultically. During the Festival of
Weeks (Dt. 16:9-12)167 and the Festival of Booths, Israel manifests itself as a festal
community of cultic rejoicing (Smh), which includes the landless (i.e., Levites and

strangers) as well as widows and orphans, the classical examples of the dispossessed
(v. I l).168

It is inappropriate to interpret the cultic centralization that lies behind the dialectic
of central sanctuary (hammdqbm) and i"'arim as a secularizing movemsnl.l6e fhg
ie'artm are linked with the central sanctuary by a "pilgrimage schema" associated with
the centralization formula, comprising as its basic elements the festal meal, rejoicing,
and the participation of all, including the landless.lT0 But it is not just the pilgrimages
to the central sanctuary that bless the i"'artm, but also the doing of God's will to pre-

serve the purity of the land and social responsibility toward the landless. The reason
that the Dtn redactor contrasts ie'artm with hammaqdm is not to urbanize Dtn theology
by restricting the priestly beftol-mdtrldfikem (Ex. 12:20; 35:3; etc.) to the cities.rTr
Such an interpretation is contradicted not only by the extension of removing leaven
b"ftol-gepul"f,a (Dt. l6:4a), but also by the command not to defile "your land
('admdfka) that Yahweh has given you" (21:23; cf . 24:4) and the command to purge

evil from lsrael (bi'arta formula, 22:22; cf . 19:13;21:9),172 and above all by the paral-
lelism of 'ar;ef,a and i"'areyfta in 24:14.

In the Dtn theology of Dt. 12-26* the semantic connotations of i"'dreyf;d. which ap-

proximate the meaning of Akk. bdbtu(m), are clear in the integration formula 'oier

biie'dreyf,d. The cultic integration of the landless into the festival community reflects
their inclusion in the iearim, the gentilic associations of clans or extended families in
the local towns. The integration formula in 12:18; 14:21,27,29; 16:ll,l4; (24:14)has
its focus in 12:18; 14:27; 16:ll, in the integration of hall?wi'oier bid"arey(a into the

165. See BIIS.
166. -+ XlI,9-14.
167. -+ XIV,362-64.
168. G. Braulik, "The Joy of the Feast," Theology of Deuteronomy (Eng. tr. North Richland

Hrlls, 1994),27-65.
169. As is done by M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (1912, repr.

Winona Lake, 1992),233-43; idem, IEJ 23 (1973) 230-33. See E. Otto, Vom Rechtsbruch zur
Siinde. JBT 9 (1994).

170. N. Lohfrnk, in A. Schenker, ed., Studien zu Opfer und Kult im AT. FAT 3 (1992),25-32.
l7l. As claimed by Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School, 229 n.2.
172. -+ ll,203.
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i"'artm of the local associations. This Dtn redaction has an interest in the Levites in
their relationship to the central sanctuary. They are named only in connection with
cultic activities and in laws concerning the central sanctuary, but not in the list of the
dispossessed in 24' 19,21.173

In Dt. l2;18, in the regulations governing the tithe, the integration formula is incor-
porated into the primary commandment. The Levites are to share in the consumption of
the tithe at the central sanctuary. Here the motifs of integrating the landless Levites into
the cultic community and feeding the hungry are combined. Among the laws dehning
Yahweh's prerogatives, regulations stipulating what must be set apart for him appear in
14:22-15:23*;26:2-13*. Here 14:27 repeats the formulation of the primary command-
ment, in order to apply it to the provisions made for the triennial tithe (v. 29). In each
case the regulations are justified by the landlessness of the Levites bii"'areyfta.

The relationship between the Levites bii"'dreyf,d and the k1h%im hall"wtyim is de-
fined in l8:6. The latter come m?'ahaQ i"'areyf,d and are allowed to function in associa-
tion with the central sanctuary and at the central court (17:9; 18l.6-71.tt+ The language
does not constitute an identification formula.lu5 Neither should kohanim hall'wiyimbe
excised as literarily secondary, on the grounds that only a single chosen kAhen is men-
tioned in l8:3b,4,5*.176 The function of the support system in l8:l-8x is defined by its
context, the judicial system established in 16:18-18:8*. The core of this passage is
17:2-13*, which regulates the exercise of judicial authority. This core is framed by
laws governing the personnel of the local and central courts in 16:18-l9x and l8:1-
8.r77 The kdh"ntm halllvtyim serve on the central court (17:9); when they function in
this role, they have the authority of a kdhdn hd'dm€d leiarel idm 'e1-yhwh (v. l2).
Therefore they are to be supported like the priests ( I 8: I -8x), so that they are not depen-
dent on the annual and triennial tithes like the Levites bii"areyf,d. Only in the Dtr texts
l7 :18;24:181'27 :9 are the priests and Levites treated as identical cultic functionaries.

In Dt. l6: 14 the integration formula aier biie'arey&a is extended from the Levites to
the list of the dispossessed - strangers, widows, and orphans. In this regulation the
dispossessed are distinguished from members of the family, who are characterized as a
unit by the 2d person singular suffrx. Instead, the dispossessed are assigned tothe ia'ar
of the landowners, to whom the regulation is addressed. ln 14:29 (cf .26:12), similarly,
the integration formula is associated with the dispossessed, and the regulations govern-
ing the triennial tithe are extended to include them.

Each case involves the ia'ar of the "you" (sg.) addressed by the text, within which
reside the persons whose common bond is their landless status and the fact that as wid-

173. Reuter, 14l.
174. G. E. Wright, W 4 (1954) 325-30; R. Abba, W 27 (1977) 257-67.
175. U. Rtiterswiirden, Von der politischen Gemeinschaft zur Gemeinde. BBB 65 (1987),69;

contra A. H. J. Gunneweg, Leviten und Priester FRI^ANT 89 (1965), 130.
176. Contra Riitersw<irden, Gemeinschafi, 72.
177. E. Otto, "Deuteronomistische Gestaltung und deuteronomistische Interpretation im

'Amtergesetz,"' in I. Kottsieper et al., eds., "Wer ist wie du, Her4 unter den Gi)ttern?" FS
O. Kaiser (Gcittingen, 1994), 142-55.
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ows, ofphans, and strangers they have lost the vital ties of genealogy.lT8 Like the suf-

fixes in the list of members of the nuclear family and their slaves in 12:18; 16:ll,14,
the suffix added to ia'ar in the integration formula shows clearly that this lexeme, like
Al<k. bdbtu(m), l7e has not only a local connotation but also a genealogical connotation,
in the sense of "clan" or "extended family" (cf. Ruth 3: I l; 4:10). The landless and their
families need to be integrated into the clans. From this integration arises the social ob-

ligation, grounded in the cultic integration of the landless into the cultic community
celebrating the pilgrimage festivals, which is no longer limited by genealogy.l80

As part of the Dtn mosaic of 22:l-l2x;23:16-26*: 24:6-25:4x (within the larger
unit of chs. 19-25), 23:16-26* associates social commandments (vv. 16-17,20[5-
16,19),121(20)1,25-26124-251) with cultically thematized ordinances (vv. 18-19,22-

24117-18,21-231). The series begins in vv. 16-17(15-16) with the commandment not to
return an escaped slave, but to let him decide freely where he wants to live. The chain

of expressions defining the place chosen in v. 17 (b"qirb"[d bammaqOm '"ier-yiphar

b"'aha/ ie'dreyftd) moves from the general to the specific. The sequence leads up to
l"'drtm as a subdivision of the town (mdq6m). With the nonspecific local sense of "city
ward" as a starting point, b"'al.tay' ie'dreylfr defines precisely the status of the escaped

slave. He is not enslaved once more. The slaves in l2: l8; 16: 1 1,14 are part of the fam-
ily in contrast to the l"'drtm, the clans. Instead, the escaped slave is identified with the

landless, for whom the integration formula tses i"'arim.
The primary commandment of cultic centralization, in the dialectic of hammdqbm

and i"'arim as the hermeneutical key to the Dtn redaction of Dt. 12-26*, also lies be-

hind the judicial system in 16: I 8-l 8:8*. In accordance with established procedures, in-
cluding the "model trial with its built-in requirement of two witnesses,"lSt inlT:2-13*,
those cases that can be decided conclusively within the scope of the two-witnesses re-

quirement, including cultic transgressions, are assigned to the local court (vv. 2aba,

3as.,4,5ax,6-7). The ambiguous cases that were assigned to cultic courts at the local
sanctuaries with the centralization of the cult are set aside (pl' [niphal] biY'dreyl@ and

transferred to the central s6urt.l82 With 7ft 'el mdqbm (+ centralization formula), the

terminology of the cultic centralization command is applied to the judicial system.l83

Concise redactional activity is evidenced by 17:2,7, which recalls 13:2,6(1,5) with
b"qirb"ftd and the biarta formula and expands b"qirb"f;a by adding b"ahaQ Ye'drey$d.

Going beyond ch. 13, the judicial system laid down in 17:2-13* regulates procedures

against the background ofcultic centralization. The phrase b"'aha/ i"'areyf,d clearly as-

signs the case under discussion to the competent local court. The expression b"qirb"ftd

178. C. Bultmann, Der Fremde im antiken Juda. FRLANT 153 (1992),74-84.
179. See II.l above.
180. E. Otto, Theologische Ethik des AT. TW 312 (1994).
181 . N. Lohfink, "Die Sicherung der Wirksamkeit des Gotteswortes, . . ." in Testimonium

Veritati. FS W. Kempf (Frankfurt am Main, l97l), 144 = Studien zum Deuteronomium und zur
deuteronomistischen Literatur I. SBAB 8 (1990), 306.

182. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School,233-36.
183. Levinson,4M-9.
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alone is too imprecise for a procedure meant to distinguish between local and central
courts. In l3:7 -12(6- I l;r' ,1r" connotations of ia'ar which are not simply local but also
genealogical, include the case of apostasy with a family.

Finally, the Dtn we of i"'areyf;a in contrast to hammaqbm is linked with the use of
ia'ar for the place of judgment and execution, antedating the Dtn redaction, which is re-
tained in l7:5. This text is not an example of inner-biblical exegesis reflecting different
sff314.r84 As in the relationship of Gen. 9:l-7ato Gen. l'26-29,18s we are dealing with an

interpretive continuation in a single literary stratum and redactional conception.
The judicial procedure inDt.17:2-13* is preceded by regulations governing the per-

sonnel of local courts in I 6: I 8- I 9. In ordering the installation of idpeltm and iAfrtm in
these courts, this passage borrows the phrase b"f;ol i{dreyf;d from 12:15 and associates
it with the Dtn short form (long forms and Dtr) of the land-gift formula ('oler yhwh
'"l6heyld nalen lekd), elsewhere associated with inareykd only in l6:5,18. In this man-
ner, the laws governing festivals and the laws governing thejudicial system arejoined
together.

The regulations governing the personnel for local courts in 16:18-l9x deal both
with their appointment and their conduct in office. In 16:19 there is a link with Ex.
23:6,8, the forensic regulations of the Covenant Code.186 The phrase b"fiol-ie'dreyftd at
the beginning of 16: l8- 19 makes definitively clear that the regulations govern the local
courts. In 18:6, the key verse for the personnel of the central court, the words
hammaq6m 'oier yiphar yhwh set these regulations apart from those governing the lo-
cal courts. The Dtn centralization terminology hammdqbm - ieartm is used in both
the procedural regulations in l7:2-8* and the personnel regulations in 16:18-19; l8:1-
8*. Here, as in the Dtn redaction of DL 12-26* as a whole, the focus is on providing for
the Levites.

All the semantic connotations of the lexeme ia'ar in the Dtn redaction derive from
the basic meaning "city gate," which is also its meaning in the pre-Dtn occurrences in
Dt. l2-26x. Therefore the prominent use of this lexeme as a contrast to hammaqdm in
the late preexilic redaction of Deuteronomy presupposes an urbanized Judea, even
when ia'ar llke bdbtu(m), has the connotation of a genealogically integrated associa-
tion. The historical context ofthe Dtn redaction is the forced urbanization ofJudea dur-
ing the Assyrian crisis of the Sth and 7th centuries. This urbanization went hand in
hand with a weakening of traditional familial and genealogical relationships within the
extended family.taz The Dtn redaction of Dt. 12-26* does not give up the genealogical
ties binding the nuclear and extended family as the foundation of society. These are the
social entities into which the landless are to be integrated. Slaves are assigned to nu-
clear families, the landless - Levites, strangers, widows, and orphans - to clans. The
power of the gentilic associations to integrate society was weakened by the upheavals

184. As argued by Levinson,407.
185. M. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford. 1985), 3L8-21.
186. E. Otto, in Braulik et al., eds., FS N. Iohfink,272-73.
187. B. Halpern, "Jerusalem and the Lineages in the Seventh Century BCE," in Halpern and

D. W. Hobson, eds., Law and ldeology in Monarchic Israel. JSOTSUp 124 (1991), 4l-77 .
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of the Assyrian period. The Dtr reform steps into the breach, establishing a support
system for the Levites through the institution of the regular tithe and for the landless

through the triennial tithe. The latter (26:12-13) constitutes the end and goal of the Dtn
reform program. As one of the pillars of the Dtn redaction, the integration formula u.ier

bii"'dreyf,d aims at integrating the landless into the genealogically integrated associa-

tions of the clans.
But the ability of the gentilic associations to integrate strangers is not the sole bene-

fit of the integration formula. The other is the constitution of Israel through the cultic
celebration of the pilgrimage festivals at the central sanctuary, shared in by all, includ-
ing the landless (16:ll,l4). The program ofcultic integration ofJudahite society per-
mits its ethos to transcend the boundaries of genealogy. The Dtn reform program is a
response to the social upheavals caused by the Assyrian crisis and the consequent up-

rooting of many individuals.
c. Dtr Redaction.The language of the Dtr redactor of the Decalog (DtrN) makes use

of the integration formula of the Dtn 1sd3s1s1.l88 The Dtr redactor, however, reinforces
the genealogical connotation of i"'areyf;a. In the Dtn redaction ger does not have a suf-

fix when used with the integration formula; the stranger is thus distinct from the mem-
bers of narrower family. In the Sabbath commandment of the Decalog (Dt. 5:14), how-
ever, the g7reftd 'oier bii"'arey(d appears in the series listing members of a nuclear
family living under one roof, including domestic animals; and 3l:12 lists g€r"ftd \ier
biie'dreyf,d in a series that includes men, women, and children.

Going beyond the legal functions of the Levites, the Dtr redactors equate them
with the priests in 17:18; 24:8;27:9, but have no particular interest in improving
their support beyond what is provided in the Dtn redaction. In 12:12 the integration
formula with halldwi is simply included as a quotation from Dtn usage. This is the

only Dtr use of the integration formula in Dt. 12-16; it is explained by the fact that
l2:l2expandsthesixDtnoccurrencesin l2:18 14:21,21 ,29; 16:11,14 lsssvgn.l8e
In 6:9 and ll:.20 ia'ar in the sense of "city gate" is one of the places (along with the

doorposts of housesle0) where the words of Yahweh's firA are to be written.lel The
Dtr curse traditions (28:52,55,57) use the plural of ia'ar in the general sense of "city
gate" or "city."

188. E. Otto, "Von der Programmschrift einer Rechtsreform zum Verfassungsentwurf des

Neuen Israel," in G. Braulik, ed., Studien zum Deuteronomium. Herders Biblische Studien 4
(1994),93-104.

189. G. Braulik, "Die Funktion von Siebenergruppierungen im Endtext des Deutero-
nomiums," in F. Reiterer, ed., Ein Gott, eine Offenbarung. FS N. Fiiglister (Wiirzburg, l99l),37-
50; N. Lohfink, BN 51 (1990) 33-36.

190. Cf. representations of parents and children praying at Egyptian doorposts; Brunner,
LexAg, Yl, 780-8 l.

191. Keel, 167-92; cf. the placing of akidinnu ("protective symbol") on the city gate; see also
W. F. Leemans, FS J. C. van Oven (Leiden, 1946),36-61; J. Assmann, Das kulturelle Gediichtnis
(Munich, 1992),218-19; Braulik, "Deuteronomy and the Commemorative Culture of Israel,"
Theology of Deuteronomy, 185-88.
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III. Iron Age Gates. Alongside the occurrences of ia'ar in literary contexts, ar-
chaeology yields importance evidence for the function ofcity gates in the context of ar-
chitectural history.

Several Early Iron Age gates have been found: two-chamber gates at Beer-sheba
(stratum VII;tez and Megiddo (V.A),tq: and four-chamber gates at Ashdod (X;.tl+
The evidence is too scanty to support localization of the Early Iron four-chamber
gate tradition in the coastal plain and the two-chamber tradition inland. The gates at
Megiddo (under the influence of the coastal plain) and Beer-sheba can hardly be as-

signed to the same architectural tradition. Beer-sheba is associated with an Early
Iron architectural tradition in the Negeb.tes Gates of the monarchic period (Iron II)
are characterized by a broad, usually straight path permitting an easy flow of traffic,
a gate structure sited on the city side of the wall, and gate leaves invariably on the
outward side, an arrangement that points to the civil function of the gate in the life of
the city and contrasts with the fortified gates of the Middle Bronze period, which
could also be shut on the city side (e.g., the east gate at Shechemle6). There are six-
chamber gates at Megiddo (IV.B), Hazor (X), Gezer (VI), Lachish (IV: city gate
and palace gate), Ashdod (IX;,tlz and Tel 'Ira (Tell Gurru;.,es There are four-
chamber gates at Dan, Beer-sheba (V and III), Megiddo (IV.A), Gezer (main gate

[IV] and outer gate),rss Mizpah (Tell en-Nasbeh; "early gate"),2oo Timnah (Tell el-
Batashi) (I[),201 Dor,202 Beth-shan (V;,zo: Jerusalem (north gate?),204 and Ekron
(Khirbet el-Muqanna') (IILB).2os There are two-chamber gates at Mizpah ("late
gate"),206 Dor,2o7 Kinnereth (Tell el-Oreme) (II),208 Timnah (II),20e Khirbet el-
Qom,zto Tell Beit Mirsim,2rr Ekron (III.A),2r2 Khirbet Abu Mudawer, Khirbet

192. Herzog, Beer-Sheba, 11,25tr.; idem, BASOR 250:45.
193. Herzog, Stadnor 94-95.
194. Ibid., l17.
195. Herzog, BASOR 250:45.
196. G. R. H. Wright, ZA 74:282-88.
197. Dothan and Porada, 'Atiqot 15;19-28.
198. Y. Beit-Aieh, Qad l8 (1985) 19.
199. See below.
2OO. Herzog, Stadttor 128-30.
201. Kelm and Mazar, BASOR248:20-25;Kelm, IEJ 39:109; Ussishkin, BASOR2771278:82-

88: six-chamber gate.
202. Stern and Sharon, IEJ37:205-7; Stern, 1E"/40:16-30; Stern, Gilboa, and Sharon, 18"/

42:43-44.
203. Rowe, l-2, frg.2; James, 40-43; Herzog, Stadttor 108-9, fig. 87.
204. Avigad,50, figs. 30 and 59.
205. T. Dothan and S. Gitin, IEJ 36 (1986) 106.
206. Herzog, Staduor I l0-l l.
207. Stern, IEJ 40:23, frg. l.
208. Fitz, Kinnereth, 45.
209. Kelm and Mazar, BASOR 248:23: Kelm, IEJ 39:109.
210. J. S. Holladay, RB 78 (1971) 595.
2ll. Herzog, Stadttor I 18-19.
212. Dothan and Gitin, IEJ 36:106.
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Tamra, and Ya'nim.2l3 The foundation technology of the Iron Age gates is discussed
elsewhere,2l4 as are parapets and 6u111"-sn1s.2ls

Scholars have postulated a unilinear evolution of gate architecture during the Iron
Age, from six-chamber gates in the Solomonic period through four-chamber gates to the
two-chamber gate, intended to lessen the danger of collapse under military n1hsk.2l6
Recent excavations, which have discovered six-chamber gates in the coastal plain of
Philistia (Ashdod; Timnah [?]) and dating from the late monarchic period in Judah
(Lachish [9th century, earlier though Solomonic2rT], Tel 'Ira [8th/7th century]), have

overtaken these hypotheses.
The gates of Hazor, Megiddo, Gezer, Ashdod, and Tel 'Ira are almost identical in

their dimensions, which are based on the Egyptian royal srfil2l8 even though the ge-
ometry of the structures differs.2le There are also differences in the poliorcetics of the
gates. At Hazor the towers are hollow and extend beyond the line of the walls; at Tel
'Ira the towers are also hollow but are even with the walls; at Megiddo the towers are

solid. The situation with respect to the casemate wall is unclear.
Since six-chamber gates in combination with a casemate wall are well attested for

the Solomonic period, this architectural ensemble has been ascribed to the city-
building activity of the Solomonic administration on the basis of I K. 9'15-17.220 The
archaeological evidence, however, is more complex and correspondingly controverted.
For Megiddo the association of the six-chamber gate (IV.B) with the casemate wallz2t
has been disputed on the basis of weighty arguments that associate the gate with the
inset-offset wall,222 which is generally dated to the 9th cettury.223

The association of a six-chamber gate with casemate walls is clearer atHazoPza and
Gezer.z2s Some scholars support a post-Solomonic dating for the six-chamber gate at

Gezer.226 A late, post-Solomonic dating of this gate based on a conelation with Kenyon's
ceramic chronology of Samaria22T cannot be maintained, because the earliest pottery does

not date from the time of Omri but goes back to the Early Iron Age.228 The association of

213. Gal, 122, with figs. 3 and 5.
214. Ussishkin, BASOR239:10-12; G. R. H. Wright, ZA 74; Naumann,55-62.
215. Porada, 4-5.
216. Yadin, Warfare, 11,324.
217. Dever, BASOR 262:26-28.
218. See the table in Herzog, Stadttor 127; also Weippert, 441.
219. Milson, ZDPV lO2.
220. Yadin et al., Hazor 147-61:' Dever, "Monumental Architecture."
221. Yadir, Hazor 150-64.
222. Aharon| BASOR 154; idem, "/NES 3l (1972) 302-11; idem, IEJ 24.
223. Ussishkin, BASOR 239; idem, BASOR 277/278:74-7'l; Wightman, BASOR 2771278;

idem, Levant 17.
224. Herzog, Sndnor 9l-92.
225. Dever, BASOR 262; idem, BASOR 289.
226.Wightman, BASOR2771278:15-19; Ussishkin, BASOR2771278; but cf. the significance

of the burnished red ware as a chronological marker: Holladay; Dever, EASOR 289:36-37.
227. Crowfoot and Kenyon, Samaria-Sebasre, III (1957), 90ff.
228. R. E. Tappy, The Archaeology of Israelite Samaria I. HSS M
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the Solomonic fortifications (six-chamber gate and casemate wall) with the "outer wall,"
aligned with the casemate wall, and its outer gatezze is probably untenable. More probable
is a 9th-century dating of the four-chamber gate (Macalister's "gatehouse") as an outer
gate to the main gate, itself rebuilt after the time of Solomon as a four-chamber gate.230

The six-chamber gates of the Iron Age revive the tradition of Syrian six-chamber
gates from the Middle Bronze Age.ztt If the earliest examples of six-chamber gates at
Hazor and Gezer are of Solomonic origin, the introduction of this type of gate must be
traced to Solomon. Since the gate at Ashdod is later than the gates at Hazor and GezeL
we should probably envision a gate type penetrating Philistine territory rather than de-
riving the six-chamber gate from Philistine architecture.232 Niemann envisions the
Solomonic expansion of Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer as having been designed for the
purpose of representation and legitimation.233 This conclusion agrees with the design
of these gates, more proleptic than poliorcetic, intended to impress the viewer; the na-
ture of the design is underlined by the walls of the gate, which are much thinner than
those of Middle Bronze gates. The size of the six-chamber gates was meant to augment
the visual statement of the city's power. Wenning sees Syrian influence in the size of
these gates.23a The tradition of the six-chamber gate, and even its dimensions, lives on
in Ezekiel's blueprint for the outer east gate of the temple court (Ezk. 40'6- 16,'i).235 The
gate at Tel'Ira may represent a connecting link in this chain.236

In parallel with the monumental six-chamber gate, the Late Bronze tradition of two-
and four-chamber gates was continued during Iron II.A (lOth century). A Middle
Bronze gate continued in use at Tirzah (Tell el-Farah [North]).237

In the postSolomonic Iron II.B (first half of the 9th century), there is a clear intent
to emphasize poliorcetics, with the goal of reinforcing the defensive strength of gates,

with less emphasis on their proleptic and civil functions. The architectural history of
city gates thus evidences a reaction to the political instability ofJudah and Israel after
the dissolution of the Solomonic state. In this period there appear "gates between the
walls," set into walls built like an open safety pin. The gate is located in the gap, paral-
lel to the direction of the wall. This type of gate is found at Dan and Mizpah. The gate
at Dan, with its asymmetrical plan, deep chambers, and interior platform, exhibits
northern Syrian influence.238 There was also an outer gate associated with the gate at
Dan. At Gezer the outer gate in the outer wall, which followed the course of the main
wall, is turned slightly outward, and is thus sited as a "gate between ths rffalls."23e

229. Cf. Dever, BASOR 289.
230. Kempinskt, IEJ 22:185; Finkelstein, 7A-i 8.
231. Gregori; on Ebla see Matthiae, 124, frg.25.
232. As does Niemann, Herrschaft,9T-98 n.435.
233. tbid.,98-101.
234. P. 109.
235. C. G. Howie, BASOR I l7 (1950) l3-19; Busink,Il,713-21; Zimmerli, 154-62.
236. Ort its dimensions see Herzog, Settlement and Fortification,268.
237 . M. D. Fowler, PEQ ll3 (1981) 27 -29; Chambon, 26-27 , with pls. 7- 10.
238. Wenning, 109; cf. A. Biran and J. Naveh, IEJ 43 (1993) 8l-98.
239. Dever, BASOR 289:34, ftg. l.
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Whether Megiddo had a south gate of this nature must be considered uncertain, despite
the similar treatment of the walls, since the area has not yet been excavated.

To increase security against a military attack, as early as Iron II.A the access roads
to the gates at Megiddo, Dor, and Beer-sheba took a sharp bend. In the Iron II.B period,
this arrangement appears at Dan, Mizpah ("early gate"), Timnah, and elsewhere.24o We
also find transverse walls blocking direct entry to the gate, as at Mizpah and Ashdod
(IX). Outer gates were also added to the gates at Dan, Megiddo, Lachish, Beer-sheba,
Gezer, and Timnah. At Ashdod and Megiddo six-chamber gates were replaced with
four-chamber gates.

During the Iron II.C period (to 586 n.c.r.), the two-chamber gate was the dominant
form. At Dor, Timnah, Ekron, Gezer (III), and Megiddo (III),241 four-chamber gates

were replaced with two-chamber gates. At Megiddo this change was undertaken when
the city became an Assyrian provincial capital. In the case of some of the other towns
where a two-chamber gate replaced a four-chamber gate with the transition from the
9th to the 8th century, we may also assume the influence of Assyrian policies, which
sought to inhibit a strong fortification of Palestine.24z A new two-chamber gate was
built at Kinnereth. The six-chamber gate at Lachish (II), destroyed by the Assyrians,2a3

was rebuilt as a simple gate with a gate house. Even in this period, the six- and four-
chamber gate design did fall into total disuse. Beer-sheba (IIHI), in the south of Judah,
kept the plan of a four-chamber gate, and Tel 'Ira that of a six-chamber gate. At the for-
tress of Tell el-Kheleifeh, a new four-chamber gate was built.z++ The design of the 7th-
century gate in the north wall of Jerusalem has not yet been dslerminsd.2as

During the Persian period, the preexilic two-chamber gate of Dor was destroyed.246

At Lachish (I) a gate was built after the plan of the preexilic "simple gate."zal At
Megiddo the buildings with two parallel rectangular rooms (603, 604) near the site of
the preexilic gate may be interpreted as the Persian period entrance to the city, with
barracks (rooms 634,635),248 or as an internal gate.24e Kenyonzso has proposed a Per-
sian period date for the gate on the western ridge of the southwest hill of Jerusalem.2s l

IV. Pre-Hellenistic Jerusalem. The OT speaks of gates in the northern citadel of
the Jerusalem settlement on the southeast hill. The location of these gates is known
quite precisely. In the northwest corner of the northem defenses of Jerusalem, north of

240. See also Naumann,299, figs. 404, 405 (Karatepe).
241. Lamon and Shipton, 71-83.
242.Reich and Brandl.
243. R. D. Barnett, As syrian Palace Reliefs in the British Museum (London,2Orc), pt. Vl
244. Herzog, Stadttor 124-25.
245. Avigad,50, figs. 30 and 59.
246. Stern, IEI 4O:24-25.
247. Herzog, Stadnor ll2-13.
248. Lamon and Shipton, 88-91, with frg. ll7; Stem, Culture, 52.
249. Stern IEJ 40:27.
250. Digsing, 194.
251. Crowfoot and Fitzgerald, 12-23; for further discussion see IV below.
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the temple on the southeast hill, stood the Corner Gate (ia'ar happinni). According to
2 K. 14:13 and 2 Ch. 25'23,2s2 the Corner Gate was 400 cubits (about 600 ft.) from the
Ephraim Gate (cf. Neh. 12:39), which was part of the western defenses of the southeast
hill. According to Jer. 31:38, the Corner Gate was west of the towers of Hananel253 and

the Hundred (Neh.3:l; 12:39), which constituted the northern citadel (btrd,Neh.7:2).
Expanded in the Hasmonean and Herodian periods, these towers were called the
Antonia under Herod.zs4 Zec. 14:10 describes Jerusalem as extending east to west
"from the Gate of Benjamin to the place of the former gate (ia'ar hdri'i6n), to the Cor-
ner Gate (ia'ar happinnd)" (the next words describe its extent north to south), suggest-
ing the long tradition of the corner gate. According to 2 Ch. 26:9, King Uzziah built
towers at the Corner Gate to fortify it. The expression 'al ia'ar does not refer to battle-
ments but to projecting towers like those associated with the Iron Age gate at Mizpah
(Tell en-Nasbeh) and the postexilic Crowfoot Gate on the southeast hill of Jerusalem.
The passage more likely refers to the Corner Gate at the time of the Chronicler than to
the preexilic Corner Q31s.2ss

Neh. 3:6 and 12:39 refer to the Corner Gate as the Jeshanah Gate (ia'ar
hay"idnd). Williamson256 explains this name as an ellipsis of .ia'ar hdir hay"idnd,
"Gate of the Old City." Another interpretation derives it from ia'ar hahdmd
hay"ian6.zst The change of name from Corner Gate to Jeshanah Gate in the sense of
"Gate of the Old City" is implausible in a period when nothing was left of the new
city west of the Central Valley. The old and new cities of the preexilic period, fur-
thermore, did not come together in the vicinity of the northern defenses but further
south, at the place Neh. 3:8 calls the Broad Wall;2s8 $1s entrance to the lower city
therefore cannot be identified with the Corner Gate. The same observations argue
against the emendation ia'ar hammiineh, "Gate of the New City."zsl Instead of de-
riving the name of the Jeshanah Gate from the adj. ydidn, "old,"260 it is preferable to
connect it with the border town Jeshanah (Khirbet al-Isaneh), about l5 miles north of
Jerusalem (2 Ch. l3:19).26t

The Corner Gate was the western gate of the northern defenses of Jerusalem; oppo-
site it on the southeastern hill was an eastern gate called the Benjamin Gate (ia'ar
binydmtn, Jer.3'7:13;38:7). In Neh. 3:1,32; 12:39,the Benjamin Gate is called the

Sheep Gate (ia'ar hasso'n), situated east of the Tower of the Hundred and the Tower of
Hananel. The name of this gate survives in John 5:2, which locates the pool of

252. Cf. BHS and 2 Ch. 26:9.
253. See V.l below.
254. Josephus Ant. l5.ll.4 $409; 18.4.3 $92.
255. P. Welten, Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronikbiichem. WMANT 42

(1973),63-66.
256. P. 83.
257. Simons, 276.
258. Avigad,62.
259. Simons, 306; Vincent and Steve, 240.
260. Gunneweg, Nehemia, 68.
261. Josephus Ant. 14.15.12 $458.
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Bethesda near the probatikii (pile,2 Esd. 13:1,32;22:39LXX1,z'z in the norrhern ex-
tension of the city built in the Herodian period. The name derives from a livestock mar-
ket at this gate.26z

The Benjamin Gate was located near the temple precincts. Opposite it, within the
city, stood the Upper Benjamin Gate (ia'ar binyamtn hd'elydn), the northern entrance
to the temple precincts (Jer.2O:2), which may be identified with the "upper gate of the
temple" (ia'ar bAyyhwh hd'elybn, 2 K. 15:35; cf. also 2 Ch.23:20) of King Jorham.2e
Avi-Yonah265 tentatively identifies the Benjamin Gate in the city wall with the "upper
gate facing north" in Ezk. 9'2,266 but this gate is more likely identical with the "Upper
Gatefupper Benjamin Gate" leading to the temple precincts.267 The preexilic naming
of some of Jerusalem's city gates after individual tribes, such as the Ephraim Gate and
the Benjamin Gate, is extended systematically in Ezk.48:31-38 to include all twelve
tribes.

Between the Corner Gate (Jeshanah Gate) and the Benjamin Gate (Sheep Gate)
stood the Fish Gate (ia'ar hadddgtm), which Neh. 3:3 locates west of the Tower of
Hananel and the Tower of the Hundred (cf. Neh. 12:39;2 Ch. 33: l4). The name of this
gate, which is preexilic (Zeph.l:10), derives from a fish market located at rhis gare, at
which were sold fish brought from the coast, including Tyre (Neh. l3: 16).268 Because
of its location between the Corner Gate and the Benjamin Gate, the Fish Gate is called
the Middle Gate (ia'ar hattdwek) in Jer. 39:3. Archaeological exploration of these
gates is out of the question, since they lie under the Haram esh-Sharif, which was ex-
tended northward during the Muslim period. Others have proposed locating the Fish
Gate (Middle Gate) in the Central Valley.2or

On the west side of the fortifications of Jerusalem's southeast hill were located the
Ephraim Gate, the Valley Gate, and the Dung Gate. The Ephraim Gate (ia'ar'eprayim)
is mentioned as part of the preexilic fortifications of Jerusalem, located some 400 cu-
bits (some 600 ft.) from the Corner Gate (2 K. 14: l3; Neh. l2:39). Neh. 8: l6 associates
the Ephraim Gate with a public square. The inventory of building projects in Neh. 3:l-
32 does not mention the Ephraim Gate because of a haplography in v. I, which de-
scribes a second building project without mentioning 1[s fi1s1.270

South of the Ephraim Gate was the Valley Gate (ia'ar haggay"'); according to 2 Ch.
26:9,both it and the Corner Gate were fortified by projecting towers (Neh. 2:13,15;
3:13). The name of the gate appears only in postexilic texts, but Neh. 2:13 makes clear
that it dates back to the preexilic period. Earlier scholars debated at length whether the

262. But cf. Dalman, 236-37 .

263. See V below; on the history of the gate see also Cohn; on a Sheep Gate (abul geni) at
Ashur, probably named for the nearby pasturage, see Miglus, 266-67.

264. Galling, PJ 27:51-52.
265. P. 24t.
266. See II.2 above.
267.W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979),247-48.
268. See V.2 below.
269.8.9., Simons, 328-43, M2, frg.56; for counterarguments see Avi-Yonah, 242.
270. Gunneweg, Nehemia, 73.
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Valley Gate was located on the southeasl Hll2zt or the southwssl hill,272 and whether it
was to be identified with the gate excavated by Bliss and Dickie273 in what is today the

Protestant Cemetery on the slope of the southwest hill above the Hinnom Valley, the

so-called Essene Qs1s.27a More recent excavations on the southwest hill have overtaken
this debate. There is no evidence for any settlement on the southwest slope of the

southeast hill in pre-Hasmonean 1imss.27s Identification of the Valley Gate with the

gate excavated by Crowfoot and Fitzgeruld276 on the northern crest of the southeast

hill277 is burdened by the unclear stratigraphy, which precludes any definite statement

about pre-Hasmonean use of the gate.278 The name of this gate comes from a road lead-

ing from it into the Central Valley between the southeast and southwest hills.
A series of landmarks in Neh. 2:13-14 runs from north to south, beginning as fol-

lows: Valley Gate, Dragon's Spring (En-rogel [modern Bir Ayyub], south of the junc-

tion of the Central and Kidron valleys), Dung Gate. Neh.3'1327e gives the distance

from the Valley Gate to the Dung Gate (ia'ar hai'pa/to1 as 1,000 cubits. It is impossi-
ble to tell whether the text is using the small cubit ( I 8 in.) or the larger royal Egyptian
ctbit (22 in.) (cf. Ezk. 4O:5; 43:13; 2 Ch. 3:3);zzt it is likewise impossible to determine
the exact location of the Valley Gate as long as its identification with the Crowfoot
Gate is in doubt. Therefore the location of the Dung Gate is also uncertain. The land-
mark list in Neh. 2:13-14 indicates that the Dung Gate is reached via the Dragon Gate

because of the rubble in the southern Central Valley at the end of the spur extending
from the southeast hill; this route suggests a location in the Kidron Valley, on the east

side of the southern southeast hill.
The Dung Gate at the southern end of the southeast hill of Jerusalem is identical

with the Potsherd Gate (ia'ar haharstfl, which leads into the Hinnom Valley (Jer.

l9:2). Wenning and Zenger tentatively identify it with the Valley Gate;282 but the

Hinnom Valley is separated from the Valley Gate by the southwest hill, and a road from
the Valley Gate to the Hinnom Valley is implausible. The coexistence of the two names

Potsherd Gate and Dung Gate suggests instead that these two gates are identical. This
identification requires the assumption (not improbable) of an outer gate in the outer
wall of King Hezekiah on the southem spur of the southeast hill, to enclose the reser-

voir at the end of Hezekiah's tunnel (2 Ch.32:5).zsz

27 1. Procksch , 26-27 , et al.
272. Dalman,236; Fischer, TQ ll3:275.
213. Pp. l6-t9.
274. Pixner, Chen, and Margalit; Simons, 2'75,279-81:, Vincent and Steve, 244-45.
275. Tushingham, Levant, l9; idem, Excavations, 2, 16; Avigad,6l-63.
276. Pp. 12-23; cf. Oeming, 192-93.
277.Cf. Alt.
278. Otto, Jerusalem, lO4-5, 123.
279. See BHS; A. van Selms, ZAW 9l (1979) 175.
280. GesB18, ll0; HAL, II, 1616; cor.llJa HAL, 1,91 "gate for the rubbish tips."
281. Ussishkin, Levant 8:88-89.
282. P.288 n. 54.
283. Otto, Jerusalem, 7l-72 ar.d 65 n. 7 .
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The Fountain Gate (ia'ar hd'ayin) is located by Neh. 2:14 south of the "King's
Pool," by 3:14-15 (cf.12:37) south of the "wall of rhe pool of the conduit (ielafuzutot
the King's Garden" and the "stairs that go down from the City of David." These fea-
tures have been verified by the excavations of Weill at the southern southeast end of the
southeast hill.285 This provides a ltxed point for locating the Fountain Gate.286 The
King's Garden (2K.25;41227 was located south of the southwest hill, in the Kidron Val-
ley. The King's Pool mentioned in Neh. 2:14 was associated with the King's Garden in
the Kidron Valley.2ls A derivation of the name "Fountain Gate" from the "Fountain of
Siloam" ('an silwan) is discussed in the literature;28e 6u, two arguments speak against
it: first the distance, and second the fact that this name first appears in the Roman pe-
d;od (Silddn Peg61,zso when the function of Hezekiah's tunnel had been forgotten.2rt
More likely, the name comes from the Rogel Fountain or an artificial water supply
from the King's Pool.2e2

A "gate between the two walls" (ia'ar bdn hahdmdlayim) leading to the King's
Garden is mentioned in 2 K. 25:4; Jer. 39:4; 52:7. Of the possible identifications of
this gate, we may eliminate the outer gate in Hezekiah's outer wall, since this wall
was not rebuilt after the exile. Identification with either the Dung Gate2e3 or the
Fountain Qnlszea is possible. If the gate between the walls is identified with the
Dung Gate (or Potsherd Gate), we must think in terms of an outer gate - as at
Gezer,zes Megiddo, and Dan - although the texts of Kings and Jeremiah do not re-
flect such a gate. In this interpretation hahdmdlayim refers to the main wall and the
outer wall. The prep. bAn is awkward, since the gate is in the main wall, not be-
tween the walls. These considerations make identification with the Fountain Gate
more likely. Both gates were associated with the King's Garden. The name of the
gate between the two walls would then derive from its construction as a "gate be-
tween the walls."296 Even the most recent excavations in the area in question at the
southern end of the southeast hill do not enable us to reach a decision on the basis
of archaeological evidence.2eT

North of the Fountain Gate, on the east side of the fortifications of the southeast

284. Gunneweg, Nehemia, T0; contra Shanks, 74: iiloah.
285. Citd,I, 60-68; II, 36-38, 40-47,92-96, pls. XXVa, XXVI.
286. On the royal graves mentioned in Neh.3:16, see Weill, Cird, II, pl. II; Otto,Jerusalem,

'79,81.

287. See also Josephus 8.J.5.145.
288. On its location see Wenning and Zenger, 293 (pool 49).
289. Burrows, AASOR 14:129; idem, JBL 54:35.
290. Josephus B.J. 5.145.
291. Otto, Jerusalem, 124-25.
292. Welll, Cift, 1I,94; Simons, l2l-22 n. 2.
293. Avi-Yonah,245.
294. Patot; Wenning and, Zenger, 285.
295. Dever, BASOR 289:34, frg. l.
296. See III above.
297. Shiloh, Excavations, 4-6; for a reconstruction of the course of the wall, see wall G in

Weill, Cit6, I1,27tr., pls. I and 2.
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hill and about at the level of the Gihon, stood the Water Gate (ia'ar hammayim). lt
is mentioned only in postexilic texts (Neh. 3:26;8:1,3,16; 12:31); but the rebuilding
account in Neh. 3:26 shows that we are dealing with a gate that belonged only to
the preexilic fortifications, since the Water Gate is described explicitly as being lo-
cated outside (negefl the walls. It may be identified with the access to the Gihon in
preexilic fortifications (l K. 1:33,38,45;.zra All excavations on the southeast hill
have confirmed that the wall of the postexilic fortifications ran further west than the

preexilic wall, which was lower in the Kidron Valley.zee There is still no final verifi-
cation of this gate. Franken, who is responsible for publishing Kenyon's excava-

tions on the southeast hill, notes an unpublished 7th-century gate unearthed during
Kenyon's excavations in trench I above the Gihon, only recognized as such in con-
junction with the excavations near Shiloh.3o0 On the other hand, there is likely no

connection between the Valley Gate and an entranceway unearthed by Parker imme-
diately adjacent to the Gihon and interpreted as a gate, since the site lies off the

course of the pre- and postexilic fortifications on the east side of the southeast

hill.3ol Furthermore, the remains are most likely not those of a gate but of an Iron II
hsggg.302

If the Water Gate in Neh. 3:26 was not part of the preexilic wall but is to be identi-
fied with a gate on the east side of the palace within the city,ro: then the rebuilding ac-

count in Neh. 3 omits the gate to the Gihon, which must have been part of the city forti-
fications on the southeast hill. This omission would also suggest that it was not part of
the wall in the Persian period. In the context of the rebuilding account, "on the east"

(lammizrdh) is not part of the gate's name but refers to the situation of the gate relative

to the wall. According to Neh. 8: l, the people assembled in the square before the Water

Q31s.30a An association with the Gihon ('En Sitti Maryam) is the best explanation for
the name of the gate.

The Mifqad Gate (ia'ar hammipqd/, "Gate of the Guard, Muster Q'31s,"30s 61

"Prison S'n1s":06) mentioned in Neh. 3:31 is the inner gate of a structure on the south-

east hill, which may have been connected with the temple precincts. Since the Mifkad
Gate is not mentioned in Neh. 12:31-39, Gunneweg tentatively identif,res it with the

Gate of the Guard or Prison Gate (ia'ar hammatydrd), likewise located at the northeast

corner of the city fortifications.30T

298. Dalman, 169.
299. C. Clermont-Ganneau, Archaeological Researches in Palestine 1873-1874, I (1899),

296; Weill, Cift, l, 125-26; Macalister and Duncan, Plan,48-49; Kenyon, Digging, 182-87;
Shiloh, Excavations,29-30; see also Simons, 79-80; Otto, Jerusalem, 103.

300. H. J. Franken, kvant 19 (1987) 129-35.
301. Vincent, Jdrusalem, pl.YI.
302. Reich.
303. Avi-Yonah,247;W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HATU20 (1949), ll9.
304. Gunneweg, Nehemia,72, with n. 13.

305. HAL,II, 1617.
306. Gunneweg, Nehemia, 73.
307. P.73.
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The gates of the Hellenistic and Roman fortifications of Jerusalem are discussed
elsewhere.308

V. Functions.
l. Defense. The gate was the most vulnerable point in a city's defenses; its defensive

functions therefore took precedence over its symbolic-proleptic functions and its role
in defining the city's identity. Enemy attacks concentrated on the gate (2 S. l0:8;
ll:23: lsa. 28:6; Ezk. 2l:2Oll51Szw with the aim of breaking down irs leaves by means
of battering rams (Ezk. 2l:271221), occupying it, and thus invading the city (Ezk.
26:10; Ob. ll,l3; Mic. 2:13).Location, architecture, and construction techniques at-
tempted to meet the threat of the ram as new military technologies emerged.

When the city occupied an elevated site, the rams had to be brought up to the gates
and walls on siege ramps (2 S. 20: 15; Ezk. 4:2). Such a ramp used in the Assyrian at-
tack under Sennacherib has been unearthed at Lachish.3l0 A relief in the Neo-Assyrian
palace at Nineveh (Kuyunjik) pictures five siege ramps grouped around the gate in the
southwest defenses of Lachish, with battering rams directed against the city.:l t Numer-
ous Iron Age gates in Israel exhibit traces of fire (e.g., the gate at Dan3l2). As a defense
against being burned, the leaves could be covered with bronze plates (Isa. 45:2; Ps.
107:16; I Ch. 22:3). Having captured a city, the enemy would destroy its gates by dis-
mantling and burning them (Jer.51:58; Nah.3:13; Lam. l:4; 2:9; Neh. 2:17). At
Mizpah (Tell en-Nasbeh), traces of fire in the blocked main gate indicate that it was
burned after the city had been taken. Finally, the defenders could also use the gate to
mount a sortie against the attackers (Josh. 8:5; 2 S. ll:23).

The primary aim in planning the layout of a gate was to make it difficult to approach
and impossible to break through. These poliorcetic considerations had to reach a com-
promise with the civil functions of the gate in times of peace, primarily the provision of
easy access to the city even by large vehicles. The narrow Early Bronze gates3l3 used in
Palestine (e.g., Tel Arad and et-Tell) in the 3d millennium were not suited to this civil
function and fell into disuse at the end of the Early Bronze Age in the late 3d millen-
nium. In the Middle Bronze Age four- and six-chamber gates appeared, some with
heavily fortihed towers, as at Hazor, Megiddo, Shechem (northwest gate), Beth-
shemesh, Yavneh-yam, and Tell el-Farah (South).314 These gates were "cut olf'3ls
from the wall and were turned into fortresses by strong doors facing both outward and
into the city. Because weapons and food could be stored in the side and upper cham-

308. Otto, Jerusalem, 122-26, 153-55; R. Wenning, Boreas
bibliog.

(199U92), with

309. Yadin, Warfare, l,2l-23; I1,323-28.
310. Ussishkin, TAJ 5 (1978) 67-7a; idem, TAJ 10:137-42.
31 1. Barnett, Assyrian Palace Reliefs, 26-28, pl. VI; L Eph'a| TAJ I I (1984) 60-70.
312. Herzog, Stadttor 91.
313. Weippert,166-67.
314. Herzog, Stadtton 44-73; Gregon; for Mesopotamia see Opificius, 86-87; Damerji, 263-

315. Herzog, Stadttor
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bers, it was possible to defend the gate even if the enemy had already broken into the

city at another point. Most of the gates in use during the Late Bronze Age had been

built during the Middle Bronze Age.3to

During the Iron Age, the civil function of the gate came to the fore: gates now had

doors only facing out, while doors on the city side were eliminated. The Bronze Age

gates, which could be sealed off on the city side like a fortified acropolis, could defend

not only against an enemy approaching from without but also against internal unrest

and revolt against the city aristocracy.3lT In the Iron Age the gates were no longer shut

against the city, because the Bronze Age city-states had become territorial states under

a common political roof. Now, as parts of a larger defensive system, the defenses of the

cities served primarily to repel external enemies. The aspect of refuge for the aristoc-

racy during unrest in a city receded into the background.
The defenses of the gates were augmented by fortification with battlements, which

gave the defenders protection against the missiles of the attackers.3l8 The battlements

also had a decorative funsllsn.3le A projecting balcony could be built over the lintel,32O

which could function as a vertical embrasure, thus helping to solve the dead angle

problem for the defenders. They could combat the enemies attacking the gate immedi-
ately below without leaning over the parapet and becoming easy targets. A notable im-
provement in the poliorcetics of the gate could be achieved by reinforcing it with one

or more towers (2 Ch.26:9).If the towers project beyond the line of the wall, it is pos-

sible to combat an enemy attacking the gate from the flank. Placing a tower on either

side of the gate enhances the effect. The Middle Bronze "gate between two towers" at

Gezer is a particularly distinctive example of this poliorcetic technique'

To improve the defenses of the gate, the enemy's approach was made as difficult as

possible. This was the purpose of the transverse walls at Mizpah and Ashdod. The ar-

chitectural technique of building a "gate between the walls," which resulted in an

oblique approach, made the use of a siege ramp difficult, since it had to be built parallel

to the wall with its flank perilously close to the gate. A similar effect was achieved by

putting a sharp bend in the approach roads (deref; ia'ar) to an elevated city.

But the security of a gate did not depend solely on poliorcetic architecture. City
walls and gates could be given names pleasing to a deity, so as to place the wall and

gate under that deity's protection.32l Examples include the name hnan'€l given to the

tower in the northern defenses of Jerusalem (Jer. 3l:38; Zec. 14:10; Neh. 3:l; 12:39),

the Ashur Gate and Shamash Gate at Ashur,32z and imgur-Enlil, "Enlil is Merciful," a

city wall in Babylon.

316. Herzog, Stadttor 73-75; supplementary material
BASOR 262:9,21-22.
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319. Garbini.
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322. Migfus,270.
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Magical protection was also sought. The gate was the place of transition from the
protected space of a walled city to the unprotected countryside outside the city (cf. the
Akkadian antonyms dlu[m]lsErulmf andHeb. ir/id/eft,' also the etymological associa-
tion ofthe noun ?r with a vb. ?r "protect"323;. Therefore the gates, and hence the entire
city, needed magical protection. rn2K.23:8b we read of a"gate of Joshua the gover-
nor of the city" (ia'ar y'hdiua' iar-hair)32+ to the left as someone entered the city gate
(ia'ar hdir) (LXXL); the pedestals with "satyrs" (bdm6! haii"'irtm [LXXI 1;:zs along-
side this gate were broken down (nrsJ. we can agree in part with Gray's discussion of
this text'326 originally, the satyrs played a positive role as guardian spirits. An etymo-
logical connection of haii"'irtm with Akk. izdu (cf. Heb. i€fr27) as proposed by
Spieckermann328 is impossible, but their function was clearly analogous to that of the
Mesopotamian and Syrian gate guardians iEdu/aladlammfi and lamassu.32e The latter
terms also designated the orthostats set up beside the gates and doors of cities, temples,
and palaces to protect thgrn.33o

Reliefs with a magical function carved into the doorjambs of gates are of Hittite ori-
gin and are widespread throughout Hatti-land as early as the time of the Hittite Empire
(l4thll3th century).33r A good example is the gate of Hattusha (Boghazkiiy) with its
lions and sphinxes. The late Hittite-Aramaic minor kingdoms in northern Syria and
Mesopotamia cultivated this technique, in part under Hurrian and Mitannian influence;
it flourished in the Neo-Assyrian period.33z At Arslan Tash (Neo-Assyrian $adatu),
two lions from the east gate of the city and fragments of lions from the west gate have
been unearthed;3:: ,5"." figures, dating from the time Shalmaneser III, served as gate
guardians.33a

Guardian spirits carved into doorjambs also protected the entrances of palaces. De-
scribing the expansion of the palace in Nineveh, a building inscription of Esarhaddon de-
clares: "To the left and right I set up.ie-du and lamassu images made from various kinds of
stone, whose appearance would turn back the breast of the enemy (ir+i tem-ni il+ar-ru),
protect the footsteps of the king who made them, and guard his way (na-si-ru kib-si mu-
ial-li-mu tal-lak-ti iarri ba-ni-iil-nu) 

- I set them up to guard the bars of their doors."335

323. --> XI, 54.
324. N. Avigad, IEJ 26 (1976) t9l.
325. See BHS; J. Gray, 1 and II Kings. OTL (1970), i30.
326. Ct. N. H. Snaith, W 25 (1975) I l5-18.
327. HAL, il, 14t7.
328. H. Spieckermann, Juda unter Assur in der sargonidenzeit. FRI,ANT 129 (1982), loo.
329.W. von Soden, FS E. Heinrich. BaghM 3 (196/) 148-56.
330. See the citations in CAD, U1,286-87; X, 65; XYll/2,259.
331. Naumann, 75-86.
332. Moortgat, Kunsr, 99- 100.
333. F. Thureau-Dangin et al., BAH 16 (1931) 70-75, 85-89, and pls. VI, XIV(2).
334. Albenda,23c.
335. R. Borger, Die Inschrifien Asarhaddons Kdnigs von Assyrien. BA|O 9 (1967),62-63 (B

Y 4l-47); for a pictorial representation see also A. Paterson, Assyrian Sculptures - Palace of
sennacherib (Hague, 1915), pls. xxvll, XXV[; B. Hrouda, Die Kulturgeschichte des
assyrischen Flachbildes (Bonn, 1965), pl. LVI (1-2).
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Temple gates were also protected by gate guardians.336 At Hazor Late Bronze lion
orthostats, which probably served as gate guardians, were discovered in conjunction
with the "orthostat temple" (H) and the "stele sanctuary" (C;.::z Brunner338 discusses

the Egyptian use of magic to protect doors, primarily against the "evil eye" (called [tm,
"seal," in Pyramid Text 126633e). The magical protection provided by gates brings us to

their civil functions.
Cultic installations associated with city gates3a0 have been found at Hazor (area K,

Late Bronze),34r Tell el-Farah (North) (Middle Bronze),3+z and Lachish (postexilic).343

2. Civil Functions. In ancient Near Eastern cities, the gate could serve as market,

court, and administrative center; these cities had no planned center designated for these

public functions.34 It is true that the palace or the temple complex could serve as a

center for the city and attract administrative and judicial functions,3as but their primary
purpose was not to organize the public life of a city. Surrounded by rural areas, often
they did not serve the city; instead, the city served them by performing regional func-
tions extending far beyond the city. The public services and functions of a city could
therefore concentrate in the city gate, independent of temple and palace - or, in larger

cities organized into districts, in the gate of the particular ward.346 Not until the Helle-
nistic period, under the influence of the polis concept of a self-governing ddmos gath-

ered in ekkl€sta and boul6 at the agoni,347 were the civil functions transferred to the

center of the city.:+s
As a rule, the city gate was associated with an open square of some size (r"h6b, Al,k.

rebitufm), rebit ali;zas cf. Neh. 8:1,3; 2 Ch. 32:6: r"h6! ia'ar hdir) where the inhabi-
tants of the city could assemble. Archaeologists have discovered such squares at sev-

eral sites, including Dan, Megiddo (IV.B), Gezer (VII/V[), Beer-sheba (V-IV and III-

336. Borger, 23 (Episode 32 A l8); M. Streck, VAB712 (1916), 54 VI 58. For the early history
of this phenomenon see Kapelrud.

337. Yadin, Hazor I (Jerusalem, 1958), pl. XXX (2); idem, Hazor III-IV (lerusalem, l96l),
pls. CXVIII-CXX.

338. Pp. 781-82.
339. H. Altenmiiller, LexAg, 1,356; Brunner, l,exAg, YL,786 n. 37.
340. M. Ottosson, Tbmples and Cult Places in Palestine (Uppsala, 1980), 98-99.
341. Yadin et al., Hazor pl. CXLII (l-2).
342.R. de Vaux, nB 58 (1951) 428,pt.Y.
343. Tufnell, lnchish 111 pl. CXII (E l9).
344. A. L. Oppenheim, JESHO l0 (1967) 9-10; on the typology of Mesopotamian cities see

Damerji, 260-63; on Iron Ages cities in Palestine see Shiloh, IE.l 28.
345. Damerji, 260-61: "centered city."
346. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, ll8; on the relationship between gates and street

layout, for Mesopotamia see Schmidt, 124-47; and for Iron Age Judah see Shiloh, IEJ 28; idem,
BASOR 268.

347. Martin, Agora.
348. A. N. Barghouti, "Urbanization of Palestine and Jordan in Hellenistic and Roman Times,"

in A. Hadidi, ed., Studies in the History and Archaeology of Jordan, I (Amman, 1982),209-29.
349. AHw, ll,964.
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II), and Lachish (III). Herzog estimates that a square could accommodate 800-1,000

Persons.350
Besides being used together with the adjacent gate to collect rainwater (cf. Beer-

sheba [V], Megiddo [IV.B]; 2 S.23:15-16), a paved square could also provide a place
for winnowing grain (Jer. 15:7), so that a gate square could be called a threshing floor
(giren pelah haiia'ar I K. 22:10:2 Ch. I 8:9).:st The Ugaritic Aqhat Epis3sz also pre-
supposes this association of threshing floor and gate (ytb b 'p tEr tbt 'drm dbgrn). In un-
fortif,red villages the threshing floor also served as a place of assembly.353 As the focus
of public life, the gate was also an appropriate meeting place (Jgs. 16:2; I S. 9:18; 2 S.

3:27; 19:19: Isa. 28:6). It was also the place where sizable crowds would assemble to
hear speeches and proclamations (Jer. l7:19-20; Prov. 1:21;8:3).

Finally, citizens (Isa.29:21;Jer.17:19; Ps.69:13[2]; Prov.24:7;2 Ch.32:6) and
elders (Prov. 3l:23; Job 29:7-25; Lam. 5:14) assembled at the gate to discuss matters
concerning the life of the city. Negotiations with strangers that might affect the public
life of the city were conducted at the gate (Gen. 34:20). Internal administrative proce-
dures such as apportionment of the tax burden to the various families could also be
looked after in the gate (Am. 5:10-11;.:sr

At Beer-sheba (II) a warehouse unearthed near the gate3s5 probably provided stor-
age for contributions of produce rather than serving as a barracks for soldiers.3s6
Starting toward the end of the 8th century the governmental organization in Judah be-
came increasingly refined. Dating from this period, there have been found at Tell Beit
Mirsim,357 Mizpah (Tell en-Nasbeh),358 and Tirzah (Tell el-Farah lNorthl;lse sizable
pillared buildings (cf. also the lOth-century buildings 1728 and 338 at Megiddo) asso-

ciated with gate areas; these buildings may be interpreted as administrative centers. Al-
ready in the l0th and 9th centuries, palaces were associated with gates at Megiddo
(palace 6000),360 Gezer (palace 10000),36r and Timna.362 In Neo-Assyrian Megiddo
(stratum III), palaces 1052,1369, and 490 were built on the east and west sides ofthe
gate.363 This evidence casts light on the significance of the gate complex in cities that
served as Neo-Assyrian administrative centers.3#

350. Stadrtor 16l.
351. Smith.
352. KTU 1.19, t, 22f .
353. Aranov, 167.
354. K. Koch, in H. W. Wolff, ed,., Probleme biblischer Theologie. FS G. von Rad (Munich,

197 t), 24s.
355. Z. Herzog in Y. Aharoni, ed., Beer-Sheba I (Tel Aviv, 1973),23-30.
356. As proposed by V. Fritz, ZDPV 93 (1977) 30-45.
351. M. and Y. Aharoni, BASOR 224 (1976) 73-76.
358. McCown, 2ll-12.
359. Chambon,pl.20.
360. Yadin, Hazon 154-56.
361. Ussishkin, BASOR 277 /27 8:7 5-7 6.
362. Kelm and Mazar, IEJ 39:109-10.
363. Herzog, Settlement and Fortification, 253.
364. Y. lkeda, Iraq 4l (1979) 75-87.
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Ruth 4:1 1 refers to the citizens' assembly as hd'dm 'oier baiia'ar; this was a separate

institution, distinct from the council of elders (hazz"qentm), which participated in the ad-

ministration of civic concerns. One of the functions of this group, made possible by the
gate, was to determine who was authorized to leave and enter the city and to prevent un-
authorized people from passing through the gate (cf. Josh. 20:4). To ensure the security of
the gates, they were closed at night (Josh. 2:5; Isa. 60: I l). In the Laws of Eshnunna, $$51
and 52 state that slaves identified as such by a mark may not leave the gate unless accom-
panied by their owner (abul einunna balum bdli-iu ul ussi) and that slaves from another
city in the custody of an envoy may not enter through the gate without being so identified
(abul einunna tterbam kannam maikanam u abbutam iiiakkan).zos

Both the substance and the terminology of these paragraphs illuminate the Hebrew
definition of a free citizen as one who goes in at the gate (kdl bd'A ia'ar-ir6, Gen.
23:10,18) and goes out at the gate (kol-yds"'A ia'ar ir6, Gen.34:24). The right to enter
and leave freely through the gate defines the status of free citizens as participants in the
civil assembly of kol ha'am'ier baiia'ar In addition, $$51 and 52 of the Laws of
Eshnunna make clear that there is no basis for Speiser's distinction between kol-ydse'A
ia'ar ir1 as the assembly of able-bodied men, on the basis of a military interpretation of
ys'/wd;fi(m) with ia'ar/abullu(m), and kol-bd'€ ia'ar iri as the assembly of elders.3tr

As early as the Chalcolithic Period (En-gedi), gates were furnished with benches;

such benches have been unearthed in the Iron Age gates of Beer-sheba (IV II), Dan,

Mizpah (the "late gate"), and Gezer. As part of the "basic furnishings"36T of a gate,

they make it easier to envision the function of the gate as a place where citizens could
assemble. The gate thus provided an ideal spot for teaching and instructing the children
of a city (Prov. 1:ll).:os

Goods were inspected at the gate as they entered or left the city, and duty was collected
ths1s.36e Bssause the gate was also the city's place of meeting and assembly, it was a popu-

larcommercialfocus(2K.7:1,18;Neh.13:15-22).AtLachish(III)shopswerelocatedon
either side of the gate. At Lachish (II) and Gezer (VII) jars and other vessels holding food
supplies were discovered in the vicinity of the gate, underlining the function of the gate as

a market. Here imported goods and foodstuffs (cf. the Fish Gate) could be sold, and goods

from the city could be offered to visiting traders. The "market gate" (bdb mafulrim) is well
attested in Akkadian. Along with shopping streets, moorings, and (possibly) commercial
districts, gates were major centers of trade in ancient Near Eastern cities, where ani-
mals,370 grain,37l and even real property3T2 could be bought and sold. Thriff lists373 and

365. E. Otto, Rechtsgeschichte der Redaktion im Kodex Einunna und im "Bundesbuch."
oBo 8s (r989), 160-66.

366. See also Evans, who cites Ruth 4:10-11.
367. Herzog, Stadtton 162.
368. B. Lang, Frau Weisheit (1975), 30-36.
369. CAD, Vt,87.
370. M. Streck, VAB 712 (1916),76lX 49; M. Weippert, WO 7 (1973174), 46,82.
37 l. A. Tremayne, Records from Erech. YOS 7 (1925), 191, l7; TCL, Xll 78, 8.

372. W. Rdllig, WO 8 (19751'16) 289, with a discussion of retail trade.
373. Cf. Mdmoires de la Diligation en Perse 28, no. 3.
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standard measures (nar61zt+ could be posted at the gate. In one Old Babylonian docu-

ment,37s xA.ca,l (baburn/abulhzn) should be translated "office)'376 Because gates were

commercial centers, the term could be applied to other spaces fulfilling this function. The

threshing floor, where grain was sold377 and payments in kind were made,378 was a natural

alternative to the gate.37e

Kings also made use of gates as centers of public life. Hezekiah assembled the peo-

ple in the square at the city gate to inspire them with courage to face the attack of the

Assyrians (2 Ch.32:6). The kings of Israel and Judah, Ahab and Jehoshaphat, called on

the prophets for advice at the threshing floor by the gate of Samaria (l K. 22:10).
Zedekiah was sitting at the Benjamin gate380 when he received the news that Jeremiah

had been arrested (Jer. 38:7-13). All the texts that speak of a king's presence in a gate

presuppose a national emergency in Israel and Judah. The gate was the place where
kings addressed the populace in such situations; in time of peace governmental busi-
ness was transacted in the palace. In the courtyard between the main gate and the outer
gate at Dan, excavation uncovered a rectangular structure made of hewn stones, ap-
proximately 7.5 ft. by 5 ft., which could be covered over by four wooden uprights. The
s1g4y31s138l tentatively interpreted this structure as a pedestal for a royal throne; it
might also be interpreted as a cultic installation.38z

Like the kings, their prophetic critics in Mari383 and Judah (Jer. 17:19-20) used the

public accessibility of the gate to address the populace. But prophets could also use the

gates of palaces3S+ and temples (Jer 1))tzs as places to proclaim their message.

Because the city gate functioned as the place of assembly for citizens and elders, it also

took on the function of housing the local city court. The identification of the city court as

the court at the gate is well established in legal traditions (Dt.2l:19;22:15,24;25:7;Josh.
20:4) and prophetic traditions (lsa.29.21: Jer. l:15; Am. 5:10,12,15), as well as in 2 S.

15:2;Ps. 121:5;Job31:21;Prov.22:22;Ruth4:l,l0,ll.Inanunfortifiedvillage,courtwas
held at the threshing floor, which thus played the role of the gate in a fortihed city.:so

The local court as a governmental institution is not a Judahite or Israelite innovation;
it goes back to Israel's Canaanite roots. In the Aqhat Epic,38; Danel gives judgment in a

374. CAD, XUl, 368.
375. CT 6,38a.
376. R. Westbrook, Old Babylonian Maruiage l^aws. BAfO 23 (1988), 118.
377. G. Dalman, AzS, III (1933),74.
378. Laws of Eshnunna, $19 ina maikanim uiaddan; cf. Otto, Rechtsgeschichte, 37-42.
379. On ina adrilml iddunu "deliver at the threshing floor," see P. Koschaker, ASAW Phil.-

hist. Kl. 39/5 (1928),45 n. l; CAD, Vl, 130.
380. See III above.
381. Biran, IEJ 22:165.
382. Herzog, Stadttor 163.
383. ARM XXV/I, 206, Il, 14- 15; 108, 13', l5';221-bis, lO, 16, 23.
384. ARM X)(VU2,37t,9, t5-16.
385. Cf. ARMXXVUI,402.
386. Matthews,29-33.
387. KTU 1.17,V,4-8; 1.19, l,18-29.
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gate court, not in his role as king but simply as one ofthe elders, all ofequal rank.388 The
theory that there were no local courts in Israel before the monarchy38e overlooks the
Canaanite origins of such courts in Israel.3m What is historically unique to the Israelite
local courts is their temporary independence from supervision by royal courts.

In addition to the local courts and a court with national jurisdiction (2 S. 15: l-6;
2 K. 8:1-6; Jer.26:l-19; Hos. 5'13e1), there were cultic courts at the local sanctuaries to
hear cases that could not be decided by the testimony of witnesses (Ex. 22:7-1018-
lll).3e2

In the period ofthe monarchy, the local courts hadjurisdiction over cases governed
by family law, over which the paterfamilias had originally exercised authority (Ex.
2l:15-17; Dt. 2lil5-17,18-21a; 22:13-21a,22a,23,24a,25,27-29; 24:l-4a,5; 25:5-
lO;,:er ur well as cases involving bloodguilt, which had originally been governed by
blood vengeance as the direct legal recourse of the injured family (Ex.2l:12-14,18-32
DL 19:2-13*;21:l-9*). Not until the late preexilic period under Josiah were the local
gate courts throughout Judah subjected to supervision by the state through integration
into the judicial system of the central government and professionalized by the appoinf
ment of judges and scribes (Dt. I 6: I 8- I 9* ; l7 :2-7), a process attested for Jerusalem al-
ready in the Sth century (Isa. l:26; 3:2; cf . Zeph. 3:31.zoe

When the cult was centralized, the cultic courts at the local sanctuaries were re-
placed by a central court in Jerusalem, which had jurisdiction over all cases that could
not be decided by the testimony of two r6ri1ngssg5.3es The procedural regulations in Ex.
23:l-3,6-8* serve to guarantee a fair trial by demanding truthful testimony and forbid-
ding preferential treatment of any social stratum, either the powerful or the weak. In
the Dtn legal reform, eyewitness testimony was subjected to the requirement of two
witnesses (Dt. 17:6; 19:15).

The pre-Dtn corpus of family law in Deuteronomy provides an instructive picture of
how a trial was conducted in the local gate court during the period before Josiah's legal
reform. The local elders presided over the hearing (Dt. 21:19-20; 22:15-19;25:7-9);
the plaintiff appeared before them, and the defendant was brought before them. A capi-
tal sentence imposed by the verdict of the elders was carried out by the men of the town
(21:21; 22:21). The execution could take place at the gate where the trial was held
(17:5;22:24;cf.2l:21;lK.2l:13;Lev.24:14:Nu. l5:35-36)oratthesiteofthecrime
(Dl22:21).

The laws of the Covenant Code and the pre-Dtn material in Deuteronomy allow us

388. B. Margalit, Ugaritic Poem of AQHT. BZAW 182 (1989), 361-62.
389. Criisemann, 70-73.
390. E. Otto, RFI"/ 7 (1988) 347-68.
391. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXIYll (1983),74.
392. T. Frymer-Kensky, "The Judicial Ordeal in the Ancient Near East" (diss., Yale, 1977),

474ff.;E. Otto, Wandel der Rechtsbegrilndigungen in der Gesellschaftsgeschichte des antiken Is-
rael. stBib 3 (1988), l4-19.

393. See II.2 above.
394. Gertz,74-82; also Niehr, 87-91.
395. Otto, "Deuteronomistische Gestaltung," FS O. Kaiser 142-55.
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to reconstruct the scope of the local court's jurisdiction. One important task of the local
court was to regulate conflict between local families in cases involving bodily injury
(Ex.2l:18-32),3e6 loss of or damage to property held on deposit, the responsibilities of
animal tenders, rental of fields (Ex. 22:6-1417-15l), and damage to fields (Ex.22:4-
5t5-61). The vast majority of the individual ordinances and short collections in these

codes go back to the local courts held in the gate. Complex collections were edited
with the aid of scribal expertise, which drew on material originating in the practice of
these courts.397

The collections in the Covenant Code and Deuteronomy that deal with family law
and bloodguilt show that local courts also acquired jurisdiction over transgressions of
private family law and offenses involving bloodguilt; thus passing sentence on capital
crimes also became the job of the local courts. Only in 8x.22:13-14(14-15) and the
pre-Dtn collections in Deuteronomy - i.e., in the traditions that substituted judicial
proceedings in local courts for private punishment 

- is the court procedure itself
themarized in the laws (cf. Dt. 19:1-l3x; 2l:18-21*:22:13-21*,22-28*; 25:5-10). The
replacement of private criminal law required reflection on the procedures followed in
the local gate courts; cases of damage and personal injury, however, which had always
been adjudicated by the local courts, required only reflection on the legal consequences
of different cases. The inclusion of family law and blood guilt collections in the
Josianic Deuteronomy, which retained the jurisdiction of the gate courts over these

cases, shows that this jurisdiction was meant to continue when the local gate courts
came under state supervision.

Deuteronomy interprets the Covenant Code within the framework of cultic central-
ization and supplements it in those sections that are unrelated to cultic centralization -the laws dealing with damage to property and bodily injury - by adding family law.
We may conclude from this observation that these areas of the law also remained asso-
ciated with the local gate courts. In other words, the Dtn legal reform did not alter the
jurisdiction ofthe local gate courts. The central court hadjurisdiction only when cases

in these uu'eas - except for family law, for which the elders continued to be responsible

- could not be decided by the local courts within the framework of the requirement of
two witnesses.

In the postexilic period the 'dflA, which likewise sat at the gate (Sir. 7:7), replaced
the court of the elders (cf. Josh. 20:4).tot In the Hellenistic and Roman periods, the
public civil functions of the gate were transferred to the agora and the synagogues.3ee

In the Persian period the synagogue took over the religious function ofthe gate square

as a place for prayer and the reading ofthe Torah (Neh. 8:l).+oo
The gates of the temple courts, especially the inner court, were places of prayer,

396. E. Otto, Kdrperverletzungen in den Keilschrifirechten und im AT. AOAT 226 (1991),
I I 8-64.

397. Otto, JSOT 57 (1993) 3-22.
398. Niehr, 106-9.
399. S. B. Hoenig, "The Ancient City-Square," ANRW IL19.1 (1979),448-76.
400. M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 1-1 1. AB (1991), 78-81.
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where the worshiper requested admittance (Ps. 118:19-20). In Egyptian temples in-
scriptions were displayed at the side entrances through which the minor priests entered
the temple each morning and at the main entrance through which the high priest, repre-
senting the king, entered the temple. These inscriptions combined general ethical pre-
cepts with precepts embodying priestly and administrative professional ethics.aOr In
these inscriptions the oath taken by priests at their initiation was repeated. The Egyp-
tian genre ofpurgative priestly confession exhibits not only formal but also substantial
parallels to the gate liturgies in Ps. l5 and24.402In these psalms an oath of purgation is
imposed not on the priest but on each individual worshiper wishing to enter the temple
court. If Egyptian influence goes beyond this similarity, it would be unusual for it to be
manifested in a cultic procession with the alk,403 since the Egyptian perspective is not
that of the deity's entering the sanctuary but rather that of the deity's gracious favor to-
ward the world emerging.

The legal and ethical norms in Ps. 15 and 24 (gate psalms) are hrmly grounded in
the theology of the Jerusalem temple priesthood.4M The integration of law into priestly
theology and the consequent theologization of law and the development of a theologi-
cal ethos (e.g., Ex. 23:4-5) that is rooted in law and supports l1a0s ls an expression of
the solarization of Jerusalem priestly theology by the inclusion of iamai motifs;a06
these same motifs appear in the legal foundations of the Covenant Code (Ex. 22:20-
26*[2]-27*]).407 The legal traditions of the local gate courts were preserved by the
learned scribal redactors of the legal collections and adopted by priests in Jerusalem.
There they were interpreted theologically in the context of a solarized royal theology of
Yahweh (Ex.20:24-26*:22:20-26*[2]-21x11. The laws protecting the poor (8x.22:20-
)$xl2l-27*); Ps. 15:5) and providing fbr fair judicial procedures (F;x.23:l-3,6-8; Ps.
24:4b;8x.20:16; Dt. 5:20;+os provided the main gateway for the theologization of law
under the influence of a solarized Yahwism, especially under Assyrian influence.

Toward the end of the Assyrian period, segments of the Jerusalem priesthood de-
serted this way of grounding the law, turning instead to a cultic law of prerogatives, in
which the theology of the land played a central role. This law emphasized the setting
apart of firstfruits and firstborn, the Sabbath and the Sabbatical Year (Ex. 22:28-29;
23:lO-12). ln Ex. 22:18(19)-23:12 they placed the section governing judicial proce-
dure (23:1-3,6-8), already theologized (v. 7b), in the context ofthis new legal principle.
This form of theologically based law was set in the framework of prerogative laws (Ex.

401. Grieshammer.
402. J. Assmann, Ma'at (1990), 145.
403. See also B. Janowski, ZTK 86 (1989) 428-33.
404. E. Otto, ZAW 98.
405. Otto, Vom Rechtsbruch zur Siinde.
406. On the ancient Near Eastern background of sun-god theology, see B. Janowski,

Rettungsgewissheit und Epiphanie des Heils. WMANT 59 ( 1989), 174-91; O. Keel, "Fern von Je-
rusalem," in F. Hahn et al., eds., Zion, Ort der Begegnung. FS L. Klein. BBB 90 (1993), 484-99,
strongly emphasizing Jebusite influence on the Jerusalem sun-god motifs in the OT.

407. E. Otto, ZTK 88 (1991) 165-68.
408. T. Veijola, 7AW lO3 (1991) t-17.
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2l:2-ll; 23:lO-12) in the final form of the Covenant Code (Ex. 2O:24-26; 2l:2-
23:12*) before the latter was incorporated into the Sinai pericope. With this preroga-

tive law framework of ordinances governing festivals, judicial procedures, and the le-

gal system, it survived in the sequestration ordinances of Dt. 14i22-1523* and 26:2-
l3x.40e

In Mesopotamia legal disputes were settled at the lowest level within the gentilic as-

sociations and the city wards (Akk. bdbtulml).4l0 For cultic rulings, chapels like those

of Ur in the Isin-Larsa period were available in the wards.4lt Higher courts sat in pal-
ace gates.4l2 Tablets A and B of the Middle Assyrian Laws, from a Middle Assyrian ar-

chive dating from the time of Tiglath-pileser I, were discovered in the Neo-Assyrian
context of a gate between the old palace of Ashur and the Anu-Adad temple.+t:
Unger+t+ identifies this gate with the Shamash ('s1s.als It had no poliorcetic function
and may have served as a court with an associated library.+t6 The court with cultic ju-
risdiction sat in "sacred precincts" (bamru) of the Anu-Adad temple.arT

In $37 of the Laws of Eshnunna,al8 *1s gate of the temple of the scribe god Tishpak
is named as the place for oaths of purgation in the context of the law governing depos-

16.+te Qld Akkadian texts mention oaths regarding evidence and oaths of purgation be-

ing sworn in a temple gate.420 The bdb ili(m)/iamai served as a cultic s6urt.421 In Hatti-
land, passing through a gate could absolve a transgression.a22

In Egypt trials were held in the "gate" of the palace or temple, depending on ques-

tions of jurisdiction.423 To the Egyptians the gate was a place of transition linking the

outer world to an inner world of higher order - the palace or temple. Justice (ma'at)

was conveyed to the outer world through the gate. The noun 'ryr means "guardroom,
the building through which one enters the royal palace.'424 The interior of the gate

409. E. Otto, FS N. kthfink (1993), 261-72.
410. See $$54,56,58 of the Laws of Eshnunna.
4l l. K. R.etter, Nouvelles assyriologiques brives et utilitaires, 199113,56.
412. See $40 of the Middle Assyrian Laws (tablet A) (V 71, 91,96; pr ekalli); cf. $47 (VII 13,

t8-22).
413. J. Jordan, MDOG 48:28; W. Bachmann, MDOG 54 (1917) 58; on the location see

C. Preusser, Die Paliiste in Assur (Berlin, 1955), pl. VIII.
414. E. Unger, RI,A, I, 177; but cf. Miglus, 270 n. 31.
415. KAV 42 ll 28:'44 ro. 6.
416.W. Andrae,DerAnu-Adad-TempelinAssur(1909),71;E.F.Weidner,A./iO12(1937139)48.
417. B. Menzel, Assyrische Tempel, I (1981), 38, 68-69.
418. Otto, Rechtsgeschichte, 79-83.
419. See also I. Gelb, Old Akkadian Inscriptions in the Chicago Natural History Museum

(Chicago, 1955), no. 7 , 26; S. Greengus, Old Babylonian Tablets from Ishchali and Wcinity (ls-
tanbul, 1979), no. 25, 25.

420. P. Garelli, RA 56 (1962) 198; H. Hirsch, Untersuchungen 7ur altassyrien Religion. BAfO
t3n4 (196t),68-69.

421. CAD, il, 19-20.
422. A. Goetze, "Kleinasien," HAw lll.l.3.3ll (1957), 156.
423. S. Allam, ZS 101 (1974) l-4: I*xAg.II.536-53.
424. W. Helck, Zur Verwaltung des Mittleren und Neuen Reichs (Leiden, 1958), 65.
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served as a meeting room for the cabinet, an audience chamber, and a court. The proc-
lamations uttered there by the king had the force of law throughout the land. High dig-
nitaries of Egyptian society - though hardly professionally trained - functioned as

judges, vicariously representing the king. They had the right to preside over trials
(wd'-'ryt, "open the portico").+zs The temple gate where justice was administered
could be referred to as "the gate where justice is dispensed" (rwt-di-ms?).+20 5u"n
gates have been identified at Edfu, Esna, Karnak, Medamud, Dendera, Akhmim, and
Tanis. At Edfu a gate court of the birth house (Mammisi) opposite the main temple is
also described as "the place where the requests of every petitioner are received, that
justice may be distinguished from injustice lr wp ml't r isft1, the great place where the
weak are upheld to protect them from the strong" and "the noble portal of the 'gate
where justice is pronounced' (sbl ips nt rwt-di-m3't) opposite [the temple ofl
Edfi).'427

Vl. l. lXX. For the most part the LXX translates ia'ar with the lexeme py'l4 (ca.287
times), which also serves to translate delel (lO times), sap (bis), and pelah (6 times). In
the LXX pflE translating ia'ar can refer to a city gate (Gen. l9:l;34:20,24; etc.), the
gate to the temple court or temple (Ps.23:7,9; ll7:19-20 LXX; etc.), the palace gate
(Jer.22:2,4), the gate of heaven (Gen.28:17), and the gate of the netherworld (Wis.
16:13; cf. Pss. Sol. 16:2). The semantic spectrum of ia'ar differentiates several as-
pects; the LXX incorporates this differentiation by using variant translations. When
Deuteronomy uses .ic hr in contrast to maqbm, leading to the formula of integrating the
landless ('aier biie'areykAl,azz.ia'ar stands by synecdoche for the city itself. Here the
LXX translates .ia'cr with p6lis (Dt. 12:15,17 ,18,21; 14:21,27; erc.). The Sabbath com-
mandment of the Decalog (Dt. 5; 14; Ex. 20: l0 LXX) diverges from the usage, translat-
ing the integration formula with ho paroik6n en sol. For the LXX, too, the Decalog is to
be in force under all circumstances; in contrast toDt. 12-26, it is not bound to an urban
civilization in a developed region.

When .ia'ar denotes the gate as a court or place of execution, or a place to affix the
word of God (Dt. 6:9; ll:20:.21:19:'22:15,24:25:7),the LXX translates it withpi/e-. In
the Greek and Hellenistic period, the use of the gate as a court of law was well
lrro*1.42e In Dt. l6:18-19 the LXX translation reflects the Ptolemaic legal institution
of the college of chrematists, as is shown clearly by the translation of ioter as

g rammat o e i s a g 6 g e fi s.a3o

In Est. 4:2,6 LXX translates ia'ar hammeleft with plle nil basil4os, since here the
reference is to the palace gate. When ia'ar hammele( denotes the entrance to the ad-
ministrative area of the palace (2:19; 5:9) as the royal administrative center (3:2-3:

425. See van den Boorn.
426. See Sauneron.
427. Brunner, Symbolon 6:45.
428. See II.3.b above.
429. For citations see Stricker, 325 n.2068.
430. Riiterswdrden, Geme inschaft, 13 -14.
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5:13;6:10), the LXX translates it with aulii.lnDnl.2:49 bilera'malka'is translated
with basilikd auld.

In Job 5:4; Prov. 14:19; Ezk.46l.12, the LXX translates ia'ar with thyra, a lexeme
that usually represerr,ts pelay'r and occasionally delel.lf ia'ar in Job 5:4 and Prov. 14:19
stands for the city or palace gate, the use of thyra by the LXX in these verses points to
the dwelling place, thus underlining the effect on the family of the relationship be-
tween actions and consequences. In Ezk. 46:12 the use of thyra in the sense of delelis
an interpretive translation of ia'ar

In Jgs. 18: 16-17; I Ch. 26:13; Ezk. 4O:9, ia'ar is translated with pyl6n, a lexeme
that also represents sap and pe1al.t. Jgs. 18:16-17 is the only place in the OT where
.iaZr denotes the entrance to a group of houses belonging to a clan, but here the LXX
follows standard OT usage, which uses pelal.t for the entrance to a single residence. In
I Ch. 26 13 LXX a portico (pyl5n) stands at each of the cardinal points of the temple
courtyard (cf. Mt. 26:71); these structures are distinct from the secondary gates (pfl7,
I Ch. 26:16). In Ezk. 40:9 ailam (= 'uldm) toil pyl6nos is distinct from ailam (= sap)
tes pyles.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Temple Scroll uses ia'ar primaily to denote the gates of
the temple courts. The inner court, which only the priests may enter, has four gates, one
on each side in the middle of the wall surrounding the court (llQT 36:[]-11). Each
gate measures 40 cubits on a side. The gate chamber is divided into four side rooms on
either side of the passageway.43l The plan of the temple in the book of Ezekiel provides
for only three gates in Ezk. 40:28-46; the west side of the inner court serves as fore-
court to the temple. In the Temple Scroll the middle court of the temple is open to
cultically qualified males. In Ezk. 46:l-3 the prince may enter only as far as the inner
threshold of the inner court; the people may come only to the entrance to the gate. The
Temple Scroll continues this hierarchy of holiness, adding to it a middle court open
only to cultically qualified males. This middle court has three gates in each of its four
sides, named for the twelve tribes of Israel ( I I QT 39: I 1- l3). The base of each gate is
28 cubits square. The outer court (40:5-45:6), which women may also enter, likewise
has three gates in each of its four sides, each with a base 50 cubits square. Like the
gates of the middle court, the gates of the outer court are named for the twelve tribes of
Israel (40: l44l :121.+tz

llQT 5l:11-18 is based on Dt. 16:18-19, supplemented by Dt. l:16-17 and Ex.
23:6-7; in addition, venality is made punishable by death. By treating venality as de-
filement of the land (l1QT 5l: 14-15), the Temple Scroll continues an interpretation al-
ready characteristic of the Dtn redaction of Dt. 19-25.433 I IQT 52: l0 is based on Dt.
15:21-22,1lQT 55:15 on Dt. 17:2-3. The synecdochic use of ia'ar in llQT 5l:11;
52:10; 55:15 reflects similar usage in Deuteronomy. InterpretingDt. 12 and Lev. 17,

431. Y. Yadin, Temple Suoll, | (1977),203-4.
432. On the assignment of names see Yadin, Temple Scroll, l, 255-56; on the background of

Hellenistic architecture see Lauter, 109ff.
433. Ono, "Soziale Verantwortung," FS S. Herrmann,295-98.
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llQT 52:14-15 (cf. also 53:4) augments the Dtn antithesismaq6m- ia'ar by adding
miqddi - ia'ar llQT 52:13-21 continues trends already noted in the interpretation of
Dt. 12 in Lev. 17.434

11QT 64:1-6 and 65:1-66:12 incorporate ordinances of Dtn family law. The use of
ia'arin the sense of "court" in llQT 64:4 and 66:10 reflects the usage of Deuteron-
omy. The Tgs. (Jon., Neof., Onq.) instead connect ia'ar in Dt. l7:5; 2l:19;22:15;25:7
with the Beth Din43s and expand it to tr' byt dyn(h) ('tr')/by dyn'.

The usage of ia'ar in the Dead Sea Scrolls differs only slightly from OT usage. As
the nature of the scrolls would lead us to expect, metaphorical usage predominates. A
departure from OT usage appears in 4Q219 (Jubd) 7:11 (= Jub. 39:9), where ia'aris
used like pelafito denote the door of an individual dwelling. In 4Q184 I 12 the city
gates are identif,red specihcally as i'ry qrywt.ln IQM 12: 14 (= 4Q492 6) a prayer calls
on Jerusalem to keep its gates always open. In lQM 2:3 the gates of the sanctuary are

called .f'ry hmqdi. The camp has a primary gate (hi'r htylaun) as well as secondary
gates (lQM 8:4), which are opened before battle so that the warriors may sally forth.
The opening of the "gates of battle" (i'ry hmylhmft) in IQM 3:1,7 and l6:4 serves also
as a metaphor for the onset of battle; the opening of the "gates of help" (i'ry yiw'wt)
stands for God's help. The motif of the "gates of the netherworld" (i'ry i'l) appears in
IQH 6:24 and 4Q184 1 l0;+:0 they are contrasted with the "everlasting gates" (.f'ry
'lm).In the benedictions for the days of the months in 4Q503 (3: l5; I l:12 12:20), the
break of day is called the "gate of light" (i'r wr).

434. E. Otto, "Die Heiligkeitsgesetz Leviticus 17-26
P. Mommer and W. Thiel, eds., AT, Forschung und Wirkung.
am Main, 1994), 65-80.

435. Bab. Ketub.45b.
436. See Jeremias, TDNT Y[,925, for rabbinic citations.
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l. I . Etymology. A noun iipkd is not attested in other Semitic languages. Ugar.l and
Pun.z ipl.t, "extended family," and OSA slh, "call togetheq"3 recall Heb. miipdhd. De-
spite their phonetic resemblance, the two Hebrew nouns are unrelated etymologically.
The proposed derivation from ipl.t, "pour ou1"4 (cf. Arab. safafias), alluding to the ac-
tivity of the iiplrd, remains highly hypothetical. In the SP the noun appears as aifa.

2. Occurrences. There are 60 occurrences of iipltA in the OT. We may note a con-
centration in Gen. 12-35 (26 times), 2 S. 14 (6 times), and Jer. 34 (6 times). Its almost
total absence from legal texts is noteworthy. The "slave laws" (Ex.2l:7,20,26,27;
23:12; Lev. 25:6,44; Dt. I 5: l7), the Decalog (Ex. 20: 10, l7 ; Dt. 5:14,21), and the Dtn
list of those who participate in cultic observances (Dt. 12:12,18; 16:11,14) all use
'amd. The fate of the iipfuA is a subject of prophetic social criticism only in Jer. 34.

3. Lexical Field. Eleven texts (Gen. 12:16;20:14:24:35;30:43;32:6lBng. 5l; Dt.
28:68; 1 S. 8:16;2K.5:26; Jer.34:ll; Eccl. 2:7;2Ch.28:10) use iipfid in syndesis
with'ePe1.0 From this usage we may conclude that the iipltd is an unfree female de-
pendent of comparable status. The enslavement of both is denoted by kdpai (Jer.
34:ll,16;2 Ch.28:10: cf. Neh. 5:5),7 their manumission by ilb hopit (Jer.34:9; cf. Ex.
2l:2;Dt.15:12). Women may be enslaved by sale (Dt. 28:68; Est.7:4; Eccl. 2:7) or as

a result of war (Isa. l4:2).
The distinction between the nouns 'amd and iip|td is problematic. The former is

somewhat less common (54 times) and appears primarily in legal texts. The similarity

25-53: F. Criisemann, The Torah (Eng. tr. Minneapolis, 1996); K. Engelken, Frauen im Alten Is-
rael. BWANT I 30 ( 1990); M. I. Finley, "Die Schuldknechtschaft," in H. G. Kippenberg, ed., Die
Entstehung der antiken Klassengesellschaft (Frankfurt am Main, 1977), 173-204; I. Fischer, Die
Erzeltern Israels. BZAW 222 (1994); B. S. Jackson, "Biblical Laws of Slavery," in L. J. Archer,
ed., Slavery and Other Forms of Unfree ktbor (London, 1988), 86-l0l; A. Jepsen, 'AMAH und
SCHIPHCHAH," VT 8 (1958) 293-97; H. c. Kippenberg, "Die Entlassung aus
Schuldknechtschaft im antiken Jud[a," in G. Kehrer, ed., "Vor Gott sind alle gleich"
(Dtisseldorf, 1983), 74-lO4; idem, Religion und Klassenbildung im antiken Judcia. SUNT 14
(21982); N. P. Lemche, "The 'Hebrew Slave,"' W 25 (1975) 129-M; idem, "The Manumission
of Slaves - the Fallow Year 

- the Sabbatical Year - the Jobel Yearl' W 26 (1976) 38-59;
A. Phillips, "The Laws of Slavery," "/SOT 30 (1984) 5l-66; J. P. M. van der Ploeg, "Slavery in the
OT," Congress Volume: Uppsala 1971. SW22(1972),72-87;1. Riesener, Der Stammlal im
AT. BZAW 149 (19'19), esp. 76-83; A. Schenker,'Affranchissement d'une esclave selon Ex 21,7-
ll: Bibl69 (1988) 547-56 M. Schwantes, 'A Literary Study of the Slave-girl Pericope - Le-
viticus 19:20-22," in S. Japhet, ed., Studies in Bible. ScrHier 3l (1986) 241-55; L. Schwienhorst-
Schdnberger, Das Bundesbuch (Ex 20,22-23,33). BZAW 188 (1990).

l. WUS, no.2664.
2. D|SO,316.
3. Beeston, 124.
4. GesB,856.
5. Wehr,409.
6. -+ X, 387-90.
7. -+ VII, 54-55.
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of thetwotermsisclearinGen.30:3-4and 1S. l:11,16,18;25:24-41, wherebothare
used interchangeably for the same person.s Although we would expect pilegei to be

treated similarly, it alternates with 'dmd (Jgs. 19) but not with iipfud.

As an antonym, we find g"lird (lsa. 24:2; Ps. 123:2; Prov. 30:23).

4. lXX. The LXX translates iiphd most frequently with paidtskE (38 times) and dortb
(19 times), less often with thenipaina (bis) and oikdtis (bis). It uses the same nouns in
the same distribution to translate 'amd, thus treating 'amd and iiphA as synonyms.

ll. l. Patriarchal Nanatives. a. Property Lists. The lists of property belonging to
the patriarchs include i?dba! (Gen. 20: 14; 24:35; 3O:43; 32:615)), always (except in
30:43) following the 'ebed. These lists are intended to demonstrate the wealth of the
patriarchs and have a tendency to attract later additions.e This is especially clear in
l2:16, where male and female slaves appear between male and female donkeys; it is
unclear which pair is secondary. The original series may have been herds-flocks-
servants (cf. 20: 14;32:615)),later expanded by the inclusion of other livestock (camels

and female donkeys: 3O:43) as well as silver and gold (24:35).
This use in lists of possessions appears also in 2 K. 5:26 (the wealth obtained under-

handedly by Elisha's disciple Gehazi) and Eccl. 2:7 (the attempt to buy happiness).
b. Surrogate Motherhood Narratives. We find i?ab6! mentioned when the matri-

archs are childless. It is noteworthy that the iipl.td always belongs to her mistress. Even
when running away, Hagar is still defined by her relationship to Sarai (Gen. 16:8-9)
and is therefore ordered to return to Sarai, not to Abram (v. 9). This association is espe-

cially clear in the consistent use of the enclitic personal pronoun and in construct
phrases where iipl.td is the nomen regens and the matriarch the nomen rectum. To out-
siders the patriarch has ownership of the iiphA;to within the family, however, she is as-

signed to the wife.ll Thus when a daughter is married, her dowry may include a iipfud,

who then goes over, along with the bride, to the extended family of the bridegroom
(Gen.29:24).

The only role in which a iipl.td is mentioned is that of surrogate mother. If no son is

born or the number of sons is deemed insufficient, the primary wife gives "her" lipl.td
to the patriarch as a wife. The formula of transfer, using ntn and lqh, normally assigned
to the bride's father, is here pronounced by the primary wife.l2 The status of the iipl.td
with respect to the primary wife does not change: Hagar's attempt to make Sarai feel
inferior because of her infertility leads Sarai to treat her harshly (Gen. 16:4-6). A child
conceived under such an iurangement is considered the mistress's child (16:2; 30:3).t:
The mistress often chooses the child's name. The natural children of the primary wife,

8. See II.3 below.
9. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. tr. 1985), 165.
10. See II.l.a above.
11. Fischer,92-93.
12. Engelken, 133.
13. Fischer, 99-100.
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however, are treated preferentially. The order in Jacob's demonstration of submissive-
ness (33:1,2,6) shows clearly that the iipl.td and her children have the lowest status.
Ishmael, although born to a iipfua, has the right of inheritance and thus endangers
Isaac's position. Since Sarah lacks the authority within the family to cast out Hagar and
Ishmael, she turns to Abraham and calls Hagar his 'dmd (21:lo). Abraham's reaction in
v. 11 shows that he is aware of the injustice he is committing when he accedes to Sa-
rah's request to cast out Hagar and Ishmael.

Several theories have been put forward concerning the distinction between 'amd and
{ipl.ti. Jepsen refuted convincingly the older theory that the words belong to different
source strata. He himself emphasizes the physical aspect, seeing in the iipl.ta "an un-
free girl, still virginal, whose primary function is to serve the wife; . . . ;tDN denotes an
unfree woman, either the concubine of the husband or the unfree wife . . . of a slave."la
This interpretation fails, however, in Gen. 25:12;30:3-4;32:23(22); Jepsen therefore
assumes that the distinction was later lost. According to Riesener,t5 iipl.td places more
emphasis on the aspect of capacity to work, 'amd on the aspect of femininity. Engelken
accepts this theory and concludes that there is a difference of status: "The ilDN appears
when the emphasis is on her close and intimate relationship to her mistress or master,
on motherhood, sexual attractiveness, and the need for protection. The ingu appears
primarily when the emphasis is on her capacity to work and her enslavement."l6 In
truth, a slight difference in status may be perceived in most texts. But the contrast be-
tween femininity and capacity to worklT does not comport with the use of 'ama in the
Sabbath commandment, which concerns rest from labor; conversely, the surrogate
mother texts use iiplt6, although their focus is on sexuality. The choice of terms ap-
pears instead to be determined by the nature of the relationship: texts dealing with the
total family and the woman's relationship to the husband generally choose 'amd. lf her
relationship to the mistress is to be expressed, the same person is called iipfu,a.n

2. Duties. The work of a iipl.td is suggested above all by Ex. I l:5: she grinds grain.
It is as characteristic for a iiplld to sit behind the handmill as it is for the pharaoh to sit
on his throne. Despite the significance of flour as a source of nutrition, this work was
viewed as especially degrading; it was assigned to prisoners, for example (Jgs. l6:21;
rsa.47:l-2; Job 3l:10). other tasks of a iiplra include fetching water (2 S. t7:17) and
washing the feet of servants (l S. 25:41); both services illustrate the low status of a
iiplti. The i?Ah6! are the ones responsible for the "dirty work" (cf. in 1 S. 8 the differ-
ence between vv. 16 and l3).

3. Self-Reference. When directly addressing a king (Saul, David), a woman refers to
herself asiipfud inordertosignalhersubmissiveness(l s.25; 28;2s.14).Likethe

14. P. 293.
15. Pp. 82-83.
16. Pp. 144-45.
17. For a fundamental criticism of this dubious categorization see Fischer, 95-96.
18. Fischer, 9l-97.
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self-designation'elej (2 S. 9:11:, 15:34:' 18:29;2 K. 16:7), this term by no means indi-
cates that the speaker is a slave; it is an element of "court style."le The texts record dip-
lomatic conversations.2o

In I S. 25 andZS. 14 iipl.td alternates with 'dmdwithin the direct address. In 2 S. 14

the change to 'dmd takes place in the woman's account of her own thoughts - iipl.td is

the more humble term, to which she reverts when the resume of her thoughts is over

and she once more addresses the king directly. The same conclusion is suggested by

1 S. 25:41b, where Abigail offers to do service as a iipltd. A heightened sense of self
can also explain why 'dmA is used as a self-designation in 2 S. 20:11 (the wise woman

to Joab) and I K. l:13,17 (Bathsheba to Solomon).
A similar usage appears in the conversations of Hannah with Eli ( I S. 18) and the

disciple's wife with Elisha (2 K.4:2,16). This slight nuance in the degree of submis-

siveness also comes into play in the interaction between Ruth and Boaz. In Ruth 2:13

she is asking a favor and therefore refers to herself submissively as iiplti; in 3:9 she is

more demanding and therefore calls herself Znd.
The LXX takes an egalitarian tack, using doillZ for both terms in all these texts.

4. LegalTexts.Lev.lg:20 is the only instance of iipltd in a legal text.2r This ordi-
nance deals with sexual misconduct. From a strictly legal perspective, intercourse with
a betrothed female slave involves neither adultery nor rape. Since, however, a wrong

has been committed, a guilt offering is required (vv.2l-22).22
All other ordinances dealing with unfree females speak of the 'dmd. The Sabbath

commandment (Ex.20:10; Dt.5:14) lists her among all those who are given respite

from work. As in the lists of those who participate in cultic observances (Dt. 12:12,18;
16:11,14), sheisviewedaspartof theextendedfamilyof theheadof thehousehold(cf.
Dl l2:7). The commandment forbidding coveting (Ex. 2O:17; Dl5:21) views her,

along with real property, Iivestock, and chattels, as the property of a full citizen.23 The
"slave laws" proper deal with questions of bodily injury (Ex. 2l:21-22,26'21) and

manumission of male and female slaves (Ex. 2l:2-ll; Dt. 15:12-18). The addition of
'ilri and 'ilrtyk shows that these laws refer to Israelites who have been enslaved for
debt.za Since daughters were the first to be sold into the form of dependence, women
and girls were probably affected with particular frequency.2s Because a female slave

might be subject to sexual exploitation, the ordinance governing the manumission of an
'dmd differs from that governing the manumission of an 'e!eQ: if he has had inter-

course with her "owner" or his son, she may not be sold to another or sent away (Ex.

2l7-ll). The other side of this "protective provision" is that, unlike the 'ebed, the fe-

19. I. Lande, Formelhafie Wendungen der Umgangssprache im AI (Leiden, 1949),68-72
20. Riesener, 156-57.
21. See Cardellini, 305-1 1.

22. Engelken, 158.
23. F.-L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. OBO 45 (1982), I15.
24. Schwienhorst-Schiinberger, 306-9.
25. Crtisemann, 157-59.
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male slave had no chance to regain her freedom. If the owner takes another wife, he
must not diminish the basic necessities provided for the 'amd. These probably did not
include sexual intercourse:26 'dnd (Ex. 2l:10)zt should be translated "shelter" or
"housing," not "intimacy."28 Dt. 15 ameliorates the situation of a woman sold into slav-
ery for debt; among the changes is the elimination of concubinage.2e

Jer. 34 records a concrete instance of the manumission of male and female debtors.
Departing from legal terminology, this text uses the term iipl.t6. The clear reference to
Dt. 15 betrays the Dtr redaction of Jeremiah. Eventually, the law came to prohibit the
enslavement of an Israelite for debt (Lev.25;2 Ch. 28:10).:o

5. Wisdom Literature. The texts that contrast g"ltrA and iipltA reflect the normal so-
cial order. The distance separating the two can serve as an image for the distance be-
tween God and the human individual (Ps. 123:2). When a iipl.tdbecomes mistress, the
social order is imperiled (Prov. 30:23). Conversely, the fall from g"ltrd to iiphA is the
greatest conceivable (lsa.24:2). In Joel 3:2(2:29) revaluation of the social order be-
comes an eschatological vision: male and female slaves will be endowed with the
spirit, just like sons and daughters.

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The contexts of 4Q266 l4a2 and 4Q270 8 14 are extremely
fragmentary, making reconstruction very difficult. Since the texts are probably regula-
tions concerning leprosy, it is safe to assume that the correct reading is the vb. .lpi
rather than iipl.td.

Reuter

26. Engelken, 152.
27. -+ X[,229.
28. Criisemann, 157; Schwienhorst-Sch0nberger, 314 n.44, translates it as "oil"!
29. Phillips, 55-62.
30. Riesener, 127-28.
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I. l. Etymology; 2. Ancient Near East; 3. Personal Names; 4. Occurrences; 5. Semantics;

6. LXX. [. Verb: l. Rule; 2. Judge; 3. Do Justice;4. Dispute. III. Noun: 1. Ruler; 2. Governor;

3. Judge; 4. Administration of Justice in Israel; 5. Judges of Israel; 6. Literary Influence.

IV. Theological Usage: l. Yahweh as Ruler;2. Yahweh as Judge. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

idpa1. P. Bovati, Ristabilire la giustizia. AnBibl 110 ( 1986), esp. 38-39, 154-55,165-66; I. H.
Eybeis, Die semitiese stamS-P-T (Pretoria, 1955); F. C. Fensham, "The Judges and Ancient
Israelite Jurisprudence : OTWSA 2 (1960) 15-22; Y. Hocherman, "Etymological Studies in Bib-
lical Languagel' BethM 30 (1984/85) 484-93: G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeichnung alt-
testamentlicher Rechtsscitze. WMANT 39 (1971\, esp. 62-73: idem, "DDl| ipt to judgej' TLOT,
lll, 1392-99; T. J. Mafico, 'A Study of the Hebrew Root ip1 with Reference to Yahweh" (diss.,
Harvard, 1979); H. W. McAvoy, 'A Study of the Root JPTwith Special Reference to the Psalter"
(diss., Edinburgh, 1973); H. Niehr, Herrschen und Richten. FzB 54 (1986); J. P. M. van der
Ploeg, "Sapa1 et Mispaf" OTS 2 (1943) lM-55; M. Rozenberg ,"The Saftm in the Bible," Erlsr
12 (1975) 77*-86*; idem, "The Stem ipr" (diss., Pennsylvania, 1963); A. van Selms, "The Title
'Judge,"' OTWSA2 (1960) 4l-50; J. J. Stamm, "Namen rechtlichen Inhalts," in H. Donner et al.,
eds., Beitriige zur alttestamentlichen Theologie. FS W. Zimmerli (Gdttingen, 1971), 460-78 =
Beitrrige zur hebrtiischen und altorientalischen Namenkunde. OBO 30 ( 1980), 159-77 , esp. I 68-
77; M. Stol, 'Akkadisches iapilum, iapalum und westsemitisches ipr," BiOr 29 (1972) 276-77 .

1.2.a:M. Anbar, Zes tibus Amurites de Mari. OBO 108 (1991); G. Bunnens, "Le sufbte du
port d'Emar," Akkadica Sup 6 (1989), 27-29: A. Finet, "Les autorit6s locales dans le royaume de
Mail' Akkadica 26 (1982) 1-16, esp. 6-7; P. Fronzaroli, "L ordinamento gentilizio semitico e i
testi di Mari,"Archivio glottologico ltaliano 45 (1960), 37-60, esp. 52-54;H. Klengel, Zwischen
Zelt und Palast (Yienna, 1972), esp. 103-45; J.-R. Kupper, "Mari. A. Philologisch," RLA, Vll,
382-90, esp. 387-89; idem, "Les pouvoirs locaux dans le royaume de Mari," in A. Finet, ed., Les
pouvoirslocauxenMisopotamieetdanslesregionsadjacentes (Brussels,1982),43-53,esp.45-
47; L T. Luke, "Pastoralism and Politics in the Mari Period" (diss., Michigan, 1965); T. J.

Mafico, "The Term Sapipm in Akkadian Documents," JNSL 13 (1987) 69-87; A. Marzal, "Mari
Clauses in 'Casuistic' and 'Apodictic' Styles," CBQ 33 (197 l) 333-64, 492-509; idem, "The Pro-
vincial Governor at Mari," "INES 30 (1971) 186-217; idem, "La raiz iil 6|PTUM, S,q,pATUU,
SAptTUtL SApry1fuu) y las palabras MERUUM y ABU BITIM en ARMT XlYl' Sefarad 36
(1976) 221-39; V. H. Matthews, Pastoral Nomadism in the Mari Kingdom (ca. 1830-1760 a.c.).
ASORDS 3 (Cambridge, Mass., 1979); W. Mayer, "Grundziige der Geschichte der Stadt Tuttul
im 2. Jt. v.Chr.," UF 19 (1987) 12l-60; C. van Nerom, "La fonction de 56pi1um d'aprds les ar-
chives de Mart: AIPHOS 20 (1968170) 505-10; E. Otto, Rechtsgeschichte der Redaktionen im
Kodex Einunna und im 'Bundesbuch'. OBO 85 (1989); J. D. Safren, "merfium and merfrAtum in
Mail' Or 5l (1982) l-29; idem, "New Evidence for the Title of the Provincial Governor at

Iu.larii HUCA 50 (1979) l-15.
I.2.b: W. F. Albright, "Zab0l Yam and Thdpil Nahar in the Combat Between Baal and the

Sea," "/POS 16 (1936) 17-20;H. Cazelles, *^!pt i, Ugarit," Or 53 (1984) 177-82 = Autour de
l'Exode (Paris, 987), 167-741' M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, Mantik in Ugarit. Abhandlungen zur
Literatur Alt-Syrien-Pakisrina 3 (Mtinster, 1990) 226-40; F. C. Fensham, "The Ugaritic Root

!pl: JNSL 12 (1984) 63-69;P. l. vanZill, Baal. AOAT t0 (1972), esp. 38-40'
I.2.d: W. Ameling, "Karthago," Vestigia 45 (1993) 67-ll7; E. Bacigalupo Pareo, "I supremi

magistrati a Cartagine," FS A. Garzeni (Genoa, 1976), 6l-87; G. Bunnens, L'expansion
ph€nicienne en Mdditerranie. Endes de philologie, d'archiologie et d'histoire anciennes 17
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(Brussels, 1979), esp. 275-90; V. Ehrenberg, "Sufeten," PW lU7 (1931), 643-51; M. Fantar, .A
propos des institutions politiques et administratives de Carthage: la question de la royaut6,"
Actes du ler congris d'histoire et de la civilisation du Maghreb, I (Tunis, 1979), 33-48;
W. Huss, Geschichte der Karthager HAW llUS (1983), esp. 458-66; idem, "Der karthagische
Sufetat," in H. Heinen et al., eds., Altorientalische studien. FS H. Bengtson. Historia
Einzelschrifien 40 (wiesbaden, 1983), 24-43; idem, "Eine republikanische Ara in Karthago?" in
H. Calcyk et al., eds., Studien zur alten Geschichte. FS S. lnuffer Historica 2 (1986),439-42;
idem, "vier sufeten in Karthago?" Mus 90 (1977) 427-33; H. J. Katzenstein,The History of ryre
(Jerusalem, 973), esp. 295-347; C. R. Krahmalkov, "Notes on the Rule of the jAfitm in
Carthage," RSF 4 (1976) 153-5'l; E. Lipiriski, "Suffbte," Dictionnaire de la civilisation
phinicienne et punique (Paris, 1992), 429; G. C. Picard, "Le pouvoir supr6me h Carthage," in
E. Lipiriski, ed., Carthago. Srudia Phoenicia 6. OIA 26 (1988), lt9-24; idem, "Les sufdtes de
Carthage dans Tite-Live et Cornelius Nepos," Revue des itudes latines 4l (1963) 269-81;P.C.
schmitz, "Epigraphic contributions to a Hisrory of Carthage in the Fifth century e.c.e." (diss.,
Michigan, 1990), esp. 193-217; M. Sznycer, "Carthage et la civilisation punique," in C. Nicolet,
ed., Rome et la conqu?te du monde mdditerranien. II. NC 8 e1988), i-x,473-81,545-93, esp.
565-76; J. Teixidor, "Les fonctions de rab et de suffEte en Ph6nicie," Sem 29 (lg]g) 9-17.

III.4: R. Albertz, "Tiiter und Opfer im Nf: ZEE 28 (t984), 146-66; E. Bellefontaine, ,,Cus-

tomary Law and Chieftainship," JSOT 38 (1987) 47-72: Z. Ben-Barak, "The Appeal to the King
as the Highest Authority for Justice," in M. Augustin and K.-D. Schunck, eds., "wiinschet Jeru-
salem Frieden." BEATAJ l3 (1988), 169-77; H. J. Boecker, lnw and the Administration of Jus-
tice in Israel and the Ancient East (Eng. tr. Minneapolis, 1980), esp. 27-52; idem, Redeformen
des Rechtslebens im AT. WMANT 14 (21970); A. van den Born, "Rechtspflege," 8L2,1457-58;
J. Buchholz, Die Alrcsten Israels im Deuteronomium. GTA 36 (19S8), esp.-85-100; A. Cody, Ils-
tory of the OT Priesthood. AnBibl35 (1969), esp. 120-23; F. Crtisemann, "Das Gericht im Tor,"
in J. Haussmann and H.-J. Zobel, eds., Abtestamentlicher Glaube und biblische Theologie. FS
H. D. Preuss (Stuttgart, 1992), 69-79:' idem, "Recht und Theologie im AI," in Studien zu
Kirchenrecht und Theologie, I, ed. K. Schlaich (Heidelberg, 1987), I I -8 I , esp. 43-55; idem, The
Torah (Eng. tr. Minneapolis, 1996), esp.59-107; H. Donner, "studien zur Verfassungs- und
Verwaltungsgeschichte der Reiche Israel und Juda" (diss., Leipzig,1956), esp. 30-3j,70-j4;
F. Horst, "Gerichtsverfassung in Israel," RGG3, II, 1427-29; idem, Das privilegrecht Jahwes.
FRI-A.NT 28 (1930) = Gottes Recht. ThB 12 (1961), 17-154; idem, "Recht und Religion im
Bereich des AT," EvT 16 (1956) 49-75 = Gottes Recht, 260-91; E. Jenni, "Richter," BHHW, Ill,
1596-98; E.Junge, DerWiederauJbaudesHeerwesensdesReichesJudaunterJosia.BWANTT5
(1937), esp. 8 I -93; R. Kessler, Staat und Gesellschaft im vorexilischen Juda. SW 47 ( I 992), esp.
16l-89; R. Knierim, "Customs, Judges, and Legislators in Ancient Israel," in C. A. Evans and
W. F. Stinespring, eds., Early Jewish and Christian Exegesis. FS W. H. Brownlee (Atlanta, 1987),
3-15; idem, "Exodus 18 und die Neuordnung der mosaischen Gerichtsbarkeitl' ZAW 73 (1961)
146-71: L. Kcihler, Hebrew Man (Eng. tr. Nashville, 1956), esp. 127-50; A. Lemaire, .,Ven-

geance et justice dans I'Ancien Isra6l," in R. Verdier and J.-P. Poly, eds., La vengeance, Ill
(Paris, 1984), 13-33; E. Lipiriski, "The King's Arbitration in Ancient Near Eastern Folk-Tale," in
K. Hecker and W Sommerfeld, eds., Keilschriftliche Literaturen. Berliner Beitrcige zum
vorderen orienr 6 ( 1986), 137 -42; c. Locher, Die Ehre einer Frau in Israel. oBo 70 (1986), esp.
83-l 16; C. Mabee, "David's Judicial Exoneration," ZAW 92 (1980) 89-107; idem, ..Judicial In-
strumentality in the Ahimelech story," FS w. H. Brownlee, 17-32;G. c. Macholz, "Die Stellung
des Ktinigs in der israelitischen Gerichtsverfassung," ZAW 84 (1972) 157-SZ; idem, ,,Zur

Geschichte der Justizorganisation in Juda," zAw 84 (1972) 314-40; H. Niehr, "Grundztige der
Forschung zur Gerichtsorganisation Israels," BZ 3l (1987) 206-27; idem, Rechtsprechung in Is-
rael. SBS 130 (1987); H. M. Niemann, Herrschafi, Kdnigtum und Staat. FAT 6 (1993), esp. 174-
84; M. Noth, "Das Amt des 'Richters Israels,"'in W. Baumgartner et al., eds., FS A. Bertholet
(Tiibingen, 1950), 404-17 = GSAT. ThB 39 (1969), 7t-85; y. Osumi, Die
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Kompositionsgeschichte des Bundesbuches Exodus 20,22b-23,33. OBO 105 (1991), esp. 140-
45; E. Otto, "Die Bedeutung der altorientalischen Rechtsgeschichte ftir das Verstiindnis des AT,"
ZTK 88 (1991) 139-68; idem, "Interdependenzen zwischen Geschichte und Rechtsgeschichte
des antiken Israel," RHJ 7 (1988) 347-68; idem, Kdrperverletzungen in den Keilschriftrechten
und im AT. AOAT 226 (1991), esp. 165-87; idem, Wandel der Rechtsbegriindigungen in der
Gesellschafisgeschichte des antiken Israel. StBib 3 (1988), esp. 61-75; idem, "Zv Stellung der
Frau in den iiltesten Rechtstexten des AT (Ex 20,14; 22,15f.): ZEE 26 (1982) 2'19-305:'
F. Pintore, "La struttura giuridica," in S. Moscati, ed., L'alba della civiltd, I (Turin, 1976),41'l-
511;J. P. M. van der Ploeg, "Les juges en IsraEl," in H. Cazelles et al., eds., Populus DeL FS
A. Ottaviani (Rome, 1969),463-507; E. Reuter, Kultzentralisation. BBB 87 (1993), esp. 174-80;
H. Reviv, The Elders in Ancient Israel (Jerusalem, 1989), esp. 5l-136; idem, "The Traditions
Conceming the Inception of the Legal System in Israel," ZAW 94 (1982) 566-75; A. Rof6, "The
Law About the Organization of Justice in Deuteronomyl' BethM 2l (1975176), 199-210, 318;
M. Rose, Deuteronomist und Jahwist. ATANT 67 (1981), esp.22l-57; L. Rost, "Die
Gerichtshoheit am Heiligtum," in A. Kuschke and E. Kutsch, eds., Archiiologie und AT. FS
K. Galling (Ttibingen, 1970), 225-31; U. Rtiterswdrden, Die Beamten der israelitischen
Kbnigszeit. BWANT l17 (1985), esp. l12-13; idem, Von der politischen Gemeinschaft 7ur
Gemeinde. BBB 65 ( 1987), esp. 10-30, 39-49; C. Schiifer-Lichtenberger, "Exodus 18: DBAT 2l
(1985), 61-85; W. Schottroff, "Zum alttestamentlichen Recht," Verkilndigung und Forschung 22
(19'l'l) 3-29; H. Schulz, Das Todesrecht im AT. BZAW ll4 ( 1969), esp. 85- 162; L. Schwienhorsr
Schtinberger, Das Bundesbuch (Ex 20,22-23,33). BZAW 188 (1990), esp. 254-83; I. L.
Seeligmann, "Zur Terminologie fiir das Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz des biblischen
Hebriiisch," Hebriiische Wortfurschung. FS. W. Baumgartner SVT 16 (1967), 251-78;
M. Sekine, "Beobachtungen zu der josianischen Reform," W 22 (1972) 361-68; Y. Suzuki,
"Deuteronomic Reformation in View of the Centralization of the Administration of Justice,"
AJBI 13 (1987) 25-58; idem, 'A Hebrew Ostracon from Mesad flashavyahu," AJBI I (1982);
idem, "Juridical Administration of the Royal State in the Deuteronomic Reformation,"
Seishogaku Ronshu 20 ( I985) 50-94 (cf. OTA 9 |986) I69); A. Viberg, Symbols of Law. CBOT
34 (1992); M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (1972, repr. Winona Lake,
1992), esp. 233-36; idem, "Judge and Officer in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East," Is-
rael Oriental Studies 7 (1977) 65-88; H. Weippert and M. Weippert, "Zwei Frauen vor dem
Kdnigsgericht," in B. Becker et al., eds., Door het oog van de Profeten. FS C. van Leeuwen
(Utrecht, 1989), 133-60; K. W. Whitelam, The Just King. JSOTSUp 12 (1979); R. R. Wilson,
"Enforcing the Covenant," in H. B. Huffmon et al., eds., Questfor the Kingdom of God. FS G. E.
Mendenhall (Winona Lake, 1983), 59-75; idem, "Israel's Judicial System in the Preexilic Pe-
nodl' .lQR 74 (1983) 229-48; R. de Vaux, Anclsr l, esp. 143-63.

III.5: R. Bartelmus, "Forschung am Richterbuch seit Martin Noth," IRU 56 (1991) 221-59;
U. Becker, Richterzeit und Kdnigtum. BZAW 192 (1990), esp. 73-98, 223-25; R. B. Coote and
K. W. Whitelam, The Emergence of Early Israel in Historical Perspective. Social World of Bibli-
cal Antiquity 5 (Sheffield, 1987), esp. 8l-138; D. Edelman, "Saul's Rescue of Jabesh-Gilead
(l Sam. ll,l-ll)," ZAW96 (1984) 195-209; C. H. J. de Geus, "De richteren van Isra€I," NedTT
20(1965166) 81-100; idem,TheTribesof Israel.,SSNl8 (1976); F.E.Greenspahn,"TheTheol-
ogy of the Framework of Judges," W 36 (1986) 385-96; B. Halpern, The Emergence of Israel in
Canaan. SBLMS 29 (1983), esp. 187-207; A. J. Hauser, "The 'Minor Judges': A Re-evaluation,"
JBL 94 (1975) 190-200; T. Ishida, "The Leaders of the Tribal Leagues," RB 80 (1973) 514-30;
P. Kaswalder, "I giudici di Israele," SBFIA 4l (1991) 9-40; N. P. Lemche, Early Israel. SW 37
(1985), esp.66-79,291-305,386-435; idem, "The Judges - Once More," BN 20 (1983) 47-55;
J. D. Martin, "The Offrce of Judge in Pre-Monarchic Israel," Transactions of the Glasgow Uni-
versity Oriental Society 26 (1979) 64-79; A. D. H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges. SBT
2129 (197$; E. T. Mullen, "The'MinorJudges,"'CBQ44 (1982) 185-201; W. Richter, Die
Bearbeitungen des "Retterbuches" in der deuteronomistischen Epoche. BBB 2l (1964); idem,
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l. l. Etymology. The etymology of the root .Yp1 cannot be considered settled. Several
derivations have been proposed:

a. If the first radical is considered a iaph- prefix, we arrive at a hollow root put/s,
"scatter."l But note the absence of such a form in Wiichter's study of shaphel forms2
and the reservations expressed by van Z1jl.3

Traditionsgeschichtliche IJntersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB 18 (21966); idem, "Zu den
'Richtern Israels,"' ZAW77 (1965) 40-71; H. N. Riisel, "Jephtah und das Problem der Richter,"
Bibl 6l (1980) 251-55; idem, "Die 'Richter Israels,"' BZ 25 (1981) 180-203; C. Schifer-
Lichtenberger, "Stadtstaat und Eidgenossenschaft in Max Webers Analyse der vorexilischen
Gesellschaft," in W. Schluchter, ed., Max Webers Studie iiber das antike Judentum (Frankfurt am
Main, 1981), 78-109; idem, Stadt und Eidgenossenschafi im AT. BZAW 156 (1983); K.-D.
Schunck, "Die Richter Israels und ihr Amt," Volume du Congris: Genive 1965. SVT l5 (1966),
252-62; J. A. Soggin, "Das Amt der 'Kleinen Richter'in Israel," Irf 30 (1980) 245-48; W. Thiel,
Die soziale Entwicklung Israels in vorstaatlicher Zeir (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 21985), esp. 65-145;
T. L. Thompson, Early History of the Israelite People. Studies in the History of the Ancient Near
East 4 (Leiden, 1992), esp. 96-105; R. de Vaux, Early History of Israel (Eng. tr. Philadelphia,
1978), esp. 751-73.

IV.2: R. D. Aus, "Gericht Gottes. II. Judentum," TRE, Xll,466-69; W. W. Graf Baudissin,
Kyrios als Gottesname im Judentum und seine Stelle in der Religionsgeschichte, III (Giessen,
1929), esp. 379-463; J. P. Brown, "Men of the Land and the God of Justice in Greece and Israel,"
ZAW95 (1983)376-402:H.Cazelleq "Le jugementdes morts en Isra6l," l,e jugement des morts.
Sources orientales 4 ( 1 96 1 ), lO3-42; F. C. Fensham, "The R6le of the Lord in the Legal Sections
of the Covenant Code," W 26 (1976) 262-74; A. Gamper, Gon als Richter in Mesopotamien und
in A? (Innsbruck, 1966); R. M. Good, "The Just War in Ancient Israel," JBL lO4 (1985) 385-
400; J. G. Griffiths, The Divine Verdict. Numen Sup 52 (1991), esp. 3-25, 258-66,289-312: idem,
"The Idea of Posthumous Judgement in Israel and Egypt," in M. Grirg, ed., Fontes atque pontes.
FS H. Brunner il,qf 5 (1983), 186-2M; R. L. Hubbard, "Dynamistic and Legal Processes in
Psalm 7," ZAW 94 (1982) 267-79; B. Janowski, Rettungsgewissheit und Epiphanie des Heils, l.
WMANT 59 (1989); K. Koch, "Gibt es ein Vergeltungsdogma im AI?" ZTK 52 (1955) l-42 =
idem, ed., Um das Prinzip der Vergeltung in Religion und Recht des AT. WdF 125 (1972), 130-
80; G. C. Macholz, "Gerichtsdoxologie und israelitisches Rechtsverfahren," DBAT 9 (1975) 52-
60; M. F. Meadow, "The Motif of God as Judge in the OT" (diss., Southwestern Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary, 1986); K. Nielsen, Yahweh as Prosecutor and Judge. JSOTSUp 9 (1978);
E. von Nordheim, "Das Gottesurteil als Schutzordal ftir die Frau nach Numeri 5," in
R. Bartelmus et al., eds., Konsequente Traditionsgeschichte. FS K. Baltzer OBO 126 (1993),
297 -309; E. Otto, "Kultus und Ethos in Jerusalemer Theologie," 7AW 98 ( 1986) 161-79; idem,
"Die 'synthetische Lebensauffassung'in der friihkdniglichen Novellistik Israels," ZTK74 (1977)
371-400; J. Scharbert, "Jahwe im frthisraelitischen Recht," in E. Haag, ed., Gott, der einzige.

QD lM (1985), 160-83; W. H. Schmidt, Kdnigtum Gottes in Ugarit und Israel. BZAW 80
(1966), esp. 36-43; J. Schreiner, "Eschatologie im AI," in M. Schmaus, ed., Handbuch der
Dogmengeschichte, lYl7a (Freiberg im Breisgau, 1986), l-43; K. Seybold, "Gericht Gottes. I.
AT:' TRE, XIl, 459-66; R. Smend, "Eschatologie. II. AT," TRE, X, 256-64; J. Theisohn, Der
ausgewtihlte Richter SUNT 12 (1975); K. van der Toorn, "Ordeal Procedures in the Psalms and
the Passover Meal," W 38 (1988) 427-45; J. Vella, l"a giustiziaforense di Dio. RivB Sup I
(1964); M.-T. Wacker, Weltordnung und Gericht. FzB 45 (21985); E. F. de Ward, "Superstition
and Judgment: ZAW 89 (1977) l-19.

l. C. Labuschagne, "Original Shaph'el-Forms in Biblical Hebrew," OT Studies. OTWSA l0
(1967), 5l-64, esp. 55-56.

2. L. Wflchter, ZAW 83 (1971) 380-89.
3. P.39.
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b. Semantic analysis has suggested distinguishing two rootsi iapatu I, "ruIe," and

iapatu II, "threaten."4
c. Occasionally the root ip! has been connected with ibr.s
d. On the basis of the close connection between the roots swd and spd,6 ipl has been

understood as a verbum dicendi belonging to the word family swd./spd.1

Anticipating our semantic analysis, we may make the general statement that the vb.

Jpt denotes an act of ruling or the exercise of authority, with further differentiation de-
pending on the context.

2. Ancient Near East. The vb. idpat is a Northwest Semitic term denoting the exer-

cise of power. This term was borrowed as a loanword by Akkadian.8
a. Akkadian. To date, derivatives of the root .ipf have not been found at Ebla. The ti-

tle of the king's governors is written with the Sumerogram DI.KU5, leaving open the
question whether this stands for dayyanue or for iapitum. If the latteq it is still a matter
of dispute whether this idpitum is comparable to the judges of Israell0 or is more like
the idpitum from Mari.ll

The Mari letters contain the earliest occurrences of the root .ipr. Where it occurs, the

vb. ipy has as its subject an official or the king; it denotes an exercise of authority. With
a personal direct object, iapatum means "give someone an order";l2 the same notion is

expressed by the formula iiptam iapdtum.t3 The noun iiptu means "command, order,

edict." It refers to authoritative pronouncement of the king or a governor.14

The title lapitum resists unambiguous definition, but the Mari letters enable us to
approximate a notion of the office and function of a iapitum. Some texts presuppose

that a idpitum functions officially in a city.ts The idpitum is subordinate to the

merfium, as is clear from the requirement that, to become a merfium, one must have

held the office of iapitum.r6 The function s of a iapitum include granting a trial,lT or-

4. Stol; AHw, lll, ll72;Maftco, Study, 27 -28; CAD, XVlUl,450-51; but cf. Marzal, Sefarad
36:222-23 n.4.

5.Z.Falk, Lei 30 (1965166)243-47; S. Gevirtz, "On Hebrew idbet]'in G. Rendsburg et al.,
eds., Bible World. FS C. H. Gordon (New York, 1980), 61-66; E. Kutscher, lai 32 (196'1168)

274;P.Y.Reid, CBQ37 (1975) l7-20; but cf. S. E. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies in Bibli-
cal and Ancient Oriental Literatures. AOAT 204 (1980), 270-72.

6. M. Fraenkel, Archiv filr das Studium der neueren Sprachen und Literaturen 203 (1967)
tz't-31.

7. Niehr, Herrschen, 23-24.
8. Ibid., 19, with n. 5.

9. A. Archi, Bibl 60 (1979) 561; idem, BA 44 (1981) 150-51; L. Vigand, "Judges at Ebla,"
sBFr-A, 4l (199r) 303-10.

10. G. Pettinato, BA 39 (197$ a7; J. A. Soggin, OrAnt 19 (1980) 57-59.
11. P. Marrassini, BiOr 22 (1980) 205-6.
12. ARM, ll, 92:13,20,24.
13. ARM, XIY 48:10,18 (restored).
14. Marzal, CBQ 33; idem, Sefarad 36:224-28; Niehr, llerrschen, 36-40.
15. ARM,l,18:21; XIY 98:ll-12; 112;5-6.
16. ARM,1,62.
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dering an arrest,l8 and administering a province.le One text,z0 in part restored,
speaks of a iapitum of the nomads of Hanum.2l In this context the office of iapitum
has to do with enabling the nomadic and settled population to live side by side in
Mari. That the merfium also functions in this area22 helps explain the overlapping re-
sponsibilities of the iapitum and merhumZ3 as well as the requirement that only a

iapitum can become a merfium.z4 The position of the iapitunr is denoted by the ab-

stract noun iapitutum.25
The texts from Emar speak of a iupitu (a by-form of idpitum) of the Karum of

Emar.26 The iilpitu of the Karum was a high administrative offlrcial connected with
Emar's commercial port, where he may have served as mediator between foreign mer-
chants and the local residents.2T In addition, a letter mentions the idpilum of a vil-
lage,28 whose function was comparable to that of the idpiyurn of the Karum, in that he

was entrusted with management of commercial affairs.
I shall merely summarize the use of Assyrian and Babylonian derivatives of the root

ipr. The vb. iapdtu appears primarily in Old Babylonian and Assyrian texts, with the
meaning "determine, decide" and "ruIe." The title ldpitu is found mostly in Old Baby-
lonian texts, where it refers to a high official or a ruler.29 As a term meaning 'Judge,"
the title idpitum appears only with reference to the sun god Shamash, who is 'Judge of
gods and men."3o

b. Ugaritic. Discussion of the semantics of the vb. 1pt inUgaritic literature moves
between the poles of "reign" and 'Judge." The vb. Ot has the meaning 'Judge" in the
sense of "do justice" in several texts,3l where it always parallels the vb. dn, which
clearly points to a forensic setting. The object is always a term denoting the down-
trodden.

One text uses the parallel terms y/b, "sit enthroned," and !pt, "reign," to describe
Mlk, the king of the netherworld.32 This interpretation is based on the understanding of
Ashtaroth and Edrei as the seat of King Mlk's rule (Dt. l:4; Josh. l2:4; l3:12; cf. Gen.
l4:5; Nu. 2l:33). Another interpretation of the vb. 1pr in this passage takes it as an epi-

17. ARM, VIII, 84:4-5.
18. ARM, X, 160:16-17.
19. ARM,l,62:10.
20. ARM,II, 98:12-13.
21. W. von Soden, Or 22 (1953) 200; M. Arbar, MARI, Y,643; but cf. idem, Tribus, 133.
22. Mayer, UF 19:153-57; idem, UF 2l (1989) 275-76.
23. ARM, XIV 81:16.
24. ARM, r,62.
25. ARM,l,62:9; iapilum, 8l:17 (restored); MARI,II,90; CAD, XVIVI, 459-60.
26. D. Arnaud, Recherches au pays d'Aitata, VV3 (Paris, 1986), no. 127, 2 (Mesk 753).
27. Bunnens, Akkadica Sup 6, 29.
28. D. Arnaud, Aula Orientalis 2 (1984) 18l-82.
29. AHw, lll, ll72-73; CAD, XYlUl,450-51, 459; Niehr, Herrschen, 4l-46.
30. cAD, XvruL459.
31. KTU 1.16, VI, 33-34,46-47; 1.17, Y 7-8.
32. KTU 1.108,2-3.
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thet of the god Mlk. Since Mlk is viewed as an answerer of questions through oracles,
here 1pt would mean "give a decision through an oracle, decide."33

The title 1pt is given to the gods Baal and Nhr. In these cases there is no useful con-
text to help interpret the title, and scholars have therefore proposed either "ruler" or
'Judge." The use of mlk as a parallel term34 suggests the meaning "ruler," as does the
parallel use of zbl.35 There are other occurrences of the title gpr without mlk or zbl in
parallel.:o

c. Phoenician-Punic. In Phoenician and Punic inscriptions the vb. .ipr appears with
the meaning "ru1e."37 The noun mipy, "dominion," is related.38 We also find.ipr used in
the sense of "punish."3e

The title .ipl, "suffete," given to the chief magistrate of Carthage, derives from .ipr in
the sense of "ruIe." Many scholars assume the existence of a monarchy in Carthage
from its founding (814 n.c.n.) until the 5th century, although there is no direct evi-
dence. The reasons for introducing the office of suffete are obscure, but one plausible
theory sees a shift of authority from the king to the aristocracy, a shift that eventually
resulted in the replacement of the king by the suffetes. If Carthage was originally a

commercial colony of Tyre, the analogy of the idpitum of Emar suggests interpreting
the suffetes as the administrators of a society of merchants.ao This interpretation, how-
ever, is not undisputed.al

At Carthage the term "suffete" appears primarily in the eponym formulas bit ipVn,
byrl.t ipym, and (b)'t iptm, followed by the names of the incumbents.a2 Some Neo-Punic
examples of the eponym formula suggest the addition of a date, since they use .iptm + PN
analogously toLat. consulibus + PN.a3 As to the number of suffetes holding office at any
one time, the evidence varies between two and four. The eponym formula bit X iptm, "in
year X of the suffetes," indicates that they were (re)appointed annually. The suffetes were
the highest officials in the government of Carthage; the title is therefore translated rex,
consul, or basileis, more rarely dikastis. The responsibilities of the suffetes included
oversight of the judicial and financial systems and supervision of the police; they influ-
enced legislation and convoked the senate and the popular assembly. Military matters
were not within their area of competence; for this the straEg6s was responsible. Suffetes
also appear in Phoenician colonies throughout the Mediterranean region.4

33. Dietrich and Loretz, 229;blt see again O. Loretz, ?Rev 88 (1992) 364.
34. KTU 1.3, Y, 32-33: 1.4,lV, 43-44.
35. KTU 1.2,1,6-7 (restored); III,8-9 (restored),20-23 (resrored); IY 14-17,22,24-25,29-

30.
36. KTU 1.2, l, l7 (restored), 22, 26, 28, 30, 33-34, 44, 45-46; lll, 7 ; IY, 27 .
37. CrS, r, 5632, 4.
38. KAr t.2.
39. KAI 79.10-ll = C1S, I,3785, l0-11; 4937,4-6;5632,'t-8.
40. Bunnens, Expansion,275-90; idem, Akkadica Sup 6, 29.
41. C. R. Krahmalkov, BASOR 249 (1983) 92-94.
42. CIS,1,3920,3;5523,3; KAI66.2;69.1;77.3;81.5-6; 96.3; 119.3;130.1;137.1;173.3.
43. CIS, I, 135, 6; KAI 122.2-3; 146.4-5; cf. also CIS, l, 5632, 4; KAI 159.5-6.
44. See the citations h DISO, 316.
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d. Aramaic. The Deir'Alla inscription, in a Transjordanian Israelite dialect that ex-
hibits features of what was later to be Aramaic,as contains in combination II 17 an in-
stance of the vb. ,ipt,' because the context is damaged, the semantics of the verb cannot
be defined with assurance. Proposed translations include both "litigate"a6 and
'Judgs."+z

The story of Ahiqar+s contains an occurrence of the vb. ipy in the peal, which may
be translated as "quarrel"ae or more narrowly in the forensic sense as "dispute, appear
as a judge."s0 The absence of context makes the verbal forms of .ipr in another text un-
clear.5l

e. Old South Arabic.In the Qatabanic and Minean dialects of Old South Arabic, the

vb. Ot occurs with the meanings "decide" and "command."52

3 . Personal Names. The root .ipl, with the meaning "grant justice," appears as an ele-
ment of personal names expressing thanksgiving at Mari53 and Ugarit,5a as well as in
Phoenician-Punic,s5 Aramaic,56 and Hebrew.57

4. Occurrences. Counts of the occurrences of the vb. idpat in the OT differ slightly
because ofdiffering delimitations of idpat andidpEy. Even-Shoshan counts l42occur-
rencesof theverb: l24intheqal,lT intheniphal,and I inthepoel(Job9:lJ).saTheti-
ile idpe! occurs 60 times.se There is no observable pattern in the distribfiion of iapat
and idpdy among the various OT books.

5. Semantics. a. Verb. For an initial semantic definition of the vb. idpat, it is impor-
tant to note that it parallels terms denoting the exercise of sovereignty (iarar Prov.

45. E. A. Knauf , ZAH 3 (1990) l5- l8; M. Weippert in J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, eds.,
The Balaam Text from Deir'Alla Re-evaluated (Leiden, 1991), 151-84, esp. 158-64; H.-P.
Mtiller, ZAH 4 (1991) l-31.

46. J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Koorj,Aramaic Tbxtsfrom Deir'Alla. DMOA 19 (1976),244-45.
47 . H.-P. Mtiller, ZAW 94 (1982) 219, 237 -38; cf. also J. A. Hackett, Balaam Text from Deir

'AUd. HSM 3l (1980), 73-'14, who instead of the verb identifies the noun rt.ipl.
48. Ahiqar 7:104; on the restoration of Ahiqar lO 143,145, see AP, 217.
49. J. Lindenberger, The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar (Baltimore, 1983), 87-88.
50. I. Kottsieper, Die Sprache der Ahiqarspriiche. BZAW 194 (1990),20,236.
51. AP 52.5,7.
52. RES, 3566, 15; 3689, 8; 3691,7;3692, 5; 3693,3;3878, 5; 4931, 4.
53. APNM,59, 88, 268.
54. PNU, 199-200; F. B. Knutson, "Divine Names and Epithets in the Akkadian Texts," RSi

III, 498 (no. 44b); Niehr, flerrschen,388-90.
55. Benz, 182-84, 423-24; Stamm, Beitriige, 175-76; Niehr, Herrschen, 391-92.
56. M. H. Silverman, Religious Values in the lewish Proper Names at Elephantine. AOAT2lT

(1985), 184.
57. Stamm, Beitriige, 168-70; Niehr, Herrschen,392-95; HAL,ll, 1627; G.l.Davies, Ancient

Hebrew Inscriptions (Cambridge, l99l), 504.
58. Even-Shoshan, 2229-31.
59. Ibid., 2094-95.
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8:16;00 mdlaf;,2 Ch. l:10-ll) and juridical authority (byn hiphil bAn, I K.3:9; dbr
'eme! Zec.8:16; dbr ;dq, Ps.58:2[Eng. l]; dtn, Jer. 5:28; Prov. 3l:9; zftr hiphil, Isa.
43:26; ytlr hiphil, Lsa.2:4; ll:3-4; Mic. 4:3; y.i', Ps. 72:4; naqam min, I 5.24:13; sdq
hiphil, Dt.25:l [cf. I K. 8:32]; Ps. 82:3; rtb, I S. 24:16[15]; Isa. l: l7; Ps. 43: I [cf. Jer.
25:3ll; r.i'hiphil, Dt.25:l [cf. I K. 8:32; Ps. 37:33; lO9:7]; idma' bAn, Dt. l:16). We
may accordingly state the meaning of idpat qal to be "ruIe, lead, govern" and'Judge,
determine, grant justice." Thus the semantic spectrum of the root ipt already observed
in East, Northwest, and South Semitic is maintained in Hebrew as well.

b. Noun. An initial semantic definition of the title idpCt may be derived from titles
with which it is parallel. In the first instance, these are titles indicating the exercise of
sovereignty (melek, lsa. 33:22; Hos. 7 :7 : 13: l0; Ps. 2:10: 148:ll; rozEn, Isa. 40:23).
Other titles are associated with administrative and military contexts btd'€s, Isa. l:26;
Job 12:17; kOh€n, Dt. l7:9,12; 19:17; mehdqeq,lsa.33:22; iar Ex.2:14', Am. 2:3; Mic.
7:3; Zeph.3:3; Ps. 148: I l; ialcr Dt. 16:18;29:9 [text?]; Josh. 8:33; 23:2;24:l; I Ch.
23:4; 26:29). Finally, terms associated with clan organization appear together with
iapd! (zdqan, Dt. 2l:2; 29:9 ltext?); Josh. 8:33; 23:2; 24:l; Isa. 3:2; Ezr. lO:14; rd'i,
Dt. 29:9 [text?]; Josh. 23:2; 24:l). The title iApe! can therefore denore the office of a
ruler or an official, as well as a rank in clan organization.

6. lXX. The LXX most often uses krinein to translate idpa1. We also find the vbs.
dikdzein (l S.7:6,15-17;8:5,6,20;24:13,16112,15l) and ekdikein (l S.3:13; Ezk.7:27;
16:38;20:4;23:24,45; Ob.2l). The title idpe!is usually translated askritCs, occasion-
allyas dikastds(Ex.2:14;Josh.23:2; I S.8:l;Isa.3:2). InNu.25:5;Mic.4:14(5:l);
I Ch. 17:6, the LXX read i€let rather than idp?! and therefore used phjld. Only in Isa.
40:23 is iop1t trafflated as arch6n Thus the LXX adheres closely to the forensic as-
pect of iapat and i6p€!; except in Isa. 40:23, the aspect of sovereignty does not appear.

II. Verb. l. Rule. In a few pre-Dtr passages within DtrH, the vb. idpat in the syntagm
idpat 'e1-yiird?-l refers to the exercise of a leadership offrce in the premonarchic period
(Jgs. l0:2,3; l2:7-15). Since.idpar has no discernible forensic connotation in these texts,
it should be translated "lead" or "ruIe." This holds true also for other passages that are
influencedbythese:Jgs.3:10;4:4:15:20; l6:31;1S.4:18;7:15;2K.23:22;Ruth1:1.

Exercise of authority is also intended in Gen. l9:9, where Lot is the subject of the

figura etymologica idpal idp61, "act like someone in charge."
In Prov. 8:16 idpat'eres should be read, with several mss.,6l so that wehaye iarar

and iapat used in parallel in the general sense of "ruIe." Hos. 13:10 is similar: the vb.
iApat refers to the governance of the king and his officials.62

Other passages show that the governance expressed by the vb. iapat can be con-
ceived as monarchic. According to 1 S. 8:5-6,20, the Israelites ask for a king to govern

60. See BHK/BHS.
61. See BI1S.
62. See BHI(/BHS.
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$apafl them, go before them, and fight their battles. In 1 K. 3:9 (/12 ch. 1:10-l l) sam-
uel prays for an understanding heart, to enable him to govern (idpa) the people. The
forensic connotation of idpat in this passage is the result of later editing.o: A similar
process may be observed in I K. 7 :7 , where the expression 'ttlam hakkissE' 'dier yiipot-
idm refers to the throne room as the seat of government. The addition of 'ulam

hammiipat converts the throne room into a courtroom.@
In Dnl. 9:12 iapat means the rule of the leadership (idp"tim) of the vanished state of

Judah, referred to in vv. 6 and 8 as m"hf;Anfi iardnfi wa'olo1Ani.

2. Judge. The meaning "decide" as a transition to the meaning "judge" appears in
the expression iapat bAn . . . fibAn. All instances of this prepositional construction ap-

pear in forensic contexts, so that a judicial function is implied (Gen. l6:5; 3l:53; Ex.
l8:16; Nu. 35:24;Dt. l:16; Jgs. ll:27; I S. 24:13,16[12,15]; Isa. 2:4;5:3;Ezk.34:17,
20,22;N{ic.4:3).

In the appeal of the plaintiff, idpal refers to a judicial decision between the plaintiff
and the accused (Gen. 16:5; Ex. 5:21). The same is true in the appeal of the accused
(Jgs. ll:27; l 5.24:13|21). The use of the vb. idpat in these appeals looks for arbitra-
tion of a conflict between two parties; there is no suggestion of condemnation.

Because the aspects of acquittal and condemnation are not addressed directly by the
use of idpat, a corresponding verb must be added to denote these outcomes: the hiphil
of sdq or r.f is used in parallel with idpat to indicate the consequence (Dt. 25:l; I K.
8:32; Ps.37:33;82:3; cf. Ps. 109:7).

Another consequence of idpat can be retribution that brings the conduct65 of the
guilty party on his own head (l K.8:32; cf. Ezk. 16:38); alternatively, the guilty may be
judged according to theirconduct (Ezk. 7:3,8; 18:30; 24:14;33:20; 36:19). Conversely,
judgment can vindicate the supplicant according to his personal uprightness (Ps.

7:9[8]).66
The act of judging may appeal to such criteria as justice6T and righteousness.68 Here

we touch on the domain of royal ideology,6e since the ideal king governs according to
the principles of justice, speaks what is right (Isa. 9:617); I l:4; l6:5; Ps.72:2-4;Prov.
3l:9), and sees that the poor receive justice (Isa. I l:4; Ps. 72:2,4;Prov.29:14; cf. Prov.

3l:9). The ideology of the king who dispenses justice is also behind the forensic revi-
sionsof 1K.3:9 (/l2Ch.l:10-11) andTlT,aswellasthestoryof thejudgmentof Solo-
mon (3:16-28). When the king delegates his juridical authority and, in the exilic and

63. E. Wiirthwein, Kdnige I: 1.Kdn. 1-16. ATD XVI (1977),30-31,33-34.
64. M. Noth, Kdnige I: 1.Kiin. l-16. BK IX/l (1968), 130, 137; Wiirthwein, Kdnige I,7O

with n. 4, 73.
65. --> )11 dereft.
66. --> pll sdQaq.
67. -+ DDIDD miipat.
68. --> l1l seQeq.

69. M. Liverani, in A. Giuffr6, ed., FS E. Voltena, VI (Milan, l97l), 55-74; H. Cazelles,
JANES 5 (1973) 59-73; J. P. J. Olivier, JNSLT (1979) 45-54; Niehr,Ilerrschen,33S-51.
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postexilic period, when there is no longer a king, the ideology of judging with justice
and equity comes to embrace all forms ofjudicial activity (Lev. l9:15; Dt. 1:16; l6:18;
Ps. 58:2[1]).

It is noteworthy that only these few passages luse iapat to refer to the king's acting
as a judge. Instead, the grammatical subjects of idpat are the predecessors of the kings
(l S. 7:6,16-17), officers (Ex. 18:22,26), officials (Isa. 1:23), judges (Dt. 1:16; 16:18;

2Ch. 19:6), the court (Dt.25:l), ordinary Israelites (Lev. 19:15; Isa. l:17; 5:3; Jer.

5:28; Mic. 3:ll;Zec.7:9;8:16), priests (Ezk.44:24), the congregation (Nu. 35:24),
and, in a theological context, prophets (Ezk. 20:24;22:2;23:36) and those commis-
sioned by Yahweh (Ezk.23:24,45).

The establishment of a just order by juridical means is conveyed by the syntagms

idpay mAidrtm (Ps. 75:3[2]) and iapat se/eq (Dt. l:16; Jer. 1l:20). The opposite is con-

veyed by the syntagm iapat'dwel (Ps. 82:2), which refers to inequity in the administra-
tion of justice.

When used absolutely, iapa! mearc "give judgment" (Isa. I l:3) or "act as judge"
(Ps.58:12[11];82:l;.

Only a few texts uses iapa! in the sense of "condemn" or "punish."7o In I S. 3:13;
Ezk. 1l:10-11; 21:35(30); 35:ll, idpat has the sense of "execute judgment upon."
Only once do we find the prepositional construction iapat b', "punish" (2 Ch.
20:12).

3. Do Justice. The meaning "do justice, vindicate" has already been noted in
Ugaritic texts with 4rr7l and in personal names with ipr as an element.T2 In most of the

OT passages wherc iapat means "do justice," the downtrodden are the object: dafi (Ps.

l0: l8), dal (lsa. 1 l:4; Ps. 82:3; Prov. 29:14), yd!6m (lsa. l:I7 ,23; Ps. 10: l8; 82:3), and
'dnt (Ps. 72:4). Psalmists who are among the downtrodden therefore address Yahweh

with the plea iopl€nt (Ps. 7:9[8]; 26:l;35:24; 43:l).
In these last texts the forensic has been displaced by the notion ofdeliverance from

all kinds of distress; this development is even clearer in the construction iapat min,
"deliver from someone's power" (1 S. 24:16[5]; 2 S. l8:19,31).

4. Dispute. The meaning "dispute" has so far been associated with iapat only in Ar-
amaic.13 This meaning is conveyed in Hebrew by the niphal of ipt, which serves only
rarely as the passive equivalent of the qal (Ps. 9:20[19];37:33; lO9:7).In the majority
of cases the niphal is used reciprocally: "dispute (with one another), go to law." The
context is usually forensic (l S. l2:7; lsa. 43:26; 59:4; 66:16; Jer. 2:35: 25:31; Ezk.
17 :20; 20:35 -36; 38:22; J oel 4:213:21; Prov. 29 :9). In 2 Ch. 22:8, w ith no forensic con-
text, the niphal has the broader meaning "quarrel."

70. -i DDI?D miipat.
71. See I.2.b above.
72. See I.3 above.
73. See I.2.d above.
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III. Noun.
l. Ruler In continuity with the use of the title Ot atUgarit7a and in agreement

with the aspect of exercise of sovereignty expressed by the vb. iapat,Ts the title
iopet calr be used in Israel for the ruler of a state. This usage can refer to a foreign
ruler, e.g., the ruler of Moab (Am. 2:3), but also to all the rulers of the earth (Isa.
40:23; Ps. 2:10; 148:11). In Hos. 7:1 idpelim and m'ldf;tm in parallel denote the
kings of the northern kingdom who lost their thrones through revolutions. It is un-
likely that this passage is speaking of judges. With reference to Judah, the title
i6p7y yiira'Cl (Mic. 4: l4[5: l]) means the king of the southern kingdom. On the ba-
sis of this text, Noth has attempted to reconstruct a premonarchic 'Judge of Israel,"
who held an office of leadership and juridical authority over all Israel.76 Niehr has

criticized this use of Mic. 4:14(5:l) as evidence concerning premonarchic institu-
tions.77

The title of iApel for a ruler can also be given to Yahweh, who is referred to as iop€1
(kol- )hd'dres (Gen. I 8:25; Ps. 94:2).

2. Governor At Mari and Emar idpitum can denote a governor or administrative of-
ficial.78 This usage may be the origin of the office of suffete at Carthage and Tyre.Te
Two texts indicate that a i6pq in Israel might play a similar role.

According to 2 S. l5:4, Absalom longed for the office of iop€! bd'dre;, so as to be

able to decide all the suits that the king could not hear (v. 3). In other words, Absalom
wished to become a kind of governor,80 representing in the capital before the king the
concerns of the Judahites and Israelites outside Jerusalem.

That such a role could be played by a idpay in Judah is shown by 2 K. 15:1-5.
Since King Azariah of Judah was leprous, he lived in a separate house; his son

Jotham was master of the palace, governing (iApafl the people of Judah.8l Thus
Jotham was in charge of domestic affairs; only after the death of his father did he be-
come king (v. 7).

3. Judge. The use of the title idpdlfor a judge first appears in the laws regulating of-
ficials in Deuteronomy. Dt. 16:18 requires the people to appoint judges and iofrimto
renderjust decisions for the people. According to Dt. 17:8-11, a case too difficult for
the local court, involving bloodguilt, violation of social norrns, or bodily injury, is to be

brought to Jerusalem to be judged by the priests and the judge.

74. See I.2.b above.
75. See II.l above.
76. Noth,'Amt."
77. BZ 3l:208-9, with n. 13.
78. See I.2.a above.
79. See I.2.c above.
80. Niehr, Rechtsprechung, 73-74.
81. On the semantics of 'am ha'dres see C. Levin, Der Sturz der Kdnigin Atalja. SBS lO5

(1982),66-69.
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Other legal texts in Deuteronomy describe the function of judges in greater detail.
Dt. l9il6-21 assumes that judges serve on a court. Their task is to conduct an inquiry82

in a legal case. If the court decides that the guilty party is to be flogged, the judge is to
see that the penalty is inflicted (25:l-3).If an unidentified person is murdered outside
the city, in open country, the elders and judges are to go out to determine which town is

closest to the location of the cime (21:2).

Outside Deuteronomy idpe! may be understood in the sense of 'Judge" in Mic. 7:3;
Zeph. 3:3; Job 9:24. These texts, however, focus solely on the comtption of incumbent
judges and say nothing about the judge's role in the administration of justice. Similarly
unproductive for elucidating the judicial office are the references to judges in Isa. 1:26

and Job 12:17, which mention judges in parallel with counselors; Ezr. l0:14, where
judges appear in parallel with elders; and Job 9:15;sr Ps. 109:31; 141:6.

In DtrH the retrojection of iop"tim in the sense of'Judges" into the tribal organi-
zation of the premonarchic period is an anachronism (Dt. l:16; 29:9;84 Josh. 8:33;
23:2',24:l). FromDtrH this notion also found its way into Nu.25:5. None of these

texts gives any details about the office ofjudge and the judge's function in the tribal
organization; they merely postulate the existence of judges in the premonarchic
period.

The mention of judges in this period is meant to show that Israel entered its land not
as a random group but already constituted as "God's people."S5 The purpose of legiti-
mation is also served by connecting the formal judicial office, newly created in the

time of Josiah, with the premonarchic structures of Israel. The primary text is Ex.
18:13-27, where officers are appointed judges over the people.86 Dt. l:15-16, too, re-

veals traces of the military background of the office of judge.87 All these texts develop

the theme of Moses as judge and lawgiver.88

Other anachronisms appear in Chronicles, which speaks of judges and i6t"rtm
among the Levites of the First Temple (l Ch.23:4) and identifies judges and i6t"rim in
David's administration, with responsibility for external affairs (l Ch.26:29). Chroni-
cles also believes that there were judges in the period of Solomon (2 Ch. l:2). King
Jehoshaphat is said to have appointed judges in all the fortified cities of Judah and to
have established a court in Jerusalem (2 Ch. l9:4-l l). The historical accuracy of these

texts cannot be verif,red, especially the supposed legal reform of Jehoshaphat described

in 2 Ch. l94-ll.
Any analysis of 2 Ch. l9:.4-ll must take seriously the Chronistic characteristics of

82. + u)1'l ddrai.
83. On the poel participle see GK $55b; Blz, $38j; JM, $59a.
84.Onthereading iebetsee C.Begg,"TheReading ibly(km) inDeut29,9and2Sam7,7i'

ETL 58 (1982) 87-r05.
85. L. Perlitt, Deuteronomium. BKYII (1990), 60-61.
86. -+ XIY 209-10.
87. H. Cazelles, "Institutions et terminologie en Deut6ronome i 6-17," Volume du Congris:

Genive 1965. SW 15 (1966), 109.

88. D. Timpe, Saeculum 3l (1980) 66-77;H. Schmid, Die Gestalt des Mose. EdF 237 (1986),
75-79; Niehr, Rechtsprechung, 123-24.
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the text before attempting to use it as a source for the history of Israelite law.8e Some
have minimized these characteristics in order to establish an historical basis for the
events described in l9:4-11.e0 These attempts are not convincing from the perspective
of the literary analysis of Chronicles;el neither do they do justice to the history of Isra-
elite law, since there is no evidence for the existence ofroyaljudges as early as the 9th
century. Furthermore, this text cannot be used to explain the origin of the Covenant
Code; such an explanation ignores the connection between legal collections and
schools.92

4. Administration of Justice in Israel. In the period before the establishment of tle
monarchy, we can identify three different spheres within which the administration of
justice took place: within the family, through the paterfamilias (Gen. 16: l-6; 3l:25-53;
38:24-26;Ex.2l:2-6,7-11); at the local level, through the elders,e3 who were drawn
from the heads of families (Ex. 2l:18-19,28-32;22:l-1412-l5l;23:1-3,6-8; Jgs. 6:25-
32); and finally through priests (l 5.2:25).

These juridical spheres were preserved after the establishment of the monarchy, al-
beit with some change: elements of the juridical authority of the paterfamilias within
the family were shifted to the local courts, strengthening the authority of the elders.
This development indicates that the power of the local courts increased.

The juridical authority of the newly established monarchy emerges from two roots.
Insofar as the monarchy relies on armed forces, the jurisdictional authority of their
commander is extended (t S. 14:24-46; 3O:Zl-25;2 S. I : I - l6). In addition, a royal ad-
ministration develops, based and modeled on the royal household,ea so that the king as-
sumes the juridical competence of a paterfamilias ( I S. 22:6-23;2 S. 19:25-31124-301;
I K.2:13-25,26-27 ,28-35). A new element is the personal jurisdiction of the king (2 S.
15:1-6; 2 K.8:l-6; Jer.26:l-19). This was necessary, since the establishment of the
monarchy resulted in new legal constellations that required decisions. In addition, the
monarchy sought to bring as many areas as possible under its own control. Thus the
monarchy also made use of juridical structures to pursue its own goals (2 S. 1:1-16; 4;
I K.2:13-25,26-27,28-35,36-46;21:l-29). This developmenr went hand in hand with a
centralization ofjuridical authority in the capital and the towns,e5 as is evident above
all from the texts that speak of judges (Dt. 16:18; l7:8-13; 2l:2;2 S. 15:1-5).

Partly on the basis of certain reflections by Al1,eo some have claimed that the capital
cities Jerusalem and Samaria had a special status in the administration of justice, in

89. Niehr, Rechtsprechung, l2l-22.
90. F. Crtisemann, "Das Bundesbuch," Congress Volume: Jerusalem 1986. SW 40 (1988),

35-40; idem, Torah,9O-98;RLeviv, Elders, 102-12; Osumi, l4O-43.
91. P. Welten, Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronikbiichern. WMANT 42

(1973),5-6, 184-85; K. Striibind, Tradition als lnterpretation. BZ,AW 201 (1991), 17l-76.
92. Otto, Kdrperve rlequngen, 17 5-87 .

93. --> \?t zdqen.
94. -+ XIY 199-200.
95. + XI, 57-58.
96. A. Alt, KlSchr III (1959), 243-57,258-302.
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that the local royal court replaced the court of the elders.eT But fundamental consider-
ations regarding the role of Jerusalem and Samaria argue against this claim,e8 as do the
very legal texts cited in its support.ee

There is no evidence for the existence of judges as a distinct profession before
Josiah. The royal administration of justice was in the hands of off,rcialslm (Isa. 1:23).
The tendency to entrust the administration ofjustice to officials is most evident in texts
from the time of Josiah (Jer. 26:l-19; 37:ll-16). In the context of the military buildup
under Josiah, officerslol were also called on to oversee the administration of justice
(Ex. 18:13-27), a function confirmed by a legal petition from Mesad Hashavyahu,l02
which shows that, in the period shortly after Josiah,to: judicial authority in a royal gar-
rison was exercised by a military governor (iar).

Alongside these officials, an independent judiciary was established. The most im-
portant evidence is provided by the Dtn laws relating to officials, including judges (Dt.
l6:18;17:8-13;19:16-211'25:l-3),andtheappearanceofjudgesinprophetictexts(Isa.
l:26 Mic. 7:3; Zeph. 3:3). Only the laws in Deuteronomy have anything to say about
the duties of these judges.loa

That the idpd! ffist appears as a professional judge in the time of Josiah is con-
nected with general features distinguishing the political and constitutional history of
Judah and Israel. The first period in which one can speak of an actual state is the Iron
IIC period (ca. 850-586), a development due to Assyrian pressure on Judah.los
Archaeologically, too, this period marks the first appearance of an independent Israel
and Judah.106 Now there appears in Judah a political administration in which impor-
tant functions are centralized,toT a development characterized by the spread of literacy
in Palestine, beginning in the mid-8th century.tos At the end of the 7th century King
Josiah established an independent judiciary as one of his reform measures, which
aimed primarily at administrative centralization. This judiciary gave the king and his
administration a handle on the local court system, which had hitherto been adminis-

97. Nieha Rechtsprechung, 72 n. 178, with bibliog.
98. S. Timm, Die Dynastie Omri. FRI,ANT 124 (1982), 142-56; Schiifer-Lichtenberger,

Stadt, 381-417; H. Tadmor, "Some Aspects of the History of Samaria during the Biblical Pe-
iodl' Jerusalem Cathedra 3 (1983) l-ll.

99. Niehr, Rechtsprechung, 72-16.
100. -+ 1b iar
101. --r XlY,205-7.
102. KAI 200.
103. R. Wenning, "Mesad Ha5avyahu," in F'.-L. Hossfeld, ed., Vom Sinai zum Horeb. FS

E. Zenger (Wiirzburg, 1989), 169-96.
104. See III.3 above.
105. E. A. Knauf, Proceedings ofthe Seminarfor Arabian Studies 19 (Oxford, 1989) 79-80,

82-83.
106. H. Weippert, Handbuch der Archciologia IVI (Munich, 1988), 559-681.
107. D. W. Jamieson-Drake, Scribes and Schools in Monarchic Judah. lSOTSup 109 (1991),

138-45.
108. A. R. Millard, 'Assessment of the Evidence for Writing in Ancient Israel," in J. Aviram,

ed., Biblical Archaeology Today (Jerusalem, 1985), 3Ol-12; Weippert, Handbuch,578-87.
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tered by the elders. It also affected the existing sacral courts at temples and sanctuar-

ies throughout the land.loe Besides capitalizing on the forensic connotations of the vb.

idpat, the description of the new judges as iop"lim may also be understood as a re-

vival of the office of governor, to secure the interests of the populace within the royal
administration.l l0

After the fall of Judah in 586, the royal court system ceased to exist. The judicial
system was once more in the hands of full citizens or elders (Zec.7:9;8:16; Ruth 4: l-
l2), organized in part on the basis of extended families (Ezr. 10:16-17). In addition,

there was provision for judgment by the congregation (Nu. 35:9-34; Josh. 20:1-9; Ps.

1:5). Inasmuch as the priesthood replaced the monarchy, priests came to have more in-
fluence on the administration of justice (Lev. 17-26; Nu. 5:11-31; Dt. l7:8-13;21:5;
Ezk. 44:24;2 Ch. l9:4-ll; cf . Zec. 3:7).

The actual course of court proceedings in Israel is nowhere recorded. Reconstruc-
tion can draw on evidence from Gen. 16:l-6; 3l:25-53;38:24-26; Nu.5:ll-31; Dt.

2l:18-21;25:l-3;1 5.22:ll-17 I K. 4:42-46;3:16-28;21:l-29: Jer. 26:1-19; Ruth

4:l-22; Susanna (Dnl. l3 LXX). Almost certainly, however, we must take into account

varying local forms of court proceedings in the legal history of Israel.lll

5. Judges of Israel. A list of'Judges of Israel" is recorded in Jgs. l0:l-5 and l2:7-
15; it was extended secondarily to include a larger circle (Jgs. 2:16-19; 3:lO; 4:4;
15:20; 16:31: I S.4:18;7:15;8:l;25.7:7,11:2K.23:22;Ruth 1:1). This listprovides
the basis for the assumption that there was a "period of the judges." The meager liter-
ary evidence, which says nothing about the nature of the leadership exercised by the
judges, has occasioned a wealth of theories.

On the basis of Jgs. l0:l-5 and 12:7-15, Alt and Noth proposed the theory of a

premonarchic office of judge, with authority throughout all Israel.ll2 On the basis of a
suggestion by Klostermann, Alt had taken as a model the Icelandic offrce of lawgiver.
Noth looked to the model of the Greek and Italian amphictyonies; he linked the

amphictyony with the office of "judge of Israel," which he found in Mic.4:14(5:1).
Richter instead set the lists in Jgs. l0: l-5 and 12:7-15 in the context of early royal an-

nals; he based his conception of the judges of Israel on a study of the root .ipt which
led him to define idpat and idpEl as terms denoting the exercise of sovereignty. I 13 11"

defined the judges of Israel as "individuals from a city or tribe, appointed by the
(tribal) elders to exercise civil authority and administer justice in a city and the sur-

rounding countryside, representatives of a transitional order between tribal and munic-
ipal administl4tisn."I la

109. See IV.2 below; also Niehr, Rechtsprechung, 80-91.
1 10. Niehr, Rechtsprechung, 95-96.
I I 1. On the attempts to reconstruct the individual elements of a typical trial, see ibid., 53-54

n. 94, with bibliog.
112. A. Alt, KlSchr I (1953), 278-332, esp. 300-302; Noth, 'Aml"
tL3. ZAW'17.
114. P. 53.
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More recent models explaining the period of the judges are based on the concept of
a segmented society.lls Since segmented societies lack a central leadership office, the
leadershipdescribedinJgs. l0:l-5 and12:7-15 cannotbeunderstoodasembracingall
Israel. If the application of the segmented society model to premonarchic Israel is
problematic, even more so is the attempt to connect this model with the concept of the
'Judge of Israel."l16 Equally untenable is the attempt to compare the relationship be-
tween the settled and nomadic populations at Mari to premonarchic Israel, since it ig-
nores the totally different conditions in Palestine and the central Euphrates region.llT

All that we may conclude from the lists in Jgs. l0:1-5 and l2:7 -15 is that a pre-Dtn
tradition of uncertain date knows of an office exercising leadership over an otherwise
undefined entity called Israel. The burial locations appear to limit this office to the
core region of Israel in Ephraim. The technical term for the exercise of this office is
idpat. The succession of officeholders represents a literary device to impose a pan-
Israelite scope on the exercise of this office (idpat). The evidence of the sources does
not allow a decision whether (a) this term was chosen to establish a linguistic distinc-
tion between this office and the later monarchy, or (b) there is a foundation in fact for
a kind of leadership over Israel before 1000 s.c.r. termed idpat. Positive arguments
for the possibility of a iAp€! office in premonarchic Israel include the existence of the
idpitum at Emar in the Late Bronze periodtts and the office of suffete in the
Phoenician-Punic cities during the Iron Age, as well as the office of governor in Israel
(2 S. l5:4; 2 K. 15:5). On the other hand, the l4th-century Amarna letters know norh-
ing of such an office in Palestine.

6. Literary Influence. a. DtrH. In Jgs. 2: I 1-19 the term idp4 denotes a leadership of-
fice of the premonarchic period. This text is based on the lists in Jgs. l0: I -5 and l2:7 -15,
where the syntagm idpat 'e1-yiSrd?J occurs. Jgs. 2: I 1- 19 clearly illustrates the Dtr view
of the title idpEl. The schema comprising the elements "apostasy from Yahweh - dis-
tress - lamentation - sending of a idpd! - restoration of peace" displays a forensic
connotation ofthe title i6pz!.T\e i6p7treestablishesjustice for Israel and can therefore
also be called mbita'.Ile Here we have a deliberate blueprint for a central leadership of-
fice in the premonarchic period. The Deuteronomists did not, however, invent the title
i6pE1;they hadasprototypesthe id?o!asgovernor(2S. l5:l-5;2K. l5:1-5)andabove
all the office of judge, newly created in the Josianic reform. The Deuteronomists con-
nect this office with the material in the pre-Dtr lists in Jgs. l0:l-5 and 12:7-15 and
retroject the judicial offrce of the Josianic administration into the premonarchic period.
This tendency appears in other Dtr texts as well, which import a forensic connotation
into a premonarchic leadership office (Jgs. 4:4-5; I 5.1:6,16-17; cf. 8:l-3).

115. F. Crtisemann, Der Widerstand gegen das Ktinigtum. WMANT 49 (1978), 194-222;
M. Clauss, Chiron 1O (1980) l-33, esp. 9-21; R. Neu, BZ 30 (1986) 2U-21.

116. P. Mommer, Samuel, Geschichte und Aberlieferung. WMANT 65 (1991), 2ll-22.
ll7. E. A. Knauf , Ismael (Wiesbaden, 21989), 42-43, 142-43.
ll8. See I.2.a above.
l19. Becker, 96-98.
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Other texts in DtrH also assume a "period of the judges." Samuel appoints his sons

as i6p"1tm ( I S. 8: I ). Their location in Beer-sheba (v. 2) and the existence of two in-
cumbents simultaneously mark the difference from the Dtr conception of the judge. A
rather vague "period of the judges" is mentioned in 2 S. 7:7 ,ll. The task of "shepherd-
ing the people," which v. 7 ascribes to the judges (with I Ch. l7:6; another reading is
iebetrzo), actually describes the offrce of the king.l2l In 2 K. 23:22the history of Israel
is divided into the days of the judges and the days of the kings.

b. Other Books. Without any clear reference to the Dtr concept, Ruth l:l assumes

the existence of a period of the judges. In this context it is also worth noting the evi-
dence of Samaritan Chronicle II, which uses the root mlkto describe the leadership role
of the judges qf ls1asl.l22

IV. Theological Usage. The broad semantic range exhibited by the vb. iapat and the
title idpet is also characteristic of the passages that apply the verb and the title to Yahweh.

l. Yahweh as Ruler When the vb. iapat has as its obj. Ebel (Ps. 9:9[8]; 67:5[4][fol-
lowingLXXI;96:13;98:9) or'eres (Ps.82:8;96:13;98:9; I Ch. l6:33),itlikewiserefers
to the establishment of righteousness and justice. In this context Kochl23 interprets JaTar
as "righten," Jeremiasl24 as "an intervention establishing order" on the part of Yahweh. A
more precise understanding of this expression can be gained by comparing iapat 'eres/

teQel with the expressiot matom iut4iuru (primarily Neo-Assyrian), which refers to the
prosperity that the king brings to the land.l25 A comparable OT syntagm is iapat mAidrtm
(Ps. 75:3[2]), to be understood as the ruler's establishment of a just and righteous order.

The sovereign role of Yahweh expressed by this usage also appears in the assign-
ment to Yahweh of the title idpCl kol-hd'dres (Gen. 18:25; Ps. 94:2), which is not lim-
ited to a forensic setting.

2. Yahweh as Judge. In the ancient Near East the divine judge par excellence is the

sun god, from whom nothing is hidden and from whom justice goes forth. The sun god
plays this role in Egypt,t26 Mesopotamia,l2T As'a Minol,tzs and Syria-Palestine.l2e

120. D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT, I. OBO 50/l (1982),245-46;Begg, ETL58
(1982) 87-105; idem, RB 9s (1988) 551-s8.

l2l. -+ XIII, 551.
122. J. Macdorald, Samaritan Chronicle No. II. BZAW 107 (1969),34-41.
123. K. Koch, TLOT II, 1056-57.
124. J. Jeremias, Das Kiinigtum Gottes in den Psalmen. FRIA,NT l4l (1987), 129.
125. CAD, IY 359-60; AHw, r,255-56.
126. J. Assmann, Re und Amun. OBO 5l (1983), 7l-80, 280; W. Barta,

LexAg, Y, 160-61 ; Janowski, ll2-7 4.
127 . D. O. Edzard, WbMyth, l, 126-27; Gamper, 59-96; Janowski, 30-98; B. Langer, Gott als

"Licht" in Israel und Mesopotamien. OBS 7 (1989), 16l-73, 198-202.
128. E. von Schuler, WbMyth,l, 196-201; W. Fauth, UF ll (1979)227-63; Janowski, 98-112.
129. A. Caquot, Syr 36 (1959) 90-l0l; C. Bonnet, SEZ 6 (1989) 97 -ll5; E. Lipiriski, OLP 22

(1991) 5't-'12.
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In Israel too there is evidence for the notion of the sun god as judge; some of the

texts transfer this role to Yahweh (Gen. 19:15-26;32:23-33122-32); Ex. 17:8-16; Josh.

10:12-14; Jgs. 9:33; 19:14-26', I S. l1:9-l l). In this incipient solarization of Yahweh,

Yahweh takes on the god's role as judge and is himself referred to as the sun (Mal.

3:2014:2); Ps. 84:12[11]).130 Yahweh bears the forensic title i6pE1,'Judge," in Jgs.

I I :27 ; Ps. 7 :12(ll); 9 :5(4); 50:6; 58: I 2( 1 l); 7 5:8(7): 94:2.

Yahweh is often also the plaintiff who takes his adversary to court. This forensic ac-

tion is denoted by the niphal of .ipt (Isa. 43:26; 66:16; Jer. 2:35;25:31; Ezk. 17:20;

20:3 5 -36; 38:22; J oel 4:213 :21).

The earliest passages that use the vb. idpat, "judge," with Yahweh as subject appear

in the appeals of the accuser (Gen. 16:5; Ex.5:21) and the accused (Jgs. 11:27; 1 S.

24:l3ll2)). These appeals uses the formula yi.Ipo-r yhwh, "may Yahweh judge." This for-
mula was used in legal proceedings when the plaintiff or the accused saw that their inter-

ests were not being protected by humans; they therefore had to rely on the divine judge.

This is also the situation of the psalmists who turn to Yahweh in their distress with
the appeal ioplEni, "give me justice" (Ps.7:9[8]; 26:l;35:24:43:l), or use iapaltoex-
press the deliverance Yahweh has granted (Lam. 3:59). According to Isa. 5l:5, it is the

arms of Yahweh that give the peoples justice.

In his prayer at the dedication of the temple (l K. 8:32112 Ch. 6:23), Solomon prays

for Yahweh to judge the guilty and the righteous differently. In a similar vein Ps.

75:8(7) describes Yahweh as a judge who puts down one and lifts up another; Ezk.

34 17 ,22 describes him as the owner of a flock, judging between sheep and goats. Like-
wise if a treaty is broken, the gods of the parties to the treaty are called on to judge be-

tween them (Gen. 3l:53).
Several texts show that Yahweh, acting asjudge, can also punish. In I S. 3:13 idpat

inthesenseof "punish"hasYahwehasitssubject.InEzk. ll:10-11;21:35(30);35:11,
iapat refers to Yahweh's act of condemnation; in 5:10,15; l1:9; 16:41;25:ll;
28:22,26; 30:14,19, 'dfld i"pdttm refers to his act of punishment. Finally, 2 Ch. 20:12

prays that Yahweh will punish $apat b') those who attack Israel.
A distinct complex of texts presents Yahweh as the judge who brings the people's

own conduct upon their heads or judges them according to their ways (Ezk. 7:3,8;

18:30; 24:14; 33:20; 36:19). According to Ezk. 7 :27 , Yahweh judges people according
to their own judgments (cf. l6:38). These texts bear witness to the exilic crisis of the

wisdom principle that conduct entails commensurate consequences, a principle that no

longer operates automatically. Only through Yahweh's act of judgment is punishment

inflicted.
Ps. 82:1 transposes Yahweh's judicial role to the heavenly council; here Yahweh en-

forces his judicial authority over the members of the council by condemning them to

annihilation (v. 7) because they did not fulfill their obligation to give justice to human-

130. -+ $D$ iemei: H.-P. Stiihli, Soliire Elemente im Jahweglauben des AT. OBO 66 (1985),

30-45; H. Niehr, Der hiichste Gou. BZAW 190 (1990), 147 -63; M. S. Smith, JBL lO9 (1990) 29-
39; P. E. D\on, ZAW 103 (1991) 58-65.
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ity (vv. 2-5). Possibly Job 2l:22 belongs in the same context as Ps. 82. Yahweh's act of
idpat with "those on high" as its object may refer to his judgment,l3l Su1 it may also re-
fer more generally to his authority over the heavenly council.l32

An eschatological judgment by Yahweh appears in various contexts. According to
Isa.2:4 (l/Mic.4:3), when the nations come on pilgrimage to Jerusalem, Yahweh will
judge between them and determine the truth.l33 Joel 4:12(3:12) locates the eschatologi-
cal judgment in the "valley of Jehoshaphat," not identifiable geographically. Its sym-
bolic name derives from the act of divine judgment that takes place there; later it was
identified with the Kidron Valley.

In contrast to this universal judgment of the nations, the second epilogist of the book
of Ecclesiastes sees each individual as subject to Yahweh's judgment.l3a Yahweh
brings everyone, righteous or wicked, before his judgment (Eccl. 3:17; cf.12:12-14).

An eschatological expectation without forensic elements appears in the book of
Obadiah. In Ob. 2l those who have been saved will go up to Mt. Zion to rule over Mt.
Esau,l:s and the kingdom will belong to Yahweh.

The juridical function of the priesthood represents a distinct element in the complex
of motifs associated with Yahweh as judge. This function relates to the administration of
oaths (Ex. 22:7[8)), decisions by lot (Ex. 22:819];28:30; Jgs. l8:5-6; I 5.2:25;23:2;
30:7-8; Prov. 16:33),136 and decisions by ordeal (Nu. 5:11-31). In addition, priesrs give
rulingsinquestionsof culticpurityandimpurity(Lrv. l0:9-ll; l3:l-59; l4:34-5i;Ezk.
22:26;44:23;Hag.2:ll-14;Ps. 151'2{)rzt and derermine the monetary value of human
beings, animals, houses, and fields (Lev.27:l-25). The third area in which priests exer-
cise juridical functions is the court of God in the temple, where a priest dispenses justice
in the name of the Deity (Dt. l7:8-13; 2l:5; I K. 8:31-32; Ps. 3; 4; 5:7; ll; 17; etc.).

The tendency of the postexilic period to place more emphasis on Yahweh's tran-
scendence led to changes in the complex of motifs associated with Yahweh as judge.
Yahweh surrenders the role of prosecutor to a member of the heavenly cou6.l3a But he
also retreats from his role as judge, surrendering it to representatives: the son of man
(Dnl. 7:13-14), an angel (lO:211' l2:l), or the righteous (7:26-27).

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls ip, occurs more than 60 times, mostly
in the qal.t:e Forensic usage predominates, with various connotations. The verb may

l3l. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 336,345.
132. G. Hcilscher, Hiob. HAT U17 (1952), 54.
133. --> l1D' ykl.t.

134.D. Michel, Qohelet.EdF25S (1988), 138n. 14;idem,[JntersuchungenTurEigenartdes
Buches Qohelet. BZAW 183 (1989), 248-51.

135. H. W. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah. CC (Eng. tr. 1986), 60, 68-70; l. R. Bartlett, Edom
and rhe Edomites. JSOTSup 77 (1989),185-86.

136. + hv garaL -+ liD kohen 1t.2.
137. W. Paschen, Rein und Unrein. SANT 24 ( 1970), 44-55: --+ YIt, 67 -69; -+ ''l;'l9 fihar; )

XDV fime'.
138. + IVW iafin.
139. Niehr, Herrschen, 313 n. l; also 1lQT 5l:ll.
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mean "hold court, act as judge" (lQS 6:24; 8:25; lO:13; CD 10:8,18; llQT 5l:ll;
IlQPsu24:7),"givejustice"(1QS II:14-15;1QH6:9),or"condemn"(IQH4:I8;5:6;
lQpHab 10:5; 12:5; 4Qplsau 8-10 2l). In the nonforensic sense of "ruIe," iapat appears

in 4Q511 l0 10.

The niphal is likewise found primarily in its forensic sense of "be condemned" (CD

l2:3; 20lO-11,24) or "be judged" (lQH 7:28; 4QpPs37 4:7,9; 4Q159 2-4 4); it can

also mean "take to court" (lQH 9:34). Corresponding to the meaning "rule," the niphal

can mean "be guided" (lQS 9:10; CD 20:31-32).
The title idpd! appears in the Dead Sea Scrolls only in the forensic sense of 'Judge."

In lQSa l:15,24,29, as in the OT, the judges are represented as an institution of the

tribes oflsrael. CD 20:16 expands Hos. 3:4 by adding the term iAP7l.The occurrences

of idp"ltm in cD 9: 10; 10: 1,4; 14:13; l5:4 refer to a judicial office within the commu-

nity.
The judges mentioned in I IQT 5 I : I I and 56:9- l0 go back to the laws governing of-

ficials in Dt. l6:18 and l7:8-13. llQT 6l:9 is based on Dt. l9:15-21, llQT 62:4-5 on

Dt.20:l-18.

Niehr

12p saPo4: llp! iePe!:;t]1li ioPld

I. Distribution, Meaning, Etymology. II. Usage: l. Cultic and Legal Usage; 2. Human

Emotions; 3. God as Subject;4. Secular Usage. III. Reception: 1. Dead Sea Scrolls; 2.LXX.

I. Distribution, Meaning, Etymology. The root ipfr, found throughout the Semitic

language area, denotes the vigorous movement of a solid or liquid. Akkadian texts use

iapdku(m) to speak of "pouring" water and feed as well as "casting up" military siege

ramps.l Unlike East Semitic, Northwest Semitic often speaks of "pouring" and particu-

idpa!. H. Chist, Blutvergiessen im AT. Theologische Dissertationen 12 (Basel, 1977); P. E.

Dion, "Early Evidence for the Ritual Significance of the 'Base of the Altar' around Deut 12:27

LXX: JBL 106 (1987) 487-90; I. Epha'al, "The Assyrian Siege Ramp at Lachish," TAJ ll
(1984) 60-69; A. D. Grad, "Studies in Biblical Uses of the Word Dam" (diss., Brandeis, 1976);

K. Koch, "Der Spruch 'Sein Blut bleibe auf seinem Haupt'und die israelitische Auffassung vom
vergossenen Blut," l4l" 12 (1962) 396-416 - Spuren des hebriiischen Denkens. Gesammehe

Aufsiitze,I (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1991), 128-45; A. Penna, "ll sangue nell'AI," in F. Vattioni, ed',
Sangue e antropologia biblica, II (Rome, l98l),379-402; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte

des Opfers im alten Israel. WMANT 24 (1967); J. Wehrle, "Blut," NBL, I, 306-8.

l. AHw,III, I168-69; CAD, ){YI', 413-14.
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larly of "spilling" blood. The root appears already in Ugaritic2 in an alphabetic cunei-
form incantation.3 Later it is found in South Semitic in Arab. safaka.a There may be a
connection with Arab. sabaka in the sense of "melt and pour into a mold,"s also with
metathesis sakaba, "pour" fluid or metal.6 This verb appeius also in Ethiopic, in the
form of Old Eth. sabaka.T

The Aramaic evidence is similar. The vb. iepaftin Jewish Aramaic8 and in Syriace
means "pour" or "spill." In Mandaic, ipk has the weakened sense of "drip in."l0 Only in
Rabbinic Hebrewll do we find as broad a range of what can be poured, spilled, and
heaped up as in Biblical Hebrew.l2

Because no text speaks of pouring a liquid from a vessel, Heb. ipk should not be
considered a causative shaphel formof hpk, as though ajug were "overturned" and its
contents "poured out."l3 Many passages suggest not "a sprinkling from a watering can
but a torrential flood."la It is therefore preferable to think in terms of a biliteral root
(ip) and its associated semantic categoryls connoting a continuous, dense movement
upward or downward: besides ipk, cf. Jp'and ipl.t, as well as itp and.isp, along with
Jewish Aram. i"pd'and Middle Heb. iapA.rc This base (cf. also Egyp. ip,..flow out,
Perish"tz; would be differentiated and made semantically more precise by the addition
of a third consonant.

The root.ipk appears ll5 times as a verb, primarily in the qal, and 3 times as a
noun.r8 Almost half the occurrences of the verb are associated with the notn ddm.
other groups of nouns that appear frequently as the object of .ipk are hcm6 and za'am,
as well as mayim, sbl"ld, and rfiah. There are several verbs in the semantic field of ,lpl<
that overlap in usage but nevertheless have their own particular nuances.le

2. UT no.2464; WUS, no. 2665.
3. KTU I . I 8, IV 23-24, 34-35 (restored); possibly also KTU I .82, 16 (see J. C. de Moor and

K. Spronk, UF 16 11984) 243).
4. Wehr, 413: safk ad-dima', "bloodshed."
5. Wehr, 396.
6. Wehr,416.
7. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987),483-84.
8. WTM, IY 596; also in the Aramaic Dead Sea Scrolls: Beyer, 117.
9. LexSyr,795.
to. MdD,472.
I l. Jastrow, 1616-17.
12. See II below.
13. c. J. Labuschagne, "original Shaph'el-Forms in Biblical Hebrew," or studies. orwsA

10 (1971),59; cf. already Jastrow, 1616.
14. K. Koch, 7Aw 86 (1974) 518.
15. S. Moscati et al., Intro. to the comparative Grammar of the semitic ktnguages. pLo 6

(1964), 7 t-7 5; -+ leui i1p.
16. wTM, tv, 594-95.
17. wbAs, ry, 443-44.
18. For its distribution by verbal stem and biblical books, see F. I. Andersen and A. D. Forbes,

The Vocabulary of the OT (Rome, 1989), passim.
19. --> ll') yasaq.
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II. Usage.
l. Cultic and Legal Usage. Together with other verbs, .ipl< fulfills a ritual function in

various blood rituals. In contrast to the religious practices of other cultures in antiq-
uity,2o no benef,rcent or sacramental use of blood was open to the ancient Israelites.
They were forbidden to consume blood in any form (Gen. 9:4; Lev. 3:17;7:26; l7:lo-
14; 19:26;Dt. 12:16,23; 15:23), for blood is closely bound up with life (b"napi6 ddm6,
Gen. 9:4; reverse order in Lev. l7:ll) or even identified with life (hadddm hfr'
hannepei, Dt. 12:23). Therefore the consumption of blood is tantamount to the shed-
ding of blood (Gen. 9:4-6; Lev.7:26-27; cf. also Ezk.33:25; and I S. 14:32-35 "eating
with the blood"). Because of this blood taboo, animals must be ritually slaughtered in a
special way (cf. Get schiichten). The blood of the slaughtered animal is to be poured
out (ipk) on the ground '1ike water" (Dt. 12:16,24) and covered with earth ('dpdr Lev.
l7 :13). This practice presupposes the secular slaughtering of animals in the local com-
munity following the centralization of the cult; it also applies to the slaughtering of de-
fective animals unfit for sacrifice (Dt. 15:23). In consequence of the connection be-
tween blood and life, it also retained its significance in the nirrrower context of
sacrificial theology.

Within the complex OT sacrificial system, the vb. ipk appears in the "law of the sin
offering," i.e., the haga'gr ritual in Lev. 4, where the blood is used in two different
ways,22 in each case to "make atonement" for unintentional sins. After a series of ap-
plications of blood, the priest pours out (ipk) the remaining blood at the base23 of the
burnt offering. (The same ceremony is used at the investiture of Aaron inBx. 29:12; the
parallel account in Lev. 8:15, which is clearly traditio-historically earlier, uses ys4 in-
stead of ipk.z+1The blood is poured into a gutter (Ezk.43:13)25 and thus protected
from profanation; not until the immediate effectiveness of the blood is thus totally and
completely removed is the ritual complete (cf. Sir. 50:15-16).

It is uncertain whether the blood of the ze\ah offeringz6 (Dt. 12:27, qal passive of
ipk) has ritual significance. In particular, the meaning of 'al-mizbah is unclear. If the
blood is poured on or beside the altar along with the meat, there is no chance of profa-
nation'27 or does "even secular slaughtering have confessional character?"28

More clearly, a different .ip& action (Lev. 4:12), not described in all sections of the
hattA'1ittal, stands outside the sacrifice itself. The portions of the animal not needed for
the sacrif,rcial act are to be taken to a special place, called iepef, haddeien, where they are

burned. The condition that this must be a "clean place" (mdqdm tdh6r), however, keeps

20. See J. H. Waszink, RAC, ll, 459-69.
21. +Ngn hafi'.
22. B. Janowski, Suhn als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (1982), 222-34; cf. N. Kiuchi, Ifte

Purification Offering in the Priestly Literature. JSOTSUp 56 (1987), I 19-30, 143-59.
23. --> 1O') yasa{.
24. Janowskt,233.
25. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), 423, 425-26.
26. --> nal ldlalt.
27. Rendtorff, 146: "beside."
28. G. Braulik, Deuteronomium I. NEB (1986), 100; cf. EU: "on."
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the action within a cultic context; contrast Lev.14l41: the plaster (bpar) froma house in-
fected with "leprosy" is to be dumped (ipk) in an "unclean place" (mdqbm tamE').

The segholate iepeft, found only in Lev. 4:l2,is a verbal noun synonymous with but
more precise than maqbm;2e it does not, however, refer specifically to a "drain."30 The
fat ashes (deien) appear also in I K. 13:3,5 together with a verbal form of .iptr accord-
ing to a late recension of a threat against the altar of Bethel, the altar will be torn down
and its ashes poured out.3l

The nominal form iopkd also has a cathartic sense. It is probably not a "qal adjecti-
val fem. participle form for a [substantive] that has been omitted"32 but a fem. qutl sub-
stantive.33In the so-called law of the assembly (Dt. 23:l-9lEng.22:30-23:8)), which is
concerned with maintaining the cultic purity of the assembly of Yahweh,34 it relates to
someone who is excluded from the assembly because of a genital defect. In v. 2(l) the
term iopkd is a later expansion3s of p"sfia'-dakka', a form of castration; cf . Lev. 22:24
(with Mish. Mak. 3:2). Semantically analogous to Middle Heb. iopka', "channel,
pipe,":6 it refers to the urethra (cf. Akk. iapdku in connection with clyster and penis3T),
more specifically (with the addition of k'rfrfl a mutilated urethra.38

In the narrative complex describing the call of Gideon and his building of an altar
(Jgs. 6:11-24),Gideon places meat and bread on a rock and then pours out the broth
(mdraq) left over from cooking the meat (v. 20). Clearly we have here a reminiscence
of an ancient ritual associated with the sanctuary at Ophrah;3e nothing in the text sug-
gests an analogy to the disposal of blood.ao The Syr. introduces wine at this point as the
expected substance of a drink offering.al

It is not usual for ipk to denote a drink offering. Alongside nominal andverbal nsk,az

Jpft appears only in Isa. 57:6, where, with the sg. nesek as its object, it denotes a libation
offered illegitimately to foreign gods. This usage recalls the expression nsk (hiphil)
n"saf,tminDtrtextsofthebookofJeremiah(Jer.7:18; 19:13;32:29;44:17,18,19,25).a3

29. GesB,858.
30. HAL, II, 1630-31.
31. E. Wiirthwein, Kt)nige I: l.Kdn. l-16. ATD ll/l (1984), 169.
32. HAL,II, 1631.
33. BLe, $61j".
34. --> )i1p qdhal.
35. K. Galling, "Das Gemeindegesetz im Deuteronomium 23," in W Baumgartner et al., eds.,

FS A. Bertholer (Tiibingen, 1950), 176-91.
36. WTM, rV 586.
37. AHw,III, 1168.
38. Cf. Mish. Yebam. S:2; for attempts to explain the prohibition see A. D. H. Mayes, Deuter-

onomy. NCBC (1981), 315.
39. Rendtorff, 94.
40. Eu.
41. J. A. Soggin, Judges. OTL(Eng. tr. l98l), 121.
42. -+ IOJ nasaft.
43. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion yon Jeremia 1-25. WMANT 4l (1973), 120,

223-24; idem, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (1981),32-33,
74-76.
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The scene presented in 1 S. 7:6 is unique. In the setting of a communal fast the Isra-

elites gather at Mizpah to offer sacrifice, but also draw (i'b) water and then pour it out
before Yahweh (lipnA yhwh; cf. 2 S. 23:16-17). The significance of the water ritual is

hard to determine. We may leave open the question whether the text describes a liba-
tion ritual or mourning ceremony, or - more likely - a penitential ceremony for the
removal of sin.#

Sacrificial regulations can also speak ofbloodguilt and thus establish a relationship
to the shedding of blood and the theological and legal provisions governing it. Accord-
ing to Lev. 17:3-4, whoever slaughters an animal without presenting it as an offering is
"held guilty of bloodshed" (ddm yehdic! ldii).

Only once (l K. 18:28) is blood the subject of ipk: blood flows when the prophets

of Baal cut themselves in ritual combat, probably borrowed from Syrian models.as Ev-
erywhere else, .ipk is used transitively with blood as its object. Shedding blood is "not a
neutral term for 'killing,' but implies a judgment on the act: the killing is intentional
and therefore - with the exception of revenge - culpable."46

There is no semantic distinction between the singular and plural forms of dam.qt Of
the more than 30 passages that deal with the shedding of blood, only 2 ( I K. 2:3 I ; I Ch.
28:3; cf. I Ch. 22:8) use the plural. A distinction between blood shed by violence

@amtm) and the blood circulating in an unscathed individual (ddm) is out of the ques-

tion. It is more likely that the plural is used intensively or affectivelya8 to express the

culpability of the act (e.g., Dt. 19:10).ae
"When blood is shed, it creates a 'sphere of blood' that envelopes the author of the

deed"so and pollutes (hnp) the entire land (Nu. 35:33). Thus the command in Nu.
35:33-34 not to pollute and defile (tm'piel) the land, based on the law of talion (Ex.
2l:12), is theologically motivated: violation of the land introduces a mortal peril into
the created order; expiation (kpr) for the blood that is shed (Jpk qal pass.) requires the
blood of the one who shed it. The question of the inviolability of human life that arises
from this principle finds its most compact expression, both legally and theologically, in
the fact that human beings are made in God's image (Gen. 9:6). The right of talion in
the case of a violent death is a vital obligation grounded in the order of creation.

In case the identity of a murderer remains unknown, a ritual is provided to remove
the bloodguilt that cannot be pursued subjectively but nevertheless burdens the land
objectively. The elders and priests who live near the scene of the crime are to wash
their hands over a heifer whose neck has been broken (Dt. 2l:6) and declare their inno-

44. T. Podella, S6m-Fasten. AOAT 224 (1989), 170 n.

Samuelis. KATVIIUI (1973), 168.
45. E. Wiirthwein, Kdnige II: l.Ktin. 17-2.Kiin. 25. ATD

dition.
46. Christ, 18.
47. Contra Koch,405-6.
48. -+ D1 ddm.
49. Christ, 44,63-65.
50. Koch,405.

27, following H. J. Stoebe, Erste

lll2 (1984),219-20:. a post-Dtr ad-
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cerce btAddnfi b' idp"lfr [Q) 'e!-haddam hazzeh we'AnAnfi b' rd'tt, v. 7), that the guilt
may be absolved (kpr niphal, v. 8). Only so may the people be assured that Yahweh has

released them from the consequences of innocent blood (ddm ndqt, v.8; dam hanndqi,
v. 9).

The combination of innocence and bloodsl occurs repeatedly in syntagms with .Ypl<.

Apart from Dt. 2 I :8-9, the attributive phrase ddm ndqt appears in 2 K. 2l:16; 24:4; lsa.
597: Jer.'1:6;22:3; Joel 4:19(3:19); Prov. 6:17; cf. also the expressions dam hinnam
(l S. 25:31) and d'mA hinndm (1 K. 2:31). Less common is the construct pluase dam

hannaqi (2 K. 24:4; Jer.22:17). Other qualifiers of "blood" are found in 1 Ch. 22:8
(dam ldrOU and Lam. 4:13 (dam saddiqtm). Despite the syntactic variation, the expres-

sions "innocent blood" and "blood of the innocent" are interchangeable (see, e.g., 2 K.
24:4).The many adjectival expressions suggest that the culpable shedding of blood is
foregrounded. In an "undeserved death," the innocence is a quality of the victim;
clearly "it is a situation that is qualified, not a person."sz

The culprits are very often people in political power. The narrator repeatedly ap-

pears to tone down the nature of the crime: in the case of David, Abigail speaks of
"needless" killing (hinndm, I S. 25:31), as does Solomon in the case of Joab (hinndm,

I K. 2:3 I ). In both cases, however, the plural form of ddm appears in the immediate or
extended context (d'mA hinndm, I K. 2:31; in the case of I S. 25:31, cf . v. 33); over-

tones of guilt can be heard - contrast I Ch.22:8;28:3, despite damim rabbtm along-
side dam lardb.s3

Only two texts (1 Ch. 22:8;28:3) speak of the shedding of blood in the context of
war. Elsewhere the precise background is unknown. Often it makes little sense to try to
identify the circumstances more precisely, because we are dealing with midrashic com-
mentary, as when 2 K. 2l:16, echoing Dt. l9:10, accuses Manasseh of having shed

very much innocent blood until he had filled (n/'piel) Jerusalem with it (cf .2 K. 24:4;

also Ezk. 9:91.s4

In the prophets it is primarily the mighty in Jerusalem who are guilty of shedding

blood (Jer. 22:3,17: Ezk. 16:38; 22:3,4,9,12,27;24:7). But not only individuals are

accused; other nations can also be guilty (Edom, Joel 4: l9[3: l9); gdyim, Ps. 79:3 [cf.
v. ll), as well as - though less often - Israel itself (Isa. 59:7; Jer.7:6; Ezk. 23:451'

33:25;36:18). Zeph. l:17 is unique. Here it is God's will that on the "day of
Yahweh" the blood of the guilty, who are no better than refuse ('dpdr; used in this
sense in 1 K. 20:10; 2 K. 23:12; etc.; cf. the par. gdldl, "dung"ss;, will be poured out
(.ipk qal pass.).

Outside prophetic literature, specific groups are named in Lam. 4:13, where proph-
ets and priests are blamed for the fall of Jerusalem (cf. v. l2); in particular, the priests

are accused of having shed the blood of members of society who had done no wrong

51. -+ IX, 558-61.
52. Christ, 36.
53. Christ, 55-57.
54. Wiirthwein, Kdnige II,441.
55. GesBtt,2l9.
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(dam saddtqim). It is speculative to suggest that this accusation refers to "writs ofexe-
cution in which the spiritual dignitaries branded as high treason any protest against

their theology of salvation"s6 "instances of unjust summary execution."57

It is impossible to reach a dependable conclusion concerning the reality behind

these statements. In any case, that the shedding ofblood appears in a series ofwhat ap-

pear to be stereotyped charges urges caution when assessing their historicity.
It is common to treat the shedding of blood together with other social transgressions

(ler.7:6;22:3,17;Ezk.22:12; cf. also Prov. l:8-17 [esp. vv. 16-17);6:17) and perver-

sions of Yahweh's demand to be worshiped exclusively (Jer. 7:6; Ezk. 22:3,4; 33:25;
36: l8) as central themes of late preexilic and exilic texts; they all appear together in the

Dtr verse Jer. 7:6.s8 The shedding of blood and worship of foreign gods are interwoven
in Ps. 106:38, rather than standing in parallel: after entering the land, the Israelites sac-

rificed their children to the gods (idols)se of Canaan (wayyiip"f,fr dam naqt dam-

b"nAhem fi!"ndfthem nier zibb"hfi la'o;abbA ft"na'an; the mention of child sacrifice may

be a gloss on "innocent blood"60).

It is safe to assume that the shedding of blood is primarily a metonym for killing and

does not denote a particular kind of killing. The function of the idiom is not to paint a

vivid picture of an abstract notion but to discountenance by metaphor the deliberate
ending of a life as being purposeless and contrary to the order of creation.6l The addi-
tion of the interpretive phrase l"'abb€/ n"pdi6linBzk.22:2762 transforms the metaphor
into a "straightforward" expression, robbing it of its force.63

Finally, wrongdoing is associated with .ipt in breach of sacral law in Ezk. 16 and23,
where the catchword is znh, "play the whore." Besides verbal forms, we find the noun

taznfi! (intensive pl. - cf . ddmtm - in l6:15, sg. in 23:8), which vividly characterizes

the thoughtless disregard for the gifts bestowed by Yahweh through participation in
foreign cultic practices and through political alliances. In Ezk. 16 taznfr1 can also be

taken as a general metaphor for foreign gods and the shedding ofblood, embodied con-

cretely as the uncovering of nakedness ('erwd with glh piel), in parallel with the state-

ment "your lust was poured out" (v. 36).

Despite the similarity of Ezk. 16:36 to lsa. 47:3-4, the extensive use of metaphor in
this passage makes it inadvisable to emend the expression hiiiapeft n"huitEl, reading

hip instead of ipk, as done by Zimmerli,s who then goes on to emend wattiSgaleh
'erwdlek to wattegalli 'erwdlEf, for the sake of parallelism. Textual criticism should not

destroy the provocative semantics of the double metaphor, in which the hapax

56. H.-J. Kraw, Klagelieder. BKXX4,79.
57. H. J. Boecker, Klagelieder ZBK 2l (1985), 81.
58. Thiel, Jeremia l-25, ll0.
59. + aYY 'dsdb.

60. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs 6U150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 315-16.
61. Christ, l8-19.
62.W.Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979),466.
63. + r]utz jrp.
64. Zimmerll Ezekiel 1, 329-30.
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legomenon n"l.toie! II is best understood as "female pudend3,"6s eliminating the meta-
phor and rationalizing the semantics.

2. Human Emotions. Alongside the shedding of blood and its consequences stands
another group of passages describing the release of a life-threatening power that usu-
ally does end up destroying life. Constructions with ipk are common in describing hu-
man emotions. People pour out their hearts (leflbefore God (Lam. 2: l9 ["tike water"];
Ps. 62:9[8]; I S. l:15 lwith nepefl), inundating God with lamentations and pleading
for their lives 

- 
"a surrender of their own egos and total offering of all their inner pow-

ers."66 The literature of prayers knows of pouring out cries and complaints (.fia, with
Jpl< in Ps. 102: I [S]; 142:3[2]). But it also knows of grief thar makes people rurn their
nepei against themselves (we'eipef,d'dlay napii, Ps. 42:514); cf. Akk. tabakufm) with
napiitufm], "pour out life"67), a grief manifested in physical agony: in Lam. 2:ll the
liver (kdbe{ is "poured out" and the bowels are aflame (md'eh with hmr poalal68). To
express a fear of impending death, the language of poetry produces audacious meta-
phor clusters that offend our sensibilities. Even death itself can be expressed by a hy-
perbolic description of bodily loss (wayyi.ip df; m€'dyw 'arsd, 2 S. 20: l0) that embraces
the entire living organism.6e

3. God as Subject. Only with God as subject is .ipt used in a positive sense. When
the purpose is to "empower" someone,To the verb can express the movement of rfrah
from God to the person in question. As in other exilic and postexilic oracles of salva-
tion, which display a tendency to universalize the concept of spirit, in the four passages
that use .ipk plus the prep. .a/, it is not always an individual on whom the spirit is
poured out. Sustained by Yahweh's creative energy (cf. Ezk. ll:19-20), all the people
without distinction will share forever (cf. Isa. 59:21) in the spirit of Yahweh (Ezk.
39:29; cf . 36:27;37:14 with ntn b[qrb]; also positively in Isa. 44:3 with ys4 and nega-
tively in Isa. 29: l0 with nst), which brings understanding of the past (Zec. l2:10) and
makes instruction complete (cf. Ezk. ll:.19-20) in the sense that all will be empowered
to prophesy (J oel 3 : | -212:28-29)).

Because we are dealing with metaphorical language, in which verbalization of real-
ity can only be approximated, it would be inadvisable to attempt a direct conceptual
translation. The fact that occasionally r,fiah is "poured out" like water (Isa. 44:.3 $sq//
nzll and 32:15 f'rh niphall; cf. also 19:14; 29:10) does not mean that it should be
thought of as "a kind of fluid."7l The fundamental notion seems rather to be that of
movement, which can be expressed not only by ipk but also by a variety of other dy-

65. GesB, 499.
66. Kraus, Klagelieder 48.
67. AHw, II, 738; Ill, 1296.
68. HAL, t,330.
69. -s V)D) nepei.
70. H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1974),35.
71. Contra R. Albertz and C. Westermann, TLOT III, 1218.

-!
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namic verbs (s//2, Jgs. 14:6,19;15:14; etc.; hyh'al, Nu.24:2;Jgs.3:10; etc.;lbi, e.9.,

Jgs. 6:34; p'm, Jgs. 13:25).
The prophetic use of metaphor repeatedly produces semantically astonishing for-

mulations. In the context of God's anger, this holds true particularly for the use of -->

i1}l1 hEmd. Its etymological connection with "be hot" leads naturally to a correspond-
ingconstruction(yst, "bekindled," 2K.22:13,17:b'n"btm," Jer.7:20: Ps.89:47[46];
Est. 1:12), but this relationship can also be subverted. Then, instead of blazing like
fire (Jer. 4:4;21:12:. Nah. 1:6; cf. also Isa.9:18[19]:Zeph. l:18), God's "burning"
wrath is poured out like water (Jer. 6:111.Ezk.'7:8; 14:19;20;8; Ps. 79:6; with ntk qali
Jer. 42:18', 44:6; etc.; niphal: Jer. 7:20: 42:18; etc.; cf. also the image of the cup of
wrath: Isa. 5l:17,22; Jer. 25:15). In a paradoxical reversal, it can also be poured out
like fire (ipk kd'zi ba/nd!6, Lam. 2:4; cf. also lsa. 42:25; Ezk. 22:22;30:14-16; Ps.

79:5-6).
Very rarely, it is foreign nations on whom Yahweh's hzmdis poured (Jer. 10:25 =

Ps.79:6-7; Ezk. 30:15, on Egypt; Sir. 36[33]:8, universally). Primarily, however, it is
directed against Israel, whose wickedness Yahweh pours back as disaster (,ip& with
ra'd), an example of the actions-consequences nexus.

The book of Ezekiel speaks most frequently of the outpouring of hdmd, adding that

this wrath achieves its goal of destruction(klhpiel,Ezk.T:8;20:13,21).72 Blood can be

contrastively both the result (14:19) and the cause (36: l8) ofan outpouring ofwrath.
Besides h€md, two other terms for "wrath" appear with .ipt (once each): hdrdn (in

the syntagm l.torbn 'app6, with ?D as God's judgment on the whole population (Lam.

4: 1 I ), and 'e\r6, which will be poured out (like water) on the high officials of Judah
(Hos.5:10).

Finally, the lexical field of God's anger includes the segholate -+ DlIt za'am, whichap-
pears in parallelisms inZnph.3:8 (h'rOn'appt and'Ei qin'd!i),Ezk.2l:36135);22:31(b"'ei
'ebralt; without za'am in Isa. 38: 19; Ezk.22:21), and Ps. 69:25(24) (horbn 'app"kn).

Here too the language is unexpected and metaphorical - note the contradictory se-

quence of events in Ps. 69:25(24): first indignation is heaped on the enemy, then they
are pursued and overtaken (n.fg hiphil). Here too there is a congruence between actions

and consequences: the wickedness of the guilty brings disaster on their own heads

(darkdm b"r6'iam, Ezk. 22:31 cf . Ps. 69:22-23121-22); see also the discussion of Jer.

14:16 above).
Wrath deprives people of the very basis of their lives when Yahweh pours bLz on

them. In Ps. 107:40 and Job l2:2l,"contempt" is heaped onthe n"Qtltm. who as a rule

enjoy particular respect.T3

With God as subject only rarely is .ipft used of liquids. In two of the three hymnic
texts in the book of Amos, a passage in participial style praises Yahweh's transforming
creative power: in particular, he "collects"Ta the waters of the sea and then pours them

'72. ) i1)) kah.
73. -+ A1J ndb.
74. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. tr. 1977),241.
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(back) over the earth (Am. 5:8; 9:6). In Sir. 43:19 God the creator pours out frost like
salt $tskwn in the Sirach scroll from MasadaT5).

4. Secular Usage. In the secular realm the number of things that human beings pour
out is remarkably small. When Moses hesitates in the face of God's call, God enables
him to perform the miracle of pouring water on the ground, where it turns into blood
(Ex. 4:9). Except in this passage, the or never uses ipk for the pouring of a liquid out-
side the cult.

ln Ps. 73:2, where the psalmist's steps are "buried," the ambiguity of metaphorical
language prohibits us from saying precisely whether iupp"luh(e)'"iurdy refers to a
stumble or to a fall.76 The reflection in Lam. 4: 1, in the style of a dirge, unmistakably
voices the attempt of people to cope with the breakdown following the Babylonian
conquest of Jerusalem: the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the "children of zion" (v. 2), are
like precious stones ('aln0-aaQeittl scattered in the f,rlth of the streets. The city's in-
habitants, its pride and glory, are destroyed.

Surprisingly, the vb. ^ipt appears in realms of life where it would not be expected. In
Sir. 20: l3 the windy courtesies of fools are discountenanced as pointless (wtwbt ksylym
yipwk), as is the attempt to pour truly good food inro a closed mot/rh (twbh ipwkh'l ph
stwm,3O:18). Sirach likewise uses .ipk to radicalize the opposite phenomenon, inordinate
greed for all kinds of delicacies ('l tipk 'l kl mt'mym, 37:29). Knowing realistically that
there is a proper time for everything, the sage in Sir. 32(35):4 urges guests at a drinking
party (bmqwm hyyn) not to pour out their thoughts ('l tipk iyh)bfito sing.

The occurrences of ipl< with solid materials are concentrated in military contexts,
where during an attack on a city (mentioned explicitly in Dnl. I l: 15) siege works are
"cast up" (ipk with sdleld). The description in 2 S. 20:15 shows that, besides rrying to
undermine the city wall, the attackers cast up an earthen structure up to the outworks
([watta'9nad) bahe|\ of the city ('el-hdir) under attack. This description does nor re-
fer to a rampart surrounding the city,ze but rather a siege ramp of terre pis6e, sometimes
reinforced with wood (2K. 19:32 = Isa. 37:33; Jer. 6:6; Ezk.4:2;26:8).so In addition to
the ramp, on which battering rams (kartm, Ezk. 4:2;21:27lz2l) were directed against
the wall, a siege wall (ddyEq, 4:2;17:17l'21:27122);26:8) was built to encircle the city
(mdsbr 4:2; cf. also ddy€q sa[i!, 2 K. 25:l = Jer. 52:4).

Both measures, still in use at Masada in the Roman period,sl were practiced system-
atically by the Assyrians. In the period of Esarhaddon, Akk. dayyiqu denotes a siege
embankment or siege wall;82 the expression ipk sdPh embraces two Akkadian expres-

75. G. Sauer, "Jesus Sirach," JSHRZ IIy5 (1981), 613.
76. For other possible interpretarions see HAL, II, 1630.
77. l. A. Emerton, ZAW 79 (1967) 233-36.
78. HAL, t,312.
79. As.suggested by GesB, 545, and EU, alternating with ,.embankment."

8o. -->\)o satal.
81. See, e.9., H. Weippert, BRL2,4l-42.
82. AHa l,151.
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sions used in this context: .ipt corresponds to ep(i)ri iapdku, "cast up earth" (aiapikum
may be an "embankment builder"8z); sdPh is the result of arammu iukbusu, "construct
a ramp by stamping (earth)." The two expressions in combination appear in a literary
text of Esarhaddon.Sa

III. Reception. l. Dead Sea Scrolls. Usage in the Dead Sea Scrolls basically coin-
cides with the OT spectrum, but goes beyond it in certain details. The scrolls speak re-
peatedly of shedding blood (lQM 6:17; 4QM" l:14-15:9; lQH 2:33; CD 12:6 par.;
4Q379 22 22:13 [restored8s]; 4Q504 8 14; 4Q525 13 3) and also of the pouring of
blood on the ground in a sacrificial context (1Q22 4 2 [bis; restored]86). Here belong
the occurrences in the Temple Scroll (l IQT 52:12:53:5; 63:6, with parallels in Deuter-
onomy). I 1QT 16:3 speaks of a ritual connected with the festival of dedication, during
which blood is poured on the four corners of the altar. And 32:14 describes a structure
near the temple through which water mixed with the blood of the sacrificial animals
can flow and then seep into the ground.

The dietary laws expect a fish to be cut up alive so that its blood can be poured off
(wniblk ldmlm, CD 12:13-14).87

The OT notion that God's wrath is poured out over people, specifically the idrA
y"hfrQd, also appears in the scrolls, with 'elrd in CD 8:3 and 19: 16 (kmbtml, "like wa-
ter") and with hdmd in 4QDibHam" l-2 3:10;' 5:4 (in each case together with harbn,
'ap, and qin'd lrestored in 3:101) and 6Ql0 I 2:4. For "pouring out a lament to God,"
see 4Q509 l+2 l:4;4Q525 14 2:23. A parenetic text uses ipk in a positive sense in the
context of creation theology: to care for humankind, Yahweh rains food (kl) on the
mountaintops (4Q370 l:l [restored88]).

2. IXX. The LXX offers few surprises. As a rule it uses the vb. ekchein for.iplc. Once
(l K. 18:28) it uses the noun form ikchysis for the infinitive of ipk; it uses the same
word for the noun iepek (Lev.4:12).For the pouring out of blood inthe zelalt offering
in Dt. 12:27, we find proschein in combination with pr6s t6n bdsin toil thysiasteriou,
representing MT'al-mizbah yhwfu.8e

lnlsa.42:25, in the semantic field of "wrath," the translation epdgein is a unique di-
vergence from the normal ekchein. Most of the divergent translations appear in texts
that speak of casting up a rampart. In contrast to the original meaning,eO we find words
that indicate a circular shape Qteribdllein, Ezk. 4:2; lcykloin, Isa. 37:33 - both times a

83. AHw,lIJ, 1172.
84. Eph'al, 64.
85. C. Newsom, JJS 39 (1988) 68-71.
86. J. T. Milik, D"/D, r (195s),95-96.
87. On the discussion in early Judaism see C. Rabin, hdokite Documents (Oxford, 21958),

62.
88. C. A. Newsom, RevQ 13 (1988) 31-32.
89. See Dion.
90. See II.4 above.
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structure on pilings) or a palisade (bdllein with ch6ma, Ezk.2l:27122f; charakobolia,
Ezk. 17 :17). The "casting up" in Dnl. 1 I : l5 is represented not by a real equivalent but
by the very general term epistrdphein with d6ry. For iopli in Dt. 23:2(l), the LXX
uses apokekommdnos ("mutilated"), which it interprets by adding thladids ("eunuch";
cf. Vg.: de scorto natus, "borr, of a prostitute"; MT: p";fia'-dakk61.sr

Liwak

91. See II.1 above.
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I. Etymology. II. Statistics. III. Usage: l. Leviticus; 2. Self-Abasement; 3. Humiliation by
God; 4. Geographical Region. IV. LXX. V. Dead Sea Scrolls. VI. Summary.

I. Etymology. The root.ipl appears in all Semitic languages except Ethiopic;t its ba-
sic meaning is "be low," in the causative stems "make low" In Hebrew the verb refers
primarily to humiliation by God; the emphasis varies greatly in the other dialects. In

idpeL G. Bertram, "'Hochmut' und verwandte Begriffe im griechischen und hebriiischen
AT,"WO 3(1964)32-43;K.Engelken, FrauenimAltenlsrael.BWANT 130(1990); O.Garciade
la Fuente, "Sobre la idea de contrici6n en el AI," Sacra pagina, L BETL 12 (1959),559-79;
W Grundmann, "ranerv6q," TDNT, Vlll, l-26;H.-J. Hermisson, "Jeremias Wort iiber Jojachin,"
in R. Albertz et al., eds., Werden und Wirken des AT. FS C. Westermanz (G6ttingen, 1980),252-
70, esp. 266-68; E. Kutsch, "Demut II. Biblisch," RGG3, II, 77-78;R. Martin-Achard,*ilil 'nhll
to be destitute :' TLOT ll, 931-37 ; G. Mensching, "Demut I. Religionsgeschichtlich," RGGs ,76-
'77;H.D. Preuss, "Demut l. AT: TRE, VIII,459-61;T. Seidl,'Aussatz," NBL, 1,218-19; H.-P.
stahli, 'l'lNl g'h to be hieh," TLOT 1,285-87.

III.4: Y. Aharoni, ktnd of the Bible (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 21979), esp. 25-26, 4l-42;
H. Brodsky, "The Shephelahl' BRev 3 (1987) 48-52; O. Eissfeldt and A. Kuschke, "Kanaan I.
Geographisch," RGG3,III, l106-8; I. Finkelstein, "The idp,ld of Israel," BethM 25 (1979180)
341-45; idem, "The Shephelah of Israel," Tel Aviv 8 (1981) 84-94;G. Galil, "The Administrative
Division of the Shephelahl' Shnaton 9 ( 1985) 55-7 l; L. Krinetzki, " 'Tal' und 'Ebene' im AI,"
BZ 5 (1961) 204-20; A. F. Rainey, "The Biblical Shephelah of Judah," BASOR25I (1983) l-22;
B. Z. Rosenfeld, "The Borders of the Shephelah from the Biblical to the Rabbinic Period,"
BethM 29 (1983/84) 36't-76.

-) i'rNl g?, N)T daka',>)P qll.

t. HAL, il, t63t-32.
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Akkadian (iapdlulml), canals, cisterns, ditches, the moon, stars, water, eyes, parts of
the body, and grades of service can be "low" or "deep"; ground water, constellations,
parts of the body, etc., can be "made deep" or "made low." The verb may also convey
the connotations of "humiliate" or "abase oneself."2 The lexical held in Aramaic
(i"pal, i"pel, iapla', iaplilld') corresponds quite precisely to that in Hebrew.3 The situa-
tion in Syriac is very similar.a Ugar. ipl appears in just one poetic text,5 which Whitleyo
compares to Eccl. 10:6, since both texts employ the antithesis "high 

- low." Arab.
safala/safila stands for "be low, be below something, turn downward, be low, base, de-
spicable, abase oneself, sink low, go from bad to worse, act in a base manner"; it also
has several derivatives.T There is no etymologically related root in Egyptian; the words
closest in meaning to "lower" arc iyd,8 kb,e and dh.to

II. Statistics. There are 69 occurrences ofthe base ipl and all its derivatives in the
OT, distributed quite evenly among the different word classes. The verb is used most
often (28 times), l0 times in the qal and 18 in the hiphil. The other stems are not at-
tested in Hebrew, so that the meaning envisaged is either the state of being low or the
action of making low. The former is also expressed I 8 times by the adj. idpdl. Of the
nominal formations, i"pel6 is clearly the most common (19 times); it denotes a low-
lying geographical region. The nouns iepe|r and iiph ("low condition") together oc-
cur only 3 times,l2 and iiplfi1 in the sense of "carelessness" occurs only once (Eccl.
l0:18).t:

Almost half of the 69 occurrences are in the prophets: 33 instances, concentrated in
Isaiah (19). The other half are divided about equally between cultic and sapiential po-
etry (16) and DtrH (13). The root plays only a minor role in the Pentateuch and ChrH.
The distribution in detail: 4 times in Leviticus, I in Deuteronomy, 7 in Joshua, I in
Judges, I in I Samuel,2in2 Samuel, I in I Kings, 19 in Isaiah,4 in Jeremiah, T in
Ezekiel, I each in Malachi, Obadiah, and Zechariah, 6 in Psalms, 3 in Job, 4 in Prov-
erbs, 3 in Ecclesiastes, I in I Chronicles, and 2 in 2 Chronicles.

III. Usage. In the case ofthe occurrences ofthe root in Leviticus (see I below) and
the geographical term (4 below), the basic meaning ("be low") is readily apparent. Al-

2. AHw,III, l169-70; CAD, XYlUl,422-27.
3. ANIP , 432; DISO, 317.
4. IxxSyr 795-96.
5. KTU 1.23,32, first published by C. Virolleaud, Syr 14 (1933) 128-51; cf . WUS, no.2666;

UT no.2465.
6. C. F. Whitley, UF ll (1979) 819.
7. Wehr,4l3.
8. WbAS, rY,4t.
9. WbAS Y,22.
to. wbAs, Y 480.
11. Michel, 67.
12. Mandelkern, 1228.
13. H. W. Hertzberg, Prediger KAT XYW4 (1963), 197.
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most two-thirds of the occurrences, however, have to do with God's humiliation of hu-
man beings (3 below) or appear in texts, mostly sapiential, that are concerned to dem-
onstrate the desirability of human self-abasement (2 below).

I . Leviticus. Chs. l3 and 14 of the Levitical law of purity describe the symptoms of
various skin diseases and lay out instructions for the priests, who as interpreters of the
law - but using medical analysis - must decide whether the victims are clean or un-
clean.la Besides changes in the hair and skin color of the diseased area, the symptoms
include a depression in or of the skin, denoted either by ipl (Lev. 13:20-21,26) or 'mq

(13:3-4,25,30-32,34))5 cf. also the "leprosy" on the wall of a house that is "deeper"
than the surface (14:37). That ipl and'mq are used synonymously is shown by 13:25-
26,where'mq descibes an acute disease (v.25), while Jpl describes the opposite, a

phase of the disease that may well heal (v. 26). AU the other passages that exhibit the
same structure use either 'mq or ipl for both cases. (It is hard to tell whether the use of
these two terms to describe geographical features as well is simply accidental.) Al-
though this material is presented as part of the Priestly corpus, the "disease t6rA" most
likely reflects preexilic notions and truly archaic rituals.16

2. Self-Abasement. The following texts are based on the familiar principle "those
who humble themselves will be exalted"; they belong accordingly to the large group of
maxims formulated against the background of the "act-consequence relationship."lz
Prov. 16: 19 states that it is better to belong to the class of the '9mwtm than that of the
gEim. lf we take the root g'hhere in its negative figurative sensel8 and translate geTm

as the "proud and arrogant," then it is reasonable to see in the 'anawim those with the
opposite attitude, the "humble and lowly." Whether we adopt the reading of K or Qts

- the differences between 'andw and 'dnt are slight - the maxim conveys a further
distinct sense if we read it as contrasting victors and vanquished (prisoners?), espe-
cially since the former are described as dividing the spoil (v. 19b), which in itself is not
a reprehensible action. Nevertheless, this is a question of perspective: if the vanquished
have the correct (better) attitude of mind, i.e., if they are "of a lowly spirit" (ipal-rfiah,
v. l9a), then it is better (yet) to belong to them than to the victors. In this manner men-
tal attitude ("lowly spirif') takes precedence over social position (taking part in mili-
tary expeditions and dividing the spoil).

This shift ofvalues can happen quite easily, because behind it stands the notion that
those of "lowly spirit" will ultimately find honor and glory &AbAd, Prov. 29:23b),
whereas pride and arrogance (ga'"wa!) bring humiliation (29l23a} Thus the proper at-

14. R. de Yaux, Anclsr, II, 462-63; Seidl.
15. --> lDlJ 'emeq.

16. De Vaux, Anclsr ll, 460-64; K. Elligea lzviticus. HAT U4 (1966), 178.
17. G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (Eng. tr. Nashville, 1972), 128-33.
18. HAL, I, 168; Stiihli, 381; D. Kellermann, -+ II, 349-50.
19. O. Pl6ger, Spriiche Salomos. BKXVII (1984), 1941' A. Meinhold, Die Spriiche. ZBK 16,2

vols. (1991),11,272.
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titude will result in a fitting social position. Prov. 25:6-7 makes the same point, al-
though this text specifically envisages conduct at court in the presence of the king. Re-

fusal to claim high position protticts against public humiliation (ipl). ln the ironic
vision ofEcclesiastes, this order is turned on its head (Eccl. l0:6): fools are set in high
places, the rich sit b"iepel, "in a low place."

A unique instance of self-abasement appears in 2 S. 6, where David is described as

dancing - probably naked - during the retum of the ark to Jerusalem. Stolz2o as-

sumes a cultic dance like that attested among Israel's neighbors; over the course of
time such dancing was excluded from Yahwism.2l In this narrative only David's wife
Michal takes offense at the king's behavior (v. 20); David, however, interprets his danc-

ing before Yahweh as an act of self-abasement, which ultimately brings him honor
(kabed-) even among the underlings (vv.2l-22). This self-abasement is denoted by both
ipl and qll, "be small, light, slight."zz

3. Humiliation by God. The texts just discussed presuppose implicitly that God is
the guarantor of proper order; we now turn to texts that speak of God explicitly as hum-
bling people.

a. The realm of the act-consequence relationship includes all the texts that describe

God as both humbling and exalting people, often with a reversal of fortunes. God's ac-

tions can affect symbolically anything high and anything low - mountains and val-

leys, trees great and small (Isa. lO:33; 40:4; Ezk. 17l.24; 2l:31). More often, however,

human beings are the object of God's actions. Once we find "poor" and "rich" in paral-

let with "bring low" and "exalt" (l S. 2:7). Even here, however, the primary focus is on

the contrast between "humble/poor" ('andwfani) and "proud/arrogant/wicked" (rwm/
rJ). This contrast can involve the whole nation as well as individuals (2 5.22:28;Ps.
18:28[Eng. 271:.147:6; cf. also 75:8[7]; 138:6).

b. Proto-Isaiah in particular incorporates the motif of humbling the proud as an ele-

ment of Yahweh's judgment, which may affect humankind in general (ii and'dddm,
Isa.2:9,11-12,17;5:15) or the wicked in particular (r"iaim, 13:ll) as well as the ene-

mies of Israel (Moab,25l-ll-12; an unidentified enemy city,26:5-6; cf. also 32:19).
Only once does Isaiah speak of humbling Jerusalem, so that the city is forced to speak

from the dust like a ghost (29:4). Although the prophets frequently use the image of
a violated woman for a city threatened by God's judgment (esp. ZionlJerusalem),23

this aspect (often with sexual overtones) does not appear to play any role in the use

of ipl (e.g., the term for rape is -+ illlt 'nh lI). Isaiah uses the root + nnUi ihh
(2:9,11,17; 5:15;25:12;26:5) alongside .ipl and clearly with the same meaning, a us-

age that has led Wildberger and others to speak of a "refrain" that Isaiah has borrowed
from wisdom.24

20. F. Stolz, Samuel. ZBK9 (1981),217-18.
21. See also Engelken, l4l-42.
22. J. Scharbert, J XIII, 38: "the qal is used in semantic antithesis to kdb0d:'
23. Engelken, ll-13.
24. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. tr. l99l), 102.
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c. In Ezekiel .ipl denotes the loss of political autarchy, a situation in which the total
breakdown of the state is not yet implicit. Zedekiah in relation to Babylonia (Ezk.
17:14;cf. also v.6) and Egypt in relation to the rest of the world (29:14-15) are left
with only a "humble kingdom." For Jehoiachin and his mother, the command to take a
lowly seat spells the end of their rule (Jer. l3:18), just as the humiliation of the corrupt
generation of priests means removal from office (Mal. 2:9).

d. Surprisingly few texts reflect God's deliverance from a state of abasement de-
noted by ipl. One example is Ps. 136:23, which, in a retrospective summary of sacred
history states categorically: "He remembered us in our low estate, for his steadfast love
endures forever." Since the next verse addresses rescue from foes, the "low estate" here
can be intelpreted as political oppression. That God dwells on high but looks far down
(hammaipilt lir'6!) is a fundamental element of his engagement on behalf of the poor
and needy (Ps. I l3:4-9). A salvation oracle in Trito-Isaiah (Isa. 57:l3b-19)25 addresses
(v. 5) those who are "humble in spirit" (i"pal-rfiah) and "contrite in heart" (l€!
ni/kATm), expressions that describe a "remoteness from God and abandonment by him
at the deepest level. He recognizes that the reason for this is sin, his sins against God
and man." This usage is specific to the "theological reflection of exilic and postexilic
prophecy, especially in Trito-Isaiah."26

When Job finds himself in such a situation, his friend Eliphaz urges him to turn to
God, because God sets on high those who are lowly and comforts those who mourn
(Job 5:ll; cf.22:29, where the text is very corrupt and is not represented in the
LXX27); again, this advice represents common tradition. When commanded by God,
Job cannot himself produce such a world order as this tradition reflects (40: l1).

e. In Ecclesiastes' allegory of old age (Eccl. l2:4a), Jpl is used in a figurative sense not
found elsewhere. As an image of the fragility of old age, which the reader is to visualize
so as to enjoy youth to its fullest, Ecclesiastes describes "doors on the street that are shut,
while the sound of the grinding is low." This image is probably meant to suggest that the
voice grows soft or weak with agezt or that it may become increasingly difficult to hear.2e

4. Geographical Region. A varied group of summaries, mostly from a Dtr pen and
dealing with military campaigns, mention several geographical regions: the hill coun-
try, the Mediterranean coast, the slopes, the Arabah, the desert, the Negeb - and also a
region called the i?eh, a zone of Eocene limestone hills extending from the southern
coastalplaintothemountainsof Judah(Dt. l:7;Josh.9:l; 10:40; 1l:2,16;12:8;15:33;
Jgs. l:9;2Ch.26:10;28:18;.:oThegeographicalgroupingsinJer. 17:26;32:44;33:13;

25. As delimited by K. Koenen, Ethik und Eschatologie im Tritojesajabuch. WMANT 62

26.H.F. Fuhs, -+ lll,2O7; Koenen (188; cf. also 57) points out that "there are only four other
OT texts where ll'l''l appeius as a nomen rectum in combination with an afflicted individual."

27. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 352,361, with a proposed emendarion.
28. Hertzberg, Predigea 212.
29. A. Latha, Kohelet. BK XI){ (1978),212.
30. Aharoni, 25-26, 4l-42.
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Ob. 19; Zec.7:7 also have the feel of stereotyped lists and are usually treated in whole
or in part as secondary additions. Except for Zec.7:7, these texts all have as their theme
the reestablishment of Israel in the land. The reason why a mountainous area was
called "lowland" must be understood from the perspective of the Israelite settlers living
in the mountains of Judah, which stood above the relatively lower iepEld.31 The term
may therefore be considered genuinely Israelite. It is clear from 1 K. 10:27 and I Ch.
27:28 that olive and sycamore (Egyptian mulberry) trees flourished in the i?eh.

IV. LXX. The LXX usually translates i\eld with pedion or pedin6; Josh. 11:16,
where the term occurs twice, is an exception: here it uses re'n pedindn and td tapeirui.
In 4 passages it uses the transliteration SephEla (Jer. 32:44;33:13; Ob. 19; 2 Ch.
26:lO).

For the verb and its other derivatives, the LXX mostly employs tapeinoiln and its
derivatives. No other translation occurs more than once; these variants are often moti-
vated by a desire to provide a different translation for a parallel root in the same verse

Qtrartthymos for ifuaLrilaft, Prov. 16:9; ptptein,lsa.2:171. atimdzein, 5:15; katabdllein,
26,,5; olig6psychos, 57 15; astheniis, Ezk. 17l.14). The LXX interpretation of 2 5.6:22
is noteworthy: here it uses achreios for qll and ipl, thus placing less emphasis on the
king's nakedness, possibly with the intent to suggest that David's self-abasement con-
sists in making himself unfit for battle.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The root.ipl occurs 17 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls: 15 times
as a verb, once with the meaning "low area" (1Q25 4 7), and once with the meaning
"humility" (lQH 17:l). The Manual of Discipline prescribes that no member of the
community is to claim a lower social rank than that assigned to him (lQS 2:23). Social
rank is also the subject of 4Q405 23 l:ll-12, which says that the divine beings
('lwhym) are neither too exalted (rwm) nor too low (ipl) for the dominion of the king
(God). Like Eccl. l0:18, IQS 4:9 describes sluggish hands as a negative human charac-
teristic.

All the occurrences in the War Scroll are in military contexts: warriors, darkness, di-
vine beings, and the prince of the dominion of evil will be brought low ( I QM I I : I 3;
l3:15; 14:11,15 U/4QM" 8-10 l:8,131; l7:5). The same fate is foretold for "Manasseh"
in the interpretation of Nah. 3:10:'At the end of time, his dominion over Israel will
collapse" (aQpNah 4:3). In the 4Q variants of the Damascus Document, .ipl appears in
a regulation governing leprosy that resembles Lev. 13-14 (4Q266 I l1:lll4Q273 5).

VI. Summary. Theologically interpreted, the act-consequence relationship (Ass-
mann32 calls it vertical solidarity or connective righteousness - in Egypt ultimately
ma'at) entails a certain subordination of human beings to the deity; it would never-
theless be wrong to equate ancient Near Eastern concepts usually translated as "hu-

31. Eissfeldt and Kuschke, ll07; Aharoni, 110.
32. J. Assmann, Ma'at (1990), esp. 283-88.
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mility" with the Greco-Roman and Christian virtue of humility as presented in Mt.
18:3-4. The OT lexical field associated with "humble" ('nhII and its derivatives, kn',
dl, ipl) has generally negative connotations (poor, lowly, wretched, oppressed, ex-
ploited, etc.). When self-abasement is thematized in wisdom literature, the ultimate
purpose is to counsel modes of conduct that will bring profit and success, on the
principle that good is rewarded, evil avenged. In any given situation, accommodation
to this established (divine) order may - but not necessarily must - require self-
abasement. In the OT, in contrast to the extrabiblical material, the focus shifts to God
as the active subject who brings low and humiliates. This change is probably due to
the strong personal ties linking Israel to Yahweh, the one God, who not only serves

as guarantor of the divine order but also intervenes and more specifically punishes in
particular cases.

Engelken

1l-{ mqo4;;l?'Pq, i"qtQ6;llp iaqeS; tpUin m"iuaodd.

I. Root and Etymology: l. Verb; 2. Almond. II. Usage.

I. Root and Etymology. The Hebrew root iqd covers two distinct semantic do-
mains: the vb. idqa/ < 1qd with the basic meaning "watch, take care (of;," and the bo-
tanical term idqd{, denoting the almond tree and its fruit. Although the almond origi-
nated in the Near East, it is not entirely certain that there is an etymological connection
between the verbal root and the botanical term, despite the popular etymology virga
vigilans of theVg.inJer. l:ll. If thereissuchaconnection,itmayoriginateinthe
"guardian" role played by the shell of the almond, manifested best toward the end of
the ripening process, when the protective shell finally opens and releases the mature
fruit. Of course this derivation is speculative.

l. Verb. The verbal root lqd > iqd is found only in Northwest Semitic: Amorite,
Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Phoenician-Punic. The name ia-ai-qt-id-olNclR, "God/El

iaqal. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 351-66, esp. 363;
J. Feliks, "Mandelbaum: BHHW II, ll39; E. Lipiriski,'Acte de vente immobilibre de
Milkyaton, fils d'Abd-El-Shoq6d (668 av. J.-C.)," Sem 39 (1990) 23-27; G. Sauer, "Mandel-
zweig und Kessel in Jer I,llff.," ZAW 78 (1966) 56-61; W. Thiel, "'Vom Norden her wird das
Unheil erciffnet,"'in V. Fritz et a1., eds., Prophet und Prophetenbuch. FS O. Kaiser BZAW 185
(1989), 231-45; K. van der Toorn, "Did Jeremiah See Aaron's Staff?" ,/SOI 43 (1989) 83-94;
W. G. Williams, "Jeremiah's Vision of the Almond Rod," in E. C. Hobbs, ed., Stubbom Faith. FS
W. A. Irwin (Dallas, 1956),90-99; P. S. Wood, "Jeremiah's Figure of the Almond Rod," "/aZ 61
(1942) 99-lO3; M. Zohary. "1P9." EMiqr YItt,254-55.
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watched over," is attested at Dilbat in Babylonia in the 19th century s.c.e.;l in the 18th

century it was borne by Haneans at Mari.2 A Sutean with the patronymic ia-aq-di ap-

pears at Sippar in the 16th century.3 Although the name is in the genitive, we may as-

sume that it represents an abbreviated form of a name with the ending Uiya, as suggested

by the Ugaritic PN 1qdy,a which must mean something like "protector" or "guardian."

The verbal root iqd was in use in Phoenician-Punic and Hebrew during the 1st mil-
lennium. It appears in a Carthaginian ritual text that probably dates from the 3d century

B.c.E.i wtyn y'lbn lqht tiqd, "and you will be careful to take hne white figs."s In a real

estate sales contract dated in 668 s.c.n.,e the ptcp. idq€/functions as a divine epithet in
what is probably a Phoenician personal name: qb'di-li-iu-qid, "servant of the god who

takes care."7 The meaning "watch, take care of (someone or something)" for 1qd/iqd is

also found in Hebrew, where the verb appears in the qal. In Hebrew we also find the

ptcp. lAqeQ used as a noun and the notn i"qiQA, "care."

2. Almond. The initial consonant of the Semitic word for the almond tree and its

fruit is also the voiceless interdental 1. This is clear from the earliest instances of the

Akkadian word iiqdu,s which Old Akkadian documents of the 3d millennium write as

ii-iq-dum or si-iq-dum;e the sign ff is used forf, while the variant S/ bears witness to

the shift / > .1, which was taking place in Akkadian during this period.l0 The we of 1qd,

"almond," in the hippiatric texts from Ugarit confirms the orthography of the Old
Akkadian texts.l I The Ugaritic texts also confirm the use of two common species of al-

mond: the bitter almond (!qd mr)r2 and the "sweet almond," the only edible species,

known in Akkadian as iiqdu matqu.t3 The Ugaritic word was probably pronounced

1uqdu, as suggested by the pl. sriu-uq-du-ma, found in a syllabic cuneiform text.la

The Heb. ldqE/means both "almond tree" (Jer. l:ll) and "almond(s)" (Gen.43:ll;
Nu. l7:23[Eng. 8]; Eccl. l2:5). In the latter meaning it appears also in a Phoenician pa-

pyrus fragment dating from the end of the Persian period or the beginning of the Helle-
nistic period, where the text clearly has the pl. iqdm, "almonds."l5 The Aramaic equiv-

alent, attested in both Syriac and Jewish Aramaic, appears in the form iegEitd'or

l. M. J. E. Gautier, Archives d'unefamille de Dilbat (Cairo, 1908), no. 1, r. 8.

2. M. Birot, M 49 (1955) 16-17, IV. 3(= 6), {Q(= 43); cf. ARM, ){VVl,23l.
3. CTVlll, pl. l0b, 8; l4a, 8.

4. KTU 4.103,49.
5. KAI76B.5.
6. Lipidski.
7. S. Dalley and J. N. Postgate, CuneifurmTexts from Nimrud,lll (London, 1984),no.57,2.
8. AHw, lll, 1247.
9. MAD, ilt,282-83.
t0. MAD,II, 30-40.
ll. KTU 1.17,6;1.72,10;1.85, 7; 1.97,12.
12. D. Pardee, ks textes hippiatriques (Paris, 1985), 55-56.
13. AHw,ll,633; CAD, Xll,4l3.
t4. PRU, Vl, 159, 4'.
15. KAr 5l.6.
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iigd.a', with g replacing q, a common phenomenon in Mandaic. In any case the tenn
must be an Akkadian loanword, since West Semitic 1qd would normally become tqd or
tgd in Aramaic. The borrowing is confirmed by the occurrence of a Syriac variant,
iqdt', which reflects A}}'. ii-qit-tum/ti or ii-qid-du.ro The native Aramaic name of the
almond tree and its fruit was lttz, a word that appears in Biblical Hebrew only in the
story of Jacob's sojourn among the Arameans in Haran (Gen. 30:37). Eth. sigd/sdgdd
is probably also a loanword.lT

There is also a Hebrew adj. m"iuqqd!, belonging to the technical vocabulary of arts

and crafts, which appears as a denominative pual participle derived from idqEQ. It must
mean "shaped like an almond blossom," although the Tg. translates it vaguely as

m"sayyar, "decorated" or "chased," and the LXX uses the periphrastic translation
ektetypdmdnoi karyislwus, "nut-shaped," or karydt, "decorated with nuts." Since the ad-
jective always describes the cups of the lampstand in the temple (Ex.25:33-34;37:19-
20) and the text adds the detail that the cups must be envisaged as having "calyx and pet-
als" (kaptOr w"perah), m"iuqqd{ can hardly be translated "almond-shaped." It must re-
fer to the blossoms of the almond tree, which belongs to the family Rosaceae and is ex-
tremely beautiful in bloom. It is therefore likely that the description of the decoration of
the lampstand as m"iuqqal refers to a typological and esthetic aspect of the object.

II. Usage. The use of iqd < 1qd in Hebrew is associated primarily with the notion of
watching or guarding. The verb can thus appear in combination with lmr, "keep,
watch" (Ps.l27:l; Prov. 8:34; Ezr.8:29). The object watched varies: gates(iqd 7, Prov.
8:34), a city itself (Ps.l27:l; cf. Jer. 5:6), a treasure (Ezr.8:29; Sir. 31:l; 42:9).The
leading priests who set out from Babylon to return to Jerusalem must "guard" the gold
and silver vessels for the temple (Ezr. 8:29). Sir. 3 I : I paints a picture of a "wakeful rich
man" (idqEQ'ditr) who puts all his energy into guarding his wealth; 42:9 says that "a
father's daughter is a treasure to be guarded" (matmdnel tdqEd).rt In a similar vein,
4Q159 2-4 I speaks in a fragmentary context of "guardian of the family" (iwqd
mipblhl).[sa.29:20 uses the oxymoron of "evil guardians" (idq"{A'dwen1.re Job2l:32
also alludes to a guardian or watcher who clearly calls to remembrance the nepe9o or
ydd 05:12; 2 S. 18: 18) of the departed, set upon his tomb: "But he is carried to his
grave, and a watch is kept over his tomb" ('al-gddti yiiqdil. The figurative language of
Ps. 102:8(7) appears to liken the psalmist to a night watchman, sitting as lonely as a

barn owl (hardly a spilrow ILXXI) atop a house: 'All my life I keep watch like a lonely
bird on the housetop."

Although Ps. 127:l compares Yahweh to a guard who keeps watch over a city, the
vb. .iqd is used almost ironically, even with God as subject. According to Jer. 31:28 and

16. AHw,lll,1247-48.
17. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden,
18. On the syntax see GK, $ll3e.
19. On the attributive genitive, which often takes the place of a nonexistent adjective, see GK

$ I 28p.
20. DISO, 183-84.
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44:27 , God has "watched over" the inhabitants of Jerusalem and Judah (idqaQ'obhem)
for harm rather than good (44:27) 

- to pluck them up and to break them down, to
overthrow them, to destroy them, and to bring evil (31;28a). The same notion reappears
in Dnl. 9:14. Jer.5:6 reinterprets it as the ironic image of a panther "watching against
their cities"; the prophet uses the same syntagm iqd 'al (cf. Jer. l:12;31,,28; 44:27; lob
2l:32:Prov.8:34), with .al introducing the person or object being watched over protec-
tively. To translate iqdin Jer.5:6 as "lie in wait" is clearly wrong. The only text in
which the prep.'al with iqd has a different meaning is Dnl. 9:14, where idqaS'al-
hdrd'A clearly echoes the idqad lera'A of Jer. 44:27.

Jeremiah does not always we iqd in a quasi-ironic sense. The prophet also empha-
sizes that Yahweh will "watch over" building and planting (31:28b). This ambiguity of
idqaQ 'al in Jeremiah makes it impossible to decide whether to interpret Yahweh's
words in l:12 (idqd! 'ont 'al-d!ari) as an oracle of salvation, an oracle of disaster, or
both (as l:10 suggests when compared to 3l:28). The oracle is based on a vision of an

almond branch (idqdd, l:ll), under no circumstances to be identified with Aaron's
staff in Nu. 17:23(8). The almond tree is so common in Palestine that Jacob sent al-
monds to his son Joseph in Egypt (Gen. 43: I l). The early blossoming of the almond
tree became a symbol of the rebirth of life in the spring (Eccl. 12:5). Its appearance in
the oracle in Jer. 1:ll-12 is due solely to the play on words suggested by the phonetic
similarity of idq€{ and i6qEj in Hebrew.

Besides the syntagm idqa/ 'al, we also find idqaj used with the prep. l'plus the in-
finitive construct (Jer. l:12; 3l:28). This syntagm shifts the meaning of the verb
slightly and weakens the irony in the Jeremiah texts. Here we are no longer dealing
with "watching over" and "being on guard," but with careful attention to a matter. This
nuance is only hinted at in l:12 and 3l:28, where we also find the prep. 'al. It is clearer
in a Punic ritual text from Carthage2l and the Manual of Discipline from Qumran ( I QS
6:7-8): "For a third of each night of the year, the Many shall take care (yiiqbdtt) to read
(liqr6') from the book, to investigate (lidrOi) the law, and to bless (l"bareb together."
Although these activities take place at night, iaqaQ cannot mean "watch" in the sense

of "abstain from sleep," since the verb does not have this meaning.
The LXX translation of {dqaQ is ambiguous and clearly wrong, for it uses

agrypnein, except in the book of Jeremiah, where it uses egrdgora, the perfect tense of
egeirein. The primary and usual meaning of both these verbs is "abstain from sleep, be

awake," from which derives the secondary and much broader meaning "watch." This
holds true also for the noun agrypnia in Sir. 3l:1; 38:26; 42:9, which normally means

"sleeplessness, wakefulness," a meaning that does not convey the sense of the Hebrew
text.

In addition, agrypnia translates the verbal nou.n i"qt/d in Sir. 38:26, where it clearly
means "carefulness," reflecting the use of the vb. iqd in the sense of "careful attention"
to a matter. Like the verb, the noun i"qt86 is constructed with the prep. /'and an infini-
tive construct. The sage says of the peasant: i"qt/d16 l"lall61 marbEq, "his care is to
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prepare the fodder well." There is nothing about "staying awake," as the LXX pre-
sumes.

In Lam. 1:14 the LXX translation egregordthZ ept . .. , "He has risen up against
my transgressions," confirms the Hebrew consonantal text, which does not, however,
admit this interpretation. The Masoretes vocalized it as niiqa/ b/, probably thinking
of the Jewish Aramaic rcot iqd, "spur on,"22 and the use of 'ol, "yoke," in the sense

of "yoke of oxen, team." This proposed interpretation makes excellent sense in Lam.
1:14a: "The yoke of my transgressions has been spurred on, at the touch of his
hand." Emendation would appear superfluous. Therefore the verse should not be

cited as an instance of iqd niphal, since we actually have a niphal of iqd) sqd, "trge
on, spur on."

Lipifiski

22. Jastrow, 1019

i,PV idqa ) rFuj iafi
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I. Etymology. II. Distribution. III. Qal in Military Contexts: l. Finite Forms; 2. Participle.

IV. Qal in Other Contexts: l. Peace; 2. Cessation of Activity. V. Hiphil: l. Causative;

2. Reflexive. VI. Noun. VII. LXX. VlI. Later Hebrew and Aramaic.

iaqat. R. Albertz, "Schalom und Vers<ihnung," in T. Strohm et al., eds., Friede ist der "Weg

zum Frieden." Theologia pracrica (Hamburg, 1983), 16-29; J. Ban, Comparative Philology and
the Text of the OT (Oxford, 1968), esp. 9l; G. Buccellati, "2 Re 11,20," BeO I (1959) 8l;
B. Costacurta, ln vita minacciata. AnBibl 119 (1988), esp. 276; A. Fanuli, "Il riposo come
approdo del lavoro umano nella Bibbia," in G. de Gennaro, ed., Lavoro e riposo nella Bibbia
(Naples, 1987),25-48, esp. 36-37; I. Gabriel, Friede iiber Israel. OBS l0 (1990), esp. 117-26;
186f.; L. Kopi 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw0rteruch," lrl 8 (1958) 161-
215, esp. 165-67; A. Ruffing, Jahwekrieg als Weltmetapher. SBB 24 (1992), esp. 82, 137-38,
220-23; E. A. Speiser, "The 'Elative' in West-Semitic and Akkadian," repr. in Oriental and Bibli-
cal Studies (Philadelphia, 1967), 465-93, esp. 492; E. Ullendorff, Is Biblical Hebrew a Lan-
guage? (Wiesbaden, 1977), esp. 83; Wagner, esp. ll7; J. P. Weinberg, "Krieg und Frieden im
Weltbild des Chronisten]' OLP 16 (1985) lll-29.
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I. Etymology. In the Semitic languages we find the roots iqt and ikt/skt, whose
meanings cannot always be delimited precisely. For example, Ahk. sakdtu(m) meats
"be silent,"l as does Syr. Jkt,'z Arab. s/cl means "be quiet, calm,"3 but also "be silent,
speechless."4 This root appears in Biblical Hebrew as the rare vb. sdka!, meaning "be
silent" (hiphil inDt.27:9 ILXX si6pal; niphal in Sir. 13:23: 'iyr dwbr hkl nsktw fms.
A; LXX plortsios eldlEsen kat pdntes esigEsanl). Much more common in the OT, with
more than 40 occurrences, is the vb. idqat. The qal is generally assigned the meaning
"be quiet, undisturbed" (cf. already LXX). Morphologically, iaqat corresponds to
Arab. sqr, "fall"; this meaning can hardly provide a criterion for determining the se-

mantic content of the Hebrew verb,s although KopF claims a semantic relationship be-
tween "fall" and "be quiet." There is another Hebrew vb. id1aq, possibly the product of
metathesis, which also means "be quiet, silent" (Jon. l:11,12; Ps. 107:30; Prov.26:20):
it is found in UgariticT and more frequently in Samaritan, Aramaic, and Rabbinic He-
brew.8 In Biblical Hebrew the vbs. dmm,e hdiA, and lrrJ hiphil also mean "be quiet."

This quantitative and semantic evidence makes it safe to assume that idqat under-
went a development independent of sdka!, which is only marginally attested in Biblical
Hebrew; semantic interference with sdka! and Arab. skt, with the meaning "be quiet, si-
lent," is conceivable, but hardly with Arab. sqr.

II. Distribution. In epigraphic texts .iq, appqus in Lachish ostracon 6.6;to ,1r" O--
tially reconstructed form has been interpreted as a hiphil infinitive construct, meaning
"to loosen, to make sink [or: rest] the hands."l I In Biblical Hebrew the root .iqr appears

as a verb in the qal and hiphil; the only exception is the hapax legomenon ieqelin I Ch.
22:9, a noun found also in the Dead Sea Scrolls as well as in Middle and Modern He-
brew.l2 No other derivatives are found in Biblical Hebrew.

There are characteristic concentrations of the verb in Judges, Isaiah, Job, and
1-2 Chronicles. The word also appears in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, with scattered occur-
rences in Joshua, Ruth, Proverbs, and Sirach. It does not occur at all in the Pentateuch.

III. Qal in Military Contexts. The qal of the verb is commonly used to express the
aftermath of military actions and oppression.

l. AHw, II, l0l1-12.
2. l*xSyr 777-78.
3. G. W. Freytag, I*xicon Arabico-Latinum,4 vols. (Halle, 1830-37), II, 335.
4. Lane, U4, 1389.
5. Barr, 90-91.
6. P. 165.
7. KTU t.tz,I,57-59.
8. Wagner, I 17 (no. 319); HAL, II, 1641; WTM, lY, 619-20.
9. -+ 7'D1 ddmd.
10. H. Torczyner, l,achish Letters, I (London, 1938), ll3-14.
lt. DISO, 3r8; KAI 196.6-7; rr, 196-97; TSS1, I, 46.
12. See VIII below.
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l. Finite Forms. In this context iaqat cart, denote the state of internal and external
peace that ensues when military actions have come to an end. The subject is usually a

collective ('eres, 'am, PN, etc.) that no longer faces a military threat. The so-called rest
formula of the "Book of Deliverers" may be cited as an example: it says in stereotyped
language that, following the victory of a deliverer over a particular enemy, the land
(hd'dre;) "had rest" (tiiqOt) for a period of 30 to 80 years (Jgs. 3:1 1,30; 5:31; 8:28).
These formulas are ascribed to a pre-Dtr redactional stratum.13

Other passages in comparable contexts sometimes expand the formula: according to
Josh. 11:23 and 14:15, after the battles ofthe conquest the land had rest from war; ac-

cording to 2 Ch. 23:2lll2 K. l1:20, the city of Jerusalem had rest and the people of the
land rejoiced after Athaliah had been killed. According to 2 Ch. 20:30, the realm of
Jehoshaphat had rest after the defeat of Israel's enemies; this statement parallels the
statement that God gave rest (nwh hiphil) all around.la In addition, after the war be-
tween Abijah and Jeroboam, Judah had rest for l0 years under Asa (2 Ch. 13:23

I 14: I ]). This statement is repeated in an appended notice describing the removal of for-
eign cults by the same king (v. 14[5], with mamldf;fi as subject). Finally, the absence

of war during the reign of Asa is tantamount to rest for the land (v. 5t6l) - and an op-
portunity to fortify its cities. Here too the rest is ascribed to Yahweh's giving peace

(nwft hiphil).
We also find the motif of God-given rest in prophetic texts. In Isa. 14: 1,3, Yahweh

grants Israel and Jacob rest; after they have escaped oppression and retumed to their
homeland, they can sing in a taunt song that the whole earth is atrest (ndhd idq\A koL
ha'ares, v. 7). Jeremiah's oracle of comfort also links the promise of deliverance and

return from exile with the assurance that Jacob will have rest, living secure and un-

afraid (w"idqat weia'9mn w"'An mahartS, Jer. 30:101146:27).

2. Participle. Various passages use the qal participle to describe the situation of a
city or a people before a war or before destruction. During the Danites'occupation of
their territory, for example, they found in Laish a people living "quiet and carefree"
('am i6q€t frbaEah, Jgs. 18:27) until the city was taken and they were put to the
sword. The same language was used previously (18:7) to describe Laish; here the
text adds that they were "living in security after the manner of the Sidonians"
(ybiele1-ldletah kmiipat siddnim), i.e., they engaged in commerce and agricul-
ture.l5 In the Early Iron Age, according to Boling,l6 only an earthen rampart pro-
tected the city.

The feminine form of the participle means that formula almost certainly must mod-

13. For a detailed analysis see W. Richter, Bearbeitungen des "Retterbuches" in den deutero-
nomistischen Epoche. BBB 2l (1964),61-62, ll3-14; for a critical response see U. Becker,
Richterzeit und Kdnigtum. BZAW 192 (1990), 84-90.

14. On the concept of rest in the Chronicler's special material, see Gabriel, 186-87; Ruffing,
219tr.

15. J. A. Soggin, Judges. OTL (Eng. tr. l98l),272.
16. R. G. Boling, Judses. AB (1975),263.
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ify the toponym in the preceding clause.lT Whether the clause w"'An maf;ltm daQar
ba'ares y6rei 'eser that follows idqa frbdtcaft embodies a reference to the interpreta-
tion of this expression depends on the interpretation of maftlim. If the clause means that
no one in the land criticized the one in authority, this would not provide a motive for
the attack;t8 if it means that there was no one in power who spoke with authority,le the
clause may explicate i6q4t ttbdEah.

As in the case of the Danites, the Meunim (categorized as Hamites) also experi-
enced the violent conquest of their territory, which had been described as "quiet and
peaceful" (l Ch. 4:40-41).

Apart from the accounts ofthe conquest, the qal participle appears in Jer.48:ll;
here is foretold the destruction of Moab, which hitherto had lived "quietly on its lees"

- i.e., it was able to develop like an undisturbed wine, protected from exile. In Ezk.
38:11 Gog plans to attack the defenseless land and its quiet and carefree inhabitants
(haiidqettm ydi"lA hbelaD, who have no fortified cities. Zec. l: I I is less clear. Here
the prophet is told that the whole earth is at peace. This statement is usually associated
with the revolts following Darius's assumption of power. If these revolts fed hopes that
the empire was on the verge of breaking up, idqat would once again denote the (decep-
tive) quiet before the chaos of war; but some scholars have challenged this interpreta-
tion.20

IV. Qal in Other Contexts.
l. Peace. In the passages cited we have identified an element of untroubled peace

and quiet; three texts in Sirach use the qal or qal participle to ascribe this state to indi-
viduals. Sir. 4l: I (ms. B) speaks of the thought of death, bitter to one who is at peace

among possessions, carefree, prosperous, and still vigorous. In the hymn honoring an-
cestors, 44:6 (ms. B) speaks of rich men living peacefully with their possessions, with-
out going into detail. By contrast, 40:6 (ms. B) speaks of the deceptive peace of some-
one pursued by nocturnal visions,2l who can snatch only brief moments of peaceful
sleep. Job 3: 13 says that Job, had he died shortly after birth, would now be at peace and
not be exposed to the constant perils of the living, who like him have no rest.

2. Cessation of Activity. a. Action Emphasized. In Ruth 3: 18 Naomi says that Boaz
will not rest until (lA'yiiqdt . . . ki-'im) he has fulf,rlled his obligations as go-?/. The
state of rest (not further qualified) will not be achieved until a particular matter has
been settled. In Isa. 62:1, similarly, God cannot keep silent and rest until vindication
and salvation have come to Jerusalem. In Ezk. l6:42Yahweh's calm (w"idqattt) is pre-
ceded by his wrath against faithless Jerusalem, which he brings to rest (nwl.t hiphil). In

17. Soggin, Judges, 272.
18. D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT I. OBO 50ll (1982), ll4.
19. A. A. Macintosh, !? 35 (1985) 68-77; cf. the criticism of Soggin, Judges, 272-73.
20. K. Seybold, Bilder zumTempelbau. SBS 70 (1974),95; R. Hanhart, Sacharja l-8,23. BK

xwtTtr (1998), 6l-68.
21. G. Sauer, "Jesus Sirach," JSHRZ IIV5 (1981), 603.
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Jer. 47:6 the prophet asks the sword of Yahweh when it will finally rest; it cannot rest,

is the answer, until it has carried out Yahweh's orders (v. 7).

b. Inactivity Emphasized. In other cases the sequence is reversed: the text refers to a

state of rest that is to be replaced by a specific activity. In Ps. 83:2(Eng. 1), the psalmist

appeals to God not to be silent and inactive. Positively, in Isa. l8:4 Yahweh expresses

his intent to remain quiet ('eiqotdzz) and look from his place before intervening (v. 5).

No precise sequence is suggested in Ps. 76:9(8), where the earth is still, fearing God's
judgment.

. V. Hiphil.
I . Causative. The hiphil is used causatively in Prov. 15: I 8 (one who is slow to anger

calms contention ltalqtt rib)) and Ps. 94: l3 (Yahweh's discipline and teaching give re-

spite from days of trouble).

2. Reflexive. More often, the hiphil is used reflexively. God cannot be condemned

for remaining qtiet gtaiqtt, Job 34:29). The earth is still because of the south wind, i.e.,

the growth of vegetation is intem.rpted (Job 37: l7). The r"iaim are like the tossing sea,

which cannot keep still (Isa. 57:20). The same image reappears in Jer. 49:23.23

The aspect ofcarefree ease is also present in some occurrences ofthe hiphil. In Ezk.
16:49 God accuses Sodom of living in prosperous ease without regard for the poor and

needy. The opposite situation obtains in several passages in Isaiah. In Isa. 7:4, with the

Syro-Ephraimite troops advancing, Isaiah is to tell Ahaz to take heed, to be quiet, and

not to fear (.Ymr niphal, .iq1 hiphil, 'al-ydrd'); 30: 15 declares that Israel's salvation lies
in return and rest, its strength in quietness and trust; in 32:17 , finally, the fruit of righ-
teousness is said to be quietness and trust.

In the last two passages, in contrast to those cited in III.2 above, it is clear that idqal
and bdyal.t and their derivatives do not refer to the carefree mentality that allows a peo-

ple living in what seems to be a time of peace to fall victim to a surprise attack. In the

face ofblatant invasions, these texts demand a response that resembles the calm seren-

ity of peacetime, a trust in Yahweh's intervention rather than military mobilization. In
these examples, too, we see once more the semantic relationship between the vbs.

{dqat and batuh @f . Jgs. l8:7 ,27 and Ezk. 38:1 I ); in addition, ldqat is linked in various
ways withidld and its derivatives (Ezk. 16:49; Job 3:26;1Ch.4:4O; Sir. 41:1). Here

ldqat clearly does not mean "be silent"; as in most cases, the accent is more on quiet

serenity. In Isa. 62: I and Ps. 83:2(l), by contrast, verbs belonging to the lexical field of
silence do not function as antonyms of idqat.

VI. Noun. In I Ch. 22:9 Yahweh says that he will give Israel peace and quiet (idl6m
wdieqet) during the reign of Solomon; this expression parallels "peace from enemies

on every side." Thus the noun retains the aspect of carefree security.

22. On the form see JM, $7b.
23. On its translation see D. Barth6lemy, Citique textuelle de I'AT II. OBO 5012(1986), 809-10.

IJ
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VIII. LXX. The LXX usually translates idqat with words derived from the stem
hdsych-, less often with pepoithinai, (kata)prainein, anapailein, kopdzein, or
eirEnefiein. For ieqet we find hEsychta.

VIII. Later Hebrew and Aramaic. The Dead Sea Scrolls contain one instance of
the hiphil with a causative sense (4wl gylwt rnh hiqyt, 4Q405 20-21-22 12-13) and
threeinstancesof thenounieqet(lQHl2:2:4Q381 504;z+ 4Q503 69125). Althoughit
is very difficult to reconstruct the context in these three texts, in IQH l2:2 the expres-
sion lbth bm'wn qlwdi bi)qt wilwh, "secure in a h[oly] dwelling place [in pe]ace and
quiet," stands out; the terminology is familiar from Biblical Hebrew.26 In 4Q503 69 1,

too, we frnd ilwt,iq[/]. Both the noun and the verb occur in Rabbinic Hebrew and Ara-
maic. Here the verb appears in the G stem and the causative stem, in the latter only with
a causative sense.27

Bons

24. E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran. IISS 28 (1986), l9l-92.
25. M. Baillet, QumrAn grotte 4.lll. DJD, Yll (1982\, 126.
26. Lohse, 156-57.
27. ANH3,433; Jastrow, 162l-22; WTM, Ly,602.
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I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Weight. III. Coin. IV. Theological Usage. V. LXX.
VI. Dead Sea Scrolls.

idqal. J. W. Betlyon, "Coinage," ABD, l, 1076-89; K. Deller and K. Watanabe, "iukkulu(m),
iakkulu 'abwischen, auswischen,'" ZA 70 (l98Dl8l) 198-226; J. C. Greenfield, "The Root .iql in
Akkadian, Ugaritic and Aramaic," UF ll (1979) 325-27; U. Hiibner, "Die Miinzpriigung
Paliistinas in alttestamentlicher Zeitl' Trumah 4 (1994) ll9-49; R. Kletter, "The Inscribed
Weights of the Kingdom of Judah," TAJ 18 (1991) 12l-63; B. Lang, "Mtnze," BI], ll82-85;
E. Martin-Pardey, "Waage," LexAg, Yl, l08l-86; Y. Meshorer, Jewish Coins of the SecondTem-
ple Period (Tel Aviv, 1967); L. Mildenberg, "Die Yahud-Mtinzen," appendix to H. Weippert,
Paliistina in vorhellenistischer Zeit (Munich, 1988), 719-28; N. Mundhenk, "The Translation of
Shekell' BT 37 (1986) 237-38; M. A. Powell, "Masse und Gewichre: RLA, VII, 457-516, esp.
479,489-90,510-14; A. Reifenberg, Ancient Jewish Coins (Jerusalem, 2t941); R. B. Y. Scott,
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l. l. Etymology. We are dealing here with two homonymous roots:
a. idqal I, "weigh," is cognate with Akk. iaqdlu(m),z Ugar. 1ql,z Aram. r4l (Dnl.

5:21),4 Pun. Jqls and Arab. 1iq[ "weight, heaviness." It also appears in the Greek loan-
word s/k/os.6

b. idqal II, "take (away), wipe away," is cognate with Akk. iukkulu(m)/iakkulu,T
Ugar. iql,t and Jewish Aram. i"qal.e

All occurrences in OT texts involve meaning (a), "weigh," which in conjunction
with metal shifts to the meaning "weigh out, pay."

2. Occurrences. The root iql appears in the OT in the form of the vb. iAqal (22

times, usually in the qal, 3 times in the niphal Uob 6:2; 28:15; Ezr. 8:331), the noun
ieqel (88 times,42 of which are in the sg.), and the derivatives miiqdUmiiqbl, "weight"
(50 times) and miiqelel/miiqalel, "plummet, level" ( I K.2l:13:. Isa. 28: l7). It may also
appear in the toponym'aiq"l6n,'Ashkelon" (12 times, once [Josh. l3:3] as a gentilic),
although the etymological connection is problematic.

II. Weight. Weighing was reserved for valuable metals like gold (Ex. 38:24;2 Ch,
3:9), copper (Ex. 38:29; I S. l7:5), or iron ( I S. l7:7); food was generally measured by
volume, rarely by weight (Ezk.4:10). In everyday life, therefore, weights did not play
nearly as important a role as measures of capacity. Weight was normally determined by
a balance scale with two movable pans adjusted to be in equilibrium when empty. To
determine weight, the substance to be weighted was placed on one pan; stone weights
were placed on the other until equilibrium was restored. It is reasonable to assume that
the stone weights (weights of other materials such as lead are also found) were cali-
brated to match an official standard in the hands of the palace or temple; such a system
is suggested by the terms "king's weight" (2 S. 14:26) and "sanctuary shekel" (Ex.

30:13,24;38:24-26; Lev. 5:15; 27:3,25; Nu. 3:47,50; 7:13-88; 18:16). Throughout the

ancient Near East, the basic unit of weight was the "shekel," even though the weight of
a shekel could vary substantially from region to region and in different periods, and

could also depend on the role of the person doing the weighing: a seller often used

lighter weights than a buyer.

"The Shekel Sign on Stone Weights: BASOR 153 (1959) 32-35; idem, "Weights and Measures
in the Bible," BA 22 (1959) l1-40; R. de Vaux, Anclsr l, esp. 203-6; H. Weippert, "Gewicht,"
BRL2, 93-94; idem, "Waage :' BRL2, 355.

1. See Greenfield on the distinction between the two roots.
2. AHw,lll, ll'18-79; CAD, XylUz, l-13.
3. UT no.2735; WUS, no.2930.
4. ANH3, 447.
5. KAI 69.7; DISO,318.
6. K. Lokotsch, Etymologisches Wdrterbuch der europriischen Wiirter orientalischen

Ursprungs (Heidelberg, 1927), no. 1880.
7.AHw,ll,1027;III, 1590; cf.DellerandWatanabe; alsoAHw,III, ll78: iaqalu(m) G.5,D.3.
8. UT ro.2472.
9. ANH3, 434; lQapGen 2l:9.
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The relationship ofthe shekel to other weights appears to have been quite ingenious.
Weights of less than a shekel were the z.ib (attested only archaeologically), weighing
,%o 

- i.e., % - of a shekel (sometimes inrerpreted as half a shekel); the pirn (l S.
13:21), weighing I of a shekel;the beqa'(Gen.24:22; Ex. 38:26), "a half shekel"; and
finally, as the smallest unit of weight, the gdrd, fto@r flo\ of a shekel (Ex. 30: 13; Lev.
27:25; Nu. 3:47; 18:16:Ezk.45:12). Weighing more rhan a shekel was the maneh,
"mina" (1 K. 10:17; Ezk.45:12;Ezr.2:69; Neh. 7:70-71;Dnl. 5:25-26), equivalent to
50 (Ugaritic) or 60 (Mesopotamian) shekels. Much larger was the kikkdr "talent,"
weighing 3,000 shekels (according to Ex. 38:25-26). The MT of Ezk. 45:12 appears to
increase the weight to the mina, making it equivalent to 60 shekels, after the analogy of
the Mesopotamian system.lo

Translating this information into modern weights is not without its problems. De-
tailed studies and comparisons of inscribed stone weights indicate that a shekel
weighed approximately 11.33 grams (0.4 ounces), at least in Judah during the later
monarchy.ll The details of the differing systems used in various regions and periods,
and especially the manner of subdivision into smaller units, pose a difficult problem.12

III. Coin. The shekel served also as a monetary unit (Gen. 23l.15 2 K. 7:1; Jer.32:9;
Am. 8:5; etc.). When monetary amounts are given in gold or silver, the word "shekel"
is often omitted as being understood (Gen.20:16; 24:22;37:28;45:22; Lev.27:15; Nu.
7:13;Dt.22:19,29; Jgs. 8:26; 16:5; 17:2-3;2 S. 18:l l-12; I K. 10:16; 2K. 6:25;Isa.
7:23; Hos. 3:2: Zec. ll:12-13; Ps. ll9:72; Cant. 8: I I ). From the 5th century on, with
the appearance of coinage in Palestine, "shekel" also became the name of a coin. The
time when shekels were first minted is uncertain. In the time of Nehemiah, who was
the first to be granted the right to coin money in Judah,l3 there is literary evidence for a
silver shekel (Neh. 5:15) and one-third shekel (Neh. l0:33[Eng. 32]). According to the
archaeological evidence, the first Yehud coins were struck between 390 and 350
s.c.r.l4

According to Ex. 30:13, the temple tax was half a shekel, a "holy offering to
Yahweh"; according to Neh. l0:33, the tax was only one-third of a shekel. Saul offers
to pay the man of God a quarter shekel (1 S. 9:8).

IV. Theological Usage. God loves honest balances (Lev. 19:36; Ezk. 45:10; prov.
16:11) and hates dishonest balances (Hos. 12:8[7]; Am. 8:5; Mic.6:11;prov. ll:l;
20:23). Like boundary stones and measures of capacity, balances are among the fun-
damental instruments of order that are under the special watch and protection of the
Deity.

10. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), 474, 477.
I l. Kletter.
12. Scott; Anclsr 1,205-6; Weippert; Kletter, with bibliog.
13. Reifenberg.
14. On the types, value, and distribution offoreign coins and local coins minted in the prov-

inces of Judah and Samaria, see Mildenberg, Betlyon, and Hiibner.
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In the context of a controversy oracle, Isa. 40:12 sums up the incomparability and
incomprehensibility of Israel's God in the awestruck question, "Who can weigh the
mountains in a scale?" The obvious answer is "No one." Another, bolder possibility is:
"OnlY Yahweh."ts

In Job's great oath of purgation, with the Decalog in the background, Job goes

through the various ways in which he might have burdened himself with guilt. He ac-
cepts God's curse ifhe has sinned in any respect: adultery, disregard for the poor and
powerless, transgression of the first commandment through misplaced trust in the
power of wealth or the celestial bodies, refusal of hospitality, false testimony con-
cerning his own conduct, spilling of innocent blood. In this context he challenges
God: "Let God weigh my heart in a just balance" (Job 3l:6). This image reflects an

ancient Egyptian idea:16 in the presence ofOsiris and the gatekeepers, the heart of
one who has died is weighed in a balance against Maat, "Truth." The scribe Thoth re-
cords the result - and sometimes manipulates it, helping "Truth" a bit by pulling on
one of the pans of the balance to 'Justify" the departed.lT Should the result be unfa-
vorable, the "soul eater," a dreadful monster, stands ready to devour the soul. In
Egyptian religion this weighing in an honest balance represents a highly critical mo-
ment.18 Similar notions are found in other civilizations: Dike and Themis, the Greek
goddesses of justice and order, are symbolized by a balance. A few rather distant
parallels to Job 3l:6 are found in OT wisdom literature (Prov. 16:2; 2l:2;24:12).
There is, however, no trace in the OT of any notion of a judgment after death.
Weighing is a metaphor for a meticulous examination of a living individual on the
part of God.

Fohrer interprets Job 6:2 as a "variation" ofthe "Egyptian idea": Job would have his
pain and vexation weighed in the balance, in order to determine his innocence.le

The enigmatic message written on the wall by a mysterious hand for Belshazzar to
read (Dnl. 5 lAramaic]) contains a play on words dependent on the ambiguity of
unpointed texts. The words menE' mene' fqel fiparstn (v. 25), "counted: mina, shekel,
and half shekel,"2o are probably an ironic and increasingly pejorative assessment of
kings:21 the great Nebuchadnezzar is worth a mina, the arrogant Belshazzar only a

shekel, the kings of Media and Persia two half-minas. The names of other kings have
also been proposed.22 Daniel, however, finds verbal forms in the nouns (vv.26-28):
menE', teq7l, per€s, "counted, weighed, divided," with a probable allusion to the Per-

15. K. Elligea Deuterojesaja I: 40,145,7. BKXUI (1978), 47-50, listing supporters of both
interpretations.

16. C. Seeber, (Jntersuchungen zur Darstellung des Totengerichts im alten Agypten.
Miinchener iigyptologische Studien 35 (1976); K. Koch, Geschichte der dgyptischen Religion
(Stuttgart, 1993), 223 -24, 299 -33 l, 5 76- 8 8, with bibliog.

17. Koch, Geschichte,576, fig. 158.
18. See ch. 25 of the Book of the Dead.
19. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 168.
20. o. Eissfeldt,zAw 63 (1951) 105-14 = Klschr III (1966),210-17.
21. 8.g., A. Bentzen, Danie l. HAT V 19 ( 1952), 42, 5 I : E. Haag, D aniel. NEB ( I 993), 50-5 l.
22. J. E. Goldingay, Daniel. WBC 30 (1989), I I l.
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sians in the final word. He interprets the sign as a prophecy ofjudgment upon the impi-

ous king: "You have been weighed on the scale and found too light'"

In 2 K. 2l:13, aDtr prophecy of judgment against Jerusalem and Samaria,23 God's

judgment is symbolizedby miiqelel/miiqdtel, "level [NRSV: plummet]," in parallel

with qdw, "measuring line."
ThL image in Isa. 28:17 is ambivalent: on the one hand, the verse is an oracle of sal-

vation, especially in conjunction with v. 16, the famous "cornerstone" prophecy:2+

yahweh ..will make justice the line and righteousness the plummet"; on the other hand,

it is also a severe threat against the faithless city of Jerusalem, as v. 17b shows'2s Possi-

bly the ambivalence may be explained by evidence of literary expansion in v' 17: the

p*itiu" message of vv. l6b and l7a was inserted to make clear Yahweh's salvific in-

tent preceding his wrath and judgment.26

V. LXX. The LXX frequently uses the loanword sfklos to translate the noun, as well

as stathmfis or stdthmion; on"" it uses didrachmon (Josh.7:21)' The verb is usually

translated by the synonymous histdnai, "place (on the scale), weigh, pay," but some-

times the tianslation is slightly nuanced: apokathistdnai ("give back, reimburse")

places the emphasis on the restoration of a just and colrect relationship (Gen' 23: l6)'

ipotinein ("pay otr, make good") carries overtones of penance and compensation (Ex'

b.:rc), diagniphein emphasizes "recording" (Est. 3:9), symboulefiein ("think over'

consider") spiritualizes the weighing (Isa. 33: I 8), timdn ("value, respect") changes the

outward physical act of weighing to an inward mental process (Isa. 55:2)'

VI. Dead Sea Scrolls. The root is common in the Dead Sea Scrolls, mostly in the

sense of "weight" and "monetary unit," "weigh" and "pay" (e'g', 3Q15 1:4;3Q12 9;

4Q513 I l; llQT 39:8,9;Mw24 B 15;C 13; D 15'17;F l4)'
In two instances the text has theological significance. The enemies of the Qumran

community are branded as people who "weigh wind and preach lies" and are therefore

subject to God's wrath (CD 8:13; 19:25). The image represents pointless, worthless

nonsense, which leads faith astray.

Isa. 40:1227 is reflected in 4Q5ll 30 5.

In lQS 9:|2,|4(=4QS" 13:10)wereadof the..weight,, miiqal) of the..instructor''

(maiktl), who is "separated" with his own; with this weight he is to weigh the "sons of

righteousnes, u""ording to their spirits." This image probably represents God's judg-

.n-"rt, u, in Job 31, which assesses the worth of each chosen individual. In this context

the assessment leads to inclusion in (or rejection from) the "inner council" of the com-

munity (8:1). In a similar vein lQH 6:26;8:21-22; 4Qplsa" l2:7, clearly drawing on

23. E. Wiirthwein, Kdnige II: l.Kiin- 17-2.Ki)n' 25' ATD XU2 (1984)' 439-43'

24. -+ X[,587-88.
25. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 2002), 42-43'

26. O. Kaiser,-Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. tr. 1974),250;P. H6ffken' Jesaja 1-j9. Neuer

Stuttgarter Kommentar - AT 18ll (1993), 199.

21. See IV above.
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Isa. 28:16, express the idea that the members of the community are God's handpicked
elite, tested meticulously with the "balance of the sun" to be incorporated into God's
"wall" or "planting."

Oeming

I' Etymology. II. Occurrences and Usage. III. Theological Usage. IV. Architectural Terms:
l. maiqbp; 2. *ieqep; 3. iequpim. V. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. Some lexicons list two roots .iqp, deriving the verbal forms from one
and the nouns * ieqep, iequptm, and maiq1p from the other. l It is not difficult, however,
to posit a single root, the verb having the basic meaning "appear in a (window) frame,
show one's face."2 Labuschagne treats iqp as a shaphel form of the rootxqwp (a variant
of nqp II), found in the noun fqfip6.3

II. occurrences and usage. The vb. J4p has a truly restricted basic meaning: ..look

out/down." of its22 occurrences, l0 are in the niphal (Nu.2l;20; 23:29:Jgs.5:2g; I s.
13:18:2 S.6:16;Jer.6:l; Ps.85:12[Eng. I l]; prov.7:6; Cant.6:10; 1 Ch. l5:29) and12
in the hiphil (Gen. l8:16; 19:28:26:8;Ex. t4:24;Dt.26:15;25.24:20;2K.9:30,32;
Ps. l4:2;53:3[2]: 102:20119); Lam. 3:50). The niphal "emphasizes the srarive aspect of
'overhanging,' which makes the form suitable as a geographical term."a The ,,stand-

point of the observer" is said to dominate.s The hiphil, by contrast, "foregrounds the

iqp. G.Bostrrim, Proverbiastudien. LIIA v30.3 (1935), esp. 106, 120-23; T. A. Busink, Der
Tempel von Jerusalem von salomo bis Herodes, I (Leiden, 1970), esp. 134-36, 193-9j;
K. Galling, "Miscellanea Archaeologica l. Steinerne Rahmenfensteri ZDpV 83 (1967) 123-25;
idem and H. Rcisel, "Fenster," BRL2,'19-80: C. van Gelderen, ..Der salomonische palastbau,', A/O
6 (193013D 100-106, esp. 102-3; M. Gdrg, ..Fenster,', NBL, t,665-66, with bibliog.; idem,
"Lexikalisches zur Beschreibung des salomonischen palastbezirks (l Ktin 7,L-lD; BN ll
(1980)7-l3,esp. l2-13; K.Mdhlenbrink,DerTempelsalomos.BWANT59(1932),esp. l2g-29;
H.-P. Mtiller, "Begriffe menschlicher Theomorphie," zAH I (l9gg) ll2-21; r. iupprecht,
"Nachrichten von Erweiterung und Renovierung des Tempels in l. Kcinige," zDpv gg^(lg'lz)
38-52, esp.40-41.

l. GesB, 861-62; BDB, 1054.
2. M. Noth, Kdnige I: l.Kdn. l-16. BKlx/l (1968),98; see also the discussion of iequptmln

IV.3 below.
3. c. J. Labuschagne, "original shaph'el-Forms in Biblical Hebrew," or studies. orwsA lo

(1971), s4.
4. Mtiller, l15.
5. HAL,II, 1645.

lpU iro,lfip ieqep; E'pi?q, i"quptm; lipgD maiq\p
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action of looking out and down";6 the perspective of "the one observed" is dominant.T

The contexts in which the verb appears are limited. It is noteworthy that, with the ex-

ception of Eccl. l2:3 and Cart. 2:9, iqp is used only to denote looking out of a

window-like opening. Most passages refer to a view from a superior perspective: cer-

tain regions dominate others, a viewer looks down, women looking out a window can

see others without being seen. This perspective is consonant with the failure of a few
passages to state (directly) who or what is observed.

We shall now consider the occurrences in detail. Three passages describe a land-
scape as dominating another, i.e., overlooking it (Nu. 2l:20;23:28; I S. l3:18; cf. Jer.

6:l). Abraham and his visitors look down on Sodom (and Gormorrah) (Gen. l8:16;
19:28; cf . 2 K. 9:32).In 2 S. 24:20 iqp means "keep a lookout" - [14un3 has been

waiting for David. Many passages speak of women (and also men: Gen. 26:8; Prov.

7:6) looking out of a window. Abimelech looks out and sees Isaac fondling Rebekah
(Gen. 26:8). Sisera's mother worries about her son (Jgs. 5:28). Michal sees David leap-

ing and dancing before the ark ("before Yahweh," 2 S. 6: l6). Jezebel looks out the win-
dow, sees Jehu, and compares him to the regicide Zimn Q K. 9:30).

According to the MT of Prov. 7:6, the wisdom teacher (speaking in the lst person:

niiqdpti) or personified Wisdom herselF observes through a window how the strange

woman ensnares a simple youth. The LXX reads parabiptousa. This feminine partici-
ple has given rise to far-reaching religio-historical interpretations. Bostrcim, who con-
siders the reading of the LXX to be original, connects this passage with Aphrodite
Parakyptusa, whose cult is attested in various places, including Cyprus.e In the figure

of Astarte (Ishtar, Kilili), this erotically charged window goddess also appears else-

where in the ancient Near East. At Samaria, Arslan-Tash, Nimrud,l0 and Khorsabad,

ivories have been found that depict the "woman at the window."ll In the unlikely event

that the LXX does preserve the earlier text, it would still remain an open question

whether parakiptousc refers to the strange woman or to Lady Wisdom.

III. Theological Usage. Almost half the occurrences of iqp are in theological con-

texts. God looks down (from heaven) to intervene in human affairs - to bless, to

help, to destroy - or to scrutinize human conduct. Dt.26:15 calls on Yahweh to look
down from his holy habitation, from heaven, and bless his people Israel. In Ps.

102:20-21(19-20) he looks down from his holy height, at the earth from heaven, to
hear the groans of the prisoners and to set free those who are condemned to death.

Lam. 3:50 waits for Yahweh to look down in pity. In Ps. 85:12(11) "righteousness" is

6. Mtiller.
7. HAL, il, 1645.
8. W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),334tr.
9. Cf. W. F. Albright, "Some Canaanite-Phoenician Sources of Hebrew Wisdom," in M. Noth

and D. Winton Thomas, eds., Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East. FS H. H. Rowley.

slrr3 (1955), 10.
rc. ANEI no. l3l.
11. See the discussion in Mtiller, I 16.
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the subject of iqp: faithfulness springs up from the ground and righteousness looks
down from heaven, i.e., takes effect on earth. In Ex. 14:24 Yahweh's iqp has devastat-
ing consequences: he looks down on the Egyptian army from the pillar of fire and
cloud and causes it to panic. In Ps. l4:2 (= 53:3[2)) Yahweh looks down from heaven
to see if there is anyone who seeks after God; the following verse makes clear that
Yahweh's hopes are disappointed.

This same theologoumenon appears in an extended sense in Cant.6:10: the beloved
looking down is likened to the dawn (a Canaanite goddess). In vv. 8-10 she is described
as having godlike features; therefore she is blessed ('ir) and praised (hll), being supe-
rior to all other women. Miiller, too, finds here a lyric transformation of formerly myth-
ological motifs.12

IV. Architectural Terms.
l. malq6p. The architectural term maiqbp, a maqtal form, denotes the lintel of a

doorway (cf . miptdn, "doorsill"). According to Ex. 12i7,22-23, the Israelites are to put
blood on the two doolposts and the lintel of their houses. It has been suggested occa-
sionally that the noun also appmrs in I K. 7:5 (reading reluim iaqep as r"pu'A
malqdp).r3

2. xieqep. The meaning of xieqep is not entirely clear. The noun appears only in
I K. 7:5. It is conceivable that, llke maiqbp, ir means "lintel" (cf. the synagogue in-
scription of Bar'am, where lqwp has this meaning).la It is assumed more commonly
that *ieqep denotes the frame of a door or window. This interpretation is supported by
the fact that there are four p"gl.tim associated with the * ieqep (w,hammezfiz61 may be
an accurate gloss, taken from I K. 6:33; but some comms., following LXX, read
wehammel.tezd! instead). The frame would thus have the form of a lattice. On the basis
of a complicated etymological derivation from Egyptian, Gdrg has tentatively pro-
posed the meaning "opening to admit light," but his argument is not persuasive.ls

3. l"quptm. Scholars have proposed wildly different and at times bizarre interpreta-
tions for the word i"qupim in 1 K. 6:4 and 7:4.16 lf i"qupirn is the passive participle of
the verb, 7:4 omits the noun it should modify (windows); Gray supplies the noun and
translates: "latticed (or embrasured) windows."lT The explanation of Noth has found
more acceptance: the word was originally i"qdptm (pl. of ieqep) and was therefore not
associated directly with the verb.l8 He translates 6:4 as "(latticed,'atumtm) framework

12.Ibid., tt6-r7.
13. J. A. Montgomery and H. S. Gehman, Kings. ICC (1951), 166; Noth, Kdnige I, l3l.
14. M. Lidzbarski, Handbuch der nordsemitischen Epigrapftik, I (Weimar, 1898), 485; cf.

J. Gray, I and II Kings. OTL (1970), 179.
15. Pp. l2-13.
16. See esp. comms. on7:4.
17. Cf. Gray, Kinss, 177-78.
18. Kbnige I, 97-98.
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windows"lg and7l.4 as "frames" or "framing,"2o and connects the expression with Akk.
askuppu(m), askuppatu, "stone slab, doorsill."2l The latticed windows of the temple

may have been made of stone (instead of the wood used elsewhere); they were high and

not meant to be opened.22

V. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. Outside the Pentateuch, the LXX always translates

tqp with dia-, eis-, ek-, kata-, or paralciptein. In the Pentateuch, besides parakyptein
(Gen. 26:8), it uses katidein (Dt.26:15) and in four passages epi'or katabldpein.It
translates freely in Nu. 23:28 (t6 paratetnon . . .). There were clearly no fixed rules for
translating iqp into Greek, but the difference between the Pentateuch and the rest of the

OT is striking.
The lexeme is not attested in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

Mathys

19. Ibid., 94.
20. rbid., 130.
21. AHw, 1,74; CAD, U2,333-35.
22. Galling and Rdsel.

Y?W iq;; YPV ieqet; YIPV iiqqfi;

I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. Usage: l. Leviticus;2. Prophetic Literature;3. Psalms

and Daniel. I[. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls. IV. Summary.

l.l. Etymology. The root,i4s has been associated etymologically with AY.k. iaqdsu,

"give someone the evil eye."l According to others,2 the root is a shaphel form of 4r2s,

"feel loathing, abhorrence, dread."3 Elsewhere the root appears only in Jewish Ara-
maic, possibly under biblical influence.

.f4s. J. Emst, "Greuel der Verwiistun E:' NBL, l, 951-52; G. Lindeskog, "Greuel," BHHW, l,
608-9; J. Nelis, "Greuel der Verwtistung: BLt,642-43; W. Paschen, Rein und Unrein. SANT 24
(1970), esp.27,66; H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT 92 (1971).

-->XDV fime'.

l. AHw.III, 1139.
2. Paschen, 27; HAL, ll, lU6.
3. HAL,II, 1089-90; '->911 q'frt.
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2. Occuruences. The root occurs 46 times in the OT: 16 in the Pentateuch, 6 in DtrH,
19 in the Prophets, I in Psalms, I in ChrH, and 3 in Daniel, always with the meaning
"abominable."

The verb appears 7 times in the piel: 4 times in Leviticus, twice in Deuteronomy,
and once in the Psalms. The noun Je4es occurs almost exclusively in Leviticus (9
times); there is one occurrence in Isaiah and one in Ezekiel. There are 28 occurrences
of iiqqfrs: I in Deuteronomy, 6 in DtrH, 5 in Jeremiah, 8 in Ezekiel, I each in Isaiah,
Hosea, Nahum, Zechaiah, and ChrH, and 3 in Daniel. Twenty-one of these occur-
rences are in the plural, possibly in the abstract sense of "loathsomeness."4 The singu-
lar appears in I K. 1 I :5,7 (bis), 2 K. 23:13 (bis), Dnl. ll:311' 12:11. The root belongs to
the lexical field of "uncleanness." It often appears with tm': 8 times in Leviticus (7:21;
1l:23-24,40-41,42-43;20:25),4 times out of 9 in Ezekiel (5:ll;20:7,30;37:23), and
twice in Jeremiah (7:30 = 32:34).It is also associated with fi'ebA (8 times: Dt.1i25-26,,
2K.23:13; Jer. l6: 18;32;34-35; Ezk. 5: I l;7:20; I l:18,21) and gillfrltm (5 times: Ezk.
8: l0; 20:7,8,30-3 I ; 37 :23).

II. Usage. The basic meaning of Jqs is "abominable, abominate." But the root is
used in two different senses. The first appears only in Leviticus and refers to forbidden
animals. The second is characteristic of Dtr literature, and is connected with the wor-
ship of false gods and idols; with only one exception (Zec.9:7), it is in this context that
all occurrences of iiqqfis appear.

l. Leviticus. In Lev. I l, the chapter listing clean and unclean animals, ieqes oc-
curs 8 times and the verb 3 times. The noun iiqqfr; does not occur at all in Leviticus.
The root is limited to the sections dealing with marine animals (vv. 10-12), birds (vv.
l3-19), insects (vv.20-23), and swarming creatures (vv.4l-43). The secrion dealing
with mammals (vv.2-8) uses rrt '. The noun ieqes refers only to animals. The verb
appears twice in commands to regard such animals as ieqes (vv. 11,13) and once in
the prohibition: "Do not make yourselves abominable (with any of these animals)"
(v. 43).

The root !m' appears more often in this chapter, since it encompasses a broad spec-
trum: human beings, clothing, vessels, and grain can all be fime'. The two roots are
clearly synonymous. Lev. I l:8 (ym') and I l: I I (iq;) are essentially identical. In v. 43
the roots are parallel: "Do not make yourselves abominable (iq;) with these swarming
creatures; do not make yourselves unclean (tm') with them." The two roots are also par-
allel in Lev.7:21, although here the Syr., SP, and Tg. read iores, "swarming creatures,"
instead of ieqes. Comparison of Lev. l l with Dt. 14:3-21 conhrms the synonymity of
the two roots, since Deuteronomy always uses ,rn 'rather than .i4s to refer to forbidden
animals.

There is a difference, however: ieqeshas a narrow range ofusage and refers only to
certain kinds of animals, whereas in Lev. ll-15 tamc'is the general term for ritual un-

4. GK $84b,i.
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cleanness of any kind.s This difference is illustrated in I l:23-24. According tov.23,all
winged insects with four feet are ieqes, while according to v. 24 any contact with the

carcass of such an animal makes the one who touched it tamC'. The purification rituals

speak only of what is tame', not ieqes, because they are concerned with the state of rit-
ual uncleanness. The basic synonymity appears again in Lev.2O:25: the priests are to

make a distinction between clean and unclean (ldmc') animals, "lest you make your-

selves abominable" (,iq-r piel).
In certain texts outside Leviticus, too, .iqs refers to things that are ritually unclean.

lnZec. g:7 Yahweh promises: "I will take away the blood from their mouth and their
iiqquqtm from between their teeth." Here iiqqfis refers to prohibited flesh, although the

term is used metaphorically. In Nah. 3:6 iiqqusim refers metaphorically to some loath-

some substance, not further defined: filth, excrement.6 Isa. 66: l7 castigates those "who
eat the flesh of pigs, ieqes, and mice." Here ieqes can denote only prohibited food.

2. Prophetic Literature. In DtrH and the preexilic prophets, iiqqfisim refers to the

worship of other gods. The earliest text is Hos.9:lOb: "They came to Baal-peor and

consecrated themselves to the shameful god lbdiel, i.e., Baall,T and became iiqqfistm,
like the one they loved." Baal, whom the people love, is iiqqfiq; by worshiping him
they make themselves iiqqu;tm.

In Deuteronomy and lGngs iiqqfis refers specifically to the worship of foreign gods

and idols. Dt.7i25-26 forbids coveting the silver and gold with which idols are cov-

ered; it should be considered a horror and an abomination (t'b pieUliq; piel). Dt.

29:16(Eng.17) uses iiqqfistm and gillulim to denote the idols that Israel saw among the

nations. In the context of making or destroying cultic high places, iiqqfi; refers to for-
eign gods 

- specifically, Milcom, the iiqqfis of the Ammonites (l K. I l:5; cf. v. 7; in
2 K. 23:13 called fi'ebA); Chemosh, the iiqqfis of Moab (l K. I l:'7;2 K. 23:13); and

Astarte, the iiqqfrs of the Sidonians (2 K. 23:13). Although these are the only instances

where iiqqfrs refers to a particular god, emendation to ieqes is probably unnecessary,

since the singular form fits the context. In 2 K. 23:24 iiqqusim serves as a collective

term for the cultic functionaries and objects put aside by Josiah. In short, in DtrH
iiqqfig refers to all manifestations of the Canaanite religion: gods, images, or the cult in
general.

The only occurrence in ChrH is comparable:2 Ch. l5:8 says that Asa put away all
the iiqqfistm from Judah and Benjamin, meaning the elimination of the pagan cult and

everything associated with it. This language agrees with that in DtrH, although I K.

15:12 adds a reference to the qeQditm, "hierodules."8
In the book of Jeremiah iiqqfrsim occurs 5 times in the context of idols or their cult.

Jeremiah castigates his listeners for defiling the temple with their iiqqfistm (7:3011

5. H. Rticker, Der Begriindungen der Weisungen Jahwes im Pentateuch. Erffhst 30 (1973),

87-88.
6. HAL,II, 1640.
7. F. L Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB (1980), 541.

8. + XU, 542-43.
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32:34), meaning either cult objects or the cultic practices associated with them. Simi-
larly, Yahweh's statement, "If you remove your iiqqisim, . . ." in 4:lb can refer either
to idols or to cultic practices. ln 13:27 "your iiqqfisim" include such scandalous deeds
as "your adulteries, your lecherous neighings, your shameless prostitutions on the hills
(and) in the countryside." In 16: l8 Jeremiah describes the pollution of the land: "They
have polluted my land with the carcasses of their detestable idols (iiqqfrs€hem) and
have filled my inheritance with their abominations (t6'a!6phem))'

In Ezekiel .i4s occurs 9 times (only 6 reflected in LXX). Except in 20:30, it always
appears in combination with t6'e!d g:ll;7:20; l1:18,21) or gillfilim (8:10; 20:7-g;
37:23). Ezekiel associates Jqs with the priestly function of distinguishing what is clean
from what is unclean, lest the people "bring abomination on themselves" (wel6'-

1eiaqqepfi,Lev.2O:25). He connects iiqqfrstm with idols in7,20 (seldmim) and21:7-8 (//
giUfrrc misrayim). As in Jeremiah, the other occurrences of liqqfi; may refer both to
idols and to their worship. No other prophet emphasizes as clearly as Ezekiel the corre-
lation between the "loathsomeness" of Israel and ritual impurity.l The prophet com-
bines the priestly and the Dtr usage of the root ^lq.s by using both ieqes and liqqfistm.ln
8:10 he uses the language of Dt.4:17-18 to describe the cultic reliefs he sees in the
temple: "many images of creeping things and animals, abominations (ieqes), and all
the idols (gillfrlim) of the house of Israel." Instead of ieqes, the LXX appears to have
read iiqqfrsim, a precise parallel to gillfil?m, as elsewhere in Ezekiel (20:7-8;37:23). As
Greenbergl0 notes, the verse describes images of prohibited animals.l I They represent
not only idols (gillttltm) but also abominable animals (ieqe;), vividly expressing Is-
rael's sinfulness. Here the priestly and prophetic usages of the root .iqs coalesce.

Finally, Isa. 66:1-4 condemns foreign idol worship and summarizes the apostasy of
Israel in v. 3b: "They choose their own ways and take delight in their iiqqfistml'rz

Prophetic usage consistently follows the model of Hos. 9:10: iiqqfis has to do with
foreign gods 

- in the first instance their images, but also their whole cult. Yahweh
finds all this utterly abominable. Ezekiel in particular emphasizes that the people have
rendered themselves unclean through iiqqfistm. Since Yahweh cannot endure such un-
cleanness, Israel has fallen victim to his punishment.

3. Psalms and Daniel. In the Psalms .iq; occurs only once. According to Ps.
22:25(24), Yahweh does not despise (bdzA) or abhor (Jqs piel) the affliction of the
poor. This is the only instance of J4s with Yahweh as subject. Affliction can evoke ab-
horrence in a human being, but not in Yahweh.

In Daniel iiqqfi; occurs 3 times, in connection with the "abomination of desolation"
set up in the temple by Antiochus Epiphanes. The wording varies: iiqqfistm mei1m€m
(9:27),haiiiqqfrs meidm4m (11:31), iiqqfr; idmem(12:ll). As in I K.ll:5,7, the sin-
gular form (iiqqfr;) is appropriate here, since we are dealing with a single cult object.

9. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979),240-41.
10. M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20. AB (1983), 169-70.
11. See II.l above on Leviticus.
12. See C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. tr. 1969),413-14.
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The plural in9:27 may represent a partial dittography. The expression iiqqfis m"i6mEm
probably contains a play on ba'al idmayim. "Lord of Heaven," the Phoenician counter-
part to Zeus.13 (Nestle pointed out that Hos. 9: l0 contains a similar negative allusion to
Baal.)t+ The use of iiqqfis suggests that here, as in Dtr and prophetic literature, the text
does not refer to an altar but to the image of a god (cf. also 1 Mc. l:54).

IIII. 1. D(X. The LXX translates .iq,s 6 times with prosochthizein, twice with
eiddlon, and once (Jer. 32:34) with midsmata. Otherwise it always uses bddlygma.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb appears once in the Dead Sea Scrolls in connection
with unclean animals, just as in Leviticus (CD 12: I l). But it also has a broader mean-
ing, as in CD 7:3: "Let no one defile his holy spirit." The same is true in IQS 10:22,
which speaks of liqqfistm upon the tongue; it is not clear whether the word is synony-
mous with the parallel "sophistries and lies" or denotes another kind of inappropriate
speech.

Totally unique (and not found in the OT) is the construct phrase iqwsy tw'bwtyhmin
4QpNah 3:1, which must belong to the interpretation of Nah. 3:5 (4QpNah 2:10-12)
but prepares the way for the quotation from Nah. 3:6-7, in which iiqqfisiz appears.

The verb appears 3 times in the Temple Scroll: 2:10 cites Dt.7i25-26 (figura
etymologica; the second occurrence is reconstructed);51:8 borrows the wording of
Lev. I l:43 (cf . 2O:25) and extends it inclusively.

IV. Summary. In the lexical field of "uncleanness," ,iqp is less common that tm'or
fi'ebA; it is about as frequent as giilAhm but is distributed more broadly. In both
priestly and prophetic contexts .i4s expresses "the strongest revulsion"ls and abomina-
tion on the part of Yahweh toward uncleanness and idolatry. Just as contact with abom-
inable animals (leqe;, Lev. 1l) makes a person "abominable" (Lev. ll:431'20:.25), con-
tact with foreign gods (liqqfis, I K. 1l:5,7) makes Israel similarly "abominable" (Dt.
7:26; Hos. 9:10).

Freedman/Welch

13. J. A. Montgomery, Daniel. ICC (1949),388-89; L. F. Hartman and A. A. Dil*lla, Dan-
iel. AB (t978),252-53.

14. E. Nestle, ZAW 4 (1884) 248.
15. Andersen and Freedman, Hosea,54l.
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.1P1, iqr;1p.!i ieqer

I. 1. Cognates; 2. Distribution and Basic Meaning. II. Verb. III. Noun: l. Basic Meaning;

2. Law;3. Cult; 4. Extended Usage. IV. l. LXX; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Cognates. The root i4r has been well studied.l Nevertheless, its broad semantic

spectrum - from "break a contract or treaty" (verb in Gen. 2l:23) to "vanity" (noun in

Jer.37:14 and Prov. 31:30) - sssssiennlly makes it difficult to determine its precise

sense in a particular passage.

The most recent data are presented by HAL. The root appears in Ugaritic as iqrz ln
Middle Hebrew the piel means "deceive, lie," and the hithpael "be convicted of lying"
(cf. lQS 6:24 "give false evidence"). Especially important is the Old Aramaic pael:3

iqr I (with persons), "break an agreement with someone"; iqr b, "break an agree-

ment."4 In Jewish Aramaic and Palestinian Aramaic the verb means "lie, deceive, break

faith." The Syriac pael (= Mand. i4r) means "lie, deceive." On the noun ieqe4 cf. Sam.

aiqar; Akk. taiq/gertu(m), "slander, deception";s Syr. iuqrd', "lie" (appearing as a

loanword in Arab. s/iuqa4 "lie"); Jewish Aram. and Mand. iiqrd', "lie, falsehood."

2. Distribution and Basic Meanireg. The verb appears only 6 times (once in the

qal,5 times in the piel). The segholate noun, by contrast, occurs l13 times. The cj.

iaqqar in Prov. 17:46 is uncertain, because ieqe4 "falsehood," can characterize a per-

iqr W. Biihlmann, Vom rechten Reden und Schweigen. OBO 12 (1976), esp. 16-17; J.-H.

Cha, "Micha und Jeremia" (diss., Bonn, 1993); D. Giering-Jiinsch, "Der 'Vorwurf gegen Gott"'
(diss., Bonn, 1993); H. Goeke, "Das Menschenbild der individuellen Klagelieder" (diss., Bonn,

1971), esp.63-65; F. Horst, "Eid II. Im AI," RGG3, II, 349-50; H. W. Huppenbauer, "Ltige,"
BHHW Ii, I108-9; M. A. Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT (1964); idem, '"'ljzlll iqr to de-

ceive," TLOT III, 1399-1405; T. W. Overholt, "Remarks on the Continuity of the Jeremiah Tra-

dition," JBLgI (1972) 45't -62; idem, The Threat of Falsehood. SBT 2116 (1970); W H. Schmidt,
H. Delkurt, and A. Graupner, Die Zehn Gebote im Rahmen alttestamentlicher Ethik. EdF 281
(1993),esp. 125-30; H.Seebass,"EidII. Nf:TRE, lX,376-77; I.L.Seeligmann,"ZurTer-
minologie fiir das Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz des biblischen Hebriiisch," Hebriiische
Wortforschung. FS W. Baumgartner. SVT 16 (1967), 251-78; M. Wagner, "Beitriige zur

Aramaismenfrage im alttestamentlichen Hebriiisch," Hebriiische Wortforschung. FS W. Baum-
gartnen SW 16 (196'7),355-71, esp. 364-65.

1. Klopfenstein, Liige; idem, TLOT; Wagner, "Beitriige," 364-65; HAL, Il, 1647-50.
2. KTU 2.31,26; on KTU 2.36+,9, see M. Dijkstra, UF 2l (1989) l4l-52, esp. l4l-42.
3. Sefire, KA|222A.14,15,24;2228.23,38;223A.3;2238.9,14,17-18;224.4,7,9,14,16,19,20,

)7, 11

4. Klopfenstein, Liige,8; R. Degen, Aharamriische Grammatik der Inschriften des 10. bis 8.

Jh.v.Chr. AKM 3813 (1969), 70,134; DISO, 3t9.
5. AHw, III, 1139; but probably not iikaru (HAL, ll, 1648, with bibliog.)'
6. G. R. Diver, ZAW 50 (1932) 144; rejectedby HAL, II, 1650; A. Meinhold' Die Spriiche.

zBK t6 (199r),284.
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son.7 The distribution of the 119 occurrences of the root is significant: 37 in Jere-
miah; 24 in Psalms; 20 in Proverbs; 8 in Isaiah; 4 each in Leviticus and Zechariah; 3

in Exodus; 2 each in Deuteronomy, I Samuel, I Kings, Micah, Job, and 2 Chroni-
cles; and 1 each in Genesis, 2 Samuel, 2 Kings, Ezekiel, Hosea, Habakkuk, and
Malachi.

The basic meaning appears to be "act deceptively" (in contrast to "speak decep-
tively"). The emphasis may be on deceptive intent (faithless, breach of faith, breach of
contract, lie) or on unreliability (to the point of irrelevance or vanity). According to
Klopfenstein, "the original meaning should be paraphrased as 'breach of a contractually
regulated or otherwise self-evident relationship of faithfulness and trust."'8 The root
plays an outstanding role in the legal systeme because Israel's legal ideology is based in
large measure on the presupposition of self-evident fidelity and trust. This presupposi-
tion is particularly clear in the importance of witnesses for the legal system.l0

II. Verb. The earliest occurrence of the verb (Gen.2l:23 E) is highly significant be-
cause, like the Sefire occurrences,ll it appears in the context of a treaty, and hence
means "violate a treaty/covenant with someone" (qal with /'introducing the person).
By guaranteeing Abraham's use of the well at Beer-sheba, a site whose strategic im-
portance should not be underestimated,12 Abimelech of Gerar binds the patriarch Abra-
ham together with his descendants to his kingdom, as in the Sefire treaty.13 In the pres-
ence of Abimelech's commander, Abraham must undertake to conduct himself with
hesej toward the kingdom of Abimelech, with a guarantee of property rights.

The instances of the piel do not focus so specifically on legal issues.14 Translated
into a theological statement, the same language appears in Ps.44:18(Eng. l7), in the
setting of a communal lament:I5 'All this has come upon us, yet we have not forgotten
you, or been false to your b"ri1)'The exilic lament in Isa. 63-64* places in Yahweh's
mouth the confident expectation, framed by statements declaring God's steadfast love
for his people,16 "Surely they are my people, children who will not deal falsely" (63:8).
In Ps. 89, also an exilic communal lament, v. 34(33) says that even if David's descen-
dants sin, Yahweh will not remove his heseQ from him or be false to his faithfulness
('emfrnA), will not violate his b7i1(v. 35), or alter what has gone forth from his lips.
These occurrences, probably none of them early, thus fit well in the semantic space of
the basic meaning.

7. O. Pkiger, Spriiche Salomos. AK XVII (1984), 198, 201; B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos.
HAT Ut6 (1963),72-73.

8.TLOT III,1400-1401.
9. Klopfenstein, Ltige, 17; HAL, II, 1648.
10. See IIL2 for examples.
ll. See I.l above.
12. H. Seebass, Genesis I: Urgeschichte (1996), in loc.
13. Klopfenstein, Liige, 8.
14. Cf . HAL, fi, 1647.
15. P. C. Craigie, Psalms 1-50. WBC 19 (1983), 331-34.
16. I. Fischer, Wo ist JHWH, unser Vater? SBB 19 (1989), 35-36,39, and passim.
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Lev. 19: I lb appears to bring us back to the legal realm, declaring in the context of
various transgressions, "You shall not deal falsely with one another." Unforrunately the

language is too ambiguous (cf. the preceding + UB) khi piel, "deny") to permit the

identification of an offense; at the very least, a failure to report a theft or concealing
must be involved.lT But the commandment may also state a general demand, as in v. 18.

Special problems are raised by 1 S. 15:29. Interpretation must begin with the imme-
diate narrative, according to which v. 29 continues the words of Samuel in v. 28, while
Saul is not informed of Yahweh's regret at having made him king, expressed in vv. I I
and 35. Because Saul has not acted as "head ofthe tribes oflsrael" and has not carried
out the commands of his commander Yahweh (vv. 17 ,23), Yahweh strips him of his of-
fice and gives it to a candidate better qualified by these criteria (surely not religious or
ethical, contra Mommer,l8 who relies on Dtr arguments). Y.29a concludes without
specifying an object: Yahweh does not and will not deceive, he does not and will not
change his mind. One possible interpretation is to refer v. 29a to David, finding in it a

confirmation of his kingship.tr 3u, the action to which Samuel's words refer is simply
Saul's tearing of the hem of his robe, while v. 28b mentions only Saul's consequent

loss of the kingship. The fact that Yahweh does not deceive thus refers to the continued
existence of the monarchy even though he takes it away from Saul and gives it to an-
other person. This is what Yahweh will not regret. This interpretation accords with the
meaning of vv. lla and 35b, even if the actual words seems to convey the contrary
sense.20 At most, it is possible that the fundamental assertion in v. 29b goes beyond the
immediate narrative2l and recalls such passages as Nu. 23:19a, which makes good

sense in its context. Contra Seebass,22 though, one may ask whether the theme of the
enduring monarchy (vv.27-29) is not a secondary addition to the core of the narrative
(pre-Dtr).2:

III. Noun. The noun with its wealth of occurrences is best treated in a separate sec-

tion, especially since it never has the meaning "breach of treaty/contract," as in Gen.
2l:23.24 "One can hardly distinguish profane and theological usages since usually . . .

the ethical-social aspect is closely linked with the religious."2s

1. Basic Meaning. A wealth of examples show that the basic meaning of the noun
has to do with an objective determination of deception and falsity, not a description

17. H.-P. Mathys, Liebe deinen Nachsten wie dich selbst. OBO 7l (21990), 58-59;
H. Jagersma, Leviticus 19. SSN 14 (1972),88-89.

18. P. Mommer, Samuel, Geschichre und Uberlieferung. tilMANT 65 (1991), 150.
19. J. Ieremias, Die Reue Gottes. BSt 65 (1975), 35.
20. Contra Mommer, Samuel, 148-50.
2r. rbid., 148.
22. H. Seebass, David, Saul und das Wesen des biblischen Glaubens (Neukirchen-Vluyn,

1980), 98.
23. M. Noth, DH, 87.
24. Klopfensteirt, Liige, 11 .

25. Idem, TLOT, lll, l40l.
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emphasizing intent. It appears as direct object or prepositional object with Z.fri (2 S.

18:13; Jer. 6:13; 8:10),p7 (Hos. 7:l;cf. Prov. 1l:18),bthbtl(Jer.13:25;28:15:'29:31),
as an adverbial accusative with wr piel, "oppress" (Ps. 1 19:78), rdp, "persecute" (Ps.

119:86), yb, "treat with hostility" (35:19; 69:5[4]), and .fn', "hate" (38:20[19];
I 19: 163). Antonyms include derivatives of the root 'mn in the sense of "truth, trustwor-
thiness" (Jer. 5:l-3; 9:2,413,51;Zec.8:16-17; Ps. I 19:29-30,96; Prov. ll:18; l2:l'7,22;
l4:5). The antithesis of truth and falsity appears significantly with .ib'niphal, "swear"
(Jer. 4:2; Ps. 89:50[491 132:11; contrast Lev. 5:22,24; 19:12; Jer. 5:2;7:9; Mal. 3:5)

and nb'niphal, "prophesy" (Jer. 23:28;26:15;28:9; contrast Jer. 5:31; 20:6;27:15;
29:9).

Ps. 33:17 is clear: a horse is not a lie but does not guarantee victory and is therefore

a "vain hope." In this category, too, belong such passages as Job 13:4: "worthless phy-

sicians" (with "cook up lies"); Mic. 2: I l: "utter empty falsehoods"; Jet. 13:25: "forget
Yahweh and trust in lies"; Jer.7:4,8: words that urge trust in the temple rather than in
Yahweh;and also the interjection "wrong, alie!" (2K.9:12;Jer.37:14; cf. Jer.40:16),
found in early texts. If we summarize the evidence concerning the noun's basic mean-

ing, noting the not infrequent association with words denoting speech (some 35 in-
stances),26 the element of objective damage comes through clearly.

2. lnw. It is therefore clearly appropriate to follow Klopfenstein in beginning with
the legal sphere. To the extent that descriptions ofthe ancient Israelite forensic system

have been preserved, we observe that it depended extensively on witnesses in both civil
and criminal cases; a lying witness therefore represented a significant danger to the so-

ciety governed by this legal system (Prov. 6:19; l4:5;25:18; pl; 12:17;Ps.27:12).zt
Dt. 19:16-21 contains stringent regulation if the accusation involve a crime of violence:

the false witness suffers the punishment that the crime would have brought. Prov.

l9:5,9 probably reflect such a regulation: 'A false witness will not go unpunished, and

a liar will not escape."28

The antonym '"me1(Prov. 14:25 lhere in contrast to kzbl) probably recalls the princi-
ple that for evidence what matters is not the intent of the witness (cf. the worthless wit-
ness in Prov. 19:28) but rather the witness's unreliability. The earliest relevant passage

(Ex. 23:7) is unfortunately not entirely clear: "Keep far from a word/matter of ieqer)'
Since v. t has already dealt with false witness andv.2 with false majorities, the admo-

nition to the lay judge or prosecutor may caution against judging on the basis of recog-

nizably untrustworthy evidence.2e Also to the legal sphere belong the lying tongues of
Ps. 109:2; Prov. 6:17; 12:19;21:6;26:28, and the lying lips of Ps. 120:2;Prov. 12:22;

26. Ibid., 1011.
27. Seeligmann, 263; see also already Amenemope, chap. 13, 19-20 (I. Shirun-Grumach,

TUAT ilVz, 238-39, 242-43).
28. According to Meinhold, Spriiche,3l3, 315-16, v. 5 is probably a secondary addition.
29. J. Halbe, Das Privilegrecht Jahwes. FRI"A'NT ll4 (1975),434: a warning against trying

anyone on false charges of any kind; see also L. Schwienhorst-Schcinberger, Das Bundesbuch.
BZAW t88 (1990), 38s.
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l7'.7, as well as lying speech that infects all areas of public life (Mic. 6:12, par.
"tongues of deceit").

A false oath is different in nature. Since the OT does not mention an oath taken by
witnesses, but only an oath of purgation taken by the accused and a promissory oath ac-

knowledging a future obligation,3o the purpose of an oath is clearly to establish that a
commitment will be kept. In both cases the oath is taken in the name of Yahweh, so that
failure to keep it is an offense against Yahweh (Lev. 5:22,24; 19:12; Jer.7:9;Zec. 5:4;
8:17; Mal. 3:5). Ps. 144:8,11 complain of enemies "whose mouths speak worthless
ness3l and whose right hands are false (y"mtn iaqer)." Because the right hand was

raised in taking an oath, this verse could refer to a false oath; why not also a false deed?

The fundamental social importance of the forensic situation is enshrined forever in
the eighth/ninth commandment (Ex. 20:16; cf . the series in Jer. 7:9); it is well known
that this commandment does not condemn lying in general32 but rather demands the

solidarity that is requisite above all for confidence in trustworthiness before the law.
(The parallel in Dt. 5:20 is disputed, because the expression 'd8 idw'occurs only
here.;::

3. Cult. In the cultic sphere we find once more a reflex of the public and legal mean-

ing ofthe noun; we also find certain usages peculiar to this sphere. Insofar as prophets

participate in the cultic sphere, we are dealing with a sphere that affects the public but
is distinct from the legal sphere.

a. The complaints against enemies in the Psalms include the motif of false accusa-

tions and charges. Ps. 27 :7 -13 should probably be interpreted as the prayer of someone

accused unjustly;34 the forensic language is still very much in evidence.35 The psalm-

ists complain at length about lying speech, tongues, lips, etc. @abd.r Ps.63;12[l];
101:7; cf. Isa. 59:3,13; ldi6n, Ps. 109:2; cf. Prov. 6:17; 12:19; Sdpd, Ps. 3l:19[18];
l2O:2; cf.Isa. 59:3; Prov. 12:22). We also find prayers against those who hate wrong-
fully or without cause (Ps. 38:20[9]), accuse falsely (35:19; 69:5141in a forensic con-

text), oppress with guile (l 19:78), are pregnant with mischief and bring forth lies
(7:15[14]), and smear the psalmist with lies (l19:69). In prayers of the king (l0l:7)
and for the king (63: l2tl 1l), such liars certainly have no prospects (cf. also lsa,32:7).

Here we may note that in the most important Mesopotamian "Job texts,"36 lies and

slander are major motives causing the sufferer (always a person of high status) to bring
charges against the personal god; only this god or the king can defeat them.37 An exten-

30. Horst, 349-50: Seebass, TRE, lX,376-77.
31. + N'llD idw'.
32. See the distinctions drawn in Schmidt, Delkurt, and Graupner, l2'l-28.
33. rbid., 127.
34. H. Schmidt, Das Gebet der Angelklagten im AT. BZAW 49 (1928), 15-16.
35. Klopfenstein, Liige, 28-32.
36. Sumerian Job, 11. 26ff. (W. H. P. Rrimer, TUAT llVl, 104-5); AO 4462, L l5b (W. von

Soden, TUAI llUl, 137); Babylonian Theodicy, ll. 279-80 (W. von Soden, IUAX llVl, 157).
37. Giering-Jfinsch, 74- l3 l.
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sive wisdom tradition in Egypt views the prevention of slander, false witness, etc., as

one of the elements necessary for the stability of the kingdom.3S
Ps. 119 is a rich source of information about the usage of the noun. V. 118 reads:

"You spurn all who go astray from your l.tuqqtm, for their cunning [LXX: their think-
ingl is in vain (ieqer)." This language leads to the metaphor of the "pathlway of lies,"
an allusion to the "deceptive/false path" (vv. 29 [dereft ieqerf,104,128 l'6rah ieqer)),
which the psalmist rejects. In this context it would be unwise to distinguish precisely
among "deceptive," "false," and "unreliable."

b. Jeremiah shaped the complaint that the people have forgotten Yahweh and put
their trust in delusion (other deities1' Jer 3:23; 13:25). In secondary material the gods
themselves are a fraud (10:14 = 5l:17 l6: l9; cf. Isa. 44:20, referring to an idol). This
usage issues in the metaphor of a "brood of lies/deception" to describe idolaters (Isa.
57:4). Hab. 2:18 and Zec. l0l,2 probably characterize the oracles of the nations as unre-
liable.

c. This brings us to the problem of "prophet against prophet," which also involves
the cultic sphere. Mic. 2: I I (cf. 3:5-8)3e introduces the theme: the people love prophets
who profess to be inspired and prophesy empty falsehoods (ieqer kizzdb. Jeremiah ex-
pands on it in Jer. 5:31: (14:14?);20:6; (27:15). The conflict reaches its peak in Jere-
miah's attack on Hananiah, whom he accuses of enticing the people to trust in lies
(28:15; cf. also 29:31). We also find "prophesy by means of deception" (29:23) and
"deal falsely" (6:13l18:10; cf . 23:14). Jer. 6: l3l/8: l0 explicitly includes priests among
the prophet's enemies. The (early) gloss in Isa.9:14(15) is brutally succincr: "The el-
ders and dignitaries are the head, the prophet who teaches lies is the tail." The (non-
Dtr) addition in I K. 22:22-23 blames the confidence of King Ahab of Israel in victory
at Ramoth-gilead on an inspired delusion (with the rfialt turned into a member of God's
heavenly court) infecting Ahab's court prophets.4o

4. Extended Usage. The noun also appears outside these well-defined spheres. Dur-
ing Absalom's revolt, a soldier tells Joab that he refused to kill Absalom, which would
have been acting treacherously, violating the king's orders (2 S. 18:13). Speaking in
Yahweh's name, Hosea points to blatant offenses through which Ephraim has dealt
falsely (Hos. 7: l). In Ex. 5:9 Pharaoh condemns the intent of Moses' followers to make
an offering to Yahweh in the wilderness as a made-up pretext or empty nonsense (diprA
ieqer), or even rebellion. With bitter irony Isaiah excoriates the "witlings" of Jerusa-
lem, who in their covenant with death have taken refuge in lies and delusion (kazab,
ieqer, lsa.28:.14-15). When the sages appeal tothe tbrd of Yahweh, Jeremiah counters
that the deceiving stylus of the scribes has made the tbrA unreliable (laiieqer Jer. 8:8).
Contrariwise, Elihu replies to Job that his words are not false, that he is a man perfect

38. Ptah-hotep, $23 (G. Burkard, TUAT llu2, 209-10); Amenemope, chs. 8-9, 13, t9
(I. Shirun-Grumach,TUATlIU2,234-36,238-39,243-44); Papyrus Insinger 27:l (H. J. Thissen,
TUAT, \U2,3|).

39. Cha, 64-105.
40. S. Beyerle and K. Grtinwaldt, TRE, XXll,704-7.
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in knowledge (Job 36:4). Prov.20:17 shares this thought: "Sweet tastes the bread

gained by deceit, but afterward the mouth is full of gravel."
We believe that the interpretation of Jer. 6:6b remains problematic.al MT hi' hdir

hopqaQ makes no sense; LXX 6 p6lis pseud4s does indeed make sense,42 but changes

the text radically. Andr6 suggests substituting a niphal inf,rnitive for the hophal: "This
is the city to be punished."+3

lV. l. lXX. Half of the LXX translations conhrm our conclusions by translating iqr
with adik- (50 times), anom- (4 times), sykophdntein, athetein, and apostiphein (once

each);47 times it uses pseud-.4

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. Besides two occurrences of the verb in the intensive stem (lQS
6:24; ll QtgJob 24:7), the Dead Sea Scrolls contain numerous occurrences of the noun;

three passages are uncertain. While in IQS 6:24 iqr means "make a false accusation,"

l lQtgJob 24:7 , interpreting the MT of Job 34:l2,as turns the question of God's r.i'into
a question of God's .i4r:

Two OT texts from legal contexts are cited almost word for word. In lQS 5:15, Ex.

23.7 is generalized: the statute now prohibits all intercourse with the wicked. llQT
6l:6-10 incorporates the regulations governing witnesses in Dt. 19:16-21.

The language of the Psalms recurs in passages from the Hymns. In lQH 5:27 ene-

mies of the hymnodist plot evil in their hearts and open "their lying tongues like vipers'

venom" (cf. 4Q381 45 546).In IQH 1:12,by contrast, the hymnodist can praise God

for silencing deceitful lips. Much the same is said in IQH 8:37, although the passage is

obscure. The motif is used negatively in the lamentation 4Q501 I 4: "Villains of your

people have surrounded us with their lying tongue (liwn iqrmh)." In 4Q435 1 l:5 we

read of the downfall of the lying spiit (rwh.iqr as in I K.22:22-23). "Paths of deceit"

are mentioned in 4Q200 2 5 (Hebrew text of Tobit), "words of deceit" in 4Q371 1 13.

The pesherliterature tends to give the OT motifs an eschatological interpretation. In

aQpNah 2:2 the woe oracle of Nah. 3: I is applied to (the inhabitants of) the "city of
Ephraim," who "in the final days walk in treachery and lies"; l. 8 applies Nah. 3:4 to
"those who misdirect many with their fraudulent teaching (tlmwd iqrym)." In the con-

text of the Apocalypse of Ten Weeks, 4Q207 and 247 (= I En. 93:4;91:.11) speak of
"deception and wrong" (iqr'whms') that spring up in the second week; the "witnesses

of truth" destroy their foundations in the fifth week. A similar dualism appears in the

Manual of Discipline: IQS 4:9 lists .i4r among the evils ascribed to the spirit of wick-
edness; according to 4:21, the spirit of truth cleanses from all the abominations of de-

ceit (cf. also 4QAmram 5:8).

41. W. Schottroff, TLOT ll, 1022.
42. Klopfenstein, Liige, 153-54.
43. -+ XII,60; cf. NRSV.
44. Klopfenstein, TLOT, III, 1404-5.
45. Cf. Beyer,292.
46. E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran. HSS 28 (1986), 175.
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Finally, the phenomenon of false prophecy ( I QpHab I 0: 10, 12) appears in a variety
of contexts; in CD 6: I (114Q267 2 6) its goal is to divert Israel from following God. In
4QMMT 3:7-9 the house of one who belongs to the community segregated from the

rest of the people must not be infected with deceit and lies (1. 9); the group in power is
accused of having been "disloyal to his covenant" (4Q47la I 2). For other examples

see 4QpPs" l:18-19; 4Q172 6 2;4Q300 22:2,4Q425 l4; llQtgJob24:2,4.

S e e b a s s /B ey e rl e /G rilnw aldt

f:lp iaras; | -1Vi 
ieres

I. Etymology, Occurrences, and Meaning. II. l. P: 2. Laws. III. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology, Occurrences, and Meaning. The root .frs is represented by Akk.
iara;u, whose meaning "clutch" is uncertain.l Syr. .i"ras, "creep," and iersa, "reptile,"
are within the semantic sphere of the Hebrew root, as are Sam. .irs and Jewish Aram.
.iirsd'. In Samaritan the verb is found in the qal and pael. In PosrBiblical Hebrew the

hiphil of the verb appears to have acquired the denominative meaning "bring forth rep-
tiles." The root has a different meaning in Ethiopic, where we find the vb. iarasa/iarsa,
"sprout, burgeon," and the noun .iars, "shoot, scion, twig."2

The vb. .iara,s occurs 14 times in the OT, always in the qal. The noun ieres occurs 15

times. There are significant concentrations of the word in P (8 times) and Lev. l1 (15

times). The remaining occurrences are in Ex.7:28: Lev. 5:2;22:5; Dt. 14:19; Ezk.
47:9; Ps. 105:30.

Like the phonetically similar vb. -+ i2nl ramaS, iaras denotes a movement. The

figura etymologica haiieres haii6r?s (Gen. 7:211' Lev. I l:29,41-43; cf. Gen. l:20)
shows clearly that the movement in question is characteristic of those creatures re-

iaras. M. P. Carroll, "One More Time: Leviticus Revisited," Archives europdennes de
sociologie 1 9 ( I 978) 339-46 = B. Lang, ed., Anthropological Approaches to the OT. Issues in Re-

ligion and Theology 8 (Philadelphia, 1985), ll7-26; M. Douglas, Implicit Meanings (London,
2t999)', idem, Purity and Danger (London, 22002); J. Hempel, "Gott, Mensch und Tier im AT,"
FS F. Kattenbusch. Zeitschrift fiir systematische Theologie 9 (1931) 2ll-49 = Apoxysmata.
BZAW 8l (1961), 198-229; M.-L. Henry, Das Tier im religidsen Bewusstsein des alttesta-
mentlichen Menschen. SGV 2201221 (1958) = B. Janowski, ed., Geftihrten und Feinde des

Menschen (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1993), 20-61; S. Herrmann, "Die Naturlehre des Schdpfungs-
berichtes," TLZ 86 (1961) 413-24 = Gesammelte Studien zur Geschichte und Theologie. ThB 75
(1986), 32-46; W. H. Schmidt, Die Schdpfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift. WMANT 11

(1967), esp. 122-23; O. H. Steck, Der Schdpfungsbericht der Priesterschrift. FRI'ANT ll5
(21981), esp. 62,67.

l. AHw,III, 1186; cf. HAL,II, 1655-56.
2. LexLingAeth,246.
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ferred to collectively as ieres. It can be understood as affecting the environment itself,
so that in Gen. l:20-21;F,x.1:28; and Ps. 105:30 (cj. idr"sd3) the water, the Nile, or the
land can be the subject of the verb.a The verb may have taken its meaning from the
movements and behavior of creatures such as the amphibians that fill both water and
land (Ex. l:28:Ps.105:30) or the insects that f,rll the air (Lev. ll:20-23; Dt. 14:19).
This would be the simplest explanation of the fact that the noun ieres can denote not
only animals that live in the water (Gen. l:20-21 ; Lev. I I : 10; Ezk. 47:9) but also small
land creatures (Gen. "l:21 Lev. ll:29-31,41-43). Therefore iaras must be translated
"teem, swarn, crawl." The verb is often constructed with the prep.'al (Gen.7:21;Lev.
ll:29,41-42,46) or b'(Gen. 8: l7; 9:7). The two instances where the verb has a human
subject (Gen.9:7; Ex. 1:7s) represent an extension of P's blessing formula.6

III. I . P In the creation account of P (Gen. l:l-2:4a), the root Jrs ( I :20) refers to the
living creatures (nepei kayyd) that dwell in the waters. There appears to be a distinc-
tion between this root and the root rmi used in vv.24-25,28,30 to refer to a portion of
the land animals.T While the noun remei denotes the creatures that creep on the earth,
in contrast to cattle and wild animals of the earth (v.24),.ieres comprises all aquatic
animals; probably, therefore, the noun hdromeie! in v. 2l is a later gloss8 equating the
vbs. .iaras and ramai (cf. Gen. 7:21).

In the act of creation itself the aquatic animals are divided into two categories (Gen.
l:21). The first category comprises the great sea creatures or monsters (hauantntm
haggeQdltm), whose original mythological background (lsa.27:l;51:9; Ps. 74 13; Job
7:12)e appears to have lost its significance in P. The other animals are subsumed with-
out distinction under the term "living creatures" (kol-nepei hahaWd).The aquatic ani-
mals and the birds are created on the fifth day. Although v. 20 of the creation account
makes the waters (hammayim) the subject of iaras,to unlike the earth in vv. ll and 24,
the narrative does not assume that they have creative potential.ll In contrast to the land
animals, the aquatic animals are included explicitly in the blessing of creation (v.22).

In the deluge narrative (Gen.7:21) ieres replaces remei in the sequence that in-
cludes cattle and wild animals (cf . l:24-25;8:17); as in7:21, the vbs. laras and ramai
are used with reference to land animals. P's choice of words in7:21may reflect the fact
that the waters of the flood threaten "all flesh that moved on the earth" (hdrdm€f 'al-
hd'dres).

In 8: 17 iaras parallels pdrd and rdlA. This usage represents an extension of the

3. See BHS.
4. Gl(, $l l7z; Synt, g90d; Meyer, 9105.3a.
5. M. Gruber, BethM 33 (1987/8) 17l-75.
6. See II.l below.
7. -+ XIII, 513.
8. Schmidt, 123.
9. C. Westermann, Genesis 1-l l. CC (Eng. tr. 1984), 137-38 ; -+ |711 tanntn.
10. See I above.

136; Steck,6l-62.1 1. Westermann, Genesis
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promise of increase (p"rfi fir"!fr),12 which P includes in the blessing of creation
(l:22,28). Here iara; replaces male' in l:22,28: therefore the LXX translates iaras in
9:7 with pleroiln. The vb. Jaras expresses the restless or moving fullness of life on

earth. The commandment to increase and multiply given to the animal world in 8:17 is

addressed to humankind in 9:7; in Ex. l:7, finally, this increase is fundamental to the

development of Israel.13

2. Laws. In the regulations governing clean and unclean animals, the verb and

noun usually refer to small animals. It is noteworthy that this root, like rmi, is used

mostly for animals considered unclean (tdme',Lev.5:2; Dt. 14:19; cf. Lev. 22:5) or
detestable (ieqe;, Lev. ll:20,23,41-42).14 Certain kinds of locust constitute an ex-

ception among winged creatures (ieres hd'6p, Lev. I l:21-23); the original of this
passage in Dt. 14:19 does not mention the exception. In the secondary expansions of
Lev. 1l,ls.ieres denotes small animals collectively. The structure of these regulations
goes on to distinguish creatures that live in the water (v. l0), the air (vv.2l-23), and
on dry land (vv. 29-31,41-43).to Finally, the concluding summary (v.46) organizes
the animal world into cattle, flying animals, aquatic animals, and small land animals;
ramai denotes the movement of animals in the water, iaras the movement of animals
on land.

III. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. In most cases the LXX translates the verb (like
ramad) with hdrpein and the noun with herpetds. We also find exdgein and kinetn used

twice for the verb, and ekze{n, exdrpein, exereigesthai, pl?thfnein, and pleroiln used

once.
In the Dead Sea Scrolls only a single instance of the noun has been found to date

(11QT 50:20); it denotes collectively the animals that are unclean (cf. Lev. 1l:29-31).

Waschke

12. -+ a1 ra!.
13. W. Brueggemann, ZAW 84 (1972) 397-414.
14. -r XIII, 513-14.
15. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATU4 (1966), 140-55.
16. E. S. Gerstenberger, Leviticus. OTL (Eng. tr. L996), 132.
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P:f t+, iaraq; itpTpi i"req6; ;ri?'lpx * i"riqd;'pi'runDx *mair6qi

I. Etymology. II. Usage: l. Generalt 2. Individual Texts. III. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. Heb. .fr4 is cognate with Syr. Jr4, "hiss, whistle";l Jewish Aram.
.fr4, "hiss, whistle";z and Mand. irq, "utter shrill and incoherent sounds, screech,
whistle."3

II. Usage. l. General. The lexeme irq occurs 25 times in the OT: the verb 12 times,
the noun ierdqAl times (plus probably Jer. l8:l6a), the plural formieriqdl once, and
the Aramaic plural forms mair6/dqt1d' 4 times. Only once (Dnl. 3:7) does the lexeme
appear in a narrative; elsewhere it always occurs in "incantational" speech.

2. Individual Texts. a. Verb. The vb. irq occurs 3 times with /" and with Yahweh as

subject, whistling for people to come: the Assyrians against his people (Isa. 5:26; 7:18)
or his people in exile (Zec. l0:8).

In the 9 other occurrences of the verb (7 abs., 2 with b/), the whistling takes place at

a heap of ruins, probably with apotropaic intent. In 4 instances we find the expression
"Everyone passing by (kol'6!Er'al [sc. the temple/Jerusalem/Edom/Babylon]) will be

appalled (yiiidm) and whistle (weidraq/wjiirdq) [NRSV: hiss]" (l K. 9:8; Jer.

9:Sb[Eng.9b);49:17;50:13). Of these texts, I K.9:8 and Jer.9:8b(9b) are Dtr; Jer.

49:17 and 50:13 are dependent on the latter.5 The related textZeph.2:15, "Everyone
who passes by it [sc. Nineveh] will whistle (yiirdq) and shake the fist," was probably
inserted by a redactor.6 Shaking one's fist may also be an apotropaic gesture; at the
same time it is an expression of malicious gloating. This holds true for Lam. 2:l5a:.
'All who pass along the way clap their hands at you; they whistle (iar"qfi) and wag
their heads at daughter Jerusalem," with the continuation in v. l6as: 'All your enemies
open their mouths against you; they whistle (idr'qfi), they gnash their teeth," and for
Job 27:23, describing the death of a wicked man: "They clap their hands at him and

whistle athim (wjiirAq'alaw) at his departure (mimm"qomb)."t y1h"rner "a faint trace
of mockery"8 can be detected in Ezk. 2'7:36a, "The merchants among the peoples whis-

iaraq.G. SauerandB.Reicke,"Pfeiffen," BHHWlll, 1436-37;A.Sendrey, MusicinAncient
lsrael (New York, 1969), esp.324-25.

l. LexSya 8lO.
2. ANIlz, q5.
3. MdD,476.
4. See II.2.b below.
5. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973),223.
6. A. Deissler, Zwdlf Propheten III. NEB (1988),244.
7. -+ X, 306.
8. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), 69.
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tle at you (idr"qfi'alayik)l'is uncertain. It is probably a later addition to the qinah over
Tyre.e

b. Nouns. The use ofthe vb. Jrq for what is probably an apotropaic action to avert evil
is reflected in the noun ierdqd, "whistling" (NRSV "hissing"), which always appears in
conjunction with iammA, "horror." Except for 2 Ch. 29:8, the pair always occur in the
context of a prophetic threat, highly stereotyped. The usual form is: 'And Vhe [sc.
Yahwehl will make/madelifimor ndlan) Jerusalem/Judah/Jerusalem and Judah a horror,
a thing to be whistled at (liireqdf' (Jer l9:8a; 25:9b;29:l8b; Mic. 6:16b; 2 Ch. 29:8). Jer.

19:9 and 25:9 are Dtr,to ur are 29:1811 and Mic. 6:16.12 Jer. 25:18 is post-Dtr';t3 in it, it is
the prophet who carries out the threat. Jer. 5l:37 (not Jeremianicla) contains a related
form: "Babylon shall become (w"hdy"1d) . . . an object of horror and of whistling."

Jer. 18: l6a, "making (ifim) their land a horror, a thing to be whistled at [K ierftqa!;

Q iefiqAll forever," should perhaps be emended to ier€qa!, to accord with the usage of
the noun elsewhere.ls This emendation might be supported by the formulaic continua-
tion in v. l6b: 'All who pass by it are horrihed and shake their heads."

The Aramaic noun mair6/dqttd'(pl.) appears in second place in the stereotyped list
of instruments sounded as a signal that all are to fall down and worship the image set

up by Nebuchadnezzar (Dnl. 3:5,7,10,15). It clearly refers to wind instruments, possi-
bly flutes or pipes.l6

Jgs. 5:l6a is difficult: "Why did you [sc. Reuben] tany (yib) among hammii-
p"1ayim, to hear i"riq61 '"]artml' usually translated "the piping of shepherds."lT Ar-
guing from the predominant usage of the lexeme .irq, Beckmann instead interprets
i'riq6l negatively and the flocks metaphorically: Reuben has settled (yib) in a location
such that apotropaic whistling awaits him.l8

IIII. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX usually (l I times) uses syrizein to trans-
late the verb (sdmainein inZec. l0:8). For the nouns it uses syrigmds 6 times (sfrigma
in Dnl. 3:5, with sjrinx).In 5 instances (Jer. 29:18; 5l:37; Dnl. 3:7,10,15) the Hebrew
text has no equivalent in the LXX.

To date, only the noun irqh has been found in the Dead Sea Scrolls, in a formula
(l IQT 59:4) that recalls Jer. 25:9.

Schmoldt

9. rbid.
10. Thiel, Jeremia 1-25,223,271.
I L W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2fu5. WMANT 52 (1981), 17-

18.
12. H. W. Wolff, Micah. CC (Eng. tr. 1990), 197-98.
13. Thiel, Jeremia 1-25,223.
14. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT lll2 e1968), 297-98.
15. HAL, lI, 1656-57; F. Stolz, TLOT, lll, 1372-73.
16. Sendrey, 324-25.
17 . E.g., J. A. Soggin, TLZ 106 ( 198 I ) 630.
18. U. Beckmann, Das Deboralied zwischen Geschichte und Fik ion (St. Oftilien, 1989), 147 -48.
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nfl'ltl, i'rirfi!;"1-ltr irr l;.tr1p ia-rir

I. l. Etymology; 2. Nouns. II. OT: l. Lexical Field;2. Formal Observations;3. Theology.

IIII. l. LXX; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. The lexicons agree that the nouns i"rirfi1 and iartr derive from a
verbal root .frr I, which does not appear in the OT but is well attested in other Semitic
languages.l Its meaning, however, is difficult to define, and can at best be approxi-
mated.

The Ugaritic occurrences of .irr "authenticate," are all disputed as to both reading

and interpretation.2 The lowest common denominator may be an affirmatory aspect as-

sociated with the root: "make hrm, pack,"3 "truly, indeed."a Thus the Ugaritic pl.

mirrms might mean "stabilizers," tare weights on a scale.6

A similar affirmatory aspect appears in Akk. iarrumma, "certainly,"7 n16

iurrumma, "verily."a Von Sodene cautiously proposes instead a connection with
iurrfr(m), "beginning," and Salonenlo even suggests a relationship with iaruu(m),
"king."

In Egyptian Aramaic we find the adj. iryr "happyl'rr and the noun.irrt, "happiness,

prosperity."12 In Jewish Aramaic the peal of the verb means "be firmly shut," the pael

"make firm," and the ithpeal "become firm."l3 The adj. iarird'means "firm."14

In Syriac the vb. .ir means "be healthy, solid," in the peal, and in the pael
"strengthen." Besides the adj. iarrir "solid, intact, healthy," we also find a noun

ierara', "truth, fidelity."ts Other East Aramaic instances appear in Mandaic: ir4 "be

solid, strong"; iarir "strong, powerful, solid"; irara, "truth, fidelity, solidity, good

ierirfi1. L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwdrterbuch," W 9 (1959)
24'7-87, esp.283; A. B. Spencer, "nll"''ll, as Self-Reliancel'JBL 100 (1981) 247-48.

t. HAL, II, 1657-58.
2. KTU 1.19, II, 36l. 1.24,36;2.46, 14; UT no.249l; WUS, rro.269l.
3. M. Dijkstra and J. C. de Moor, UF 7 (19'15) 207.
4. B. Margalit, UF 15 (1983) I13.
5. KTU 1.24,36.
6. Dijkstra and de Moor.
7. AHw, III, 1190.
8. AHw, III, 1286; cf. H. P. Adler, Das Akkadische des Kdnig, Tuiratta von Mitanni. AOAT

2Ol (1976), 327: "frm, in order" ( .irr I.
9. AHw,III, 1285.
10. A. Salonen, AfO 19 (1959/60) 159.
tL. Ae 3r4.
12. DrSO,321.
13. ANIIt, n6.
14. Ibid.,435.
15. LexSyr 802-3.
16. MdD, 446,457-58.
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health."t6 This semantic breadth is maintained in the later occurrences, e.g., Palmyr.
.irr aphel, "decide, determine,"l7 aphel passive, "be approved, countersigned."l8 A
noun.irrn', "our steadfastness, fidelity," is also found in Nabatean.le We may also men-
tion Eth. iarara, "establish,"20 with the ad1. iurur/i'rur "established, hrm."

The presence of this root in Arabic is uncertain. Arab. iarr(un), "evil,"zt might be

explained as an oppositional form. Kopf notes Arab. siru/sirrtya, "secret, heart, inte-
rior."2Z Since several OT texts :use i"rirfr1 l€! in parallel with such terms as m6'E;61,
"advice, plans," and mahi"!69 "plans, devices," it may take on a synonymous sense,

analogous to that of ta'"lum61ld!, "whisperings of the heart" (Ps. 44:22[Eng.2l]).
On the basis of this evidence, Kopf proposes reading ierirdl (pl.). This suggestion
should not simply be rejected out of hand, since many translations in the LXX also
point in this direction.23 Furthermore, what may be the earliest instance of i"rirfi1 in
the OT, Dt.29:18(19), suggests understanding the word in the sense of "one's own
resolve."24 The term does in fact cover the semantic spectrum from willfulness to
obstinacy.2s

2. Nouns. Whether the noun .iarir "sinew, muscle," derives from this verbal root is
uncertain at best.26 The meaning of the hapax legomenon in Job 40:16 (i"rtrA litnb)
can be determined with some precision only on the basis of this derivation, since its
only known cognate is Tigr. .ie,! "muscle,"z1 and the LXX, Vg., and Tg. understood the

text differently.zs 6nr, the interpretation of the Syr. (wazqlpln gJtddc d'puhdaw, "and
the sinews of its loins stand upright") points in the same direction.2e

Outside the OT the noun i"rirftl is also found in the Dead Sea Scrolls. The SP, too,
uses this noun. In Jewish Aramaic, i"rirfr1d'means "truth"; in Syriac, iartruta'means
"firmness."

The interpretation of the PN iarar in 2 S. 23:33 as a derivative of iru I is quite un-

certain,3o especially since the parallel in I Ch. I 1:35 reads iakar3t It is not out of the
question that the father of one of David's thirty warriors should bear a name meaning

t7. DISO, 320-21.
18. Drso,321.
19. J. Naveh, IEJ 29 (1979) 112,1.2.
20. LexLingAeth,238.
2l.Wehr,461.
22. Cf . Wehr, 404-5.
23. See III.1 below.
24. See below.
25. M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (1972, repr. Winona Lake,

1992),105-6.
26. Cf. BLe, $6lno,
27 . l*slau, Contributions, 55.
28. HAL, II, 1655; A. Guillaume, AbrN 3 (1961162) l-10, esp. 9.

29. For a discussion of the versions see E. Dhorme, Job (Eng. tr. Nashville, 1967), 620.
30. BLe, $61q".
31. rPN,260.
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something like 'the healthy one." Such an interpretation gains support from the occur-
rence of similar PNs in Akkadian32 and Egyptian, e.g., "(S)he will be healthy."::

II. OT.
l. Lexical Field. On etymological grounds,3a the expression i"rirfi1 l€f; is generally

translated "hardness of heart." Kopf proposes to read it as a plural, i"rir6! lEb, in the
sense of "insinuations of the heart";35 Spencer believes that the expression refers pri-
marily to (treacherous) self-reliance. Thus i"rirfi1le! exhibits a semantic ambivalence:
for the individual in question, steadfast constancy; for the relationship between the in-
dividual and God, obstinacy.

Thus i"rirfi1lZ! belongs within the more limited sphere of obstinacy terminology;36
it is more or less synonymous with such expressions as s"gbr lE!, "sealing of the heart"
(Hos. l 3 :8), q"iA b!, "stubbornnes s :'37 turm^t l€!, " deception of the heart," and ndftah
panim, "willfulness."

2. Formal Observations. The evidence of OT usage is striking: the noun i"rirftl
(plene i"rtrtrl only in Jer. ll:8 and Ps. 81:13[12]) occurs only l0 times, within a very
limited body of texts: Dt. 29: l8( l9); Jer.3:17;7:24;9:13; I l:8; 13: l0(9); 16:12; 18:12;
23:17(16); Ps. 8l:13(12). It is always associated with + )) lcb * suf.,38 never with
lebdb.lt is usually accompanied by the vb. hlk (ler. 18:12,'ih; Ps. 81:13[2], Jlft). Its
frequent association with the exodus motif is noteworthy (cf. also CD 3:5). This stereo-

typed formula has led Thiel to speak of a "stubbornness formula," set with few excep-
tions in the prophets' indictments of their own people.3e This "stereotype" nevertheless
exhibits a clear variability, which at least leaves open to question Thiel's posited

diachronic leveling of most of the texts.
The following syntactic and stylistic forms may be distinguished:

hdlaft biirirfrl lE! + suf. (Dt. 29:18; Jer. 13:10; 23:17);
hdlaft biirirfil l€! + suf. + hdra'(Jer.7:24; ll:8);
hdlaf, 'ah'rA i"rirttl ld! + suf . (Jer. 9:13[4]; 16:12).

In Jer. 3:17 there is clearly a hybrid form: hdlaf,'ahorA i"rirfi; ld! + suf. + hArA'. Since
this text also appears in a different genre (oracle of salvation instead of a threat) and is
the only instance that refers to the nations (gbyim) rather than IsraeUJudah, it is plainly

32. AN,248-49.
33. Ranke, PN, l, 14, no.22; 15, no. 12. For further discussion see HAL, II, 1658.
34. See I.l above.
35. See I.2 above.
36. F. Hesse, Das Verstockung,sproblem im AT. BZAW 74 (1955).
37. -+ XIII, 189-95, esp. 192-93.
38. GesB,864; KBL2, 1012.
39. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973),

23.
122-
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a special case. The invective in Jer. 1 8: l2 (ii i"rirfi! libb6-hard' na'oieh) and the indict-

ment in Ps. 81:13(12) (\iall"hehfi [subj.: God] biirtrfil libbam) diverge syntactically

from the formulaic language.

3. Theology. The formal differentiation argues for a diachronic differentiation,
which must be supported by detailed literary analysis.

Dt.29:18(19) can probably be dated in the late preexilic period, since vv. 1-20 con-

stitute the core of ch. 19.a0 In the context of a ceremonial oath, every Israelite must

swear wholeheartedly before God, without covert reservations, to renounce idolatry

and not walk "with a stubborn heart." Since no one describes his or her own conduct as

issuing from a "stubborn heart," the interpretation ofthe EU is plausible: the actions of
individuals are to revolve totally around obedience to the covenant, for acting "on

one's own initiative" (EU) puts the existence of the entire community at risk.4l (The

same idiom appears in lQS 2:l4.The MT is also supported by aQ5 12-13 l:7;+z 111s

question remains open in the case of 4Q30 51.)

Jer.23:17 clearly incorporates the formula used in Dt.29:18(19). The threat con-

cerns the false prophets, who even encourage those who follow the "desires of their

own hearts" (cf. EU) and despise the word of Yahweh. Since this text makes no explicit

reference to idolatry, McKane cautions against categorizing it uncritically as Dtr.43

Jer. l3:10 pronounces an indictment on the people in almost identical words. The

typically Dtr accusations of refusing to hear God's words and going after other gods

appear in parallel with "stubbornness of heart," clearly indicating Dtr redaction. The

LXX, however, offers no equivalent to the stubbornness formula in our text.# Since

4Q70 (Jef)+s also omits this text, it is possible that we have here a late interpolation in

Dtr style into the proto-Ml echoing Dt.29:18(19).
lnJer.T:24 and ll:8 the "stubbornness formula" is expanded by the explicit addi-

tion of hara' to qualify le!. Both texts can be assigned with certainty to the same

(exilic?) redactor, since the parallel expressions "refusing to hear God's voice" and "re-

fusing to incline their ears" are identical. ln7:24 the formula has been expanded once

more by the addition of the gloss bemd'E;61(not in LXX; cf. Ps. 8l:13[12]). Since the

LXX and 4Q70 also omit the text of I l:8,a6 here too we may be dealing with a very late

expansion of the text. Thiel, however, prefers to ascribe the shorter LXX text to corrup-

tion due to homoioteleuton or to deliberate omission.aT But the contradiction between

vv. 7-8 and v. 1 1 entitles us to consider vv. 7-8 a secondary addition, at least literarily.

40. G. Braulik, Deuteronomium. NEB,2 vols. (1986-92), l,2ll; for a different view see

D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4. GTA 35 (1987), 146-54, 158-59: late Dtr, having much in common

with the Dtr redactor of Jeremiah.
41. P. C. Craigie, Deuteronomy. NICOT (1976),358-59'
42. D. Barthelemy and J. T. Milik, Qumran Cave l. DJD, 1(1955), 59.

43. W McKane, Jeremiah. ICC,2 vols. (1986-96), I, 579; contra Thiel.
44. McKane, Jeremiah, 1,291.
45. J. G. Janzen, Studies on the Text of Jeremiah. HSM 6 (1973), 173-84.
46. See the discussion of 13:10 above.
47. Thiel, Jeremia l-25, 148.
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This addition emphasizes that, despite the serious and persistent warnings of the
prophets, the people not only kept turning their backs on Yahweh but remained funda-
mentally defiant in their stubbornness.

Jer. 9:13(14) and 16 12 diverge from the diction ofthe preceding texts, tsinghdlaf;
'ahara instead of hdlal bl Since this form of expression appears only in the prose sec-
tions of the book of Jeremiah, some scholars ascribe it to the prophet himself.as This
hypothesis is hardly likely, however,4e since here too the context draws extensively
from the register of Dtr indictments. The stubbornness formula undoubtedly serves to
aggravate the indictment: it states clearly that apostasy from God is not a casual error
of the moment but has been Israel's disposition for generations. Here lies the answer to
the question why Yahweh has brought disaster upon Israel.

In Jer. 3:17 a post-Dtr redactor borrows this form of expression and also qualifies
le! by adding hdra'. ln a departure from normal Dtr usage, the formula appears in an
oracle of salvation, which is addressed to the nations (gbyim):so they will renounce
their wicked stubbornness and take part in the universal pilgrimage to Jerusalem. It is
interesting that this passage applies to the nations a concept used elsewhere only in
condemnation of Israel. "They too are included in Yahweh's plan and purpose."sl This
passage appears to imply that this late redactor finds the Gentiles implicated in the
i"rirAl k! hdrd'. Renunciation of this stubbornness is the condition for entering into
God's saving history alongside Israel.

In Jer. I 8: I 2 the replacem ent of halall with 'aiA creates a syntactic problem in the
formula, since i"rirfr1le-| is now the direct object of 'di6 and loses its modal charac-
ter. This radical shift from walking in i"rirfig lE! to doing i"rirfr1le-f precludes as-
signing this text to the earlier Dtr and post-Dtr redactors. Since this formulation ap-
pears only here, it is difficult to place it in a literary context. The text (in the
metaphor of God as potter) speaks of a call to repentance - wasted effort, since the
people will continue to do ierirfrl leb. lt this call to repentance is not a literary fic-
tion, it seems reasonable to date it prior to the catastrophe of 587 B.c.E.; therefore it
could have been uttered by Jeremiah himself.52 This attribution to Jeremiah is sup-
ported by the fact that Jeremiah himself frequently calls on the people to repent and
return;53 the text brands doing i"rirfi1 ld! as the very opposite of repentance: it is
stubborn, egotistical. insistent apostasy.

Ps. 8 l : l 3( 1 2) also breaks out of the stereotyped "stubbornness formula," albeit not
to the same degree as Jer. l8:12, while letting i"rirfi1 lE!retain its modal function. A
prophetic oracle of judgment uttered in the setting of a festal liturgy charges the
(postexilic) community with stubbornness. God had - and always has had - other

48.8.g., McKane, Jeremiah, 1,371.
49. Thiel, Jeremia l-25, 136.
50. Contra C. F. Keil, Jeremiah. KD, 1,96.
51. J. Schreiner, Jeremia. NEB,2 vols. (1981-84), 1,29.
52. J. Bright, Jeremiah. AB (1965), 125-26; for a different view see A. Weiser, Jeremia I: l-

25,14. ATD XX (61969), 155.
53. + )\CI ifib.
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plans for his people. But Israel's stubbornness is so overwhelming that God consigns

Israel to its stubbornness - with the reservation that repentance is still possible - and

thus turns Israel's sin into its punishment.
In short, i"rirfr1lE!, an expression found only in late preexilic, exilic, and postexilic

literature, is a collective term for the evil disposition of IsraeUJudah, which manifests

itself in constant apostasy from Yahweh and thus stands in the way of the optimum
goal of divine history. This stubborn disposition makes Israel like the Gentiles. The Dtr
redactors in particular allow no doubt that this willful behavior - stubborn, smug re-

fusal to repent - brought about the catastrophe of the exile. The anonymous psalmist

goes even further, seeing God as the author of the disaster, the God who consigns stub-

born Israel to its own stubbornness, acknowledging Israel's responsibility for its own

actions while at the same time giving full weight to its propensity to sin that has en-

dured for generations.

lll. l. LXX. The LXX had great difficulty translating i'rirfi1: three times it uses

arestds, "pleasing" (Jer. 9: l3[4); 16:12; l8: l2); twice enthym€ma (Aq.: epithimZma),
"desire" (Jer.3:17;7:241'st and once each pldne (Jer.23:17), apopldnesis, "vacillation,

error" (Dt.29:18),ss and epitiideuma, "activity" (Ps.8l:13[12]; used elsewhere for
idolatrous activity).56 ln Jer.23:17 the LXX is pleonastic, translating i"rirfi! ld! twice:
thdtdma, "will, choice l' and pkine kardias, "error of the heart."57 Whether this double

translation implies a longer original text (wkl hllcym bm'swtyhm) can no longer be de-

termined.s8 In Jer. ll:8 and 13:10 the LXX does not translate i"rirfrt.se
It is astonishing that the Greek translations of i"rirfi1 lZ! do not include the classical

term sklerokardia or forms of pachjnein or porortn. It would appear that the translators

eschewed these terms in translating i"rirfi1lO! in order to avoid the idea that God might
harden people's hearts and emphasize instead personal human responsibility'

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The 25 occulrences of the phrase i"firfi1 ld! in the Dead Sea

Scrolls far outnumber those in the entire OT. Since the Qumran community probably

understood this term as the antithesis of repentance and return, this observation is not

surprising. As we would expect, the occurrences are clearly concentrated in the Com-

munity Rule, with 8 in the Manual of Discipline (2 in aQS) and 8 in the Damascus

Document; this category also includes 4Q280, a purity rule. In most instances (13

times) the text adopts the OT "stubbornness formula" hdlak biirirfi! l?p + sttf . ('aftorA

only in CD 3:11). The verb, however, is surprisingly variable: twr"look out" (lQH
4:15; CD 3:11; 4Q487 l2:3); ntr (?) (lQS 3:3); bhr "choose" (CD 8:8; 1920); pnh,

"turn aside" (CD 8:19; 19:33).

See TDNT,lll, 167-72.
See TDNT Y[,228-53, esp.228-36.
See TDNI VII, 854 n. 14.

See TDNI lll,52-54;Y, 1023.
Janzen, Studies,28.
See IL3 above.

54.
55.
56.
5'1.

58.
59.
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In the OT the formula is usually embedded in indictments of the people; in the
scrolls it appears primarily in admonitions. It expresses the fundamental theme in the
basic stratum of the Manual of Discipline: the men of the community must not turn
aside from the law to walk in the stubbornness of their own hearts (1QS 9: l0). A con-
vert wishing to enter the community must give up this stubbornness of heart as a funda-
mental condition for acceptance (lQS l:6;2:26 [= 4Q280 2 7]; 5:4 [= 4Q258 I l:4]);
conversely, iertrttl le-f is grounds for temporary banishment from the community (leS
7:19) or even excommunication, because i"rtrAl k! prevents justification (lQS 3:3
l= 4Q257 I 3:41;7:24). Here the community expands on the expression with a wide ar-
ray of synonymous notions, above all when entrance into or conduct within the com-
munity is at issue.6o

In the life of the community, stubbornness of heart, a predisposition toward egocen-
tric thought (mahoiele1 yi;rb), stands in contrast to fidelity, harmony, humility, up-
rightness,justice,andcompassionatelove(lQS5:4;4Q258 I1.4).Thus i"rtrfilld[is
the absolute antithesis to life within the community. Therefore bitter curses are pro-
nounced on those who outwardly enter into the covenant of the community while in-
wardly insisting ("blessing") that they will continue to walk in stubbornness of heart
(1QS 2:14; cf. the discussion of Dt. 29:18[19] above). Converrs who have entered the
community and then turn their backs on it are equated by the Manual of Discipline
with the worst sinners imaginable to the Qumran Essenes: traitors, false teachers, and
idolaters.6l

For the Damascus Document i"rirfi1le! is also a problem of Israel's history: i"rirfi1
ldp already led the heroes of ancient times to transgress (CD 2:17; cf. Gen. 6: lff.); in
their ieririll bb, the Israelites conspired against God's commandments (CD 3:5); all Is-
rael forsook the first covenant and followed their own desires (3: I 1). Not to keep apart
from the people, to be interested only in profit and possessions, to neglect the law -these are expressions of i'rtrfr1 ld[; one who acts thus is barred from access to the
"house of the law" (8:8,19 l= 19:20,331;20:9). Such a way of life - since ir keeps God
at a distance - is ultimately idolatry (20:9; lQH 4:15). Those who follow it are ruled
by the angels of destruction and are seduced into falling away (iwb) (4Q390 I l2).a26
4Q266, a rule that probably antedates Qumran, a priest is disqualified and suspended
from serving if he falls away from the truth in i"rtrftl ldp and disobeys the cultic regula-
tions by eating of the holy things (4Q266 6 2:ll7.oz

Fabry/van Meeteren

60. On lQS 3:3 see H.-J. Fabry, Die Wurzel S0A i" der Qumran-Literatur BBB 46 (1975),
302-4.

61. tbid.,26-27.
62. D. Dimant, "New Light from Qumran on the Jewish Pseudepigrapha - 4Q390," in

J. Trebolle Barrera and L. Vegas Montaner, eds., Madrid Qumran Congress. S?D"I l l, 2 vols.
(1992), rr,40s-48.

63. J. Baumgarten, "The Disqualifrcation of Priests in 4Q Fragments of the 'Damascus Docu-
ment,"'in ibid., 503-13, esp. 506-9.
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IAJU .io-re.i; t2'11? .fr"f

I. Etymology: 1. Other Languages; 2. Origin of the Root; 3. Semantic Fields. II. Literal
Meaning: l. Lexical Field; 2. Meaning. III. OT Usage: L Literal; 2. Figurative. IV. Ancient
Versions. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology.
l. Other Languages. a. Akkadian. Akk. iuriu(m) (Old Akk. iurium)t denotes (1)

the natural root of a plant, especially in rituals and recipes; (2) figuratively the
foundations of mountains, buildings, and cities, especially in the destructive image
of tearing out (nasafiu) the roots of an enemy land; also of individuals, such as

someone who breaks an oath; (3) in personal names, the paternal line, as in the al-
ternative r,ame iurui-kln, "The root is sturdy," i.e., the continuation of the paternal
line (e.g., afterthe death of a son) is assured2 (cf. also iidu-klnu3). These meanings
are also associated with the partial synonym iidu(m), "foundation, root."4 Already
in Sumerian we find the image of strengthening the foundations (su[ui, Akk. iidu
and .iurfa5) of lands and thrones, as well as tearing out the foundations of enemies6
like the roots (ilr) of a tree.7 Egyptian, too, speaks of tearing out the roots (mny.t) of
the enemy.8

b. Ugaritic. Ugar. .fr.ie appears in a curse against a village (mtt t{ll bnr), in a polar
image of destruction; it means the "roots" of the village in the earth (irit b'rs.), which
are not to grow, alongside the "head" (rii) or crown of the tree, which is to be torn
out.r0 The noun also can denote a descendant; it appears in parallel with bn, "son," in
the fulfillment of Danel's wish for children: "for a son was born to me (lcyld bn ly) . . . a

iorei. J. Becker, "Wurzel und Wurzelspross," BZ 20 (1976) 22-44; H. L. Ginsberg, "'Roots
Below and Fruit Above' and Related Matters," in D. Winton Thomas and W. D. McHardy, eds.,
Hebrew and Semitic Studies. FS G. R. Driver (Oxford, 1963), 72-76: C. Maurer, "biEcl' TDNT,
VI,985-91;A. E. Riithy, "Die Pflanze und ihre Teile im biblisch-hebriiischen Sprachgebrauch"
(diss., Basel, 1942), esp. 44-46;, R. RriZidka, Konsonantische Dissimilation in den semitischen
Sprachen. BASS VI.4 (1909), esp. I l-12, 179; H.-F. Weiss, "Wurzeli' BHHW, Ill,2193; J. A.
Wharton, "Root," IDB, lY, 128.

l. AHw,III, 1286.
2. AN, 295, no.3.
3. Contra Rtithy.
4. AHw, l,393-94.
5. AHw, 1,393; lll, 1286.
6. W. H. P. Riimer, Sumerische 'Kdnighymnen'der Isin-Zeit. DMOA 13 (1965), 8-9,11.22-23;

232.
7. J. Krecher, Sumerische Kultlyrik (Wiesbaden, 1966), 168.

8. WbAS, rr,77.
9. WUS, no.2694.
10. KTU 1.19,I]t, 52-54.
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descendant (wir{1."rr In this sense it is also found in personal names (iri'm, iur-ia-am-
mi);tz cf . also the toponym iu-ra-iu./i/e.13

c. Phoenician In the Phoenician Eshmunazar inscription from Sidon,la the noun .fr.i
appears in a curse against anyone who would violate the tomb, again in a polar image
of destruction,l5 .iri lml//pr lm'l - the offspring of the violator shall be without roots
below and without fruit above. Finally, irJ stands for offspring in Lapethos III, 3,lo and
possibly in Lapethos II, 16.17 The same usage is also possible in a disputed passage in
the Karatepe Inscription:18 wp'l'nk liri'dny n'm, "and I did good for the offspring of
my lord [(?) Awarkufurukki]."re

d. South Semitic. The OSA noun.irs (s2rs1), dissimilated from xsrs,20 denotes the
foundation of a building.2l In one instance it may also mean "founding, beginning";zz
cf. Qatabanian irsm; also the expression bn irsm'dfr'm, "from bottom to top."23 In the
causative stem, the verb refers figuratively to the "uprooting" of a building down to its
foundations.2a Arab. .iirJ, "root," and its associated vb. .fri II, "take root," are phoneti-
cally unexpected in the light of Old South Arabic. It occurs only in modern Arabic25
and is probably a secondary borrowing.26 Arab. .firs and iaras, a kind of low thorny un-
dergrowth, are comparable.2T Possibly related is the noun sir4 "interior, secret; root,
foundation; source, beginning."zs

In Soqotri we find the noun ierah, "rootl' and the denominative vb. ierh, "uproot,"ze
from a base lirl (lirl) expanded by the addition of lhl.3o In Geez the noun iarw (derived
from the base l{rl)tr means both "base; root(stock); source, lineage" and "sinew, mus-

ll. KTU 1.17, II, 15; cf. I, 19-20,25; TO,l,42l; CML2,lO5: J. C. de Moor, Nisaba l6 ( 1987)
227.

12. D. Sivan, Grammatical Analysis and Glossary of the Northwest Semitic Vocables in Akkadian
kxts of the lsth-l3th Centuries BCfrom Canaan and Syria. AOAT2l4 (1984), 276; PNU, 196.

13. Sivan, Grammatical Analysis, 276.
14. KAI 14.11.
15. See I.l.b above.
16. A. M. Honeyman, Mus 5l (1938) 286.
17. KAI 43.16; a different reading in 7SS1, lll, 136-37.
t8. KAr 26A.r.l0.
19. F. Bron, Recherches sur les inscriptions phiniciennes de Karatepe. PCRHP ll (1979),22-

23,57;H.-P. Miiller, TUATl,64l-42, with bibliog.; for a different interpretation see I(A1,11,36.
20. VG,I, $$57a0, 85aa; cf. RriZidka.
21. Beeston, 134-35; RES, VIII, 247-48: ContiRossini, 253.
22. R 4126,2; Biella, 526-27.
23. S. D. Ricks, Lexicon of Inscriprional Qatabanian. StPohl 14 (1989),172.
24. R 3945, 15-16; Biella, 526-27.
25. Wehr, 464.
26. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987), 535.
27.Lane,U4, 1532; G. W. Freytag, Lexicon arabico-latinurz, II (Halle, 1830),410; Leslau,

Contributions, 55: not ilrs,' on the semantic development see I.2 below.
28. Wehr, 404-5;Lane,U4, 1338; Freytag, II, 303; see I.2 below.
29. W. Leslau, Lexique Soqoti (Paris, 1938),433; idem, Contributions,20,55.
30. See Ll below and Leslau, I*xique Soqoti,2l-22.
31. See L2 below.
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cle, ne1vs."32 The corresponding forms in the other Ethiopic dialects are biconsonantal
with /s/:33 sar,' also saret, sared.3a Also connected with the biconsonantal base /.frl is
the vb. iarana,/sarana, "lay a foundation, found."3s In Cushitic we find the biconso-
nantal noun san ser zir36

e. Extrabiblical Hebrew. In inscriptional Hebrew the noun ir.f appears in the phrase
biri bqyhw, "from the Buqqiydhu clan," in an unclear passage in the Ophel ostracon,
from the end of the 7th century B.c.E.37 In the SP iarai appears in Dt. 29: 17( l8;.:a

In Middle Hebrew the noun .idre.i is used of trees and wheat.3e Figurative usage de-
scribes the destruction of a tree by laying bare its roots and chopping them up.a0 The
denominative verb has the privative meaning "uproot, exterminate" in the piel; in the
hiphil it means "take root."4l Besides serving as the passive equivalent to the piel, the
hithpael and nithpael mean "take profit."42

f . Aramaic. In Old Aramaic curse formulas .iri refers to descendants, as in Sefire
1.C.24-25: w'l yrt irli)h 'im, "and his descendants shall have no name."43 The noun
may also occur in l. 28 of Zakir inscription B.a

Biblical Aram. ieroJ appears in Dnl. 4:12,20,23(Eng. 15,23,26);as in Jewish Ara-
maic we fnd iurid', iorid' (iwri'), and .iiria-', "root."46 In the aphel the verb means
"take root"; in the pael, causatively "(cause to) take root" and privatively "uproot"; the
pael also means "bring profit," and the ithpeal, intransitively, "be profitable (for)."42

The later Aramaic languages use both the noun (*.iirJ: Syr. .ierJa-', "root, founda-
tion, beginning";+8 Mand. iiria, also "lineage, family; source";4e *.fur.f.' Christian Pal-
estinian Aram. .iwri', 5r5to) and the denominative vb. ^fr.f (Syr. aphel "take root," pael
also "uproot"5l' Mand. ethpael, "take root"s2).

32. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'e2,535-36.
33. Ibid., xxv.
34. Ibid., 535.
35. Ibid., 535-36.
36. Ibid., 536.
37. KAI 190.1; cf. J. Renz, "Die althebriiischen Inschriften I" (diss., Kiel, 1992), 270-72.
38. On the Dead Sea Scrolls see V below.
39. Jastrow, 1634-35.
40. Nu. Rab.20.242a: WTM,lV,615.
41. See I.3 below.
42. B. Qam.67b-68a; Jastrow, 1635; but cf.WTM, IV 615: "become rooted" 

-used 
of a

thief who has become "rooted in sin."
43. KAI 222: TSSI, II, 34-35.
44. KA(2028.28; TSSI,ll, 12-13.
45. LexLingAram, 174; see also III.2.c.(2) below.
46. ChW Il,52O; Jastrow, 1635; Dead Sea Scrolls: Beyer, 719.
47. Jastrow, 1635; TW, II, 520.
48. LexSyr 810; often also 'eqqara'(ibid., 543-44).
49. MdD,463-64.
50. F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinum (1903, repr. Tel Aviv, 1972),216.
51. CSD, 599; cf. also 'qr peal and pael, "uproot" (CSD, 425-26).
52. MdD,476.
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2. Origin of the Root. The fact that roots with identical first and third radicals are

rare and mostly secondary derivatives (similar problems arise with the noun -+ llrDl?
iemei), the variation of the third radical in individual languages in both the verb and
the noun (Heb. iri, Arab. .irs, Eth. .irw, Soq. ierah), and semantic affinities with the
roots ,irr ("be firm"), irr irw ("sinew," etc.), and possibly Jrr (Arab. sin! "interior,
source"s3) all lend credence to the theory of a common base /iR/ that has been ex-
panded in various ways. Some of the instantiations in particular languages might be as-

signed as follows to the roots deriving from the biconsonantal base dR/:
a. irf ([?] .fr0, "root."sa
b. irr irw (l?l irn frw), "sinew, muscle": OT Heb. (?) *iartrss Eth. iarw;s6 irr "na-

vel, umbilical cord": Ugar. .ia Syr. 5err6', Mand. iura, Arab. suni OT *ior57 Jewish
Aram. i6ra', Middle Heb. iararsg

c. ,frr ([?] irr),"be firm, etc.": Aram. irr (cf. Egyptian Aram. ,fryr .frrt,se Palmyrene,
Jewish Aramaic, Samaritan Aramaic, Syriac, and Mandaic6o), Eth. iarara, "establish,"
Soq. ,frr6l

d. .irr in Arab. sirr, "something hidden, interior, source, e1s."62

Still problematic is the postulate of a semantic development of Arab. sirr "some-
thing hidden, interior," to "something hidden in the earth, root."63 The earliest occur-
rences of .frJ (Akkadian, Ugaritic, Old South Arabic, etc.) have the concrete meaning
"root, foundation" and the figurative sense of "descendants"; the abstract meaning,
found only in Arabic, appears to be a later development. Similarly, Arab. .iaras, Jirs as

the name of a plant, with the postulated meaning "gnarled,"64 is more likely a second-
ary derivative from the basic meaning;6s this meaning (more likely abstract) is also not
found in the earlier sources.

Primarily, then, the base dR/ in its various instantiations appears to have denoted
that which lies beneath, something strong, stable, and fibrous or sinewy. It is not neces-

sary to assume a general and therefore abstract "basic meaning," which is problematic
in any case. Indeed, it would be necessary to assume several equally problematic "ba-
sic meanings"; later differentiation would seem more likely.

53. See I.1.d above.
54. See I.1 above.
55. HAL, II, 1655; Guillaume, part
56. See I.l.d above.
57. HAL,1650-51.
58. Jastrow, 1542, 1634.
59. G. R. Diver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century a.c. (Oxford, 21957),44; DISO,

320-21.
60. HAL, rr, 1657-58.
61. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez, 534-35. On the problem of categorizing the

root in Ugaritic, see G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y kyendas de Canaan (Madrid, l98l), 585, 633;
HAL, ll, 1657. On Heb. -+ nll'lt, ierirfil see L. Kopf, W 9 (1959) 283.

62. See I.l.d above.
63. RfiZidka; similarly Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez, 535:'
64. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez, 535.
65. Contra F. Schwally, ZDMG 52 (1898) 140-41.
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It must remain uncertain whether iri/irs/irw, "root," derives from an originally re-

duplicated.ir-,fr ([?] ir-ir),06 from which the fourth consonant was dropped, as in cases

like krkr > krk. ln any case roots with identical first and third radicals are rare and often

derive from reduplicated roots.67

The precise nature ofthe hrst (and third) radical is also an unresolved question. Old

Akkadian, Ethiopic, and Soqotri suggest Sr(i)68 (although Old Akk. /.(/ does not reflect

Common Sem. /.f/ in every case6e), whereas Hebrew (/J/ instead of lil), Aramaic (esp'

Syriac and Mandaic with /i/ instead of /sl), and dissimilated Arab. and OSA.irs ( srs

point instead to .irJ.

The noun derived from the base *.iur.f ([?] iurf; ) Aram. *iir.fl0) is a primary noun;

in every language the verb is denominative.

3. Semantic Fields. The primary noun denotes in the first instance a natural botan-

ical root (Akkadian, Modern Arabic, Soqotri, Ethiopic, Middle Hebrew, Jewish Ara-

maic, Syriac, Mandaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic); figuratively, destruction of

the root means total destruction (Akkadian, Ugaritic, Phoenician, Middle Hebrew).

Used with reference to inanimate objects, .iri stands for the foundations of moun-

rains and buildings or cities (Akkadian, old South Arabic, Syriac; cf' Ethiopic

[base]; less commonly "beginning" [Syriac]; cf. Arab. sirr Mand..iiria, "source")' It
can also stand for "ancestors, family, clan" or "descendants" (Ugaritic, Phoenician,

Old Aramaic).
In the rare G stem the verb has the meaning "take root" (Ethiopic); the D stem usu-

ally has the privative denominative meaning "uproot" (Middle Hebrew, Jewish Ara-

-ui., etniopic; cf. Soq. Serh, Syriac pael; OT: Ps. 52:7[5]; Job 3l:8,12; Sir. 6:3);7r less

often it has the causative sense "take root" (Modern Arabic, Jewish Aramaic). The

causative stem72 has the causative sense "produce roots, take root" (Middle Hebrew,

Jewish Aramaic, Syriac; OT: Isa. 27:6;Ps.80:10[9]; Job 5:3; cf. also the resultative

poel/poal in Isa. 40:24; Jer. l2:27t).In Old South Arabic it also has the privative sense
;'uproot" (of buildings). In the passive stems it can also mean "become rooted"

(Mandaic, Ethiopic; cf. Middle Hebrew hithpael).

II. Literal Meaning.
l. Lexical Field. We find iorei in parallel with ybnCq, "scion, shoot" (Isa. 53:2;

cf. Hos. l4:6t51); we also find it used with ne;er (+ min + i6rei), "scion" (Isa. I l: l;

66. RriZidka, 11; cf. already GesTh, 1483.
67. RriZidka.
68. Also Beyer, 102.
69. S. Moscati et al., Intro. to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic lnnguages. PLO 6

(1969), 33; cf. GaG, $30a.
70. See VG, I, 85216, for the later Aramaic dialects and 52a-c for Arabic'

71. HP,274.
72. GK, $53g; also HP, 46-50: "internally transitive'"
73. Meyer.lP. $72.1b.
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Dnl. 1l:7); gEza', "cutting, shoot" (Isa. 40:24; subject of .iri poel, in parallel with
g€za), "rootstock" (Isa. 1l:1; Job l4:8); cf. Aram.'iqqar ioritn, "stump, shoot"
(Dnl.4:12,20,23115,23,261). The noun is associated with the vbs. prh, "sprout" (Job

14:8; cf. Isa. 1 1:1), prh, "bring forth (fruit)" (Dt. 29:l7[L8l), .ilft piel (Jer. l7:8), ysp
(2 K. 19:30), and nkh hiphil (Hos. l4:61511.t+ The destructive act of "uprooting"
(ir,i piel) can parallel nts, hth, and nsh (Ps. 52:7[5]) as well as ?/, "devour" (Sir.
6:3).

When the text refers to the entire plant, a polar image is often used: "root" appears

in a merism with "branch" (qa;tr Job 18:16; 29:19;''anap. Mal. 3:19), "tendrils"
(ddliy61, Ezk. 17:6-7), "blossom" (peral.t, Isa. 5:24), or quite often "fruit" Qt"rt, lsa.
14:29;37:31//2 K. 19:30; Jer. l2:2;Ezk. l7:9bs; Hos. 9:16; Am. 2:9). "Taking root"
(.ir.i hiphil or nkh hiphil with idre.i) thus is equivalent to "sprouting" (prb and "blos-
soming" (sws, Isa. 27:5; cf . Hos. 14:6[5]).

Naturally this root often appears in the context of a symbolic world tree, which may
represent an individual (Jer. l7:8; cf. Jer. l2:2; Job 29:18-20), especially a ruler (Ezk.
17:6-7;31:7; Dnl. 4:12,20,23115,23,261), or Israel (Ps. 80:10[9] [a vine] and most of
the passages cited in lll.z.b.(2) below; cf. Ex. 15:17;2 S.7:10;Isa.5:l-7).

2. Meaning. In the first instance iore.i denotes roots in the earth (cf. the meaning
"foundation" in Old South Arabic),7s including multiple secondary roots; note the fre-
quent use of the plural to denote an entire root system.76 Only by metonymy does the
noun come to mean "rootstock" or what issues from the root, "shoot" (cf. the par. term
geza', "rootstock," as well as nEser and ydn€q, and the genitive phrase 'iqqar ioriin,
"shoot from the roots," in Dnl. 4:12(15), etc.,77 which rule out treating the two terms as

precise synonyms), even though this semantic development is already found in Hebrew
(cf. Ugar. iri "descendants," in contrast to Akk. iurium, "ancestors"). Nevertheless,
the meaning "shoot" is extremely rare in the OT; it occurs more frequently in the LXX
and later texts.78

Because of the polar expressions "roots beneath - fruit, leaves, etc. above,"
Ginsburg proposes assigning the meaning "roots + trunk" to iorei, in contrast to the
crown. His interpretation overlooks the meristic structure of the image, which uses the
two extremes to express the whole, so that there need be no physical connection be-
tween iorei and fruit, leaves, etc.7e Furthermore, this theory has to assign the meaning
"crown" to pert, a sense not found elsewhere.So

74. On the association of .iri with 'rs, "earth," see M. J. Dahood, RSe I, 371, no. 584
75. See III.2.a below.
76. Riithy,44.
77. See II.1 above-
78. See IIl.2.c.(4), IY and V (CD l:7) below.
79. See Becker.
80. For a detailed discussion see Becker, passim.
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III. OT Usage.
l. Literal. The noun iorei is used concretely only in Job 30:4, in the description of

the outcasts who use "the roots of broom" (iorei r"!amim)8l to warm themselves (read-

ing l'hummam instead of lahmam, "for food"82).

2. Figurative. In the vast majority of the cases, usage is figurative.
a. Static. Statically, roots anchored in the earth stand for stability and permanence.

(1) The description ofthe godless in Job 8:ll-15 likens them to papyrus orreeds
without water, a gossamer web, a crumbling house - all of which vanish in a trice. A
final embellishment in v. l7 likens the godless individual to a plant (such as a gourd)

whose roots twine firmly around a stone heap. Although it is anchored securely to the

stones, when God destroys it, the place where it was will not even remember it (v. 18).

Even though the godless may be anchored securely, they will perish.
The theme of the security of the just and the insecurity of the unjust appears again

- metonymically - in Prov. l2l,3 ("the root of the righteous will never be moved")

and 12:12 ([?] reading b"alanfor yittcn with LXX83). In Sir. 40: l5 (B) we find: "for the

root of the wicked (iwri l.tnp) [rests] on a splinter of rock" - emphasizing not only the

lack of security but the inadequate supply of nutrients.8a Job 5:3 grants that a fool
("wtl) may take root (mairti), but will "suddenly" perish (the general thrust of the sec-

ond line; the text is unclear85). The generations to come are the subject of Sir.3:9: brkt
'b tysd.irJ, "a father's blessing strengthens the roots (of the family)."t0

Outside the Bible .frJ may refer to inanimate objects such as the foundations of
buildings.8T In the OT Job 28:9 speaks of the "roots" of the mountains where miners la-
bor: hdpaf, miii1rei hdrtm, "they overturn mountains by the roots" (cf. the "founda-

tions" of the mountainsfmbs"/A hdrtm)inDt.32:22 and IQH 3:31).88

The notion of roots as a foundation is totally attenuated in the expression "root of
the foot, footprint," in Job 13l.27, where Job accuses God of reckoning his youthful in-
iquities (v.26) and keeping him under petty surveillance'. 'al-ioriA raglay tilhaqqeh,
"you draw a line around Uit.: with respect tol my very footprints" (cf. Yg. vestigia
pedum meorum considerasti), i.e., observe them in every detail.se The notion that ioriA

81. On the use of rrn roots as fuel see G. Dalman, AuS, | (1928), 540; I. L<iw, Die Flora der
Juden, ll (Vienna, 1924), 469, 472-73; M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (London, 1982), 144.

82. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 413;H. Kuhn, BI40 (1989) 332-36.
83. H. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT1116 (21963),58; but cf. Becker, 36: "shoot."
84. See below; cf. Sifv' 20:16 (R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach [Berlin, 1906], 184)

and Wis. 4:3-4.
85. + :f P qbb: S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, Job. ICC, 2 vols. (1921),11,27-28; BHS.

86. W. P. Skehan and A. A. Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira. AB (1987), 153; LXX stErizei
oikous tdknon, "strengthens the houses of the children"; cf. the antithetical parallelism in v. 9b:

tnti nt', "uproots the plant."
87. See I.1.d above.
88. On Qumran see V below. See Fohrer, Hiob, 391; see also the secular Greek examples

cited by Maurer, 985.
89. F. Horst, Hiob l-19. BKXYVI (1973),178,205; G. H<ilscher, Hiob. HATlllT (1952),

36; etc. On the discussion see D. J. A. Clines, "/oD l-20. WBC 17 (1989), 321-23.
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raglay refers to soles that are branded is ruled out by the fact that the expression mean-
ing "sole (of the foot)" is kap haregel; iorei as the "foundation of the foot" denotes
what lies beneath the foot.e0 Further, in the OT slaves are branded on the hand or fore-
head; a brand on the sole of the foot would be invisible and pointless.el

The obscure text Job 36:30 probably also belongs here: hen-parai 'alayw '616

w"ioriA hayyam kissd, "Behold, he spreads his light upon it and covers the roots of the
sea." The cosmological hymn in vv. 27-33 speaks first of rain in vv. 27-28, then in vv.
29-30 of the wonderful flight of the clouds (mipr"iA-'d!; cf. Akk. napraiu, "flight"; or
with several mss. and Job 37: 16 mpliy, "fToating"ez; and the thunder (the "noise of his

[Yahweh's] pavilion"; cf. Ps. l 8: 12[ l ]r:). The text of v. 30 has often been questioned.
It speaks next of Yahweh's light above the dark storm clouds (cf. Ps. 18:13[21;.e+
Then v. 30b addresses the other extreme, the depths beneath the sea, which Yahweh
reaches ([?] with his light) (cf . qarqa' hayyam [Am. 9:3]; hZqer tehbm, "bottom of the
deep" [Job 38:16];.es In any case the text presents an image of clouds (floating above
the sea) surrounded by Yahweh's dazzling light.

The evidence of Theodotion and LXXB (zdd, dde) has led many scholars to read
'EQb instead of '6r6.e6 Since the former translation of 'dj as "mist" is now known to be
wrong,eT "his flood" does not represent an improvement over "his light." The prototype
used by Theodotion and others may also have been influenced by l"'dQ6 in v. 27. With-
out any support from the versions, many scholars have chosen to emend v. 30b to read
wr'iy hrym, "and (he covers) the mountain peaks," which is certainly the lectio
faciliorgs

Security and permanence can also be provided by the other function of roots: ab-
sorbing water. For example, Jer. l7:8 stands in a series of wisdom aphorisms (vv. 5-11)
that compare one who trusts in Yahweh to a tree planted by the water, sending out its
roots by the stream so as to withstand the heat, in contrast to one who trusts in mortals,
who is like a shrub in the desert (v. 6; cf. Ps. l:3). Job hoped (Job 29:18-20) for glory
(v. 20) and lasting vitality on account of his righteousness: he is like the phoenix
(v. l8), his roots are "open for water" (pd!fralt 'ek-mdyim); the parallel line speaks of
dew all night on his branches (v. l9).

The allegory in Ezk. 17 (hidA, mdidl, v. 2) describes Zedekiah as a "seed from rhe
land," a vine taken by the "eagle" (Babylon) and planted by abundant waters, that "its
branches might turn to him and its roots remain under him" (dalty6ldyil/ioraiayw,
v. 6). But he turns to a second eagle, Egypt, to whom he trains his roots and branches

90. Cf. N. C. Habel, Job. OTL (1985), 224,232: HAL,1,347.
91. Clines, Job, 322.
92. Fohrer, Hiob,480:, and others.
93. For a different interpretation see Fohrer, Hiob, 478,480.
94. Driver and Gray, Job, ll, 283-84 

- not lightning, as in NRSV and Habel, Job, 512.
95. See also H. Ringgren, --> VI, 96.
96. Beginning with B. Dthm, Hiob. KHCXYI (1897), 175;cf. E. Dhorme, Job (Eng.tr.

Nashville, 1967), 555, who also cites the Tg.
97. GesBts, 13.
98. Beginning with Duhm, Hiob, 175; cf. Fohrer, Hiob,48O.
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(v.7); he will therefore be uprooted (v. Q).ee Similarly,3l:7 compares Pharaoh to a

symbolic world tree ([?] reading t'iwr for 'iwr in v. 3rm) that is great and magnificent,
H-hdyi iori6 'el-mayim rabbim, "for its roots go down to abundant water."

(2) Negatively, total annihilation can be represented by the destruction of roots, of-
ten expressed by the piel ofJrJ. In Job's oath ofpurgation he declares: "If. . . , then let
me sow and another eat, let what grows for me be rooted out" (w"se-say y"ioraifr,
3l:8). Sir. 10:16 applies this image to the "arrogant" (reading geimfor gbyiminvv.
15-16,r0r and [?] reading with LXX wyirim'd qrq' 7s, "and uproots them to the foun-
dations of the earth"lo2). In Ps. 52:7(5), similarly, the psalmist prays for his enemy to
be broken down (nrs), struck down (bthrrotl, torn from his tent (nsh), and finally "up-
rooted [.irJ piel; LXX reads the nominal form w"iori"f;a] from the land of the living"
(cf. also Ezk. l7:9bD).

In Sir. 6:3 JrJpiel has lost its concrete associations and is simply used in the figurative
sense of "destroying" (fruit) (LXX apoliseis; SifF ,hrl). Job 31: 12 (MT) says the same

of the fire that "destroys" all of Job's harvest,lM unless /€JareJ is emended to tiirop.t0s
Isa. 14:30 warns of the destruction of Philistia: the adder and seraph (v. 29;to6 *i1,

"strike the land mortally at the root with famine" ([?] reading whmyt for whmtty); in
synthetic parallelism the verse goes on to threaten death to whatever survives.l0T De-
spite LXX spdrma for irs, 108 the passage is probably not thinking of the later descen-

dants of Philistia,loe in simple synonymous parallelism (iri = i'ry1).r l0 The verse ad-

dresses the immediate future (probably the successor of a just-deceased Assyrian
kinglll), which affects the present generation. Later translators often interpreted .fr.f in
the sense of descendants.l 12

Total destruction can also be represented by the merism of roots below and fruit or
branches above, often found in prophetic threats. lsa. 5:24 uses .iorei together with
pera|t; the description of the coming day in Mal. 3: l9(4: l), similar in wording, uses it
together with'dndp, "branch" (Tg. translates "son and grandson"l l3). Often iarei par-

99. See III.2.a.(2) below.
100. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), l4l-42.
101. Cf. SiCv' and Smend, Jesus Sirach,95; Skehan and Di Lella, Ben Sira, 222.
102. Smend, Sirach, 96; Skehan and Di Lella, Ben Sira, 222; for a different interpretation see

Becker, 37-38.
103. G. R. Driver, JTS 32 (1931) 255.
104. Habel, Job,423.
105. Fohrer, Hiob, 425; Duhm, Hiob, 147-48; and others.
106. See III.2.c.(3) below.
107. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. tt. 1997) 88, 97-98; see also H. Gese, 14 12

(1962) 436-37.
108. Becker, 29-30.
109. See III.2.c.(4) below.
110. As proposed by Becker, 29.
1l l. Wildberger,Isaiah 13-27,97;H.Donner,lsrael unter denViilkem. Slrf I I (199), I l0-13.
112. See IV below.
113. See IV below; W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharja 1-8 - Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi.

KAT XtrU4 (t976),287.
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allels p"ri,,.fruit," as in Ezk. l7:9ba, the prediction of Zedekiah's downfall.lla In syn-

thetic parallelism the destruction of the fruit is a consequence of the destruction of the

root, as in the image of Ephraim as a stricken tree (Hos. 9:16).lls Apart from threats,

iorei appears in conjunctiln wittr the merism mimma'al - mittahal in Am. 2:9, which

recalls the destruction of the previous inhabitants of Israel; it also appears together

with qdstr in Job l8:16, describing the fate of the wicked'

b. Dynamic. Roots that absorb water and nutrients can stand dynamically for vigor

and vitality.
(l) In ps. 80:10(9) roots represent the vitality of a land: an historical retrospect de-

scribes how God made rooml 16 for the vine Israel so that "it took deep root (wattair?i

iordieyhd) and filled the land." A similar image appears in Jer. 17:8 and Ezk' 17 'tt7

(2) The same notion is expressed by the merism "vitality (above) - roots (be-

neath)," analogous to the polar images representing destruction.l18 Examples are two

late prophetic oracles of salvation for Israel, Hos. 14:6(5) (prb - nkh hiphil + .ir.i -
y6niq tprobably secondaryrrel; and lsa.27:6 (ir,f hiphiU/sw{ - prb [reading yairii ot
-y"iaii'with 

lQIs" (y.iry.I), Aq., Symm., and Theod. (rhiz6sei)1201) as well as Isa'

37:3ltl2K. 19:30, describing the survivors of Judah (idrei lmth- pry lm'lh; vv' 30-31

are an addition to vv. 22-29,themselves secondaryl2l). Jer. l2.2 says that after Yahweh

plants the godless, they take root(gam-iordifi), grow, and bring forth fruit (P"ri1'tzz

isa. 40:24 describes the princes of the earth in similar terms'123

c. Generative. The generative aspect of propagation from roots dominates a third

group of images.- (t) tn lsa. 40:24 the poel of .ir.f denotes the propagation of plants through slips or

cuttings (gz) besides simple planting (nf) or sowing (zr'). Hardly are the princes

(v. 23iplanted, hardly are they sown, hardly have they taken root (lQIs" has trans. .ir.iw

with giz'dmas objeci,rz+ probably an errorl25) when they wither in God's wind' Using

^iare.f figuratively, Dt. 29 17(18) warns the Israelites against worshiping foreign gods:

I14. See III.2.a.( l) above; on the text see w. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979),356;

cf. Sir. 23:25 LXX.
l15. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. tr. 1974)' 167-68'

16. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKAT,ll12 (1926)' 351.

17. See III.2.a.(l) above.
18. See III.2.a.(2) above.
19. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXLYtl (1983), 169-'r.0 K. Marti, Dodeknpropheten. KHC,

XIII (1904), 104-5; and others; but cf. Wolff, Hosea,234'
iO. niS; Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27,589. Wildberger,466-67, dates the Isaiah Apocalypse

in the persian period; 6. Kuir"., Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. tr. 1974), 118-79:.somewhat later.

121. H. Wildberger, Isaiah2S-39. CC (Eng.tr.2OO2),415-16;Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39,376;and

others.
l22.W.Rudolph, Jeremia. HATVI2(31968),84; W. McKane,Jeremiah. ICC,2vols.(1986'

96), r,262.
123. See III.2.c.(l) below.
124. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaia I: 40,145,7. BK XVI (19'18), 62'

125. E. y. Kutscher, Ittngiage and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll. STDJ 6

(t974),394.
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there is a "root" among them "that brings forth poison and bitter wormwood"
(metonym for a poisonous plant; cf. Heb. 12:15).

(2) Some images are dominated by the ability of a tree to regenerate even if it has

been cut down to a stump.l26 Job l4:8 describes the impermanence of mortals in con-
trast to the permanence of a tree, which sprouts again even if it is cut down (v. 7); its
roots grow old in the earth ('m-yzqyn b'rs iriw) and die, but it regrows.l2T In like man-

ner, the stump and roots ('iqqar iori6ht) of the tree Nebuchadnezzar wlll regrow after

the tree is cut down (Dnl.4:12,20,23115,23,261).
(3) By metonymy, iorei can also mean "rootstock, ancestors."l28 In the context of

an eschatological hymn, Isa. I l:1 foretells that the future ruler will be a descendant of
David, "a shoot from the stump of Jesse" (hoter miggiza' yiidy) in parallel with "a
branch from his roots" (neser miiiordidyw) ([?] reading yipralt for yipreht2e). This is
metaphorical language, but there may be echoes of the technical meaning "ancestors;

family, clan" for idtrei.t3o The aspect of regeneration from a dead stumpl:t probably
plays a role as well, if a new beginning (prl.t; g7za') is envisioned after the fall of the

current royal family. I 32 The same image appears again in Dnl. I I :7 : Ptolemy III, the

brother of Berenice, will "rise up in his place as a branch from her [Berenice's] roots"
(Ptolemy II, the father of Berenice and Ptolemy III) (t?l reading with LXX nEser

miiiordieyhd ILXX ek tis rhiz?s autoi] 'al-kannbt33 or MT minneser with partitive
min and kann6 as an adverbial accusativel34). Cf. also Tob. 5:14 (LXX).

In an oracle of disaster against the Philistines, Isa. l4:29 threatens that an "adder"

(;epa') will come forth "from the root that is a snake" (miiidrei ndhdi lepexegetical
genitivell35); the continuation makes its fruit a "flying seraph."l36 Depending on the

antecedent of fipiryd, the threat may have three elements (snake, adder, fiery serpent)

or two (snake, adder/seraph).137 In any case the text warns that a worse threat is coming
than that now posed by an Assyrian ruler;138 even if three elements are identified, how-
ever, the text does not necessarily refer to the next generation 6u1 sns.l39

126. On the phenomenon see Fohrer, Hiob,256 n. 39; Dalman, AaS, IV (1935), 174-75, l8l;
also Isa. 6:13.

l27.For Egyptian parallels see Fohrer, Hiob,256.
128. For this usage in secular Greek see Maurer, 985.
129. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12. CC (Eng. tr. l99l),461' O. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL (Eng.

tr. 2 
1 983), 252, with references to the versions.
130. See above: I.l.e (Old Hebrew), I.1.a.(3) (Akkadian), I.l.d (Ethiopic), and I.l.f

(Mandaic).
131. See III.2.c.(2) above.
132. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12, 470-71:' cf. Mic. 5:l(2).
133. A. Bentzen, Daniel. HATlllg (1952),76;and others; cf. vv.2O-21.
134. J. A. Montgomery, Daniel. ICC (1952),428,432; on the historical events see ibid.,428-

31.
135. Meyer, $97.4c; Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27,96.
136. -+ |;l,E) iarap.
137. Becker,28.
138. See lll.Z.a.(2) above.
139. As claimed by Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27, 96-97.
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Jgs. 5:14 is historically and textually problematic. If we assume that minnt 'eprayim

ioriam ba'%ndl€q is parallel in construction to v. 14b,140 it can be translated: "(There
set out) some from Ephraim whose root [= origin] is in Amalek."14l If so, this text, like
Jgs. l2:15 MT,142 refers to a group of people from Amalek residing in Ephraim.t+s lf,
on the other hand, the text means that Ephraim is rooted "in Amalek,"la but neverthe-
less (to its credit) participated in the battle,l45 1rys rngsl assume that there was a region
in Ephraim expressly called'Amalek" (contra Jgs. 12:15: har hd'amdlEqi). But the
simple term b'mlq would more likely suggest to the hearer the Amalek in the south, es-
pecially since 'mlq is a South Semitic form, not Canaanite.l46 Other interpretations
read the text negatively, chastising Ephraim for having "put down roots" at home in-
stead of taking part in the battle.l4T Nowhere else, however, does the distinctly positive
image of being rooted have this negative connotation.

Besides historical difficulties,la8 there are textual problems. The reference in Jgs.

12:15 is textually uncertain: the LXX (mss.) and Vetus Latina have Sellem and El-
len, respectively;lae the MT may have been influenced by 5'l4.ls0 In 5:14 LXXA
and Theod. read en kolddi = S6'4msqrsr for ba'omdl7q, probably a reference to the
Valley of Jezreel.lsz For ioriam the versions offer a verb (LXX etimorisato and
exerrizdsen, Yg. delevit eos liri piell). Conjectural emendations include above all
Sdrim, "princes," for ioriam.t53 Some believe that the text cannot be reconstructed
at all.l54

(4) In Isa. ll:lO idrei means "descendants": the nations will inquire of the "root of
Jesse." This universalizing addition to vv. l-9155 picks up the image in v. l;tso it is now
clearly a clich6, so that the "branch from the root of Jesse" can be shortened to iorei
yiiay. Y. 10 may be an abbreviated reference to v. l; i6rei may also simply mean

140. D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de UAT I. OBO 50/l (1982), 85-86.
141. J. A. Soggin, ZDPV 98 (1982) 58-62.
142. See below.
143. On the settlement of Amalekite groups outside their sphere of influence, see G. L.

Mattingly, 'Amalek," ABD, l, 170.
144. See IIL2.a.(l) above.
145. H.-J. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW 95 (1965), 44-46; Soggin, ZDPV 98

(1982) s9-60.
146. E. A. Knauf, Bibl64 (1983) 428.
147. For a discussion see J. A. Soggin, Judges. OTL (Eng. tr. l98l), 88.
148. Knaui 428-29.
149. See Bf1S.
150. K. Budde, Richter. KHC Vll ( 1897), 90; for a different view see Barth6lemy, Critique

textuelle, l, 85-86.
151. See BIIS.
152. Soggin, Judges,88; cf. NRSV.
153. Soggin, Judges,88-89; for other proposals see U. Bechmann, Das Deboralied zwischen

Geschichte und Fiktion (St. Ottilien, 1989\,66-67.
154. Becker, 23 n.6; G. F. Moore, Judges. ICC (repr. l9l0), 150-52.
155. Wildberger, Isaiah I -l 2, 482-83.
156. See III.2.c.(3) above.
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"shoot, descendants."l5T This meaning becomes increasingly important in the post-OT
periodtss (cf. Sir. 41:22LXX; I Mc. l: l0 LXX; rhiza Dauid in Rev. 5:5 and 22:161, and

idrei yiiay in early Jewish 1s11slse). In Isa. 53:2 the meaning is clearly "shoot": the un-

prepossessing and vulnerable servant of Yahweh is likened to a ybnZq and a root that
grows up out of dry ground.

(5) From the meaning "ancestors" or (abstractly) "source"l6o derives the figurative
sense of "cause." In Job l9:28 Job accuses his friends of trying to find the "cause of the

matter" (iorei dd[dr), i.e., of Job's suffering, in Job himself (reading bb instead of MT
Di with many mss. and versions). Cf. Sir l:20 LXX: "root of wisdom"//"beginning of
wisdom" in v. 14; also Wis. 3:15: rhiza tiis phroniiseAs.t6l

IV. Ancient Versions. The ancient non-Semitic versions usually translate the noun

.idreJ with rhfza (LXX) or radix (Vg.). Depending on what stem is used, the verb is

usually paraphrased freely. The LXX is discussed below; the Vg. uses eradicare for the

piel and pl;al, radicare or radicem mittere for the poel, etc., and radices stabilire for the

hiphil in Ps. 80:10(9) (but the paraphraseTtrma radice in Job 5:3).
In the overwhelming majority of instances, the LXX translates i6rei with rhiza;

rhizoma is used in Job 36:30, and Jgs. 5: l4 translates with a verb.l62 The meaning "de-

scendants," still rare in the 0T,163 is more common in the LXX. In Isa. 14:29-30 the
LXX uses spdrma;t@ in Isa. 27:6 it translates iri hiphil with tikna.t65 In neither case

does the translation fit the context of the MT.166 The same tendency may be observed in
the Tg. of Mal. 3:19(4:l)t0t and the LXX of Sir. 3:9, which undertakes to clarify the

Hebrew 1sx1.168 Isa. l1:1a LXX also translates gdza'with rhiza, thus assuming the

meaning "shoot, descendants."
The vb. .ir.i piel (privative) is paraphrased: metanastertein . . . kai t6 rhkomd soa (Ps.

52:715)), apoltlnai ek rhiz6n (Job 3l:12), and the pual is rendered freely: drrizos
ginesthai (Job 3l:8). For the hiphil we frnd rh{lan(s) bdllein or kataphytertein (Job 5:3;
Ps. 80:10[9]).r6e The poel and poal are both representedby rhizousthai (lsa.40:24;Jer.
l2:2).

157. See the Ugaritic, Phoenician, and Old Aramaic parallels discussed in l.l.b-c,f above;
also Becker, 27.

158. See the discussion of the versions in IV below.
159. Maurer,988; Rom. 15:12.
160. See III.2.c.(3) above.
16l. For the Dead Sea Scrolls see V below.
162. See III.2.c.(3) above.
163. See III.2.c.(4) above.
164. See III.2.a.(2) above.
165. See III.2.b.(3) above.
166. On Dt.29:17 LXX (Eng. 18) see Maurer,987; on I Esd. 8:75,84-85, see ibid.,986.
167. See III.2.a.(2) above.
168. See III.2.a.(1) above.
169. For lsa.27:6 see above.
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V. Dead Sea Scrolls. In IQH 3:31 iwri refers to the roots of mountainsrTo in the
phrase iwriy l.tlmyi, "roots of rock"llyswdy hrym, "fotndations of mountains" (cf. Job

28;9). Often we find the image of the tree of life (frequently identified with the

Qumran community) that stretches forth its roots to the waters beneath ths galth,lTl 3s

in lQH 6:16 (thwm//nhrwt 'dn); 8:7,10,23 (//gz'), and possibly (Aramaic) 6QB 2 I (tltt
iriwhy).172

The noun i(w)ri appears in a polar image of destructionlT: in l lQPsu 24:12-13 (Ps.

155) (iwriyw/flyw),174 w'th reference to the "evil scourge" (1. l2). An image of de-

struction also appears in a leprosy tbrd conceming ringworm of the head or beard: its
appearance is compared to "a plant attacked by a worm that destroys its roots and dries

up its bloom" (4Q266 9 l:8).
The root that brings forth poison and bitter wormwood mentioned in Dt.

29:11(18|ts reappears in IQH 4:14 ([?] cf' also 4Q5l I 7l3t76).
Finally, descendants are referred to in CD l:7, which calls the community of the

covenant iwri mt't, "shoot of the planting" that sprouts from Israel and Aaron.l77

As in Sir. l:20 (LXX) and Wis. 3' 15,178 wisdom texts speak of the "root(s) of wis-

dom,/understanding" (iwriflt) hkmVbynh), which are unrecognized (4Q300 I 2:3) but
should be sought out (4Q301 I l:3; 2:l) and followed (4Q418 55 9;cf.also 4Q298 I
2:l). One should also strive for a deeper understanding of the roots of evil ('wlh; r')
(4Q416 2 3:t4tt4Q4t8 9 l5; 4Q418 278 3).

Renz

170. See III.2.a.(1) above.
171. See III.2.a.(l) above.
172. M. Baillet, Les 'perites grottes' de Qumrdn. DJD, Ill (1962), ll7.
173. See III.2.a.(2) above.
174. J. A. Sanders, DJD, The Psalms Scroll of Qumrdn Cave I l. N (1965), 45,70-71.
175. See III.2.c.(l) above.
176. M. Baillet, Qumr1n grone 4.III. DJD, Vll (1982),251.
177. See III.2.c.(4) above.
178. See III.2.c.(4) above.



t'l"lu, .irr

I. 1. Meaning, Occurrences, Etymology;2. Distribution. II. Usage: l. Servants of Men of

God; 2. Servants of Kings; 3. Servants of God; 4. Servants of the Cult. III. LXX. IV. Dead Sea

Scrolls.

l. I . Meaning, Occurrences, Etymology. The root .irr has the basic meaning "serve",
often it has the more specific sense "do cultic service, serve as a priest." Westermannl

holds that the word denotes primarily service to a person; Sedlmeier2 believes that a

"public" dimension is always present in the service performed.

irr. R. Abba, "Priests and Levites in Deuteronomyl' W 27 (1977) 257-67; idem, "Priests and

LevitesinEzekiel," W2S(1978) l-9; S. Amsler,'"lD!,'mdtostafil'TLOTll,92l-24; H. Bauer,

"Kanaanliische Miszellen," ZDMG 7l (1917) 410-13; G. Bertram, "EpYov," TDNT 1I,635-55;
A. Caquot, "Le service des anges," RevQ 13 (1988) 421-29; R. Carmond, "Nota sobre el
vocabulario sacerdotal en el Targum palestinense," Cuadernos biblicos 4 (1980) 1l-14; A. Cody,
'Aaron/Aaronitisches Priestertum I. Im Nl: TRE,I, 1-5; idem, History of OT Priesthood. AnBibl
35 (1969); M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 351-66, esp. 364-65;
G. H. Davies, "Minister in theATl' IDB,III, 385-86; K. Engelken, Frauen im Alten Israel. BWANT
130 (1990), esp. 7-9, 35-37; M. Grumm, "Ministry: The OT Background," Currents in Theology
and Mission 16 (1989) 104-'7; A. H. J. Gunneweg, kviten und Priester FRI^A,NT 89 (1965);

M. Heltzer, The Intemal Organization of the Kingdom of Ugarit (Wiesbaden, 1982); A' Lemaire,
"Les inscriptions de Khirbet el-Q6m et I'ash6rah de YHWH: RB 84 (1977) 595-608; B. A. Levine,
"Later Sources of the Netinim," in H. Hoffner, ed., Oient and Occident. FS C. H. Gordon. AOAT
22(1973),101-7; idem, "The Netinim," JBL82(1963)207-l2l T. N. D. Mettinger, Solomonic State

Officials. CBOT 5 (1971);J. Milgrom, Studies in LeviticalTerminology, I: The Encroacher and the

Levites. The Term'Aboda. UCP, Near Eastern Studies 14 (1970); S. Mittmann, "Die Grabinschrift
des Singers Uriahu," ZDPV97 (1981) 139-52, esp. l,l4; K. Mcthlenbrink, "Josua im Pentateuch,"

ZAW 59 (1942143) l4-58;M. J. Mulder, "Versuch iurDeutung von SOfDNEIin l. Ktin. 12,4: W
22 (1972) 43-54; F. Perles, "Ein i.ibersehenes lrhnwort aus dem Akkadischen," OIZ 22 (1919)
lll-12; T. Polk, "The Levites in the Davidic-Solomonic Empire," StBTh 9 (1979) 3-22; G. N.
Reeves, "hit} in the Pre-Christian Hebrew Literature" (diss., Southern Califomia, 1969); K. H.
Rengstorf, "6o0troq," TDNT 11,261-80; U. Riiterswiirden, Die Beamten der israelitischen
Kbnigszeit. BWANT I 17 (1985); G. Sauer. '''lDlll izr to watch, guard, keep)' TLOT III, 1380-84;

H. Schulz, leviten im vorstaatlichen Israel und im Mittleren Osten (Munich, 1987); F. Sedlmeier,

Studien zu Komposition und Theologie von Ezechiel 20. SBB 2l (1990\, esp. 321-37; H. Seebass,

"Elisa," TRE,lX,506-9; idem, "Levi./[rviten," TRE,XXl,36-40; J. A. Soggin, 'lUin *t to ruIe,"
TLOTll,689-91; H.-P. Stahli, Knabe-Jiingling-Knecht. BEvTT (1978);H. Strathmann,'tarperlo,"
TDNT,lV,58-65;idem and R. Meyer, "trenoupy6ro," TDNT,lV,2l5-31; W. Thiel, "Sprachliche und
thematische Gemeinsamkeiten nordisraelitischer Propheteniiberlieferungen," in J. Zmijewski, ed.,

Die alttestamentliche Botschaft alsWegweisung. FS J. Reinelt (Sttttgart, 1990), 359-76; J. P. Wein-
berg, "Die soziale Gruppe im Weltbild des Chronisten: ZAW 98 (1986) 72-95; C. Westermann,

"i'1tD .irt pi. to serve," TLOT lll, l4O5-7; A. S. van der Woude, 't{f I ;aba' armyl' TLOT ll, 1039-
46; J. Zandee, "Das AT im Lichte der Agyptologiel' Vruchten van de uithof. FS H. A. Brongers
(Utrecht, 197 4), 145-57.

l. P. 1406.
2. Pp. 32t-37.
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It is only in Hebrew that the base appears with certainty as a verb. Opinions differ as

to its occurrences in Ugaritic. Gordon3 analyzes the form ird in ird b'l bdbhl! and ird
b't bdbhhs as a S stem of yrd, "go down," translating it as "present (with offerings),"
i.e., "how a worshiper brings a god down to himself." Aistleitner instead considers the

form a D stem of a root .ird meaning "serve, pay homage to."6 Also uncertain is the

reading 1rt, "seryice," for tkt-l Whitakers lists a separate root .irr, for which he cites two
lists of persons.e The forms irt/irtm in these lists are interpreted by Eissfeldtl0 and

Virolleaudll as female singers (< .iir";.
Nominal derivatives include Jewish Aram. iArfi/iArfr1a', "service,"t: und Phoen.

mirt, "serve, perform rites."la The latter appears in a coronal inscription dating from 96

c.r.,15 which honors the head of a Sidonian religious community for his additions to
the courtyard of the house of God and for performing the services expected of him. Ac-
cording to Mittmann, inscription no. 3 from tomb II at Khirbet el-Qom in Iron Age Pal-

estine contains an additional instance of irr. While Lemaire finds in this inscription ev-

idence of "worship of Asherah as Yahweh's hypostatic coadjutor in the heartland of
Judah during the eighth century,"l6 Mittmann reads the third line of the text differently:
wmmsr ydh l'l irth hwi' lh, "and from affliction he praises the god of his service, who
helps hirn."l7 The use of the root ir, to refer to this "service" leads Mittmann to ascribe

the inscription to a temple singer named Uriahu, "although it must remain an open
question whether he performed this service at the royal temple in the capital city of Je-

rusalem or in a rural sanctuary such as Khirbet el-Qorn."ts
Concerning the etymology of irt, there are theories but no proofs. Perles proposes

that it is an Akkadian loanword, a denominative from iarrfttu, "kingship," with the ba-

sic meaning "serye the king," after the analogy of Aram. iammEs, "serve," a denomina-
tive from.irai. He also points out that arad-iarrfrti and amat-iarrftti, "royal slave (male

and female)," are common legal expressions. More frequently mentioned is the theory

3. UT no. 1150; also CML, 31,33, 166.
4. KTU t.r4,il,24-25.
5. KTU 1.14, tY, 6-7.
6. WUS, no. 2684; also A. Jirkt, Kanaanciische Mythen und Epen aus Ras Schamra-Ugarit

(Gtitersloh, 1962),87; J. Gray, The Krt Text in the Literature of Ras Shamra. DMOA 5 (1964),
12, 38 G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y Leyendas de Canaan (Madrid, l98l), 293; TO, l, 524 n. u (cit-
ing both possibilities); cf. R. Althann, JNSL 13 (1987) 3-9.

7 . KTU 1.4, Y, 7; see P. J. van Zljl, Baal. AOAT l0 (1972), 107, I 10.

8. Whitaker, 6ll.
g. PRU v (1965), no. 80 (= RS 18.50) and 162 (= RS 18.250).
10. O. Eissfeldr, SDAW Klasse fiir Sprache 8 (1965), 43.
11. C. Virolleaud, PRU, V (1965), 105, 193.

12. WUS, no.2682.
B. ANH!,422,
14. DISO,32t.
15. KAI 60.4,8: "service, leitourgia" (date uncertain).
16. Cited by Mittmann, 139.
t7. tbid., 144.
18. rbid., 147.
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of Bauer,le who considers ^irl a denominative from the name of the goddess Ashirtu/
Ashratu or her temple, after the analogy of imi, "serye in the temple of the sun."

2. Distribution. The occurrences of the word are distributed quite widely. Apart
from conjectural forms, they total 98 (2 in Genesis, l0 in Exodus, 1l in Numbers, 5 in
Deuteronomy, I in Joshua, 3 in 1 Samuel, 2 in 2 Samuel, 5 in I Kings, 3 in 2 Kings, 4
in Trito-Isaiah, 3 in Jeremiah,2o l7 in Ezekiel, 3 in Joel, 3 in Psalms, I in Proverbs, 3 in
Esther, linEzra,2inNehemiah,8inlChronicles,andllin2Chronicles).Thereare
thus 28 occurrences in the Pentatetch,2'l in the Prophets,22 in ChrH, 14 in DtrH, and
7 in Psalms, Proverbs, and Esther. In almost half the cases, the Levites are the subject;
the focus of these texts is usually on the root. Strangely, Jrr does not occur in the book
of Leviticus, which deals at length with the functions and duties of Levites and priests.
(Similarly striking is the almost total absence of l€wt/l'wiyim: of its 354 occurrences,
only 4 are in Leviticus, in two verses lLev. 25:32-331.2t) Neither does .fr, appear in
Judges (according to Schulz,22 Jgs. 17-20 is a "particularly valuable source ofinforma-
tion about the Levites in premonarchic Israel" but does not use irr), Proverbs, Deutero-
Isaiah, the Minor Prophets (with the exception of Joel), or sapiential and hymnic po-
etry (with the minor exceptions listed above). The root occurs exclusively in the piel,
with 3 instances of the perfect,43 of the participle, 37 of the infinitive, and 13 of the
imperfect. Nominal forms are rare; instead we find the nominalized ptcp. meiare! and
the inf. iarC!, once (2 Ch.24:14) in a construct phrase without the article and once (Nu.
4: 12) with the article. There are only two instances of a feminine form (l K. l: 15: 3d
person sg.pf.; I K. l:4:3d person sg. impf. + suf.), referring to Abishag the
Shunnamite, an attendant of King David.

II. Usage.
l. Servants of Men of God. The earliest occurrences of the root in the OT refer to

disciples of elect men of God, who are destined to succeed their masters (Josh. l:1-9;
1 S. l-3; I K.19:19-21;unintentionally in the case of Gehazi): Joshua, the disciple
of Moses (8x.24:13;33:ll; Nu. ll:28; Josh. l:l); Samuel, the disciple of Eli (l S.

2:ll,l8;3:l); Elisha, the disciple of Elijah (l K. l9:21); and Gehazi, the disciple
of Elisha (2K.4:43;6:15). Except in I K. l9:21 (impf.zz1,the participle is always
used as a functional designation, frequently in parallel with + 19) na'ar (Ex. 33: I l;
I S.2:11; 3:l [cf. 2:21,26);2 K.6:15 lcf.4:12,25,38;5:20,25'bd; 8:4)). While the
LXX uses forms of leitourgiin for all the occurrences in DtrH, in the four passages

that refer to Joshua it uses three different Greek words: paristdnai, therapeilein, and
hypourgein.

a. Joshua. According to an early tradition, only fragments of which are preserved,

19. P. 411; cf. Westermann, 1405; HAL, ll, 1661-62.
20. On Jer. 15:11 see below.
21. D. Kellermann, --) VII,486; Seebass, "Levi/Leviten," 36.
22. P. 87.
23. See below.
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Joshua was considered a close follower of Moses. Without introduction, he appears for

the first time in Ex. 17:8-16 and is sent by Moses to lead the battle against the

Amalekites, while Moses, together with Aaron and Hur (vv. I l-12), concentrate on re-

ligious and cultic duties; after Joshua's victory, Moses builds an altar as a thanksgiving

to Yahweh (vv. 15-16).

Joshua reappears as Moses'companion at the covenant at Sinai (Ex. 24:13), again

quite abruptly. In Ex. 24.9'll, after cultic preparations (vv. 3-8)' Moses, Aaron,

Nadab, Abihu, and seventy elders have a vision of the God of Israel. To receive the tab-

lets of the law, Moses is to approach the mountaintop alone (vv. 12,14; cf. v. 2); the el-

ders are to wait at the site of the vision along with the other dignitaries of the commu-

nity. The mention of Joshua in v. l3a gives the impression that he accompanied Moses

on this or other journeys to the mountain.24 This conflicts with the MT of v. 14b, which

mentions only Moses: wayya'al moieh 'el-har hA'"lohim (the LXX reads the verb in the

plural, presupposing Moses and Joshua, named in v. l3a, as its subject). The following

verses mention only Moses as being present at the theophany. On the other hand, Ex.

32:15-20 supports the assumption that Joshua really did accompany Moses, although it
is hard to decide whether he went all the way to the top (cf. Dt.31:14-15,23, where

Joshua is commissioned to be Moses' successor). The statement that he mistakes the

shouting of the people who have been seduced into worshiping the golden calf for the

noise of war recalls his introduction as a warrior (Ex. l7)'zs

Therefore Joshua's presence in the tent of meeting (Ex. 33: I l) should be understood

as having less to do with the performance of cultic duties26 than with guarding the

tent,27 especially since the tent of meeting was located outside the camp, so that protec-

tion could well have seemed advisable. That Joshua is also called a na'ar is not suffi-

cient to demonstrate that he was a cult functionary, since "the Canaanite parallels and

OT passages are insufficient evidence to suggest that na'ar is a technical term for a

cultic functionary."28 Of course this observation does not rule out a special charisma

for .irr servants.
Nu. 1l:4-35 also associates Joshua with a tradition about the tent of meeting; Noth2e

and others characterize this tradition as pre-P and pre-Dtr (also Ex. 33:7-ll), since the tra-

dition of a tent shrine goes back to a nomadic milieu and thus "to the time before Israel be-

came settled in a cultivated land."30 Joshua accompanies Moses on the journey back from

Sinai, showing himself in this scene to oppose lay prophecy (Nu. l1:28). Possibly the ex-

24. J. L Durham, Exodus. WBC 3 (1987),346.
25. See above.
26. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng.tr. 1962),256; F Dumermuth,TZ 19 (1963) 162-63: Moses

represents the people before God, whereas Joshua is responsible for individual private inquiries.

27. Durham, Exodus, M3.
28. H. F. Fuhs, -+ IX, 483, citing J. Becker, BZ 26 (1982) I 16, contra Sffihli, 184-217.

29. Noth, Exodus,254-55;butcf. HPT 176, 188.

30. Noth, Exodus,255. But see Norh, Numbers. oTL (Eng. tr. 1968), 88, 90, who considers

vv. 26-28 secondary; and H. Seebas s, W 28 (1978) 219-20, who views vv. 25b-29 as the latest

(- postexilic) redactional stratum of Nu. I l:4-34; cf. P. J. Budd, Numbers. WBC 5 (1984), 126'

who assigns the entire section to J.
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pression mbhryw (as understood by SP and LXX leklektdslltr anticipates the call of
Joshua, who is commissioned personally by God to be Moses'successor in Josh. 1:1.

There Moses is called 'ebed yhwh (MT; not in LXX) and Joshua is called the meiarelof the
departed Moses, a usage that signals the subordinate position of the personal .yr, servant.

b. Samuel. Although there is no hrm evidence that Joshua functioned as a cultic
priest, Samuel does play the role of a priest as ,frl servant at a sanctuary of Yahweh in
Shiloh. The designation "meiarel for Yahweh in the presence of Eli" ( I S. 2:1 1; 3:l;
variant in 2:18) indicates Samuel's twofold function: on the one hand, he is conse-

crated to Yahweh (1:11); on the other, during his minority he is subordinate to the

priest Eli (l:25-28). Whether he, like Eli's sons (2:12-17), was charged explicitly with
the performance ofpriestly functions depends on the interpretation ofthe objects or ar-

ticles of clothing mentioned in 2: l8b,l9, which may be either secular32 or sacral.33 The
latter is suggested by 2:28, which includes wearing the ephod among the priestly func-
tions ofthe house ofEli, chosen by God from all the tribes oflsrael; scholars have long
seen this verse as an allusion to the Levites.3a Beyond dispute is Samuel's close rela-
tionship with Yahweh, who honors him with revelations in a time when divine commu-
nication was rare (3:1). The intensity of this relationship is also reflected in Samuel's
nocturnal visitation by Yahweh in the sanctuary (3:3-18). His appointment as a prophet

- not a priest - is def,rned in 3:20.

c. Elisha.In I K. l9.'2lb Elisha's decision to follow Elijah's call is described: he fol-
lowed him and served him (wayy€le$ 'al.tori '€hydhfi way"iar"1Ehfi; cf . v.20a, which in-
stead of halak uses the root rw,s, which emphasizes the aspect of speedy runningrs).
Seebass calls 1 K. 19:19-21 very early, but considers way"iar"lEhi a secondary addi-
tion based on 2 K. 3:1 1b.36 The expression halaf,'ahorA is still used here in the sense of
discipleship, without any trace of Dtr polemic (going after other gods).37

The servant relationship of Elisha to Elijah is also clear in 2 K.2:3,5, where pro-
phetic disciples refer to Elijah as Elisha's master ('ddbn); later (v. l5) they bow to the

ground before Elisha, because he has inherited a double share ofhis master's spirit (vv.

9-10). Elisha's discipleship is preceded by his call (l K. 19:19), his request to say

goodbye to his parents (v. 20a), Elijah's agreement (v. 20b),38 and finally Elisha's fare-

well to his former tife (v. 2la: ameal shared with his associates3e or relatives [?],40 not

31. -+ f.F.'a bahar.
32. A. Phillips, W 19 (1969) 485-87.
33. N. L. Tidwell, W 24 (1974) 505-7; H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT YllVl

(1973), I l3: "the 'Cpbd bAd hardly indicates that its wearer belonged to the priestly family, but
rather that he was authorized to perform priestly functions." See also R. Smend, BHHW, 1,420;
R. W. Klein, I Samuel. WBC l0 (1983), 25; U. Cassuto, Exodus (Eng. tr., repr. 1987), 372-73.

34. Stoebe, Erste Samuelis, l19 n. 17; Klein, I Samuel,26.
35. HAL, il, t207-8.
36. TRE, rX, 507-8.
37. G. Sauer, TLOT 1,368-69.
38. See the interpretation of Thiel, 372-73.
39. S. J. De Vries, I Kings. WBC 12 (1985),239.
40. --> d! 'dm.
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further specified).4l A.irr servant was clearly required to sever all previous human ties.
It is impossible to decide with certainty whether Elisha was a wealthy property owner42

or a member of an egalitarian agricultural associationa3 before his call.
d. Gehazi. No information is given about the background of Gehazi, the motivation

for his call, or his assumption of the legacy of his master (a86n, 2 K. 5:25). He is char-
acteized as a mediocre seryant of Elisha (he is called meiarel na'ar and 'ebeil; his
lack of charisma often makes him ineffectual. In contrast to Elisha, for example, he is
incapable of raising the Shunammite's dead son even though he has his master's staff at

his disposal (4:29-31). For deceiving his master, he is punished with leprosy (5:27).ln
contrast to the case of the previous .ir, servants, there is no evidence that the appellation
meiar7! was intended as a mark of distinction.

2. Servants of Kings. The servants in 2 S. l3:17-18 (Amnon's servant), I K. 1:4,15
(David's personal attendant, who according to Mulder held a uniquely high position in
the court; her title sof,ene! characterizes her as enjoying certain of the privileges of a
primary wife rather than being a -+ ul)D pilegei$), and possibly Gen. 39:4 (Joseph as

the overseer ofthe pharaonic house; cf. Gen. 40:4, where he waits on the royal officers
in prison) recall the personal servants discussed in the previous section. Elsewhere .fr,
functionaries belonging to the royal court are always spoken of in the plural; the word
represents the title or duties of a body of officials. In the description of the magnifi-
cence of Solomon's court, I K. l0:5 (ll 2 Ch.9:4) mentions .irf servants immediately
after'o!dQtm. This sequence and the fact that the latter are described as sitting while
the .ir, servants stand ('md) may indicate hierarchical rank or may simply represent par-

allel formulation. Also relevant is v. 8, which macarizes the men and 'obddtm who
stand before the king ('md lipnA describes the "posture of servants who stand before
their masters and receive orders"as). It is a poor ruler who believes the falsehoods of his

wicked .fr, servants (Prov.29:12). All .irr servants are expected to be trustworthy+6 ur6
loyal Qamim, Ps. l0l:6).

The other instances in ChrH have no parallel in DtrH; they all refer to non-Levitical
military or administrative offrcers. Their mention (usually at the beginning or end of a

list) serves as an inclusive term for four groups: ( I ) military officers ( Sdrtm) command-
ing units of one thousand or one hundred, together with their iofrtm (l Ch. 27:l) (in
Exodus-2 Kings the idtertm appear exclusively as premonarchic functionaries; their re-
lationship is not with the king but with the people or the Israelites); Riiterswcirden4T ex-
plains their appearance in Chronicles as being due to the Chronicler's tendency to "dis-
regard the differences between institutions under the monarchy and institutions

41. See also Thiel, 373.
42. Seebass, TRE IX, 508.
43. De Vries, I Kings,239.
44. M. Hiiusl, Abischag und Batscheba. ATS 4l (1993), 239-44.
45. Amsler, 923.
46. -+ JDN 'mn; H. Wildberger, TLOT, I, 138.
47. Pp. 109-10.

I
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associated with premonarchic Israel or the individual tribes";+a (2) officers of tribes or
divisions (SdrA haii'bdttm weiarA hammahl"q61, I Ch. 28:1; LXX describes the irl ser-

vants here as tdn peri t6 sdma toi basil4as, "personal servants"); (3) the Jerusalem gar-

rison (2 Ch. l7:19);ae and (4) the princes (iartm) of Judah (2Ch.22:8).It is clear from
these texts that the term refers to high-ranking officials. This holds true also for the in-
dividually named .ir, servants at the court of the Persian king Artaxerxes, who are

called sdrtitmso in Est. l:10 and ne'artm in 2:2 and 6:3 (LXX does not reproduce the

two titles). They are clearly distinct from the Sarim and abddtm of l:3 (all of whom are

present at the king's great banquet). The commission to search for a new queen puts the

.irl servants in the personal service of the king. They alone are called didkonoi by the

LXX.

3. Seryants ofGod. The vb. Jr, is not used for the service ofindividual Israelites -
except possibly in Rudolph's reading of Jer. 15: I l: "Surely, Yahweh, I have served you
with the best of intentions, I have intervened with you on behalf of the enemy in a time
of trouble and in a time of distress"; in this intelpretation the verse continues the
prophet's complaint concerning his offrce.sl Otherwise the term is reserved for the

heavenly powers surrounding the throne of Yahweh, heavenly king and creator. In two
hymns (Ps. 103:21; 104:4) God's Jr, servants parallel the hosts of God's heavenly army
(kol-;e\d'dyw,) and God's messengers (mal'dktm); they are there to carry out God's
will. In Ps. 104:4 the messengers are manifested as the winds, the.frr servants as blaz-
ing fire.

The theology of Trito-Isaiah includes the universal expectation that God will inte-
grate all the peoples of the earth into his kingdom "and even choose 'priests and Le-
vites' from among them without the legitimation of priestly descent."s2 Therefore
Trito-Isaiah includes foreigners (kings, Isa.56:6; 66:10) among God's future.ir, ser-

vants. If they join themselves (nilwdst\ to Yahweh to be his .frt servants, to love his
name, to behis "!d/im, to keep the Sabbaths and hold fast to the covenant, not only
can they - like the eunuchs (56:3-5) 

- become fully recognized members (prose-

lytes) of the congregation of Israel, they can even become priests of the congregation
(vv. 6-8). This latter possibility is clear from the language of v. 6, which implies the

usual marks of priestly service.54

Uniquely, animals are the subject of .irr in Isa. 60:7 (BI1S therefore proposes delet-
ingy"iar"1frneft as a doublet from v. l0): they will offer sacrificial service when the new

Jerusalem is established. Also unique is Ezk. 20:32. Normally Ezekiel limits .Irr to
priestly service, but here the word refers to the pagan worship of wood and stone by Is-

48. Ct. HAL,fi, 1475-76.
49. W. Rudolph, Chronikbilcher HAT V2l (1955),251,253.
50. -+ 0!'10 sa-ris.

51. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATlll2 (31968), 104.
52. W. H. Schmidt, OT Intro. (Eng. tr. 21995),269.

53. -+ il) r bwaL
54. See II.4 below.
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rael's ancestors. In the context of the summary of Israel's history in vv. l-26, the verse
may well refer to the patriarchs, among whom there were as yet no institutional priests.

For this very reason Ezekiel may have viewed their.irr service as not being directed to
the true God.

4. Servants of the Cult. In the late period .frr is always associated with the cultic
sphere, although echoes of "personal service" can sometimes still be heard. Both
priests and (much more commonly) Levites are referred to as .irl servants. In each in-
stance the position of the cultic .ir, sen'ants depends on the structure of the postexilic
community envisioned by the particular context (DtrH, P, Ezekiel, ChrH).

a. DtrH. The Dtr program expects all priests to be Levites. These texts therefore pre-
suppose equality of the cultic functionaries resident at the central sanctuary and those
coming from elsewhere as pilgrims.55 As required by the Dtn law governing the priest-
hood (Dt. l8:l-8), both groups are authorized to offer.ir, service there. The nature of
this service is not immediately evident from the text. In v.5b leidrdl ("to serve"; NRSV
"minister") is preceded immediately by la'"mdQ ("to stand"), which is often interpreted
in the sense of the formula 'dmaQ lipnA yhwh ("stand before Yahweh"), common in
Dtn/Dtr texts, which also appears in v. 7b (LXX uses the complete formula in v. 5b and

also includes the function of blessing, as in the MT of Dt. l0:8). Because of the close
relationship between the vbs. -+ I.1i2 qdra! ("approach") and --r 1)l 'alaQ ("serve"),
some see this as a reference to cultic functions.s6 According to v. 5a, admission to .frt
service is the result of Yahweh's choosingsT the tribe of Levi; it instantiates the special
relationship of the Levitical priests to God. This relationship also finds expression in
Dt. l0:8, where four inf,rnitive phrases explicate the setting apartsS of Levi: the Levites
alone are to carry the ark of the covenant, they are to stand before Yahweh, offer him
.ir, service, and bless in his name forever.

Dt. l7:12 and2ll,5 assign juridical functions to Levites in.fr, service. Quite apart
from the question whether Levites also served as judges, the contexts of Dt. 17: I 2 (es-

tablishment of an authority to give counsel in difficult cases, which would put the Le-
vites in competition with other judges)se and 2l:5 (ceremonial to be followed in the
case of murder by an unknown hand, in which the Levites merely stand by as extras)60

suggest that they are secondary additions. According to I K. 8:ll/12 Ch.5:14, the
priests could not carry out their.irr service when the glory of Yahweh filled the temple.

b. P In P the primary emphasis is again on the personal service performed for a su-

perior by an inferior, as in the earlier texts. According to Gunneweg,6l the victory of
the theory, formulated in Dtr texts, that all priests are to be Levites, whereas in reality

55. Gunneweg,126-38.
56. Amsleq 923-24; H. Ringgren, -+ XI, 182.
57. --> 1ti'a bahar.
58. + h: bdihiphit.
59. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. tr. 1966), 117-18.
60. rbid., 136.
61. P. 139.

l
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not all Levites could serve in the temple, led to a postexilic division of the priesthood

into two classes: only the Aaronides (of Levitical descent) constitute the official Jeru-

salem priesthood, while the Levites served as minor clerics, performing nonpriestly
cultic duties. In this role the Levites are clearly subordinate to the priests, to whom they
offer .irt service.

This distinction is clearest when God instructs Moses to set the tribe of Levi before
Aaron (w"ha'%na{ta '0!6 lipne) to offer him irt service (Nu. 3:6; cf. also l8:2). Even

though Aaron clearly stands vicariously for the entire legitimate priesthood, the focus
on the single individual is striking and may be influenced by the use of irr. The impres-
sion of substantial dependence and subordination is strengthened by 3:9, which refers
to the Levites as n'1frntm for Aaron (cf. also 18:6: "temple slaves, bound to the tem-
ple";02 these appear alongside the Levites in lists of minor cultic personnel [Ezr.
2:43,58,701' Neh.7:46,60,72; cf. also Ezr. 8:l7l). Their duty as,Ir, servants is not to
perform cultic functions but to "tend" the tent of meeting and its equipment (Nu. l:50;
[3:8]; 3:31; 4:9,12,14;8:26 16:9; l8:2ff.). Thus the Levites are assigned functions that
were no longer performed in the time of P, since the desert sanctuary had long since

lost its significance for Israel.63 This anachronism is clearly not accidental; it signals

that P is interested primarily in the priests but cannot ignore the Levites (and possibly

does not want tos).
The subordinate nature of ,irr service is also apparent in Nu. 8:23-26. From the age

of 25 to the age of 50 (but cf.4:2-4), the Levites are to carry out their duties in the tent
of meeting Oab6' lisbd' sabd' ba'o!6/a1'Ahel m6'Cil. The root used here for carrying
out duties (sD) does not denote a cultic activity (cf.4:23-28) but rather service "per-

formed not freely but because it is imposed from above"6s (cf. Job 7:l; lO:17 14:14;
Isa. 40:2 [day labor and compulsory service]). After the age of 50, the Levites no lon-
ger carry out these duties but instead do ir, service for their brothers in the tent of
meeting (Nu. 8:25-26) - liimdr miimere!, a form of service clearly distinguished by
the text from the preceding activity (;"bd' '"bddA; for 'obddA without sdld', see 3:31

and 16:9). P frequently uses these words to describe the work of the Levites (in con-
junction with irt; 3:7,25; l8:3), which - probably because the basic meaning of imr is
"watch, guard"66 - is interpreted as keeping watch in the temple.67 Finally, the dis-
tance separating the Levites from the official priests finds its clearest expression in the

fact that their status forbids them (upon pain of death) from approaching the holy of
holies (Nu. 1:51; l8:3).

These findings are in conflict with several texts, all of which (with the exception of
Ex. 30:20) relate to the vestments of the high priest Aaron and his sons when they per-

62. HAL, 1I,732; --r X, 105-7.
63. Noth, Numbers, 32-33.
64. Gunneweg, 223, speaks of P's "rehabilitation" of the Levites.
65. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja I: 40,145,7. BKXUI (1978), 14; cf. also van derWoude, 1041-

42.
66. HAL, II, 1582-83.
67. Sauer, 1383-84.
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form this .irl service in the sanctuary Gx. 28:35,43;29:30;35:19;39 1,26,41;31:10
[cj.]). These passages used a stereotyped infinitive construct with /'. We may conclude
that a late compositional stratum of P no longer considered the subordinate nature of
.irl service to be relevant.

c. Ezekiel. Ezekiel's vision of the new temple (Ezk. 40-48) also presupposes two
classes of clerics.68 In an earlier textual stratum, two categories of priests still stand
side by side, apparently without any appreciable difference in status; each has its own
sphere of duty. Ezk. 4O:45 assigns a chamber facing south to the priests who have
charge of the temple precincts, while those who have charge of the altar live in the
northern area of the inner court (v. 46a); i.e., as Zimmerli concludes,6e there is no iden-
tifiable distinction between the two groups with respect to their holy status, although
he finds a suggestion of hierarchy in the use of habbayil for the temple precincts as a
whole, whereas mizb€ah denotes sacrificial service in the narrower sense. Only v. 46b,
which is generally considered secondary,70 identifies the altar priests with the Zadokite
Levites, who alone are permitted to approach Yahweh and offer him.frt service.

For Ezekiel (and the secondary hand), therefore, .ir, service does not primarily im-
ply subordination but rather refers to the duties ofthe Levitical priests ofZadokite de-
scent (cf. 43: 19: "You shall give to the priests, the Levites who are of Zadok's line, who
draw near to me to offer me .ir, service, a bull for a sin offering"; according to
Zimmerli,Tt this verse is from the same hand as 4O:46b, attempting to reconcile this
language with 44;10-16; cf. also 44.27).E2k.45:4-5 calls both the priests and the Le-
vites in turn.ir, servants. The same is true of Ezk. 44 (cf. v. ll with v. 15, which use
very similar language to describe the duties of priests and Levites; cf. also vv. 16-
17,19,27), although this chapter restricts the priesthood to the Zadokites and punishes
the Levites with menial service in the temple in consequence of their past sin (v. 12,
y"iar'1fr lipnA giilttbhem, refering to idolatry).

The tenor ofthis conception, therefore, does not reside in the subordinate nature of
.ir, service (as observed elsewhere), since both groups perform such service, but in the
explicit prohibition forbidding the Levites to approach God to serye as priests (leftahen,

44:13). They are nevertheless to be .frr servants, as v. I I states programmatically
(m"idr"1im occurs twice, leidreldm once), responsible for the gates of the temple, the
temple area itself, and the slaughtering of the sacrificial animals brought by the people
(cf.46:24). Because the text refers to them not only as.ir, servants but also as p"qudd61
of the gates, we may assume that they were appointed to an office that was not entirely
subordinate in status;72 cf. also the combination of .ir, and pqd in Gen. 39:4; 40:4).

d. ChrH. The authority of the priests and Levites in ChrH does not present a uni-
form picture; among other things, Jrt is applied to both groups. In 1 Ch. 6:17(Eng.32);
l5:2; 16:4,37, we find the tradition of .fr, service performed by the Levites in connec-

Gunneweg, 188-203.
W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), 368-69.
Ibid., 368.
Ibid., 433.
-+ XII,61.

68.
69.
70.
'l t.
72.
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tion with the tent of meeting and their sole privilege of bearing the ark. According to
2 Ch.8:14, the minor clergy perform this service, which includes praising and thanking
God and singing, in the presence of the priests (cf . 3l:2). ln 23:6 Levitical m"iar"1im
might be among the sacred priests who are permitted to enter the temple, if we follow
Rudolph's reading, "those among the Levites who do service"'73 the LXX names three
groups: hoi hiereis kai hoi l*uitai kai hoi leitourgointes tdn l*uitdn.

In 1 Ch. 23:13 and 2 Ch. 13: l0 it is the sons of Aaron who are described as perform-
ing ,irr service in their function as priests, which includes pronouncing blessings and
offering incense. In I Ch. 26:.12 the gatekeepers also perform .frl service (cf. Neh.
lO:37-4O). Finally,2Ch.24:14 speaks of kb idr71, cultic utensils of various sorts (cf.
2 K. 25:14; Jer. 52:18). The LXX uses leitourgein or leitourgia to translate .frr.

e. Joel. Also postexilic are the four occurrences of the root in the book of Joel
(1:9,13[bis]; 2:17), variations on the motif that the priests (no other group is men-
tioned) as Jr, servants of Yahweh or the altar are to wail and lament because the cult
(grain offerings and drink offerings) can no longer be carried out or because the people
are threatened by God's imminent punishment.

f. Summary. Despite disagreements concerning the date of various texts, on the
whole we observe a tendency of preexilic texts to use .ir, with reference to individual
service, whereas postexilic contexts tend to use it for a subordinate form of cultic ser-

vice; but the latter connotation is not consistent. The root Jr, differs from'bd in denot-
ing a form of service that is highly specific and for the most part subordinate; by no
means does it embrace the broad semantic spectrum of 'bd.

IIII. LXX. In 80 percent of the cases the LXX uses leitourgein to translate irt, al-
though it avoids this translation when referring to service outside the cult. For the latter
it uses a variety of equivalents or paraphrases, often only once: thenipon (Ex. 33: I 1),

hypourgds (Josh. l:l), proestEk6ta (2 S. l3:17), pdntes hoi hyp'aut6n (Prov.29:12),
z.,z

tdn peri td sSma toil basil1ds (1 Ch. 28:1), doulertein (Isa. 56:6), and hdxousin Some-
what more frequent are paristdnai, didkonos/diakonia, and laffertein.1a

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. In describing the deployment of the community for worship
during the war,75 the War Scroll (lQM 2:l-3ll4QMd 5) speaks of the fathers of the
community, the chiefs of the divisions, and the chiefs of the Levites as .fr, servants. The
verb is also used for the deference that the defeated kings of foreign nations show to-
ward Jerusalem (licking the dust of her feet?76) (lQM 12:14; l9:6ll4QMb 1:6). The
root is used figuratively to describe the exceptional relationship with God enjoyed by
various mortals: outstanding heroes (lQM 13:3; IQH 5:21), the community (?) (1QH
12:23), the righteous (lQH 15:24), priests (lQSb 4:25).

A unique instance in the Damascus Document speaks of an impersonal form of ser-

73. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher 270.
74. For a detailed presentation see Strathmann,219-21.
75. Lohse, 294 n.8.
76. See the various editions of the text.
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vice: abstract entities such as discernment and knowledge ('ormd w"da'a!) offer God
.ir, service (CD 2:4). Priestly service is referred to in the Temple Scroll ( I I QT 15: 15;

32:12;56:9 lDt. l7:12):60: I 1,14 [Dr. l8:5,7]; 63:3 [Dr. 21:5]). Often, especially in the

Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, the heavenly powers surrounding God are called "his
servants" (sometimes in parallel with pbl "hosts") (lQH 2: 14; 4Q100 | 4,8;4Q405 23

l:3; 2:2: 4Q5 1 I 35 4; cf . 4Q405 23 2:lO; I lQShirShab 3-4 3). In 4Q378 22 l:2, echo-

ing Josh. 1:1,77 Joshua is called "servant (irt) of your servant (?d) Moses." Five addi-
tional instances appear in fragmentary contexts.

Engelken

77. See II.1.a above
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TDNT, ll,689-95; J. Bott6ro and G. Steiner, "Getriinke," RIA,, lll,302-8; D. Bourguet, Des
mdtaphores des Jdrimie. EtB. n.s.9 (1987); H. C. Brichto, "The Case of the SOTR and a Recon-
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I. Semitic.
l. General. Although not etymologically related, the Common Semitic verbal roots

ity and.iqy (displaced in Arabic by iaribat) are everywhere associated semantically
and functionally, with variations in particular geographical and linguistic areas. This
article will not deal with the theoretical homonymous root.irft, "weave."2

2. Individual Languages. a. Akkadian. The G stem of AY,k. iatfi(m) II refers to the
act of drinking; there is a single unpublished example of the S or causative stem with

comparies(1979),122-31=FSL.A.Perot.BSal2l(1976),89-98;A.Destro, Incasodigelosia
(Bologna, 1989); idem, The kry of Jealousy. Brown Judaic Studies 181 (Atlanta, 1989);
M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Baal RPU in KTU Ll08; l.ll3 und nach 1.17 Yl 25-23:' UF 12

(1980) 171-82; M. Fishbane, 'Accusations of Adultery," HUCA 45 (1914) 25-a5; T. Friedmann,
"Origin and Transformation of a Biblical Image," BethM I l3 (1988) 135-38 (Heb.); T. Frymer-
Kensky, "The Strange Case of the Suspected Sotah (Numbers V I 1-3I)," W 34 (1984) 1l-26;
G. Gerleman, *i,nui ith to drink," TLOT, lll, 1407-10; H. Gressmann, "fi rorvrovic r6v
6arprovitov," ZNW 20 (1921) 224-30; S. Grill, "Der Schlachttag Jahwes," BZ 2 (1958) 278-83;
J. Hahn, Das Goldene Kalb. EH XXIIVI54 (1981), esp. 195-212; W. Helck, "Ess- und
Trinksitten," lzxAg, 11,33-34; W. Herrmann, "Giitterspeise und G<ittertrank in Ugarit und Is-
raell' ZAW 72 (1960) 205-16: A. W. Jenks, "Eating and Drinking in the OT," ABD, ll,250-54;
A. Kammenhuber, "Nochmals: Der hethitische Kdnig trinkt Gott NN," in W. Gross et al., eds.,
Text, Methode und Grammatik. FS W. Richter (St. Ottielien, l99l),221-26; S. E. Loewenstamm,
"Eine lehrhafte ugaritische Trinkburleske," UF | (1969)71-77;idem, "The Making and Destruc-
tionof theGoldenCaltl'Bibl 48(1967) 481-90; idem,"TheMakingandDestructionof the
Golden Calf - 

A Rejoinder," Bibl 56 (1975) 330-43; O. Loretz, Ugarit und die Bibel
(Darmstadt, 1990), esp. 219-20; W. McKane, "Poison, Trial by Ordeal and the Cup of Wrath,"
f/" 30 (1980) 474-92; J. L. Mclaughlin, "The marzeab at Ugarit," UF 23 (1991) 265-81;
J. Milgrom, "The Case of the Suspected Adulteress, Numbers 5:ll-3l," in R. E. Friedman, ed.,
The Creation of Sacred Literature. UCP, Near Eastern Studies 22 (1981\,69-75; idem, "On the
Suspected Adulteress (Numbers V I 1-3 1)," IrI 35 ( 1985) 368-69; J. Morgenstern, "Trial by Or-
deal Among the Semites," HUCA Jubilee Volume 1875-1925 (1925), ll3-43; F. Ncitscher,
"Sakrale Mahlzeiten vor Qumran," in H. Gross and F. Mussner, eds., Lex tua veritas. FS
H. Junker (Trier, 196l), 145-74; A. Palzkill, "mriuo pino dink," EDNT III, 88-90; M. Pesce,
"Mangiare e bere il proprio giudizio," RivB 38 (1990) 495-513; M. H. Pope, 'A Divine Banquet
at Ugarit GS 24.258)," in J. M. Efird, ed., The Use of the OT in the New and Other Essays. FS
W. F. Stinespring (Durham, N.C., 1972), 170-203; R. Press, "Das Ordal im alten Israel," ZAW 5l
(1933) l2l-40, 227 -55; G. Sandelin, Wisdom as Nourisher. Acta Acad. Aboensis A 64/3 (1986);
J. M. Sasson, "Numbers 5 and the 'Waters of Judgement,"' BZ 16 (1972) 249-51; A. Schart,
Mose und Israel im Konflikt. OBO 98 (1990), esp. 184-210; R. Smend, "Essen und Trinken -Ein Sttick Weltlichkeit des AI," Die Mitte des AT. BEvT 99 (1986), 200-2ll = H. Donner et al.,
eds., Beitriige der alttestamentlichen Theologie. FS W. Zimmerli (Grittingen, 197'l),446-59;
W. von Soden, "Trunkenheit im babylonisch-assyrischen Schrifttum," Bibel und Alter Orient.
BZAW 162 (1985), 187-94 = Al-Bahith. FS J. Henninser (Bonn, 1976), 317-24; F. Stolz,
"Rausch, Religion und Realitiit in Israel und seiner Umwelt," W 26 (1976) 170-86; J. Tropper,
"Ugaritisch .i4y.' 'trinken' oder 'trdnken'?" Or 58 (1989) 233-42; S. Virgulin, "Il lauto convivio
sul Sion (Jes 25,6-8)," BeO ll (1969) 57-64: H. Wildberger, "Das Freudenmahl auf dem Zion,"
rZT fl977) 373-83 = Jahwe und sein Volk. GSAT. ThB 66 (1979),274-84.

HAL, IT, 1667.
HAL, I, 1667: ith l; BDB, 1059: ith III; cf. W. Breder et al., ZAH 2 (1989) 227.
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the meaning "cause to drink."3 The G stem of iaqfi III always has causative meaning,

as does the rare iterative Gtn stem. The causative 5 stem occupies a second semantic

level: "cause to soak or drench." The N stem serves as the passive ofthe G stem on the

first level: "be irrigated."a In the context of agriculture and animal husbandry, with its
associated organizational structures and irrigation technology, derivatives of iaqfi(m)
III are about three times as numerous as derivatives of iatfi(m) II:5 irrigated land, work-

ers, facilities, equipment, professions, hydraulic engineering,6 not to mention mythol-
ogy, magic, necromancy, and medicine. The office of "cupbearer" $aqAy reflects so-

cial hierarchy. In other Semitic languages (Old South Arabic, Ethiopic, Tigre), too,

irrigation in the context of agriculture is a major theme of various word formations and

semantic instantiations. 8

b. Ugaritic. According to Tropper, Ugar. Jry appears only in the G stem, whereas ^i4y
is found in the G, D, and S stems. The former - often without an explicit direct object

- refers to a continuous action approaching a state. In contrast to all other Semitic lan-

guages, the G stem of .i4y also means "drink," as a single specific action. The D and S

stems have different causative meanings: the D stem refers to a "single specific action,"
serving as the causative equivalent to the G stem of iqy; the S stem refers to a "general

action, often of long duration," serving as the causative of Jry rather than Jqy. The

scenes are set exclusively in the milieu of the gods; the objects are wine, blood, and

tears.9

3. Common Features. In Northwest Semitic iry appears only in the G stem, 'l4y only

in the causative stem,l0 in mutual relationship.l I Even outside the Semitic sphere - in
other etymons - similar semantic and syntactic phenomena appear.l2 The broad liter-
ary domain is illustrated iconographically by genre scenes as well as by representations

of the court and cult, the significance of which is not always clear.l3

There are many analogies in ancient Near Eastern literature to the symbolic and

metaphorical usage of the OT. In the case of Ugaritic, for example, Pardeela cites the

following: someone drinks a cup of disgrace; a goddess eats the flesh and drinks the

3. AHw,lll, l2O2-3.
4. AHw,lll,
5. AHw,lll,
6. AHw,l\,

l8l; cf. GaG, $$96g,105t,145c.
181,1203.
181.

7. AHw, III, 1182; also fem.: AHw,lll, 1179.
8. HAL, il, 1639, t667-68.
9. Tropper, 236,241-42; see also idem, Der ugaritische Kausativstamm und die Kausitiv-

bildungen des Semitischen. Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt-Syrien-Paliistinas 2 (Mtinster,

1990), 165-70.
10. DISO,322; see also 318; Beyer,718,720.
11. See, e.g., U.Seidl, "Studien zum Vokabular der Landwirtschaft im Syrischen II,"

Altorientalische Forschungen 16 (1989) 89-139, esp. 9l-93; Ae 99-102.
12. Kammenhuber.
13. E.g., ANEB nos. 157-58, 675, 679-80; M. Metzger, ZDPV 99 (1983) 54-94; idem,

Konigsthron und Gottesthron. AOAT l5ll-2 (1985).
14. uF 7 (r975) 373.
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blood of her slain colleague; someone is called on to "drink with the sun," which prob-

ably means "make peace with the king."t5 At Deir'Alla we find the impv. "drink
wrath."l6

II. OT.
l. Statistics. a. The OT contains several morphologically obscure forms of weak

roots with i and t/q, which the context indicates do not derive from ith or iqh (Am. 8:8;

cf .9:5;tt Isa. 19:10;18 Ps.65:10[Eng.9];re Prov.27:1520). According to Andersen and

Forbes,2l if we ignore these forms the root.frft occurs 270 times in the Hebrew and Ara-
maic OT. The verb occurs 221times in the qal and once in the niphal (Lev. ll:34).
There are 47 occurrences of the noun miiteh (Even-Shoshan22 counts 46); tne nominal
formsJli(Eccl. l0:17) andi"ltyd (Est. 1:8)occuronceeach.Of the86occurrencesof
the root J4lz (Even-Shoshan23 counts 85), 79 are hiphil forms (if we follow Andersen
and Forbes in considering maiqeh as a participle; Mandelkern24 counts 7 occurrences

as nouns and l4 as participles); there is a single occurrence each of the niphal (Am. 8:8

K1 and pual (Job 2l:24). The noun ioqe!occvrs twice (Gen. 24:20:30:38), the noun
iiqqiy 3 times (Hos. 2:7[5]; Ps. 102:10[9]; Prov. 3:8).

b. The vb. ith is almost three times as frequent as iqh. The concentration of the two
roots varies widely, both individually and in their mutual association. In narratives and

reports of human encounters, .lrlr is far more common that iqh. In the sections of the

Pentateuch that are generally considered early (L + J + E), the proportion is approxi-
mately equal (37135). The story of Joseph uses the participial formmaiqeh as a techni-
cal term forcupbearer (Gen. 40-4'l).In texts assigned toP (514),.irft appears only in
ritual prohibitions addressed to Nazirites (Nu. 6:3,20) and priests (Lev. l0:9; Ezk.
44:21), iqh only in the "ordeal of the suspect wife" (Nu. 5:l l-31). Neither lexeme ap-
pears in H. In the Former Prophets .ir& is much more common than iqh (50/6: Judges

lol2,l-2 Samuel lll2,l-zKings2912): the same is true for the Latter Prophets (7lll4)
and the Writings (43114). Both are infrequent (14/3) in the narrative books of the Writ-
ings (Ruth, Esther, ChrH, but excluding Daniel); in the other books (Daniel, Psalms,

Job, Proverbs, Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations), the absolute and relative
preponderance of ith over lqh (127129) is greater than in the other groups and also ex-

ceeds the average for the whole Hebrew and Aramaic OT. Only in the Psalms are the

15. Ct. UT no. 2501; possibly similar is ATDA, 248.
16. J. Hoftijzer, TUAT ll, 143; cf. H.-P. Mtiller, 7AW 94 (1982) 214-44; idem, ZAH 4 (1991)

l-31; H. and M. Weippert, ZDPV 98 (1982) 77-103.
17. F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Amos. AB (1989), 809-13.
18. HAL, ll, 1537; D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de l'AT II. OBO 50/2 (1986), 139-41;

Breder et al., ZAH 2 (1989) 227.
19. BHS; HAL, ll,1448.
20. GK, 375x; HAL, lr, 1437, 1669.
21. F. l. Andersen and A. D. Forbes, The Vocabulary of the OT (Rome, 1989), 161,255.
22. Pp. 1352-53.
23. tbid., 1350-51, 2236-37, 2241.
24. P. 1230.
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occurrences approximately equal (517).In Aramaic we find only the G stem (peal) of
ith (DnL5il-4,23).2s

Of the 41 occurrences of miiteh,26 5 are in Genesis, 7 in DtrH, 5 in the Prophets, and

30 in the Writings (20 in Esther alone). There are so few occurrences of the other deriv-
atives that their distribution tells us little. The numbers vary, depending on whether the

figura etymologica.iald plus a finite form of ith is treated as a single unit, and whether
the ptcps. maiqeh (Neh. 1: I l; 2 Ch.9:4) and iiqqfiy are treated as verbs2T or substan-
tives.

2. Verbs. a. In the OT, in contrast to the rest of the ancient Near East,28 only the cre-
ated world drinks in the literal or figurative sense - human beings, occasionally ani-
mals and plants (2 S. l2:3; Ezk.3l:14,16; Nu. 20:8,11), the land (Dt. l1:11). De-
pending on the subject and even more on the object, other terms (esp. verbs) enter the

semantic field of ituiqh.
b. Water is named explicitly as the object of the verb only under special circum-

stances, as when it is dangerously scarce. Except in the phrase mA-rd'i, "poisoned wa-
ter" (Jer. 8: l4; 9: l4[15);23:.15),2e its effect is always beneficent. It "revives" the thirsty
(Jgs. 15:l9a). Even the "scent of water" makes trees bud (Job 14:9; cf. Ps. 1:3; Jer.

ll:19; 17:7-8;Ezk.17:5ff.). The everyday activity of drinking or watering is often in-
troduced by formulaic auxiliary expressions such as bw' (Gen. 30:38;2 S. I 1: I l;2 K.
9:34; Est. 7: l; Am. 4: l; etc.), yib l" (Jer. 16:8), and ntn (Ex. 17:2; Dt. 2:28; Jgs. 5:25

[cf. 4: l9]; Dnl. 1: l2; Prov. 3l:3-7; inPs. 69:221211 practically synonymous with .i4lr).
"Drinking" may be modified by such general expressions as klh l" (Gen.24:19,22), l'h
niphal /'(Ex. 7:18), ykl l' (8x.7:21,24; 15:23), ysp /'(Isa. 5l:22), and 'bh l (2 5.23:16-
17; I Ch. ll:18-19).Preliminaryactionsof obtainingadrinkcanbeusedinthesense
of "drink": qrb hiphil (Jgs. 5:25), and qwr (2 K. l9:24lllsa. 37:25) or hpr (Ex. 7:24)
used absolutely. The 19 occurrences of .i'D all involve the drinking of water: in secular
usage (Gen. 24:44;2 S.23:15-17; Ruth 2:9; I Ch. ll:18-19), in cultic settings (l S.

7:6;9:ll), and in eschatological judgment (Nah.3:14) or salvation (Isa. l2:3).
When used in connection with alcoholic beverages (yayin, idkdr ttr6i, dam-'Andb,

bemer miira!'%d|tm), ith ar,d.iqlz share a motley lexical field. Some lexemes are al-
ways associated with alcohol. The most common is .itr it can mean "merry" (Gen.

43:34; 2 S. l l : 1 3 ; Hag. 1 :6; Cant. 5 : l ), "drunk" (Gen. 9:21 ; Jer. 25:27 : cf. Isa. 24:9), or
both at the same time (Isa. 29:9;51:21;ler.25:27;Lam.4:21). The vb. sD'is pejorative:
"tope, booze" (Dt. 2l:20:' lsa. 56:12; Hos. 4: l8; Prov. 23:20-21). The vb. msk, "mix,"
refers to alcohol, not necessarily in a critical sense (Isa. 5:22; Prov. 9:2,5; cf. Ps.

75:9[8]; 102:10[9]; Isa. l9:14). Negative connotations predominate: /" (Ob. 16), hmh
(Zec.9:15 MT), Sif and hll III hithpolel (Jer.25:16), msh (Isa. 5l:17;Ezk. 23:33-34;

25. P. W. Coxon, ZAW 89 (1977) 275-76.
26. On the form see W. Baumgartner, TZ 9 (1953) 156.
27.8.9., by Mandelkern: Prov. 3:8; Hos. 2:7(5); Ps. 102:10(9).
28. See Ncitscher.
29. M. J. Dahood, RSi III, 57.
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Ps.75:9[8]; cf.Isa.66:ll),to ml'(Ezk.23:33;cf. Ps. 107:9; Jer.13:12-13),nw'1"(Am.
4:8; cf. 8: I 1-12), kaiiikkdr (Isa. 24:20: Ps. lO7:21). A classic collection of these ex-

pressions appears in Isa. 28:7-8: qy', bl', igh, pwq, t'h, negated qfim. Peiphrasis in-
creases formality: "No meat or wine had entered my mouth" (bw', Dnl. l0:3; cf. Nu.
5:22,24,27', Gen. 4:ll llqd). The vb. rwh,3t which normally has positive overtones,

can convey an intensive meaning (Gen. 2:6,10;Isa.34:7;55:10; Lam. 3:15).
c. Prohibitions against drinking blood use 'kl (Lev. 3:17;7:22-27; 17:10-14 Dt.

12:16,23; 15:23; etc.; cf. Gen. 9:4). Only figuratively is the blood of animals "drunk"
(Nu. 23:24; Ezk. 39:18). Human beings (Ezk. 39:19) and weapons (Dt. 32:42; cf. Isa.

34:6-7) can be "drunk" with blood. The notion that God might drink the blood of sacri-
ficial rams like other gods (Dt. 32:38: Bel l-23; cf .Isa. l:1 I ) is expressly rejected (Ps.

50:13; cf. vv.9,l2).
d. Eating ( 'frl) is followed by drinkin e ( ith) 36 times, usually joined by the conjunc-

tion w".32 In 25 instances the word pair is used absolutely, without any direct object
(1 Ch. 12:40), interpreted as festivities (ltdg"gtm, I S. 30:16) or rejoicing (iemEhtm,

I K.4:20; Eccl.8:15). Only stereotyped objects are named: bread and wine (Dt.

29:5[6)), bread and water (Ex. 34:28;Dt.9:9,18; I S. 30:12; I K.13:18,22). A period

of deprivation or abstention may last 3 days (l S. 30:12),40 days (8x.34:28;Dt.
9:9,19),3 weeks (Dnl. 10:2-3), or 40 years (Dl29t4-515-61). A festive banquet may be

denoted by.irlr alone, obviously the central and most important activity (Est. 3:15; 7:l;
Dnl.5:l-4,23; cf. also the single object named in Job 1:13,18: "eating and drinking
wine"; cf. Cant. 5:l; Neh. 8:10).

3. Deverbal Nouns. a. The noun miiteh appears only in the singular, although cer-

tain forms with suffixes appear to be plural.33 Only in late texts (and exceptionally, fol-
lowing ma'of;fr\: Ezr.3:7; Dnl. l:10,16) does it mean "drink." Elsewhere it is the usual

word - 
probably as pars pro toto - for a feast.

Such a feast is characterized by merry drinking, accompanied by music and song
(e.g., Isa. 5:12;22:13;24:9;56:12: Ps. 69:13[l2]; Sir. 32:4-5) and a duration of some

length (7 days: Jgs. 14:12,17; Est. 1:5-8).In perhaps the majority of cases, the meal it-
self was followed by the "drinking session" (miiEh hayyayin, Est. 5:6; 7:2,7-8; Sir.
49:l3a), possibly in a special area, the bAlmiitch hayyayin (Est. 7:$ls;. It is impossible
to determine in every case whether the bA!-miiteft was permanent or merely a conve-

nient place to observe an occasion of joy or sadness (Jer. 16:5-8; Eccl.7:2; cf. Jer.

15:17; Cant. 2:4). Neither do we always know whether the festal meal was an "occa-

30. HAL, rr,62t.
31. P. Maiberger, -r XIII,57-61.
32. Cf. M. J. Dahood, RSe I, 108, 251-52.
33. GK, $93ss; Blr, $73c.
34. HAL, I, 653; P. W. Skehan and A. A. di Lella, The Wisdom of Ben Sira. AB (1987),391;

D. Barth6lemy and O. Rickenbacher, Konkordanz zum hebriiischen Sirach (Gtittingen, 1973),

246.
35. L. B. Paton, Esrher 1CC (1908), 236-37,263-64.
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sion," an end in itself, or merely marked an occasion: weaning (Gen. 21:8), marriage
(Gen.29:22-25; Jgs. 14:10,12,17), a birthday (Gen. 40:20), a domestic celebration (Job

l:4-5), a memorial of the dead (the context suggested for marzeah.' Am. 6:6; Jer.

15:536), a visit (Gen. 19:3; Jgs. 19:6), a way to nurture social ties (Gen. 26:30; 2 S.

3:20), cult and representation (e.g., 1 K. 3:15; cf. Jgs. 9:27;Est.1 and 5, passim), vain
self-aggrandizement (kmiiteh hammele$, I S. 25:36), or recollection of past deliver-
ance (Est. 9:17 -18,22).

Less precisely, miiteh is used for (noisy, boisterous) "festivities" (e.g., bQ iimhd,
Eccl.7:2,4; Est.5:l4;7:8; 9:l7-18,22;cf.IK.4:20; I S.30:16;Ps. 107:27).Figura-
tively it can refer to a happy life (e.g., Prov. 15:15, miiteh ldmtd; cf. also vv. 13,30).
The book of Esther, with 20 of the 47 OT occurrences of miiteh, is organized around
banquets and feasts;37 the crucial turning point is marked by a unique series of related
nouns: iimhd w"idi6n layy"hfi/im miiteh wjbm tbb (8:l7a;9:17-22).

The hapax legomenon i"1tyd in Est. 1:8 has to do with drinking etiquette at court.38

Another hapax legomenon, .f!i (Eccl. l0:17; cf. Sir. 3l:28), occurs in a censure of dis-
solute leaders; its use as an antonym of bige!frr639 shows that it is a pejorative term re-
ferring to the weakness of the uninhibited drunkard.

b. In l0 of its occurrences, the participial form maiqeh means "cupbearer." Of the
other 8 or 9 occurrences, 7 mean "drink," never in a figurative sense. In at least one
text, Gen. 13:10, it means "well-watered land." In Ezk.45:15 it may have the same

meaning; another possibility is "watering place."+o The noun idqeT which occurs twice
in pastoral settings (Gen. 24:20;30:38), means "watering trough."4l

4. Thirst. The most common word for thirst is -+ NDI ,rm', often used in conjunction
with -+ l9'1 r? (e.g., Dt. 28:48|2 S.17:29:'lsa.32:6;65:13; Am. 8:11; Ps. 107:5,9;
2Ch.32:ll). Thirst is often deadly (Ex.17:3; Jgs. l5:18; Isa.50:2; Am.8:13; Hos.
2:5[3]). The Rabshakeh threatens to use it as a weapon against the besieged inhabitants
of Jerusalem (lsa. 36:12l 12 K. 18:27 K ; ct. Q). Various words refer to the alleviation or
quenching of thirst: .itlr (Ruth 2:9;lsa.29:8;65:13); iqh (Jgs.4:19; Isa. 32:6; Ps.

69:2212ll; 104: I l; Prov. 25:21); -+ '11t, .Ibr with connotations of external force (Isa.

55:l;Ps. 104:11);-->lrlil/ ib',"haveorgiveenough(todrink),"morecommonlyasso-
ciated with solid food (Am. 4:8; Ps. 107:9; Prov. 30:16).42 Measures taken by God to
alleviate thirst are described in greater detail (e.g., Jgs. 15:18; Isa. 4l:17-18;42:15;
43:20; Neh.9:15,20).

36. E. F. Beach, "The Samaria lvories, Marze,h, and Biblical Texts," BA 56 (1993) 94-104,
esp.98-101.

37. A. Meinhold, Esther. ZBK 13 (1983), I l; idem, W 33 (1983) 435-45.
38. C. A. Moore, Esther. AB (1971), 7-8.
39. H. Kosmala, + II,369.
40. D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de l'AT IIl. OBO 5013 (1992), 400-401; but cf.

W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983),475.
4t. HAL, II, 1650.
42. G. Warmuth, -+ XIY 19-31; Y. Avishur, Stylistic Studies of Word-Pairs in Biblical and

Ancient Semitic Literatures. AOAT 2lO (1984), 379,401,611.
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5. Semantic Pair In the Hebrew OT ith (qal only) and iqh (hiphil only) are everyday
words constituting a semantic pair related as G stem (qal) and causative (hiphil). When
iqh appears by itself, Jlh is implicit; the reverse is not necessarily the case. The verbs
(individually or together) and their derivatives are theologically relevant, according to
their intent or context; this is a further reason to study them in their textual setting and
mutual semantic relationship. In late prophetic, poetic, and sapiential texts, they more
often convey an immediate theological sense; in (earlier) narratives in the Pentateuch,
in pastoral settings or describing God's provision of water, they relate to events of theo-
logical interest.

The only exceptions, J//, niphal in Lev. ll:34 and iqhpualinJob2l:24, are passive
in meaning; the impersonal construction is probably a makeshift due to the absence of
a clear active subject. These exceptions show that semantic necessity can break strict
linguistic rules. The following discussion, for the sake of simplicity, will refer simply
to .irfr and.iqlr, without specifying qal and hiphil.

III. Pragmatics and Ethics.
I . Use and Abuse. a. The drinking of water is never a theological or ethical problem,

but the hard-hearted refusal of water - if not based on a formal commandment - is
condemned. The inhabitants of Tema are called on to "bring water to the thirsty, meet
the fugitive with bread" (Isa.2l:14; cf.32:6;2 S. 30:11-12); even enemies have the
right to expect as much (2 K. 6:22-23; Prov. 25:21; 2 Ch. 28:15). Among other accusa-
tions, Job's friends charge him tritely with having given no water to the weary to drink
(Job 22:7a; cf. vv. 6-9). Fools deprive the thirsty of drink (maiqeh, Isa. 32:6). The
sheep of God's allegorical flock should not have to drink what others have fouled with
their feet (Ezk. 34:19).

b. The joys of wine are esteemed despite its dangerous consequences. In contrast to
the cautions expressed in wisdom literature, formal prohibitions against alcohol are
motivated not by ethical concerns or the dangerous consequences of drinking it, but by
unquestioned traditions: nazirite status (Num. 6:3-4; Jgs. 13:4,7,I4; Am.2;12), active
exercise of priestly ministry (Lev. 10:8-9; Ezk. 44:21), ancestral command (Jer. 35:6-
9,14).

Excess and abuse are warned against (e.g., I S. 1:13-15; Isa.5:22; Eccl. l0:17; Sir.
3l:22-32; Tob. 4:15). Those who are given to wine and beer will never become "wise"
(Prov. 20:1; cf. Isa. 5:ll-12; 56:12). Sirach pleads effusively for moderation in drink-
ing wine (Sir. 3l:25-32; cf. Isa. 5:11,22; Eccl. l0:17). Lemuel's mother makes a prag-
matic distinction: kings and rulers should abstain on account of their responsibilities
(cf. Isa. 56:12), but it is good to give wine to the poor and distressed, so that they can
drink and forget their poverty and misery (Prov. 3l:4-7; cf. Wis. 6:24).The problems
of devout Israelites at a foreign court in the late period with "the wine of the king's
miiteh" (Dnl. l:5,8; cf. vv. 10,16) had to do with the interpretation of dietary laws (cf.
Tob. l:10-ll).

2. Nontheological Usage. a. Drinking is a motif of love poetry: "I eat my honey-
comb with my honey, I drink my wine with my milk; eat, friends, drink, and be drunk

52r
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(,ikr) with love" (Cant. 5: l). The woman would give her lover "spiced wine to drink"
(Cant. 8:/).+: Using this language (Prov. 5:19-20; cf.20:l; Isa. 28:7), Prov.5:15-16,18

decks conjugal love in metaphors of springs and water: "Drink water from your cistern

andflowingwater(noz"ltm)fromyourwell ...yoursprings...streams...yourfoun-
tain"a (cf. Prov. 9: 17; Sir. 23:16:-26:12; ndz'ltm also has an erotic sense in Cant. 4:15).

Whether water or wine is drunk makes no difference. Probably the erotic associa-

tions of drinking are connected with pleasure, the euphoric effect of wine, the refresh-

ing effect of water, and exclusive rights to sources of water (Prov. 5:15-18; 9:17; cf.

Gen.2l:25-31:26:15-25,32; Nu.20:17-21). One illustration is the iconographic motif
of a woman using a reed to drink from a jug while making love.as

b. Job's ideal picture of lifelong health (Job 2l:23-24) concludes with the obscure

words fimoah'asm61ayw y"iuqqeh, "and his bones are drenched with marrow" (v.24b),

as more recent scholars prefer to translate the clause.a6 The use of iqhprobably voices

a desire for "refreshment" (cf. Ps. 109:18; Job 20:l l; 30:30). In Prov. 3:8 rip'il1paral-
lels iiqqfiy l"'asm61ey[a (the only instance of iqh in Prov. l-9: cf . marpZ' la'asem in
16:24).

3. Abstract Objects. Prov.26:.6 frames a double comparison without a comparative
particle or a conjunction. Sending an unreliable messenger (kstl; cf. 10:26: 13:17;

15:30 22:21; 25:13,15) is like "amputating both legs, drinking violence/damage"
(hdmds i61eh1.n According to Eliphaz, mortals are fundamentally corrupt: they "drink
iniquity like water" $tiiteh-la'ag kammayim, Job 34:7). All three terms are ethically
negative.a8 Just as it is impossible to live without water, so it is impossible in practice

tolivewithoutdoingwrong(onthissenseof hamas seeGen.6:13; Ps. ll:5;58:3[2];
Prov. 8:36ae). But this bothers the wicked no more than a drink of water.sO They do not

resist. Possibly Prov. l3:2au presupposes such connaturality when it subsumes both

t6f; and hamas under the single vb. 'kl.51

4. Lady Wisdom. Lady Wisdom issues an invitation to enter her house: "Eat my

bread and drink the wine I have mixed" (9:5), promising the simple (pe1t, vv. 4,16)
freedom, life, and "progress in the way of insight" (vv. 5-6). In Sir. 15:3 she gives those

who fear God and hold to the law "the bread of insight to eat and the water of wisdom

43. Translation based on O. Keel, Song of Songs. CC (Eng. tr. 1994), 167,256.
44. Translation based on A. Meinhold, Die Spriiche. ZBK 16, 2 vols. (1991), I, 100.

45. Keel, Song, 45,85, 182-84, esp. ills. 111 and ll2;U. Winter, Frau und Giittin. OBO 53

(1983), 349-54,618 n.774, ills. 346-48; J. S. Cooper, Rll, IY 259-69.
46.E.g., G. Fohrer, Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 336,345, citing Prov. 3:8; A. de Wilde, Das Buch

Hiob. OTS 22 (1981)225,228-29;EU; NRSV; cf. comms. For a different interpretation see E. A.
Knauf, BN 7 (1978) 22-24.

47. H. Haag, -+ IY 479-80.
48. On la'ag see C. Barth, -+ VIII, 10-14.
49. J. Reider, W 4 (1954) 284-85.
50. J. L6v0que , Job et son Dieu. EtB,2 vols. ( 1970), 1,2@-66,270-7l; C. Barth, -+ VIII, 13.

51. W Btihtmann, Vom Rechten Reden und Schweigen. OBO 12 (1976),312-13.
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to drink" (wmy tbwnh tiqnw; this construct phrase appears only here52). In Sir. 24:19
she invites all who desire her: "Eat your fill (empliisth€te) of my fruits." In a "poetic
paradox,"s3 she insists: "Those who eat of me will hunger for more, and those who
drink of me will thirst for more" (v. 2l), identifying herself with her own "fruirs" and
drink (cf. vv.23-34; 15:1). Drinking has a certain preeminence in the hendiadys "eat
and drink," probably because experience shows that the drinker's addiction grows with
drinking. Jesus Sirach often uses terms for inebriation (methjein, 24:21; methjskein,
l:16; 24:31: 35132:13) and thirst (dipsdn, 24:21; 5l:24) in connection with wisdom.
Outside the OT, there are graphic descriptions of "drinking" wisdom (l En.48:1;
2 Esd. ll2ll4i37 -41).s4

IV. Critical Situations. At times the motif of drinking provides a narrative frame-
work for crucial events affecting the people or outstanding individual figures in critical
situations.

l. The Exodus. It plays a role in several related scenes in the literary complex of the
exodus and wilderness wandering.

a. When the first of the "plagues" strikes (Ex.7:14-24), the Egyptians cannot drink
from the Nile (vv. 18,21,24). This plague is described symbolically, without founda-
tion in reality; otherwise the consequences for the Israelites and the return to "normal"
in Egypt would at least have been hinted at (cf. v.25).

b. In three "complaint narratives" (Ex.15,,22-25; l7:l-7; Nu. 20:l-13), lack of water
to drink incites the Israelites to rebel against Moses and Aaron, and ultimately to desert
Yahweh. Yahweh provides a remedy by giving instructions to Moses (and Aaron) (Ex.
l5:25a; cf. l7:5-6a; Nu. 20:8a; 2 K.2:19-22). The "drinking" 

- like the carrying out
of Yahweh's instructions - is either not mentioned at all (Ex. 15:25a) or just
proleptically in passing (17:6a0; Nu. 20:8bc). Only in Nu. 20:9-l I is the full chain of
events recounted, concluding with the people's drinking.

In each instance the gift of water is described in ceremonious language (Ex.
17:5,6b; Nu. 20:6,8,10,12-13: cf. Ex. 24:ll: 18:12) and linked (secondarily) with
Egypt (Ex. l7:5b; Nu. 20:8-9,11) and Horeb (Ex. l7:6ay), and is recalled later (Nu.
33;14; Ps.78:18-20); but on the whole thirst and drinking are epiphenomena, as are
hunger and eating (manna, quails: Ex. 16; Nu. l6) or war (Ex. 14: I 1-l27ss in other pas-
sages. The focus of attention is on God's power; the relationship of the people to
Yahweh is at stake (Ex.l5:23b,25b-26; l7:17; Nu. 2O:12-13'5.s0 Thus an ancient tradi-
tion, to which J is probably the earliest literary witness, reappears with subtly different
purposes in the "sources" or "strata" E and P, and probably various recensions as well.

52. Barth6lemy and fuckenbacher, Konkordanz zum hebrciischen Sirach, 220.
53. J. Marb<tck, Weisheit im Wandel. BBB 37 (1971),76; cf. M. Gilbert, RTL 5 (1974) 326-48.
54. R. H. Charles, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha ofthe Of, II (Oxford, 1913, repr. 1963),

216,623.
55. E. Ruprecht, ZAW 86 (1974) 302-4.
56. E. Blum, Studien 7ur Komposition des Pentateuch. BZAW 189 (1990), 148-52,271-78.
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Blum speaks of "diachronic complexity."sz The recent radical changes in pentateuchal

studiesSs have made the "traditional" assignments of these texts to literary sources5e

more problematic than ever. There is good reason, therefore, to pass over the associated

variations in emphasis (which in any case could not be discussed in detail here), espe-

cially since they haraty affect the raw material, the motifs of thirst and drinking, but

only how these are used in each particular setting.

c. Ouring their subsequent desert wandering, the Israelites seek access to the

wells belonging to the occupants of the land (Nu. 20:17-21 2l:21-24;. Dl 2:5-6,28'

30; cf. Isa. 55:l;Lam.5:4). With the grandiose claim to have drunk water (in con-

quered lands), the Rabshakeh asserts one of the rights of a conqueror (Isa' 37:2511

2 K. t9:24).
When Jeremiah asks, "What do you gain by going to Egypt, to drink the waters of

the Nile, and what do you gain by going to Assyria, to drink the waters of the Euphra-

tes?" (Jer.2:18), he is alluding rhetorically to the exodus to castigate the furtive search

for help from abroad (cf. Dt. 17 16;28:68; Isa. 3l:l-3; Ezk.l7:7; also Ex. 13:17; Nu.

143-aj. For Israel "drinking the waters of the Nile or Euphrates" can only mean de-

pendency - forced, but nevertheless accepted (cf. Jer. 2:16,36-37; Lam. 5:4,6)oo -
and return to their former servitude.

d. Later, especially in the Psalms, these acts of deliverance become motives for

praising God: pollution of the drinking water in Egypt (Ps. 78:44 105.29), water from

in".o& (ps. 7S:tS-20; 8l:8[7]; 95:8-9; 105:41; lO6:32 cf. honey from the rock,

81: l7t16l). Except for Ps. 78: I 5b (iqh; cf. Nu. 20:8b0), however, these texts use a po-

etic paraphrase rather thar, itUiqh.

2. Ex. 24: l L The frequent terse formula "eat in the presence of Yahweh" (Ex.

l8:12; Dt. l2:7; 14:23,26; 15:20;Ezk.44:3) is expanded inEx' 24:ll (cf' vv' l-2'9'
1 I ) by the addition of wayyiitfi. The only other occurrence of this expansion is in the

Chronicler's special material describing the "second" enthronement of Solomon

(l Ch.29:22a), probably with the purpose of being as complete as possible (cf. vv.21-

iS). fn" statement "they ate and drank" \nBx.24:11 concludes the theophany of

v. 10, which is noteworthy in several respects. Not only are those who "saw the God

of Israel" (vv. lQa,llbcr) protected from otherwise certain death (v. 1l; cf. Gen.

32:3tl3O);Ex.20:19;33:20; Jgs. 6:22-23; 13:22-23; Isa. 6:5). They are also included

among "the nobility of the people of Israel" (Ex.24:11a), i.e., the official representa-

57. Ibid., 242; cf .H. Seebass, "Que reste-t-il du Yahwiste et de l'Elohiste?" in A. de Pury, ed',

Le Pentateuque en question (Geneva' 1989),199-232'
58. See l. Vermeyten, "Les premiers 6tapes litt6raires de la formation du Pentateuque," in de

pury, ed., pentateuque ,n quriion, Ag-9i;E. Zenger, "Le thEme de la 'sortie d'6,gypte' et la

naissance du Pentateuque," in ibid., 301-21.
59. In addition to the comms. see esp. H. Cazelles, DAS, VII, 687-858, esp. 784, 786, 805'

841; also H. Seebass, TRE, ly', 520-24; XVI, 441-51; L. Schmidt, TRE, X)(I' 2ll-22'
60. S. Herrmarn, Jeremia. Bi( XII, 2 vols. (1986-90)' II' 96, 132-36'
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tives (cf. Ex. 18:12; lsa.24:21-23; 40:5). This event is probably anticipated by Ex.

3:l2.er
At this "high point of Israel's unspoiled relationship with God,"62 an event of great

solemnity, .itlz does not add a supplementary element but rather brings to perfect con-

centration a widespread poetic motif, especially common in the Psalms (e.g., Ps. 23:5-

6;2i:4;63:2-9t1-81). Atlhe opposite pole, when this relationship is broken, the people
,,sit down to eat and drink" between offering sacrifice and rising up to play, without any

reference to Yahweh or hierarchical representation (Ex' 32:6)'ez

3. Individual Figures. a. In the two well episodes of J, itfiiqh marks a crucial turn-

ing point. Abraham's servant takes a polite and accommodating offer of drinking water

ur-u tign that God has granted him success in his mission (Gen.2412-14,18-19,43-46)'

Moses' chivalrous conduct at the well establishes a momentous relationship with the

family of the high priest of Midian (Ex.2:16-17,19)'

Several episodes reflect a wilderness schema similar to the exodus traditions: dan-

gerous lack tf water - urgent appeal to God - God's providential gift of water'

when Hagar, wandering in the wilderness (Gen. 2l:9-21 [E]; cf. 164-12 Ul), had

already abandoned her child (21:15-16), "God heard the voice ofthe boy. ' ' ' Then God

op"r"i her eyes and she saw a well of water. She went, and hlled the skin with water'

und gun" the toy a drink" (vv. l7aa,19). Thus God safeguards his ongoing plans for the

boy (v. 20; cf. vv. 18b,20b-21; 16:l}'12; Ex. l7:7b0)'
Samson "was very thirsty, and he called on Yahweh, saying, 'You have granted this

great victory by the irand ofyour servant, but now I am dying ofthirst. . . .'Then God

Iplit open tie ma[tei. . . so that water poured out. When he drank, his rfiah returned,

una n" revived" (Jgs. 15:18-19). Paronomasia (lel.tt - balleht - wayyel.ti, vv. 17,19)

tinks this episode seamlessly with that of the donkey's jawbone (vv. l5-17). Drinking

is therefore not a situational element; it presents itself as a free-floating motif repre-

senting a vivifying act of God to achieve his purposes with Samson (v' 20; cf. v' l8;

l3:5,25; 16:28,31).&
Elijah is to "drink from the wadi." Since the episode presupposes a drought, this

,ou."" of water is unexpected and precarious, as is the food provided by ravens in the wil-

derness and by the widow in a foreign land (l K. 17:4,6-7,10). While the narrative setting

- Wadi Cherit and Zarephath- at least takes schematic account of the climatic and hu-

man environment, Elijahls deliverance after planning to die in the wilderness is stylized

61. T. C. Vriezen, oTS l7 (1972) 11 1-15; B. Renaud, ktthiophanie dusinai:, Ex 19-24.

CahRB 30 (1991) tii-i8; r. *. Nicholsor, W 24 (1974) 77-97; idem, W 25 (1975) 69-79;

idem, lrl26 (1976) 148-60.

62. Blum, Studien,72.
63. Ibid., 5l-52,89-91;idem, "Israel ir la montagne de Dieu," in de Pury, ed., Pentateuque en

question, 275.' 
64. J. C. Exum, w 33 (1983) 30-45; idem and J. w. whedbee, "Isaac, Samson, and Saul," in

y. T. Raddai and A. Brenner, eds., On Humour and the Comic in the Hebrew Bible. JSOTSup 92

(1990), 134-55; R. G. Boling, Judges. AB (1975),239-41'
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strictly as divine intervention (1 K. 9:4-8). No spring gushes forth by the wayside in the
desert; but bread and water provided for the resigned prophet alone strengthens him for
his journey back into the history of his people, to a revelatory encounter with God.65

c. In 2 S. 23:15-17lll Ch. I l: l7- 19, at the risk of their lives, three chiefs carry out a
capricious request on the part of David: "Who will bring me water to dink (mt yaiqdni
mayim) from the well of Bethlehem that is by the gate?" (v. llllv. l7). "But he refused
to drink of it, and instead poured it out to Yahweh" (tvel6' 'alA hitbgm wayyassef;
'dldm llhwh, vv. 16-17llw. l8-19). With a spontaneous libation he thus prevented it
from being put to profane use (cf. Dt. 12:24). A later hand has put a speech in David's
mouth clarifying his thoughts and feelings, in which he swears not to take personal ad-
vantage of the chiefs' action. Because they risked their lives (b"napi61dm), to drink this
water would be to drink their blood (ho/am ha'onaitm hd'Elleh'eiteh, v.17llv. 19; cf.
Gen.9:4-6; Lev. l7:11,14; Dt. 12:23-25: Sir. 3l:27). The tradents probably had differ-
ing interests, but David's craving for a drink of water initiates the action rather than
serving as its intentional focus.

4. Selection. In the scene beside the spring of Harod (Jgs. 7:4-8), we must not over-
look that God alone "selects" (w"esr'pennfr), setting forth the criteria and procedures
(vv. 4-7) that determine why and how the number of troops needs to be reduced (vv.
2,4). Water and the way it is drunk are, as it were, the raw material of a kind of sym-
bolic language quite typical of the ancient Near East.6o In this unconventional test God
shapes what happens contrary to expectations (cf. Jgs. 2:22a). In the course of the
text's transmission, forced attempts to find an inner logic (cf. Gen. 30:38) probably so

distorted it that its "original" form remains an enigma.67

5. Ps. I l0:7a. The context of Ps. I l0:7 is unique, but the verse itself is a straightfor-
ward narrative element: "From the stream by the path he will drink; therefore he lifts
up his head" (minnahal badderef, yiiteh 'al-k€n yarim rd'i). The first line, which inter-
ests us here, involves no textual problems; but the uncertainties ofthe second line68 and
of the psalm as a whole, above all the identity of the subject, plunge it into the whirl-
pool of conflicting opinions. If we leave aside the interpretation of the whole psalm6e
and consider just the elements of v.7a, we observe the contours of a salvation motif,
"Water" and "drinking" appear frequently in God's acts of deliverance (e.g., Jgs. 7:4-
7,15,18-19; I S.30:9-12; lK.17:4a,6b,7),7o as do "way," "water," and "brook" (Isa.

65. R. Smend, W 25 (1975) 525-43.
66. Boling, Judges, 16-17.
67. Ibid., 145-46; K.-H. Hecke, Juda und Israel. FzB 52 (1985),
68. See BIIS.
69. J. Becker, "Zur Deutung von Ps 110,7," in E. Haag and F. L. Hossfeld, eds., Freude an der

Weisung des Herrn. FS H. Gross. SBB 13 (1987), l7-31; W. van der Meer, "Psalm l10," in van
der Meer and J. C. de Moor, eds., Structural Analysis of Biblical and Canaanite Poetry. JSOTSup
74 (1988), 2r5,231-32.

70. M. Gilbert and S. Pisano, Bibl 6l (1980) 353-55.
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35:8; 40:3-5 42:16; 44:3-4; 48:20-21; 49:9-13; Jer. 3l:9; Ps. 23:2-3; 10l:2,6;
107:7 ,35-36). The word naltal snggests the notion of God-given abundance (Isa. 35:6;
4l 17 -20; 66:12). If Yahweh is the subject of v. 7 , this would be the only instance in
which he is the subject of the vb. "drink"; but his drinking would be consonant with his

familiar role as a warrior (Ex. l5:3; Ps. 24:8; cf. Isa. 4O:28,31).71

V. Ritual Drinking.
l. Jealousy Ordeal. In the so-called jealousy ordeal (Nu. 5:l l-31; the expression

comes from vv. 29-30), the vb. ,iqft occurs 3 times (vv.24,26b,27). The present text in-
terweaves two different interpretations of what takes place. The setting is the sanctu-

ary, and the protagonist is the priest. The theological quintessence of the oath that the

priest imposes on the suspect wife is more or less the following: if she is guilty, "may
Yahweh make you an execration and a curse among your people/family, by making
your thigh fall away and your belly swell" (v. 2lb). The suspect woman assents

(v.22b) - the only part she plays in the whole proceeding. In this interpretation God is

clearly expected to resolve the question.
But the same effects are then ascribed to her drinking of water specially prepared by

the priest, using a precisely prescribed ritual (vv. 19b,22a,23-24,26b,21-28).ln vv.24
and 27 the vb. w"hiiq| is twice amplified and expanded: "the water shall enter her"
(fibd'fr lA hammayim). If (and only if!) the woman is guilty, the internal physical con-

sequences when the priest makes her drink the water will prove her guilt and inflict her

punishment: she will be a curse and suffer pathological changes in her reproductive or-
gans. What God does directly in v. 2l is associated (causatively) in vv. 24 and 27 with
the water the woman is made to drink.72

All of this, though, is presented in the form of God's instructions for the priest
(v. I l). Not a word is said about an actual performance of the ritual, including drinking
the water. Forcing someone to drink specially prepared water is probably a relic, no

longer fully understood (v. 2l). Laborious attempts to make the ritual medically, ritu-
ally, and legally (vv. 20-21) practicableT3 may have contributed to the confused form of
the text.Ta

2. The Golden Calf. With no attention to elementary technology - after the golden

calf has supposedly been burned and pulverized - Ex. 32:20 describes Moses' final
action against it: "He scattered it [the powder, ddq] on the water and made the Israelites
drink it." In Dt. 9:21 Moses himself describes his similar treatment of the calf, but us-

ing more and sometimes different words, ending with: "I threw the dust of it l"par6;
cf. v.2la: daq l"'dpdr) into the stream that runs down the mountain." Despite many

similarities, Dt.9:21 differs from Ex. 32:2Oin wording and in saying nothing of drink-
ing. The literary and traditio-historical relationships and dependencies of the two ac-

71. T. Booij, VT 4l (1991) 403-5.
72. For ancient Near Eastern texts dealing with forced drinking and edema, see Begg, 229-33.
73.H.-1. Fabry, -+ VIII,285-86.
74. Preuss; Brichto, "Case"; McKane; Milgrom; E. F. de Ward, ZAW 89 (1977) 13-14.
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counts are unclear.Ts There are, however, comparable "destruction rituals" in the an-
cient Near East.76

Just as the initial acts of burning and pulverizing are not to be understood in an his-
torical and technological sense, but as literary symbols oftotal and final destruction, so

the scattering of the remnants and making the people drink the mixture are to be read as

a literary and ritual cipher. "Making the people drink" refers less to the ingestion of
water than to a final compulsory act that destroys the colpus delicti and punishes the
malefactors (cf. Nu. 5: 1 1-3 1).

Another sign of ulterior theological motives is probably the placing of the personal
object of iqh at the very conclusion of the narrative, after several mentions of 'am and
two of "Israel" (8x.32:4,8): "He forced the drink upon the Israelites" (v. 20b). The
speaker behind Dt.9:21 can omit the drinking because he has other concerns, without
on that account being "incomplete:'tt The literary setting of the ritual hardly argues for
its actual historical performance. Not even in Gen. 44:5,15 is it clear whether and how
the use of a cup for divination (nhi piel) involved drinking. Here, as in Nu. 5 ; I 1-3 I , at-
tempts to rationalize the account technologically or physiologically overlook the inten-
tions and opportunities of the texts.?8

VI. Creation and History. Occasionally we find itWiqh used for God's actions in the

realms we distinguish as "(initial) creation," "cosmos," "nature," and "history." Against the
background of ancient Near Eastern language and imagery these realms may intersect.Te

l. J's Creation Account. In the two occurrences of iqh in J's creation account (Gen.

2:6,10), the active subjects are impersonal: '4y' and ndhdr They flow without intemrp-
tion (ya'oleh, y6;e'),80 guaranteeing constant "irrigation" or "watering" (w"hiiqd,
l"haiq61). This watering is needed for the "forming" of human beings (v. 7), for their
habitat and primal biography (v. l0; cf. vv. 8-9,15), in a world without boundaries or in
a deliberate expansion beyond the limits of the inherently delimited "garden" (vv. 1l-
l4). The objects of the verbs are not persons but their habitat: "the whole face of the
ground" and "the garden."

These observations based on vv. 6 and l0 remain valid for the present form of the
text regardless of source-critical hypotheses. However the present coupling of these

verses is interpreted, the "watering" is a primal given; its origins are beyond inquiry.
God is at work in it and through it, for the sake of humanity and the world to be shaped

as humanity's home. The negative details in v. 5 have even been seen as a corrective to
a feared theological deficiency in this tradition (v. 6).8r

75. See Begg.
76. U. Riiterswdrden, BN2(1977) 16-22; F. C. Fensham,lEJ 16 (1966) l9l-93; C. Dohmen,

Das Bilderverbot. BBB 62 (1987), 66-153; Begg,210-33.
77. Begg,233-51.
78. McKane, 478-87; S. Wefing, 7AW 93 (1981) 352ff.
79. U. Riitersw6rden, S"/O?" 2 (1989) l-22: J. Cornelius, .INSL 14
80. GK $$107b,d, 112a.
81. C. Dohmen, Schdpfung undTod. SBB 17 (1988),47-55; also W W. Mnller,TUATll,45l-52.
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2. The World. The present habitable world depends on water, rivers, and the chance
for irrigation. In and through them, God is at work beneficently. Moses contrasts the
promised land with Egypt: the latter had to "irrigate by foot fiaboriously, artificially?]
like a vegetable garden" (cf. Eccl. 2:6), while the former "drinks the rain of the sky"
(Dt. 11:10-11),az thanks to God's constant care (vv. 9,12).

In Ps. 104 we can perceive both a horizontal and a vertical dimension of watering:
God waters through streams and through rain. "You make springs gush forth in the val-
leys; . . . they give drink to (yaiqfi) every wild animal. . . . From your lofty chambers
you water (maiqeh) the mountains" (vv. l0a,lla,13a;83 cf. Isa. 55:10; Hymn to Aton,
ll. 9-10), so that "the whole earth is satisfied" (v. 13b; cf. Ps. 147:8), "the trees of
Yahweh and the cedars of Lebanon" (v. l6).84 Both literarily and iconographically, the
Mesopotamian irrigation system cannot function without the gods.8s

The concluding section of Ps. 65 (vv. 10-14[9-13]) paints an idyllic picture of the

earth in detail. It begins with a thankful affirmation: "You visited the earth and watered

it, you made it very rich." The "canal of God full of water" (v. l0a?[9a?]) probably re-
fers to the "rain from the sky" (Dt. I I : I I ) that provides water wherever it is needed.86

The presence of iqh, "water," among the nine verbs rests on an emendation, following
the versions (LXX emdthysas autdn; similarly Syr., Vg., and Tg.87) in reading
wattalqehd instead of MT watteioqeqehd (polel of lwq I(?); cf. Joel2:24;4:13[3:13]).
This reading is highly appropriate to the affectionate description of God at work in na-

ture (cf. Ps. 147:8-9).

3. New Exodus. Deutero-Isaiah's motif of the so-called second exodus culminates in
lsa.43:16-21, a salvation oracle that declares: "for I give water in the wilderness, rivers
in the desert, to give drink to my chosen people" (ki-ndlattt bammiSbdr mayim n"har61
btiimdn l"haiq61'ammt lehtfi, v. 20b; cf. vv. l6,l9b). Nowhere else does Deutero-
Isaiah use bdhtr collectively; it always appears in parallel with'epej (42:l; 45:4; cf .

65:9,15,22; the vb. Dhr is found only in lsa. M:l-2).rB The use of {qh in the infinitive
form l"haiq6l with implicit object is also unique in Deutero-Isaiah; this usage and the
apposition 'am-2fi ydsarti (v. 2la) are modeled literarily on the creation narrative of J

(Gen.2:6,7 ,10).ss 4nO in the Isaiah Apocalypse, when Yahweh presents himself as the
keeper of a vineyard (Isa. 27:2-5) who takes great care to "water it every moment"
(lir"gdim'alqennd: v. 3aB), Gen.2 again stands in the background, and .i4i represents
God's personal care (cf. also Isa.58:ll).

82. L. Eslinger, W 37 (1987) 85-89.
83. J. Reider, W 4 (1954) 284.
84. T. Booij, Bibl70 (1989) 409-12.
85. Rttersw<irden, SJOT 2 (1989) 8-17.
86. L. Alonso Schrikel and C. Carniti, I Salmi I (Rome, 1962),966.
8'1. HAI. II, 1448.
88. B. Otzen, --+YL,263.
89. R. Tournay, RB 90 (1983) 21.
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4. The Sanctuary. a.Ps.36:6-8(5-7) represents the natural cosmos within the sanctu-
ary.e0 V. 9(8) appears to exploit the ambiguity of the root'dn: "They ['all people'] feast
(rwh) on the fat of your house, and from the river of your 'ojantmlBden river you given
them drink." The delights of the sanctuary are "Eden." The concluding taiq€m, unlike
the chiastically parallel yirw\tfin,et addresses God the giver directly in the 2d person,
eclipsing all that has gone before (cf. Isa. 58:11; Jer. 3l:l21.ez

b. In describing luxuriant fertility, two visions of the river flowing from the Jerusa-
lem temple (Ezk.47:l-12;Zec. l4:8-ll) make do without itUiqh. Not so the oracle
that concludes the book of Joel (4:18-21[3:18-21]): 'And in that day . . . a spring shall
come forth from the house of Yahweh and water the Valley of Acacias/TVadi Shittim"
(v. l8).e3 Again the diction recalls Gen. 2:10 (y;', iqh).The "Valley of Acacias" is no
more an identifiable geographical entity than are the other symbolic valleys (vv.
2,12,14); it is paradigmatic of the dramatic transformation and utopian abundance of
"that day" (vv. I 8a, I 9-2 I ; cf. Isa. 66:12) and the expansion of the realm of blessing.ea
Here iqh denotes blessing in the sense of universal salvation.

5. The l^aw. Possibly inspired by such images, Jesus Sirach freely uses the notion of
paradise for his remarkable experience while studying the law. He wanted "to water the
garden . . . like a canal from the river"; his canal became a river, his river a sea (Sir.
24:30-311.es

6. History. a. In Ezekiel's allegory @didUb?dd, Ezk. l7:2) of the "house of Israel"
(17:3-10), the vine (Jehoiachin) is provided with "abundant water" (v. 5; cf. also v. 8;

l9:10; 31:4-5,7). Nevertheless "this vine stretched out its roots toward him [the 'other
eagle,' i.e., Egyptl and shot out its branches toward him to be given dink (l"haiq6!
'616), away from the bed where it had been planted" (v. 7;.e0 The implicit impersonal
object of the infinitive of purpose l"haiq61 is water; the vine itself is both personal ob-
ject(nota accusativi with suf.: '6!0 and subject. This striking reflexive l"haiq6l proba-
bly means to say that the vine wanted a better supply of water, wanted to drink more,
strove mightily for a qualitative improvement in its own situation. Here the transitive
sense of ,iqh hiphil is attenuated; it was probably chosen deliberately, counter to its in-
herent semantic tendency, in combination with irrelevant imagery, to caricature the po-
litical stance that the author found so incomprehensible.

90. B. Kedar-Kopfstein, -+ X,484.
91. P. Maiberger, -+ XIII, 357-61.
92. Tournay, RB 90 (1983) 15-19; P. E. Dion, "La bilingue de Tell Fekherye," in A. Caquot

et al., eds., Mdlanges bibliques et orientaux. FS M. Delcor AOAT2l5 (1985), 139-47,esp.
143.

93. Cf. W. S. Prinsloo, "The Unity of the Book of Joel," ZAW 104 (1992) 66-81.
94. F. E. Deist, "Parallels and Reinterpretation in the Book of Joel," in W Claassen , ed., Text

and Context. FS E C. Fensham. JSOTSUp 48 (1988), 63-79.
95. Gilbert, RTL 5 (1974) 339-41.
96. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979),355-56,362;M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20.

AB (1983), 3tt-12, 317 -18.
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b. Against the background of a cosmology based on wa;ter,e1 Ezekiel's oracles
against Egypt (cf. Ezk. 31:1), straining for originality, refer to the contemporary pow-
ers as mythical, allegorical trees - 

"trees of Eden" (v. 16), "trees of water" (v. l4), and
finally "drinkers of water" (kol-iAle mdyim, vv.14,16; cf. Jer. l7:8; Ps. l:3; 104:16). In
an interpretation of the qind over the crocodile/Pharaoh (Ezk.32:2-8), God threatens to
discard his remains like refuse (v. 5;,rs and continues: "I will drench the land with your
flowing blood . . and the watercourses will be filled with you" (w'hiiqAli 'eres

$dpA!"kd midddm"Sd . . . wa'foiqtm yimmaF'An mimmekka, v. 6). The vb. iqh (not used
in the par. Ezk.29:5 ard3l:12-14; cf. Joel 2:20)here recalls J. In vv. 7-8 the astronom-
ical entities of P's creation account are darkened. In the beginning the earth was made
fertile and habitable by being watered; now the land is contaminated by being "wa-
tered" with revolting impurity. In similar fashion the literary complex of Gen. l-2
turns the creation into a miscreation (cf. Gen. 3:17-19;4:ll-12: Isa. 5:25).

VII. Judgment and Salvation. Two fundamental paradigms associate drinking
with judgment and, less often, salvation. The latter is almost always secondary, a prod-
uct of reversal: judgment on the enemy is salvation for Israel. Outward circumstances
that are favorable or baneful are considered signs or consequences of God's pleasure or
displeasure with Israel. In the other paradigm those who suffer judgment must "drink"
its consequences.

1. Signs. a. The theological language ofjudgment presupposes a clear connection
between God's favor or anger and the (collective) earthly life of those concerned. The
good old days, the (eschatological) future, and present happiness are all characterized
by general prosperity and the chance to enjoy the fruits of the earth and of one's own
labor in peace. For Ecclesiastes personal happiness involves "eating and drinking" (ab-

solutely, with no explicit object), given by the hand of God (Eccl.2:24-25;3:13; 5:17;
cf. Ps. 128:2; Prov. l3:25). The common formula "eating and drinking," again with no
explicitobject(l K.4:20;cf.2K.9:34;lCh.12:40[39]),describestheadmirablereign
of the royal father Josiah, unlike that of his spendthrift son Jehoiakim (Jer. 22:l51.se
People can "drink water from their own wells" (2 K. l8:3llfisa. 36:16).

A scanty (Isa. 30:20; Ezk.4:ll; Am. 4:6-8) or endangered (Ezk. 12:18-19) water
supply is a disaster sent by God. Israel and Jerusalem "will not drink the wine" of the
vineyards they have planted (Dt.28:39; Am. 5:l l; Mic. 6:15;Zeph. l:13). There will
not be enough wine for drunkenness (l"ioftr6, Hag. l:6). Ammon's enemies will drink
its milk (Ezk.25:4; cf. Eccl. 6:2). Contrariwise, Yahweh swears that neither foreigners
nor enemies will eat and drink in Zion-Jerusalem (Isa. 62:8-9): therefore "Yahweh will
be praised . . . in my holy courts" (v. 9a0,b0). The unmotivated shift from lst person to

97. M. Metzger, in D. R. Daniels et al., eds., Ernten, was man siit. FS K. Koch (Neukirchen-
Vluyn, l99l), 197-229.

98. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de l'AT, III,258-59.
99. On the textual problems, including LXX, see Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de l'AT II,

638-39; W. McKane, Jeremiah. ICC, 2 vols. (1986-96), l, 529-31.
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and fifi

3d person discourse betrays the use of stock formulas. When Yahweh restores the for-
tunes of Israel, the people will plant vineyards and drink their own wine (Am. 9:14).
Some variations on this theme do not we ith/iqh (Lev.26:16; Dt. 28:30-33; Isa. 65:21-
22: Jer. 29:5; 3I:5,14; Lam. 2:12).

The ironsmith who fashions images is mocked (Isa. M:9-20) because he can neither
satisfy his hunger nor slake his thirst: "He becomes hungry and his strength fails, he
drinks no water and is faint" (v. 12b).100 Following popular opinion, Hosea's faithless
wife (Hos. 2:7,10-11[5,8-9]) believes that it was her lovers who gave her - among
other things - her water and her drink (liqqfrydy). Since Yahweh's own list of con-
crete gifts does include this, it may possibly be understood as a positive affirmative
summary in the sense of "choice beverages."l0l

b. The nature and formulation of the punishment of Hosea's unfaithful wife - "I
will put an end to (w"hiibani) all her mirth, her festivals, her new moon and sabbath,
and all her celebrations" (Hos. 2:l3l1ll)102 - may have occasioned Jeremiah's
prophecyr03 that God will bring all (nuptial) festivities to an end (JD, hiphil, Jer.7:34;
16:9; 25:10), whatever these may have to do with the actual cult (e.g., Jgs.9:27; I K.
3:15; cf. 2K.6:22-23; Neh. 8:9-12;2 Ch.l:13). Objectively, it means an end of merry
drinking with singing; and the wine itself tastes sour (lsa. 24:9; Lam. 5:15). However,
the end of drinking is not God's actual judgment but a consequence or an
epiphenomenon (Jer. 7 :34b; 25:9-ll).

In the time of great mortality (Jer. 16:l-9),104 when the normal mourning customs
are ignored and the dead even remain unburied (vv. 4-6), "no one will break breadlos
for ('al) mourning [or: for the mournerl06] to offer comfort for the dead; nor shall any-
one give them [or: himl07] a cup of consolation to drink on account of his father or
mother" (w"16'yaiqfi '6!dm kds tanhfrmtm 'al-'d[tw w"'al-'imm6, v. 7b). The hapax
legomenon "cup of consolation" paints a clearer picture than lehem, which is textually
uncertain. Counterparts include "mourners' bread" and similar expressions (Hos. 9:4;
Dt. 26:14; 2 S. 3:35; 12:17,20-23; Ezk. 24:17) as well as the "consoling breast" that
awaits those who mourn over Jerusalem when salvation dawns (Isa. 66:11).

As a personal symbolic act (cf. Jer. 16:.2), Yahweh commands Jeremiah "not to go
inlo a bd!-miiteh to sit with them, to eat and drink" (v. 8) - probably referring to a

house where people are presently celebrating (cf. also Eccl.7:2,4)to8 - or a bA!
marz€al.t (Jer. l6:5a).10e When salvation dawns, communal festivities will return

100. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja I: 40,145,7. BKXUI (1978), 426-27.
101. F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB (1980), 232-33.
102. Translation following W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XIIUI (1966), 62.
103. W. Thiel, Die deutercnomistische Redaktionvon Jeremie l-25. WMANT 4l (1973),129-30.
104. McKane, Jeremiah, l,362-68.
105. See BI1S.
106. See BI1S.
107. See BI1S.
108. D. Michel, Untersuchungen zur Eigenart des Buches Qohelet. BZAW 183 (1989), 126-37.
109. H.-J. Fabry -+ IX, l0-15; S. Ackerman, Under Every Green Tree. HSM 46 (1992),71-

79; Mclaughlin.
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(33: l0-11) - in Trito-Isaiah, with images of intensive, carefree drinking on the part of
sucklings and adults $nq, ib', russ.'Isa.66:10-11; 60:16; cf. Tob. 13:15-16).

2. Causes. Amos denounces the luxury in which "those who are at ease in Zion and
those who feel secure on Mount Samaria" live (Am. 6:l-7).In the second strophe (vv.
4-1) he uses four successive active participles, each continued by a finite verb, to
poundhomehisattack:"thosewholie...thosewhoeat...thosewhohowl ...those
who drink from wine bowls and anoint themselves with the hnest oils, but are not
grieved over the ruin of Joseph." The final participial phrase is simply one of four in the

same strophe, but its climactic position, construction, and vocabulary make it em-
phatic: "those who drink from wine bowls" (haiidllm b'mizr"qA yayin, v.6aq). The
only other OT passage to use the prep. b" with a vessel drunk from (ith) is Gen. 44:5,

but the usage is attested at Ugarit. I l0 The noun mizrae raises more questions. The other
3l occurrences refer to a vessel used in ths sull.lll Amos may be suggesting cultic as-

sociations as an aggravating circumstance; the music mentioned in v. 5 could also point
in this direction.ll2 Such an association is subject to sapiential censure in otherpas-
sages: the Israelites "drink yAn'onfiiim in the house of their God [gods?]" (Am. 2:8b;
cf. vv. 7a,8a; also 8:4-7; Zeph. l:9;F'x.22:25-26;Dt.24:1-13,17).

Joel 4:3(3:3) accuses nations hostile to Israel of similar transgressions: not only
have they treated "my people" like merchandise, they have traded young men and
women in order to satisfy their lust and to obtain wine to drink. "Wine of violence" is a
concise symbol for the law of the jungle, which does not respect even the sanctuary, al-
though the sages have already inveighed against it: "They eat bread from wickedness

and drink wine from violence" (kt lah'rnfi lehem reia' wjAn lt'rndstm yiit:tt, Prov.
4i7).1r3 Israel has even forced the nazirites to drink wine (Am. 2:12l' cf. Nu. 6: l-21;
Jgs. 13:5,7; Jer. 35).

Isa. 5:22-24 indicts the "heroes at drinking" who affect to be gibbbrtm and 'aniA-

hayil, pttting a brave face on their vicious behavior (cf. Sir. 3l:25a), and describes
them ironicallylt+ ur weak, unjust, and unscrupulous (vv.23-24: cf. v.20). Isa.5:11
uses a parallel construction to present subtly a shameful role reversal: "Woe to those
who rise early in the morning in pursuit of strong dink (iCLdr yirddpfi); when they
tarry in the evening, it is wine that inflames them (yayin p/hqArn)."rt5 The following
verse summarily criticizes their "feastings" (miifthem,'cf. Am. 4:4-6): it is a "feast for
1[s1n" - probably because they love it (cf. Mic. 2:ll: Zec.7:6). This language might
allude to the "counterfestival" of lsa.22:13: the people respond to God's call for repen-

tance (v. 12) by calling for'Joy and festivity, killing oxen and slaughtering sheep, eat-

ing meat and drinking wine, eating and drinking" - 
"let us eat and drink, for tomor-

10. Dahood, Bibl 54:365-66; D. G. Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 373.
11. Dahood, RS8 I, 186ff.; HAL,1,567.
12. Andersen and Freedman, Amos, 567-69.
13. Translation following Meinhold, Spriiche, l,94.
14. GesB||, 193.
15. see J. J. M. Roberts, CBQ 54 (1992) 4l-43.
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row we die."rr6 But they receive the opposite.llT Isa.5:13 threatens (ldftEn) exile,
"hunger," and "thirst" instead of kabdd and hamdn (cf. Isa. 3:24; 65:13). After the en-

emy invasion, the wine that all have been craving is no more (Joel 1:5a0; cf . l:2-2:17).
The guests at Belshazzar's l"hem rab (Dnl.5:1) are taken to task for drinking wine

and praising the gods (vv. 4,23; cf. Isa. 65: I lbc). The point is the sacrilegious misuse

of the vessels from the temple as drinking vessels,lls which brings on the end (5:30-
6: l). r re

Naturally the prophets are aware of the consequences of immoderate drinking, but

they focus on sanctions imposed by Yahweh on the community. In such contexts

"drinking" hardly ever appears in isolation, but somehow it casts its shadow - at least

visually - on other verbs and modes of behavior. It is the unmistakable stigma of a
"secular" way of life, far removed from God, which "brings on" divine judgment (Am.

6:3).

3. God as Author a. Laments recount individual or collective suffering of which
God is the author, without interpreting it automatically as God's judgment. The com-

munity laments: "You have fed them/us with the bread of tears and given them./us tears

to drink in full measure" (Ps. 80:6[5]; LXX reads the lst person pl. suf.). An individual
laments: "I eat ashes like bread, and mingle tears with my drink (w"iiqquway bip"fti
mdsaftti)" (102:l0t9l). V. 9(8) blames this affliction on the machinations of enemies,

but v. ll(10) ascribes it to God's anger.

In Ps. 60:5a(3a) the metaphor follows a direct statement: "You have made us see/

suffer hard things; you have given us wine to drink that makes us reel (hiiqildnfi yayin

tar'€lA)." The unusual tar'eld following yayin (absolute) is probably an attributive ap-

position specifying 1ssul1'120 loss of self-control (r'l; cf. lsa. 5l:17,22) and helpless-

ness (cf. Jer. 15:17; 23:9).The negative term "tears" in association with the meal,

where God is the only subject (Ps. 60:5[3]; 80:6[5]) or at least the critical subject

(102: I I tl0l), lends an element of grotesquerie to the meal: tears to drink together with
"dust" and "ashes" (Job 2:8; 42:6;Lam.3:16; cf. 25.12:16) constitute poetically the

"meal" imposed by God. Similar expressions - in other situations - appear already

at Ugarit.l2l
b. In his second discourse Job laments: "Truly, the arrows of iadday are in me; my

spirit/life drinks their poison" (Job 6:4). In the second line,'"ier homdldm i6!A rfrhi, the

ptcp. idlA is semantically parallel to'immadl in the first (cf. 28:14: 'immddt//bt;7:ll:
"l'//rfiht//nap,ii). Syntactically, hgndldm could be the subject of i6!d and rtthi the ob-

ject: "their [the arrows'] wrath,/poison exhausts my spirit /life" (cf. LXX). More likely,
however, rAffi is the subject and harndldm the object, as in the proposed translation.

1 16. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997), 349, 353, 370-76.
l17. E. Jacob, Esai'e l-12. CATYllla (1987), 88.
l18. O. Pl6ger, Daniel.IAf XVIII (1965),82,84-85.
119. rbid., 82.
120. G& $13Ic.
t2t. To, r,254.
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This interpretation is supported by 2l:20: "Let the eyes [of the wicked] see his destruc-
tion, and let him drink of the wrath of the Almighty @mahhna! iadday yiitehl;'tzz
Wrath (or poison) penetrates to the core, inexorably and irreversibly.lz: yTr"rner hZmd
means "heat," "poison," "excitation," or "wrath,"l2a the "drinking" contaminates and
destroys not just an aspect but the very existence of the person (cf. Job l7:l).

4. Yahweh's Judgment Feast. Although feast and cup are related semantically, the
imagery using .irft and iqh always focuses on one motif or the other, never on both to-
gether.

In the expansion of the oracle concerning the destruction of Gog (Ezk.39:2b,4a),rzs
speaking in the name of Yahweh, Ezekiel solemnly invites the birds and wild animals
"to my zebah .. . upon the mountains of Israel, and you shall eat flesh and drink blood.
You shall eat the flesh of the mighty, and drink the blood of the princes of the earth. . . .

You shall eat fat until you are filled, and drink blood until you are drunk, at the sacrifi-
cial feast that I am preparing for you" (vv. 17-19). Perhaps animals are invited so as to
avoid having humans drink and become drunk on human blood. Blood and fat are

strictly reserved for Yahweh (44:7 ,15; Lev. 3:17; 7 :23-27; cf. Gen. 9:4-6); elsewhere
only lions drink blood (Nu. 23:24) and only Yahweh makes his arrows drunk with
blood (Dt. 32:42; cf .Isa. 34:6). (In the Deir 'Alla texts it is possible that swine drink
wine as an element of chaos.126) In Ezk. 39:20, which concludes the section, realistic
elements are more in evidence than in v. 19: "You shall be filled at my table with horses
and chariot horses, with heroes and all warriors."l27 Zec.9:15, a difficult text, may be a

free imitation or reminiscence in a theophanic setting (v. l4): "They shall devour . . .

and drink, be inflamed as by wine . . . and be full like a bowl, like the horns of the al-
16."128

In Jer. 5l:36-40 God gives a feast to defend the cause of ZionlJerusalem and to pun-
ish Babylon: "When they [the lions, v. 38] are inflamed, I will set out a feast for [or:
againstl them and make them drunk, until they become merry" @.3);rzs for 7z in this
sense of "be merry" cf. 2 S. l:20; Jer. l5: l7; 50: I l; Ps. 94:3). For miiteh the Greek ver-
sions have pdtdma (LXX) or p6tos (Aq.). God uses alcohol to turn aggressive bravado
(b"hummam) into illusory euphorinl30 and finally defenseless loss of consciousness (cf.
lsa.22:13; Jer. 12:8; 49:19;50:44; Hos. 7:5). The unique syntagm of miiteh as the ob-
ject of Jy, with God as subject instead of the usual 'ih miiteh with a human subject is
probably intended to avoid the spontaneous notion of an invitation freely accepted. For

122. On the translation see Fohrer, Hiob, 337-38,344-45.
123. F. Horst, Hiob I: 1-19. BK XVVI (1968),94, 101.
124. L6v€qte, Job et son Dieu, I,346-52; K.-D. Schunck, -+ IY 462-63, 464-65.
125. B. Lang, Ezechiel. EdF 153 (1981), ll0-12.
126. V. Sasson, UF 17 (1985) 288, 301.
127. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 294.
128. MT; see A. Lacocqte, hcharie 9-14. CAT Xlc (1981), 157-60.
129. See BIIS,' Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT, II, 849-50.
130. K.-M. Beyse, --> [Y,474.
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the Babylonians (only here and in Isa. 5:12 does the suffix in miitAhem have the force
of a dativel31), the feast means sure and ineluctable destruction (cf. Isa. 34:6).

In the war between the deities at Ugarit, we already find a feast coupled with a mas-
sng1e.l32 The concatenation of disparate images without regard for their compatibility
is a stylistic feature; the elements should not be separated on historical or technical
grounds (cf. Jer. 5l:38-40,57: feast, lions, perpetual sleep, slaughter; Zec. 9:15:
"slingstones"). God sees to it that Israel's enemies are forced to "drink" - whether
they drink blood or wine, they :ue no longer a threat to God's people (cf. Zec. 9:15:
gnn).

5. Yahweh's Feast as Salvation for the Nations.In Isa. 25:6-8, an apocalyptic oracle
of salvation, miiteh represents the coming universal salvation: "On this mountain
Yahweh of hosts will make for all peoples a feast of rich food, a feast of well-aged
wines" (v. 6; cf. I S. 25:36; I K. 8:62-66; Neh. 8:10). Without formal invitation (in
contrast to Isa. 55:1-3), "all peoples" share in this unique feast. Universal salvation is
concentrated "on this mountain," i.e., "on Mount Zion and in Jerusalem" (Isa.24:23

[cf. vv. 2l-231; cf. also lsa.2:2-4:45:14;60:3-18; 62:2;N.{ic.4:l-3;Zeph.3:9-10;Ps.
96:7-lO;72:10-ll). Isa. 24:23b is a later related text that gives voice to the sublimi-
nally active perspective of Ex. 24:lO-ll: "Yahweh is king . . . w"nege/ z"qendyw
ka!6d1'rtz

Isa. 55:1 (cf . l2:3) is an urgent invitation to share freely in God's abundance; the ab-
sence of ith/iqlr among the many imperatives may be accidental or a deliberate stylistic
dgvlss.l3a But since the two "normal" verbs do not occur in either of the salvation texts,
it is worthwhile asking cautiously whether there may be some reason. Does usage asso-

ciate them more with judgment than with salvation? The notion of sweat and strain is
foreign to salvation, the gift of God, whereas the pangs of judgment require all to over-
come their rising aversion and "drink" (cf. Ezk. 39:17 -19). The cup motif also seems to
point in this direction.

6. Yahweh's Cup.r3s In the context of judgment rather than salvation (Ps. 16:5;
116:l3a),t:0 ith/iqh appear with Yahweh's cup as the direct object, without any ex-
plicit reference to a fs3s1.l37

a. The fourth woe oracle of Habakkuk (Hab. 2:15-17) begins with an attack on the

13l. See, e.g., JM, gl29h; H. S. Nyberg, Hebreisk Grammatik (Uppsala, 1952), $84f.
132.8. Lang, --+ [Y,29;TO,I, 159-61.
133. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 453,530-35; idem, TZ 33:374.
134. W. Brueggemann, in R. Albertz et al., eds., Schr)pfung und Befreiung. FS C. Westermnnn

(Stuttgart, 1989), 126-28; H. C. Spykerboer, "Isaiah 55:l-5," in J. Vermeylen, ed,., Book of Isa-
iah. BETL 8l (1989), 357-59.

135. For a general discussion see Bourget; --+ D'l) t6s.
136.M.L.Barr6, JBLIO9 (1990)61-78;H.Gese, EssaysonBiblicalTheology (Eng.tr.Min-

neapolis, l98l), 130.
137. On the more or less likely cultural and cultic background see Brongers; G. Fohrer,

Studien zur alttestamentlichen Propheten, 1949-1965. BZAW 99 (1967), 257-61.
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conduct of a host: "Woe to him who makes his neighbor drink . . . until he is drunk in
order to gaze on his nakedness" (v. 15 MT; on exposure as a consequence of drunken-
ness cf. Gen. 9:21-23; 19:32-35; Lam. 4:21). The const. ptcp. maiq€h re'ehfi almost
certainly does not take aim at a single act but rather a habit, almost a continuing state
(cf. Am. 4: I ; 6: I -6). The consequence is framed as a talion, with an appended theolog-
ical interpretation: "You also must drink and expose your foreskin [MT; BI/S and
NRSV: 'stagger,'following the Dead Sea Scrolls and LXXI; the cup in Yahweh's right
hand will come around to you" (v. 16).138 The same ideas and expressions appear at
Ugaril.tae The contrast between intended prestige (kabdil and actual disgrace (qdl6n,

etqdldn)tto was probably so shopworn that it was easy for semantically relevant terms
derived from similar roots ( yrr 'rl, r'l: vv. l5-16) to become entangled and contribute
to the confusion.l4l

The cup metaphor is developed most extensively - originally probably in the con-
text of the oracles against the nations (Jer. 46-51 MT; Jer. 26-31 LX)() - in Jer.

2515-29 (MT; LXX 32i13-29),142 in the form of a lst person narrative introduced by
several heterogeneous elements: "Truly Yahweh, the God of Israel, said to me: Take
from my hand this cup of wine, of wrath, and make all the nations to whom I send you
drink it" (v. l5). The construct phrase kds hayyayin is probably an ad hoc hapax
legomenon; the words hahdmd hazzi'!, with the definite article, are added asyndetical-
ly. However they crept into the text and whatever their syntax (Barth6lemy favors
appositionla3), they associate the cup with God's wrath. With w'ia1fi (not in LXX),
v. l6a continues Yahweh's instructions by anticipating two consequences: the hithpoel
of gt and hU ILt44 Without any transition, the same clause attributes these conse-
quences to the "sword" (mipp"n0 hahere!, v. l6b), which plays no role in v. 17, where
the prophet carries out Yahweh's instructions.

ln v. 27 (which takes up the themes of vv. 15-17, including the sword), Jeremiah is
commanded to reinforce verbally and interpret the instructions of v. l5 (cf. v. l7): "Say
to them: Thus says Yahweh of hosts, the God of Israel: Drink, get drunk, and vomit,
fall and do not rise, because of the sword." Of the four following verbs introduced by
the conjunction yy', the first two (w"iif,rtt ttq1fr) remain within the sphere of intoxica-
tion (cf. Isa. 19: 14; 28:8; Nah. 3:11); the latter two ("fall" and "not rise") have more to
do with the "sword." The second verb in the description of how Jeremiah carries out his
instructions (wd'aiqeh, "and I made drink," v. 17) is followed by a lengthy list of na-
tions (vv. 18-26) - beginning with Jerusalem and Judah in the MT (v. l8). V. 28 deals

138. J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkilndigung in der spciten Ktinigszeit Israels.
WMANT35 (1970),60,65,72-73; E. Otto, ZAW89 (1977)73-lO7; A. H. J. Gunneweg, ZAW98
(1986) 400-415; R. D. Haak, Habakkuk. SW 44 (1992),67-70, 135.

139. KTU 1.4, III, 16; TO,l,2Ol.
140. M. J. Dahood, RSi III, 143-44.
141. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT III, 849-55.
142. G. Fischer, Bibl72 (1991) 474-99.
143. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de l'AT II, 655; cf. GK, Sl3lk.
144. HAL. 1,200,249.
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with attempts to refuse: "If they refuse to accept the cup from your hand to drink, then

you shall say to them: Thus says Yahweh of hosts: You must dink (iatb ti,irr2,)."t+s 11rtt

demand is supported by an argument a minori ad maius (probably reflecting and re-
jecting a popular perversion of the notion of election; cf. Am. 3:2;6:l-2;9:7,10): if
even Jerusalem (identified in Dtr language) must drink, so much the more the nations
(v.29). The same thought is expressed in similar words in Jer. 49:12: "If those who do

not deserve to drink the cup ('"ier-'An miipatdm liit61 hakk6s) still have to drink it,"
then Edom certainly must. The punishment is stated twice as being forced to "drink,"
emphasized by the infinitive absolute and without a direct object: ia16 yiittt - ki ialah
tiiteh.

Jer.5l:7 explains the crushing power of Babylon, which poses a problem for a theo-

logical interpretation of history: "Babylon was/is a golden cup in Yahweh's hand; it
made all the earth drunken. Nations drank of its wine; therefore nations have gone mad

O\hal"lfi)" (cf. 25:16). Misguided attempts to emend the well-attested text do not af-

fect the "drinking"l+o and are superfluous ifthe unconventional theology ofhistory (al-

ready difficult for contemporaries to understand) is taken at face value (5 l:8-10).t+z
"The cup in the hand of Yahweh" (Ps. 75:9[8]; cf. Isa. 63:2;Jer.22:24) is almost a tech-

nical term: instrument of punishment, realization of the inexorable causality of God
(cf. Jer. 5l:ll-14,20-231, Zec. l2'2t48). No one "drinks" willingly - not even the na-

tions (Jer. 51:7ba). But even Babylon itself cannot escape (51:l-10; cf. 50:28).
To the allegory of Oholah and Oholibah (Ezk.23:l-27 ) an additional threat has been

added (23:31-34), introduced by the statement: "You [Oholibah] have gone the way of
your sister; therefore I will press her cup into your hand" (v. 3l). The fully developed

cup metaphor is placed in God's mouth, with an introductory messenger formula and a

concluding divine utterance formula: "You shall drink your sister's cup . . . you shall
drink it and drain it out" (vv. 32,34). God's words begin and end with "drinking." In be-

tween, the "cup" appears four times as a noun and twice as a pronoun, as its nature and

consequences are detailed alternately, with increasing power. Only the problematic
v.32ba intemrpts the pattern for a momenl.lae In this threat the cup represents all the

horrors that have befallen Israel and await Judah (vv. 28-30,35).
In Isa. 5ll.17-23, an oracle of comfort for ZionlJerusalem, "cup" and "drinking"

again refer to God's accomplished judgment: "you who have drunk from the hand of
Yahweh the cup of his wrath [cf. Jer. 25:151, who have drunk to the dregs the bowl

[cup] of staggering" (v. l7;. tso The detailed description of the suffering that is drawing
to a close (vv. 18-20; cf . Ezk. 23:32-34) ends with an allusion to the cup metaphor:

145. McKane, Jeremiah, 1,642.
146. BHS; Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de l'AT II,841-42.
147. A. Marx, 'A propos des doublets du livre de J6r6mie," in J. A. Emerton, ed., Prophecy.

FS G. Fohrer BZAW l5O (1980), ll2, ll7-18.
148. W. Rudolph, Haggai - Tncharja 1-8 - hcharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT

(1976).216-21.
149. See BIIS.
150. On the doublet k6s/qubba'ay see Avishur, Stylistic Studies,3'14-'75.
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"Your [fallen] sons . . . were full of the wrath of Yahweh, the rebuke of your God"
(v. 20b; cf. Ezk. 23:33a; Jer. l3:13). In a kind of mitigation or apology, in the actual or-
acle of salvation beginning with ldf;Zn, God acknowledges that the "drunkenness" of
the wounded is not due to wine (v.21b; cf. Am. 8:ll). On the one hand, the present
state of Jerusalem, now drawing to a close, is worse than mere intoxication, which van-
ishes of its own accord. On the other hand, Jerusalem is not deserted, like a drunkard
left to his own devices and the mercies of his drinking buddies: "See, I have taken from
your hand the cup of staggering, the bowl of my wrath. You need drink it no longer. I
will press it instead into the hand of your tormentors" (vv. 22ap-23aa).151 Judgment
ends with the realization of God's talion (vv. l7b,Z0ba). Punishment and pity, suffer-
ing and sympathy are joined together in hope.

In proclaiming the "imminent day of Yahweh" (Ob. l5a), Ob. 16 speaks of "drink-
ing" three times: 'As you [Jacob/Israells2] have drunk on my holy mountain, so all the
nations shall drink continually; they shall drink and gulp down [in agony; or: stagger?],
and shall be as though they had never been." The vb. .irle is used absolutely, with no
mention of a cup and no explicit reference to a feast. The (past) judgment on Israel is
paradigmatic for the nations. The location "on my holy mountain" suggests the argu-
ment a minori ad maius already noted in Jeremiah (Jer.25:29;49:12: cf . Ezk. 14:21)
and reversal as compensation: what befell Israel will now befall the nations. In the sec-

ond line the adv. tdmtj modifyingyiit'Arsz is probably to be understood as both distrib-
utive, in the sense of "continually," and punctiliar, in the sense of "forever" ("as though
they had never been," Ob. l6b0; cf. Ezk. 26:21; Job l0: I 9). This judgment on the na-
tions (yi.itil) is reinforced by three clauses (Ob. l6b).ts+ The inevitable vengeance (vv.
l5b,l7b;cf. v. l8; Isa. 5l:23a) will pass by "those who escape on Mount Zion" (Ob.

l7a), unlike the "house of Esau" (v. l8b). "Drinking," used absolutely, is a concen-
trated image, almost synonymous with annihilating judgment.

Quoting the familiar language of the prophets, Ps. 75:9(8) proclaims judgment: "In-
deed, in the hand of Yahweh there is a cup with foaming wine, well spiced. He will
pour a draught of it lthe wine: masc. suf.], and all the wicked of the earth shall drain it
[the cup: fem. suf.] down to the dregs and drink if' (cf. lsa. 5l:17,22; Jer.25:151'51:7;
Hab. 2: 16; Lam. 4:21). Apart from the problems of the first part of the verse,lss In il1s

last two clauses iemer is an unusual object of msh, which - in contrast to usage else-
where - precedes ith (cf . Isa. 5l: l7; Ezk. 23:34). These two adjacent verbs have the
same subject and object and are therefore virtually synonymous. Nevertheless, the po-
sition of Jrlr and its immediate association with the subject - those on whom judgment

15l. R. Lack, I"a symbolique du livre d'lsal'e. AnBibl 59 (1973), 178-86.
152. W. Rudolph, Joel - Amos - Obadja - Jona. KAT XllU2 (1971),312.
153. See BHS; HAL, II, 1748.
154. On /- II (?) see HAL, I, 533; but cf. BHS.
155. See BHKand BIIK; also M. J. Dahood, ftSfl I, 186-87,231 J. M. Sasson, RSfl I,416-

17; M. Dahood, Psalms II. AB (1966),214-15; E. Beaucamp and J.-P. de Relles, Feu nouveau 8l
l6 (1965) 2l-27; E. Wiesenberg, W 4 (1954) 434-39.
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will fall, "all the wicked of the earth" - appear to lend it special emphasis with refer-

ence to the message of v. 8(7) (cf. 1 S. 2:7).
b. The notion of the "cup in the hand of Yahweh" is implicit in the phrase "poisoned

water," found only in Jeremiah (Jer. 8:14; 9: 14[15], 23i15).156 The earliest text is prob-

ably 23:15, a threat spoken against the n"!iTm: "I am going to make them eat la'oni
and make them drink mA-rd'il' In 9: 14( 15), in almost identical words, the MT threatens

"this people" with exile. In 8:14 a group imperiled by warfare recognizes and con-

fesses: "He has given us poisoned water to dink (wayyaiq€ntt mA-r6'.i), because we

have sinned against Yahweh." These words are preceded by two forms of a verb mean-

ing "destroy": w"nidd"m6//yhwh ho/imm6nff.ts7 Llke ith in Ob. 16, iqhhete seals the

catastrophe brought about by God, but without the universal, eschatological perspec-

tive of obadiah.rss

7 . Summary. The association of drinking (itUiqh) with catastrophe, suffered or im-

posed, with a feast as its setting and a cup as the instrument of divine judgment on hu-

man beings (cf. Jer. 25:29: r" hiphil with God as subject, a hapax legomenon), is not

found elsewhere in the ancient Near East.l5e In the OT, however, these elements consti-

tute a single complex. The metaphors, especially the metaphor of the cup, appear hack-

neyed from the first, suggesting frequent use (in speech). The driving force that pro-

duced these idioms may well be a combination of related ideas: the necessity of water,

its essential role, coupled with a certain flexibility in using and providing it. Drinking

is perceived as an action that is both constrained and free. Everyone is familiar with the

pleasures and bad experiences associated with intoxicating beverages and the danger of
poison. Whatever is drunk is assimilated irreversibly. The damage is irreparable. There

is a certain physical identification with what is drunk, whether in accordance with or

contrary to common expectations concerning God's ordinances (e.g., Job 15:16;21:.20;

34;7). Ps. 109:17-19 speaks of "blessing" only as a negative contrast: "He [the wicked

manl clothed himself with cursing (q"lald) like a garment; may it soak into his body

like water, like oil into his bones" (v. l8).160 According to Lev. ll:.34,38, uncleanness

in food is spread by water (cf. Nu. 5:22,24,2'l; Ezk. 23:33; Job 347). An intoxicated

individual is helpless, compromised by hubris.
The notion of refusing God's cup is a first step toward thematizing the relationship

between the power of God and personal human responsibility. But drinking from the

cup given by God is not simply and exclusively an inescapable physical catastrophe.

Subjective responsibility toward God is not ruled out from the start. These complemen-

tary beginnings are not formulated in detail or mutually balanced, but neither is one

sacrificed to the other (cf. Jer. 25:28; also, e.g., Nah.3:11 [without ith/iqh]).

156. Dahood, RSB III, 57.
157. On the qal and hiphil of dmm lll, see HAL, 1,226;McKanq Jeremiah, I, 190-91.

158. -+ H.-J. Fabry, Ylll,277.
159. Von Soden, 193.
160. O. Loretz, Psalmen II: 90-150. AOAT 20712 (1979), 154-55.
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VIII. Later Developments.
l. lXX.In the LXX p inein most often represents the qal of ith (some 200 times); oc-

casionally it represents the niphal of ith (Lev. I l:34; Sir. 3l:.28-29) or Aram. .i!ri (Dnl.
5:1,3-4,23;oneexception: Dnl. 5:2\LXXoinochoiisai, Theod. pineinl). Forthehiphit
of iqh, the LXX most often \ses potizein (related etymologically to ptnein) with a dou-

ble accusative (56 times, including Sir. 15:3). Only in Gen.24:l9a does the LXX use

pinein for iqh hiphil, probably an example of polite modification influenced by the

conclusion of the verse: the text does not want to leave the impression that the girl de-

cides that enough has been drunk (klh piel), but the guest himself decides (h66s

epailsato pindn). An interpretive element is introduced when the translation speaks not
of the act of drinking itself but of its reason or occasion: dochii 8 times for miiteh (in
Esther), gdmos 3 times, andkdthdn once (Est.8:17).

The semantic field in the LXX is essentially identical with that in the Hebrew OT.

The greater lexical variety of Greek has stylistic rather than theological consequences.

If I may state an overall impression without discussing particular passages, the LXX
deploys the inherently nontheological lexemes on the basis of everyday usage, without
burdening them with specific semantic overtones. For example, the common vb.

katapinein is so defined semantically that it never represents ith/iqh but instead trans-

lates various stems of bf Q9 out of 33 times) - usually in a negative sense but occa-

sionally positively, as when God "swallows up" death (Isa. 25:8) and human wisdom
(Ps. 106[MT 107]:27; cf. I Cor. 15:54:'2 Cor. 5:4).

2. Intertestamental Literature. The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha speak of drink-
ing primarily in scenes, motifs, and aphorisms taken from the OT, occasionally ex-
panded and clothed in fantastic imagery, usually with a parenetic and ethical [sn1.l6r 11

Pss. Sol. 8:15, in a lament over the destruction of Jerusalem (probably under Pompey),
we find allusions to Jer. 25:15 and Ps. 75:9(8) (cf. Isa. 19:14:51:17-23). Among the

more original variations, note the following: Cain drinks the blood of Abel (L.4.8.2:2-
3), spirits neither eat nor drink (T. Abr. l:4,9; cf. Tob. 12:13), God comes to deliver the

land "as a man eating and drinking with men" (T. Ash. 7:3), envy begrudges food and

drink (T. Sim. 3:2). The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs frequently :use ptnd in
warnings against wine and sexual dissipation, particularly with reference to the episode

of Ham (Gen. 9:20-24) and the Judah affair (Gen. 38). Alcoholism and its conse-
quences are associated with the sin of Adam (3 Bar. 4:16-17).

The cup metaphor reappears as the "cup of death/poison" (e.g., T. Abr. l:1,3; 13:12;
16:ll-12 17:16; 19:6,16; Jos. Asen. 8:5;21:14), the "cup of blessing" (Jos. Asen. 8:5;
19:5), and the "cup of wisdom" (21:21). Surprising is the extended formula "the bread

of life and the cup of immortality" (or the like; 8:9; 15:5; l6:16; 19:5).t62ln a reversal

of Jer. 25: I 5ff. and similar texts, God hands Ezra a cup full of something that appears

16l. A. M. Denis, Concordance grecque des pseudipigraphes d'AT (Louvain-la-Neuve,
1987), xvii.

162. A. M. Denis, Intro. aux pseudipigraphes grecs d'AT (Leiden, 1970), 40-48.
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to be water but is actually fire; thus Ezra receives abundant new talents for the writing
of Scripture (2 Esd. l4:37-4l1.raz All those who thirst drink from a multitude of living
springs of righteousness and wisdom, and are filled with wisdom (l En. 48:1, echoing
Isa. 55:l-2;.ro+

3. Dead Sea Scrolls. a. The root irlz occurs some 20 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Since the lexical held of "drinking" is quite broad (e.g., iqh), occunences of these
other lexemes will be included in this discussion.

Exegetical texts speak of drinking primarily as a metaphor for judgment. In lQpHab
ll:2-3,8-9 , Hab. 2:15-16 is interpreted as a reference to the "wicked priest," who uses

the abhorrent trick of making his associates drunk (miqh) so as to ensnare the righteous
teacher during "their feast" (mw'dyhm). Among his machinations we also find the se-

mantically related vb. bl'(1.7). In ll. 14-15 the image shifts to punishment: "The cup of
Yahweh's wrath [cf. lsa. 5l:17,22; Jer. 25:157 will engulf (bl') him," to his great
shame.l6s Nah. 3: I la, "you also will be drunken (tikry)l'is interpreted to mean that the
cup/judgment of Ephraim will also pursue Manasseh (aQpNah 4i6).166

In the Tg. on Job 38:29b (llQtgJob 3l:6), MT frftpar iamayim, "hoarfrost of
heaven" (ll v. 29a MT qerah, "ice," Tg. Slyd), is represented by a damaged form
wiyqy.Some scholars read wiqw', "covering" (from ^iq),167 others w.iyqyh (from iqh,
with 3d masc. sg. suf.), "its melting."168 This meaning of iqh is not attested in the OT.
It might be connected with the agricultural importance of precipitation (vv. 25-27).
"Ice" (v. 29a) provides water only when it has melted.

b. In the Qumran community, meals (standard sequence the same as in the OT:'kl -ith) at table (ilhn) are more important and above all more hierarchically structured
than in OT literature (lQSa 2:17-21; IQS 6:3-5; cf. I IQT 2l:4,7:Sir.3l:12-32:13). In
Ps. 154 (llQPsa 18:ll-14, previously known only in Syriac), we are told that even
when the members of the community eat their f,rll (bib') and drink together, they "cite"
or "discuss" (n'mrh) wisdom and meditate on the law of the Most High (w'l invtmh
bhbr yhdyw iyhtm btwrt 'lywnl.rot The combination "eating and drinking" appears also
in lQS 5:16 and 4Q514 I l:10, with clear overtones of separation; in CD 10:23 and
l1;1, in Sabbath regulations; and (fragmentarily) in 4Q421 12 2;4Q512 7-9 ll.3;
I IQT 38:3.

The drinking of wine is prohibited under certain circumstances (4Q416 2 2:19 =
4Q417 | 2:24). Brief comments or statements in Genesis are often expanded by the

163. R. H. Charles, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the OldTestament,II (Oxford, 19l3),
623.

164. Ibid., l,216.
165. M. P. Horgan, Pesharim.
166. rbid., 165, 189-90.
16'7. J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J.

(1978),38-39.
168. Beyer, 295,718.

CBQMS 8 (1979), t9-20,48-50.

Harrington, Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts. BietOr 34

169. J. A. Sanders, Dead Sea Psalms Scroll (lthaca, 1967),68-69, 107.
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Genesis Apocryphon into lengthy invitations to "feasts" with "eating" and "drinking":
lQapGen 2l:20,22 (cf. Gen. l3:18); 22:15 (cf. Gen. 14:18). In contrast to the embar-
rassment conveyed by Gen. 9:20-24,lQapGen 12:13-17 provides an extensive account
of the beginning of viticulture and the drinking of wine (1. 15; cf. also the visit of the
Egyptian princes to Abraham, 19:27).

c. Lions are instruments of punishment (cf. Dnl. 6:17-18);they "drink the blood of
champions" (iwty dlml gbwrym: 1QH 5:7 [cf. Nu. 23:24 andEzk.39:l'l-19]; another

description of lions is in ll. 9-15). Alien motifs appear in the context of drinking:
"Tears without end are my drink (iqwy).. . . My bread/food has turned into quarreling
and my drink into an adversary (wiqwy lb'l mdnym); it [?] has entered by bones" (lQH
5:34-35; cf. Isa.50:8; Ps. 102:10[9]; 109:18; lob3:24). "Sowers of lies and seers of
fraud (mlysy kzb whwzy rmyh).. . have denied the drink of knowledge (miqh d't) to the
thirsty [cf. Isa. 32:6], for their thirst they have given them vinegar [hdme;; cf. Ps.

69:22(21)) to drink" (lQH 4:9-ll; cf. Hab. 2:15 and lQpHab ll:2ff.).
In hymns ith and iqh often allude to J's creation account, frequently in complex col-

lections of quotations. At the beginning of IQH 8:4-36 is the statement: "You have set

me in the source of streams in a dry land, the spring of water in a parched land, and the
irrigation of a garden (miqy gn)" (ll. 4-5). (Its interpretation is disputed: is the subject
God or the Teacher of Righteousness?) In l. l3 (alluding to Gen. 3:24), an unspecified
subject "must not drink holy water ll'yith my qwdi; cf. Nu. 5: l7l and produce fruit." In
the OT, water is never denied permanently, and "holy water" appears only in Nu. 5: l7
(cf. its positive turn in IQH 14:16). There are many other allusions to OT texts. The
"water drinkers" of Ezk. 3l:14,16 have become "trees of water" (lQH 16:9). In IQH
1 1:30, too, hpl iwtyhm reflects the same OT usage, describing the party of the godless
(cf. the "torrents of Belial" inl.29).

In the book of Enoch one of the giants dreams of an "orchard . . . watered (miqyn)
by gardeners" (4QEnGiants 9:7; cf. Gen. 2:5-6,10).170 A war hymn uses meteorologi-
cal metaphors to praise the warriors: they are like mist, clouds, dew "to cover the earth,
like torrential rain to provide the water right for all that grows (wkzrm rbybym lhiqwt
mipl lkwl {'tih)" (lQM l2:10; cf. ll. 7-10l/1QM l9:2; also ll. l-2).

Gamberoni

l7O. Beyer,264.
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I. Etymology. II. Occurrences and Meaning: L Verb; 2. Noun. III. Theological Usage.

IV. LXX_

I. Etymology. The root .i/l is represented in many of the Semitic languages,l e.g., in
Akkadian by satalu, "plant,"z and iitlu(m), "shoot."3 In the West Semitic languages it
may appear only in Punic.a Aramaic has the verbal root i'1al and its derivatives ie1el,
"plant, seedling," and iattdld', "planteq gardener."s The lexeme also appears in Syriac
and Mandaic. Mand. iitla means "plant, child";0 Arab. iatla means "seedling, cut-
ting."z 11r" verb may appear in the Punic form transcribed in Greek as sithilesade,s in-
terpreted by Noldeke as iefib id/efu.e It is probably a late addition to the lexical stock
of Biblical Hebrew, where it appears only in poetic texts. Unlike nt',to it was apparently
not used in everyday language. There is no instance of .irl in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

Rabbinic literature employs a strange wordplay to connect the name Shealtiel (1 Ch.
3:17; Hag. l:l; etc.; Ezr.3:2: etc.; Neh. 12:l) with Jrl in the sense of "give birth." In
Bab. Sanh.37b we read: "[He was called] Shealtiel because God planted him (iall6-'El)
differently from others that are planted; tradition has it that a woman cannot conceive
while standing, but his [mother] conceived standing"; "i.e., her prison cell was so nar-
row that she could not lie down."ll Midr. Lev. Rab. 10.8.1 interprets the name thus:
"[He was called] Shealtiel because by him the royal dignity of the Davidic house was
propagated ( hwitlh) ;' tz

II. Occurrences and Meaning.
l. Verb. The vb. itl occurs 10 times in the OT; in one instance, Hos. 9:13, the text is

uncertain. It always takes as its object mature plants or trees (cf. Jer. l7:8//Ps. l:3) such
as grapevines (gepen, Ezk. 17:8,10), date palms QamarPs.92:13-14[Eng. l2-13]), ce-

-> !07 nata'

I, HAL,II, 1670.
2. AHw,II, 1033.
3. AHw,III, 1251.
4. T. Nrildeke, ZDMG 57 (1903) 417; to citations tn DISO or WUS.
5. WTM,IV, 618.
6. MdD,464.
7. Weha 455.
8. Dioscorides 3.66.
9. N<ildeke, ZDMG 57 (1903) 417.
10. J. Reindl, -+ IX, 393.
ll. Cited from L. Goldschmidt, Der babylonische Talmud, VII (Berlin, 1925), l52,with

n.149.
12. Cited from A. Wiinsche, Der Midrasch Wajikra Rabba. Bibliotheca Rabbinica 5

(Hildesheim, 1967\, 66.
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dars ('erez, Ezk. 17:22-23; Ps. 92:13-l4tl2-l3l), or olive shoots (i"!il zA$m, Ps.

128:313). For (trans)planting to succeed, there must be an abundance of water (Jer.

l7:8//Ps. 1:3; Ezk. l7:8; 19:10);ra the opposite situation is described in Ezk. 17:10;

19:13. The natural association of planting and water is given a religious twist when the

site is a high and lofty mountain (Ezk. 17:22, refering to Mt. Zion) or "the courts of
our God" (Ps. 92:14[3]). On the latter, Kraus comments: "The EtP!'II are planted in
the sanctuary area like the trees that obviously stood in the courts of the temple. Even
today cypresses and olive trees still grow in the area of the Dome of the Rock."ls

2. Noun. The derived noun id1tl, also found in Aramaic,16 occurs in Ps. 128:3 in the

phrase i'lik zAltm, "olive shoots," an image describing the sons of a family. Dalman
comments: "It sometimes happens that around an aging tree, whose trunk finally has to
be cut down, some of the shoots arising from the roots are encouraged to grow; when
they are mature, they are grafted, so that a small circle of young olive trees grows up
around the stump of the old tree. This image recalls Ps. 128:3, although the children
sitting around the table may be likened to olive shoots only because they owe their
birth to one mother, just as the shoots come from one tree."l7

Sir. 50:12 describes the sons of the high priest Simon as .iryly 'rzym, "cedar

shoots."l8

III. Theological Usage. If we examine the theological relevance of the verb, we ob-

serve that Yahweh is always in the background of the "planting" imagery. In Ezekiel's
images Yahweh is clearly the subject in Ezk. 17:22-23: he is also the implicit subject of
the passive forms in l7:8,10; l9:10. In the images of the devotee of the law (Ps. l:2-3)
and the individual who trusts in Yahweh (Jer. l7:8), it can only be Yahweh who visibly
rewards the faithfulness of whoever worships him, represented by the image of a tree

that always stays green and never ceases to bear fruit.

ry. LXX. The LXX uses (kata)phyteilein (also used for nt) to translate .irl in Ezk.
17:22-23; l9: l0; Ps. l:3;92:14(13); it similarly tses nedphytos for i"1tl in Ps. 128:3. In
Jer. 17:8, however, the LXX uses eutheneinfor itl and in Ezk. 11:8,10 piainein. In Sir.

50:12 bldstEma is used for i'ttl.

Beyse

13. See II.2 below.
14. J. Reindl, -r IX, 393; F. N. Hepper, Baker Encyclopedia of Bible Plants (Grand Rapids,

1992),97,103, describes the irrigation of vines and olive trees.
15. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 6U150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 230.
16. See I above.
17. G. Dalman, AuS, IV (1935), 174-75; a similar description is given by Hepper, Bible

Plants,107.
18. R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach (Berlin, 1906), 90.
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I. Etymology and Occurrences. II. Usage: l. General; 2.Tree;3. Fruit. III. l. LXX; 2. Dead

Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Occurrences. In all probability Heb. f'enA, "frg tree, fig," is a
primary noun cognate with Akk. tittu (pl. tinatu);t Pun. tyn;zImperial Aram. 4,n,'Jew-
ish Aram. fnh, ttn1a';3 Syr. tettd'(pl. t7'ne): Mand. tina;a and Arab. ttn. The word oc-

curs 38 times in the OT, distributed relatively evenly zrmong the various literary genres.

II. Usage.
1. General. The fig tree (Ficus carica) is mentioned as one of the most important

cultivated flora of Palestine (e.g., Nu. 13l23; Dt. 8:8 - along with grapes and pome-

granates).5 The tree produces two crops each year. The first fruit is set in April, before
the appearance of foliage (cf. Mk. 13:28 par.); even such unripe fruit (paggtm, Cant.

2:3) is edible. The first ripe figs (bikkfrrd,Isa.28:4; Jer.24:2; Hos. 9:10;Mic. 7:l) ap-

pear in June, from plantings set out in the fall; they are delicious and very popular. Au-
tumn figs (f'end) are harvested from August through October.

2. Tree. a. After the fall, Adam and Eve try to make their first clothing out of fig
leaves (Gen. 3:7). Whether the lobate form of these leaves made them particularly un-

suitable for this purpose6 or their size made them particularly suitable (as many think)
may be left an open question.

In the land of Canaan, to which Yahweh is bringing his people, fig trees grow along-
side grapevines and olive trees (Dt. 8:8); the spies bring back grapes, pomegranates,

and figs when they return from the land (Nu. 13:23). The wilderness, by contrast, is no
place for these gifts of God (Nu. 20:5; the worshipers of Baal in Hos. 2:l4lBng. 12)
consider them the gifts of "their lovers").

te'8n6. G. Dalman, AuS, UI (1928), esp. 99-100, 257; U2 (1928), esp. 378-79; H. Giesen,
"Feige," NBL, l, 662; idem, "Feigenbaum," NBL, l, 662-63; C.-H. Hunzinger, "aril' TDNT,
VII, 751-59; S. Klein, "Weinstock, Feigenbaum und Sykomore in Paliistina," FS A. Schwarz
(Berlin, 1918), 389-402, esp. 396-99; H. N. Moldenke, Plants of the Bible (1952, repr. New
York, 1986), esp. 103-6; F. Olck, "Feige," PW y[, 210O-2151; B. Pipal, "Sie machten sich
Schurze, Gen 3,7 l' Krestanske Revue 29 (1962) 38-39; A. E. Rtithy, Die Pflanze und ihre Teile
im biblisch-hebrtiischen Sprachgebrauch (Bem, 1942); M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Londot,
1982), esp. 58-59.

l. AHw,III, 1363.
2. DISO, 327; KAI769.5.
3. DISO, 323; ANIP ,441.
4. MdD,486.
5. I. Lriw, Die Flora der Juden, I (Vienna, 1924),224-54; Dalman.
6. H. Holzinger, Genesis. KHC I (1898),32.
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It is a great misfortune when fig trees and grapevines (and occasionally other fruit
trees) are destroyed by enemies or a natural catastrophe, or fail to bear fruit. According
to Hos. 2:14(12), Yahweh will lay them waste as a punishment for idolatry; in Joel
l:7,12, and Am.4:9, locusts have destroyed them; in Jer. 5:17 they are laid waste by
enemies (prophecy of divine punishment). According to Jer. 8:13, the failure of the
crop is a punishment sent by God; similarly in Hab. 3:17, in the context of a lament.
According to Hag. 2:19, the fig tree yields nothing because the temple has not been re-
built. In Ps. 105, a survey of Israel's history destruction of fruit trees was one of the
plagues of Egypt (v.33). When the land is restored, conversely, fig trees and vines will
give their full yield (Joel2:22).In the context of the destruction of Edom, Isa. 34:4 de-
scribes the host of heaven as withering like leaves on a vine or fruit on a fig tree.

b. Sitting under one's own vine and fig tree is an image of peace and security (1 K.
5:514:25); Mic. 4:4; Zec. 3:lO), as is the chance to eat the fruit of the vine and the fig
tree (2 K. 18:31//Isa. 36:16). In Prov.27:18 this image illustrates the connection be-
tween actions and consequences: 'Anyone who tends a fig tree will eat its fruit."

c. The fable of Jotham (Jgs. 9:7-15) is a special case. The f,rg tree is one of the trees
that refuse the request of the other trees to reign over them: "Shall I stop producing my
sweetness and my delicious fruit, and go to sway over the trees?"

3. Fruit. a. Pressed figs were made into cakes (d"!Eld), especially to serve as food
for a journey (1 S. 25:18; 30:12; I Ch. 12:411' Jth. l0:5). According toIsa.38:2lll2K.
20:7 , apaste made from such cakes was applied to a boil on Hezekiah's skin to heal it.

b. Jer. 24:l-10 describes a vision of two baskets of figs. One contains "very good
figs, like first-ripe figs (t"'enC habbakkurdfi," the other very bad (ra'6!) figs. The good
figs symbolize the exiles from Judah, the bad figs those who remained behind in Jeru-
salem. The same image appears in Jer.29:.17, in the prophet's letter to the exiles, which
describes the inhabitants of Jerusalem as rotten figs that cannot be eaten.

c. Nah. 3: 12 compares the fortresses of Nineveh to first-ripe hgs (bikkitrtm), which
fall with ease when the tree is shaken.

d. Neh. 13:15-22 attacks the failure to obey the Sabbath commandment: on the Sab-
bath people tread winepresses and sells wine, grapes, figs, and other commodities in
Jerusalem - obviously everyday necessities.

Lil. l. lXX. Depending on the meaning in each text, the LXX translates t"'?nd with
either sykil (24 times)/syk6n (bis), "fig tree," or sykon, "fig" (12 times).

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls t'nh occurs 3 or 4 times. The text of
4Q378 ll 6 (restored) follows the description of the land in Dt. 8:8. Here, and in
4Q365a 2 l:3, t'nym parallels rrnwnym. ln 4Q379 26 I htlny)m is a possible reading,
but there is no extant context. Finally, the purchase contract Mur 30:18 lses t'nym it
describing what has been sold.

547
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I. Etymology and Occurrences. II. Usage. III. Sirach. IV. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Occurrences. The vb. ri I is found in only one OT text: Isa.
44:13, with reference to the manufacture of idols. Here it occurs twice in the piel and
means "sketch, mark out."l Jenni sees behind these meanings the common element
"make contours."2

The boundary descriptions in Joshua use a vb. r7 II (qal); it clearly means "make a

bend." It appears in this sense in Josh. 15:9,1 1; 18:14,17; 19:13 (cj.;,: obviously as a
technical term for a "conspicuous change in the direction of a boundary"a separating
two tribes at a prominent landmark. Thus this term belongs theologically to the lexical
field of the tribal territories and their boundaries, behind which stands the effort to de-
scribe the land and the portions allotted to the tribes as precisely as possible, so as to
make visible on a map the fulfillment of Yahweh's promise.s

The noun td'a4 "form, appearance," occurs 15 times (plus 6 times in Sirach). It is
impossible to determine whether the verb is a denominative from the noun or fi'ar de-
rives from the verbal root. A derivation from r'h (with transposition), "see,"o has not
found much support. Neither does a derivation from tvvr; "spy out,"7 appear cogent.

A noun 17 is attested in Phoenician. The Eshmunazar inscription states that whoever
opens the tomb and removes its bones will have neither root nor fruit nor ,'r among
those who live under the sun.8 Here r'r appears to be tantamount to "honor," a meaning
that seems to derive from the magnificent appearance (of the tree).e Therefore Dahood
has proposed the meaning "beauty."to Greenfield is not happy with the meaning "fine
appearance," suggesting that a "transcendental quality" is implied.ll

There are two Neo-Punic occurrences.l2 In the first, Donner and R<llligl: suggest

to'ar. D. J. Kamhi, "The Term to'ar in Hebrew and Its Status as a Grammatical Category,"
BSOAS 34 (1971) 257-72.

r. HAL, il, 1676.
2. HP,214.
3. See BI1S.
4. O. Bachli, ZDPV 89 (1973) l-14, esp. 8.
5. M. Sebo, ZDPV 90 (1974) t4-37.
6. GesB,869.
7. P. Haupt, r'S I41 R. Harpe4 II (Chicago, 1908), 134.
8. KAr 14.12.
9. Y. Avishur, UF 8 (1976) 5-6.
10. M. Dahood, "Phoenician Elements in Isaiah 52:.13-53:12," in H. Goedicke, ed., Near

Eastern Studies in Honor of W. E Albright (Baltimore, l97l), 66.
ll. J. C. Greenfield, "Scripture and Inscription," in ibid.,253-68, esp.265.
12. KAI 119.7; 138.5.
13. KAr, il, 124, 137.
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the meaning "honor"; the latter clearly has to do with the "form" of the altars.la
Tomback interprets these texts in an entirely different sense, proposing the meaning
"clan, extended family" on the basis of a different etymology.ls Finally, there is a fem.
PN r'r'.t6

The root also appears in Aramaic dialects, including Christian Palestinian t'r "ex-
amine, consider,"lz and Syr. ta'a4 "note, perceive," as well as Arab. ta'arawith'ila,
"stare at."l8

II. Usage. With the meaning "form, figure," ti'ar can be used in an entirely neutral
sense, as in I S. 28:14: when the medium at Endor has conjured up the spirit of Sam-
uel, Saul asks, "What ishis t6'ar?" i.e., "What does he look like?" In the great majority
of cases, however, the word expresses a positive or (more rarely) negative judgment.
Gideon's brothers, who had been killed by Zebah and Zalmunna, Iooked like sons of a
king (Jgs. 8:18). Saul praises David as an ii to'ar a man of (fine) figure (l S. 16:18).
David's son Adonijah is t6!-to'ar m"od, "of very excellent figure" (l K. l:6). The
noun is often used in combination with ydpeh, "beautiful, comely." For example, the
Dtr law envisions the case of a man who finds among the prisoners of war a woman
"comely of figure" (l"pay-ta'aa Dt. 2l:ll); Abigail is described as tdba!-Sekel wtpal
td'ar, "frne of mind and comely of figure" (l S. 25:3).

We often frnd fi'ar paired with mar'eh, "appearance." Joseph is "comely in form
and appearance" (Gen. 39:6); similarly, in contrast to Leah, Rachel is y"pa1-td'ar wtpal
mar'eh (Gen.29:17). Esther, finally, is described in the same terms (Esr. 2:7). The ser-
vant of God in Deutero-Isaiah is described in opposite terms: his to'ar was not that of
mortals, he looked inhuman (Isa.52:14), he had no to'ar and no hdSdr ("majesty,
beauty") (53:2), so that there was nothing pleasing in his appearance. Elsewhere haQar
generally refers to royal majesty; the Psalms often apply it to Yahweh (e.g., Ps.
104: l).te

In Lam. 4:8 to'ar has negative connotations: the princes of Zion were once white as

milk and snow, ruddy as coral; now their aspect (t6'ar) is blacker than soot. Thus has
the glory of Zion been transformed.

We also find ro'ar used in the description of the cows seen by Pharaoh in his dream:
the first were well nourished and lovely in to'ar; the others were scrawny and ugly
(rd'6!) in td'ar (Gen. 41:18-19). Finally fi'ar appears in Jer. I l:16: once Israel was an
olive tree, fair with goodly fruit (yp4h peri-!o'ar);20 now, however, Yahweh who
planted it has pronounced evil against it.

14. See also DISO, 323.
15. Tomback, 337.
16. Benz, 185,427-28.
17. F. Schulthess, Lcxicon Syropalaestinum (Berlin, 1903),217
18. Lane, Ut,292.
19. G. Warmuth, -, ilI, 335-41, esp. 337-38.
20. On this phrase see Avishur, UF 8 (1976) 5-6.
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III. Sirach. The 6 occurrences of ti'ar in Sirach are all quite different. Sir. I 1:2 cau-
tions against judging individuals on the basis of their looks or appearance. In l6: I we
read: "Do not wish for comely (t6'ar) children if they are worthless." According to
42:12, a father should not allow his daughter to parade her to'ar (beauty) before a man.
The text of 42:25 and 43:9 is comrpt. Finally, 43:9 calls the stars the to'ar (beauty) and

hdQdr (glory) of the heavens.

IV. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The usual LXX translationis e{dos, but once ripsls
is used. In 1 S. 28:14 the LXX paraphrases. In Sirach lqillos is used 3 times and e{dos

once; twice we find paraphrases.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls r'r appears only in 4Q525 14l:12 (tw'rkh); the fragmentary
text provides no context.

Ringgren

I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Meaning; 4. LXX and Vulgate. II. Noah's Ark:
l. Description; 2. Background;3. Religious Significance; 4. Dead Sea Scrolls. III. Moses'Ark:
L Description; 2. Background; 3. Religious Significance. IV. Summary.

l. l. Etymology. HAL| rightly states that in Hebrew there is only one noun ilJ!-l and

that it is an Egyptian loanword,2 even though we cannot say with certainty3 whether it
reflects Egyp.dbsl, "reliquary, coffin,"a or (more likely) tb.t, "box."S

2. Occurrences. The nountebA occurs 28 times in the OT: 26 times in Gen. 6-9 and

twice in 8x.2, lt occurs 14 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

EbA. C. Cohen, "Hebrew rDlr Proposed Etymologies," JANES 4 (1972) 36-5 l; M. Harl, "Le
nom de l'arche de No6 dans la Septante," Alexandrina. FS C. Mondiserr (Paris, 1987), 15-41;
R. Largement, "Le thdme de I'arche dans les traditions sum6ro-semitiquesl' Mdlanges bibliques.
FS A. Robert (Paris, 1957), 60-65; A. Parrot, The Flood and Noah's Ark (Erg. tr. New York,
1955); H. Graf Reventlow, 'Arche," BHHW, I, 125;8. Ullendorff, "The Construction of Noah's
Arkl' W 4 (1954) 95-96; P. Weimar, 'Arche," NBL,l, 160-61.

t. HAL, tr, 1677-78.
2. Contra H. Zimmern, Akkadische Fremdwiirter (Leipzig, l9l7),45: elippu tebita.
3. As pointed out also by W. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK Iyl (1988), 69.
4. GesTh, 1481.
5. C. Westermann, Genesis l-l 1. CC (Eng. tr. 1984),420.
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3. Meaning. Our word means "box"; it denotes both the ark built by Noah and the
papyrus container holding the baby Moses.

4. LXX and Vulgate. The LXX uses fte kibdt6s to translate the noun in the story of
the deluge, but it also uses this term for the ark of the covenant. For the papyrus con-
tainer in the story of Moses' birth it uses &e thibis. The Vg. usesTtscella, "basketl' for
the latter and arca (whence Eng. "ark") for the "box" built by Noah.

II. Noah's Ark.
l. Description. It is generally accepted that the story of the deluge is an artful lit-

erary structure composed by RP from two originally independent narrative stands,
generally referred to as J and P.6 The building of the ark is described only once, in
Gen.6:14-16 (P), because the parallel account of J was sacrificed.T P describes the
ark as a large rectangular box 300 cubits long, 50 cubits wide, and 30 cubits high,
made of coniferous wood and covered inside and out with pitch. It has three decks
with cabins, a door in its side, and a skylight in its roof.8 Thus the ark is not a ship or
a shiplike vessel,e but a kind of houseboat,l0 "'ntended simply to stay afloat, not to
sail."l I

2. Background. That the ark belongs to a non-Israelite tradition is suggested by the
fact that "there are a number of words that do not, or scarcely ever, occur again in the
OT: ilfll . . . ,'ltt,lDf , and'1;1I"12 The special vocabulary was borrowed along with
the narrative material. The similarity to tablet I I of Gilgamesh points to the Sumerian-
Babylonian region. But the Sumerian account uses ma-gar "enormous ship," and the
Babylonian account has elippu rabttu, "large ship," whereas the OT uses the Egyptian
term for "box." It follows that P is not literarily dependent on the Mesopotamian tradi-
tion: either both this tradition and P go back to a cornmon ancestor, now lost,l3 or P
draws on a tradition that developed within Israel, incorporating Egyptian elements.14

3. Religious Significance. In P the religious significance of the ark is illustrated by
the "solemn procession"ls of Noah, his family, and the animals when they enter and
exit the ark. The ark is accorded the status ofa cultic site, and the preservation ofthose
within it is understood as a cultic act initiated by God. This observation accords with
the fact that the ark preserved Noah and his fellow passengers on account oftheir faith-

6. Ibid., 424-25.
7. Ibid., 449; G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. tr.21972), ll9-20.
8. Parrot, 19; L. Ruppert, Genesis. FzB 70 (1992),327-28.
9. Contra O. Procksch, Genesis. KAT | (1924), 470.
10. Von Rad, Genesis, 127.
lt. RHB, t,264.
12. Westermanrt, Genesis l-l l, 420.
13. Ibid.; also von Rad, Genesis, 123-24.
14. J. Skinner, Genesis. ICC (l9l0),177-78.
15. Westermann, Genesis l-l 1, 436, 452.
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ful obedience.l6 The deliverance of humanity in the form of a familylz is an expression

of OT anthropology; the covenant following emergence from the ark is a form of divine
assurance that merely "guarantees continuation of the world."l8 The ark serves as the

locus and instrument for preserving faithful Noah from the catastrophe of the deluge.

This is also the symbolic significance of the ark in the Judeo-Christian tradition.

4. Dead Sea Scrolls. The occurrences of the noun in the Dead Sea Scrolls all refer to
the ark of Noah. The entrance into the ark two by two in CD 5: 1 (bis) reflects Gen. 7 :9;

lQapGen l0:12 cites Gen. 8:4; and the ll occurrences in 4Q252-254 = 4QpGen"-"
(4Q2521 1:10,13,15,21;2:2,4;4Q25314;4Q25415 2,7[bis],9) all referto Gen. 6-9.

III. Moses'Ark.

l. Description. Unlike Noah's ark, the container holding Moses is made of papyrus
(gome'=Egyp. km) and plastered with bitumen and pitch (8x.2:3).It can float on the

Nile and eventually becomes lodged among the reeds (sfip, v. 5).

2. Background. The words used here are Egyptian loanwords; the narrative exhibits lo-
cal Egyptian color.le As the "closest parallel," Schmidt20 cites the story of Sargon's birth.2l

3. Religious Significance. Like the story of Noah, the story of Moses' birth is depen-

dent on other material; it too is concerned with the preservation of an individual,
namely Moses. In contrast to Noah, however, the preservation of Moses is not a reward
for religious conduct. It is due entirely to human actions.

IV. Summary. In each case the tEf;A serves "to rescue a person crucial to the future
course of history."22 Both stories narrate something that is "not a miracle," something

that is wondrous but not miraculous.23 Schmidt decides to leave open the question

whether the two legends of the "saving box" have common traditio-historical roots, al-

though traditio-historical independence is more likely. In either case there is no justifi-
cation for understanding Gen. 6 as a type for Ex. 2 and interpreting "Moses as a second

Noah or Moses' deliverance of his people as a new creation."24

Zobelf

16. Von Rad, Genesis, 120; Skinner, Genesis, l'18.
17. Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 425-26.
18. Ibid.,471.
19. Schmidt, Exodus I: 14. BK II (1988),58,69.
20. Ibid., 57.
21. AOT2,234-35.
22. Schmidt, Exodus, 68-69.
23. rbid.,75.
24. tbid.,69.
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i'lN:lfh r'rnzT3

I. Etymology and Occurrences. IL Usage: l. Literal Meaning;2. Figurative Meaning.
ilI. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Occurrences. The noun te!fr'd deives from -+ N'lf b6' and
means "that which comes in," hence "income, produce, yield" 

- 
particularly "har-

vest," but also "revenue." There is a similar word in Ugaritic: lwl)brk tt tb,AL "to bless
the offering of the yield."l An analogous semantic development may be observed in
Ah,k. erbu(m), irbu, "income,"2 from erebu(m), "enterl' Syr. '"lalta, "fruit, yield," from
'al, "enterl' and Arab. {allat, "firstfruits, profit, yield," from {alla, "enrer."3

The word occurs 42 times; it appears also in the SP and LXX versions of Ex.
22:4(Eng.5) and Sir. 6:19, and possibly Am. 6:lbp.a Of these occurrences, l8 are in p,s

including I I in H (9 in Lev. 25; also Ex. 23:10, in the same context), 5 in Deuteronomy
(Dt. 33:14 E?), and 8 in Proverbs.

In construct phrases the following nouns appear as nomen rectum with tr!,A'A:
'oflamL, 'eres, goren, ddgdn, zera', yeqe!, kerem, idQeh, :ifud1ayim, and iemei; the fol-
lowing appear as nomen regens: ma%ier pert, r€'itt, and (metaphorically) sahar Ple-
lated nouns in the lexical field include above all p,rt (also with 'oQdm6, 'ere;, kerem,
iddeh), y"pttl (also with "/dmd, 'eres), and qdstr

II. Usage.
l. Literal Meaning. a.In legal contexts te!fi'd denotes the produce of a field. When a

field is sold it remains in the possession of the purchaser only until the following Jubi-
lee Year; then it returns to its original owner. The selling price is determined by the
number of "crop years" (ien0-1e!fi'69 Lev.25 15; shortened to mispar 1e!fr'd1in v. 16).
During the 7 years of famine, the Egyptian farmers are forced to sell their land to Pha-
raoh; as tenants, they are to give one-fifth of the harvest (tebfr'a!) to pharaoh (Gen.
47:24).In Ezekiel's vision the produce of the land surrounding the Levitical cities is to
be food for the workers of the city (Ezk. 48:18).

InEx.22:4(5) the SP and LXX (and also 4Q158) include an addition srating that
someone whose livestock Erazes over someone else's field is to make restitution from
the produce of his own field (MT says simply "from the best of his field").6

b. In cultic contexts in one way or another the produce of the land is to be recog-

l. KTU 1.15, V I l; cited from J. C. de Moor and K. Spronk, UF t4 (1982) tjg.
2. AHw, 1,233-34.
3. Wehr, 679; cf. HAL,ll, 1679.
4. W. L. Holladay, W 22 (1972) 107-10.
5. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATU4 (1966), 261 n.54; always with reference to the harvest: 322

n. 33.
6. A. Toeg, Tarbiz 39 (1969/70) 223-31,419.
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nized as God's gift. The beginning of the Festival of Booths is set by Lev. 23:39 as the
fifteenth day of the seventh month, the time when the produce of the land (f!fi'a1
hd'dres) is harvested. Dt. 16:13 speaks of a threshing floor and a winepress, but does

not use the word t"bfi'A. Y. 15, however, associates the festival with the rejoicing of the

farmers because God has blessed their produce and their labor.
The laws governing the Sabbatical Year (E,x.23:10-ll; Lev.25:2-7) require that

field (iadeh) and vineyard (kerem) be cultivated for six years and their produce har-

vested; in the seventh year whatever grows of its own accord (fbtt'a, Lev. 25:7) is allot-
ted to slaves, partial citizens, and animals. After seven sabbath cycles, the hftieth year

is celebrated as a Jubilee Year; fields and vineyards remain uncultivated. But Yahweh
promises to bless the land in the sixth year so that it yields a triple crop ('diA f!fi'6,
Lev.25:20-21).7 During the eighth year one can still eat "the old crop (fbfi'd)i' untrl
the harvest comes in the ninth year (v. 22; secondary8).

The laws governing the mixing of species (kil'ayim) include a ban on planting other
plants in a vineyard; if a second kind of seed is planted, the whole yield is forfeited to
the sanctuary Qiqdai), both the crop sown and the yield of the vineyard (fbfi'a!
hakkerem,Dt.22:9: cf. Lev. l9:19). The prohibition may be directed against alien mag-

ical or cultic practices,e or it may be based on practical considerations.l0
Dt. 14:22 requires that every year a tithel I be brought from all the yield of the seed

(f!fr'a1 zar'ef;d) that the held produces (yOsZ' iAdeh). The tithe is to be eaten "in the
presence of Yahweh" (v.23), so that the people may learn to fear God. Every third year
"the full tithe of the produce" is allotted to the Levites and the poor (vv. 28-29). Ac-
cording to Nu. 18l,21-32, the Levites receive the tithe of the yield of fields and vine-
yards, of which they give "the best" (hele!.) to "the priest Aaron" as an offering

ffrilmA), a "tithe of the tithe" (vv. 25-32). The remainder then goes to the Levites, as

though it were the produce of their own fields and vineyards (v. 30). Each Levite and

his household may eat it anywhere, as payment for his service at the tent of meeting. In
2 Ch. 3l:5 we hnd an account of how this law was fulfilled in the time of Hezekiah.

One passage in Proverbs (3:9-10) alludes to such a cultic offering: "Honor Yahweh . . .

with the firstfruits (re'iifi of all your produce, that barns and winepresses may be

filled" with the gifts bestowed by God.tz
The fruit of a tree is considered "uncircumcised" ('arel) for the first three years; in

the fourth year it is set apart as a festal offering to Yahweh. Not until the fifth year may

it be eaten freely, "that the yield (tebfi'd) may be increased" (Lev. 19:23-25).
c. Narrative texts, too, often speak of the produce of the land. After crossing the Jor-

dan, the Israelites eat for the f,rrst time the produce (tebfr'd, here "grain") ofthe land of
Canaan (Josh. 5:11-12). After living in the land of the Philistines for seven years, the

7. Cf. M. Noth, Leviticus. OTL (Eng. tr. 1965), 188.
8. Ibid.
9. P. C. Craigie, Deuteronomy. NICOT (1976),290.
10. A. D. H. Mayes, Deuteronomy. NCBC (1981), 307-8.
11. -+ iirYD/ ma'qi€r.
12. W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),293-94.
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Shunammite woman returns, receives her property back at the command of the king,
and is able to enjoy the produce of her field (fbfr'd! haiidSeh, 2 K. 8:6). Hezekiah
builds storehouses for grain (te!fr'al ddgan), wine, and oil (2 Ch. 32:28).In a prayer
Nehemiah laments the evil times: the people are enslaved and the rich yield of the land
goes to foreign kings (Neh. 9:37).

In the Blessing of Moses (Dt. 33: l4), Joseph is promised "choice fruits of the sun
(megeQ tebtt'd! iemei), the rich yield of the months Qfrdl.ttm - possibly 'moons,' as

suggested by the parallelism)." Like the preceding verse, this is a fertility blessing, re-
ferring to bounteous harvest produced by the sun and the alternation of the seasons.l3

According to Ps. 107:35ff., God turns the desert into a fertile land, where fields can
be cultivated to produce a fruitful yield ('dsd p"ri 1"!fi'd, v. 37). Describing the fertility
of the land "on that day," Isa. 30;23 says: "There will be rain . . . and bread, the produce
of the ground (fbtt'at hd\QdmA), which will be rich and plenteous."

Less clear is the description of Tyre's commerce in Isa. 23:3. The text is comrpt;la it
probably means that Tyre and Sidon transport the produce of the land to the Nile in or-
der to sell it to other lands. or it may mean that the produce of Tyre is sold on the
Nile.t5

A proverb states: "Where there are no oxen, there is no grain; abundant crops come
by the strength of the ox" (Prov. l4:4).ln other words, the labor of the oxen produces
the harvest. Job 31:12 likens adultery to a consuming fire that uproots (or "devours to
the root"l6) the harvest of the guilty party.

The form fb6'd!"kd in Job 22:21yields no sense. It should probably be emended to
t"86'af;a: "Be his friend and be at peace; in this way good will come to you."l7

2. Figurative Meaning. The word can also be used f,rguratively. In Jer.2:3 Israel is
holy to Yahweh as the firstfruits of his harvesr (rc'ity f!fr'd16); all who eat of it are held
guilty. It is forbidden to eat what is holy, especially the terfimd (Lev.22:lO-16). Ac-
cording to Jer. 12:13, Israel has sown wheat and reaped thorns, but to no profit QA'
y6'ilfi); they are disappointed at their harvest (reading tebfr'dldhemts).

Wisdom literature \ses fbfr'A in the sense of "proht, income." "In the house of the
righteous there is much treasure, but trouble befalls the income (fbfr'A) of the wicked"
(Prov. 15:6). "Better a little with righteousness rhan great proht (rdb fbfi'60 with in-
justice" (Prov. 16:8). Eccl. 5:9(10): "The lover of money will not be satisfied with
money; the lover of wealth (hambn) will not be satisfied with gain"le 

- s1. 66. . . there

13. Craigie, Deuteronomy,39T; but cf. E. Konig, Deuteronomium. KAT III (1917), 226-27.
14. E. J. Kissane, Isaiah, I C1960), 248, 250, 252; O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Eng. tr.

1974), 160.
15. A. Hakham, Sefer Yesha'yahu. Da'at Miqra'(Jerusalem, 1984), in loc.
16. N. C. Habel,.lob. OTL (1985),423,425; "burns up": G. Fohrer, Hiob. KATXYI (1963),

423,425.
l7 . GK, g48d; S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, Job. ICC, 2 vols. (1921), ll, 197; Fohrer, Hiob,

350-5 1.

18. B. Duhm, Jeremie. KHC){I (1901), l17-18.
19. Following W. Zimmerli, Prediger ATD XyUl C1980), 188 (cf. NRSV).
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is no profit."20 Prov. 10:16: "The wage (pe'ulld) of the righteous leads to life, the in-
come (t"!fi'd) of the wicked to sin" (i.e., misfortune; or, with Winton Thomas,2l "pov-
erty" in contrast to hayytm, "a living").zz

According to Prov. 3:14, the gain (sahar) from wisdom is better than that of silver,
and its acquisition (fbfr'a) better than gold (cf. 8:19, where the fruit of wisdom and its
"yield" are compared to gold and silver). In a similar vein, Sir. 6:19 says: "Go after her

[sc. Wisdom] like a plower and reaper, and wait for her good harvest."
Metaphorically, t"!fi'd can represent speech: "By the fruit of his mouth, everyone is

filled; the yield of his lips brings satisfaction" (Prov. 18:20; cf. v. 2l).

lll. l. UX. The LXX usually translates f!fi'6 with gdnnema (31 times) or karp6s
(6 times). Other translations occur on occasion.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. Most of the occurrences in the Dead Sea Scrolls are in frag-
mentary texts, with no recognizable context. ln lQ22 2:ll we are told that God sends

rain and water so that the earth may produce her harvest. In lQ26 - a text that exhibits
affinities with the wisdom text 4Q423 - we find the words: "you will be cursed in all
your gain" (l:6ll4Q4l3 4:2; cf . also 1:3 and 2:2114Q423 3:2). The parallel text 4Q423
contains additional occurrences: 5:7 speaks of "gathering your harvest in its season";
the context of l2:3 is fragmentary. Also fragmentary are 4Q266 12 8;4Q299 6 2:14:
4Q419 8 2:6; 4Q493 I 14; 4Q509 l7 4. ln 4Q251 6 7 firstborn ( bkw r) and fltt'A appear
together. The expression pry tbw'lhl appears in an unidentified fragment (cf. Ps.

107:37). A festival prayer (4Q508 22-23 3) contains the words: "produce ofour land as

fnApd"; the context is obscure. In 4Q504 6 4 fbfr'A occurs with hilbbnen, "in order to
understand" (cf. also 4Q423 5 7). In 4Q381 I 6 we find the expression kol fbtt'6!
Sa/e1,zz and in 4Q418 103 2:8 f!fr'a1 hakkerem (cf. Dt. 22:9). In the eschatological
age of salvation, "the earth will give its fruit in its season, and its harvest will not be

scant" (4QPsf 9:9-ll).2+ ; similar image is used in I lQBer l:llll4Q285 I 8: neither
drought nor blight will afflict the harvest of the land. In short, the scrolls remain within
the framework of OT usage.

Zipor

20. HAL, \, 1679.
21. D. Winton Thomas, "/fS 15 (1964) 295-96.
22. Cf. McKarte, Proverbs, 425; BHS reads limhittd.
23. E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran.
24. J. Starcky, RB 73 (1966) 357,367.

HSS 29 (1986), 71,75,82.
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I. Etymology. II. l. Meaning and Distribution; 2. Syntagms. III. Theological Foci:

1. Creation; 2. Theophany; 3. Judgment. IV. l. Sirach; 2.LXX;3. Dead Sea Scrolls. Y. telel.

I. Etymology. The etymology of tdldl is totally obscure. The feminine noun occurs

36 times in the OT, never with an article; it may therefore be considered "inherently de-

terminate."l It also occurs only in the singular. These features suggest thattzbzl has ac-

quired the character of a proper name.
Earlier scholars usually derived t€lEl from a verbal root ybl of uncertain meaning2

or from b//, "disperse" Gebdl as denoting the lands of the Diaspora outside Israel);3

more recently, a derivation from a verbal root'bl,a "dry out," has been proposed. This
root appears in Akk. abdlil(m), "dry out."s The Akkadian noun tabalu means "dry
land";6 it appears in the Amarna letters: umdnu lu ia tabali lfr ia ndri, "creatures of the

land or of the river."7
This etymological connection of the noun with the verb in Akkadian might tempt

one to posit a similar development from the vb. 'd!al, "dry out,"8 to Ebdl, "dry land."e

Such an etymology, however, has to face the problem of the missing initial N. IIAL pro-
poses an internal Hebrew development from *te'bilu to *tebilu, explaining the disap-
pearance of the N by citing Bergstrdsser.l0 But Bergstrdsser's argumentation is insuffi-
cient to account for the disappearance ofthe N in this case. Therefore the etymology of
the noun remains an open question; even the unlikely explanation of Ebel as a loan-
word from Akkadian cannot finally be rejected out of hand.I I Might the Judahites have

brought the term with them when they returned from exile? If so, why does it not ap-

ftbel. P. Doll, Menschenschdpfung und Weltschdpfung in der alttestamentlichen Weisheit.
SBS 117 (1985); O. Keel, Symbolism of the Biblical World (Eng. tr. 1978, repr. Winona Lake,
1997);H. Spieckermann, Heilsgegenwart. FRI,ANT 148 (1989); I. J. Stadelmann, Hebrew Con-
ception of the World. AnBibl 39 (1970); C. Streibert, Schdpfung bei Deuterojesaja und in der
Priesterschrift. BEATAJ 8 (1993); J. P. Weinberg, "Die Natur im Weltbild des Chronisten," 1rI
3l (1981) 324-4s.

l. Meyer, II, $96.2a.
2. Cf. BDB,385:, GesB,28l.
3. GesB, 870; cf. already Rashi, and R. Avrohom and C. Feuer, Tehilim, I (New York, 3199 1),

297.
4. -+ )tt'' 'a!al.
5. AHw,1,3.
6. AHw,III, 1298.
7. EA 10:33.
8. -+ l,44-48.
9. HAL, rr, 1682.
lO. HAL, ll, 1682; Bergstrasser, I, $l5a,b.
ll. H. Zimmem, Akkadische Fremdwiirter (Leipzig,2l9l7),43; H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-

27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997),26.
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pear in P? In the context of creation, P uses yabbaid, "dry (land)" (Gen. l:9-10; cf.
8:14; Ex. 14:16,22,29),12astheantonymof -+Ett ydm,,,sea,,, thewatersunderthesky.
This usage establishes yabbdia as the term denoting the "dry land," while td!€l appears
to be used in a different sense.

we also fnd tcpel in Middle Hebrew with the meaning "world".r3 it has the same
sense in the Hebrew and Aramaic of the Dead Sea Scrolls.la There is also an Egyptian
Aramaic wordtbl',ts which from its context might mean "measuring line (of a surveyor)"
(Heb. he!el). But Bowman long ago proposed interpreting tbl as"dry land" in contrast to
water.16 The meaning of Phoen. ibl (= 1fil11is disputed: road? chisel? inhabited world?I7

ll. l. Meaning and Distribution. when all is said and done, the primary meaning of
IEPEI appears to be "(dry) land," usually with emphasis on solidity and permanence.18 It
is a term belonging to the lexical field of cosmology, and can even mean "cosmos" (ps.
5o:12l.90:2). But since P, which is contemporaneous with most of the occurrences of
this lexeme, uses yabbaid, Ebel must embody an additional semantic component.

The various occurrences of tc\el reveal a remarkable tension between synonymy
and antonymy with -+ f'1N 'eres and -+ 1)1D miQbdr If one refuses to be content with
positing a general synonymy, then t€pel is best explained as the "circle of the earth"
floating in the primordial ocean. With its distant, uninhabited, and elevated edges (cf.
'apsA-'ares, "the ends of the earth," an expression which nevertheless still implies habi-
tation: Jer. 16:19; Ps. 22:28lBng. 27); etc.to1, it exrends far beyond the inhabited
wor1d20 (cf. also the Egyptian myth of the serpenr Apophis).

Surprisingly, although the term appeius primarily in the context of creation theol-
ogy, it does not occur in the Pentateuch. This may be because Epel is associated pri-
marily not with narrative but with poetic genres that refer to cosmological and mytho-
logical themes.

The term tEbdl appears most often in the Psalms (15 times) and the late strands of the
book of Isaiah (9 times). Next come Job (3), Jeremiah and proverbs (2 each), and Nahum
and Lamentations (once each). It occurs twice in DtrH and once in ChrH. Because of
their peculiar nature, however, these occurrences should be counted with the Psalms.

2. Syntagms. We find telcl in a variery of syntagms: 'eres w"ppCl (ps.90:2); telel
'eres + suf. (Job 37:12; Prov. 8:31), the latter frequently (but probably erroneouslyzr)

t2. --> Y,3'13-79.
13. ANI13,438; WTM, tV,624.
14. Beyer,72l.
15. DISO, 323; AP 26.4,8: > tbl tt.

.16. R. A. Bowman, AJSL 58 (1941) 308, following N. Aim6-Giron, Textes aram1ens
d'Egypte (Cairo, l93l), 33.

17. Drso, 288-89.
18. -;01D mwt.
19. -+ I, 361-62: GesBt*,89-90.
20. KeeL42.
21. -+ lllt httg, esp. -+ IY,246-47.
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translated as "(his) round world" or "the circle of (his) earth." Others include 'apr61

tEbdl (Prov. 8:26), mds"Q61 teb€|, "fotndations of the earth" (2 S. 22:l6llPs.
18:l6tl5l), p"nA Plcl, most likely "surface of the earth" (but cf. EU: "circle of the

earth") (e.g., Job 31:12), and q"seh !?b€1, "end(s) ofthe earth" (Ps. l9:5[4]). The ex-

pressions tdbZl frmeld'd, "the earth and all that fills if'(Ps. 5O:12:.89:l2llll), and

t€ldl w"!ol-se'"sa'eyha, "the earth and all that comes from it" (Isa. 34: l)22 are formu-
laic.

We find t€bdl as the subject of the following verbs: 'mlplual, "wilt"; ndpal, "disinte-
grate"; idma', "hear" (Isa. 34:1): naia'(qbl), "scream" (Nah. l:5); kwn niphal, "be

firmly established" (Ps. 93;l; 96:10); rd'am, "roar" (Ps. 98:7); mfit, "(not) totter"
(l Ch. 16:30); and hyl polel, "suffer birth pangs" (Ps. 90:2).

Almost all the verbs wirh Ebel as object have God or Yahweh as subject: it (l S.

2:8), hun hiphil (Jer. l0:12; 5l:15), and ydsaS (Ps. 89:12), "establish"; itm, "make
(into a desert)" (Isa. 14:17); and iapat, "judge" (Ps. 9:9[8]; 96:13; etc.). In Ps.

77:19(18) God's lightnings light up the world; in Isa. l4:21 the successor of the king of
Babylon will never again fill @alc') the world with cities.

This survey leaves the impression that the translation "dry (or) habitable land" is too
nirrrow: tO!€l refers to the solid earth of ancient Near Eastern cosmology, whether bi-
partite (heaven and earth), tripartite (heaven, earth, sea), or even quadripartite (heaven,

earth, waters above, waters below [including the netherworld]), often depicted visually,
especially in Egypt.23

III. Theological Foci. Almost without exception, tdb€lis found in late OT lyric po-

etry, in the context of early Jewish universalism. This poetry draws on the cosmology
of the ancient Near East, which envisioned a solid disk-like earth floating on the water

under the dome of heaven, which holds back the "waters above." Above all stood the

throne of God, beneath lay the netherworld, the realm of the dead. Initially, Israel had

no term to denote all this (cf. Iater --r O)ty '6ldm) except "heaven and earth" (idmayim
wa'ares). The basic meaning of Ebel makes it ideally suited to denote the floating
earth, but it comes to suggest the inhabited earth and elsewhere the cosmos, the uni-
verse (Isa. 44:24; Jer. 10:16; Eccl. 3:l l; Ps. 98:7; 103:19).

l. Creation. Just as the ancient Near East thought of the world as the creation of the

gods, so in the OT God is the creator of all that is, including the telel. But as creator he

is also owner: "To Yahweh belong the pillars of the earth, on them he has set the circle
of the earth," declares the Song of Hannah (l S. 2:8; the image of the earth resting on

pillars appears also in Ps.75:4[3]; Job9:62a). But Yahweh can turn this world on its
head, creating a new situation for the poor among his people. It is interesting that the

Song of Hannah approaches the theme of social justice from the perspective of creation

22. D. Kellermann, -+ XII, 208-10.
23. Keel, 15-56, esp.56.
24. See ibid., 3l-33, 39-40, 47.
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theology, seeing in Yahweh the owner2s of the cosmos (circle of the earth) and placing
this statement in parallel with the raising of the dat from the dust and liftingthe 'e!y6n
from the dirt 1v. 81.20

This association may be secondary . Ps. 24:1 (preexilic or exilic)27 also suggests that
God's creation and preservation of the world are associated only secondarily with a ref-
erence to the spirituality of poverty (v. 6 t?l: "those who seek him"). Such combina-
tions (esp. 1 s. 2:8; Ps. 18:2-20,26-3211-19,25-32)) take on rhe nature of an "answered
prayer" modf: because God is the creator and owner of everything that is, the poor can
count on deliverance. God is the owner of 'eres, the inhabited world, and tcbcl, the
solid floating earth. This motif finds universal extension in Ps. 50: l0- 12 and 89: I 2( I I )
(cf. Ex. 19:5 and the discussion of Ps. 9 below).

Against the theory that Ps. 19:2-7(l-6) is an ancient canaanire hymn, Hossfeld has
recently reemphasized the exilic-postexilic character of this material.28 In a sapiential
context, a compendium of creation theology is presented: the heavens (idmayim) and
the firmament (rdqia') bear witness to God's glory; day and night they pour forth their
speech through the whole erth (kol-hd'ares) to the end of the world (biqseh telcl,
v. 5). Here the spread of the message through both space and time is joined; it is set free
to pervade the whole universe.

Here we have the elements constituting the "dogma" of creation theology. This
motif can then be used as an independent commonplace in literary composition (e.g.,
as an introductory formula and motto in Ps. 24:l2e) or linked with related motifs (the
battle with chaos and victory over the sea in 89:12[lt1;to God's kingship in 93:l;
96:10). God's preexistence and transcendence are the theme of 90:l-2; the establish-
ment of the Ebdl is an act of divine wisdom (Jer. 10:12; 5l:15). For the wisdom
teacher, wisdom (bokma) is the firstborn of creation, and then happily assists the cre-
ator in creating the cosmos (Prov. 8:26,31).rr 1n" compendious wealth of cosmologi-
cal terms in Prov. 8:22-31 is striking: 'eres, teh6m, ma'ydn61, hdrtm, gepd.6g .opr61

t€lzl, idmayim, hag, mos"Qa 'eres. The ancient dyad "heaven and earth" is here ex-
panded significantly in an attempt to encompass and differentiate sapientially the phe-
nomenon of the "cosmos." That Egyptian notions (e.g., ma'at) are borrowed should
surprise no one.

The book of Job constantly thematizes God's all-embracing creative power, placing
it in the context of God's universal justice: from the fact that it was God who estab-
lished the circle of the earth, Elihu argues that everything God does is by definition
morally irreproachable and just (Job 34:10-13). God has control of everything, even

25. On the difference between owner and ruler in the theology of the temple, see Spiecker-
mann, 200.

26. R. Albertz, Weltschdpfung und Menschenschr)pfung (Stuttgart, lg74), gg.
27. tbid.,208.
28. F.-L. Hossfeld andE. Zenger, psalmen I: l-50. NEB (1993), l}g-29.
29. Albertz, We h s c hti pfun g und M e n s c h e n s c hr) pfun g, 9 6.
30. J. B. Dumortier, W 22 (1972) 182.
31. H.-J. Fabry, l,ebendige Seelsorge 40 (1989) 196-200.
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the course of the lightning, which accomplishes his commands throughout the habit-
able world (37:12-13).

2. Theophany. God's creative power is a favorite motif in many OT theophanies.
Nah. 1:5 (probably preexilic) presents the classic list of meteorological and seismolog-
ical phenomena associated with theophanies in the OT. Yahweh approaches to execute
judgment upon Nineveh; at his approach the whole universe cries aloud. In Ps. 18 the
persecuted psalmist describes his deliverance under the aspect of a general theophanic
intervention on the part of God. Just as Yahweh's intervention vanquishes the forces of
chaos and lays them bare down to the very foundations of the world (v. l6[5]; cf. 2 S.

22:16),zz so he vanquishes the enemies of the psalmist (vv. 16-20[5-19]).
Ps. 33:6-12 extols Yahweh as the mighty ruler of the universe, who has chosen Is-

rael as his heritage through his acts in creation (vv.6-9) and history (vv. 10-12).'All
living creatures upon the earth are to recognize this mighty creator and preserver ofthe
cosmos and live according to his design in creation and history."33 Yahweh - under
the guise of a storm god - makes the earth tremble (77:l9ll8l;97:4). Such theophanic
features play a pedagogical function in that they are intended to lead to knowledge:
God is sovereign and dependent on no one (50: l2); God's power over the waters shows

that he is a God without equal (77:14,19[3,18]; cf. the motif of dividing the waters at

the exodus in vv.2O-2ll 19-201). Yahweh is king, and the cosmos proclaims his righ-
teousness (97:-l-6; I Ch. l6:30); he is incomparable and exalted far above all gods (Ps.

97:9); he will cause Israel to flourish once more, with wonderful consequences for the
whole world (lsa. 27:6). At the end he will judge the peoples and nations, and the
whole world will be witness when he proclaims his verdict (Isa.34:1).

3. Judgment. In Lam.4:12 the judgment on Jerusalem in 587 n.c.s. takes on cosmic
dimensions. Jerusalem was considered impregnable; no one in the whole world could
have thought such a catastrophe possible. The theme of cosmic judgment is frequent in
the book of Isaiah. God's creative might embodies the power to carry out his judgment.

This is especially clear in the Isaiah apocalypse: the inhabited world ('eres) is laid
waste and despoiled, so that it dries up and withers; the solid eal'th \ebel) also lan-
guishes, heaven and earth (hammarbm 'im hd'dres) perish (Isa. 24:3-4). The synony-
mous parallelisms in this paronomastically structured poem address the whole uni-
verse. The predicted cosmic catastrophe is due to the pollution of the earth through
disobedience to the tbrd (v. 5). It is not the consequence of mythological battles but is
brought about solely and entirely by Yahweh (v. 1).

Just as Yahweh creates the world and endows it with fertility, so he can put an end to
fertility throughout the world (Isa.26:18). But the same late redactor is also convinced
that God's judgment is a light to the world and reveals God's righteousness to the in-

32. On the structure ofthe theophany account and its late preexilic setting, see Hossfeld and
Zenger, Psalmen I, ll8-22.

33. tbid.,209.
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habitants of the earth (v. 9). On the "day of Yahweh,"3a God will lay waste the earth
and punish the world for its iniquity ( 13: 1 1). The cosmic effects of human sin are clear:
God will cause the cosmos to revert to chaos.35

The abominations wrought by the king of Babylon also affected the whole world
(Isa. 14: l7), but will meet with an equally worldwide judgment through God's decree
(v.21).Isa. 18 speaks in similar terms of judgment on Cush. All the inhabitants of the
earth are to see the signal for God's impending judgment (v. 3). As a result of this judg-
ment, the Cushites will come to worship Yahweh and bring their gifts to Mt. Zion.

The postexilic Festival of Booths may be connected with the joyous expectation of
the cosmic judge, who will judge the earth and the universe with righteousness (Ps.

96:13; 98:9).36 The recognition and proclamation of Yahweh as king, who has estab-

lished the t€lEl so firmly that it cannot be moved (96: l0), are a source of true rejoicing
to the psalmist, for whom the coming judgment can only mean salvation. Ps. 9 (dating
from the late postexilic, Hellenistic period3T) once again combines the theme of God's
righteous judgment of the world (v. 9[8]) with the spirituality of poverty.

lY. I . Sirach. In Sirach tZlel ocatrs 5 times, mostly in the context of creation theol-
ogy. God rules over the earth (10:4); its very foundations shake at God's merest glance
(16: l9). He showers it with his blessings (39:22).In a hymn praising God's greatness

in creation, the sage marvels at the sun, which can set the whole earth aglow (43:3).
Finally, Sirach introduces a universal dimension when he states that a friend turned en-

emy is able to fill the whole earth with deceit (37:3).If we take account of the notion
that the earth extends far beyond the inhabited realm, it is clear that not just the univer-
sal actions of God but also the consequences of evil actions have a cosmic dimension.

2. lXX. The LXX almost always translates Ebel with oikoumine, "the inhabited
world," or oikein. The only exceptions are Job 37l.12 (Sd), Prov. 8:26 (ourands), and
Nah. l:5 (sfmpas, "the whole"). In the LXX version of Sirach we also fnd x7ni, "the
dry Gand)," and ch6ra, "region."

3. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls td!€l occurs more than 50 times, with
an additional 2 Aramuc occurrences in I lQtgJob 24:8 and 29:3 (clearly in cosmologi-
cal contexts).:e The theological foci of the OT3e appear also in the scrolls, although an

increasing tendency to treat tEbEl and 'eres as synonyms may also be observed (lQH
1: 15; 3:33; CD 2:12;4Q286 = 4QBer" 5:7; 4Q378 122; llQPs" 26:14); in 4Q369 l2:2
the two words are combined uniquely in a construct phrase. In these occurrences the
meaning of te!01 is somewhat vague: "earth, world, universe, cosmos."

34. --> d1' yOm.

35. G. Fohrer, Jesaja I. ZBK (1967),184-85.
36. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 60-150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 251-52.
37. Hossfeld andZenger, Psalmen 1,82.
38. See also Beyer, 721.
39. See III above.
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The emphasis on creation, especially in the theology of the Qumran Essene commu-

nity, is clear in the texts governing the life of the community: God created the earth and

the universe (tDl, 1 l QPs" 26:.14) and has given humankind dominion over it ( I QH I : 15;

possibly also 4Q34bis 3 2:3). The human race was created to rule the world, under the

influence of two spirits (lQS 3: l8). The good spirit is to enlighten the hearts of people

along their path btbl (4:2). The devout worshiper praises his God before eating his fill
of the fruit of the earth (10:15).

At the end of time the "truth of the world" ('mt tbl) will be made plain (1QS 4: 19)

like the sun, the "measure of the world" (1Q27 1 l:7), and knowledge will pervade the

universe. At the end of time, finally, those who scorn God's word will be eradicated

from the world (mtbl, lQS 5:19; 4Q258 I l:1 1), while the members of the community
wilt be like fire for the whole world (k'i lkwl tbl, 4Q177 6 7 = 4QMidrEschat"b l0:7).+o

These texts, primarily from the Manual of Discipline, show clearly that tbl was un-

derstood in a quite indefinite sense; it may even have come to serve as a term for the

entire universe.
A blessing is pronounced on a devout member of the community, who will be a lu-

minary enlightening the world with knowledge (bd't, lQSb 4:17; cf. lQM 8). The Da-

mascus Document may use the word in a more specific sense: God has chosen the

members of the community as "those who have fled the land ('rs)" in order to fill the

world (tbl) with their seed (CD 2:12). Here the sons of truth must prove themselves

(lQS4:6; 4Q502164).Hereisheardtheuniversalpraiseof Zion(4QPsr8:9; llQPs"
22:12). Burt tbl is also the realm of the enemy (CD 20:34), who are ultimately threat-

ened with total annihilation (lQH 3:36), for the tbl is the place of calamity (lQH 3:33).

The messiah (?) will one day cover the whole world with his shade (lQH 6:15;4Q428
5 3). Possibly 4Q181(Ages of Creation) I 3 envisions the conversion of some "children
of the world" (mbny tbl).ln the Apocryphon of Joseph, ,b/ occurs 3 times (4Q372 I
11,18,22): Joseph was thrown into foreign lands and scattered throughout the whole

world.
The fragmentary nature of many texts makes their meaning unclear (lQSb 3:19;

lQH 6:17; IQH fr. 18 6; fr. 28 2;4Q169 l9;4Q219 5:14;4Q298 l2:5;4Q369 I 2:7;

4Q379 13 2; 3O 2; 4Q418 [4 times]; 4Q426 I l:9; 4Q433 I 5; 4Q443 6 2: 4Q461 I 7 ;

4Q496 76 2;4Q499 48 2).

Y. tebel. The noun tepel ocatrs only twice in the OT; it clearly denotes a "perver-

sion": intercourse of a woman with an animal (Lev. 18:231120:16, without teQel) or in-
tercourse of a man with his daughter-in-law (20:12).al The etymology of the word is
unclear. A derivation within Hebrew from the vb. bll,az "mix, confuse," is likely. In
Middle Hebrew we find the nouns tobld'/tibld', "perversion," with reference to 2O:12,

40. A. Steudel , Der Midrasch zur Eschatologie aus der Qumran-Gemeinde. STDJ 13 (1994),

73,78.
41. HAL, II, 1683.
42. --> t, 466.
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and tallfil, "confusion."a3 There is no clear instance of the word in the Dead Sea
Scrolls, except possibly 4Q219 5:14, "confusion and no truth" (tbl w yn mt).

The 2 occurrences in Lev. 17-26 associate tepel explicitly with the sins against the
will of Yahweh that are referred to elsewhere as fi'ebA, "abomination."a Preuss ob-
serves correctly that 18:22-23 and2O:12-13 are exceptions to this general conceptuality,
referring to sexual sins that clearly offend against sacral laq which according to 20:l l-
l7 are even punishable by death.as These actions are offenses against the natural order.46

It may be our modern sense of right and wrong that (inappropriately) sees in telel a
more serious offense than in fi'ebA. Clearly these laws reflect an effort to maintain the
purity and holiness of the community, which must display itself particularly in the pro-
tection of the marital relationship.aT If we follow Elligey'a in seeing the condemnation
of bestiality - sexual relations between a woman and an animal (18:23; cf. 20:15 for
male bestiality) - as a defense against pagan and superstitious animal cults,4e then the
offenses labeled tef;el are ultimately religious offenses,s0 punishable under sacral law.
There is possibly some thought of Baal, who had intercourse with Anat in the form of a
young cow.

Neither in Canaan nor in Mesopotamia is bestiality explicitly forbidden. Such pro-
hibitions are found only in Hittite and Israelite law.5l

The LXX uses two different translations: myseris in Lev. 18:23 and asebein in
2O:12.

Fabry/van Meeteren

43. ANItt, $8; WTM,lV,624.
44. -+ i]!l,.lh, III.4.
45. H. D. Preuss, OTTheology. OTL,2 vols. (Eng. tr. 1995-96), II, 188-93.
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I. Etymology: l. Early Theories; 2. Ugaitic;3. Egyptian. II. Distribution and Semantics:

l. Trackless Waste; 2. Desolation; 3. Lifelessness; 4. Futility; 5. Worthlessness. ll[. tahft
wapohfi: 1. Cosmology;2. Gen. 1:2; 3. Religio-historical Background. IV. Greek Versions.
V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology.
l. Early Theories. Eighteenth-century lexicographers derived tdhfr from a hypothet-

ical base thh, e.g., the lexicon published by Buxtorf in 1735, where it is translated
"Inanitas, Inane, Res informis";l cf. also Gusset's lexicon of 1743.2 In Maius's 1714
revision of the lexicon of Cocceius, it is translated "carens ordine et ornatu; ungeziert,
eitel, 6de"; the later (1777) revision of the same lexicon by Schulz connects it with
Arab. taha'.3 According to Simonis (1756), the word means "vastitas, inanitas," and
derives from Aram. tahah, "yastus, inanis fuit."a Gesenius grants the abnormality of

tah,fr. G. Anderson, "The Interpretation of Genesis l: I in the Targums," CBQ 52 (1990) 21-
29, esp. 23; W. Barta, "Die Bedeutung der Personifikation Huh im Unterschied zu den
Personifikationen Hah und Nun," GMA 127 (1992) 7-12; M. Bauks and G. Baumann, "Im
Anfang war . . . ?" BN 7 I (1994) 24-52; D. Bdrner-Klein, "Tohu und Bohul' Hen 15 (1993) 3-41;
J. Ebach, Weltentstehung und Kulturentwicklung bei Philo von Byblos. BWANT 108 (1979);
K. Galling, "Der Charakter der Chaosschilderung in Gen. 1,2: ZTK 47 ( 1950) 145-57; M. G<irg,
"Chaos," NBL, l, 363-64; idem, " 'Chaos' and 'Chaosmachte' im AT," BN 70 ( 1993) 48-61 ; idem,
"Komplementiires zur etymologischen Deutung von thwm," BN 67 (1993) 5-7; idem,
"Ptolemiiische Theologie in der Septuagintal' Kairos 20 (1978) 208-17 = Studien zur biblisch-
tigyptischen Religionsgeschichte. SBAB 14 (1992), 225-38; idem, "Tohit wabohit - ein
Deutungsvorschlag|' ZAW92 (1980) 431-34; idem, "Vom Wehen der Pneuma," BN66 (1993) 5-
9; idem, "Zur Ikonographie des Chaos," BN 14 ( 198 1) I 8- 19; idem, "Zur Struktur von Gen I ,2,"
BN 62 (1992) 1l-15; O. Keel,'Alt?igyptische und biblische Weltbilder, die Anf?inge der
vorsokratischen Philosophie und das ApX{-Problem in spaten biblischen Schriften," in M. Svilar
and S. Kunze, eds., Weltbilder (Bem, 1993), 127-56; R. Kilian, "Gen. I 2 und die Urgritter von
Hermopolis," VT 16 (1966) 420-38; W. G. Lambert, 'A Further Note on tdhfr wabdhttl' UF 20
(1988) 135; V. Notter, Biblischer Schdpfungsbericht und cigyptische Schc)pfungsmythen. SBS 68
(1974), esp. 15-35; T. Podella, "Der 'Chaoskampfmythos'im AT," in M. Dietrich and O. Loretz,
eds., Mesopotamica - Ugaritica - Biblica. FS K. Bergerhof. AOAT 232 (1993), 283-329; N. H.
Ridderbos, "Genesis i I und 2:'OTS 12 (1958) 214-60,esp.224-21; B. Schaller, "Gen l:2 im
spiitantiken Judentum" (diss., G<ittingen, 1961); K. Sethe, Amun und die acht Urg(itter von
Hermopolis. Abhandlungen der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschafiez, Phil.-hist. Kl. 1929,
no.4 (1929); E. F. Sutcliffe, "Primeval Chaos not Scriptural," Miscellanea Biblica, II (Rome,
1934), 203-15; D. T. Tsumura, The Earth and the Waters in Genesis I and 2. JSOTSup 83
(1989); idem,"Nabalkutu, Tu-a-bi-ftil afiT1h:Awab6hfi]' UF 19 (1987) 309-15; N. Wyau, "The
Darkness of Genesis l2:' W 43 (1993) 543-54.

t. P. 8-56.

2. P. 1707.
3. P. 1592.
4. P. 1063.
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thh, btt cites similar roots in Aramaic and Arabic and proposes a connection with
.idZ.s Since then, tdhfi has been interpreted as a segholate form (analogous to qdSei 1

qudd) and assigned the meanings "vastitas, inanitas, vanitas" ("desolation" and "empti-
ness, vanity"). The derivation of tahfr from *tuhw is particularly emphasized by
Kiinig,6 who also cites Arab. tthum, "deseftum," and tdha, "attonitus erravit."

According to Meier, the root tahahhas the meaning "make dense, make firm, draw
together"; the primary meaning of tAhfi is "that which is drawn together; dense heap;
rough, chaotic mass; jumble."7 This meaning develops into "devastation, destruction,
and desolation," figuratively "desolation = emptiness, nothingness." He takes Aram.
taha to be a denominative. Maurer ( I 85 I ) also posits a root thh, but assigns it the basic
meaning "be knocked down, trampled underfoot."8 Fiirst ( I 861) takes a similar position,
associating thh etymologically with Heb. id'6 and semantically with the base idwi.e

To this day no one has been able to identify a Hebrew base. More recently, there-
fore, tohtt has been called a primary noun.l0 At the same time there is continued sup-
port for a development tuhw > tohfi.tt If this theory is correct, Middle Heb. tah6, Arab.l
Aram. tuh,t2 and Arab. tth, "desertl' 13 are all secondary derivatives.

2. Ugaritic. Ugaritic has a noun thw, which Tsumura (following Dussaud, Gordon,
Caquot, et al.) considers to be related to Heb. tdhft and translates as "desert."la In one
text the noun phrase npi lbym rlrw parallels brlt 'n[r bym, so that thw may be taken as

corresponding to bym.ts A parallel textl6 contains the variant lbym thwg.rt Albright,
Gaster, Greenstein, et al., however, associate the Ugaritic word with Arab. hawiya, "de-
sire." Dietrich, Loretz, and Sanmart(n derive thw and thwt from abase *hwy (cf. Heb.
* wh). The existence of an Ugaritic word thw meaning "desert" is defended by del
Olmo Lete.l8 An article by Dietrich and Loretzle indicates that the only form needing
explanation is thw and that "the parallelism thw//ym" in the first text demonstrates that
"thw is a noun, and is not to be analyzed as a finite verb form of *hwy." It is still proba-
bly impossible to reach an unequivocal decision.zo If there is an Ugaritic notrn thw
meaning "desert" or the like, there is support for an indirect visual connotation.

5. GesTh, 1494.
6. Konig, 535.
7. E. Meier, Hebrtiisches Wurzelwdrterbzclr (Mannheim, 1845), 441.
8. P. 949.
9. P.515.
10. HAL,II, 1689.
11. E.g., W. Richter, Biblia hebraica transcripta I: Genesis. ATS 33ll (1991), 16.
12. GesB, 871.
13. HAL,II, 1689.
14. Tsumura, UF 19:307-8; idem, Earth, 18-19.
15. KTU 1.5,I, 14-16.
16. KTU 1.t33,3-4.
17. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, UF 7 (1975) 536-3'l .

18. G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y kyendas de Canaan (Madrid, l98l), 635.
19. M. Dietrich and O. Lorctz, UF 23 (1991) 95.
20. HAL, rr, 1689.
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According to Tsumura,2l Ugar. riw is also the first element in a syllabic expression
found in a quadrilingual lexical text,22 which he reads as tu-a-bi-lri). One equivalent of
this fragmentary form is Akk. nabalkutum, the meaning of which Tsumura proposes to
define as "be unproductive."Z3 Following Nougayrol and de Mooqz+ Tsumura25 argues
for interpreting tua as tuha < *tuhwu,' by including the problematic "second half of the
syllabic spelling," he claims to find a "morphological correspondence" to the noun pair
tdhfr wdldhfi.z6 Particularly because the reading of the end of the expression is prob-
lematic, Lambert proposes instead the reading tu-a-pi-fkuf = tuhappiku, so that
Tsumura's interpretation must still be approached with skepticism.2T It is not even safe
to assume that the syllables represent an actual Ugaritic word (or syntagm).28

3. Egyptian. Most recently, a derivation from the Egyp. vb. thy (after the New King-
dom, generally tfu), "cross over, transgress, rebel,"2e has been proposed.3o Besides
nominal derivatives like thw, "sinner," and th, "sin, wickedn€ss,"3l the nominalized in-
finitive is found without an object.32 The lexeme thy/th3 occurs primarily in the context
of royal military terminology,:3 but it also appears in official documents such as the
Egyptian text of the Egyptian-Hittite peace treaty between Ramses II and Sattushili
III. Here the verb refers both to a potential encroachment of the ruler (of Egypt or
Hatti) on the other's territory34 and to transgressions committed by subjects of a party
to the treaty.3s

The Egyp. vb. thy is quite similar in meaning to Akk. nabalkutum, "cross over."36 It
is therefore possible to ask whether the fragmentary expression in the lexical text from
Ugarit discussed above3T may not contain the nominalized infinitive of Egyp. thy as an
Ugaritic loanword (with bi for wi?).tt

21. UF 19; Earth,23.
22. RS 20.123, l. 23; J. Nougayrol, U garitica V ( I 968), 242-43, no. 137, fi, 23.
23. Earth,30.
24. J. C. de Moor, "El, the Creator," in G. Rendsburg et al., eds., Bible World. FS C. H.

Gordon (New York, 1980), 183, with n. 58.
25. Earth, 24.
26. See III below.
27. See also HAL, II, 1689.
28. See also I.3 below.
29.WbAS,y,3l9-20,withcitations atWbAS,B,Y48;D.Meeks,Anndelexicographiqueegypte

ancienl (1980),420, no.77.4841;2(1982),415-16, no.78.4595; 3 (1982),326,no.79.3427.
30. Gtirg.
31. wbAS, v,320-21, with citations in WbAS,8,y,49.
32.E.g.. W. Spiegelberg. ZAS 58 (1923) 48 K. Sethe. ZAS 59 (1924) 60 R. A. Caminos, tare

E gyp tian M is c ellanie s (19 5 4), 27 4.
33. See, e.9., A. J. Spalinger, Aspects of the Military Documents of the Ancient Egyptians.

YNER 9 (1982), 69,71; E. Edel, Studien zur altdgyptischen Kultur 7 (Hamburg, 1979),27.
34. K. A. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions (Oxford, 1968- ), 227.15; E. Edel, TUATI, 146.
35. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, 228.12; Edel, TUAT l, 148.
36. AHw,11,694-95; CAD, XUt, ll-12.
37. See I.2.
38. For an attempted phonetic reconstruction of the nominalized form, see Gdrg, 7-AW 92:434.
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Most scholars do not posit an etymological connection - over and above simple al-
literation - between tdhfr and the noun -+ Elin fh6m.3e Despite the majority view that
tohfr is a West Semitic primary noun,40 one cannot rule out the possibility of a connec-
tion with the Egyptian base thmat or an etymological relationship with the base thy/3.

Egyp. thm can be a complementary form of thyfi, In an inscription of Pharaoh Mernep-
tah,az the two verbs even appear together as terms for military actions conducted by
Egypt's enemies and therefore are closely related semantically.

II. Distribution and Semantics. The noun tohfr occurs 40 times, l1 in the book of
Isaiah alone. In Isa. 29:13 emendation of watteht to w"16hfi has been proposed on the
basis of the LXX (cf. also Mk. 7:7), but this emendation is not strictly necessary.43

Four texts use the definite article with tohfr (l S. 12:21;lsa.29:21; 4O:23; Job 6:18).
Besides these occurrences in the Hebrew Bible, the noun appears also in Sir. 4l: l0.a

l. Trackless Waste. In Dt. 32:10 the prepositional compound b"phfi stands in cli-
mactic parallelism with b"'eres midbdr describing the place of Jacob's election. It is in-
sufficient simply to suggest a geographical orientation recalling Israel's period in the
wilderness; the words yelel y"iimon, "where wild beasts howl," amplifying b"ldhfr,
show clearly that the text is meant to describe an environment of mortal peril. Accord-
ing to the evidence of Palestinian iconography, the mention of wild beasts signals the
sphere of menace.45

Job 12:24 and Ps. 107:40 employ an identical image in the same way: "(God) made
them wander in a trackless waste." Clearly these words refer not to literal exile in a

wasteland but to the disoriented bewilderment of those stripped of understanding by
God. The prepositional compound appears with the article in Job 6:18, where a caravan
that turns aside from its course (v. l8a) is described as wandering battdhtt - again, the
text does not refer to the wilderness simply as a geological phenomenon; this straying
leads to death.

2. Desolation A further dimension appears when tdhft is used as the nomen rectum
in a construct phrase. In Isa. 24: l0 and 34: I l, the two "apocalypses" of the book of Isa-
iah speak of a coming desolation, also illustrated by the image of a hostile wasteland.
According to 24:lO, the "tdhfr city," probably Jerusalem, will be a place of desolation,
representing the state to which the "earth" has descended when Yahweh has twisted its

39. Wyatt, 549 n.9.
40. E.g., HAL,ll, 1689.
41. Gcirg, BN 661' idem, BN 67.
42. E. EdeL ZAS 86 (1961) l0l-3.
43. E.9., H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr.2OO2), 87; HAL, II, 1690.
44. For surveys of the noun's distribution see C. Westermann, Genesis 1-l 1. CC (Eng. tr.

1984), 102-3; Tsumura, Earth,3O-31; L. Ruppert, Genesis. FzB 70 (1992),66.
45. Illustration in O. Keel et al., Studien 7u den Stempelsiegeln aus Paliistina-Israel 3: Die

frtihe Eisenzeit. OBO 100 (1990), 30-31.
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surface and scattered its inhabitants (v. 1; cf. also vv. 3-6). The noun rol2il sums up the
details of the disaster described in the following context (vv. I I - I 2) - total estrange-
ment from life. The term semantically closest b fihfr is probably iammd in v. 12a (cf.
also Iet 4:27).

In a similar vein Isa. 34:11 uses the image of beasts in the wilderness to describe
baleful desolation; the phrase "line of tdhfi" descibes the desolate existence that
Yahweh will impose on the land of Edom (cf. also v. l7). The discrepancy is all the
clearer when we contrast this image with the function of the divine measuring line in
the vision of Zec.2:5-9(Eng. l-5), where it symbolizes Yahweh's all-embracing plan
(cf. also Isa. 40:12).+o

3. Liftlessness. Another perspective appears when the noun is used with verbs that
illustrate the process of cosmogony. According to Isa. 45:18, Yahweh did not "create"
the earth a tdhit bvt "formed" it to be inhabitable. The synonymous parallelism of br'
and ysr contrasts with the antithetical parallelism of nhfi vs. laiiepeg which once
again characterizes tdhtt as a state in which it is impossible to dwellaT secure, i.e., a
state unfit for human beings. The context confirms this perspective; the command to
Jacob, "Do not seek me in tohft" (v. 19), means that God is not present in the realm of
all that is hidden, enigmatic, alien to human life - note the parallelism with "land of
darkness."48

lob 26:7 is obviously based on the image of spreading out (nth) the fabric of a tent;
participial phrases describe Yahweh as spreading out Zaphon over bhi (ndteh sdp6n
'al-tOhfi) and hanging the earth upon "nothin g" ( b"lt-md). Here "Zaphon" ("the north")
denotes the mountain of God, which both instantiates the heavenly manifestation of
God and provides shelter for everything that lives. Synonymous parallelism links
Zaphon and the earth, fihfi and "nothing," so that tohfr represents the realm of
negativity, from which the realm of life is set apart by Yahweh's sovereign act.

A similar act of divine sovereignty, both creative and salvific, is described in Isa.
40:22-23, where Yahweh stretches out the heavens as a protection for earthly life
(v. 22b) and makes the rulers of the earth "as tohfi" (v. 23). Thus the arrogant are con-
signed to the sphere of all that is alien to life. The nations, too, are "as tohfr:'i.e., con-
signed to the realm of lifelessness, on account of the incomparability of the God of Is-
rael (Isa. 40:7).

4. Futility. These images of tahfi bring us to a usage where the noun is almost equiv-
alent to "futility," describing particularly the works of human hands that are dedicated
to idolatry. Deutero-Isaiah's polemic against idolatry plays a central role here: tdhfi
serves to characterize those objects opposed to the obligation to serve the one and only
God. Idols can be called rfrahwalohfi (Isa.41:29): in coordination with "wind" tohfi

46. See also III.l below.
4'7. ) )ui\ ydiab.
48. Tsumura, Earth, 35-36.
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suggests tenuous evanescence. The nugatory substance of idols contaminates those
who make them: according to Isa. 44:9, they are "all tdhfil' derelict nonentities. If we
opt for the translation "nullity," we do not mean a loss of being but rather the denial of
Yahweh's sole exercise of power that goes hand in hand with the existence and worship
of idols. The identification of foreign gods with idols is also heard in Isa. 59:4, which
identifies sinners who put their faith in tdhfr with those who rely on futility (idw').

In 1 S. 12:21 (clearly post-Dtr), t1hfi appears first with the dehnite article, then
without. This text is difficult to parse. Following the LXX, most exegetes delete the ti
that follows the prohibitive ld' fisfirfi, interpreting the verse as a demand to turn aside

from hattdhfr, namely, idols.ae But the introductory prohibitive may instead reinforce
the vetitive in v. 20, absolutely forbidding apostasy (from Yahweh); ki then introduces
a causal clause: "for they follow after hattahfi, they who cannot profit or save." This
reading explains why the conclusion of the verse repeats the term tdhfr declaratively,
applying it to those who follow after foreign gods (cf. Isa. 44:9). Here too the funda-
mental error of idolatry is inimical to life. Those who put their trust in nullities are nul-
lified themselves. It must be stressed that from tohfi there emanates a destruction of life
that actively imperils human existence.

5. Worthlessness. In parallel with helel, fihfr can express evanescence and futility
per se. The servant of Yahweh is forced to think of himself as having spent his strength
l"lahfr; only in the reward of his God does he find fulfillment (Isa. 49:4). Isa. 29:17-21
(post-Isaianic) promises, among other things, a future reform of the judicial system:
one whose cause is just will no longer be "turned away" (nth hiphil) with tahtr, i.e., be

fobbed off with empty and worthless arguments. Finally, late wisdom can see tohfi as

the root and end of a process to which the ungodly surrender themselves, an insight
formulated succinctly in the words mittahfr 'el tahfr, "from nullity to nullity" (Sir.
4l : l0). Even in this late desemanticization, though, we can still see that tdhfr represents

a negative force, destructive of human existence.

lll. tdhfr wdbdhfr. To this day, the proverbial word pair fihA wdPdhfi has not found a

universally satisfactory explanation. The combination of these phonetically similar
nouns is clearly intended to conjure up onomatopoeic associations with something men-

acing. In both ofits occurrences (Jer. 4:23 and above all Gen. l:2), however, its precise

function in the immediate context still awaits determination through comparative analy-

sis. In Isa. 34:11s0 the parallelism"fihfr line" and "bdhft stones" symbolizes the desola-

tion of Edom ordained by Yahweh. This metaphor can already indicate that the two nouns

belong to a sphere that stands in opposition to the ordered world. Weights and measures

have their meaning within the framework of ordered everyday life. For example, in Egypt
they are the subject of regulations reflecting an "administrative professional ethics."sl A
land becomes all the more chaotic when infected with unpredictable caprice.

49.8.9., W. Richter, Biblia hebraica tronscripta V: l-2 SamueL AfS 33.5 (1991), 108.
50. See II.l above.
51. J. Assmann, Ma'at (1990), 142.
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l. Cosmology. This idea takes on cosmic dimensions in the vision in Jer. 4:23: "I see

the earth: behold - tdhfr waPdhil'This statement parallels a vision of the heavens de-
void of lights. Thus for the word pair tdhfi wdpdhfr we can claim the negative elements
that are central to tdhfi by itself, the perilous, menacing phenomena of tracklessness
and instability. Since the word bdhfr never occurs independently but appears only in
these three passages, always in association with and preceded by tdhfi, its semantic
contribution can only be to complement the state denoted by tdhfr.

Attempts to find an etymology for bdhfi among other Near Eastern languages have so
far proved unsuccessful.s2 Neither the name of the Sumerian deity Bau nor the figure of
Baau mentioned by Philo of Byblos is semantically or etymologically relevant.53 Analo-
gously b fihf4 however, it is possible to posit a relationship with the Egyp. vb. bhs which
is used almost exclusively to describe the "flight" of Egypt's enemies and may be consid-
ered their "typical behavior."5a The panic-stricken flight of the enemy55 is the counterpart
to the aggressive but ultimately futile agitation against the legitimate ruler, who as pre-
server of order (Egyp. ma'at) goes against the enemy, the personif,rcation of "disorder."
Characteristically, the so-called Hittite treaty of Ramses II, intended as a "treaty estab-
lishing order" par excellence, describes both enemies and fugitives as the embodiment of
the disordered world, thus making them the subject of a special contractual agreement.

It is therefore still legitimate to assume that the word pair tdhfi wdldhfr is grounded
semantically in the characteristic of menacing reality that can be represented by the
term "chaos,"56 albeit with reservations.5T ln Jer. 4:23 we may note a cosmic orienta-
tion of the expression, which envisions a "chaotic" state of the "earth" like the primor-
dial state described in Gen. 1:2. Although the two occurrences and their contexts are
literarily independent, common allusions are recognizable. Fishbane58 posits a "recov-
ered use of the creation pattern" in Jeremiah, whereas Tsumura59 imputes to the two
texts "a common literary tradition in their use of tdhfi wdbdhfil'

2. Gen. /:2. Most scholars still maintain that Gen. 1:l is an independent main
clause.60 If this is not the case, the three nominal clauses making up v. 2 must be ex-
plained syntactically either as a chain of clauses continuing the main clause beginning
with b"rE'it1in v. 1 as a pendent element,6l or else (probably better) interpret them as

52. See I.2 above.
53. Grirg, ZAW 92.
54. E. Blumenthal, Untersuchungen zum dgyptischen Kdnigtum der Mittleren Reiches I:

Phraseologie. ASAW 6ll I (197 0), 215.
55. E.g., Urk. lY,7ll, l.
56. Westermann and others, contra Tsumura.
57. Gcirg, BN 70.
58. M. Fishbane, VT 2l (1971) 15l-67.
59. Earth, 37-40.
60. 8.g., E. Jenni, ZAH 2 (1989) l2l-27.
61. W. Gross, "Syntaktische Erscheinungen am Anfang althebriiischer Erziihlungenl' Con-

gress Volume: Vienna 1980. SW 32 (1981), 142-45:, idem, Die Pendenskonstruktion im
biblischen Hebrtiisch. ATS 27 (1987),52-53.
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modifying an attributive clause beginning with br', so that the main clause does not re-
appear until v. 3.62 The problematic syntax, which makes the assignment of v. 2 a di-
lemma, is best accounted for on the basis of redaction history, by treating v. 2 as the be-

ginning of an initial recension of P's creation account, which was later set in the
interpretive framework of vv. 1 and 3. The special position of v. 2 may also be accentu-
ated by the criteria of poetic language.63

The first nominal clause in v. 2, which contains our word pair, thus characterizes the
statuse of the earth, its condition prior to the event of creation. If we take into account
the semantic dimension of tAhtt and bohfi, we see that the earth is described not simply
as "an unproductive and uninhabited place,"6s but as a hostile and uninhabitable envi-
ronment that is transformed into a welcoming environment and given a future-oriented
perspective only by the sovereign intervention of God the creator.66 Considerations of
both form and content prevent interpreting tdhfr wdldhi along the lines of the "when
. . . not yet" formulas found elsewhere in the Bible and in the ancient Near East, if the
word pair is to be "less a qualitative description than a negative particle."67 The words
do not convey a simple "not yet"6a but an ominous potential. At the outset the "earth" is
a hostile environment, but it becomes welcoming.

3. Religio-Historical Background. Kilian was the first to interpret the word pair tdhfi
wd!6htr against the background of Sethe's study of Amon and the primeval gods of
Hermopolis. He identified tdhA walohtt as the counterpart to a phenomenon associated
with the primeval god Nun, more specifically the deities Heh and Heket, who embod-
ied "infinity, boundlessness, the formlessness of the primal deep" or the mutually inter-
changeable deities Niau, Gereh, and Tenemu as manifestations of the "passivity and in-
activity" of Nun. Notter preferred to associate tdhfr wd\dhft with Niau. Subsequent
discussion has led to a proposed identification of thw as equivalent to Heh/Hehet
("boundless desolation") and bhw as equivalent to NiauA.liaut ("nothingness").6e 1v1o."

recently, Keel has associated tdhfr wdbdhfr with the primeval god Heh or the Hehu gods

of "infinity," without insisting on the "fundamental character" of Nun.
Barta has pointed out the phonetic and functional distinction between Hah, the pri-

meval god of "infinity," and Huh, the "surging, swelling primal deep." Therefore the

analogy to the four pairs of primal deities at Hermopolis can be limited to the entities
mentioned in the two following noun clauses in Gen. l:2,70 so thattdhftwd\ohfican
still best be understood as characteizing a primordial state of "chaos."7l The word pair

62. Richter, Genesis, 16.
63. Wyatt.
64. Assmann's term.
65. Tsumura, Earth,43.
66. M. Gorg, -+ XIII, 648-49.
67. Bauks and Baumann, 36.
68. Tsumura, Earth,43.
69. Gcirg, Kairos 20.
70. G<irg, BN 62.
71. Contra Sutcliffe, Tsumura, and others.
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also serves to integrate the mythological notion of "chaos" as a hostile world in a the-
matic attempt to incorporate the most familiar "chaos" theory of Egypt. On Israelite
soil, in contrast to Egypt, this notion does not stop with a transformation of God in
phases (chaos 

- space - time); instead, God in sovereign majesty conquers chaos,
thereby creating the necessary conditions for life within space and time. In the redac-
tion of P, it is the creation of light by God's word that dispels darkness, a fundamental
element of chaos.

IV. Greek Versions. The Greek translations of nhfi are highly varied: in a majority
of the Isaiah texts the LXX prefers mdtaios (44:9;45:191.49:4; 59:4; cf. also mdtcn in
4l:29).Ituses ouddn(40:17,23)andouthin(lS.12:21;Jer.4:23)inalmostequalpro-
portion. Once each we find eriimos (Isa. 34: I I ; cf. also 24:10) and ken6s (45: l8). The
expressions en dipsei kailmatos (Dt. 32:10) and en adikois (lsa.29:21) also appear
once each.

The Greek version of Sir. 4 I : l0 does not follow the general tenor of the Hebrew, but
emphasizes instead the religious conviction that the godless go to destruction. The
variant translations of the same syntagm of the MT in Job 12:24 (hodg, h( ouk (deisan)
and Ps. lO7:40 (en abdtd kai ouch hodfl are significant, since here the translators'em-
barrassment is especially apparent.

The word pair tdhtt wd\Ahfr is rendered simply as outhdn in Jer.4:23 LXX, whereas
in Gen. l:2we find the absolutely unique construction adratos kai akataskiuastos. Aq.
instead uses k1mona kai outhdn (with the variants outh€n ka{ outhdn and kend kai
outhin, Symm. arg6n kat adidkriton (with the variant arg6n kai adiaireton), and
Theod. kendn kai outhdn. The primary meaning conveyed in these versions is no longer
palpable.T2

For the specific translation of the LXX, however, simple "unfamiliarity with the
meaning of the word" and "guess from the context"T3 are insufficient explanations. It is
probably reasonable to posit a deliberate stylization reflecting contemporary ideas.
Here again the influence of Hellenistic (Platonic) philosophy has been proposed; more
likely, however, we should think in terms of Late Egyptian equivalents to traditional
theories of "chaos" in the Greco-Roman period, which pay special tribute to the invisi-
ble, recondite quality of the god Amon.74

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The occurrences of thw in the Dead Sea Scrolls are essentially
limited to texts that have nothing to do with cosmogony (but cf. hwik bmqwmy thw
wbhw in 4Q301 I 5, a text concerning creation). The usage of lob 12:24 = Ps. 107:40 is
taken up by the Damascus Document, which describes "the scoffer" as one who leads
Israel astray in a pathless wilderness (CD l: l5l/4Q266 2 l:18-19; the same usage ap-
pears also in 4Q266 l8 5: l0). The Hymn Scroll sets humanity in its nothingness before

72. On their various perspectives see B<irner-Klein, 5-7
73. Sutcliffe, 206.
74. Gorg, Kairos 20.
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the eyes of God, using rlrw andhbl in parallel (lQHl:32; cf. Isa. 49:4). A similar ex-

pression of human lowliness appears in lQH fr.ll:1: lpnkllthw wysr hlmrl(?). Simi-
larly, in the eyes of God all nations are thw and ps (4Q504 l-2 3:3). Finally, the War

Scroll uses the same idea to describe the godless as inclining toward thw and bhw
(1QM l7:4); unlike faithful Israel, they have no secure foundation.Ts

Gdrg

75. On the interpretation of this expression in later Judaism see Btirner-Klein, 8-9.

I. Etymology and Milieu: l. Etymology; 2. Religio-historical Background. II. Meaning and

Occurrences: l. Meaning;2. Occurrences;3. Lexical Field. III. Contexts: l. Creation;2. Chaos

and the Exodus; 3. Cosmology. IV. LXX. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Milieu.
l. Etymology. The Hebrew noun tehbm probably derives from a Common Semitic

term*tihdm(at), with the basic meaning "sea." Although the Akkadian noun tiamtu(m)
(later tdmtufLnl) is the normal word for "sea,"t corresponding to West Sem. ym and

Arab. babrz Heb. t%6m is not an Akkadian loanword. Because the OT \ses tehdm as a

tehbm. O. Eissfeldt, "Das Chaos in der biblischen und in der phtinizischen Kosmogonie,"
KlSchr II (1963), 258-62; idem, "Gott und das Meer in der Bibel," KlSchr III (1966), 256-64;
M. Grirg, "Komplementiires zur etymologischen Deutung von thwm:' BN 67 (1993) 5-7; idem,
"Zur Struktur von Gen 1,2: BN 62 (1992) I I -15; H. Gunkel, Schi)pfung und Chaos in Urzeit und
Endzeit (1895; Eng. tr. Creation and Chaos in the Primeval Era and the Eschaton fGrand
Rapids, 20061); A. Heidel, Babylonian Genesis (Chicago, 21951); R. Hillmann, "Wasser und
Beig" (diss., Halle/Saale, 1965); O. Kaise1 Die mythische Bedeutung des Meeres in Agypten'
Ugarit und Israel. BZAW78 (21962); R. Kilian, "Genl2 und die Urgdtter von Hermopolis," l/I
16 (1966) 420-38; H. G. May, "Some Cosmic Connotations of MAYIM MBBIM,'Many Wa-

ters,"' JBL 74 (1955) 9-21; S. I. L. Norin, Er spaltete das Meer CBOT 9 (1977); P. Reymond,
L'eau, sa vie, et sa signification dans I'AT. S1rI 6 (1958); W. H. Schmidt, Kdnigtum Gottes in
Ugarit und Israel. BZAW 80 (1966); idem, Die Schiipfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift.
FRIA.NT 115 (21981); N. J. Tromp, Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the

OT. Bietor 2l (1969); D. T. Tsumura, The Earth and the Waters in Genesis I and 2. JSOTSUp 83

(1989).

l. AHw,III, 1353-54.
2. -; Yl,8'1.
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proper name without the article (except in Isa. 63:13 and Ps. 106:9),: it was widely
thought in the past that t"hbm might derive from the Babylonian sea god Tiamat. This
theory, however, is no longer tenable, not least because there is no evidence for a shift
of Akk. 'to Heb. h;a we would expect such a loanword to have a form like *ti'dma.s

There is also no etymological support for a derivation from the verbal root hfrm,
"roar,"o or an association with the Egyptian root thm, which has a verbal meaning ex-
tending "from 'push'through 'press'to 'shoot"'and also appears as a noun meaning
"puncture wound"(?).2

Tirerefore tehbmis probably a primary noun.8 It appears in the Ebla texts in the forms
ti-'a-ma-tum and ti-'d-ma-tum./tiham-at-arn. Closest to tehbm is Ugar. thm, "sea, the
deep."e Apart from the dual thmtm, we find the corresponding sg. thrn (without a fem.
ending) and the pl. thmt. Analogously to the lexical field of t"hOm,to the nouns 'rl., ym,
mdbr nhr and imm appear in parallel with thm. Jewish Aram. and Syr. tehdma'should
be considered Hebrew loanwords. The noun is also attested in Samaritan, Imperial Ara-
maic, and Middle Hebrew.ll Arab. tihdmalr is found only as a geographical term for the
coastal plain along the southwestern and southern shores of Arabia.12

2. Religio-historical Background. Even though Heb. t"hbm cannot derive from the
Babylonian deity Tiamat, and the common Semitic root *tiham(ar) originally denoted
the sea as an unpersonified entity, the significance of the primeval waters in the cre-
ation accounts of the ancient Near East indicates a mythological dimension. Behind all
the various cosmogonies stands the shared notion that the world was created from wa-
ter and that the earth from its first beginnings was surrounded on all sides by water.

a. Egypt. In Egypt everything arises from Nun, the primal ocean, which surrounds
the ordered world. From it the sun comes forth afresh each morning. It is associated
with the notion of fertility, for the Nile is fed by its waters. This realm of Nun, to which
neither gods nor spirits have access, is thought of "as an accumulation of primal matter,
without light or form;'t: reflecting the sinister nature of primordial chaos. In the cos-
mogony of Hermopolis, Nun belongs to the four pairs of primal deities that personify
the state of the world before creation: Nun and Naunet, representing the primal ocean;
Huh and Hauhet, endlessness; Kuk and Kauket, darkness; and Amon and Amaunet,
wind. Being concrete, Nun and Naunet represent primal matter; the other three pairs,
abstract in meaning, are to be understood as attributes of Nun.

3. Meyer, III, 996.2a.
4. Tsumura,46.
5. Heidel, 100.
6. GesB, 159,796.
7. Gcirg, BN 67:6-7.
8. HAL,II, 1690.
9. UT,ro.2537.
10. See II.2 below.
tt. HAL,II, 1690-91.
12. Wehr,98.
13. Kaiser, 28.
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Kilian finds here clear equivalents to the elements in Gen. l:2 that characterize the
state of the world before creation. He identifies t"hamwith Nun, ftd.ief, withKuk, rfiah
zlohim with Amon, and tohft walahfr with Huh. Huh is understood as expressing the
"passivity and inactivity" of Nun, echoed in Gen. l:2 by tdhfr wdldhfr with the mean-

ing "inactive and impassive."ta Gdrg has rightly raised objections to this interpretation,
since the syntactic structure of Gen. l:2 requires associating t"h6m, hdiek, rfiah
rlohtm, and hammayim with the Ogdoad of Hermopolis. He therefore identifies
hammayim with Huh; Huh does not personify endlessness,ls but may be understood as

"flowing waters" in contrast to Nun, who represents "still waters."l6
b. Mesopotamia. In Sumerian cosmogony all that was present before the creation of

the world was the primal ocean Nammu, also called abzu, from which heaven and earth
emerged. This notion also dominates Babylonian cosmogony; describing the primor-
dial state of the world, a didactic poem on creation says: 'All lands were sea."l7 Ac-
cording to Eusebius, Berossus (ca. 300 r.c.n.) still believed that "there was a time
when the universe was darkness and water."18

Enuma Elish attests that the primal waters were not of uniform consistency. In the
beginning there was Apsu, the progenitor, and Tiamat, the goddess of creation: "they
had mingled their waters."le Apsu represented the freshwater sea, Tiamat the salt-
water ocean. From them arose the gods. In a second phase of the theomachy that fol-
lowed, Tiamat together with Kingu and her helpers who sowed confusion were there-
fore vanquished and slain in battle by Marduk. He split her body in two and made one

half into the heavens, over which he placed guardians to safeguard its waters. He
probably created the earth from the other half, but the text is no longer clear on this
point.2o

c. Ugarit. To date there is no evidence of a creation myth in the Ugaritic texts.
Baal's battle with Yam is not equivalent to Marduk's battle with Tiamat, since the latter
does not precede creation but rather appears to presuppose the existence of the world.2l
The course and end of the conflict seem rather to correspond to the first phase of the

theomachy in Enuma Elish, which ends with Ea's victory over Apsu.22 There may be a

relationship between the cosmic waters (thmtm) and El, who bears the title "creator"
(bny bnwt). He has his dwelling place "at the source of the two rivers, at the outlet of
the two oceans" (mbk nhrm qrb'pq thmtm).z3 The interpretation of this formulaic state-

ment is disputed. All that seems certain is that the abode of El is here thought of as ly-
ing at a mythical distance, at the end of the world, "where the waters of the upper world

14. Kilian, 433-34.
15. Citing W. Barta, GMA 127 (1992) 7-12.
16. Giirg, BN 62:15.
17. AOT, 130.
18. AOT 137.
19. TUAT rrv4,569.
20. Heidel, 116.
21. Schmidt, Kdnigtum Gottes, 46.
22. C. Westermann, Genesis 1-ll. CC (Eng. tr. 1984),28-29.
23. KTU 1.4, IY 2l-22; cf. Tsumura, 54.
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and those of the nether world come together."24 But the inference that El, like Ea-Enki,
was "the god of the depths"z5 is questionable.26

Gunkel was still able to assume that most of the OT ideas concerning creation, espe-

cially those in Gen. l, could be traced to the Babylonian cosmogony of Enuma Elish.
Besides similarities in the sequence of events, he took as evidence the tradition of bat-
tle with the monster and the primordial ocean. Later scholarship, however, has shown
that only in the rarest cases can such dependencies be truly demonstrated. The traditio-
historical background is much broader; as a rule it cannot be restricted to a single do-
main, whether Egypt or Mesopotamia.

II. Meaning and Occurrences.
l. Meaning. The religio-historical evidence makes it unlikely that in the OT tehdm

denotes primarily a "natural phenomenon."2T Despite all the differences between the
ancient Near Eastern cosmogonies and the ideas of the OT, t"hbm represents both the
cosmic waters surrounding the earth and the primeval waters. Tromp has summarized
its meaning quite accurately: "Hebrew tehdm is a vigorous and often grim word, which
never entirely renounced its mythical past. A primordial strength pervades t"h6m
throughout. It stands for: a) the primeval ocean; D) the waters round the earth after cre-
ation, which continually threaten the cosmos; c) these waters as a source of blessing for
the earth."28

2. Occurrences. The noun tehdm occurs 36 times in the OT, 22 times in the singular
and l4 in the plural, without any noticeable difference in meaning. It is treated as both
masculine and feminine. Almost without exception, these occurrences are in poetic
texts, primarily in the Psalter (12 times). The language of the Psalms also appears in
Ex. 15:5,8; Dt. 33:13; Isa. 5l:10; 63:13;Jon. 2:6; and Hab. 3:10. In addition, the noun
occurs 4 times each in Genesis, Job, and Proverbs; 3 times in Ezekiel; and in Dt. 8:7
and Am. 7:4.

3.LexicalField.Onlyint"hdmrabbd,"greatdeep"(Gen.7:11;Isa.5l:10; Am.7:4;
Ps. 36:7[Eng. 6]; cf.78:15), do we appear to have a conventional expression, corre-
sponding to mayim rabbim, "great waters." In Ezk. 26:19 and 3 I : I 5 the latter is synon-
ymous with t"hbm. Indeed, -+ EllD mayim is the word most commonly associated with
tehbm, tsually standing in parallel. Like the "waters of the sea" (mA ydm, Ps. 33:7), the
text may speak of the "waters of the deep" (mA t"hbm, Isa. 5l:10). Generally speaking,
the lexical field of t"hbmis characterized by nouns that describe the cosmos: idmayim,
"heavens"; 'eres, "earth"; har "mountain"; ie'Sl, "netherworld"; or that are associated
with water: yam, "sea"i nAhar "iver"; nahal, "wadi"; 'ayin or ma'yan, "spring";

24. Schmidt, Schdpfungs geschichte, 6.
25. Kaiser, 50.
26. Schmidt, Schdpfungsgeschichte, 7; -+ I,244-53.
27. C. Westermann, TLOT lll, 1412.
28.P.59.
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noz"lim, "streams"; m"sfild and ma\naqqA-ydm, "depths of the sea"; gal, "waves";
iafiaq, "clouds"; and 1al, "dew." We also frnd midbdr "desert," in passages that allude
to God's deliverance at the Sea of Reeds $tam-sttp,Isa. 63: l3; Ps. 106:9). This context
shows that tehdm takes its true meaning from the cosmic dimensions of the primeval
waters, even though this sense appears to be attenuated in many passages (e.g., Dt.
8:7).

III. Contexts.
l. Creation. The various meanings of t"h6m in the OT are still best explained

through their place and function in the texts having to do with creation.2e According to
Ps. 104, in the beginning the tehOm covered the earth "like a garment," and its waters

stood "above the mountains" (v. 6). Only Yahweh's creative power ("at your rebuke

they fled, at the sound of your thunder they were put to flight") put an end to this grim
state (v. 7) by establishing regular watercourses (v. 8) and fixing an impassable bound-
ary to restrain the waters (v. 9). "The deadly water chaos becomes a fountain of life,"30

as vv. 10ff. vividly describe.
Gen. l:2 is the passage most often discussed in connection with t"hdm.3r Here tehbm

is among the elements that characterize the state of the world before creation, a state

defined initially (v.2as.) as t1hfr wAbdhi.3z that P, like Ps. 1@1, is drawing on tradi-
tional ideas is indisputable. The analogous association of "darkness," "deep," "wind,"
and "water" in various ancient Near Eastern cosmogonies suggests the same conclu-
sion.33 Here t"hbm is the primeval deep covered with darkness (baieb - not, however,

a personified entity possessing its own creative potential (cf . 'ere; in vv. 13,24). For P
the mythical dimension resides only in the use of t"hbm for the unrestrained, chaotic
waters prior to creation, which then appear as mayim and, by virtue of God's com-
mand, are assigned their appropriate place in the world (vv. 6,9).

In the deluge, however, the waters of the t"hdm become active again. Their "foun-
tains" (ma'y"no1) burst forth and the "windows of the heavens" (\rubb@ haiidmayim)
are opened (Gen. 7: I l), so that once more there is "an invasion of chaos into the cre-
ated order."34 When the deluge ends, the fountains and windows are shut (8:2). Unlike
J, who describes the coming of the deluge in naturalistic terms as arain (geiem) lasting
40 days and 40 nights (7:12), P sees cosmic dimensions in the deluge.

The need to restrain the primeval waters in the context of creation is also mentioned
in Ps. 33:7 and Prov. 8:27-29. According to Prov. 8:22, wisdom was the first of God's
works of creation. This statement is amplified in v. 24 by a clause saying that wisdom
was brought forth "when there were as yet no depths" (b"'An-t"hOm6!). Even if this
means that the tehom6! must be included in the created world, the primary purpose of

29. Contra Westermann, TLOT, lll, l4l2-14.
30. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6U150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 300.
3 1. Schmidt, Schdpfungs geschichte, 78-80, 178-8 I ; Steck, 223-39.
32. +];tn fihfr.
33. See I.2 above.
34. Westermann, Genesis 1-l 1, 434.
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the statement appears to be to bring out the temporal precedence of wisdom over the
rest of creation. This precedence is lent particular weight by the reference to the "pri-
meval depths," which normally exist long before creation. Here wisdom is presented as

the principle bestowing order on creation. wisdom was present when Yahweh "estab-
lished the heavens, . . . when he drew a circle on the surface of the deep f'al-p"nA
1"hdmf" (v.27). The passage reflects the notion, influenced by Babylonian cosmogony,
that the earth is a disk surrounded and bounded by the primeval ocean,3s with the dome
of the heavens fixed above.36 In Prov. 3:20, too, creation is due to the wisdom of
Yahweh, for "by his knowledge the deeps ffhdmdil broke open and the clouds dropped
down dew."

2. Chaos and the Exodus. In the context of passages dealing with creation , the t"hbm
is present before the world even when it is counted among the works of Yahweh (ps.
148:7; Prov. 8:24). In other passages, however, the reader gains the impression that the
primeval deep is personified. For example, it is described as "reposing beneath the
earth" (Gen. 49:25; Dt. 33:13), as "trembling" (Ps.77:17[ 16]), and as "giving forth its
voice" (Hab. 3: l0; rdm yd/Ahi belongs with Jeme.i in the following verse3T). Although
the mythological background of these passages is still apparent, nowhere does t"h6m
represent an independent power hostile to God.

The latter idea appears more clearlv in the context of the battle with chaos, with the
mythical sea monsters Leviathan and the sea serpent (tanntn) on the one hand and
Rahab on the other. The first two are of Canaanite origin;:a Rahab may be rooted in Bab-
ylonian mythology.3e Even though they are of different origins, these tfuee figures are
linked. All three appqr as chaotic beings (liwydldn ar,d tanntn, Ps. 7 4:13-14; lsa. 27 :l;
raha! and tanntn, Isa. 5l :9) belonging to the sea (ydm), whose chaotic power they sym-
bolize. A distant allusion may also be present in Job 4l:24(32). In God's second re-
sponse to Job (40:l-41:26), both the crocodile (Leviathan) and the hippopotamus (Be-
hemoth) symbolize the sea's chaotic power. The description of the crocodile says: "It
leaves a shining wake behind it; one would think the deep (t"h6m) to be white-hal1gd" -a metaphorical allusion to the water that foams behind this untamed chaotic being.

Only in Isa. 5l:9-10 and Ps. 148:7 is tehdm associated directly with them. ps. 148:7
calls on the sea monsters and deeps to praise the Creator; here their mythological back-
ground has largely vanished (cf. Gen. 1:21). Isa. 51:9-10, by contrast, refers quite ex-
plicitly to the primordial battle with chaos. In Deutero-Isaiah, however, creation and
history are closely related; and thus here creation is so interwoven with Yahweh's de-
liverance at the Sea of Reeds that the drying up of the teh6m functions as the connect-
ing link. Therefore (contra Gunkel{) one should not argue on the basis of the parallel-

35. )ran Ebel.
36. A. Meinhold, Die Spriiche. ZBK 16, 2 vols. (1991), l, 145-46.
37. BHS; W Rudolph, Micha-Nahum- Habakuk-7*phanja. KATXLW3 (19j5),236
38. -+ Jn!l) liyvydlAn: --> l\ft tannin.
39. --s ai11 raha!.
40. P. 32.
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ism between yam and tehbm that Rahab is a personifi cation of t"hdm.at As the primeval
ocean and home of Rahab, the t"hbm is also the water of the Sea of Reeds through
which the Israelites escape.

The battle with chaos is also behind Ps.77:17(16) and Hab. 3:10. Both passages de-

scribe the tumult of the cosmos, including the waters and the deep, at the theophany of
Yahweh. Once again, Ps. 77 illustrates the interweaving of historical and mythological
traditions. The way through the sea taken by Yahweh after his victory over the forces of
chaos (v. 20tl9l) turns into the path of Israel, led by Moses and Aaron (v. 21[20]). The

identification of the battle with chaos with what happened at the Sea of Reeds is intended

to present the miracle of Israel's deliverance as analogous to Yahweh's act of creation at

the dawn of time, as an archetypal act of God, an event that shakes the very cosmos.

In Isa. 63:12ff. the parallel statements "He divided the waters before them . . . he led
them through the depths like a horse through the desert" are grounded in purpose

clauses: "to make for himself an everlasting name" (v. l2), "to make for yourself a glo-
rious name" (v. l4). The simile of the desert (midbar) indicates that the tehomdl were
left totally dry. The corresponding description in Ps. 106:9 is preceded by another allu-
sion to the battle with chaos: "He rebuked the Reed Sea, and it became dry" (cf. Isa.

5 I : l0). Here too the fhdmil are the site of the exodus. In Ex. I 5 they cover the chariots

of Pharaoh, which sink into the depths (m's6ld!) "like a stone" (v. 5), while for Israel
they stand up as a wall and "congeal" @Apd') in the heart of the sea (v. 8).

Only in Ps. 78 do the tehomdl represent in this context not the waters of the Reed

Sea but the miraculous provision of water in the desert. Just as Yahweh split the sea

(v. l3), so he split the rocks in the wildemess, from which water poured in abundance,

as from the primeval deep (v. l5).

3. Cosmology. In the contexts discussed above, tehbm stands in the broadest sense

for the primeval deep, bounded by God at creation. Thus the word suggests the dawn of
time and a place far beyond the domain accessible and visible to human beings. It is
therefore easy to understand that wisdom literature uses the noun in passages reflecting
on Yahweh's creative power and inscrutable ways. According to Job 38:29-30, it is
Yahweh who brings forth ice and hoarfrost, so that even the surface of the deep (p"nA

!"h6m) appears frozen (ldkad hithpael). The point is not so much that the deep freezes

like other water but that Yahweh can turn even the tehbm to ice.a2 Spatial remoteness is

conveyed when, in response to the question of where wisdom may be found, even the

t"hbm must confess: "It is not in me" (28:14), or when Job is asked: "Have you come to

the springs ofthe sea or walked to the recesses ofthe deep?" (38:16). This last passage

strongly recalls the description of El's dwelling place.a3

The fhdm61 hd'ares are "the subterranean waters of chaos, through which the de-

ceased enters )lNt2. They represent the 'area of death.' "a Therefore the psalmist bears

41. -+ XIII, 356.
42. O. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung an ljob. FRI-A.NT 121 (1978),58 n. 2l l.
43. Kaiser,47-50; see I.2 above.
44. Kraus, Psalms 60-150,73.
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witness: "You [Yahweh] revived me again, from the depths of the earth you brought me
up" (Ps. 7l:20). Here, as in Jon. 2:6;Ps. 42:8(7)',107:26, t"hbmlends an oversized cos-
mic dimension to human perils and afflictions. This realm is also envisioned by texts
that speak of Yahweh's sovereignty and governance of the world. Whatever he pleases,
"he does on in heaven and on earth, in the seas and the deeps" (Ps. 135:6); his righ-
teousness "is like the mountains of God," his judgments like "the great deep" (reading
ki1h6m rabbA,as Ps. 36:7[6]).

Because it is beneath the earth, the t"hbm is the groundwater that feeds the waters on
the surface of the earth (cf. Ps. 78: l5). Its original mythological background can still be

detected in the saying concerning Joseph (Gen.4925 Dt. 33: l3), where it is personified
and described as "reposing (rdle;e;) under the earth." Together with the "blessings of
heaven above" and the "blessings of the breasts and the womb" (Gen. 49:25), the "bless-
ings of the deep beneath" (birft@ t"hbm) represent an all-embracing fertility.

The allegory of the cedar in Ezk. 31, based on the mythological motif of the world
tree, uses this notion in a different way. The cedar owes its size and magnificence to the
waters and the subterranean deep that make their ivers (naharApyhd) flow around the
place it is planted, watering all the trees ofthe field (v.4). Its fall, its descent into l"'61,
is therefore sealed when Yahweh makes the tehbm moum. restraining its rivers so that
the "mighty waters" (mayim rabbtm) are checked (v. 15).46

The land of Canaan is a good land, full of streams and springs and underground wa-
ters (Dt. 8:7). Therefore the destruction of the t"hbm rabbd by the "shower of fire"
(reading lirlt! 'Cl+tl called for by Yahweh in the second vision of Amos (Am. 7:4)
means a total drought. The doom of Israel is foretold because when the groundwater is
destroyed, all forms of water must dry up.

IV. LXX. The LXX also shows that OT tehbmmustbe understood from the perspec-
tive of a single basic phenomenon: almost everywhere it uses dbyssos to translate
t"hOm. Only once do we find pdntos (Ex. l5:5) and lcymata (Ex. l5:8). In Gen. 49:25
and Prov. 8:27-28 the LXX uses interpretations without a linguistic equivalent.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The noun t"hbm occurs some 35 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls;
its usage corresponds for the most part to OT usage. It appears in both the singular and
the plural. There is a concentration (12 times) in l/4QH. The other occurrences are pri-
marily in poetic and sapiential literature (e.g., 4Q286 5 9; 4Q418 2 4: 4Q502 9 7;
4Q511 3021' llQapPsu 2:l;3:7; etc.). The range of meanings is roughly as broad as in
the Psalms and OT wisdom literature, from statements about fertility (1QH 6:16) and
the menace associated with t"hbm (lQH 3:15) to its cosmic significance in the context
of creation theology or apocalyptic (lQH l:14; 3:31).

Waschke

45. See BI1S.
46. On the text see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), 142, 152.
47. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. tr. 1977),292-93.
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ni:?in nFj61

I. Etymology, occurrences, Meaning. II. Lists. III. The "Book' of the t61"Q61. ly.The t6leQ61

Formula. V. Heaven and Earth. VI. LXX. VII. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology, Occurrences, Meaning. The noun tdl"ditoccurs only as a construct
plural; it derives from the root --> 1)' yalaS and is related to the hiphil hbltd.r There are
39 occurrences in the OT, all in relatively late strata (P) and textsi tiledolarn (12 times
in Nu. l:2O-42); leldleddldm (Gen. 10:32; 25:13; Ex. 6:.16,19; Z8:tO lkt6l"dolaml;
I Ch. 5:7;7:2,4,9;8:28;9:9,34;26:31 U!al"/Ogywl); zeh sEper t6le8d1(Gen. 5:l);
'elleh laleda! PN (Gen. 2:4; 6:9; 10: I ; I l:10,27 ; 25:12,19 361,9: 37:2; Nu. 3: I ; Ruth
4:18);'€lleh fileddldm (1 ch. l:29). "From the basic sense of the [substantive] it really
means begetting, fathering, from which there has been a linguistic development to

t6Pd6t E. Blum, Die Komposition der Viitergeschichte. WMANT 57 (1984), esp. 432-46;
J. Brinktrine, "Gen2,4a, Uberschrift oder Unterschift?- BZ 9 (1965) 277;D. T. 

-Bryan, .A
Reevaluation of Gen 4 and 5 in the Light of Recent Studies in Genealogical Fluidity," ZAW 99
(1987) 180-88; K. Budde, "Elle toledoth: ZAW 34 (1914) 241-53; idem, "Noch einmal .Ellii
toledoth,"' zAw 36 (1916) l-7; J. cohen, "These Are the Generations of Isaac," Jewish Bible
Quarterly 19 (1991) 260-64; O. Eissfeldt, "Biblos genese6s," KlSchr III (1966), 458-70;
K. Friis Plum, "Genealogy as Theology," SJOT 3 (1989) 66-92; V. Fritz, ..Das Geschichts-
verstandnis der Priesterschift: zrK 84 (1987) 426-39; w. Gross, "Jakob der Mann des
Segens," Bibl 49 (1968) 321-44; R. S. Hess, "The Genealogies of Genesis l-l I and Compara-
tive Literature: Bibl 7o (1989) 241-54; A. Jepsen, "Zur Chronologie des Priesterkodex : zAw
47 (1929\ 251-55; M. D. Johnson, Purpose of the Biblical Genealogies. SNfSMS 8 (21988);
J. Kegler, Politisches Geschehen und theologisches verstehen. crhM A8 (1977) 19-25:
K. Koch, "P - kein Redaktor," W 37 (1987) 446-67: H.-J. Meysing, ..Contribution d t,6tude
des g6n6alogies bibliques," RSR 39 (1965) 209-29; M. Oeming, Das wahre Israel. BWANT
128 (1990); J. Prewitt, "Kinship structures and the Genesis Genealogies," JNES 40 (1981) 87-
98; B. Renaud, "Les g6n6alogies et la structure de I'histoire sacerdotale dans le livre de la
GenEse," cBQ 48 (1986) 595-608; J. M. Sasson, 'A Genealogical 'Convention' in Biblical
Chronography?" 7Aw 90 (1978) 171-85; J. Scharbert, "Der sinn der Toledot-Formel in der
Priesterschrift," in H. J. Stoebe, ed., wort, Gebot, Glaube. FS w. Eichrodt. AThANT 59 ( 1970),
45-56; N. Steinberg, "The Genealogical Framework of the Family Stories in Genesis," sem 46
(1989) 4l-50; S. Tengstrom, Die Toledotfurmel und die literarische struktur der
priesterlichen Erweiterungsschicht im Pentateuch. CBOT 17 (19S2); H. N. Wallace, ..The

Toledot of Adam," in J. A. Emerton, ed., Studies in the Pentateuch. SW 4l (1990), 19-31;
P. Weimar, 'Aufbau und Struktur der priesterschriftlichen Jakobsgeschichte," ZAW 86 (1974)
174-203; idem, "Struktur und Komposition der priesterschriftlichen Geschichtsdarstellung,"
BN 23 (1984) 8l-134; idem, "Die Toledot-Formel in der priesterlichen Geschichts-
darstellung," BZ 18 (1974) 65-93; J. P. weinberg, "Das wesen und die funktionelle
Bestimmung der Listen in I Chr l-9: ZAW 93 (1981) 8l-l 14; E.7,enger, Gottes Bogen in den
Wolken. SBS l12 (1983), esp. 137-66.

-+ tll yalaQ; -+ VI, 79-80.

t. HAL, II, 1699-1700.
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mean people who are related": offspring, descendants.2 In the filedA! formula ('dlleh
filedA! PN), however, which sometimes appears apart from the genealogy proper with
its list of names, the contextual meaning is more like "(family/clan) history."3 In Gen.
2:4 the meaning is actually "beginnings." But the basic meaning is always present to
some extent, at least in the texts belonging to P. Since these were interpolated into the
existing narrative complex during the final redaction of the Pentateuch, the context is
lost to the reader (cf .25:19-35:29;37:2-50:13; also 6:9-9:28, where P had already in-
serted extensive narrative material between the tdledd! formula and the notice of
Noah's death). Thus tdleQdl acquired a sense going beyond its basic meaning - al-
ready in P, but even more in the final form of the patriarchal narrative. What the word
seeks to convey in the tdl"/6l formula must be determined from its context in P, since
the formula belongs to P.

Ethnologists and sociologists have put forward various interpretations of the OT ge-
nealogies; these are summarized by Oeming.a The significance of genealogy in a "seg-
mented society" as defining the ethnic obligation of mutual aid is cited increasingly by
scholars interpreting Israel's beginnings (Sigrist, Malamat, Schiifer-Lichtenberger,
Lohfink). The patrilineal social structure later finds expression in criticism of the mon-
archy (Crtisemann, Gottwald) or contrariwise in legitimation of the Davidic dynasty
(Prewitt). Oeming summarizes the function and significance of the genealogies: they
influence law (e.g., inheritance), politics (e.g., legitimation), sociology (e.g., prestige),
history (source for historiography), psychology (e.g., identity), and religion (e.g., elec-
tion, fatherhood of God).s

II. Lists. Nu. l:20-47 (Ps) provides a theoretical muster roll of all able-bodied Isra-
elite males in a highly formalized list of the twelve tribes, omitting Levi and splitting
Joseph into Ephraim and Manasseh. The descendants (tdl"dd!) are identiflred by clans
(milpdl.tdfi and extended families ("ancestral houses": be! 'ab6!), according to the
number of their names ("individually, every male" in vv.20,22). The result is an offi-
cial register of available able-bodied men, categorized by their descent. This register
ensures that all and only those are included who belong to a tribe through their ex-
tended family and clan, and hence to Israel. Using such lists, one could undertake at
any time a review of men belonging to a particular category (l Ch. 26.31).

This ability was also important for the postexilic temple community in Jerusalem.
The so-called genealogical prelude to ChrH (l Ch. l-9), which Oeming appropriately
calls a "proleptic summary,"6 establishes theological accents that help determine the
historical account that follows. It proves to be "a condensed version of the Chronicler's
theology of election: Israel as the chosen nation in the midst of the nations, the tribes as

a register of the holy lineage within which Yahweh has chosen David and his dynasty,

2. HAL,II, 1700.
3. Scharbert, 52-53.
4. Pp.9-36.
5. Pp. 35-36.
6. Pp. 206-18, esp.2l7.
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in the very center the chosen dwelling place of Yahweh, the Jerusalem temple and its
chosen ministers." Indeed, "in the late OT period, in an Israel without its own state and
under foreign domination, the genealogies provide the self-definition and self-
assurance of Israel." The purpose of I Ch. l-9 is not simply to demonstrate that "this
community descended from Adam and the patriarchs, comprising all the tribes, framed
by Judah and Benjamin and having Levi at its centeq is the nation of Israel"; it is also
designed to "establish and confirm the origin of the citizens making up the postexilic
temple community, their claims and their rights."z

The word tdl"d6!, referring to lists, appears in various contexts here: contemporary
lists (1 Ch.8:28; 9:9), muster rolls (7:2,4,9; cf. Nu. l:20-47), traditional material
(8:28;9:34; also 5:7; cf. l:29 with Gen. 25:12-13). Some of this material is quite
likely secondary.8 The phrase "according to their tOl'd6!" concludes the table of na-
tions (Gen. lO:32), frames the genealogy of Levi (Ex. 6:16,19), and fixes the birth or-
der sequence in Gen. 25:.13; Ex. 6:16; 28:10 for the descendants oflshmael, Levi, and
the sons of Jacob.

III. The "Book" of the t6l"d6!. Gen. 5 presents a genealogy extending from Adam
to Noah. Here P has merged two series of names (4:25-26 and one resembling 4:17-18)
and placed them in a genealogical schema comprising the following elements: (a) the
name of the father, (b) the father's age at the birth of his son, (c) the name of the son,
(d) the subsequent years of the father, (e) other sons and daughters, (0 the total years

lived by the father, and (g) his death. P also uses elements of this schema in the other
tAled6!.

Depending on its purpose, a genealogy may be "vertical," extending from father to
son, grandson, etc., or "horizontal," listing all the offspring of an ancestor. PG uses both
types (cf. Gen. 5; ll:10-26;25:19-20 with Gen. l0*; ll:27-32;25:12-16;36*), some-
times in combination. The focus of the former is on the person at the end, who is traced
to a famous ancestor in order to establish his identity. In the context of an acephalic so-
ciety without a political structure, the latter, in the form of lists, served originally to
show that the individual subgroups were associated. PG has both ends in view.

Gen. 5 links the first created human beings (l:26-27, cited in 5:2-3) with Noah, the
central figure of the deluge. At the same time, in the repeated "had sons and daughters"
and symbolic life spans, it recalls the blessing bestowed by God at creation (l:28). It
cannot be demonstrated that the purpose of Gen. 5 is to open a "book of t61"86!' that
continues through all of Genesis. Here seper means "document" and probably indi-
cates that PG is incorporating preexisting material. The special quality of Gen. 5 is that
it does not just link the names with a string of "begots" or "son of PN," which would be
sufficient to define this generational sequence, but also regularly incorporates a wealth
of narrative comments. Of course, a genealogy is an open invitation to note deeds or
events associated with a name; but PG capitalizes on this opportunity both here and

7. Weinberg, 112.
8. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT U2l (1955), l-2, 6-93.
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even more later. It frames narrative genealogiese that include narrative material that is
often quite extensive, a technique that furthers its purposes.

IV. The tOlU6! Formula. The intent of PG becomes clear when we follow the text
and note the foci of the PG material, on the extent of which there is general scholarly
consensus. If we take the text of PG as it is identihed by stylistic features and its intel-
lectual milieu,lo it is not necessary to postulate lacunae and come up with a round num-
ber of occurrences (7, 10, or l2) of the tbl"Q61 formula. The text as it stands conveys its
own coherent meaning. PG is familiar with the pre-P account, usually called JE. It
places its own outline alongside this material in order to formulate its message to con-
temporary Israel. Its foci coincide with extended narratives: creation (Gen. l:l-2:4a),
deluge and covenant with Noah (Gen. 6x-9x), Abraham (Gen. 17; 23; parts of l2*;
l3x; 16*; 25:7-llx), exodus (Ex. l*; 2*' 6x-9*; l2*' 14*-16*), Sinai (Ex. l9:l-2;
24x40x; Lev.9x), the wilderness before the entrance into Canaan (Nu.3:l-4; 10*;
l3x ; 14* ; 20*-22* ; 27 x ; Dt. 34:7 -9).

By itself, this group of texts shows that PG sought to do more than simply add

redactional comments to the existing account. It runs from the creation to Israel: deliv-
ered as promised in the covenant with Abraham, Israel is to live as the community of
the Lord, observing the revealed cult in the land promised by God, a land that it is
poised to enter. In this theological trajectory, the tbl"Q6l play an important role. First
and foremost, they link the focal passages listed above. Just as Gen. 5 leads to Noah
(the deluge and covenant with Noah), so three tdl"d6! establish the bridge to Abraham
(Gen. l0*; ll:lO-15,27-32*) and five the bridge to the children of Israel (25:12-
18*,19-26*; 36:l-8,9-14;37:2 with 4l:46a;46:6-7;47:27-28*;48:3-6; 49:la,28b-33;
50:12-13). One leads from Sinai to Israel in the wilderness (Nu. 3:l-4).

Genealogies were well suited to establishing connections between narrative com-
plexes that deal with or focus on particular individuals. Within them, narrative pas-
sages could convey important information relevant to the overall context or bring out
special accents. They could vary in length. In Gen. 6:9-9l28* and Nu. 3:l-Dt. 34:9*,
the tbl"Q6l actually provide the framework for a detailed focal theme. By selective rep-
etition PG establishes linkages, e.g., creation with Sinai (cf. Gen. l;2:2;8x.24:16);tt i1

also connects the individual sections of its own presentation.
It is natural for tOl"861to begin afresh with a new point of departure. After each use

of the tdl"/61formula, PG makes connections with the past to establish the context.
Gen. 5:1-2 alludes to li26-28; "walked with God" in 6:9 echoes 5:24:6:10 repeats
5'32*'"after the flood" in l0:l links to 9:29; 11:10 does the same; with "had other
sons and daughters," I l: I I echoes 5:4; ll:27 repeats ll 26*; 25:.12 cites Ishmael's
birth in l6: l5-16; 25: l9 continues 2l: l-3; 36:-l-2 recalls 28:8; 36:9 refers to the previ-

9. Tengstrrim.
10. M. Noth, HPT 17tr.; K. Elligea KlSchr 174-75; R. Smend, Die Entstehung des AT. TW I

(21981), 47-48; N. Lohfink, "The Priestly Narrative and History," Theology of the Pentateuch
(Eng. tr. Minneapolis, 1994), 145 and n.29: Weimar, BN 23:85.

ll. Zenger, 170-75.
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ous verse; 37:2 links with 35:22b-26, where the sons of Jacob appear in the genealogy
of Isaac; in Nu. 3:1, "at the time when Yahweh spoke with Moses on Sinai" connects
with Ex. 24:17-18. PG is clearly designed to make the narrative trajectory visible. If
we follow this trajectory, we get the impression of an increasingly nirrrow focus,l2
with fewer and fewer participants. We may therefore speak of tdl"d6! of "exclusion
and promise,"l3 a process of concenffationla that moves toward the desired goal.

But the tdl"dil also embody accents that are important for the theology of PG. They
are in themselves signs that the blessings bestowed at creation and its associated fertil-
ity continue after the deluge; it is a universal blessing for the entire human family, but
especially, with the patriarchs, for Israel (Ex. l:7). The tbl"861of Ishmael and Esau are

recorded, because they too are blessed in Abraham (Gen. 17:20) and through Isaac
(25:11,26b). The blessing upon Jacob is cited twice in the Isaac tbled6!(27:46-28:9;
35:9-13) and twice in Jacob's own 61e46! (47:28-29;48:3-6); Jacob in turn bestows
this blessing on his sons (49:28). For PG Jacob is a man of blessing, but also a living
pointer to the promised land (49:29-33). The Esau tdl"d6!, which break off after Gen.

36:5 and then continue with a repetition of the tdl"d6! formula in v. 9, frame a signifi-
cant passage (vv. 6-8). Here we are told that Esau - and hence his descendants -leaves and thus abandons the land in which Israel will later dwell.

Finally, Nu. 3:l-4 records the tbl"Q61 of Aaron and Moses. Moses has his place
here in the reference to Sinai (v. lb). The genealogy ofAaron is given but not that of
Moses, whose sons were surely not unknown to P (Ex. l8:3-4). These tbl"Q61 point
forward to the leadership of Israel at the time of the entrance into Canaan: Eleaza\
the son of Aaron, is appointed priest (Nu. 2O:22-29); Joshua is appointed Moses'
successor (27:15-23). The priesthood as an ongoing institution is incorporated into
the genealogy of Aaron. Moses' leadership does not continue in his descendants but
is transferred to Joshua - limited, however, to leadership during the conquest.
Eleazar's participation and Joshua's need to seek instructions from Eleazar for the

conduct of his office show that the priesthood ranks above "secular" leadership. With
respect to the tdl"/6l formula in Gen. 6:9 and Nu. 3: l, we must therefore say that for
P the word tbled6! is not simply a technical term. It is a structural signal, a sign that
Yahweh shapes the history of his people within the world of the nations, under his
blessing.

Outside P,the filedd! formula appears only in Ruth 4:18, where it introduces the ge-

nealogy of Perez, leading to David. Whether this genealogy is a secondary addition to
the book of Ruth has been debated.ls Together with the introductory words, "In the

days when the judges ruled," it anchors the story of Ruth in the course of history and
provides a transition to I Samuel, where David is the protagonist from ch. 16 on.

V. Heaven and Earth. The first occurrence of the tbl"S6l formula (Gen. 2:4) raises

12. Eissfeldt, 461.
13. Scharbert,46.
14. Renaud, 15.
15. C. Frevel, Rut. Neue Stuttgarter Kommentar - AT 6 (1992), 156-57.
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problems of interpretation. The question whether it belongs with l:1-2:3 or the text
that follows must be answered in favor of the former. The word 'Elleh can refer to what
precedes or what follows.16 Here it is a subscript summary corresponding to the super-
scription (1:l), to which it refers with the words "the heavens and the earth when they
were created." The formulain2:4a links creation with history (5:l; Nu. 3:1). At the
same time, it sets creation apart from all other events as something unique. Here P also
alludes to and rejects cosmogonies associated with theogonies, like those found among
the Babylonians. The "beginnings" of heaven and earth and all that is in them, their
tdled6!, "are not begettings and births but manifold acts of Elohim, culminating in the
commanding word of God."l7 P knows that only hguratively does the rain have "gener-
ative" power and the earth the power to "give birth" to plants and other living things
(1:24); this power is conferred by God. God's work and God's blessing make the
tdled6! possible and bring them into being.

VI. LXX. The LXX translates tdlddlwith gdnesis (24 times), syngAneia (14 times),
and gened (once). Gen. 2:4 is close to 5:l (afit7 hd biblos gendse6s), apparently associ-
ating 2:4a with the text that follows.

VII. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the documents of the Qumran community twldwt occurs
16 times (4 in lQS, 3 each in IQM and the songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, plus scat-
tered others).t8 The use of the term is undoubtedly due to priestly influence in both
life and thought. CD 4:5 calls the sons of Zadok the elect of Israel and refers to the list
of their names according to their genealogies. The war scroll (lQM 3: 14) stipulates
that, in addition to "people of God" and the names "Israel" and 'Aaron," the great
banner is to bear the names of the twelve tribes according to their genealogies, i.e., in
birth order (cf. Nu. 2). The names of the tribes are to appear in like manner on the
shield of the prince of the whole congregation, along with the names "Israel," "Levi,"
and 'Aaron" (1QM 5; l). In IQM lO:14 twlldwrl alludes to Gen. I and I l; the sense of
the fragmentary text is unclear. The meaning of the word may have more to do with
origins than genealogy.

That is probably also the meaning of twldwt in IQS; there 3:13-4:26 present rhe
strict dualism of light and darkness, the two spirits, and their ways. In 3: I 3 the maikil
is instructed to teach all the sons of light in the descent (twldwt) of all humanity that
there are different spirits, which manifest themselves in the deeds of the various gener-
ations (dwrwr). Fundamentally, God has created two spirits, which determine the con-
duct of human beings: the spirit of truth and the spirit of deceit. The oigin (nuldwt) of
the former is in the realm of light, that of the second at the wellspring of darkness
(3: l9). These two spirits determine the oigin (twldwr) and nature of all human beings,
and all their generations (dwrwt) share in their divisions (4:15). It seems that, influ-

t6. HAL, r,52.
17. Kegler,25.
18. -+ VI, 81.
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enced by Ger..2:4a and 5:1-2, lQS has developed the meaning of tbl"d6! further in the

direction of describing human nature.

The other occurrences are difficult or impossible to interpret. The Songs of the Sab-

bath Sacrifice speak of "seven songs of praise for his holiness . . . seven times with

seven wondrous works." The context describes the praise of the Most High (4Qa03 1

l:8-9//lvlasada ShirShabb 2:22-23). A fragmentary wisdom text (4Q418 77 2) speaks

of the "generations of Adam" (nuldwt lldm) in a context that mentions understanding

(bynh) and law (mipil.The texts of 4Q299 29 3; 4Q369 4 3; 4Q401 20 l; 4Q409 2 l;
4Q503 l7 2 are damaged irreparably'

Schreiner

I. L Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Usage: l. Literal Meaning; 2. Metaphorical Meaning;

3. Color. III. 1. LXX; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. Heb. t6l€'d/t1la'a!, "worm,"l is related in meaning to Akk'

tilltu(m);z Aram. tbla'a1(Old Aram. twl'h; in the Sefire inscriptions twl'h and locusts

will devour the harvest of any party breaking the treaty3); Syr. taul"'a'; Christian Pales-

tinian Aram. twl"; Mand. tulita, "worm, embryo";a Amhar. r'l (originally tel).s 1tr"
word probably derives from a lost root tl', "gnawl'6 if melalle'6!' "teeth" (Joel l:6; Job

29:17;Prov.30 14), is related (cf. also maft"'61, "teeth," in Ps. 58:7[Eng. 6]' with me-

tathesis of r and /).

2. Occurrences. The word tblaim, the plural of tbld', "worm" (collective pl.7), oc-

curs in Ex. l6:2O.Twice t1ld' stands by metonymy for fabric dyed crimson with a dye

made from the bodies of female scale insects (Isa. l:18; Lam.4:5; also in Imperial

Aramaics). The feminine form tbb'A occurs twice in the OT (Isa. 14: I l; Job 25:6; also

Sir. l0:1 1). Another form with the feminine ending t, t6la'a!, occurs 4 times (Dt. 28:39;

Isa. 4l:14; Jon.4:7;Ps.22:7161). A suffixed form t6la'tam is found inIsa.66:24.

t. HAL,ll,l'102.
2. AHw,lll, 1369.
3. KAl222A.27.
4. MdD,483.
5. W. Leslau, Hebrew Cognates in Amharic (Wiesbaden, 1969),7'l .

6. F. Delitzsch , Prolegomina eines neuen hebrriisch-aramiiisches Wdrterbuch zum AT (Leip-

zig, 1886), 113.

7. Michel, 64.
8. G. R. Diver, Aramaic Documents of the Sth Century a.c. (Oxford, 1957), 37 , 85-86 (letter

l3:3).
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Two pleonastic expressions denoting the color crimson or scarlet appear only in P:

tbla'a1 idni (27 times) and ient 16la'a1(6 times). The pual ptcp. melulla?ra, "(soldiers)

clothed in crimson," is used in exactly the same sense (Nah. 2:4131).

The PN tbla'occurs 6 times (Gen.46:13; Nu. 26:23[bis]; Jgs. l0:1; I Ch.7:l-2);the
gentilic t6lai occtrs in Nu. 26:23.

II. Usage.
l. Literal Meaning. It is often hard to determine the actual meaning of tbD'A. The

term probably covers not just worns in the strict sense but also caterpillars, maggots,

and the larvae of beetles. In Dt.28:39 the worm that will destroy the vineyards is either
the leaf roller (Byctiscus betulae)e or the grape worm (Cochylis ambiguella). l0 In Jon.

4:7 God appoints an otherwise unspecified worm (or caterpillarll) to attack the castor

bean plant that has been shading Jonah, causing it to wither rapidly and die.l2
The maggots that destroy the manna are called tdldim in Ex. 16:20 but rimmA in

v. 24. Even if the words belong to two different sources, their later treatment as syn-

onyms indicates that the text is not thinking of a specific species; here generic "worms"
or "maggots" are responsible for causing the manna to rot.

2. Metaphorical Meaning. a. Metaphorically, t6la'a1 represents a small, insignifi-
cant, powerless creature. No one is righteous before God, says Bildad (Job 25:6): a

mortal is a maggot (rimmd) and a worm (tbb'A). Deutero-Isaiah addresses Israel as

"you worm (tbla'a!) Jacob" and " m"1A yi{rd'dl" (lsa. 4l:14; according to BHS, this is a

hapax legomenon also meaning "worm," but more likely the text should be emended to

rimmal). He exhorts the people not to fear, however, since Yahweh will help them. In
Ps. 22:7(6) the psalmist describes himself as a worn and not a human being, scorned

and despised.
b. We also find tOla'a! used figuratively for the biological phenomenon of decompo-

sition. According to Isa. 66:24, those who have rebelled against Yahweh will lie out-
side the city in the Valley of Hinnom (cf. I En. 27), "for their worm shall not die and

their fire shall not be quenched." The image of the worm that does not die stands for
decomposition. What is unclear is whether new corpses of condemned unbelievers will
keep the worm alive or the rebels condemned in a great last judgment will be tormented
eternally by worm and fire. Apocalyptic literature takes the expression in the sense of
eternal torment (cf. esp. I En. 46:6; Apoc. Ab. 3l:4).1:

Jth. 16:17 and Sir. 7:17 are probably dependent on Isa. 66:24. According to Jth.

16:17, Yahweh will punish the nations attacking Israel by "sending fire and worms into
their flesh." Sir. 7:17 says: "The expectation of mortals is worms (rimmA)." The LXX is

9. E. Kdnig, Deuteronomium. KAT III (1917), l9l.
10. I. Liiw, Flora der Juden, I (1924), l0l-2.
11. W. Rudolph, Joel, Amos, Obadja, Jona. KAT XllVz (1971),366.
12. G. Dalman, AuS, Il (1932), 297 .

13. P. Volz, Eschatologie der jiidischen Gemeinde im neutestamentlichen Zeitalter
(Hildesheim, 2 1966), 320-25.
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closer to Isa. 66:24: "The punishment of the ungodly is fire and worm" (cf. also Mk.
9:48, which quotes Isa.66:24).

3. Color P uses the phrase t6la'a1.iani "crimson,"l+ 1o. a dye used in outfitting the
tent of meeting and in making the priestly vestments and the curtains veiling the cultic
paraphernalia:rs Ex. 25:4;26:l-39:29 (25 times); Nu. 4:8. The phrase ient !6la'a! rc-
fers to the "crimson" offered together with cedarwood and hyssop (Lev. 14:4,6,49,51-
52; Nu. 4:8). According to Gradwohl,l6 this was a length of "yarn, ribbon, or cloth of
this color used to wrap the cedarwood and hyssop."

As a color, tdla' also appears in Isa. I : l8 in parallel with idnt(m), obviously chosen
as a striking color to symbolize the gravity of the people's sins. The question is
whether the verse promises the forgiveness of sins or is to be understood as a question
demanding a negative answer: the sins are so grave that they cannot be forgiven.

lll.l. lXX.In 7 of its 8 occurrences, the LXX translates fib'A with s/c6le.r. This
term includes worrns in the narrow sense, as well as maggots and larvae. Isa.4l:l3b-
l4a is not in the LXX. Jerome consistently uses verrnis. The LXX translates tbla'a!
iani with k6kkinontT diploiln, the vg. with coccus bis tinctus, "double-dyed scarlet";
both clearly interpret iant as the ordinal numeral .ie7i.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls.In the Dead Sea Scrolls IQM 7: I I uses ryyl?.iny alongside t/<lt
and 'rgmn to describe the "crimson" war garments of the priests. Puech reconstructs
the same form in 4Q525 2 3:5-6.t8 Fabry thinks insread of a "colorful portrayal of wis-
dom."le The word rwl'appears by itself as the name of a color in I lQT 10:10,14; the
very fragmentary column probably describes the curtains hanging in the vestibule of
the temple. The sacrificial laws of Leviticus and Numbers20 are reflected in 4Q276 I 6,
a purification rule. Lam. 4:5bc is repeated verbatim in 4Q179 I 2:10. The small frag-
ment 1Q53, where ltwl't appears without context in the first line, yields no further in-
formation.

The expression twll mtym in IQH 6:34 and ll:12 can hardly mean "men of ver-
min"2l or "vermin that man is"'22 it must mean "worm of the dead." Ncitscher23 thought
that this refers to resurrection (cf. ll:12: "to raise the worm ofthe dead from the dust

14. +r)V iani.
15. R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. BZAW 83 (1963),76.
16. P. 77 _

17. O. Michel, TDNT, lll, 812-14.
18. E. Puech, RB 98 (1991) 86-87.
19. H.-J. Fabry, "Das Makarismus 

- 
mehr al seine weisheitliche

J. Haussmann and H.-J. Zobel, eds., Alttestamentlicher Glaube und biblische
H. D. Preuss (Stuttgart, 1992),370.

20. See II.3 above.
21. A. Dupont-Sommer, Essene Writings from Qumran (Eng. tr. Gloucester,
22.[bid.,237.
23. F. Nritscher, BZ 2 (1958) 132.

Lehrform," in
Theologie. FS

1973),221.
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to an everlasting community"), but more likely "worm of the dead" is "an expression of
abasement taken from the piety of poverty,"za used to characterize the lowliness of the
faithful. In llQPs" 19:l (Plea) tufh U/ rmh) stands metaphorically for the dead: 'A
maggot (rmh) cannot praise you, or a worrn (nvl'h) tell of your goodness"; cf. the anti-
thetical statement in l. 2 and the similar sequence of thought in Isa. 38: l8,l9a; the same
theme appears also in Ps. 6:6(5), etc. The context of the occurrence in 2Q28 2 3 is too
fragmentary to interpret.

Kellermannf - Ringgren

24. J. Maier, Die Texte vom Toten Meer ll (Munich, 1960), 95.

il?Yin t6'd!d;:vn,?

I. Etymology and Lexical Field. II. Verb. III. Noun: 1. Distribution; 2. Deuteronomy; 3. Dtr
Literature;4. Holiness Code; 5. Ezekiel and Deutero-Isaiah; 6. Proverbs; 7. Summary. IV. LXX
and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Lexical Field. As HAL shows,r the etymology of the taqtil noun
fi'epA is still obscure (possibly from a vb. y'b, as found in Arabic2); the vb. t? is con-
sidered a denominative. The root is not found in the more ancient Semitic languages

fi'ebA. M. Douglas, Purity and Danger (London, 1966,22002); B. Gemser, "The Importance
of the Motive Clause in OT Law," Congress Volume: Copenhagen 1953. SW I (1953), 50-66,
esp. 57-60; E. Gerstenberger, "f 911 t'b pi. to abhor," TLOT lll, 1428-31; W. W. Hallo, "Biblical
Abominations and Sumerian Taboos," JQR 76 (1985) 2l-401' J. UHour, "Les interdits to'ebA
dans le Deut6ronome," RB 7l (1964) 481-503; P. Humbert, "L 6tymologie du substantif ro'elc,"
in A. Kuschke , ed., Verbannung und Heimkehr FS W. Rudolph (Ttbingen, 196 1), I 57-60; idem,
"Le substantif to'4ba et le verbe t'D dans l'AT: ZAW 72 (1960) 217-37 R. G. Lehmann,
"Greuel," NBL, 1,950-51; W. Paschen, Rein und unrein. SANT 24 (1970), esp. 28-30, 67-68;
W. H. Pickett, "The Meaning and Function of 'T'B/TO'EVAH'in the Hebrew Bible" (diss., He-
brew Union College, Ohio, 1985); H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT
92 (1971), esp. 12, 156-57, 160, 174, 197,2131' W. Richter, Recht und Ethos. SANT25 (1966),
esp. 158-61; E. Schwarz, Identitiit durch Abgrenzung. EH XXllVl62 (1982); Z. Weinberg,
"When Is tw'bh Used?" BethM 22 (1977) 230-37.

l. HAL, ll, 1702, 1765; cf. already Gerstenberger, 1428-29, and Pickett.
2. Humbert, "L'4tymologie"; and HAL, ll, 1702; but cf., e.9., L. Kopf, lr1" 8 (1958) 188-89;

cf. -+ VI, 150.
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such as Akkadian and Ugaritic; it does appear in languages where we may suspect the
influence of Biblical Hebrew (Samaritan [Dt. 26:71and Middle Hebrew).3 But the
statement (using the root ,'b) that a particular act is an "abomination" to a god or god-
dess is found in a Phoenician mortuary inscription of the 6th century s.c.p.;a the same
notion 

- but expressed by means of other roots - is commonplace among Israel's
neighbors.5 It is therefore unnecessary to rely solely on the OT evidence in investigat-
ing the meaning of the term.6

The verb and noun are closely related in both meaning and usage, often occurring in
adjacent or identical texts (e.g., Dt.7:25-26). The treatment of the verb and noun sepa-
rately in the following discussion is simply for purposes of clarity.

II. Verb. The vb. t'D is probably denominative. Within the OT it appears primarily in
the piel (also Sir. 1l:2), generally conveying a declarative or estimative sense ("abhor,"
"declare abhorrent").2

The text and interpretation of Am. 6:8 (possibly a piel ptcp. of r?, but written tb)
and Isa. 49:7 (text often emended to a pual ptcp.)8 are uncertain.

The earliest occurrence of the verb, in Am. 5:10, speaks of the abhorrence, in both
thought and deed, that those who pervertjustice (v. 7) have for honest witnesses.e Here
and in Mic. 3:9, a similar text, the verb is still used in a strictly "secular" sense. A more
general "loathing" is also meant in Isa. l4: l9 (niphal); cf. also I Ch.2l:6 (niphal).to 1n
Job 9:31 Job's very clothing can be disgusted with its wearer if he is smitten by God;
his most intimate friends reacr similarly in 19:19 (cf.30:10 and ps. 88:9[Eng.8] with
the noun). Ps. 107:18 laments that the sick sometimes loathe any kind of food.

According to Ps. 5:7(6), Yahweh himself abhors those described as criminals by
such texts as Am. 5: l0 and Mic. 3:9. In Ps. I 19:163 the faithful psalmist affirms that he
abhors falsehood. In the survey of Israel's history in Ps. 106, Yahweh's abhorrence of
his own people (nahald16) takes on the function of epitomizing the psalm's interpreta-
tion of history (v. 40).

Dr.7:26 requires Israel to abhor idols that are under the ban (cf. v. 5). In the so-
called law of the assembly (Dt. 23:2-9.1-81),tt v. 8(7) (bis) states thar Israel is not to
abhor any of the Edomites, here (and therefore probably not until the postexilic period)
referred to as "brothers," or any ofthe Egyptians, because the Israelites resided in their
lands as aliens (gdr). For the most part, however, Deuteronomy uses the noun, which

3. HAL, il, 1702.
4. KAI 13.6; C. Butterweck , TUAT, lU4, 590l' cf . DISO, 332: to open a tomb ..is an abomina-

tion to Astarte."
5. See below.
6. As maintained by Gerstenberger, 1429.
7. HE 270.
8. Gerstenberger, 1428; HAL, lI, 1766.
9. See the discussion of both verses by G. Fleischer, Von Menschenverlcciufem, Baschankilhen

und Rechtsverkehren. BBB 74 (1989), l3l-57.
10. See below.
ll. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982), 142-43, with bibliog.
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also appears in7:25, preceding the use of the verb in v.26.tz This appearance of the
verb in its cultic and exclusionary sense, albeit forcefully negated, is triggered by the
use of the noun. Only in Ezk. 16:25 do we find a factitive piel - here applied to
cultically faithless Jerusalem, which has made its beauty an abomination. A sapiential
exhortation in Sir. 1 l:2 urges the hearer not to "loathe" anyone on the basis of ugliness
alone.

The three instances of the niphal exhibit the passive use of the root. A branch may
be loathed (Isa. 14:19); the commandment of David his king was abhorred by Solomon
(l Ch. 2l:6).13 Job 15:16, by contrast (in a context deliberately antithetical to Ps. 8:5-
9t4-81), emphasizes the distance that necessarily separates God from the sinner whose
conduct arouses God's abhorrence.

The four instances of the hiphil characterize "abominable acts." Ahab acted abomi-
nably ( I K. 2l:26) by going after foreign gods, as did Jerusalem/Judah by her licen-
tious behavior (Ezk. 16:52; cf . v. 25). Finally, the godless in general do abominable
deeds (Ps. l4:l = 53:2ll).

Many of these passages show that the verb (like the nounla) has many synonyms
(see, e.g., Dt.7:26;[sa.49:7: Am.5:10; Ps. 119:163; Job 19:18-19); but the root rb
nevertheless contributes its own semantic element to the lexical field (ethical and cultic
taboo; usually represented in English by "abomination").

III. Noun.
l. Distribution. The 1 l7 occurrences of the noun in the OT are distributed quite un-

evenly, with clearly recognizable concentrations within the OT corpus.l5 For example,
the absence of the noun from the Psalms is striking, especially in view of its often no-
ticeable ties to the cult. Hebrew Sirach provides three additional occurrences ofthe sin-
gular (13:20 [bis]; 15:13) and one of the plural (49:2).

In both the singular (e.g., Jer. 44:4lDtr}, Mal. 2: I l) and the plural, t6'€!6 can char-
acterize sinful departure from Yahweh on the part of Israel or individual Israelites (cer-
tain kings as exemplars); particular sins can also be subsumed under the category of
"abominations." The plural, which often makes this summary appraisal especially
clear, is found in Lev. 18:26,29,30; Dt. 18:9,12 20:18; 32:16; 2 K. 16:3; 2l:2; Jer.
16:.18; 44:22; almost all the 43 occurrences in Ezekiel, with the exception of Ezk.
16:50; 18: 12; 22:ll;33:26; and in the prayer inEzr.9 (vv. I l,14) as well as in the in-
troduction to it (v. l) - none of them early texts.

Within the corpus of early narrative, the noun appears only in Gen. 43:32; 46:34;
Ex.8:22(26) (bis; J?) - in each case observing that table fellowship with Canaanites is
an "abomination" to the Egyptians, as is Israel's offering sacrifice to Yahweh within
the bounds of Egypt. The Israelites were thus aware that other nations and religions,
too, had exclusionary customs and requirements.

12. See below.
13. HAL, rr, 1765.
14. See III below.
15. Distribution and nuances of meaning are also discussed by Humbert, ZAW 72.
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Only rarely does the noun appear outside theological contexts. Ps. 88:9(8) laments
that Yahweh himself has made the psalmist a "thing of horror" to his friends (cf. Job
l9:19, with the verb).

Of the OT legal texts, the Covenant Code (Ex. 2O:22-23:33) uses neither the noun
nor the verb; Deuteronomy and its dependent materials (the Dtr corpus and H), how-
ever, use them frequently to define what is ethically or cultically beyond the pale. The
noun appears 43 times in Ezekiel; its cultic usage permeates the book. The other pro-
phetic books have only 12 occurrences, many of which must be ascribed to Dtr redac-
tion (5 in the book of Jeremiah). The only exceprions are Isa. I : 13; Jer. 2:7 (?); 6:15;
8:12.

Prophetic cultic polemic calls (incense) offerings an "abomination" committed by
those who are also guilty of other transgressions (Isa. I : I 3, in the form of a so-called
declaratory formulal6) 

- not just foreign cultic practices,lT as is most often the case in
more cultically oriented texts, but the offerings of Yahweh's own people. According to
Jer. 2:7 (possibly exhibiting Dtr redaction), Israel has defiled the land given it by
Yahweh (by turning aside to the Baals? cf . vv.2O-34), thus making Yahweh's nahald an
"abomination." Jer. 6:15 and 8:12 use the vb. + i'ti2g '.fh with the noun t6'd!d (here
without adding "to Yahweh"), a combination found also in later documents and texts,
in the motivation sections of prophetic oracles of judgment.l8

Besides the Dtn/Dtr material and other literature with cultic interests (H, Ezekiel), a

second concentration of fi'e\d appears surprisingly in proverbial literature, without
cultic interests (21 times in Proverbs). There are in fact numerous parallels among Is-
rael's neighbors.le The question must be asked as to which oT corpus that focuses on
distinctiveness may have been influenced by the other. At the least, the frequent use of
the term in proverbial literature creates difficulties for a one-sided attempt to trace the
term to the realm of sacral law.

The noun, too, appears in parallel with several words and expressions that set Israel
or even Yahweh apart from other human beings, their customs, and their gods. An act
may be called "an outrage (n"lalfl in Israel" (Gen.34:7;Dt.22:21 Josh. 7:15; Jgs.
20:6,10; Jer. 29:23; cf. Ex. 22:2[3]; Jgs. 19:23-24; 2O:3), or we are told, "Such a thing
is not done in Israel" (2 S. 13:12-13). Also: "You shall purge the evil from Israel [or:
from your midstl" (Dt. 13:6; 17:7,12; 19:13,19-20;22:21-22; etc.). Foreign gods and
idols are called "monsters,"20 or Yahweh is described as "hating" them (e.g., Dt. 12:31;
Am. 5:21; Prov. 6:16). They are "unclean" in his eyes and for Israel;2l they are "im-
ptre" (niddA).22 Israel's ethical and cultic practice was strongly determined by a need

16. See below.
17. See below.
18. On the use of t6'€!A in the book of Jeremiah, see also H. Weippert, Die Prosareden des

Jeremiabuches. BZAW 132 (197 3), 42-43.
19. See III.6 below.
20. --> lllEi iiqqAs.
21. -+ Y 330.
22. --+ LX,232-35.
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for distinctiveness.23 Even today we still encounter this need in religions and their as-
sociated ethos, but within the OT (and consequently in the Judaism shaped by the OT)
it has special weight.

2. Deuteronony. A first clear concentration of the noun is in Deuteronomy, with 17
occurrences (Dt.7:25,26:' 12:31; l3:l514l; l4:3; 17:1,4; 18:9,12 [bis]; 20:18; 22:5;
23:19[l8]; 24:4[3];25:16;21:15:'32:16; cf. the verb in7:26;23i8171).24 As a corpus al-
ready subjected to Dtr redaction (e.g., Dt.7:25-26?), the Dtn material exhibits affinities
with the we of t6'Z[d in Dtr literature. The formula "(it is) an abomination to [or: in the
eyes ofl Yahweh (your God)" appears only rarely in the parenetic framework of Deu-
teronomy (7:25-26) and its curse texts (27:15: a maker of idols is "an abomination to
Yahweh"); it also occurs once in Dt.32, the Dtr summation of the history of Israel and
its faithlessness toward the God who nonetheless remains taithful to Israel (v. 16: the
foreign gods that Israel worshiped are "abominations" that have enraged Yahweh). It is
frequent, however, in the legal cofpus proper (Dt. 12-25;26), where it sometimes
serves as a concluding formula for certain ordinances and injunctions (17:l;22:5;
23:19[18];25:16).

On the basis of this distribution, some scholars have sought to identify a (pre-Dtn)
corpus of laws characterized by this t6'd!6 formula. This attempt, however, has proven
unsuccessful. There are variations in the formula itself (e.g., 23:19[18]; l7: 14 ["abomi-
nation in Israel"l).25 In addition, in 12:31 l4:3; l8:9 it is not a concluding formula, in
13:15(14) it is used absolutely, and in 18:9 it appears in the plural. In some passages
(17:l;23:19[ l8]) it seems to be a later addition. Sometimes it refers ro the deed, some-
times the doer.26 Finally, it appears also in the framework texts of Deuteronomy. We
are therefore dealing not with a distinct corpus but with a redaction that - as the Dtr
texts to be examined below suggest - is not pre-Dtn but Dtn/Dtr.

The nature ofthe acts that are abhorrent to Yahweh also varies. Sacrificing defective
animals is an abomination (17:1). Many of the texts focus on (cultic) avoidance of the
"abomination(s) of the nations" (18:9,12; cf. 20:18) or specific practices of Israel's
neighbors (12:31: child sacrifice [cf. l8:10];22:5: wearing garments of the opposite
sex and hence exchanging [cultic?] roles, since power is inherent in clothing;27
23: l9[8]: offering in the temple the wages of a prostitute or dog, i.e., a female or male
cult prostitute). There is a programmatic prohibition in apodictic form (cf. 22:5a)
against eating unclean animals (14:.J).zt

23. Schwarz.
24.UHour; Schwarz, 57-60; R. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomische Gesetz. BBB 37 (1969),

326-36; Preuss, Deuteronomium, 34, 38,89, I 14-15, I 18-19, l8l, 184, with bibliog.
25. On these differing formulas see also G. Braulik, Bibl 69 (1988) 68.
26. G. Seitz, Redaktionsgeschichtliche Studien zum Deuteronomium. BWANT93 (1971), 15-

87.
27. W. H. P. Rdmer, in M. Heerme van Voss et al., eds., Travels in the World of the OT. FS

M. A. Beek. SSN 16 (1974),217-22.
28. -r II,9-10; -+ [V,297.
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But there are also ethical taboos. A man must not remarry a wife he has divorced
(24:4), and accurate weights and measures must not be falsified (25:13-16); both are
abominations to Yahweh. The latter demand in particular resembles certain wisdom
texts.2e Thus these t6'€!A injunctions not only protect the purity of the cult (and not just
from the practices oflsrael's neighbors; cf. 17:l) but also prohibit conduct that is ethi-
cally incompatible with Yahweh and his people ("abomination in your midst":
l3:15[14]). Israel must not adopt such practices (usually from its neighbors), because
to do so would imperil its faith in Yahweh. With respect to Deuteronomy, therefore, it
is wrong to say that Dtn/Dtr texts with t6'd!6 always refer to idols or idolatry (contra
Schroer,3o who assigns this meaning to all the Dtn as well as the Dtr texts, for which
this claim is closer to the truth3l).

In Dtn/Dtr texts, therefore, the use of the fi'ePd concept is intimately associated
with the idea of the people of God and the uniqueness and nature of Yahweh. Even
though Deuteronomy exhibits clear affinities to OT wisdom (Proverbs),32 among them
the use of t6'ep6, the semantic content of t6'e!d in Deuteronomy is substantially differ-
ent from that in Proverbs.33

3. Dtr Literature. The use of t6'e[d in Dtr literature and the books dependent on it
(Chronicles, Ezra) resembles closely many (though not all) texts in Deuteronomy,
which may themselves be Dtr.34 These texts, too, speak of the "abomination(s) of the
nations," constantly adding both retrospectively and as a current threat to Israel that
Yahweh drove out these nations before Israel (l K. 14:24, again with 'ih lcf .Dt. 12:31;
l3:15[l4]; I7:4;2K.21:lll;35 also 2K.16:3;21:2:cf.2Ch.28:3;33:2;36:14; to 2 K.
24:5,2 Ch. 36:8 adds that Jehoiakim was punished on account of the abominations that
he did; also Ezr. 9:l,ll,l4). When these abominations are specified, they refer to per-
sons, acts, objects (Dt.7:25-26) and practices (temple prostitution, child sacrifice [?]);
apostasy from Yahweh in general (2 K. 2l:2,1l: Manasseh), or the worship of foreign
gods, whose cultic sites Josiah had defiled (2 K.23:13) or removed (2 Ch. 34:33). Is-
rael is to eschew all such abominations. According to Ezr.9:14, the intermarriages of
Israelites with other peoples were "abominations."

The passages in the book of Jeremiah not mentioned in III.I above also belong to its
Dtr redaction. It is just possible that Jer. 16:18 is a genuine oracle of Jeremiah. The
verse ascribes the deportation to the abominable sin of worshiping dead idols (16:16-
l8), which are in fact no better than animal carcasses.36 In Jer. 7: l0 "abominations" is a

29. See III.6 below.
30. S. Schroer, In Israel gab es Bilder OBO 74 (1987), 353.
31. See III.3 below.
32. Preuss, Deuteronomium, 84-90; see also III.7 below.
33. See III.6 below.
34. See also H.-D. Hoffmann, Reform und Reformen. AThANT 66 (1980),359; G. Vanoni,

Literarkritik und Grammatik. ATS 2l (1984),223-26; Y. Minokami, Die Revolution des Jehu.
GTA 38 (1989), 5l-52.

35. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1-25. WMANT 4l (1973),ll2.
36. -+ X, 556.
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collective term summarizing the preceding list of sins committed by the people, which
they persist in committing. The "gods that you have not known" (end of v. 9) reappear
in 1 9:4 and 44:3, as well as other Dtn/Dtr texts (Dt. I I :28; 13 :3,7 [2,61; etc.). Immedi-
ately associated with Jer. 44:3 are M:4 and 22, where "abomination" (pl. in v. 22) is
again a general collective term for apostasy from Yahweh. Jer. 32:35 (Dtr) resembles
Dt. 12:31 and 2 K. 16:3. In the hymn honoring ancestors, Sir. 49:2 says that Josiah put
an end to (yibt), "the abomination of idols (hbl);'

4. Holiness Code. Generally speaking, most of the occurrences in H (Lev. l7-26) do
not add much to what we have already learned about the meaning of "abomination to
Yahweh."37 Almost all of them are in H's reworking of Dtn ordinances.38 'Abomina-
tion" refers to sins, both present and past, against Yahweh's will in general (18:26,
27,29) or even the "ordinances" of foreigners, which Israel must not follow (18:30).
Only 18:22 and 20:13 are more specific. The former appears in a series of apodictic
prohibitions of certain sexual offenses (18:18-23); these clearly have the character of
sacral law and accordin g to 20:13 even carry the death penalty. The statement that "it is
an abomination" adds a justifying element to one of these apodictic laws (cf. the use of
different words in l8:17b,22b,23b1.ts

It is striking that the word t6'dpd does not appear in P - apart from H, incorporated
into it - or the Psalms (its single occurrence in Ps. 88:9[8] points in a totally different
direction). This observation also argues against tracing the notion of t6'e\d too nar-
rowly to the realm of the cult and sacral law.

5. Ezekiel and Deutero-Isaiah. There are more occurrences of fi'ebA ($) in Ezekiel
than in any other book. It is usually in the plural, the only exceptions being Ezk. I 6:50;
18:12;22:ll;33:26. The verb also appears in 16:25,52 (bis).ao The addition of a suffix
("your abominations") is not uncommon, since the mention of these abominations of
Israel, Judah, and Jerusalem often appears in the motivating sections (formulated as di-
rect address) of indictments, oracles of judgment, and historical summaries of the "his-
tory of apostasy" (cf. only 16:2: "Mortal, make known to Jerusalem her abomina-
tions").

This holds true for both the authentic oracles of Ezekiel and the various strata and
expansions of the book.al The very first instance of such use in an oracle ofjudgment
("because of all your abominations," 5:9) is a generalized summary of sin;42 as is typi-
cal in the book ofEzekiel, v. II goes on to give the sin concrete instantiation: "defile-

37. See also C. Feucht, Untersuchungen zum Heiligkeitsgesetz (Berlin, 1964), 56.
38. H. D. Preuss, TRE, XlY,715.
3g.Forananalysisof Lev. 18seeesp.K.Elliger, Leviticus.HATll4(1966),229-42;-+):n

Ebdl v.
40. See II above.
41. See in general W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel. Herm,2 vols. (Eng. tr. 1979-83).
42.T.lku,ger, Geschichtskonzepte im Ezechielbuch. BZAW 180 (1989), 83; see also the dis-

cussion of t6'epd on pp. 83-84, 177.
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ment" through abominations, here with reference to the temple (cf. 8:6[bis],
9,13,15,17; also [with other words] in such passages as 23:7,13,17,30). The usage con-
tinues in 6: I 1 ("committing" abominations; cf. v. 9) andT;3,4,8,9 (..all your abomina-
tions will 'take their effect'" or Yahweh will bring them "upon you"). Here t6'e!a @r
its plural, more common in Ezekiel) is primarily a collective designation for all sins
that result in cultic impurity;43 the "taking effect" will take the form of loathing, which
will eschew these abominations in the future (6:9), or emerge from the acts-
consequences nexus: the sin of committing abominations will bring forth abominations
(7:4ff.1.u

Ezk. 7:20 contains another concrete instantiation of "abominations" typical of the
book of Ezekiel (and also Deutero-Isaiah: Isa. 4l:24; M:19), namely idols (cf. Ezk.
8:9-10; 18:12;22:l-4). In Ezekiel rhese are frequently coupled with additional deroga-
tory terms (iiqqfisim, as here in v. 20, or gilMltm,as as in 8:10 following 8:9; also 14:6;
16:36). According to 9:4, however, there were also people (priests? cf .44:15) who took
offense at these abominations and refused to participate in them, but could do nothing
to alter them.

The themes sounded in 5:5-17 and their typical vocabulary ("abominations," "de-
file") reappear in the basic constituents as extensions of the historical summaries
(16:2,22,36,43,47,50,51,58; cf .23:7,13,17,30,36).46 According ro the book of Ezekiel,
(the story of) Israel's sin(s) - especially Judah's and Jerusalem's 

- consists and has
always consisted (20:4: "the abominations of their ancestors") primarily in cultic
abominations (cf. the summary use of this catchword in 16:2,58; 18:24; 22:2; 23:36;
33:29, and the characterization of the wicked son in 18:12-13), cultic defilement, and
cultic apostasy (but see22:ll and33:26: sexual transgressions; cf. Lev. l8:20;20:10).
Now the consequence is judgment and the repercussions already inherent in these
abominations (Ezk. 7 :3-4,8-9 ; I I :21 : 16:43).

In the face of these abominations, Ezekiel had called on the people to repent, to tum
away from these idols and abominations (14:16;cf. 16:36). They should have recog-
nized the consequences of their apostasy from the fate of Sodom and Samaria (16:50),
but now they must bear the penalty (16:58). A few will survive this judgment, to be
scattered among the nations, where they will tell of their abominations as the cause of
the punishment they have suffered, that the nations may know that "I [yahweh] am
Yahweh" (12:16). A later addition promises that those who return will remove the
abominations (11:18). A promise of salvation says that the people will loathe them-
selves for their iniquities and abominations, recognizing their history of sin for what it
is (cf. chs. 16,20,23) and "remembering" their evil ways with abhorrence (36:3r).

In the new temple there will be no place or possibility for "abominations" -Yahweh himself will assure this by changing the layout of the temple, which had been
too close to the royal palace (43:8). The Levites and priests, too, will cease from these

43. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 190.
44. See below
45. -+ III, 1-5.
46. See Zimmerli and Krtiger; also the discussion above.
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abominations, which brought judgment on them as well (M:6-7). But the Levites must
bear the consequences of the abominations they have committed (44:13), and will be
limited to performing menial services. Thus the fi'ebA/6! theme pervades the entire
book of Ezekiel, characterizing the sinful relationship of IsraeUJudah,/Jerusalem, in-
cluding the priests and Levites, to Yahweh, as well as its positive denouement.

6. Proverbs. The 2l occurrences in the book of Proverbs (always sg. except in
26:25; cf . also 6: 16 K) constitute a distinct group. When ethical matters are involved,
these occurrences resemble certain texts in Deuteronomy as well as texts in the social
criticism of the prophets. In other cases they have their own semantic nuances, which
also appear in the wisdom literature of Israel's neighbors.

Fools find it an abomination to turn away from evil (Prov. l3:19; despite LXX, there
is no need to emend the text); here "abomination" is antithetical to "desire, longing."
For kings, doing evil is an abomination (16:12). Here - as in "an abomination to
Yahweh" - "3[srninstion" is the opposite of "delight." This verse and the next show
that the text refers to the actions of kings themselves, not primarily the actions of their
subjects (cf. vv. 12b,l3b). According to24:9, a scoffer is an abomination to all. The
sage cautions that a slanderer has seven (i.e., "many," or perhaps "only" [cf.6:31;
24:l6D abominations (t6'ebfu the only instance of the plural in Proverbs) in his heart,
mind, and will, and is therefore not to be trusted. The unjust are an abomination to the
righteous; conversely, the upright are an abomination to the wicked (29:27, concluding
the minor collection in chs. 28-29). The two are incompatible and mutually dangerous
(cf. "an abomination to the Egyptians"aT).

Nothing is said of an "abomination to Yahweh," so that it is misleading to f,rnd the
"abomination formula" here, even in modified form, as maintained by Pl0ger.+s The
texts deal with interpersonal matters that are abhorrent and dangerous, not with reli
gious matters; they neither presuppose nor suggest that this abhorrence derives from
Yahweh's abhorrence. For example, what l6:6 says about "avoiding evil" is not (ye|
addressed in I 3: 19; and in 24:9 it is wrong to insert "and to God" alongside "to aU,"al
the other persons whose enmity the scoffer arouses. The later chapters of Proverbs, too,
use "abomination" in a manner that is not strictly religious, e.g., in 8:7: wickedness is
an abomination not found on the lips of wisdom as she invites a hearing. Since some
texts in the book of Proverbs do use the expression "abomination to Yahweh," it would
be mistaken simply to insert or understand "to Yahweh" wherever it does not appear
explicitly (cf. the texts of Israel's neighborsso).

Prov.2l:27 and 28:9 also use "abomination" without explicit qualification, but in
both cases "to Yahweh" should probably be understood (sacrifices offered by the
wicked are an abomination [cf. l5:8 and Isa. 1:13]; the prayer of one who does not lis-
ten to t6rA is an abomination).

47. See III.I above.
48. O. Pltiger, Spriiche Salomos. Bl( XVII (1984), on these passages; cf. also the index s.v.
49. As does A. Meinhold, Die Spriiche. ZBK 16,2 vols. (1991),ll, 4U.
50. See below.
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In the earlier wisdom material (Prov. l1:1,10; 12:22; 15:8,9,26; 16,,5; 17:15;
20:10,23), the phrase "abomination to Yahweh" does occur as a solemn formula, usu-
ally at the beginning of a hemistich (the only exceptions being I l: I and l5:8sl). False
weights and balances are an abomination to Yahweh ( I 1:1; cf. 20:10,23), as also in Dt.
25:13-16. Crooked minds, evil plans, and lying lips are an abomination to Yahweh
(Prov I l:20; 12:22; 15:26: 16:5). The antithesis is Yahweh's delight (cf. l6:12-13) or
love (15:9). The way and the sacrifices of the wicked are an abomination to Yahweh
(15:8-9), as is the conduct of those who pervert justice (17: l5; cf. Isa. 5:23; Am. 5:7;
6:t2b).

Prov.6:1-19isaninterpolationintochs. l-9;vv. 16-l9areanumericalproverbthat
lists seven kinds of ethical (not cultic!) misconduct that are an abomination (6:16 K:
abominations) to Yahweh; the passage is almost a proleptic summary of chs. 10-
29(31). Among the later texts of the book of Proverbs, 3:32 turns many of the specific
"abominations" in earlier texts into a more fundamental statement. In the book of Prov-
erbs, then, "abomination (to Yahweh)" can refer to both inward attitudes and outward
acts.

Studies of t6'e!d in Proverbs often cite parallels in Egyptian wisdom texts, espe-
cially the Teaching of Amenemope, portions of which have been incorporated (with
some changes) into P:rov.22:17-23:11 (plus 24:lo,l21.sz The Egyptian equivalenr
Dw.rs3 does appear in Amenemope with the meaning "abhorrence, abomination"; typi-
cal is 13.15-16: lying speech is bw.t n!r, "an abomination to the deity":cf. 14.2:he
"hates" such conduct: 15.20-21: a scribe must not use his skill to the detriment of oth-
ers, for "that is abhorrent to the deity"; 18.21-19. I : whoever uses a false measure is ab-
horrent to Re. None of these passages, however, has been incorporated directly in Prov-
erbs (but cf. Amenemope 18.21-19.1 with Prov. 1l:l;20:10,23), and t6'e!A does not
appear in Prov. 22:17-23:11.

It is nevertheless impossible to ignore the notion of "abhorrence, abomination,"
which appears in other Egyptian texts as well. As in the OT, it is found not only in
sapiential texts (Ani 4. l: a din in the house of the deity is an abomination "to him";
Ptah-hotep 8, end: speaking of someone else is an abomination to the ka; Ankh-
Sheshonq 4.20: abhortence of Re is groundless captivity); but it occurs already in the
Pyramid Textssa and the Book of the Dead (112: swine are abhorrent to Horus; l25A:
"I have done nothing that the gods abhor"). Similar passages appear in priestly and
royal cleansing confessions and idealized biographies:ss lying is abhorrent to the gods;
inflammatory speech is abhorrent to "me." Individuals can also be abhorrent to others
(a Lybian chieftain to Memphisse).

Because Gen. 43:32;46:34;8x.8:22 speak of something that is "an abomination to

51. Meinhold, Spriiche, l, 185.
52. D. R<tmheld, Wege der Weisheit. BZAW 184 (1989).
53. WbAS, r,553.
54. Humbert, ZAW 72:221; WbAS, 1,74.
55. J. Assmann, Ma'at (Munich, l99O), 144, 158-212.
56. U. Kaplony-Heckel, TUAT V6,548.
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the Egyptians," scholars have repeatedly cited Egyptian texts documenting this notion,
while ignoring the existence of analogous ideas in Mesopotamian religions.sT In the Bab-
ylonian creation epic, Apsu finds the conduct of the other gods abhorrent.s8 A Sumerian
proverb observes that a wild ox is not suited to a plow (Sum. nig-gig, "taboo";.sl 66".
Sumerian proverbs, too,m probably name things that anyone should find abhorrent, such
as eating in a way that a dog eats, as well as actions forbidden at certain times.6l

In Akkadian, ikkibu(m) denotes something impermissible or improper (lying, loath-
ing) as well as something forbidden by the gods, something abhorrent - including
both (un)ethical conduct and cultic transgressions.62 A thief is an abomination to oth-
ers,63 as is eating leeks to someone who is sick.e The fact that birds devour so much
barley every day is actually an abomination to the gods.6s A king abhors lying.66 And
even a god can be described as abhorring someone or something, e.g., eating a certain
kind of mouse (?) is abhonent to Enlil. Certain parts of an animal are an abomination
to the "dead" god Enmesharra.oT One wisdom saying declares that failure to provide
something one has promised (?) is an abomination to Marduk.68 Sperm is an abomina-
tion to the gods.6e Swine are an abomination to all gods,7o the temple,Tl and even the
guardians of the netherworld.Tz A certain kind of speech is an abomination to the
gods;23 crossing a river is an abomination to Ea. Initiation of the uninitiated is an

abomination to several gods, as is entering a cultic site in a state of impurityT+ and
some other cultic (?) transgressions.T5

In Mesopotamian texts, too, we can therefore speak of certain things, persons, and
actions that are abhorrent or even taboo to both human beings and the gods. "In later
texts, ikkibu is reduced to a more or less vague synonym of words for 'sin' and also de-
notes . . . the punishment incurred by the infringement of the interdict."76

57. Following Humbert, ZAW 72:221.
58. EnEl, I, 37.
59. E. J. Gordon, JCS 12 (1958) ll, proverb 5.3; cf. fr. 1.23 in idem, Sumerian Proverbs

(1959, repr. New York, 1968),53.
60. Gordon, Sumerian Proverbs,60 (1.40), 258 (2.110); cf . CAD, VII, 55.
61. Gordon, Sumerian Proverbs, 132 (1.172).
62. AHw, I, 368-69; CAD, Vll,55-57, with many additional examples.
63. E. Ebeling, Tod und kben nach den Vorstellungen der Babylonier I (Berlin, l93l),13 (2.9).
64. rbid., s6 (11.30).
65. CAD, VII, 56.
66. rbid.
67. Ebeling, 33 (7.291.
68. BWL, tO6.
69. CAD, VII, 56.
70. BWL,2t5.
71. CAD, VII, 56.
72. tbid.,55-56.
73. rbid.
74. Ibid.,56; Ebeling, tll (27,30).
75. Maql0, V, 80.
76. CAD, VII, 57.
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The occurrences of fi'eld in Sirach (except for 49:277) stand clearly in the sapiential
tradition. Humility is an abomination to the proud, a poor person to the rich (13:19,20).
Yahweh hates evil as an abomination (15:13).

7. Summary. Within the OT, then, t6'€!6 refers to something in the human realm that
is ethically abhorrent, either as an idea or as an action; above all it is irreconcilable
with Yahweh, contrary to his character and his will as an expression of that character,
an ethical and cultic taboo.7S To call something t6'e!d is to characterize it as chaotic
and alien, and therefore dangerous, within the cosmic and social order.Te The concept
of a negative taboo is also familiar among Israel's neighbors. Because the noun (as well
as the verb) enjoys such a wide range of usage in the OT, it is difficult to arrive at a sin-
gle root significance of everything characterized as fi'ebA.8o Sapiential and legal mate-
rial stand side by side with cultic material in the great majority of instances. "The word
may have also been used simultaneously in several areas of life to guard against that
which was foreign or strange."8l

This wide-ranging usage is also suggested by the equivalents in other areas of the
ancient Near East. Steiert's argument that the term derives exclusively from the lan-
guage of the priesthood and cultS2 can be maintained neither for the OT, where it is
not used by P or the Psalms,83 nor for the religious world of Israel's neighbors.8+ By
using t6'ElA in the formula t6'€!a1 yhwh, which appeius only in Deuteronomy and
Proverbs, Deuteronomy clearly attempted to integrate wisdom, law, and the cult into
an epitome of Yahweh's will in the broadest sense. The central concern of Deuteron-
omy in particular, but also of the prophets and the OT law codes, is to preserve and
maintain the people of God as a community living correctly in a manner consonant
with Yahweh.

IV. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX uses bddlygma 68 times to translate
fi'CbA, but it also uses it 17 times for iiqqfis. This usage is similar to that of the NT.ss
The translator(s) of Ezekiel, by contrast, uses bddlygma l3 times for t6'd\d, but also
uses anomia, which is not found with this meaning in the NT.se The other 18 equiva-
lents in the LXX appear only from one to four times. The vb. r? is generally repre-
sented by b de lj s s e in/b de g xe in.

In a later period "separation" is a major theme, e.g., in the book of Jubilees, strongly

77. See III.3 above.
78. For a more detailed discussion see Pickett, 69ff.
79. See Douglas.
80. Pickett: anti-Canaanite.
81. Gerstenberger, l43l; cf. Humbert, ZAW 72:236: "a great variety of applications."
82. F.-J. Steiert, Die Weisheit Israels. FThSt 143 (1990), I l0-l l.
83. See III.4 above.
84. On Egyp. bw.t see P. J. Frandsen, in G. Eglund and P. J. Frandsen, eds., Crossroad (Co-

penhagen, 1986), 145-59.
85. J. Zmijewski, EDNT 1,209-lO.
86. M. Limbeck, EDNT l, 106.
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influenced by Deuteronomy.8T Fragments of this book found in the Dead Sea Scrolls
include occurrences of t6'?Bd (4QJubr l2l:231;ts cf . 2O:7;21:5;22:16 [Latin]). The
wisdom text from the Cairo Genizah also contains instances of t6'Z!d (3:17; 13:131.

l5:8; l6:6,12);8e they often resemble texts from Proverbs, speaking not only of "abom-
inations to God" but also of abominations within the interpersonal sphere.

The Dead Sea Scrolls also contain many occurrences of t6'CbA.eo The verb appears

22 times (3 in fragmentary contexts that resist interpretation: I QH fr. 2:17 -18;4Q5 1 I
43 5: I IQT 2: l0). Because the Qumran community saw itself in bitter conflict with the
world - the children of light vs. the children of darkness, the spirit of truth, wisdom
and righteousness vs. the spirit of falsehood, folly, and wickedness - the texts often
speak of "abhorrence" or "abomination" in a separative sense, with respect to both God
and other human beings: one must abhor whatever or whomever Yahweh loathes or
shuns (lQH 14:10-ll,2l;4Q512 l-6 12:14 [purification ritual]; kpr and /&'as ant-
onyms), while the godless abhor Yahweh's truth (?) (lQH 15:18). Yahweh abhors the
counsel and ways of the spirit of darkness (lQS  :1). All unclean idols are to be ab-

horred (lQS 4:5), as is every way of falsehood (lQH a:25).
Whether a particular individual abhors the truth or works of wickedness is preor-

dained (lQS 4:25; IQH l6: l0). The upright believer abhors possessions (1QH 10:29).
In its retrospective survey of Israel's sinful history the Damascus Document recalls
that both God's ordinances (CD 2:6) and those who walk in perfection (tmym, l:21)
have been abhorred; in consequence, God has abhorred these generations (2:8), abomi-
nating and hating the builders of the wall (of the Akra?) (19:31). The Temple Scroll,
which - like Jubilees - is strongly attuned to the thought of Deuteronomy. contains
two instances of the verb in 2:10, based onDt.7:25-26.

The noun t6'elA occurs 24 times. In the fragmefi lQ22 I 7, God foretold through
Moses the apostasy of Israel to the idols of the nations and their abominations (tw'bwt
with iqwsym and glwlym). Idols and abominations are also juxtaposed in 4QpNah 4: l.
As in the case of the verb, the community's dualistic worldview is displayed in the use

of the noun. God has ordained strife between deeds of deceit, which are an abomina-
tion to the truth, and the ways of truth, which are an abomination to deceit (lQS 2:17

[bis]). The angel of darkness is responsible for abominations in the spirit of whoredom
(lQS 4:10). The godless priest followed "ways of abominations" (lQpHab 8:13; cf.
12:8). But God will cleanse from all the abominations of deceit (1QS 4:21), including
abominations that have been and still are being spoken against the laws of God's cove-
nant (CD 5: l2). Prov. l5:8 is cited by CD I I :21, but without the reference to Yahweh.

The instances of the noun in the Temple Scroll usually reflect biblical texts; the in-
terpretation of the two occurrences in 2:8-9 (based on Dt. 7:25-26e1) is not entirely

87. Schwarz.
88. J. T. Milik, RB 73 (1966) t0/..
89. Cited from the edition published by K. Berger, Die Weisheitsschrifi aus der Kairoer

G e niza (Tibingen, I 989).
90. Pickett, 302ff.
91. See the discussion of the verb above.
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clear. I 1QT 48:6 cites Dt. 14:3, and I IQT 55:6 cites Dt. l3: l5(14). l lQT 52:4-5 (like
Dt. 1 7: I ) adds concrete detail to Dt. I 3 : I 5. In Dtn/Dtr style, I I QT 60: 1 7, 1 9 (cf . 62:16)
warn against the "abominations of the nations" (cf. Dt. 18:9-13): it is on account of
these abominations that Yahweh is driving these nations out before Israel (llQT
60:20).l1QT 66:14,17 citeLev.lS:29, expanding on Lev. 18 and labeling the forbid-
den acts abominations.

Preuss't

I. Meaning, Etymology, Distribution. II. Usage. III. LXX.

I. Meaning, Etymology, Usage. The vb. rw4 "investigate, spy out," is also common
in Middle Hebrewl (cf. also Eth. fira, "peer"z1.Its etymology is obscure. Without se-

mantic criteria, scholars have postulated a basic meaning "wander about"3 and claimed
a connection with Ugar. ytl ar,d (assuming also a relationship with Ahk. tdru(m),
"turn"5) /r "reconnoiter."6 But it is impossible to identify the root and the meaning of
tfl and yrd with certainty, and in Akkadian texts tdru(m) never refers to geographical

exploration, the focus of OT usage.

Also quite uncertain are Gray's proposale to associate twr with Arab. tara IV "re-
peat,"l0 making the basic meaning "go back and forth," and the citation of OSA rwrr,
"defensive weapon."ll Other lexicographersl2 have suggested a relationship with the

1qs1 x1i13 citing for ti I Syr. ta'a4 "perceive," and Christian Palestinian Atam. *t'r,

"observe, examine."la The Aramaic lexeme twr aheady exhibits a broadening of mean-

ing: the Samaritan dialect uses it to express perception and knowledge in general.l5 In

l. Jastrow, 1656; Levy, WTM, [Y,633.
2. Leslau, Contributions, 55.
3. GesB, 874; M. Noth, Konige I : I -16. BK lXJl (1968), 204; HAL, II, 1708.
4. TO, l,270 n. o.
5. AHw,lll, 1332-36.
6. TO, l,283 n. m'; also S. B. Parker, UF 2l (1989) 286.
7. M. Dijkstra and J. C. Moor, UF 7 ( 1975) 191; cf. K. Aartun, UF 17 (1985) 40-41; UT nos.

2539,2595.
8. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 12 (1980) 399-400, with n. 9; cf. WUS, no. 1257.
9. J. Gray, I and II Kinss. OTL (1970),264-65.
10. G. W. Freytag, Lexicon Arabico-Iatinum (Halle, 1837), 59, 194-95.
ll. W. W. Mtiller,7AW75 (1963) 316.
12. HAL,II, 1708.
13. HP, 214: "make outlines."
t4. HAL, rr, 1676.
t5. LOT,11U2, 154.
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the Dead Sea Scrolls "hardness of heart" is both the cause and the result of a false "per-
spective," a fundamental attitude of certain persons toward God (lQH 4:15; CD 3:11;
see also CD 2:16 and 4Q504 5 2:5).

There is also the separate problem of whether the noun t6r r, "turn (in a sequence),"
is associated etymologically with twrl6 The primarily linear aspect of the noun sug-
gests a different etymology; more likely, both tdrl and tfir derive phonetically and se-
mantically from Egyp. idr "bind;'rt

It is also worth considering whether (as in Akkadianl8) biradical verbs with a long
vowel may be associated with certain semantic classes, so that in the case of rwr (like
Akk. fiiatum, "espy"le) we have a f,tentic verb expressing terminative and resultative
action, implying the profitable result of reconnoitering.20

The emphasis on the positive aspect of investigation in identifying the purpose and
goal of the action (often expressed by an infinitive construction: Nu. 13:16-17,32;
l4:7 ,36) is what distinguishes twr from other verbs belonging to the lexical field of "in-
vestigation." The most common of these is rgl piel (Nu. 2l:32; Dt. l:24; Josh. 6:25;
7:2; l4:7; Jgs. 18:2,14,17;2 S. l0:3; I Ch. l9:3; often as a participle: Gen.
42:9,11,14,16,30-31,34; Josh. 2:l; 6:22-23; I 5.26:4;2 S. l5:10). Spies investigate a
land or city by walking about (cf. Akk. ddlufml, "walk about,"2l and its derivative
dayydlu, "spy"zz\. The purpose of the enterprise may be indicated (Gen. 42:9,12) or a
concrete privative action may be cited (e.g., Nu. 2l:32;Dt. l:24). The unflattering rep-
utation of spying is shown by the response of Joseph's brothers to his insinuation that
they have come to spy out Egypt: they insist that they are honest men (k4n, Gen.
42:11,31,33-34).

The semantic differentiation of rwr is clear from the other verbs used beside rgl: r'h
(Gen. 42:9,12; Josh. 2: l), hpr (Josh.2:2-3), rgl and hqr (Jgs. l8,2), hqr afi hpr (l Ch.
19:3 [emended]). The use of -+ ilN'] rZ can suggest deserrion (Jgs. l:24-25; I 5.22:9),
spying in the service of domestic politics (l5.23:23;26:5;2 K. 6:13), or demonstrable
success (Josh.8:21;Jgs.9:43; etc.) orfailure (Josh.8:14; Jgs.9:36; etc.);hqP3 (Jgs.
l8:2;2 S. 10:3; I Ch. 19:3) stands for rational assessment of what is observed; hpr (Dt.
l:22; Josh.2:2-3) is an archaizing poetic term for exploration.2a of these verbs only r'i
appears directly alongside rwr (Nu. 13.'21-22; Dt. l:33). other verbs used in parallel
with twr include yd' and bqi (Eccl.7 :25), dri (Eccl. I : l3),2s .izr (Jgs. l:23-24), and t'h
(Prov. 12:26). They do not define a specific semantic realm, since more than three-

16. GesB,874 (with a question mark); Even-Shoshan, 1224.
17. M. Grirg, BN 2'7 (1985) I l-17 = Aegyptica - biblica. Alf n .0991),72-78.
18. GaG, $104c-e.
19. GaG, *104e.
20. Similarly M. Rose, Deuteronomist und Jahwist. ATLANT 67 (1981), 274-75.
21. AHw,I, 154-55.
22. AHw, l, 150.
23. -->l,ln haqar
24. -+ 1Dl1 hapar
25. A. Fischer, ZAW 103 (1991) 75-76; R. Braur, Kohelet und die frilhhellenistische

Popularphilosophie. BZAW 130 (1973), 5 l.
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quarters of the occurrences of twr are associated with the tradition of Israel's wander-

ing in the wilderness, where the only verb used besides twr is r'h.

The qal of the verb occurs some 20 times, the hiphil 3; the various lexicons and con-

cordances give differing numbers. Its distribution is restricted: it appears 14 times in

Numbers, 3 times in Ecclesiastes, and once in Deuteronomy, I Kings, 2 Chronicles,

Job (emended), Ezekiel, and Proverbs.

Il.Usage.ThestoryofthespiesinNu. l3-l4neverusesthecommontermrg/forspy-
ing; instead we find here more than half the occurrences of twr all in Priestly contexts

(Nu. I 3 :2, I 6 -17,21,25,32[bis] ; I 4:6,7, 34,36,38). At Yahweh's command, Moses sends

ogt (ilh) men ro perambulate (hlk, 14.38 [also Dt. l:33);'lh, 13:21-22;'br 13:32; l4:7)
the land of Canaan ('eres k'na'an, 13:2,17 or simply 'eres, 13:16,21,25,32; 14:6'34,36

[also Ezk. 20:6]) for 40 days (13:25; 14.341,2t from the wilderness of Zin to Rehob

(13:21), i.e., from south to north. The repeated stress on Yahweh as the initiator of the ex-

ploration (with .ilft, 13:2,16-17 14:36) justifies, legitimates, and excuses the action,

which basically just confirms Yahweh's promise of the land (13:2; cf . l4:7). A different,

pre-Priestly narrative stratum preserves military connotations: spying out the enemy and

their territory to estimate the chances of a successful invasion (13:l7b-20,27-3t1.zt

The Dtr redaction of Nu. 10:29-3628 notes in v. 33b that, after the departure from the

"mountain of Yahweh," the ark of the covenant of Yahweh ('ordn b"rt1-yhwh, in compe-

tition with Moses' father-in-law invv.29-32 and the cloud of Yahweh in v. 34) served

to guide the people through the wilderness and seek out the next resting place

(m"nfihfl. The episode of the spies in Dt. 1:19-46, which is associated traditio-

historically with Nu. l3-14,2e contains a similar idea in v. 33, with the difference that

Yahweh himself goes before the people in fire and cloud, to seek out (twr) and look for
(r'h) a place to camp (mdq6m lahnAf\ezr). Also Dtr in nature is the historical sum-

mary in Ezk.2O,3o where v. 6 theologizes the story of the spies: the promise of the land,

reinforced in Egypt by Yahweh's oath, follows on Yahweh's own searching out of this

uniquely bountiful land.

Biblical chronology also sets the individual traditions of Jgs. I in the period of the

occupation. In the episode recorded in vv. 22-26 (possibly Dtr;,:t the house of Joseph

sends spies to reconnoiter (v.23, rwr hiphil with elative function,32 "investigate care-

fully") the city of Bethel (modern Betin). The spies (haiidmertm) receive critical infor-
mation about a weak point in the city's defenses from an informer; he and his family
are the only ones spared when the city is taken.

26. H. S. Gehman, W 22 (1972) 198.
27. Y. Fritz, Israel in der Wilste. MarThSt 7 (1970), 19-24.

28. E. Blum, Studien zur Komposition des Pentateuch' BZAW 189 (1990), 135-44.

29. Ibid., t77-81.
30. R. Liwak, "Uberlieferungsgeschichtliche Probleme des Ezechielbuches" (diss., Bochum,

1976), l55ff.
31. J. A. Soggin, Judges. OTL(Eng. tr. 1981),29.
32. R. G. Boling, Judges. AB (1975),59.
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Only one text within the scope of the wilderness and occupation tradition uses rlrr
apart from a concrete "geographical" context. A parenetic adaptation of Priestly tradi-
tion (Nu. 15:37-41) speaks of the futile attempt to rely on one's own heart and eyes
(v.39: w"la'-g1urfi 'ahorA F\a!f;em w"ahorA 'dnAf;em 'oier-'attem zontm'ahorAhem) in-
stead of obeying the commandments of Yahweh. That we are not dealing simply with a

weakened sense of the verb ("follow")33 is shown by the immediate context of the exo-
dus tradition (v. 4l) as well as the extended context of Israel's wilderness wandering,
alluded to here with the references to perversion of investigation in the broadest sense
(twr'ahrC).

In the passage dealing with Solomon's income in gold (l K. l0: l4-l5l12 Ch. 9:13-
l4), some scholars have proposed interpreting hattartm as a participle; if the basic
meaning of the verb is "go back and forth"3+ or "wander about,"35 the participle could
refer to traders, merchants either from abroad or in the service of the king. This inter-
pretation, however, is entirely hypothetical. Emendation to taggartm, "merchants,"36 is
problematic, since the lexeme is not attested in Classical Hebrew and this occupational
group is already represented in the text by hdroftltm. Possibly this late, post-Dtr text3?
includes terms without clear historical roots; possibly we should think of itinerant
agents charged with collecting compulsory levies (reading me'oniA instead of
mE'aniA).

Job 39:8, cited only in Mandelkern's concordance,38 is clearer. Here y"1fir should be
emended to ya1fi43e with twr and drJ in parallel, as in Eccl. l:23: the wild ass searches
for greenery for which it searches the mountains.

In Ecclesiastes the vb. twrhas become detached from the historical traditions. Here,
as in Nu. l5:39, it is the heart, the organ of knowledge, that is involved in the search for
wisdom (bokmA, Eccl. l:13; 7:25). Therefore the enjoyment of wine also opens the
door to folly (2:3, tartt b"libbt). When the search for wisdom aims at "finding an an-
swer to the question of the meaning, nature, and worth of everything that takes
place,"+o the pleonastic use of tyvr and, drJ in l: 13 and yd', twr and bqJ in 7:25 shows
how variously the debate over vital questions is envisioned. That the enterprise of the
sages involves notjust mental processes but also experimental observation that leads to
"orientation" is shown by the use of the vb. rwr in wisdom literature.4l

A final sapiential instance of n',r is in Prov. 12:26, a difficult verse that contrasts the

33. As suggested, e.g., by P. J. Bldd,, Numbers. WBC 5 (1975), 178.
34. E. Wtirthwein, Kdnige I: 1.Krin. l-16. ATD XUI (1977), 122 n. l.
35. Noth, Kdnige I,204,228-29.
36. E.g., W. Rudolph, Chronikbilcher HATU2I (1955),222.
37. Wiirthwein, Kdnige I, 122-23.
38. P. t24t.
39. Contra G. Gerleman, in M. Heerma van Voss et al., eds., Travels in the World of the OT.

FS M. A. Beek. SSN 16 (1974),74, who retains the nottn y"1frr, which he interprets as "that
which is outstanding"; but cf. the I lQtgJob (Beyer, 295-96), which may interpret the word as a
verb.

40. A. Lauha, Kohelet. 81( XIX (1978), 45.
41. See also J. Pedersen, RI/PR l0 (1930) 331.
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way of the wicked, which leads astray, to the investigations of the righteous.42 But the

words are ambiguous. The MT (yalEr mdrZ'hfr saddtq) can be translated: "Let the righ-
teous find out from his neighbor" or "May the righteous find out more than his neigh-

bor." (Ignoring min, Meinhold takes a different approach: "The righteous helps his

friend find out [something], but the way of the wicked leads astray.")43 The first possi-

bility is the more likely and is supported by the LXX (epign6mdn dfkaios). The conjec-

tural reading ydlir mir'EhL ;addiq, "the righteous keeps a lookout on his pasture," is no

improvement. Emendation to ydsur m4ra'6 ;addtq, "the righteous turns aside from
evil,"aa requires substantial alteration of the text.

lll. LXX. Of the various possibilities available to the LXX for translatingHeb. twr
the one used most often is kataskopeisthai. It is used exclusively in the story of the

spies in Nu. 13-14, but it appears also in Nu. 10:33 and the three texts in Ecclesiastes.

(In Nu. 2l : 1 , where the MT has the toponym hd'oldrtm, SP MSS read h'twrym. "spies,"

while Aq. and Symm. have kataskapoi.) In Nu. 15,39 diastrdphein (opis1 t6n dianoi6n
didnoia) foregrounds the negative connotation, but without mentioning the "heart"
spoken of in the MT. The divergence of the LXX from the MT is especially striking in
Jgs. l:23, where parembdllein totally omits the notion of spying, and in Ezk. 2O:6,

where Yahweh's searching out of the land is replaced by an unmistakably positive

hetoimdzein. In Dt. l:33 a similar reformulation (greatly amplified in Vg.) uses

ekl4gein to dissociate Yahweh from the work of a spy.

In the difficult text Prov. 12:26, the LXX interprets the "neighbor" as a "coun-

selor,"45 clarifying the meaning by adding two verses not present in the MT: "The
counsels of the godless are unseemly, sinners pursue evil." In I K. 10:15 it translates

hattartm contextually as tetagmdnol', "subordinates," and mentions their tribute explic-
itly (ph6ros) 

Liwak

42. See also the apparatus of BHS at 1 Ch. 17: 17; but cf. T. Willi, Die Chronik als Auslegung.
FRTA.NT tO6 (1972), ts4.

43. A. Meinhold, Die Spriiche. ZBK 16, 2 vols. (1991),l, 213.
44. O. Pltiger, Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 147.
45. See II above.
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I. Etymology. The etymology of tbrd has been much debated in the course of OT
scholarship, but to no satisfactory conclusion. The proposed etymologies can be sum-
marized under three headings.l

For Gesenius tbrd deives from the vb. yrh, "throw, hurl."2 The semantic develop-
ment is from "throw" to "stretch out a finger or hand, point in a direction," and finally
to "show the way."3

According to Wellhausen, tbrd derives from the hiphil of the vb. yrh, which has the
basic meaning "throw." He connects the hiphil hbrA with the act of "interpreting the fu-
ture" (cf. Josh. 18:6), associated with the sacred ministry of the priests, who are
charged with casting the'frrim andtummtm (Ex. 28:30; Dt. 33:8). In this view tbrdis an
answer from God obtained through the process of interpreting the future.a

Finally, Delitzsch claims that firA derives from Akk. ftrtu, from (w)aru (Heb. yrh),
"bring, lead, lead away" (I) or "send, transmit (esp. the knowledge and practice of
something), instruct."5

Cazelles says: "That in West Semitic t6rd referted originally not to instruction but to
an oracle or divine decision has now been demonstrated by the discoveries at Mari, which
clarify certain scattered observations of Assyriologists. A vb. wAru conesponds to Heb.
yrUwrh (?), just as its derivative t4ret corresponds to tbrd. Now we can finally distinguish
this root fromyrh,'throw,'which becomes wi as analyzed by Bott6ro andFineL wilru
does not mean 'teach'but 'give orders, instructions,'or 'send a message/messenger.'As
regards ftrtu(m) (const. t€ret), .. . it may be rendered . . . 'omen' or 'oracle."'6

These proposals make clear that it will not be easy to understand the meanings of
the term tbrd on the basis of its etymology. GutbrodT made the same observation years
ago, and it has been repeated more recently by Jensen.8 It is therefore essential to fol-
low the actual text of the Hebrew Bible in order to ascertain the semantic spectrum of
firA. k must be emphasized, however, that the majority of present-day exegetes trans-
late t6rh as "instruction, education, teaching," though not ruling out other contextual
meanings or nuances.

Schrift? (Bern, 1987), 149-84: G. Wallis, "Torah und Nomos," TLZ lO5 (1980) 321-32;
J. Weingreen, "Oral Torah and Written Records," in F. F. Bruce and E. G. Rupp, eds., Holy Book
and Holy Tradition (Grand Rapids, 1968), 54-67; J. Wellhausen , Prolegomena to the History of
Israel (Eng. tr. Cleveland, 1957), 391-409; S. Westerholm, "Torah, nomos and Law," SR 15
(1986) 327-36; T. Willi, "Thora in den biblischen Chronikbilchem," Jud 36 (1980) 102-5, 148-
51; R. B. Zuck, "Hebrew Words for 'Teach,"' BSac l2l (1964) 228-35.

l. For a detailed history see Ostborn. 4-22.
2. GesTh, II (1835), 626-27.
3. Cf. Gampert, 15.
4. Wellhausen, 394-95; idem, Skizzen und Vorarbeiren (Berlin, 1887), 127; Smend, 41-42

n. 3.
5. F. Delitzsch, Prolegomena eines neuen hebrriisch-aramriisches Wdrterbuch zum AT (Leip-

zig, 1886), 4l n.47; idem, Assyrische Grammatik (Berlin, 1889), 149.
6. "Torah et Loi," 136-37.
7. P. 1045.
8. P. 5.

6ll
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II. Occurrences.
l. Frequency. The noun tdrd occurs 220 times in the MT - 208 times in the singu-

lar and 12 times in the plural. In three books it occurs more than 20 times (36 times in
Psalms, 22 in Deuteronomy, and 2l in Nehemiah); in another seven, it occurs between
l0 and 20 times (17 times in 2 Chronicles, 16 in Leviticus, 13 in Proverbs, l2 in Isaiah,
1l in Jeremiah, and l0 each in Numbers and 2 Kings). It appears with almost identical
frequency in three literary complexes: 43 times in DtrH, and 44 times each in the
prophets and ChrH. Both the total of 220 occurrences and the individual data appear
not to be accidental but the result of systematic calculation. In fact, 220 is22 x 10. The
number 22 corresponds to the letters of the alphabet and is therefore a "round number"
signifying totality;l l0 is likewise a round number. As a result the total number of oc-
curences of tOrA in the OT gives the impression of reflecting a deliberate attempt to
convey perfection and totality. In further support of this theory we may note that in
Deuteronomy, one of the most important and esteemed books of the OT with respect to
the usage of tbr6, the term appears 22 times, while in ChrH, no less important than
Deuteronomy in this respect, it appears 44 times (2 x 22). And tbrd also appears 44
times in the prophetic books.

Garcia lipez

Such a hypothesis presupposes a systematic redaction and modification of the final
text of the Hebrew Bible as a whole, a process that current theories of the formation of
the canon would view as most unlikely.

Fabry

2. Syntax and Style.Thetermtdrd is used 89 times in the singular absolute (60 times
with the article, 29 times without) and I 19 times in construct phrases (53 times with a
suffix, 66 times without).

a. Instances of the anarthrous absolute are scattered throughout the MT; it is im-
possible to say anything meaningful about concentrations in particular books. When
the absolute is used with the article, the texts are concentrated almost exclusively in
four areas: P (6 times), Deuteronomy (20), Dtr material (12), and Chronicles (17).
There are 4 additional occurrences in prophetic texts. Surprisingly, this form does
not occur in the Psalms (the book with the most occurrences of the word) or in Prov-
erbs. On the contrary, it is characteristic of Deuteronomy and the Dtr material, where
hatt6rd appears frequently in construct phrases: dilrA-hatt6r6, s€per-hatt6rA, or
dilrA-sdper-hattdrd. Deuteronomy has 6 instances of the expression handrA haud'!,
while in P the reverse sequence zd'! hattdrd is common. It is worth mentioning that
the absolute form of tird is never used with reference to yhwh or 'eldhtm, although
overall the uses of firA in this connection constitute more than one-third of its occur-
rences in the MT.

b. In the construct, t6rA appears both with and without a suffix. Of the 66 occur-

9. A. A. Anderson, Psalms. NCBC,2 vols. (repr. l98l), I, 106; II, 805-6; N. K. Gottwald,
Studies in the Book of lnmentations. SBT lll4 (1954),23tr.
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rences with a suffix, 17 are in P, 9 in DtrH, 19 in ChrH, l0 in the prophets, 5 in the
Psalms, 4 in Proverbs, and 2 in Daniel. This form is clearly typical of P and ChrH.
Once again, its total absence from Deuteronomy is striking. The word occurs 17 times
with the lst person singular suffrx (tbrdlt),. 7 of these are in Jeremiah. It occurs 3l
times with the 2d person singular suffrx (tdrd1"kA); 25 of these are in the Psalms.
Finally, it occurs 5 times with the 3d person singular suffrx (tOrd16) (twice each in Isa-
iah and Psalms, once in Jeremiah).

In contrast to the usage of the absolute, it is striking that two-thirds (77) of the con-
struct phrases with tOrA refer to God: tbray yhwh 19 times (10 in Chronicles), t6ra1
alahim 8 times (4 in Chronicles), tbrdlt (yhwh) 15 times (l I in the prophets), tbrdlef,n
(yhwh) 30 times (24 in the Psalms), t6rd!"f,d (Eldhim) once (Ps. 40:9[Eng. 8]), and
tbrd!6 4 times (twice in the Psalms).

Also of note are the references to Moses in the formula tdral-moiel2, which occurs
14 times (6 times in DtrH, 5 times in ChrH, twice in Daniel, and once in Malachi). The
formula tbra!-x can also refer to a mother (tbra1 'Em, Prov. 1:8; 6:20), a sage (t6ra1
hAkdm, Prov. 3:1; 4:2; 13:14), the psalmist (Ps. 78:1), or humanity in general (tbra1
hd'dddm, 2 S. 7:19, although the text of this passage is highly disputedto). In the
Priestly tradition the expression (w")zd'! t6ra!-x is a characteristic formula used to in-
troduce a specific law of the cultic community.l I The teaching and application of these
laws are among the specific functions of the priesthood.

The lexeme tOrA occurs only 12 times in the plural in the MT, 8 times with a suffix
and 4 without. In Gen. 26:5;Ex. l6:28;Ezk.44:24, tdrolay refers to Yahweh; the same
istrueof tbrdldyw inEx. l8:16;Ps. 105:45;Dnl.9:10.Thepl. t6r61inLev.26:46atd
Ezk. M:5(Q),24 denotes the whole body of individual laws governing the cultic com-
munity.

3. Verbs. The noun tOrA is constructed with a wide range of verbs, which fall into
two basic categories. The first comprises verbs that interpret or convey (orally or in
writing) a teaching, a dialogue, or a tradition: b'r (Dt. l:5), byn (Neh. 8:7), zhr (Ex.
18:20), btm (Isa. 8:16), yd' (Ex. 18:20), yrh (Dt. l7:ll; 33:10), ktb (Ex. 24:12; Dt.
17:18;27:3,8; etc.), zw.f (Josh. l:8), ntn (Ex.24:12;Lev.26:46: Dt. 4:8; 3l:9; Jer.
9:12; 3l:33:' Ezr. 7:6; etc.), swh (Nu. l9:2; 3l:21; Dt. 33:4; Josh. l:17; etc.), qr' (Dl
3l:ll;Josh. 8:34; Neh.8:8,18; etc.), iym(DL4i44;31:26;Ps.78:5;etc.). Responsibil-
ity for imparting, communicating, or teaching firA generally fell to the priests, proph-
ets, and sages. Often the action is initiated by a request or petition, as in Hag. 2:ll:
'Ask (.f7) the priests for a ruling (tdrd) on the following question."

The second category comprises verbs that express responses and reactions, positive
or negative, to tbrd: 'hb (Ps.ll9:97,133,163,165), 'zn (Isa.1:10; Ps. 78:l), dri (Ezr.
7:10), hgh (Ps. l:2b), hzq (2 Ch. 3l:4), hms (Ezk. 22:26), zkr (MaL 3:22), hlk (Ex.
16:4;2 K. l0:31; Jer.26:4;32:23;44:10,23; Ps.78:10; 119:l; Dnl.9:10; Neh. 10:30;

10. P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB (1984),233.
I l. See III.2 below.
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2Ch.6:16),lmd(Ps.94:12),lqh(Dt.31:26; Job 22:22), ru's (Isa. 5:24;Jer.6:19;Am.
2:4), mwi (Josh. l:8), nf.f (Prov. l:8; 6:20), nsr (Ps. 105:45; ll9:34;Prov.28:7),'br
(lsa.24:5; Dnl. 9: I la),'zb (Jer. 9: l2[ l3]; Ps. 89:31[30]; 1 19:53; Prov. 4:2;28:4a;2 Ch.
l2:l), 'ih (Dt. 17: 19; 27:26; 28:58; 29:281291; 3l 12; 32:46; 2 K. l7:34; Ezr. 10:3;

Neh.9:34; 2Ch.l4:3),p.i'(Hos. 8:l),rhq (Ps. ll9:150), fkl (Neh.8:13),,iwb (Neh.

9:29:cf .2K.23:25),ikft (Hos.4:6; Ps. 119:61,109,153; Prov. 3:L), ilk (Neh. 9:26),.irn '

(Isa. 30:9; 42:24; Ezk. 44:5; Zec.7:12; Prov. 28:9; Neh. 8:9; l3:13; 2 Ch. 34:19), imr
(Gen. 26:5; Ex. 16:28; Dt. 17:19; 30:10; 2 K. 17:13; Jer. 16:11; Ezk. 44:24; Ps.

119:34,44,55,136; Prov. 28:4b;29 18 I Ch.22:12), imr l'iwt (Dt. 28:58; 3l:12;32:46:
Josh. l:7; 22:5;23:6;1K.2:3;2K.17:37),andimrllkt(2K.10:31;Jer.26:4;2Ch.
6:16).

The commonest verbs in the first category are ktb, swh, and ntn; the commonest in
the second category are imr hlk, and 3/2. The use of the tenses exhibits great variety.

Sometimes the perfect is used to express an existing reality: "Because they have for-
saken l'zbm; inf.l my instructions" (Jer.9:l2ll3l); "because they transgress ('brw) my
law" (Hos. 8:1). At other times the text uses an imperfect or its equivalent to encourage

or enforce a particular response to t6r6: "Listen to (h'zynw) the teaching (tdrd) of ov
God" (Isa. l:10); "My child, do not forget ('l-tikD my teaching (t6rA)" (Prov. 3:1).

Other texts are less concerned to present personal responses to tbrd than to describe the

situation in which they take place: "The tlrdhas no force" (Hab. 1:4).

4. Parallelism.s. Synonyms used in parallel with a term not only define its semantic

field but also illuminate its meaning. As already noted, t6rd means "instruction" or
"teaching," handed down either orally or in writing. When this tradition is authoritative

and binding, t1rd can take on the character of a law. As a consequence, the most impor-
tant parallels to tbrA belong to the semantic field of instruction and the law, especially

miipa(tm), hoq (huqqim)/l.tuqqd (buqq6il, miswd (misw6fi, b"ri!,'cdfi!, derek, ddbdr

@ebartm), 'amarim, piqqfiQtm, miimere!, mttsar + hokmd, and hdzbn.

In the Pentateuch the first three (miipdt, hdq, miswd) appear in legal contexts in
parallel with t6rd.In DtrH we also find b'ri1, 'eQfi1, dere$, ddbdr and miimerel. Com-
plete lists appear in Josh. 24:25-26; I K. 2:3;2 K. 17:34,37. This usage changes little
if at all in ChrH, an observation that is quite natural if we recall that the Chronicler
was inspired by this sphere. In addition to these terms, the Psalms tse '%narim and
piqqfiQtm.In the prophets, especially the earlier prophets (Isaiah, Micah, and Jere-

miah), ddbdr (d"bdrim) is the commonest parallel, in contrast to Ezekiel, Malachi, and

Habakkuk. In addition, wisdom literature, more specifically Proverbs, uses miswd
(the most frequent parallel), as well as vmartm and ddldr (debdrtm), together with
mfisar and hokmd. Finally, we find bazbn inLam.2:9 (cf. Ezk. 7:26) and t"'fi/A inIsa.
8:16,20.

5. Types. Ostborn's semantic studies of tdrd in the OT distinguish five groups who

are authorized to give firA: the Deity, the king, priests, sages, and prophets. As men-

tioned above, there were also persons associated with the king who were concerned

with tbrd. On the other hand, it has been noted that "God does not give i1'11!1 except
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through such functionaries as prophets and priests."l2 We are therefore left with three
groups or circles - 

priests, prophets, and sages - more or less closely associated with
tbrd, so that we may speak of a priestly tbrd, a prophetic tbrd, and a wisdom r6rd.

Which of these is the earliest has been the subject of much discussion. Begrich be-
lieves that "originally 6rA was associated only with the priests, and therefore its origin
and development must be sought in priestly circles." He goes on to say that "all the fea-
tures that nonpriestly t6rd shares with priestly tbrA must be understood as deriving
from priestly tdrd and may be cited in discussing its nature."l3 Ostborn, on the con-
trary, explicitly asserts that "in Israel as elsewhere in the Orient, the earliest instruction
was given by the parents, who were the first 'teachers."'14 Liedke concludes: "il'''lih
was initially the instruction given by parents, particularly mothers, to their children in
the form of imperatives and vetitives."l5 It is important to stress what will become
clearer in the following discussion: alongside priestly tbrd there was also a wisdom
tbrd a;nd a prophetic t6r6.

III. Usage.
l. Non-Priestly Tetrateuch. a. Of the 34 instances of tbrd in the Tetrateuch, 26 ap-

pear in Leviticus and Numbers, in the context of P. Apart from Lev. 26:24, all the other
texts with the singular of t6rd employ it in concrete and stereotyped formulas. In Gene-
sis-Exodus, tOrA occurs 4 times in the plural (Gen. 26:5; Ex. 16:28; l8:16,20) and 4
times in the singular (Ex. 12:49; l3:9; 16:4; 24:12). With the exception of Ex.
18:16,20, a text that many scholars believe to be early (preexilic), all these texts belong
to late strata of the Pentateuch (Ex. 12:49:.P:Gen.26:5; Ex. l3:9; l6:4b,29: Dtr;t0 8".
24:12 is a glossrT).

b. Ex. l8: l3-26 deals with the technical problem of the administration of justice in
the land of Israel. In serious cases, when divine intervention was required, the people
would inquire of God through Moses, who would answer the pertinent legal questions
with the aid of a divine oracle. The decisions reached became divine laws and precepts:
w"h6Qa'tt'e!-l.tuqqi hdtldhtmwe'e!-tbrdlayw (v. l6). Jethro counseled Moses to reserve
to himself the task of teaching the divine precepts and laws: wehizhartA 'elhem 'e!-

hahuqqim we'e!-hattdro! w"h68a'td ldhem 'e1-hadderef, yCl"ltt lAh (v. 20). Moses thus
plays the role ofjudge, priest, and prophet, but his oracular function and the need for
him to settle legal disputes within the people demanded a character that was more char-
ismatic and extraordinary than that of the priests, who simply used mechanical means
to consult God. The laws were communicated directly to Moses by God through reve-
lation, without the need for oracular media. The precepts and laws that he taught the
people were a direct promulgation of divine laws. Their prophetic character as oracles

12. Lindars, I 19 n. 3.
13. P. 64.
14. Pp. 114-15.
15. P. 199.
16. HPT,28-30, etc.
17. G. Seitz, Redaktionsgeschichtliche Studien zum Deuteronomium. BWANT93 (1971),37.
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thus lies on the same plane as the t6r6ttg (contra Knierim, who claims that the tOrA of
Moses to the people has nothing to do with legal material). Schiifer-Lichtenberger has

recently defended the very early date and legal importance of this text: "Ex. l8:13ff.
knows the etiological legend justifying this legal structure, which was initiated early on
in David's rule of Israel and Judah."le

2. P and Ezekiel. a. The noun t6rA occurs 27 times in the Priestly traditions of the
Tetrateuch (once in Exodus, l6 times in Leviticus, l0 times in Numbers), generally in
the later strata. The term never appears in PG and only once in H (Lev. 26:46 - the
only text in the Priestly tradition that uses the plural of tdrd).

The noun is an essential element of several more or less fixed and stereotyped for-
mulas that are characteristic of these traditions. The closest parallels are in the book of
Ezekiel. The most frequent formula consists of the expression (w")zd! tbra! + nomen
rectum, the latter naming the theme. Sometimes this formula appears in superscriptions
or introductions (Lev. 6:2,7,1819,14,2511'7:1,11; Nu. 6:13), sometimes concluding for-
mulas (Lev. ll:46; l2:1; 13:59:' l4:32,57b; 15:32; Nu. 5:29; 6:2la). Among these texts
Nu.6:13-21 stands out: its beginning and conclusion form aninclusio using the for-
mula (w")zd'! tbra! hanndzir.

A similar but slightly different formula is zd'! hatfirA (F); ittoo is used as both an

introductory (Nu. 19:14) and a concluding formula (Lev.7:37; 14:54). The same for-
mula but in reverse order (hattdrd hqzz6'!) appeius in Nu. 5:30, the only text in the
Priestly tradition that uses this stylistic device, which usually appears in the Dtn/Dtr
tradition.Fourtexts (Ex. l2:49;Lev.7:7;Nu. 15:16,29)usetheexpression t6rd'aha1.

Except for Lev. 7:7, all other texts use the vb. hdyd, although in a different position
than in l4:2.In l4:2 the formula za| fira! is intemrpted by the interpolated vb. hdyd
(zd'! tihyeh tdrafi, atlrd in Nu. 6:21 the qualification (haz)26'! is omitted. In reality
v.2lb repeats the substance of v. 21a.20 Finally, Nu. l9:2 and 3l:21use the expression

zd|huqqa!hau6rd, which is pleonastic, since huqqd andtbrd are synonymous in P and
have developed in the same setting.

Even though the formulas vary, the semantic spectrum of tbri in the texts of PG re-
mains focused on cultic legislation; the term refers to God's instructions for the ritual
ministry of the priests. They take the form of ritual precepts governing such matters as

sacrifice (Lev. 6--7), the purification of women (12:7),leprosy (chs. 13-14), and the
purification of males after an emission of semen (15:32).

Finally, the expression tdrd 'ahal emphasizes the universal validity of a 6rA. ln the
same way the parallel expression buqqa!'6ldm sewes to emphasize the eternal value of
the law. The combination of the two synonyms huqqd and tdrd in the pleonastic ex-
pression z6'!huqqalhatfirA in Nu. 19:2 and3l:21is typical of the Priestly textual tra-
dition from Ex. 12 to Nu. 3l; it is intended to underline the uniform and eternal force of

18. R. Knierim, ZAW 73 (1961) 146-7l'; but cf. G. B. Gray, Sacrifice in the OT (1925, repr.
New York, l97l),204-6.

19. C. Schiifer-Lichtenberger, DBAT2I (1985) 84.
20. See above.
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the law (Ex. 12:14,17,49). The term tbri then reappears in the major collections Lev.
1-7 and I l-15, huqqd in Ex. 25-31, H, and Nu. l0: I l-21:9.

In Lev. 26:46, the conclusion of H, we read: 'dlleh hahuqqtm wehammiipattm
wehattbrol 4ier nalan yhwh. Here we do not have the sg. firA as in the other PG texts,
but the pl. tbr61, i.e., every one of the ritual laws. While the singular stands for a spe-
cific ritual law, the plural refers to the complex corpus of cultic precepts.

b. Similarly, the pl. tdrd! occurs in a cultic context in Ezk. M:5,24. Of the 7 occur-
rences of the lexeme in Ezekiel,4 are in the singular (7:26;22:26;43:12[bis]) and 3 in
the plural (43:.ll; 44:5,24). Except for 7:26 and 22:26, these occurrences are in
Ezekiel's vision of the new temple (43:144:26), with new precepts for prince, priests,
and people. Ezk. 44:5 refers to the tbr6l of the house of Yahweh, to which 43:l2a,b al-
ludes concretely, using the singular: zd'!tdrayhabbdyil. With the exception of 2 S. 7:19
(wez6'! tbral hd'd/dm), a text that has nothing to do with Ezekiel or P except for syntax
and style, the expression zo'! t\ra! + nomen rectum is characteristic of PG and occurs
elsewhere only in Ezekiel.

Ezk.44:23-24 parallels 22:23-31, more specifically v. 26, which is also related to
7:26.|n these texts tbrA is associated with a specifically priestly function. Deprivation
of tdrd in the day of judgment (7:26) afi failure of the priests to perform their duties
(22:26) will be a thing of the past in the new temple (44:23-24). The priests will teach
the people the difference between the holy and the common, between the clean and the
unclean (44:23), and they will "keep my laws and statutes (tdrdlay . . . wehuqqolay)"
(v.24). Here we see a religious and moral understanding of priestly tbrk. Only in obe-
dience catr firA be received or imparted as divine instruction.

In contrast to Ezk. 43: I I and M:5, 44:24 does not speak in general terms of priestly
responsibility for the keeping of the law but concretely of their function in legal contro-
versies. Prior to the monarchy, this was the responsibility of the local judge; lateq when
the court system was transferred to the central sanctuary, it became a function of the
kings and priests. Whether the didactic and judicial function of the priesthood was in-
stituted by Yahweh (Dt. 33:10) at an early date is not settled (cf. Dt. 11:9,18-19;21:l-
9). In the postexilic period the range ofpriestly responsibilities was extended consider-
ably, as Ezk. 44:24 shows.2r

c. On balance we see that in both P and Ezekiel the nature of firA is predominantly
cultic: the word refers to concrete ritual laws. The concrete, individualistic character of
tbrd already points in the direction of the casuistry that became an important element
in the rabbinic interpretation of t6rh. The understand of tbrd in Deuteronomy is very
different.

3. Deuteronomy and DtrH. There is clearly a connection between Dt. l7:8-l I and
Ex. 18:15ff. The legislative and executive functions of the Levitical priests (Dt. 17:8-
l1) correspond to those of Moses (Ex. l8:15ff.). A priest is a man of tbrA (cf. Jer.

18:18), a specialist whose function is to differentiate between sacred and profane,
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clean and unclean, and make the appropriate rulings. Here he also has a didactic func-
tion, which must not be limited simply to cultic casuistry.

Hos. 4:6 and Jer. 2:8 show that the competence of the priesthood extended beyond
purely cultic questions (Dt. l7:8-11). In difficult legal cases the Levitical priests are to
be consulted as the place chosen by Yahweh, so that they may issue a tbrA $. I l). The
procedure clearly corresponds to that followed by Moses (Ex. l8:15ff.); their role is
also legitimated by the emphasis on the common origin of Moses and the Levites.22
Furthermore, Moses' sphere of activity is by no means limited to judicial and priestly
functions; it includes charismatic and prophetic elements. Dt. l7:9-12 and 19:17 speak
of priests and judges together. Their function in such cases consists in the issuing of
t6r67 decisions in God's name.

Dt.33:10 foretells that the Levitical priests will teach Israel their tdr61: ybrfi
l"y*qdb miipdteyftd w"16ra1"fta ljiird'dl. Begricfuz: and Gressmann2a suggest the read-
ing tbrd1"f,d (pl. instead of sg.); so understood, Dt. 33:10 would fit better with Ex.
l8:16, which also uses the pl. tbr61. Dt. 33:8-l I is the locus classicus for priestly firA.
Very likely this function (at least at the outset) included oracular techniques of deter-
mining God's will, as Ex. 18:.13-23 suggests.25 The parallelism of tbra1"f;a and
miipatuy[d might indicate that the teachings of the priests extended to include the legal
realm. This holds true for the promulgation of a ftrtu in Babylonia, which could have

the force of a judicial decree.26

b. The textual corpus of Deuteronomy through Kings includes the most important
statements concerning tOrA in the OT, not only because of the frequent appearance of
the term, but above all because this section coins several new expressions such as

sdper/dilrA hattbr6, the nuances of which will be examined in the following discus-
sion.

The usage of the term tbri in the complex Deuteronomy-Kings corresponds in
large measure to usage in the otherbooks of the OT. With the exception of Dt.33:4,10,
which is not really representative of the Dtn tradition, Deuteronomy never associates
tbrd directly with Yahweh or Moses, whereas this association is relatively common in
Joshua-Kings. In Deuteronomy, as in Joshua-Kings, tbrd appears as an independent
term; a different usage is found in Josh. 22:5 and 2 K. 17:34,37 , where t)rd appears in
a series of legal terms. Except in Dt. l7: I I and 34:4,10, tbri in Deuteronomy appears

in three fixed expressions. Although there is much stereotyped vocabulary in Joshua-
Kings, the integration of tbrd into stock phrases is less common there. These include
sEper hattbrd (4 times in Deuteronomy, 8 in Joshua-Kings) and dibrA hattbrd (9 in
Deuteronomy, 3 in Joshua-Kings). Both expressions make their first appearance in the
MT here and do not reappear until ChrH.

The phrase sEper hattbrd appears basically in four forms: (l) by itself (Josh. 8:34;

22. C. Hauret, Bibl 40 (1959) 516-19.
23. P.233 n. 10.
24. H. Gressmann, Anfiinge lsraels (Gcittingen,219221, 175 n. 5.
25. Lindars, 120.
26. Ostborn,48-51; see I above.
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2 K. 22:8,11), (2) in combination with hazzeuhazzd'! (Dt. 28:61;29:20[21]; 30;10;
3l:26; Josh. 1:8), (3) followed by (hd)'"ldhtm (Josh. 24: 16), and (4) followed by mdieh
(Josh. 8:31; 23:6;2 K. l4:6). Despite the differing expansions, the four expressions ul-
timately have the same meaning. Deuteronomy, as the book of (Moses') tdrd, presents
itself as the overture to DtrH. It is probably the book discovered in the Jerusalem tem-
ple in the time of Josiah.27 Its importance in 2 K. 22-23 is so great that the text leaves

the impression that all the measures undertaken by the king grew out of it. (In 2 Ch.
34-35, by contrast, the discovery of the book does not play a relevant role.) This narra-
tive identifies the "book of the firA" with the "book of the berty" (cf. 2 K. 22:8,1I with
23:2,21). In addition, comparison of 2 K. 23:24 ('e1-dif;rA haudrd hakklupim 'al-

hassdper) with v. 3 ('e!-dibrA habb"rtl hazzo'! hakklultm'al-hasseper) shows that the
terms tbrd and b"rt7 used in the stock phrases seper hattbrA and sdper habb"rt1, are mu-
tually interpretive and interchangeable. They clearly refer to a written document,
whose content cannot be reconstructed, although everything points to the possibility
that it might have been essentially an early recension of Deuteronomy. The attitude of
the king emphasizes the great importance attached to the sEper hattbrA/habb'rt1. For
the first time in the history of the monarchy - if 2 K.23:l-3 reflects historical reality

- the king and people committed themselves to observing the instructions of this
book. Thus the sdper hattdrd/habbertlbecame the constitutive foundation of the early
Jewish community.28

On the basis of this sEper hattbrd (2 K. 22:8), a covenant was made between
Yahweh and all Israel; the book therefore appears also as s4per habbertl in 2 K. 23:2.
From this point, a series of measures were taken that were intended to authenticate the
literary and legal heritage of Israel. Dt. 28:61; 29:20(21);30:10; Josh. l:8; 8:31 make it
unmistakably clear that we are dealing with the tdrd set down in writing in a book.
Therefore tbri no longer stands for individual instruction imparted by a priest but de-
notes a well-dehned literary entity: the Deuteronomy t6rd. With this t6rd the founda-
tions of the later Pentateuch firA were laid.2e

c. The expression dibrA handrd is characteristic of Deuteronomy. Of its 12 occur-
rences in Deuteronomy-Kings, 9 are in Deuteronomy. In Dt. 17:19; 27:3,8; 28:58;
29:28(29);31:12;32:46; Josh. 8:34a, it is preceded by kol, to emphasize the totality of
the firA. Some of these texts confirm explicitly that written words are meant (ktb, Dt.
l7: l8-19; 2'7:3,8;28:58; Josh. 8:34). Here, as in the case of sZper hattbrd, we are deal-
ing with a document. In 2 K. 22:ll, furthernore, we find the compound formula dilrA
seper hattbrd. In Dt. 3l:24 and 2 K. 23:24, where kol does not occur, the expression
dilrA hattdri must also refer to a book. Now if the di|rA hafidrd in Dt. 3l:24 are the
same as those in 2 K. 23:24, the seper hattdrd inDt. 3l:.26a must be the same as in 2 K.
22:8ff .In this sense the expression dibrA haftdrd is semantically close to seper hattbr6.

Nevertheless, certain nuances can be distinguished, e.g., in Dt. 27:3,8,26, where

27. Bur cf. E. Reuter, Kultzentralisation. BBB 87 (1993),232-58, esp. 251-58.
28. M. Cogan and H. Tadmor, II Kings. AB (1988), 296;Y. Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel

(Chicago, 1960),175.
29. See IV.3 below.
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firA clearly cannot stand for the entire original book of Deuteronomy but rather a small

section like that found in 27:16-25. Apart from the constructions with kol (the tbrd in
its totality) and/or ktb (t6rA in written form), these texts may well envision one or more
specif,rc paragraphs of the law, formerly transmitted orally.3o It is worth noting in this

context that Deuteronomy presents itself as an address by Moses to the people ('Elleh

hadd"Qdrtm'ier dibber mdieh, l:l).It remains an open question whether the construct
phrase dilrA haxbrd, used for the first time in Deuteronomy, may not have evolved

over time. Presumably it first appeared as a form calculated to fulfill a particular pur-

pose, on account of the polyvalence of the expression3l or for some other reason.32

In a third group of texts tdrd is used in the absolute: the Dtr sections in Deuteron-

omy frequently employ the expression hattbrA hazzd'! (l:5;4:8; 31:9,11; cf. wezo'!

hattbrd in the superscription, 4:4). Clearly the qualifier hau6'! has the function of
identifying the book of Deuteronomy with the tbrd: i.e., in the absence of a more spe-

cific construct phrase, the formula seryes as a generic term for the actual Deuteronomy

firA. T\is function is illustrated clearly by the parallel use of hattbri hazz6'! and bl
dilrA haxdrd hau6'! in l7:18-19. We may therefore conclude that the formula hattbrd
haud'! falls within the same semantic spectrum as hattdrd + diQrA or sepen

From the perspective of the Dtr writers, as the preceding texts show, Deuteronomy

is a repetition of the law given at Sinai (Dt. 1:5), to be read in public every seven years

at the Festival of Booths (31:9-13). The king must also have a copy made (w"knlab 16

'e1-miinzh hattdrd hazzd'!) and read in it all the days of his life (17:18-19; cf. Josh

8:32).Dt.31:9ff. presupposes that Deuteronomy was a well-defined and familiar docu-

ment. All these texts not only emphasize the importance of the tdrd bu't also require

that it be written down, stress its enduring force, and demand appropriate respect for it.
To the Dtr era we owe the preservation of this fixed, written norm in the ark of the cov-

enant as the "book of the tdrdl'the "book of the covenant," or the "book of the t6rd of
Moses/Yahweh/Elohim." The various expressions that Deuteronomy uses for the firA
subsume an extensive series of noflns, laws, instructions, etc., given to the people by
Yahweh through Moses.

Despite the variety of expressions that Deuteronomy uses, it never associates the

termtbrd with Moses or Yahweh in such a formula as tbralyhwh or tdra!moieh. Nev-
ertheless, the overall shape of the book makes clear that we are dealing with words spo-

ken by Moses that ultimately go back to Yahweh. From this perspective, tdrhis the col-
lection of all divine Mosaic teachings and instructions. This understanding provides

the basis for the other terms for tbrd that are characteristic of DtrH. Here the tbrd is as-

sociated explicitly with Moses (Josh. l:7; 8:32;22:5; I K. 2:3;2 K. 2l:8;23:25) or
Yahweh (2 K. l0:31; 17:13,34,37).

At the beginning and end of DtrH, Moses and Josiah stand clearly in the foreground.
Both are so committed to the tbrd that it can be said that never again will a prophet like

30. Monsengwo Pasinya, 84-87.
31. See above.
32. See IV.2 below.
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Moses appear in Israel (Dt. 34: l0) and that before and after Josiah there was no king as

faithful to the law as he (2 K.23:25). Moses stipulated that the tbrdbe read aloud every

seven years in the presence of all Israel (Dt. 3l:1 l), and Josiah read it (?) aloud in the
presence of all Israel (2K.23:2).

Between these two turning points of DtrH, other persons appear whose role with re-

spect to the tbrh seems important to the Dtr redactors. First and foremost is Joshua,

who is presented as the successor of Moses and his work, and as the precursor and pro-
totypeof thekingsof Israel(Josh. l:7-8; lK.2:l-4). JoshuacarriedoutMoses'in-
structions to the letter with regard to the tbrA (Josh. 8:30-35; cf. Dt. 27:l-8,11-13;
3l:9-13,24-29). The Dtr redactor himself emphasizes the importance for Joshua of per-

sonal obedience to the tbrd and to Moses (Josh. l:7-8). It is not just the offrcial and
public conduct of the king with respect to the tbrd that is important, but also his per-
sonal relationship to it. The written tbrd plays a central role in the theology of the Dtr
redactors because they view it as the criterion forjudging the kings of Israel and Judah
(l K. 2:3; 2 K. 10:31; 14:6; 2l:8; 23:24-25), a criterion also applied to Joshua (Josh.

1:7-8) and the people (8:31ff.; 22:5;23:6;2 K. 17:13,34,3t1.22

David's testament to Solomon (l K. 2:l-4) recalls Dt. l7:18-20 and Josh l:7-9 (cf.
Josh. 8:30-35; 23-24). The same expectations with regard to the t6rd that were im-
pressed on Joshua are now impressed on Solomon and later on Josiah. All must carry
out their duties according to the tbrd. On their obedience depend their success and that
of the people. Jeroboam and Manasseh are cited as counterexamples. They encouraged

the people to disobey the tbrA and forsake the covenant. Ultimately, therefore, they
were to blame for the sin of the northern and southern kingdoms (2 K. 17:7-23, esp.

v. 13 concerning the t6rd; 2K.21:.2-8, esp. v. 8, also concerning to the tbrA).
The tbrA itself is of great consequence; its acceptance or rejection by the king and

the people are a constant Dtr theme. The community stands guard over the tbrd as an

abiding norm; the members are understood as its pillars of support.

4. Prophets. In the prophetic literature it is immediately striking how often - in
contrast to the Pentateuch and DtrH - the word tbrd is constructed with a term refer-
ring to God. Among the M occurrences of tbrd in the prophets, 20 involve the con-
struct phrase tbral yhwh/'"lohtm or a form of tOrd plus a suffix referring to Yahweh or
Elohim. Also characteristic is the frequent appearance of t6rd in parallel with ddbdr a

word as characteristic of the prophets as t6rd is of the priests.3a

Here too we must reckon with processes of literary accretion, so that the semantic

valence of tbrd must be traced from the prophet himself to the final redaction. It will be

noted that often a Dtn/Dtr element is strongly present, while in other cases the redac-

tion cannot be ascribed to a particular school or movement.
a. The four 8th-century prophetic books contain references to t6rd, but only in Isa-

33. G. von Rad, OT Theology, 2 vols. (Eng. tr. New York, 1962-65),I, 339; H.-J. Kraus, EvI
ll (1951152) 415-28: R. Smend, "The Law and the Nations," in G. N. Knoppers and J. G.
McConville, eds., Reconsidering Israel and Judah. SBTS 8 (2000), 96-98.

34. H. D. Preuss, OT Theology. OTI- 2 vols. (1995-96), I, 195-200; 11,73-76.
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iah and Hosea do these appear in authentic texts ofthe prophet. The occurrence of tbrd
in Mic. 4:2 has been the subject of much dispute, and Am. 2:4 is generally considered
Dtr.

(1) Of the 7 occurrences of tdrd in Proto-Isaiah, Isa. 24:5 is late postexilic, and 5:24
is the work of a redactor inspired by Isaiah.3s Isa. 8:20, too, is generally considered
secondary. The authenticity of 2:3 is debated, as is true of Mic. 4:2. Accordingly, only
l:10; 8:16; 30:9 may be considered authentically Isaianic - clearly not much evi-
dence, but very indicative and significant for an understandingof tbrd in the case of
this prophet.

Isa. l: l0 is the first text to used the term tbrk in synonymous parallelism with dlar
yhwh (see also Isa. 2:3; Jer.6: l9; l8: 18:26:4-5', Mic. 4:2; Zec.7: l2). This parallelism
is not found outside prophetic literature, an observation that supports its distinctively
prophetic character.

Isa. l:10 is a "summons to receive instruction,"36 introducing the unit 1:10-17. This
section associates d'lar yhwh, tbrd, and the cult. Here tbrd has its original meaning of
specific instruction addressing a particular situation, not a general teaching. The paral-
lelism of tbrA and dlar yhwh subsumes cultic and sapiential elements,3T the obser-
vance of which the prophet demands.

Isa. 8:16 and 30:9 appeal to written instruction (cf. 30:8, which is the basis for v. 9).
In 8:16 Isaiah is ordered to sign his tbrd, the normal practice with an official document.
Even though the language of this verse is symbolic and hard to interpret, we cannot
rule out a concrete reference: at the end of his prophetic ministry Isaiah is to put his
message in writing. Here the context shows that firA is synonymous with t"'fiflA, i.e., an

oracle or series of oracles of the prophet.
The expression b"limmuQay underlines the sapiential or didactic aspect of the text.

In such contexts tbrd means "instruction," the precise substance of which remains open
to discussion. Therefore the context should be expanded to include at least the immedi-
ately preceding oracle (Isa.8:12-15), which describes Isaiah's attitude toward the
Syro-Ephraimite War, and possibly the whole corpus of oracles on this subject (7:l-
8: l5). No matter what the scope of this document is, we may have here the earliest nu-
cleus around which the Isaianic material crystallized.38 The Isaianic tradition would
thus go back to a text (or better two texts, if we include 30:8-9) written by the prophet
in person. Such texts later came to have the value of a formal document: "In 8:16 we
have the initial germ of the process that led ultimately to the development of the
canon."3e Finally, this text (f'fidA) is called tdrd because it contains a teaching or in-
struction from Yahweh.ao

The Hosea texts are the first to embody a clear idea of priestly tbr6. Hos.4:6 takes a

35. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. tr. l99l),212.
36. Ibid.. 37.
37. Jensen, 68-84.
38. Von Rad, OZ Theology, ll,4l.
39. B. Duhm, Jesaia. HKAT III/I (s1968), 85.
40. Jensen, 110-12.
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positive stance toward such firA. In the context of 4: 1-3, v. 6 accuses the priests of having

failed to fulfill their duties: in their liturgical ceremonies, they have not instructed the peo-

pleintdrd and informed them of theircovenant obligations (cf. Dt. 33: l0), even though the

priests possessed a written rdrd enshrining revelation from Yahweh (cf. Hos. 8: l2).
Malachi, too, refers to the authentic ethos of the priesthood when he reminds the

priests that "the lips of a priest should guard knowledge, and people should seek in-
struction (tbrd//da'a!) from his mouth" (Mal.2:7). A priest is to be a mediator of true
knowledge of God, not a ritual functionary. Together, tbrd and da'a! embrace instruc-
tion in God's will as embodied in the covenant and obedience to it. From Hosea's per-

spective the primary function of a priest is to preserve and transmit the tdral'"laheyf,d,
i.e., to give unconditional instruction in the obligations of the covenant with God.al
The actual content of the written firA b which the prophet alludes is unclear, bu.t 4:2
suggests that it refers to the Decalog. What is clear is that, for Hosea, the tbrd is associ-

ated directly with the covenant (tbrdlt//bertlt in 8: I ) and is a responsibility of the priest-
hood (4:6). In this perspective firA means for Hosea more than the personal opinion of
the priest (cf. Dt. l7:1 1; 33: l0; Jer. 18:18). It is "the entire disclosure of Yahweh's will,
already fixed in writing, which goes back to God's own hand."az

In sum, we may conclude that both Isaiah and Hosea were familiar with the tbri in
written form. In these 8th-century texts we may possibly have the beginnings of an au-

thoritative corpus of scripture. The narratives of the two prophets differ: while Isaiah

includes several concrete oracles in his book, Hosea draws attention to ancient cove-

nant traditions that may now be preserved in the Pentateuch.43

(2) Among the Isaiah texts of disputed authenticity, lsa. 2:3 (ll Mic.4:2, also dis-
puted) deserves special mention. In both texts tbrd goes forth from Zion and God's
word from Jerusalem. Both texts underline the parallelism of tbrd and d'lar yhwh. The
use of the vb. yard in these passages points to the sapiential and didactic character of
tbrd. Here the noun should be understood in the sense of instruction or special teaching
that makes it possible to walk in Yahweh's paths. The nations do not look to Yahweh

for generalized knowledge; they desire "a concrete 'walking in his paths.'Therefore his

instruction is called 'way,' and his word is called 'path' (cf. v. 2a and b)."4 Just as in
days past the Decalog was promulgated at Sinai, so now the t6rd and d'lar yhwh of
Zion go forth from Jerusalem. Only the tbrd guarantees peace within the world and

Yahweh's divine sovereignty. Like the nations, Israel will desire to walk in the light of
God's tbrA.

Despite the uncertainty concerning the authenticity of these passages, their overall
shape and message clearly exhibit the eschatological and messianic atmosphere of
exilic texts. Simply to compare them with lsa.42:l-4;51l4: Jer. 3l is sufficient.a5

(3) Within the books of the eighth-century prophets, lsa. 5:24; 8:20;24:5; Am. 2:4

41. J. L. Mays, Hosea. OTL (1969),69.
42.H.W.Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. tr. 1974), 138.

43. F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB (1980), 509.
44. H. W. Wolff, Micah. CC (Eng. tr. l99O), l2l.
45. B. Renaud, La formation du livre de Michde (Paris, 1977), 168-70.
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are clearly secondary. In Isa. 5:24 and Am. 2:4 t6ra1 yhwh is the object of ma'as,' in Isa.
24:5 and Am.2:4 hdq and firA are parallel. These features fit with texts that are consid-
ered Dtr. Indeed, the expression md'as tbral yhwh has its closest parallels in the Dtr
texts I S. 8:7; 10:19; 15:23,26;2 K. l7:15; Jer. 6:19 (cf. Lev.26:15,43-44;F.zk. 5:6;
20:24). The use of hdq and tbrd in parallel may be considered typically Dtr (cf. Dt.
l'7:19;2 K. 17:37). These observations together with other evidence - theological,
linguistic, and conceptual - have led to the suggestion that Am. 2:4b is Dtr.46 For
DtrH the tbrA of Yahweh is the measure by which the conduct of the people is judged.
Israel's sin consists in having rejected the tbr6. In Am. 2:4b the statement that Israel
has rejected the t6ral yhwh has the nature of a generalization, especially when com-
pared with the much more concrete grounds of the authentic oracles against the nations
in Am. l-2.

In Isa. 5:18-23 the transgressions listed in the woes are summarizedby the state-
ment: "They have rejected the instruction of the Lord" (v. 24b). But this statement may
have been inserted by a Dtr redactor (like Am. 2:4b). ln both texts firA refers to the
law. It has the same meaning in Isa. 24:5, where t6rd not only parallels hdqbut also ap-
pears in the context of the Sinai covenant, in which the parties are obligated to observe
the laws (tdr6!). Schmidt even asks whether the tbrA that Judah rejects may not be the
Dtn law.47 This is a reasonable question, since for the Dtr redactor tdral mOieh and
tbral yhwh are synonymous with Proto-Deuteronomy.

Isa. 8:20 is not Dtr in origin, but was probably added during the exile, i.e., in the pe-
riod of the Dtr redactors.48 Vv. 19-20 are a commentary on v. 16, contrasting the true
word of God, which is proclaimed by the prophet, with the word of those who believe
in necromancy and divination. In Dt. 18:9-14,15-22, the situation is similar. Here too
abhorrent false prophecy is contrasted with the true word of God. On the basis of this
evidence, we may conclude that the author of Isa. 8:20 is sympathetic to the Dtr tradi-
tion. The language is not metaphorical, for t6rdis no longer a collection oforacle inter-
pretations but a comprehensive and fundamental prophetic legacy.

b. The word, tbrd is used by three of the four 7th-century prophets, appearing I I
times in Jeremiah and once each in Zephaniah and Habakkuk. It is not found in
Nahum. Only 3 texts in Jeremiah may be considered authentic: 2:8;8:8; 18:18. The
others are typical of Dtr redaction.

(l) Jer. 2:8; 8:8; l8:18 possess common features; at the same time they have points of
contact with Zeph. 3:4 and Hab. I :4. The setting of the three Jeremiah texts is the conflict
between the prophet and the other leaders, institutions, and social structures of society or
the nation. His most important opponents are the priests, false prophets, and sages. Zeph.
3:4 also attacks the priests and prophets. If Jer. 8:7 and 8:8 belong to the same unit,ae then
tdralyhwh would parallel miipdt, as in Hab. l:4. The language of these Jeremiah texts is

46. W. H. Schmidt, 7AW 77 (1965) 177-78; H. W. Woltr, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. tr.
t9't 7 ), t5 r-s2, 163 -64.

47. W. H. Schmidt, ZAW 77 (1965) 177; cf. J. L. Mays, Amos. OTL (1969), 4l-42.
48. R. E. Clements, Isaiah l-39. NCBC (1980), l0l-2.
49. W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah l. Herm (1986),275-76,281-82.
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similar to Hab. 3:4 and Znph.3:4. The instances of tOrA in Jeremiah, however, exhibit a

stereotyped language reminiscent of the Dtr redactors. While Jer. 2:8 and 18:18 use t6rri
absolutely and 8:8 uses the phrase tdralyhwh, all the other texts use t6rdwith a suffrx re-
ferring to Yahweh. In addition, such expressions as tdpeiA hattbrh (2:8), tbral yhwh
ittdnfr (8i8), hdmas tbri (Znph.3:4), and tdpfrg firA (Hab. 1:4) are certainly authentic.

The expression tdpeft hattbrd in Jer. 2:8 is hard to interpret. It has to do with people
who deal with the law, but it is unclear who they are. Most commentators suggest
priests, who are described in 18:18 as administering the law; others think that the
phrase refers to the ha\dmim.so Carroll names the priests (poetic parallelism) or a sub-
division of the priesthood.sl Jeremiah charges them with ignorance of the t6rd of
Yahweh. The vb. yd/a'includes the semantic spectrum of intimacy. Often it expresses

a personal relationship (cf. l:5), but here with reference to Yahweh it means "be in a
covenant relationship." Jeremiah's criticism is directed against the priests'or scribes'
failure to fulfill their obligations to God. In this context tbrd means "law"; it is so trans-
lated by most modern exegetes.

Jer. 8:8-9 is also polemic. The people think they are wise, since they have the law
(cf. Dt. 4:6). But the law (tdrd) is in the hands of a group officially responsible for the
interpretation and application of the t6rd. Dravring on their expertise, they distort the
law's meaning and issue erroneous interpretations. Jeremiah unmasks these distortions
and attacks the sages and scribes, who claim the exclusive privilege of being the only
official interpreters of the tbrd. This passage, then, contrasts the law of Yahweh with
the lies of the scribes, not the written law with the oral law. There is nothing wrong
with the written law (Jeremiah himself dictated his oracles to Baruch), unlike the lying
spirit of the scribes, who differ only slightly from the priests of Jer. 2:8.52

Jer. 18:18 once again mentions the opponents of the prophet. According to
Rudolph,s: the three groups named in v. lSap may be identical with those named in 2:8
and 8:8. It is the priests who are assigned responsibility for the tbr6.

Znph. 3:3-4 paints a gloomy picture. The leaders (officials, judges, prophets, and
priests) exploit the people shamelessly; as a consequence, the people have been cor-
rupted. The charge that the priests have profaned the sanctuary parallels the accusation of
doing violence to the law (ham"s0 firA). T\e nub of the accusation is that the priests have
failed to carry out their specific sacred duty. As concerns their obligation to instruct the
people inthe tbrA, the accusations parallel those in Jer. 2:8 and Hos. 4:6. The language of
Ezk.22:26 is the closest parallel to 7*ph.3:4 and is most likely dependent on Zephaniah.
Both texts refer to the priestly and cultic tOrA, which for Ezekiel serves the specific pur-
pose of showing the difference between clean and unclean, sacred and profane.

Hab. l:4 contains the unique expression fipfrg firA ("the law has no force") in paral-
lel with miipdt. The prophet implores Yahweh, beseeching him to act in support of his
law. It is possible that this text reflects the situation following the death of Josiah, when

50. rbid., 88-89.
51. R. P. Carroll, Jeremiah. OTL(1986), 124.
52. Holladay, Jeremiah 1,281-83.
53. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATlll2 e1968), 124-25.
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Jehoiakim refused to follow up his father's reforms.sa In this context tbrdhas a juristic
and executive aspect, referring to a decision that may be either priestly or civil. We
must remember, howeveq that in this period the administration of justice was still in
the hands of the priests (Dt. l7:8-13;.ss

(2) Jer. 6:19;9:12(13); 16: I l;26:4; 32:23; 44:10,23 clearly exhibit Dtr terminology
and theology. In these texts tbrd appears with a suffrx referring to Yahweh; it is the ob-
ject of verbs that describe negative conduct on the part ofthe people: md'as (6:19),'dza!
(9:1213); cf. l6:ll),ld'idmar (16:ll), ld'halaft(26:4;32:23;M:10,23; cf.9:12[l3]).
The Dtr author is attempting to provide a iheological explanation for the fall of Jerusa-

lem: the disaster was brought about by Israel's idolatry, by its forsaking of Yahweh and
disregard for the law. In this context tbrdhas the sense of a law: the law of God spoken
by the prophets (26:4). kt 44:2-lO past history (vv. 3-6) is contrasted with the present

day (vv. 7-10), the generation of Israel's ancestors with the present generation.
Jer. 3l:33 is post-Dtr. The passage contrasts the firA presently in force, understood

as an outward, physical document, with the new law that God will put within the peo-
ple, writing it on their hearts. It will establish a new relationship between God and his
people, making possible a new knowledge of and intimacy with God. This is a new
covenant, which is incomprehensible without the new t6rd: "This time, the new cove-
nant is understood entirely as presupposing the Torah. 11r'1I and i1'1'll1 are virtually co-
incident. Therefore the aim of the promise is not to restore the broken relationship with
God but to complete the relationship with God made possible by the Torah."56 The ex-
pression "my tdrd" refers not just to a particular instruction given by God but to the
declaration of Yahweh's will, set down in writing.

The inward tbrA in the human heart appears also in Isa. 51 :7, a text that employs ter-
minology similar to that of Jer. 3l:33: "Listen to me, you who know righteousness, you
people who have my law in your hearts ('am tbrdli !"libbdrz)." This passage is referring
to the "righteous" within the community of Israel, who remained true to the t6r6.

These passages in the prophets, like others in certain Psalms (Ps. 1:2; 37:31;
40:9[8]; 119), already bear witness to a kind of tOrA piety. From this perspective the
tbrd or law is the way of salvation generally, not simply in a juristic sense.

c. In the exilic and postexilic prophets (apart from Ezekiel5T), tbrd occurs 12 times:
5 times in Deutero-Isaiah, once each in Haggai and Zechariah, and 5 times in Malachi.
Although the term is uncommon in these textual complexes, it possesses a diversified
semantic spectrum. Hag.2:ll and Mal. 2:6-9 are concerned with priestly firA, while
Zec.7:12 has more to do with t6rd of the prophetic type. Deutero-Isaiah fluctuates be-
tween both forms.58

(l) In the texts in Deutero-Isaiah our attention is caught immediately by the parallel-

54. W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - Zephanja. KAT XllU3 (1975),202.
55. See III.3.a above.
56. C. Levin, Die Verheissung des Neuen Bundes in ihrem theologiegeschichtlichen

Zusammenhang ausgelegt. FRLANT 137 (1985), 264.
57. See III.2 above.
58. J. L. McKenzie, Second Isaiah. AB (1968), 36-38,46.
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ism of tdrd and miipdt (Isa. 42:4;51:4). In 42:l-4 the servant of Yahweh is presented

as a mediator of Yahweh's revelation. It is his task to establish (iim) Yahweh's righ-
teousness and law. Here miipat and tbrd are not used in a juristic sense; they refer in-
stead to the revelation of God's will, which takes concrete form as the righteousness

and order of God's universal kingdom. The noun miipdt denotes this kingdom, and

firA the instruction that goes with it. The thrust of 51:4-6 is similar to that of 42:l-4:
here too the deliverance ofthe nations and peoples is foretold (according to Isa. 2:3 and

Mic. 4:2, going forth from Zion), on the basis of Yahweh's justice and law (miJpat

w"!6rd).
Isa. 42:21 and 51:7 date from a later period than the passages just discussed. The

reference to the law of God in 42:21 intemrpts the train of thought and gives the im-
pression of being a gloss. The notion of the law as something wonderful or glorious is

characteristic of a certain type of postexilic piety, reflected also in Ps. l9 and 1 19. The
same image appears in Isa. 5l:7: righteousness and law are not simply known cogni-
tively but are kept in the heart (cf. Jer. 3l:33;.sr

(2)Hag.2:10-14 contains a description of the priestly t6rd, illustrated by examples.

Haggai uses these as a vehicle for his prophetic message. By way of example, the
prophet asks the priests for a ruling (t6rd) regarding holiness and cleanness. The term
appears here without an article, as in some late legal texts of the Pentateuch (Ex. 12:49;
Lev.7:7; Nu. 15:16,29), with which Hag. 2:10ff. has certain affinities. That the re-
sponse of the priests is in fact grounded on pentateuchal texts shows that in the time of
Haggai there was already an authoritative legal system, possibly an early form of the

Pentateuch (cf. Lev. 10:10-20; 2 Ch. 17:9; l9:8-11;.00 Formally, this kind of inquiry in
which a priest is asked for a yes or no answer, can stand in relationship with cultic
questions. In the ancient world both priests and prophets dealt with such questions, in
this fashion communicating the divine will.6l

The formula id'al tbrd in Hag. 2: I I with "the priests" as its object has its closest

parallel in Mal. 2:1 (the 4 occurrences of t6rd in vv. 6-9 are associated with the priests),
where the vb. id'al is replaced by biqqci. Instruction is to be sought from the mouth of
the priest (w"16rd y'laq"itft mippihfi).

(3) In Zec. 7:12 we find the only occurrences in the OT of the construction
miii"moa"e!-hattdrdw"el-hadd'ldrim(cf.Isa. l:10; 2:3)."|n tandem, these terms ap-

parently represent two categories of authoritative revelation."62 This is the sense in
which the construction is interpreted by the Traduction oecumdnique: "The instruction
(torah) and the words express the total content of divine revelation. We have here a first
approximation of what was to be the classic combination 'the Law and the Prophets'
(Mt. 7:12:' 22:4);'6t

A similar meaning is present in Mal. 3:22-24(4:4-6), where Moses and Elijah, the

59. See III.4.b above.
60. C. L. Meyers and E. M. Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1-8. AB (1987),77-82.
61. See I, IU.l, and III.3.a above.
62. Meyers and Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1-8, 402.
63. Traduction oecumdnique de la Bible (Paris, 1975).
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law and the prophets, appear in the same context. The title 'ebed given to Moses in
3:22(4:4) appears at the end of the Pentateuch (Dt. 34:5) and at the beginning of DtrH
(Josh. 1:2), where Yahweh also commands Joshua to be careful "to act in accordance

with all the instruction (tOrd) that my servant Moses gave you" (v. 7). Rudolph con-
cludes that Mal. 3:22(4:4) is not simply an addition to Malachi and the Minor Prophets,

but belongs to the Former and Latter Prophets as a whole.tr
Although the situation is not immediately clear from the outset, the semantic spec-

trum of tbrd in Z,ec. 7:12 and Mal. 3:22(4:4) is quite congruent with Dtn/Dtr usage:

tbrd does indeed stand for the law, but ultimately for the totality of divine revelation.
Other similarities between Deuteronomy and Mal. 3:22(4:4) appear in the use of the

following terms: zakar ltdra!, ltuqqtm fimiipdttm, 'epe/, siww6. In the opinion of
Lindars,6s Zec.7:12 and Mal. 3:22(4:4) constitute a bridge between Deuteronomy and

ChrH, in which t6rd has the meaning of "law as a whole."66 For the semantic develop-
ment of tbrd in the prophetic books, we may conclude that tbrd comes to stand for a
category of authoritative revelation: "the law and the prophets."

5. P salms. a. Of the 36 occurrences of tbrA in the Psalms, 26 are in Ps. 1 19, which,
like Ps. 1 and 19, is called a firA psalm. This designation accurately reflects not only
their literary genre but also their content. The term t6rd and a series of synonyms are

the nucleus around which these psalms have crystallized.
Many scholars consider Ps. I to be a kind of introduction or preamble to the book of

Psalms as a whole. Some believe that Ps. 119 may originally have represented the con-
clusion of the book of Psalms.67 Such an assumption might justify calling the book of
Psalms a "psalmic tdrdl'Even though this theory must remain hypothetical, it is note-

worthy that the book of Psalms begins with a t6rd psalm, a macarism praising those

who base their entire lives on the tdrd. "Presumably the compiler of the Psalter deliber-
ately assigned first place to this psalm in order to call the reader to obedience to God's
will and to trust in his providential ru1e."68

There is some ambiguity in the semantic spectrum of firA in the Psalms. The
meaning of the term fluctuates between "law" and "instruction, teaching." Most exe-
getes assume that tbrd is to be understood in a broad sense in the Psalms. Those who
speak of "law"6e point out that this term does not refer here to the laws of Moses or
the Pentateuch in the strict sense, but to "all divine revelation as the guide to life."
Those who see firA as meaning "instruction, teaching" understand the word broadly

64. W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharja l-3 - Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KATXIIU4 (1976),
291.

65. Pp. l2O-21.
66. See also Renker, 247-48.
67. H. H. Guthrie, Israel's Sacred.Songs (New York, 1966), 191; C. Westermann, Theologia

Vat o rum 8 (1961 I 62) 280-8 I = Fors c hun g am AT. Th B 24 (1964), 33 8-39 ; Anderson, P s alms, ll,
807.

68. A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL (Erg. tr. 1962), lO2.
69. E.g., A. F. Kirkpatrick, Psalms (Cambridge, 1902),700-701.
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as the revelation of God's will, the nucleus of this revelation being God's law and its
historical manifestation.To

In the Psalter tdrd appears to denote God's revelation and its promulgation, pre-
sumed to exist in either oral or written form. According to Kraus, we see in the word
tdrd that "the transition from oral transmission to a message fixed in writing is in
flux."7l This is not surprising when we remember that the individual psalms arise from
very different situations. The tbrd psalms stand in the context of individual piety and
exhibit a Dtr and sapiential quality. Ps. 78 and 105, by contrast, move within the frame-
work of covenant theology and are post-Dtr. On the other hand, in Ps. 37:30-31 and
40:8-9(7-8) l6rd stands in an individual prayer, also the context of the new covenant
(cf. Jer. 3l:31-34). The entire semantic spectrum of tdrA in the Psalter should therefore
be seen against a Dtr, sapiential, and prophetic background.

Of the 36 occurrences of tbrd in the Psalms,32 refer explicitly to Yahweh ar,d 2 to
Elohim (37:31; 40:9[8]); ll9:72 speaks of the "covenant of Yahweh." Only 78:5 uses

tdrd in the absolute sense without a specific reference to Yahweh or God.
b. (1) Ps. 1 is a didactic poem with typically sapiential features. This fact influences

the interpretation of the two occurrences of tbri in v. 2. Here (as in 94:12; 119:.l), tbrd
appearswithinamacarismthatisitself partof awisdompoem.T2Vv. 1-3speaksof the
happiness of righteous or devout individuals, who are described as loving the law
('airA . . . kt 'im b'16ra1yhwh l.tepp6 fi.!!6rAfi yehgeh y6mam wdldy"ld). Here the "law"
of God is not presented as a heavy burden; on the contrary, it is the delight of the righ-
teous, who constantly meditate on it aloud. The psalm does not refer to intellectual
study but to an activity controlling everyday life. karning the tdrd has the goal of put-
ting it into practice as part of one's own life.

According to Josh. l:8, success and happiness depend on acting in accordance with
the law, the expression of God's will. This means having the firA constantly before
one's eyes. It has normative character and is probably a fixed document (cf. Dt. 17:19).
Its substance, however, remains vague. One might assume that the text refers to the
Pentateuch or a substantial corpus of OT writings. "In its nature as a preamble to the
Psalter, the concept illln in any case - and even primarily 

- includes the scriptural
scroll of the Psalms."73

The unity of Ps. 19 has been challenged, a point that affects the interpretation of
tdr6. Many authors distinguish two psalms (vv. 2-7ll-61and 8-15[7-14]), differing in
style and content.T4 The first is a nature hymn that incorporates an ancient hymn to the
sun, while the second is a hymn praising the tbr6, with an appended lament.Ts Gese

70. H.-J. Kraus, Psalzs l-59. CC (Eng. tr. 1988), ll4-22,273-75;idem, Psalms 6U150. CC
(Eng. tr. 1989), 412-t4.

71. Theology of the Psalms. CC (Eng. tr. 1986), 34.
72. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKAT lU5, 1414.
73. Kraus, Psalms l-59, 116.
74. E.9., ibid., 268-69; I. Fischer, BN 2l (1983) 16-25.
75. Fishbane, "Psalm 19"; see also C. Dohmen, Bibl 64 ( 1983) 501 - 1 7, who speaks of an art-

fully constructed didactic poem in the wisdom tradition.
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treats the psalm as a single unit, though dividing it into the three sections "creation, to-
rah, and hope."76

However the question of the psalm's unity is decided, its central motif is the tdrd. If
we assume that the psalm is a single unit, its hermeneutical key is a sapiential theology
in which the revealed firA could be conceived as a counterpart to the order of creation.
Formally, the "torah strophe" (vv. 8-l lt7-l0l) displays a clear regularity in the struc-
ture of the first six clauses (vv. 8-10[7-9]): a wealth of synonyms for the law in con-
struct phrases with yhwh (tbra!-, 'z/tty-, piqqfi/A-, mi;wa!-, yir'a1-, miip'yA yhwh), each
followed by a predicate describing the law more precisely. They are followed by five
participles and finally four nouns and two adverbs dependent on the participles. The
structural regularity (strict parallelism of nominal and participial clauses) is the lin-
guistic counterpart to the order that the law is intended to establish.TT The law of God is
perfect, sure, right, clear, and enduring. It revives the soul, enlightens the eyes, teaches
the simple, and rejoices the heart. V. 1l(10) is a summary concluding this small unit
about the law with two wisdom similes, which underline the objective value (gold) and
the subjective "esthetic" value (honey) of the t6rd.

In short, this section is an encomium of the law, its sweetness and perfection.The t6rA
is understood here not as a series ofobjective stipulations requiring or forbidding various
things, but as a life-giving expression of God's will. The aim is not blind obedience to the
tdrd; instead. the influence of the tdrdleads ultimately to an individual relationship be-
tween the individual and God. In fulfilling the tbrd, one attains life's highest goal.

The Vg. calls Ps. I 19 a "celebration of God's law";28 this view is shared by Gunkel
("the focus is on the law, whose many excellences the author never tires of praising"),7e
Dahood ("Psalm of the Law"),80 and many others. Deissler8l is of the opinion that Ps.

I 19 is not "a law psalm but a psalm on Yahweh's word," to be understood in its broad-
est sense, which became crystallized in the t6rd.

In addition to tbrd, the author of Ps. ll9 uses a wide range of synonyms:'e8fi1,
piqqfrQtm, miswd, 'imrd, miipat, hdq, ddpdr 'orah, and dereg. The term tdrd stands out
from this profusion of terminology by virtue of its frequency (25 times) and its promi-
nent position in v. 1 of the psalm. The tdrd is always associated with Yahweh, usually
by means of the 2d person masc. sg. suffrx (tbrd1"ftd). Y. 72 states explicitly that the
t6rd comes from the mouth of Yahweh (t6ra1-ptftA). It is therefore righteous and true
('eme! v. 142).The t6riis presented as God's gracious gift, for which the righteous
psalmist prays (v. 29) and in which he longs to be instructed (v. 34a). The psalmist
f,rnds it wondrous (nipla'61, v. 18) and macarizes those who walk according to it (v. 1).

76. H. Gese, "Die Einheit von Ps 19," in E. Jiingel et al., eds., Verifikationen. FS G. Ebeling
(Tfibingen, 1982), l-10.

77. L. Alonso-Schdkel, Treinta Salmos (Madrid, l98l), 99.
78. R. P. A. Colunga and L. Turrado, eds., Biblia Sacra iuxta Vulgatam Clementinam (Ma-

drid,31959),582.
79. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. GHK lU2, 513.
80. M. Dahood, Psalms III. AB (1970), 172.
8t. P.293.
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From this perspective, it is easy to understand that the psalmist finds delight in it (vv.

77,92,174; cf. v. 70) and affirms his love for it (vv. 97,113,163,165), at the same time
voicing his sincere desire to observe it Gamar vv.34b,44,55) with his whole heart. He
is saddened because some not only fail to keep ft Qa'-idmati v. 136) but even forsake it
(v. 53), distance themselves from it (v. 150), flout it (v. 85), or break it (v. 126). The
psalmist professes that he does not forget the tdrk (t6rd!"kd l0' idkahtt, vv. 6 I , I 09, I 53)

and does not turn away from it (mittbrd1"f,d ld' ndttlt, v. 51). In v.72he extols the worth
of the tbrd with a comparison that recalls Ps. 19:l l(10).

Even though Ps. I 19 is seen as a complex mosaic that combines a variety of literary
genres, in substance it is a unified composition on the theme of tbrh, a theme as broad
as the word of God itself, as God's holy law. This word of God - or God's tbrd -
probably had a fixed written form. The righteous/devout psalmist meditates on it con-
stantly (vv.48,97; cf. v. 148). In this psalm the meaning of tOrA is all-embracing; it re-

fers to God's entire revelation, although its concrete outlines cannot be defined.
The anthological nature of Ps. 1 19 and its various points of contact with other books

of the OT suggest that the psalmist probably envisions a much more expansive form of
divine revelation. The sapiential character of the psalm suggests that tdrd should be un-

derstood here as "instruction" in the broadest sense. Dahood instead translates it as

"law," but he explains it as "all divine revelation as the guide of life and prophetic ex-

hortation, as well as priestly direction."82 Like Ps. I and 19, Ps. 119 reflects a style of
individual piety marked by love of the tOrA, of God's law, instruction, and revelation.

(2) The same type of piety lies behind Ps. 37:30-3 1 and 40:8-9(7-8). Here the t6rd is
internalized in the heart (tbral Ylohdyw b"libb6,37:31) and the inward parts (we!6ralebd

b"!6k m€'dy,40:9[8]). In 37:30-31 the totality of the human person is emphasized: in
the purview of the tbrd, inward disposition (heart), speech (mouth, lips), and actions
(steps) constitute a unity. In these verses is realized what is foretold in Jer. 3l:33. It is
not enough to inscribe the law on a stone or a scroll (cf. Ps. 40:8-9[7-8]); it must be

written on the heart, the interior self. Only then can one be guided by the law of God
and not the stubbornness of one's own heart (cf. Isa. 5l:7).

(3) Ps. 78 and 105 recount the history of Israel in highly structured hymnic lan-
guage. At the same time these texts have a didactic and sapiential tone. The redactor is
concerned to present the individual episodes of history clearly. Here we can observe

the interests of the Dtr school. In an introduction that is characteristically sapiential
(78:l-2), a teacher invites a hearing for his teaching (tbrd).lt is traditional instruction,
handed down from parents to children; its central theme is the mighty acts of God in
history (vv. 3ff.). In vv. 5-10 tbrd parallels'cQfi1 and b"rtt. In this context the three

terms are interchangeable and denote a body of duties toward God. To break the cove-

nant means to refuse to obey God's law. History furnishes a wealth of examples of Is-
rael's faithlessness and ingratitude in response to God's saving acts. On the basis of
this conception is defined the relationship between God and God's people: "The his-
tory of the encounter between Yahweh and his people becomes a reflection of the con-

82. Dahood, Psalms III, 173.
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duct over against the order of salvation ofthe ll!"lf and ofthe order ofdominion and
obedience of the ;'l]ln."83

The term t6rd appears at the end of Ps. 105, in v. 45, after a survey of God's mighty
acts. Observance of the t6rd is the sole consequence of and response to these demon-
strations of God's salvific will. The law is part of the covenant; it is the precondition
for the relation of Israel to its God and the common life of all creatures upon earth.
V. 45 is the only passage in the Psalms where tOrA appears in the plural, in chiastic par-
allelism with huqqtm (yiimerfi fiuqqdyw weldrolayw yinsdrfr).

In Ps. 89:31(30) t6rd appears alongside and equivalent to miipdttm, huqqdg and
mi;w61. It is possible that these terms describe the conditions of God's covenant with
David and his children. In this text the meaning of t6rd falls within a semantic spec-
trum similar to that found in Ps. 78 and 105. There is a causal relationship between the
t6rd and God's saving acts. Life according to the tdrd is the grateful human response to
God's free gift of salvation.

6. Proverbs and Job. a. The term tbrA is relatively common in Proverbs, occurring 13

times, but it appears only once in Job. Within the book of Proverbs, there is some con-
centration in the first secrion (chs. 1-9: 6 times) and the fifth (25-29;31:10-31: 5 times),
which are generally considered the latest portions of the book. In Job 22:22 as well as in
most of the texts in Proverbs, firdhas the meaning "instruction" or "teaching."

The most important parallels to tbrd are mi;w0 (Prov. 3:l; 6:20,23;7:2; cf.13:13-
14) and mttsar (l:8; cf. 4:l-2;6:23). Strictly speaking, mfisar means "reprimand," in-
cluding the possibility of punishment. In the broadest sense this term comprehends the
entire complex of instruction and education carried out by parents and teachers (who
can be referred to metaphorically as "father"). In 1:8 and 6:20 the educational roles of
both father and mother are emphasized. It is noteworthy that both texts associate t6rd
directly with the mother (tbraf immeSn), while mfrsar and mi;wd describe the function
of the father; this usage suggests a stricter educational role for the father.

Prov.3l:26 says that a capable wife (and mother: v. 28) has "gracious teaching" on
her tongue (we16ra1-hesed'al-l"i6ndh), i.e., she does not instruct in a harsh and authori-
tarian tone but with gentle persuasion. But children must pay close attention to the
teaching of both mother and father, as the verbs and their forms (imperative and
vetitive) show: .iama' (l:8a; 4:l-2 28:9), idmar (7:2; 28:4b;29:18), nasar (6:2Oa;
28:7),'al-titto.i (1:8b; 6:20b), 'dzab (4:2;28:4a), 'al-tiikdh (3:l). This teaching is au-
thoritative. In 4:l-3 (cf. 3: l) it is not clear whether the one who instructs in the tbrd is
the father, the mother, or the wisdom teacher. It is important to emphasize that "the
teacher-pupil relationship is modelled on the father-son relationship . . . whether it is
home or school, the same kind of authority is envisaged in either case and this is radi-
cally different from the concept of religious authority represented by milsar YHWH:'84
Education in general and the firiin particular are conveyed by parents to their children

83. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 126.
84. W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),303.
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and by teachers to their pupils. Prov. 13:14, with what may be the earliest occurrence
of tdrd in Proverbs, refers explicitly to the teaching of the wise (cf. the parallelism of
tdrd and hokmd in 31:26).

All these texts emphasize the existence of a tdrd that traces its origin and authority
to parents or, more generally, to wisdom (not God or a priest or the prophets). The spe-

cial quality of this t6rd is exemplified by several texts. The tbrd is mentioned fre-
quently in the context of how life should be lived and similar questions that are dis-
cussed in the educational process: "The teaching ofthe wise is a fountain oflife" (tbra1

Itdftdm m"qdr hayyim, l3:l4a), a concept that (like "tree of life" and "water of life") is
of mythological origin. By it one may avoid the snares of death (v. l4b). Consequently
willingness to accept instruction is itself a decision that brings life or death, reward or
punishment (cf. v. 13). Such an antithesis is a characteristic feature of wisdom argu-
mentation: life in all its abundance is a reward for accepting instruction (3:l-2; cf .7:2).
Happiness and prosperity are the lot of those who keep the tbrd (29:18).

b. Prov. l-9 has many affinities and some word-for-word agreements with Deuter-
onomy (cf. Prov. 3:1-3 and 6:20-23 with Dt.6:7-8 and ll:18-19). But it would be

wrong to ignore the differences. According to Deuteronomy, the tbrAin general comes
from Moses and is addressed to the people; in Prov. l-9 the t6rd comes from parents or
wisdom teachers and is usually addressed to an individual.s5

Chl 25-29 are made up essentially of wisdom aphorisms. Early material is inter-
spersed with later material. All the texts in which the term tOrA occurs belong to the lat-
est strata. McKane identifies them as late on account of their religious and moralizing
language, which often reflects a legalistic piety.86

In Prov. 28:4,9;29:18 (and possibly 28:7),tbrd has more the sense of "law" than
"instruction." In28:4 we are told that forsaking the law encourages misdeeds. V. t has

the form of a talion: one who refuses to listen will not be heard. But this principle holds
only in a quasi-liturgical context, involving the reading of the law and the recitation of
a supplicatory psalm. The interpretation of 29: I 8 is difficult: hazbn (v . I 8a) is a techni-
cal term for vision in the context ofprophetic revelation. The term tbrdin v. l8b paral-
lels hdz6n in v. l8a, leaving the impression that prophecy and tOrA might be mutually
contradictory. But Driver may be right in connecting hazbn with AL,k. fiauana (Assyr.

bazidnu), "see," with the meaning "mayor, magistrate,"87 allowing a different transla-
tion: "Without a magistrate, the people cast off restraint, but a guardian of the law
guides them in the right way."88

c. To sum up, we may say that in the book of Proverbs we find a sapiential tbrA pro-
vided by parents and wisdom teachers. The texts in Prov. l-9 in particular contain
many early elements closely related to Egyptian wisdom (e.g., the "two ways" of death
and life). This relationship is not impugned by the possibility that these sayings are a

relatively late addition to the book of Proverbs, incorporated in its f,rnal redaction. In

85. Bauckmann,35-39.
86. McKane, Proverbs, ll-22, 415-16, 421-22.
87. AHw, I, 338-39.
88. G. R. Diver, WO I (1948) 235.
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the opinion of Liedke and Petersen, the phenomenon of firA oiginated in the tbrd of
parents, especially the mother.8e Sapiential t6rd must be understood as a phenomenon

independent of prophetic and priestly tbrd. ln Proverbs and Job (except for Prov. 28-
29tto), t6rd is instruction without any explicit religious or theological connotations.

7 . ChrH and Daniel. a. With most modern exegetes, we believe in the existence of a
Chronicler's History, comprising I and2 Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah. The objec-
tions of some, who hnd differences and contradictions between Ezra and Nehemiah on

the one hand and l-2 Chronicles on the other, are insufficient to negate the common
language shared by these books.el A detailed study of the meaning and theology of
tbrd in this textual complex confirms at least in part the existence of such a Chroni-
cler's History.

b. Even at first glance, the wealth and variety of expressions related to tbrd in ChrH
are striking. At the beginning of the book of Ezra and at the end of 2 Chronicles we
find the expressions kakkdltt! b"16ra1 moieh (Ezr. 3:2) and kakkdlttb b"16ra1 yhwh
(2 Ch. 35:26). Here we already have the most important constants in the Chronicler's
use of tbrd. The t6rh is above all the tbrd of Yahweh. The phrase tbral yhwh occurs I 0

times (l Ch. l6:40; 22:12;2Ch.l2:l; 17:9;31:3,4;34:14:'35:26;Ezr.7:10; Neh.9:3);
there are also 4 instances where the pronominal suffix refers to Yahweh (t6rd!i, 2 Ch.
6:16;tbra!'ka,Neh.9:26,29,34).OnlyinNeh.8:8,18; lO:29,30(28,29)dowefrndtbral
'lohtm.

This clear and constant association of the t6rA with Yahweh does not rule out its as-

sociation with Moses in other texts. The phrase tdral moieh occurs 5 times (2 Ch.
23:18; 30:16iEzr.3:2;7:6; Neh. 8:l). Yahweh, the God of Israel, is the author and
giver of the tOrA that is binding on Israel; from him it derives its authority. He gave it
(b'!6ra! moieh . . . 'oier-nalan yhwh, Ezr.'7:6: cf. Neh. 10:30[29]) and commanded it
(tbralm1ieh'oier-siwwdyhwh: I Ch. l6:40; 2Ch.25:4;33:8;Neh. 8:l; cf. 8:14).Im-
portant as Moses is, he is only the "servant of God" ('e!eQ-hd'"ldhtm/'abdeka, Neh.
9:14; 10:30[29]), the "man of God" (Ti-hdrlohtm,2 Ch. 30:16;Ezr.3:2) through
whom God gave the tbrh (b"ya1-moieh, 2 Ch. 33:8; 34: 14; Neh. 8:14; 9:14).

In the Chronicler's view the tbrd of Yahweh or Moses is fundamentally a book or
document. This is already apparent from the frequent construction of firA with such
lexemes as kdla! and sapar The former is used primarily as a passive participle

&akkafib 2 Ch. 23:18:25:4; 3l:3; 35:12,26l. Ezr. 3:2; Neh. l0:35,37134,361) and in
other equivalent expressions (l Ch. 16:40; Neh. 8:14). Constructions using sEper are
more frequent and varied: s4per by itself (2 Ch. 34:15b,16,18,21a,21b,24,31; Neh.

8:8), sZper habb"rty Q Ch. 34:30), sEper hattbrd (2 Ch.34:15; Neh. 8:3), s€per tbral
yhwh (2 Ch. 17:9; Neh. 9:3), seper tdra! ha*lohim (Neh. 8:18; cf. 8:8), seper moieh
(2Ch.25:4;35:12;Neh. l3:l;cf. Ezr.6:18 [Aramaic]), sEper t6ra!moieh (Neh. 8:l),

89. TLOT, ill, t4l6-11.
90. See above.
91 . R. Rendtortf , The OT: An Intro. (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1986), 282; for a dissenting view

see G. Steins, Die Chronik als kanonisches Abschlussphiinomen. BBB 93 (1995).
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scper tdra! yhwh b\ta{-mdieh (2 Ch. 34:14). Other constructions support the assump-

tion that the tbrd is looked upon as an authoritative written document: it is read aloud
(qdrd', Neh.8:3,8,18;9:3; l3:l-3) and the people listen to it attentively (.idrua', Neh.

8:9; 13:3; w"'oznA kol-hd'dm 'el-sZper hattbrd, Neh. 8:3). Thus the Chronicler con-
ceives of tbrd as sacred scripture that is binding on the community.

c. The 44 occurrences of t6ri in ChrH are distributed unevenly: 2 in I Chronicles,
l7 in2 Chronicles, 4 inEzra, and2l in Nehemiah. Most of the occurrences are concen-

trated in the second portion of Nehemiah (18 in chs. 8-10) and of 2 Chronicles (16 in
chs. 10.,-36). The remaining l0 occurrences of tbrd are scattered through various tex-
tual units; it does not occur at all in Neh. l-7 (the reform of Nehemiah) or I Ch. l-9
(history from Adam to David). This distribution suggests a conscious purpose: tbri ap-

pears at significant points to convey a particular idea consonant with certain theologi-
cal presuppositions.

(l) In the first section ofEzra (chs. l-6), in the overall context of the rebuilding of
the temple and restoration of the cult, specifically in connection with the construction
of the altar, the term occurs just once (3:2). The words kakkdlfrb b"!6ra! moieh ii-
hd'l6him immediately following the account of the rebuilding of the temple make

clear from the outset that the postexilic community is acting in accordance with the

Mosaic law. In this way Ezr.3:2 becomes a kind of key text intended to show that the

decisions reached by the community in reinstituting the cult were fully consonant with
the law of Moses. This text may refer specifically to Dt. 27:5-7, the description of the

altar to be built on entering the promised land.
(2) The second section of the book of Ezra (chs. 7-10) mentions tbrA 3 imes'.

twice at the beginning (7:6-10) and once at the end (10:3). In 7:6,10, the tbrA is spo-

ken of in connection with Ezra's mission. The Chronicler describes him as a scribe

skilled in the law of Moses, who has not only devoted himself to the study and inter-
pretation ofthe law but is also experienced in teaching and applying it. In the copy of
the letter that King Artaxerxes gives Ezra, the latter is given the title "priest and

scribe of the law of the God of heaven" (7:12,21). Whether or not this is an official
title of the Persian court,e2 the Chronicler is certain that Ezra played a very signifi-
cant role with respect to the tbrA. The general description of the duties and functions
of a scribe in Sir. 38:24-39: I I could serve also to describe the duties and functions
of Ezra.

Ezra was a specialist in matters of the tdrd (Ezr. 1 :6), called hdq ftmiipdt in v. 10. In
ChrH these two terms often refer to the t6rd (cf . hoq/huqqtm, I Ch. 22:13; 29:19; 2 Ch.
7:17;19:10;33:8;34:31; Neh. l:7;9:13-14; l0:30[29]; miipatltm],1Ch.28:7;2Ch.
7:17; 19:10;Ezr.3:4; Neh. l:7; 9:13,29; l0:30[29]; miswd, I Ch.29:19 2 Ch.1:19;
8: l3; 14:3[4];24:20;31:21l.34:31). "The law of God," after which Ezra is to shape the

religious life of the Jewish community, is also looked upon as the wisdom of God (cf.

Ezr.7:14 with v. 25). On the basis of this law, which Ezra brought to Jerusalem from
exile (Ezr. 7-8), the community is to be formed by the genuine traditions of Israel

635
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(10:3). Thus the question of mixed marriages is resolved by a covenant consonant with
the tbrd: niSral-bert1 . . . w"f;axbrd yZ'dieh (v. 3). The t6rd thus becomes the norm for
the life of the postexilic Jewish community.

(3) In Nehemiah (apart from chs. 12-13), all the occurrences of t6rd are found in
chs. 8-10. This section consists of two parts: a public reading and exposition of the
law, followed by preparations for and celebration of the Festival of Booths (8: l-12,13-
l8); and a public confession of sin, followed by a renewal of the covenant with God, in
which the people solemnly undertake to follow the law (chs. 9-10). The theme of the
"law" constitutes both the framework and the thematic focus of the whole section, in
which the term t6ri appears 18 times. There are also parallel constructions with hdq
(9:13-14; l0:30[29]), misw6/61(9:13-14,16,29,34; l0:3ol29l), and miipattm (9:13,29;
10:30[29]). Neh. 12:44-13:3 contains two short appendices to the ceremony of the sa-

cred offerings (12:27-43). This passage mentions the tbrd at its beginning and end
(12:44; 13:3). Its purpose is to show how, despite great difficulties, Nehemiah suc-
ceeded in establishing observance of the law within the community.

In this second section of the book of Nehemiah (8:9-13:3), the emphasis is on the
efforts of Ezra and Nehemiah. In the face of various problems, they succeeded in puri-
fying the postexilic community as the true Israel through preaching, instruction, and
interpretation of the law, persuading it to accept the authority of the t6rd, and bringing
it together around the new temple. The tdrd becomes the guidepost for the commu-
nity's new way of life. To act in accordance with the firdbings blessing; disobedience
to God and God's law brings disaster.

Nehemiah's penitential prayer (Neh. 9:6-37) also focuses on the guilt incurred by
sinful failure to observe the law, as does Daniel's similarly formulated petition (Dnl.
9:4-20). Both texts are late interpolations, Dtr in style and conception (cf. I K. 8:15-
53; 2 K. 17:7-23; etc.). The demonstration of God's saving acts in history makes
clear that the people alone are responsible for the disaster that has befallen them, be-
cause they did not hearken to the law of God and the message of the prophets. Rejec-
tion of the tbrd is understood as rejection of Yahweh himself, fully justifying God's
punishment.

(4) In Chronicles all the occurrences of t6rd are in the presentation of Israel's his-
tory from David to Josiah. In the Chronicler's view Solomon, Jehoshaphat, and Heze-
kiah are the outstanding figures who are paradigmatic for obedience to the law. They
are the criterion by which the other kings are judged. It is in terms of their conduct that
the term tbrd must be interpreted in Chronicles.

In the presentation of the history of David (l Ch. 10-29), the word t6rdf:.rst appears

in l6:40. This text describes what the Chronicler believes to have been the goal of all
that David did: the detailed organization of the Jerusalem cult. The word occurs again
in 22:l2.In the context of preparations for building the temple, in order that the under-
taking may succeed, David prays that Yahweh will grant his son discretion and under-
standing, as well as the gift of keeping the tdrd of Yahweh: 'af; yitten-I"ld yhwh ialel
frf;fuA wisaww"ld'al-yiird'el w"liimdr 'e!-tdro! yhwh 4l6hey[d. The reference to Solo-
mon's wisdom alludes to I K. 3:6-9; the reference to keeping the law recalls David's
deathbed charge to Solomon in I K. 2:3ff. (cf. Josh. l:7-9).
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The history of Solomon (2 Ch. 1-9) centers on the building of the temple (2:1121-
8;16). It continues and completes the undertaking for which David prepared the way.
The term t6rd appears in Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the temple (6:16). Di-
verging from his prototype in I K. 8:25 (ldleke! l"pdnay), the Chronicler here clarifies
what is required of Solomon's successor on the throne. "Walking before Yahweh" is
now understood as walking in the law of Yahweh (ldleftel b"!6rd!t).

Of the history of the divided monarchy, all that interests the Chronicler is the history
of Judah as the bearer of the authentic tradition of David (2 Ch. 10-36). That does not
mean that the Chronicler presents the southern kingdom as an ideal model of obedi-
ence to the law.e3 Nevertheless, he takes conduct with respect to the law as the criterion
forjudging the nation and its kings. Of Rehoboam, he says: 'dza!'e1-tdralyhwhw'!ol-
yiird'Zl 'immb (12:l). ln 12:1-12, a typically Dtr text, the Chronicler's purpose is to
present an overarching nexus of actions and consequences: unfaithfulness to God, dis-
regard for the law, and disobedience lead to disaster and humiliation, faithfulness and
obedience to prosperity and peace. The words 'ozabtem 'd1t in v.5 echo 'dza! 'e1-tbra1

yhwh in v. 1. The weight of the statement lies in its emphasis on the tbrh and its warn-
ing against disobedience.

King Asa represents the other side of the coin, for 'Asa did what was good and right
in the sight of Yahweh . . . and commanded Judah to seek Yahweh, the God of their an-
cestors, and to keep the law and commandments" (w"la'"i6t hattbrd w"hammiswd,
2 Ch. l4:l-3[2-4); ct. l5:3).

The Chronicler records the reign of Jehoshaphat in great detail (2 Ch. 17:l-21:l),
cautiously expanding the material in I Kings. Drawing on traditional material and add-
ing some of his own, he composes a textual complex that presents the reign of
Jehoshaphat in an extremely positive light. The Chronicler's own material includes
l7:9 and 19:10, which mention the firA. The first text (11:7-12) could be describing
the era of the Chronicleq during which priests, Levites, and lay experts serving as

teachers of the tbrA traveled throughout Judah to instruct the people. They carried with
them an exemplar of the sEper tbralyhwh. Many scholars identify this text as a copy of
2 Ch. l9:4-l I , which is inspired in part by Dt. I 6: I 8 -17 :13 . In the preexilic period the
"man of the tbri" was the priest. After the exile the priests lost this monopoly. The Le-
vites, excluded from purely priestly functions, began to preach to the people and cate-
chize them in matters having to do with the tbrd (Neh. 8:7-!;.r+

In 2 Ch. 23:18 and 25:4 we read of measures undertaken by Joash and Amaziah
kakkdlfi! b"16ra1/b"sdper moieh. The first passage comes from the pen of the Chroni-
cler, while the second was borrowed with minor alterations from 2 K. 14:6.

Apart from David and Solomon, the Chronicler devotes more space to Hezekiah
than to any other king of the Davidic dynasty (2 Ch.29-32). He expands substantially
on the material in 2 K. lSff., underlining Hezekiah's religious reform, his faithfulness
to the instructions of David, and the outstanding role played by the Levites and priests

93. H. G. M. Williamson, I and 2 Chronicles. NCBC (1982),237.
94. R. de Yatx, Anclsr; II, 355, 394.
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in the reform. Against this background, we may better understand the occurrences of
t6rd in 30:16; 3l:3,4,21.

The statement in 3l:4 that Hezekiah commanded the people in Jerusalem to give the

portion due to the priests and Levites l"ma'an yel.tezqfi b"16ra1 yhwh must be seen in the

light of the duties performed by the cultic personnel with respect to the firA. According

to Williamson,e5 this passage may refer to the importance of studying the tdrd in the

postexilic period, illustrated by Ps. 1, l19, and Mal.2:6ff' Finally 2Ch.3l:(2O-)21
presents Hezekiah as an irreproachable king after the model of Solomon, totally de-

voted to the temple and the firA.
The reign of Josiah is dominated by his reform of the cult and the celebration of

Passover (2 Ch.34-35). The Chronicler also reports the discovery of the book of the

tOrA; his statements in 34:15,19 agree formally with 2K.22:8,1l, but the interpretation

of the discovery differs. For the Dtr redactor all of Josiah's measures are based on the

book of the tOrA. According to the Chronicler, however, the reform was already in
progress: the discovery of the book of the law is a reward for this program of reform.

Here we see again the strong emphasis on talion that is so typical of the Chronicler.

In 2 Ch. 35:26-27 the Chronicler takes stock of this king at the end of his life:
Josiah's life and deeds are completely consonant with the written tdralyhwh. The tbril,

the teaching and law that governs life, is the criterion by which his entire life is judged:

he is presented as a faultless model. Since this passage may be considered one of the

latest texts in the OT, it further underlines the incalculable importance of the theme of
the tdrd as the culmination of the formation of the OT.

d. Our survey of ChrH has shown clearly that his own program is intermingled with
the tendencies of his sources. In practice, the terminology and constructions were al-

ready shaped by Deuteronomy and the Dtr redactors. The Chronicler often departed

from his sources - changing certain formulations (cf. 2 Ch. 6:16 with 1 K. 8:25e6),

adding new terms (cf. 2 Ch. 33:8 lw"habuqqtm w"hammiipdltm after tbri) with 2 K.

2l:8) or whole clauses (cf.2 Ch. 14:3t41 with I K. 15:9ff.; 19:10 with Dt. 17:8ff.;

35:26 with 2K.23:18), and even altering whole passages. [n such variants the Chroni
cler displays his goal of viewing the requirements of the law in their totality, i.e., show-

ing that the entire law is an expression of the divine will.
This observation argues for a complex understanding of tbrd on the part of the

Chronicler. In fact, like Deuteronomy and the Dtr redactors, he understands the law as

a unity (l Ch.22:12;2 Ch. l2:l; 14,3141; l5:3;35:26). But he can also use tdrd - es-

pecially in the expression kakkalfi! b"16ra1-x - to denote individual laws, law in the

more concrete sense (l Ch. 16:40;2 Ch. 23:18; 25:4;31:3; Ezr. 3:2; Neh'

lO:35,37134,361). Since these instances involve specific ritual laws, it is reasonable to

assume that he also incorporated the understanding of tdrd shared by the Priestly

redactors. As a consequence, the Chronicler stands on the one hand close to Deuteron-

omy and DtrH, but on the other close to P as well.

95. Williamso\ I and 2 Chronicles,374.
96. See above.
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Blenkinsopp devotes a section of his commentary on Ezra-Nehemiah to the theme
of law, and concludes: "Our survey would therefore suggest the conclusion that 'the
law' in Ezra-Nehemiah, and therefore Ezra's law as understood by the redacto4 refers
basically to Deuteronomic law supplemented by ritual legislation in the Pentateuchal
corpora conventionally designated P and H. . . . These results are corroborated by a sur-
vey of Chronicles which uses much the same language, predominantly Deuteronomic,
in speaking of the law."e7 Kellermann, on the contrary, reverses these priorities, accord-
ing more weight to the influence of P than to Deuteronomy and the Dtr redactors. In
ChrH, he believes, the firA is fundamentally ritual law; the Chronicler is "a student of
the Pentateuch as shaped by P."e8

Our analysis shows that formally and terminologically the Chronicler depends fun-
damentally on Deuteronomy and DtrH, while agreeing with P in certain details.ee From
Deuteronomy and DtrH, he borrows his terminology and a unitary understanding of the
law. But his interest in the cult and his desire to follow the actual law in literal detail
draw him to the Priestly literature. The Chronicler thus attempts a synthesis between
the two major streams of firA interpretation. It is therefore reasonable to assume that
he had available an exemplar of the Pentateuch, possibly one very close to its final
recension. When he speaks of the t6rh as a unity, he is referring to the totality of Holy
Scripture; when he speaks ofa particular laq he is generally referring to specific texts
of the Pentateuch (esp. Deuteronomy and P). In the few instances that the law in ques-
tion is not found in the Pentateuch, it is possible that he is constructing hybrid texts, for
which he must be allowed a certain amount of artistic freedom.

Garcia lipez

If we accept the 4th-century-B.c.E. dating of the Temple Scroll proposed by Stege-
mann and Milgrom, who identify it as the sixth book of the Pentateuch, the Chronicler
could also have that book in mind when he speaks of tdrd.

Fabry

For the Chronicler, the tbrd is the great pillar on which his work rests. Ordinarily he
understands one of his favorite expressions, "seek God," as an attitude of inward faith-
fulness to God. Sometimes, however, it means "obey the law" (2 Ch. 14:3t41;31,,21;
also Ezr.7:10).Its opposite is "forsake God/the law" (2 Ch. l5:2; l2:l). Obedience to
the tbri establishes the special relationship between Israel and God, a relationship that
also extends to the individual person (2 Ch.6:16). Communion with God is thus
achieved through the fird. As an expression of God's will, it is normative for the Jew-
ish community. Here the Chronicler displays his notion of a normative document

97. J. Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah. OfL (1988), 155.
98. P. 75.
99. See II.2.a above.
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through which is revealed the will of God for every generation of Israel.l0o The cove-

nant made between God and Israel (Neh. 10:29-30128-291) thus meant the restoration
of Israel's relationship to God, understood as obedience to the law.

IV. Concluding Observations.
l. Origin and Early Developmenr. The variety of connotations of firA and the many

formulations in which it appears rule out any attempt to restrict its semantic spectrum.

The term t6ri embraces a highly complex entity. With respect to its origin and seman-

tic development, we may say that the root appears in the prebiblical period, flowers in
the biblical period, and achieves full development in postexilic Judaism.

In the Mari texts ftrtu denotes an oracle or revelation through prophecy. In a few
biblical texts tbrd appears within the oracular sphere. The precepts and divine laws that
Moses was to make known (Ex. l8:16,20) were nothing other than a public proclama-
tion of the oracles he had received from God. In Isa.8:16,20, t"'ttQdin parallel with
firA can be translated "oracle," for it refers to the message that Isaiah received from
God as a prophet. In this context tbrd is equivalent to oracular instruction. In the OT,

then, tbrd can mean a particular individual instruction embodying a command or deci-
sion, communicated in the temple by a priest. Thts tbrd denotes an instruction or be-

havioral norm whose authority and binding force depend on its source. A word re-

vealed by God takes the form of a law or an oracle. A prophetic tbrd, instruction with
oracular character, may be traced to a word (dabar) of Yahweh.

Besides prophetic firA we also find priestly firi, which gives instruction concern-
ing the law of Yahweh, and sapiential tbrd, which rests on the authority of parents and

teachers. The various forms of tbrd were originally oral but were soon given written
form (Isa. 8:16,20). In short, tbrd oiginally meant specific individual rulings and in-
structions, but then developed to include a complex range of phenomena.

2. Deuteronomy. The book of Deuteronomy is a reservoir for the several semantic

variations of the term t6ri. Here the original traditions of the Tetrateuch converge, and

from here emerge the Dtr traditions. In addition, the tracks of Deuteronomy intersect
with prophetic and sapiential literature. These different traditions are reflected in the

various nuances of firL. If Deuteronomy may be considered the "center of the OT,"l0l
the terms it uses for t6rd llkewise represent the center of the various possible meanings

that tbrd may express.
a. The phrase dipr4 hax6rd, which is characteristic of Deuteronomy,l02 associates

tbrd closely with ddbdr albeit in a different sense than in the prophets. The very use

of the expression'dlleh hadd'ldrtm in Dt. l:l indicates the great importance of this
term. Furthernore, Deuteronomy presents Moses as the greatest of the prophets

100. B. S. Childs, Intro. to the OT as Scripture (Philadelphia, 1979),648.
101. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982), 176-77; H. Graf Reventlow, "The 'Cen-

tre' of the OTI' Problems of OT Theology in the Twentieth Century (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1986),
t25-33.

102. See III.3 above.
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(34:10-12), the prototype ofa series ofprophets to follow (18:l5ff.). This text clearly
connects dbr with the function of the prophets. Deuteronomy also uses dbr in the con-
text of the covenant at Horeb (Dt. 5). In Ex. l8:15ff. Moses asks God for instructions
and then makes the oracle known to the people; in Dt. 5:5,22, and l8:15ff., by con-
trast, he is the great mediator between God and the people. Moses hears God and
shares with the people everything God says and commands. Seen in this perspective,
the dilrA hattdrd represent a synthesis of the words and commands of Yahweh. They
are not just "laws," but the totality of God's will, promulgated at Horeb. As in Ex.
l8: l5ff., the divine oracles are transformed into a series of precepts and t6r61, which
Moses communicates to the people.

b. In the dibrA han6rd, one can hear the echo of Moses' oral teaching. Deuteronomy
in its final form presents itself as an address of Moses to the people. The expression
seper hattbrA, characteristic of Deuteronomy and DtrH, reflects this instruction in
written form. Both these expressions call to mind various elements and traditions. The
dilrA haxbrd may have been committed to writing at an early date as specific individ-
ual laws.r03 Deuteronomy represents the transitional stage from oral to witten t6rd.

This allows us to consider cautiously the conception ofthe Torah's preexistence. In-
deed, Isa. 8:16 and Hos. 8:12 establish a connection between such an oral tbrA and its
reduction to writing. Here we may have the first evidence of a canonical tbrA docn-
ment, which recalls other documents of the same genre as that mentioned in 2 K. 22-
23.8x.24:7 speaks of a sEper habb"rig the same expression as appears in 2 K. 23:2-21.
The possibility that this expression and sZper hattbrd are interchangeable has already
been discussed.1O4 From Deuteronomy through 2 Kings, furthermore, we find a series

of expressions using the phrase sZper hatfirA, especially those in which seper t6ra!
yhwU'"ldhtm crystallized out of the earlier prophetic tradition (see the discussion
above of such texts as Isa. 1:10; Jer.8:8; Hos.4:6). The step from the prophetic for-
mula to the Dtn/Dtr formula is signaled by the expression bass€pen As a result, the
Dtn/Dtr form]ula basseper tdra!-x conveys a complex, synthetic meaning, while the for-
mulas used by the prophets refer more to specific individual teachings and instructions.

c. The tbrd as it appears in Deuteronomy includes not only prophetic and legal fea-
tures but also didactic, sapiential elements. Foresti argues that the choice of the term
firAb denote the instruction given by Moses derives from a sapiential interpretation of
Moses' final actions.l0s He finds evidence for this assertion in Dt. I :5; 4:44; 3l:9,11,
where the use and meaning of the term tdrd exhibit a certain affinity with the didactic
discourses of Prov. l-9. It is noteworthy that only in these four passages is r6rd con-
structed with z6'! without being part of a construct phrase with dilrA or seper The for-
mula in Dt. 1:5 (hbil mdieh bE'Er'e1-hattbrA hazz6'!) presents Moses as a scribe at
pains to pass on his teaching, who prepares an initial written version ef i1.106 The vb.

103. See III.3 above.
104. See IIL3 above.
105. Pp.22-23.
106. S. Mittmann, Deuteronomium 1,14,3. BZAW 139 (1975), l3-15; A. D. H. Mayes, Deu-

teronomy. NCBC (1981), 116.
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ba'ar; generally translated "interpret, expound," necessarily implies the notion of writ-
ing (cf. Dt. 27:8; Hab. 2:2), so that this text apparently describes Moses as making a
written outline of his teaching. This passage is hard to assign to a particular Dtn/Dtr
stratum; most likely, inspired by l:la and27:8, it attempts to correct the impression
that the written form of the law came into being only after the occupation. In other
words, it believes in the preexistence of the Torah. Therefore Moses appeius as a scribe

rather than a teacher.
The same is true in Dt. 3l:9, which states explicitly that "Moses wrote down this

t6rd and gave it to the priests." If we ignore Dt. 32-33, two poetic additions to the

book, we can say that all of Deuteronomy is congruent with the statements made in l:5
and 31:9ff. From this perspective firA proves to be the most comprehensive expression

for what Moses vv161s.lo7

At the beginning of the book, 1:5 (and4:.4 similarly) clearly exhibits an intent to de-

fine all of Deuteronomy as firA. First, the occurrence of t6rA in 1:5 immediately pre-

cedes a summary historical survey (cf . 4:44, with the terms hahuqqtm w"hammiipattm
in v. 45), in which the legal corpus of Deuteronomy is embedded (cf. 12:1). In addition,

between 4:45 and 12:1 there appears a series of exhortations and admonitions different
in character from the laws in l2:2ff. Finally, 31:9,11 place the preceding text in its to-

tality under the heading of tdrd. It seems evident, therefore, that the term tdrd, if identi-
fied with all of Deuteronomy (handrd hazz6'1/wez6'!hatt6rd), must have a comprehen-
sive meaning. The translation "law" is inadequate. "Instruction" or "teaching" is better,

but neither is sufficiently distinct from other terms that can define t4rAbeter in certain

cases. The texts in Dt. I :5, 4:44, and 31 :9,1 I may help shed light on the role of writing
and the didactic discourses in Prov. 1-9.

Driver argues that Hebrew has two distinct vbs. yard, one of which is related to Eth.

warawa, "throw," the other to Akk. (w)ari, Ugar. yr(y), "go," with the causative mean-

ing "cause to go, guide, direct."l08 McKane has attempted to use this distinction to ex-

plain the use of the vb. ydrA (and the derived noun fira) in the book of Proverbs, con-
cluding that tbrd means "direction": "where the Instruction is presented as a way of
life, it is admirably described as tora, and the word has appeared in such contexts ( I .8;

3.1).lf miswd is to be correlated with the imperious form of the lnstruction and milsar
with its character as educational discipline, fira car, be associated with the presenta-

tion of Instructions as a way of life; it contains directions for the road of a mandatory

kind, that is, directives."rD
At first glance, Deuteronomy appears to be a discourse delivered by Moses on the

threshold of the promised land (1:Itr). Its definition as firA Q:5;4:44) means that it
records the ways and goals that make it possible to live in the promised land accord-
ing to the Torah. Moses is presented as a (wisdom) teacher and scribe who shows the

Israelites the way that leads to life. The tbrd is an authoritative teaching (diprA

L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 (1969), ll7.
G. R. Driver, lrl I (1951) 249-50.
McKane, Proverbs, 308.
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109.
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hattbrh) that contains the rules of life, made known originally at Horeb. They come
from God mediated through Moses, the greatest prophet and lawgiver. It is a teaching
summarized in fixed form as scper hattdrd, a book to be read and studied by all Israel,
from the king to the last Israelite. Through it they will learn to fear Yahweh and prac-
tice all the words of the t6rd (weiamerfi laai61'e1-lcol dilr0 hanbrA hazzd'! 3l:12; cf .

l7:18-19). It is a document preserved in the ark of the covenant in order to serve as a
witness against Israel (31:24-29), so that Israel can no longer claim that God's will is
unknown, and finally in order that all Israelites may fulfill the words of the Torah
(32:46).

3. Canon. By equating firA with sEper hatfirA and other equivalents, Deuteronomy
paved the way for later developments such as the identification of t6rd with the Penta-
teuch. In its final form the Pentateuch is a composite of narratives in historical style
and laws, mostly collected in extensive legal codes. Since Wellhausen, historical-
critical study has shown clearly that the law came into being for the most part at a rela-
tively late date. Even later (mid-3d century n.c.r.) is the identification Heb. t6rd = Gk.
n6mos = Pentateuch. The first clear reference to the Pentateuch as the "law" is in the
prologue to Sirach.

In the opinion of some scholars, the LXX, which translates firA as n6mos, was re-
sponsible for narrowing the meaning of tOrd to its purely nomistic aspect of "law." Oth-
ers believe that the LXX used the appropriate term.l10 In any case, it is probably safe to
assume that late-3d-century Judaism considered the Torah of Ezra (the whole Penta-
teuch or only the Mosaic law within it) to be binding upon Jerusalem/Judea and the
LXX Pentateuch to be binding upon Alexandrian Judaism. In the Hellenistic world,
consequently, n6mos had to mean the same as tOrA. The LXX, howeveq borrowed the
firA concept of the late period, so that its use of n6mos can be awkward, especially in
the rendering of earlier 1g11s.llt

According to Monsengwo Pasinya,l12 in the LXX Pentateuch n6mos refers to divine
revelation considered as a whole, comprising both didactic and legal portions. The
Nahal Hever contracts also understood the term in 11rir r"nss.ll3 In these documents
n6mos is translated by Aram. wryt' ('6raytd) as the equivalent to Heb. tbr6;tta see es-
pecially the classic instance in the Fasting Scroll (67-70 c.r.): "On the 28th day of the
same month, the good news came to the Jews that they did not have to depart from the
law (dyl'y'dwn mn 'wryt'))'l ls 11 sssrns clear, therefore, that the author did not think of

l l0. See Blank, 259-60, 268-69; Segal; Lightstone; Westerholm.
ttt. TDNT, IY, 1046-47.
112. P. 88.
113. K. Beyer, Die aramiiischen Texte vom Toten Meer Erg. Bd. (Gtittingen, 1994), text *n

v.17.42.
I14. On the semantic range of this late Jewish term, see M. Sokoloff, Dictionary of Jewish

Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine Period (Ramat-Gan, l99O), 42-43.
I15. Beyer, 556; J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Tbxts.

BietOr 34 (1978), 186-87.
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the tbrd as a law like any other.l 16 Considered as firA, the Pentateuch is the expression

of God's will, authoritative instruction in the right way to walk. The tbrd has its origin
in God; through the mediation of Moses and others chosen by God, it entered the world
to fulfill God's work.

At the end of prophecy (Mal. 3:22-2414:4-6)), Moses and Elijah, the law and the
prophets, stand in harmony. This passage is not simply a secondary addition to the book
of Malachi; it plays a role with respect to the whole prophetic canon of the Hebrew Bi-
ble. Such a phenomenon at the conclusion of the canon must not be ignored when ap-
proaching the Pentateuch from the final perspective of the canonical scriptures.llT

Garcia Ldpez

The figure of Moses reappears at the end of the third division of the Hebrew Bi-
ble, in ChrH. It is still debated whether the references to the "book of Moses" in Ezr.

6:18 (Aramaic), Neh. 13:1, and 2 Ch.25:4 refer to the entire Pentateuch or only to
parts of it, the Mosaic law Many scholars would restrictthe tbrd brought to Jerusa-
lem by Ezra to the legal portion of the Pentateuch (613 commandments and prohibi-
tions).tt8Maiereventhinksof afloatingbodyof tbrdtexts aslateasthe lstcentury
c.r., from which the Torah of late Judaism crystallized more or less randomly. Oth-
ers follow Ezra in considering the Torah to comprise the entire Pentateuch, an inter-
pretation confirmed by Siraqh.ttl The Chronicler uses the term tbriboth in the com-
plex sense of Deuteronomy and in the specific, particular sense of the Priestly
tradition. Here one can recognize the integrative style of the Chronicler, his effort to
represent comprehensively the totality of God's will as tbrd, down to the minutest
detail.

Fabry

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. There are about 160 occurrences of firA in the Dead Sea

Scrolls. Nearly a third of these are in the Damascus Document (30) and its parallels
in 4Q (19; 11 in doublets of the Damascus Document itseli 8 in portions of text
previously unknown). Almost 30 percent of the occurrences are in lQS (12), lQSa
(1), and 4QS (15;6 in previously known texts,9 in new texts), llQT (11), and

4QMMT (5). The remainder are scattered through many other documents. The high
frequency of occurrences in the Rules is no surprise; what is surprising is that there
are only 3 occurrences of tbrd in lQH, especially when one considers the frequency
and importance of the term in the Psalter, as well as its total absence from IQM and

16. Cazelles,13l.
17. Rudolph, Maleachi,29l; see II.4.c.(3) above.
18. J. Maier, "Torah und Pentateuch, Gesetz und Moral," in A. Vivian, ed., Biblische und

1990) l4-16;judaistische Studien. FS P Sacchi. Judentum und Umwelt 29 (Frankfurt am Main,
idem, NEB Erg. Bd. 3, 15tr.

119. L. H. Schiffman, Halakhah at Qumran. SJL{ 16 (1975); and esp. Stegemann, "Mitte,"
t5t.
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the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. It is also infrequent inthe pesher literature (16
times, 5 of which are in lQpHab). There are 6 occurrences in the mss. of Jubilees
and 3 in 4QDibHam. The 5 occurrences in 4Q177 (4QCatenau) deserve special at-
1sn1is1.l20

The use of the term tbrd in the Dead Sea Scrolls agrees in many ways with its use in
the OT, in both form and meaning. Thus IQS 5:8 (// 4QSb 2 l:7; 4QSd I l:6);8:22;CD
15:2,9,12 (ll 4Q266 17 l:3); 16:2,5 (ll 4Q270 l0 2:8) employ the phrase twrt mwih,
and lQS 8:15 (// 4QSd 3 l:7: cf. IQS l:3) speaks of the t6rd commanded by God
through the mediation of Moses. These passages refer to either the Mosaic Torah as a

whole or the Pentateuch. Elsewhere the Torah is referred to as a book (spr htwrh, CD
5:2), a collection of books (spry htwrh, the books of the law in contrast to the books of
the prophets,CDT:15-17), or a revelation from God(glh, IQS 8:1-2; CD 15:13 ll
4Q266 17 l:4); 5:2-5).In the Temple Scroll, by contrast, tbrd probably does not refer
to the Pentateuch as a whole but to specific laws (50:7,17) or the law of the king
(56:21; 51:1).rzr

For the authors of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the tbrd was of preeminent importance. At
the very beginning of the Manual of Discipline, it is stated that the community rule is
laid down "to turn from all evil" and "to constitute a community within thelaw" (liwb
mla,vl r' . . . lhywt lyhd btwrh, IQS 5: l-2). The vb. -+ f .ltr2 ilf is often used with refer-
ence to avoiding sin (lQS 5:1,14; 10:20; CD 2:5; l5:7;20:11; etc.) or being converted
to the Torah (lQS 5:8 U/ 4QSb 2 l:71;10: I l; CD l5:9; 16:1,4;4QpPsu 2:3). This "con-
version to the Torah" is a new coinage of the Dead Sea Scrolls; it refers to observance
of the law the characteristic attitude and behavior of a devout member of the commu-
nity.rzz This attitude toward the law implies fulfilling it (:fft, IQS 5:21Ul4QSd I 2:ll;
6:18; lQpHab 7:111'8:1; l2:5; CD l6:8 Ul 4Q271 2 2:91;4QFlor l:7 should be read
m'iy twdh rather than m'iy twrhtz3), observing it (imr 4Q2521 5:5; also 6Q9 21 3), or
walking according to it (hlk, CD 7 :7). Transgression of the law, especially if deliberate,
is so grievous a sin that the only possible punishment is banishment from the commu-
nity (lQS 8:20-9:3). Such a punishment clearly shows the importance attached to pre-

cise observance of the Torah.
But the Torah of Moses is more than a norm governing the life of the community; it

is also the subject of constant study. Among the duties of members of the community
"investigatingthe firA" (mldri b/hwrh, 1QS 6:6; 8:15; CD 6:7 Ul 4Q267 2l5);7:18
Ul 4Q266 3 4:7);20:6; 4QFlor l: I l) stands out. Whenever a group of (at least) ten men
is present, one ofthem (ifpossible a priest) is to study the law day and night('yi dwri
btwrh, IQS 6:6; cf . 6:3). At first glance, this requirement appears to mean practical

120. A. Steudel, Der Midrasch zur Eschatologie aus der Qumran-Gemeinde. STDJ 13
(1994), 108-9.

121. J. Maier, Temple Scroll. JSOTSUp 34 (Eng. tr. 1985), 124.
122. H.-J. Fabry, Die Wurzel S0B in der Qumran-Literatur. BBB 46 (1975),28-32; idem,

"Die Wurzel .iw& in der QumrAnliteratur," in M. Delcor, ed., Qumran, sa piitd, sa thiologie et
son milieu. BETL 46 (1978), 286-87.

123. G. J. Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran. JSOTSUp 29 (1985), 107.
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study of the Torah, meditating on it and understanding it (1lQPs" 18:12;24:8). But
since every member of the community is required to spend a third of each night investi-
gating the miipdt (lQS 6:7-8), the expression ddrai battdrd needs to be defined more
precisely. According to Maier, the function of the ddrei hattdri is not just investigation
of the Torah but, more importantly, issuing tdr67 conect instructions - a function
similar in nature to the formulation of halakot by the rabbis.

T\e tOrd is compared to an inexhaustible well, sunk by the leaders and dug by the
nobles of the people together with their chief (cf. Nu. 2l:18). The chief is the one who
studies the law, who interprets the tbrd (CD 6:2-11; also 7:18-21). In CD 4:8;6:14;
13:6 (ll 4Q267 ll 1:2); and 2O:25, the expression prwi htwrh is used, referring to the
"orthodox" interpretation of the law, determining ("distinguishing") its true meaning.
To make the goal of Torah study easier to attain, there may have been an "exegetical
school" comparable to the Jewish byt hmdri. The comparable term byt hnvrh (CD
20:10,13), however, does not refer to a building with a specialized function;12+ i, 't *
expression the community uses to describe itself.

ln a word, the tOrA of Moses occupies a central place in the life and work of the
members of the Qumran community. Even in documents like IQM that never use the
term, the tbrd of Moses plays a crucial role. The war of the sons of light must be fought
in accordance with the principles laid down in the law of Moses. The author of the War
Scroll has the laws of the Pentateuch constantly before his eyes, especially the laws in
Numbers and Deuteronomy that have to do with war.I2s

In the last analysis, though, it is a given that the Qumran tbrd mtst be understood as

a more extensive collection than its OT predecessor. Even if the canonical status of the
Temple Scroll, the Pentateuch paraphrases, and the rules cannot be demonstrated be-
yond all doubt, the scope of a "canonical Torah" at Qumran probably exceeded sub-
stantially that of its Pentateuch prototype.

Fabry

124. As claimed by M. Delcor, RB 6l (1954) 545-50; 62 (1955) 66-75.
125. Y. Yadin, Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light Against the Sons of Darkness (Oxford,

1962),4-6, 16.
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il[rfn tfiityd: i.lVi[ tuiiya

I. l. Etymology;2.LXX. II. OT: l. Occurrences;2. Meaning. III. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. | . Etymology. Many lexicons claim that the noun tfiiiyi and the expression yEi de-
rive etymologically from a root y.iy, "be" (Assyr. iiu, "have"), but this claim is uncer-
tain.r If it is true, we are dealing with a taqtilat/toqtilat form with a shift of o to u.2 On
the evidence of this etymology, the basic meaning of ttriiyA would be "that which ex-
ists," hence "power, ability."r This meaning is so vague that we must examine actual
usage to define it more precisely.

The noun is cognate with the Ugaritic hapax legomenon r.iyr,a which may be trans-
lated as "victory triumph, success."S

2. lXX. The LXX provides little assistance in determining the meaning of tttiiyA,
since it offers 12 different translations for the 13 occurrences of the word in the OT:
sOteria (Job 3O:22; Prov. 2:7), bodtheia (Job 6:13), asphdleia (Prov. 8:14), innoia
(Prov. 3:21), djnamis (Job 26:3), tdn katd si (11:6), ischjs (12:16), alEthds (5:12),
s6sein(Mic.6:9), and eirdn€ (Sir.38:8). Thereadings kair6s (Prov. 18:l) andmatatan
pardklEsin (lsa. 28:29) appear to have no connection with Heb. tfiiiyd. The range of
terms used by the LXX nevertheless suggests that the "ability" denoted by tfrityd
should be thought of as more than purely intellectual.

II. OT.
l. Occurrences. The rl,oun tfiffyA occurs 13 times in the OT (including Sirach); in

Job 3O:22b t".ir2Z should be read instead of tuiiwwh (= Q tuityd).6 All the occurrences

t'filty6. H. Bauer, "Die hebriiischen Eigennamen als sprachliche Erkenntnisqwllel' ZAW 48
(1930) 73-80, esp.77; H. A. Brongers, "Miscellanea Exegetica," ()bersetzung und Deutung. FS
A. R. Hulst (Nijkerk, 1977),30-49, esp.37-49; M. V. Fox, "Words for Wisdom," 7A,H 6 (1993)
149-69, esp. 161-65; K. J. Grimm, "The Meaning and Etymology of the Word ilfpll,l in the OT,"
JAOS 22 (1901) 35-44; G. Kuhn, Beitriige zur Erkliirung des salomonischen Spruchbuches.
BWANT 57 (1931), esp. 3-4; F. Niitscher, Zur theologischen Terminologie der Qumran-Texte.
BBB l0 (1956), esp. 517-18; G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (Eng. tr. Nashville, 1970), esp. 79 and
n.8; N. Shupak, Where CanWisdom Be Found? OBO l3O (1993), esp.25l-56.

l. BDB, 1064; GesB, 874-75; HAL,ll, l7l3-14.
2. J. Barth, NSS, 307 n. 3; criticized by Grimm, 42-44, whose own theory breaks down be-

cause there is no evidence for an Assyrian root a.iu, "help."
3. Bater,77.
4. KTU 1.3,il,27.
5. IIT no.812,2614; CMI], 159; cf. M. Dahood, IJgaitic-Hebrew Philology. BietOr 17

(1965), 74; idem, Bibl 55 (1974) 386-87; J. Gray, UF ll (1979) 319; idem, kgacy of Canaan.
sw s (196s),43.

6. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 414; for a different opinion see Fox, 163.
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are in wisdom literature (Job 5:12; 6:13; 1l:6; 12:16;26:3;30:22; Prov. 2:7; 3:21;'
8:14; l8: l; Sir. 38:8) or texts influenced by wisdom (lsa.28:29; Mic. 6:9). The word,
which is always anarthrous, appears in parallel with the following terms: btnd (Prov.
8:14), g"!fird (Prov. 8:14), hokmd (Job 26:3), kdah (Job 6:l l-13), magen (Prov.2:7),
mah"ieQel (Job 5:12), ma'oieh (Sir. 38:8), m'zimmd (Prov. 3:21), 'oz(Job 12:16),'ezrA
(Job 6:13), 'Zsd (Isa.28:29: Job 5:12-13; Prov. 8:14), and'ormA Grov. 8:12,14).

2. Meaning. The meaning "intelligence, prudence" is already suggested by the
range of occurrences of tttiiyd and the parallel expressions; this meaning is confirmed
by Wisdom's description of herself in Prov. 8. The term reflects the ideology of wis-
dom; more precisely, within this ideology it denotes one aspect of what characterizes
wisdom (bokmA). In vv. 12-21 personified Wisdom extols herself as a teacher not only
of theoretical knowledge but also of pragmatic conduct.T In v. 14 she describes herself
as being insight (bfuA) and as having counsel ('€$), svength (ge!frri), and tttityd. The
use of g"!frrA in synonymous parallelism with tfriiyA associates the latter with the
sphere of strength and power; the explication in vv. 15-16 of wisdom's attributes listed
in v. 14 as the qualities of kings and rulers shows that the term is a mark of rational
pragmatism.

In contrast to thought as an intellectual act, titiiyd therefore refers to informed and
clearheaded reflection in the exercise of power and actual practice. This deliberation
goes beyond the realm of public responsibility. In Job 6:ll-13 Job asks himself
whether he has superhuman strength (koah, vv. ll-12). In v. 13a he concludes that
there is no help within him; the parallel v. l3b says that tuffyA is driven fuomhim (ndh
niphal). Obviously he is not lamenting his lack of insight or his misfortune; he is aware
of having lost the inner strength that enables him to stand up to his God.8

According to Prov. 3:21, tuiiyd - along with "presence of mind" (m"zimmd) - is a
subjective attribute that a sage should seek to retain. The allusion in this verse to the
admonition in v. 1,e as well as the parallel construction in 5:1, shows clearly that both
consist in following the instruction (tbrd) and commandments (misw6!) of the wisdom
teacher.

Similar is the secondary sapiential gloss in Mic. 6:9a0 (readingyir'd instead of MT
yir'eh), which concludes the didactic Dtr parenesis in vv. 2-8.10 It summarizes v. 8 un-
der the heading of "fearing Yahweh," an attitude congruent with tttiiyA. Mic. 6:9 thus
stands solidly within the context of the later wisdom tradition reflected in Prov. l-9,
where fear of Yahweh is virtually identical with sapiential knowledge (cf . l:7-9,29;
2:5: 9:10). Prov. 3:21-26 shows that tuityA and m"zimmd give the wise security and
help master the changes and chances of life; similarly, tfiityd appears in 2:7 in parallel
with mdgen as the reward of the upright. ln 3:21-26 the poet has a premonition that

7. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HATUI6 (1963),47.
8. Fox, 163.
9. O. Pkiger, Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 39-40.
10. R. Tournay, RB 7l (1964) 514-16; W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk -Zephanja. KAT XllU3 (197 5), 1 I 8-19.
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happiness and prosperity may be intemrpted and counsels composure rooted in reli-
gious faith (v.26).

The pragmatic ingenuity denoted by titityd is a concomitant of wisdom and serves

as a beneficial reward for an upright life, but it is not identical with either wisdom or
the fear of Yahweh. It is an ethically neutral term. According to Prov. I 8: I , for exam-
ple, a self-indulgent person stirs up strife by any means possible (b'ftol-tfiityA yilgalld';
but cf. McKane: "against all sound and effective policy,"tt since tfiityA is not used pe-
joratively). In Job 5:12-13 the "tfriiyA of the crafty" parallels "schemes of the wily."
The parallelism with '€sd (cf .Isa. 28:29) demonstrates also that tfriiyd denotes not only
an inward capability but also the result of pragmatic ingenuity, a plan of action (not its
success): "He frustrates the devices of the crafty, so that their hands achieve no suc-
cess. He takes the clever in their own craftiness, and the schemes of the wily are

brought to a quick end" (Job 5:12-13).[n26:3, similarly, the tfrityd that is given to oth-
ers is advice.l2

The sapiential identification of pragmatic wisdom with "the psychic power through
which the creator God formed the world so artfully"t3 also makes it possible to ascribe
tfiityd to Yahweh. In Job 12: l3-16, as in Prov. 8:14, God's sovereignty is characterized
by strength ('Ail and instrumental intelligence (tfiityd), which here serve to frustrate
the designs of earthly rulers. In justifying the medicinal arts, which are suspect to the
devout, Sirach emphasizes that Yahweh's work manifests itself now and again in the
(successful) ministrations of the healing professions, so that neither Yahweh's work
(ma'oieh) nor the tfrityA needed to accomplish it ever rest (Sir. 38:8).

In a similar manner Isa.28:23-29 uses the analogy of the proper and appropriate ac-
tions of the farmer instructed by Yahweh to argue for Yahweh's situational counsel
('EsA) and discretion (tttityd).ta As in Job 5:12-13, it is questionable to interpret tfriiyA
as "success," the necessary consequence of following God's counsel,15 since the imag-
ery of the similitude describes only the appropriate actions of the farmer; nothing is
said of a successful harvest.

It is also possible that Job 1l:6, a difficult text (in v.6b, MT kt-ftiplayim should
probably be emended to k?-p'ld'imt6), refers to God's sovereign providence: God's
tfiityd is too wonderful to be known without revelation. Of course this interpretation is
uncertain, as is true of all the other occurrences of the expression. It is conceivable that
here, in conjunction with miracles and knowledge, tfiiiyd denotes intellectual ability:
for human tfiityi, "understanding," the secrets of wisdom are miraculous.lT

ll. W McKane, Proverbs. OTL(1970),519.
12. M. H. Pope, Job. AB (1965), I 68; Fox, I 64-65; but cf. HAL, ll, l7 14; andFohrer, Iliob,

376,378-79: "success" in the sense of wisdom literature, where the counsel of the wise always
brings success.

13. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos, 30.
14. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 2OO2),48-62, esp. 54-55.
15. E.g., O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Eng. tr. 1974),261.
16. But cf. J. J. Slotki, trl7" 35 (1985) 229-30: ki 16 tfiiiyA w"Qa' ki-ftiplayim yaiieh lef;a.

17. G. H<ilscher, Hiob. HATlllT (21952),32; F. Horst, Hiob 1-19. nXXVUL (1968), 168;
Brongers, 44.
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III. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls ttrityd - like de'd and mezimmal
'ormd 

- refers to esoteric knowledge to which only the faithful one is privy (1QS

1 1 :6); he will tell of his knowle dge ( da'afi with the "counsel of understanding" ( baasal
fiiiyA) (1QS 10:24). i.e., "religious instruction based on his own God-given knowl-
edge."r8 Along with da'a!, hokmd, and 'ormd, tAi$d can also refer to God's omni-
science (CD 2:3-4). The word also appears in 4Q215 I 2:10.

Gertz

18. Ndtscher, 61.

EtJl:l]D tah%finim; ilJtl[ t"fiinna

I. Etymology and Usage. ll. fhinn6. III. Sirach. IV. LXX. V. Dead Sea Scrolls. VI. Rabbinic

Judaism.

I. Etymology and Usage. The noun tah"nfintm occurs only in the plural (a collec-
tive or abstract plural for actions conceived of as consisting of individual acts;l cf.
tah%fin61in Ps. 86:6, which is probably synonymous). It is a taqtul form from the
hithpael2 of the root -+ l)11 hnn, "be merciful,"3 and means a supplication for mercy or
favoy' - not a formal prayer on a specific occasion, but an expression issuing from an

anguished spirit, with no fixed form or manner of recitation.s A similar form(thnwnyn)
occurs in Christian Palestinian Aramaic with the meaning "gentleness, sympathy."6
There are 18 occurrences in the OT, 8 of which are in the Psalms. In Jer. 3l:9, follow-
ing the LXX (en parakldsei), lanfuumtm ("and with consolation") should be read in-
stead of MT tah%fintm.1

tahonttntm. R. D. Ap-Thomas, "Some Aspects of the Root Hnn in the OT," ./SS 2 (1957) 128-
48, esp. 137; R. A. Mason, "The Relation of Znch 9-14 to Proto-Zechariahl'ZAW 88 (1976)
227-39.

l. Michel, 88.
2. HAL,II, 1718; W. Zimmerli, TDNT,[){^,379.
3. BLe, $6lxn.
4.Masou232.
5. Ap-Thomas, 137.
6. F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinum (19O3, repr. Tel Aviv, 1972),67.
7. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Vl2 e1968), 179; BHS ; but cf . HAL, ll, l7 19.
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There are only two occurrences in "secular" contexts. Prov. 18:23 says: "The poor
utter (dbr piel) tahnttntml' i.e., beg for mercy, "but the rich answer ('dnd) roughlf'
The rich are arrogant and cold, and dismiss those who need help. Job 40:27(Eng.4l:3)
makes quite clear that no one would expect Leviathan (the crocodile) to beg for mercy
(lit. "multiply tal.t%frntm").

All the other occurrences speak of supplications addressed to God.8 We find
tahanfintm used as the object of 'zn hiphil, 4.ib hiphil, idma' ("hear" a supplication),
and idpaft, "pour out."

In the Psalms tahanfin?m refers to a passionate plea for mercy and help. The psalmist
prays that God will hear his supplication or thanks God for having heard it (idma', Ps.
28:2,6; 3l:23122); 116:l; 'zn hiphil, 14O:7161; q,iD hiphil, 86:6; cf. l3O:2).In parallel
wefind t?iUA, thegeneraltermforaformalprayer(86:6; 143:l). Theuse of tahonAnim
adds emotional intensity. When .iw'piel, "cry for help," appears in parallel, it empha-
sizes the seriousness of the psalmist's situation (Ps.28:2;31:23l22D.In3l:23(22)this
impression is reinforced by the words "I said in my alarm (b"l.topzif'

The prayer of Daniel in Dnl. 9 presupposes the same situation: he turns to God with
prayer (t?iUA) and supplication (tahanfintm) (v.3), asks that God will hear (idma')his
prayer and supplication (v. 17), and utters his supplication (tah%frntm) trusting in
God's mercy (v. l8). All this accords with the statement that a word came from God at
the very beginning of his supplication (v. 23) afi. that Gabriel appears to assure him
that his prayer has been heard.

In his prayer at the dedication of the temple, Solomon prays that God will hear the
supplications (tahnfintm) that are presented (p// hithpael) in the temple (2 Ch. 6:21;
the parallel in 1 K. 8:30 uses the synonym t'hinnd, while 2 Ch.6:19111K. 8:28 employs
a striking variety of terms: tTiUA, fhinnd, rinni, pll hithpael). The substitution of
tal.t"nilnA'apdeg6in2Ch.6:21for tehinnal'abdkd in I K. 8:30 shows thattahanAfimis
linguistically the later term.e

Jer.3:21 describes the tears and supplications of the Israelites on the heights in con-
sequence of the suffering brought about by the sin of the people . Znc. 12:10 speaks of a
spiit of hdn and tah%finim that Yahweh will pour out on the house of David and the in-
habitants of Jerusalem.Here l.tZn cannot mean "mercy" ("so that they plead for mercy");
it is better taken in the sense of "emotion" or "passion." The result is that they "look on
the one whom they have pierced," i.e., that they regret having killed him. This is not the
place to address the historical question of the identity of the one who was pierced.l0

ll. t"lpinnA. The noun tel.tinnfiit is almost synonymous, as the occurrences in Solo-
mon's prayer of dedication show.l2 The only cognate of this noun is Syr. tahnanta,

8. On the lexical field of prayer see --r ))D p/l; J. Herrmann, TDNT, II, 785-800.
9. Zimnerli, TDNT, [X,379.
10. See the comms.t also John 19:37.
tt. --> Y,25-26.
12. See above; on the derivation ofnouns from the qal and hithpael of hnn, see BI*, 9495n;

and I. WilliPlein, Zl'23 (1973) 97.
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"prayeL" Its 25 occurrences in the OT are strikingly concentrated in the Dtr and Chr
corpus. In contrast to *tahdnfrn, t'hinnd appears almost always in the singular; the only
exception is 2 Ch. 6:39 .13 The text of Ps. 102: I 8b( l7b) is problematic: the LXX proba-
bly read t"hinnA instead of t?iilA,t4 but there is no compelling reason to emend the

text.15 The use of t"hinni as the subject of certain verbs is highly instructive (hAyd, b6',

ndpal, 'lm hithpael, p// hithpael, pdnd, pd!ah).
In three cases a plea for favor is addressed to a human individual (Jer. 37:20,

Zedekiah; Jer. 38:26, the king; Jer.42:2, Jeremiah). Otherwise it is addressed to God and

can then parallel t"piilA: Jer. 42:2-3 ("Let Yahweh show us where we should go"), Ps.

55:2(l) and 1 l9:70 (prayers for deliverance), Ps. 6: l0(9) (thanksgiving that Yahweh has

heard the psalmist's supplication) , Jer.36:7 (a plea for mercy), Dnl. 9:20 (a supplication
on behalf of the holy mountain of God, coupled with a confession of sin).

In two instances t"hinnd means "mercy, pity" (Josh. ll:20;Ezl9:8).

III. Sirach. In Sirach tah'nfintm appears only once in chiasmus with t"pilld (5 l:l 1):

"'Your name I will praise at all times, and I remember you in my prayer.' Then the
Lord heard my voice and harkened to my supplication." According to 32(35):16, God
does not show partiality toward the pooq but listens to the supplication (didsis) of the

oppressed (cf. also 4:6; 2l :5; 35:13: 36:22; 38:34).

IV. LXX. The LXX usually tses dicsis to translate tahonfrnim (16 times); it also

uses 6leos (once), proseuchd (Dnl. 9), and pardklesis (Jer. 3l:9). The translation of
tehinnA is similar: diesis (14 times), ileos (6 times), proseuchii (3 times), boil, axioma,

and episkeudzein (once each).

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The occurrences in the Dead Sea Scrolls are few in number.l6
Accordingto lQH9:ll (cf. ll:34),Godhasplaced aplea(t"hinnA)inthe mouthof his
servant; the author probably understands his own prayer as a gift from God. ln 4Q427 1

l:22, t"hinnA means "mercy," in parallel with rhmym, hsd, and sdqh. There are two
other possible occurrences in 4Q382 41 4 and 4Q437 2 l:7.

VI. Rabbinic Judaism. In rabbinic Judaism tah%ftntm comes to designate a form
of prayer used in the confession of sins; it is a silent prayer concluding private daily
morning and evening worship.lT The prayer is complemented by a penitential psalm
(Ps. 25 or 6) and various piyyutim. In the worship of the temple, the prayer was associ-
ated with a prostration ritual.18

Ringgren

13. On the form see BLe, $124f, where it is suggested that the noun brings together the indi-
vidual acts of an action.

14. See BHS.
15. HAL, II, 1718; H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 283.
16. -+ Y 36.
17. Jiidisches Lexikon, IV/2 (Berlin, 1930), 830-31.
18. I. Elbogen, Der jiidische Gottesdienst in seiner geschichtlichen Entwicklung (Hildesheim,

41962),73-81; L. Trepp, Der jiidische Gottesdiensl (Stuttgart, 1992), 43-51.
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I. Linguistic Considerations: l. Etymology; 2. Northwest Semitic;3. Semantics; 4. Series.

II. Usage: l. Introduction;2. God's Gift;3. Cultic Use; 4. Sirach. III. l. LXX;2. Dead Sea

Scrolls.

I. Linguistic Considerations.
l. Etymology. The etymology of ttrbi (Gen.27:28,37: ttroi) has been the subject of

vigorous scholarly debate, which has not arrived at a convincing solution.l The follow-
ing theories have been put forward:

a. The noun tird.f derives from a root yrJ II, distinct from yrJ I, which means "tread,
press." This theory reflects an article by Haupt,2 who reads tirdi in Mic. 6: l5 as a ver-
bal form, and Tur-Sinai's discussion of yrJ in Job 20:15.3 In my opinion it can be dem-
onstrated that ttrdi in Mic. 6:15 is a noun4 and Job 20: 15 does not require us to posit a

root yr.i II. There is therefore no basis for this argument, at least in the biblical text.
Schmid arrives at the possibility of yrJ II by assuming that the basic meaning of yrJ

I is "inherit," which cannot be connected with tirbi.s
b. Gtirg, on the contrary, believes it entirely possible to derive the word from yr.i,

"take possession, expel," assuming a congruous metaphorical use in the sense of
"press," which, with the development of civilization, takes on a life of its own in the
specialized term ttr6i.6

c. Other attempts take Ugaritic as their starting point. In his first article, LoretzT is
skeptical of a root yr,i II and suggests possible connections with Ugar. mr! or Arab. mr!
II, "crush"; a year later, in his joint article with Dietrich, he is persuaded that at least in

tir6i. K. Aartun, "Neue Beitriige zum ugaritischen Lexikon I, Nr. 45," UF 16 (1984) 35-36;
S. Bacchiocchi, Wine in the Bible (abridged ed., Evanston, 1989); J. P. Brown, "The Mediterra-
nean Vocabulary of the Vine," W 19 (1969) 146-70; G. Dalman, AuS, IV (1935), 354-408;
M. Delcor, "De I'origine de quelques termes relatifs au vin en h6breu biblique et dans les
langues voisines," Etudes bibliques et orientales de religions compardes (19'19), 346-56;
M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "KTU 2.34:33 und die Herkunft von griech. 0tipooq," Uf' 10 (1978)
426;F. C. Fensham, "The First Ugaritic Text in Ugaritica V and the OT," W 22 (1972) 296-303;
M. Gcirg, "Ein semitisch-ostmediterranes Kulturwort im AI," BN 8 (1979) 7-10; L. Kdhler,
'Archiiologisches, Nr. 22.23:' ZAW 46 (1928) 213-20; O. Loretz, "Hebriiisch tTrwi und jri in Mi
6,15 und Hi 20,15," UF 9 (1977) 353-54; S. Naeh and M. P. Weitzman, *Ttroi 

- Wine or
Grape?" W 44 (1994) I 15-20; C. Rabin, "Hittite Words in Hebrew, Nr. 20," Or 32 (1963) 137 -

38; Y. Zapletal, Der Wein in der Bibel. BSt 20ll ( 1920).

t. HAL, \, 1727-28.
2. P. Haupt, AJSL26 (1909/10) 215,223.
3. N. H. Tur-Sinai, Job (Eng. tr. Jerusalem, 1957),314; cf. also Delcor, 353.
4. See II.2.d below; also Loretz.
5. H. H. Schmid, TLOT,11,580.
6. Pp. 9-10.
'l . UF 9:354.
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Ugaritic there is a root y4 II, "press," which would correspond to yr.f II;8 this root,
however, is not connected with Arab. m4 II.s His argument is based on reading the
form mr! as a noun derived from yry.10 Aartun supports his argument but appears to
take a root yr! < wr! as his starting point, without giving a meaning.

All three articles agree on a Semitic origin for rird.i, confirmed by Ugar. y4. In his
discussion Aartun explicitly distances himself from theories (d) and (e).

d. According to Albright,ll the name 'abdi-ti-ir-itr2 proves the existence of a
Canaanite deity Tir5u, a kind of Bacchus figure, from whose name the Israelites de-
rived the poetic word rir6.i. Dahoodl3 attempts to find support for this theory in Hos.
7:14, where he interprets tirdi and ddgan tnconvincingly as deities, contrary to their
usual meaning.la

e. Rabin believes that ,ir6.f is not a Semitic word at all but an 'Asianic loanword" re-
lated to HitL tuwarsa, "vine." Aartun asserts the reverse: Hitt. tuwarsa derives from
Sem. wry.15

f. Finally, Lohfink favors a combination of (d) and (e), recognizing "evidence for a
non-Semitic origin and for association with a divine name."l6

I believe that the weightier arguments support a Semitic origin, although we cannot
be certain whether we are dealing with two homonymous roots yr,ior a single root; it is
also possible that ttrbs is a primary noun.lT Within the biblical text, at least, there is no
instance of yr.i II used as a verb.

2. Northwest Semitic. The Ugaritic equivalent of ttr6i is tr-1,t4 also a noun derived
fromyrl with a r prefix.le It probably means "new wine, must,"2O as well as "wine" in
general'21

In the case of Phoenician, the Karatepe inscription (ca.720 B.c.E.) is of interest be-
cause it uses .ib' and rrJ together,2z a combination that appears also in the OT (Prov.
3:10). Semantically, however, this usage raises questions about the definition of ib'.zt
Here too the translations of rrJ alternate between "must" and "wine."24

8. UF 10:456; cf. HAL,I, 442.
9. Contra HAL, l,442.
lO. KTU 2.34,32; 1.22,l, 18,20.
ll. W. F. Albright, BASOR 139 (1955) 17-18.
12. PRU,lll,203 = RS 16.257, IY 8.
13. M. Dahood, ETL 44 (1968) 53-54.
14. See II.2.a below for a discussion of this passage; also Aartun.
15. See also Delcor,353.
16. N. Lohfink, --> Y[,379.
17. But see the Syriac evidence cited in I.2 below.
18. KTU 1.17, VI, 7; 1.39, 16; l.lO2,9; l.ll4. 4, 16.
19. Delcor,352; but cf. Blz, g6ltg.
20. Aartun, 35.
21. UT 499; A. van Selms, JNSL 3 (1974) 83; Dietrich and Loretz.
22. KAI 26A.111.7,9; C.lY.1,9.
23. DLSO,335.
24. For bibliog. see HAL, ll, 1727-28.
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As denominatives from yr, with a m prefrx, Syriac has merita2s and Aramaic has
meftA';26 both mean "must."

3. Semantics. Attempts to define the semantic content of ttr6l have been shaped by
the need to distinguish it from yayin, "winq" and/or to derive it from yr.Y II, "press"
(rarely fromyr.iI, "take possession"2T). The range ofproposed meanings extends from
"wine" (according to Kdhler,zt tirdi is the Aramaic equivalent to non-Sem. yayin; van
Selms29 contrasts it to yayin as "a more sophisticated word which was mainly used in
poetry and proverbial enumerations") to "sweet wine"3o and "new wine"3l or "alco-
holic must that has already begun to ferment" to "grape juice that has not yet begun to
ferment" (Zapletaltz believes that ttrbi can refer to either of the latter), freshly pressed
or still within the grape,33 or even "grape:'34 The definition given by Delcor is self-
contradictory ("l?.l'lrn denotes unfermented 'grape must'and is an archaic poetic term
for wine"), since wine is always fermented.3s (Cf. the definitions accepted by the Euro-
pean Economic Community: "Wine: a product produced exclusively by the complete
or partial alcoholic fermentation of fresh grapes or their juice"; grape juice (or must) is
defined as "a liquid product obtained by natural or artificial means from fresh grapes,"
with a maximum alcoholic content of I percent.36)

A survey of the individual passages confirms that the word has a wide range of
meanings, but one qualification may be stated at the outset: no occurence of ttr6i in
the OT suggests that it is a technical term for a particular intermediate or final stage of
vinification associated with a specific phase of fermentation. All the evidence indicates
that ttrdi refers to the unprocessed raw material provided by nature, i.e., grapes full of
juice. (The term for freshly pressed must is 7sis.37) The intended final product, wine,
may also be envisioned. In such cases ,irAJ becomes a kind of synonym of yayin, al-
though the latter term does not appear to include the aspect of God's initial natural gift,
provided without human intervention.

4. Series. The noun ttrdi rarely appears by itself (6 times). It usually occurs with
ddgdn, which precedes it (11 times; exceptions are Mic. 6:15, with zay4, and Neh.

25. Brockelmann, l*xSyr, 406.
26. ANI13,n5.
27. Blt see GesTh, 633b: "must, new wine, because it inebriates, taking possession of the

brain"; also W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XIIUI (1966), I10.
28.Pp. 219-20.
29.Yan Selms, "/NSl 3 (1974) 84; see also Krihler; Brown, 169.
30. Fensham, 299.
31. Rudolph: "new, unclarified wine."
32. Pp.9-10.
33. Dalman, 371.
34. Naeh and Weitzman; cf. also Bacchiocchi, 22, discussing Dt. I l: l3d.
35. P. 351.
36. European Economic Community wine trade regulation no. 822187, appendix I.l0 and L2.
37. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. tr. 1977),28; G. Gerleman, Ruth - Hohelied.

Br xvrrr (1965),213.
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l0:38, with yishdr), or - most often - as the middle element of the series dagdn -ttrbi - yishdr (19 times, including instances where the elements are distributed in
parallel clauses). In Nu. l8: l2 the first and last elements of the series are exchanged;
in Joel 2:24 bar replaces ddgdn. A notable exception is Hos. 4:ll: 7"nfi9 w"yayin
we!trdi.38 Both the dyad and triad occur as early as the book of Hosea, so that there
is no observable development within the OT corpus. The triad is probably a charac-
teristic feature of Deuteronomy (but cf. Dt. 33:28), whence its influence may have
spread, though without completely replacing the dyadic expression (Zec.9:17; Neh.
l0:38).

The triad already appears in somewhat different form in Ugaritic;3e when dgn, yn,
and imn are used up, Baal is expected to send rain for a new crop. This is probably also
the expectation of those censured in Hos. 2:4-15(Eng.2-131;+o the gist of their error is
presented in v. l0(8) by use ofthe OT triad. Illustrating the "correct" understanding of
rain as the gift of Yahweh, which makes dagdn, ttr6i, and yishdr grow, the same com-
bination of God, rain, and produce appears also in Dt. ll:14.

II. Usage.
l. Introduction. Language that speaks of the presence or absence of rir6.f is not asso-

ciated primarily with narrative; pointing to the future, it appears in announcements of
salvation or disaster as well as in blessings and curses. More specifically, tirdi is one of
the gifts of the land; these gifts for human enjoyment are a visible sign of Yahweh's be-
neficence and blessing - and therefore can also be withdrawn. The occurrences asso-
ciated with this theme are concentrated primarily in Gen. 27, Deuteronomy, and the
prophets. A second distinct group of occurrences is associated with the cult, specifi-
cally with providing for the priests and Levites. Against the background of Dt. 18:4
and Nu. 18:12, this theme is addressed several times in Nehemiah and 2 Chronicles.
The earliest usage of tir6i which is connected with Hosea and possibly with Gen. 27,a1

falls clearly in the first category.

2. God's Gift. a. Hosea presupposes the knowledge that ttrbi is one of the blessings
given by Yahweh; this knowledge appears to have been lost in the northern kingdom,
having been replaced by Baalism (2:10[8]) and its rites of self-mortification in re-
sponse to a failed harvest (cf .7:l4, "they gash themselves for grain and wine," with the
conduct of the prophets of Baal in I K. l8:28). Because the people have forgotten the
true gift of the produce of the land, Yahweh will withhold (among other things) his
ttrdi - his and not Baal's (Hos. 2: lll9);9:2). The formulation of 9:2, "the ttrbi will
disappoinUdeceive them," clearly raises the question of the precise meaning of ttrdi. lf
we hold to the traditional interpretation "must," it is difficult to explain kihdi: the yield
of the threshing floor and wine vat "'deceive' in the sense that it will fall into the hands

38. See II.2.a below.
39. KTU 1.16, l3ff.
40. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXIYll (1983),41.
41. See II.2.a below.
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of the enemy."42 In my opinion, a simpler and more plausible explanation is to follow
Naeh and Weitzman, interpreting ttrbi in the sense of "grapes," which deceive when
they have no juice to use in making must or wine. Hab. 3:17 uses kihCi in a similar
fashion with reference to the fruit of the olive tree.

The personified use of tir6i for the fruit itself rather than for what is produced from
it appears once more in the book of Hosea, in the context of a later redaction foretelling
that Yahweh will once more favor his people and reinstate his blessing: "The earth
shall answer the ddgdn, the ttr6i, and the yishdf' (2:24221). This triad, within a series

of "answerings" initiated by God's answering, refers to the various fruits from which
the people (implicit in yizr"'e'L, the last element in the chain) can obtain useful prod-
ucts: flour from grain, juice from grapes, and oil from olives.

This approach raises the question of how to interpret Hos. 4: I l. The identification
of the original subject is disputed: ttrbi alone,a3 yayin we!tr6i,4 or z'nfi! wjayin
welirbi.4s Particularly striking is the juxtaposition of yayin andttrbi, a sequence unique
in the OT.a6 Since both "capture the heart," most interpreters think of two intoxicating
beverages: wine and must. Here, however, it is not clear that anyone drinks tirdi,' nei-
ther is the orgiastic consumption of alcohol during a cultic ceremony a persuasive set-
ting.az 16" first mention of cultic elements is in vv. l2-l4.lt is therefore more likely
that /irA.f is the hoped-for result of the fertility cult. To obtain the juicy grapes (and the
wine made from them), the Israelites one and all practice an idolatrous cult and let their
heart (i.e., their understanding) be ovemrled by their appetite. Thus 4:1 1 can be read as

a counterpart to 7:14; both texts are linked by the catchword leQ, the heart that has

turned away from Yahweh.a8

The evidence of the occurrences in the book of Hosea indicates that tirdi should be
interpreted as "grapes" rather than "must," or more specifically the 'Juice" within the
grapes that gives them their importance as the raw material for making wine.

This interpretation fits better with the premise that tirdi is a blessing that comes
from God ("must" being a product of human labor) and is more appropriate to the con-
crete formulas employed. It is also consonant with the two occurrences in Gen.
27:28,37, the text nearest in time to Hosea,ae insofar as the Genesis passage may be

categorized as a promise of the blessing of fertility. In the final redactional form of
v. 28, the appearance of "grain and ttrbf in combination with the ancient dyad "dew of
heaven - fatness of the earth"s0 suggests an affinity with Dt. 33:28 (possibly part of an

42. Jeremias, Hosea, 116.
43. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. tr. 1974),83-84; and BHS.
44. Jeremias, Hosea, inloc.
45. Rudolph, Hosea, s.v.
46. See the discussion of Mic. 6:15 below.
47. Contra Jeremias, Hosea, 69.
48. On this interpretation see Wolff, Hosea, 83-84; + )) lCb, esp. VII, 423,427.
49. On the framing function of these two verses, their assignment to E, and the overall inter-

pretation of Gen. 27:l-45, see H.-J. Fabry, "Erste die Erstgeburt, dann der Segen," in F.-L.
Hossfeld, ed., Vom Sinai zum Horeb. FS E. Zenger (Wtirzburg, 1989), 5l-72.

50. Ibid., 56.
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originally independent psalmsl and dating from the time of Sauls2), with the addition
of "dew": "Israel has seen the fulfillment of the blessing given to Jacob."s3

b. The other occurrences in Deuteronomy all use ttrdi as the middle element of the
tiad ddgdn - tirdi - yishdr Characteristic extensions of this triad in Dt. 7:13 and
28:5 I show that these texts are mutually referential predictions of blessings and curses.
The striking addition of the firstlings of herds and flocks in the corresponding texts
12:17 (offerings that may not be eaten in a town) and 14:23 (positive command to eat
them in the presence of Yahweh) link the triad with the cultic theme of offerings. Dt.
ll:14 is semantically important: the use of the harvest tern'Asap makes sense only
with reference to crops, not to the final products made from them.

c. Of the two occurrences in DtrH, Jgs.9:l3s+ is unusual in that ttr6lhere is the ba-
sis of a drink that cheers God (or gods) as well as mortals, as in one Ugaritic text: "You
may drink wine unto satiety, must unto drunkenness."ss

In 2 K. 18:32 (cf. Isa. 36:17) tirdi is one of the characteristic gifts of the land
blessed by Yahweh; now the words of the Rabshakeh, who is trying to persuade Judah
to capitulate, present it as being typical of Assyria as well. This secondary text, which
reflects the exile,s6 uniquely links surrender and deportation. It also substitutes for the
standard triad three (two in Isaiah) pairs of terms in construct phrases with 'eres as

nomen regens, juxtaposed asyndetically.
In 2 Ch. 32:28,by contrast, the storehouses forthe yieldof ddgdn, ttrbi, andyi;hdr

are signs of God-given prosperity for the devout Hezekiah. The bestowal of such bless-
ings as a mark of honor is personalized by the Chronicler's historiography, which em-
bodies the theme of retributive reward and punishment.

d. The 17 occurrences in the prophets constitute one focus of the use of ttrii, al-
though there is a temporal hiatus between Hosea and the other instances, which are
exilic at the earliest.

Isa.24:7 is part of a somewhat superficial addition to w. 1-6s7 in the postexilic Isa-
iah apocalypse.58 It describes the consequences of God's eschatological judgment as a
time of joylessness, citing the "mourning ttrbf in parallel with the "withered gepeil'
Both the personification and the parallelism suggest that ttrdi refers to shriveled grapes
rather than a beverage made from them, which can neither "moum" nor "wither" (a

51. G. Braulik, Deuteronomium II: 16,8-34,12. NEB (1991),237.
52. A. S. van der Woude, "Erwiigungen zum Rahmenpsalm in Deuteronomium 33," in

F. Garcfa Martinez et al., eds., Studien in Deuteronomium. FS l,abuschagne. SW 53 (1994),281-
88.

53. Braulik, 244.
54. On the dating of the Jotham fable see G. Fleischer, Von Menschenverkiufern,

Baschenkilhen und Rechtsverkchrem. BBB 74 (1989), 351 n. 18.
55. KTU l.ll4,16; J. C. de Moor, UF I (1969) 168, 170.
56. E. Wtirthwein, Kdnige I: l.Kdn. 17-2.Kdn. 25. ATD XUz (1984), 420; H. Wildberger,

Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tt.2W2),380, 398.
57. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997),484; R. Kilian, Jesaia 13-39. NEB

(1994),143.
58. For a recent discussion see Kilian, Jesaia 13-39, 140-42.
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point recognized by Wildberger,se albeit not taken into account in his translation and
comm.). This verse describes metaphorically what Joel l:10 says more directly: "the
/ir6,i dries up."

The two other occurrences in the book of Isaiah are in Trito-Isaiah. The prophecy of
salvation in Isa. 62:8, based on the dyadddgAn/firdi, refers to the reversal ofa situation
foretold in such dearth curses as Dt. 28:51; Zeph. l:13; Am. 5:l l.oo This passage dif-
fers from all the others in speaking clearly of drinkingot ttrdi and describing the labor
(ydga') of making it. This labor might refer to the cultivation of vineyards, the process
of vinification, or both. Here tirdi seems to mean the wine produced from the grapes,
without distinguishing it from yayin (e.9., as must). The choice of the word tirdi may
have been influenced by the common dyad. It is also possible that this term, which re-
fers to the fruit from which the wine is made, is better suited to emphasizing God as the
giver, since it is God's action alone that will bring salvation. The continuation in v. 9
builds on the choice of tirdi by using the vb. qbs, "gather," which recalls Dt. ll:14.62

Isa. 65:8 confirms the interpretation of rird.f as the 'Juice" found in the grape cluster
('eikbl), explicitly calling it a "blessing." Here the ttrdi is not itself the object of a
promise but the figurative element of a metaphor that proclaims God's refusal to de-
stroy Jacob and Judah (v. 9).

In Jer.3l:12, the prophetic section of a promise of salvation that finally turns into an

oracle of Yahweh, the standard triad appears with an independent extension (b"nA-sd'n

ttbdqdr) that nevertheless recalls Dt. 12:17 and, 14:23. Here it plays its usual role of
conjuring up (with 'a[) the many blessings given by God, now associated with Zion
theology.

Of the three passages in the book of Joel, 1:10 has already been noted. Here too we
find the familiar triad of agricultural blessings; this time, however, their threatened fail-
ure has less to do with famine 

- 
this aspect does not appear until v. 16 - than with the

elimination of all sacrificial offerings. Here the prophet attacks the "vital point of the
divine covenant."63 The assurance in 2:19 that God will hear the people's prayers ech-
oes the triad in l:10, which now, in combination with l:16, is associated with the satis-
faction of their needs. Food offerings are suggested only indirectly, through the men-
tion of rejoicing in the temple (1:16).

loel2:24 also uses the triad (but with barinsteadof ddgdn), describing the solid and
liquid foods separately. The mention of gOren and yeqe! suggests a concrete image of
winnowed grain, pressed grape juice, and pressed olive oil. Inclusion of the rain motif
(v. 23) recalls Dt. 11:14.

Among the texts using tir6.i, Mic. 6:15 has been the subject of controversy: in this
section of the promise of God's punishment (vv. 13-15) for commercial dishonesty,
some exegetes understand ttrbi not as a noun but as the 2d person masc. sg. impf. of a

59. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27, 484.
60. Fleischer, Menschenverkiiufern, 125-26.
il. -nnu, idla.
62. See above.
63. Deissler, Hosea, Joel, Amos. NEB (1982),71.
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vb. yrJ II.il In this passage at least, it is pointless to discuss the verb from which rird.f
derives: the emphatic repetition of 'attd indicates a bipartite structure of the verse as a

whole, which requires reading v. l5b as a single clause depending on tiQrdS: "You
shall tread olives lzayil used collectivelyl but not anoint yourselves with oil, grapes
(ttrdi) bu.t not drink wine." As a consequence of their dishonesty in social intercourse,
the inhabitants of the city will be robbed of the fruits of their labor (e.g., treading the
winepress).

Hag. l:ll, too, includes ttrbi in the curse of deanh, insofar as vv. 9-11 expand on
v. 6. In contrast to Mic. 6:15, this passage does not predict a disaster but simply de-
scribes its actuality. In addition, the disaster consists not in the futility of labor (a1-

though this is mentioned at the end of the verse) but in the failure of the harvest, so that
the withdrawal of God's blessing as a result of the curse is clearer than in Mic. 6:15.
The mention of the "dew" (v. l0) just before the triad confirms this interpretation by
establishing a link with the blessing in Gen.27:28 and Dt.33:28.

Finally, Zec. 9:17 uses the image of the ddgdn that makes the young men flourish
and the tirbi that does the same for the young women to make up the third section of an

eschatological (not apocalyptic) triptych,6s comprising return from captivity, victori-
ous battle, and paradisal fertility of the land.66 Here again the end products of the dyad
stand for God's gifts in the age of salvation, gifts that will promote the strength and
beauty of the new generation. (Jer. 3l:12-13 and Am. 8: 13 are also visions of the future
that single out the younger generation for special mention.)

e. Two other occurrences remain to be discussed. In Ps. 4:8(7) the psalmist recalls
the exuberant joy of harvest festivals reveling in the abundance of the blessings
Yahweh has bestowed on his land, while declaring even greater the inner gladness that
comes from trust in Yahweh. Despite the different theme, this passage has certain simi-
larities to Zec.9:17. First, it makes use of the dyad. Second, it speaks of tbb, the
"good" (v. 7t6l), representing "the beneficial gifts of the good creator God"67 or the
provision of these gifts (as inZec.9: l7). Third, the dyad appears in an answer to a pre-
ceding question concerning the "good." The psalm gives an individualizing and spiritu-
alizing answer to this question, which basically takes the form of the psalmist's ability
to "sleep secure." Zec. 9:17 instead answers the question in terms of a phenomenon
visible to all and affecting all Israel, at the same time bearing witness to the "earthiness
of the Israelite hope for salvation."68

Finally, Prov. 3; l0 restricts the connection between obeying the commandments and

64. See I.l.a above; also H. W. Woltr, Micah. CC (Eng. tr. l99O), 196-97.
65. With H. Graf Reventlow, Haggai, Sacharja, und Maleachi. ATD XXyl2 (1993), 88-89;

contra Deissler, Zefanja, Haggai, Zecharja, Maleachi. NEB (1988), 298.
66. See Deissler.
6'l .F.-L. Hossfeld and E. Zenger, Psalmen I. NEB (1993), 62. We may ask, however, whether

the dyad really denotes to "the products newly made from the grain and wine harvest [bread and
winel" and not the harvest itself, delectable grapes and nutritious grain. Especially in the case of
dagan, "abundant" presence at the harvest festival is more plausible if it means full threshing
floors and granaries rather than countless loaves of bread.

68. Reventlow, Haggai, Sacharja, und Maleachi, 100.
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receiving the gifts of Yahweh's blessing to the fulfillment of cultic obligations. The
mention of cultic obligations is exceptional in the book of Proverbs, though McKane
sees the "materialism" behind this association as being common in the book.6e The
striking combination of ttrdi and idpa', found only here in the OT, appears also in the
Karatepe inscription.T0 Considered in isolation, the content of this verse is very close to
that of Joel2:24.

3. Cuhic Use. A separate and much smaller group of texts speaks of ttr6i in the con-
text of cultic offerings. Dt. l8:4 is clearly the earliest in this group; it reserves the
firstfruits of the familiar triad together with the first fleece from the sheep to feed and
clothe the Levitical priests serving at the central sanctuary.

Nu. 18:12 (assigned by Scharbertzt to RP) enhances the quality of the offerings by
adding hele!; here the recipients are the Aaronic priests (v. 8). Only here does the triad
begin with yishdr

Neh. 10:38(with ddgdn replaced by '"rtsd),40(37,39); l3:5,12 are closely related to
the regulations in Nu. 18. The recipients are the priests and Levites, and also the sing-
ers and gatekeepers (13:5). In addition to these discordant instructions, different terms
are used for the storerooms (13:5, liikd; l3:9, l"iak6!; 13:12, '6sdr6!).

In 2 Ch. 3l:5 the offerings given to the priests and Levites in the time of Hezekiah
are presupposed; the triad is supplemented by the addition of honey.

The occurrence in Neh.5:ll is an outlier: the triad, together with silver (cf. Hos.
2:10[8]), appears in the context of the credit system within which Nehemiah demands
the remission of debts.

4. Sirach. Outside the OT, /ir6.i occur in the sapiential admonition Sir. 34(31):25,
warning against excessive consumption of wine: wgm'l hyyn 'l ttgbr lcy rbym hkiyl
tyrwi, "Do not try to prove your strength by wine-drinking; the juice of the grape has

destroyed many." This verse also attests to the synonymy of yayin and ttrbi in the late
period.

lll. l. LXX. The LXX almost always uses o/nos to translate tir6i. The only excep-
tions are Hos. 4: I 1, where the pairing with yayin leads to the use of mdthysma, "strong
drink," as a parallel expression, and Isa. 65:8, where we find rh6x, "grape." It is also
noteworthy that in Ps. 4:8(7) the LXX expands the dyad to a triad, while altering the
triad found in Jer. 3l(38):l2.tz

2. Dead Sea Scrolls.In the Dead Sea Scrolls ,ir6i occurs some 20 times; the context
is very fragmentary in 4Q286 5 6, 4Q508 13 3, and I IQT 38:4.

The scrolls use the familiar OT triad (lQH 10:24; 4Q2515 l; llQBer l:9; llQT

69. W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),292,294.
70. KAI 264,.111.7,9; see I.2 above.
71. J. Scharbert, Numeri. NEB (1992),72.
72. G. Fischer, Das Trostbiichlein. SBB 26 (1993),66.
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43:3;6O:6). A new usage is the combination of tirdi with lehem (lQS 6.4-6ll4Qsd I
2:8-10; lQSa 2:17-20). Both texts speak of ttrli in the context of a meal. In 1QS the
setting is a local gathering of at least ten men presided over by a priest. In lQSa, by
contrast, the details concerning meals are part of a larger set of instructions "in the
event that the Messiah should come . . . and take part in the Essenes'community func-
tions."73

In associating of abundant blessings with "the strength of heroes," lQH 10:24 re-
calls Zec.9:17. The days of the firstfruits of dagan, ttrbi, and yishdr appear to play a
special role in the Temple Scroll (l IQT 43:3,8-9;218); there is nothing similar in the
OT. But echoes of OT texts appear in I lQBer l:9 (cf. Dt. I 1: 14) and l lQT 60:6 (cf.
Nu. 18:12). The regulation governing firstfruits in 4Q251 5 I represents a priestly re-
striction of Dt. l4i23i "No one shall consume dgn wtyr)wi wyshr until the priests have
offered their best portion, the firstfruits."

The occurrence in 4Q386 I 2:5 is exceptional. Here tirii relates not to grapes and
wine but to the "caper bush" (mnspi). Probably in parallel with "juicy grapes," the pas-
sage foretells that the harvest of capers will also fail (cf. the figurative use of Tsis in
Cant. 8:2).

Fleischer

73. H. Stegemann, The Library of Qumran (Eng. tr. Grand Rapids, 1998), I15.

\)h tkn;1)h toften; nrJ)\ tolntl; nIiItD malkone!

I. l. Form and Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. l. Verb; 2. Nouns. III. l. LXX; 2. Dead Sea

Scrolls.

l. l. Form and Etymology. The vb. tkn, the nolun token, and the derived nouns toftnt1
and malkonel are difficult to situate within the Semitic language group. Besides ttn, a
few passages use the variant tqn (Eccl. l:15;7:13;12:9; also Sir. 47:9), with a similar
meaning. Nor is it possible to rule out a certain similarity to -+ Jl) kfrn, e.g., in Ps.
75:4(Eng.3). In some texts with the same content, this phenomenon even leads to un-

tftz. N. Shupak, "Egyptian Terms and Features in the Biblical Wisdom," Tarbiz 54 (1985)
475-84; J. C. Greenfield, "The Meaning of TKWNHI'in A. Kurt and S. Morschauser, eds., BiDli-
cal and Related Studies. FS S. Iwry (Winona Lake, 1985), 8l-85.
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certainty concerning the original form of the texts (Ps.93:1;96:10; I Ch. 16:30); in
these cases, however, /ciln should be retained, not emended. All that we can say with as-

surance is that there are semantic similarities that increased with the passage of time;
the way was paved for this development by earlier equivalents in other Semitic lan-
guages.

The qal of tkn can be translated unambiguously as "weigh," the pass. niphal as "be
weighed," and the intrans. niphal as "be equitable, be right"; the niphal and trans. piel
of tqn are similar in meaning, as is tin in the basic sense of "be firm."l The form t/cn

has a stronger ethical and theological orientation than tqn and kfin. In the piel, finally,
,/<n means "measure," while the pass. pual means "measured."

Inquiry into a basic meaning leads to the notion of "equity." The verb and its related
nouns always refer to conduct or circumstances proper to a person or situation, often
with Yahweh establishing the criterion. Corresponding to the concept of what is equita-
ble is that of "order," which is congruent with the lexeme's etymology, if the previous
discussion is taken into account.

In Ugaritic, ,kn occurs in lists of toponyms and as an element of personal names.2

Whether it is ever used as a verb remains questionable.3 Akk. te/iknitu seems to be un-
related to tkn.4 We do, however, frnd taqanu used with a similar meaning, as well as the
adj. taqnu.s "Perfection" is an additional connotation contributed by Arabic.o There are

few occurrences of rkn in Aramaic but many more of tqn, without any significant dif-
ference in meaning;7 the situation in Palmyrene is similar.t In summary, we see thattkn
is largely limited to Biblical Hebrew, where tqn with the same meaning plays a subor-
dinate role. Elsewhere, however, tqn is by far the predominant form.

2. Occunences. With a single exception, tkn and its nominal derivatives occur only
in relatively late texts. The verb appears as follows: qal: Prov. 16:2; 2l:2; 24:12;
niphal: 1 S. 2:3; Ezk.18:25,29 (3 times each); 33:17 (bis); 33:20; piel: Isa. 4O:12-13;
Ps.75:4(3); Job28:25;Sir.42:21; pual: 2 K.l2:12(ll). The nountdlen appears in Ex.
5: l8 and Ezk. 45:l l, and as a toponym in I Ch. 4:32. We frnd tof;nil in Ezk. 28:12 and
43:lO, malkdne! in Ex. 5:8; 3O:32,37; Ezk. 45:ll;2 Ch. 24:13.

lI. l. Verb. At first glance the instances of the verb appear quite disparate; but they
may generally be placed under the heading of "what is equitable." According to
Gemser,e the occurrences of the qal represent "idiomatic usage." Under the assumption

l. -r VII, 93.
2. UT, nos.2551,2593; WUS, no.2798.
3. WUS, ro.2759.
4. AHw,Ill,1344.
5. AHw,Ill,1323-24.
6. Wehr,95.
7. Jastrow, 1669, 169l-93.
8. DISO,333.
9. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT1116 (21963),70.
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of Yahweh's omnipotence, the book of Proverbs declares that what matters is not the
private judgment of a human being but the incomrptible and certain judgment of
Yahweh (Prov. 16:2;21:2;24:12). Yahweh "weighs" the spirit or heart,ro i.e., he deter-
mines whether the individual is acting properly (see esp. 24:12). That this observation
involves a "fundamental principle of OT anthropology"tt is shown by early texts that
make the same point, such as I S. l6:7. Similar is I S. 2:3, a text in the Song of Hannah
that stands out for its sapiential tone, which uses the niphal of tkn as a passive: w'ld'
lQl ni1knfi "lil61.

Whether Yahweh deals with his people "equitably" is an urgent problem for the ex-
iles. Twice Ezekiel addresses the fundamental question whether Yahweh's ways are
"proper, equitable, just" in a prophetic disputation: Ezk. 18:25,29, repeated in abbrevi-
ated form in33:17,20. Throughout these passages the original reading yhwhhas proba-
bly been replaced by the theologically less objectionable'"Qonay. A later generation
was clearly unwilling to associate the name of Yahweh with the accusation brought by
the exiles. For the latter, however, the statement that "Yahweh's activity in his ordering
of the world,"12 asserted by the repeated words yittdf,€n derek,t3 had become highly
questionable. In response Ezekiel demands that the people take responsibility for their
own actions and seek the root of their offense. It is the "improper" conduct of Israel
that has brought about the catastrophe.

The piel of tkn is harder to categorize. It is used in Isa. 40:12 and Job 28:25 inthe
context of creation. These passages declare that Yahweh "apportioned" the heavens
(Isaiah) and the waters (Job), assigning them their place. Here tkn denotes the assign-
ment of the "proper" place within the order of creation. Isa. 40:13 creates problems.
Like Ezekiel, Deutero-Isaiah counters the people's unwillingness to accept his mes-
sage with a prophetic disputation, in which he asks (among other things): mt-tikk€n 'e1-

rfiah yhwh? Clearly it would be wrong to overlook the connection with v. 12.14 In con-
trast to other occurrences, this text uses tkn frguratively, so that we may translate:
"Who can measure the nature of Yahweh? Who can say what is proper to the nature of
Yahweh?"

Ps. 75:4(3) differs strikingly for the usage we have been describing. In this doxol-
ogy of divine judgment, when the earth totters, Yahweh declares: 'dndf;t tikkantt
'ammfiQeyha (the same imagery appears in24:l-2;104:5). Here tkn must mean "keep
steady, support" (cf. Aram. tqn), a meaning more usually associated with the root -+
\D kfin, from which the form in question cannot derive. Possibly, however, we are
dealing with a kind of semantic assimilation, as in the case of tqn and tkn. In any event,
behind Ps. 75:4(3) stands the notion oforder, which has already been noted as the fun-
damental meaning of tkn.

10.-+f) lOb; -+i\arfrah;seealsoH.W.Wolff,AnthropologyoftheOT(Eng.tr. lg74),40-
58.

1 1. F. Stolz, Samuel. ZBK 9 (1981),30.
12.W.Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979),385-86.
13. --> la1 drk.
14. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja I: 40,145,7. BKXUI (1978), 50.
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The pual ptcp. melukkan in 2 K. l2:12(ll) is usually translated "paid out."rs The
noun it modifies refers to the money for the renovation of the temple. Here once again
the basic meaning of tkn is clear. The money "paid out" is the amount necessary and
equitable for the renovation. The source of vv. l2- l3( 11-12) is debated, as is their rela-
tionship to 2 K.22:3-ll, which has much the same content.l6 This may be the only
preexilic instance of the vb. tkn; in the light of its other occurrences, however, an exilic
dating is more likely for this text as well.

2. Nouns. Most of the nominal forms can be subsumed under the heading of "eq-
uity," what is proper or appropriate in a particular situation. The Israelites in Egypt are

to make a specific quantity of bricks, a number "appropriate" in the eyes of Pharaoh. In
the text of Ex.5 (J),tt tAken (v. l8) andmalkonel have the same meaning. We find a

similar juxtaposition of the two terms in the exilic period. In Ezekiel's vision of the res-

toration, the princes are admonished to measure with a "correct measure" (Ezk. 45:1 l).
The 'Apd and ba7 measures of volume for grain and liquids, are to be the same size

ftAken 'ehAil; the hdmer serves as the "standard" for both (ma!kone!). Ezekiel's de-
mand probably reflects a general experience of dishonest weights and measures.l8 Ex.
3O:32,37 (Ps)le requires a proper measure in the sense of "proportion" in the manufac-
ture of anointing oil and incense.

An historical understanding of what is "proper" is illustrated by 2Ch.24: 13. This text,
which is based on 2K. l2:l-22,20 speaks of restoring the temple 'al-ma1kunt6. Here what
is proper is what existed previously. Ezk.43:lO, which uses tof;ntlin a similar sense, goes

a step further. In the context of Yahweh's entry into the new temple, the prophet is com-
manded to describe this temple to the Israelites, that they may measure2l ft fkuna!6 @j.).
This vision of the temple will also lead the Israelites to recognize their own sinfulness.
The layout of the temple thus takes on a theological quality: the root rkn stands for what
Yahweh finds proper. The implicit notion of "perfection" as the acme of what is right and
proper lies behind Ezk.28:12. A qini over the king of Tyre describes him as h6lam (cj.)
tokn?!, the "signet of perfection," envisioning the king as representin g the city.zz

There is some uncertainty as to the existence of a village named token. According
to I Ch. 4:32, it was located in the tribal region of Simeon, in the Negeb. A parallel
list in Joshua 15:42 and l9:7 speaks instead of 'e1er (cf. I S. 30:30) or ''1af,. Whether
tdf;en is simply a mistakez3 or represents a real but unidentified site remains an open

15. O. Eissfeldt,ZAW 63 (1951) 109 n.8.
16. H. Spieckermann, Juda unter Assur in der Sargonidenzeit. FRI,ANT 129 (1982), 179-83.
17. W. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK IVI (1988), 247-50.
18. On the units of measurement see G. Schmitt, BRL2,204-6.
19. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng.tr. 1962),239;G.Beer, Exodus. HATI/3 (1939), 149, with a

detailed discussion of the materials.
20. See II.l above.
21. --+ 11D mdd.
22. W. Zimmerli, Eze kie I 2. H e rm (Eng. tr. I 983 ), 9 I ; G. R. Driv er, B i b I 45 ( I 95 8) I 5 8-59.
23. M. Noth, Josua. HATYi Cl97l), in loc.; et al.; see also Y. Aharonl land of the Bible

(Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 21979),299 n. 5L
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guestion.24 The form does appear in Ugaritic toponym lists, but of course not with ref-
erence to the same place.

lll. l. LXX. The difficulty of finding an adequate equivalent for tkn is reflected in
the LXX, which uses a variety of different translations and sometimes attempts an in-
terpretive reading instead of translating the lexeme. Such an attempt - clearly correct

- is found in Isa. 40:13, where the LXX represents tkn with gign6skein (cf. also Prov.
24:12). The resulting conflict with v. l22s is avoided by not translating tkn there; the
vb. metrein in v. l2a is used for all the objects. Job 28:25 also does not translate ,kn.
Thus the LXX evades all the passages that are diffrcult to interpret.26 Elsewhere it uses

kateuthlnein (Ezk. 18:25; Prov. 2l:2), katorthortn (Ezk. l8:29), or hetoimdzein (l S.

2:3;2K. 12:12).In Ezk. 33:17,2O, the vb. t/cn is turned into the adj. euthls; Ps. 75:4(3)
uses the technical term stereoiln.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. We find tkn as a verb in lQS l:12; lQH l:15; lQH fr. l6:4,5i
4Q5l I 2 l:9;4Q5ll 30 6. In lQH 1:15 the Creator is praised in language that recalls
lsa. 40:12 and Job 28:25 . ln I QS I : 12 tkn can be translated as "bring in, marshall,"27
and in 4Q511 2l:9 as "institute, fix" (the annual festivals). Neither instance reflects
OT usage. In lQH fr. 16:4,5 rkn means "set in order, determine," again consonant with
the OT, as is 4Q511 30 6: "measure, comprehend."

The noun tof;en is used in a specialized sense in the Copper Scroll (3Q15 5:7;
1l:1,4,11,15): (b)tkn'slm, "a short distance, close by [the preceding]."28 The scrolls
contain the first occurrences (31 times) of the noun tikkfin, "ordering, restoration."2e

Mommer

24. HAL, ll, 1734, with bibliog.
25. See II.l above.
26. See II.l above.
27.Lohse (31981),5.
28. J. T. Milik, Ies 'petites grottes' de Qumrdn. DJD, lll (1962),254.
29. M. Z. Kaddari, RevQ 5 (196/.166) 219-24.
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l?nlx?n nhhdtt

I. Etymology and Meaning. II. l. Occurrences and Usage; 2. "Hang" and "Impale"; 3. Esther.

III. Ancient Versions. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Meaning. The root tlh, "hang" (with its by-form ll',r which oc-
curs several times in the OT2), has cognates in many Semitic languages. In Aramaic, r/'
or r/y appears in various dialects, always with the meaning "hang.": In Ethiopic we find
talawa with the meaning "follow, pursue, be attached to."4 Modern Arabic has the form
tala, also meaning "follow,"5 and talla, "throw down, throw to the ground";6 Old South
Arabic has tlw, "extend, transfer."T In Akkadian we find tuilA fi, "decorate, drape";s
whether taldlu(m), "stretch out," can also mean "suspend" and be treated as a cognate
is disputed.e In later Hebrew, tlh with the pass. ptcp. filfry often means "be uncertain,
dubious," as well as "hang, make dependent."l0

fih. J.M. Baumgarten, "Does r/lr in the Temple Scroll Refer to Crucifixion?" JBL9I (1972)
472-81; idem, "Hanging and Treason in Qumran and Roman Law," FS H. Orlinkslq. Erlsr 16
(1982)7*-16*; idem, "Does TIII in the Temple Scroll Refer to Crucifixion?" Studies in Qumran
Law. SJI,A 24 (1977) 172-82:' L. Diez Merino, "La crucifixi6n en la antiqua literatura judi6
(periodo intertestamental)l' Estudios eclesiasticos 5l (1976) 5-27; A. Dupont-Sommer, "Obser-
vations nouvelles sur l'expression 'suspendu vivant sur le bois' du Comm. de Nahum (II.8) i la
lumidre du Rouleau du Temple (llQTemple Scroll LXIV 6-13)," CRAI 1972,709-20;
D. Flusser, "The Crucified One and the Jews," Judaism and the Origins of Christianity (Jerusa-
lem, 1988), 575-87 D. J. Halperin, "Crucifixion, the Nahum Pesher and the Rabbinic Penalty of
Strangulation," JJS 32 (1981) 32-46; M. Hengel, Crucifixion in the Ancient World and the Folly
of the Message of the Cross (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1977); H.-W Kuhn, "Kreuzignung," NBL,ll,
548-49; idem, "Die Kreuzesstrafe wiihrend der trtihen Kaiserzeit," ANRW, lU25.l (1982), 648-
793;M. J. Mulder, "Betekent (Fyt;rl-)y) i)n in het boek Esther 'spietsen op een paal'?" NedTT
2l (1966167) 337 -47; H. Shanks, "New Analysis of the Crucified Man," BAR 1116 (1985) 2O-21;
V. Tzaferis, "Crucifixion," BAR llll (1985) 214-53; Y. Yadin, "Pesher Nahum (4QpNahum) Re-
considered," IE.l 2l (1971) l-12; idem, Temple Scroll, 2 vols. (Jerusalem, 1983), esp.l,313-79;
II, esp. 289-91 ; J. Zias, "Death and Disease in Ancient Israel," BA 54 (1991) 147 -59; idem and
E. Sekeles, "The Crucified Man from Giv'at ha-Mivtu: IEJ 35 (1985) 22-27;F.T. Zugibe,
"Death by Crucifixionl' Canadian Society of Forensic Science Journal l7 (1984) l-13; idem,
"Tlvo Questions About Crucifixion," BRev 512 (1989) 35-43.

t. HAL, It,1736.
2. See II.l below; also GK g75rr; Blz, i57t": Bergstrisser, II, 930q.
3. AP 71.19 (also possibly 71.33; 81.39); DISO,329; MdD,487; ltxSyr 824-25; ChWll,539.
4. lzxLingAeth, 550-51; W. trslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (1987), 575.
5. Wehr,97.
6. Lane, Vl, 310.
7. Beeston, 148.
8. AHw,III, 1369.
9. Ct. AHw,III, 1309, with R. Border, W 22 (1972) 3891' HAL,II, 1738.
10. W. Bacher, Die exegetische Terminologie der jiidischen Traditionsliteratur, I ( 1899, repr.

Darmstadt, 1965), 198; II (1905),233.
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ll. l. Occuruences and Usage. Forms of the vb. tlh, primarily in the qal, occur 28

times in the OT: Gen. 40:19,22;41: l3; Dt. 2l:22-23; Josh. 8:29; l0:26 (bis); 2 S. 4:12;
l8: l0; 2l: 12 (K); lsa.22:24: Ezk. l5:3; 27:lO-l I (piel); Ps. 137:2: Job 26:7: Cant. 4:4;
Lam. 5:12 (niphal); Est. 2:23 (niphal); 5:14; 6:4;7:9-lO; 8:7; 9:13-14,25. In addition,
wQn in 2 S. l8:9 should probably be read as wytl (niphal).rr The form ,/'occurs 3

times: Dt. 28:66;2 S.2l:12 (Q); Hos. I l:7. In Sir. 7:8 the LXX (adelph1n gnilsion)
suggests that Heb. tlwy ('t) should be emended to tlym.t2

The meaning of the verb in the OT is almost always "hang, suspend." In Gen. 4O:19;
Dt.2l:22; Josh. 8;29; l0:26, people are hung on a tree or post ('al-lhdl'C;) after being
executed. The victims include both non-Israelites (Egyptians or Canaanites) and Israel-
ites condemned to death. lnDt.21:22 it is important to determine whether the hanging
is the cause of death, in which case the waw of w"ldlilA may be considered a waw
explicativum, 13 or whether the criminal must first be executed and then suspended on a

post, in which case the waw can be treated as the sign of a consecutive perfect. The lat-
ter interpretation gained general acceptance in later rabbinic literature.la V. 23 goes on
to require that the corpse not remain all night on the post but be buried the same day.

With the prep.'al but without mention of 'es, tah refers to the hanging of both per-
sons(2S.4:12)andobjects(Ezk. l5:3;27:lllpielhPs.l37:2;Job26:7;Cant.4:4).
We also frnd tah used metaphorically with 'al in the sense of "hang" (Isa. 22:24:
Eliakim will be like a peg on which all the crockery is hung).

The verb is also used with various other prepositions: minneged (Dt.28:66), b" (2 S.

18:10; Ezk. 21:10), /'(Hos. l1:7). In 2 S. l8:10 a man reports having seen Absalom
hanging in an oak; Ezk. 27:10 describes shield and helmet hanging "within you." Dt.
28:66 uses tala'frgtratively: life will hang in danger "before you" 

- the people must
fear for their lives.

Hos. l1:7a is unique. This text is difficult and, in the opinion of many, corrupt.ls
The MT reads something like "and my people are bent [= hang] on turning away from
me,"l6 but the translations of the ancient versions diverge from the MT at many points.
NyberglT believed that Nlln "derives from the r-prefix subst. itNlh," with the meaning
"someone who will not or cannot bring himself to consent to ()) something."ls
Kuhnigk instead reads tilla'ftm, the 3d person masc. pl. of h'A II, "be strong," with an

I L See II.2 below.
12. T. Nctldeke,ZAW20 (1900) 85; see also M. H. Segal, SEper ben-Sira'haiialEm (Jerusa-

Iem,21958), 48.
13. M. Rose, 5. Mose. ZBK 5ll (1994), esp. 130ff.: death by impalement.
14. Yadin; J. Maier, Temple Scroll. JSOTSUp 34 (Eng. tr. 1978), 132-34: M. J. Bernstein, JQR

'74 (1983) 2l-45; F. Parente, Studi Classici e Orientali 27 (1977) 79-136; M. Wilcox, JBL 96
(1977) 85-99; see also II.4 below.

15. See BH.S; also HAL, ll, 1736.
16. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. tr. 1974), 192; M. Nissinen, Prophetie, Redaktion und

Fortschreibung im Lichte von Hosea 4 und I 1. AOAT 231 (1991), 254, with n. 103.
17. H. S. Nyberg, Studien zum Hoseabuche. UUA 1935/36, 88.
18. Similarly W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XIIUI (1966),211;C. van Leeuwen, Hosea. POT

(1969),221 , deriving tl'1tm from the vb. l'h and raising objections to this figurative luse of tlh,/'.
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enclitic mem and a preformative taw.te He translates roughly as follows: "They make
themselves strong in their turning away" (cf. EU: "My people persist in their faithless-
ness"). But it is not clear why this text cannot be using the vb. r/'in a figurative sense.2o

In Gen. 4A:22;41:131'Dl2l:23;2 S.2l:12;Lam 5:12, tlh/'is used without a prepo-
sition. In the first three texts, human beings or their corpses are the object. Lam.5:12
uses the niphal: "Princes are hung up by the hand of the enemy." In Dt.2l:23, as al-
ready discussed, we have a qal passive participle referring to the individual who has
been hung up, whose corpse must not be allowed to remain overnight but must be bur-
ied on the same day (see also Josh. 8:29; 10:26-27; also John l9:3l1.zr The verse adds:
"for anyone hung on a tree is cursed before God." Does this mean that God has cursed
him (many translations, including LXX, Gal. 3:13, and NRSV;zz or that he represents
God's curse?23 The Dtn author supports this requirement by a reference to defiling and
thus imperiling the land. This practice was probably based originally on the fear that
the spirit of the slain individual would come for vengeance in the night.24

2. " Hang" and " Impale." Besides the vb. tlh in 2 S. 2l:12, we find the form tq w in
I S. 3l: l0//l Ch. l0:10, which some exegetes would emend to hdqi'fi, a hiphil of yq',
"impale."2s Stoebe26 and Rudolph2T prefer to retain the MT in 1 Ch. 10:10.28 Within
the OT there is a substantial difference in usage between "hanging" and "impaling."
The vb. tlh/' became practically a technical term for the hanging up of criminals. Some-
times other equivalent terms were used, such as iim or nAlan (8x.26:32;40:5,8,21,
28,33), rtn hophal (2 S. l8:9, but read as tlhnrphal in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the an-
cient versions2e), bnq niphal (2 S. 17:23: "he hanged himself') and piel (Nah. 2:13:
"strangle"), and above allyq'hiphil (Nu.25:4;25.21:6,9; cj. 31:10: "impale"; others
believe that this means "throw off a clifP'3o) and hophal (2 S. 2l:13).

It is unlikely that hanging by itself ever served as a form of capital punishment in Is-
rael. The relevant texts appear to suggest instead that those who were condemned,
above all blasphemers, were first killed and then hung up, so that hanging was more an
additional punishment, e.g., after stoning (as in 2 S. 4: l2; cf. also the expression "hang
in the light of the sun" [Nu. 25:4], the hanging of the corpses of Saul and his sons on a

19. W. Kuhnigk, Nordwestsemitische Studien zum Hoseabuch. BietOr2T (1974) 136.
20. HAL,I, 1736.
21. S. E. Ldwenstamm, EMiqr lY,949.
22. Yadin, Temple Scroll, 1,379.
23. C. l. Labuschagne, Deuteronomium II. POT (1987), 182.
24. J. Wijngaards, Deutercnomium. BOT (1971),237.
25.8.g., J. Wellhausen, Der Text der Biicher Samuelis (G<ittingen, 1871), 149, citing P. de

Lagarde; GesB, 888; KBL2,1040; HAL, lI,43l.
26. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT VllVl (1973), 522.
27. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT Uzl (1955),92.
28. See also l,exHebAram,909.
29. BHS.
30. W. R. Smith, lzctures on the Religion of the Semites (London, 21894), 398 n. 2;

R. Dussaud, I*s origines canandennes du sacrifice israilite (Paris, l92l), 288.
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hillside after they had been killed by the Gibeonites [2 S. 2l:91, and later examples3r).
Hanging is a public exhibition of the condemned criminal, which only aggravates his
punishment and disgrace.32

Impaling on a stake was particularly common as a punishment in the Mesopotamian
world (cf. Ezr. 6:ll:. z"qip yi1m"l.tc).tt There are also various illustrations from the an-
cient Near East depicting the impalement of such unfortunate victims.3a

3. Esther As already noted,35 the book of Esther uses the vb. tlh 9 times. It has often
been suggested that here this verb denotes the punishment of impalement.36 First, the
narrative of Esther is set in Persia, possibly influenced by Mesopotamian civilization,
where both crucifixion and impalement (Old Persian uzmaya) were practiced.3T Sec-
ond, Herodotus frequently uses the Gk. anaskolopizein, "impale on a (sharpened)
stake," to refer to this practice in Persia.3s In addition, scholars occasionally citeEzr.
6:11, in the Aramaic portion of Ezra, where the Persian king Darius decrees that any-
one who alters his edict is to be impaled (z'qt?) on a beam pulled from his house.

Against this view, one can object that Herodotus also speaks of "hanging" in Persia;
in one passage he tells how a victim of crucifixion was pardoned and removed from the
cross.3e In addition, it is impossible to demonstrate from the use of tlh that the author of
Esther was fully conversant with Persian customs and practices.ao

For the 1st century c.E. there is archaeological evidence from Giv'at ha-Mivtar (Je-

rusalem) for crucifixion with nails driven through the heel bones.4l

III. Ancient Versions. In general the LXX translates OT tlh with forms of
kremdzein, kremdn, or kremannjnai.a2 In 2 S. 2l:12, however, it uses a form of
histdnai, in Isa. 22:24 posslbly a form of peithein, in Hos. lll.7 a form of
epikremannynai, and in Est. 7:9 andS:12 a form of stauroiln.43 The last verb occurs
only here in the OT. In addition, Herodotus often uses words such as anaskolopizein
and anastaurein for "impale" or "crucify"; these words do not appear in the LXX.

For tlh the Tgs. usually use forms of s/b, which should not, however, be translated as

31. Josephus Ant4.202; Mish. Sanft. 6:4; see G. Bertram, TDNTlll,916.
32. J. Wellhausen, Gdtringer gelehrte Anzeigen I (1902) 142; A.-G. Barrois, Manuel

d'archiologie biblique, II (Paris, 1953), 84-85.
33. J. Jelitto, Die peinlichen Strafen im Kriegs- und Rechtswesen der Babylonier und Assyrer

(Wroclaw, l9l3),4l-50; Mulder, 342-43; V. H. Kooy, IDB, 11,960.
34. ANEP, nos. 362, 368,373: S. W. Ldwenstamm, EMiqrll,799; G. Wallis, BHHW III, 1435.
35. See II.l above.
36. See comms. by M. Haller, HAT V18 (1940), 122; H. Bardtke, KAT XVIV5 (1963), 313;

Bertram, TDNT, lll,9l8; M. Greenberg, IDB, 11,522.
37. G. Gerleman, Esther BK XXI (1973), 86.
38. History 1.128; 3.132,159; 4.43,202.
39. History 8.194.
40. Mulder.
41. See also Shanks; Kuhn, NBL, II,549.
42. Bertram, TDNT tll,9l5.
43. J. Schneider, TDNT VII, 581.
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"crucify."a+ Jewish law makes a clear distinction between the punishments of "hanging"
and "crucifixion."as In Esther we also hnd forms of zqp and t/y, although this usage does
not appear to imply that the people were really "impaled" (see Tgs. I and II on Est. 9: l4).

The Syriac version uses forms of both zqp (Gen.4O:19,22;41:13: etc.) and tl'(Dt.
28:66;2 S. 4:12; etc.) to translate tlh. Except for Est. 2:23 (zqp), forms of rl'are always
used in the book of Esther.

Finally, the Vg. generally uses forms of (sus/ad./de)pendere together with the object
on which someone is hung: crux (Gen. 40:19:41:13), stipites (Josh. l0:26), patibulum
(Gen. 40:22: Dt. 2l:22; etc.), lignum (Dt. 2l:23). In Esther we also fnd ffigere
patibulo (6:6) or cruci (8:7 i 9:25). The Roman practice of crucifying slaves and non-
Romans may have influenced the Vg. translation.a6

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls tlh appears twice in  QpNah l:7-8 and
4 times in llQT 64:8-12. A pesher interpreting Nah. 2:13(Eng. 12) ("The lion fills his
caves with prey and his dens with torn flesh") says that this refers to the "lion of wrath"
(1. 5), generally identified with AlexanderJannaeus.4T After a gap the text continues (ll. 7-
8): "of those who seek after smooth things, who hanged living men . . . in Israel since an-

cient times. For of one who is hanged alive on a tree, it says, . . ." followed by Nah. 2:14.
Attempting to restore the gap between ll. 7 and 8, Yadin translates: "He hangs men alive

[on the tree, as this is the law] in Israel as of old, since the hanged one is called alive on
the tree."48 In Yadin's view the Qumran community approved of hanging alive those who
were condemned to death, in contrast to later rabbinic halakah,4e which required that they
first be killed. We do know that Alexander Jannaeus was the first Jewish ruler to employ
crucifixion to execute his opponents.so But it is questionable whether r/ft should be trans-
lated as "crucify" here, or whether "hang alive" should be interpreted as "crucify."sl

The passage in the Temple Scroll (64:6-12) deals with the hanging of those who be-
tray the people to a foreign nation (1. 7) or have committed a crime by cursing their
people in a foreign land (ll. 9-10). They are to be hanged on a tree until they are dead
(ll. 8, l0-l l). The corpses must not be left on the tree but must be buried on the same

day; here Dl2l:22-23 is cited. Here hanging is clearly the cause of death. This conclu-
sion is supported by comparison of the word order with that in Dt. 2l:22.s2

Mulderf

44. Baurngarten,474.
45. A. Biichler, MGWJ 50 (1906) 703.
46. K. Latte, PW Sup, VII, 1616.
41 . --> 1$t peier
48. IEJ 2l:10.
49. 8.9., Mish. Sanft. 6:4; Bab. Sanh. 46b, 52b-53a: Tg. Jon. and Sifre on Dt. 2l:22; Yadin,

Temple Scroll,1,373-79; see also E. Levine, Aramaic Version of Ruth. AnBibl58 ( 1973), 60-61.
50. Josephus Ant. 13.380-81; see also Lohse, 198.
5 1 . Baumgarten, JBL 9l:481: "[such a thing had never happened] before in Israel, for he (the

lion of wrath) thought that 'hanged' (Dt. 2l:23) meant 'alive on a tree"'; see also F. Garcia
Martinez, EstBib 38 (1979180) 221-35; J. A. Fitzmyer, CBQ 40 (1978) 493-513.

52. Maie4 Temple Scroll, 134.
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I. l. Forms; 2. Etymology. II. l. Constructions and Semantic Field; 2. Meanings. III. Ancient
Versions.

l. l. Forms- According to the MT, the root r// II (usually translated "deceive")l 69-
curs only in the H stem, with 8 instances of the hiphil and I of the hophal. In the hiphil
we find two forms of the suffix conjugation (hepllhegll in Gen. 3l:7 and h€laltdffor
halilldgl in Jgs. 16:10,13,15) and two of the prefix conjugation {g"hd1ellfi in Jer.

9:4[Eng. 5l and fhdlellil in Job 13:9); the latter exceptionally preserve the prefix of the
H stem (lhal1.z This is standard in Old Aramaic3 and common in Imperial and Biblical
Aramaic,a but the Aramaic forms can hardly have been a primary influence on r//
hiphil.s Other forms include the inf. const. hd1€l (Ex. 8:251291) or k-halel (Job 13:9)
and the hophal suffix conjugation hilgl (Isa.44:20); there is no reason to doubt this oc-
currence of the root in the consonantal text.6

The deverbal noun mah!all61, "illusions," in Isa. 30:10 is not pointed as a hiphil
fem. pl. ptcp. of tll.1 The form is understood most simply as a maqtal form of a base

htl, with secondary gemination of the final consonant.8 Semantically, however, the text
assumes the lexical meaning of t// hiphil, which suggests that the base htl used by the
verbal noun is a variant of r// hiphil.

The morphological analysis of mhtlwt in Isa. 30:10 as well as the prefix conjuga-
tion forms of the hiphil without syncope of the lhl (the expected regular form lyatilll
= ydlEl does not appear at all) necessarily raise the question of the relationship of the

tll ll. l. Blau, "Etymologische Untersuchungen auf Grund des palaestinischen Arabisch," I/I
5 (1955) 337-M, esp. 340-41; F. C. Fensham, "The Stem HTLin Biblical Hebrew," W9 (1959)
310-11; M. A. Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT (Zurich, 1964), esp. 9O-91,212-14: H.-P.
Miiller, 'Aramaisierende Bildungen bei Verba mediae geminatae 

- 
ein Irrtum der Hebraistik?"

W 36 (1986) 423-37, esp. 425-26; F. Niitscher, "Entbehrliche Hapaxlegomena in Jesaia," lrl I
(1951) 299-302, esp. 302 A. D. Singer, "The Derivation of Hebrew )na: lQn 36 Q945146)
255-59.

-+i1D1 rmh

l. On *r/l I and tll II see GesB, 804; KBI], 1030; HAL, ll, 1739-40.
2. E. Kdnig, Historisch-kritisches khrgebiiude der hebriiischen Sprache, lVl (Leipzig,

1895), 422; Bt e, S25f -h' .

3. R. Degen, Altaramiiische Grammatik (Wiesbaden, 1969), $55, with p. 19 n. 11.
4. S. Segert, Altaramiiische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1975),258-59,269, etc.
5. See I.2 below.
6. Contra I. Eitan, HUCA 12-13 (1937138) 78-79, who proposes the conjectural emendation

hbgl (or hdfil), "foolish," on the basis of Arab. hatara.
7. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 2002), 140, 146: "that which deceives"; see also

HAL, [, 1740; also HAL, 1,554; and the discussion of the Dead Sea Scrolls below.
8. NSS, Sl74c: BLe, $$24f,e; 7lc: lmahtaloll.
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MT tll forms to the narrative form way"hatt€l in I K. 18:27 , which appears to be a
piel from abase htl with the meaning "mock," as well as to the verbal noun (abstract
pl.) hlultm, "mockery," in Job l7:2. From Geseniuse to the present, the form
wayehattel has often been derived directly from the base t// hiphil.to Miillerll inter-
prets the gemination of the initial consonant of the base not (simply) as an
'Aramaism" (as is usual), but as a phonological means of semantic and lexical differ-
entiation found in geminate verbs, such as r// hiphil:l2 "deceive" (y"hagllfi) -"mock" (way'hattdl). The verbal noun h"lultm makes clear, however, that in Classical
Hebrew usage (in the broader synchronic sense), wayehattel must be treated as a piel
of htl.t3 The hapax legomenon tdldl in Ps. 137:3 is not associated with the lexeme t//
hiPhil.t+

Both of the occurrences in Sirach, 'l thtl (11:4, mss. A and B) andyhtl (13:7, ms. A),
may derive from the base htl (piel).ls The contexts, however, suggest that the two verb
forms have different meanings.l6 Since the semantic differentiation supports a morpho-
logical differentiation (r// hiphil and htl piel) as well, it seems reasonable to read
t"hattCl, "mock," in l1:4 and y"hagl, "deceive," in l3:7. But despite the differing se-
mantic nuances in the two passages, the possibility cannot be ruled out that both verb
forms derive ftom htl piel (cf. htl in the sense of "deceive" in mhtlwt and the form in
4Q437 discussed below).

Until recently only the deverbal noun from Isa. 30: l0l7 was attested in the Dead Sea
Scrolls. Ntitscher's interpretation of the form mtlwt in lQIs' 30:10 (omission of <ft> or
derivation from tll instead of htl) is almost certainly wrong.ls It is due instead to the fa-
miliar phenomenon of disappearing laryngeals in the language of the Qumran
scribes.le The same word follows the consonantal text and the context of Isa. 30:10 in
CD l:18 and,4Q266 2 l:22: b-l.tlqwt, "smoorh, deceitful things"llb-mhtlwt, "decep-
tions." That the word in the scrolls presupposes a derivation from htl is demonstrated
by the remarkable plene orthography b-mhwtlwt in 4Q437 4 l, which points to a
(nominalized) pual ptcp. of htl, "feigned."2o If the hophal ptcp. of tll were intended, the
form would have been written mwtlwt, corresponding to the regular hfi1al inlsa. 44:20.

9. GesTh, 1504-5.
10. See esp. GK, g67y; Blz, gg25f, 58p', with the same meaning.
ll. P. 424, following E. Kautzsch, in C. Bezold, ed., Orientalische Studien. FS T. Nitldeke

(Giessen, 1906),776.
12. Mtiller, 425-26.
13. GesB, 189; Ktinig, 84-85; KBI],243; HAL, 1,257.
14. lzxHebAram, 892; HAL, ll, 170[,-1701.
I 5. Z. Ben-Hayyim, ed., Book of Ben Sira (Jerusalem, 197 3), 130: htl : followed by W. Rich-

ter, Sirach. ATS 33116 (1993),29,37.
16. See II.2 below
17. See above.
r8. P. 302.
19. E. Y. Kutscher, language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll ( I Qlsao). STDJ

6 (t974),506,508-11.
20. E. Qimron,The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls. HSS 29 (1986), 107, under the rubric of

words not attested in Biblical Hebrew or Middle Hebrew.
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On the evidence of this text the derivation from htl is established definitively at

Qumran, although not the nominal form of mhtlwt in Isa. 30:10.

A survey of all the verbal and nominal instances of tll and htl in the Ml together

with the two occurrences in Sirach, shows that - with the exception of the narrative

htl piel in I K. 18,27 - all the occurrences appear within direct speech, distributed
among historical narrative (6 instances in Genesis, Exodus, Judges, and I Kings), pro-

phetic discourse (3 in Isaiah, Deutero-Isaiah, and Jeremiah), and wisdom texts (2 in
Job [three forms], 2 in Sirach). Even if we take into account the difficulty of dating

texts in the preexilic period, the diachronic range is as noteworthy as the literary vari-
ety: from pre-Dtn/Dtr texts (probably 9th/Sth century at the latest: Gen. 3l:7, usually

assigned to E; Ex. 8:25[26), usually assigned to J; Jgs. 16:10-13) to Job and Sirach
(2d century n.c.r.). The base htl with the meaning "mock" makes its first appearance

around the 6th century (Dtr or post-Dtr in I K. 18:27); but it too probably reflects
preexilic usage (cf. Isa. 30:10, if the form there is not primarily an abnormal hiphil
ptcp. of t//).

2. Etymology. Hebrew philology has proposed three basic models to explain the ety-

mological connection between r// (hiphil) and htl (piel) and to account comparatively
for the relationship between the verbal bases.

a. The first derives all the verbal forms, including way"hattel, from tll hiphil, some-

times positing formally marked semantic differentiation in the prefix conjugation.zl
Why the prefix conjugation should have preserved only forms without syncope of the

causative morpheme lhal, without any regular variants, remains an unanswered ques-

tion, apart from the appeal to Aramaic.22 The textual evidence makes it difficult to
speak with assurance of "restitution"23 or "neologisms."24

b. The second (already put forward by medieval Jewish exegetes) posits a single
primary base htl (h-t-lin all the verbal and nominal forms in the MT and Sirach!).

Singer maintains that a base *tll Il" does not exist (and that the form htl originated as

hll with a / infix); Zorell agrees,25 comparing htl etymologically to Arab. hatara (IlI
stem: "abuse with frivolous and deceitful words"). For Blau,26 too, htl appears to be

the primary root; but in Hebrew its forms were displacedby tll (cf. already hwtl inlsa.
44:20). Fensham2T also weighs the possibility that all the forms derive from htl(piel
and pual), but ultimately proposes treating htl and r/l as parallel forms developing
from 'tll .28

21. See I.l above; GesTh, 1505; etc.
22. Mnller, 426.
23. Ibid.
24. BLe, Q25{.
25. LexHebAram, 199.
26. Pp.340-41.
21. Pp.3l0-Il.
28. See also L. Alonso-Sch6kel, Diccionario biblico-espaftol (Valencia, 1990192), 19l; cf.
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c. The third, more frequently proposed, considers htl asecondary base derived from
the hiphil of tll.ze The primary base tll is associated with Arab. dalla I, "lead, show; be
coquettish, flirt, flatter" (also stem V) and daltla, "cunning, flirtatious (woman)."3Q

In summary, we propose the following etymological relationship: in (Classical) He-
brew, tll and htl should be considered variant roots that developed distinctively
nuanced meanings (note esp. the orthographic forms hfr1al from tll and holultm from
/rtl). This holds true even if, as is probably the case, htl developed from an earlier H
stem of tll (htl < h-tll < tll); there is a similar phenomenon in Arabic, where causatives
of geminate or hollow verbs tend to develop as independent verbs.3l The prefix conju-
gation forms of t// hiphil that irregularly (in Hebrew) preserve the lhal morpheme
would be explained more easily if they were reinforced in Classical Hebrew usage by
phonetically similar forms of the prefix conjugation of htl piel.

In synchronic usage tll and htl probably influenced each other. That htl was used in
the D stem seems to be due precisely to this mutual influence (cf. the prefix conjuga-
tion forms of the two bases) as well as the semantic prohle of this stem (factitive,
resultative), and possibly the analogy of internal phonetic differentiation in the hiphil
of geminate verbs.32 The noun lmahtal1ll, which is associated semantically with tll
hiphil while deriving from the base htl, likewise argues for such interference between
the two bases.

A survey of other Semitic languages reveals no etymological parallels to tll/htl in
Canaanite, Aramaic, or Akkadian. For comparative purposes Jewish Aram. tltl,
"mock,":: carries only limited weight. The only possible parallels are in Arabic. The
proposed relationship of Heb. tll to Aftb. dalla,3a which converges semantically with
Heb. tll hiphil, especially in stems I and V ("be coquettish, dally"), presents certain pho-
nological problems, but is possible. If we define the semantic domain of tll as "play
games with someone (esp. verbally), deceive,"3s a differentiation of htl piel in the direc-
tion of "play games with someone, mock" would be understandable within the context
of Hebrew. There is therefore no need to associate Heb. htl etymologically with Arab.
hatara (I/IV: "make/become feeble-minded, foolish"; III: "scold, abuse"; X: "be ne-
glectful, contemn, mock")36 or Palestinian Arab. hattala (II, "neglect").37 If both Arabic
etymologies (dalla and hatara) were correct, Heb. tll and htl would have to be consid-
ered etymologically distinct roots, which hardly squares with the Hebrew evidence.

29. htl: GesB, 189; BDB, 251l. Kdnig, 84-85; KBLL,243: HAL, t,257; also BergstrAsser, II,
$19k n. a; E. Klein, Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary of the Hebrew lnnguage (New
York, 1987), 180,704.

30. E.g., R. Dozy, Suppliment,I (1881/1981),454-56.
31. vG, t,52t-22.
32. See I.l above; also Miiller.
33. M. Sokoloff , Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine Period (Ramar

Gan, 1990),584.
34. See I.2.c above.
35. See II.2 above, esp. with respect to Gen. 3l:7.
36. LexHebAram, 199.
37. Blau. 340-41.
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ll. l. Constructions and Semantic Field. The verbal forms of ll hiphil and htl piel
are always bivalent, explicitly (finite verb) or implicitly (inf.). The subject syntagm al-
ways denotes human persons. One text (lsa. M:20) with a passive construction de-

scribes a human "heart" (leD as being deluded - by idols, as the context suggests (the

implicit agentive syntagm or the subject of the active construction). The affixed per-

sonal object, in the form ofa prepositional object, is introduced by D-, conveying a de-

rogatory and oppositive sense.38 The inf. const. hdlEl is used in the same way as a se-

mantic predicate following the modificatory vb. ysp hiphil in Ex. 8:25(29), since the

personal object, while not stated explicitly, is shown by the context to be Moses and the

people oflsrael. Nevertheless, when the object is not stated explicitly because it is sup-

plied by the context, the accent shifts to the content ofthe verb itself: "delude, deceive

) "behave deceptively, treacherously."
The negative connotation of the object is grounded in the personal constellation of

the subject and object syntagms. The personal subject is usually socially or situa-
tionally superior to the person(s) denoted by the object syntagm: Laban is superior to
his son-in-law Jacob, who is working for him (Gen. 3l:7); Pharaoh is superior to the

people of Israel and Moses (Ex. 8:251291); Samson is superior to Delilah (Jgs.

16:10,13,15); idols are superior to the heart of someone who feeds on "ashes" (Isa.

44:20); in the case of htl piel, Elijah is superior to the prophets of Baal (l K. 18:27).

The correlative formulation of Jer. 9:4(5) ("they all deceive their neighbors") also im-
plies an element of "gaining superiority through cunning and deception." The lexically
connoted personal constellation only emphasizes how absurd it would be for human
beings to try to deceive God as they deceive each other: only in Job 13:9 does the prep-

ositional object of the finite verb refer to God, alongside the human object of the infini-
tive construct.

In passages using t// hiphil, we find linguistic equivalents, contrasting terms, and se-

mantically (lexically) related expressions that characteize the semantic domain of the

base and also provide elements of the paradigmatic lexical field. In Gen.3l:.7 Jacob's

tale of how Laban has changed (&lp hiphil) his wages ten times (v. 7b) follows his

charge of having been "cheated" (r// hiphil, v. 7a), exemplifying Laban's capricious-
ness and unreliability. Conversely, the common idiom gnb 'e! leb@U X, "steal some-

one's heart/mind, deceive someone" (vv. 20,26; also gnb 'e!X, v. 27), is used to de-

scribe Jacob's conduct, providing a striking semantic equivalent to rll hiphil.3e Similar
are talmudic Middle Heb. gnb d't ('yn), "deceive, give a false impression," and Gk.
kliptein t6n n6on.

Contextually, the expression dbr (piel) k'zd\im 'el, "tell someone lies," in the pro-
gressive clauses of Jgs. 16: lOc, I 3c is clearly equivalent to t// hiphil D- in each of the

preceding clauses (vv. l0b,l3b). The piel of pthI, which describes Delilah's attempt to
"beguile" or "'coax" Samson at the behest of the Philistine princes (Jgs. 16:5), also be-

longs contextually and paradigmatically to the lexical field of r// hiphil (cf . pth piel in

38. Synr, $106h.
39. L. Kopl w 9 (1959) 250.
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14:15; used in the sense of "deceive, spy out" in 2 S. 3:25). In other passages, too, the

context shows that l// hiphil refers to "speaking lies": Jer. 9:4a(5a) (cf. "not speak the

truth lamelll' v. 4b[5b]; "speak lies" fdbr piel ieqer), v. 4c[5c]; "speak deceit" fdbr
piel mirmdl, v. 7b[8b]; cf. v. 5[6]); Job l3:9 (cf. the description of Job's friends as

tdpeb-idqer, "people who whitewash with lies," in v. 4 and the rhetorical question in
v. 7 as to whether they are speaking "falsely" and "deceitfully" for God ldbr piel'awld/
/r"mtydl).

Other contextual synonyms of tll hiphil include: nth hiphil, "lead astray" (Isa.

44:20);'qb, "defraudl' and hlk rdftil, "slander" (Jer. 9:3[4]); ,f" hiphil /-, "flatter" (Sir.

13:6).{
The subst. obj. maholalldl in Isa. 30:10 concludes a series that is semantically un-

mistakable: ld' l.tzh n"f,6lt61, "not see what is ight"lldbr piel holdq6l, "speak smooth,

flattering thingsl'llhzh maholall6!, "see illusions." For htl piel in the sense of "mock,"
we note the contextually and lexically synonymous qls piel b-, "deidel'al in the

vetitives 'l thtl (b-)//w'l tqls (b-) in Sir. I l:4ab. The subst. subj. hftultm, "mockery," in
the noun clause Job l7:2 parallels the hiphil inf. const. of mrh (hamm"r61am, "their
wilful behavior"): "and my eye spends the night (sleepless) on account of their willful-
ness" (v. 2b). V. 6 (MT) returns to the theme: "He made me a byword for the people"
(limidl 'ammtm).az

2. Meanings. For the lexical and contextual meaning of r// hiphil, it is significant
that the verb never appears with God as subject (frst syntagm). It is only human beings

who "deceive" each other and at most make the absurd attempt to deceive God (Job

l3:9).tz For the semantic potential of the verbal base and its instantiation in particular
texts, the occurrences in narrative are of interest, especially Gen.3l:7 in its context.
Addressing Rachel and Leah (31:4,5-13 [Ea]), Jacob, vindicated by God for his unjust
treatment at the hands of Laban, complains about the deceptive conduct of his father-
in-law, who has changed his wages ten times (v. 7; cf. v.42). This extremely capricious
and hence totally undependable conduct on the part of Laban gives tll hiphil the con-
textual sense of "play games with someone" or "make sport of someone."45

A rather different Jacob appears in Gen. 3l:20,26 (also v. 27): here Jacob "de-
ceives" (gnb 'e!-leDa6 Laban by concealing his intent to run away. This Jacob can

hardly belong to the same textual stratum as 3l:.7;47 he must be assigned to a later
redactionas or, more likely, an earlier tradition (possibly J4e). In the final text of Gen.

40. See also IIA L, ll, 1613, s.v. .f" II, on the probable occurrence of t// hiphil, "deceive," in v. 7.

41. HAL,II, I105.
42. On the paradigmatic lexical field of tll ll hiphil, see also M. Kartveit, -+ XIII, 502-3.
43. See II.l above.
44. But cf. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. CC (Eng. tr. 1985), 490-91.
45.WellputbyB.Jacob, FirstBookof theBible:Genesis (Eng.tr.NewYork, 1974),207.
46. See I.l above.
47.8.9., H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. tr. 1997), 331-32.
48. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 487, 493-94.
49. J. Scharbert, Genesis 12-50. NEB (1985), 210-11,213-14.
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31, we now have the honorable Jacob, with whom Laban has been playing deceptive
games, face to face with the cunning Jacob, who deceives Laban in running away. He
also plays a smart shepherd's trick on Laban (30:31ff.), and his name is associated by
popular etymology with'qb, "chear" (27:36).

In Ex. 8:25(29) (J), where Pharaoh means to "deceive" Moses and the people of Is-
rael, his conduct is contextually similar to that of Laban in Gen. 31:7: intentional, faith-
less refusal to keep one's word and fulf,rll a promise. That this is precisely what comes
to pass is an expression of the inner nature of Pharaoh, who "hardens his heart" (/<bd

hiphll'e1-libb6, 8:38[42]; cf. also v. I lll5l; 9:34; 10:l).
An important new semantic element is provided by the occurrences of l// hiphil in

Jgs. 16:10,13,(15), which go beyond faithless refusal to keep one's word: Delilah ex-
plicitly charges Samson with "telling lies" (dbr piel kzd[im). within the episode of
samson's secret and the loss of his strength (16:4-22), this lying is woven skillfully
into the narrative; it is triggered by Delilah's "coaxing" (pth r piel) Samson to reveal
his secret (v. 5).

The occurrences of r/l hiphil in narrative texts roughly define its semantic potential
when used in prophetic and sapiential literature. Here we have noted a preference for
verbal deception, although this element need not be explicit in every case (Gen. 3l:7).
The occurrences in Genesis, Exodus, and Judges have in common an account of re-
peated deceptive behavior, with the connotation of "playing games with someone."
Among the texts in prophetic literature, Jer. 9:4(5), in an invective lamenting the peo-
ple's depravity (9:l-8[2-9]), stands out for the extent of its contextualization. The focus
is on wicked and deceitful words, which, however, go hand in hand with evil deeds
(9:l-5,712-6,8)): ieqer (vv.2,413,5)),'qb (with an allusion ro Jacob in v. 3[4]), and
mirmd (vv. 5,7[6,8]) as an all-embracing term for lying and deceit in contrast to true
and trustworthy words ('"mfind, v.2L3l; 'eme!, v.4[5]). According to v.2(3), such con-
duct ("they all deceive their neighbors," v. 4[5]) leads to the breakdown of social soli-
darity - in theological terms, failure to know Yahweh (yd7da'ag'61t).

lsa. M:9-20 (a secondary interpolation) is a satirical diatribe against the "idol mak-
ers." The gods (?-i, vv. 10,15,17) and idols (pesel, vv. 9,10,15,17) are depicted contex-
tually as sowers of "deception" in the (figurative and extended) sense ofreligious delu-
sion, so that the makers'own hearts lead them astray. The gods or idols are referred to
sarcastically as "ashes" ('Zper) and a "fraud" (ieqer) (v. 20a,0. According to the MT of
v. 20, "whoever devotes himself to ashes [cf. v. l9], his own deluded (hfilal) hearr has
led him astay (hittahr2), so that he cannot save his life or say, 'Indeed, this thing in my
right hand is a fraud."'

The subst. obj. mah'1all6!that concludes the series of objects in Isa.30: 1050 sums
up the perverted hopes of a rebellious people, who deny and warp reality (bdnim
kehdiim, in the sense of "mendacious sons": v. 9). From the "seers" (rdTm) and ..vi-

sionaries" (hdztm), the people Isaiah addresses look for "illusions," deceptive pro-
phetic visions, which they want to hear in the form of "smooth things" (holaq61), far re-

50. See II.l above.
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moved from the true state of affairs (n"lsAh6il. The whole section 30:8-11 voices

Isaiah's deep disappointment with the Judahite authorities in Jerusalem, who are [o-

tally out of touch with reality, trusting in political machinations (30:l-5,6-7) rather

than "the Holy One of Israel" (v. I l).
The two instances of r// hiphil in wisdom literature, Job l3:9 and Sir. l3:7, once

again lay the basis for the element of deceptive and deceitful speech that is central to
the lexical meaning of the verb.5l Of course, Job l3:9 extends the meaning of the verb

to include all possible forms of deception (mental and verbal), none of which are of any

avail when God searches o\t (hqr) a mortal. Characteristically, Job makes this state-

ment with reference to his friends, branding them as liars who would speak on behalf
of God (13:4,7-8), whose maxims are worthless dust (v. l2), who should simply hold
their tongues (v. 5).

The contextually equivalent statements in Sir. l3:4,5,6 show clearly that yhtl bk in
v. 7 is to be understood in the sense of t// hiphil, "deceive."52 The basic tenor of Ben

Sirach's warning is clear: as long as a rich person (',iy,: v. 3) hnds it advantageous, he

will speak to you with fine flattery lgytyb dbryw 'mk, v. 5: whiy'lk [from .f" hiphil,
"flatter"l, v. 6b); he will smile at you and encourage you (v. 6c,d). In this fashion "he

deceives you" or "puts/has you on" (v. 7b). This interpretation is even clearer if we

may take 7s hiphil in y'rysk (v. 7c) not in its Biblical Hebrew sense of "terrify" but in
its Middle Hebrew sense of "praise":53 "Twice, thrice he will praise you." How close

deceitful flattery is to mockery may be seen in the final clauses of v. 7 (d-0, where
"shaking his head" should probably be taken as a gesture of derision (vv. 7-8). We also

note the contextual association of "mockery," "lies," "leading astra!," and "deceptionb"
(mhtlwt) in CD 1:14,15,18.

The vb. htl piel, "mock, deride," clearly expresses verbal denigration and abuse cou-
pled with contempt:54 I K. 18:27; Sir. I 1:4 (cf. v. 2); see also the subst. holultm in Job

17:2 (cf . v. 6).

III. Ancient Versions. The LXX accurately reproduced the sense of Heb. tll in
prose contexts, using several lexemes: parakrortesthai, "mislead, deceive, cheat" (Gen.

3l:1); exapatdn, "deceive, dupe" (Ex. 8:25129)); paralogiTesthai, "miscalculate, de-

ceive, dupe, outwit" (Jgs. 16:10,13,15; frequently used to translate rmhll). The LXX
translators had a harder time with the poetic texts, especially in sapiential passages,

less in the prophets. In Isa. 44:20 the LXX appears to telescope the two verbal forms

hfr1al hittahL: kai plan6ntai, "and they are led astray/go astray" (cf. Tertulliani et er-

rc,?r). Similarly, the translation of the noun maholalldl in Isa. 30: l0 is substantially ac-

curate: pldn€sis, "error, deception." In Jer. 9:4(5) the LXX probably read the prefix
conjugation of hrl instead of tll: katapaizesthai, "play games with, mock." In Job 13:9c

51. See II.1 above.
52. See I.1. above, with HAL, ll, l74O; contra G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ IIU5 (1981),

537: "mock."
53. E.g., Jastrow, 1123.
54. HP,246.
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the LXX did not understand the Hebrew text. The same is true in Sir. l3:7a-b, although
whiy' lk in v. 6 is translated plausibly (apoplaruin, "lead astray, deceive").

For htl piel in I K. 18:27 (prose), the LXX used the accurate vb. myktarizein, "turn
up one's nose, mock." Sir. 11:4 takes a different tack: kauchdsthai, "boast, brag." In
lob 17:2 the subject is not recognized. This survey allows us to conclude that the LXX

- at least in prose and prophetic contexts - recognized two (related) verbal bases in
the Hebrew text.

With few exceptions (which are nonetheless significant for the reception of the He-
brew text), the Tgs. follow the interpretation of the verb forms represented by the MT.
In Gen. 3l:7;Ex.8:25(29); Jgs. l6:10,13,15, as well as Jer. 9:4(5), the base iqr pael,
"lie, deceive, act faithlessly," is usedss (also in the Pal. Tg. Neof. I in Genesis and Exo-
dus). In Isa. 44:20 Tg. Jon. simplifies the construction of hfr1al as an attributive clause
in the Ml making an attributive phrase instead: "his foolish heilt (libbeh iaEdf)) has
led him astray." The "deceptions" or "illusions" ofIsa. 30:l0 are rendered freely with
ianyan (i6nydn), "(tell us) different/strange things." The Tg. makes a clear semantic
distinction between Heb. htl piel and r// hiphil: hfrk ll (pael) b-, "ridicule, mock," in
I K. 18:27. But it reads htl piel (contrary to MT) in Job l3:9: /b ithpael b-, "make fun
of, mock." In Job l7:2 the ptcp. melalmbir? interprets httym in the sense of h61"ltm,
"mockers." The Tg., too, probably assumes two different Hebrew verbal bases rather
than a single base htl with different meanings.

Like the Tgs., the Syriac versions uses the same verbal lexeme for the 5 occurrences
in Genesis, Exodus, and Judges, as well as Jer. 9:5 (MT 9:4): dgl pael b-, "lie, deceive."
In Isa. 44:2O the Syriac treats hfrlal hifiAhfr as synonyms, combining them in a
paronomastic infinitive: "They go totally astray" (from rz peal). Following the MT in
Isa. 30:10, the Syriac uses the srtJllst. kaddn!ftd('), "lie" (cf. Heb. kdzdb). Again fol-
lowing the MT, the sense of "mock" is expressed by the vb. ghk pael b- in 1 K. 18:27
and Sir. I l:4.

But the Syriac reinterprets Job l7:2a, turning it into a declaration ofinnocence and
translating htlym with iuqra('), "lie, deception." Job l3:9 (ddn ethpeal, "be judged")
and Sir. l3:7 (bht aphel, "shame," following LXX) clearly diverge from the expected
reading of a base r// hiphil. Job l7:2 attests to an understanding of htl inthe sense of
MT tll hiphil, "deceive." In I K. l8:27, however, the context forced the translator to in-
terpret htl in the sense of "mock." The translator of Job in the Syriac Bible thus appears
to ascribe to the base htl the two distinctly nuanced meanings that the MT assigns to
two different verbal bases. This usage does not constitute evidence that htl was the sin-
gle original root, but it does illustrate a tendency to posit a single base htl instead of an
interplay between tll and htl.

The question is even more urgent in the case of the Vg. In both Jgs. 16:10 and 1 K.
18:27, Jerome translates the verb form with inludere, "play games with, mock, de-
ceive," with the context determining in each instance whether the verb means "de-
ceive"or"mock"(cf.esp.thepars.falsumloquiinJgs. 16:10, decipere inv. 13,and

55. A. Sperber, Bible in Aramaic, III (triden, 320014), in loc.
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mentiri in v. 15). This translation suggests that he posits the identical yerbal base ftrl in
both cases, with different meanings. In the other passages with forms of tll or htl, the
Vg. displays a variety of interpretations and influences: circumvenire ("circumvent,
deceive, delude") in Gen. 3l:7 and the corresponding fallere in Ex. 8:25(29) fit with
the sense of the MT, as does errores in Isa.30:10 (Symm. planas).In Isa. 44:20the
Vg., like the Tg., translates with an attributive phrase: cor insipiens, "the foolish heart"
(with nth hiphil distinguished semantically as adorare). Jer. 9:5 (MT 9:4) with
deridere, "deride, mock," follows the semantic lead of the LXX, whereas Job 13:9 re-
flects the meaning of MT r// hiphil (. . . aut decipietur ut homo, vestris fraudulentiis).
Like the Syriac, the Vg. takes Job l7:2 as Job's declaration of innocence, albeit in a

very general sense (non peccavi, "I have not sinned"). For Sir. l1:4 and l3:8 (Heb. 7),
the Vg. uses a Lucianic text (from LXX).

Irsigler

il7All nman; ti;ran ilmmahon

I. Occurrences. II. Basic Meaning. III. Theological Usage: 1. Verb;2. Noun. IV. 1. Sirach;
2. LXX;3. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Occurrences. The vb. tmh qal occurs 8 times in the Hebrew OT: Gen. 43:33; Isa.

l3:8;29:9; Jer. 4:9; Hab. l:5; Ps. 48:6(Eng. 5); Job 26:ll; Eccl. 5:7(8); Hebrew Sir.
ll:13,21 (the last is fragmentary). There are also 2 occurrences of the hithpael: Hab.
l:5 and Isa. 29:-9; in the latter, the reading hittamm"hfr is supported by Hab. 1:5.1

Finally, there are 2 occurrences of the subst. form timmahdn (Dt.28:28; Zec. l2:4).

II. Basic Meaning. To identify the basic meaning of tmh, it is important to exam-
ine carefully the context of each instance. We note immediately that of l0 occurrences
of the verb, 4 are related explicitly to the vb. --l ;1N'1 rd'd, "seel' and 2 others have an
indirect association with visual perception. We note also that, except in Eccl. 5:7, the
verb occurs only in plural constructions and that the substantive always refers to a

plurality. Thus tamah denotes a human reaction (transferred figuratively to horses in
Zec. l2:4 and the pillars ofheaven in Job 26:ll) consequent on highly specific visual

tamah. W. Eckhardt and C. Riepl, "Zur Grammatizitet der Grammatik, am Beispiel der Basis
G-TMH:' in W. Gross, H. Irsigler, and T. Seidl, eds., Text, Methode und Grammatik. FS W. Rich-
,er (St. Ottilien, l99l), 4l-55.

l. HAL, ll, 1745; cf. BHS; BHK; GK, $55g; B. Duhm, Jesaja. HKAT (s1968), 209;
H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 2@2), 80; H. W. Hoffmann, Der Intention der
Ve rkiindi g un g J e s aj a s. B ZAW I 36 (197 4), 5 I - 52.
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impressions and perceptions. In the light of the semantic extension of rd'A from literal
vision to general human experience (esp. in Ecclesiastes), we may say that tamah de-
notes a human reaction to specific experiences. According to Eckhardt and Riepl, the
qal of tdmah appears with two meanings: "an emotional reaction or an emotional re-
action to a specific stimulus."2 The reactive nature of tamah is also clear from the ab-
sence of any causative forms, in contrast to the causatives of related verbs, such as

phd hiphll (Job 4:14) and especially bhl piel/hiphil and imm niphal/pual/hiphil/
hithpolel.

A reaction of tamah may occur when and wherever an experience of reality leads to
a revision of expectations. Such a change is illustrated vividly in the Joseph novella:
Joseph's brothers are afraid Cvr', Gen. 43:18,23) when they are brought to his house
and are prepared for the worst. But the ensuing banquet invalidates all their predic-
tions. They had been ready for anything except such a reception. Therefore they look at
each other in amazement (wayyilm"htt . . . ii 'el-rZ'dhtt, v. 33); here tmh qal "need not
mean 'turn in amazement to someone'; it can be understood quite naturally as meaning
'be amazed at themselves [how they are seated] with respect to their neighbors [to right
and leftl."' This astonishment at ('el, Gen. 43:33; Isa. l3:8; 'al, Eccl.5:7[8]; min, Job
26:ll) something unexpected represents the basic meaning of tamah. This holds true
also, mutatis mutandis, for Eccl. 5:7(8): the "philosopher of the OT" maintains that all
predictions and expectations one may have regarding life are ultimately unsustainable.
Even if you see (ra'A) the poor oppressed and justice and right violated, do not be
amazed ('al-ti!mah).

III. Theological Usage.
l. Verb. We find tamah in a theological context to describe the reaction of human

beings when their lives are exposed to the unexpected intervention of God. Here
amazement gives way to terror. The use of tamah in Ps. 48:6(5) marks this shift of
meaning. The kings that have leagued together to storm Zion and the city of God are

caught up in an unanticipated chain reaction: they "came, saw - and fled."3 Here too
their reaction is triggered by a vision. The experience of God's protective presence
over Zion shatters all their plans - they are thrown into terrified panic.

This passage probably reflects Israel's experience in the year 701, when
Sennacherib was forced to break off his siege of Jerusalem (2 K. l8-lglilsa. 36-37).
Ps. 48:6(5) dramatizes the event: the terror of the kings is so great that they are totally
panicked (Dirl niphal) and finally flee headlone(bpz niphal). Isa. 29:1-8 reflects the
same situation, with the nations storming the city of God. Like a desert mirage, all the
designs of the nations against Zion dissolve into thin air (vv. 7-8). Before Jerusalem,
nations and their leaders will see that Yahweh stands there to protect Zion: "'Be petri-
f,red and stare! Blind yourselves and be blind!'These words are addressed to the hea-
then, who will stare in horror at the acts of God (cf. l3:8; Hab. l:5), incapable of evad-

2. P. 53.
3. A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL (Eng. tt. 1962),382.
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ing the terrible sight."4 Here and in Hab. l:5 we find the hithpael imperative: "Stare at
each other in amazement."s The sight of the others' horrified faces (TJ 'el-re'dhfr

yi1mahfi, Isa. l3:8) only increases the sense of collective horror: "Look each other in
the eye - then horror will truly overcome you."6

In Hab. 1:5 the causal connection between staring something in the face and the re-
sulting horror is underlined by the two ybs. ra'd and nbt hiphil. Once again the source
is God's punitive intervention in history, which gives the lie to all expectations - con-
cretely, by rousing the power of the fierce Chaldean nation (v. 6). Recognition of the
real international climate (baggdytm)1 will evoke utter horror among the Judahites
(contra Rudolph, who even here stays with the basic meaning "be astonished," not ad-
mitting any connotation of "fear" for tamah$).

Jeremiah (4:9), too, foresees that the invasion of the Babylonian troops will be
horrendous, especially to the authorities in Judah: the political leaders will lose
hearr ('bd leu, the priests will be appalled (imm), and the prophets, who had ex-
pected ial6m (v. l0), will be utterly terrified (yitmdhtt). Bur rhe "day of Yahweh"
comes even for the Chaldeans (Isa. 13:9). Then the political and military super-
power will collapse, and people will look aghast at each other, their faces aflame

Qt"nA Phdltm p"nAhem, v. 8). Wildbergere suggests the possibility of reading the
hithpael instead of the qal, but this emendation adds little to an understanding of the
passage. lo

Only in Job26:ll do we frndtamah without a human subject; here it is the pillars of
heaven ('ammfij4 iamayim) that tremble (rpp polel) at the unimaginable might of their
Creator and quake (yi1m"hfr) at his rebuke (miggaaral6). In this passage tamah proba-
bly stands farthest from its basic meaning of astonishment, which signals the subjec-
tive plane of the encounter with the divine/ascinosum et tremendum,' here it focuses to-
tally on the objective side of that encounter: trembling at the terrible omnipotence of
the Creator. Here the meaning of tdmah closely approaches that of rgz, pl.td, r'd, and
yr', all of which have the basic meaning "tremble, quake" (cf., e.g., 2 S. 22:8ltPs.
18:8[7] with rgz).

2. Noun. The nominal derivative timmdhbn builds on the semantic development of
tamah: "be amazed, be horrified, stare in horror, quake." According to Becker,ll
timmdhbn is a "term for divine panic." In both Dt. 28:2812 and Zec. l2:4, timmdhdn
parallels iiggd'6n, "madness," and 'iwwarbn, "blindness." The meanin g of timmahbn is

4. Duhm, Jesaja,2O9.
5. Cf. LexHebAram,9OO.
6. See Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39, 82: "i:lD!1 certainly means 'be astonished,' but it means 'be-

numbed' as well, as if one is paralyzed by the unexpected or by something horrible."
7. But see BI1S.
8. W. Rudolph, M icha - Nahum - H abakuk - Ze phanj a. KAT XII' ( 1 975 ), 202, 206 n. 3.
9. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997),7-8.
10. See also HAL, ll, 1744, which leaves the question open.
11. J. Becker, Gottesfurcht im AT. AnBibl 25 (1965), 17.
12. See BHS.
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accurately represented by "horror, panic."l3 The madness of the riders matches the
"panic" of their horses;I4 th's language does not describe a situation that could be man-
aged by proper horsemanship but one in which the military machinery is totally out of
control. After what has been said above, the association with'iwwdrbn will come as no
surprise; the groundwork has already been laid in Isa. 29:9: "Stare at one another. . .

blind yourselves and be blind (J')." Divine terror (cf. esp. m"hfrmd, herdal ?lohim,

hittal vlAhim, sir'A, and morekrs) makes it impossible to apprehend reality rightly, a
state expressed in Dt. 28:28 by the unique phrase timhdn lapd!: Yahweh will smite
(nkh hiphil) "with madness, blindness, and bewilderment."r6

lY. l. Sirach. In the Hebrew text of Sirach we find the noun tmh (cf . Aram. tmh
in Dnl. 3:32-3314:2-3); 6:28), which can be translated "wonder." The tmhy m'ih in
Sir.43:25 and 48:14 are "wondrouS things."lT In42:4 we find the by-form tmhwt,
which describes the astonishing accuracy (LXX akribeia) of weights used in com-
merce.l8

2. lXX. The LXX translates the vb. tmh with ex-/ap-/anisttinai and (apo)thau-
mdzein, translations that well represent the basic elements of astonishment and horror.

3. Dead Sea Scrolls. It is quite uncertain whether the verb occurs at all in the Dead
Sea Scrolls (4Q299 26 3, fragmentary). The noun occurs clearly 3 times (4QpHosu 1:8;
4Q387a I 4-5; 4Q504 l-2 2:14).In all these texts timmahdz parallels 'iwwarbn; as

4Q387a 1 4-5 shows, (hal)lCbAb should probably be supplied in each case. The similar-
ity to Dt. 28:27-28 is clear.

Berges

13. HAL,l, 1745.
14. Ibid.
15. Becker, 68.
16. G. von Rad, Deuteronomium. ATD VlIl (1964), 122 lnot in Eng. tr., since OTL used

RSYI; l,exHebAram, 90l; "confusion of mind."
17. I*xHebAram, 9Ol: "wondrous works"; Becker, Gottesfurcht, l7: "amazing deed."
18. LexHebAram, 9Ol; "admirable precision."
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I. Etymology. II. Usage: l. General;2. Individual Occurrences. III. LXX.

I. Etymology. Heb. tml is cognate with Akk. timdli/u,r Eth. tidld,2 Syr.'etmnl1t1,z
and Jewish Aram. t"mah/A.a

II. Usage.
l. General.In the OT fmdUdl occurs 23 times, 'e1mbl5 times(1 S.4:7; 14:21; l9:7;

2 S. 5:2; Ps. 90:4), 'elmil twice (Isa. 30:33; Mic. 2:8), and 'ittembl once (1 S. l0: l1),
for a total of 3l occurrences of the lexeme. In the majority of instances (24 times),
fmblfelmdU'itt"mbl appears in conjunctionwirh iili6/om,s "the day before yesterday,"

which appears independently only in Prov. 22:2O (K).

2. Individual Occurrences. a. With hayybm. When used in combination with
hayy6m, "today," t"mbl means "yesterday." For example, in Ex. 5:l4b the Egyptian
taskmasters beat the Israelite supervisors and ask: "Why did you not finish your quota
as before6 - both yesterday and today?" When David has absented himself from
Saul's table for two days, Saul asks: "Why did the son of Jesse not come to the feast -both yesterday and today?" (l S.2O:27b0). And David says to Ittai: "You came only
yesterday 

- and shall I (already) today make you wander about with us?" (2 S.

l5:2oaa).
b. With iili6m. (1) The expression fmOU'e1m6l iilidm means "previously, up to

now." Pharaoh commands the taskmasters to require of the Israelites the same quantity
of bricks as they had made previously (Ex. 5:8a). Upon hearing that the ark has come
into the Israelite camp, the Philistines cry out: "Woe to us! Nothing like this has hap-
pened to us before!" (l S. 4:7b). Boaz says to Ruth: "You came to a people that you did
not know before" (Ruth 2:1lb).

The idiom gam-fmbU'e1mdl gam-iili6r?, means "for some time past," as in 2 S.

3:17b, where Abner says to the elders of Israel: "For some time past you have been

wanting David to be king over you," and in I S. 5:2lll Ch. ll:2, where the tribes of Is-
rael remind David in Hebron: "For some time, while Saul was king over us, it was you
who led Israel out and brought it in."

t"mbl. G. Gerleman, "'Heute,' 'Gestern' und 'Morgen' im Hebrliischenl' Teologinen aika-
kauskirja Helsinki 72 (1967\ 84-89.

l. AHw,III, 1359-60.
2. LexLingAeth, 555.
3. LexSyr 827.
4. ANH3, 44l' Jastrow, 1677.
5. -+ u|)ru iatai,ll.3.b.
6. See II.2.b.(2) below.
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(2) The expression kilmbl/keelmbl iilidm means "as before." In Gen.3l:2 Jacob
sees from Laban's expression that he does not regard him as before, and he recounts his
observation to Rachel and Leah (v. 5). Pharaoh commands that the Israelites no longer
be given straw to make bricks as before (Ex. 5:7), and the supervisors are accused of
failing to fulfill their quota as before (v. l4ba). Josh. 4: l8 recounts that, after the Israel-
ites had passed through the Jordan, the waters returned to their place and overflowed
all the banks as before. According to I S. l9:7, David is once again in Saul's service as

before, after Jonathan has effected a reconciliation. In I S. 2l:6(5), when Ahimelech
asks David whether his soldiers have kept themselves pure, David declares that women
have been kept from him and his soldiers as before (NRSV "as always"), i.e., "contact
with women is fundamentally out of the question for David's soldiers during their mili-
tary campaigns."T In the time of Jehoahaz, when the Israelites are being oppressed by
the Arameans, Yahweh sends a "savioq" so that Israel can live in peace as before (2 K.
l3:5).

There is a problem in I S. 14:21: "Now the Hebrews were on the side of the
Philistines as before (k*e1mbl iili6m); . . . they also turned and joined Israel, which
was with Saul and Jonathan." However we are to understand the relationship between
"Hebrews" and "Israel,"8 we would expect just "before," i.e., "previously," rather than
"as before"; here and in I S. 2l:6(5), the LXX accordingly ignores the ft"in its transla-
tion.

(3) The expression mitt"mbl/m7'ittem6l (mii)iili6m means "for a long time" or "al-
ways." When Saul falls into afrenzy, all those who had long known him are astonished
(l S. l0:ll).Thelawconcerningcitiesof refugeappliesonlytoahomicidewhodid
not harbor a long hatred for his victim (Dt.4:42; 19:.4,6; Josh. 20:5). When an ox kills a

human being or another ox, the punishment is increased if the ox's owner had to know
that his ox had long been wont to gore (Ex. 2l:19,36). Moses refuses Yahweh's call by
insisting that he is not a man of words, neither in the past nor even now, since Yahweh
has been speaking with him (Ex.4:10).

Josh. 3:4b presents a problem: "for you have not passed this way for a long time
(mitt"mdl iili6m)"; instead of "for a long time," one would expect "before" (cf. NRSV;
also I S. 4:7b and Ruth 2:llbe).

c. Alone. In Isa. 30:33a, "for the burning place for it [sc. Assyria] has been prepared
m€'elmfiI," m€'elmttl means "for a long time."lo Twice the lexeme is used as a noun:
"We are a yesterday (fmbl) and know nothing" (Job 8:9a), i.e., "life is so short that it
passes like the yesterday that is gone";ll "a thousand years in your sight are like yester-
day (kJtbm 'e!mbl), for it is past" (Ps. 90:4). The text of Mic. 2:8ac, "and yesterday my
people rises up as an enemy," is comrpt.

7. F. Stolz, Erste und Zweite Samuel. ZBK 9 (1981), 141.
8. --+ X,443.
9. See II.2.b.(l) above.
10. See II.2.b.(3) above.
ll. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 191.
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IIII. LXX. Almost without exception, the LXX tses echthds to translate the lexeme.
In Ex. 5:8 ituses kath'hekdstEn hCmdran, in Isa. 30:33 pr6 hEmer6n, and in Job 8:9 the
adj. chthiz6s, "of yesterday." It provides a totally different translation of Mic. 2:8, and
in Ex. 5:14bp it ignores the word.

Schmoldt

;lllDn rmfind
7

I. Etymology. II. OT: l. Occurrences and Meaning; 2. Prohibition of Images;3. Nu. l2:8;
4. Ps. 17:15; 5. Job 4: 16. III. LXX.

I. Etymology. No satisfactory etymology has been found for the noun. It is clear
only that there is an etymological relationship with the noun mtn, "sort, kind, species,"
since temftnA is an abstract taqtftl from the base mtn.t A derivation of both nouns from a
common rootxmyn, which appears in Arabic with a great variety of meanings ("create,
invent, split, plow"),2 is unlikely.3 Equally unconvincing are attempts to establish a re-
lationship with Egyp. mn.t, "y,lr,d:'a or Akk. te/immEnu(m), "foundation stone, founda-
tion document,"5 or mtnu, "portion, number."6 Gray has proposed an association with
yamtn, "right hand," in the sense of "dexterity," but this theory is improbable.T Since
the meaning of Ugar. mnms is unclear,e the only relationship that may be considered
certain is with Ugar. tmn, which, like the Hebrew noun, has the meaning "form" and is
used in parallel withpnt (cf. Ps. 17:15).r0

II. OT.
l. Occuruences and Meaning. The noun occurs only l0 times in the OT. It is note-

worthy that most of the passages appear in the context of the prohibition of images.

temfrnd. K.-H. Bernhardt, Gott und Bild. TMrb 2 ( 1956); C. Dohmen, Das Bilderverbot. BBB
62(21987);F.-L.Hossfeld,DerDekalog.OBO45 (1982); S.Schroer, InlsraelgabesBilderOBO
74 (1987); W. Zimmerli, "Das zweite Gebot," Gottes Offenbarung. GSAT, ThB 19 (1963),234-48
(repr. from W. Baumgartner et al., eds., FS A. Bertholet [Tiibingen, 1950], 550-63).

l. GK, $85r.
2. HAL, t, 577.
3. -+ VIII, 288-89.
4. M. Giirg, BN 24 (1984) 12-15, esp. l2-13.
5. AHw,III, 1346.
6. AHw,II, 656.
7. J. Gray, Legacy of Canaan. Sff 5 (21965),27 n. 6.
8. KTUt.4,t,39.
9. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF l0 (1978) 62.
lO. KTU 1.2, IY 1 8, 26; see Dietrich and Loretz, "U g. tmn'Gestalt,"' U F l0 (197 8) 432-33.
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The noun temttnd occurs in both versions of the Decalog(Ex.2O:4; Dt.5:8); there are
also 5 occurrences in Dt. 4, which in its final form is a parenesis on the prohibition of
images. Here it appears commonly in connection with or in parallel with pesel (Ex.
2O:4;Dt. 4:16,23,25;5:8).tt 1, Nu. 12:8 and Job 4:16 we frnd mar'eh associared with
temfrnd; in Num. l2:8 mar'eh may be considered a late addition.l2 The only remaining
occurrence is in Ps. 17:15.

In all instances the meaning is "visible form." Several lexicons make a distinction
between form as 6'appearance" and as "a created likeness" or the like,l3 but this distinc-
tion cannot be sustained semantically. Dohmen has shown that the "basis for this dif-
ferentiation" is to be found in the different construction of t"mfrnd employed by the two
versions of the Decalog; this difference was further emphasized by the LXX, which
uses homoioma to translate t"mfrnd in the context of the prohibition of images, a rela-
tional term it uses elsewhere to translate d"mfi1 and tapnttt+ This usage introduces the
semantic relationship of a "likeness" to an "original," which t"mfrnd nowhere pos-
sesses. l5

2. Prohibition of Images.In both texts prohibiting images, temfind serves to qualify
the meaning of pesel, with this difference: in Dt. 5:8 t"mfind must be understood in ap-
position to pesel, whereas in Ex. 20:4 the presence of the copula means that it must be
understood as a synonym of pesel and thus as a separate object. This distinction should
not be blurred by conforming the text in Deuteronomy to that in Exodus,l6 because
here we have evidence that Deuteronomy preserves the original version, which treats
the prohibition of images as an interpretation of the first commandment. The text that
follows reads: "you shall not bow down to them and worship them" (Ex. 2oisltDt.5:g).
In Deuteronomy the plural suffixes must refer to 2l6him'"hCrtm (v.7),17 preceding the
prohibition of images; in Exodus they can easily be interpreted as referring to pesel
w"ftol-t"mfind and thus to the images themselves.l8

In this context pesel denotes an idol manufactured by an artisan.le Here t"mfind does
not denote a different form of image, such as one made of cast metal; instead /col-
t"mfrna extends the prohibition (la'laaseh-l"kd) to the making of any visible form
whatever. This total exclusion is amplified by the reference to the tripartite three-
dimensional world: "anything in heaven above, or on the earth beneath, or in the water
under the earth."

Dohmen has shown that the expansion of the prohibition by the addition kol-fmilnI

11. -+ )DD psl.
12. BHK, BIIS; also G. Fohrer, Hiob. I(AT XVI (1963), 131, for Job 4:16.
13. E.g., GesB, 881.
t4. P. 217.
15. Dohmen, 217 -18, 220.
16. BHS; see the comms. in loc.
17. Zimmerli, 236-38.
18. Hossfeld, 23-24; Dohmen, 215-16.
19. -+ XII, 33.
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derives from the expression temfina! kdl in Dt. 4:16,23,25.20 According the Knapp's
analysis, temfrnd appears in the core text of this chapter only in y. 12.21 There, in the
contrast between vision and audition, the primary emphasis is on the fact that Israel
saw no form in the context of the revelatory event (miltdft hd'ei). Then a first editor (vv.
15-l6aa [without sdmel] and 19-28) used t"mfind "as a catchword to introduce a
parenesis on the prohibition of images."2z Here pesel and temfind are related in such a
way that the argument "no form" (v. 15ba) and therefore "no idol" (v. l6a) leads to "a
shift of interest from the fundamental prohibition of idols to the variety of forms an
idol might take."23 The adaptation of the prohibition of images to the parenesis in Dt. 4
also explains the shift (often found difficult) from temfinal kdl in 4i16,23,25 to (w")kol-
fmana in the prohibition. In Dt. 4 the expression appears in a negated final clause
("lest you make for yourselves an idol in the form of anything," v. 23); when it is trans-
posed to the prohibition, it takes "the form ofan expanded negation: no idol, no form at
alll'2a

3. Nu. l2:8. According ro Nu. l2:8, Moses alone is permitted to behold (nDr hiphil)
the temfrnal yhwh. This statement clearly contradicts Ex. 33:18-23 (cf. 3:6), and there-
fore Noth holds it to be a later addition.zs It underlines Moses' unique position in con-
verse with Yahweh: he is granted a vision of God that would result in death for anyone
else (Ex. 19:21).

4. Ps. 17:15. Ps. 17: 15 also speaks of the form of God. The expression ,'I shall be
sated . . . with your likeness" ('eib(A . . . temfrnalef,a) makes sense only in the context
of the preceding parallel statement "I shall behold . . . your face." Clearly both state-
ments are metaphorical.z6 As in Ps. l1:7, there stands in the background the expecta-
tion that God will appear to the righteous psalmist, who voices his desire, after the tri-
als of the night (v. 3), to "be sated" with God's salvific presence upon awakening
(b"hdqts). The extent to which the notion of such a theophany is rooted institutionally
in the individual psalms of petition is disputed.zz

5. Job 4:16. In Job 4:16 a nocturnal revelation came as a mysterious being, whose
appearance (mar'eh) could not be discerned, but whose form was before the speaker's
eyes. Therefore temfind does not refer to "a specific form, but rather suggests a kind of

20. Pp.218-19.
21. D. Knapp, Deuteronomium4. GTA 35 (1987), esp.31.
22. Dohmen,218.
23. rbid.,219.
24. tbid.
25. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. tr. 1968), 96; conrra H. Valentin, Aaron. OBO l8 (1978),

324-25.
26.Dohmen,222.
27. H.-J. Kra:us, Psalms l-59. CC (Eng. rr. 1988), 250; W. Beyerlin, Die Rettung der

Bedriingten. FRI-ANT 99 (1970), 105-10; B. Janowski, Rettungsgewissheit und Epiphanie des
Heils. WMANT 59 (1989), 188-89.
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apparition without dehnable contours."28 Against the background of I K. 19:12, the

audition of a "silent voice" (d"mamd wdqbl) that follows admits no doubt that Eliphaz
here appeals to a divine revelation in his debate with Job, and therefore that temfrni can
refer only to God's very presence.2e

There are not enough occurrences of t"mfind in contexts other than the prohibition of
images to allow us to trace clear traditio-historical relationships among the individual
passages. They all use the noun exclusively with reference to Yahweh, whether as a

term for his form or in prohibitions against any attempt to conceptualize his form. The
word obviously belongs to the sacral domain; the occurrences suggest that it should
probably be assigned to exilic and postexilic usage.30

III. LXX. In the context of the prohibition of images, the LXX translates the noun
uniformly withhomoi6ma.3t lnNu. l2:8 and Ps. l7:15, which speak of Yahweh's form
itself, it interprets temfrnd as ddxa; in Job 4: 16 it translates the noun with morph6.

Waschke

28. Fohreq Hiob,143.
29. Contra HAL, ll, 1746.
30. Schroer, 336.
31. See II.1 above.

1)DIl tama.T

I. Etymology and Distribution. II. Occurrences and Usage: 1. Occurrences;2. Usage.

il. l. LXX;2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Distribution. The word tdmtd is an inner-Hebrew formation; it is
found only in the Hebrew books of the Bible and in the Dead Sea Scrolls. As the title of
a tractate of the Talmud, tdmid is used as a noun denoting the offering described in Nu.
28:3ff.

fimt{. R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT 24 (1967);
R. de Vaux, Anclsr ll, esp. 468-69.

-+ i?iN '614.
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A derivation from a vb. mwdt - not attested in Biblical Hebrew 
- is supported by

analogous formations such as talnif a\d tamtd.3 This would mean that tdmiS isbasi-
cally a noun meaning "continuous [i.e., daily] sacrifice," but usually serving as a geni-
tive of quality and functioning adjectivally. The use of tamtj as an adverb may then be
considered secondary and derivative.

II. Occurrences and Usage.
l. Occuruences. In the OT tdmid occurs 103 times; it also appears in Sir. 6:37 and

45:14. ln half of its occurrenc es, tdmi/ functions as a noun in construct phrases with
other nouns, primarily in the cultic domain (e.g.,'dlal tdmi/,8x.29:42; Nu. 28:3ff.).
Such phrases gave rise to the abbreviated use of fimid alone to denote the daily burnt
offering.a This usage, found in Dnl. 8:1lff., gave its name to the title of the Talmud
tractate mentioned above. This tractate describes in detail the preparation and sacrifice
of the tdmil offering, making frequent use of the word itself. The final section reads:
zhw sdr htmyd l'bwdt byt 'lhynw, "This is the order for the continuous offering in the
worship of our temple."5 The tractate also makes clear that the tdmiS was offered every
morning and evening, as the instructions in Ex.29:38 and Nu. 28:4 require. In the other
passages tdmt{ is used adverbially; most of these contexts, too, are explicitly religious
or cultic.

2. Usage. Our starting point for examining the usage of tamtS is its meaning as a
noun in the sense of "extension, continuity,"6 or as a nominalized adjective serving as
nomen rectum in a construct phrase.T

a. Noun in Secular Usage. There is only one instance of fimtd in a secular context,
namely in the description of the honor accorded the Judahite king Jehoiachin after his
rehabilitation by Evil-merodach (lehem/'arufia! tdmtd, 2 K. 25:29-3ollJer. 52:33-34).
The phrase 'aniC ldmtd used in Ezk. 39:14 does not belong in this context.8

b. Noun in Theological Usage. Elsewhere tdmiS always appears in conjunction with
terms belonging to the cultic sphere, especially sacrificial terms. Ex. 27:20 andLev.
24:2ff. mention the "perpetual lamp" (ndr tdmtQ); Lev. 6:6(Eng. 13) requires rhar a
"perpetual fffe" ('€i tdmiil, which must not go out, be kept burning on the altar of
burnt offering; Ex. 30:8 also speaks of a regularly repeated incense offering (qelOre!
tdmlil. The phrase lehem hattamil (Nu. 4:7) or ma'aref;e! fimid (2 Ch. 2:3) denotes the
loaves displayed on the table of the bread of the Presence (cf. Ex. 25:30; Lev.24:8).

AminhalharamtS is mentioned in Nu.4:16 and Neh. l0:34(33) (cf. Lev. 6:1312o),

l. GesB,88l; HAL,ll, 1747-48 WTM,lV,65l.
2. --> .7ja bnh.
3. -+1n) hd.
4. A. Bentzen, Daniel. HAT Vl9 (1952),70.
5. Following L. Goldschmidt, Babylonische Thlmud, IX (Berlin, 1935), 672.
6. RHB, V (1912), 216-17, on Ob. 16.
7. HAL, \, 1748.
8. RHB, V 140; see II.2.b below.
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minhA fifid; in Sir. 45:14 we find mmid//minhd (hattdmil). Ehrlich interpreted it not
as a daily cereal offering but as a "flour offering" repeated annually on a day commem-
orating the anointing of the high priest.e According to Rendtorff,ro this minbd could be
a separate offering on the part of the priesthood, although the vague terminology al-
lows it also to be understood as a synonym (part for the whole) of 'dh.rl

The description of the 'dla! tdmtd and its various elements appears in Nu. 28:3-7. It
consists of a yearling lamb without blemish (kelei benA-idnd ldmtm) together with a
tenth of an ephah of sdle1, "choice flour,"l2 mixed with a quarter hin of beaten oil
(iemen ka!t!). There was also a drink offering of a quarter hin of wine. According to
Nu. 28:8, this morning offering was repeated at twilight. This regular offering is in ad-
dition to all offerings prescribed for the various festivals, which are described in the

sections that follow (vv. 9-10, Sabbath; vv. I l-15, new moon; vv. l6-25, Passover; w.
26-31, Festival of Weeks; 29:l-6, "the day of blowing the trumpet"; vv.7-ll, Day of
Atonement; vv. 12-39, the eight days of the Festival of Booths; cf. also Ezl 3:5).

The regular daily offering as described probably reflects postexilic practice (Neh.
l0:34[33]; I Ch. l6:40; Sir. 45:14; cf. also Ps. 50:8); according to Dnl. 8:l1ff.; l1:31;
l2:ll, it was abolished by order of the Seleucid ruler Antiochus IV Epiphanes. During
the monarchy, a lamb was sacrificed only in the morning (see also Ezk. 46:.14-1513),

while at twilight there was an unbloody minhA offeing.la
c. Adverb in Secular Usage. Ongoing events and actions in secular life are qualified

adverbially with mmU. Examples include the invitation of Jonathan's son Merib-baal
to eat at David's table every day (e.g., 2 S. 9:7), Elisha's regular visits to the
Shunammite woman (2 K. 4:9), and the continual attendance of the servants at Solo-
mon's court (l K. lO:.8112 Ch. 9:7). The book of Proverbs also contains such tdmtj ex-
pressions: love for a woman (Prov. 5: l9), constant obedience to a father's admonitions
(6:20-21), and the continual feast of a cheerful heart (15:15). Frequently tdm?Q paral-
lels kol-hayydm (e.g.,Isa. 51:13; similarly 2l:8; 60:ll;62:6) or kol-'d! (Ps. 34:2[1];
Prov.5:19). Unfortunately, negative actions can also show continuity: the merciless
military advance of the Chaldeans (Hab. l:17) and the cruel role played by their capital
Nineveh (Nah. 3:19). The mountains of Israel shall long lay waste (Ezk. 38:8). In Ps.

69:24(23) the psalmist lays an enduring curse upon his enemies (similarly 74:23;
109:15,19; see also Ob. l6); whereas in Ps.5l:5(3), the psalmist confesses his endur-
ing sinfulness.

According to Ehrlich, the'aniA ldmt/ inBzk.39:14 are the temple officials respon-

sible for this offering: "it appears that their duties included guarding the Levitical pu-

9. RHB, rr (tgWI22.
t0. P. 177.
ll. -+ VIII, 407-21; Rendtorff,53, 169-98,238-39.
12. GesB,546: "semolina"; J. Rogge, "Mehl," BHHW, II, I185: "Choice or fine flour . . . is

semolina, made from the endosperm of wheat. . . . This flour was used exclusively in the cult";
see also Weinfeld, --r VIII,418.

13. G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HAT Ul3 (1955),256.
14. -+;'ln:D minh6; cf. Kellermann, -r XI, 102; see also Rendtorff, 74-75; Anclsr II, 468-69.
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rity of the land, especially the environs of Jerusalem, lest any impurity be brought to
the site of the sanctuary." I s gruurly, however, tdmiQ is understood as an adverb charac-
terizing the removal of corpses from the land as an ongoing duty.

d. Adverb in Theological Usage. Especially in the sections of the Pentateuch and
Chronicles that deal with cultic legislation, tamiQ expresses the continuity of the cult.
The bread of the Presence is to be on the table continually (Ex. 25:30; Lev. 24:8; 2 Ch.
2:3); the high priest continually bears the names of the sons of Israel symbolically in
the breastpiece (Ex. 28:29-30:, cf. the golden rosette [,.ri,s] on Aaron's turban in v. 38);
the "perpetual lamp" on its stand in the sanctuary is to burn constantly (Lev. 24:2-3).
The continual temple worship of music, song, and sacrifice is emphasized in I Ch.
16:6,37 ; 23:31; 2 Ch. 24:14.16

Much is made of the constant bond uniting Yahweh and the faithful Israelites, be-
ginning with Yahweh's presence in the cloud and the pillar of fire (Nu.9:16; cf. Dt.
l1:12; Isa. 49:16:58:11; Ps. 40:l2llll). This bond in turn evokes the psalmist's con-
stant trust and praise (Ps. 16:8; 25:15; 34:2lll; 35:27; 4o:17116l; 7O:514); 7l:6,14;
73:23; lO5:4; see also Hos. 12:7[6]; I Ch. 16:l l). This trust remains constant even in
the midst of suffering (Ps. 38:18[7]; 71:3). In Ps. I l9:44,lO9,ll7,the psalmist prom-
ises to keep the r6rd continually (cf. Prov. 28:14: "Happy is the one who lives in con-
stant fear of God"; similarly Sir. 6:37: "MeditatelT at all times on the law of the Most
High and his commandments"l8).

l1l. 1. lXX. The LXX luses did panrds to translated nmtd not only where it is used
adverbially (esp. in narrative prophetic texts and poetic texts such as 2 S. 9:7; Isa.

60:11; Ps. 34:2[1]), but also attributively with holokafitdma/holokalrrsis (Nu.
28:10,15; etc.) and thysta (Dnl. l2:ll). A few texts also use other translations such as

holokailtdma endelechismol (Nu. 28:6,23), thysia endelechismoi (Ex. 29:42), and
thysia kath'hdmdran (Nu. 4:16). Still other translations include endelech6s (Ex. 29:38;
Sir.45:14), aei(Isa.5l:13), ai6n(Dnl.8:ll),di'h6loz (l K. l0:8; Ezk. 38:8),pollost6s
(Prov. 5:19), and did tdlous (lsa.62:6). We frnd thysia used by itself to tanslate tamtS
in Dnl. 8:12-13 and I l:31.re

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Temple Scroll fimtd qvite understandably appears for
the most part in combination with'616 (l IQT l3:ll,12,16; l4:2;23:8;25:7); only in
29:5 and 57:9 is it used adverbially ("continually, always"). In the other scrolls the us-
age of tdmtS closely resembles that of the OT. It appears adverbially in the context of
praising God (lQS 10:23; lQH ll:6; l2:4), worship (lQH l2:7; lQM2:2-3,5), and the
study of Scripture (lQS 6:7; similarly 9:25: [fil"mi]ipat'elyesappeh fifi{. The appeal
to ZionlJerusalem in IQM 12:14 to keep her gates forever open recalls Isa. 60;11.

15. RHB, V, 14, citing the Mishnah.
16. --, i)y 'th; --> nlvi irt.
17. -+ illi'l hgh: cf. Ps. l:2.
18. G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ IIy5 (1981), 521.
19. See II.1 above.
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In the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice (4Q400-407) the use of tdmtd is similar. In
three passages (4Q403 I l:22-23;4Q405 3 2:14;4Q405 13 6) the praise of God in the
heavens appears to parallel the tdmtd offering in the Jerusalem temple; I lQShirShab
j-d-g-p 7 (= I I Ql7 VI 8) speaks of a continual song of prai se (mhllym tmyd).ln 4Q405
20-22 I I we find: rwltwt 'lhym hyym mthllcym tmyd'm kbwd mrkbwr, "the spirits of the
living divine beings moved constantly (back and forth) with the glory of the chariot
thrones";2O this text recalls Ezekiel's vision of the chariot throne (Ezk. 1:4ff.).

Beyse

20. Following C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 306.

llbl7 ra-rtt- T

I. Etymology. II. Meanings. III. Statistics. IV. Usage: l. Concrete Object; 2. Abstract Objects;
3. Divine Subject. V. Dead Sea Scrolls. VI. LXX.

I. Etymology. The root tmk appears in East Semitic as tamabu(m) (once tamaku),
"grasp, seize"'l it is also found in the Phoenician Kilamuwa inscription:2 tmkt . . . lyd,
"I held . . . by the hand."3 There are also two Phoenician masculine PNs, rmlc'and
tmk'l.a The verb appears in Samaritan (qal, Gen. 48:17: piel, Ex. 17:12; tdmmdkfi llike
a Jewish Aramaic paall: Prov. 5:5;5 plus four additional occurrences6) and Middle He-

tdmal. N. Avigad, 'A Group of Hebrew Seals," Erlsr 9 ( 1969) I -9; O. Betz, "Der Katechon,"
NTS9 (1962163)276-91,esp.219-82; P. Bordreuil and A. Lemaire, "Nouveaux sceaux h6breux,
aram6ens et ammonites," Sem 26 (1976) 45-63, esp. 59-60 (no. 30); F. M. Cross, "Heshbon
Ostracon II," AUSS 9 (1973) 126-31; Z. W. Falk, "Gestures Expressing Affirmation," "/SS 19
(1974) 268-69; G. Garbini, 'Ammonite Inscriptions," JSS 19 (1974) 159-68, esp. 16l-64;
H. Schult, "Vergleichende Studien zur alttestamentlichen Namenskunde" (diss., Bonn, 1967),
esp. 133; K. Seybold, Das Gebet der Kranken im AT. BWANT 99 (1973).

l. AHw,lll, l3l2-13.
2. KAr 24.t3.
3. KAI, II, 3l; cf. KAI, lll,26: DISO, 330; Tomback, 342.
4.Benz, 186,429; see also Avigad, 8 (no. 18: 'ltmk); according to Garbini, however, the latter

is Amorite. Bordreuil and Lemaire cite an occurrence of Ammon. tmk'I.
5. HAL,II, 1751.
6. LOT, Ir, 610.

l

J
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brew (Sir. 3). There are I I occurrences in the Dead Sea Scrolls, as well as Jewish Ara-
maic (paal), "support, seize, hold."7

II. Meaning. With only one exception, rnk is found only in the qal. With an ac-

cusative object, it means "grasp" or "hold," with the prep. b" or k', "hold onto, up-
hold." The niphal (only Prov. 5:22) means "be held fast." Synonyms appearing in
parallel are -+ fDN ms piel, "strengthen," and -+'llll 'zr "help" (Isa.4l:10), ->
l3l rsb hiphil, "set, place" (Ps.4l:13[Eng. l2]), -+ la1 dbq, "cling to" (Ps.

63:9t81), + iTln bzqhiphil, "hold fast" (Prov.3:18), -+ n)u ithpiel, "stretch forth"
(Prov.3l:19),-+?)) lkd,"catch"(Prov.5:22),and-r91Dmwt, "(not)totter"(Ps.
17:5).

III. Statistics. Of the 21 occurrences of tmk, l0 are in sapiential texts (1 in Job, 9

in Proverbs); Sirach has 2 additional occurrences. We may therefore consider the verb
a favored term of wisdom literature. Cultic language is suggested by the 4 occur-
rences in the Psalms, the 2 in Deutero-Isaiah, and Isa.33:15 (entrance tbrd).Thewrit-
ing prophets have only 2 occurrences, both in the idiom tbm€ft ielet, "scepter bearer,"
lit. "the one who holds the scepter" (Am. l:5,8). The verb is rare in narrative. appear-

ing only in contexts with religious overtones (Gen.48:17; Ex. 11:12). None of the oc-

currences should be eliminated as an instance of textual comrption; the abnormal qal
ptcp. tbmtl in Ps. 16:5 probably goes back to an incorrect plene writing of the ptcp.
tbmek.s

IV. Usage. The vb. tmk, "grasp, hold," can be used with both concrete and abstract
objects.

l. Concrete Objects. The most common object (as already in the Kilamuwa inscrip-
tion)e is the hand Qafl. Joseph "grasped" his father's right hand (the hand used to give
a blessing) to shift it from the head of his second son, Ephraim, to that of his first son,

Manasseh (Gen. 48: l7). Aaron and Hur "held up" the hands of Moses raised in suppli-
cation during the battle with the Amalekites, so as to support and maintain the gesture

of prayer (Ex. 17:12). The hands of the capable wife hold the spindle Qteleft, Prov.
3 1: l9).

The ptcp. tbm4kwith the obj. iebet can be used as the title "scepter bearer" (Am.
l:5,8), a periphrastic term for a king or prince. This idiom (of which Amos may have

been fond) corresponds to Middle Bab. ta-me-eh batli;to cf. also twmk mlmd, "one who
handles the plow, plowman," in Sir. 38:25.

In Prov. 28:11 the meaning of tmk is unclear. It is used in a kind of vetitive comment
('al-yi1m"ftfi-!6) on the statement: 'A man burdened by bloodguilt will be a fugitive to

7. WM, IY 651; cf. Jastrow, 1677.
8. GK $50e.
9. See I above.
lO. AHw,III, 1312.
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the Pit (b6r)l'tr Does tmk here mean "suppor1,"lz "stop,"t: or "seize"?l4 That no one
should support or aid a fugitive murderer should go without saying and not need to be
stressed. Such a person should clearly be left to his fate; punishment will certainly
overtake him as a consequence of his crime (the actions-consequences nexus).1s Any
attempt to intervene in this process would be either futile (trying to give help) or super-
fluous (acting as an instrument of blood vengeance). Since "grasp" or "seize" makes
sense only with the latter meaning,l6 whereas the mdidl wams against both possibili-
ties, the neutral translation "stop" is probably best.

2. Abstract Objects. In secular contexts most of the occurrences of tmk with an ab-
stract object are in the book of Proverbs. The verb appears twice in 1l:16; between
v. l6a and 16b, however, the MT omits two lines found in LXX (probably because of
the repetition of tmk), thus turning two long verses in antithetical parallelism into a sin-
gle long verse, which can be interpreted as a "similitude"lT only with great effort. The
longer text of the LXX is therefore preferable to the MT: 'A gracious woman ('€ie1-

|tdn) gets (tmk)honor (kfrbdil" (v. l6a MT), but "she who hates (misortse whatis right
(dikaia) is a throne of shame" (v. 16ap LXX;.ts Even the parallelism suggests that
"grace" refers not just to the woman's outward appearance but to her very nature. The
tse of tmk is surprising, because the advantage ofgrace does not necessarily have to be
exercised consciously in order to gain honor; tmk probably emphasizes an inward
single-mindedness associated with grace. On the other hand, the added antithetical par-
allelism (11:16b Lxxllll:16b MT), suggested by the catchword rzt, presupposes
intentionality: "The lazy become destitute, but the diligent gain riches."le The LXX
supports the emendation of MT 'artstm, "violent," to hdrfrstm, "diligent."20 One who is
humble (i"pal-rfrah),like the gracious woman of 1l:16, also obtains honor ftA!b/),
while pride brings humiliation (29:23). The MT explains this reversal of fortunes by
foregrounding an organic actions-consequences nexus; but the LXX adds lqrios as the
subject in the second line, making God the explicit agent of the nexus.

The remaining occulrences in Proverbs (all in chs. l-9) are in texts concerning life
and death. In 3:18 the wisdom teacher compares wisdom (bokma), for those who lay
hold of her (hzq), to a tree of life 

- 
"and those who hold her fast (tmk) are called

happy."zt Wisdom is a precious possession, which must be guarded once it is obtained.
ln 4:4, in the mouth of Wisdom, this wisdom takes the concrete form of "my words":

ll. O. Pl6ger, Sprilche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 330.
12. B..Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT1116 (1963),98.
13. EU.
14. Pldger, Spriiche Salomos,330-31, 337; also HAL, ll, l75l-52.
15. Pltigea Sprilche Salomos,337.
16. Ibid.
17. Pltiger, Spriiche Salomos, 139.
18. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos, 54; BHK; BHS.
19. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos,54.
20. See also BIIK and BIIS.
21. Pl6ger, Spriiche Salomos, 36.
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"Let your heart hold fast (tmk) my words; keep (imr) my commandments, and live."22
The heart, the seat of intellect and will, stands for the person's inmost being. We may
compare Sir. 4: l3a: "Whoever holds her [sc. Wisdom] fast inherits honor (kbwd) (from
Yahweh)."

The last occurrences, in Prov. 5:5, appears in the context of warnings against the
"strange woman" (zdr6, v.3),23 a figure hard to identify precisely: "Her feet go down
to death (mdwefl, her steps (s"'dSeyhd) proceed towards the underworld (towards
Sheol)."2+ Whoever associates with the strange woman (adulteress? idol worshiper?
foreigner?) is lured to his destruction, for her path is identified with the road to death.

In Job 36: 17 it is 'Judgment and justice" (din fimiipdr) that will "seize" Job, for rea-
sons explained in v. l7 a.2s The protasis, whose meaning is disputed, might be trans-
lated: 'And if you are full of the judgment of the wicked [subjective genitive]," i.e., "If
you judge like one of the wicked."26 The meaning would be: on the principle of the
actions-consequences nexus, which Elihu defends, Job's evil judgment would turn
against Job himself and seize him like a demonic power. The actions-consequences
nexus is also reflected in the only instance of tmk niphal, in Prov. 5:22: "His iniquities
ensnare (lqd)him 

- the wicked man ['eg hdrdid', added almost like a gloss] - and he
is caught in the toils of his sin (fi!"ltaflA kaltafi)."2t

3. Divine Subject. The vb. tmk appears with God as its subject only in Psalms and
Deutero-Isaiah. In Ps. 4l:13(12) the embattled and forsaken psalmist, having been re-
stored to health ("in my wholeness" [b"1ummi]),28 declares: "You have upheld me and
set me before you forever" (tmA/nsb hiphil). The psalmist's affrrmation that his prayer
has been heard fits with the petition uttered when he was sick (v. l la[l0a]). Here the
context of the sickbed (v. a[3]) gives tmk almost the sense of "raise up." In Ps. 63 the
afflicted psalmist has been granted God's protection in the sanctuary. In a retrospec-
tively formulated declaration of trust, even before the expected verdict against his ene-
mies, he declares that he ("my soul") clings to Yahweh and has been upheld by
Yahweh's right hand (dbq//tmk, v.9).

In Ps. 16:5, also in the context of a declaration of trust, the meaning and reading of
tbmik are disputed. We are clearly dealing with an instance of plene orthography,2e since
tlere is no vb. ymk (hiphil 2d person sg. impf.). Jerome also supports tmk: tu possessor
sortis meae, "you are the possessor of my lot." (The emendation tbstp, "you will con-
tinue as my lot," proposed by Ohlshausen and accepted by Baethgen, is groundless.30)

22. rbid.,44.
23. -+ [Y,52-58, esp. 56.
24. HAL, II, 1751.
25. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KATXYI (1963),471; but cf. A. Weiser, Hiob. ATD l3 (s1968), 232;EU

similarly.
26. Weiset Hiob, 232; Eii.
27. Pl6ger, Spriiche Salomos, 53, 58.
28. Seybold, 106-13.
29. See III above.
30. F. Baethgen, Psalmen. HKATW2 e1904),43.
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In v. 5a the psalmist calls Yahweh his "chosen portion" (menA!-helqi) and his "cup"
(kdst); it is Yahweh (emphasized by 'attd, "you") who "holds my lot (gbrAlt)l'i.e., "de-
termines" it.3l Kraus accurately conveys the meaning: "You are he who establishes my
lot."32

According to the MT of Ps. l7:5, the inf. abs. tdm6f; is used as an imperative ad-
dressed to Yahweh: "Hold fast my steps in your paths."33 But such a prayer for God's
help in leading a moral life does not really fit the context, which expressly emphasizes
the psalmist's upright way of life (vv. 3-4). The common emendation of the infinitive
absolute to a finite form tamak or tamelft is preferable: "My steps have held fast to your
paths,"3+ a declaration of innocence. Kraus reads v. 5 in combination with v. 4: "From
the ways of the robber my steps have desisted" ('orh61 pdris as the object of a conjec-
tural m€'orh61), but this interpretation is not consonant with the semantics of tmk.3s Ps.
l7:5 contrasts with Prov. 5:5 (tmk). Since ma'gal, "path," is one of the favorite terms of
later wisdom (Prov. 2:9,15,18; 4:l1,26;5:6,21), Ps. l7:5 might suggestatdri-oriented
redaction. The occurrences of tmk in the Psalter with God as subject (Ps. 16:5;
4l:l3ll2);63:9[8]) thus have their setting in the speaker's expressions of confidence,
while Ps. 17:5 (cj.: tdma[/tamefttt) probably points to a t4rd-oiented sapiential redac-
tor.

The two occurrences in Deutero-Isaiah also appear in expressions of trust. In an ora-
cle of salvation addressed to Israel (Isa. 4l:8-13) that is typical of Deutero-Isaiah,
Yahweh's intervention on Israel's behalf is described in three verbal clauses: "I
strengthened you ('ms), I helped you ('zr), I grasped you ltmk with acc. obj.l with my
victorious right hand" (v. lOb). Since Yahweh has grasped Israel with his victorious
right hand and now holds Israel firmly, Israel shares in Yahweh's ineluctable triumph.

In Isa. 42:1 tmk (here with the prep. b) has a different sense. According to Elliger,
the context is an autobiographical "presentation oracle, an ex post facto confirmation
of the prophet's call."36In v. I Yahweh takes his servant ('abdi) by the hand (tmkimpf.)
in the presence of the heavenly council. If the verb meant "hold,"31 we would expect
the perfect tense (resultative). But Elliger's interpretation is substantially correct: "The
gesture of taking the servant's hand and probably continuing to hold it during the entire
speech that follows (has) a deeper signif,rcance . . . : it validates the appointment of the
servant and brings it to an affirmative conclusion."

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. In contrast to the Psalms, in the Dead Sea Scrolls tmk appears
exclusively with human subjects. In IQH the speaker (the Teacher of Righteousness?)
holds fast to the covenant of the Lord (bwmlcy bbrytkh, 2:21), the Lord himself (btlr,

31. H. Gunkel , Psalmen. HKATIU2 (41926); HAL, ll, 1751.
32. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms I-59. CC (Eng. tr. 1988), 233.
33. HAL,II, 1751.
34. BHK; B11S; cf. NRSV.
35. Kraus, Psalms l-59,243-44.
36. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja I: 40,145,7. BKXUI (1978), 201.
37. Ibid.. 203.
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"you," 4:22), ard the truth of the Lord (b'mtkh, 7:20). ln I QH l : 15 the correct reading
is probably nottm(k)thbuttk(n)th (from rftn).38 In IQH fr. l:10 we find w'ny bq;y
'mtwkh,'At my end I will hold fast (to the greatness of your truth)." Ps. l7:5 is echoed
in CD 20:18: "to hold their steps on the path of God" (ltmwk s'dm bdrk 'l). ln lQ21 I
l:7 tmk has a negative denotation: 'All who restrain the wonderful mysteries (wkwl
twmlcy rzy pl') will no longer exist."3e In other words, "when, as in the Book of Mys-
teries, the end is understood as a victorious revelation of truth and justice, those who
oppose this truth and justice are necessarily restraining God's secret plan."+o In 4Q525
2 2:l those who hold fast to the laws (hwqym) and not the drlcy 'wlh are macarized (cf.
the curse in 4Q184 I 9).

VI. LXX. The LXX uses several different Greek verbs for tmk; the most important
are antilambdnesthai (Gen. 48;17; Ps. 40:13[4]:12); 62:9163:8]: lsa. 42'.1) and
ereidein (Prov.4:4; 5:5; l1:16; 29:23 [A,R)) or epereidein (Prov. 3:18).

Ruppert

38. J. Carmignac, RevQ 2 (1959160) 272.
39. Betz,280.
40. Ibid., 281.

dl)\ ta^o*; dD tam; d18\ tdmtm; Eh (E!) tdm (tom-); itp\. tummd; d'jDl.1.

tummtm

I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. LXX, Vg. II. Ancient Near East. III. l. Basic Meaning;
2. Negative Sense;3. Positive Sense. IV. Theological Usage: l. Cultl 2. Thummim; 3. Religious
and Ethical Realm. V. Dead Sea Scrolls and Sirach.

tAmam. O. Bauernfeind, "dntroriq," TDNT l, 386-87; W. Brueggemann, 'A Neglected
Sapiential Word Pair," ZAW 89 (1977) 234-58i W. Grundmann, "p6pQopcrr:' TDNT, lY, 571-74;
F. Hauck, "trr6voq," TDNT, ly,829-31: A. Hurvitz, "Wisdom Vocabulary in the Hebrew Psalter,"
I/I 38 (1988) 4l-51, esp. 48; K. Koch, "dDI1 rmm to be completel' TLOT lll, 1424-28:
L. Krihler, OT Theology (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1957), esp. 166-69; V. H. Kooy, "lntegrity," IDB,
II, 718; L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwdrterbuch," VT 9 (1959)
247-87, esp. 284; J. Pedersen, ILC, l-ll, esp. 358-62; E. Robertson, "The 'frrrm and tummrm:
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l. l. Etymology. The root tmm with the basic meaning "come or bring to an end" is

found in several Semitic languages: Ugar. tmm, tm, "be finished";t Phoen.-Pun. ,ltt,
"entirety, whole," tmm, "become solid, make ready";2 Arab. tamma;3 Aran.lSyr. tm,

tmym, tom, etc., "be complete, whole."a We also find Egyp. tm with a range of mean-

ings similar to that in Hebrew, embracing antithetical notions.5

2. Occurrences. The OT contains more than 200 instances of forms derived from the

toot tmm: 64 occurrences of verbal forms (qal 54, including 20 of the inf . tdm; hiphil 8;

hithpael 2),32 of abstract nouns (/ort 23, tummd 5, m"1om 4), and 106 of nominalized
adjectives (tamtm 91, nm l5). Because of textual uncertainties,6 this count cannot
claim absolute precision. The form tdm (fem. tammd), a primary adjective deriving by
haplology from *tamm, is probably earlier than the qattl form tdmtm, which became

common later.T

The form rAm comes from two originally distinct grammatical forms and accordingly
has two different functions: on the one hand, it represents the infinitive (fromxqutuls);
on the other, an abstract noun (from xqulUqutP). The context determines its function in
each instance,lO e.g., the infinitive with verbal suffrx tummam (Dt.2:15; cf . hiiidm"Qdm
in7:23) in contrast to the abstract tummt (Ps. 7:9[Eng. 8], in parallel with siglqi). It is
noteworthy that each of the two grammatical categories is associated with a distinct se-

mantic domain: with very few exceptions, the verbal forms denote the observable fact

that something has come or been brought to an end (often with negative connotations),
whereas the noun and adjective (apart from the cultic termtamtm describing a sacrificial
animal as "unblemished") belong to the psychological and moral realm and refer to
the positive attribute of "uprightness." This observation explains why the nominal forms
appear primarily in wisdom literature and texts influenced by it.

WhatWereThey?" W14(1964)67-74;M. Rothenberg,"Meaning of tdml'BethM 30(1984/85)
441; R. B. Y. Scott, "Wise and Foolish, Righteous and Wicked," Studies in the Religion of An-
cient Israel. SW 23 (1972), 146-65; F. L. Shults, "ilm and tmminBlblical Hebrew" (diss., Uni-
versity of Texas, Austin, 1974): J. Tropper, "Tmym m YHWH 'vollkommen vor dem Herrn,"'
UF 19 (1987) 295-3N; N. H. Tur-Sinu, "'firtm w"1ummim," EMiqa l, 179-83; C. Van Dam,
"Urim and Thummin" (diss., Kampen, 1986).

+ifi) kdh.

l. UT no.2563; WUS, no.2770.
2. DISO, 329,331; KAI, 111,26,52.
3. Wehr,97.
4. LexSyr 826-27; ANIF,444; F. Schulthess, lzxicon Syropalaestinurz (Berlin, 1903),221;

Jastrow, 1653, 1674-'15, 1677-78.
5. WbAS, Y 301-5; D. Meeks, Annde lexicographique (Paris, 1980/81), I, 418; II, 414; see

III.I below.
6. See below.
7. Blz, $61y, no; but cf. VG, I, 260.
8.8I2, $58o.
9. Bl.e, $6lh', f'.
10. Contra HAL, ll, 1753.
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Certain forms involve textual problems.l I Ex. 26:24 and 36:29: tammtm, "complete
(?)," could come from t rn ("double"). Jgs. 2O:48: m"1om, "undamaged (?) (city),"
should probably be read as m"1tm, "people" (cf. Dt. 2:34).ln I S. 14:41, with LXX,
tdmtm ("jltstice") should be emended to the oracular tummim.t2 The transitive use of
tummi, "I make an end," in Jer. 27:8 is unusual; the Syriac and Tg. read tittt. In Nu.
17:28(13); Jer. 44:18; Lam. 3:22, the form tamnfi, "we are finished," instead of
tammbnfr, is irregular (Ps. 64:7[6] = tdm"nfi, "they conceal" t?l). The form 'A!am, "I
shall be blameless," in Ps. 19:14(13) is a late plene spelling. In the case of m'itm (Jer.

6:29; cf . Yg. in igne consumptum est and NRSV) and lmwtm (Ps. 73:4),t: redivision
yields the word tam. In Dnl. 9:24 Q l"ha1zm, "put an end to," is preferable to K lhtm,
"seal." Finally, there are variations in the vocalization of the form tm: inPs.37:37,
where the MT has tam, the versions read tom; the reverse is true in Prov. lO:29 and
13:6.

3. LXX, Vg. The LXX usually translates verbal forms of tmm with ekleipein, "fail to
appear, cease," which can convey both the neutral and the negative meanings of the
root:comparesuchexpressionsas"doestherosterof boysendhere?"(1 S. 16:ll)and
"the money is gone" (Gen.47:15,18) with "let sinners perish" (Ps. 104[03]:35) and
"until they are destroyed" (Jer. 24:10). The phrase hdos eis tilos, "tntll their end"
(tilos being able to mean both "completion" and "death"), also permits the translators
to capture the ambivalence of tmm, as when Moses finishes writing down or reciting
the law (Dr.3li24,30) or the enemy is utterly destroyed (Josh. 8:24; 10:20).

The foreboding connotation is sometimes brought out more sharply by (ex)ana-
liskein, "destroy" (Nu. 14:33,351,32:13). Once (Gen. 47:18) we find exirchesthai,
"go out, go past," which expresses neutrally the passing of a period of time; another
text (Job 22:3) uses haplofin, "make simple,"l+ to speak approvingly of a humble
way of life.

For the subst. form tdmim (fim) with its positive connotation, the LXX generally
uses forms with an alpha privative. The adj. dmdnos, "without blemish" (ca. 50 in-
stances) - supported by Lev. 22:21: "(the sacrificial animal) must be perfect [Gk.
dmonos); it shall have no blemish fm"'um; Gk. m6nosl" - san also denote moral
blamelessness. Other, less common, privative forms refer only to the latter and appear
primarily in theological texts that deal with ethical conduct (Psalms, Job, Proverbs):

dkakos, "innocent" (ca. l5 instances); dmemptos, "blameless";ts athQos, "not subject
to prosecution." Among the nonprivative forms, the most common is t4leios (7 times),
which means "perfect" in both the physical and the moral sense; others include h6sios,
"devout" (5 times), kathards, "pure" (bis), d{kaios, "righteous," and aldthinds, "true."
All these translations emphasize various nuances of the Hebrew root.

11. See BI/S and comms.
12. See IV.2 below.
13. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 60-150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 83.
14. O. Bauernfeind, IDN?! I, 386.
15. W. Grundmann, TDNT lY,572.
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The Vg. represents the neutral meaning with implere, universa, and consumere; for
the negative meaning it also uses consumere, along with deficere and delere. For the
positive meaning it uses such words as immaculatus, perfectus, simplex, and integer

II. Ancient Near East. Throughout the world, there are more or less precisely de-
fined notions of integer vitae scelerisque purus, "upright of life, by guilt unstained";16
this was also true in the ancient Near East. This ideal of a morally blameless life is not
absolutely dependent on religious ideas. Myths recount violence, lying, and deception
among the gods worshiped by Israel's neighbors: the Babylonian storm-god Zu steals

the tablets of destiny from Enlil;17 the Egyptian goddess Isis cruelly forces the god Re to
reveal his secret name;I8 the Greek Hermes gives instruction in theft and perjury.le On a

higher plane, however, deities become the authors or guardians of moral law. From the
wealth of well-known material in this domain, we shall cite only a few examples that re-
semble linguistically or substantially the Hebrew word family under discussion here.

Atk. ellu, iiaru, kanu, ialmu, and their derivatives can refer both to a physical state
("be physically clean, in order, durable, undamaged") and a morally positive mode of
conduct ("be reliable, pure, upright, faithful," "act rightly").2o The Babylonian sun-god
Shamash is the discoverer and guardian of truth and justice (kittu < kinu); he punishes

evil conduct and rewards upright conduct (iiarii aldku).z\ An important concept in an-
cient Egypt is m3't, which means "straight" in both the physical and moral sense. From
this basic meaning the word takes on the sense "upright, true, just, constant" and serves

to describe the divine order undergirding the world. The goddess Maat is the embodi-
ment of truth and justice; a mortal who loves the truth and lives an upright life is de-
scribed as m1't.22

lll. I . Basic Meaning. In the first instance, the root tmm conveys the notion of com-
pleteness, a totality without any diminution. A situation entirely fulfills the speaker's
expectations; this situation may be present as a preexisting state or it may be achieved
by human efforts. Thus the undamaged wood of a vine is described as tamim (Ezk.
15:5), and the account of the building of the temple records that it was completely
(tdm) overlud with gold (1 K. 6:22) and then reports that the work of the pillars was
finished (7:22).

Possibly Isa. I 8:5 and Jer. 6:29 also speak of full (tam) bloom and lead that emerges
intact (Q tam) from the fire. This is the Vg.'s interpretation of Isa. l8:5 (totus ffioruit)
as well as that of the classic Hebrew comms.;23 the more usual translation, however, is

16. Horace Odes 1.22.1.
17. ANET, tt2-13.
18. ANET, t2-14.
19. Odyssey 19.395ff.
20. AHw, I, 180-81, 197-98,391-92,438-40; III, 1268.
21. ANET,388-89.
22. E. A. Wallis Budge, Book of the Dead (repr. New York,
23. See also GesB, 658.

t966), 166, 184-85.
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"when the blossom is over." The Vg. translates Jer. 6:29 as consumptus est (cf.
NRSV;.2+ A heifer to be used in the ancient purification ceremony must be "red
fmtmA" (Nu. 19:2). The Hebrew word echoes the universal requirement that a sacrifi-
cial animal be without blemish,25 but the ancient interpreters (Midr. Sry'e and Rashi)
understand it as an adverb modifying the color: "totally red."

A message is delivered in its entirety: the words of the law are written down and the
words of a song are recited "to the very end" ('a/ tummam, Dt.3l:24,30); the words of
a speaker are "ended" (tammfr, Job 3l:40). Here we already note a situational differ-
ence: completion of the writing leaves a written text, while a concluded speech is no
longer physically present. When instructions are carried out completely, they are past
and gone: Josh.4:10 says that the priests and people did all that Yahweh commanded
through Joshua "until everything was finished" ('ad fim). A period of time that has

elapsed totally belongs to the past and is gone forever: "a whole (tdmtm) day" (Josh.

10: l3), "afull (t"rntmA) year" (Lev. 25:30), "seven full (temimdfi weeks" (23:15), "until
the end ('ad-tdm) of the year" (25:29; Jer. 1:3). The expression 6'your years come to an

end (yittdmmfi)" refers to death (Ps.lO2:28127l).
Thus the root tmm, which is inherently ambiguous, simply denoting an absolute

conclusion, gives rise to a well-developed semantic dichotomy. Around one pole are
grouped the positive senses of perfection and completion, while around the other are
gathered the antonymic senses of cessation, decline, and total destruction.

This fundamental polarity of "finish up/finish ofP' has many parallels in a wide
range of other languages, e.9., Akk. gamaru, Aram. and Middle Heb. gmr Gk.
t e I e ut dn, Lat. c onfi c e re, G er. v o lle nde n/v e re nde n.

When interpreting a text that uses the root tmm, it is necessary to determine the
dominant semantic component suggested by the immediate context; but it is also nec-
essary to note the reactive emotional response evoked by the situational conditions of
the entire text. The syntagm of tmm followed by an infinitive is particularly informative
in this regard. For example, when it is reported that the entire nation crossed the Jor-
dan, the Hebrew says lit.: "until [they] had come to an end (tammfi) of crossing" (Josh.

3:17;4:1,11) or "until (their) end ('a/-tom) . . . of crossing" (Josh. 5:6; 2 S. 15:24).The
statement that records the passing of an entire generation reads: "when [they] had
come to an end . . . of dying off' (Dt. 2:16). The demise (hmm, Dt.2:15) of all those
who had sinned against Yahweh and the slaughter (npl, Josh. 8:24; nkh, 10:2) of all the
enemy are described by the words "until their end" ('a8-tummdm).

The verbal forms of tmm might appear simply to indicate that the specific predicate
that follows applies to the totality of the group, and that the distinction between objec-
tive statement in some cases and negative connotation in others must be made on the
basis of that predicate. Closer examination, however, shows that tmm conyeys the nega-
tive aspect of shrinkage and final disappearance even in texts with no emotional over-
tones. The group that undertakes to cross the river keeps shrinking until it is finally

24. See M. Dahood, Bibl44 (1963) 298.
25. See IV.l below.
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gone, but here the overall context neutralizes the connotative meaning. In any case, the
contiguity of conclusion, disappearance, and death leads to the use of forms of tmm in
the sense of "die, perish" instead of - or in parallel with - mwt: "by the sword and by
famine they shall peish (yittammfi)" (Jet 44:12; cf. also vv. 18,27); "in this wilderness
they shall peish (yittammfi), and there they shall die (ydmu!tt)" (Nu. 14:35).

Nevertheless, every attempt to use the immediate or situational context to distin-
guish among neutral, negative, and positive nuances of meaning shows clearly that it is
not rare for these nuances to overlap.

2. Negative Sense. Neutral observations appear in several passages besides those
cited above: the series of boys being examined ( I S. I 6: I I ) or the company of men be-
ing circumcised (Josh. 5:8) is complete; meat is to be cooked until ready to eat (hA!em,

"make it done," or possibly "have the meat devoured," Ezk. 24:lO). During the miracu-
lous crossing of the Jordan, the waters flowing down from above rose up in a heap, and
"those flowing down toward the sea . . . vanished/drained away (tammfi)" (Josh. 3:16).

A negative twist also appears in Isa. 33:1, which speaks ofa goal achieved by a

treacherous enemy: 'As soon as you have completed destruction (h'!imkd), you your-
self will be destroyed." The situation is similar when the wicked are warned that
their transgressions have reached full measure (hd!cm) (Dnl. 8:23; but cf. the posi-
tive sense of hd!€m in 9:24 Q: "put an end to transgressions"). Another example is
Ezk.47:12, which speaks of fruit that fails (par. "leaves that wither"), a description
negated in the prophet's optimistic vision of the future: "and their fruit will never fail
(ld'-yiftam);'

The mood is even more somber when it is bread (Jer.37:21 [tdm)), money (Gen.

47:15,18 blittdnt/tam)), or strength (Lev.26:20 [tam)) that is gone. Of course, the de-
pletion of money in one place has its converse in its accumulation elsewhere (Gen.

47:18). Thus it is impossible to decide whether yattem in 2 K. 22:4 means that the high
priest is to collect all the money in the temple or to hand it over.

The form tom, a substantive or infinitive frequently found with a pronominal suffix
or a prepositional prefix, expresses attributively the notion of unlimited quantity.
When it modifies a word denoting something baneful, the syntagm so magnifies the
threat that the attribute itself takes on a negative connotation, until finally it can con-
vey a negative message even when used by itself. "Loss of children and widowhood
will come upon you in full measure (k"1ummam)" (Isa. 47:9). People perish (Dt. 2:15),
fall by the sword (Josh. 8:24), are slain "one and all" ('ad-tummdm). A scroll is
burned, one column at a time, "to the end ('aQ-nm) of the entire scroll" (Jer. 36:23).
The extinction of whole groups is recorded: "until the demise ('ad-tom) of all the na-
tion" (Josh. 5:6), "until the demise ('a{-tam) of the entire generation" (Nu. 32:13; Dt.
2:14), or "until their total vanishment ('a/-tummam) from the earth" (Jer.24: l0). The
threat may be compounded: "until the vanishment ('ay'-tom) of your very corpses"
(Nu. l4:33).

The grammar of Jer 27:8 is difficult: "until I have consumed them ('aQ-tummt) by
his hand" (cf. Vg.: donec consumam eos in manu eius).The pronominal suffix with the
infinitive construct, used transitively, represents the subject rather than the accusative

l
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object.26 With some difficulty, the words "as one burns up dung until it is all gone ('aQ-

tummd)" in 1 K. 14:10 may be interpreted as "until it is clean" (Yg. usque ad purum).
The finite verb forms are also closely related to words that denote passing away and

death,z1 and can stand pleonastically alongside them. The godless "will perish, they
will be swept away (tamm,A) utterly by terrors" (Ps. 73: l9); "are we all to end (tamnfi)
in dying?" (Nu. 17:28[3]). Finally, the vb. tmm by itself can take on this semanric
function: "by sword and famine those prophets will be consumed (yittamm,A)" (Jer.
14:15); "they will suffer the same fate as the whole multitude of Israel that have per-
ished (tammit)" (2 K.7:13).

The same sense is conveyed by certain texts that present text-critical or grammatical
problems:28 "the enemy, they have vanished (tammfr)" (Ps. 9:7[6]); "we have not per-
ished (ld'-tamnfi)" (Lam. 3:22; cf . Yg.: non sumus consumpti).ze

When something bad comes to an end, it is good news. The :use of tmm in such cases

lends a note of comfort to the verb. "I will purge your filthiness out of you," Yahweh
promises, albeit in conjunction with a threat (Ezk.22:15). The rust encrusting a kettle, a
symbol of Jerusalem's bloodguilt, "will melt away" (tittum[= tittAm),B2k.24:11). "Ma-
rauders vanish (tammtt) from the land" (Isa. 16:5), "the wicked vanish (yittammfr) from
the earth" (Ps. 1M:35), "your guilt, O daughter Zion, is removed (tam)" (Lam. 4:22).

3. Positive Sense. The positive pole of the root tmm appears with great frequency,
but almost all the occurrences are in the realm of moral and ethical assessment.3o There
are, however, a few instances ofconcrete usage. The noun metdm3t denotes a "healthy,
uninjured part of the body" (Isa. 1:6; Ps. 38:4,8[3,7]).32 Job 2l:23-26 contrasrs rhe op-
posite fates of human beings: one, wholly at ease and secure, "dies in full prosperity
(tummd)"; another dies embittered, never having tasted any enjoyment. Here tom
clearly denotes physical well-being and material prosperity. Sinners plot acts of vio-
lence (Prov. l:ll-13): they lie in wait for the innocent; they devour the living like
Sheol, and "the healthy (fmimim) like those who go down into the Pit" (the parallelism
suggests "healthy," but "innocent" is also possible). As an expression of his love, the
youth calls his beloved "my dove, my faultless one (tamma!t)" (Cant. 5:2;6:9), extol-
ling her as pure and virginal. Twice, with reference to knowledge, tamtm means "all-
encompassing": fmtm de'6! (Job 36:4), fmim deim Q7:4).In both instances rhis term
for "omniscience" probably refers to God (36:4b anticipates v. 533).

The texts of 2 S. 20: l8 and Ps. 64:7(6) are diffrcult or corrupt. The Samuel passage
appears to suggest the settling of a dispute: it was customary to inquire at Abel and

26. Cf. BHS.
27. See above.
28. See comms.
29. But see BI1S.
30. See IV.3 below.
31. On the form see BLe, $6ldq.
32. On Jgs. 20:48 see I.2 above.
33. Ibn Ezra, contrary to most comms.
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"thus settle the matter (hdlammfi)l'The verb form in Ps. 64 either records the protesta-

tions of the wicked ("we are honest") or their satisfaction ("we have done it").34

IV. Theological Usage.
1. Cult. The cultic realm is permeated with the requirement of perfection. A person

with a physical deformity is excluded from the priesthood and from offering sacrifice
(Lev. 2l): sacrificial animals must be "without blemish." In P the standard term for
such perfectionis tamim: only such an animal is pleasing to Yahweh, making it accept-

able on behalf of the one who offers it (19:5; 22:9;23:ll). Such "unblemished" ani-
mals are expressly required for burnt offerings (l:3,10), sacrifices of well-being
(3:1,6), sin offerings (4:3,23,28,32), as well as festival offerings (23:12,18; Nu.
28:3,9,11,19,31 [the words in v. 3l referto the animals mentioned inv.27];29:2,8,13,
17,20,23,26,29,32,36).

This requirement is not stated in the late additions concerning the sacrifice of a male
goat as a sin offering (Nu. 28:15,22,30; 29:5,11,16,22,25,28,34,38). Other occasions

also require an unblemished animal: the consecration of priests (8x.29:1, though not
mentioned in the description of the actual ceremony in Lev. 8), the consecration of
nazirites (Nu. 6:14), the purification offering of a leper who has been cleansed (Lev.

14:10), and offerings in payment of a vow (22:19,21). By contrast, animals with certain
blemishes may be sacrificed as freewill offerings (v.23).

The Passover lamb (Ex. l2:5) must be tamim; a portion of an animal must be of-
fered "whole" (t"mim.d, Lev. 3:9). The description of the first sacrifice offered by Aaron
(9:2,3) describes all the animals as temtmtm.

2. Thummim. No details are given concerning the priestly oracle obtained by casting
lots, called "Urim and Thummim" ('f,uim, tummtm: Ex. 28:30; Lev. 8:8; Dt. 33:8; Ezr.

2:63; Neh. 7:65). The nature of the device and how it was used are unknown, and the

meaning of the words is also obscure. Perhaps ancient Israel adopted a foreign cult ob-
ject together with its name, which would therefore not necessarily be explicable on the

basis of Hebrew.
On the other hand, it is understandable that the earliest exegetes should try con-

stantly to find such an interpretation and ascribe to the words an auspicious meaning
appropriate to the holiness of the device. Thus the LXX uses the translation ddloi kai
hosi6tcs or ddlasis kai al4theia ("revelation and piety/truth"), deriving our word from
tummA, "piety, blamelessness." The Vg. takes a similar approach, using doctrina (via
Aram. 'orayla) et veritas ("teaching and truth") or such words as perfectio. The Tal-
mud derives the words from'6r "light," and the root tmm: "Urim illuminate their
words, thummim perfect their words";3s the Jerusalem Talmud adds: "Whenever Israel
was pure (tdmtm), the thummim purified (melimmim) the path before them."36

34. But see I.2 above.
35. Bab. Yoma73b.
36. Jer. Yoma 7:3.
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Some texts (such as 2 5.2:L), however, suggest that the oracle simply was asked for
a yes or no answer, like Akk. anna fr ulla ("yes or no"), as the judgment of God. This
evidence has led to attempts to find antithetical meanings in the two words, e.g.,'ilrim,
"guilt" (as the "illumination" of guilt, or by association with 'r4 "curse"), vs. tummtm,
"blamelessness, innocence"; or, with the opposite polarity, 'frrim, "light, life," vs.
tummtm, "end, death."

3. Religious and Ethical Realm. Generally, however, the derivatives of tmm (mostly
nouns) denote an attitude or action found to be praiseworthy. The predominant use of
the root in the realm of morality and ethics is due to the particular nature of the OT doc-
uments (esp. Psalms, Proverbs, and Job) and by no means indicates that this is the orig-
inal meaning of the forms in question. On the contrary, it is safe to assume that even
here the concrete sense is earlier, even though the language of the Bible furnishes only
a few examples.3T (There is no need for the unconvincing theory that "tamtm, 'com-
plete, undamaged' [as applied to moral and religious conduct], must have derived from
the language of sacrifice."38)

The distribution of the homonymous pairs tamhamim and tom,/tummd differs signif-
icantly. The less common tdm occurs hardly at all in Psalms and Proverbs (twice and
once, respectively) but is more frequent in Job (7 times, albeit with 3 appearing to-
gether in 9:20-22); in Genesis, J uses tam (25:27) and P uses tdmtm (6:9; 17:1). The
novn tom occurs 23 times; the less frequent tummd occurs only once in Proverbs ( I 1 :3)
but 4 times in Job (2:3,9;27:5;31:6). The semantic nuances by no means parallel this
distribution, but are reflected equally in all four forms, which are clearly interchange-
able in similar contexts.

The Hebrew notion that an action or way of life is "complete" or "integral" refers in
the first instance to a coincidence of thought, word, and deed that itself harmonizes
with the norms governing the life of the human community. It suggests neither sinless-
ness nor particularistic obedience to a specific legal system. Religious parenesis and
sapiential pedagogy tend to stress an absolute polarity of two ways of life, one right
and the other wrong. The word grorup tmm denotes conduct that is right, benign, up-
standing, and just, whether expressed in a single act or in a general way of life.

The foreign king Abimelech sent and took Abraham's wife. But because he acted in
good faith, believing that she was Abraham's sister, he is not held guilty: he is innocent
(;addtq), he insists later (Gen. 2O:4-5), for "I did this in the integrity of my heart
(b"1om-1"!d!i) and the innocence of my hands." God confirms this verdict: "you did
this in the integrity of your heart" (v. 6). Absalom began the revolt against his father,
King David, by convoking an assembly in Hebron, to which he also invited leading fig-
ures from Jerusalem. They knew nothing of his treasonable plans and accepted the in-
vitation "in full innocence" (le1ummam,2 S. 15:11). Even the enemy bowman who
mortally wounds the king of Israel does so "quite unwittingly" (le1umm6, I K.22:34/l

37. See III.3 above.
38. W. Eichrodt, Theology of the OT. OTI- 2 vols. (Eng. tt. 196l-67),1I, 394.
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2 Ch. l8:33), since he did not recognize the king in his disguise and therefore hit him

by accident. In his contention with God, Job declares that he is "innocent" (tdm, Job

9:21),buit acknowledges that God can prove even the "blameless" (tdm) to be "per-

verse" ( 4.i, v. 2O), since God destroys both "the blameless (tdm) and the wicked
(rdid')" (v.22). Job's friends, however, are convinced that God never rejects someone

who is "devout" (tam, 8:20).ln 9:20-22 tam in the sense of "innocent" appears to refer

only to a status in a legal dispute; in 8:20, however, the verb refers to someone who

lives a devout life.
Among the participants in a public legal action, Amos speaks of a "dispenser of jus-

tice" (mbktah) and a dob€r tdmtm (Am.5:10). The latter expression is sometimes

treated as a construct phrase and interpreted as "speaker (advocate) for the innocent."3e

But the analogy of hdl4ft tamim, "one who walks with integrity,"+o suggests instead the

translation "one who speaks with integrity," a witness whose statements match the

truth.
Naturally the judgment of a biblical author often reflects a subjective standard. Ja-

cob, who - unlike the wild, nomadic Esau - remains in his tents, is "a good-natured

man" (?.f tam, Gen 25:27). Abraham is to walk before Yahweh and be "blameless"

GAmim, 17:1). In the introductory verses of the book of Job, the narrator describes Job

as a man "blameless (tdm) and upright, who feared God and turned away from evil"
(Job 1:1); he has God confirm this description (v. 8). In the story of the deluge, Noah is

described as "a righteous man, blameless in his generation" (Gen. 6:9). At first glance,

the expression saddtq tamtm ("aperfectly righteous man"?) appears pleonastic; but the

disjunctive accent suggests a better interpretation: "Noah, a devout man, was blameless

in his generation" (cf. Sir.44:17). In Job's lament, however, the same sequence of
words can be understood as a rhetorical pleonasm: he, Job, has become a laughing-

stock, though he is "a perfectly righteous man" (saddiq tamim, Job l2:4).
The use of the term to characterize a way of life can be observed in the use of the

word group in conjunction with the words for "walk" and "path" or "way." Derivatives

of tmm appearin syntagms withhlk qal (1 K.9:4;Ps. l5:2;26:l,ll;84:l2llll; 101:6;

Prov.2:1; l0:9;28:6,18) and hithpael (Gen. 17:l; Ps. 101:2; Prov. 2O:7) as well as

derek (2 S. 22:33 = Ps. I 8:33 [3 2); Ezk. 28:15 Ps. l0 I :2,6; I I 9: I ; Prov. lO:29: | 1 :5,20;

13:6; 19:1; 28:6; Job 4:6;22:3).
In the syntagm hbleL fimtm (Ps. l5:2; Prov. 28:18), our word functions as an adver-

bial accusative with hbl4ft, descibing not an attribute of the subject but rather the na-

ture of the subject's conduct, as is shown by the analogous expression hbl"kim b"lAmim

in Ps. 84:12(11). The expression deref, tamtm in Ps. 101:2,6 is harder to decipher. It
could mean "the way of one who is guileless";al probably, however, tdmtm is an adjec-

tive modifying deref;: "the right way" (cf. deref; ydidr, "the straight way," in Prov.

14:12). In any case, the conceptual association ofa guileless individual with the corre-

39. K. Marti, Dodekapropheten. KHC XIII (1904), 192.

40. See below.
41. Rashi; cf. Buber: "the way of the forthright."
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sponding way of life is so close that the idea can be expressed by turning the phrase

around: t"mtmA-f,eref,, "those whose way is blameless" (Ps. l19:l; Prov. 1l:20).
The contours of what is meant by an upright way of life are made clearer by synonyms

and antonyms accompanying the word group tmm. We often find ydidr or ydiZa

"straight(ness), upright(ness)," used in parallel with tmm (l K. 9:4; Ps. 25:21; 37:37;

Prov. 2:'7 ,21; 28:10; 29:lO; Job I : 1,8; 2:3); the opposite is 'iqq€i, "crooked, perverse,"

i.e., someone who walks a crooked path and twists language (Prov. l0:9; ll:'20; l9:l;
28:6,18; Job 9:20). A more detailed picture emerges from lengthier passages. Ps. l0l -
whether interpreted as words spoken by God or as a code for rulers - speaks of integrity

of mindandablamelessway oflife(tom-l"babi[v.2),derektamtmfv.6])whicheschew
such transgressions as perverse thinking, secret slander, ilrogance, falsehood, and deceit.

Ps. 15 gives instruction as to who may be admitted to the temple: one who "walks blame-

lessly (hbl4! tAmtm) and does what is ight (seQeq)" (v.2), does not slander or do evil to
others, stands by his oath, lends money without usurious interest, and never takes a bribe.

Job's oath of purgation (Job 31) is also instructive: here Job demonstrates his tummd ("in-
tegrity," v. 6) by citing a long list of sins of which he has never been guilty.

The integrity of one's way of life (tom d'rdktm) is the foundation of one's hope (Job

4:6).It brings reward: whoever walks with integrity (fim) walks securely (Prov. l0:9);
the righteousness of the guileless (;idqat fimtm) keeps their ways straight (ll:5);
blamelessness (tummd) guides the upright with assurance (ll:3); righteousness

G'dAqA) protects one whose way is direct (tom-derek, 13:6);42 one who walks blame-

less ftAmim) walks secure (28:18). It is therefore better to walk in integrity (tumm1)

and be poor than to speak and act perversely and be rich (19:l; 28:6). Those who are

blameless (t"mtmtm) will have a goodly inheritance (28:10) and abide in the land
(2:21). Happy is the lot of the children of the righteous individual (wddiq) who walks

in integrity (tumm6, 20:27).
The demand for uprightness and probity in human relationships arises from the

need to preserve the bonds of society. With constantly increasing emphasis, it is ele-

vated to the status of a moral law decreed by God, which also governs God's own ac-

tions: God's work (Dt. 32:4) and God's way (2 5.22:31= Ps. l8:31[30]) are perfect
(tdmtm). The commandment of Yahweh is clear (t"mimd, Ps. l9:8). Therefore people

must be tamtm with Yahweh their God (Dt. 18: l3); he delights in "those of blameless

tmimA) ways" (Prov. I l:20). Those who act with probity (tamim) God treats with pro-

bity (2 5.22:26llPs. 18:26[25)). Those whose way is blameless are those who walk ac-

cording to the tbrd of Yahweh (Ps. ll9:l), and therefore the psalmist prays that his

heart "may be full and whole ftAmim) in [God's] statutes" (v. 80). It does not profit God

when someone makes his way blameless (tmm hiphil, Job 22:3), but God knows "the

days of the devout (fmimtm)" 
- i.e., their fate (Ps. 37:18). One need only mark the

blameless (tdm) arrd behold the upright (ydiAr) to see that such a peaceable person has

a future (v.37).43 Yahweh bestows favor and honor, and withholds no good thing from

42. See BHS.
43. But see BI1S.
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those who "walk uprightly @e!dm?m)" (84:l2ll1l). Yahweh is a shield to "those who
walk blamelessly" (h61"f;2 1om, Prov.2:7).Tt,rc universal order established by Yahweh
is "a stronghold for blamelessness (tOm)" (Prov. l0:29).4

This belief explains the psalmist's repeated declaration that he walks in integrity
(tdm, Ps. 26:l,ll) as well as his prayer to be judged according to his righteousness
(;edeq) and blamelessness (ronr) (7:9).He hopes that blamelessness (tdm) and upright-
ness (ydJer) will preserve him in days to come (25:-21). The psalmisr also gives thanks
for Yahweh's protection from enemies and false friends because of his integrity (t1m,
4l:13). The bloodthirsty hate the blameless (tdm, Prov. 29:10); evildoers shoot from
ambush at the fim (Ps. 64:5[4]), but Yahweh suddenly brings them down.

In similar terms, in Ps. I 8 (// 2 S. 22) the victorious king declares that he has re-
ceived Yahweh's help against his enemies because he has been blameless (tdmtm) and
kept himself from guilt (v.zaQT). The poetic summary of Israel's early history in Ps.
78 likewise says King David "tended the people with probity of heart (kldm l"bdbi)
and guided them with a skillful hand" (v. 72).

V. Dead Sea Scrolls and Sirach. The Dead Sea Scrolls rarely use the root tmm in a
neutral sense. Instances include statements defining a period of time: the probationary
period for candidates or lapsed members of the Qumran community lasts "a full year"
(tmymh, IQS 6:17; CD 15: l5); cf. similar expressions in other contexts - 4Q2522,3,5;
265 I 2:7 - and the age qualifications in I I QT l3:ll ,17 ; l4:l ,12; 17 :14; 25:5 . Another
example is the expression "make an end" (lhtm): "destroying every green tree" (1QH
3:29-30), "pouring out blood" (2:32-33), "making an end to strength" (5:29-30; 8:31).

Usually, however, a statement about an end or conclusion accompanies a positive
sense of victory when it refers to something unwelcome. In the battle of the sons of
light against the sons of darkness, the light will gain continually "until the end" ('d tm)
of all the periods of darkness (lQM 1:8); the war will last "until the drying up" ('d tm)
of the wellspring of evil (16:1). Those who forsake the new coyenant will be punished
"until the destruction" ('d tm) of those who have taken up weapons for the cause of
falsehood (CD 20:14). A prayer invokes God's righteousness: may the wicked "perish"
(tmw, IQH 17:21). God will "make an end" (lhtm) to the spirit of sin and remove it
from the body (lQS 4:20; cf. IQH 6:29-30).

Much more commonly, tmm is used in an ethical sense. Forms of the verb express
the notion that probity is itself a divine gift: God's power can "make straight" (l"hdlEm)
the paths of human beings (lQH 4:32); without God no path is "straight" (tmm, IQS
11:17; lQSa l:17; cf. 8:25).

Most often, however, the noun forms tmym arrd nvm are employed. The community
is exhorted to accept God's will, "walk in probity Gamtm)l'and not follow after lusts
and passions (CD 2:15-16;cf. IQS l:8;2:2;3:9; etc.). Other members of the commu-
nity are to be treated with tamtm (9: 16; cf. also 4Q415 2 l:3: 4Q417 2 l:12; 2:5; 4Q525
5 l0 [in each case hlk tmym)). The Hebrew word often functions adverbially, as is clear

44.Text uncertain; see comms.
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from the coflrmon alternative form btmym (lQS 9:6,8; CD 7:4-5). Both tamtm and tdm

often appear with dereft, "wayi' as a nomen rectum, appropriate to the notion of "walk-
ing": righteousness and temim deref;, "proper conduct," count for more than incense

and offering (lQS 9:5); the expression btmym drk often appeius with the same meaning
(1QS 8:10,18,21;9:9; cf. also 4Q403 I l:22; 4Q404 2 3; 4Q4O5 13 6; 4Q418 172 4;

4Q491 8-10 l:5; 4Q510 I 9; 4Q5l I l0 8; 63 3:3; I lQPsa 27:3). Every member holds
his position in the community on the basis of his gifts and twm drkw, "the probity of his
conduct" (lQS 5:24; lQSa l:17; cf. IQS ll:2,10-ll; IQH 4:30-31; etc.). The plural
functions adjectivally: "those who are righteous and t"mimA /erery"'(lQH l:36; cf. IQS
4:22; lQSa 1:28; IQM 14:7).

On the purely linguistic level, the forms cited do not exhibit any noteworthy depar-

tures from OT usage, which is deliberately imitated. But when the particular regula-
tions governing the Qumran community are set forth, we do find certain linguistic pe-

culiarities. The community attributes probity to its members, denoted by the word
group tmm; they walk tamtmin the paths of God (lQS 2:2; CD 2:15-16); they are "men

of probity" (tdmim, lQS 20:5), t"mtmA Sere[ (lQS 4:22; IQH 1:36), ahotse of tdmim
and truth (lQS 8:9), etc. The leaders of the community are of "perfect sanctity"
(ffimA qAjei, CD 2O:2,5) and are "intimately acquainted" (fmtmtm) with everything
revealed hthe tbri (lQSa l:28). A play on words 

- 
not necessarily intentional - ap-

pears in 1QM 14:7: "Through the upright (tmm), all the wicked shall come to an end
(tmml'

In Sirach, too, the neutral meaning is uncommon. The wicked suddenly come to an

end (ytm) forever (Sir. 40:14); mourning should not be overly extended but should end
(htm) after three days (38:17). With the exception of David, Hezekiah, and Josiah, all
the kings of Judah to a man ('aQ tummim) abandoned the tbrA of the Most High (49:4).

Elsewhere the word tamtm appears only as a term for someone who is righteous.
Enoch and Noah were found fimtm (Sir. 44:16-17): blessed is the rich person who is
found tamtm, who is free from avarice (31:8 [= 34:8]). The ways of Yahweh are level
for the tmym (39:24). The most likely reading here is tamtm; tammtm (pl. of tdm) is

also possible, but the author does not use this form elsewhere. The plural in the second
line proves nothing (cf. v. 25). A person without strength of character should not as-

sume authority; the desire to profit from his office could mar his integrity (tdmtm,7:6).
Here the adjective functions as an abstract plural. The verbal form has a positive sense

in the statement that the devout King Josiah devoted his heart "entirely" ftAmtm) to
God (49:3).

Kedar-Kopfstein
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I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. Meaning: 1. Jackal; 2. Owl. IV. Ancient Near East.

V. Usage. VI. LXX.

I. Etymology. The etymology of the noun is obscure. The lexeme is apparently
not found in non-Biblical Hebrew or the other Semitic languages (including the
Dead Sea Scrolls) as the name of an animal or as a noun. Only in Modern Hebrew
does it reappear with the meaning 'Jackal." The single occurence in the Proto-
Sinaitic inscriptions (Q tn, "lord of the jackals")l is very uncertain in regard to both
reading and interpretation.2 A derivation from the verbal root tnh has often been
proposed.3 The only certain occurrences of this verb are the piel forms in Jgs.5:11
and 11:40, with the meaning "celebrate"; the occurrences in Hos.8:9-10 and Ps.

8:2(Eng. l), with a different meaning, are highly uncertain.4 If this derivation is
correct, the noun xtan wolld refer to the cry of an animal, which - with a narrow
focus on Jgs. I l:40 - would have a mournful sound. Alternatively, the noun might
derive from a vb. *tnn, meaning either "stretch out,"5 "be strong, powerful, secure"
(on the basis of a hypothetical relationship with Assyr. dananu),6 or (synonymous

*tan. Y. Aharoni, "On Some Animals Mentioned in the Bible," Osiris 5 (1938) 461-78;
W Barta, "Schakal," LexAg, Y. 526-28: F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal and Man in Bible lands
(Leiden, 1960), esp. 44, 100;. A. Brehm, Brehms Tierleben, ed. O. zur Strassen. Siiugetiere 3
(Leipzig,4l915),esp. 195-201;G.Cansdale,Animalsof Biblelnnds(Exeter,1970),esp. 124-27;
G. R. Driver, "Birds in the OT," PEQ87 (1955) 5-20, 129-40;. Y. Feliks, "Jackal," EncJud, lX,
1189; idem, Nature and Man in rhe Bible (London, l98l), esp. l0l-4; idem and B. Reicke,
"Schakal," BHHW III, 1682-83; H. Gossen and A. Steier, "Schakal," PW IlNl (1921),399-4Ol;
B. Janowski, U. Neumann-Gorsolke, and U. Glessmer, eds., Gefcihrten und Feinde des Menschen
(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1993); H. Kaupel, "'Sirenen'in der Septuagintal' BZ23 (1935136) 158-65;
O. Keel, M. Kiichler, and C. Uehlinger, Orte und l,andschaften der Bibel, I (Gdttingen, 1984),
esp. 147; O. Margalith, "Samson's Foxes," lrl 35 (1985) 224-29; V. Mpller-Christensen and
K. E. J. Jorgensen, Biblisches Tierlexikon (Constance, 1969), esp. 30,90-92; H.-P. Miiller, "Die
Funktion divinatorischen Redens und die Tierbezeichnungen der Inschrift von Tell Deir 'Allaj' in
J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, eds., Balaam Text from Deir'Alla Re-evaluated (Leiden, 1992),
185-205; D. Miiller-Using and B. Grzimek, "Schakale," in B. Grzimek, ed., Grzimeks Tierleben,
XII, 3 (Zurich,1972),237-43; C. Naaktgeboren and B. Grzimek, "Schakale," in B. Grzimek, ed.,
Grzimeks Enzyklopddie. SAugetiere 4 (Zurich, 1987), 107-14.

1. No. 353, 2; W. F. Albright, Proto-Sinaitic Inscriptions and Their Decipherment. HTS 22
(1966), 2l-22, 44, esp. 22.

2. B. Sass, The Genesis of the Alphabet and lrs Development in the Second Millennium B.C.
AAT t3 (1988), 23-25, esp.24.

3.E.9., Feliks, Nature, 103.
4. HAL,II, 1759-60.
5. J. Fiirst, Hebrtiisches Schulwiirterbuch (1842), cited by K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja I: 40,1-

4s,7. BK XVI (1978), 356.
6. GesB, 884.
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with tnh1) "lament, howl."8 The first meaning would refer to the jackal's long, thin
body, the last (like the derivation from tnh) to its mournful howl. But the existence
of a vb. tnn (esp, with the meanings cited) is totally unproven. The only possible
epigraphic occurrences, in Lachish Letter 3:12, is still disputed.e There is also room
for doubt whether a long, thin body is characteristic of the jackal, suggesting a con-
nection with the meaning "be stretched out." In sum, it is best to treat *tan as apri-
mary noun.lo

II. Occurrences. The noun occurs 14 times, always in the plural: lsa. 13:22;34:131'
357:43:20;Jer.9:10(ll);lO:22;14:6;49:33;51:37;Mic. l:8;Mal. l:3;Ps.44:20(19);
Job 30:29; Lam. 4:3.In Ezk. 29:3 and 32:2, the grapheme tanntm should either be

emended to tannin, with some textual support, or be interpreted as a by-form (possibly
ad hoc) of tanntn,tt since the creature referred to is clearly a crocodile. Possibly the
contrastive notion ofa dry and desolate land in 29:5 and32:4 or the special role ofthe
jackal in Egyptian religion helped suggest'Jackal" as a title for Pharaoh.r2

Once, in Lam. 4:3, the pl. form tanntn stands for tannim (Q). This is probably an

aramaizing plural.l3 The unique feminine plural in Mal. l:3b "arouses suspicion";la
wd'ditm'e!-harayw i"mamd w"'e1-nahla16 l"1annol miQbdr Since the second half of
the parallelism also lacks a verb and the LXX translates the text as kai itaxa td h6ria
autoi eis aphanism1n kai tiin kleronomian autoil eis d1mata erdmou, scholars gener-

ally emend le1ann61 to nalatttls or assume that LXX eis ddmata represents linwdl or
n'wbtt6 Even though the vb. 'aiim can govern both accusatives and the MT makes
sense without emendation,lT the feminine plural and the construct phrase with midbAr
are unusual (cf . n"6l miQbar in Jer.9:9[ 10]; 23:lO:' Joel l:19,20; 2:22;Ps. 65:1312l).

III. Meaning. A few preliminary remarks are in order before we consider the mean-
ing of the lexeme. Semitic lexicography often confronts the problem that ancient Near
Eastern animal names are not correlated with the Linnean taxonomy. The required
monovalence of the various lexemes simply does not exist, since many of the terms

7. See above.
8. K<inig, 549-50; BDB, 1072.
9. J. Renz and W. Frollig, Handbuch der althebriiischen Epigraphik, I (Darmstadt, 1995),

412-19, esp. 418; on the Aramaic rcot tnn, "smoke," see Beyer, Erg., 430.
10. HAL,l, 1759.
ll. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), 106.
12. Barta.
13. GesTh, 15l l; GK, $87e; JM, $90c; Wagner, 134-35.
14. J. Wellhausen, Die kleinen Propheten (Berlin, 41963),204.

15. K. Elliger, Zwblf Kleinen Propheten II. ATD XXV (61967), 190; T. Lescow, ZAW 102
(1990) 197, who also considers v. 3b to be secondary.

16. Following L. Capellus, Commentarii et Notae Criticae (Amsterdam, 1689); cf. G. J.

Botterweck, BiLe | (1960) 3l : "So I made its mountains a desert and its heritage pastures of the
steppe."

17. And is therefore retained by P. A. Verhoef, Haggai and Malachi. NICOT (1987),203;
H. Graf Reventlow, Haggai, Sacharja und Maleachi. ATDX.XY/2 C1993), 133, 136.
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have a very broad semantic potential; conversely, several lexemes may represent a sin-
gle zoological category.ls Furthermore, the meaning of quite a few names of flora and
fauna is largely or totally unknown.le This is true particularly in the case of lexemes
whose context and etymology provide no clue as to their taxonomic identification or
that, like *tan, appear only in Biblical Hebrew and therefore cannot be disambiguated
on the evidence of parallels and the sometimes extensive lists found in other Semitic
languages.20

Lexicographic study generally concludes that xtan refers to an animal belonging to
the Canidae (dogs) or Stigiformes (owls).

l. Jackal. Traditionally, in part on the basis of etymology,2t xlsn is interpreted (as in
Modern Hebrew) as a name for the golden jackal (Canis aureus), which is common
throughout Palestine. This interpretation rests on characteristics reflected in the OT
texts: tannim live in dry, desolate areas (Isa. 35:7; 43:20; [Mal. I :3]) or dwell among
ruins (Isa. 13:22; 34:13; Jer. 9:10[ l]; lO:22; 49:33; 5l:37). Mic. l:8 (and possibly
also Job 3O:29 a;n.dJer. 14:622) alludes to their mournful howl:'e'"ieh misp€Q kattanntm
w"'Epel ki\n61 ya4nd, "I will lament like the jackals and mourn like the b"n61 ya'"nd

[ostriches/owls]." Arid, deserted regions 
- 

if not ruins and abandoned cities - are the
habitat of the golden jackal.z3 But there remains the problem that Biblical Heb. ? (Isa.

13:22;34:14; Jer. 50:39) is another word that probably refers to the jackal (cf. Arab.
ibn 'dwd, "jackal," lit. "son of howling";2a Egyp. iw, "canid,jackal"), while only the
golden jackal (Canis aureus) and, less commonly, the black-backed jackal (Canis
mesomelas) or side-striped jackal (Canis adustus) are native to Palestine.

The other terms for canid carnivores, too, are not always as unambiguous as the
translations suggest. The meanings of kele!,zs "dog," including the domestic dog
(Canis familiaris) and the feral dog (Canis ferus), and z"'eb, "wolf' (Canis lupus), are
clear, although in other Semitic languages the base z'b can also refer to the jackal
(Egyp. ub, Al*. zlbu), fox, or hyena.26 The meanings of Heb. ifr'al (Jgs. l5:4; Ezk.
13:4; Ps.63:11[l0]; Cart.2:15; Lam. 5:18; Neh. 3:35[4:3]) is by no means certain, al-
though it is traditionally translated"fox"zT - including in Palestine the red fox (Vulpes

vulpes), the sand fox (Vulpes ruepelli), and the desert fox or fennec (Fennecus zerda).
In the wild it is hard to distinguish the golden jackal from the red fox,28 so that confu-

18. For a more extended discussion of the problem see Miiller, 189-201.
19. See, e.g., the glossary and index by P. Riede in Janowski et al.,361-86.
20. See, e.9., B. Landsberger, Die Fauna des alten Mesopotamien nach der 14. Tafel der Serie

ar-ra = [ubullu. ASAW, Phil.-Hist. Kl. 42, no. 6 (1934).
21. See I above.
22. See below.
23. Naaktgeboren; Mtiller-Using and Grzimek; Brehm.
24. Wehr,36.
25. -r VII, 146-57.
26. --> lY, l-7, esp. l-4.
27. M. J. Mulder, -+ XIY 537; P. Maiberger, NBL, 1,712.
28. On the differences -+ XIV 537.
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sion is also possible in written sources.2e The jackal is 25-32 inches long with a 9-12
inch tail and a shoulder height of 18-20 inches, with long legs. Its fur is pale yellow,
with darker flanks verging on black. Its thighs and legs are golden yellow. It has a
pointed snout, widely separated ears, light brown eyes, and a round blaze. It is omnivo-
rous and often travels in twos or in larger family packs. The iconography of the canids
is also "zoologically" ambiguous.30

In Jgs. 15: 14 the large number of animals involved has often led scholars to assume
that it was jackals that Samson caught and tied together by their tails.3l In Ps.
63:ll(10), too, translators have generally preferredjackals, which feed on carrion, to
foxes. Ezk. l3:4 and Lam. 5:18 clearly recall the passages where tannim dwell among
abandoned ruins. Even in Cant. 2:15, where the destruction of vineyards is generally
blamed on foxes,32 jackals are possible, since fruits and berries are within the range of
their diet. We cannot rule out the possibility that all the instances of ifi'al refer to the
golden jackal.::

The group of animals that are not always clearly differentiated probably also in-
cludes the striped hyena (Hyaena hyaena), probably to be identified with the sd!fra' in
Jer. l2:9 (cf. I S. 13:18; Sir. 13:18;.:+ Possibly the demonic ;tytm (lsa. 13:21:23:13;
34:14; Jet 50:39; Ps. 72:9;74:14[?]), which embody the hostile world of desolate ru-
ins,3s should be thought of as feral dogs or other canid creatures of desert.

Comparison with the other terms for canids shows clearly that the meaning of *tan
will never be determined precisely (Lam. 4:3 is discussed below). The various words
were not sufficiently well defined to permit us today to make precise zoological dis-
tinctions among jackal, fox, hyena, and feral dog in our translations.

2. OwL Aharoni has proposed identifying the creature referred to as *tan as a vari-
ety of owl, either Bubo bubo desertum or Bubo interpositus.36 His theory has found
some acceptance,3T and more recently Margalith has supported the theory that tanntm
are birds. The identification with owls is based on their predilection for dwelling in de-
serted ruins and on the parallelism with b"n61ya'onA in Isa. 34: 13; 43:20; Mic. l:8; and
Job 30:29 (cf. Isa. 13:21-22, and also [without tanntmf Lev. ll:16; Dt. 14:15; Jer.
50:39).

Aharoni also interprets the ben61 ya'ond as a species of owl (Bubo bubo ascalaphus

29. Feliks, Nature, 101; idem, EncJud, III, I l-12; Bodenheimer, 44, l0{J' Margalith; Mulder,
1194.

30. Barta, 527; O. Keel, Song of Songs. CC (Eng. tt. 1994), 108-10; E. D. Van Buren, The
Fauna of Ancient Mesopotamia as Represented in Art. AnOr 18 (1939), 13-18.

31. Brehm, 207; Margalith; Mulder, 1193.
32.Keel, Song, 108.
33. Margalith,225.
34. HAL, ll, 997 ; J. Feliks, BHHW, II, 755; P. Maiberger, NBL, l, 206; H.-P. Mtiller, ZAW 79

(1967) 225-28.
35. H.-P. Miiller, -+ XII, 326,327-28; M. Giirg, NBL,ll,375-78, esp.376.
36.Pp. 469-70.
37. Particularly Feliks, Nature, l0l-2; idem, EncJud, III, 13-14; idem, BHHW, l, 447.
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or Bubo bubo aharonl) rather than the traditional ostriches,38 primarily because the

b"n61 ya'%d are associated closely with other species of owls in the list of unclean ani-
mals (Lev. ll:13-19; Dt. 14:ll-18) and because ostriches do not live amid ruins and

deserted buildings. Finally, he cites the mournful cries in Mic. l:8 as evidence against

ostriches, on the grounds that ostriches can make only muffled gurgling sounds, cer-

tainly not anything that would suggest mourning.
This whole argument is of questionable validity. First, the list of unclean birds in-

cludes birds other than owls. Second, ostriches can produce a very wide range of
sounds - 

"Its voice is capable of harmonious cries, guttural sounds both muffled and

sharp, snorts, hissing, and reverberant howls when courting or marking its territory. Its
repertoire is not inferior to that of a songbird."sq Finally, Keel's observation is correct:
"The argument that bat ya'%dh cannot mean 'ostrich' because the ruins of abandoned

cities do not constitute its biotope . . . takes the topos ofdesolated cities rather too liter-
ally. The contrast is not city vs. ruins but inhabited vs. uninhabited land. Uninhabited
land is characterized by the presence of steppe-dwelling fauna such as the wild ass, the

ostrich, and the gazelle:'40 Finally, there are no convincing .rguments for the transla-

tion "owl" or "ostrich." The debate is really a standoff. But even if it is true that ben61

ya'ond refers to a species of owl, the parallelism does not prove that tanntm belong to
the same zoological category.

Lam. 4:3 in particular argues against the identification with any bird: gam-tannim
hdPsfi iaQ hAniqtr gttrAhen ba1-'ammi l"'aLzdr kaycEntm fcj.l bammiilbar, "Even
tannim offer the breast and nurse their young, but the daughter of my people turned to
cruelty like ostriches [cj.] in the wilderness." Here tanntm clearly refers to a mammal.
The argument based on the Kform tanntn (sea monster, dragon, serpent, crocodile) that
the text refers to "marine mammals"4l or - on the evidence of serpent images from
Beth-shan - fabulous mammalian serpents with breastsa2 is implausible. If we accept
the form as an aramaizing plural and see Lam. 4:3 as an instance of *tan,43 the identifi-
cation of tanntm with owls is ruled out.

Subject to the qualifications expressed above, discussion of the various identifica-
tions proposed for the animal called *tan boils down to a preference for a canid, in
most cases probably the jackal. With Mtiller,4 we must emphasize that, besides taxo-
nomic identification, it is equally important to determine how this name functions. In
most passages the tanntm, along with other animals, represent a hostile and sinister
world.

38. Besides Aharoni and Feliks, see also Driver, 12-13; HAL,1,421.
39. F. and E. Sauer, in Grzimeks Tierleben, VII, Viigel I (Zurich, 1968), 93.
40. O. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung an ljob. FRI^ANT l2l (1978),67-68 n. 232; the jackal

should be included in the list.
41. Feliks, Narure, 102.
42. Margalith,228.
43. See II above.
44. Pp. 189,20r-2.
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IV. Ancient Near East. In ancient Near Eastern nruratives, the jackal often plays
the role assigned to the fox in European civilization.as It had particular religious signif-
icance in Egypt. A whole series of deities, especially gods of the dead, are personified
in the form of a jackal or in the jackal itself. The most important of these are Anubis,a6
Chontamenti,aT and the war-god Wepwawet,a8 but other deities are also portrayed as a
jackal or, better, a canid.ae Jackals are often depicted at the entrances to tombs. The tu-
telary role ascribed to them in a necropolis is explained by Barta as a euphemistic
captatio benevolentiae, since jackals are in fact more likely to do damage there.s0 Pic-
tures on monuments5l and canid cemeteries from the later period52 provide evidence of
the worship ofjackals.

V. Usage. With three exceptions, all the mentions of tannim appear in the prophets,

especially late texts in the books of Isaiah (4 times) and Jeremiah (5 times). The earli-
est occurrences are probably in Jer.9:10(11); 14:16:. and Mic. l:8.

In Jer. 9:10(l l) jackals appear in the topos of a devastated and desolate landscape,

without human inhabitants, shunned even by birds and domestic animals and over-
grown with weeds and thistles. Yahweh threatens to make Jerusalem a heap of ruins
and the cities of Judah a desolation. In place of the former inhabitants (vv.
9a0b,10bll0a0b,l1bl), jackals now make their dens there (m"'6n tannim, v. 10a[1la]).
The phrase m"'6n tannim also appears as a metaphor for desolation following violent
destruction in ler. lO:22; 49:33;51:37 (cf. m'qbm tanntm inPs. 44:20|9) and n"wZh
tanntm in Isa.34:13 and 35:7). All three texts make use of the topos in abbreviated
form and are dependent on Jer. 9:10(11).

Jer. lol'22 is a secondary addition53 announcing the coming of the foe from the
north, who will make the cities of Judah a desolation and a lair of jackals. "In abbrevi-
ated forms of the topos of a previously inhabited territory turned desolate, the jackal by
itself can represent the hostile animal world."5a In 49:28-33, at the end of an oracle
concerning certain Arabian tribes, an oracle against the city of Hazor has been inserted
secondarily,5s occasioned by the use of hasbr in vv. 28 and 30 as a collective term for
l.tap?rim. Borrowing from 9:10(ll) and 49:18b, this text threatens the city with being
laid waste and made a m"'6n tannim forever. The oracle against Babylon in 5l:37 is a

45. Bodenheimer,44; Gossen and Steier,400; Brehm, 207.
46. B. Altenmnller, LexAg, 1.327-33.
47. R. Grieshammer, LexAg, I. 964-65.
48. E. Graefe, LexAg, YL,862-64.
49. Barta, 527.
50. P. 527.
51. Barta, 528.
52. Ibid., 527; RAR, 674:D. Kessler, Die heiligen Tiere und der Kbnig. AAT 16 (1989), 30,

33, 106-'t, t7t-72,275-78, etc.
53. P. Volz, Jeremia. KATx(1928), 126-27: W Rudolph, Jeremia. HATI/12 (31968),74-75;

R. P. Carroll, Jeremiah. OTL (1986),262.
54. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung an ljob, Tl n.236.
55. See comms.
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late addition, possibly very late, based on 9:10(ll);the LXX version (28:37) is much
shorter: kai 6stai Babyl6n eis aphanism6n kai ou katoikethdsetai for w"hdy"ld bdbel
l"galltm m"'6n-tanntm iammd fii"rEqd me'An yOiE!.

The only occurrence in the book of Jeremiah that is not formulaic involves animal
imagery in a poem about a terrible drought in Judah (14:l-6). The lack of food and wa-
ter is so severe that even the doe, the epitome of care, forsakes her newborn fawn, and
the wild ass, the hardiest denizen of the steppe, dies of thirst (v. 6): ftperaim 'o*e{fi'al-
ifudyim ia\pfi rfrah kattanntm kfrM'An4hem kt-'An'eie!. The imagery is unusual; some
scholars delete it, since the LXX omits it (possibly because the translators did not un-
derstand the text),s6 but that does not solve the problem. The "panting for air" here
probably has nothing to do with the "sniffing the wind" of the wild ass in rut in 2:24.
The imagery may suggest the way a jackal raises its head and opens its mouth wide
when it howls, which looks like panting for air. More likely, however, the text com-
pares the wild asses to panting canids, so that their behavior underlines the severity of
the drought.

Holladay believes that tanntm and tanntn have been confused here (as inBzk.29:3;
32:2) and that the text refers to a crocodile surfacing after a long period under water.57

His theory finds some support in the Vg. quasi dracones, but is ultimately not convinc-
ing, since crocodiles sporting in deep water are not an appropriate image for blazing
heat and parched air. In addition, the pl. form tanntm is more suitable than the sg. tanntn.

The earliest occurrence of tanntm and b%dyyaand in parallel 
- and perhaps the

earliest occurrence of tanntm in any text - is in Mic. I :8, a lament over the fall of Sa-

maria and Jerusalem. The imagery draws on the howling of jackals, which sounds ex-
tremely mournful, a prolonged wail resembling a human scream of pain or the crying
of a small child, as well as the reverberant howling of ostrichess8 or the prolonged
hooting of owls. Both creatures suggest not only the sound of mourning but also the
radical isolation of mourning rites. The jackal and the ostrich/owl represent desolate,
inhospitable regions, without human inhabitants. Job 30:29 is similar: 'Al.t hAyt$
l"lanntm w"rea'li!n61ya'"nd, "I have become a brother of jackals and a companion of
ostriches/owls." Here too the imagery represents the isolation (despite v. 28b) of Job,
who is described as a leper. The element of mourning is introduced at the end by v. 31,
which is closely related tov.29, as well as to vv.28 and 30.

Ps.44:10-27(9-26) is an exilic community lament.se In v. 20(19) dikkilAnfr bimqdm
tanntm and the menacing darkness represent the people's sense of being utterly for-
saken (by God) together with the decultivation of the land resulting from the catastro-
phe - although m"qdm tannim may also describe the place of exile as an inhospitable
and godforsaken land shrouded in utter darkness.

In an exilic oracle of judgment against Babylon,60 Isa. 13:20-22 includes tanntm in

56. J. Schreiner, Jeremia I: I,l-25,14. NEB (1981), 93.
57. W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah l. Herm (1986),419,432.
58. See above.
59. F.-L. Hossfeld and E. Zenger, Psalmen I. NEB (1993), 271-72.
60. For a detailed exegesis see H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997),30-33.
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a whole catalog of desert creatures and demons. Where shepherds will not rest their
flocks, ;tytm (demons/desert creatures) now lie down. Where Babylon had dwelt in
glory, owls now live and shaggy goat-demons dance (i"irtm y"raqq"Stt iam, v.2lbil.
Where once sweet songs were heard and palaces were full of happy people, now the
only sound is the terrible howl of fearsome animals (we'and iytm b"'arm'n6!dyw lcj.l
w"lanntm b"hAkEA '6neg, v. 22a). Here we should probably take 'nh and 'ng as ironic
satire, dramatizing the almost macabre scene. This "chamber of horrors" is intended to
send a shiver down the reader's spine. The topos of a deserted, inhospitable territory
represented by such creatures as jackals, is here transformed into an appalling
counterworld.

This description is surpassed only by the postexilic oracle against Edom in Isa.

34:10-15.6r It omits the 'dhtm of Isa. 13, but adds qd'd! and qipp6/ (cf . Zeph. 2:14),
yan\dp and'drE!, the nocturnal demon ltlig and finally qippbz (arrow snake) and
dayy61@awks/trarriers). The birds62 are surely not various kinds of owl, as Aharoni be-
lieves, even identifying lilt! and i"irim as owls.63 The animals and demons are dis-
posed differently than in Isa. 13; as in Mic. l:8; Job 3O:29;lsa. 43:20, tanntm are asso-

ciated with b"n61ya'ond. In Isa. 43:20 jackals and ostriches/owls, as representatives of
the wild animals (bayya! haiidQeh), honor (kbd piel) God, who in a new act of creation
makes a way and paths in the wildemess (cj. lQlsu; cf. v. 16) and makes rivers rise in
the desert (vv. 19b,20b). Even the hostile, godless powers join in the praise of God.
There is a close connection between w. 19b and 20b. It is therefore reasonable to see a

similar relationship between vv. 2Oa and 2l: the praise of the jackals and ostriches ech-
oes, indeed anticipates, the praise of God's chosen people.

Isa. 35:7 echoes both 34:13 and 43:2O:- bin"wZh lannim ripsd has?r (cj.) l"qdneh
wagome', "The haunt of jackals has become a home for reeds and rushes" (reading
rbsh as a 3d fem. sg., without any suffix,il and emending fiA;tr "grass," to baser, "set-
tlement"). The double dependence of 35:6-7 on 34:ll-15 (esp. v. 13) and 43:19-21
confirms the role of Isa. 35 as a redactional bridge between Isaiah and Deutero-
Isaiah.65

In only one other text besides Isa.43:20 does the jackal have a positive connotation.
In Lam. 4:3 it serves as a positive contrast to the ostrich and the women of Jerusalem:
gam-tannin66 fudP;fi iaQ hAniqfi gfirAhen b"n61- @j.) 'ammt l"'af;zar kay"Enim (cj.)
bammidbdr "Even tannim offer the breast and nurse their young, but the daughter of
my people turned to cruelty like ostriches [cj.] in the wilderness."6T Ostriches were
considered terrible parents (cf. Job 39:14-17), because they sometimes do not incubate

61 . H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. t. 2002), 322-29; also H. Donner, ZTK 87 (1990)
285-98, esp. 291ff.

62. On their identification see Driver.
63. Pp. 470-71.
64. On the form see GK, $145k.
65. O. H. Steck, Bereitete Heimkehr. SBS l2l (1985), passim.
66. See II above.
67. On the emendations see O. Kaiser, Klagelieder ATD XYU2 (1992), l7l.
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all the eggs they have laid, often cover their eggs with sand in the heat of the day to let
the warmth of the sun incubate them, and desert the nest when attacked in order to di-
vert the attacker.68 This imagery is used to charge the women of Jerusalem with not
taking proper care of their young (4:4-5 and esp. v. 10). Even jackals, characteristic
representatives of the inhuman wilderness, take better care of their young.

VI. LXX. As already noted, the LXX uses widely varying translations of tanntm,
perhaps because the translators did not understand the meaning of the word. Often
(possibly out of confusion with tanntn) it uses drdkdn, "dragon, serpent" (Jer.
9:10[l]); Mic. l:8;Lam.4:3). In Isa. l3:33 ituses echtnos, "hedgehog, seaurchin,"
and in Isa. 35:7, 6rnis, "bird." In Jer. 10:22 and 49:33 (LXX 30:28) it even uses
strouthds, "ostrich." In Jer. 14:6 and 5l:37 (LXX28:31), most likely it simply omits
tanntm.6e ln Ps. 44:2Oa( l9a) it paraphrases: en t6pfi kak1se1s, "in a place of maltreat-
ment." Elsewhere (Isa. 34:13; 43:20: possibly Mal. l:370) it translates tanntn as

seiriines, "sirens," a term that it also uses for b"n61ya'htd in Isa. 13:21; Ier.50:39 (LXX
27 :39); Mic. I : 8, probably a deliberate choice to emphasize even more the eerie, de-
monic nature of deserted areas.

Frevel

68. M6ller-Christensen and Jprgensen, 133; Keel, Ktichler, and Uehlingeq 161-62.
69. See V above.
70. See II above.
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I. Etymology and Distribution. The word tannfrr is a Common Semitic primary
noun, related to Akk. tinuru(m)t and Ugar. tnni "furnace."z A connection with nfir
"shine, light,": is disputed. It is also represented by Syr. tannurA and Arab. tannur (cf .

tannura, which can also mean "lady's skirt" in Modern Arabic,4 a usage suggesting the
shape of an ovens). It appears as a loanword in Greek (thannourein/thannourtm),6 Per-
sian, Turkish, and Armenian.T Its meaning is probably not limited to the narrow sense
of "bake oven"; comparison with related terms and analysis of usage suggest rather
that tannfrr is a generic term for all kinds of ovens.s The 15 occurrences of the lexeme
in the OT are distributed broadly, without any significant concentrations. There is also
an Old Aramaic occurrence in l. 22 of the Tell Fekheriye statue.e

II. Lexical Field. In the broadest sense tannfrr belongs to the lexical f,reld of "fire,"10
with which it shares a wealth of connotations: it is hot, dangerous (Ezk. 22:20-22lkfirl),
to be treated with great respect; it purifies (Prov. 17:3 [/<0r]), cleanses, refines (e.g., the
late Dtr texts Dt. 4:20 and I K. 8:5 I think of Egypt as an iron furnace [/cir] purifying the
people through slavery), and assays (in Isa. 48:10 Israel is tested in the furnace lkfir) of
adversity). The blazing oven can also ravage and destroy, but it is a daily necessity of
life. Because of this ambivalence, an oven, like f,rre, is a profound symbol for God and
God's acts of punishment and love, in the past and in the eschatological future.ll For ex-
ample, in Akkadian the goddess Dilbat (he planet Venus) enjoys the epithet tinuru la
dni[u, "unabating furnace," which underscores her fierce and passionate character.l2

III. Archaeology. Archaeological evidence shows that every house had a bake
oven, usually located in the rear room of the house rather than out of doors. It was a
bell-shaped circular clay some 15 inches in diameter on the average and generally 15-
30 inches high, narrowing slightly toward the top; it could be closed with a cover.

M. Kellermann, "Biicken," BRL2, 29-30; idem, "Ofen," BRLZ, 240-41; B. Rothenberg, Timna
(London, 1973); J. Sanmart(n, "Glossen zum ugaritischen Lexikon (IID," UF' I I (1979) 723-28;
esp. 728; H. Stegemann, Library of Qumran (Eng. tr. Grand Rapids, 1998); G. W Van Beek, "Tel
Gamma 1975-1976," IEJ 27 (1977) 17l-76; M. Weippert, "Bergbau," BRLZ, 42-44; idem,
"Metall und Metallbearbeitung," BRL2,219-24; G. Wood, "Kiln," ABD, lY, 38-39.

+ lr:) kdlai, --> VII, 57.

l. AHw,III, 1360.
2. KTU l.l19,9; Sanmartfn,728.
3. A. Herdner, Ugaritica, VII (1978), 31.
4. Wehr, 98.
5. See III below.
6. K. Lokotsch, Etymologisches Wiirterbuch der europriischen Wiirter orientalischen

Ursprungs (Heidelberg, 1927), no. 2019.
7. HAL, fi, 1763.
8. See below.
9. TUAT U6, 637.
10. -+ IDN ?^i.

I l. See V below.
12. CT 26.42, col. i, 5ff.



There was a hole in the cover for adding fuel (dung, wood, or charcoal) and venting
smoke. Food could be kept warm on stones or potsherds stacked around the firepot.
Once the fire died down, flat cakes of dough were plastered onto the hot walls of the
oven so that the residual heat could bake them through.tr Cooking pots could be set on
top of such an oven or suspended beneath it. It could therefore serve not only for the
daily baking of bread (there were also baking slabs of iron fmahbal barzel, Ezk.4:31or
clayla) but also for boiling such foods as pulses and other vegetables.ls In archaeologi-
cal digs several ovens are usually found one on top of the other, evidence of the fre-
quent need to replace these fragile objects.l6

There are four other forms of oven besides such everyday bake ovens. A portable
brazier ('ah, Ier.36:22) was occasionally used to warm a small area. A "potter's kiln"
was used to fire ceramics.lT A smelting pot or furnace (kfirDt.4:20; I K. 8:51; Isa.

48:10; Jer. ll:.4; Ezk. 22:18,20,22; Prov. 17:3;27:21 - usually used in a figurative
theological sense;/ci|.idn, Gen. l9:28;Ex.9:8,10; l9:18; Aram. 'attfin,Dnl.3:6,11,15,
17,19-23,26; cf. Jer. 29:22) was used to produce and refine meat. Such furnaces were
made of stones or thick walls of brick, with air channels and a kind of blower, as well
as a characteristic groove through which the slag could drain.l8

The fourth and final word belonging to the lexical field of "oven" is 'ari'el, "altar
hearth," used in Isa.29:l-2,7 as a name for Jerusalem;le a variant form is har'dl (Ezk.
43:15).zo It was an important part of the altar of burnt offering, on which the sacrificial
animals were consigned to the flames.

The word ,anntt4 "ove{' appears to be a generic term encompassing all these varieties.
Finally, the word appears also as an etiological term applied to certain striking topo-

graphical formation such as the Nabatean sanctuary of Khirbet et-Tannur atop Jebel et-
Tannur (alt. 1640 ft., map reference 217 .042) in Jordan. The black crest of this isolated
peak stands out strikingly against its bright environment; according to popular belief
the color comes from the ashes of the "oven of the gods."2l

IV. Secular Usage. The story of the second plague recounts how the frogs in Egypt
became so numerous that they jumped into the ovens (tannfrr) and kneading bowls of
the Egyptians and thus made them unclean (Ex. 7:28[Eng. 8:3]).

The Priestly ordinances governing sacrifice and purity refer occasionally to ovens:

according to Lev. 2:4, unleavened bread baked in an oven serves as a grain offering,

13. Dalman, esp. IV, 104-10.
14. See the illustration in Kellermann, 30.
15. See Dalman for very similar models still in use in the 20th century.
16. Fritz, l4O-41; idem, Die Stadt im alten Israel (Munich, 1990), 149-50.
17. Illustrations in Wood.
18. For smelting pots of the Ramesside period see Rothenberg, hgs. 35-38; models from the

Roman period, ibid., figs. 122-124; a schematic illustration in Fritz, 52; Bachmann.
19. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 20O2),71-73; see also H. Gunkel, Genesis

(Eng. tr. 1977),238, on Gen.22.
20. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983),426-27.
21. Glueck.



which according to 7:9 belongs to the priest. According to 1l:35, contact with a car-
cass renders an oven so unclean that it must be broken in pieces.2z

According to Hos.7:4,6-7, the "kingmakers" are also and more truly regicides
(probably a reference to the murder of Pekah by Hoshea, the last king of the northern
kingdom).2: Calling them dissembling adulterers, Hosea compares the regicides to a
heated oven; as a fire blazes up in the morning, they devour their rulers. The image re-
flects the ambivalence of fire, which can be a source of luxurious heat but can also con-
sume anyone who comes too near.

Concerning the significance of the "Gate of Ovens" mentioned in Neh.3:ll and
12:38, one can only speculate. The name of the gate may allude to the chimney-like
shape of its towers or to the artisans (potters? smiths?) residing there.za

V. Theological Usage. The theological usage of tannfir falls into three categories:
God's presence, God's judgment, and God's future.

a. God's Presence. Gen. 15:7-21 (source disputedzs; is usually interpreted on the ba-
sis ofJer. 34:18-19. There are also other relevant Near Eastern texts, such as the Ara-
maic Sefire treaty (ca. 750 s.c.e.), which includes being cut in two in a lengthy series of
punishments to ensue if the treaty is broken.26 In Jer. 34, as in Gen. 15, the division of
the animals is understood as a conditional self-imprecation. Should one of the parties to
the covenant break agreement, he will suffer the fate of the animals. It is probably not
the author's intent, however, to suggest that Yahweh took upon himself so extraordinary
a commitment. Such a belief would suggest that God could be cut in two, a notion verg-
ing on blasphemy. Therefore the author chooses a "hypostasis" of Yahweh in the form
of a smoking fiery oven.27 In all likelihood, this image anticipates the events at Sinai,
where Yahweh's presence at the mountain of God is represented by the smoke and fire
of an oven (e.g., Ex. 19:18, although here the word kilidn, "high-temperature kiln," is
used). Cautiously but clearly, the text expresses the notion that Yahweh himself passes
between the parts of the animals. This image can hardly be an inadvertent relapse to an
archaic idea;zs it expresses the extraordinary, extreme intensity with which God vouch-
safes his covenant absolutely and unconditionally. This promise accords with the "ever-
lasting covenant" of Gen. 17:13 and shows God to be "an oven blazing with love."2e

Seebass has proposed an alternative interpretation.30 Following Ktimmel3l and
Masson,32 he cites two extrabiblical rituals to ward offevil spirits. (l) "When troops are

22. On the later rabbinic interpretation of the purity of ovens see Mish. Kel. 5:I-Il.
23. J.Ieremias, Hosea. ATD XXIVll (1983), 96.
24. --> 19$ ia'ar
25. l. Ha, Genesis 15. BZAW l8l (1989), esp. 30-38.
26. KAI222A.40; TUAT, V2,l8l-82.
27. Ha, 56.
28. L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 (1969),73-77.
29. M. Luther, serrnon for March 15,1522 (Invocavit Sunday): Weimar ed., 10, m, 56,2-3.
30. H. Seebass, Genesis I s.v.,' also idem, Bibl 64 (1983) 205-9.
31. H. Kiimme| Studien zur den Bo[azk6y-Texrer 3 (Wiesbaden, 1967), 151.
32. O. Masson, RHR 137 (1950) 5-25.
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defeated by the enemy, make ready a sacrifice 'behind' the river as follows: behind the
river, cut in two a human being, a young goat, a young dog, and a young pig, placing one

half on one side, the other half on the other. In front, make a gate of fuatulke.ina wood and

run a cord (?) across it. Then before the gate light a hre on the one side and also light a fire
on the other side. Let the troops pass through. As soon as the army comes alongside the

river, sprinkle them with water."33 (2) *If one is going on a road and sees a bird of ill
omen, bring a he-goat and a young dog from nearby. Cut the young dog in two and place

one part on one side and the other on the other side, and do the same with the he-goat."3+

According to Seebass, these texts and certain Greek traditions35 suggest an interpretation
ofthe ritual not as a conditional self-imprecation but as an apotropaic and cathartic action

to ward offall sinister, harmful, and hostile forces (also in Jer. 34: l8-20). For Gen. 15 this
interpretation would mean that the oven does not actually pass between the pieces
(strictly construed, v. 17 describes only the torch as passing) but symbolizes Yahweh's
protection (including protection for the boundaries of the Davidic kingdom, as in Ps.

21:10[9]) against all hostile powers, symbolized by the birds of prey in v. 11.36

Isa. 31:9 prophesies the pathetic failure of Assyria's siege of Jerusalem, with the

comment that Yahweh and Yahweh alone "has his fire inZion and his oven in Jerusa-
lem" (cf. 29:2). This could mean simply that this city is Yahweh's hearth and home, a

variant of the notion of God's dwelling place. But the oven could also be a theophanic
image representing the powerful, menacing presence of Yahweh in his city: "one can
burn more than one's fingers if one does not respect the place that Yahweh chose for
himself."37 Less probable is the theory that sees in the oven a cryptic reference to the

Valley of Hinnom and the practice of child sacrifice localized there.38

b. God's Judgment. Three passages use the image of an oven to symbolize God's
judgment. As the form requires, the legal ordinances of H conclude with terrible curses

if the people are disobedient. The extraordinary distress that will ensue is illustrated
vividly in Lev. 26:26: bread for all Jerusalem can be baked in a single oven by ten

women, so that the people cannot get enough (ct. l. 22 of the Tell Fekheriye statue) and
will turn to cannibalism, devouring their own children.3e

Lam. 5:10 describes the skin of the starving inhabitants of Jerusalem as being
cracked and creased like an oven. "Such an oven develops cracks over the course of
time, and is thus a good image for a human body emaciated by hunger."ao

c. God's Future. According to Mal. 3:19(4: l), eschatological judgment, the day of
Yahweh, comes like a burning oven, burning up the arrogant and the wicked;+l note the

33. KUB, XVII, 28, lY, 45-54; Ktimmel, 151.
34. Masson, 7-8.
35. Herodotus Hist.7.39-40; Diodorus Siculus 1.65.
36. Seebass, Bibl 64 (1983) 189-210.
37. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39,228.
38. Gunkel, Genesis, 239.
39. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATV4 (1966), 368-69; M. Oeming, BN 47 (1989) l0l-2.
40. H. J. Boecker, Klagelieder. ZBK2I (1985), 92.
41. H. Graf Reventlow, Haggai, Sacharja, und Maleachi. ATD XXy12 (1993), 157, 159.



distant similarity to the description of Elijah's work in Sir. 48: l: "Then there arose a

prophet like fire, whose words were like a burning oven" (Hebrew text [ms. B]; NRSV
follows LXX lampds, "torch").

In the original version of Ps. 2l:10(9), which reflects the royal ideology of Jerusa-

lem, the king turns his face toward his enemies and makes them like a fiery oven, i.e.,

he burns them up and ravages their land. This idea has been modified by an eschatolog-
ical revision, which ascribes this omnipotence solely to Yahweh, the heavenly king. In
the final recension the introduction of the wrath./theophany motif, "Yahweh will swal-
low them up in his wrath" (v. lOay[9ay]), shifts the act of judgment to God and God's
messianic kingdom.a2

VI. LXX. Almost without exception, the LXX translates tannf,ir with klfuanos,

which means "frying pan" in Classical Greek and "oven" in the NT (e.g., Lk. 12:28; as

an instrument of God's judgment in Mt. 6:30, as well as 2 Clem. 16:3). Occasionally
we find the loanword thannoureim.For kilidn the LXX uses kdminos, which is the ge-

neric Greek term for all kinds of ovens. In Isa. 31:9 the LXX translator understood
tannfir as "belonging to a household" (oikeios).

VII. Dead Sea Scrolls. The archaeological problem of the function of the two large

ovens at Qumran has a certain significance for the debate over the function of the entire
site: monastery, academy, publishing house, villa, or Zealot military camp.a3 The size

and construction of the ovens shows clearly that they could not have been used as

smelting ovens but can only have been pottery kilns.a There are also clearly no smelt-
ing ovens in the workshop near the great tower;45 in particular, there is no trace of any

air supply. There is only a fire pit whose function cannot be determined precisely. The
theory that Qumran was an armory is therefore untenable in this respect as well.

The word tannfir does not occur in the major scrolls, although kilidn and kftr appear

in various contexts. The speaker in 1QH 9:5 laments that his eyes are like a moth in a
"smelting furnace." The womb of a pregnant woman is compared to an oven (lQH
3:8,10,12). The soldiers' swords are famed for being refined in a furnace (1QM 5: I l); a

furnace symbolizes judgment (CD 20:3) and purification (lQH 5:16). The self-
deprecating anthropology of the Hodayot includes a passage in which the penitent
speaker calls himself a "furnace of iniquity."

Oeming

42. H. Spieckermann, Heilsgegenwart. FRI^A,NT 148 (1989), 210-19; F.-L. Hossfeld and
E. Zenger, Psalmen I. NEB (1993), 140, 143.

43. Primarily Golb.
44. R. de Yaux, Archaeology and the Dead Sea.Scrolls (Oxford, 1973),locus 64 and 84 in the

plan in pl. XXXIX; also the photographs in pls. Vb and XIV in which the air holes for the hot air
used in firing ceramics appear clearly.

45. Ibid., locus 125, pl. XIXb.
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I. Etymology. II. Ancient Near East: l. Ugaritic; 2. Aramaic. III. OT: l. Occurrences;
2. Semantics; 3. Contexts;4. Toponym; 5. LXX. VL Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. The nolun tanntn is found in Ugaritic, Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac,l
Ethiopic,z and Mandaic.3 From an etymological perspective, we should probably con-

tannin.B. F. Batto, Slaying the Dragon (Louisville, 1992);J. Belzer, "Drache)'NBL,l,4M-
46; T. Binger, "Fighting the Dragon," SJOT 6 (1992) 139-49; P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, "Le
combat de Ba'lu avec Yammu d'aprds les textes ougaritiques," MARI T (1993) 63-70; A. Caquot,
"Un recueil ougaritique de formules magiques: KTU 1.82," FS O. lnretz. SEa 5 (1988) 3l-43;
A. Cooper and M. H. Pope, "Divine Names and Epithets in the Ugaritic Texts," RSfl III, 333-
469, esp. 424-28; J. Day, "Dragon and Sea," ABD, ll, 228-31; idem, God's Conflict with the
Dragon and the Sea. UCOP 35 (1985); J. C. de Moor and K. Spronk, "More on Demons in
Ugarit," UF 16 (1984) 237-50; D. A. Diewert, "Job 7:l2l' JBL 106 ( 1987) 203-15; G. R. Driver,
"Mythical Monsters in the OT," Studi orientalistici in onore di G. ltvi della Wda (Rome, 1956),
234-49; J.-M. Durand, "Le mythologdme du combat entre le dieu de I'orage et la mer en
M6sopotamie," MARI T (1993) 4l-61 O. Eissfeldt, "Gott und das Meer in der Bibel," KlSchr lll
(1966), 256-64; G. Fuchs, Mythos und Hiobdichtung (Stuttgart, 1993); M. Gtirg, "'Chaos'und
'Chaosmrichte'im AT," BN40 (1987) 97-129: J. H. Gronbaek, "Jahves kamp med dragen,"
Dansk teologisk tidsskrift 47 (1984) 8l-108; H. Gunkel, Scht;pfung und Chaos in (Jrzeit und
Endzeit (21921; repr. Creation and Chaos in the Primeval Era and the Eschaton [Eng. tr. Grand
Rapids, 20061); W. Herrmann, "Das Aufleben des Mythos unter den Judiiern wiihrend des
babylonischen Zeitaltersl' BN 40 (1987) 97-129; O. Kaiser, Die mythische Bedeutung des
Meeres in Agypten, ugarit und Israel. BZAW 78 (1962), esp. 140-52; N. K. Kiessling, 'Ante-
cedents of the Medieval Dragon in Sacred Hisrory," JBL 89 (1970) 167-77; C. Kloos, Yhwh's
Combat with the Sea (Amsterdam, 1986); M. C. A. Korpel, Rift in the Clouds. UBL 8 (1990),
esp. 459-62,553-59; A. t eliEvre, *YHWH et la mer dans les psaumes," RHPR 56 (1976) 253-
75; E. Lipitiski,l-a royauti de Yahwd dans la poisie et le culte de l'Ancien lsradl (Brussels,
1965), esp. 128-35; S. E. Loewenstamm, 'Anat's Victory over the Tunnanu," Comparative
Studies in Biblical and Ancient Oriental Literatures. AOAT 204 (1980), 465-701' idem, "The
Muzzling of the Tannin in Ugaritic Myth," ibid., 9l-92;idem, "The Ugaritic Myth of the Sea and
Its Biblical Counterparts," ibid., 465-70; R. Merkelbach, "Drache," MC,[y,226-50, esp. 235-
36; H. Niehr, Der hdchste Gott. BZ4W 190 (1990), esp. I 19-40; S. I. L. Norin, Er spaltete das
Meer CBOT9 (1977), esp.70-71; D. Pardee, "Will the Dragon Never Be Mvzled?" UF 16
(1984) 251-55; C. Petersen, Mythos im AT. BZAW 157 (1982), esp. 133-34, 139-43; T. Podella,
"Der 'Chaoskampfmythos' im AT," in M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, eds., Mesopotamica -Ugaritica - Biblica. FS K. Bergerhof. AOAT 232 (1993),283-329; H. Ringgren, "Jahv6 et
Rahab-L6viatan," in A. Caquot and M. Delcoq eds., Milanges bibliques et orientaux. FS
H. Cazelles. AOAT2l2 (1981), 387-93; M. K. Wakeman, God's Battle with the Monster (l*iden,
1973), esp. 77-78;P. vanZljl, "Translation and Discussion of Text l00l:l-3 RS 15.134:l-3),"
JNSL 2 (1972) 74-85.

-, Inrl) liwyAlan: -+ )ila raha!.

l. l-exSya 828.
2. I*xLingAeth, 555; W. lrslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ee (Wiesbaden,1987),576a.
3. MdD,480.
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sider it a primary noun.4 From a grammatical perspective, it is a verbal adjective based
on the D stem (qattil).s

II. Ancient Near East.
l. Ugaritic. A polyglot vocabulary from Ugarit0 lists a noun tu-un-na-nu with the

equivalents Sum. uu5 and Akk. baimu, allowing us to understand Ugar. tunnanu as

"serpent." In the mythological literature of Ugarit, the tunnanu appears in two texts as

an opponent of the storm-god Baal and his consort Anat. OneT describes the tunnanu
together with yammu and nahar and other mythological beings as enemies of Baal van-
quished by 'Anat, who muzzles the mouth of the tunnanu.s The othere describes the
tunnanu and ari as denizens of the sea.lo These texts may allude to a calm sea voyage,
which is associated with the craftsman-god Kothar-u-Khasis, Baal's ally,ll who drives
away the sea monster.l2

Behind the motif of enmity between the storm-god and a serpent stands the Old Hittite
Illuyanka myth,l3 which originally described the victory of the serpent over the storm-
god and a subsequent defeat ofthe serpent by the weather-god.ta Illuyanka is a precursor
of ltn a;nd tunnanu.t5 Even closer to the Ugaritic myth is the Hurrian Kumarbi cycle,l6
which is dominated by the antagonism between the gods Kumarbi and Teshub. Kumarbi,
who belongs to the old generation ofdethroned gods, has lost his kingdom and battles the
storm-god Teshub with the aid of the sea. The mention of Mt. Hazzi(Zaphon) in the Song
of Ullikummi,lT which belongs to the Kumarbi cycle, places it in northern Syria.

The motif of the battle between the storm-god and the sea appears for the fust time in
one of the Mari letters,l8 with reference to Hadad of Aleppo. The battle between the
storm-god and the serpent represents a later development of this motif.le In the Mari let-
ter the context for the motif of the battle between the storm-god and the sea is a king's
seizure of power, a context that can be traced subsequently at Ugarilzo and in the OT.21

4. HAL, il, t7@.
5. J. Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary in Syllabic Transcription. HSS 32 (1987),72.
6. Ugaritica, V 137, I, 8'.
7. KTU 1.3,[IJ.,39-43.
8. On the various interpretations of this passage see Cooper and Pope, 425; M. Krebernik, in

W. Gross et al., eds., Text, Methode und Grammatik. FS W. Richter (St. Ottilien, l99l),260.
9. KTU 1.6, VI,51.
10. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 12 (1980) 399-400.
I l. C. Uehlinger, Bibl Tl (1990) 521 n.99.
12. M. Dijkstra, UF 17 ( 1985) 149; J. C. de Moor, Anthology of Religious Texts from Ugarit.

Niasaba l6 (Leiden, 1987),99; J. Tropper and E. Verreet, UF 20 (1988) 341.
13. cTH 321.
14. H. Hoffner, Hittite Myths. SBLWAW 2 (Atlanta, 1990), l0-14.
15. E. von Schuler, WbMyth,I (1963), 177-78.
16. cTH 343-46,348-U.
17. cTH 345.
18. Mari letter A.1968; Durand, 43-46.
19. Durand, 56-57.
20. Bordreuil and Pardee, 66-67.
21. See III.3.a below.
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The tunnanu appears in magical texts as well as in mythological literature. The first
three lines of a collection of magical formulas22 call on Baal to destroy (mbs) the
tunnanu and collect (?;z: ,n. arrows of Rashap. This marks the beginning of the
demonization of the tunnanu. A spell in another text also refers to Baal's battle with the
tunnanu.24 The mention of the tongues (dual?) of the tunnonu shows that it had more
than one head,25 and the mention of tails (dual) indicates that it had one (or several)
pair(s) of tails.26 Here too27 the tunnanu is muzzled.2S

In yet another text the demonization ofthe tunnanz noted above appears again, this
time in conjunction with illness.2l The fragmentary text may describe the god El as us-
ing a clay figurine to exorcize, by means of sympathetic magic, the tunnanu demons
afflicting King Krt.:o

2. Aramaic. The earliest occurrence of tnn in Aramaic is in Ahiqar.3l The gentle
words (of the king?:z; break the ribs of a tnin (cf. Prov. 25:15; Sir. 28:17), here
thought of as a dragon rather than a serpent. An inscribed Aramaic incantation bowl
compares the noise of demons to the hissing of serpents (tnyn').zz Other bowl in-
scriptions combine ltn and tnyn', referring to ltn as tnn.34 Iconographically, the
tanntn as "serpent" may be likened to serpents disporting themselves in the water as

depicted on an Old Syriac seal from Tell el-Daba'a35 and reliefs from Nimrud36 and
Nineveh.3T

III. OT.
l. Occurrences. In the OT tannin occurs 15 times, split equally among the Penta-

teuch (1 in Genesis, 3 in Exodus, I in Deuteronomy), the Prophets (2 in Isaiah, 1 in Jer-
emiah, 2 in Ezekiel), and the Writings (3 in Psalms, I each in Job and Nehemiah).
None of these occurrences can be assigned to the preexilic period.

The proposed emendation of the MT in Ps. 44:20(Eng. 19) from tanntm,'Jackals,"

22. KTU t.82.
23. Caquot, 33-34; TO, 11,63.
24. KTU 1.83.
25. KTU 1.83,5.
26. Caquot, 29; E. Yeneet, Modi ugaritici. Ol,A 27 (1988),78.
27. As in KTU l.3,III, 39ff.
28. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 14 (1982\ 77-Bl; D. Pardee, UF 16 (1984) 251-55;

Caquot, 29.
29. KTU 1.16, Y 3rtr.
30. De Moor, Anthology, 219-20.
31. Ahiqar 105-6.
32. On the text see I. Kottsieper, Die Sprache der Ahiqarspriiche. BZAW 194 (1990), 12,20.
33. Bowl 13.1 1; J. Naveh and S. Shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls (Jerusalem, 1985), 200.
34. Bowl 2.4; 7.'l ,9; C. D. Isbell, Corpus of the Aramaic Incantation Bowls. SBLDS 17

(Missoula, 197 5), 19, 3l-32.
35. M. Bietak, Agypten und l,evante I (Vienna, 1990), 15, fig. 5.
36. C. Uehlinger, Bibl 7l (1990) 516, fig. 2;523.
37. Ibid., 518, fig. 3.

I
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to tanntn3s is unlikely, as is the emendation of tanntn in Neh. 2:13 to tanntm.3e In Lam.
4:3 the reading tanntn should be retained, but understood as meaning 'Jackals."+o

2. Semantics. The noun tanntn appears in parallel with liwydldn (Isa. 27:l: Ps.
74:13-14) and raha! (Isa. 5l:9). This usage makes it surprising that only liwydldn and
tannin have been found at Ugarit, whlle raha! comes from Mesopotamian mythologi-
cal tradition. The juxtaposition of these f,rgures in the OT represents a combination of
Canaanite and Mesopotamian mythological entities put in place in Palestine during the
exilic and postexilic period. Scholars are divided as to whether liwydldn, raha!, and
tann?n represent three distinct entities or whether it is impossible in every case to de-
code clearly among "dragon," "serpent," "crocodile," and "sea monster."4l

Other terms used in parallel with tanntn include t"hom6! (Ps. 148:7), "asps" (Dt.
32:33), and "lions" (Ps. 91:13; Ezk.32:2; cf. IQH 5:9-10).

The precise meaning of tanntn in the OT can be determined only from the contexts
where it occurs. They variously allow us to interpret the tannin as a serpent (Ex.
7 :9,10,12; Dt. 32133; lsa. 27:l: Ps. 9l : l3), sea monster (Gen. I :21 ; Job 7:12l. Isa. 5 I :9;
Ps.74:13; 148:7), crocodile (Ezk.29:3-6;32:2-8), or dragon (Jer. 5l:34). The common
element shared by these creatures is the reptilian form of the tanntn.

This reptilian form is also evident in the use of tanntn as the subject of such verbs as

rabas (Ezk. 29:3), dAlah, and rapas (Ezk. 32:2).Its monstrous nature is conveyed by
its appearance as the subject of verbs denoting destruction, such as halalll (Isa. 51:9),
hdrag (lsa.27:l), ibr piel (Ps. 74:13), and ramas (Ps. 9l:13).

The tanntn lives in the sea (lsa.27:l; cf. 5l:9- l0), lakes and rivers (Ezk. 29:3;32:2),
water (Gen. 1:21; Ps. 74:13), and the netherworld (Ps. 148:7).

3. Contexts. The tannin appears in a variety of contexts.
a. Creation. The battle with chaos is associated with creation in Ps. '74:12-17.

Yahweh divided the sea, broke the heads of the tanntntm (intensive pl.: "the great
dragon"+2) "over the waters," and crushed the heads of the liwydldn (vv. 13-14). The
act ofcreation is described in the context ofthis defeat ofchaos (vv. 15-17). The battle
with chaos is also associated with creation in Isa. 5 I :9- 16. Here it is the arm of Yahweh
that cuts raha! in pieces and pierces the tanntn (v. 9); the passage goes on to speak of
Yahweh as creator (vv. l3-16).

When we take into account the context of these statements, we must stress that cre-
ation is not viewed as the consequence or result of a battle with chaos. In both passages

the context reveals an attempt to use language to cope with a period of collective suf-

38. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59. CC (Eng. tr. 1988), 445.
39. Contra D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de l'AT I. OBO 50ll
40. D. Barth€lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT, II. OBO 5012

O. Margalith, W 35 (1985) 227.
41. O. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung an Hiob. FRIANT 121 (1978),

WTM,LY,656.
42. JM, $136f.

(1982), s49.
(1986), 909-10; contra

142-44; Herrmann, 100;

729
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fering by demonizing the suffering and the enemies who have brought it about, repre-
senting them as chaotic powers.43

b. Eschatology. The battle with the forces of chaos can also be transferred to the
eschaton. Before the age of salvation dawns (lsa. 27:2-6), Yahweh punishes the
liwydldn and kills "the tannin that is in the sea" (v. l).

The notion of the battle with chaos is transformed in passages that depict the tannin
no longer as a chaotic power to be vanquished but as a creature of Yahweh (Gen. l:21).
Here the aspect of the battle with chaos retreats into the background and the tanntn is
incorporated into the order of creation. This perspective makes it possible to include
the tanntn among the works of creation called upon to praise Yahweh (Ps. 148:7).
Since the tanntn is to join the fhdm61 min-ha'Ares in doing so, this passage treats the
tanntn as one of the denizens of the netherworld.a

c. Exodus. In the story of the exodus, as a sign of Yahweh's power over the magi-
cians of Egypt, Aaron throws his staff to the ground, where it is transformed into a
tanntn, a trick that the magicians immediately imitate (Ex. 7:9-10,12). The mention of
a staff suggests to exegetes a tanntn conceived of as a serpent, although the motif of
swallowing up the other staffs also evokes the image of a dragon.

d. Metaphorical Use. As metaphorical entities, tannin, lion, and adder represent
perils that cannot endanger those who enjoy Yahweh's protection (Ps. 91:13). Job lik-
ens himself to the sea and the tanntn, over which Yahweh has set a guard (Job 7:12).
According toDt.32:33, the wine of Israel's enemies is the poison of tanntn and asps.

The metaphorical use of tanntn results in an historicization that treats it as a con-
temporary political power rather than a primordial being. Thus tanntn can serve as a
metaphor for Pharaoh, who sprawls in the Nile like a crocodile and claims to have
made it himself (Ezk. 29:3). As in the texts referring to Yahweh's destruction of the
tanntn in his battle with chaos (Isa.27:l;51:9-16; Ps.74:12-17), Yahweh puts an end
to Pharaoh and his hubris.a5 Against this background the exodus context of Isa. 5l:9
may permit the identification of the tannin in that passage with Pharaoh.a6 The image
of a crocodile is less clear in Ezk- 32:2, where tann?n also refers to Pharaoh; besides a

crocodile,aT a hippopotamus48 and a great fishae are possible interpretations - all
might be caught in Yahweh's net. The interpretation of tanntn as a mythical creature,
i.e., a dragon, has also been suggested.so There are many other instances of tannin
used in parallel with "lion."sl

43. Podella, 303-10, 318-19; Gorg,54-57.
44. F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, "/NES 14 (1955) 247-48:' M. Dahood, Psalms III. AB

(1970), 3s3-s4.
45. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), I l0-l l.
46. T. Seidl, BN 2l (1983) 129.
47. G. Fotuer, Ezechiel. HAT Ul3 (1955), 166; Kaiser, 148.
48. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 159.
49. D. Bodi, The Book of Ezekiel and the Poem of Erra. OBO lU (1991), 169-70.
50. Day, God's Contlict,93-95.
51. W. G. E. Watson, in L. Eslinger and G. Taylor, eds., Ascribe to the lard. FS P C. Craigie.

JSOTSUp 67 (1988), 196.
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In Jer. 51 :34 Nebuchadrezzar is compare d to a tannin that has devoured Zion, an im-
age that suggests a dragon.

4. Toponym. The OT mentions a site near Jerusalem called 'An hattannin. ln the
course of his nighttime inspection of Jerusalem, Nehemiah rides out through the Valley
Gate "in the direction of'52 the Dragon's Spring to the Dung Gate (Neh.2:13).
"Dragon's Spring" refers to the spring south of the junction of the Hinnom and Kidron
valleys, known elsewhere in the OT as En-rogel (Josh. 15:7; 18:16 2 S. 17:17; I K.
l:9).s: y71ru, lies behind the name "Dragon's Spring" cannot be determined. One possi-
bility is that tannin has been confused with tann?m,'Jackals";s+ otherwise there may be
a relationship with the "Serpent Stone" (NRSV "the stone Zoheleth") mentioned in
I K. 1:9ss or the "Serpents' Pool" mentioned by Josephus.56

5. LXX. In most passages the LXX uses dnikon to translate tann?n: Ex. 7:9,10,12;
Dt. 32:33; lsa. 27:l; Jer. 5l:34 (LXX 28:34); Larn. 4:3: Ezk. 29:3; 32:2; Ps. 74:13:
9l:13;148:7;Job7:l2.InGen. l:2lwefrndkdtos.InNeh.2:l3theLXXreads te'?nim,
"figs."

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. In llQtgJob tanntn means "crocodile." The text refers to a
crocodile that has been pierced (10:4) and describes the crocodile as a creature that can
be captured only by God, not by a human being (35:4).s7 The fragmentary context
makes the interpretation of a third occurrence (12:5) uncertain.

In some of the scrolls tanntn denotes a dragon or serpent. The plans, the witnesses,
and the wine of the wicked are like serpents'venom (lQH 5:10,27 ll/4Q429 I 3:91; CD
8:9; 19:22; cf . Dt. 32:33). The kings of the nations are serpents or dragons (CD 8: l0;
19:22-23).In 4Q381 26 I tanntnim parallels p"ldntm; in 4Q525 15 4 it parallels iarap
and pelen (ll. 2-3) as well as sepa', "poisonous serpent." The mention of "deadly lighr
ning" and "sulfur" in the extended context makes it easy to fill in the details of the fa-
miliar apocalyptic scenario. In l. 4 of fr. 18, the words hmt tnynym, "serpents' venom,"
can be made out (cf. Dt. 32:33).

According to I lQApPsa 5:1,s8 the tanntn belongs to the company of Belial and the
wicked (5:l); in 5:12(- Ps.9l:13) it appears in parallel wirh "lions." A third occur-
rence in l. 4 of fr. A has no context.

Niehr

52. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT UzO (1949), ll0-11; A. H. W. Gunneweg,
Nehemia. KAT XlW2 (1987),57-59.

53. K. Bieberstein and H. Bloedhorn, Jerusalem. Beihefie zum Tiibingen Atlas von vorderen
orients 10011,1,88.

54. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle, l, 549.
55. J. Becker, Esra, Nehemia. NEB (1990),67.
56. 8."/. 5.108.
57. Keel, Jahwehs Entgegnung, l43 n. 398.
58. E. Puech, RevQ 14 (1989/90) 377-408; idem, in D. Dimant and U. Rappaport, eds., Dead

Sea Scrolls: Forty Years of Research. STDJ lO (1992),64-89.
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i19A ta'a: i'9ln fi'A: IDv t'h
tt

I. Etymology. II. l. Distribution;2. Lexical Field. III. OT: 1. Secular Usage;2. Theological

Usage. IV. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. The Hebrew verbal root t'h, "wander about, stagger, stray," I probably
has an East Semitic etymology: the cognate Al<k. tau(m), ta'tumeans "mandatory con-
tribution, bribe."2 In Old Assyrian it means "impost," at Nuzi "baksheesh"; later it
comes to mean a "contribution" to appease the king of a "bribe" given to a judge. The
noun ta'tutu means "political contribution." Thus the East Semitic evidence already

suggests that the root has ethically negative connotations.
The only occurrence in Ugaritic3 is disputed: r$b r(bt wtgtl )hm !m' {mit, "are

you very hungry, having journeyed afar?"4 or (very differently) "undoubtedly you
are hungry, then take a mouthful."5 The translation 'Journey afar" seems more ap-

propriate, but the translation "wander about, stagger" is also acceptable in the con-
text.6

The Hebrew r,ovn fi'A, "wandering, error," a nominalized participle,z is a feminine
nomen unitatis (a noun representing a single instance of something).8 In Hebrew we
also find an aramaizing by-form t'h,e "stray"; cf. also Jewish Aram. t" (and the less

common targumic t'), "errl' in Middle Hebrew "wander about."lo The noun form

!A'fr!a'also appears in Jewish Aramaic (lQTestlevi 3l), but the fragmentary context
makes its meaning unclear.

The root also appears in Syriac (!"'a', "en, go astray"),ll Christian Palestinian Ara-
maic,r2 Palmyrene (t'y, "err, make a mistake"),I3 and Mandaic (TAA, "err, go

wrong").r4 In Arabic we find the vb. tafid (lll y/w), "exceed proper bounds, be exces-

fi'A. H. A. Brongers, "Darum, wer fest zu stehen meint, sehe zu, dass er nicht falle," in M. A.
Beek et al., eds., Symbolae biblicae et mesopotamicae. FS E M. T. de Liagre Bdhl (Leiden,
1973), 56-'70, esp. 65.

t. HAL, 1,37'l; ll, 1704, t766-67.
2. AHw,III, 1382.
3. KTU 1.4, rY 33.
4. CMLZ,59, 159.

5. G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y Leyendas de Canaan (Madrid, 1981), 200.
6. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, WO 4 (1968) 3l L
7. BLe, $475q.
8. HAL, ll, l'104; cf. Michel, 64.
9. Wagneq 116.
10. ANH3, l'72, 445. On the shift from r to r, see J. F. A. SawyeE TLOT lll, 1431.
ll. LexSyr 282.
12. F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinum (Berlin, 1903),76.
13. Drso, to2.
14. MdD. t7t.
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sive,"r5 and the notJr, fiEin, "one who departs from the proper way, tyrant," from which
developed Eth. td'dt, "idol."16

ll. l. Distribution. The root t'h appears frequently in the OT. There are 50 occur-
rences of the vb. fi'A:27 in the qal, 2l inthe hiphil, and2in the niphal (Job l5:31 [pos-
sible; see belowl; Isa. 19: 14 [inf. const.]). The noun dZ occurs twice (Isa. 32:6; Neh.
4:2 fBng. 8]). The vb. m'd probably occurs twice: the qal ptcp. in Cant. 7:7t7 and a
hiphil in Ezk. 13:10.

2. l,exical Field. The meaning places the root in the lexical field "stagger, stumble,
tremble," which has been studied in detail by Brongers, who finds the phenomenon of
instability represented in Hebrew by the following vbs.: gdbJ (principally in the Jere-
miah tradition), zalal, zia', -+ \\D mfig, mfiQ @nly in Hab. 3:6), -+ 91D mfit (esp. in the
Psalms), -+ TltD md'aQ, -+ llll nfra' (freqtent in rhe Isaiah tradition), pfiq, -+ ll"t
ragaz, ra'a{, -+ ?ry'1 ra'ai, and -+ ilt!2/ltU idg6/idgag.

The lexical field of "going, walking" is related in both secular and theological usage
(-+ Nll b6'; -> 1)n nabll; -+ ']'rT dereft).

In secular usage the "straying" of animals is a common topos. It is domestic animals
in particular that appear with striking frequency as the subject of or in connection with
tu'd. For example, one is expected to return a donkey that has "gone astray," even if it
belongs to an enemy (Ex. 23:4); here ta'A overlaps somewhat with the meaning of
'dla{ @t. Dt. 26i5; 1 S. 9:3,20). This usage even extends to planrs: Isa. 16:8 describes
vines as "straying" into the desert, probably a reference to the ousted inhabitants of
Moab.18

In theological usage the meaning "err, go astray" can represent sinful behavior, as-
sociating the root with the lexical field of sin and its consequences (+ 119 'dwdn; -+
gViD peia'; etc.).

III. OT.
l. Secular Usage. In prophetic and sapiential contexts, the vb. td'A in its basic mean-

ing belongs to the group of verbs of motion that have the specialized sense of "wander
about,stray."Attheendof Ps. l19,alongpsalmonthetheme of thetbrd, thepsalmist
claims to have "gone astray" like a lost sheep Gailt kieh'dpo{, v. 176). Even the hun-
gry young ravens would "wander about" for lack of food if God did not provide for
them (Job 38:41).

The lexical field of raZ includes the "wilderness"'le its geographical nature makes
orientation very difficult: "Some wandered in desert wastes, finding no way to an in-
habited town" (Ps. 107:.4). Hagar, sent away by Abraham with only the scantiest provi-

15. Wehr,561.
16. E. Ullendorff, Ethiopia and the Bible (London, 1968), 122.
17. Contra Sawyer, TLOT lll, 1431.
18. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. tr. 1974),73.
19. -+'11?D miQbdr
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sions, wanders about with Ishmael in the wilderness of Beer-sheba (Gen. 2l:14); only
with the help of God do they survive. Less dramatic but still significant for the seman-

tic spectrum of ta'd is its use in Gen. 37:15: a stranger comes upon Joseph looking ev-

erywhere in search of his brothers. The usual translation of ta'eh baiidieh as "wander-
ing about in the fields" does not convey the essence ofthe situation: Joseph has not lost
his way; therefore he asks not where he is, but where his brothers are.

The situation is similar when the bride is looking for the bridegroom: "Why should I
be like one who wanders (ktOiyd) among the flocks of your companions?" (Cant. l:7;
but cf. MT ktdfyd, "like one who is veiled"20). Eager in her love, she wants to avoid a

lengthy search for her beloved. In such texts tu'A means "moving around" in a situation
where something is missing; a resolution of the tension is always implied. For exam-

ple, Abraham tells Abimelech that God has set him on a journey into the unknown
(hi!'fr'a!t 2l6him, Gen.20:13); it is not by accident that the scene takes place in the

trackless Negeb (v. l). It is God who precipitates the patriarch's constant travels, with-
out any initial goal.

Another meaning of ta'A in secular usage is "stagger, sway, reel." The most pregnant

passage involving this meaning is probably Isa.28:7 , with the repeated statement "they

stagger with beer" (with the preps. b" and min) and the synonyms ,ia-gri ("uncontrolled
movement . . . resulting from intoxicating drink"2l) and pfiq.2z The hiphils in Isa.

19:13-14 are probably dependent on28:7: here it is Egypt that is made to stagger, so

that it reels like a drunk in its own vomit. A nice combination of both these senses of
ta'd together with its theological usage23 occurs in Job 12:24-25: God makes the lead-

ers of the earth wander in a pathless waste (wayya!'em b"ldhft ld'-Qare[) and stagger

like drunkards (wayya!'Zm kai iikkbr ).
The fall of Babylon (Isa. 2l :4) staggers the prophet's imagination: "My mind reels

ftd'A fbabi), horror has appalled me;'24 The downfall of Babylon also spells the disin-
tegration of its mantic magic and its astrological religious system. Its magicians
(soh"rtrn2s1 are at their wit's end, they reel and stagger from side to side or bump into
each other (ii l"ebrb ta'fi, lsa. 47:15) - either fleeing in panic or trying to find mutual
support.

In two passages a construct phrase is used metaphorically: "They are a people of
tottering [Buber: 'errant'] heart" (Ps. 95: l0). Once again, the context includes the ani-

mal world (v.1), miSbdr (v. 8), and derek: "for they do not regard my ways" (v. 10). In
lsa.29:24 the "errant heart" is matched by a "tottering spirit": in the eschatological age

both will gain understanding (btnd), overcoming inner instability, like worshipers of
Yahweh.

20. Accepted by G. Gerleman, Rurh - Das Hohelied. BK XYlll (1965), 102; A. Robert and

R. Tournay, Le Cantique des Cantiques. fun OSOZ),78; also NRSV.
21. --> xtY,399.
22. Brongers, 65.
23. See III.2 below.
24. Following Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39, l2O.
25. See HAL,l,750; --> X,2ll.
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2. Theological Usage. Two texts fall on the borderline between secular and theologi-
cal usage. 'All we like sheep have gone astray, we have all turned to our own way" (Isa.

53:6). The group assembled around God's servant26 uses the familiar image of lost
sheep to describe their own situation. Only retrospectively do they realize that their
own way27 does not lead to the goal.

The servant ('ebefl who has gone astray like a lost ('dbcil sheep places all his hope
in God, trusting that God will help him find the right way (Ps. 119:1761.22 God's pre-
cepts alone show the way out of the baneful wilderness; the faithful psalmist will not
stray from them (Ps. I l9: I l0). But whoever strays into the paths of the strange woman
(Prov. 7:25) comes to certain death. According to Isa. 35:8, at the eschatological con-
summation there will be a highway (maslttl), a holy way (derek haqqoQei) on which
untutored fools ('lvtltm) will no longer go astray but come with rejoicing to Zion, their
goal (vv. 9-10).

In its final theological development tu'A comes to mean "stray from (God or God's
commandments)," in the hiphil "lead astray." The qal always expresses a conscious de-
cision counter to God's demands, never an unwitting error; in this respect the synonym
idgd and its noun iAgAgA have taken a different road.2e More than once, for example,
Ezekiel accuses the Levites of having gone astray from Yahweh during the passage

through the wilderness, following the people in their rebellion (Ezk. 44:lo,l5; 48: I l).
Thtts td'd becomes a term for deliberate transgression of the law (cf. 14:11).

The element of intention is especially clear in Prov. 14:22: "Does not one who plans

evil go astray (hol6'-yi!'fr)?"30 It is doubtful whether the assignment of this passage to a
separate and distinct semantic category ("be on the wrong track")31 is necessary. The
vb. td'd does not refer to the transgression itself but to a deluded mind-set that leads to
fatal transgression. "Whoever wanders from the way of understanding will soon rest in
the assembly of the dead" (Prov.2l:16;cf. l0:17; 12:26;Ps.58:4[3]; Sir.3:24).

The only instance of the niphal, in Job 15:31, points in the same direction: the
wicked tyrant (v. 20) should not trust in empty wealth, for thus "he is led astray."32

When a fool speaks to God, what is uttered is t6'A, "error" (Isa. 32:6). In Neh. 4:2(8)
the same noun should be translated "confusion."

Named as the agents who lead the people astray are false prophets (Jer. 23:13,32;
Mic. 3:5; Ezk. l3:10 [t7]), King Manasseh (2 K. 2l:9;2 Ch.33:9), the shepherds of
the people (Jer. 50:6), their leaders (Isa. 3:12; 9:15), lying idols (Am. 2:4), andthe
spirit of whoredom (Hos. 4:12).

For Jer. 42:20 Rudolph proposes a special meaning: "You have acted wrongly at the
price of your life," i.e., "You are risking your very life" (cf. Yg, decepistis animas

26. -+ lali 'apa/.
27. -+111 dereft.
28. See III.I above.
29. -+ XlY,397-405, esp. 401-2.
30. See BI1S.
31. See HAL, ll,1766.
32. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XYI (1963),264
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vestras).33 The Q hifApm is clearly preferable to the K which is an error;34 the LXX
has eponEreilsasthe, representing the hiphil ofr", which avoids the problem instead of
solving it. Canoll accepts the normal meaning of ta'd and translates: "that you have
gone astray at the cost of your lives."35 Holladay supplies the missing object from the
context and translates: "You have led astray the whole group at the cost of your
lives."36 This approach makes it unnecessary to postulate a special meaning of ta'A
here.

It is also possible for Yahweh to lead entire nations or elements of his own people
astray. To this end he places a "bridle that leads astray" on thejaws ofthe nations (Isa.

30:281.tt In Ps. 107:40 it is the princes (n"Qi!tm) that he makes wander in trackless
wastes. Even the group of Yahweh's abdd?m can ask: "Why do you make us stray
from your ways?" (Isa.63:17). Even in this late postexilic text, "straying from the
way" is still associated with the wilderness wanderings of the exodus (vv. 11-14).
Straying from the way of Yahweh's instruction is as fatal as straying from the way in
the wilderness.

Itt/. l. lXX. The LXX had no problem with translating this lexeme, almost without
exception using plaruin and its derivatives, and using pldn€sis for the noun in Isa.
32:6.38 Thus the LXX adopts the usage of Classical Greek literature, where the verb
means "leadlgo astray," used of human beings, animals, embodied souls, etc. In
epistemological and ethical contexts, it means "lead astray, deceive"; in religious and
metaphysical contexts it means "go wrong," with overtones of tragic delusion. But the
LXX gives the lexeme its own emphasis, which is theologically significant: the word
group indicates a reprehensible straying that deliberately rebels against God and God's
demands, manifests itself in idolatry, and therefore must be punished.

Berges

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The root ,7 occurs some 40 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls, al-
ways in the negative religious or theological sense of going or leading astray. In CD 3-
4 we have what amounts to a theological survey of history with t'h as a key word. This
passage traces Israel's willful straying from the time of Noah's sons (3: I ) through the
sons of Jacob (3:4) to the present-day community (3:14; cf. also 4QZl6 I 2: I l), which
understands its members as being the true sons of Zadok (4: l, based on Ezk. 44:15).
The personified antagonist of the yabad is of course the man or prophet of lies with his
followers; it is he who "led Ephraim and many astray" (aQpNah 2:8; cf .3:5; lQS 5: I l;
IQH 4:12; lQpHab l0:9;4QPs" l:15,18; CD l:15 par.;2:17;5:20 par.). Some pas-
sages interpret these wicked actions of the opponents as being predestined (CD 2:13;

33. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT lll2 e1968), 256-57. see HAL,ll, 1767.
34. See BIIS.
35. R. P. Carroll, Jeremiah. OTL(1986),719.
36. W L. Holladay, Jeremiah 2. Herm (1989), 301.
37. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39. CC (Eng. tr. 2002), 185, 187.
38. H. Braun, TDNT Y[,228-53.
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4Q266 18 5:10); elsewhere the community, which has withdrawn from this baneful en-
vironment ( QpNah 3:5; 4QpHosu 2:5), expresses its sense of God's protection and
support (lQH 4:25; aQpNah 3:7;4QpPsu 2:9;3:3). Certain occurrences in the Commu-
nity Rule may also be noted. A member of the community must not "go astray follow-
ing his heart" ( I QS 5:4). The speaker of I QS I 1 : I promises to "teach understanding to
those with a stray spirit (rrr), rwh)." Transgression of a law is also described as going
astray, e.g., desecrating the Sabbath or a festival (CD 12:3). t

The occurrences in prayers and hymns are all in fragmentary contexts. we can only
cite such expressions as "straying without return" (4Q501 I 3; 4Q509 12-13 l), confu-
sion of the spirit of understandin e ?wh bynh, 4Q510 I 6 = 4e5 I I lO 2), confusion in
humiliation (4Q511 8 5), and the error of blindness (4Q513 4 4), without more specific
relationship to their setting.

Dahmen

lh tap; lDn tpp

I. Etymology, Occurrences. IL Instrument. III. Archaeological Evidence. IV. OT Usage.

fiP. B.P. Aign, Die Geschichte dcr Musikinstrumente des Agtiischen Raumes bis um 700 vor
Christus (Frankfurt am Main, 1963); E. G. Anati, "una scena di danza nel Negev centrale,"
Rivista di scienze preistoriche l0 (1955) 7o-75;L. Badre, lzs figuines anthropomorphes en
terre cuite d l'dge du Bronze en Syrie (Paris, 1980); J. P. Brown, "The Mediterranean Vocabulary
of the vine," w 19 (1969) 146-70, esp. 164-68; M. Dothan, "The Musicians of Ashdod," Ar-
chaeology 23 (1970) 310-11; D. H. Hillers, "The Goddess with the Tambourine," crM 4t (1970\
606-19; I. H. Jones, "Musical Instruments in the Bible: Part I," BT 37 (1986) 10l-16;
J. Karageorghis, ln grand ddesse de Chypre et son culte (Lyon, 1977); V. Karageorghis,
'Amathus Between the Greeks and the Phoenicians," A tti del II congresso internazionale di studi
fenici e punici (Rome, l99l), 3:961ff.; idem, "The Terracottas," in idem and o. picard, eds., kt
Necropole. Etudes chypriores 9 (Nicosia, 1987), 113-367; o. Keel, symbolism of the Biblical
World (Eng. tr. 1978, repr. Winona Lake, 1997), esp.339-40; C. L. Meyers,,.Of Drums and
Damsels," BA 54 (1991) 16-27; idem, 'A Terracotta at the Harvard Semitic Museum and Disc-
holding Female Figures Reconsidered," IEJ 37 (1987) I 16-22; s. Michaelides, The Music of An-
cient Greece (London, 1978); D. Paquette, L'instrument de musique dans la c1ramique de la
Grice antique (Paris, 1984); J. B. Pritchard, Palestinian Figurines in Relation to Certain God-
desses Known through Literature. Aos 24 (1943); idem, sarepta (philadelphia, 1975);
F. Vandenabeele, "Has Phoenician Influence Modified Cypriote Terracotta Production?" in
E. Peltenburg, ed., Early Society in Cyprus (Edinburgh, 1989), 266-71; M. Wegner, Die Musik-
instrumente des Alten Orients. Orbis Antiquus 2 (Miinster, 1950); idem, Das Musikleben der
Griechen (Berlin, 1949).
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I. Etymology, Occurrences. Heb. tdp, "hand drum, timbrel, tambourine," is proba-

bly an onomatopoetic primary noun, corresponding to Ugar. tp,t Arab. duff,z and Jew-

ish Aram. tuppA'.3 Denominative verbs are found in Hebrew (tpp, "play the timbrel"a)
and Phoenician (ptcp. mtpp, "drumming"s;. Old Aram. tpp, "stikel' in the Sefire

treaties6 is problematic; it has as its object both a city (qryh) and human beings (al-

though the reading is disputedT). Ugar. ,p appears in a list of musical instruments

("zither, flute [?], tambourine, and cymbals").t
The noun occurs l6 times in the OT (plus a possible occulrence in Ezk. 28:13), the

verb once each in the qal and piel. The noun occurs once in the Dead Sea Scrolls

(4Qr63 2s 2).

II. Instrument. The fip is a small percussion instrument, not further described in

the OT. Pictures, however, show that it was a round hand drum, consisting of a leather

membrane stretched over a cylindrical frame.

III. Archaeological Evidence. The timbrel is among the most ancient musical in-

struments. Its earliest graphic representation is probably a rock carving from the Negeb

(3d millennium n.c.r.),e which shows four naked men dancing, while a fifth holds a

timbrel in his left hand and strikes it with his right hand. A cultic vessel from Ashdod

(ca, I 100 n.c.r.) displays a procession of four musicians with cymbals, double flute,

lyre, and timbrel.l0 It is impossible to tell whether the musicians are male or female;

similar scenes usually feature naked women.ll A proto-Cypriote bronze bowl from

Idalion (8th century r.c.r.) has three women playing double flute, lyre, and tympanum

(timbrel),l2 accompanying a group of six female dancers. Here, exceptionally, the

timbrel is struck with the left hand.t:
Numerous figurines of women playing a timbrel have been found on Cyprus.la It is

generally assumed that the spread of these figurines to Cyprus is connected with Phoe-

nician colonization,ls but they were manufactured locally.16 Contemporary Palestinian

l. WUS, no.2'194.
2. Wehr,284.
3. ANl{s,394.
4. HAL,ll, 1779.
5. DISO,332-33.
6. KAl224.13.
7. KALl,269.
8. KTU 1.108, 4; see B. Margulis, JBL 89 (1970) 292-304; also HAL,ll, 1771.

9. Anati, 208ff.
10. Dothan,3l0-11.
ll. ANEP, nos. 208-9.
12. Wegner, Musikleben 228-29; Michaelides, 344-45; Paquette, 206,209, pls' 6-10;

B. Margulis, JBL 89 (1970) 292-304.
13. Aign, 64-65.
14. Karageorghis and Picard, 961ff.
15. Meyers, BA 54:.20-21.
16. Vandenabeele,269.
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examples are comparatively rare.lT There are also figurines representing a naked
woman holding a round object with both hands.18 This object is usually identified as a
timbrel,te but Meyers20 believes that the woman is a priestess with a sacrificial offer-
ing. Those who call her a "woman with a tambourine" hnd support in the fact that nu-
dity is characteristic of orgiastic cultic dancing.

Such figurines have been discovered at many sites throughout the ancient Near East;
they are strikingly similar to one another, from the Middle Bronze Period in the context
of Mesopotamia2l and Mari22 to the Early Iron Period (Deir 'Alla).23 plflghard2+ gileg

several examples from the period before I100 s.c.r.; Meyers2s lists later finds at Tell
el-Farah, Taanach, Hazor, Achzib, Shiqmona, Helalieh, and Tyre.

IV. OT Usage. In the OT the timbrel appears in both secular and cultic contexts; it
was used especially to keep the beat for dances and processions, which might be ac-
companied by singing and the playing of other instruments.

According to Gen. 3l:27, guests were sent away with song, timbrel, and lyre. Victo-
rious warriors were welcomed similarly on their return. After the Israelites had crossed
the Sea of Reeds, Miriam took her timbrel in her hand, and all the women danced be-
hind her with their timbrels (Ex. 1520-21). Jephthah's daughter greets her father with
timbrel and dance when he returns after his victory over the Amalekites (Jgs. ll:34).
After their victory over the Philistines, Saul and David are greeted by women "singing
and dancing, with timbrels, songs of joy, and cymbals" (l S. 18:6). Prophets come
down from a shrine playing harp, timbrel, flute, and lyre (1 S. l0:5). When David
brings the ark to Jerusalem, timbrels and five other instruments are played (2 S. 6:5); at
the end of the journey, only the i6pdr is blown (v. l5). It is safe to assume that David's
dance before the ark was accompanied by music, especially by timbrels (cf. I Ch. l3:8,
which mentions five instruments, including timbrels). In I Ch. 15:28 we read of cym-
bals and four other instruments, but no timbrels.

The Psalms also mention processions accompanied by music. Ps. 8l:2-4(Eng. 1-3)
lists four instruments, including the timbrel; timbrels and cymbals set the beat. The
timbrel is played by both men and women, but most often by women. Ps. 68:26(25) de-
scribes a procession with singers, halpists, and girls ('aldmA) playing timbrels (tpp).

The drinking bouts mentioned in Isa.5:11-12 include music played on lyre, harp,
timbrel, and flute. The text does not state that the timbrels were played by women, but
it is very likely. Similar situations are suggested by Job 21:12-13 and Isa. 24:7-9. Jer.

17. Pritchard, Sarepta, 24-25, pls. 41,6: 42,2.
18. Pritchard, Palestinian Figurines, l9-21: "figurine holding disc."
19. Hillers, 606ff.
20. BA 54:19.
21. Pritchard, Palestinian Figurines, 54-55.
22. Badre,279, pl. XXIX:56ff.
23. H. l. Franken, ff l0 (1960) 392, pl. 13.
24. Palestinian Figurines, 19-21.
25. IEJ 37:ll8-21.
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3l:4 speaks of timbrels and dancing as an expression of joy. According to Isa. 30:32,
Yahweh will punish Assyria to the sound of timbrels and lyres. The meaning of
tuppeybd in Ezk. 28:13 is uncertain; that it refers to a drum "is scarcely to be consid-
ered."26

Ps. 68:26(25) uses the vb. tpp (without an object) for playing the timbrel. The se-

mantic scope of the verb is suggested by its use in Nah. 2:8(7) ("beating their breasts").
In Ps. 149:3 zmr has both tOp and kinnbr as its objects, but seems to refer more to the
latter. Elsewhere only verbs with a very broad meaning are used with tOp: hyh (lsa.
5:12); hll piel b" (Ps. 150:4); y$' b" (l S. 18:6); lqh (Ex. 15:20); lhm niphal b' (Isa.

30:32); ni' b" (not k; Job 2l:12); ntn (Ps.8l:3[2]); 'dh (Ier.3l:4); Shq piel be (2 S. 6:5;
I Ch. l3:8); .ibt (Isa. 24:8); ilh b" (Gen.3l:27).

Ottosson

26. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel2. Herm(Eng. tr. 1983), 84: "a technical term from the industrial arts."

)l\ tapet; i1?Dn nph

I. l. Occurrences; 2. LXX; 3. Etymology. II. Biblical Texts: l. Job 6:6 and Lam. 2;14;2. ler.
23:13; Job l;22;24;12;3. Ezekiel; 4. Possible Meaning. III. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Occurrences.Theroottpl occurs in the Hebrew Bible only as an adjective and
noun. There are 7 instances of tdpcl: Job 6:6; Lam.2:14; Ezk. l3:10,1 1,14,15; 22:8. A
separate root tpl II is often posited for the occurrences in Ezekiel.l The concrete noun
tipld occtrs 3 times: Jer.23:13l. Job l:22;24:12 (?).2

The word tittappEl in 2 S. 22:27 is the only instance of a verbal form (hithpael 2d
person sg. impf.). It is almost universally agreed to be either a textual error or a short-
ened form of the vb. ptl (ttptl), which appears in the parallel text Ps. l8:27(Eng.26):

tupel. B. Kedar-Kopfstein, "syniisthesien im biblischen Althebriiisch in Ubersetzung und
Auslegung," ZAH I (1988) 47-60, 147-58 (part 2); W. H. Propp, "The Meaning of Tapel in
Ezektelj' ZAW 102 (1990) 404-8; H. Schult, "Vergleichende Studien zur alttestamentlichen
Namenkunde" (diss., Bonn, 1967), esp. 134.

1. E.g., HAL, rr, 1776.
2. Michel,64-68.
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"With the crooked you show yourself crooked.": Only Gesenius sees in 25.22:27 ade-
liberate parallel to tifiAbAr4 Ps. l4l:5 is difficult. Gunkel proposed reading w"lapalti
(from Modern Heb. tapal, "spak foolishly") for MT kt-'6d fr!?il\a.li "Just a little
more, and I would have spoken foolishly,"s but his conjecture has found no support. In
I lQPsu 28:l the reading is wtlpty or ytlptw, from lpt, "twist, bend."6 In Ps. 109:4, too,
tipb has been proposed for MT why tplh, "but I (am) prayen"l

2. IXX.It is clear that the LXX already had problems with the interpretation of this
root. It omits tpl in Job 6:6 and misreads it as tippdl (from npl) in Ezekiel. As equiva-
lents we frnd aphrosjn7 (Larn.2:14; lob l:22), anomdmata (Jer.23:13), episkopd (Job
24:12?), and dnalon (Alexandrinus at Jer. 23:13).

3. Etymology. It remains an open question whether to posit a single root or two dif-
ferent roots (one in Ezekiel, another elsewhere) for the biblical occurrences.8 In either
case Arab. tafala, "spitl' tuJl, "spittlel' and tafila, "stink," suggest a basic meaning of
"spit" for tpl, from which derive the biblical connotations of something tasteless or un-
savory. Tur-Sinaie in particular espouses the existence of only a single root.lo Most lex-
icographers, however, distinguish tpll,"tasteless, offensive," from tpl II (in Ezekiel),
"whitewash," with a by-form tpl.tt Etymological discussion alone cannot resolve the
question of the basic meaning of Biblical Heb. tpl. Possible help may be provided by
the context of the individual occurrences, most of which involve prophetic discourse.

II. Biblical Texts. The biblical occurrences are relatively restricted as to both date
and substance: they appear as pejorative qualifiers in prophetic discourse at the end of
the monarchy and in the book of Job.

l. Job 6:6 and Lam. 2:14.The context gives a more precise sense to the generalizing
use of tpl in Job 6:6 and Lan.2:14 (primary formations?12). Cattle are content with
their fodder, says Job; then, in his unbearable suffering, he asks (6:6): "Does one eat
fipel without salt, or is there any flavor in the mucilage of mallows?" - food lacking
salt is described as tpl, probably "dull, insipid, flavorless."l: His appetite refuses to let
him touch it. The Talmud speaks of dg tpl in contrast to salted fish.l4

3. HAL,II, 990, 1775; + Xll, 192; P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB (1984), 458.
4. GesTh, ll4o.
5. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKATIUZ C1968),596,598.
6. J. A. Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumrdn Cave 11. DJD, lY (1965),44.
7. Gunkel, 478; Propp, 405.
8. See the survey in Propp,405-7.
9. N. H. Tur-Sinai, Job (Eng. tr. Jerusalem,21967),20-21.
10. See also Kdnig, 553-54; Propp,405.
ll. HAL,l,378-79,1776; GesB,886; BDB, lO74; LexHebAram,90T: S. R. Driver and G. B.

Gray, Job. ICC, 2 vols. (1921), II, l0-11, with an extensive examination of the nuances of tpl I
and Arab. tafala.

12. Bl.e, $61y", 2", a"".
13. Tur-Sinai, Job, ll5:. "spittle without salt."
14. Bab. Shab. l28a; cf. Ned.5lbl' Hul. ll3a.

74t
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In Lam. 2:14 tpl characterizes pejoratively the nature of the prophetic vision; the

ruin of daughter Zion (v. 13) has been brought about by the leaders of the people
(v. l4): "Your prophets have seen for you iaw'welapel; they have not exposed your in-
iquity to restore your fortunes, but they have seen for you mai'61 idw'ttmaddfihtml'
Some propose the more precise sense "deception and whitewash," from tpl II.15 But the

repeated use of .iaw'as a parallel term describing the substance of the prophets' vision,
together with their failure to expose Zion's iniquity, also supports the translation
"empty, meaningless, deceptive."l6

2. Jer 23:i,3; Job l:22; 24:12.The fem. noun tipldinJer.23:13 and Job l:22may
be a nomen unitatis (a noun representing a single instance of something) in contrast to
the collective tdp7LtT The context of Jer.23:13 is polemic against false prophets. In vv.

I I - I 2 Yahweh states that he has observed the wickedness of the priests and prophets in
his own house; in v. 13 he speaks of the northern kingdom: "In the prophets of Sa-

maria, too, railt liph: they prophesied by Baal and led my people astray." Alongside
the shocked conduct of the prophets in Jerusalem (v. l4), Yahweh has observed tiph in
Samaria, prophetic speech that is totally wrong, foolish, and incomprehensible, as the

mention of prophesying by Baal and leading the people astray suggests (cf. LXXA
dnalon; Symm. aphrosjne).|8 Others place more emphasis on the ethical dimension
(LXX anomilmata; Tg. ri).te

Following Job's patient affirmation, in the midst of his sufferings, of God's freedom
to give and to take away (Job l:21), v.22 says of Job's words and conduct: "In all this,
Job did not sin or utter anything improper against God (wel6'-nd1an tipld lc'ldhtm)."
These words can be understood as meaning that there was nothing improper in Job's

conduct toward God, that he said nothing rash.2o The syntax, however, given its posi-
tive analog ntn kbwd l-, "give glory to [Yahweh or God]," in 1 S. 6:5; Jer. l3;16; Prov.

26:8, as well as the translations of LXX and Symmachus, suggests associating rrpld
with God - i.e., Job did not accuse God of impulsiveness, error, or misconduct.2t

The third instance of tiph is textually problematic. In the course of describing the

15. HAL, ll, 1776, following W. Rudolph, Ruth - Hohe Lied - Klagelieder KAT XVIVI-3
(t962),220.

I 6. See the examples in HAL, ll, 177 6, as well as W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah I . Herm ( 1986),
631: "The prophecies of the prophets in Lam 2:l4 lack reality"; Propp,405: "vanity"; Kedar-
Kopfstein, 54: "bland."

17. Michel, 64-68.
18. W. McKane, Jeremiah l. ICC (1986), 573-74: "lack of intellectual discrimination";

Holladay, Jeremiah 1, 630: "fatuous"; Kedar-Kopfstein, 54.
19. R. P. Carroll, Jeremiah. OTL (1986),454; "1 saw an unsavoury thing."
20. HAL, ll, 17761, cf. F. Horst, Hiob I: I-19. BK XVyl (1968), 2, l01' Tg.: "blasphemous

words."
21.G.Fohrer, Hiob.KATXYI(1963),87-88;DriverandGray, Job, l,2O: "norchargedGod

with unworthiness"; M. H. Pope, Job. AB (1973), 16-17;L. Alonso-Schcikel and J. L. Sicre
Diaz, Job (Madrid, 1983),96-97 "nor accused God of foolishness"; Tur-Sinai, Job,20-21;
Kedar-Kopfstein, 1 54.
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arrogance with which the godless treat the poor, Job 24:12 says: "From the city the dy-
ing groan, the soul of the wounded cries for help, we'"l6ah 16' ydftm tipldi With the
support of 2 mss., BI/S reads t\iUA, i.e., "God does not heed their prayer"zz But the
MT is also possible: God does not consider such behavior foolish or wrong (cf. Tg.
w'lh' I'yiny bwbl.zt In either case the point is that God does not care about the suffer-
ing.

3.Ezekiel. Theoccurrencesof tpl inEzk. l3:10-15 and22:28 areincludedbysome
under tpl I ("worthless, foolish, wrong"); others posit a root tpl II ("whitewash"). The
question is still debated. The first 4 occurrences, in l3:10-15, appear in the context of
polemic against the prophets of Israel (Ezk. l3), who have forgotten their duty. They
have followed their own heart and spirit, seeing nothing (v. 3); they have not repaired
the wall or stood in the breach for the people (v. 5). Their visions and words are worth-
less and false; God has not sent them (vv. 6,9). They proclaim well-being (idl6m)
where there is none and lead the people astray; w"hfi'boneh l.tayis w'hinndm tdhtm'd16
fipel, "whetthe people build a wall, they [the prophets] smear fipel on it" (v. l0). The
expression twb tpl occurs again in vv. ll,l4,l5. The commonest interpretation,
strongly suggested by the image of building a wall, posits a root tpl ll, related to ypl,

meaning "whitewash."2a But since the only occurrence outside Ezekiel of /pl (with ,) in
the sense of "spread, paint" is in a single edition of Tos. Pes. 5:l},2s this meaning is far
from certain. Tur-Sinai interprets Ezk. l3:10-15 ironically: the prophets "plaster" the
wall with their spittle.26 In my opinion there are two possibilities if we stay with /p/ I:

a. We can follow Rashi's interpretation of Ezk. 22:28 as referring to "something
lacking an essential ingredient" (cf. Job 6:6) - in this case, plaster that has nothing to
bind it (chaff, straw) and therefore disintegrates, symbolizing the groundless oracles of
Ezekiel's prophetic opponents (cf. Tg. and Vg.).zz

b. We can interpret tpl inBzk. 13:10ff. and in the prophetic parallels ler 23:13 and
Lam. 2:14 as "deceptive, foolish, baseless"; there may be deliberate assonance with
tpl, which is used only figuratively (Ps. 119:69; Job l3:4: "whitewash with lies";
14:17 : "cover over").28

In Ezk. 22:28, following an oracle of judgment against the princes, priests, and offi-
cials (vv. 23-27), the prophets are addressed with words that can be understood only in
thecontextof thewall-buildingimagein l3:10-ll:fin"li'eyhdtdhfildhemtdp€lhdzim

22.SeealsoDriverandGray,Job,l,209;ll, 10, 169(possiblybetter); Fohrer, Hiob,367,369,
372; Alonso-Schtjkel and Sicre Diaz, Job, 350; G. Molin, Ijjob (1988),40; NRSV.

23. GesTh, 1516; Tur-Sinai, Job,21,366; cf. also Kedar-Kopfstein, 154.
24. HAL, ll, 17'16: LexHebAram,90T: "lime, cement," etc.i GesB, 886; BDB, 1047: "white-

wash"; see also G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel I. ICC (1937), l4l; W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr.
197 9), 28'l -88: "whitewash."

25. Propp,406 n. 18.
26. Tur-Sinai, Job,21.
27. See also M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20. AB (1983),237.
28. Propp, 407; but cf. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1,287, with the opposite argument: "Is there in-

tended an allusion to )On il, 'insipid, worthless' (Job 6:6)?"
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(aw'w"qAs"mtm ldhem kdzd!. Here too, as in Lam. 2:14, the parallelism with .lw'and
/<zD thoroughly justifies translating twb tpl as "coat over with worthless stuff" i.e.,
prophecies of peace and prosperity.ze

4. Possible Meaning. The various contexts in which tpl appears - in connection
with food (Job 6:6), with words spoken concerning or against God (Job l:22), and
above all with baseless false prophecy (Jer. 23:13: Lam. 2:14) - 

justify an attempt to
interpret the Ezekiel passages discussed above on the basis of the same root, with the
meaning "empty, baseless, foolish."3o While there is hardly any evidence outside
Ezekiel for a root rpl II meaning "whitewash," a vb. tpl I refering to foolish, imperti-
nent talk about manna is found in Middle Hebrew and Aramaic (a play on words in-
volving the toponym Tophel in Dt. l: l: possibly in Sifre on Dt. l: l: dbry tplwt itplw 'l
hmn; clearly in Tg. on Dt. l:l: 'ittapalfi'l mnit).

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The 5 occurrences of the root tpl in the Dead Sea Scrolls
also reflect the problems discussed above. In IQH 6:36 (ltpl), the fragmentary context
does not permit any precise categorization. In CD 8:12 and 19:25 (twh ry/), this dis-
cussion of Ezk. 13 obtains;32 it is likely that the Damascus Document used Ezekiel as

a source. Finally, in 5Q14 I 3 (2 times) there is a wordplay involving the verb and the
noun (tplw bkwl tpl).

Marbdck

29. Propp, 407-8; cf . Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 238: "daubing the wall with worthless stuff';
Greenberg cites the expression tepillal tipl6, "useless prayer," inTos. Ber 6:7.

30. Besides Greenberg and Propp, see also Even-Shoshan, 2298.
31. Jastrow, 1686; also J. Buxtorf, kxicon Chaldaicum, Talmudicurn et Rabbinicum (l*ip-

zig, 1875),1298.
32. See II.3 above.
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I. Meaning and Distribution. IL Usage: l. Wield; 2. Grasp; 3. Capture; 4. Conquer; 5. Legal
Facts. III. Later Development: l. Dead Sea Scrolls; 2.LXX.

I. Meaning and Distribution. The vb. rpf is a verb of motion meaning "reach out to
grasp." The object grasped may be employed for destructive ends but may also serve a
useful purpose. Like + PIn fuzq hiphil, many instances describe a violent act of grasp-
ing that seryes as a prelude to a subsequent action. When cities or lands are "seized,"
pJ (like -+ ?)) ldko| stands metonymically for conquest.

Old Bab. tapaium, which probably means "take into custody,"l is related to tpi. ln
the sense of "attack, seize, assail," ,p.f corresponds to Arab. bataia.2In Middle Hebrew
the root, usually with the consonants ,pJ, covers a semantic spectrum that extends from
"touch" through "grasp" to "capture";3 the nominal derivatives t?ts/iA anQ t"pfrsd ex-
press the adpect of "seizure."4

The 65 OT occurrences of the verb are distributed unevenly: 2 in Genesis, 2 in Num-
bers, 4 in Deuteronomy, 2 in Joshua, 2 in I Samuel, 6 in I Kings, 8 in 2 Kings, 1 in
2 Chronicles, 2 in Psalms, 2 in Proverbs, 2 in Isaiah, l8 in Jeremiah, 12 in Ezekiel, 1 in
Amos, and I in Habakkuk (plus I in Sirach). Most of the occurrences are in the qal;
there are 15 instances ofthe niphal and 1, textually uncertain, ofthe piel (Prov. 30:28;
the LXX reading ereid6menos more likely represents a niphal). Both transitive and in-
transitive constructions are found (side by side in Jer. 37:13-14), without any apparent
semantic difference.

The occurrences are concentrated in DtrH, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, i.e., in texts from
the late preexilic and exilic period. The lexeme is underrepresented in the Minor
Prophets (once each in Amos and Habakkuk) and Writings (twice each in Psalms and
Proverbs). It is noteworthy that the Chronicler does not speak explicitly of the captivi-
ties and conquests mentioned in his sources, except in 2 Ch. 25:23 (cf . 2 K. 14 13).

The lexical field of "grasping" includes 'bz, bzq, llcd, lqb, qmt, and tmk. The com-
bined action of tracking down and seizing a person is expressed by three verbs having p
and .f as their final two consonants: /rp.f ("seek"), rpf ("grasp"), and rpi ("tread, strike").

The use of ry^f with leb (Ezk.l4:5) and.ie-m (Prov. 30:9) is quite striking. The use of a
participial form of the verb with various objects is common: musical instruments (kinnbr
and'figd!, Gen.4:21), agricultural implements (maggdl, Jer. 50:16), ship's tackle @fii61,
Ezk.27:29), weapons (qeie!, Am.2:15; Ier. 46:9; hra!fu, Ezk.38:4; migen, Jer. 46:9),
battle(milhdm6,Nu.3l.,27), andfinally hottdrd (Jer.2:8; Sir. 15:l [anarthrous]).

l. AHw, III, 1320; see also W. von Soden, UF 13 ( l98l ) 164 = Bibel und alter Orient. BZAW
162 (198s),204.

2. Wehr, 63.
3. Jastrow, 1688-89.
4. WTM, TY 661.
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II. Usage.
l. Wield. While the hiphil of -+ jTIn l.tzq does not always imply an element of vio-

lence, and the reasons for the act of grasping or holding are quite various, rp.f is regu-

larly predicated of people whose actions have a brachial component or effect. This is
largely true even for the few statements that presuppose a technical mastery achieved

by practice: use of physical strength is envisioned when oarsmen (tdp"iA mdi67 Ezk.
27:29s) are mentioned in the poem about the Phoenician port of Tyre. This is also true

in the oracle against Babylon in the oracles against foreign nations in the book ofJere-
miah: using the figure of the part for the whole, Jer. 50: 16 calls for the sower (zdrZa') to
be cut off; the parallel line refers to the wielder of the sickle ftapei maggdl).

In this case the final effect of the implement used by the peasant who wields the

sickle is productive. In the case of weapons of war, the destructive effect of their mas-

tery is beyond question, although in the oracle against Egypt those who carry the shield
(tOp"SC mdgen, Jer. 46:9) do so for protection, in contrast to those who draw the bow. In
Am. 2:14-16, an oracle against Israel, the prophet prognosticates the helplessness of
various groups ofcombatants, including charioteers and archers (tapei haqqeieg 2:15l.

cf . ddraf; qeie1, ler. 46:9; 50:14,29; 5l:3; etc.).
In the book of Ezekiel the sword appears as a weapon to be "wielded": leaving the

agent anonymous, the song of the sword in Ezk. 21:13-22(Etg. 8-17) speaks of some-

one who commands another to grasp (lilpdi bakkdp, v. 16[ l]) a weapon and use it for
killing. In3O:24-25, with reference to Egypt, the text is explicit: the sword of Yahweh

is placed in the hand of the king of Babylon. An earlier verse declares that the wound
inflicted on Pharaoh by Yahweh makes it impossible for him to wield a sword (li!pd(
behere!, v. 2l).

In another passage (29:7) EzeY.tel borrows the metaphor of a broken reed (1 K.
18:21; Isa.36:6) and applies it to Egypt, exposing Israel's unwarranted reliance on

Pharaoh; he describes Pharaoh as a reed (a plant characteristic of Egypt) that breaks
and injures those who grasp it (belopidm bakkap [O]). The ambivalence of the vb. p.(,
which has both productive and destructive aspects, is particularly evident here, al-
though of course there is also a correlation between destruction and protection when

weapons are grasped. The description of Gog's army includes swordsmen (tap"SO

l.tard!61, Ezk. 38:4). The translation "armed with swords" is too static, since rp,f has

overtones of active aggression.6 In addition, the use of tp.f is not limited to particular
weapons. The verb can take milhdmd ("war, battle") as its object and thus be used to re-

fer to the warriors Qape{A hammilhdmd, glossed as hayyos"im lassdf;d', Nu. 3l:27) to
whom Moses is to give half the booty after their victory over the Midianites.

Because fingers and hands have an important function in the playing of certain
stringed and wind instruments, Gen. 4:19-22 presents Jubal, one of the sons of
Lamech, not as the inventor of a cultural achievement but as the ancestor of those who

5. E. (Strtimberg) Krantz, Das Schiffes Weg mitten im Meer CBOT 19 (1982), 110-18, 180-
83, t89-92.

6. Contra W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), 285.
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have this special skillT - concretely as 'o[i kol-tOpZi kinnbr w"'figdf;, "the father of all
who play the lyre and pipe professionally."a

The OT usage of rp.f resembles that of the German vb. fassen, which covers a range
of meanings including both "grasp" and "deck, adorn." In Hab. 2:18-19, in the form of
a passive participle, this lexeme also extends to the realm of skilled workmanship,
namely idols overlaid with precious metals;e the LXX (ilasma) also thinks in terms of
an overlay rather than a mounting. In this woe oracle Dtr theologians appear to allude
to the artistic quality of the Babylonian idols,r0 though denying them any hint of life
(hinn€h-hfi' fipAS zAhdb waf;esep w'f;ol-rfiah 'An beqirb6, v. l9).

We find tp.f without a concrete object in Jer.2:4-9, where v. 8 declares that priests,
shepherds, and prophets have all violated their relationship with God. Speciat empha-
sis is placed on the guilt of the priests, for they are named twice: first as kohntm, then
as topeiA hafidrd. The construct phrase is a synesthetic metaphorll that creates an im-
age conveying transsensory expertise inthe t6rd (expressed abstractly inEzr.T:12,21).
These topeiA handri do not constitute a special group of teachers of the law.12 The for-
mat of the text in BHK and BFIS supports this interpretation, but it is more likely that
Jer. 2:8ap parallels v. 8aa; if so, the "shepherds" and "prophets" constitute a second

Parallelism.t3
Especially noteworthy is the use of tpS in Prov. 30:7-9, a prayer concerned with ap-

propriate treatment of the name of God. The speaker prays for personal integrity and ap-
propriate economic status, to prevent him from denying God (in luxury) or becoming a
thief(in poverty), welapaiti iem zldhay. The obvious translation is: "lest I reach for the
name of my God." Possibly too lofty is the notion that, on the basis of false presupposi-
tions, the speaker "might dishonor the name of God, either by neglecting one of God's
commandments or by taking God's name in vain in protesting his innocence."l4 More
likely, the text intends a comrpting mastery of the divine name. It is not impossible,
however, that an act of profanation is implied. The text's use of rp.f rather than -+ ))n
hll may be due to its symmetrical structure, especially with the parallel act of reaching
out to steal (gnb) food.ts Tur-Sinai16 notes Aram. pr2s, which means "desecrate."tT

2. Grasp. On the objective level rp.( can express the act of taking hold of something
as well as mastering or wielding it. Here the reach for an object is conjoined with a fur-

7. J. Ebach, Weltenstehung und Kulturentwicklung bei Philo von Byblos. BWANT 108 (1979),
346-47.

8. H. Seidel, Musik in Altisrael. BEATAJ 12 (1989), l2O-21.
9. S. Schroer, In Israel gab es Bilder OBO74 (1987), 196ff., esp.205-6,304-7.
10. K. Seybold, Nahum, Habakuk, Zephanja. ZBK 24/2 (1991),73-74.
I l. B. Kedar-Kopfstein, ZAH I (1988) 156; see also 155-56 on Ezk. l4:5.
12. As claimed by P. Volz, Jesaja II. KATX (1932), l8-19.
13. R. Liwak, Der Prophet und die Geschichte. BWANT l2l (1987), 160 n. 54.
14. O. Pl<iger, Spriiche Salomos. BKXVII (1984),360.
15. P. Franklyn,Z,AW 95 (1983) 251.
16. N. H. Tur-Sinai, Job (Eng. tr. 1967), lll.
17. wM, tv,40.
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ther intent. Potiphar's wife wants to force Joseph into a sexual relationship. After sev-
eral unsuccessful attempts, she tears off his garment (bege{, Gen. 39:12) - a kind of
symbolic claim to possession. Her accusation (vv. 13-18), which turns the situation on
its head, finally leads to Joseph's imprisonment (vv. 19-20).

A consecutive sense with legal implications also lies behind the action of the prophet
Ahijah the Shilonite in I K. ll:29-31. The Dtr account,l8 which is intended to legitimate
the northern kingdom, describes Ahijah's encounter with Jeroboam, a high official of
the royal court, during a revolt against Solomon: he lays hold of Jeroboam's new gar-

ment (ialmd), tears (qr') it into twelve pieces, and tells Jeroboam to take ten of them.
The legal background of Dt.9:17 is also clear. Recapitulating Israel's wilderness

wanderings, Moses recounts how on his return from Horeb he smashed the two stone
tablets (lfrhd! hd4banim, v. l0; identified in v. I I as luh6! habb"ri!) before the eyes of
the people when he saw how they had sinned. The action itself is apportioned among
three verbs, which together stage the act of destruction. Moses is carrying the tablets in
his hands, from which he need only let them drop; instead, he takes hold ofthem and
flings them away, thus smashing them (tpS, ill.t, ibr). Because the tablets' destruction is
determined when Moses takes hold of them and the two verbs ere thus correlated, the
text does not simply we lkd. Their destruction is not an action in the heat of the mo-
ment (contrast Ex. 32: l9) but "a legal action on the part of the competent individual, to
which the people serye as witness. . . . In the ancient Near East, a contract was not con-
sidered legally annulled until its documentation was destroyed."le

3. Capture. The vb. rp.f is often used when people are seized and taken prisoner.
Thus usage accounts for a third of all its occurrences, almost all of which are in histori-
cal traditions, except for Ps. lO:-2 and 7l:11. In Ps. l0:2 the psalmist laments that
Yahweh has hidden himself and that the defenseless ('dnt) are at the mercy of (dlq//tpi)
the wicked (rdid'). In Ps. 71, a poetic prayer, the psalmist's enemies determine to pur-
sue and seize him when they see him defenseless ('An marytl| As in Ps. 10, pursuit
(rdp) precedes capture; according to v. 13, the psalmist's life is in danger (.(rn with
nepei and bqi with rd'A).

The other texts rarely stray from the political and military arena. One exception is
I K. 18:40: when the prophets of Baal fail to demonstrate Baal's preeminence in the
sacrificial contest on Mt. Carmel, Elijah has the people seize them. After their arrest,
they are killed at Wadi Kishon (Nahr el-Muqatta'). By contrast, nothing is said of the
fate of the anonymous man of God whom Jeroboam orders to be seized (1 K. 13:4). In-
stead, in a kind of reversal, the hand that Jeroboam had stretched out "potently" toward
the man of God is rendered mysteriously impotent. Without mentioning specific indi-
viduals, Isa. 3:6 relates to domestic politics; in its context (vv. l-l l) Isaiah foretells the
overthrow the political order in Jerusalem.20 Within this semantic frame of reference,

18. E. Wtirthwein, Kdnige I: l-16. ATD XUI (1977),139,143-44.
19. G. Braulik, Deuteronomium l-16,17. NEB (1986), 78.
20. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12. CC (Eng. tr. l99l), 127-28.
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v. 6 is ironic: with the words "You have a cloak, you shall be our leader," someone
within the clan must be appointed to restore the topsy-turvy order by taking charge of
the ruins.

Apart from these three passages, it is always persons in the political or military
arena who are involved. During the conquest of Ai (Khirbet et-Tell), the king is taken
alive (tpi fudy, Josh.8:23) and brought to Joshua, who has him killed and hanged on a
tree (v. 29; cf. Josh. 10:26-27; I S. 3l: l0). Saul is to impose the ban on the Amalekites,
just as Joshua imposed it on the inhabitants of Ai. And just as Joshua took the king of
Ai alive, so Saul takes Agag, the king of the Amalekites, alive (tp{ fiay, 1 S. l5:8).
Clearly acting high-handedly (and contrary to the implications of rp.f), however, he re-
fuses to go beyond holding the king captive (cf. I S. 15:20). On another occasion, this
time in Saul's conflict with David, he and his men are tracking down David and his fol-
lowers in the "wilderness of Maon" (midbar ma'6n, east of Khirbet Ma'in) and sur-
round them ('1r) in order to capture them(lelopidn, I S. 23:26). The outcome is not re-
ported.

A statement in 1 K. 20:18, set in the period of the Aramean wars, provides an exam-
ple of how the balance of military power was assessed: when Ben-hadad is informed
that the Israelite troops are making a sortie from Samaria, which he has been besieging,
the drunken king jokingly says: "If they have come out for peace, take them alive
(tipitrm l.tayytm); if they have come out for war, take them alive (fiayytm tipifim) (as

well)." But this remains purely theoretical, as in 2 K. 7:12, where, through a tactical
ruse on the part of the Arameans, the Israelites are to fall into a trap and be taken alive
(tpi hayytm).

The typical sequence of events involving tp.f is recorded in 2 K. 10:14. Between
Jezreel (Zet'in) and Samaria (Sebas[iye), the usurper Jehu slaughters 42 princes of Ju-
dah. It is clear from v. 14 that seizing and slaughtering constitute an almost ritual act.

No explicit order to kill is given. But the account of how Jehu's command (tipifim
l.tayytm) is carried goes on to include the killing of those taken: 'And they took them
alive and slaughtered them (iht)." From 2 K. 14:13, however, we see that capture was
not always the prelude to death: Jehoash of Israel takes Amaziah of Judah captive at
Beth-shemesh (Tell er-Rumele) and - to humiliate the Judahite king - enters Jerusa-
lem with him after razing its walls. The Chronicler provides a toned-down version of
this account that does not mention the shameful entry explicitly (2 Ch. 25:23).

The other occurrences of the verb that refer to capture are concentrated at the end of
the monarchy. A metaphorical discourse about a young lion (k'pia Ezk. 19:3) just old
enough to catch prey laments that the nations have caught it in their trap and brought it
with hooks to the land of Egypt (v. 4). In contrast to 2 K. 23:33, this text describes
Jehoahaz as having been carried offbrutally (cf. also Ezk. 38:4; 2K.19:28lllsa.37:29;
2 Ch. 33:11; Am. 4:2). Ezk. l9:8 similarly laments another young lion (probably
Jehoiachin): the nations have spread a net over it, caught it (tpf) in their trap, and taken
it to Babylon in bondage. Only in Ezekiel are the means named by which the victims
are captured and taken away. In Ezk. 12:13 it is probably Zedektah over whom the
prophet expects Yahweh to spread his net; Yahweh will catch him in his snare (also in
17:20) and bring him to Babylon.
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Unlike Ezekiel, the book of Jeremiah names Zedekiah explicitly. According to 34:3,
he must expect capture (tdpdi tittdpcs, a qal inf. abs. with a niphal2r). Jer. 52:9 (l/2 K.
25:6) confirms the prediction: Zedekiah is carried off and remains in captivity (b)y
happ"qudd61, v. I l) for the rest of his life. When the prophet Jeremiah attacks the temple
and the city, he himself is imprisoned by the priests, the prophets, and the people, who
demand the death penalty (26:8). A sentinel seizes him (37:13) as an alleged deserrer
when he tries to leave Jerusalem to see to some matters concerning a piece of property
during the Babylonian siege. In vv. 13-14 rp.f appears to have two slightly different
meanings: in v. 13 it refers to a physical act, in v. 14 to arrest and detention.

Only once, in the context of nature lore (Prov. 3O:24-28), does rp.f refer to the cap-
ture of an animal. The text speaks of the harmless gecko (i"mdmig Hemidactylus
turcicus),2z which belongs to the family of lizards; its behavior, along with the behav-
ior of the ant, the badger, and the locust, teaches a certain sapiential lesson about hu-
man conduct. What exactly constitutes the intelligence of the gecko, which can be
grasped in the hand (v. 28), remains unclear. It is unlikely that the text has in mind "the
greater freedom of movement possible in spacious chambers of a palace."23 More
likely it refers to the gecko's ability to find a foothold on all kinds of walls and ceilings,
"the skill of being able to find one's own niche even in proximity to a king."2a

4. Conquer The action denoted by tpi is not limited to individuals. The historical
traditions of the OT frequently recount the conquest of cities, with emphasis on differ-
ent aspects of the event. A city may be smitten,25 a breach may be made in its wall (bq',
2 K. 25:4;2 Ch. 2l:171, etc.), it may be captured and taken26 and its inhabitants "cap-
tured"z1 or "seized" (tpi). The semantic similarity of tpi to /kd is illustrated by the ac-
count of the conquest of Ai (Josh. 8), where Joshua's orders to the warriors before the
battle use rp.f (v. 8) and the description of the conquest uses lM (v. 19, in the sequence
qfim, rfrs, b6', lkd, yst; cf . v,2l).

Josh. 8:8 could be a secondary addition to the basic narrative stratum, emphasizing
the aspect of total destruction.2s In this context /pi corresponds to the seizure of the
city (yr.i hiphil, v. 7). It is true that the LXX reads kai poreilsesthe eis, thinking of ap-
proaching rather than occupying the city, but this translation was probably influenced
by v. ll.

The vb. tpi denotes the crucial stage in the conquest of a city. According to Dt.
20:19, a city is first besieged (sfrr), then attacked (lhm niphal) and taken. That the focus
was primarily on the inhabitants of the city is shown by the language of v. 20, which

21. On the form see Meyer, III, $103.3b.
22. HAL,II, 1338.
23. Ploger, Spriiche Salomos, 366.
24. A. Meinhold, Die Spriiche. ZBK 1612 (1991),512.
25. -+ilDJ nkh.
26. -> nl) hqah. -+ Vi1, yarai.
2'7. -+ 1)) takad.
28. M. Giirg, ioiua. NEB (1991), 37-38.
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says that the "fall" of a city is marked by the "descent" (yrd) of its population (towns

being generally more populous than the surrounding countryside). In a similar context,
2 K. 16:9 reports that Tiglath-pileser marched up against Damascus, took it (rpi), and
carried its people away captive (S/1, hiphil). Sennacherib's conquest of the fortified cir
ies of Judah is described in similar terms (2 K. l8: l3l/Isa. 36: I ), although only the de-
portations of the so-called third campaign of the Assyrian are described.2e

When the oracles against the nations in the book of Jeremiah describe the fall of
Babylon, its conquest is expanded to include the countryside, or the text alternates be-

tween the city and the land. Babylon's capture is verbalized extravagantly (50:23-24).
Correlated with its "taking" (lkd; cf. also 5l:41 and 5l:31-32; besides the city itself,
the latter also mentions the seizing of the fords fhamma'bdrdl nipaitt)) we find the im-
age of a snare (yqi); capture (tpi) is preceded by discovery (ms'). The inhabitants of the

city or the land are also the subject of Jer. 50:46, where the advance of the "foe from
the north" against Babylon makes it possible to proclaim that Babylon has been cap-

tured and its inhabitants dragged away (shb, v. 45).
In two other Jeremiah passages rp.f refers not to violent conquest but to "occupying"

a place of residence. Jer. 49:7 -22 is an oracle concerning Edom, presented metaphori-
cally as an eagle or vulture (neier) that makes its nest on the heights; the mountain cit-
ies are secure: Edom dwells (ptcp. of J/<n with hireq compaginis) in the clefts of the
rock and thus "occupies" (ptcp. of tp.( with hireq compaginis) the heights (v. 16). In
40:10, after the fall of Jerusalem, Gedaliah orders those left behind in the land - ac-

cording to v.7 , the leaders of the forces in the open country and their troops - to carry
out their agricultural duties and "reoccupy" (tpi) the towns. Similarly, all the women
and men of Judah who had been scattered in the confusion of battle now return to their
towns (v. l2).Here, as it were, /pireverses the usual occurrence of conquest and depor-
tation.

5. Legal Facrs. Besides legal conditions3O and legal claims,3t tpi can denote matters

of legal fact. Unlike 8x.22:15-16(16-17), which focuses on the property rights of a fa-
ther whose unbetrothed daughter has been seduced, Dl22:28-29 deals with an actual
case of forcible rape (tpi) and its discovery; in a kind of "legal parenesis," the rights of
the father are weakened and those of the woman are strengthened vis-ir-vis the histori-
cal legislation of Ex. 22:15-16(16-l71.tz yrO" this text, Dt.2l:18-21 also reveals an

historical development: the apodictic family law of Ex.2l: l5-17 is shifted to the local
juridical community.33 If a son repeatedly refuses to obey his parents, his father and

mother are to take hold of him (tp.f, v. 19) and bring him before the local court, which
imposes sanction for transgressing the law.

29. lll, 18-27; see ANET 287-88; TUAT l,389.
30. See II.2 above.
31. See II.3 and II.4 above.
32. E. Otto, Zeitschrift fiir evangelische Ethik 26 (1982) 284-89.
33. E. Otto, Wandel der Rechtsbegriindigungen in der Gesellschaftgeschichte des antiken Is-

rael. Studia biblica 3 (Leiden, 1988),32-33,64.
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There is no discernible element of force in Nu. 5:13, a casuistic priestly addition:+
that lends precision to a text describing the trial by ordeal of a woman suspected of
adultery who has not been "caught" (tpri) in the act by a witness. Ezk.2l:28-29(23-24)
also involves an unresolvable question of guilt: "The prophet affirms with all sharpness
that the oracular decisions, which the Babylonian king receives at the junction of the
roads and which those in well-defended Jerusalem believe they can despise, carry
within themselves the full weight of a divine decision, in spite of the Israelite contempt
for such an oracle technique. Through it guilt will be revealed, brought to proof, and
from there the 'affliction,' which continues the accusation, will be legally possible."3s
The "affliction (or detention)" (tpi) will be carried out with a (firm) hand (bakkap).

III. Later Development.
l. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls almost never use rp.f in the concrete sense

of "seize" or "capture." Such a sense may be present in l lQT 57:7,11, an extrapolation
of the Dtn law of the king. Conquest is envisioned in lQpHab 4:7, intelpreting Hab.
1:10, where the "Kittim" (in OT usage, clearly Greeks from Cyprus [Gen. l0:4; 1 Ch.
l:7; etc.), but in the scrolls a code name for the Seleucids/Ptolemies or the Romans)
surround the fortification, take them (tpi), and demolish them (hrs). A similar sense is
found in 2Q22 I 3, which speaks of a battle (mlhmh) in which fortified cities are cap-
ured (ltpi) (cf. also the isolated fragment 2Q23 5 2). tn 1l QT 58: 14, likewise in a mili-
tary context, the participle probably refers to warriors.

Elsewhere a metaphorical use of the verb predominates, which recalls the language
of the Psalms. In the Hodayot, for example, the speaker wants to see the idolaters en-
snared in their plans Qttpiw bmhibwtm, 1QH 4:19) or bewails the plans of his enemies,
which are intended to catch others in their nets (lhtpi bmswdwtm,4:12). Nets used as

snares also appear in CD 4: 15- 19, which speaks of the three nets (mswdwf.' fomication,
wealth, and defilement of the temple) in which Belial ensnares Israel (tpl, 4:16,18,20;
cf. 6Ql5 1,2: [nt]pSym,llCD 4:2036).In 4Q270 9 2:20-21we find the warning not to be
"captured" by the deeds of the wicked.

But the meaning can also be attenuated. In IQS the speaker promises not to "be in-
volved" (rp.f, IQS lO:19-20114Q260 I 4:8) in any dispute (ryb) with the "men of the
pit" ('n.i[y] .iftt) until the day of vengeance (ywm nqm). Here the legal background is
suggested only in passing. But the Damascus Document speaks of a case in which a re-
peat offender whose first capital offense was attested only by a single witness is
"caught" (tpi, CD 9: 19) and thus brought to judgment (mipt, 9:20). Two other occur-
rences (4QpHosb 16 l; 4Q504 4 22) are in fragments that do not preserve the context;
I IQT 64:3 echoes Dt. 2l:9.

2. LXX. For the semantic spectrum of "grasp, capture, conquer," the LXX prefers
lambdnein or it its compound syllambdnein (l S. l5:8; I K. l3:4; 18:40; 20:8; 2 K.

34. P. J. Brdd,, Numbers. WBC 5 (1984), 66.
35. W-. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979),445.
36. M. Baillet, RB 63 (1956) 515.
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7:12; 10:14; 16:9; 18:13; 25:6; Ps. lO:2; Jer.26[33]:8;37[44]:13,14:'381451:23;
48l3ll:41: 52:9; Ezk. 12:13:' 19:4,8). It sometimes uses epilambdnein when an object
is grasped (Dt. 9:17; I K. 1l:30; bur also Isa. 3:6). Once we find katalambdnein (Ps.
7l[70):11). "Conquer" is expressed several times by the simple vb. lambdnein (Isa.
36:1; Jer. 5Ol27l:24: 5ll28l:32 LXX).

The most frequent exceptions occur in those cases where tp.f in the MT refers to the
manipulation of objects or instruments. In Gen. 4:21 the LXX emphasizes the didactic
element (katadeiknjnai); in Jer. 5O(27):16 it stresses the technical aspect (katichein
with drdpanon). It eliminates the metaphor in both Jer. 2:8 (antdchein) and Num. 3l:27
(polemfzein). Sometimes it simply uses an appropriate noun without reference to ma-
nipulation (Ezk. 27 :29, kdpdldtai ; 38:4, nuichaira ; Am. 2:15, tox6teg.

In a few passages the LXX departs more or less widely from the MT. For example,
in Hab. 2:19 it reads dlasma without a verb representing tpi. ln Prov. 30:28 it reads
kalabdtes chersin hereid6menos, omitting any reference to grasping. In Gen. 39:12
(epispdn) the context leads the LXX to enhance the seductive element of the attack on
Joseph by Potiphar's wife. In Ezk. 2l:29(24) the juridical element is conveyed by
haltskesthai (cf. also Jer. 5l[28]:41 and 50[27]:46: fuildsis for the capture of a city;
also Ezk. 17:-20 for the capture of a person). In Ezk. 17:28 tpi is represented by
mimndskein together with anamimn6skein, translating mazkir 'awbn lehiuapCi.

Liwak

I. Etymology. II. OT and Ancient Versions. III. Topography. IV. Function.

I. Etymology. The word topeloccurs only in Hebrew; except (probably) in Isa. 30:33,
it is always used as a proper noun. Its etymology is highly disputed and remains basically
unknown. Jerome (comm. on Jer. 7:30-31 patitudol),t Lyra, and others derive the word

fipe!.W. F.Albright, YahwehandrheGodsof Canaan(GardenCity, 1968), esp.205-12,237;
H. B6nichou-Safar, "Sur I'incin6ration des enfants aux tophet de Carthage et de Sousse," RllR
205 (1988) 57-68; F. Boettcher, De inferis rebusque poit *ortr* futi* ex Hebraeorum et
Graecorum opinionibus libri duo, I (Dresden, 1846), esp. 80-85; H. Bonar, "Topheth," in
W. Smith, ed,., Dictionary of the Bible, III (London, 1863), 1563-64; S. S. Brown, "Late
Carthaginian Child Sacrifice and Sacrificial Monuments in Their Mediterranean Context" (diss.,
Indiana, 1986); M. Cogan, "nlh:' EMiqr Ylll,923-24; J.Day, Molech. UCOP 4l (1989), esp.
24-28; B. D. Eerdmans, Melekdienst en vereering van hemellichamen in Israel's Assyrische
periode (Leiden, l89l ), esp. 25-49; M. Gorg, "Topaet (Tofet): 'Die (St6tte) des Feuergotres' ?"
BN 43 (1988) 12-13; G. C. Helder, Cult of Molek. JSOTSup 43 (1985), esp. 346-65; O. Kaiser,
"Den Erstgeborenen deiner Sdhne sollst du mir geben," in O. Kaiser, ed., Denkender Glaube. FS
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from pth II, "make spacious," while Rashi2 translates the same word with "seduce, lead
astray" (frompdlA I; cf. Dt. ll:16; Job 3l:27), because many were led astray in that
place. Other etymologies either posit an otherwise unattested root ypt (also the root from
which mbpel "emblem," supposedly derives) or derive the word fromydpd, "be beauti-
ful," on the grounds that the vicinity of Topheth was a royal garden, beautifully laid out
(Jerome described it as attractive and forested lamoenus atque nemorosus)).3

With many earlier figures (such as Castellius, Buxtorf, Luther, and Seldenius) as

well as more recent scholars, Panecius held the view that the word fipe! is based on
top, "drum" (from tpp).+ Ancient Jewish tradition has it that there were many drum-
mers and musicians who drowned out the screams of the young consigned to the
flames, so that the parents of these wretched children would not perceive their terror.5
Thenius6 agrees with the theory of Boettche/ that with tdpe!"a Hebrew name based on
talmudic t6p was given to something designated as a place of burning by a foreign
word (Pers. tdften, 'bum, consume'); this name represented the site as a place to be

spat upon and abominated." Job 17:6 uses the homonym tdpel (usually translated
"spit"), derived from the biliteral root tp, "spit."s Gesenius also notes the Persian ety-
mology, but (with Noldius and Lorsbach) prefers the derivation from topteh (lsa.
30:33, "burning place").e Roediger,lo however, prefers the derivation from "spit," with
the same meaning as in Job l1:6.t1

According to Robertson Smith,tz tope!was an Aramaic word for "burning place,"

C. H. Ratschow (Berlin, 1976),24-48;. R. H. Kennett, "Tophet," ERE,Xll,388-89; P. Maiberger,
"Genesis 22und die Problematik des Menschenopfers in Israel," BiKi 4l (1986) 104-12, esp.
109-12; M. N. Panecius, Dissertatio de Tophet valle Hinnom ad Jer VII:31 (Wittenberg, 1694) =
Thesaurus Theologico-Philologicus, I (Amsterdam, 1701), 818-22 S. D. F. Salmond, "Tophet,
Topheth," in J. Hastings, ed., Dictionary of the Bible,IV (New York, 1904), 79'l-99; F. Saracino,
"Filologi, padri e rabbini sul Tophetl' in F. Vattioni, ed., Atti della Settimana Sangue et
antropologia biblica nella patristica (Rome, 1982), 289-303; P. C. Schmitz, "Tophet," ABD, yI,
600-601; H. Spieckermann, Juda unter Assur in der Sargonidenzeit. FRI^A,NT 129 (1982), esp.
l0l-7;L. A. Stager, "Phoenician Carthage - The Commercial Port and the 'Tophet,"' Qad 17
(1984) 39-49; R. de Vaux, Studies in OT Sacrifice (Eng. tr. Cardiff, 1964), esp. 73-90; H. Vin-
cent, Jirusalem, I (Paris, 1912), esp. 124-34.

t. MPL 24 (1845).735.
2. Bab. 'Erub. l9a.
3. For details see Panecius.
4. P.819.
5. A. Neubauer, kt giographie du Talmud (1868, repr. Hildesheim, 1965), 150; Eerdmans,

28; according to Bonar, fipe! means "music-grove."
6. O. Thenius, Kdnige. KEHAT lX (1849),427.
7. P. 85.
8. See also K. H. Graf, Der Prophet Jeremia erkliirt (Leipzig, 1862), 127.
9. Lexicon manuale hebraicum et chaldaicum im Veteris Testamenti libros (Leipzig, 1833),

1065-66.
lO. GesTh, 1497-98.
I l. For yet another view see F. Schwally, ZAW l0 (1890) 214 also W. Baudissin, RE XIII,

280.
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cognate with Arab. utftya, "stone on which a cooking pot is placed," Syr. fpdyd,
"firepot, (portable) Stove,"l3 and Jewish Aram. tapJta'. la This word, he claims, corre-
sponds to Heb. 'aipd!, "dunghill," which originally must have referred to a fireplace,ls
because the denominative vb. ipl means "set on the hearth." He therefore considered
tpt to be an Aramaic loanword from the period of Aramean (esp. Damascene) influence
in Judah. Later the Masoretes vocalized the word with the vowels of bdiey, "shame."
Many later scholars have accepted this etymology.16 Albrighttz noted that fipe!is not
necessarily Aramaic; it could also be a colloquial Judahite word.18 He also pointed to
Ugar. m1pdm, "layers," i.e., "fireplaces,"le as being cognate with tpt/ipt.

A few scholars, however, were not convinced.2o Day believes that the word topel is
related to Aram. and Syr. tapeya', Arab. ugftya, but derives these words from the root
'apd, "bake" (cf . tupinA, Lev. 6: l4[Eng2l]).21 Dahood22 interprets the Eblaite toponym
kdr-td-pi5-til&' as "market of Topheth."23 He believes that Topheth was originally a

Canaanite god to whom children were sacrificed and whose name later referred to sites
of such sacrifices.

More recently GOrg has put forward a new proposal for the etymology of tOpe1. Ac-
cording to him, the original form of the expressiot fipe! contained the name of the
Egyptian god Ptah (cf . topteh,Isa. 30:33). The basic meaning would be "that which be-
longs to Ptah," a name given to a locality associated with Ptah. The god Ptah was iden-
tified with the Greek god Hephaistos, the god of fire. On Palestinian soil the Ugaritic
god Koshar was also identified with Ptah. Of course this theory still leaves unexplained
the connection of Ptah with the cult of Molech and the practice of child sacrifice.

Clearly we still have no satisfactory etymology of tApe1. It is uncertain whether the
final r is part of the root or indicates a f'eminine ending.2a The list of theories given is
not exhaustive.2s

According to Wildberger,26 "without an interpretation that can offer a more insight-

12. W. Robertson Smith, Lectures on the Religion of the Semites (London, 21894),357 n. l.
13. LexSyn 830.
14. chw rr,548-49.
15. GesB,72-'13.
16. Vincent, 127; also more recent comms. (J. Gray, I & II Kings. OTL l2l9'70),735-36;

O.Kaiser, Isaiahl3-39.OTLlBne.t. 1974),310; H.Wildberger, Isaiah2S-39. CC[Eng.tr.
20021,203) and dictionaries (GesB,887; HAL,II, l78l ); but cf. Krinig, 555: "quarry, broken ter-
rain"; but see idem, Historisch-kritisches Lehrgebtiude der hebriiischen Sprache, lUl (Leipzig,
189s), $8s.2.

17. P. 275, addendum ee.
18. See also Heider, 349; likewise Kennett.
19. E.g., KTU 1.3lY,35.
20.8.9., M. H. Pope, Song of Songs. AB (1977), 581.
21. Pp.26-28.
22. M. Dahood, "Love and Death at Ebla and Their Biblical Reflections," in J. H. Marks and

R. M. Good, eds., Love and Death in the Ancient Near East. FS M. H. Pope (Guilford,, 1987), 98.
23. G. Pettinato, Catalogo dei testi cuneformi di Tell Mardikh-Ebla (Naples, 1979),6522.
24. As argued, e.9., by Kennett, 288.
25. For details see HAL, ll, l18l; Day, 24-28.
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ful explanation," it is best to assume that the word means "hearth, fireplace." Heider,
however, believes that tApel denotes a cultic site where the actual burning of sacrificial
victims took place.27 This site may have been identical with a round firepit in which
wood was laid to consume the sacrifice.28

II. OT and Ancient Versions. In 2 K. 23:lO; Jer.7:31,32(bis); 196,11-14, the word
tdpe! (probably masc. from its context; anarthrous only in Jer.7:32; 19:11-12) is usu-
ally interpreted as a toponym. The article appears because "the appellative sense of the
noun was still sufficiently transparent or. . . was carried over from an earlier stage of
the language."2e The form topteh appears in Isa. 30:33. Some have proposed the read-
ing toptdh (3d masc. sg. suf., "his burning place" or the like); others treat the final con-
sonant differently (as he paragogicum or as an interrogative particle belonging with the
following words).3o The homonym tdpe!, "spit," found in Job 17:6, was formerly often
derived from the same root as our word, but most scholars today rightly distinguish be-
tween fipe! I and II.3l

The LXX often translates the word with tap61(2 K. 23:lO; lsa.7:31-32); in Jer.
19:6,14, however, it uses didptdsis, "fall," and in vv. 12-13 forms of the vb.
diapiptein. In Jer. 19:11 fipe! is not translated. Aquila and Symmachus usually tran-
scribe the word as Thaphdth, with occasional variants such as Thoph4th or Typhth. It
is nevertheless reasonable to assume that the Masoretic vocalization tope! is con-
temptuous. The Vg. usually has Thofeth, but in 2 K.23:L0 Thapheth. Except in Isa.
30:33, the Tg. lses twpt and the Syr. has tpt; the latter has m'kwlth, "his food," in Isa.
30:33.

III. Topography. Eusebiuslists Th(t)aphith amongthe "suburbs" of Jerusalem;32 i1

was still pointed out in his day, near the kalymbdthra tofi knaph66s kai td
Hacheldamdch charbn, i.e., the Fullers' Pool (cf. 2 K. 18:17: Isa. 7:3; 36:2) and the
area called the Field of Blood (cf. Mt. 27 :8: Acts I : l9). Not far from the Fullers' Pool,
southeast of Jerusalem, there may also have been a Fullers' Well (later possibly called
Joab's Well; cf. Josh. l5:7; 18:16; 25.17:17; I K. l:9), near the confluence of the
Hinnom and Kidron valleys.33 Vincent3a locates Topheth at the foot of the Tyropoeon
Valley ("in the broad alluvial valley where the three arteries of the city's hydrographic
network come together").rs 46sF6 and Simons3T suggest the area where the Hinnom

26. Isaiah 28-39, 203; cf. also Day, 26.
27. P. 349.
28.J.G. F6vrier, JA248(1960) 180-81: "asacredpit";Spieckermann, 103n. 15l: "adeeppit

. . . filled with fuel."
29. GK, *125c.
30. Eerdmans, 26; Salmond, 798; Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39, 186, 189; HAL, II, l78l; Ken-

nett, 388, even allows the possibility of a double feminine ending.
31. 8.g., HAI.ll, 1780-81.
32. Onomasticon, ed. E. Klostermann (l*ipzig, 1904), 102,ll. 14-16; cf. 164, ll. 20-21.
33. G. Dalman, AuS, Y (1937), 152; HAI.l,819.
34. P. 134.
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and Kidron valleys come together.38 Simons emphasizes that at least in Neh. I l:30 "the
valley of Hinnom" refers to the Wadi er-Rababeh, which runs eastward south of the
Old City of Jerusalem. Topheth was probably situated at the broad mouth of this wadi,
not far from the Potsherd Gate (Jer. 19:2,14). But any attempt to locate the Hinnom
Valley (Josh. 15:8; 18:16; Neh. 1l:30) and Topheth precisely involves great uncer-
tainty.:e In 2 K. 23:10; Jer.7:30-31; 19:6, Topheth is located in the Hinnom Valley. Jer.
3l:40 calls this valley a "valley of dead bodies and ashes."

fV. Function. With the exception of Isa. 30:33, Topheth is mentioned in conjunc-
tion with the cult of Molech only in the book of Jeremiah and DtrH (2 K. 23:10).qo
Ewald even believed that the use of the word tOpe! "in this special sense" was not cus-
tomary as late as the time of Isaiah.al It should-be noted that "Molech" has been inter-
preted both as the name of a god and as a sacrificial term.4z

In 2 K. 23:10 we read of Josiah's desecration of Topheth in the Valley of Hinnom,
"so that no one would make a son or daughter pass through fire for Molech."a3 Accord-
ing to 2 K. 16:3 and2l:6, human sacrifice had been offered, particularly in the time of
the Judahite kings Ahaz and Manasseh. The expression br (hiphil) bd'di, a "convey-
ance" formula, is fairly common in the OT4 and is mentioned in conjunction with
Molech (Jer.32:35; cf. Lev. 18:21). Fuhs believes that the formula he?ltr ljhwhinEx.
13: 12 refers not to a sacrifice but to "a consecration and offering of the firstborn child
to Yahweh." Such formulas as heeltr llhwh and hefttr lammoleft are form-critically
identical and should be treated as synonymous. The expression in 2 K. 23:10, he be-
lieves, is a secondary development incorporating standard elements of the form, and
refers to a kind of magical consecration.

In Jer. 7:31-32 (ct. 19:5-6), the prophet declares in his "temple sermon" that the
"sons of Judah" have contravened Yahweh's commandment "by building the high
place [!]45 of Topheth in the valley of the son of Hinnom, to burn their sons and their
daughtersinthefire."Jer. l9:5recountsJeremiah'sbreakingof ajug(v. 10; cf.v. 1)
while he once more speaks of high places 

- this time of Baal (bdm6l habba'al) - in
the Valley of Hinnom (cf.32:35).+s Here Topheth and Baal are identified by a typical

35. See also O. Eissfeldt, Molk als Opferbegriff im Punischen und Hebrriischen und das Ende
des Gottes Moloch (Halle, 1935), 62 n. I, who locates Topheth in the Tlropoeon Valley itself.

36. F. M. Abel, G4ographie de l.a Palestine, I (Paris, 31967),401-2.

37. J. Simons, GTTOT $36; idem, Jerusalem in the OT (Leiden, 1952), 10tr., esp. 12.
38. For other views see Salmond, 798-99; Heider, 351-52.
39. Heider, 352 n. 690.
40. Schmitz, 601.
41. H. Ewald, Geschichte des Volkes Israel, lll (Giittingen, 31866), 718 n.2.
42. H.-P. Miiller, -+ VIII, 375-88.
43. Spieckermann, 101 n.146.
44. Ibid., 102; H. F. Fuhs, -r X,417-18.
45. Spieckermann, 103.
46. See also Maiberger, 110.
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Israelite interpretation that associates both with idolatry; this passage uses the vb. irp,
"burn," where Jer. 32:35 uses hevlir (Syr. adds b'tapat after b'l).

According to Riiterswdrden,aT this language is not sacrificial but is a periphrastic
way of referring to an act of slaughter. According to Spieckermann,a8 "the greater con-
creteness of r]llD makes child sacrifice . . . even more clearly an abomination." It is
clear in any event that Topheth was thought of as a place where children were burned
for (or consecrated to) Molech. Jeremiah therefore prophesies that Topheth and
Hinnom will one day be renamed "the valley of Slaughter" (7:32; 19:6). And Jer.

l9:l l-13 goes on to add that Jerusalem itselfwill be shattered like a potter's vessel. In-
deed, it will be necessary to bury people in Topheth because there is no other space left
for burial. Jerusalem is turned, as it were, into a place of Topheth by God's judgment
on its idolatry. In this context Lehmann sees Tophet functioning as a crematorium: peo-
ple were sacrificed in the Valley of Hinnom and cremated in Topheth; finally, their re-
mains were buried in the Kidron Valley.+e It is unlikely, however, that Topheth actually
functioned in this fashion. It is also worth noting Kaiser's position that all the texts
mentioning Molech sacrifices are literarily late. He doubts the existence of any Israel-
ite Molech cult at all in the preexilic period.5o

In Isa. 30:33 the function of Topheth seems to be clearly defined as a "burning place"
for the king of the Assyrians (if mlk is not treated as a gloss or interpreted as Molech).
This difficult text may be translated as follows: "For a burning place has long been pre-
pared, it is made ready for the king, deep and wide. Its pyre has wood and fire in abun-
dance. Yahweh's breath, like a stream of sulfur, kindles it."51 In this image of the fall of
Assyria, Topheth seryes as a wide, deep firepit, set afire by Yahweh himself. Perhaps
this description does the most justice to the outward form and the function of Topheth.

Unfortunately there are no other descriptions of Topheth, from Israel itself or its
neighbors. Punic human sacrihce is often cited as evidence for reconstructing the
"Molech offering" in Judah,s2 but the texts in question neither use the name "Topheth"
nor include any descriptive information.s3 To all appearances Topheth and its associ-
ated sacrifices were an alien element within Israelite (Judahite) culture, only briefly
fulfilling a function that was at odds with Yahwism. The name, however, especially in
combination with the (Ben-)Hinnom and Kidron valleys, continued to have sinister
overtones well into the period of the NT and late Judaism (Gehenna, Aceldama).sa

The term does not appear in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Mulderf

4'7. -+ X[Y,223.
48. P. 102.
49. M. R. Lehmann, W 3 (1953) 366-67.
50. See also Maiberger, I l0-l l.
5 l. See also the translation of F. Huber, Jahwe, Juda und die anderen Vtilker beim Propheten

Jesaja. BZAW 137 (1976),52.
52. Diodorus Siculus Hist.2O.l4.4-5; J. G. F6vrier, JA248 (1960) 167-87, esp. 183-84.
53. A. R. W. Green, The Role of Human Sacrifice in the Ancient Near East. ASORDS I

(Missoula, 1975), 182-87; others (such as Kaiser, 34), think otherwise.
54. See III above.
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I. Etymology. II. 1. Occurrences; 2. Meaning. III. Usage: 1. General;2. Special Contexts;
3. The Nation. IV. l. LXX; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. The noun tiqwd is a taqtalhiqlal formt derived from the vb. -+ i11i2

qwh.z The etymology of the root qwh is not entirely clear. Above all, there is uncer-
tainty as to whether we are dealing with a single root or whether - in view of the wide
range of meanings - we should posit at least two roots. In Josh. 2:18,21, the noun
tiqwA cbarly means "cord";3 a relationship with Heb. -+ 1l qaw, cognate with Akk.
qA@), "hemp, cord,"a seems obvious. With this exception, the other OT occurrences of
the noun derive from the vb. qawd, "await, hope for,"s 

"orru,e 
with Ah,k. qu"fr(m),

"wait for, expect,"6 Syr. qawwt, "stay, wait for," and Amhar. qwdyyri, "wait."7 The OT
mentions two persons named tiqwA (LXX Thekoue): the father-in-law of the prophet-
ess Huldah (2 K.22:14) and the father of one of those opposing the divorce of foreign
wives decreed by Ezra (Ezr. 10:15). This name recalls the extrabiblical name
qawwifuA, "Hope in Yahweh," or perhaps better, "Voice of Yahweh."8

ll. L Occurrences. The notn tiqwA occurs 32 times in the MT. With the LXX, the
suffixed noun tiqwali may be read in Ps. 39:8(Eng. 7) instead of the verbal form
qiwwtlt; in Job 17:15 the second tiqwd may be emended to fibA.e If both emendations
are included, there are 12 occurrences in Job, 8 in Proverbs, 4 in Psalms, 2 each in Jere-

tiqwA. H. Bardtke, "Hoffnung L Im AI," RGG3, III, 415-17; P. A. H. de Boer, "Etude sur le
sens de la racine QWH: OTS l0 (1954) 225-46; R. Bultmann and K. H. Rengstorf, "Llsiej'
TDNT, ll,5l'l-35; F. Hauck, "r)nop6vo," TDNT lV,58l-88; D. A. Hubbard, "Hope in the OT,"
TynB 34 (1983) 33-59; L. Kopf,'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw<irterbuch,"
W 8 (1959) 16l-215, esp. 116-11; J. van der Ploeg, "Uesp6rance dans I'AT," RB 6l (1954) 481-
507; H. D. Preuss, Jahweglaube und Zukunfiserwarung. BWANT 87 (1968); W H. Schmidt and
J. Becker, Zukunft und Hoffnzrg (Stuttgart, 1981); T. C. Vriezen, "Die Hoffnung im AI," TLZ78
(1953) 577-86; C. Westermann, "Das Hoffen im Nll' Theologia Viatorum 4 (1952153) 19-70 =
Forschung am AT. ThB 24 (1964), 219-65;, idem, "i'11j2 qwh pi. to hope," TLOT lll, 1126-32;
H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1974), esp. 149-55; W. Zimmerli,
Man and His Hope in the OT. SBT 2120 (Eng. tr. l97l).

l. Meyeq II, $40.7.
2. -+ Xll,564-73.
3. )1)u) iant.
4. AHw, ll,924-25.
5. HAL, rr, l78l-82.
6. AHw,II, 931.
7. Leslau, Contributions, 46.
8. J. Renz and W. Rrillig, Handbuch der althebrriischen Epigraphik, IVI (Darmstadt, 1995),

83.
9. See 8I1S and comms.
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miah and Ezekiel, and I each in Hosea, Znchariah, Lamentations, and Ruth. Despite
the approximately equal distribution of the root qwh among the prophets (29), Psalms
(20), and wisdom literature (27), it appears to belong primarily to the language of the
Psalms and wisdom. In the Psalms and the prophetic texts influenced by their lan-
guage, the verb predominates (about 32 times); wisdom literature, by contrast, includes
20 of the 32 occurrences of the noun.

2. Meaning. In contrast to NT Greek with the vb. elpizein and the noun elpis, He-
brew has several verbs and nouns that cover the semantic domain of hope and expecta-
tion. Besides qwh, these include + ;lfn baka, -+ )n, ya6al, -+ 'llU idbar and,last
but not least, -+ nY) bd1afu, most commonly translated with elpizein by the LXX.
Among the nouns derived from these verbs, tdhelel is closest to tiqw6. Since the roots
qwh and yhl not only are formally similar but also appear primarily in exilic and
postexilic texts, they have converged semantically. We may accept Westermann's the-
ory that yhl "in reference to God retains the entire range of meaning that it has in
nontheologicd usage,"l0 whereas qwh appears to be much more influenced by theolog-
ical contexts. Only rarely is either the verb or the noun used in a purely secular sense
(Prov. 19:18; Ruth 1:12).rr

Just as the vb. qwh denotes an act of expectant hoping that is always goal oriented,
the noun tiqwd denotes the hopes and expectations associated with the duration and
quality of human life.

The noun is linked in a construct phrase or a prepositional phrase using l'with: zn6.f

(Job 14:19), aitrtm (Zec. 9:12), 9fiyim (Ps. 9:19[18]), dal (Job 5:16), r"idim (kov.
10:28; 1l:23), kstl (kov. 26:121.29:20), and l.tntup (Job 8:13; 27:8).

Various nouns denoting the object of hope are used in parallel with tiqwi or appear
in its immediate context: 'ahortl (Jer. 29:ll; Prov. 23: l8; 24:14 lcf . 19:18-201; Job 8: 13

EXXI), t6hele! (Ps. 39:8[7]; Prov. 10:28; ll:7), miptaft (Ps. 7l:5), ta'"wd (Prov.
1l:23), kish (Job 4:6), tbbd (Job l7: l5[LXX]), and idl6m (Jer. 29:ll).

Loss of hope is usually denoted by the vb.'a|a/ (Ezk. 19:5;37:ll; Prov. 10:28;
I1:7,23[LXX]; Job 8:13; 14:19). The existence of hope is expressed by a verbless
clause, often with yei or ki yei Qer.31:171' Prov. 19:18; Job ll:18; l4:7;Lan- 3:29;
Ruth l:12).

III. Usage.
l. General. These observations show clearly that "there is in the OT no clear and ex-

clusively fixed concept for 'to hope' or 'hope."'tz Therefore the noun tiqwA does not
even begin to cover the full range of ideas associated with hope in the OT;t: at best, it
covers certain aspects of this dimension of human existence, which is expressed by a
highly differentiated cluster of linguistic tools. There is little tendency for the noun

to. TLoT II, 541.
ll. -+ XII,567ff.
12. Zimmerli, T.
13. Woltr, Preuss, Zimmerli.
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tiqwd to become a technical term within the OT: its occurrences are few, and it is not
used in Biblical Aramaic texts or in rabbinic literature.

Like the closely related nouns ie\er and tohelel, tiqwd appears in contexts where
the uncertainty of human life and its fulfillment is sensed, leading to reflection on one's
own prospects, hopes, and expectations. In the most general sense, tiqwd characterizes
a human life that can be considered secure on the social level and ethically meaningful.
The first of these aspects is illustrated by Ruth l:12, where Naomi dismisses her
daughters-in-law because she no longer has any "prospect" (tiqwa) of having sons of
her own, who would be critical for her own reputation and that of her daughters-in-law.
In the course of the narrative, however, this negative outlook of Naomi (cf. l:20-21) is
radically reversed by the heseQ shown by Ruth and Boaz.14

The second aspect may be observed in Prov. l9:18-20. In this sapiential aphorism,
the vb. "discipline" and the corresponding noun (NRSV "instruction") from the root
ysr describe the basic principle of education, the purpose of which is a lifetime ('al1,ri1)
grounded in wisdom. Therefore the father is instructed: "Discipline your son, for there
is still hope" (v. 18a) - which means essentially that education must take place while
there is still a prospect (tiqwd) of success. The son is then advised: 'Accept instruction,
that you may gain wisdom for your future" (v.20). There can be no alternative, because
from the wisdom perspective any other choice would bring death (v. lSb;.ts

That death puts an end to all hope and that expectations for the future relate exclu-
sively to this life are fundamental principles of the OT, never abandoned in the context
of tiqwd. Hope and happiness will not go down to Sheol (Job l7: l5- 16). In Ezk. 37:11,
similarly, the dry bones that symbolize the "whole house of Israel" are quoted as say-
ing: "our hope is lost." In a different way the qtnd inBzk. l9:5 reflects the end of the
royal house of Judah, represented by a lioness, whose hope was lost when her cub was
taken.

2. Special Contexts.
a. wisdom Literature. wisdom literature primarily employs the noun, probably be-

cause there, in contrast to the prayers of the Psalms, individuals do not voice their own
hopes and expectations. The interest of wisdom focuses on the common experience of
human life, which can be safeguarded only by conduct according to wisdom principles.

It can hardly be accidental that, with the exception of the imperative hprov.20:22,
the verb occurs only in the mouth of Job (Job 3:9; 6:19;7:2: lj:13;30:26) and that
words for hope and expectation are totally absent from Ecclesiastes, except for the
noun bittdhbn in 9:4.

The fundamental principle of education and conduct formulated in Prov. 19:18-2016
is characteristic of all sapiential counsel. In association with tiqwd, the contrast be-
tween expectation of life and loss of life can be expressed in terms of the antithesis

14. R. Bohlen,TTZ l0l (1992) l-19.
15. The whole topic is discussed by A. Meinhold, Die Spriiche. ZBK t6t2 (1991),321-22.
16. See III.I above.
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"righteous/wicked": "The fear of Yahweh prolongs life, but the years of the wicked
will be short" (Prov. 10:21). From this fundamental insight, it follows that the hope
(Ohele!) of the righteous ends in gladness, whereas the expectation (tiqwi) of the
wicked comes to nothing (v. 28). Similarly, the desire (ta"wd) of the righteous ends
only in good (t6!d), whereas "the expectation of the wicked ends in wrath" (ll:'23;
possibly 'efrri should be emended to 'dbddA, "perishes," with LXX).

Only wisdom and the fear of God can safeguard the prospect of the future, making
room for a hope that cannot be accidentally "cut ofF' (trr niphal, Prov. 23:18:24:14).

Despite its textual problems, Prov. I l:7 appears to belong in this same context. Ac-
cording to the interpretation of the LXX, the hope of the upright does not perish even at
death, although the boasting of the wicked does. It is very unlikely, however, that the
LXX has preserved the original reading here. Nowhere else is kailchdma used to trans-
late tbhele!; furthermore, the words t6n aseb6n do not support the emendation of '6nim

to "wiltm.t1
The statement of the MT agrees with the principle already described: "When the

wicked die (at the latest) their hope perishes, but (their) illusory hope, (their) expecta-
tion ofriches, perished (long before)." The text distinguishes clearly between the hope
that inevitably ends with death ('abad impf.) and the expectation that has already come
to nought during an individual's lifetime ('dbad pf.). The latter is characterized, per-
haps deliberately, by the ambiguous noun 'awen"/'6n, which can mean either "decep-
tion" or "riches," the point being that the expectations of the wicked have already failed
during their lifetime. The difficulty of the first clause is indicated by the fact that either
'aQam or raia' is generally considered a secondary addition.l8 If 'djdm belongs to the
original text, then the contrast is between the general fate of human beings and the illu-
sory expectations of the wicked. Otherwise the wicked, too, prove to be only human,
although unlike the righteous they can hope for nothing during their lifetime. There
may also be an allusion to the hope that others associate with the wicked and their way
of life.le

Hardly better is the hope of those who think themselves wise or are unable to re-
strain their tongues: "There is more hope for a fool (kstl) than for anyone like that"
(Prov. 26:12;29:20).

This expectation is dependent on the person's conduct, as the principle ofretributive
justice requires. This dependence is also defended in the speeches of Job's friends, as

well as in Job 27:8, a secondary addition to Job's discourse.20 ln4:6 a chiasmus de-
scribes fear (of God) and the integrity of one's ways as the fundamental conditions for
confidence (kisl6) and hope; Job is forced to ask: "Who that was innocent has ever per-

ished? Or where were the upright cut off?" (v. 7). Only when Job turns to God once
more despite his suffering, when he humbly confesses his sins, can he have confidence,
"because there is (still) hope" (l l:18; cf. vv. 13ff.). Here, as in 5:16, Job is reminded of

17, BHS,
18. See EIIS and the comms. in loc.
19. Meinhold, Spriiche, 188, following Rashi.
20. M. Witte, Vom Leiden zur Lehre. BZAW 230 (1994), 157-58.
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"a fundamental tenet of OT faith, namely hope in God."2l It is God who delivers the
needy from the hand ofthe mighty, so that even the helpless (dal) still have hope (5:16).
Not so the wicked, who have no hope. They are left with no way of escape (manbs), so

that their only hope is to "breathe their last" (ll:20; cf. 8: l3). This last statement seems
to allude indirectly to Job's own prayer and final hope: "That it would please God to
crush me . . . , that would be my consolation (nehdmd)" (6:8-9; cf. l0:1Sff.). Job shares
the view, fundamental to the OT and to wisdom, that death spells the end of hope.22

This view is stated with particular force in Job l7: 14-16. When the pit and the worm
become Job's closest kin - father, mother, and sister - he has nothing to look for-
ward to (v. l4), he has neither joy nor hope (v. l5 LXX). Job's days pass more swiftly
than a weaver's shuttle and come to an end without hope (7:9). Joy and hope come only
with life and cannot go down into Sheol (17:16).

Twice the text uses the metaphor of a tree. If a tree is merely cut down, there is hope
that it will sprout again from its roots with new life (Job l4:7). But God has uprooted
Job's hope like a tree, root and branch, stripping away his glory and every mark of
honor (19:9-10). Since it is God, not Job, who is the author of Job's hopelessness, the
position of Job's friends is refuted (cf. 6:8). Just as "water wears away stones and tor-
rents [reading sel.t?pdzz1 wash away the soil of the earth," so God destroys the hope of
mortals (14:19). Job rejects the conventional wisdom that "man by his conduct has a
share in this dispensing of hope by G6d."za

b. Psalms. While wisdom literature assesses and debates the extent to which human be-
ings can safeguard their own future, so as not to rely on false hopes, the supplicants ofthe
Psalms speak of their own hopes in the light of their own sufferings and afflictions; these
hopes focus exclusively on God. Here the verb is much more frequent than the noun.

The noun tiqwd descibes the hope that emanates from Yahweh, the God of Israel,
and can be expected only from him. Like the verb, the noun appears in individual la-
ments. In Ps. 71:5, in a declaration of trust, we find: "For you, O Yahweh, are my hope,
my trust (mibfiD from my youth." In 62:6(5) the psalmist speaks personally: "For God
alone my soul shall wait in silence, for my hope is from him." In both texts hope is not
set on a specific expectation but emerges naturally from the context. Yahweh is ex-
pected to safeguard the psalmist's life in a future not beset by enemies and afflictions.
God is the psalmist's rock (sr2r), salvation (y'ifr'A), and fortress (miiga\, so that he
will never be shaken (62:3,112,61). Therefore there is only one possible answer to the
question of the object of hope: "My hope (t6hele!) is in you [Yahweh] alone" - where-
upon the psalmist prays: "Deliver me . . ." (39:8-9U-81). The question and answer are
formulated against the background of the brevity of human life (vv. 5-714-61) and
therefore clearly resemble the language of wisdom. The same is true in Ps. 9, where the
prayer that the wicked (reidim) may depart to Sheol like all the nations that forget God

21. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 151.
22. See III.1 above.
23. Fohrer, Hiob,239.
24. Zimmerll20.
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(v. 18[7]) ends in words of hope: "For the needy shall not always be forgotten; the
hope of the poor shall not peish ('dlafl forever" (v. l9[8]; cf. Job 5:16).

3. The Nation. Texts dealing with the situation of Israel in exile exhibit a depen-
dence on the language of the Psalms and wisdom literature. In Ezk. 37 Israel's total
lack of hope is expressed by the image of dry bones (vv. l-10) and the people's state-
ment that their bones are dried up and their hope lost (v. I lb) - an image radically re-
versed in the prophet's vision of the bones restored to life. The context of Lam. 3:29
uses both yhl (vv. 21,24,26) and qwh (v. 25). The verse speaks quite generally and
vaguely of Yahweh as a source of hope even in this national catastrophe. Here, how-
ever, hope is qualified by a "perhaps" ('filay yai fiqwd), which is connected - in a

clear echo of wisdom principles - with the requirement that the people must sit alone
in silence, bearing the yoke imposed by Yahweh (vv.26-28).

Ier.29:11 assures Israel that Yahweh's plans envision its welfare, not its harm - the
gift of a future with hope. The text combines this assurance with the promise that if Is-
rael seeks Yahweh with all its heart, Yahweh will gather his people again and bring
them back to this place. In Jer. 3 I : l6- 17 weeping Rachel is promised that there will be
"a reward for your labors," interpreted as synonymous with "a hope for your future."
The "labors" do not represent something Rachel has done to merit a future for Israel
but rather the hardship of her motherhood,25 which this promise delivers from futility,
since her children will return to their ancestral land.

Zec. 9:12 also presupposes the exile and diaspora. Zion is promised that Yahweh
will be faithful to his covenant and bring back the prisoners, who can therefore be

called "prisoners of hope." Similar language is found in Hos. 2:17 (15), in the otherwise
unique statement that Yahweh will make the Valley of Achor a "door of hope" for Is-
rael. These words promise Israel a future associated with a new exodus, which involves
Israel's originally inviolate relationship with God. Only such a future, centered on
God, can justify Israel's hope.

lY. l. LXX. In two-thirds of the occurrences of tiqwA, the LXX translates it with
elpts (20 times) or efielpis (Prov. 19:18). Three times we find hypomonii and twice
hyp6stasis.lnZec.9:12 and probably also Hos. 2:17(15), the LXX erroneously reads a

form of the root qwh ll.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. Except for an allusion to Hos. 2:17(15) in IQM 1 l:9, the oc-
currences of tiqwd in the Dead Sea Scrolls are concentrated in lQH. There it denotes
the hopes and expectations bestowed by God's grace (3:20;9: 14) or in response to con-
duct according to God's will (6:6); such hopes can also perish in God's judgmefi (3i2;
6:32). The afflicted hymnodist finds himself in the land of Belial, where the arrows of
the Pit fly remorselessly and destroy without hope ('yn tqwh,3:27 = 4Q432 4 2:3).20

25. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT V12 e1968), 197.
26. M. Mansoor, RevQ 3 (1961) 259-66, esp.264-65.
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In a reworking of the Pentateuch, an apocryphal expansion of the Song of Miriam
has the singer praise God because "the hope of the enemy has perished" ('bdh tqwt
iwnh: 4Q365 6a+c2:4). The hope of Zion is mentioned several times in 4Q88 (4QPsr).
Jub.22:22 is quoted in 4Q221 2 l:l (l'yn lhlm tqwh b7s). The context of 4Q379 28 2 is
fragmentary; the toponym ptb tqwh appears in 4Q436 3 2:2.

Waschke

9p\ taqa'; YPn ftqa'; D'!ri?h toqeim

I. l.Occurrences;2.Meaning;3.LXX. ILSecularUsage: l.Drive; 2.Clap;3.GoSurety;
4. Blow. III. Religious Usage: l. Figurative Usage; 2. God's Battle; 3. Theophany; 4. Cult.
IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Occunences. Besides Hebrew, Middle Hebrew, and Jewish Aramaic, the root
/q'occurs in Ugaritic (tq1),1Ethiopic (taq'a, "blow [the trumpet]"), and Tigre ("play an
instrument, clap hands").2 Ugar. tq't3 may also be related; it is the name of one of the
seven Klrt goddesses and may be translated as "applause, cheering."4

The vb. /4'occurs 67 times in the OT - 64 times in the qal and 3 times in the niphal
(Isa.27:13; Am.3:6; Job l7:3). The noun teqa'appears in Ps. 150:3 and toq"imin
Prov. I l:15. The occurrences of the verb are distributed as follows: 2 in Genesis, I in
Exodus,8 each in Numbers andJoshua, 1l in Judges,2 in I Samuel,5in2 Samuel,2
each in I and 2 Kings, 4 each in Isaiah and Jeremiah, I in Hosea, 2 in Joel, I each in
Amos, Nahum, and Zechariah, 2 in Psalms, I in Job, 3 in Proverbs, and I each in
Nehemiah and I and 2 Chronicles.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls the root l4'is found only in 1QM (16 times).

2. Meaning. In Hebrew /4'means "hammer (a nail)," "clap," "give a handshake,"
and "blow (a horn or trumpet)." Blau says that the verb appears to be onomatopoeic.s

tdqa'. J. Blau, "Etymologische Untersuchungen auf Grund des Pal?istinischen Arabisch," l4l"
5 (1955) 337-44, esp. 3,14; W. Herrmann, Yarifi und Nikkal und der Preis der Kulardt-Gtittinnen.
BZAW 106 (1968); F. Horst, Gottes Recht. ThB 12 (1961), esp. 86; D. Kellermann, Die
Priesterschrift von Numeri l,l bis 10,10. BZAW l2O (1970); H. Seidel, "Horn und Trompete im
alten Israel unter Berticksichtigung der 'Kriegsrolle' von Qumran l' Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrifi
der Karl-Marx-Universitiit kipzig 6, Geisteswissenschaftliche Reihe 5 (1956157) 588-99; O. R.
Sellers, "Musical Instruments of Israel," BA 4 (1941) 33-4'l .

l. WUS, no.2799.
2. HAL, rI, 1785.
3. KTU 1.24,49.
4. Herrmann, 24-25; CML2,3l, 129, 159.
5. P.344.
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3. LXX. The LXX translates the verb 42 times with salpizein (also sdlpinx phdneitai
in Am.3:6 and sdlpingos ph1nii in Isa. l3:8),4 times withp7gnynai and twice with
emp/gnynai, 4 times with s4mainein, twice each with histdnai and krotein, and once

each with epikrote{n, tithdnai, epichairein, enkrortein and katakrortein, stErizein,

did6nai and paradiddnai, syndein, and phonein. The nouns are translated with hZ Echd

and ho iichos.

II. Secular Usage. We are clearly dealing with secular usage of toqa'when the sub-

ject of the action denoted by the verb is human and the action itself is not cultic or reli-
gious. The object varies: a tent or tent peg, a nail, a sword, spears, or an instrument
(horn or trumpet). The verb also occurs in combination with kap or ydQ.

l. Drive. Gen. 3l:25 (cf. Jer. 6:3) speaks of pitching a tent (by driving its peg into
the ground). For both Jacob and Laban, this act means that they can stop and encamp.6

A tent peg set firmly in the ground conveys the idea of security, so that one can also

speak of "planting" a tent (Dnl. I l:45). "When the devout man fastens his tent peg . . .

to the wall of wisdom's house (Sir. 14:24), a connection is established between the tent

and the house that makes the tent secure."7

Twice we hnd a tent peg in the hand of a woman, both times to the detriment of a

man: Jael nails Sisera's head to the ground (Jgs. 4:21), and Delilah uses a peg to secure

the web she has woven of Samson's locks (16:14).8

According to I S. 3l:10, the Philistines "fastened" Saul's body to the wall at Beth-
shan, while according to I Ch. 10:10 they "fastened" his head in the temple of
Dagon.e Ehud "thrusts" his sword into Eglon's belly (Jgs. 3:21), and Joab "thrusts"
three spears into Absalom's heart (2 S. l8: l4). lsa. 22:23,25 presuppose that a peg or
nail can be "fastened" to the wall or some other secure place so that something can be

hung on it.

2. Clap. The expression taqa' kap refers to clapping one's hands as an expression of
joy and loud rejoicing (Nah. 3:19; Ps. 41:2lBng. ll.

3. Go Surety. The same expression can also refer to the legal act of going surety.

"Theguarantormustgiveahandshake...andiscalledliterallya'handshaker'....By
shaking the hand of the creditor, he takes the hand of the debtor out of the creditor's
hand. By this act, he gives the creditor power over his own person (later his property),

so that the creditor now has a claim on the person ofthe guarantor instead ofthe person

of the debtor."lO This background explains why the wisdom teacher warns his disciple
against going surety (Prov. I l:15; 17:18;22:26) and urges escape from such a relation-

6. C. Westermann, Genesis l2-36. CC (Eng. tr. 1985),494.
7. G. Dalman, AuS, VI (1939),31-32.
8. Ibid., V (1937), 100-101;L. K<ihler, Hebrew Man(Eng. tr. Nashville, 1956),24.
9. R. Ratner, Y-I 38 (1988) 81,84.
10. Horst, 86; cf. E. Lipifiski, --+ X[,329-30.
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ship as quickly as possible (6:l). Pl6ger rightly notes that this negative assessment of
suretyship has no parallel in Amenemope.ll

Job's answer to Eliphaz also has a legal background: Job l7:3 speaks of going
surety for a third party by means of a handshake (tq' niphal l\tafl. Job prays that God
will personally go surety for him by putting up a bond.12

4. Blow. The most common meaning of the verb is "blow (a horn or trumpet)." Ac-
cording to Hertzberg,l3 these instruments could produce only individual notes, which
might be "sounded briefly or sustained for a length of time." Kellermann terms the for-
mer "staccato notes"; he associates the latter with the vb. rw'hiphil and calls them
"legato notes."14 These notes could serve as signals or festal accompaniment to various
actions.ls The proclamation of Solomon as king provides an example of the latter:
blowing the trumpet accompanies the acclamation "Long live King Solomon!" as an
expression of noisy jubilation (v. 40).16 The same ritual takes place when Jehu is pro-
claimed king (2 K. 9: l3). The successful revolt against Athaliah also evokes rejoicing
among the people of the land, expressed in the blowing of trumpets (2 K. I l:14;2 Ch.
23:13).

The blowing of horns serves to signal the beginning and end of military operations.
Ehud uses a horn signal to summon Israel to battle (Jgs. 3:21); in the same way Gideon
signals the Abiezrites to follow him (Jgs. 6:34) and Saul signals the Israelites to join
him at Gilgal (1 S. 13:3-4). Finally, during the rebuilding of Jerusalem's walls, a trum-
peter stands beside the governor Nehemiah to rally the people to him as soon as they
hear the signal (Neh. 4:12tr [18tr ]).

Prophetic texts also use the blowing of a horn to sound a signal: in Ezk. 7;14 as a
call to battle and in Jer. 5l:27 (together with raising a standard) to summon the nations
to war against Babylon.lT In Isa. 18:3 standard and trumpet call on the inhabitants of
the earth to look and listen, that they may serve as witnesses "to the great events at the
end of the age."l8 In Hos. 5:8 Benjamin is summoned to battle against the northern
kingdom.tl As a signal for the troops to regroup, the horn can also mark the end of a
military action (2 5.2:281. 18:16;'20:1,22).

A signal function found only in prophetic texts is the alerting of the populace to an
imminent enemy attack. The duties of a sentinel include warning the inhabitants of the
city that a sword is coming upon the land (Ezk. 33:3,5-6), so that the laborers working
in the field or shepherds tending their flocks can seek refuge in the walled city or even

ll. O. Plciger, Spriiche Salomos. BKXVII (1984),269.
12. G. Fohrer, Hiob. KAT XYI (1963),293.
13. H. W. Hertzberg, Josua, Richter Ruth. ATD IX (41969), 40.
14.P. t4t.
15. See also Sellers,42-43.
16. M. Noth, Kdnige I: 1-16. BK lx/l (1968),26.
17. G. Schumacher, ZDPV 9 (1886) 165-368, esp.232.
18. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27. CC (Eng. tr. 1997),223; also O. Kaiser, Isaiah I 3-39. OTL

(Eng. tr. 1974),94.
19. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXIV/l (1983), 80-81.
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flee to Jerusalem (Jer. 4:5;6:1; cf. Hos. 5:8;.zo In Am. 3:6, as an illustration of the con-
nection between cause and effect, the horn sounded by the sentinel causes consterna-
tion among the people.

III. Religious Usage. The first point to be noted with respect to the religious usage

of tdqa'is that it refers almost exclusively to the blowing of a horn.

l. Figurative Usage. We shall begin by examining briefly the texts exhibiting figu-
rative usage. This is the case in Ezk. 33:3,5-6, where the prophet, acting as sentinel,
must sound his horn to warn the people. If he fails to do so, their blood will be on his
head. Also figurative is God's promise inlsa.22:23, which likens Eliakim, the son of
Hilkiah, to a peg in a secure place, meaning that God promises absolute security and
protection for the reign ofhis chosen servant. The redactor pictures the opposite situa-
tion in v. 25: the peg gives way and is tom from the wall because it is bearing the whole
weight of his ancestral house. Finally, this transitional group of passages includes Ezk.
7:14, which describes a call to arms that no one heeds; thus "Yahweh's wrath brings
about a complete paralysis of the whole military SlStep"2l and brings about disaster.
Also worth mentioning is the joyous clapping described in Nah. 3:19, in the prophet's
ironic dirge over the king of Assyria.

2. God's Battle. Descriptions of OT battles frequently include features of the holy
war; two conquest narratives in particular have been so heavily shaped by this tradition
that they appear to be sacred events: the conquest ofJericho (Josh. 6) and the campaign
of Gideon (Jgs. 7; cf. also 2 Ch.20, although taqa'does not occur there).

In Josh. 6 the priests are the protagonists. blowing their horns (vv. 4,8,9[bis],
13[bis],16,20). If Nothzz is correct in assigning this feature to the Dtr redaction, the Dtr
has "richly elaborated the feature of these acts that is so mysteriously effective, albeit
carried out at God's express command," interpreting the conquest of the Canaanites as

an act of God.23

The narrative of Gideon's victory over the Midianites resembles the narrative in
Josh. 6. Here, however, it is not the priests but Gideon and his warriors who blow
the trumpets, sound the battle cry, and make a terrible din by breaking the jars they
have been carrying (Jgs.6:34;7:18[bis],19,20[bis),22). As in Josh.6, however, the
effect is supernatural, since the enemy camp self-destructs: "It is not the sword that
wins this battle but the Lord himself."2a This is a perfect paradigm of the "holy
war."25

The passages in the prophets that speak of trumpets sounding the alarm as a signal

20. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. tr. 1974), ll2-13.
21. W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL (Eng. tr. 1970), 103.
22. M. Noth, Josua. HAT U7 e197D, 4l-42.
23. tbid.,43.
24. Hertzberg, Josua, Richter Ruth, 196.
25. G. von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel (Eng. tr. Grand Rapids, l99l), 4l-44.
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of God's imminent judgment (Jer.4:5; 6:l; Hos.5:8;20 4rn.3:6) also belong in this
context, as do Jer. 5l:27, where the trumpet summons the nations to battle against Bab-
ylon, and lsa. 27:13, where the return of the Jews from the Diaspora is signaled by a
"great trumpet."

3. Theophany. This last text (Isa. 27:13) already marks rhe transition to loel 2,
where the day of Yahweh is announced by a trumpet blast that causes the inhabitants of
the land to tremble in terror (v. l). Isa. 18:3 also calls on all the inhabitants of the world
to listen for the trumpet signal that announces the imminent day of Yahweh.27 The cli-
max is reached when Yahweh himself sounds the trumpet and marches forth in whirl-
winds from the south (cf. Jgs. 5:4; Hab. 3:3) to destroy the enemies of his people (Zec.
9:14).

4. Cult.In the cult the horn appears in the hands of the priests. It gives the signal that
summons the congregation for general purposes (Nu. 10: l-10) or on the occasion of a
sacred fast (Joel 2:15). The horn is also sounded to mark the beginning of the new
moon festival and the end of the night of the full moon, as well as the beginning of the
autumnal festival (Ps. 8l:4[3]; cf. Lev. 23:24;Nu.l0:10).zs

In the context of the cult, the horn or trumpet is blown primarily as a signal, but the
element of rejoicing is not absent. In the cult the people rejoice in Yahweh; they are to
praise him with trumpet sound (Ps. 150:3) and clap their hands to him alone (Ps.
47:2lll).In Nu. l0 the search for the deeper meaning of sounding the trumpet goes so
far as to suggest that it brings Israel to the remembrance of its God and serves to re-
mind God of Israel (vv. 9b,10b).

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The only certain occurrences of tdqa'in the Dead Sea Scrolls
are in the War Scroll, where the priests alone sound the trumpets. Borrowing from Nu.
10, the scroll speaks of two trumpets - the rallying trumpet and the trumpet of retreat
(lQM 7: 15; 9:3;8:2-3,13:. 16:12,13). The priests also sound the trumpet as a signal for
battle order (8:5; l6:4; 17:10), advance (8:7; 16:5; 17:11), retrear (8:13), pursuit (9:6),
and as a memorial (16:3), as well as for the three battalions (8: l4). The War Scroll thus
borrows the cultic use of trumpets in the OT and elaborates on it systematically.2e

There is also one possible (but uncertain) occurrence of tq'in 6Q9 57 3 (ytq'npi).

Zobelf

26. But see Jeremias, Hosea, 81.
27. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39, 94.
28. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs 6U150. CC (Eng. tr. 1989), 149-50.
29. Contra Seidel, who believes that the text reflects the military organization of the

Maccabean wars.
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;f?l'ln rrfrmd; ;i:Dnn t"rfrmtyd

I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Meaning and Usage: l. Meaning;2.Lexical Field and

Constructions; 3. Height; 4. Taxes; 5. Cultic Offerings. III. LXX. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. The r,oun terfrmA is usually derived from the root -) d11 rfim, "be
high," which is common throughout West Semitic. The form would thus be analogous

to ifr! - t"ifrbA, and the basic meaning would be "raising, lifting." But because this
meaning does not corespond to the actual use of the word, other derivations have been

proposed. Drivert traces the word to the Akk. vb. taramu, "levy, remove"; on the basis

of Akk. riamu./rdmu II, "givs,"2 von Soden postulates a stem rim, "give]'not otherwise
attested in Hebrew, from which terfimd is derived, analogously to btn, "understand,"
and t'!frn6, "understanding, knowledge." Weighing the various possibilities, HAL
gives its vote to the hiphil of rwm.3

The noun t"rfimh is attested unambiguously only in Hebrew, but there is good evi-
dence for a corresponding noun trmt/trmmt in Ugaritic.

Wdchter

An Ugaritic hymn to the sun has a fragmentary beginning (ll. 43ff.) that probably
contains the command 'p I tlhm (44) lhm trmmt ltit (45) yn t(zyt.aThe parallelism with
yn t{4yt, "wine of gifts," suggests interpreting tftnmt as a general class of offering:

t"rfrm6. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography X," Bibl 53 (1972) 386-403, esp. 398-
99; G. R. Driver, "Three Technical Terms in the Pentateuch," /SS I (1956) 97-105, esp. 100-105;
R. Dussaud, Les origines cananiennes du sacrifice isradlite (Paris, 1921), esp. lll, 113;
O. Eissfeldt, Erstlinge und Zehnten im AT. BWANT 22 (1917); J. P. Fokkelman, "nD]in "Ii, in
II Sam l,2la - A Non-existent Crux," ZAW 9l (1979) 290-92; E. Gtiting, Die Mischna. L Se-

der: Zeraim.6. Traktat: Terumot (Priesterheben) (Berlin, 1969), esp. l-26:L. Kopf,'Arabische
Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwdrterbuch," VT 9 (1959) 247-87, esp. 263-64; J. Mil-
grom, 'Akkadian Confirmation of the Meaning of the Term tirftmdl' Tarbiz 44 097afi5) 189;
idem, "The i6q haxdrhmAl'Tarbiz42 (1972173) l-ll (repr., respectively, \n Studies in Cultic
Theology and Terminology. SJI,A 36 [1983], 17l-72, 159-70); W. von Soden, "Mirjam-Maria
'(Gottes-)Geschenk,' " U F 2 (1970) 269-72 = Bibel und alter Orient. BZAW I 62 ( 1985), 129-33;
H.-P. Stahli, "d1a rttm to be high," TLOT lll, 1220-25; A. Vincent, "Les rites du balancement
(teno'Aphdh) et du pr6ldvement (teroimAh) dans le sacrifice de communion de I'AI," Mdlanges
Syriens. FS R. Dussaud, l. BAH 30 (1939),267-72; H. G. M. Williamson, "Isaiah 40:20- A
Case of Not Seeing the Wood for the Trees," Bibl 67 (1986) l-20.

l. Pp. 100-105.
2. See also AHw, 11,952; Milgrom, Tarbiz 44.
3. HAL, rr, 1788-89.
4. KTU 1.6, VI, 42-53; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Schriftliche und mi.indliche

Uberlieferungen eines Sonnenhymnus nach KTU 1.6,y1,42-53:' UF 12 (1980)399-400: see also
TO, t, 269-7 t.
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(bread o0 "tribute, oblation, offering."s Other interpretations6 have fallen out of favor.
In one ritual text,7 trmt probably introduces a list of offerings,S which also includes
ilmm.e

The variation in orthography (trmt/trmmr) has been explained as possibly marking
the contrast between singular and plural.l0

Seidl

2. Occuruences. In the OT terfimd occurs 76 times. There is also a single occurrence
of frftmiyA in Ezk. 48:12. The distribution of the word is very uneven: it occurs 20
times in Ezekiel, l8 in Numbers, l7 in Exodus,6 in Leviticus,4 in Nehemiah, 3 each in
Deuteronomy and 2 Chronicles, and once each in 2 Samuel, Deutero-Isaiah, Malachi,
Proverbs, and Ezra. These occurrences are restricted for the most part to later texts of
the OT, with concentrations in P and its later expansions as well as in Ezekiel. Probably
only the occurrences in 2 S. l:21, Prov. 29:4,andDt. 12:6,ll,l'7 are preexilic.

II. Meaning and Usage.

l. Meaning. The basic meaning of rfim hiphil is "lift, raise."l I If terfimd derives from
this hiphil St€m,12 we arrive at the meaning "raising, elevation" preferred by many
translations (e.g., AV "heave offering"). This meaning is actually present only in 2 S.
1:21; but the hiphil of rftm can also mean "remove, take away,"l3 hence "separate, hand
over"'14 the corresponding meaning of t"rfrmd in the majority of cases would be "con-
tribution."

2. Lexical Field and Constructions. That t"rfimd generally refers to a kind of contri-
bution is clear from its lexical field. It is constructed with the following vbs.: bd'hiphil,
"bring," used in relatively early texts such as Dt. 12:6,11, as well asEx.35:5,21,24;
36:3,6; Lev. 10:15; Neh. 10:40; 2 Ch. 3l:10,12; lqh, "take," with min, a construction
showing clearly that the noun denotes a portion separated from a larger whole (Ex.
25:2-3;35:5; 36:3; Lev.7:34); ntn, "give" (Ex. 30:13-15; Lev. 7:32; Nu. 15:21;
l8:8,28; 3l:29,41;Ezk.44:30;2Ch.3l:14);qrbhiphil, "offer" (Lev.7:14; Nu.5:9);

5. Dietrich and Loretz, 399: TO, l, 269; UT no. 23 I 1.

6. E.g., WUS, no. 2517 (verb!); summarized in TO, l, 269-70.
7. KTU 1.43,6.
8. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartfn, "Das Ritual R.S. 1.5 = CTA 33:' UF7 (1975)

525-28; see also J.-M. de Tarragon, lc culte d Ugarit. CahRB 19 (1980), 103.
9. L. 7.
10. R. M. Good, "Geminated Sonants, Word Stress, and Energic IN-NN/-.NN inlJlaritj' UF

13 (1981) ll7-21, esp. 118, 120-21.
I l. --> XIII, 406-7.
12' GK $85r.
13. -+ XIII, 407 (4.b).
14. Ibid. (4.c).
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rfrm hiphil (Ex. 35:24; Nu. 15:19-20; 18:19,24,26,28-29; 3l:52 Ezk.45:1,13; 48:8-
9,20;Ezr.8:25); rfim hophal (8x.29:27). When the text deals with the consumption of
contributions, terttmd is constructed with 'akal (Lev. 10:14; 22:12; Dt. 12:17).

The noun phrases clearly illustrate the predominantly cultic use of the term. We often
frnd t"rttmd linked with Yahweh, as frilma! yhwh (F,x.30:14-15; 35:5,21,24; Nu.
18:26,28-29;31:29,41;2 Ch.3l:4) or frimh ljhwh (8x.29:28;30: l3; 35:5; I*v.7:14:
Nu. 15: l9; Ezk.45:l), hErtm lJthwh t"rfim.A (Nu. l8:24; 3l:52;Ezk.48:9), or ntn ljhwh
terfimd (Nu. l5:21). lnEx.25:-2 (cf. Nu. l8:8) t"rfimn appears in words spoken by God.

When frilmd appears in conjunction with qd/ei,l5 we are again clearly dealing with
cultic usage: Nu. 18:19 (frfimA! haqq'Qditm). with reference to the holy contributions
in general; Lev. 22:12 (frfima1 haqq'lditm), with reference to the consumption of cer-
tain contributions; Ex. 36:.6 (frfima! haqqASei), with reference to the tabernacle; and
Ezk.45:6-7;48:10,18,20-21, with reference to the setting apart of the sacred precincts.

3. Height. The earliest occurrence of the word is in 2 S. l:21, in David's lament over
Saul and Jonathan. Its meaning here is still debated. The phrase ie/A terfimol parallels
harA laggilboa', "mountains of Gilboa," which for Fokkelman suggests the meaning
"flrelds of the heights," like m"rbmA idQehin Jgs.5:18. Since this meaning is strikingly
different from the meaning of the word everywhere else, emendations have been pro-
posed, beginning with the ancient versions.l6 But the meaning suggested by the context
fits with the postulated basic meaning of the word if it is derived from rf,tm.tl

4. Taxes. Elsewhere frttmk always means "contribution," usually in a cultic context.
The only exception is Prov. 29:4, which speaks of taxes levied by the king, a noncultic
contribution. Admittedly many cultic contributions can also have the nature of a tax, e.g.,
the half shekel required of all adult males to make atonement $Aper F.x.30:12; kesep

hakkippurtm, v. 1618) for their lives during a census, which is called frfrmA (w. 13-15).
Prov. 29:4 says: "By justice a king gives stability to the land, but a man of taxes

(w"ii t"rttmdfi ruins it." It is true that the LXX uses pardnomos as a translation, which
might suggest the reading tarmtl, "deception," in the Hebrew text; but at the time of the
Greek translation terfrmd had long been restricted to cultic usage, so that a reinterpreta-
tion seemed necessary.

On the basis of Prov. 29;4, Elliger argues that terfrmA is "by nature a fiscal term."le
But it is not easy to draw so sharp a line between secular (taxes) and cultic (contribu-
tions) usage.

15. + v1? qdi.
16. See, e.9., HAL, ll, 1790.
17. Dahood, 398-99; D. N. Freedman, "The Refrain in David's Lament over Saul and Jona-

than," in C. J. Bleeker et al., eds., Ex orbe religionem. FS G. Widengren. SNumen 21 (1972),121-
22; W. H. Propp, IzI 37 (1987) 231, 234 n. l.

18. -+ VII, 298-99,301-2.
19. K. Elligea Leviticus. HATU4 (1966),102-3.
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5. Cultic Offerings. a. Deuteronomy. The first use of the word in the sense of a cultic
contribution is in Dt. 12. The Israelites are ordered to bring all their sacrifices and contri-
butions to the one place that Yahweh will choose: burnt offerings, sacrifices, tithes,

frfrmn, votivegifts (n"ddrtm), freewillofferings (n"dAb6il, andthefirstlingsof herdsand
flocks (vv. 6,l l). The list includes t"rfimh among the several offerings and sacrifices con-
nected with the cult, between tithes and votive gifts; the order is somewhat different in
v. 17. There is no information that would help define the nature of ,"rflmdmoreprecisely.

The phrase frhma! yeflftem, "contribution of your hands," occurs only here; it may
be understood as expressing the voluntary nature of this contribution,20 an interpreta-
tion supported by the parallel expression nidba!yddkn in 16:10. It is probably very
close in meaning to kemattena! ya/6, "as each is able," in 16:17.

In contrast to the tithe, the amount of the t"rfrmd in Deuteronomy is probably inde-
terminate; terfimA itself is a general term for "(cultic) contribution," which can be used

in a variety of ways.
b. Ezekiel. This variety is particularly evident in the book of Ezekiel. Ezk. 20:40

states that, if Israel will serve Yahweh once more, Yahweh will require of them upon
his holy mountain their contributions (t"rfrm61), their firstlings Oe'ii!), and their sacred

offerings (q"dditm). Ezk. 44:30 decrees: 'And the best of all the firstfruits (bikkfirtrnzt)
of all kinds and every contribution (frfrmh) from all your contributions (t"rfrmdfi shall

belong to the priests."22

To be pleasing to God, the ordering of the cult requires not only support of the

priesthood but also, as a precondition for all the rest, the demarcation and delimitation
of the sacred precincts. This district, with the temple in its midst, is also called frAmd;
Ezk.48:8-22 and 45:l-8 describe its extent in broad detail together with the subdivi-
sions allotted to the priests, the Levites, and the prince.

The functions of the prince are described in Ezk. 45:13-17. The people are to bring
their t"rfimA to him as a kind of cultic tax, and it is then his duty to provide from it the

burnt offerings, the grain offerings, and all the other offerings at the festivals, new

moons, and Sabbaths . The t"rfimd of the people is defined precisely: a sixtieth of the

grain, a hundredth of the oil, and one sheep from every flock of two hundred. The term
thus encompasses all contributions in kind, both agricultural produce and animals.

c. P and later Documents. The use of frAmd in a variety of contexts continues in P
and in later texts. The contributions of gold, silver, copper, and fine fabrics for the con-

struction of the tabernacle are called f rfrmd (Ex. 25:2-3; 35:5,21 ,24; 36:3,6). The same

is true of the silver and gold vessels for the temple given by the Persian king to the re-

turning Israelites (Ezr. 8:25).
In this context we may also cite Isa. 40: 19-20, which describes the manufacture of

an idol: the material provided is called a terimi.
Wrichter

20. Gtiting, l0 n. 3.
21. -+ ll,l22.
22. Ot the text see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983), 451-52.
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In Isa. 40:20 it is almost certain that frfimd means "offering with reference to an
idol of wood," but uncertainty concerning the interpretation and semantics of
ham"sukkan has led to debate about the syntax of the verse.23

Seidl

In Nu.3l (P), a very late text, the persons and animals taken from the booty cap-
tured in the campaign against the Midianites and set apart for the priests and Levites is
called t"rftmal yhwh (vv. 29,41). The term mekes also appears here (uniquely) in the
sense of "tribute" (vv.28,37-41), again in combination with yhwh. An addition in vv.
48-54 describes the offering of the captured jewelry as an act of atonement (v. 50; cf.
Ex. 30: 12, l6). Nu. 3 I also uses the term terfrmd (v. 52); but the same passage also calls
the solemn offering qorbanz4 (v. 50), an inclusive term for any offering, used only in
texts belonging to P.

The half-shekel tax described in Ex. 30:l l-16 is also a unique event, at least as the
narrative presents it. However, it was probably a general head tax levied by the
postexilic community,2s designated "for the service of the tent of meeting" (v. 16a),
i.e., for the support of the temple.

As already in Ezk. 44:30 and Lev. 22:12 (H), f rfrmA often denotes the portion set
aside for the priests (e.g., Nu. 5:9; l8:8). The provisions for the priests consisted of
grain and certain portions of the animals sacrificed. Nu. 15 speaks of a contribution
from the threshing floor (terfima1 goren,26 v. 20b; cf. Nu. 18:27), a contribution of
bread (v. 19), and a contribution from the first batch of flour (vv.20-21) in the form of
a loaf of ring bread (halld; cf. Lev. 7:12-14). The way the contributions of grain were
collected in the period of ChrH we learn from Neh. 10:40(Eng. 39); 12:44;13:5: cham-
bers were provided where all the contributions could be stored. These storerooms are
also mentioned in 2 Ch. 3l:10-14, where the contributions are called t"rfimd in vv.
10,12,14. This text also makes special mention of tithes (ma'aidy;zt cf. Mal. 3:8), as do
the passages in Nehemiah.

This terminology is similar to that in Nu. 18, where terfimd - in contrast to the tithe

- is a general term for "contribution." In Nu. l8:8,19, terfimd stands for all the offer-
ings and contributions listed between these two verses as the priestly portion due in
perpetuity. Then vv. 20-24 tum to the support of the Levites and the tithes they are to
receive, which are called terfrmd in v. 24. But the tithe to be set apart for the priests by
the Levites, a tithe of the tithe, is also called t"rfimd (v. 26).

Neh. 10:39-40(38-39) also speaks of a tithe of the tithes, which the Levites are to

23. K. Eliger, Deuterojesaja I: 40,145,7. BKXUI (1978), 60-62; for more recent discussion
see H. G. M. Williamson, Bibl 67 (1986) 1-20; M. Hutter, "Jes 40,20 - kulturgeschichtliche
Notizen zu einer Crux," 8N 36 ( 1987) 3 I -36; A. Fitzgerald, "The Technology of Isaiah 40:19-20
+ 4l:6-7," CBQ 5l (1989) 426-66.

24. --> XIJL, t5'1.
25. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Ene. t. 1962),236.
26. --> til,62-63.
27. -+ aD]j 'eier
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bring to the chambers of the storehouse; this contribution is called atertrmd of grain,

wine, and oil. In different ways Neh. 12:44 and l3:5 also connect tithes and terfrmA

with other donations. In 2 Ch. 3ll0 t"rfimd appears once more as a general term for all
kinds of donations; v. 12 mentions terfrma and ma'oi?r in the same breath.

Several texts, all belonging to P, call the priests' share of the sacrihcial flesh t"rfimA.

The portion in question is the right thigh (.irdq hayydmin, Lev. 7:32-33), called the
"thigh of the elevation offering" (i6q hatt"rftmd, Ex. 29:27-28; Lev.7:34; Nu. 6:20)
(AV "heave offering"; instead of this traditional translation, HAL prefers "contribu-
tion,"2s i.e., "thigh set apart as a contribution"). It appears in conjunction with the

"wave offerinE" (h"z?h hattenfrpd,Ex.29:27;Lev.7:34l. I0:14-I5;Nu. 6:20). Accord-
ing to Lev. 10:14, the priestly families may eat both in any clean place.

d. Wave Offering and Elevation Offering. The juxtaposition of two different offering
portions, each called by a different name, raises the question of the origin and nature of
these offerings. Were they both ritual acts? Most scholars assume a ritual element for
the fnfrph but reject it for the t"rfimd.ze Driver and Kopf, howeveq see no essential dif-
ference between the fnLpA and the t"rfimd.3o Kopf bases his conclusion on an Arabic
etymology for the former, arguing that nfrp hiphil is synonymous with rfim hiphil,
"raise." Nevertheless, the two must be considered distinct.

We assume initially that the sacrifices of well-being (i"ldmtm) had regional varia-
tions (e.g., Dt. 18:3 describes the priests'portion as comprising the shoulder, the two
jowls, and the stomach) and that these traditions coalesced in the later temple cult. In
the i"lamtm offering as described in Lev. l,tt ,n" fat is burned on the altar and the

breast allotted to the priests, after which it is consecrated as a fnttpA offering (vv.

30-31). This act may best be imagined as "swinging the sacrificial portions back and

forth in the direction of the altar,"32 a symbolic offering of the sacrifice. Next, proba-

bly representing a different tradition, the right thigh is presented as an offering for
the priest (frfrmd lakkdh€n, vv. 32-33). Other sacrificial texts often refer to the right
thigh as a portion for the priests (Ex.29:22,26; Lev. 8:25ff.; Nu. l8:18). Being given

this portion was already a token of honor in the ancient period, as I S. 9:24 shows.

Finally, the "t"nfipd breast" and "t'rfimd thigh" appear together as a perpetual due for
the priesthood (v. 34). The latter expression does not refer to a ritual act ofelevation;
late expansions of the text, however, speak of swinging the right thigh as well (Ex.

29:22-24;Lev.8:25-27;9:21). A late supplement (Lev. 10:15) even speaks of swing-
ing the "thigh that is raised." Here we observe the tendency to standardize the sacrifi-
cial regulations.

28. HAL, rI, 1789-90.
29. See already Eissfeldt, 56; also (among others) Dussaud,

R. Hentschke, Satzung und Setzender BWANT 83 (1963), 34-35 n.
30. Driver, 104; Kopi 263-64.
31. -r IX, 298-99.
32. Elliger, Leviticus, lO2.

I ll-12: Vincent, 269-70:
16; Milgrom, Tarbiz 42.
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UL LXX. The LXX most commonly translates terfrmd with aparch6, "(offering
of) firstlings," which is also a standard translation of re'itt:33 l5 times in the singu-
lar,25 times in the plural (20 of the latter representing a Hebrew singular). Another
common translation is aphairema, "removal" (29 times, all but I in the Pentateuch),
a translation that occasionally (5 times) also represents tenfrpA. The translation eis-
phord, "contribution," referring to the half-shekel tax, appears 3 times in Ex. 30:13-
15. In Isa. 40:20 we frnd homo{oma, probably reflecting Heb. t"mfind. Prov. 29:4 uses
pardnomos.

Wtichter

Giiting believes that the Hebrew terms for "contribution" lie behind the deutero-
canonical texts Sir. 7:31; 35:7-8; Tob. l:6-7; 5:14; Jdt. ll:13.3a This assumption has
been proven correct in the case of Sir. 7:31 (trwmh twice, representing drisrs and
aparchd); for Sir. 35:7-8 (LXX) cf . 32:ll-12 (Hebrew).

Seidl

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The noun terfrmA occurs some 25 times in the Dead Sea
Scrolls, often in a figurative, spiritualized sense, since the rituals ofthe sacrificial cult
could not be performed at Qumran and therefore had to be reinterpreted.3s Several texts
speakof the"offeringof thelips" (frfrmaliepdlayim, lQS 9:4-5,261'10:6//4e256[Sb] 3
2:4; similarly IQS 10:14 and 4Q5l I 63+64 2:4; possibly 4Q513 2 2:3). According to
lQS 9:4-5, this offering is like the "pleasing aroma of righteousness." Similar to this
usage in the Manual of Discipline is the expression "offering of the tongue" in the
Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice (terfrma1ldi6n, 4Q4CfJ. 2 7: 4Q403 I 2:26; 4Q405 23
2:12).ln such contexts terfrm.d is best translated "offering of praise," so that frfrma1
i"pdlayim and t"rftmal lai6n are practically synonymous. Newsom divides the latter
phrase, connects trwmwt with the preceding r'Jy, and interprets the new phrase as an
angelic title, "chiefs of praise-offerings."36

Finally, one of the standards for the holy war bears the inscription frfrmay ?-/ (lQM
4:rll4Q496lMI tO S:+).

But the Qumran library also includes texts enshrining a well-developed tradition
that echoes the sacrificial laws of the OT, as discussed above (1lQT 15:ll;20:14;
2l:2;60:4). Here, however, we may be dealing with literature antedating the Qumran
community. That possibility is unlikely, however, in the case of 4Q258(Sd) 3 2:5, with
the parallelism zbhym wtrwmwt wndbym (Dt. l2). The 5 occurrences in the 4Q
Damacus Document tradition (4Q266 l:15;4Q267 9 3;4Q270 6 14,18,19), too, admit
no doubt that we are dealing with an original use of sacrificial terminology. The same

33. --+ Xlll,269.
34. Pp. t4-17.
35. G. Klinzing, Die Umdeutung des Kultus in der Qumrangemeinde und im NT. SUNT 7

(1971).
36. C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 334,339.
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is true of 4Q251(Halakhahu) 6 9, where terfimd appears to occur within a compendium
of offerings.

Fabry

(This article was inadvertently assigned to two different authors. In conflating the

two versions, the editors have given priority to the first author chosen. We are grate-

ful to both colleagues for their understanding.)

;'lyl'ln terfr'd -s ll'l'1 rw

EtP]n fraptm; 11D*'zpod: 11 bad

I. Etymology. II. Ancient Near East. III. OT: l. Appearance; 2. Function; 3. Ephod;

4. Divination. IV. Archaeological Evidence. V. l. Ancient Versions; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

terapim. P. R. Ackroyd, "The Teraphiml' ExpT62 (1950/51) 378-80; W F. Albright,Archae-
ology and the Religion of Israel (Baltimore, s1968); idem, "Are the Ephod and the Teraphim
Mentioned in Ugaritic Literature?" BASOR 83 (1941) 39-42;W. R. Arnold, Ephod and Ark. HTS
3(1917);M.Bayliss,"TheCultof DeadKininAssyriaandBabylonial'Iraq35(1973)115-25;
K. Budde, "Ephod und Ladel' ZAW 39 (1921) l-42; A. Cooper and B. R. Goldstein, "The Cult of
the Dead and the Theme of Entry into the Landl' Biblnt I (1994) 285-303; P. R. Davies, "Ark or
Ephod in I Sam. XIV.18?" JTS 26 (1975) 82-87; K. Deller, "Die Hausgtitter der Familie Sukrija
S. $uja," in M. A. Morrison and D. I. Owen, eds., Studies on the Civilization and Culture of Nuzi
and the Hurrians. FS E. lacheman (Winona Lake, l98l), 47-76; A. E. Draffkom, "lldni/
Elohim," JBL 76 (1957) 216-24; M. Gevaryahu, 'A Clarification of the Nature of Biblical
Teraphim,""/BLBI (1962)239-48; C. H. Gordon, "Teraphim," IDB,lV,5'14;M. Greenberg,'An-
other Look at Rachel's Theft of the Teraphim," JBL 8l (1962) 239-48; K. Grosz, The Archive of
the Wullu Family (Copenhagen, 1988), esp. 33-36; Y. Hockerman, "Notes on Several Passages in
Genesis," BethM 36 (1990191) 20-28; G. Hoffmann and H. Gressmann, "Teraphim: 7-4W 40
(1922)75-137; H. A. Hoffner, "Hittite Tarpii and Hebrew Tbraphimi JNES27 (1968) 6l-68;
idem, "The Linguistic Origins of the Teraphimi' BSac 124 (1967)230-38; J. Huehnergard, "Bib-
lical Notes on Some New Akkadian Texts from Emar (Syria)," CBQ 47 (1985) 428-34; C. J.
Labuschagne, "Teraphim - A New hoposal for Its Etymologyj'W 16 1966) l15-17; T. J.
Leutis, Cults of the Dead in Ancient Israel and Ugarit. HSM 39 (1989); idem, "Teraphim," in
K. van der Toorn et al., eds., Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible (Grand Rapids,
21999),844-50; O. Loretz, "Die Teraphim als 'Ahnen-G6tter-Figur(in)en' im Lichte der Texre
aus Nuzi, Emar und Ugarit," UF 23 (1992) 133-78; G. F. Moore, "Ephod," EncBib, II (1903),
1306-9; H.-P. Mtiller, "Das Wort von den Totengeistern Jes. 8,19f.," WO 8 (1975176) 65-76;
A. Reichert, "Kultmaske," BRLL, 195-96; H. Rouillard and J. Tropper, "TRPYM rituels de
gu6rison et culte des anc6tres d'aprds I Samuel XIX I l-17 et les textes paralldles d'Assur et de
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I. Etymology. There have been innumerable attempts to explain the etymology of
frapim;t the following are the most common.

a. Some maintain that fraptm should be understood as a taqttl or taqtal form from
the root rp', "heal."z The word repdim (originally probably rdp"Tm), "healers," has also
been brought into the discussion. Therefore Albrightl has proposed seeing in fraptm a

pejorative deformation of a hypothetical noun form (*tarpa'u?) from the root rp', from
which the name of the Rephaim is also derived.a

b. Speisers derives frapim from the root rph, "sink back, rest, be powerless, grow
weaker," translating it as "inert things, idols."6

c. Others associate frapim with Ugar. trp, "grow weaker."7
d. Still others connectterapiz with postbiblicaltrp, with the meaning "abominations."8
e. Labuschagne derives frdpim from an original p"lartm, "dream interpreters,"

changed by metathesis at a later date to make the referent an object of ridicule.e
f. Following a suggestion of the Assyriologist Benno Landsbergeq Hoffnerlo proposes

an etymological connection between frdptm and Hitt.-Luwian tarpi(i), which "denotes a

spirit which can on some occasions be regarded as protective and others as malevolent."ll
In lexical lists tarpi(i) is often represented by the Akkadogram SEOU, "(protective)
spirit," a meaning that could in many respects be associated with Heb. teraptm.tz Since the
Hebrew lexicons do not provide a convincing etymology for frapim.r: Hoffner's sugges-

tion has found considerable support. Nevertheless, other suggestions have been brought

Nuzi," l4 37 (1987) 340-6L; S. Schroer, In Israel gab es Bilder OBO 74 (1987), esp. 136-46;
F. Schwally, Das Leben nach dem Tode (Giessen, 1892); E. Sellin, "Efod und Terafrml' JPOS 14
(1934) 185-93; K. Seybold, 't'Plr.l terapim idol(s)," TLOT lll, 1433-34; S. Smith, "What Were
the Teraphim?" JTS 33 (1932) 33-36; K. Spanier, "Rachel's Theft of the Teraphim," W 42
(1992) 404-12; K. van der Toorn, "Gods and Ancestors in Emar and Nuzi," ZA 84 (1994) 38-59;
idem, "The Nature of the Biblical Teraphim in the Light of the Cuneiform Evidence," CBQ 52
(1990) 203-22; J. Tropper, Nekromatie. AOAT 223 (1989); A. Tsukimoto, "Emar and the OT -Preliminary Remarks,"A"/B/ 15 (1989) 3-24:idem, Unrersuchungen zurTotenpflege (kispum) im
alten Mesopotamien. AOAT216 (1985); H. Vorliinder, Mein Gott. AOAT23 (1975), esp. 176-80;
E. F. de Ward, "Superstition and Judgment," ZAW 89 (1977) I-19.

L See esp. HAL, ll,1794-96.
2. De Ward, 5-6; Rouillard and Tropper, 357-61; Tropper, 335, with n. 64.
3. W. F. Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan (1968), 146 n. 43.
4. Loretz, I 38-39, l4l-42, 148-5 I, I 67-68. For criticism of this hypothesis see Hoffner, BSac

124:233-34; idem, JNES 27:62.
5. E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB (1964),245.
6. Cf. Albright, BASOR 83:40 n. 8.
7. Albright, Archaeology, 206 n. 63, interpreting the noun as meaning "old rags"; see also

J. Gray, I & II Kinss. OTL(1970),745.
8. Also supported by W. F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity (1957),311.
9. For criticism see Hoffner, BSac 124:232-33; idem, JNES 27:61-62.
lO. BSac 124; JNES 27:63-68.
1 l. Hoffner, JNES 27:66; cf. Seybold, 1433.
t2. cAD, XVIU2,256-59.
13. HAL, ll, 1794: "We do not risk making a decision"; Albright's varying proposals illustrate

the same point.
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forward by Hittitologistsla and OT scholars;ls indeed, the putative Hittite etymology for
frdpim is not without its problems. Even if it should tum out to be correct, it contributes
little to our knowledge of the role played by the t"rdpim in the religion of ancient Israel.

II. Ancient Near East. Although the word terdptm has not been found outside the
Hebrew Bible (unless it is a Hittite loanword), extrabiblical sources have been cited re-
peatedly to cast light on the function of the terdptm. Shortly after the publication of one
Nuzi text,r6 Smith established a connection between the biblical frapim and the ilanu
of the Nuzi text. On the basis of certain legal institutions at Nuzi, he associated the phe-
nomenon of the frAptm inheritance, property rights, and adoption in the realm of patri-
archal law (e.g., Rachel's theft).I7 The parallel with the ilanu at Nuzi led scholars
(above all Draffkorn) to identify the frapim as household gods.

It generally went unnoticed, however, that the Nuzi tablets mention not only house-
hold gods (ildnu) but also etemmu, "spirits," and cultic lampstands (dzAlnc.ung;.ta
Three texts speak of the etemmu alongside the ilanu. In two cases the context has to do
with disinheriting someone. In a text cited by Chiera,le a disinherited son "shall have
access to" (alaku ina/ana) neither the household gods (orNcrn.ue5 = ilanu) nor the
etemmu, nor the fields and houses.20 In a second text2l a man declares that his grandson
shall no longer have access to his possessions, not even "to my [household] gods and
my etemmil'22 In a third text, a "disinheritance document," the signatory declares that,
after the death of his wife, the one of his three daughters who remains in the house of
her parents shall reverence (palafiu) "the gods and my elemmu:'z3

The terminology of these texts with reference to the household gods and the etemmu
suggests that we are dealing here specifically with figurines. This interpretation gains
additional support from another text that forbids the making of substitute "gods."z+
Clearly the domestic cult at Nuzi involved care for the eyemmu and the ilanu eqlually,in
the presence of a cultic lampstand. In addition, the texts make clear that this domestic
cult was primarily the responsibility not of the hrstborn but rather of the one who con-
tinued to occupy the parental house.2s

14. F. Josephson, Florilegium anatolicum. FS E. lnroche (1979), l8l.
15. E.g., Rouillard and Tropper, 360-61.
16. C. J. Gadd, RA 23 (1926) 49-161, no. 51, 10-17; cf. ANET,219-20.
17. Speiser, Genesis, 250; C. H. Gordon, BA 3 (1940) l-12.
18. On such lampstands see Deller, 62-72; A. L. Oppenheim,The Interpretation of Dreams in

the Ancient Near East (1956), 339 and passim.
19. E. Chiera, Joint Expedition with the lraq Museum at Nuzi, V (1934), no. 478, 6ff.
20. Cf . Deller,72.
21. E. R. Lacheman, Excavations at Nuzi, VIII: Family Law Documents. Harvard Semitic Se-

ries 19 (1962), no.27.
22. R.o. ll; cf . Deller,72.
23.Yale Babylonian Collection 5142:30'-31'; cf. J. Paradise, in D. I. Owen and M. A. Morri-

son, eds., General Studies and Excavations at Nuzi, 9ll (1987),203-13.
24. Lacheman, Excavations at Nuzi, V. Harvard Semitic Series 14 (1950), 108.23-42; cf .

Deller,73-74.
25. Paradise, in Owen and Morrison, eds., General Studies,2ll n. 30.
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More light is shed on the nature of the "household gods" at Nuzi by the references

to "gods" in the Emar texts (from Meskene, Syria, ca. 1200 s.c.r.). The Nuzi material
needs to be reexamined in the light of these texts,26 many of which deal with inheri-
tance. A large number of them speak of the "god(s)" of the family. Such references are

formulated in a variety of ways. The commonest form is: "The gods (belong to) the
main house. The main house is the portion of X, the eldest son." The principal heir had
responsibility for taking care of the gods. The traditional formulas state that the heir
was to invoke (nubbtt) "the gods and the dead" of his (or her) father, to reverence
(paldfiu) and care for (kunnfi) them.27 Ownership of the main house and responsibility
for the domestic cult go hand in hand. This association is based on the presence of the
gods in the primary house (cf. the translation of oINcIn-/i [,ia] 6 cAL as "the gods be-

longing to the main house").
Although the interpretation of the expression "the gods and the dead" is disputed,2s

it provides a key to understanding the nature of the family gods. Analysis of the associ-
ated verbs shows clearly that a cult of the dead is involved. Especially common is the
vb. nubbfi, "invoke," as an equivalertto iuma zakaru, "name (invoke) the name."2e The
second verb, palafuu, "reverence," is equally appropriate to a cult of the dead: to "rever-
ence" the dead means to provide them with nourishment. The vb. kunnfi has similar
connotations; it rarely appears in connection with the cult of the gods, but is common
in connection with funerary rites. This observation suggests that the "gods" in the
Emar texts have something to do with ancestors. Thus the expression "the gods and the
dead" is best explained as a hendiadys: the dead are called gods because of their privi-
leged status. The gods, entrusted to the care of the principal heir, are the material sym-
bols (statuettes?) of the family's ancestors; the new paterfamilias, the principal heir, is
responsible for the continuity of their worship.

In at least two OT texts the word'"lohtm must be understood as "spirits of the dead":
1 S. 28:13 and Isa. 8:19.30 The same phenomenon occurs in Ugaritic texts, where rpim
(ancestral spirits) are mentioned in parallel with ilnym (divine beings), i/m (gods), and

mtm (the dead).3l At Emar this West Semitic usage of the term "gods" may be due to
Hurrian influence. Hurrian texts from Anatolia frequently use the expression "the
god(s) of the father" (enna attanni-wena, also written oINcIn.urS A-BI) to denote the

ancestral gods.32 In Akkadian, furthermore, the determinative orNcIn ("god") appears

in combination with croru ("spirit of the deceased, shade") only in texts from Anatolia
(BoghazkOi).

The evidence of the Emar texts is helpful for an analysis of the domestic cult at

26. A. Tsukimoto, A.IBI 15 (1989) 3-24.
27. Huehnergard, 428-31.
28. See above.
29. Bayliss, ll7.
30. See Mtiller.
31. KTU 1.6, VI,45-49.
32. See the reference to G. Wilhelm in K. Koch, eds., Studien zur alttestamentlichen und

altorientalischen Reli gions ge schichte ( 1988), 20 rr. 32.
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Nuzi, for the hendiadys "the gods (ili) and the dead (mttfi or metu)" at Emar raises the
possibility that the association of oINcrn.l,rpl with etemml has the same reality in view,
whether the expressions are synonymous or complementary. There is some evidence to
support this conclusion: according to the Emar texts, the oINcrn.us5 must be under-

stood as ancestral spirits. The similarities of domestic law and the socioeconomic situ-
ation in Emar and Nuzi, along with Hurrian influence, make it reasonable to assume

that similar terms have similar meanings. We may also note the analogous religious ob-
ligations of the principal heir in other Mesopotamian documents. As the new head of
the family, the heir was responsible for the funerary rites and sacrificial offerings for
the deceased members of the family.33 The responsibility for the cult of dead kin in
Babylonian texts parallels the possession of the household ilanu at Nuzi - including
the fact that the latter were figurines representing ancestors. As a final argument from
Nuzi, we note that there the offerings for the dead (kipsdtu = kispatu) were given to
"the gods." This language could argue for identifying the ildnu with representations of
ancestors.

In the Nuzi texts, then, the words ilanu and etemmu refer to deified ancestors. This
usage accords with the hendiadys ili u mlti in inheritance documents from Emar. The
Old Babylonian legend of Etana, which contains the statement "I honored the gods and

revered the spirits of the dead" (ildni ukabbit etemme aplafu), shows that the parallel-
ism ildrut//elemmu is not restricted to the Nuzi material.3a This text illustrates the im-
portance of domestic worship of ancestors, represented by figurines. According to the

Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic, such figurines were normally kept in the bedroom, for
Gilgamesh took the oil horns of the bull of heaven into his bedroom to anoint his god
Lugalbanda (probably a figurine of his deceased father Lugalbanda).35

III. OT.
The term fraptm occurs 15 times in the Hebrew Bible: Gen. 3l:19,34,35: Jgs. 17:5;

18:14,17,18,20; I S. 15:23; 19:13,16:'2 K.23:24;Ezk.2l:26(Eng.2l); Hos. 3:4; Zec.

l0:2. Its form is always plural, even when it refers to a single image (l S. l9:13); it has

been suggested that some plural forms are actually singular forms with mimation.36

Because it is diffrcult to harmonize the individual texts that refer to frdpim, some have

suggested that the words serve as a generic term or denote different object5.:z It is safer

to assume, however, that frdpim has a single primary denotation that can take on sev-

eral distinct connotations.

l. Appearance. Analysis of the l5 occurrences shows that the noun refers to a con-

crete object. We read of frdpim being "made" (',fft, Jgs. 17:5) and "removed" (b'r piel,
2K.23:24). According to Gen.3l:19,30-35, Rachel stole (gnb, v. 19) the t"rapimof

33. Tsukimoto.
34. J. V. Kinnier Wilson, Iegend of Etana (1985), l0O-101.
35. S. Dalley, Myths from Mesopotamia (1989), 29 n. 68.
36. A. R. Johnson, Cultic Prophet in Ancient Israel (21962),32 n. 4.
37. Seybold, 1433-34; Ackroyd.
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her father. But there are no details about the nature and appearance of these objects. It
is also not clear whether the form of the fraptm remained constant or varied over the
course of time and in different locales. It would appear, however, that we must reckon
with certain variations. Gen.3l:34 gives the impression that the objects in question
were relatively small (12 to 14 in.), since they could be hidden in a saddle (kar).

A further hint concerning the appearance of the terdptm is found in I S. 19:11-17. It
has been argued that this text suggests thinking of the frdptm as cultic masks repre-
senting the human head.38 This argument is not convincing, since it makes of m"ra-
'aio1ayw, with its suffix referring to the terdpim, textually redundant (v. l3). It is also
hard to imagine that such an object could be covered with a begel. Regardless of
whether begeS is understood as a cloak or a blanket,3e it must be bigger than a sculpted
head. The text supports the conclusionlhat frapim refers to a material object that could
lie on a bed, the prep. 'el notwithstanding. Although 'al is more common with miuL,
Gen.49:33 and I S. 28:23 show that'el can also be used when motion is involved. It
was therefore perceived as normal that the object stood alongside the bed but could
also be laid on the bed. Michal's staging was intended as a momentary deception: she
draped the frapim on the bed so as to give the impression that her husband was lying
there.

The same passage actually provides even more information. The terapim mtst
somehow have appeared anthropoid, at least as regards the upper portion. The similar-
ity to a human being was nevertheless limited. Michal had to resort to trickery and lay a
k'ltr hd'izztm over the head of the frap?m (v. 13). Most likely this word refers to a net
of goat hair;ao the definite article indicates that we are dealing with an everyday house-
hold object. Hoffmann and Gressmann were probably correct in thinking of a kind of
mosquito net draped over the head of the fraptm.al The remainder of the t"raptm was
covered with a bege/. The purpose of both was to conceal from Saul's henchmen what
they were really covering. The notion that Michal actually clothed the figure is out of
the question. The covered object would most easily be mistaken for a living person if it
was the size of a human being,+z but so large an object is practically ruled out by Gen.
31. Some reduction in size is possible but cannot even be estimated. In any case, the
dim light of Michal's bedchamber helped fool Saul's henchmen - but that tells us
nothing about what frapim actually looked like.

2. Function. The evidence concerning the outward form of the fraptm suggests a

statuette, which Gen. 3l and I S. l9 associate with the household. But where were they
kept?

The stories of Rachel's theft and Michal's deception show that the terdpim stood in a
relatively obscure spot, but that their absence was noticed immediately. Even though

38. Hoffmann and Gressmann, 100.
39. Gestg,l23.
40. HAL, I,458.
41. P. 100.
42. Gordon,5''14.
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Laban, too, noted their disappearance immediately, we must assume that Rachel had
counted on some delay. The transfer of the t"raptm from their usual location in David's
room to his bed did not appear suspicious to Saul's henchmen. All this suggests that
normally frdptm were kept inthe heder the dark bedchamber in the rear of the house.

This may be connected with the fact that the bedchamber was considered a sanctum
within the house. According tolsa.26:2O,Israelites enter their l.taQarim to pray (cf. Ps.

84: I la[0a]; BIIS). The choice of this room for such purposes seems natural, since pri-
vacy was most likely to be guaranteed there. In the Ugaritic Krt Epic, too, the protago-
nist retreats into his hdr to pour out his heart to the gods.a3 The relative isolation of the
bedchamber made it a suitable place to carry out religious activities and, we may add,
to keep idols. According to Isa. 57:8, the idolatrous Israelites keep their zikkdrbn"be-
hind the door and the doorpost." If we note the importance of the bed in this pericope,
we may think of a bedchamber in this case as well. In this context zikkfirbn may refer to
a "memorial" of the family ancestors.

Ex. 2l:6 casts some light on Isa. 57:8. If a slave turns down the chance to be re-
leased and prefers to be incorporated into the household of his master, he is to be

brought "before the gods," where his master is to pierce his ear. A glossator has added
that he is to be brought to the door or doorpost, probably referring to the place where
the gods were thought to reside. These "gods" are in fact the family ancestors. As in
I S. 28:13 and Isa. 8;19, the term'elohim stands for the deified dead.a The ritual de-
scribed here is a rite of passage on the occasion of an adoption. The new member of the
family is presented to the ancestors; his body is marked with a sign, and from that mo-
ment on he is joined indissolubly to the family. In the early periods of Israel's religious
history, images or symbols of deities (i.e., ancestors) were clearly located near the door
and doorpost. In the typical Israelite four-room house, this door was the door of the
heder (cf . Isa. 26:20). Thus the heQer was also the room in which the t"raptm were
kept.

Primarily on the basis of Gen. 3l and 1 S. 19, the frdpim have been identified as

household gods. If the tldhim of Ex.2l:6 are actually representations of ancestors, we
may assume that the fraptm played the same role. Laban calls the stolen t"rapim his
"gods." On the evidence ofthis usage, Draffkorn has concluded that the terapimrepre-
sented divine beings. But biblical texts can apply the term "god" to the deified dead
(l S. 28: l3; Isa. 8: l9).+s Taking all these observations together, we may conclude that
the term refers to figurines representing ancestors.46

There has been much speculation over the function of the frapim within the house-
hold. On the basis of a putative etymological connection with rp'and the association
with sickness in I S. 19, the fraptm have been assigned a healing role.47 Barnes even

43. KTU 1.14,1,26; cf. J. C. Greenfield, Erlsr9 (1969)62b.
44. Schwally, 37-39; H. Niehr, UF 23 (1991) 301-6, esp. 304; Cooper and Goldstein.
45. See Miiller.
46. As already proposed by Schwally, 35-37: A. Lods, la croyance d la vie future (1906),

236; R. H. Charles, Eschatology (21913),21-23;H. Wohlstein, BZ5 (1961)37-38.
47. Rouillard and Tropper.
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theorized that the terapim served as a warning sign that there was sickness in the
house.48 But there is no mention anywhere of healing in connection with the frdptm,
and furthermore the proposed etymology is uncertain at best. De Ward suggests that
the frdpim had a tutelary function similar to that of the Akk. pdlilu, "protector."4e Such
a beneficent influence of the frapim would be in character with deified ancestors.

3. Ephod. Not all frapim were domestic; some were employed in the public cult.
Jgs. 17-18 and Hos. 3:4 mention terdptm alongside the'ep61, raising the question of
the nature of the 'dp68 and its possible connection with the frdptm.

In I Samuel the term 'Ep6d (distinct from the 'epdd baQ in I S. 2:18; 22:18;2 S.

6:14; I Ch. 5:27, usually translated "linen ephod") occurs 7 times: 2:28; l4:3:
21:10(Eng.9);23:6,9;30:7(bis), notcounting 14:18 LXX.In all T texts the term'€p6/
refers to a solid object. This contradicts what we know about the 'EpOQ from other OT
texts (with the exception of Jgs. 8:27; 17-18; Hos. 3:4). Normally, 'epbQ denotes an ar-
ticle of clothing ("fancy robe, sacred vestment"50) belonging to the high priest (Ex. 25-
39 passim; Lev. 8:7). As such it was worn (lbi) by Aaron and his sons (Ex. 29:5). The
etymology of the word also suggests an article of clothing: Old Assyr. epattu (( epad-
tu; cf . the pl. epadatu) refers to an article of clothing,5l as does Ugar. ipd.sz In I Sam-
uel, however, the accompanying verbs definitely do not such suggest an article of
clothing, which would normally not be carried (ndid',2:28: l4:.3;22:18). An'Ep68 can
be "brought" (ngJ hiphil, 23:9: 3O:7), which implies that the priests were not already
wearing this piece of cloth. Since the 'ep61 is referred to explicitly as an article of
clothing, we would expect the priest to put it on, not to bring it.

Since it makes little sense to assume that the same term had two distinct meanings
(unless we are dealing with homonyms), it has been conjectured that the word'€p68re-
placed another term used earlier. This substitution theory was first proposed by
Moore.s3 In the case of Gideon's 'zpbQ Qgs. 8:24-27) and the 'Cp68 at Nob (l S.

21:10[9]), he theorizes that the original term was vl6htm, "(statue of) God." Sellin
makes the same assumption for I S. l4:3; 22:18; 23:6-9.s4 According to Budde,5s
'dp68 replaced the word 'abbir "Gmage of a) bull"; according to Arnold,s6 it replaced
'ordn, "ark." If the substitution theory is correct, in I S. 14:18 the word replaced was
most likely "ark."

How much sense do the '4pbQ texts make it 'epOQ is replaced with "ark"? Three
texts speak of 'cp68 as an object that can be carried. According to I S. 2:28, carrying

48. W E. Barnes, JfS 30 (1928129) 179.
49. P. 6, citing A. Phillips and E. A. Speiser.
50. GesBr8, 88.
5t. cAD,IV 183.
52. HAL, t,77.
53. Pp. 1308-9.
54. Pp. 189-91.
55. Pp. 36-39.
56. Pp. 12-17: cf. Davies.
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the'ep68 is a priestly privilege. The Levitical priests are chosen "to go up to my altar,
to offer incense, and to carry an'dp68 before me."57 The sequence suggests that carry-
ing the 'dpOQ was the least important of these privileges. Furthermore, carrying the
'2p68 was not exclusively a priestly privilege: Samuel and David also carried such an
object (1 S. 2:18; 2 S. 6:14). Carrying the ark, however, was the exclusive privilege of
the Levitical priests. The wording of I S. 2:27-28 recalls Dt. l0:8 (cf . bhr "choose"),
which states that Yahweh set apart the tribe of Levi to carry @did') the ark of the cove-
nant of Yahweh, to stand before Yahweh to minister to him, and to bless in his name.
The privilege of "carrying the 'ep6y' before me [Yahweh]" looks like a conflation of
"carry the ark of the covenant of Yahweh" and "stand before Yahweh." Such a compar-
ison admits the conclusion that in I S. 2:28 '€pbQ could have replaced "ark."

Ttvice the 'epbQ is "brought" to David so that he can inquire of Yahweh. The verb in
this context is ng.f hiphil, "bring, fetch," which is used elsewhere in connection with
the ark of God (l S. 14:18, where Saul seeks an oracle before battle; cf. v.36). Al-
though this verb makes more sense in connection with a portable object than with an
article of clothing, the fact that the text deals with an oracular instrument militates
against the substitution theory. In Israel the usual instruments employed to obtain an
oracle were the Urim and Thummim, kept in a breastpiece (hoien) attached to the
'ep6/ (Ex. 28:28-30; Lev. 8:7-8). In I S. 23:9 and 30:7 (possibly also 14: 18 LXX), too,
'ZpOQ refers to an oracular instrument; here it may function as a synonym for Urim and
Thummim.s8

Nevertheless, it remains an open question whether 'ZpbQ rather than the ark might
refer to an oracular instrument. Was the priestly '2p68 used for divination? The only
evidence for such use is I S. 23:9 and 30:7, the very passages where'8p68 appears to
have been substituted for the ark. No biblical text makes any connection between the
'epOQ and Urim and Thummim, and so there is no textual basis for the theory that they
are synonymous. According to 1 S. 28:6, Saul has access to Urim; 23:6 says that the
'dp68 was brought into the camp of David. They must therefore be different objects.

As a cross-check, we must now ask whether the ark was an oracular instrument, as

Arnold theorized in l9l7.se Since the ark functioned as a symbol of the divine pres-
ence, it is reasonable to suppose that it might play a role in divination.o To obtain an
oracle, the inquirer does not inquire of the '2p68 (ia'al bd'Ep6[ but of Yahweh or
God$A'albjhwh/vlahtm, 1S.30:8; cf-22:15). Godisconceivedof asbeingpresent.
Since the ark of God is a material symbol of God's presence, its function in divination
follows naturally.6l As further evidence, we may also cite the story of the Israelites'
oracular inquiry in Jgs. 20:27-28. The ark was thus a more appropriate oracular in-

57. "Before me" is textually uncertain; see BIIS.
58. C. Meyers, ABD, II, 550.
59. -+ JltN rr6n, 1,363-74.
60. See already W. Vatke, Die Religion des AT nach den kanonischen Biichern entwickelt

(r835), 320-21.
61. R. de Vaux, "Ark of the Covenant and Tent of Reunion," The Bible and the Ancient Near

East (Erg. tr. 1971), 144.
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strument than the 'dp6y', and therefore the ark is better suited to the context in I S.

23:9 and 30:7.
In I S.2I:l0(9)and23:6,too,itispreferabletoread"ark"insteadof 'cpbQ. Accord-

ing to 2l : l0(9), the sword of Goliath was kept "behind the 'cp6{' Since the sword was

wrapped in a cloak, it appears rather unlikely that it was concealed behind another arti-
cle of clothing.62 The mention of the bread of the Presence in the same context indi-
cates that the scene is located inside the sanctuary, so that 'dp6Q could stand for the ark
quite easily here.63 ln 23:6, finally, 'cp68 is the subject of the vb. yrd, "go down." If
'zpbQ refers here to an article of clothing, the words hardly make sense.fl The verb is
much more appropriate if the text referred originally to the ark. When the ark departs

from the site, the presence of God also vanishes; i.e., when Abiathar fled to David at

Keilah, God went down with him. In addition, I K. 2:26 seems to indicate that
Abiathar brought the ark with him.

In these passages 'dp68 makes sense only if it denotes a solid object. Such a seman-

tic specification, however, is not supported by its etymology or by the description of
the 'ep68 in the Pentateuch. In the passages just discussed, therefore, we will assume

that 'dpbQ was substituted for the ark several times. Other proposed substitutions are

unnecessary.65

The theory that '2p68 was substituted for the ark in the books of Samuel is con-
firmed by the occurrence of 'ap68 baQ in 1 S. 2: 18 and 2 S. 6:14. It is noteworthy that
this expression appears only in the books of Samuel and in 2 Ch. 15:27, which is de-

pendent on 2 S. 6:14. Aredactor's use of baQ, "linen,"66 to qualify '€pdQbecame neces-

sary when '€pbQ was substituted for the ark in several passages, so that the original
'dp68 as an article of clothing now had to be distinguished from the secondary 'EpbQ

used for the ark.
Since '2p68 as a solid object replaced the ark in several passages, we must reckon

with the possibility that this substitution was undertaken in other passages where a
solid object is meant. For example, the 'epAd of Gideon at Ophrah, with which "all Is-
rael prostituted themselves" (Jgs. 8:27), can hardly have been an article of clothing.
The expression zand 'ahrA refers elsewhere to the worship of foreign gods (Jgs. 8:33;
cf. Ex. 34:15-16 Lev. 17 :7 ; Dt. 3 I : 16; Jgs. 2:11). Here 'dp6Q appears to represent a de-

ity. Physically, too, Gideon's'dp6Q appears similar to the ark: both were made of wood
overlaid with gold, and both were "set up" 0{g hiphil, Jgs.8:27; cf. I S. 5:2;2 S, 6:17;
1 Ch. 16:1).

Finally, the combination of '8p6y' and frapim merits special attention. It has re-
placed the original combination of ark and frapim, with the ark serving as a shrine in
which the terap?m are kept. Hos. 3:4 lists'Cp6/ and fraptm among the religious phe-

62. A. von Gall, Altisraelitische Kultstcitten. BZAW 3 (1898),92-94.
63. J. Blenkinsopp, Gibeon and Israel. SOTSMS 2 (1972),66; Bab. Zebah. ll8-19.
64. S. R. Driver, Nores on the Hebrew Text and the Topography of the Books of Samuel

(21913), r84.
65. See above.
66. HAL, l, lO9:' GesBts, 124.
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nomena of the northern kingdom, phenomena that will cease to exist in the future.
Nothing is said about their use. According to Jgs. l7-18, Micah outfitted his shrine,
which already housed an idol, with'ep68 and fraptm (17:5). The inclusion of '8p68

and teraptm arose from Micah's desire to set up a "real" shrine. In this corftext 'Cpbd

and teraptm go together (cf. Hos. 3:4); they were components of the standard furnish-
ings of an ancient Palestinian temple.

4. Divination In view of their connection with'cpbd (= ark), the frdpim might have
had an oracular function. All the relevant texts admit this interpretation except I S. 19,

Michal's use of the frdptm to deceive Saul's henchmen. Even Rachel's theft of the
f rdptm (Gen. 3 I ) could have been associated with divination. Greenberg6T cites a num-
ber of early exegetes (Tanhuma Wayyese, Tg. Ps.-J., Rashbam, Ibn Ezra, Kimchi)08
who identified Rachel's motive as preventing Laban from using the frdp?m to obtain
an oracle concerning Jacob's flight.

The late texts Zec. l0:2 and Ezk. 2l:26(21) are particularly explicit. Zec. l0:2
speaks of the fraptm as uttering (dibber) nonsense, proclaiming false dreams and
empty consolation. According to Ezk.2l:26(21), the Babylonian king consulted the
frapim (ia'al batteraptm) to obtain an oracle before military expeditions. Together
with other methods such as belomancy6e and hepatoscopy, this practice was considered
a possible means of divination (qsm). Against this background, we can understand
Samuel's attack on the "sin of fraptm" ('awen terdptm; NRSV "iniquity and idolatry")
in 1 S. 15:2370 as being aimed at a kind of divination, like that in the par. hatta'!-qesem.

Caution prevents us from using Babylonian models to explain the fraptm in Ezk.
2l:26(21). Nevertheless, the text provides evidence that might aid our analysis. Not
only in Ezk.2l:26(21) but also in I S. 15:23 and Zec.lO:2, divination by means of
fraptm is linked with qesem. In preexilic texts the latter term is associated with calling
up the spirits of the dead (Dt. l8: l0- 14; Mic. 3:6,1 I ).zt 1n'r usage makes it plausible to
interpret "consulting the fraptm" as a kind of necromancy. If the terdpim were figu-
rines representing familial ancestors, they would have been well suited to transmitting
messages from God to the living.

The interpretation of the frdptm as figurines of ancestors is appropriate to the vari-
ous contexts and indicates how they were used for divination. We know that
Mesopotamian necromancy employed figurines representing the ghost (salam ctuu)
or the dead person (salam L(t.ucX).tz Another passage speaks of applying a salve to a
figurine, with a formula that promises: "If you call upon him, he will answer you."73

67. P. 239 n. 2.

68. Cf. N. Sama, Genesis. JPS Torah Comm. (1989),216.
69. J. Wellhausen, Resre arabischen Heidentums (1927), 46-47, 132-33.
70. See BIIS.
71. See also F. Stolz, WUD 12 (1973) 22-25.
72. L A. Scurlock, "Magical Means of Dealing with Ghosts in Ancient Mesopotamia" (diss.,

University of Chicago, 1988), 53-64.
73.1. L. Finkel, AIO 29-30 (1983184) 5, 9.
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This oracular aspect explains beautifully the "speaking" function of the t"raptm in
Zec.l0:2.

A final argument for identifying the frdptm with statues of ancestors appears

when 2 K.23:24 is compared with Dt. 18:ll. The former text records that Josiah

"put away the mediums ('db6il, wizards (yidd''antm), household gods (t"rdptm),

idols, and all abominations." Dt. l8: I I appears to be the program behind Josiah's ac-

tions, listing various forms of divination that are incompatible with the purity of the

Israelite faith. The author speaks of casting spells, clairvoyance, and consulting
ghosts or the dead. In this list the "dead" @e!im) parallel frdpim in 2 K. 23:24.This
parallelism can hardly be accidental, since the two passages must be considered

closely related.

IV. Archaeological Evidence. The archaeological identification of the t"raptm is a

much-discussed question, on which much of the interpretation of the biblical texts nat-

urally depends. For methodological reasons, however, it would be wrong to mix philo-
logical arguments and archaeological evidence. Therefore the hypothesis that the

frdptm could not have been the size of human beings because archaeology has not

demonstrated the presence of such statues in Palestine is inadmissible.Ta The argument

for identifying cultic masks found in tombs with the biblical teraptm suffers from a

similar weakness.T5 All the clay masks discovered to date in Palestine come from
tombs; none has been found inside a house. Their function is still a matter of specula-

tion; the only evidence supporting the suggestion that cultic functionaries used them to

represent a deity comes from classical antiquity.T6

Gray associates the t'raptm with the many Asherah and Astarte figurines found in
Palestine.TT According to him, these figurines functioned as fraptm and were used in
the context of fertility rites.78 Since the frdptm represent ancestors, however, this iden-

tification is untenable. Given equal numbers of male and female dead, it is also inexpli-
cable that frdptm should have primarily female features.

Archaeologists have identified certain ancestral figurines that have been discovered

as "schematic statues," like those from the stelae temple atHazor.T9 But these objects

are quite small (ca. 8-10 in. tall); the lower portion could take the shape of a pedestal.

They bear a certain resemblance to the anthropoid busts found in Egyptian houses,

which are clearly associated with the cult of the dead.8o

The Israelite statues are also comparable to the statuettes of ancestors used by the

pre-Islamic Arabs; not only are they identical in size and form, but are also frequently

74. Contra Albright, Archaeology, ll0-ll.
75. Hoffmann and Gressmann; de Ward, 5; Reichert.
76. Reichert.
11 . Gray, I & II Kings, 745.
78. See already Albright, Stone Age, 3l I ; H. G. May, Mateial Remains of the Megiddo Cult.

orP 26 (1935),27.
79. P. Beck, TAJ l7 (1990) 9l-95.
80. R. J. Demar6e, The sb ikr n R'-Stelae (1983), 289-90.
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represented in a sitting position.8l To date, however, no "schematic f,rgures" have been

found in a domestic setting. Finally, we must reckon with the possibility that some thirty
figurines from the rooms of a Chalcolithic palace in the Golan represent ancestors.82

Y. l. Ancient Versions. Normally the LXX translators, thinking of idols, use eiddlon
or glyptds to translate terdptm. We may also observe a clear attachment to the notion of
a healing function.83 ln Hos. 3:4 the LXX uses dilAn, which suggests a connection be-

tween the frdptm and the 'frrtm.8a The use of kenotdphia in I S. 19:13,16 may preserve

some trace of the basic meaning.
The Tgs. normally translate frdptm with ;almanayya', "images," or d"main, "frg-

ures," although Tan[ruma Wayyese is of the opinion that the frdpim are so named "be-
cause they are made of filth (tbrcpf' To a certain extent this explanation fits with the

usual translation of frdptm in the Tgs. (slm or qlmn).
The Vg. normally tses idola for fraptm (cf. Jgs. l7:5: "he made an ephod and

teraphim, that is, a priestly vestment, and idols"). Occasionally it uses statua or
simulacra. The other versions think in terms of idols, not simply visual representations.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Qumran scrolls teraptm and'ep6/ play no role. There is

no mention at all of t"rapizr, though 'Ep6/ occurs at least 3 times. In the treasure inven-
tory of the Copper Scrott (:QtS1,'piat (possibly a construct form, but more likely a

plural) appears in conjunction with kly dm' and blgyn. While kly dm' appears to mean a

kind of aromatic ("incense"?) used in preparing a sacrifice,ss blgyn probably means

something like "sandalwood."86 In this context 'pwdt is probably interpreted correctly
as "priestly vestments."

The word '?pOQ also occurs in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. The plural ap-

pears in 4Q405 23 2:5, probably referring to the high priestly vestments of a group of
angels.87 The context of I lQlT 8-7 6 has many lacunae, but it is still possible to make

out that at least some portions of this fragment have to do with priestly vestments.S8

van der Toorn - Lewis

81. C. Rathjens, Sabaeica, II (1955), 6l-78.
82. C. Epstein, Qad 13 (1980) 20-21.
83. Hoffner, JNES 27:61 n.2.
84. De Ward,4.
85. J. T. Milik, 1,es 'petites grottes'de Qumrdn.
86. rbid., 251.
87. C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice.
88. Ibid., 372-73.

DJD, rrr (1962),2sO.

HSS 27 (1985), 335.
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tlrPllfi rar,ir,r

I. Precious Stone. IL Toponym. III. Personal Names.

I. Precious Stone. It is generally accepted that tariti denotes a precious or semipre-
cious stone in 7 OT passages: Ex.28:20;39:13;Ezk. l:16; l0:9; 28:13; Cant.5:14;
Dnl. l0:6. The term does not occur in the other Semitic languages, and the LXX is con-
tent with transliteration (tharsis, Ezk. l:16; Cant. 5:14; Dnl. 10:6), as is the Tg. on
Cant. 5:15 (tariii). Tg. Jon. translates the word simply as "precious stone" ('e!en
fibd') in Ezk. l:16 and 10:9. In Ezk. 10:9 and 28:13, the LXX translates it with
dnthrax, "coal, carbuncle"; here the Vg. uses clrrysalithus, probably representing an
earlier translation. In the Pentateuch (Ex. 28:20;39:13), the LXX uses the translation

tari?i. J . Alvaq 'Aportaciones al estudio del Tarshish biblico," RSF l0 (1982) 211-30; idem
and J. M. Bl1zqtez, eds., Los enigmas de Tarteso (Madrid, 1993) (extensive bibliog.); D. W.
Baker, "Tarshish (Place)," ABD, Yl, 331-33; G. Bunnens, L'expansion phinicienne en
Mdditerrany'e. Etudes de philologie, d'archdologie et d'histoire anciennes l7 (Brussels, 1979),
esp.331-48; F. W. Bush, "Tarshish (Person)," ABD,Vl,33l; P. Cintas, "Tarsis-Tartessos-
GadEs," Sem 16 ( 1 966) 5-37; L. Duchesne, "Les n6cropoles chr6tiennes de I'Isaurie," Bulletin de
correspondance hellinique 4 (Athens, 1888) 195-205, esp. 200, no. 12; M. Elat, "Tarshish and
the Problem of Phoenician Colonisation in the Western Mediterranean : OLP 13 ( 1982) 55-69;
P. W. Flint, "From Tarshish to Carthage," Proceedings of the Eastern Great Laks and Midwest
Bible Societies 8 (1988) l2"l-33; idem, "The Septuagint Version of Isaiah 23,1-14 and the
Massoretic Text," B/OSCS 21 (1988) 35-54; W. Frerichs, "Edelsteine," BHHW I, 361-65;
K. Galling, "Tarsis," 8RI2,332-33; idem, "Der Weg der Ph<iniker nach Tarsis in literarischer und
archiiologischer Sicht," ZDPV 88 (1972) l-18, 140-81; H. S. Gehman, "Notes on the Persian
Words in the Book of Esther," JBL 43 (1924) 321-28, esp. 324-25; C. H. Gordon, "The Wine-
Dark Sea," JNES 37 (1978) 51-52; S. B. Hoenig, "Tarshish," JQR 69 (1978179) l8l-82;
R. Knippenberg, "Tharsis," BHHW III, 1965;M. Koch, ThrschischundHispanien (Berlin, 1984)
(extensive bibliog.); E. Lipiriski, "Carthage et Tarshish," BiOr 45 (1988) 60-81, esp. 60-74;
idem, "L'or d'Ophir," in T. Herckens and G. Moucharte, eds., Numismatique et histoire
6conomique phdniciennes et puniques (LouvainJa-Neuve, 1992), 205-14; idem, "Tartessos et la
stdle de Noral' Segundo Congreso lnternacional de Estudios sobre las Culturas del Mediter-
rdneoOccidental(Barcelona, 1978),71-77;idem,"LaTharsisdel'Histoired'Apollonius,roide
Tyre," Intomus 34 (1970),318-19; M. Mishor, "lrtlin 'Sea'in Talmudic Sources," l,ei 34
(1970) 318-19; H. Quiring, "Die Edelsteine im Amtschild des jtidischen Hohenpriesters und die
Herkunft ihrer Namen," Sudhoffs Archiv fiir Geschichte der Medizin und der Naturwissen-
schaften 38 (Wiesbaden,1954) 192-213; U. Tiickholm, "El concepto de Tarschisch en el AI y
sus problemas," in J. Maluquer de Motes, ed., Tartessos y sus problemas (Barcelona, 1969),79-
90; idem, "Tarsis, Tartessos und die Siiulen des Herkules," Opuscula Romana 5 (Stockholm,
1965) 143-200; J. B. Tsirkin, "The Greeks and Tartessos," Oikumene 5 (1986) 163-71; idem,
"The Hebrew Bible and the Origin of the Tartessian Power," AuOr 4 (1986) 179-85; W. Tlloch,
"Le problEme de Tarsis i la lumiEre de la philologie et de I'ex6gdse," Actes du DeuxiDme
Congris International d'Erude des Culrures de la Miditerrande Occidentale, II (Algiers, 1978),
46-51; C. G. Wagner, 'Aproximaci6n al proceso hist6rico de Tartessos," Archivo Espafiol de
Arqueologia 56 (1983) 3-36; idem, "Tartessos y las tradiciones literarias," RSF 14 (1986) 201-
28.
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chrys6lithos, found also in Josephus.l A similar but perhaps not identical color is sug-

gested by Tg. Onq. on Ex.28:20 and 39:13 and by Tg. Jon. on Ezk. 28:13: krftm
yamma', "sea green." The chrysolite of modern mineralogy is olivine (yellowish
green), but the ancient term could also refer to topaz, yellow beryl, or yellowish green

chrysoberyl.
The earliest text usually thought to refer to the precious stone is Cant. 5:14, but the

singular form rar.iiJ in conjunction with sappirtm, "sapphires," appears to suggest that
we are actually dealing with a toponym used to denote the precious stone. If so, the

verse should be translated: "His hands are rings of gold, set in Tarshish."2 The ptcp.

m"mullairn, like Akk. mullfi,3 clearly refers to setting a stone, but the prep. b'can either
refer to the place ("in Tarshish") or be translated as "with" (i.e., with the precious stone).

Of the 3 occurrences in Ezekiel, none belongs to the original text. Ezk. 1 : 16, in the

interpolated section comprising vv. 15-21,4 states that "the appearance of the wheels"
of the divine chariot throne had the gleam (lit. the "eye") of a tariti. This interpolation
reappears in a more sophisticated style in 10:9-12,16-17;s here the redactor speaks of
the "eye of a tariti stone," clearly a more correct expression, in which Tarshish once

more appears to be a toponym, as in Cant. 5:l4.lt would be reasonable to conclude that
a precious stone from Tarshish was simply called by the toponym and that this usage

was not yet universal at the time when the Ezekiel passages underwent redaction.
The occurrence of rar.fi.f in Ezk.28:13 belongs to a gloss inspired by the description

of the breastpiece of the high priest in Ex. 28:17-20 and 39:10-13.6 In Ex. 28:20 and

39:13, tariti is the name of one of the twelve precious stones set in the breastpiece of
the high priest.T But the list of these stones (28: 17 -21; 39:1O-14) itself was not part of
the original description ofthe breastpiece; it is a later addition dating from the exilic or
early Persian period.8 Thus it is only since the 6th century B.c.E. that rar.ii,f refers to a

precious stone. The text of Dnl. 10:6 is inspired by Ezk. I and is certainly later.

We see, therefore, that /ar.fiJ was originally a toponym, appearing in Israel since the

Sth or 7th century n.c.e. in the expression "Tarshish ship." This site was also the source

of a precious stone, and hence its name came to denote the stone itself. In the Hellenis-
tic period this stone was identified with chrysolite, as the LXX version of Ex. 28:20
and 39:13 shows.

II. Toponym-As is shown by an inscription of Esarhaddon as well as Ps.72:10
and Jon. l:3, Tarshish is a site at the extreme western end of the Mediterranean. To

l. B.J. 5.234; Ant.3.168.
2. W. Rudolph, Ruth; Hohe Lied; Klagelieden KAT XVIVI-3 (1962), 158-59.
3. AHw,II, 598; CAD, Xll,186.
4. W. Zimmerll Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. tr. 1979), 104-5.
5. Ibid., 104,255.
6. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. tr. 1983),82-83,92.
7. +luin haien.
8. K. Elliger, "Ephod und Choschen: W 8 (1958) 19-35 = L. Rost, ed., FS F. Baumgiirtel.

Erlanger Forschungen, ser. A. l0 (1959),9-23.
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emphasize his worldwide sway, Esarhaddon claims that "all the kings in the midst of
the sea, from Cyprus and Ionia to Tarshish (h'tar-si-si)," have done obeisance to
him.e In Ps.72:10 the world dominion of the king is manifested in the tribute that is
brought by "the kings of Tarshish and of the isles"; at Joppa Jonah boards a ship
bound for Tarshish to evade his mission to Nineveh, fleeing as far as possible in the
opposite direction.

The identification of Tarshish with Baetica (Tharseis he Baitik6) in a Greek lexicon
of the late Roman periodto was accepted by Bochart;ll if so, Tarshish and the
Tartessos of classical tradition could be variants of the same name. This identification
is probably correct. The identification with Tarsus, first found in Josephus,l2 is out of
the question, since the Semitic form of this name is trz/tarzu. Furthermore, the earliest
occurrence of rrJ.i is in a late-9th-century inscription from Nora on Sardinia,l3 and the
latest Punic occurrences of the gentilic *taririt ) taril (with elision of a syllable) find
an echo in Polybius in the forms tarsdionta and Thersitai. ls The alternation of the
forms tarJ?i (Semitic) and tartds(sos) (Greek), as well as the Latin form Turdet(ani),
reflects different articulations of an indigenous phoneme, probably an interdental sib-
ilant. The name Tarshish, then, is Iberian or "Tartessian"; it is pointless to look for a
Semitic etymology.

The expression "Tarshish ships" (enty61 tariti) should therefore refer to ships
bound for Spain. This can actually be the case when they are mentioned in conjunction
with Tyre (lsa.23:1,14;Ezk.27:25). It is also possible in Isa.60:9, where Thrshish
ships bring back the sons "from the isles," although this expression more likely means
the Mediterranean coastlands in general. The Tarshish ships of Jehoshaphat sailed to
Ophir, from which they transported gold to the harbor of Tell Qasile on the Mediterra-
nean, whence it was brought inland.16 It is therefore inconceivable that these ships ran
aground near Ezion-geber (1 K.22:49).

No places are mentioned in conjunction with Solomon's Tarshish ships (l K. lO,22
ll2 Ch. 9:2l1,rt but since they appear together with the fleet of Hiram, we should
probably think in terms of Mediterranean destinations. One may assume that the ex-
pression gradually took on the sense of "long-distance ships." The commodities im-
ported on these ships include gold (l K. lO:22112 Ch.9:21; cf. I K. 22:49; Isa. 60:9),
silver (l K. 10:22;Ezk.27:121' cf. Isa. 60:9), ivory Q K. lO:22; cf. Ezk. 27:15), iron,
tin, and lead (Ezk. 27:12), as well as "chased and polished (precious) stones" (LXX
3 K. 10:22).

9. R. Borger, Die InschrifienAsarha.d.dons Krinigs vonAssyrien. BA|Og (1967),86,957.10-11.
10. F. Wutz, Onomastica sacra. TU 4l (l9l4ll5), 195-96, 697,722.
ll. S. Bochart, Geographica sacra seu Phaleg et Canaan (Leiden, 21674),188-94.

12. Ant. 1.127 ; 8.163; 9.2O8.
13. KAI 46.1; cf . W. F. Albright, BASOR 83 (1941) 17-19.
14. Historie s 3.24.2,4.
15. Ibid., 3.33.9.
16. TSSI, 12,no.4.
17. E. Hilgert, BHHW lll, 1697.
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In Isa. 2:16 the Tarshish ships, especially beautiful and impressive, are the embodi-
ment of human hubris. In a similar vein, Ps. 48:8(Eng. 7) speaks of hostile ships in re-
volt against Yahweh, which he shatters with an east wind.

III. Personal Names. The use of precious stones for personal names was common
in antiquity.t8 It is therefore not surprising to find tariti as a personal name in the Per-
sian period (l Ch.7:10; Est. l:14). Although the LXX (Vaticanus) reads Ramessai,
"from Ramessa," in I Ch.7:10, there is no reason to reject the MT. The name has a

counterpart in an inscription from Silifke (Seleucia in Cilicia): mniima Tarsistou.te ln
Est. 1:14, howeveq where the LXX reads Sarsathaios or sarestheos, the name appears
to reflect a misreading: the text should read .itr' dm ftriyi, where i/r'represents Old
Persian xXiathra-a-,20 dm is *Tahma-,2r and tlriyi is a name appearing at Behistun as

D-a-d-r-i-i-i (Old Persian), Da-tar-ii-i.i (Elamite), Da-da-ar-iu (Akkadian), and Ddri
(Aramaic).

Lipifiski

18. AN,256.
19. Duchesne.
20. M. Mayrhofer, Onomastica Persepolitana (Vienna,
21. Ibid., 147,98,344.
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